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1. OVERTURE 

This is a book about cytomecry, in general, emphasizing 
flow cytomctry, in particular. In it, I hope co tell you what 
cytomecry is, how it works, why and how co use it, when 
you should favor one type of cytomecry or another, and 
when cyrometry won't solve your problem. This chapter, 
like the overture to an opera or a musical, presents impor
tant themes from the body of the work, but may also stand 
alone. 

I.I WHAT (AND WHAT GOOD) IS CYTOMETRY? 

Cytometry is a process in which physical and/or chemi
cal characteristics of single cells, or by extension, of other 
biological or nonbiological particles in roughly the same size 
range, are measured. In flow cytomctry, the measuremencs 
arc made as the cells or particles pass through che measuring 
apparatus, a flow cytomcter, in a fluid scream. A cell sorcer, 
or flow sorter, is a flow cytometer that uses electrical and/or 
mechanical means co divert and collect cells (or ocher small 
particles) with measured characteristics that fall within a 
user-selected range of values. 

Neither the cells nor the apparacus are capable of purring 
che process of cycomecry in motion; the required critical 
elemenc for that is a human inceresced in obtaining informa
tion about a cell sample and, in the case of sorting, extract
ing cells of interest from the sample. At the most basic level, 
a cyrometer might be considered co be a "black box" with 
cells as "inputs" and numbers as "outputs"; che oucpucs of a 
cell sorter would include both numbers and cells. However, 
while some modern cytometers (and some modern users) 
can obtain the desired results while running unatcended in 
"black box" mode, it is fair to say that most of che applica-

tions, and all of the inceresting applications, of cyrometry 
call for some understanding and some incelleccual efforc on 
the part of rhe user. 

Tasks and Techniques of Cytometry 

From the rime of van Leeuwenhoek and Hooke until 
the mid-20th cencury, determining: 

I) whether cells were present in a specimen, 
2) how many were there, 
3) what kinds of cells were reprcsenced, and 
4) what cheir functional characteristics might be 

required char a human observer interpret a microscope im
age. The same tasks remain for modern cytometry. 

Although electrical and acoustic propcrcics of, and nu
clear radiation emission from, single cells can be measured, ir 
is fair to say char optical measuremencs are by far the most 
common in cyrometry. A typical cyrometer is rhus a special
ized microscope; the degree of physical resemblance is dic
rared by rhe requirements of the measuremenr(s) to be made, 
which in rum are dictated by what the user needs co know 
about the cell sample. In successful applications of cyromc
rry, electro-optics, electronics, and computers are employed 
co improve on what could be obtained "by eye," alrhough 
interpretation is required more often than not. The success
ful applications arc many, increasing in number, and com
monplace in locales as diverse as clinical laboracories and 
breweries. 

Some Notable Applications 

Cyrometry is currently used to obtain the helper T lym
phocyte counts needed co monitor che course and rreacmenc 
of HIV infection, and co determine rumor cell DNA content 
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and proliferative accivicy, which may aid in assessing progno
sis and determining crcacmem for paciems wirh breasc cancer 
and ocher malignant diseases. The technology has also been 
used co crossmacch organs for rransplancacion, co isolate 
human chromosomes for rhe consrrucrion of genetic librar
ies. ro separate X- and Y-chromosome bearing sperm for sex 
seleccion in animal breeding and in vitro ferciliz.acion in hu
mans, ro identify che elusive hemacopoicric seem cell and an 
expanding family of other seem cell cypes, and co reveal sev
eral widely discribured but previously unknown genera of 
marine microorganisms. 

Biological particles that have been subjecced co cytomcc
ric analysis range, in order of decreasing size. from multicel
lular organisms (e.g .• Drosophila embryos and adulc Caenor
habditis elegans nematodes) through cell aggregates (e.g., 
pancreatic islets and rumor cell spheroids), cukaryocic cells, 
cellular organelles (e.g .• mitochondria), bacteria. liposomes, 
individual virus particles and immune complexes, down co 
rhe level of single molecules of proteins, nucleic acids, and 
organic dyes. Cycomerers can also be used for sensitive 
chemical analyses involving rhe binding of suitably labeled 
ligands co solid substrates or co parcicles such as polystyrene 
beads. 

The first practical applications of flow cycomecry, begin
ning in the I 940's, were co counting blood cells in liquid 
suspension, on the one hand, and bacteria and other small 
particles in aerosols, on the ocher, based on measurements of 
light scattering or electrical impedance; these signals were 
also used co provide escimates of cell si7.e. 

In the early I960's, light absorption measurements were 
used for quancicarivc flow cyromcrric analyses of cellular 
nucleic acid and protein . Flow cycomecers in modern clinical 
hematology laboratories perform counts of red cells (erychro
cyces), white cells (leukocytes), and platelets (thrombocytes) 
in blood, as well as differential leukocyte counts, using com
binations of dcccrical impedance, light scarcering, and light 
absorption measurements. 

However, many people who know rhe rerm "flow cy
comecer" rend co use it - incorreccly - co describe only in
struments char measure fluorescence as well as light scaner
ing. The first fluorescence flow cytomerers were builc in the 
lace l 960's; alchough rhere are now well over l 0,000 in use 
in clinical and research laboratories worldwide, chey are still 
outnumbered by impedance and scattering-based hemacol
ogy analyzers. So much for fluorescence chauvinism. 

What is Measured: Parameters and Probes 

The novice should nor be intimidated by che jargon of 
cyromcrry; there arc no nacive speakers, and he o r she can 
soon enough become as fluent in it as the rest of us. The 
term parameter is, unforrunaccly, used in several different 
senses in our jargon. Ir can refer to a physical or chemical 
characteristic of a cell (e.g., cytoplasmic granularicy or nu
clear DNA conrcnr) char is measurable by cyromerry; it can 
also describe a physical property, measured by a sensor. 

defined broadly (e.g., lighc scattering or fluorescence), or 
more narrowly (e.g., orchogonal light scaccering or red fluo
rescence) , or a physical propeny of a cell-associated re
agent (e.g., propidium fluorescence). A fairly comprehensive 
lisc of measurable cellular paramerers appears as Table 1- 1 
on che facing page. 

I have characrerized cellular paramecers as intrinsic or 
extrinsic, depending upon whether rhcy can or cannor be 
measured wichour rhe use of reagents, which arc often re
ferred co in cytometric jargon as probes. Some parameters 
can, at least in principle, be measured eirher wirh or wichour 
probes; cellular DNA contenc, for example, can be esrimared 
from ultraviolet (UV) absorption at 260 nm in unscained 
cells, buc it's much more pracrical to use a fluorescent dye 
probe such a~ propidium iodide. A deeper philosophical 
dilemma arises when considering fluorescence from Aequorea 
green fluorescent prorein (GFP) or one of ics genetically 
engineered offshoocs, incroduced by cloning imo cells of 
ocher species co reporc gene expression; one could characrer
ize chis as intrinsic or extrinsic, but I lean coward the lacccr. 

Parameters can also be defined as structural or func
tional, again wirh some ambiguiry. For example. the glyco
prorein efflux pump responsible for mulridrug resisrance in 
rumor cells can be detected, and the amount present in a cell 
quantified, using fluorescenc antibodies, bur such antibodies 
might also bind to an inactive mucanc prorein , and rhus 
provide a measurement (in this case, inaccurate) based on 
scrucrure. The function of the glycoprocein pump can be 
demonstrared by mea~urement of uptake or foss of fluores
cent drugs or dyes by cells over periods of rime. 

In a kinetic measurement such as rhac jusc described, 
time itself can be used as a pararncccr. When such analyses 
arc done by flow cyromecry, the dynamic behavior of a cell 
population muse be inferred from observations of different 
cells at different rimes, because conventional flow cyromerers 
cannot make successive measurements of a single cell over 
rime periods exceeding a few microseconds. 

Boch rhe novice and the expert in flow cytomcuy should 
be aware char almosr every parameter chat can be measured 
by flow cycometry can also be measured by alcernarive cy
cometric methods such as microspectrophotometry. confo
cal microscopy, image analysis. and scanning cytometry. 
These methods are often applicable where flow cycomerric 
methods arc nor, e.g., for true kineric analyses involving 
repeated exarninacion of rhe same ceU or cells over a period 
of rime, or for in situ analyses of cells growing in aggregates 
attached to solid substrates. In general, the fluorescenr 
probes used for flow cycomerry can be used with alternative 
measuremcnc techniques. However, most dyes and orher 
reagents char are commonly employed in absorprion mi
crospectrophotomcrry are nor readily usable in fluorescence 
flow cyromerers. 

1.2 BEGINNINGS: MICROSCOPY AND CYTOMETRY 

Ir recenrly (i.e., since the lase rime I wrote an introduc
tion co cytometry) occurred co me char rhe best way m 
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PARAMUER ME.ASLIRE.MENT METHOD AND rROll£ IF US[D 

Table 1-1. Some parameters measurable by cytometry. 
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Figure 1-1. Interaction of light with a cell. 

which co introduce rhe subject mighc be to consider how 
cyromecry developed from microscopy, emphasizing both 
che si milarities and che differences berween che rwo, and 
scressing how the information gees from che cells ro che user. 
That is whac I will cry to do in the remainder of chis chapter. 
I hope chis will be helpful for the uninitiated reader, bur, 
also, char ir will be equally thought-provoking, informative, 
and at least moderately amusing co chose who have been 
over the cerrain one or many times before. 

The firsc order of business in both microscopy and cy

cometry is discriminating berwecn che cells and whatever else 
is in the sample; the next is often discriminating among a 
number of different cell cypes that may be present. Optical 
microscopes first allowed cells ro be discovered and de
scribed in the seventeenth century, and were refined in de
sign in the eighreenth and early nineceenth , bur the capacicy 
of microscopy co discriminate among different cell cypes 
remained limited by the relative difficulcy of obtaining con
trast berween cells and che background in microscope im
ages. 

A Little Light Music 

While all the senses can provide us with pleasure and 
discomfort, ir is predominancly vision char shapes our per
ception of the world around us, and, wichout light, our vis
ual imagery is rcsrricted to memories, dreams, and hallucina
tions. According co che Book of Genesis, the discrimination 
of ligh1 from darkness is the divine achievement of che firsc 
<lay of creation, and we humans, despite earning fire and 

invencing lighc bulbs and lasers, remain aware of and pro
foundly affecced by rhe daily difference, not least during 
power outages. 

What mosc of us know as light is defined by physicists as 
electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths ranging be
tween abour 400 and abouc 700 nanomecers (nm). Ocher 
species can detect shorrer and longer wavclengchs, bur mosc 
lack our ability ro discriminate among wavelengchs, i.e., 
color vision, and some of us have generic deficiencies thac 
rescrict chis capaciry. 

When we look at che macroscopic world, most of our 
retinal images are formed by light chat we say is reflected 
from objects around us, and an early concepc of light was 
that of rays traveling in srraighr lines, and reflecting from a 
surface ac the same angle at which they strike it. lf we look ac 
an object under wacer and attempt co grab it, we find char ic 
is not exactly where it appears co be; chis is explained by the 
concept of refraction, according to which lighc passing from 
one material medium into another is benr at an angle de
pending on a macroscopic propcrcy of the medium known 
as the refractive index, and on the wavelength of the light . 
The "white" light cmicced by the sun and by incandescent 
and fluorescent bulbs comprises a range of visible wave
lengchs; objects and materials char absorb some, but not all, 
wavclengchs reflecc ochers, and ch us appear colored. 

As we cum our actencion ro smaller and smaller objects, 
the concepts of reflection and refraction become less and less 
useful, and we inscead make use of the concept of light scat
tering. Figure 1- 1 describes the inrcraccion of light wich a 



cell in rerms of scattering. absorption, and fluorescence. 
The lase of these phenomena is not readily explicable in 
terms of either ray (geometrical) or wave optics, and can 
only be dealt with properly by the theory of quantum elec
trodynamics, which considers light as particles, or photons, 
which interact with electrons in acorns and molecules. The 
energy of a photon is inversely proportional to the corre
sponding wavelengrh; i.e., photons of shorc-wavelengrh, 400 
nm violet lighr have a higher energy content than phorons of 
long-wavelengrh, 700 nm red light. 

Scartering, which explains both reflection and refraction, 
rypically involves a brief interacrion bcrwcen a photon and 
an electron, in which the phoron is annihilated, rransferring 
its energy co the electron, which almost immediately releases 
all of the energy in the form of a new photon. Thus, light 
scarcered by an object has rhe same (or almosr exacdy the 
same) wavelengrh, or color, as the incident lighr. However, 
rhe new phocon does not necessarily uavel in the same direc
tion as the old one, so scattered light usually appears co be at 
an angle co rhe incident beam. 

In empry space, there are, by definirion, no atoms or 
molecules, and rhere are thus no electrons available co incer
acr with photons. Although, according co quantum electro
dynamics, a photon has a finice probabilicy of going in any 
direction, when we actually calculate the probabilities chat 
apply in rhe case of photons in empcy space, we come up 
with what look like rays of light traveling in straight lines. 

As a general rule, the densiry of acorns and molecules in 
armospheric ai r is fairly low, meaning char there are few op
portunities for light to be scaccered as it appears co traverse 
distances of a few meters or tens of meters. However, we 
nore rhe blue appearance of a cloudless sky, resulting from 
light scarcering throughout the atmosphere; the color results 
from rhe face rhac shoner wavelengths of lighr are more 
likely co be scarcered rhan longer ones, with the intensity of 
scattering inversely proportional to the fourch power of rhe 
wavclengrh. 

The well-known laws of reflection and refraction emerge 
from quantum electrodynamics applied co objects substan
rially bigger than the wavelength of light. Materials chat ap
pear transparent to the human eye, e.g., glass and water, still 
contain relatively high densities of atoms and molecules, and 
thus provide numerous opportunities for scattering. 

Some lighc appears to be reflected ac the incerfaces be
tween layers of different materials, wirh the angle of reflec
tion equal co rhe angle of incidence. The total amount of 
light reflected is found co be a function of rhe thickness of 
rhc layers and rhc wavelengrh of rhe incident light; that is, 
layers of different thicknesses reflect different colors of lighr 
co different extents. This interference effecr, explained by 
the rheory of wave optics, accounts for rhe parcerns of color 
seen in peacock feathers, burcerfly wings, diffracrion gratings 
in spectrophoromecers, on credit cards, and in cheap jewelry, 
and in opals in somewhat more expensive jewelry. Ir is ex
ploited in optical design, notably in the production of inter
ference filters used co select ranges of wavdengrhs co be 
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observed and/or detected in microscopes and other optical 
inscrumencs. Quantum electrodynamics comes up with the 
same resulrs for interference and reflecrion as wave optics, 
even while taking into account rhac the phenomena arc due 
to scarcering throughout objects, not just from front and 
back surfaces. 

The apparenr bending of lighr striking an interface be
tween two materials is described in classical optics with the 
aid of invented quantities, called refractive indices, which 
are characteristic of the materials involved. Light appears to 
travel more slowly through a material of higher refractive 
index than through a material of lower index, and a "ray" 
appears to "bend" toward the normal (i.e., coward a line 
perpendicular to rhe interface) when passing from a lower
indcx medium co a higher one, and away from the normal 
when passing from a higher-index medium co a lower one. 
The apparent velocity of light in a material is less than in 
empty space; the higher the refractive index, the lower the 
apparent velocicy. Light of a shorter wavelength is "bent" 
more than light of a longer one, allowing a rransparent ob
ject with surfaces chat arc not parallel (i.e., a prism) to dis
perse light of different wavelengths in different direcrions. 

Armed with ray optics and the classical law of refraction. 
we can calculate how an object with appropriacdy curved 
surfaces, i.e., a lens, will "bend" light originating from two 
points separated in space. If the surfaces are convex, diver
gent "rays" coming through the lens from two points a given 
distance apart on the "input" side can be made to converge 
at rwo points a greater distance apart on the "output" side; 
chis provides us with a magnified image. A magnifying lens 
is, of course, che fundamencal ingredient of a microscope. 

Nor surprisingly, everything useful char classical optics 
tells us about refraction can be obtained using quantum 
electrodynamics. Although accually doing this usually in
volves a great deal of advanced mathematics, Richard Feyn
man, who received his Nobel Prize for work in the field, 
wrote a small book called QED"'', in which he used simple 

d iagrams and concepts to make the subject accessible ro a lay 
audience (which, in this context, includes me). What I am 
writing here paraphrases the master. 

The light scattering behavior of objects of dimensions 
near the wavelengrh of light is not predictable from ray op
tics. For spherical particles ranging in diameter from one or 
cwo wavelengths co a few tens of wavelengths, mosc of che 
light scarcering occurs at small angles (0.5° co 5°) co the in· 
cidenr beam; the intensity of chis "small angle," or "for
ward," light scattering is dependent on rhe refractive index 
difference between the particle and the medium, and on 
particle size. However, the relationship between particle size 
and small angle scattering intensity is not monotonic, mean
ing that, although a particle 10 µm in diameter will probably 
produce a bigger signal than one of the same composition 5 
µm in diameter, a particle 5.5 µm in diamerer might pro
duce a smaller signal than one S µm in diameter. It is chus 
wise to avoid chinking of the small angle scatter signal as an 
accurate measure of cell size. 
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Smaller particles scarcer proportionally more light at lar
ger angles ( 15° to about 150°) to the incidenc beam; the 
amplitude of such signals, variously described as "side," "or
thogonal," "large angle," "wide angle," or "90°" light scat
rering, is, all other rhings being equal, larger for cells with 
internal granular srruccure, such as blood granulocytes, than 
for cells without it, such as blood lymphocyres. 

Ray optics and wave optics break down when we con
sider rhe process of light absorption. This comes down to 
photons and electrons, period. Quantum theory tells us that 
the electrons in a given atom or molecule can exist only in 
discrete energy states. The lowest of these is referred to :lli the 
ground state, and the absorption of a photon by an electron 
in the ground state raises it to a higher energy excited state. 
An electron in an excited state can absorb another photon, 
ending up in a still higher energy excited scare. 

Like scarcering, and all other quantum phenomena, ab
sorption is probabilistic. We cannot say chat a particular 
electron will absorb a particular photon; the best we can do 
is calculate che probability that an electron in a particular 
energy scare will absorb a phoron of a particular energy, or 
wavelength. This probability increases as the difference in 
energy between rhe current energy srace of the electron and 
rhe next higher energy state gets closer ro rhe energy of the 
photon involved. 

In many molecules, che energy difference between states 
is greater rhan che energy in a phoron of visible light. Such 
molecules may exhibir substamial absorption of higher en
ergy. shorter wavelength photons, e.g., those wich wave
lengths in the uJcravioJct (UV) region between about 200 
and 400 nm. Substances made up of such molecules appear 
transparent ro the human eye; smearing them on exposed 
skin decreases the likelihood char ulrraviolet photons will 
interact with electrons in DNA and other macromolecules of 
dermal cells, and reduces the likelihood of sunburn (yay!) 
and tanning (boo!). We're not sure yet about skin cancer. 

For a molecule ro absorb light in the visible region, the 
energy differences between electronic energy states have to 
be rather small. This condition is satisfied in some inorganic 
atoms and crystals, which have unpaired electrons in d and f 
orbitals, in metals, which have large numbers of "free " elec
trons with an almost continuous range of energy states, re
sulting in high absorption (and high reflectance) across a 
wide spectral range, and in organic molecules with large 
systems of conjugated n orbitals, including natural products 
such as porphyrins and bile pigments, and synthetic dyes 
such as chose used ro stain cells. 

The interaction of light with maner must obey the law 
of conservacion of energy; the amount of light transmitted 
should cherefore be equal co the amounr of incident light 
minus che amounr scattered and the amount absorbed. Bur 
what happens to che absorbed light~ One would not expect 
che electrons invo lved in absorption ro remain in the excited 
srace indefinitely, and, indeed, rhey do nor. In some cases, all 
of rhe absorbed electronic energy is convened ro vibrational 
or rotational energy, and lost as heat. In others, some energy 

is lost as heat, but the remainder is emitted in chc form of 
photons of lower energy (and, therefore, longer wavelength) 
than those absorbed. Depending on the derails of the elec
tronic energy transitions involved, this emission can occur as 
fluorescence or as phosphorescence. Fluorescence emission 
usually occurs within a few tens of nanoseconds of absorp
tion; phosphorescence is delayed, and may continue for sec
onds or longer. As is the case with absorption , fluorescence 
and phosphorescence are inexplicable by ray and wave op
tics; they can only be understood in terms of quantum me
chanics. 

Making Mountains out of Molehills: Microscopy 

When we are not looking at luminous displays such as 
the one I face as I write this, most of our picrure of the 
world around us comes from reflected light. Contrast be
cween objects comes from differences in their reflectivities ar 
the same and/or different wavelengths. When ambient light 
levels are high, we utilize our retinal cones, which give us 
color vision capable of prodigious feats of spectral discrimi
nation (humans with normal vision can discriminate mil
lions of colors), at the expense of relatively low sensitivity to 

incident light. The high light levels bleach the visual pig
ments in our more sensitive retinal rods; if the light level is 
decreased abruptly, it takes some time for the rod pigment to 
be replenished, after which we can detect small numbers of 
phorons, sacrificing color vision in the process. Thus, while 

we can perceive large numbers of 450 nm photons, 550 nm 
photons, and 650 nm photons, respeccively, as red, green , 
and blue light, using our cones, we cannot distinguish indi
vidual photons with different energy levels as different col
ors. Night vision equipment typically utilizes monochro
matic green luminous displays because the rods are mosc 
sensitive to green light, but the cone system also exhibits 
maximum sensitivity in the green region, making the spot 
from a green laser pointer much more noticeable than that 
from a red one emitting the same amount of power. 

While the spectral discrimination capabilities of the un
aided human visual system are remarkable, its spatial dis
crimination power is somewhat limited. The largest biologi
cal cells, e.g .• ova and large protists, are just barely visible, 
and neither the discovery of cells nor the appreciation of 
their central role in biology would have occurred had rhe 
light microscope not been invented and exploiced. 

When unstained, unpigmented cells are examined in a 
traditional transmitted light, or bright field. microscope, 
light absorption is negligible; concrast between cells and rhe 
background is due solely to scattering of light by cells and 
subcellular components, and rhe only information we can 
get about the cells is thus, in essence, concained in the scac
tered light. Some of this is scattered out of the field of view; 
we must therefore rely on slight differences in transmission 
becween different regions of the image co detect and charac
terize cells. We are working against ourselves by prcsenring 
our eyes (or the decector(s) in a cyrometer) with a large 
amount of light that has been transmitted by rhe specimen. 



Figure 1-2. Transmitted light (bright field) (top 
panel) and dark field (bottom panel) images of an 
unstained suspension of human peripheral blood 
leukocytes. The objedive magnification was 40 x. 

As it happens, the maximum spacial resolution of a mi
croscope is achieved, i.e., the distance at which cwo separate 
objects can be distinguished as separate is minimized, when 
illuminating light reaches, and is collected from, rhe speci
men at the largest possible angle. The numerical aperture 
(N .A.) of microscope condensers and objectives is a measure 
of the largesc angle at which they can deliver or collect light. 
However, when the illumination and collection angles in a 
transmitted light microscope are large, much of the light 
scattered by objects in the specimen finds ics way back into 
the microscope image, increasing resolution, but decreasing 
contrast. The cop panel of Figure 1-2 shows a bright field 
microscope image of a suspension of human peripheral 
blood leukocytes; the condenser was stopped down co in-
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crease contrast between rhe cells and background. The cyto
plasmic granules in che eosinophil and neutrophil granulo
cyces are nor particularly well resolved, nor is ic easy to dis
tinguish che nuclei from the cytoplasm. Increasing che level 
and angle of illumination might, a~ just mentioned, increase 
resolution, hue chis would not be useful, as contrast would 
noc be increased. 

Modern microscopy exploits both differences in phase 
and polarization of transmitted light and the phenomenon 
of interference to produce increased conrrasc in bright field 
images. However, staining, which came inro widespread use 
in che late I 800's, largely due to the emergence of synthetic 
organic dyes, was the first generally applicable practical 
bright field cechnique for producing conrrasc between cells 
and the medium, and between different components of cells 
in microscope images. Paul Ehrlich, known for his later re
searches on chemotherapy of infectious disea~e. stained 
blood cells with mixtures of acidic and basic dyes of different 
colors, and identified the chree major classes of blood granu
locytes, the basophils, eosinophils (which he termed aci 
dophils), and neucrophils, based on the staining propercies of 
their cytoplasmic granules. 

Stained elements of cells are visually distinguishable be
cause of their absorption of incident light, even when the 
refractive index of the medium is adjusted to he equal or 
nearly equal ro that of the cell. The dyed areas transmit only 
chose wavelengths they do not absorb, resulting in a differ
ence in spectrum, or color, between chem and undyed areas 
or areas that cake up different dyes. Absorption by pigments 
within cells, such as the hemoglobin in erythrocytes, also 
makes chc cells more distinguishable from the background. 

Microscopy of opaque specimens, such as samples of 
minerals, obviously cannoc use transmitted light hrighc field 
cechniques. lnscead, specimens are illuminated from above, 
and che image is formed by light reflected (i.e., scattered) 
from the specimen. In incident light bright field micros
copy, illuminacion comes chrough the objective lens, using a 
partially silvered mirror, or beam splitter, to permit light co 
pass between source and specimen and between specimen 
and eyepiece at the same cime. In dark field microscopy, 
illumination is delivered at an oblique angle co che axis of 
rhe objective by a separate sec of optics. The bottom panel of 
Figure 1-2 is a dark field image of the same cells as arc 
shown in the top panel. In the dark field microscope, none 
of the illuminating lighc can reach the objeccive unless ir is 
scattered into ics field of view by objects in the specimen. 
The illumination geometry used in chis instance ensured 
char che only light contributing to the dark field image was 
light scattered ac relatively large angles to che illuminacing 
beam. Ir has already been noted chat chis is rhe light repre
sented in che side scarcer signal, and it can be seen that the 
lymphocyte, which would have the smallest side scarcer sig
nal, appears dimmer than the neutrophil granulocyces and 
the eosinophil, which would have higher side scatter signals. 
Although che cytoplasmic granules wichin chc granulocytes 
are not well resolved, the intensity of light coming from the 
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Figure 1-3. Transmirced light microscope images of 
an unstained smear of human peripheral blood. 
The picrure in rhe rop panel was taken with "white 
light" illumination; chat in the bottom panel was 
taken with a violet (405 nm, 15 nm bandwidth) 
band pass optical filter, and demonstrates the 
strong absorption of intracellular hemoglobin in 
this wavelength region. Objective: 40 x . 

cycopla~m provides an indication of their presence; indeed, it 
is much easier ro resolve nucleus from cytoplasm in the 
granulocyces in che dark field image rhan in che bright field 
image. T hus, we can surmise chat ir may be possible co gee 
information about subcellular structures from a cytometer 
operacing ac an opcical resolution chat would be coo low co 
allow chem co be direccly observed as discrete objects. In 
face, using dark field microscopy, one can observe: light scat
tered by, and fluorescence emicred from, particles well below 
the limit of resolution of an optimally aligned, high-quality 
optical microscope; che dark field "ulcramicroscopc" of the 
J 920's allowed researchers co see and coum viruses, although 
it was obviously impossible co discern any structural detail. 

Absorption meamremencs are bright field measurements, 
and they work best, especially for quancificacion, when che 
absorption signal is strong. The material being looked for 
should have a high likelihood of absorbing incident light, as 
indicated by a high molar extinction coefficient, and there 
should be a lot of it in rhe cell. Figure 1-3 shows che absorp
tion of hemoglobin in the cytoplasm of unstained red blood 

cells. Nore chat the "white light" image in che cop panel 
gives lictle hint of strong absorption, which is restricted co 
the violet region known as the Sorce band; rhe "whice" lighr 
used here, which came from a quarrz-halogen lamp, contains 
very little violet, and the exposure cime used for the picture 
in che borcom panel was abouc J 00 times as long as chat for 
che picture in the cop panel . 

Fluorescence microscopy is inherencly a dark field 
technique; even in a "c ransmicced light" fluorescence micro
scope, optical filters are employed co restrict rhe spectrum 
of the illumina[ing beam co [he shorter wavelengths used for 
fluorescence excitation, and also to allow only che longer
wavelengrh fluore.~cence emission from the specimen co 
reach the observer. As is the case in dark field microscopy, 
fluorescent cells (ideally) appear as bright objects against a 
dark background. 

Most modern fluorescence microscopes employ [he opti
cal geometry shown in Figure 1-4. Excicacion light is usually 
supplied by a mercury or xenon arc lamp or a quarrz-halogcn 
lamp, equipped with a lamp condenser chat collimates the 
light, i.e., produces parallel "rays." These componenrs arc: 
not shown, bur would be co rhe lefr of the excicarion filter in 
che figure. The excitation filter passes light at the excitation 
wavelength, and reflects or absorbs light at other wavc
lcngchs. The excitation light is chen reflected by a dichroic 
mirror, familiarly known simply as a dichroic, which trans
mits light at che emission wavelength. The microscope 
objective is used for both illumination of che specimen and 
collection of fluorescence emission, which is cransmicted 
through borh the dichroic and rhc emission fllrer. 

In any microscope, a real image of the specimen is 
formed by the objective lens; the eyepiece and the lens of the 
observer's eye then project an image of this image onro the 
retina of che observer. Light falling on sensitive cells in the: 
retina produces electrical impulses char are cransmined along 
the optic nerves. What happens next is the province of neu
rology, psychology, and, possibly, psychiatry. 

It has already been noted chat humans arc very good at 
color discrimination, and we also know tha[ humans, with 
some training, can get pretty good at discriminating cells 
from ocher things. With more training, we can become pro
ficient at celling at least some kinds of cells from ochers, usu 
ally on rhe basis of the size, shape, color, and texture of cells 
and their components in microscope images; ic is not always 
easy co program computers co make the same distinctions on 
the same basis. 

The human visual system can detect light inccnsicies rhat 
vary over an intensity range of more than nine decades; in 
other words, che weakest light we can perceive is on the or
der of one-billionth the intensity of the strongest perceptible 
lighc. However, we can't cover che c:ncire range at once; a~ 
previously mentioned, we need dark-adap[ed rods co see chc 
least intense signals, and do so only wich monochromatic 
vision . And we arcn '[ very good ar detecting small changes in 
light intensity. This has forced us to invenc instruments co 
make precise light intensity measurements to meet che needs 
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Figure 1-4. Schemacic of a fluorescence microscope. 

of science, rechnology, medicine, and/or arr (remember 
when the light meter was not built into the camera?) . Ir was 
this process char eventually got us from microscopy to cy
tomerry. 

Why Cycometry? Motivation and Machinery 

In rhe l 930's, by which rime the convenrional his
rologic sraining rechniques of lighr microscopy had already 
suggesred rhat tumors might have abnormalities in DNA 
and RNA content, Torbjorn Caspersson", working at the 
Karolinska lnsrirutc in Scockholm, began ro sru<ly cellular 
nucleic acids and their relation ro cell growrh and funcrion. 
He developed a series of progressively more sophisticated 
microspcctrophotometers, which could make fairly precise 
measurements of DNA and RNA content based on rhe 
strong intrinsic UV absorption of these substances near 260 
nm, and also found char UV absorprion near 280 nm, due 
co aromatic amino acids, could be used to estimate cellular 
protein content. When Caspersson began working, it had 
nor yet been established rhar DNA was rhe generic material; 
he helped move ochers roward rhar conclusion by establish
ing, through precise measurement, char the DNA content of 
chromosomes doubled during cellular reproducrion1

• 

A conventional optical microscope incorporates a light 
source and associated optics rhar arc used to illuminate the 
specimen under observation, and an objective lens, which 
collects light transmitted through and/or scattered, reflected 
and/or emitted from the specimen. Some means are pro
vided for moving rhe specimen and adjusting the optics so 
rhar the specimen is borh properly illuminated and properly 
placed in the field of view of rhe objective. In a microscope, 
a mechanical stage is used to position the specimen and to 
bring rhe region of interest into focus . 

A microspecrrophotomerer was first made by putting a 
small "pinhole" aperture, or field stop, in rhe image plane of 
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a microscope, restricting rhe field of view co the area of a 
single cell, and placing a phoroderecror behind the field stop. 
The diamerer of the field stop could be calculated as the 
producr of rhe magnification of rhe objective lens and the 
diameter of the area from which measurements were ro be 

raken . If a 40x objective lens were used, measuring rhe 
transmission through, or the absorprion of, a cell 10 µm in 
diameter would require a 400 µm diameter fidd scop. 

Using a substantially smaller field srop, ir would he pos
sible ro measure rhe rransmission through a correspondingly 
smaller area of rhe specimen; for example, a 40 µm field srop 
would permir measurement of a 1 µm diameter area of the 
specimen. By moving rhe specimen in the x and y direcrions 
(i .e., in rhe plane of rhe slide) in the raster parrern now so 
familiar ro us from television and computer displays, and 
recording and adding rhe measurements appropriardy, it was 
possible: ro measure the integrared absorption of a cdl, 
and/or to make an image of che cell wirh each pixel corre
sponding in inrensiry to the transmission or absorprion 
value. This was the firsr, and, at the rime, the only fea~ible 
approach to scanning cytomctry. 

The use of stage morion for scanning made operation 
extremely slow; it could rake many minures co produce a 
high-resolurion scanned image of a single cdl, and there 
were no computers available ro capture the <lara. Somewhat 
higher speed could be achieved by using moving mirrors, 
driven by galvanomerers, for image scanning, and limiting 
the rasks of the motorized stage co bringing a new field of 
the specimen into view and inro focus; this required some 
primitive elecrronic srorage capabiliry. and made measure
ments susceptible ro errors due to uneven illumination 
across the field, although rhis could be compensated for. 

Since rhe late 1940's and early l950's had already given 
us Howdy Doody, Milron Berle, and the Ricardos, it might 
be expecred char somewhere around chat rime, someone 
would have rried ro auromate the process of looking down 
rhe microscope and counring cells using video technology. 
In facr, image analyzing cyromerers were developed; most of 
them were not hased on video cameras, for a number of rea
sons, nor rhe leasr of which was the variable lighr sensiriviry 
of different regions of a camera ruhe, which would make 
quanrirarivc measurements difficult. There was also the 
primirive srare of rhe computers available; multimillion dol
lar mainframes had a processor speed measured in tens of 
kilohertz, if rhar, and memory of only a few thousand kilo
bytes, and rhis made it difficult co acquire, store. and process 
the large amount of dara conrained even in a digitized image 
of a single cell. 

By the l 960's, a commercial version of Caspersson "s mi
crospectrophoromerer had been produced by Zeiss, and sev
eral groups of investigarors were using rhis instrument and a 
variety of laboratory-built scanning sysrems in attempts ro 
aucomare analysis of the Papanicolaou smear for cervical 
cancer screening, on the one hand, and rhe differential white 
blood cell count, on the orher42.u.ii.i.i . .s'""'. le wa~ felt char borh 

of these rasks would require analysis of cell images with reso-
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lucion of I µm or berrer, co derive measures of such charac
ceriscics as cell and nuclear size and shape, cytoplasmic cex
cure or granularity, etc. , which could chen be used co de
velop che cell classification algorichms needed to do che job. 
AJrhough ic was widely recognized char praccical instruments 
for clinical use would have ro be subscamially fascer than 
whac was then available, this was not of immediate concern 
in the early stages of algorithm development, and few people 
even bothered co calculate the order of magnitude of 
improvemenr rhar might be necessary. 

Flow Cycomecry and Sorting: Why and How 

Somewhat simpler casks of cell or particle identification, 
characcerizacion, and counting than chose involved in Pa
panicolaou smear analysis and differemial whice cell count
ing had amacced che attention of ocher groups of researchers 
at least since rhe I 930's. During World War II, the United 
Stares Army became interested in developing devices char 
could rapidly dececc bacterial biowarfare agents in aerosols; 
chis would require processing a relacively large volume of 
sample in subscamially less rime than would have been pos
sible using even a low-resolution scanning system. The appa
ratus char was built in supporc of chis projecc'''·'' achieved the 
necessary rapid specimen cransporr by injecting the air 
stream containing the sample imo the center of a larger 
(sheath) stream of flowing air, confining che particles of 
interest to a small region in the cencer, or core, of che 
srream, which passed through the focal point of what was 
essentially a dark-field microscope. Particles passing through 
the system would scatter lighr inco a collection lens, eventu
ally producing electrical signals at che output of a 
phorodececcor. The instrument could decect at lease some 
Bacillus spores, objects on che order of 0.5 µm in diameter, 
in specimens, and is generally recognized as having been the 
first flow cytometer used for observation of biological cells; 
similar apparacus had been used previously for studies of 
dust particles in air and of colloidal solutions. 

By rhe late l 940 's and early l 950's, the same principles, 
including the use of sheath flow, as jusc described, for keep
ing cells in che cc:nter of a larger Aowing scream of Auid, 
were applied to the derecrion and counting of red blood cells 
in saline solutions". This paved the: way for automation of a 
diagnostic cesr notorious for its imprecision when performed 
by a human observer using a counting chamber, or hcmocy
tometcr, and a microscope. 

Neither the bacterial counter nor che early red cell 
counters had any significant capacity either for discriminat
ing different types of cells or for making quantitative meas
urements. Borh types of instrument were measuring what we 
would now recognize as side scatter signals; although larger 
particles would, in general, produce larger signals than 
smaller ones composed of the same material, the correlations 
berween sizes and signal amplitudes were not particularly 
strong. In the case of the bacterial counter, a substantial frac
tion of che spores of interest would not produce signals de
tectable above background; the blood cell counters had a 

similar lack of sensiciviry to small signals, which was advan
tageous in that blood platelets, which arc typically much 
smaller chan red cells, would generally nor be detecred. 
White cells, which are larger chan red cells, would be 
counted as red cells; however, since blood normally contains 
only about I Ii 000 as many whice cells as red cells, inclusion 
of white cells in the red cell count would not usually intro
duce any significant error. 

An alternative flow-based method for cell counting was 
developed in rhe J 950's by Wallace Coulter"'. Recognizing 
that cells, which arc surrounded by a lipid membrane, are 
relatively poor conductors of electricity as compared to rhc 
saline solutions in which they arc suspended, he devised an 
apparatus in which cells passed one by one through a small 
(< JOO µm) orifice between two chambers filled with saline. 
A constant electric current was maincained across rhc orifice; 
when a cell passed chrough, rhe electrical impedance (simi
lar co resistance, which is che inverse of conductance) in 
creased in proportion ro the volume of chc cell, causing a 
proportional increase in the measured voltage across rhe 
orifice. The Coulcer counter was widely adopted in clinical 
laborarories for blood cell counting; it was soon established 
that ic could provide more accurate measurements of cell size 
rhan had previously been available'" ' . 

In the early I 960's, investigacors working with Leir7."1 

proposed development of a hematology counter in which a 
fluorescence measurement would be added ro the light scat
tering measurement used in red cell councing. If a Auores
cent dye such as acridine orange were: added co the blood 
sample, white cells would be stained much more brightly 
than red cells; the white cell count could then be derived 
from rhe Auorescence signal, and the raw red cell count from 
che scatcer signal, which included whire cells, could, in che
ory, be corrected using the white cell count. le was also 
noted chat acridine orange fluorescence could be used co 
discriminate mononuclear cells from granulocytes . However, 
it does nor appear that the device, which would have repre
sented a new level of sophisticarion in flow cytomcrry , was 
ever actually builr. 

A hardwired image analysis sysrem developed in an at
tempt co automate reading of Papanicolaou smears had been 
tested in che late I 950's; although it was nowhere near accu
rate enough, let alone fast enough, for clinical use, it showed 
enough promise to encourage execurives ac che Inrernacional 
Business Machines Corporation ro look into producing an 
improved instrument. 

Assuming chis would be some kind of image analyzer, 
IBM gave cechnical responsibility for the program co Louis 
K.amemsky, who had recently developed a successful oprical 
character reader. He did some calculacions of what would be 
required in the way of lighc sources , scanning rares, and 
computer scorage and processing speeds co solve the problem 
using image analysis, and concluded it couldn'r be done char 
way. 

Having learned from pachologiscs in New York that cell 
size and nucleic acid contenc should provide a good indica-



tor of whether cervical cells were normal or abnormal, 
Kamentsky craveled to Caspersson's laboratory in Stockholm 
and learned rhe principles of microspecrrophotomerry. He 
then built a flow cytometer that used a transmission meas
urement at visible wavelengths to estimate cell size and a 260 
nm UV absorption measurement to estimate nucleic acid 
contenc' · ·~ 

Subsequent versions of rhis instrument, which incorpo
rated a dedicared compucer system, could measure as many 
as four cellular parameters". A brief trial on cervical cytology 
specimens indicated the system had some abilicy to discrimi
nate normal from abnormal cells" ; ic could also produce 
discinguishable signals from different rypes of cells in blood 
samples stained with a combination of acidic and basic dyes, 
suggesting char flow cytometry might be usable for differen
tial leukocyte councing. 

Alchough impedance (Coulter) counters and optical flow 
cyrometers could analyze hundreds of cells/second, provid
ing a high enough data acquisition rare ro be useful for clini
cal use, scanning cytometcrs offered a significanr advantage. 
A scanning syscem with compurer-controlled stage motion 
could be programmed to reposition a cell on a slide within 
che field of view of the objective, allowing rhe cell to be 
identified or ocherwise characcerized by visual observacion; ic 
was, initially, nor possible to extract cells wich known meas
ured characteristics from a flow cycometer. Until this could 
be done, ic would be difficulc to verify any cell classification 
arrived ac using a flow cytomecer, especially where the diag
nosis of cervical cancer or leukemia mighc be involved. 

This problem was solved in rhe mid 1960's, when both 
Mack Fulwyler0

', working ac the Los Alamos National Labo
ratory, and Kamentsky, at IBM'"', demonstrated cell soncrs 
built as adjuncts to their flow cytometers. Kamentsky's sys
tem used a syringe pump to extract selected cells from its 
relacively slow-flowing sample stream. Fulwyler's was based 
on ink jec printer technology then recently developed by 
Richard Sweet68 ac Stanford; following passage through the 
cytometer's measurement system (originally a Coulcer ori
fice), the saline sample stream was broken into droplecs, and 
chose droplets char contained cells wich selected measure
ment values were electrically charged ac che droplec breakoff 
point. The selected charged droplets were then deflected into 
a collection vessel by an eleccric field, while uncharged drop
lecs went, as it were, down the drain. 

Fluorescence and Flow: Love at First Light 

Fluorescence measurement was introduced to flow cy
cometry in the lace l 960's as a means of improving both 
quantitative and qualitative analyses. By that time, Van Dilla 
et al" at Los Alamos and Dittrich and Gohde1 ' in Germany 
had builc fluorescence flow cytometers co measure cellular 
DNA content, facilitating analysis of abnormalities in tumor 
cells and of cell cycle kinetics in both neoplascic and normal 
cells. Kamentsky had left IBM co found Bio/Physics Sys
tems, which produced a fluorescence flow cytometer char 
was the first commercial product to incorporate an argon ion 
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laser; Gohde's instrument, builr around a fluorescence mi
croscope with arc lamp illumination, was distributed com
mercially by Phywe. 

Leonard Herzenberg and his colleagues2, at Stanford, re
alizing chat fluorescence flow cytomctry and subsequent cell 
sorting could provide a useful and novel mechod for purify
ing living cells for further study, developed a series of in
scruments. Although rheir original appararus8i, with arc lamp 
illuminacion, was nor sufficiently sensitive co permit chem co 
achieve cheir objeccive of sorting cells from the immune sys
tem, based on the presence and intensiry of staining by fluo
resccntly labeled antibodies, che second version"', which used 
a water-cooled argon laser, was more chan adequate. This 
was commercialized as rhc FACS in 1974 by a group ar 
Becton-D ickinson (B-0), led by Bernard Shoor. 

By 1979, B-D, Coulrer, and Orcho (a division of John
son & Johnson char boughr Bio/Physics Systems) were pro
ducing flow cytomcters that could measure small- and large
angle light scarcering and fluorescence in at lease two wave
length regions, analyzing several chousand cells per second, 
and wich droplet deflection cell sorcing capabiliry. DNA 
content analysis was receiving considerable arcention as a 
means of characcerizing the aggressiveness of breasc cancer 
and orher malignancies, and monoclonal antibodies had 
begun to emerge as reagents for dissecting the srages of de
velopment of cells of the blood and immune sysrem. In
struments wich two lasers were used co detect staining of 
cells by different monoclonal antibodies conjugated wirh 
speccrally distinguishable dyes. 

Image cytometers existed; chey were much slower and 
even less user-friendly chan the early flow cytomecers, 
weren't easily adapted for immunofluorccence analysis, and 
couldn't sore. Meanwhile, the early publications and prcsen
cations based on flow cytometry and sorcing created a large 
demand for cell sorters among immunologists and tumor 
biologists. By che early l 980's, when a mysterious new dis
ease appeared, best characcerized - using flow cycomecry and 
monoclonal antibodies - by a precipitous drop in chc num
bers of circulating T-helper lymphocytes, clinicians, as well 
as researchers, had become anxious co obrain and use fluo
rescence flow cytometcrs - and, often, to avoid sorting! 

In the decades since, confocal microscopes, scanning la
ser cytometers, and image analysis systems have come into 
use. They can do things flow cytometers cannot do; they 
rypically have becter spatial resolucion and can be used co 
examine cells repeatedly over time, but they cannot analyze 
cells as rapidly, and there are many fewer of chem chan there 
are flow cytomecers. They arc also, unlike flow cycomecers, 
nor subject to: 

Sftapiro's !first Law of !J{ow C!ftometry: 

Jl 51 I'm Parti.cf£ CLO(jS a 51 }'m Orifice! 

That nocwichstanding, in chese first years of che 21st cen
tury, mosc cycomecry is flow cytomecry, and, for almost all 
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applicacions except clinical hemacology analysis, flow cy
cometry involves fluorescence measuremenc. 

Fluorescence and flow are made for each other for several 
reasons, but primarily because fluorescence, at least from 
organic materials, is a somewhat ephemeral measurement. 
Recall that fluorescence occurs when a phocon is absorbed 
by an atom or molecule, raising che energy level of an associ
ated electron co an excired scace, after which a small amount 
of the energy is lose as heat, and che remainder is emitted in 
rhe form of a longer wavelength phocon, as fluorescence. 
However, there is a subscancial chance char a photon at the 
excicacion wavelength will noc cxcicc fluorescence buc will, 
instead, photoblcach a fluorescent molecule, producing a 
nonfluorescent product by breaking a chemical bond. In 
genera!, you can expect co get only a finite number of cycles 
of exciration and emission ouc of each fluorescenc molecule 
(fluorophore) before photobleaching occurs. 

If you look ar a slide of cells stained wich a fluorescent 
dye under a fluorescence microscope, you are likely co nocice 
that, each rime you move co a new field of view, the fluores
cence from the cells in che new field is more incense chan che 
fluorescence from rhe field rhac you had been looking ac 
immediarely before, which has undergone some photo
bleaching. This effect makes it difficult to get precise quanti
tative measurements of fluorescence intensicy from cells in a 
scaric or scanning cyromerer if you have to find the cells by 
visual observation before making the measurement, because 
rhe extent of phorobleaching prior to the measurement will 
differ from cell to cell. In a flow cytomerer, each cell is ex
posed ro excitation light only for che brief period during 
which it passes through che illuminating beam, usually a few 
microseconds, and che flow velocicy is typically nearly con
stant for all che cells examined. These uniform conditions of 
measurement make ic relatively easy co accain high precision, 
meaning chat one can expect nearly equal measurement val
ues for cells concaining equal amounts of fluorescent mate
rial; chis is especially desirable for such applications as DNA 
content analysis of tumors, in which che abnormal cells' 
DNA concenc may differ by only a few percent from char of 
normal srromal cells. 

A basis for the compacibiliry between fluorescence meas
uremencs and cycomecry in general is found in rhe dark field 
nature of fluorescence mcasuremencs. le has already been 
noted chat precise absorption measurements are besc made 
when the concencracion of the relevant absorbing material is 
relatively high. When one is crying ro detect a small number 
of molecules of some substance in or on a cell, chis condicion 
is noc always easy ro satisfy. In che 1930's, unsuccessful ac
remprs were made to dececc antibody binding co cellular 
structures by bright field microscopy of the absorption of 
various organic dyes hound co antibodies. In 1941, AJberc 
Coons, Hugh Creech, and Norman Jones successfully la
beled cells wich an antibody containing a fluorescent organic 
molecule", enabling scruccures binding the antibody to be 
visualized clearly against a dark background. In general, fluo
rescence measurements, when compared to absorption meas-

measurements, offer higher sens1uv1ty, meaning chac they 
can be used to detect smaller amounts or concentrations of a 
relevanr analyre; chis is of importance in attempting to decc~ct 
many cellular antigens, and also in idencifying generic se
quences and/or fluorescent protein produces of transfecced 
genes presenc in small copy numbers. 

le is also usually easier co make simulcaneous mea.mre
ments of a number of different substances in cells, a process 
referred to as multiparametcr cytometry, by fluorescence 
than by absorption, and the trend in recent years in both 
flow and static cytomecry has been toward measurement of 
an increasingly large number of characreriscics of each cell 
subjected to analysis, as can be appreciated from Table 1-1, 
way back on page 3. 

Conflict: Resolution 

When I first goc into cytomecry in rhe lace I 960's, and 
for the nexc cwcnty years or so, there was a "farmer vs. 
rancher" feud going on between the people who did image 
analysis and che people who did flow, especially in the areas 
of development of differencial white cell counters and Pap 
smear analyzers. 

The first automated differential counters to hie che mar
ket were, in fact, image analp.ers chat scanned blood smears 
stained wich the conventional Gicmsa's or Wright's stains. 
Most of chem are gone, now; modern hematology councers, 
which produce total red cell, reticulocyte (immature red 
cell), white cell, and platelet counts and red cell and placeler 
size (and, in at lease one case, red cell hemoglobin) distribu
tions, in addition to che differential white cell count, arc 
typically flow based. Various instruments may measure elec
trical impedance (AC as well as DC), lighc absorpcion, scat
tering (polarized or depolarized), extinction, and/or fluores
cence. None of them uses Giemsa's or Wright's stain. 

Of course, with hundreds of monoclonal antibodies 
available chat react with cells of the blood and immune sys
tem in various stages of developmenc, we can use fluores
cence flow cyrometcy to count and/or classify stem cells and 
other normal and abnormal cells in bone marrow, peripheral 
blood, and specimens from patients with leukemias and 
lymphomas, raking on casks in hematology chat few of the 
pioneers seriously believed could be approached using in
struments. However, while che hematology counters run in a 
highly automated mode and produce numbers that can go 
directly into a hospital chart, most of rhe more sophiscicaced 
fluorescence-based analyses require considerable human in
tervention ac stages ranging from che selecrion of a panel of 
antibodies to be used co che performance of rhe flow cy
tomecric analysis and the interpretation of rhe rcsulcs. This 
may faci litate reimbursement for the tests, bm ic leaves some 
of us unfulfilled , although perhaps bercer paid. 

Cycomecric apparatus that facilicared chc performance 
and interpretation of che Papanicolaou (Pap} smear reached 
rhe market much lacer chan did differential white cell counc
ers. The first improvements were limited to auromacion of 
sample preparation and staining; there are now several imag<.: 



analysis based sysrems approved for clinical use in aiding 
screening (locating cells and displaying images of them to a 
human observer), and at lease one approved for performing 
screening itself. All use: the traditional Papanicolaou stain, a 
witches' brew of highly nonspecific acidic and basic dyes 
known since the 19th cencury and blended for its present 
purpose hefore the middle of the 20rh. 

Why the difference? Whar made rhe Pap smear survive 
rhe smear campaign and the Wright's stained blood smear 
go with the flow? The answer is simple. Boch Pap smear 
analysis and blood smear analysis on slides depend heavily 
on morphologic informarion about rhe internal structure of 
cells. Criteria for cell idencification in these casks may in
clude cell and nuclear size and shape, cytoplasmic granular
ity or texture, and, especially in deali.ng with abnormal blood 
cells, finer details such as whether nucleoli or intracellular 
inclusions are present. 

Some of these characteristics, e.g., cytoplasmic granular
ity (which, as has already been noted, is a major contributor 
to a side scarcer signal), can be determinc:d using flow cy
tometers. While the fluorescent antibodies used for such 
casks as leukemia and lymphoma classification using flow are 
highly specific (although nor, in general, specific co a single 
cell type), most of the instruments that perform the differen
tial leukocyte count do nor need to use particularly specific 
reagents. In fact, it is possible, using only a combination of 
polarized and depolarized light scattering measurements, co 
do a differential whire cell count wirh no reagents ocher rhan 
a diluent containing a lysing agent for red cells. 

In rhe case of differential leukocyte counting, we have 
learned to substitute measurements char can be made of 
whole cells in flow, requiring only low-resolution optics, for 
rhose that would, if we were dealing wirh a stained smear, 
require char we make and analyze a somewhat higher
resolution image of each cell. Flow is faster, simpler, and 
cheaper, and, although morphologic hemarologists still look 
ar stained smears of blood and bone marrow from patients in 
whom abnormal cells have been found, we no longer need to 
look at a stained smear by eye or by machine to perform a 
routine whire cell differential count. Although there may be 
combinations of low-resolution flow-based measurements 
that could provide a cervical cancer screening test compara
ble in performance ro Pap smear analysis, none have yer 
been clinically validated; we therefore still rely on image 
analysis in approaches to automation of cervical cancer cy
tology and on visual observation where automation is nor 
available. 

Researchers face problems similar co those faced by clini
cians. If you want to select and son rhe 2,000 cells out of 
I 0,000,000 cells in a transfected population char express rhe 
most green fluorescent protein (GFP), you will probably use 
a flow cyromerer with high-speed sorting capability and ser
cle for a low-resolution optical measurement that detects all 
of rhe GFP in or on the cell withour regard to its precise 
location. If you have arranged for the GFP to be coexpressed 
with a particular scruccural protein involved, say, in the for-
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mation of the septum in dividing bacterial cells, you will 
very likely want to look at images of those cells at as high a 
resolution as you can achieve in order to get the informa
tion you need from the cells. There are, of course, rradeoffs. 

le is January I, 2002, as l wrire chis, and cherefore par
ticularly appropriate ro continue chis New Year's resolution 
discussion. In the age of rhe personal computer and the digi
tal camera and camcorder, there is litde need co introduce 
the concepts of digital images and their component pixels 
(the term originally came from "picture dcmenrs"); most of 
us are exposed to at least 1024 x 768 almosr 24/7. In chis 
instance, the familiar I 024 x 768 figure describes rhe pixel 
resolution of an image acquisition or display device, with 
the image made up of 768 rows, each containing 1,024 pix
els (or of 1,024 columns, each containing 768 pixels). How
ever, the ·pixel resolution of the device doesn't, in itself, cell 
us anything about the image resolution, i.e., rhe area in the 
specimen represented by each pixel. 

This depends to a great extent on whar's in rhc image. In 
an image from the Hubble Space Telescope, each pixel could 
be light-years across; in an image from an atomic force mi
croscope, each pixel might only be a few tenths of a nanome
ter (Angstroms) across. Bue che image resolution also de
pends on the combination of hardware and software used ro 
acquire and process che image. We are free co collect a 
transmined light microscope image of a I 0.24 µm by 7.68 
µm rectangle (close quarters for a single lymphocyte) some
where on a slide containing a stained smear of peripheral 
blood, using a digital camera chip with 1024 x 768 resolu
tion, bur we are noc free to assume char each of the pixels in 
the image represents an area of approximately 0.0 l by 0.0 l 
µm. In chis instance, the oprics of the light microscope will 
limir our effecrive resolution co somewhere between 0.25 
and O.S µm, and using a camera with a high pixel resolution 
won't help resolve smaller scruccures any more than would 
projecting the microscope image on rhe wall. Eicher srratcgy 
provides what microscopists have long known as empry 
magnification; the digital implementation, by allowing us 
to collect many more bits worth of information than we 
need or can use, slows down rhe rate at which we can proc
ess samples by a factor of at least several hundred, and is best 
avoided. 

So whac do we do when we really need high-resolution 
images~ As it turns out, one of the physical factors char limits 
resolution in a conventional fluorescence microscope, in 
which the emire thickness of the specimen is illuminated. is 
fluorescence emission from out-of-focus regions of the 
specimen above and below the plane of whac we are crying co 
look ac. In a confocal microscope, the illumination and 
lighc collection optics are configured to minimize rhe con
rriburions from our-of-focus regions; this provides a high
resolurion image of a very chin slice of the specimen. Resolu
tion is improved furcher in multiphoton confocal micros
copy, in which fluorescence is excited by the nearly simulta
neous absorption of two or more phocons of lower energy 
rhan would normally be needed for exciracion. The illumina-
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cion in a mulciphocon inscrumenc comes from a righcly fo
cused high-energy pulsed laser, and ic is only in a very small 
region near rhe focal spor of che laser char che density of low 
energy phocons is sufficienc for mulciphoron excicarion co 
occur. This produces an extremely high-resolution image 
(pixel dimensions of less chan 0.1 µm are fairly readily 
achieved), and also minimi1.es bleaching of Auorescenc probe 
molecules and phocodamage co cells. 

As usual, we pay a price for rhe higher-resolution images. 
We arc now looking ac slices of the specimen so chin char we 
need to conscrucr a three-dimensional image from serial 

slices of the specimen co fully visualize many cellular scruc
tures. lnsread of cwo-dimensional pixels, we must now think 
in terms of rhree-dimensional voxcls, or volume elemencs. 
Lee's go back to rhe single lymphocyre which, on rhe blood 
smear discussed on rhe previous page, was confined in a rwo
dimensional, l 0.24 pm by 7 .68 µm, recrangular area. For 

chree-dimensional imaging, we would prefer char the cell nor 
be flanened our, especially if we want ro look at it while ir is 
alive, so we will assume ic ro be roughly spherical, and im
prison ic in a cube I 0 µm on a side . If we used a mul
riphoron microscope wich each voxel represencing a cube 0.1 
µm on a side, building a 3-D image of char single cell would 
require us co collecr daca from 100 x l 00 x I 00 voxels, or 

IO" voxels, and, even if it only took one microsecond ro get 
dara from each voxcl, ic would rake a second jusc co collect 
rhe data . 

This is a pcrfeccly acceprablc rime frame for an invesriga
ror who needs information abour subcellular srrucrures; even 
wirh the compucer rime required for image processing, one 
can examine hundreds, if nor thousands, of cells in a work
ing day. However, even chis is feasible only if che experi
menter and/or the hardware and software in che inscrument 
firsr scan rhe specimen ac low resolution ro find the cells of 
incercsc. 

1.3 PROBLEM NUMBER ONE: FINDING THE CELL(S) 

Concinuing wirh che scenario jusr described, suppose we 
have cells at a c.:onccntracion of I O"/mL, dispersed on a slide 
in a layer 10 µm chick. A 1 x l cm area of che slide will con
cain 10,000 of che I 0 µm cubicles in which we could cache a 
lymphocyte. Recalling chat I 0 µm is I/ I ,000 cm, and thac l 
cmJ is l ml, we can calculacc the aggregate volume of these 
l 0,000 linlc boxes as l / l ,000 ml. If che cell concentration 
is I O''/mL, we can only expecc co find abouc 1,000 cells in 
I /l ,000 mL, and ir would take us 16 minuces, 40 seconds to 

scan all of chem at high resolucion. However, if we adopred 
the brute force approach and did 3-D scans over che encire l 
x I cm area, inscead of finding che locations of che cells and 
rescricting the high-rcsolucion scanning co chose regions, we 
would wasce 9.000 seconds, or 2 hours and 15 minures, 
scanning unoccupied cubicles. 

There's another problem; although we may arbicrarily 
divide che I x I cm x 10 µm volume inro I 0 µm cubicles, 
we have not created actual physical boundaries on the slide, 
and we can expecc che cells to be randomly disrribuced over 

che surface, which means that pares of che same cell could lie 
in more rhan one cubicle. If we deal wich a specimen thicker 
rhan I 0 µm or so, che positional uncertainty exrends co a 
third dimension, further compounding the problem of find
ing the cells, which gets even more difficult if we are crying 
to get high-resolution images of specific cell types in a tissue 
section, or in a small living organism such as a Drosophila 
embryo or a C elegans worm. 

When I first gor inco the cyromecry game, in che late 
l 960's, my colleagues and I at the National Bureau of Scan
dards and che Nacional Institutes of Healch builc a scace-of

the arc compucerized microscope, wich scage position and 
focus, among other things, under compucer contror·'. The 
instrument could be operaced in an inccracrive mode, which 
allowed an experimenter co move che stage and focus che 
microscope using a small console chat included a keypad and 
a relatively primitive joystick; rhe actual morion remained 
under computer concrol at all times. This made it possible ro 
scan a slide visually, find cells of inreresr, srore cheir locacions 
in che computer, and have rhe insrrumenc come back and do 
the high-resolution scans (resolucion, in chis instance, was 
beccer than 0.25 pm) needed for an experimenc. 

We didn't have a compucer algorichm for finding cells 
aucomacically; since scanning the area immediately sur
rounding a cell cook us nor one second, bur rwo minuces, 
there would have been link point co automating cell find
ing. The actual scanning time required ro collecr incegrated 
absorption measurements of che DNA concenc of I 00 cells, 
stained by the Feulgen merhod, was 3 hours, 20 minutes. 

We could find the cells char interested us by eye in a few 
minutes; scanning the slide looking for chem might have 

taken days. 
We were able co make life a lircle easier for ourselves by 

developing an algorichm co remove objects from the periph
ery of an image. A typical microscope field would conrain a 
cell of inceresc, which we had posicioned in the ccmer of the 
field, surrounded by ocher cells, pares of cells, or dire and/or 

other junk. Since che algorithm was relacively simple
minded, our visual selection process required us co exclude 
cells thac couched or were overlapped by ocher cells. figure 
1-5, on rhe nexc page, shows the rcsulcs of applying rhe algo
richm. 

The figure also shows how difficult ic mighc be ro de
velop algorithms co find cells. Even among the few cells prc
senc in che image shown, there are substancial differences in 
size and shape, and there are marked inhomogeneities in 
staining intensity within cells. Humans gee very good very 
fast at finding cells and ac discriminacing cells from junk, 
even when cell size, shape, and texture vary. If staining (or 
whatever else produces conrrasc berween che cell and the 
background) were relacively uniform, recognizing a cell by 
compucer would be fairly easy; one would only have to find 
an appropriately sized area of the image in which all che 
pixel values were above a certain threshold level. This simple 
approach clearly won'c work wich cells such as chose shown 
in rhe figure. 



Figure 1-5. Top panel: scanned image of Feulgen
stained lymphoblastoid cells. In the middle panel, a 
boundary drawn around the cell of interest is 
shown; the boctom panel shows results of applying 
an algorithm to remove all objeas except the cell 
of interest. 
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Before we developed che procedure for removing un

wanced macerial from images, we had che option of picking 
our che cell of interesc by drawing a boundary around ir us
ing a lighc pen, as shown in che middle panel of hgure 1-5. 

Many researchers working with cell images still find it con
venient co locate cells and define boundaries for analysis in 
chis fashion , and essencially che same procedure is used w 
draw the boundaries of regions of interest in cwo-paramerer 

daca displays from flow cyromecers. This sidt'sccps che i~sue 
of auromaced cell finding (or of aucomaced duscer finding, 

in che case of daca displays). The boundary drawing is now 

commonly done using a personal computer and a mouse; in 
1970, chere were no mice, ac lease noc chc computer kind , 

and che interactive display and lighc pen we used cost cens of 
thousands of dollars , and had to be accached co che mai n

frame computer we needed co do che image processing. Very 
few laborarories could have afforded ro duplicace our appara
rus; today, you can introduce your children and grandchil 

dren co the wonders of rhe microscopic world using a digical 
video microscope char costs less rhan $100 an<l attaches w 
yo ur compucer's USB pore. Bue, although your computer is 

probably hundreds of rimes fascer than che one we used and 
has thousands of rimes che storage capaciry, which coul<l 
allow ic co be used ro implement cell finding algorichms of 

which we could only dream, ic scill cakes a long rime to cap
cure high-resolucion cell images, and che derail in chose im

ages makes ic more difficulc for chose algori1hms co defin e 
che boundaries of a cell or a nucleus chan ic would be if ch e 
images used for cell finding were of lower resolucion . 

A cell I 0 µm in diamecer occupies thousands of concigu

ous pixels in a high-resolurion image wich O. l x O. l µm 

pixels, such as mighc be obtained from a mulriphocon con
focal microscope, hue fewer rhan 100 conciguous pixe ls in a 
lower-resolution image wich I x I µm pixels, such as mighr 

be obcained from a scanning laser cyromerer. The h igh 
resolucion image may contain many pixels wich inrensiry 

near chac of rhe background (as is the case wirh rhe image 

shown in the cop panel of Figure 1-5), making ir necessary 
ro do fairly convoluted analyses of each pixel in che concexr 
of ics neighbor pixels ro precisely define the area of a cell or 
an internal organelle. However, each of che I x I µm pixels 
of rhc:: lower-resolution image can be chough t of as rcpresenr
ing conrriburions from a hundred 0. l x 0.1 µm areas of rh c 
cell, and, since ic is unlikely char all of rhcse are ar back

ground intensity, ir is apt to be easier ro define an area as 
composed of contiguous pixels above a certain incensiry lc::\·el 
if one uses larger pixels. 

When one is working wich isolated cells , ir becomes ar
craccive co attempt co confine chem ro defined areas of a slide 
racher than 10 have co scan the entire surface IO find cells 
distribured ac random. By rhe I 960's, ic had occurred co 

more rhan one group of invesrigarors char deposicing cells in 
a chin line on a glass or plastic cape would allow an auto
mated cycology inscrumenr to rcscricr scage morion co one 
dimension instead of rwo, potentially speeding up process
ing. The concepr is illusrraced in Figure 1-6 (next page). 
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SCAN DIRECTION 

Figure 1-6. One-dimensional scanning of cells depos
ited in a narrow line (between dotted lines) on a 
slide or cape simplifies finding cells in a specimen. 
Black dots represent cells deposited in the line, gray 
dots represent cells deposited at random, and the 
small rectangle shows the field of view. 

You can acrually cry chis crick ar home, if you happen ro 
keep a microscope chere, or in che lab, if you don't. Simulace 
che "cells" with dots in different colors made by a permanent 
marker with a fine or extra fine point; make docs in one 
color, corresponding ro che black dots in che figure, along a 
maight edge placed parallel ro che long edge of a slide, and 
make docs of anocher color (or enlisc a (much] younger asso
ciacc ro do so), corresponding to che gray docs in che figure, 
all over che slide. Puc the slide under the microscope, using a 
low- ( 1 Ox or lower) power objective; place one of the "black" 
docs in che center of the field of view. Stop down the sub
scage iris diaphragm unril you gee a field a few rimes the 
diameter of the "cell." Then move only the horizontal stage 
motion control. You should note that , although che "black" 
cells you encounter as you scan along the slide in one di
mension remain cnrirely in the field of view (up to a point; if 
the line along which you scribed wasn't exacdy parallel to 

rhe edge of the slide, chcre will be some drift), you will al
mosc certainly find "gray" cells cut off ac chc edges of che 
field of view. Now, looking ac Figure 1-7, we can consider 
what a phoco<lececcor "looking" at che field of view would 
·'see" if che slide in Figure 1-6 were scanned . We can regard 
chis signal as a series of images, each made up of a single 
pixel chat is considerably larger than che cells of intercsc. 
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Figure 1-7. Idealized plot of signal amplitude vs. time 
representing a scan at constant speed along the cell 
deposition line of Figure 1-6; only signals corre
sponding to the "black" cells in that figure are 
shown. 

For chc momenr, we can make believe the "gray" cells in 
Figure 1-6 aren' c chere; che simulated dececror signal shown 
in Figure 1-7 only goes above threshold when it scans a 
"black" cell. This would actually happen if, for example, che 
slide were ilfuminaced with hluc light, and the "gray" and 
"black" cells were, respeccivcly, unstained and srained with a 
green fluorescent dye. figure l-7 could then represen c 1 he 
electrical signal from a phorodececcor wich a green filter in 
front of it. 

When we look at the slide by eye, we don 't scan very 
rapidly, and we almost never scan at uniform speed, so we 

don'c instinctively relate what we sec to che exact cime ac 
which we see ir. When we scan with a cyrometer, it is at lease 
an advantage, and often an imperative, to scan ac a constant 
speed , purring the cimes at which signals from objects appear 
ac che decccror oucpur(s) in a fixed and precise relation to che 

posicions of che objects in space. 
ln conmucring Figure 1-7, the assumption was made 

chat both the illumination intensicy in che field of view and 
che scanning rate remained constant. If we look ac the signal 
amplitude in che figure, ic remains at a relatively low base
line level most of the cime, and there are eight pulses during 
which the amplitude rises to a higher level and returns to the 
baseline value after a brief inrerval. If we glance up from 

Figure 1-7 co Figure 1-6, we nocice thac the positions of the 
pulses in cime correspond co che positions of the black cells 
on che slide. 

Flow Cytometry: Quick on the Trigger 

The signal(s) used to detect cells ' presence in che field of 

view (also called the measurement point, region, station, 
or zone, or che analysis point, interrogation zone or 
point, or observation point) of a cyromecer is (are) called 
trigger signal(s). The arnplicude of a trigger signal muse be 
substantially different in the cases in which a cell is and is 
noc present at the observation point; in ocher words, ic must 
be possihle to define a threshold level above which the am
plicude will invariably rise when a cell is present. If we pick a 
threshold level indicated by che dotted horizontal line in 
Figure 1-7, we see chat the signal shown in chc figure can 
serve as a trigger signal; its amplicude is well above che 
threshold level whenever a cell or cells are presenr in che field 
of view, and comfonably below chat level when che field of 
view conrains no cells. 

Now, suppose that, instead of scanning cells deposited in 
a line on a slide or tape, we confine cells co the cencer of a 
flowing stream, and look at that through a microscope. We' ll 
get rid of the gray cells chis time, and only consider the black 
ones. And, if we want co draw a schematic picture of this, 
whac we gee is Figure 1-6, except char rhe gray cells aren 'c 
there, and the arrow indicaces "Flow Direccion" instead of 
"Scan Direction." Instead of defining the boundaries of che 
cell dcposicion area, the doctcd lines define che diamecer of 
the core scream containing the cells. We have sneakily builr 
ourselves a flow cytometer. 



Of course, if we were actually looking at the scream of 
cells in a flow cytometer, it would probably be flowing fast 
enough so char we couldn't distinguish the individual cells as 
they wenc by; remember that the visual system makes a 
"movie" out of images displayed at rates of 25-30/second 
(Is) . Most photodetectors don't have this problem; they can 
respond co changes in light incensiry char occur in nanosec
onds (ns). So we could get a signal prerry much like the sig
nal in Figure 1-7 out of a photodetector in a flow cycometer; 
the major difference would be in che time scale. 

When scanning a slide by eye, we arc apt co take at least 
I 00 milliseconds (ms) to examine each cell; slide-scanning 
apparatus is substantially faster, producing pulse durations of 
hundreds of microseconds (µs) or less. Flow cycometers are 
faster scill; mosc currenc commercial instruments produce 
pulses with durations in che range berween 0.5 and 12 µs. 
Thus, the hardware and software responsible for detecting 
rhe presence of a cell need to do cheir job in a relatively shore 
time, particularly in cell sorcers, where the cell must be de
tected and analyzed, and the decision to sore ic or not made 
and implemented, in rhe space of a few microseconds. If the 
signal in Figure 1-7 were coming from a dececcor in a flow 
cycomecer, we could use it a~ a trigger signal. 

Many of the signals of most interest to users of flow cy
tometers are of very low amplitude . Routine immuno
fluorescence measuremencs often require detection of only a 
few thousand fluorescently labeled antibody molecules 
bound to a cell surface. In such cases, the signal from the 
fluorescence detectors may be only slightly above back
ground or baseline levels, and their use as trigger signals is 
likely to result in an unacceptably high level of false trigger
ing. resulting in accumulation of spurious data values, due 
to the influences of stray lighr and electronic noise fluctua
tions. Even in cases when relatively weak fluorescence signals 
can be used as trigger signals to indicate the presence of 
stained cells, chey will be of no help in detecting unstained 
cells. It has thus become customary co use a small-angle 
(forward) lighr scattering signal as the trigger signal when 
measuring immunofluorescence; all cells scatter lighc. 

When none of the pulses from cells of incerest are ex
pected to be of high amplicude, requiring chat a threshold 
level be set close to the baseline, discrimination of cells from 
background noise may be improved by using multiple trig
gers, requiring chat two or more signals go above threshold 
ac the same rime to indicate a cell 's presence. I almost always 
use forward lighr scarcering and fluorescence as dual rrigger 
signals when working with bacteria. 

The Main Event 

looking back at Figures 1-6 and 1-7 , though, we can see 
chat rhere is another catch to triggering; ic is not Cacch-22, 
but Catch-2. Two of che black cells in Figure 1-6 are stuck 
rogether, and delineated as a "doublet" in chat figure; rhe 
corresponding pulse, similarly delinearcd in Figure 1-7, is, 
though wider than the ocher pulses, srill only a single pulse. 
Since cells going through a flow cycometer (or cells depos-
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iced on a slide) arrive (or appear) ar more or less random 
intervals, rhere is always the chance that rwo or more cells 
will be close enough in space, and rheir corresponding out
put signals close enough in time, so rhat chey produce only a 
single pulse ac rhe detector output. Note chat the cells do not 
have co be physically stuck cogerher for such coincidences to 

occur, chey must simply be close enough so that che dcrcccor 
signal does nor fall below the threshold value between rhe 
rime che first cell enters the measurement region and rhc 
rime che second (or last, if there arc more than rwo) cell 
leaves it. 

When we get technical about what we are really measur
ing in a flow cycomccer (and now is one of chose cimes), 
rather than saying chat a pulse above threshold level repre
sents a cell, we say that it represenrs an event, which mighr 
correspond ro rhe passage of one cell, or mulriplc cells, or 
one or more pieces of noncellular junk capable of generating 
an equivalent optical/elecrronic signal, through the system, 
or which might result from stray light and/or electronic 
noise or some other glitch in the apparatus. 

The Pulse Quickens; The Plot Thickens 

There are ways of idencifying pulses rhar resulr from co
incidences; the height, widrh, and/or area of such pulses 
is/are rypically different from chose resulting from che cransir 
of single cells, and, with che aid of appropriare hardware 
and/or software, ic is possible co identify coincidences and 
correct counts. And now is probably an opportune rime for 
me to confess that che pulses of Figure 1-7 are highly ideal
ized, in that all of the pulses from single cells look prctry 
much rhe same; rhac definitely isn' t che way things really are. 

In face, all of the information about a cell rhar can be 
gorren from flow cycometers is contained in , and musr he 
exrracted from, the height, or amplitude, the area, or inte
gral, and the width and shape of the pulses produced at chc 
detector(s) as the cell passes through che measurement re
gion(s) . Generally speaking, there isn ' t much point to doing 
flow cytometry if you expect all of rhe cells you analyze ro 
look alike; the usual purpose of an experiment is rhe charac
cerizarion of heterogeneity within a cell population, and the 
resr of this book is intended to help you make sure rhar rhc 
differences in pulses you see from cell to cell represent bio
logical differences you are looking for , rather than reflecting 
vagaries of apparatus, reagents, and technique. 

And now, at lase, we have gorcen our fingers on che pulse 
of flow cycometry. For the face is char, while rhe information 
in scanning and imaging cycomecers ultimately makes irs 
way inco che processing elecrronics in che form of a series of 
pulses, often referred to as a pulse train, it is only in flow 
cytomerers and in the lowest resolution scanning devices 
chat all of the information a detector gees about a cell (or, 
more accurately, an event) is contained in a single pulse. 
This was recognized early on as an imporranr and disrincrive 
characteristic of flow cycometry; before the term "flow 
cycomecry" itself was coined in the J 970's, many workers in 
the field referred to it as pulse cytophotometry. 
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1.4 FLOW CYTOMETRY: PROBLEMS, PARAMETERS, 
PROBES, AND PRINCIPLES 
Since rhe 1970's, ic has become possible for users bliss

fully unconcerned with the nuts and boles (or the acorns and 
bits) of inmumcncation co buy flow cyromerers capable of 
extracting more and more pulses from an increasingly di
verse varietr of objects, ranging downward from eukaryocic 
cells and microorganisms ro organelles and large molecules, 
and upward co pancrearic islers, C. elegans, Drosophila em
bryos, and multicellular plankton organisms. 

From reading rhe manufacturers' brochures and visiting 
cheir Web sires, interested researchers and clinicians can 
learn char it is possible co analy-Le and sore over a hundred 
thousand cells per second, co identify rare cells chat represent 
only one of every ten million cells in mixed populations, co 
si multaneously measure light scattering at rwo or three an
gles and fluorescence in cwelve or more spectral regions, co 
measure fluorescence wirh a precision better rhan one per
cent, and co detect and quantify a few hundred molecules of 
fluorescent antibody bound co a cell surface. It is somewhat 
harder to discern char ic may be difficult or impossible co 
accomplish rwo or three of these amazing feats at once. If 
you 're contemplating pushing the envelope, you definitely 
need to look at the problcrn(s) you' re trying to solve, the 
measurement parameters and probes wich which you can 
excracc rhe necessary information from the cells. and che 
principles chat may allow you to get your answers - or pre
vent you from gecring them. 1 will take chis approach in con
sidering how the technology has gotten to its present state, 
starring with relatively simple problems and the relatively 
simple systems for solving them. 

Since flow cycomcters arc designed to analyze single cells 
in suspension, it is nor surprising that their development and 
evolution have been directed in large pare by workers in chc 
fields of hematology and immunology, who deal primarily 
with cells that are either in suspension, as is the case in blood 
samples, or relatively easy to get into suspension, as is the 
case when ic is necessary to examine cells from bone marrow 
or lymphoid tissues or tumors. 

In addition to being conveniently packaged, cells from 
the blood and immune system provide us with a number of 
models for fundamental biological processes . With che 
analysis of the gmome behind us, we srill need rhe derails of 
differentiation that allow politically sensitive fertilized ova to 
develop through the politically sensitive embryonic stern cell 
stage into multicellular organisms who, after some years, can 
be dropped from the welfare rolls with the blessings of the 
same legislators who so staunchly defended chem at smaller 
cell numbers . Cells in the blood and immune system de
velop from a single class of seem cells, which were hypothe
sized about and sought for years, and were finally identified 
with the aid of flow cycomctry, and we now traffic in blood 
stem cells for patients' benefit as well as studying the cells' 
development in the interest of science. Oifferentiacion gone 
wrong, with the aid of somatic mutation , produces leuke
mias and lymphomas , and we use flow cytornetry borh to 

clarify the biology of neoplasia and co determine the progno
sis and treatment in individual instances. The processes of 
clonal selection underlying both cellular and humoral im
mune responses provide a picture of evolution at work, as 
well as examples of a wide variery of mechanisms of inter
and intracellular signaling. 

Counting Cells: Precision I (Mean, S.D., CV) 

The simplest flow cytometers, and the first to be widely 
used, solved rhe problem of providing precise counts of the 
number of cells per unit volume of a sample, without explic
itly characteri1.ing the cells otherwise. Such instruments have 
only a single decccror, and, because chey measure an intrin
sic parameter, rypically light scattering or extinction or 
electrical impedance, do nor require that the cells he 
created with any reagent, or probe. 

The sample used for cell counting may be raken direcrly 
from the specimen containing the cells, or may be an ali
quot of that specimen diluted by a known amount, or dilu
tion factor. If, for example, che specimen is diluted I :20 co 
produce the sample, the dilucion factor is 20. 

The principle of operation of a cell counter is almost 
embarrassingly simple. An electronic counter is sec to zero ac 
the beginning of each run. Next, sample is passed through 
the system at a known, constant flow rate. As cells go 
through the measurement syscem, they produce pulses at the 
detector output; the count is increased by one whenever the 
output from che detector goes above the threshold level. 
Those cells that produce pulses wich amplitudes above 
rhreshold are counted; rhose rhar do nor are nor. Any parti
cle ocher than a cell char produces a signal above threshold is 
counted as a cell; any transient electrical disturbance or noise 
that causes the sensor output to go above threshold is also 
counted as a cell. 

Although chis sounds like a very simple-minded ap
proach, it usually works, can be implemented using relatively 
primitive electronics, and can deal wich thousands of cells 
per second. And, as will be amply illuscratcd later in chis 
section, it is relatively easy to get from this point to a flow 
cyromerer that makes one or several additional measure
ments of cells. The principal requirement is thac, in addition 
to (or instead of) being used to increase rhe number in rhe 
counter, the trigger signal(s) initiate(s) the capture and re
cording of information about the height, area, and/or width 
of pulses from one or more detectors. 

ln the lace J 950's and l 960's, the first optical and elec
cronic (Coulter) cell counters reached the marker. They were 
designed to count blood cells; I have already noted that red 
cell counts were done by seccing a threshold high enough to 

prevent platelets from triggering, and chat white cells were 
counted with red cells, bur did not normally introduce sig
nificant inaccuracy inro the red cell count because of their 
relatively low numbers. White cell counts were done on 
samples in which the red cells had been lysed by addition of 
a chemical such as saponin or one of a number of detergents 
to the diluent. 



Before counters became available, people did cell councs 
by examining dilured blood (or anocher cell sample) in a 
hcmocytometer under a microscope. A hemocytomecer is a 
specially designed microscope slide with a ruled grid rhat 
defines square or reccangular areas, each fraccions of a milli
meter on a side, and with ridges on eicher side of the ruled 
area chat insure char rhe thickness of che layer of diluted 
blood under che cover slip will be constant (usually 0.1 
mm). for a white cell counc, blood is cypically diluted 1 :20 
with a solution char lyses red cells and stains white cells; the 
number of cells in four 1 x I mm squares is counted. The 
coral volume of diluted blood counced is therefore 0.4 mm' , 
or 0.4 µL. To obtain the count of whice cells/mm' (the old
foshioned unit used when I was a medical student). one di
vides chis number by 0.4 (the volume counted) and mulci
plies the result hy 20 (rhe dilution factor). Because red cells 
are so much more numerous chan white cells, blood is di
luted I :200 for red cell councs (wichout lysis, obviously), 
and a smaller area of the slide is used for councing. 

Poisson Statistics and Precision in Counting 

So what's wrong with hemocyromcccr counts, apart from 
the face that they used co be done by slave labor (for which 
read medical students, or at lease chose of my generation)? 
The problem is wich rhe precision of che counts. Precision, 
as was noted on p. 12, refers co the degree co which replicate 
measurements agree with one another. The precision of a 
measurement is o~en characcerized by a scaciscic called che 
coefficient of variation (CV), which, expressed as a per
centage, is I 00 rimes the standard deviation (S.D.) divided 
by che mean (and by mean I mean chc arithmetic mean, or 
average, i.e., the sum of che individual measurements di
vided by the number of measurements). Well, you mighc 
say, "Whac mean and scandard deviation? The count is only 
done once; how much rime do you chink chose overworked 
medical scudents can spare?" 

Enrer anochcr Scudenc; not a l 960's medical scudenc, 
chis rime, hue a man of an earlier generacion named William 
Scaly Gossett, who published his basic smiscical works as 
"Scudent" because his employers at the Guinness Brewery 
worried char rheir comperirors might improve cheir posirions 
by using sracistics if chey discovered his idencicy. He showed 
in 1907')" rhac, if one acrually counced n cells in a hemocy

tomecer (chat's before the division and mulriplication seeps), 
one should expecr the srandard deviarion of che measure
ment ro be che square root of n (I will use the notation n"' 
rarher rhan ,[;; for this quantiry for cypographic reasons), 
meaning char the coefficient of variacion, in percenc, would 
be 100/n'''. We would now say char che scarisrics of councs 
conform to the Poisson distribution, which was described 
b S. , P . . 18371311 b "S d " I y 1meon oisson m , uc cu enc was apparenc y 
unaware of Poisson's work, and reached his conclusions in
dependently. In face, rhe Poisson discriburion was only given 
char name seven years after Gosserc's paper appeared"'•. We 
will encouncer rhe Poisson distribution in several ocher con
cexcs related co cytomerry, flow and ocherwise. 
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Now, if we consider looking ar a sample with a white cell 
count of 5.000/mm3, which is in the normal range, rhe 
number of cells you would acrually have counted in chc 
hemocycomerer to obtain char value would be 5,000 divided 
by the dilucion factor (20) and multiplied by the mlume (in 
mm') counred (0.4), which works our to 100 cells. The 
standard deviation would rherefore be the square roor of 
100, or 10; che CV would be 10 percent. If you were dealing 
wich an abnormally low white cell count, say one char you 
read as 1,250/mm', you would only have counted 25 cells; 
che standard deviation would be 5, and rhe CV would be 20 

percent. And all of chis a~umcs chat rhe counting process is 
perfect; we know char it isn'r, and we also know char ocher 
factors, such as dilution and pipetting errors, will further 
decrease precision. So rhe precision of a hemocytomecer 
white cell counr in rhe normal range is barely acceptable. 
Gcning a CV of I percent, which is more than respectable, 
would require char you count 10,000 objects, which would 
be 100 hemocytomecers' worch if you were dealing with our 
original white cell count of 5.000/mm1• Nobody is going ro 
sic there and do char by eye, but it's a piece of cake for an 
electronic or optical counter. 

A cypical hematology counrer uses a constant volume 
pump. such as a syringe pump. to deliver sample ac a con
stanc flow race. T he flow rate is rhe volume of sample ana
lyzed per unit rime; dividing rhe number of cells counced per 
unit time by rhe flow rate gives che number of particles per 
unir volume. Blood specimens are usually diluted before 
being run in a counter, so the raw value must be multiplied 
by rhe dilution factor ro get the parricle count per unir vol
ume of blood. For example, if the counccr's sample flow race 
is l µLis, and a blood sample is diluted l :20 (with a solution 
char lyses red cells) ro counr white cells, and running the 
counter for 40 seconds yields a raw counr of I 0,000 cdls, 
the whire cell count in the blood is: 

l 0,000 (# of cells counred in 40 s) x 20 (dilution) 

40 (# of µL counred in 40 s) 

or 5,000/µL. Since the raw count is I 0,000, rhe srandard 
deviarion is 100, and the CV is I percent. 

Rare Event Analysis: The Fundamental Things 
Apply as Cells Go By 

Many of che casks in modern cytomecry are examples of 
rare event analysis. Examples are looking for primitive stem 
cells, leukemic cells or cancer cells in blood or bone marrow, 
for fecal cells in marernal blood, or for uansfecred cells pre
senr ac low frequency in a culcure. In comparing different 
samples, it is frequenrly necessary to determine the srariscical 
significance of small differences berween large numbers. 
Some people seem to chink char councing hundreds of thou
sands or millions of cells lets them bear rhe Poisson scaciscics; 
whac's importanr, however, is rhe number of cells of inceresc 
you counc, nor che coral. Suppose, fo r example, that you find 
your cells of inreresr present at a frequency of 0.04% posi-
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rives in one sample of 200,000 cells and 0.15% in anorher. 
Simple arichmeric tells you rhac 0 .01 % of 200,000 is 20 
cells, so the firsr sample has 80 cells of interest and the sec
ond has 300. The Poisson scandard deviations for the num

bers of cells of incerest counced would be about 9 for che 80 
cells in rhe first sample and abouc 18 for che 300 cells in che 

second. The two values are rhus separaced by several stan
dard deviarions, which is co say chac rhere is a statistically 
significant diffrrence between rhem. However, rhe srariscics 

provide no informacion as ro rhe source of che difference. If 
che cells came from che same poc, one would suspecc inscru

mental factors relared to daca collecrion and/or analysis, 
unless rhere is reason ro believe thac a process such as differ
encial seeding of rhe rare cell cype would change che compo

sicion of a sample aliquor wirh rime. A mild degree of para
noia is probably an asser when dealing wich rare event analy

sis. 

Poisson srarisrics apply to councing anyrhing, from cells 
ro photons and phoroelecrrons, and even co vores. Digress

ing briefly from rare cvenr analysis co nor-so-current evenc 
analysis, if .1,000,000 vores are counted, one expects a Pois
son srandard deviacion of l ,732 votes, or roughly 6 parts in 
I 0,000, meaning rhac if the voce councing process is suppos
edly even less reliable or accurate rhan Poisson sraristics 

would predicc (Florida's was said co be 99.9% reliable, or 
accurate co 10 pares in l 0,000), neither candidate had a 
scrong daim co having won the Stace's Presidential voce. 

We have a lictle more concrol over cell counting chan 
over voce counting. If you count enough cells, you can accu
racely discriminate between, say, .01 % and .02%. If you 

only count I 0,000 cells total , you 'd expecr co find one cell 
(and a CV of 100%) in rhe sample with .01 % and 2 cells 

(CY of 70 .7%) in rhe sample wirh .02%; so 10,000 cells 
rocal is coo small a sample co lee you discriminate. If you 
counr 1,000,000 cel ls cotal , you end up wich l 00 cells in rhe 
.01% sample (10% CV) and 200 cells (7.1% CV) in rhe 

.02% sample, and rhis difference will be starisrically signifi

cant. 

Counc Constant Numbers for Constant Precision 
The best way co do counts, alrhough almosc nobody does 

chem rhis way. is co always count che same number of cells 
of inreresr , which gives you equal precision no marrer whar 
rhc value is. Normally, we do absolurc counrs by analyzing a 
fixed volume of hlood (or other sample) and percentage 
counrs by analyzing a fixed numher of cells. The alternative 

is ro decide on rhe level of precision you want - suppose ic is 
5%. Then you have ro counr 400 cells (rhe square rooc of 
400 is 20, and I 00/20 = 5 ). Whar you do is measure the 
volume of sample (in rhe case of absolute councs), or rhe 
roral numher of cells (in rhe case of percentage counts), 
which has to In: analyzed ro yield 400 of rhe cells of inrerest. 
If chc cells of interesc arc ar .01%. you'll have to count 
4.000,000 cells coral co find your 400 cc:lls of interesr; if rhey 
are ar l %, you'll only have co count 40,000 cells, bur, in
s read of rhe .OJ % value being much less precise chan che I% 

value, borh will have che same 5% precision. The down side 

of doing rhings this way is that it may require some repro
gramming of the apparatus, and probably uses more reagent, 
but, if you want good numbers, there is simply no better 

way to gee chem. 

Alternative Counting Aids: The Venerable Bead 

A~ it happens, most fluorescence flow cycomerers do not 

use constant volume pumps for sample delivery, nor do rhey 
provide an alternative means of measuring the sample vol

ume Aow rare with sufficient precision to allow calculacion 

of cell councs per unit volume by rhe merhod described 
above. Carl Scewarr , being a leukocyte biologist, musr have 

felr deprived of one of the major rools of his trade when he 
arrived at Los Alamos Nacional Laboracory many years ago 
and discovered char rhe very fancy fluorescence Aow cycome

cers builr there did not provide a cell count. He and John 

Steinkamp solved char problem by adding fluorescent beads 
ar known concentrations co cell samples"J'•. If you have a 

boccie full of beads rhar contains a known number of beads 
per unic volume, adding a known vol ume of bead suspen
sion (and ir had bener be well-mixed bead suspension) co a 
known volume of cell sample allows you ro calculace che 
number of beads per unit volume in che sample. You can 

chen run the sample for an arbitrary length of rime, callying 
che coral numbers of beads and cells counttd. The cell counr 
per unit volume is chen given by: 

#of cells counced x # of beads per unit volume 
# of btads counted 

and che number of cells per unit volume in che original ma
rerial from which the cells were rakcn can be obraincd by 

mulciplying by rhe dilution faccor, as in previous examples. 
There arc a few caveats here. If che dercrminacion of rhe 

concemracion of beads per unir volume is done hy a rela
tively imprecise merhod (Srewarr and Sreinkamp used a 

hemocycomerer) , rhe precision of the cell count cannot be 

improved by counting large numbers of cells and beads. One 
must also rake into accounc rhc frequency of dumps and 
coincidences among borh cells and beads, which affect che 

accuracy of che count, i.e., rhe degree co which rhe meas
ured value agrees wirh che "crue" value. And , of course, rhe 

cytomecer muse be capable of accuracely idenrifying and 
counting both cells and beads. 

Addicion of beads to rhe sample is now widely pracciced 

in che concexc of counting C:D4 anrigen-bearing (CD4-
positivc, or CD4+) T lymphocytes in HIV-infecced indi
viduals. The idencificacion of rhese cells is mosr ofcen done 

by staining wirh fluorescencly labeled monoclonal anci-CD4 
antibody (and , usually, at leasr one ocher monoclonal anti
body labeled wich a differenr fluorescent label ). Before 
counting beads became available, rhe standard procedure 
was rhe so-c.alled "two-plarform" merhod, in which a hema

tology counter wich a consrant volume sample feed is used co 
obcain boch chc coca] whire cell counr per unir volume of 



blood, and che differential whice cell counc, which includes 
che percencage of lymphocyces among che whice cells; che 
number of lymphocytes per unit volume is chen calculated. 
The fluorescence flow cycomecer is used co define the lym
phocyte populacion and the fraction of that population rep
resemed by CD4+ T-cells, allowing calculacion of the num
ber of chese cells per unit volume. Using counting beads, the 
procedure can be done on a single platform, i.e., the fluores
cence flow cycomerer, and chis appears co improve accuracy. 

And Now ro See with Eye Serene che Very Pulse of 
the Machine: Display, Digitization, and Distributions 

In general, people who use flow cycometry wane co know 
more abouc their samples than how many cells are contained 
in each milliliter, and chat translaccs inco getting more in
formation about che signal pulses chan whecher cheir ampli
tudes exceed the threshold level. In a single-parameter elec
tronic (Coulter) counter, the heights of pulses are propor-
1ional to the volumes of the cells passing chrough. However, 
whereas only relatively simple circuitry, criggered by che rise 
above chreshold in che signal, is required to incremenc and 
store the cell counc, more complex hardware and sofcware 
are needed co capcure and score measured values of the vol
umes of cells. Information about the measured particle may 
be extracted from che peak amplicude (height), the integral 
(area), the duration (width), and the shape of signal pulses. 

The earliest electronic counters did not come equipped 
with the means co collect and display distributions, i.e., 
histograms, or bar graphs, of cell volumes; investigacors 
inceresced in such informacion acquired ic by feeding the 
pulse train from a counter inco a gadget called a pulse 
height analyier, a hardwired digical computer originally 
used by nuclear physiciscs to measure and discriminace 
among gamma ray ent:rg1es. 

The prerequisite co pulse heighc analysis, and to just 
about anything else chac one might wane to do in che way of 
data analysis in cyromecry, is che conversion of informacion 
from an analog form, usually a voltage representing one of 
the pulse characteristics mencioned above, co a digital form, 
i.e., a number, using a device appropriacely named an 
analog-co-digital converter (ADC). Digical processing in 
the flow cycometers of the early l 970's was pretcy much 
rescricted co the use of pulse height analyzers, which had the 
disadvantage chat their single ADCs (ADCs were expensive 
in chose days) could only provide information on one meas
ured quantity, or parameter, at a time. Ir was, however, pos
sible to use live display and scorage oscilloscopes, without 
benefit of digitizacion, to provide simple dot plots showing 
the incerrelacion of cwo parameters. 

The pulses produced during a cell's passage through rhe 
measurement system typically last for only a few microsec
onds at most (making chem veritable "phantoms of de 
light"), and, until recently, che only ADCs char could practi
cally be used in flow cycometers required more time than 
chis to digitize signals. As a resulc, it was necessary to use 
hybrid circuics, which combine analog and digital electron-
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ics, co store rhe appropriate analog values for long enough co 
permit analog-to-digital conversion. These peak detector, 
integrator, and pulse width measurement circuits musr be 
reset as each particle passes through the illuminating beam , 
allowing new analog signal levels to be acquired; it is then 
necessary to hold cheir outputs at a constanc level until dig
itization is complete. The "reset" and "hold" signals muse be 
delivered co the analog storage circuits ar rhe proper rimes 
by additional hybrid "front end" electronics, which com
pare one or more nigger signal levels with preset threshold 
values to determine when a cell is presenc. 

Luckily, a flow cycomett:r is an example of what is 
known as a low duty cycle device. Even when a sample is 
being run, cells pass rhe sensors rather infrequently; what 
goes by rhe sensors, mosc of the cime, is che water or saline 
suspending medium, meaning char a certain amount of dead 
time, during which the pulse measurement cirwits are oc
cupied with daca from one cell and cannot respond ro signals 
from a second, is colerable. Because cells arrive ac random 
times, rather rhan at fixed intervals, coincidences, when a 
second cell arrives before processing of signals from che firsr 
is complete, are inevitable. The probabiliry of coincidences 
can be calculated from - guess what - rhc Poisson distribu
tion, and, while they cannot be eliminated entirely, ir is 
possible to reduce chem to acceptable levels by limiting the 
number of cells analyzed per unic rime in accordance with 
the instrument's dead rime. 

Once held signals have been digitiz.ed, further analysis is 
accomplished wirh a digital computer, which, in modern 
instruments, is rypically either an Imel/Microsoft-based or 
Apple Macincosh personal computer. The necessary sofrwarc 
is now available from boch flow cytometer manufacturers 
and chird parries, in some cases at no cost. In recent years, as 
inexpensive, fast, high-resolution ADCs have become avail
able (due largely to the needs of the consumer electronics 
and telecommunications markets), digital signal processing 
(DSP) hardware and software have replaced analog and hy
brid circuits for peak detection, incegra~ion, and pulse widch 
measurement, and for some ocher common casks in flow 
cytometry, such as fluorescence compensation and loga
rithmic conversion of data. There will be a great deal more 
said about this further on in che book; for now, however, we 
will go back to another old problem, irs old and newer solu
tions, and their implications for science, mt:<licine, and soci 
ery. 

DNA Contenc Analysis: Precision II (Variance) 

Most users of flow cycomccers and sorters have ar lease a 
passing acquaintance with measurements of che DNA con
tent of cells and chromosomes, which can be done rapidly 
and precisely by flow cycometry using a variety of fluorescent 
stains. 

As a rule, all normal diploid cells (nonreplicating or G0 

cells and those in the G, phase of che cell cycle) in rhc same 
eukaryoric organism should have rhe same DNA comenc; 
chis quantity is usually expressed as 2C. DNA svn-
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Figure 1-8. Ideal (A) and "real" (B} DNA contenl distri
butions, with the same ratios of (G0+G,)/S/(G1+M) cells 
represented in both. 

rhesis during rhe S phase of rhe cell cycle results in an in
crease in cellular DNA conrenr, which reaches 4C at the end 
of S phase and remains at this value during the G1 phase and 
during mitosis (M phase), ar rhe complerion of which the 
original cell has been replaced by rwo daughter cells, each of 
which has a DNA conrenr of 2C. T he haploid germ cells 
have a DNA concent of approximately C; there are approxi
marely equal popularions of sperm with DNA conrenr 
slighrly greater rhan and slighrly less rhan C due co differ
ences in rhe DNA conrenr of male and female sex chromo-
so mes. 

An idealized DNA conrenr distribution, that is, a bar 
graph or histogram of values of DNA comenc that would 
be expected to be observed in a population of cells, some or 

all of which were progressing through the cell cycle, is shown 
in panel A of Figure 1-8, above. A "real" distribution, actu
ally synchesized by a mathematical model, bur more like 
chose acrnally obrained from flow cyromerry, appears in 
Panel B. Real (really real) DNA conrenc distributions always 
exhihir some variance in the G/G, peak, which may be due 
ro staining procedures, to insrrumenral errors. and/or co cell
to-c<.:11 differences in DNA content. The bdief in the con
scanc~· of DNA concenr in diploid cells has been strength
ened hy rhe observarion rhac rhe variances have diminished 
in magnimdc with improvemcnrs in preparative and sraining 
techniques an<l in instrumentation since the first DNA con
tcnr distributions were published in che I %O's. 

\X'hen 1 used che word "variance" in the paragraph 
abon:, I meant ir, and you probably rook it, to denore vari
abiliry from measurement to measuremenc. However, the 
term also has a defined (and related) meaning in statistics; 
the variance of a scr of measurements is the sum of squares 
of che differences berwecn rhe individual measurements and 

rhe arithmetic mean, or average, divided by one less than 
rhe number of measuremenrs. In face, the statistical variance 
is the square of the standard deviation, or, to put it more 
accurately, the standard deviation is che square root of rhc 

variance, and is calculared from ic inscead of che ocher way 
round. For purposes of rhis discussion, and in most of rhe 
rest of the book, I will rry to use "variance" to mean the sta
cisrical entity unless I cell you otherwise. I may slip; word 
processors have spelling checkers and grammar checkers, but 
not intention checkers. 

The Normal Discribution: Does the Word 
"Gaussian" Ring a Bell? 

Ahhough the number of cells counred does have some 
effect on the observed variance of a set of measurcmcncs, we 
are nor dealing wich Poisson scacisric.s here; rhe variance of a 
Poisson distribution is noc independenc of the mean, but is 
always equal to ir. The peak represenring rhe G0 and (~ , 

phase cells of a real DNA content disrribucion is generally 
considered to be best approximated by what srarisricians 
define as a normal or Gaussian distribution. sometimes 
popularly known as a bell curve. The normal d iscribucion is 
symmetric; rhe arithmetic mean, the median (the value 
separating che upper and lower halves of the discribution), 
and the mode (the highest poinc, or mosc common \'alue) 
coincide. The coefficienr of variation (CV) (which, you may 
recall, is expressed in percentage rerms as I 00 cimcs the 5.l). 
divided by the mean) remains a valid measure of precision. 
bur there is an obvious problem in calculating the CV for a 
G/G, peak in a DNA content discriburion. The peak falls 
off as one would expecr on the left (low) side, but, on che 
right (high) side, it merges into rhe pan of rhe distribution 
made up of S phase cells, and rhere isn't a convenient way co 
decide where che G/G, cells leave off and the S cells begin. 

Because the anatomy of the normal distribution is well 
known and predictable:, we have a statistical trick available ro 
us. The width of the distribution between the two points on 
rhe curve ac half che maximum (modal, mean, median) 
value, often referred to as the full width at half maximum 
(FWHM), is 2.36 standard deviations, and the width he
rween the rwo points at 0 .6 times the maximum value is very 
nearly two standard deviations. 

Binned Data: Navigating che Channels 

T he process of analog-co-digital conversion char occurs 
in a pulse height analyzer or in a modern flow cycomcter's 
compurcr-based daca acquisicion and analysis sysrem puts 
data into bins, co which we frequently refer as channels. 
These binned data are used to compile disrribucions of 
measured values of cellular paramerers. The distributions in 
Figure 1-8 are broken into 256 channels, which, hy conven
tion, are numbered from 0 co 255. Thar is the number of 
bins, or channels, inro which an 8-bic ADC disrributes irs 
output; an ADC with m bics resolution will have r possible 
outputs, which, by convention, would be described as chan
nels 0 to r '. Although the outputs of ADCs are ofren th1: 



same unsigned binary numbers between 0 and r ·' chat de
nore the channel numbers, ADCs with outputs in different 
binary formacs are nor uncommon. For our purposes, it is 
safest ro chink in terms of channel numbers, and leave che 
raw binary formacs to che engineers and compucer people. 

Suppose chat che maximum value, i.e., che largest num
ber of cells, in che G/G, peak of such a distribution is 500 
cells, occurring at channel 100, and that channels 97 and 
I 03 each contain 300 cells (chat is, 0.6 times the maximum 
number, 500). It is assumed here chat each of che channels 
between 98 and I 02 contains 300 or more cells, and chat 
each of the channels below 97 and above 103 contains fewer 
than 300 cells. The width of the distribucion at 0.6 rimes che 
maximum value, representing two standard deviations, is 
chen 7 channels, one standard deviation is 3.5 channels, and 
che CV, expressed as a percentage, is 100 x (3.5/100), or 3.5 
percent. Ic is obviously easier for most people ro calculate a 
CV in their heads using the width at 0.6 times maximum 
than ic is using the width at half maximum, and a real piece 
of cake if you sec the gain so that the maximum value ends 
up ac channel 100, buc we've all goc calculators, anyway. 

So what's che big deal about precision in DNA content 
measurement? To appreciate chis, we go back co the 1960 's 
again. The first cell counters had become available, and they 
were being used for counting and sizing blood cells. The 
l 960's also saw a great deal of progress in the field of tissue 
culcure, resulring in substancial numbers of investigators 
having ready supplies of cells ocher than blood cells chat 
were either in suspension or could conveniencly be puc into 
suspension. People became interested in the derails of the 
cell cycle in cells derived from healthy tissues and from tu
mors, and in the effect of drugs on the cell cycle. 

Once ic became convenient to culture cells, it was possi
ble co observe enough mirocic figures co establish chat hu
mans had 46 chromosomes, and not 48, as had once been 
believed, and co establish char cells from many tumors had 
more or fewer chromosomes, whereas cells from ochers had 
what appeared to be chromosomal deletions and transloca
tions. Th is would mean chat the amount of DNA in G/G , 
cells from a tumor could be different from the amount in 
GJG , cells from the normal suomal clements found in che 
tumor, potentially providing ac least a means of identifying 
the tumor cells, and, possibly, an objeccive measurement 
with prognostic implications. 

The cacch here is that, as che difference you are crying co 
dececr between two populations becomes smaller, you need 
becter and beccer precision (lower CVs) in the measurement 
process. Generally speaking, two populacions are resolvable if 
cheir means are a few scandard deviations apace. If a cumor 
cell has one or two small chromosomes duplicaced, adding, 
say, cwo percent to ics G/ G , DNA concenc, you would need 
a measurement process wich a CV well under one percenc co 
resolve separate G/G , peaks, alchough you mighc gee a hinc 
of che exiscence of two populations in a cumor specimen by 
observing broadening and/or skewness (asymmetry) in rhe 
peak of a disrribucion measured with a less precise process. A 
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rriploid rumor populacion, wirh 50% more DNA chan was 
found in stromal cells, could, of course, be resolved using 
very imprecise measurements. 

DNA Content: Problem, Parameter, Probes 

So, rhe problem became one of measuring DNA content 
with reasonably high precision. Ir was rhen necessary co find 
a suitable measurement parameter to solve ic. Although 
Caspersson, in his microspectrophorometers, and Kamenc
sky, in his early flow cytometers, had used absorption at 260 
nm for nucleic acid content measurement, che absorption 
measurements were difficult co make (among ocher things, 
rhey required special , very expensive quarcz optics, because 
che UV wavelength used is strongly absorbed by glass), and 
not precise enough to detect small differences. 

In the 1920' s, Feulgen '1 developed a sea in ing method 
chat coupled a dye co the backbone of the DNA molecule, 
allowing DNA conrenc in cells co be quantified by measur
ing absorption of visible light, but some fundamental prob
lems with absorption measurements still limited the preci 
sion of DNA analysis. However, in one of the first publica
tions describing fluorescence flow cyromecry, in 1969, Van 
Dilla et al, at Los Alamos National Laboratory, reported the 
use of a modified Feulgen procedure, with fluorescent 
stains (acriflavine and auramine 0) and an argon laser source 
flow cyrometer, co produce DNA content distributions with 
a coefficient of variacion of 6% for che G/G, cell peak'''. The 
Feulgen staining procedure was relarively technically inten
sive, due to ics requirement for fairly elaborate chemical 
creacment of che cells, and the search for dyes thac were eas

ier co use began almost immediately. The first step in this 
direction was taken in 1969, when Dittrich and Gohde pub
lish~d a relatively sharp DNA content discribucion obtained 
using cheir arc source flow cycometer to measure rhe fluores
cence of fixed cells stained wich echidium bromide~! . Thus, 
fluorescence became che parameter of choice for DNA 
content measurement. 

Ethidium, which increases its fluorescence about thirty
fold when intercalated into double-scranded DNA or RNA, 
quickly replaced the fluorescent Feulgen stains as che probe 
of choice, and was then largely supplanced by a dose chemi
cal relative, propidiurn217 , which remains widely used a.~ a 
DNA stain. Both dyes require char che cell be fixed, or chat 
its membrane be permeabilized, in order co achieve good 
scoichiomerric staining; chey are frequently used co stain 
nuclei released from cells by creacmenr with one of a variety 
of nonionic detergents, such as Nonidec P-40 or Triron X-
100221. Precise measurement of DNA in whole cells, and chc 
best precision measurements in nuclei , require rreacmenr of 
che sample with RNAse to remove any residual double
scranded RNA. 

Once cell sorters became available, in the l 970's, ic was 
realized thac a dye chac could encer living cells and stain 
DNA scoichiomecrically would make it possible co sore cells 
in differenc phases of che cell cycle and analyze cheir subse
quent biological behavior and/or their chemical composi-
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tion. Several bis-bcnzimidazole compounds originally syn
thesized as anriparasitic drugs by Hoechst AG turned our co 
meer rhese requirements115; rhe one chat has been masc 
widely used, by far , is Hoechst 33342m. This dye, like the 
other Hoechst dyes, has two characteristics chat limit irs use 
in some situations. Ultraviolet light is required ro excice irs 
blue fluorescence, preventing its use in the majority of 
fluorescence Aow cyrometers, which are equipped only with 
a 488 nm (blue-green) argon ion laser as a light source. And, 
although Hoechst dye staining is highly specific for DNA, 
che dyes, which do not intercalate bur instead bind ro the 
minor groove of the macromolecule, arc selective for se
quences of three adenine-thymine (A-T) hase pairs1"". The 
laccer characteristic is disadvantageous for such applications 
as DNA content determination in planes, which is widely 
used as an aid in classi fication of species, because the 
Hoechst dyes would yield differenr results for cwo species 
having the same amount of DNA bur different base compo
sitions, i.e., different ratios of A-T and G-C (guanine
cytosine) base pai rs. However, the base specificity of the 
Hoechst dye is an advantage in ocher circumstances; rhc 
combination of the A-T-selective Hoechst 33258 and G-C 
selective, DNA-specific dyes such as chromomycin A, and 
mithramycin" Q, has been used to stain chromosomes from 
humans and ocher species, enabling chromosomes with simi
lar rotal DNA content but different base composition to be 
distinguished and sorted separarel/'. High-speed sorting 
of dual-stained human chromosomes''°' provided a valuable 
set of DNA libraries in the early phases of the Human Ge
nome Project, bur I'm getting ahead of myself. We can' t gee 
inro that until we cake at lease a first look at one- and cwo
paramecer data displays. 

One-Parameter Displays: Pulse Height Distriburions 

T he cells represenced in Figures 1-9 are from rhe CCRF
CEM T -lymphohlasroid line. T hey were incubated wirh 
Hoechst 33342, which, as has already been mentioned, 
stains DNA stoichiomecrically (neglecting, for che moment, 
diffe rences in base composition). T he cells were also exposed 
co fluorescein diacetate {FDA), a nonfluorcscent ester of 
fluo rescein , which should more properly be called diace
rylfluorescein but which almost never is. Boch compounds 
are taken up by living cells; once inside cells, FDA is hydro
lyzed by nonspecific esrerases tO fluoresccin, which exhibits 
incense green fluorescence when excited with blue or blue
grcen light, and which, because of its anionic character, is 
retained in cells for minutes to hours. The cells were meas
ured in a flow cyromerer with cwo separated laser beams; 
rhey were first illuminated hy a lN laser beam, and the blue 
fluorescence of H oechst 33342 (panel A of Figure 1-9) ex
cited by chis beam was used as rhe trigger signal. T he cells 
then passed through the 488 nm beam of a second laser, 
which provided excitation for the fluoresccin fluorescence 
signal (panel B of figure 1-9). T he hisrograms of the dimi
hutions were collected at different times during a single sam
ple run, using a multichannel pulse height analyzer. T he 

horizontal axis of each histogram indicates fluorescence in
censiry, on a 512-channel scale; the vertical axis of each his
togram represents rhe number of cells with the correspond
ing Auorescence intensity. This, by the way, is not a histori
cally informed modern performance on period instruments; 
the histograms are from around 1980, when one pulse 
height analyzer and a storage oscilloscope (see Figure 1-11) 
were all I had to work with for data capture and analysis. 

A 

B 

Figure 1-9. Two single parameter histogram displays 
from rhe oscilloscope screen of a multichannel 
pulse heighr analyzer. A: Fluorescence of the 
stoichiomerric DNA srain Hoechst 33342. B: Fluo
rescence of intracellular fluorescein. Cells from the 
same sample are represented in rhe two hisrograms. 

Thar said, the data are pretty respectable; their quality is 
determined primarily by che design and rhe state of align
ment of the flow cytomecer optics and fluidics. T he CV of 
the G/G, peak of rhe histogram is about 3%, wh ich is excel
lent for live cells stained wirh Hoechst 33342. 

I have often described sharp peaks, such as the G/G 
peak of a DNA content distribution, as being shaped like a 
needle. Such distributions are nor common in flow cytome
try data, unless one happens co be analy£i ng populations of 
objects char have been intentionally designed co be highly 
homogeneous, such as the fluorescent plastic microspheres 
used for instrument alignment and calibration. Although 
nuclei stained for DNA content, which exemplify one of the 
best of nature's own quality control processes, yield needles, 
che shapes of che distributions of most cellular parameters 
are closer to rhac of the fluorescein fluorescence disrribucion 



in panel B of Figure 1-9, which resembles a haystack, in 
which ir will be unlikely ro find a needle. 

The pulse heighr analyzer used co accumulate and dis
play rhe histograms shown in Figure 1-9 is a specialized 
computer sysrem that also incorporates some of the features 
of a flow cytometer's from end electronics and a peak detec
tor. Ir can accept as input signal a train of pulses ranging in 
height from 0 ro 10 V, using the input signal or anorher 
pulse train as a trigger signal, wirh a threshold set by rhe 
operaror. Once a signal above threshold is encountered, the 
peak height is caprured by the peak detector, and rhe signal 
is digitized by an ADC rhat, in this instance, produces a 9-
bit output, i.e., a number berween 0 and 511. 

The pulse height analyzer stores irs histograms in 512 
memory locations. The program, or, more accurately, rhe 
procedure, or algorithm, for calculating a hisrogram is fairly 
simple. First, set the contents of all memory locations to 
zero. Then, every rime a new numerical value emerges from 
rhe A-D convener, add one to rhe contents of the memory 
location corresponding to that numerical value. Stop when 
the coral number of cells reaches a preset value. 

This particular analyzer acrually had several options on 
when to stop: at a preset value for the total number of cells, 
or for the number of cells in a single channel or memory 
location, or for the number of cells in a region of interest, a 
range of contiguous channels settable by the operator. It also 
had some refinements in its display; it would show the chan
nel location of a cursor (CH) and the number of counts in 
rhat channel (CTS), as well as the rota! number of counts in 
the region of interest (INn. The histogram, sans numbers, 
could also be drawn on an X-Y plorrer; several could be 
compared hy eye in overlays using different color pens. 

Pretty much rhe same algorithm is used for histogram 
compurarion roday as was used in rhe analyzer. The differ
ence is char in 1973, when rhe pulse height analyzer was 
builr, a small sranup company called Intel had just begun ro 
ship samples of the fim 4-bit microprocessor, and computer 
memory costs were on the order of 10 cents a byre. The 
smallest minicomputers available cost around $10,000. The 
pulse height analyzer didn' t have a central processing unit, 
couldn 't process alphanumeric data, couldn't calculate a sine 
or a logarithm; it used special-purpose hardware ro imple
ment the algorithm, and, even at char and even then, it sold 
for about $5,000. I'm nor sure you can even buy a stand
alone pulse height analyzer today; instead, there are boards 
containing the necessary from end electronics that plug into 
standard personal computers. Bue, even if I could have af
forded a second pulse height analy"Ler in 1980, it wouldn't 
have helped me do correlated analyses of rwo parameters. 

Mathematical Analysis of DNA Histograms: 
If It's Worth Doing, It's Worth Doing Well 

It was noted on p. 22 char, when one looks at a DNA 
content histogram, there isn'c a convenient way to decide 
where the G0/G 1 cells leave off and the S cells begin; there 
also isn'r a convenient way ro decide where the S cells leave 
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off and che G/M cells begin, or identify debris and cell ag
gregates in a sample, and things get worse in rumor samples. 

Figure 1-10. Use of a mathematical model to deter
mine fractions of DNA-aneuploid breast cancer 
cells and normal srromal cells in different cell cycle 
phases in a sample from a tumor. Chicken and 
trout erythrocytes are added to the sample to pro
vide standards with known DNA content. Contrib
uted by Verity Software House. 

Although rumor cells wich abnormal numbers of chro
mosomes are correctly described as aneuploid, a rumor in 
which the neoplastic and scromal G/ G , cells have different 
DNA contents is, by convention"' , referred to as DNA 
aneuploid. Mathematical models for DNA histogram analy
sis have been developed over che years, first, to estimate the 
fraccions of cells in different cell cycle phases in an otherwise 
homogeneous population, and, later, to determine cell cycle 
distributions of both stromal cells and DNA aneuploid ru
mor cells. Furrher refinements allow for modeling of cellular 
debris and cell aggregates, enabling chem ro be largely ex
cluded from analysis. An example of the application of one 
of the more sophisricared such models (ModFit ITT" , from 
Verity Software House) appears in Figure 1- 10. 

The earliest publications on fluorescence flow cyromc
cry'"·'·1 dealt with DNA analysis, and cancer researchers and 
clinicians began co use the technique almosr immediately to 

attempt to establish che prognostic significance of both 
DNA aneuploidy and che fraction of cells in S phase in ru-
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mors. The developmenr of a method for extracting nuclei 
from paraffin-embedded tissue for flow cyromecric analysis 
of DNA conrcnr"' 0

·' ' " allowed these issues to be approached 
b~· retrospective as well as by prospective studies. By the 
early I 990 's, DNA analysis of brcasc cancer had come inco 
reasonably widespread clinical use as a prognostic cool. 
However, in 1996, the American Society of Clinical Oncol
ogy recommended against the roucine use of flow cyromerry 
in breast cancer"'", and che volume of specimens analyzed 
has declined subscancially since then. Bagwell ec al'321 have 
recently demonscraced, based on reanalysis of data from sev
eral large studies of node-negative breast cancer, that, after 
application of a consistent method of analysis and adjust
ment of some previously used criteria, DNA ploidy and S 
phase fraction again become strong prognostic indicarors. 
This is nor che only publication chat shows rhac how and 
how wdl a laboratory rest is done can profoundly affect its 
clinical significance, and char message is imporranc whether 
or not flow cyrometric DNA analysis comes back inco 

vogue. 

Linear Thinking 

Noncycling cells wich known DNA content, such as 
chicken and crouc erychrocyces , can be added co a sample ro 
serve as standards, as was done in the sample shown in Fig
ure 1-10. Such standards are useful in establishing the line
arity of the inscrumcnc and data acquisition system. A sys
cem is said co be linear when a proportional change in its 
input changes its output by the same proportion. In a simple 
DNA histogram, if the system is linear, and the mean or 
mode of che G0 /G , peak, represencing cells wich 2C DNA 
conrent, is at channel n, the mean or mode of the G,IM 
peak. representing cells with 4C DNA content, will be at 
channel 2n, or, because of the inherent error of ADCs, 
wichin one channel of channel 2n. In practice, somewhat 
larger degrees of nonlinearity can be tolerated and corrected 
for, provided the nonlinearities are stable over rime. 

Lineage Thinking: Sperm Sorting 

Since X- and Y-chromosomes in mosr species do not 
contain the same amount of DNA, one would expect a 
highly precise fluorescence flow cyrnmeter to be able to dis
ringuish chem. The necessary precision has been achieved in 
high-speed sorcers by modifications to flow chamber geome
cry and lighr collection optics, and sperm virally stained wich 
Hoechst 33342 have been successfully sorted by sex chromo
some rype and used for arrificial insemination and/or in vitro 
ferrili1.ation in animals and, more recently and wich a great 
deal more attention from the media, in humans2122·J . Gender 
selecrion in humans using soned sperm, while still under 
arrack from some quarters, is now deemed preferable to 
ocher mechoJs thac involve determination of the sex of pre
irnplanration embryos. Gender selection in animals using rhe 
same methodology appears not to have generated as much 
controversy as has introducing a foreign gene or two into 
comarues, and may yet become big business2w . 

Two-Parameter Displays: Dot Plots and Histograms 

Histograms of the individual parameters do nor provide 
any indication of correlations between Hoechst 33342 and 
fluorescein fluorescence values on a cell-by-cell basis. In 
modern flow cycomerers, computer-based data acquisition 
and analysis systems make it trivial ro capture, display. and 
analyze correlated multiparameter data from cells. buc, until 
the 1980's, many instruments could only obtain correlaced 
data on two parameters in the form of a display on an oscil
loscope. Such a display was called a cytogram by Kamentsky 
and is now more commonly known as a dot plot. One 
showing boch Hoechst 33342 and fluorescein fluorescence 
values for the cells from the same sample analyzed co pro
duce Figure 1-9 , appears in Figure 1-11, below. 

Figure 1-11. Dot plot (cytogram) of Hoechst 33342 
fluorescence (x-axis) vs. fluorescein fluorescence (y
axis) for CCRF-CEM cells from the same sample 
shown in Figure 1-9. Cells in the box are dead; the 
dotted line is explained below. 

Dot plocs were the first, and remain the simplest, mulci
parameter displays in cycometry, and , as we shall presently 
see, tell us more than we could find out simply by looking at 
single-parameter histograms. In order co demonstrate chis 
point, we should keep the histograms of Figure 1-9 in mind 
as we proceed. 

In order to appreciate why rwo parameters arc better 
than one, we need only look at the doc plot in Figure 1-1 I. 
One of the first things we notice is thar cells wich higher 
Hoechsr dye fluorescence intensities, i.e., cells containing 
more DNA, show higher fluorescein fluorescence intensities . 
This shouldn 't be surprising; if cells didn ' t get bigger during 
the process of reproduction, they'd eventually vanish , and ir 
would seem logical that the amounts of FDA cells would 
rake up. and the amounts of fluorescein they would produce 
and retain , would be at least roughly proportional ro cell 
size. The horizontal dotted line across che dot plot defines 
two ranges of fluorescein fluorescence values rhat almost 
completely separate che diploid and cerraploid populations. 

Even more significant, bur less obvious to che uncrained 
eye, are the cells reprcsenrcd in the box near che borcom of 



che cyrogram. These exhibit Hoechst 33342 fluorescence, 
bur nor fluorescein fluorescence; chey are dead cells, or 
would be so defined by che criteria of a dye exclusion test. 
Such tescs actually decect a breach in che cell membrane, 
which allows dyes such as propidium iodide and Trypan 
blue, which normally do noc enter incact cells, to gee in. In 
chis case, the hole in chc membrane allows the Auorescein 
produced incracellularly co leak our very rapidly. As a result, 
the dead cells exhibit little or no fluorescein fluorescence; 
rheir Hoechsc dye fluorescence intensities remain indicative 
of cheir DNA comenc. 

Doc plots, rhen, could readily generate an appetite for 
multiparamecer data analysis capability which, given the 
scare of instrumentation and computers in che early days of 
flow cyromecry, was nae readily sacisfied. A few people could 
afford what were called cwo-pa.rarneter pulse height ana
lyzers. These devices could produce discribucions cabulacing 
the number of events (cells, in this case) corresponding co 
each possible pair of values for rwo variables. They were 
abouc ren times che price of single-parameter pulse heighc 
analyzers; chey also didn't have greac resolucion, due co the 
high cosc of memory. Even if che rwo variables were digicized 
co only 6 bits' precision, with each yielding a number be
rween 0 and 63, storage of the two-parameter, or bivariate, 
disrriburion would require 64 x 64, or 4 ,096, memory loca
cions. However, much of rhe information concained in 
bivariate distributions could be obtained, at much lower 
cost, by adding relatively simple gating electronics co che 
circuicry used co generace dot plots. 

Multiparameter Analysis Without Computers: 
Gates Before Gates 

Multiparameter analysis and gating may be the most 
imporranc concepts in flow cycometry. Overall progress in 
rhe field was undoubtedly slowed during rhe l 970's and 
early 1980's because many of the people studying the really 
interesring biological problems didn't have either informa
cion abouc or access co che rools needed co implement even 
relatively simple multiparamecer analysis and gating, lee 
alone che sophiscicaced schemes char are now commonplace. 

A doc ploc, made using an oscilloscope, and demonscrat
ing simple electronic gacing, is shown in Figure 1-12. In 
order ro understand how che gating works, we need first to 
consider how chc doc ploc is generated. An oscilloscope, like 
a cclcvision set, is builc around a cathode ray tube. Elec
crons are accelerated coward a screen coaced wich a phosphor 
by the electric field generaced by a high voltage applied be
tween rhe cathode and che screen. The eleccrons are focused 
into a beam by a magnetic field. The trajectory of the beam, 
i.e., che horiz.oncal and vercical locacions at which it will hie 
che screen, is decermined by voltages applied co pairs of 
deflection plates inside the cube. A modulation voltage 
may be applied co control how much of the beam reaches 
rhe screen . Electrons that do reach the screen are absorbed 
by che phosphor, which subsequencly emirs some of the ab
sorbed energy as light, by che process of phosphorescence. 
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Figure 1-12. Gating regions for counting or sorting 
set elearonically and drawn elearonically on an 
oscilloscope display of a dot plot of DNA content 
(Hoechst 33342 fluorescence, shown on the x-axis) 
vs. RNA content (pyronin Y fluorescence, shown 
on the y-axis) in CCRF-CEM cells. 

The doc ploc above displays Hoechsc 33342 fluorescence 
on che horizontal or x-axis, and the fluorescence of pyronin 
Y. which scains RNA, on the vercical or y-axis. To generate 
ic, che oucput from che Hoechst dye fluorescence peak derec
cor was connecced to the horizontal deflection place drive 
electronics, and the output from the pyronin fluorescence 
peak decector was connected to the vercical defleccion place 
drive electronics. The peak detector outputs are boch analog 
signals; when applied co the deflection places, they determine 
che x- and y- coordinates of the point at which rhe elecrron 
beam will hit che oscilloscope screen. Whecher or nor an 
intensified spot, representing the Hoechsc 33342 and py
ronin fluorescence values associaced by che cell , is produced 
on the screen is determined by che oscilloscope's modulacion 
volcage, which, in this instance, is controlled by what is 
called a strobe signal, generated by che same from end elec
tronics char send che reset and hold signals co the peak dccec
rors. 

The scrobe signal is a digital signal, or logic pulse, 
mean ing chat ics output voltage values are in one of two nar
row ranges, or states. In chis case, volcages at or near abouc 5 
volts (V) represent a " (logical) l, " or "on," or "true" oucput 
stare, and voltages at or near 0 V, or ground, represent a 
"(logical) O," or "off," or "false" output condirion . The 
cransicions between those cwo volcage ranges are made rap
idly, which, in this instance, means within a small fracr ion of 
a microsecond; che interval required is known as che rise 
time. 

Some syscems use a positive going or positive true 
strobe signal, i.e., rhe scrobe oucpuc is ac ground when rhe 
strobe is "off' or "false" and at 5 V when che strobe is "on" 
or "crue"; others use a negative going or negative true 
strobe signal, with che output ac 5 V when che scrobe is off 
and at ground when the strobe is on. The scrobe signal de
scribed above is posicive true. 
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The fronr end elccrronics arc designed so that the scrobe 
signal does not start until che analog signal value in the peak 
detecrors, which can vary continuously between ground and 
I 0 V , has stabilized, and che hold signal is applied to the 
peak detectors to keep this value from changing during the 
rime che strobe is "on." 

When a computer is used for data acquisition and analy
sis, rhe beginning, or leading edge, of rhe strobe signal is 
used ro start analog-co-digital (A-D) conversions of the data 
in the peak detectors; when a dot plot is generated on an 
oscilloscope, no computer is used, and no digicizacion is 
done. The modulation electronics arc set so chat che beam 
will reach rhe screen when the strobe is on and nor reach che 
screen when the srrobe is off Thus, every srrobe signal re
ceived by che modulation electronics causes a dot to appear 
on che screen in a position corresponding ro the values of the 
parameters represented on che x- and y-axes. 

Early flow cytomerers ofren used analog storage oscillo
scopes, which incorporared special rubes, with long
persisrence phosphors, and associated circuitry that could 
keep any region of the screen already intensified by the beam 
"on" uncil che screen was cleared, or erased, by che user. 
\Xfhen an oscilloscope wichouc such storage capaciry was 
used, che doc ploc could be recorded by caking a rime expo
sure photograph of che screen. 

A doc plor, wherhcr ir is recorded on an oscilloscope or 
using a digical computer (and today's oscilloscopes are in
creasingly likely co be special-purpose digital computers), 
does nor contain as much information as a bivariate distri
bution. When you sec a doc ac a given position on the dis
play, you know only char at lea.st one cell in rhe sample had 
values of rhe two measured parameters corresponding co the 
position of che doc; and you can't get a better estimate of the 
accual number of cells char shared chose values. Thar's where 
gating comes in. The mobc signal itself can be connected co 
a digical electronic counter, which will store a count and 
increase the count by one each rime a strobe pulse is re
ceived. If the value in che counter is sec to zero before analy
sis of a sample begins, chc counter will maintain a rally of the 
meal number of cells counted during che analysis. 

Now, suppose we were interested in finding our how 
many of rhe cells in our doc plot had Hoechst dye fluores
cence signals in the range between 3.5 and 4.75 V and py
ronin fluorescence signals between 2.5 and 7 V. We could 
do this if we connected rhe relevant peak deteccor signals to 
an electronic circuit called a window comparator. 

A comparator is a circuit element with two analog in
puts. termed positive and negative, and a digital, or logic 
levc:l (e.g., ground for "O" or "off'; 5V for " ]" or "on") our
pur. T he digiral ourpur is on when rhe volrage ar the posicive 
in put is higher than the voltage ac rhe negative input, and off 
otherwise. Comparators are used in rhe analog front end 
circuitry of a flow cycomerer co determine when the trigger 
signal (positive inpuc) rises above che threshold level (nega
tive input) ; one comparator is required for each trigger signal 
used. 

A window comparator is made by connecting the logical 
outputs of four comparators cogerher in a logical "AND" 
configuration. The inputs co che the individual comparacors 
are appropriate combinations of rhe two input signals and 
rwo sets of upper and lower limits such that the combined 
ourpuc is "on" only when both signals fall within chc limits. 
The limits would rypically be sec by turning che knobs of 
variable resistors, or potentiometers, which are best known 
in their roles as volume controls in relatively unsophisricaced 
and older radios and television secs. 

Garing is accomplished by connecring the digiral ourpur 
of che window comparator to one input, and che digital 
strobe signal to che ocher input, of a purely digital circuit 
called an AND gate. The oucpur of an AND gate is on only 
when both inpurs are on; in chis case, the output of rhe 
AND gare will be a pulse train containing only rhe strobe 
pulses from chose cells with parameter values falling bcrween 
the set limits. 

While one counter, working off che strobe signal, is 
counting all che cells in rhe sample, another counter, con
nected to rhe output of the AND gate, accumulates a count 
of che cells falling within the gating region . The ourpuc of 
rhe AND gate can also be used as an input to rhe electronics 
char control cell sorting, allowing che cells with values wirhin 
the set limits to be physically separated from the rcsr of the 
sample. 

By incorporating a few other bits of analog and digital 
circuitry into rhe window comparator modules of my earliest 
"Cyromuct" flow cyromerers, I could, at the press o f a but
ton, draw the boundaries of rectangular garing regions on 
the oscilloscope, as is shown in Figure 1-12; this greatly fa
cilitated sercing che upper and lower boundaries of the gating 
regions. Early commercial instruments had similar features. 
Of course, they were still limited to rectangular gating re
gions, and rhere were clearly siruarions when one could noc 
separate the cells one wanted to count or sort from the un
wanted cells using rectangular gaces. 

Ir was possible, by adding still more analog eleccronics to 

generate sums and differences of signals from two parame
ters. and feeding rhc sums and differences, rather rhan the 
original signals, inco a window comparator, to define a gat
ing region that corresponded co a parallelogram or other 
quadrilateral, rather than a rectangle, in rhe two-dimensional 
measurement space. This feature was incorporated in che 
instruments Kamenrsky built at Bio/Physics Systems in chc 
early l 970's. 

Kamencsky also described, bur did nor put into produc
tion, a clever alrernacive counting/sort control circui t made 
by placing opaque black cape over all of an oscilloscope 
screen except the area corresponding ro the gating region, 
and mounting a phocodereccor in from of rhe screen. The 
gating region defined in this manner could be any arbitrary 
shape, or even a sec of disconnected arbitrary shapes, limited 
in size and scope only by the user's dexceriry with scissors or 
a knife blade and black tape. Every time a cell lying within 
rhe region was encountered, rhe uncovered portion of chc 



screen was intensified, generating an oucpur pulse at the 
phorodetecror rhac could be senr co a councer and/or used to 
iniciace sorcing. In che era of Bill Gares, we describe freeform 
gating regions of rhis type, implemented with mice and 
computers rather rhan blades and cape, as one type of bit
mapped (or bitmap) gates. 

Well, mosr of the above is all ancienc hiscory, righc? 
You muse be wondering why I've devoced so much cime to 
searching rhe souls of old machines when we do everything 
wirh computers now. 

T here are cwo reasons. The first is thac rhe computers, in 
most cases, arc doing the same things we did wirh hardwired 
electronics years ago, and if you understand how things 
worked chen, you'll understand how rhey work now. The 
second is chat there were, and scill arc, a few advantages ro 
the old-fashioned electronics, especially for rime-critical 
casks. 

I should mention that, then and now, nothing precluded 
or precludes us from defining a one-dimensional gating re
gion, using either a simpler window compararor or a com
puter, and I did note chat one-dimensional gating capabiliry, 
allowing definition of a "region of inreresr," was typically 
builc into pulse heighc analyzers. One-dimensional gating 
was widely used ro control cell sorting in the earliest cell 
sorrers, a logical choice when one considers char they typi
cally measured only one relevant parameter. 

Two-Parameter Histograms: Enter the Computer 
As I wrote in 1994 for che 3rd Edition of this book, 

"Digital computers are extremely versatile. The same noce
book computer on which I am writing chis book wirh the 
aid of word processing software can be, and has been, used 
m acquire and analyze data from my flow cytometer. AJI I 
have to do is load and stare a different program; I can even 
continue writing while I wait for the cytometer to gee data 
from a new sample. Using additional telecommunications 
hardware and software, I can, and have, sec gates on the cy
tomecer, which is in Massachusecrs, from a conference room 
in Maryland. However, while the computer's overall speed 
and its ability to switch rapidly becween casks make ic appear 
as if ic's doing many chings ac once, chis is an illusion. About 
the only thing a computer can really do while it is running 
whatever program is occupying its acrention is read or write 
data from or ro a single source. Ocherwise, digital computers 
do ont: thing at a time, even if they do that one ching really 
fast. " 

!e's all scill pretty much true. Of course, che notebook 
computer on which the 3rd Edition was written case nearly 
$5,000, weighed abouc seven pounds, had a 50 MHz 80486 
processor, ac masc a couple of MB of RAM, a 500 MB disk 
drive, and a 640 by 480 pixel screen, and the one I use now 
cosc abouc $2,000, weighs three pounds, has a 750 MHz 
Pentium III processor, 256 MB of RAM, a 30 GB disk 
drive, and a 1024 by 768 pixel screen. The operacing sysrem 
and word processing software have also supposedly been 
improved. Last time around, my telecommunicacions were 
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limiced to what J could do over standard telephone lines 
using a 9,600 baud modem; now, I gripe when my cable 
modem or DSL connections slow to even fifty rimes thac 
speed. So, whac I or you can do wich a single compurer can 
be done fasrer rhan what could be done eighr years ago. Bur 
chere's more; cytometry today can cake advantage of boch 
digital signal processing and multiprocessor systems in ways 
thac, while obvious, were simply infeasible chen. 

A window comparator implemented in electronics is 
really making four comparisons at che same time, and they 
are accomplished in well under a microsecond. If you build a 
sorter using cwo window comparators to control defleccion 
into left and righc droplec screams, the cwo comparators 
work simulcaneously. If you wane to use a digical computer 
for sort control in a brute force kind of way, the computer 
has to fetch che value of the x-axis parameter for the left gat
ing region, check it against che lower and upper bounds for 
that region, ferch the value of che y-axis parameter, check it 
against both bounds, and repeat che same seeps for rhe righc 
gacing region. Obviously, rhe computation for a particular 
gating region can be stopped as soon as a parameter value is 
found to be our of bounds, bur, if you think about ic, the 
full four comparisons for one gating region or anocher have 
to be done for any cell chat falls in either region, and, until 
they gee done, no signal can be sent to initiate droplet <le
flecrion. 

In droplet cell sorting, a sort decision has to be made 
within che few dozen microseconds ic cakes ac mosc for a cell 
to gee from the observation point to the poinc ac which 
drop lees break off from the cell scream. Up to 10 µs may be 
required for the signals from the peak derecrors (or integra
tors) co become stable. When hardwired eleccronics, e.g., 
window comparators, are used to control sorting, chc sore 
decision signal is sent within a microsecond or so after this 
rime. When a digiral computer is used ro concrol sorting, 
anocher time interval of at least a few µs is required for A-D 
conversion before the compucer can process the <laca. And, 
alchough rhe computers have gotten fasrer, rhc emergence of 
high-speed sorting has made ic necessary for them to respond 
within even shorter rime incervals. 

Unril che lace 1970's, even minicomputers weren' t really 
fast enough robe comperirive with hardwired eleccronics for 
sort control. Today's much faster personal computers can 
easily accomplish rhe compurations required for rhe window 
comparison described above well wichin rhe rime period in 
which a sore decision must be made. The same computers, 
however, might not be able to gee chrough a more complex 
compucation, which, say, involved calculating four loga
rithms and solving quadratic equations co determine 
wherher a cell falls in an elliptical gating region, in rime to 

issue a sort signal, largely because while modern computer 
hardware is extremely fast, often requiring less chan I ns m 
execute a machine instruction, the real rime response of che 
hardware is licerally slowed to a crawl by rhe design of che 
graphical user interface (GUI) based operating systems (vari
ous versions of Microsoft's Windows™, Linux wich GUI 
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exrensions, and Apple's MacinroshTM OS) now in most 
widespread use. The sorting problems are now solved by 
using some combination of external analog and digiral dec
cronics, frequencly including one or more digiral signal proc
essors, or DSP chips. co implement time-critical processes 
such as sorring decisions, raking the load off the personal 
computer's central processing unit (CPU), leaving it free co 
do whar ir does besr, namely, display rhe data informatively 
and anractively. 

For plain old flow cycomerric dara analysis, in which 
there is no need ro iniciace action within a few microseconds 
after a cell actually goes through the beam, computers have 
always been better chan hardwired electronics. That's why 
Kamencsky used one in his original instrument at fBM. 
Computers for the resc of us only came along as we could 
afford them. A few lucky souls, myself included, had com
purers on rheir cyromerers in the mid- l 970's; chey were 
minicomputers, and they were expensive. Now, it's vircually 
impossible to buy a flow cytometer that doesn't have at least 
one computer external ro the box; most have one or more 
inside, as well. 

Figure l-13 is a histogram, collected, displayed, and an
notated using my own competent, if ancient, MS-DOS
based 4CyteTM data acquisition software, showing 90° (side) 
scatter values from a human leukocyte population. The data 
are plotted on a linear scale. The sample was prepared by 
incubating whole blood with fluorescently labeled antibodies 

to the CD3. CD4, and CDS antigens, and lysing the eryth
rocytes by addition of an ammonium chloride solution. The 
"Cyromutt" cytometer used 488 nm excitation from an air
cooled argon ion laser, and measured forward and side scat
rer and fluorescence in 30 nm bands cencered at 520 nm 
(green; principally fluorescence from anti-CD4 antibody 
labeled with fluorescein), 580 nm (yellow, principally fluo
rescence from anti-CDS ancibody labeled with the phyco
biliprotein, phycoerythrin}, and 670 nm (red, principally 
fluorescence from anti-CD3 antibody labeled with a tan
dem conjugate of phycoerythrin and the cyanine dye 
Cy5). The forward scatter signal was used as the trigger sig
nal. 
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Figure 1-13. Histogram of 90° (side) scatter from 
leukocytes in lysed whole blood stained with fluo
rescent anribodies to lymphocyte antigens. 

Modern Multiparameter Analysis: List Mode 

The histograms and dot plots appearing in Figures 1-9, 
1-11, and l-12 are preserved for posterity only in the form 
of photographs. Figure l-9A was phocographed after the 
Hoechst dye fluorescence signal was connected co the pulse 
height analyzer and some 17,000 cells were run through the 
cyromerer. The analyzer's memory was then cleared, the 
input was connected to the fluorescein fluorescence signal, 
and another 50,000 cells from che same sample were run 
chrough the instrument to generace the hisrogram of Figure 
l-9B. The dot plots arc taken from phocos of che screen of 
an analog srorage oscilloscope. I don't suppose the face chat 
we and a lot of other people sropped buying all of char Po
laroid black-and-whice film for our oscilloscope cameras 
loomed large in rhe company's eventually going bankrupc, 
but you never know. In the contexc in which we were using 
it, the film was a highly unsatisfacrory archival medium. 

The data represented in the histogram of Figure 1-13 
were acquired in list mode, meaning thac values of all pa
rameters from all cells were stored in che computer's mem
ory and, subsequently, on disk. Lise mode data acquisition 
doesn't preclude generating histograms, dot plots, or mulri
variate distributions while a sample is being run, and it does 
offer the user the considerable advantage of being able to 
reanalyze data well after they were acquired. The hisrogram 
in Figure l-13 was generated months after the data were 

taken. Years ago, even after people had gotten used ro having 
computers atrached to their flow cyrometers, they used to 

make a big fuss about acquiring daca in list mode. There 
may have been some flimsy excuse for that attitude before 
mass storage media such as recordable CDs became avail
able; today, chere is simply no reason not to collect daca 
from every run in list mode. Period. All currently available 
instruments have che necessary software for list mode d;1.ta 
storage, and can write files compliant with one or anocher 
revision of the Flow Cytometry Standard (FCS) estab
lished by the Data File Srnndards Commictce of the 
International Society for Analytical Cytology (ISAC). an 
organization to which most serious flow cyrometcr users 
either belong or should. The standard makes it possible for 
analysis software from both cycomcter manufacturers and 
chird parries to read data from any conforming instrument. 

As to the actual data in Figure 1-13, we notice that the 
histogram, like the DNA histograms in hgures 1-88 and 
l-9A, is multimodal. meaning not that it has multiple iden
tical maxima, but chat it concains multiple peaks. Only one 
of these, chat to the far left, would even be suspected of be
ing a needle rather than a haystack. From che labels in Figure 
1-13, it can be surmised char there is good reason to suspect 
that the peaks at increasingly higher values of 90° scatter 
represent lymphocytes, monocyres, and gramilocytes; we can 
even go back ro page 7 and look at Figure 1-2 to convince 
ourselves chat chis is the case. However, just as we can 'r read
ily separate the G/G 1 cells from the S cells, or the S cells 
from rhe G/M cells, by looking at a DNA histogram alone, 



we can'r readily separace che lymphocytes from rhe rnono
cytes and rhe monocyres from rhe granulocyres by looking 
only ac rhe hiscogram of 90° scarrer. 

Figure 1-14. Bivariate distribution of anti-CD3 anti
body fluorescence intensity vs. 9<:1' (side) scatter for 
the same leukocyte population shown in Figure 1-13. 

The piccure gers a lor clearer when we look ar che bivui
ate distribution, or two-parameter histogram, shown in 
Figure 1-14. The raw data in this distribution came from the 
same list mode file used to compute the histogram of 90° 
scarrer shown in Figure 1-13; meaning char, thanks to rhe 
ready availabiliry of computers and data storage media, we 
are able ro look at the same cells from many different points 
of view. Figure 1-14 shows clearly identifiable clusters of 
cells; ir provides a much clearer separation of lymphocyres, 
monocyres, and granulocyres than one could obtain using 
90° scarcer alone, and it also clearly separates che lympho
cytes inco rhose char bind rhe anci-CD3 antibody, i.e., the T 
cells, and chose char do nor, most accurately identified as 
"non-T'' lymphocytes. 

While a similar separation of cell clusrers would be dis
cernible on a doc plot, che bivariate distribution provides a 
more derailed picture of che relationship between two meas
ured parameters, because the distribucion provides an indica
rion of the number of cells and/or the fraction of the cell 
populacion sharing che data values corresponding to each 
poinr in the two-dimensional measurement space, whereas 
the dot plot only indicates char one or more cells share the 
data values corresponding to a point in char space. 

A bivariate distribution is computed by setting aside n2 

scorage locations, where n is the number of bits of resolution 
desired for che daca. Obviously, n cannor be grearer rhan che 
number of bits of resolucion available from rhe ADC; in 
practice, a lower value is rypically used, for two reasons. 
First, the memory requirements are substancial. If each pa
rameter has values ranging from 0 co 1,023, ic is necessary ro 
use 1,048,576 storage locacions for a single distribucion; chis 
requires 2 megabyres if each location uses two byres, or 16 
bits, which would allow up to 65,535 cells or evencs to be 
tallied in any given location. If each locacion uses four byres, 
or 32 bits, 4 megabyres of storage are required, buc che 
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maximum number of cells char can be rallied in a location is 
increased co over 4 billion. 

While the issue of memory requirements for distribution 
storage would seem moot at a time when a computer can be 
equipped with a gigabyre of RAM for a couple of hundred 
dollars, a second consideration remains. When a two
parameter histogram is computed at high resolution, it is 
usually necessary to include a very large number of events in 
order to have more than a few events in each storage loca
tion; computing at a lower resolution may actually make it 
easier co appreciate the structure of the data from smaller cell 
samples. 

For a relatively long rime, it was common to compute 
two-parameter histograms with a resolution of 64 x 64; these 
require 4,096 storage locations per histogram, which was a 
manageable amount of memory even in rhe early days of 
personal computers. Now, resolutions of 128 x 128 ( 16,384 
storage locations) and 256 x 256 (65,536 storage locarions) 
are widely available. The distribution displayed in figure 
1-13 has 64 x 64 resolution; values on a J ,024-channcl scale, 
such as would be produced by a JO-bit ADC, would be di
vided by 16 to produce the appropriate value on a 64-
channel scale, while the 8-bit (256 channels) values yielded 
by the lower-resolution converters found in older instru
ments would be divided by 4. 

The data presentacion format used in the display of Fig
ure 1-14 is that of a gray scale density plot; the different 
shades of gray in which different points are displayed denote 
different numbers of cells sharing the corresponding data 
values. There is an alternative display format for densiry 
plors in which differenr frequencies of occurrence are repre
sented by different colors instead of different shades of gray; 
rhis rype of plot is described as a chromatic or color densiry 
plot. One can think of the gray levels or different colors in 
densiry plots as analogous co the scales char indicate different 
altitudes on topographical maps. Unfortunately, alrhough 
the altitude scale is displayed on almost every published to
pographical map, che analogous scale of cell numbers or 
frequencies rarely finds its way into print alongside cytomer
ric densiry plots. 

Since computers now used for flow cytometric data 
analysis have color displays and color printers, chromatic 
plots arc more common than gray scale plots. However, al
though color pictures are eye-cacching and useful for prc:sen
racions and posters, they can cost you money when included 
in publications. Those of us who run on lower budgets can 
almost always use a well-chosen gray scale for published dis
plays without losing information; those lucky enough co nor 
have to think about rhe cost of color plates mighr wane ro 
choose color scales cha;: will nor become uninformative when 
viewed by readers wirh defects in color vision. 

Figure 1-15 (nexr page) displays the two-parameter his
cogram data of Figure 1-14 in an isometric plot, or thrcc
dimcnsional projection, also commonly called a pcak-and
vallcy plot; Figure 1-16 (next page) shows the same histo
gram as a contour plot. 
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Figure 1-15. The two-parameter histogram of Figure 
1-14 shown as an isometric or "peak-and-valley" 
plot. 

In a peak-and-valley plot, a simulated "surface" is cre
ated; che apparent "height, " or z-value, corresponding to any 
pair of x- and y-coordinares is made proportional to che fre
quency of occurrence of the corresponding paired data val
ues in che sample. In a contour ploc, a direct indication of 
frequency of occurrence is not given for each point in the x
y plane. Instead, a series of contour lines, or isopleths, are 
drawn, each of which connects points for which data values 
occur wich equal frequency. A contour plot, like a density 
plot, resembles a topographic map; a peak-and valley ploc is 
more like a rel ief map. The fact is, though, that there is 
really no more information in one type of bivariate histo
gram display than in another. Take chis as a mantra. 
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Figure 1-16. The two-parameter histogram of Figures 
1-14 and 1-15 displayed as a contour plot. 

Peak-and-valley plots seem to have largely fallen out of 
favor; none too soon, say I. One of cheir major disadvantages 
lies in che a priori unpredictability of where peaks and valleys 
will turn up. Big peaks in the simulated "front" block the 
view of smaller peaks in the simulated "back," unless you use 
the 3-D graphics capabilities of your computer display to cilr 
and rotate the display. I suspecc ic 's che dedicated computer 
gamers who are saving peak-and-valley plots from excinccion. 

Contour plots require more computation chan either 
chromatic or peak-and-valley plots. Although contour plocs 
may appear to have higher resolution , chis appearance is 
deceiving, resulting as ic does from the necessity to smooth 
the data, i.e., average over neighboring points, in order to 
get the plot to look respectable. Contour plots also do nor 
normally show single occurrences, although chese can be 
superimposed as docs on a contour plot; some such adapta
tion is essential when dealing wich rare events. I chink people 
tend to use contour plors in publications because they look 
more detailed than dot plots and often reproduce bercer rhan 

gray scale density plocs . 
I have always favored density plots, using chromatic plocs 

for primary computer ourpuc and presentations , and, as a 
rule, gray scale plots for publication . I routinely use a binary 
logarithmic intensity scale, with one color or gray level 
indicating single occurrences, the next 2-3 occurrences, and 
subsequent colors indicating 4-7, 8-15 , 16-31, 32-63. 63-
127 , and more than 127 occurrences. This makes ic very 
easy to spot cells chat occur wich frequencies of less rhan one 
in 10,000. 

Although commercially available flow cytomecers are 
now equipped to display sixteen or more parameters (which 
would typically include light scattering at rwo angles and 
fluorescence in rwelve spectral regions, wirh rhe balance pos
sibly made up of different characrerisrics of rhe same pulses, 
such as width or height and area, and/or of ratios of che 
heights or areas of rwo signals from the same cell), almost all 
analysis is done using two-dimensional histograms or doc 
plots of rwo parameters in various combinations. 

Three-Dimensional Displays: Can We Look at 
Clouds from Both Sides? No. 

Humans aren 't very good at visualizing spaces of more 
than rhree dimensions, bur you'd certainly expect rhar , with 
everybody doing five- and six-parameter measurements in 
flow cytometry, three-dimensional displays would be com
monplace. Some softv.·are packages produce a "three
dimensional dot plot," which I have called a cloud plot (see 
Figure 5-11, p. 241) . Cloud plots have rhe same disadvan
tage as peak-and-valley plocs; when one cloud gets in front of 
another, you have to recompute and change the viewing 
angle to see what's where. A few people have gone so far as 
ro generace stereo pair images to improve the rhree
dimensional quality of the displays; rhey may be rhe same 
folks who have kept peak-and valley plocs alive. 

Three-parameter histograms are problematic for several 
reasons. First, even a 64 x 64 x 64 3-parameter histogram 
requires 262, 144 storage locacions, although there are some 
cricks rhac can reduce the storage requirements . Once you 
do, though, there's still a problem wich how to display the 
daca. Isometric plots would require four dimensions, which 
is our, and contour and chromatic plots demand x-ray vision 
on the pare of che observer. As a result, what people have 
generally done when they need to represent something 
analogous to a 3-parameter histogram is show 2-paramerer 



histograms in "slices," wich rhe resolurion along rhe "sliced" 
axis often lower than chat of the 2-paramecer histograms, so 
chac chere might be four to sixteen 64 x 64 histograms rather 
than sixcy-four. "Slicing" a histogram, if you srop ro chink 
about ic, is exaccly equivalent to defining a series of rectangu
lar gating regions along chc z-axis. And, speaking of gating 
regions, che slicing technique just mentioned is about the 
only practical way of setting gates in a three-dimensional 
space. 

There's a !or of information to deal with when you're 
just looking at two-parameter displays; three-parameter dis
plays could quickly get you co the point of information over
load. If we are dealing with n parameters, the number of 
possible two-parameter displays, counting chose showing the 
same two parameters with che x- and y-axis switched, and 
omitting those in which the same paramecers are on both 
axes, is n x (n-1), while the number of possible three
parameter displays, counting those showing the same three 
parameters with axes switched and omitting those with the 
same parameter on two or three axes, is n x (n-1) x (n-2). 
For the five-parameter dara we have been looking at, we have 
20 possible two-parameter displays and 60 possible rhree
paramecer displays; for 16-paramecer data, we would have 
240 possible two-parameter displays, which is frightening 
enough, and a mind-boggling 3,360 three-parameter dis
plays. Ir could cake months co run an analysis on a single 
tube if we had ro look ac all of them. So, as usual, ic is best 
to gee our heads our of che clouds. 

Identifying Cells in Heterogeneous Populations: Lift Up 
Your Heads, Oh Ye Gates! 

Most of the interesting applications of flow cytomecry 
involve identifying cells in heterogeneous populations; what 
varies from case to case is the basis of the heterogeneicy. We 
have already noted several varieties of heterogeneicy in our 
brief examination of DNA content analysis. Cells in a pre
sumably pure, clonally derived, unsynchronized culture will 
contain different amounts of DNA because they are in dif
ferent stages of che cell cycle. A DNA aneuploid tumor con
tains scromal and rumor cells wich different G/G, DNA 
contents, and both scromal and tumor cells may be in differ
ent cell cycle phases. Sperm differ in DNA content depend
ing on which sex chromosome is present. Heterogeneous 
populations of microorganisms such as are encountered in 
seawater contain many different genera and species, each 
wich its characteristic genome size. In all of the above cases, 
it is possible to identify cell subpopulations based on differ
ences in DNA content. 

ln che widely scudied heterogeneous cell populations char 
comprise blood, rhe majoricy of cells are neither DNA ane
uploid nor progressing through che cell cycle. Thus, when 
the problem is the identification of different cell types in 
blood, DNA content is generally noc a paramcrer of choice. 
figure l-17, on the next page, illustrates che use of several 
better suited parameters and of mulciple gating mechods in 
one of che most common clinically relevant applications of 
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flow cycomecry, rhe idencifrcarion of T lymphocyces bearing 
CD4 and CD8 antigens in human peripheral blood. 

If we simply stained cells with a combination of differ
enrly colored acidic and basic dyes, as Paul Ehrlich, who 
developed the basic technique, did in the lace I 800's, wc 
would be able co use transmirred lighc microscopy (with 
relatively strongly absorbing dyes at high concenrracions) or 
fluorescence microscopy (with fluorescent dyes, probably at 
lower concentrations) to do a classical different ial wh ite 
blood cdl count. The presence or absence of cycoplasmic 
granules would lee us distinguish the granulocyces from the 
mononuclear cells (monocytes and lymphocytes). The rela
tive amount of staining of chose granules by the acidic and 
che basic dye would allow us to identify eosinophilic (aci
dophilic to Ehrlich), basophilic, and neucrophilic granulo
cyces. The size of the cells, amount of cytoplasm, and nu
clear shape would allow us to distinguish most of che mono
cytes from most of the lymphocytes. Bue that's about as far 
as we would get. A typical peripheral blood lymphocyte is a 
small, round cell with a relatively chin rim of cytoplasm sur
rounding a compact, round nucleus. The nucleus, like rhe 
nuclei of all cells, stains predominantly wich che basic dye 
(one of che mechylene azure dyes in a typical Giemsa or 
Wright's stain), which is attracted co the acidic phosphate 
groups of the nuclear DNA. The basic cytoplasmic proteins 
amacc some of the acidic dye (eosin in che mixtures com
monly used for staining blood), but RNA in che cytoplasm 
also amaccs the basic dye. And rhe staining pattern of most 
peripheral blood lymphocytes is pretty much the same, 
whether they are B lymphocytes or T lymphocytes, and, ifT 
lymphocytes, whether they bear the CD4 or the CD8 anti
gen (although borh antigens are present on developing T 
lymphocytes in the thymus, almost all of rhc T lymphocytes 
present in rhe peripheral blood have losr one or the ocher). 

The optical flow c.ytomecers used for differential white 
cell counting in hematology laboratories, which typically 
measure forward and side scarcer, can distinguish lympho
cytes from monocytes and granulocytes using these meas
urements alone, but cannot thereby distinguish differenr 
cypes of lymphocytes. However we have already seen from 
Figures 1-13 through 1-1 6 chat the combination of side 
scatter measurements and measurements of fluorescence of 
cell-bound antibodies allows us co distinguish T lympho
cytes from ocher lymphocytes. Ir should therefore come as 
no surprise thac che probes, or reagents, char allow us co 
define lymphocyte subpopulations, and most other sub
classes of cells in che blood, bone marrow, and organs of rhe 
immune system, are antibodies, and char we decect antibod
ies bound to cells by the fluorescence of labels attached, 
usually covalencly, co rhe antibody molecules. Flow cyrome
try greatly facilitated the development of monoclonal anti
body reagents, and flow cyrometcy has since been indispen
sable for defining the specificities of these reagenrs and, 
thereby, allowing their roucine use for cell classification in 
clinical and research laborarories . 
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Figure 1-17. Identification of human peripheral blood T lymphocytes bearing CD4 and CDS antigens. Data 
provided by Frank Mandy; analysis and displays done by Jennifer Wilshire using FlowJo software (Tree 
Star, Inc.). 

The displays in Figure 1-17 show an older and a newer 
gacing method for defining a lymphocyte populacion. The 
gaces are drawn wich rhe aid of a mouse or ocher poincing 
device. Flow cytomecric software rypically provides for sev
eral rypcs of bitmap gating, which allows che user to define 
more or less arbicrarily shaped gacing regions on a doc ploc or 
cwo-paramecer histogram. Almost all programs allow the 
user to draw polygons to define che boundaries of gacing 
regions; most also allow definition of regions bounded by 
rectangles, ellipses, or free-form curves. While most cell 
sorcers make use of no more chan four gating regions ac any 
given rime, data analysis software rypically provides for a 
larger number, to facilitate deriving councs of a reasonable 
number of cell subpopulacions in hecerogeneous samples 
such as are obcained from blood. 

Cluster Headaches 

The objeccive of gating is the isolacion, in che measure
ment space, of a cluster of cells. The cerm cluster is used in 
flow cytomecry (and in mulcivariate data analysis in general) 
to denoce any rdacivcly discernible, reasonably contiguous 
region of poincs in a bivariate display; char may sound im
precise, but chere isn ' t any more precise definition. You're 
supposed to know a cluster when you see one. 

f n panel A of Figure 1-17, a polygonal gate is drawn 
around a cluster of cells with imermcdiate values of forward 
scatter and low values of side scatter; it was established by 
sorting experiments in the I 970's that most of the cells in 

such a cluster were lymphocytes1
", and lymphocyte gating 

was incorporated inco analysis of lymphocyte subsets at a 
fairly early stage in the game17 ~ -· . However, there was some 
concern chat cells other than lymphocytes might be found in 
the gate. If one were incerested only in T lymphocytes, it 
would be possible, as Mandy et al demonstrated in the early 
l 990's 10", to define a well isolaced cluscer of these cells on a 
display of anci-CD3 antibody fluorescence vs. side scaccer 
(look back ac Figures 1-13 co 1-16). This did nor satisfy che 
HIV immunologists, who wanced to know noc only the ab
soluce number of CD4-bearing T cells per un it volume of 
blood, buc also what percentage of coral lymphocytes the 
CD4-bearing T cells represented. The current practice for 
defining a lymphocyte cluster uses a two-dimensional display 
of anti-CD45 antibody fluorescence vs. side scatter, as 
shown in panel B of Figure 1-17, caking advancage of the 
face char lymphocytes have more CD45 antigen accessible on 
cheir surfaces than do monocytes and granulocytes 1

"
1

• 

Painting and White- (or Gray-) Washing Gates 

The gaces in panels A and B of Figure 1-17 have been 
painscakingly drawn so chat each includes 23.3 percent of 
che coral number of evencs (where events include cells, dou
blers, debris, and the councing beads added to the sample). 
We have decided co acccpc the CD45/side scacter gate in 
panel B as the "crue" lymphocyce gate; the question then 
comes up as to whether the forward scatter/side scatter gace 
in Panel A contains cells chat would not fie into rhis gate. 



In order to answer chis question, we need a way of find
ing che cells in che forward scarcer/side scatter gate on a dis
play of CD45 vs. side scaccer. Mose modern daca analysis 
programs incorporate the means co do chis; the user can as
sociare a different color wirh each gace sec, chus allowing cells 
falling within char gacc co be distinguished on plots of pa
rameters ocher rhan chose used co sec che gates. Beccon
Dickinson 's "Painr-A-Garc" program was one of the firsc to 

provide rhis facility. 
When you are working on a low budget, and rescricred 

co monochrome displays, you can always emulate Whisrler 
and use shades of gray instead of colors, as has been done in 
panels D and E of Figure 1-17. In chis instance, che cells 
from che gates in panels A and B have, respeccivcly, been 
shown in black in panels D and E; all of rhe ocher cells ap
pear in light gray. The panel D and E displays also use a 
convenienr feature found in che FlowJo program; che docs 
can be, and here are, made larger. This can be useful when 
one cries co show very small subpopulations in doc plocs, 
and, indeed, we sec chat there are a few cells from the for
ward scarcer/side scarcer gare of panel A char show up in 
panel D outside che "crue" lymphocyte gace as defined using 
CD45/side in panel B. Of course, chc cells from che gace in 
panel B remain in che same posirions in panel E; since we 
starred our assuming that rhe gate in panel B was che true 
gace, you can't really call char a whitewash. 

Moving righc along, in chis case co panel C, we will look 
only ac rhe cells from che lymphocyte gace defined in panel 
B, on a ploc of anci-CD3 antibody fluorescence vs. side scac
rer. We can now draw a rectangular gace around chose chat 
bear che CD3 antigen; these are che T cells. 

The Quad Rant: Are You Positive? Negative! 

In panel F, the T cells defined by the gate in panel C are 
shown on a plot of anci-CD4 antibody fluorescence vs. anti
CD8 antibody fluorescence. This plot is broken inco quad
rants, i.e., four rectangular gating regions char incersccc ac a 
single central poinc. The percencages of events chac fall in 
each of che quadrants arc indicated. There are clear clusters 
of events wich high levels of COS and low levels of CD4 and 
of events wich high levels of CD4 and low levels of CDS, a 
small buc respectable number of events wich low levels of 
both, and a few events wich high levels of borh. Ac first, ic 
seems as if all's right wich che world. Bue maybe there's a 
problem wich our world view. 

Dividing measurement spaces into quadrants is, in pare, 
a throwback co the old days of flow cytomecry wichouc com
puters, when gates were implemented using hardware, and ic 
was much easier co make them rectangular chan ic was co 
make them any other shape. Quadrants work best when the 
data fall neatly into rectangular regions, and when cells ei
ther have a loc of a particular antigen or other marker, mak
ing them positive, or very liccle or none, making chem nega
tive. The CD4-CD8 distribution of peripheral blood lym
phocytes is about as good an example of this sicuacion as can 
be found, but, even here, we see char, while the events divide 
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clearly into positives and negatives on the CD4 axis, there 
are some evcncs wich intermediate levels of CDS. 

lf we were looking at cells from the thymus, quadrants 
wouldn't work well at all, because there arc a 101 of imma
ture T cells in the chymus rhar have both CD4 and COB, 
some of which are acquiring che antigens and some of which 
are losing chem, and where one draws che quadrant bounda
ries is pretty much arbirrary. Bue problems wirh immuno
fluorescence daca go beyond thac, and beyond quadrants. 

Deals with the Devil: Logarithmic Amplifiers 
and Fluorescence Compensation 

The need and desire co measure immunofluorescence 
have mocivaced much of chc development of modern flow 
cytomecry. However, cwo problems associated with im
munofluorescence measurement, and the less than satisfac
tory techniques applied co rheir solution, have been frustrat
ing co beginners and experts alike. 

The first problem is chat of making and represenring the 
results of measurements encompassing a large dynamic 
range. The first flow cytomecers used co make immunoAuo
rescence measurements weren 't very sensitive. The green 
fluorescent dye fluorescein was used co label antibodies, and 
fluorescence was measured through color glass long pass 
filters, which, in addition co fluorescein fluorescence , lee 
through cellular autofluorescence, probably due primarily 
co intracellular flavins. The filcers chemselves also emitted 

some fluorescence when struck by stray laser light. This 
made ic impossible co detect fewer than several thousand 
antibody-bound fluorescein molecules on an unstained cell. 
However, since rhe maximum number of antibody-bound 
fluorescein molecules present on a cell mighr be a million or 
more, ir was desirable, even before sensitivity was increased, 
co have some useful way of expressing results thac varied over 
che chree decade range between 1,000 and 1.000,000. 

One obvious technique was to report and display results 
on a logarithmic scale. You can see examples of this in Fig
ure 1-1 7, if you look ac the numeric values and che positions 
of che rick marks on che axes of panels B, C, D, E, and F. 
Alchough chc linear scales shown for forward and side scatter 
measurements (as in panel A) are accurate, che logarithmic 
scales may only be approximate. When analog daca arc digi
tized co relat ively high resolution (16 co 20 bics). it is possi
ble to convert signals accurately from a linear co a four dec
ade (range I co I 0,000) logarithmic scale and back using a 
digital computer; some modern cytomcccrs employ chis 
technique. However, in che l 970's and l 980's, che high
resolurion ADCs needed co implement this procedure sim
ply weren't available. The stopgap solution , which is scill in 
use by some manufacturers, was to employ logarithmic am
plifiers. commonly if nor affccrionatcly known as log amps. 

A log amp is an analog electronic circuit chat, in princi
ple, puts out a voltage or current proportional co the voltage 
or currenr ar ics input. So far, so good. The bad news is char 
the proportionality constant may vary with rime, tempera
cure, input volcage, and, I suspect, rhe experimenter's asuo-
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logical sign. A log amp isn'r a log cable, or even approxi
marely like one. The worse news is char nobody much cared 
how bad log amps were unril rhe late l 980's, when people 
goc interested in crying to make quanritativc measurements 
of immunofluorescence and got really screwed up crying co 
convert from logarithmic to linear scales and back. We can 
expect rhe rrend toward digital processing will continue, 
allowing logarithmic amplifiers to be replaced or, alterna
rively, monitored and calibrated; either approach should 
resulr in increased accuracy of representation of measure
ments on logarirhmic scales. 

A different set of complications was introduced by the 
development of antibody labels that enabled flow cycomerers 
wich a single illuminating beam (488 nm) co be used co 
make simultaneous measurements of immunofluorcscence 
from several cel l-bound antibodies. The first of these labels 
was the yellow fluorescent phycoerythrin (PE) , a protein 
found in rhe phorosynthetic apparacus of algae. By arraching 
dyes co chis molecule, making what arc called tandem con
jugates, it is possible ro obrain fluorescence emission ac 
longer wavelengths. When the rhodamine dye Texas rc:d is 
attached co phycoerythrin, rhe resulring conjugare emirs in 
che orange spectral region (620 nm); phycoerychrin with che 
indodicarbocyanine dye Cy5 attached emirs in rhe red (670 
nm). Tandem conjugates of phycoeryrhrin wirh rhe cyanine 
dyes Cy5.5 and Cy7 emit even farther in che red or near 
infrared, ac 700 and 770 nm. Some flow cyromecers now in 
commercial producrion can be used ro make simultaneous 
measurements of cells labeled wirh fluorescein, phyco
eryrhrin , and all of rhe randem conjugates just mentioned; 
mosc allow fluorescence in at least three spectral regions ro 
be measured. The raw measuremenrs, however, will not 
leave us in a scare of conjugate bliss; we still have to contend 
with che problem of compensation for fluorescence: emis
sion spectral overlap between rhe labels, which only gees 
worse as the number of labels excited at a single wavelength 
increases. Figures 1-18 and l-19 (pages 37 and 38) should 
provide some understanding of rhe problem and ics solution. 

Mosr fluorescent macerials emir over a fairly broad range 
of wavelengths. When we describe fluorescein as green fluo
rescent, whac we really mean is char if you look ac it under a 
fluorescence microscope, che fluorescence looks green , and 
rhac if you measure che specrrum in a specrrofluoromecer, 
rhe emission maximum is in the green specrral region. When 
we try co measure fluorescein fluorescence in a flow cycome
cer, we rypically use a detector fitted with a green filter char 
passes wavdengths berween 515 and 545 nm. However, as 
can be seen in Figure 1-18. che emission spectrum of fluo
rc:scein doesn't stare abrupcly ar 515 nm and stop abrupcly ac 
545 nm; ic extends ouc well beyond 600 nm, alchough the 
fluorescence ar rhe longer wavelengths is considerably less 
intense. There's quite a bic of emission from fluorescein in 
che 560-590 nm spectral region char we call yellow, and in 
which che emission maximum of phycoeryrhrin lies. Thar 
means chat if we were co scain cells or ocher particles wich 
fluorescein and nothing else, and measure chem in a flow 

cycomerer wich borh green and yellow derecrors, we'd pick 
up a strong signal in the green deteccor, and also detect some 
signal in the yellow detector . 

The phycoeryrhrin emission spectrum also extends well 
beyond the 560-590 nm yellow wavelength range we use for 
measurements of phycoeryrhrin fluorescence. There is some 
emission below 560 nm, in rhe 515-54 5 nm green region, 
and considerably more above 580 nm. If we put cells scained 
with phycocrychrin and nothing else into che cycomecer, 
we'd get the strongest signals from che yellow detector, and 
some signals from the green , orange, and possibly the red 
detectors as well. The same argument holds for rhe orange 
and red fluorescent candem conjugates; each of these will 
definitely be detectable in che detector intended co measure 
the other, and signals from the orange conjugate will show 
up at chc yellow detector as well, and possibly also in rhe 
green one. 

If we puc a cell sample scained wirh antibodies labeled 
wich fluorescein , phycoeryrhrin, and rhe orange and red PF.
Texas red and PE-Cy5 conjugates into rhe machirn:, rhe 
signal we get from the green detector is going co be com
prised mostly of fluorescein fluorescence, with a smaller con
tribution from phyeoeryrhrin fluorescence, possibly a wee bic 
from rhc orange conjugate, and some from cellular aucofluo
rescence. The signal from the yellow detector will represent 
moscly phycoerythrin fluorescence, wich substantial contri 
butions from fluorescein and rhe orange conjugate, possibly 
some from the red conjugate, and some from aucofluores
cence. And so on for rhe signals from rhe orange (600-620 
nm) and red (660-680 nm) dececrors. Now, how much is 
"some," "a substantial conrribuc ion," or "a wee bit"? 

Thar will depend on che gain secrings used for che vari
ous detectors. Once chese are ser, it is fairly simple co quan
tify the degree of spectral overlap. For example, suppose we 
measure cells or beads stained only wirh fluorescein, and 
chey produce signals with a mean incensiry (peak height or 
area) of 5 V from the green dececcor and signals with a mean 
incensiry of I V from rhe orange detector. If we were chen co 
measure cells stained with fluorescein and phycoeryrhrin, 
and we wanted co remove the fluorescein conrriburion from 
rhe orange detector signal, we could subtract J /5 of rhe 
green signal intensiry. If a doubly scained cell yielded a signal 
of l V from che green detector, we'd subtract 0.2 V from the 
orange signal, no marcer what the value of the orange signal 
was; if rhe cell yielded a 4 V signal from the green detector, 
we'd subrracr 0.8 V from the orange signal, and so on. Well, 
accually, we'd also have ro do the reciprocal calculations to 

figure our how much of rhe orange signal co subrracc from 
rhe green signal co remove the contribution due 10 phyco
erythrin. In principle, though, we could figure out the whole 
business using high school algebra, by solving simultaneous 
linear equations. Linear equacions . .. aye, there 's the rub. 

AJI of che operations involved in fluorescence compensa
tion must be performed on linear signals. You have ro make 
rhe measurements on a linear scale co determine the fractions 
of fluorescence signal at each detector due to each fluores-
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Figure 1-18. Why fluorescence compensation is necessary. The emission spectra shown are for equal concentra
tions (mg antibody/ml) of mouse anti-human lgG direaly conjugated with fluorescein (FL), phycoerythrin (PE), 
and tandem conjugates of phycoerythrin with Texas red (PE-TR) and Cy5 (PE-CyS), with excitation ar 490 nm. 
Boxes demarcate the passbands of the green (530 nm), yellow (575 nm), orange (610 nm), and red (670 nm) 
filters used on the fluorescence detectors. Spectra are corrected for PMT responsivity differences at different 
wavelengths. 

cent label, and che subcraccions needed co make che neces
sary corrections also have co be done in the linear domain. 
But, as you remember, we usually tend co feed signals from 
immunofluorescence measurements through logarithmic 
amplifiers. How, then, do we introduce rhe fluorescence 
overlap compensation? 

What happens in mosc older flow cycomecers is chat yet 
another analog circuit is built in between the preamplifier 
outputs and the log amp inputs. The circuit is something 
like an audio mixer, except char it subtracts signals instead of 
adding chem; the operator adjusts one knob co determine 
rhe amount of green signal co subrracr from yellow, another 
to determine the amount of yellow signal co subrracr from 
green, ere. For two colors, chis isn' t all that hard co do. For 
three colors, you need six knobs, alchough you can get away 
with four if you ignore rhe green-orange and orange-green 
interactions. For four colors, you should have twelve knobs, 
though you might get away with eighc. Each knob, of 
course, is attached co a potentiometer, or variable resistor, 
which, as was noted in the discussion of window compara
tors on p. 28, is basically a volume control. That starts to 
add up to a lot of electronic circuirry. Things may look 
nearer if you lee a computer control the compensation using 
digital-to-analog (D-A) converters, bur you still end up 
with a lot of electronics at the input of your log amps. 

Now, rhe whole reason we bother using log amps is to 
get a large dynamic range for our measurements. If we wane 
a four decade dynamic range, with che top of the highest 
decade at IO V, we end up with che cop of che next highest 

at I V, rhe top of the next highest ac I 00 rn V, and the low
est decade encompassing signals between 1 and 10 mV. If 
you wane to process signals between l and I 0 rn V, you have 
to keep the noise level below I rn V. I've measured noise in a 
number of older flow cycometers from a number of manu
facturers , and I haven't run across one with noise below I 
mV at rhe preamplifier outputs. The more elecrronic com
ponents you stick in the circuit, the more opportunities 
there are co increase the noise level, and my considered opin
ion is rhac it is unlikely chat a system chat implements four
color compensarion in electronics will be abk to maintain 
the low noise level needed co insure a rrue four decade dy
namic range. 

Quite aside from all that, though, mosc people can't 
solve simultaneous linear equations in their heads, and chose 
few who can probably can't manage co solve equations and 
twiddle knobs on compensation circuitry ac the same time. 
You have a reasonable chance of getting two-color compen
sation close co right by eye; three-color compensation gees a 
little rougher, and you're kidding yourself if you chink you 
can do four-color compensation correctly withouc solving 
equacions. As far as I know, rhe manufacturers have capitu
lated completely on the subject of compensation for more 
chan four colors; the knobs are gone. 

There was really no choice. If you keep all the electronic 
measurements linear, using an A-D convener with 16 or 
more bits' precision, you can dispense with l) all of the 
knobs and their associated electronics, 2) all of the log amps, 
and 3) the semiempirical process of knob twiddling for fluo-
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Figure 1-19. How compensation gees data co fit into quadrants. 

rcscencc compensacion. The simulcaneous linear equacions 
can be solved using digical compucation, which can also do 
highly accurate conversions co a logarithmic scale. Once you 
have access co high-resolution digitized data, che logarithmic 
scale is only really needed for display, anyway; any scacistical 
calculations chat need co be done can be done on the linear 
daca. 

A significanc advancage of high-resolution digitization of 
daca is char you can go back co data chat were noc properly 
compensated when chey were collecced, transform chem 
from a log scale co a linear one , if necessary, and redo the 
compensation. There are flow cyromecry software packages 
thac will lee you play chis game with log scale data that were 
digicized using 8- or 10-bic ADCs, but you end up with 
plocs char have "holes" in the clusters due to the substantially 
larger, unavoidable digit ization errors associated wich lower 
resolution conveners. The plots can be, and usually are, 
made more lovely co look ac by dithering, adding random 
numbers co the data values. This technically degrades che 
quality of che daca, but noc by chat much. I used co disap
prove of ic; I anl now willing co accept ic as yec another of 
che many deals wich che devil char have co be made ac the 
currenc scace of che arc. Wichin a few more years, almosc all 
of the instruments in use will have higher resolution daca 
analysis, and the plors of flow cycomecric daca will look 
pretty wichouc benefic of dichering and diddling. 

Evils of Axes: Truth in Libeling Cells and Plots 

Mislabeling of axes, usually unincencional (I hope) , is 
seen all coo ofcen in plocs of flow cytomecric daca. Beginners 
and old-timers do it, and the mislabeling gees by journal 
reviewers, editors, and proofreaders. Wich che aid of Figure 
1- 19, which illuscraces che effeccs of compensation, we can 
consider why mislabeling may occur and how co avoid ic. 

The daca in Figure 1-19 were taken from a sample of 
whole blood scained wich fluorescein anci-CD3 ancibody, 
phycocrythrin anci-CD8 ancibody, and phycoetychrin-Cy5 
anci-CD4 amibody. Eryrhrocyces in che sample were lysed , 
and che sample was fixed wich a low concencracion of for-

maldehyde, before analysis. Panel A shows a doc plot of 
green fluorescence vs. side scarcer, with both paramcccrs dis
played on a 4-decade logarithmic scale. A polygonal gace is 
drawn around a cluster I claim are T cells; che cells (events, if 
we wane co be more precise) in chis gace are plocced in black, 
while che remainder of che populacion is plocced in light 

gray. 
If you look ac Figure 1-14 (p. 31 ), you will nocicc char ic 

is also a plor, in rhis case, a rwo-dimensional hiscogram, with 
anti-CD3 fluorescence on che x-axis and side scatter on rhe 
y-axis. In Figure 1-14, che y-axis is explicidy labeled as lin
ear, and rhe x-axis as log, since one cannot tell whether che 
scale is log or linear simply by looking at che superimposed 
grid. The logarithmic scales on che axes of che panels in Fig
ure 1-19 provide us wich rick marks char would cell us chac 
che scale was logarichmic even wichouc che associated num
bers, which are simply arbicrary indicacors of incensity. 

However, che x-axis of Figure 1-14 is labeled as "Log 
CyC-CD3 Flu," which means char chis axis represents che 
intensity of fluorescence, on a logarithmic scale, of an ant i
CD3 antibody, labeled in chis case wich PE-Cy5. wich CyC 
being an abbreviation for one of che crademarked versions of 
this candem conjugace label. The x-axis in panel A of Figure 
l-19 is labeled "Green Fluorescence." What 's rhe difference? 

The difference is char fluorescence compensation has 
been applied co che data in Figure 1-14, bur noc co the daca 
in panel A (or panel B) of Figure 1-19. So what is displayed 
on che x-axis in panel A is really green fluorescence, rnosc of 
which is from che fluorescein label on che anci-CD3 anci
body, bur some of which is from rhe PE ami-CD8 and PE
Cy5 anti-CD4 antibodies . And some is probably from cellu
lar aucofluorescence, bur we'll neglecc chac for che rime be
ing. We can gee away wich drawing a T cell gacc using che 
uncompensaced data because chc fluorescein fluorescence 
precty much dominates che uncompensaced signal. 

The sicuacion is quice different when we look ac panel B 
of Figure 1-19. The cells in this doc ploc are only chose wich 
side scaccer and fluorescence values falling wichin the T -cell 
gate shown in panel A. The axes of panel B arc labeled as 



showing red and yellow fluorescence, both on logarichmic 
scales, and I labeled chem char way because che daca are nor 
compensated. There are lWO major clusters of cells/events 
visible in panel B, bur poims in each display significant in
censicies of boch red and yellow fluorescence. 

Panel C of Figure 1- 19 shows che same cells, i.e., chose 
in che original T cell gace, after compensation has been ap
plied. Whac compensation has done is solve chree linear 
equations in three unknowns; this gives us the fluorescence 
inrensities of the fluorcscein ami-CD3, PE anti-CDS, and 
PE-Cy5 anci-CD4 antibodies, which can now be plotted as 
such, allowing the x- and y-axes of panel C co be labeled 
"PE-Cy5 anci-CD4" and "PE ami-CD8." The major clusters 
of cells, represenring CD-4 bearing T lymphocytes (often 
described as CD3.CD4' cells, where che superscript "+" de
notes positive) and CD-8 bearing T lymphocytes 
(CD3'CD8. cells), are clearly visible, and could be fie nicely 
inro quadrams. 

Now, it would probably be perfectly legicimate co label 
the x-axis of panel C as "PE-Cy5 CD4," or even just "CD4," 
and che y-axis as "PE CD8," or just "CDS." However, if you 
wanr ro be picky, whac you are looking at is ancibody bound 
ro the cells. There's little doubc char almost all of che anci
CD4 anribody bound co T cells is bound co CD4 antigen on 
che cell surfaces, or chat almost all of the anri-CD8 antibody 
bound ro T cells is bound co cell surface CD8 amigen. On 
the other hand, both Figure 1- I 4 and panel A of Figure l-
19 show apparent binding of anti-CD3 antibody to mono
cytes and granulocytes; chis is almost certainly nonspecific 
binding, which can occur via a variery of different mecha
nisms, and if we haven't gor "rruch in labeling" for the cells, 
we won't have it for the axes. 

Some labels for axes should gee che axe right away. The 
firsc candidates on my hit list are "FU," "FL2," "FL3," etc., 
which usually mean green (515-545 nm), yellow (564-606 
nm), and red (635 co about 720 nm, by my guess, limited 
by che characteristics of the 650 nm long pass filter at the 
shore end and by the fading response of the detector at the 
long end) fluorescence. These were the fluorescence meas
urement ranges in the Becton-Dickinson FACScan, the first 
really popular benchrop 3-color fluorescence flow cyrometer. 
The fluorescence filters in this instrument could not be 
changed, so at least FL!, FL2, and FL3 always meant the 
same thing - to FACScan users. However, in the B-D FAC
SCalibur, which has replaced che FACScan, while FL! and 
FL2 sti ll represenr che same wavelength ranges, FL3 is differ
ent for 3- and 4-color instrument setups (650 long pass for 
3-color; 670 long pass for 4-color). I think ic's perfectly ap
propriate to use, for example, "green fluorescence," "515-
545 nm fluorescence" (indicating the approximate range), or 
"530 nm fluorescence" (indicating the cencer wavelength), 
or even "Green (530-545 nm) fluorescence)," but lee's lose 
FL!, FL2, FL3, etc. If you're using a long pass filter, then 
say, for example, ">650 nm fluorescence." If the data come 
from a flow cyrometer with multiple excitation beams, then 
you mighc wane a label like "UV-excited blue fluorescence," 
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or "355~450 nm fluorescence. " And also remember char 
the fluorescence color designation or bandwidth range is 
only really appropriate if you're displaying or talking abouc 
uncompensated data; the whole point of compensation is to 

get you a new set of variables that represent the amounts of 
probes or labels in or on che cells, rather than the measure· 
ment ranges in the cytomerer. 

I've already been through the labels once, in che discus
sion in che previous column about whether co use the anci
gen name or the antibody name as an axis label. However, I 
will remrn co chis area co skewer the next victim on my hit 
list, which is "FITC." Almost everybody uses this; I have 
done so myself, buc I have seen the error of my ways. 
"FITC" is a perfectly valid abbreviation for fluorescein 
isothiocyanate, which is rhe most popular reactive fluo
rescein derivative used to attach a fluorescein label co anri
bodies and ocher probe molecules. Once rhc flTC reacts 
with the ancibody, it isn't FITC anymore, and one typically 
dialyzes the fluorescent antibody conjugate, or runs ic over a 
column, in order co remove free fluorescein (the FITC is 
precry much all hydrolyzed by the time you finish. any•.vay) . 
Oh, yes, FITC can also be applied direcdy co cells, co stain 
proteins; once again, what you end up with bound co the 
proteins is fluorescein, not FITC. Ir would seem simple 
enough to use "FL" as an abbreviation for fluorescein, che 
way we use "PE" for phycoerythrin. I guess rhe problem here 
is char nobody wanes to describe a fluorescenc amibody as, 
say, "FL anti-CD3," rather than "FITC anci-CD3," because 
chat mighc gee it confused with "FL!," "FU," "FL3," etc. 
Well, after I cake over the world, we won't have thac prob
lem. 

Then there are the scatter signals. "Forward Scatter," 
"Small Angle Scarcer," "FALS," and "FSC" are all acceptable 
as axis labels; however, unless you have calibrated your 
measurement channel and have derived a cell si2e measure
ment from forward scatter, "Cell Size" is really inappropri
ate. In rhe same vein, I'd use "Side Scacrcr," "Large Angle 
Scarcer," "90° scatter," "RALS," or "SSC" without much 
hesitation, bur avoid "Granulariry." People knowledgeable 
about flow will know what you are measuring; if your audi
ence is uninitiated, you should provide a brief explanation. 

It's also about time chat people stopped referring co daca 
collccced wich flow cycomcters as "FACS data" instead of 
"flow cyromecry data." "FACS" is che abbreviacion for 
"Fluorescence-Acrivated Cell Sorcer (or Fluoresccnce
Accivated Cell sorting"), originally used hy Herzenberg er al, 
and has been a Becton-Dickinson trade name since B-D 
commercialized their instrument in the I 970's. All fACSes 
are flow cycometers, but nor all flow cyromecers are FACSes, 
and some FACSes, such as FACScans and FACSCounts, 
aren't even Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorters. 

And, finally, as long as I'm ticked off, I should remind 
you char the rick marks on the log scale will almost certainly 
not represent che real scale if che instrument uses log amps 
without compensating for their deviations from ideal re
sponse. 
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When Bad Flow Happens to Good Journals 

Well, you mighr ask, does it really matter char much 
whether che axis labels are absolutely correct? Won'r che 
more egregious mistakes be picked up before manuscripts 
ger accepted and published? U nforrunarely nor; ch ere has 
been a great deal of weeping and wailing in che cycometry 
communiry of lace about chis issue, because we see a lot of 
bad cycomerry data presentation in a lac of che more prestig
ious general interest and cell biology journals, and even in 
some of che conier tides in hematology and immunology. 

To be sure, flow cyromerry may noc be the only rechni
cal area in which there are such problems. A typical paper 
wich ten or more authors might include daca from gel elec
trophoresis, gene array scanning, confocal microscopy, ecc., 
as well as flow data. le will probably have been reviewed by 
no more chan three people, and they can't know all of the 
mechodology in derail. There may be gel curmudgeons and 
array curmudgeons out there grumbling at lease as loudly as 
che flow curmudgeons and rhe confocal curmudgeons. 

In preparing rhis edition of Practical Flow Cytometry, I 
asked several people co send me corrected versions of dara 
displays chat appeared in papers dealing with significant 
refinements in technology chat were critical co the biological 
or medical applicarions discussed. The referees didn't pick 
up rhe original miscakes; neither did the authors, who were 
good spores abouc responding co my requests. 

Most of the time, bad flow data presentarions, or even 
minor errors in interpretation, don 't invalidate che principal 
condusion(s) of a paper. When they do, the obvious remedy 
is for rhe original authors co correct their errors, or for some 
other people rn produce anorher paper using bener tech
ni{{ue to reach rhe right conclusion. Bur ir 's much better all 
around if the misrakes are corrected before the manuscripts 
get sent in . 

Meanwhile, it is incumbent upon us all ro maintain a 
cerrain level of vigilance, nor only when preparing cyromec
ric data for presenracion and publication, bur when looking 
ac data chat ochers have presenred or published. If it's impor
cant to you to know the details of an experiment, either be
cause you wane to duplicare ir and/or adopt che methodol
ogy or because its conclusions form part of the foundation 
for something you wanr ro do, work rhrough the details. 
These days, ir 's nor char uncommon co find multiparamecer 
flow dara in a paper in which lirtle derails such as rhe source 
of the antibodies used, or even which anribodies had which 
lahcls, are omicred from che "Materials and Methods" sec
non. 

Now, in an ideal world, in which everything has been 
done correctly, ic shouldn'c matter rhar much; I've already 
come out in favor of simple axis labels such as "anti-CD4" 
or "CD4," and, assuming char rhe reagents and cell prepara
tion, initial meamremencs, gating, and compensacion were 
not flawed, it shouldn'r marcer which antibody or label was 
used in an experiment. But ir does. If che derails you need 
aren't in rhe published paper, contact the author. That's why 

the e-mail address, and the snail mail address, are there. 
There is also an increasing likelihood chat there will be an
orher option; the journal and/or rhe authors may maintain a 
web site from which you can ger cechnical details char wen: 
omitted from the published work. 

Sorting Sorting Out 

Flow sorting extends gaced analysis co isolate pure popu
lations of viable cells with more homogeneous characterisrics 
than could be obtained by any other means. If you can ger 
the cells that inceresr you inco a gare in your mulriparamcter 
measurement space, you can ger rhem into a cesr rube, or 
into che wells of a mulciwell plare. Flow sorting is especially 
useful in circumstances in which further characceri1.ation of 
che selected cells requires short- or long-term maintenance in 
culture or analytical procedures char cannot be accomplished 
by flow cytomerry. 

A flow cyrometer is equipped for sorting by the addition 
of a mechanism for diverting cells from the sample scream 
and of electronics and/or computer hardware and software 
chat can determine, within a few microseconds afrer a cell 
passes by rhe cyromecer's sensors, whether che values of one 
or more measurement parameters fall wichin a range or 
ranges (called a son region, or son gate) preser by the ex
perimenter, and generare a signal rhac acrivares the sorcing 
mechanism. The selected cells can then be subjected to fur
ther biochemical analysis, observed in short- or long-cerm 
culture, or reintroduced into anocher biological sysrem (as 
was mentioned on p. 26, a substantial number of animals 
and more rhan a few babies have been conceived from sorted 

sperm). 
The range of particles that can be sorted has been ex

cended subsrancially in recent years; laboratory-builr:•:< and 
commercially available instruments are now in routine use 
for sorting C. elegans nematodes and Drosophila embryos, 
while laborarory-builc microfluidic apparatus has been used 
to sore bacteriam6 and could, in principle, sort DNA frag
ments, ocher macromolecules, or virusesm·. Sorting of beads , 
rather than cells, has also come inro use for various applica
tions of combinacorial chemistry; chc work of Brenner ct 

aln'""' on gene expression analysis presents a good example. 
The first generation of practical sorters accomplished cell 

separation by breaking the sample scream up into droplets, 
applying an elecrric charge co che droplets containing che 
sdecred cells, and passing che scream through an electric 
field, which would diverc che charged droplets into an ap
propriate collecting vessel. A few older, and some newer, 
instruments use mechanical accuacors to collect cells from a 
continuous fluid scream; while such mechanical sorters oper
ate ar lower races (hundreds versus rhousands of cells/s) rhan 

droplet sorters, their closed fluidic systems are better adapced 
for work with potentially infectious or otherwise ha7..ardous 
marerials that mighc be dispersed in rhc aerosols inevitab ly 
generated by droplet soners. Large-panicle sorters are typi
cally mechanical, bur not all of them have dosed fluidic sys· 
terns. 



In general, sorring larger objecrs limirs you to lower sort
ing speeds. If you're sorting lymphocytes, or something 
smaller, in a droplet sorrer, you can use a 50 µm orifice, and 
generate droplets at rates of l 00,000 droplecs/s. If you're 
sorting pancreatic islets, which may be a few hundred µm in 
diameter, you'll need a 400 µm orifice, and you probably 
won't be able to go much above I kHz for a droplet genera
tion frequency. If you're sorting DrosophiiA embryos, using a 
mechanical sorter (they're probably a little too big for a 
dropler sorrer), you can measure your sort rate in dozens per 
second, rarhcr than chousands. 

Since cells arrive ac che observation poinc ac random 
rimes, ac lease approximacely following Poisson statiscics, 
there is always some probability of coincidences, which, as 
was noted on pp. 17 and 20-21, can pose some problem in 
flow cytomerric analysis. Coincidences pose a fairly obvious 
problem in sorting, as well; they can resulc in your getting 
cells you don't wane in the same droplet/well/tube as cells 
you do wane. If the sorrer is operaced in chc so-called coin
cidence abort mode, in which a wanced cell accompanied 
by an unwanced cell is nor sorced, che puricy of sorted cells 
is maintained, buc the yield is decreased, while if wanted 
cells coincident with unwanted ones are sorted, yield is 
maincained at the expense of purity. All ocher things being 
equal , working at higher cell analysis rates ultimately ends 
up increasing the likelihood of coincidences, but there may 
be times when the besc scracegy is to sort twice, firsc for en
richment of a rare subpopulation, and chen co increase pu
rity of the cells recovered during che first sort. 

In many cases in which flow sorting comes co mind as an 
obvious way of answering questions about a cell subpopula
cion, mulciparameter analysis may allow che desired informa
cion co be obcained expeditiously without physically isolating 
che cells. Since che I 990's, most flow cycomerry is mulri
parameter flow cycomerry, as should be obvious from che 
content of che past dozen or so pages. T hings were differenc 
in rhe bad old days. 

In che l 970's, a mechod chat was likely co come co mind 
for decermining che distribution of DNA content in a lym
phocyte subpopulacion defined by che presence of a particu
lar cell surface antigen involved scaining cells wirh rhe ap
propriare fluorescent antibody, and then flow sorcing co iso
late chose cells bearing the surface antigen. The sorted cells 
would subscquencly be stained with a DNA fluorochrome 
such as propidium iodide; che restained sorced cells could 
chen be run through che flow cytomecer once more ro de
termine che DNA concenc distribucion. 

This procedure was actually followed when Ellis Rein
herz and Scuarc Schlossman wanted co know whether there 
was any difference in DNA synthetic paccerns between 
C D4- (then T4-) and CDS- (then TS-) bearing T cells; cells 
were stained wich fluorescein-labeled monoclonal ancibodies, 
sorced on a Becton-Dickinson FACS fluorescence-accivared 
cell sorter, rhen senc to my lab, scained wirh propidium io
dide, and analyzed on my recencly built flow cycomeccr, 
which, at that rime, wasn't sensicive enough to measure im-
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munofluorescence. The charc recorder acrached to my "Cy
tomurc" duly produced histograms of DNA content for rhe 
CD4-posirive and CDS-positive cells and the ancigen
negarive cells, which had also been sorted. 

The technically demanding and tedious exercise jusr de
scribed, which required at least an hour's combined use of 
rhe rwo inscruments, did get che desired results. However, it 
would have been much easier to srain the entire cell popula
cion with both che fluorescenc antibody and che DNA 
fluorochrome, making corrclaced mu!riparameter measure
ments of antibody fluorescence and DNA fluorescence in 
each cell, and using gated analysis co compile the DNA con
tent distributions of antibody-posirive and ancibody-negarive 
cells, eliminating che sorcing. There was even an instrument 
available co us that could have done the job. 

To be fair, mosc immunologiscs, faced with rhe same 
problem coday, would inscinctively look coward mulci
paramecer measurement for the solucion. When some col
leagues and I recently had occasion ro revisic che issue of 
DNA content of peripheral blood CD4-positive and C D8-
posicive T cells in rhe context of HfV infection and response 
co mulcidrug therapy, it was reasonably simple to deal wich 
cells simulcaneously scaincd for CD3, CD4 or C08, and 
DNA (and RNA) contenrm0 • 

However, chose of us who have been in the flow cycomc
rry and sorting business for a long time are likely co experi 
ence a sense of deja vu when che cell and molecular biologists 
and geneticiscs bring in samples to be sorccd on che basis of 
expression of Aequorea green fluorescent protein (GFP) or, 
more likely, one of its variants. When I wroce the previous 
edition of this book, Marcin Chalfie et al ""'" had jusr demon
strated the use of GFP as a reporter of gene expression; as far 
a.~ he or I knew, nobody had yet done flow cycomecry on 
cells rransfccced wich GFP. Most cell sorcing involved sdec
cion of cells bearing one or more surface antigens. Today, 
people who run sorcing facilicies cell me char a subsrancial 
amount of their time is now spent sorting samples for cells 
expressing GFP or its relatives. And they also mention that 
rhe people who bring in those samples ofren initially con
cemplare sorcing che cells, staining lhem again co measure 
some ocher pararnerer, and reanalyzing them. 

So, although mulciparamecer cycomelry is now old hat 
for the immunologisrs, chere are some ocher folks ouc chere 
who haven't made ic char far along che learning curve. 1 hope 
the above cautionary cale, and the lengthy discussion of 
mulciparamerer cyromecry that has preceded ir in chis 
chapter, will help prevent unnecessary sorcing. When in 
doubc, work with your sorcer operacor and facilicy manager. 

The nuts and bolts derails of sorting will be covered ac 
lengch in Chapter 6; I'll devote the rcsc of chis discussion co 
whac is probably che mosc imporranc seep in design ing a 
sorting expcrimenc: doing the mach. A !or of people chink 
they know char scatc-of-chc-arc high-speed cell sorcers can 
analyze ac lease I 6 parameters and sort (into four screams) at 
rares of 100,000 cells/s. However, when I polled a selecl 
group of people who accually run state-of-lhe-arc high-speed 
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sorters in various labs ac universicies, medical facilities, and 
biocech and pharmaccucical companies in che Bosron area, I 
found char nobody had done more chan 8-paramecer analy
sis, and that, while a few people had run 40,000 cells/s on 
occasion, 20,000 cells/s was a more typical analysis rate. Ger 
van den Engh. who has played and continues ro play an 
imporranr role in high-speed sorrcr dcvdopmcnr, recom
mends char experimenters assume analysis rares no higher 
rhan 10,000 cells/s when assessing che feasibility of proposed 
experiments. 

Now, a lot of people want co use sorting co isolate cells 
rhac make up a very small fraction of che population being 
analyzed. Gross cc a1·u.11 showed char ic was possible co dccecc 
and sort cells from a human breast cancer line seeded inco 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells at frequencies ranging 
from I cell in IO' co I cell in IO' ; rhey reported 40% yield 
and 22% puriry for rhe sorts of cells ac che lowest frequency. 
The raw numbers may be more impressive; a sample cf 1.2 x 
lo• cells, which should have conrained 12 cancer cells, was 
analyzed, giving rise ro 23 son decisions, of which 5 yielded 
cancer cells identifiable as such by microscopy. Thac sounds 
encouraging; even ar I 0,000 cells/s, it would only take about 
3 hours co gee 5 cells. Or about 6 hours co gee I 0 cells. And 
if you wanccd co gee 1.000 cells, you'd have co sorr for about 
25 days, 24/7. 

You may have noticed that, when you're looking for cells 
pn:senr ar low frequencies, while ic is advantageous co be 

able co analyze ac high speeds, there isn' c much need for a 
high-speed sorting mechanism. In the above example, the 
sore frequency was 8/hr. There are a lot of people taking up 
rime on very expensive, mulciparameccr high-speed sorcers 
doing low frequency sores based on one- or rwo-paramecer 
measurements; sooner or lacer, somebody is going co make 
money selling simpler instruments for chose jobs. Of course, 
if chere is a method of enriching chc population for che cells 
of inreresc before you scare sorting - immunomagnecic sepa
ration, for example - you should take advantage of ic. 

A surprisingly large number of folks seem nor co be do
ing rhe mach before chey wrice and submit granc applications 
involving sorting, which, for example, propose co isolace 106 

cells inicially present ac a frequency of l cell/10 ·. Even if you 
had a I 00% yield, chac would require analysis of I O'J cells in 
toto, and, even if you ran che high-speed sorcer ac I 01 cells/s, 
ic would cake l O' seconds, or a liccle over three years, co do 
the sore. And, amazing chough ic seems, some of chese 
cockamamie proposals actually get funded. A grant applica
tion is rypicaJly reviewed by a few more people than review a 
manuscript . bur. if there are enough ocher high-tech gim
micks in che application, chcrc may not be a reviewer who 
knows enough abour sorcing co ask the right questions . So, 
do the math. Whether as an applicant or as a reviewer, you 
could save che taxpayers some money. 

Parameters and Probes II: What is Measured and Why 

Mose flow cycomecers used for research, and the majoriry 
of such inscrumencs used in clinicaJ immunology applica-

cions, measure only chree physical parameters, namely, for
ward (or small angle) and side (or large angle) lighc scattering 
and fluorescence , even if rhey measure 16 colors of fluores
cence using excitation from four separate light sources. A few 
instruments can also measure light loss (exti nction), or sense 
electronic impedance co measure cell volume. The remainder 
of che discussion of parameters and probes in chis chaprcr 
will deal only with scarcer and fluorescence measurements; 
Chapter 7 is more ecumenical and more comprehensive. 

In the course of introducing cycomecry in general and 
flow cycometry in particular, I have already covered DNA 
conrent decerminacion using various fluorescem dyes and the 
iden tification of cdls in mixed populations using fluores
cently labeled antibodies. If you will flip back co Table 1-1 
(p. 3), you will see char chere are a great many parameters 
and probes about which I have, chus far, said nothing at all . 
However, DNA stains, on rhc one hand, and labeled anti
bodies , on the ocher, do rcpresenr two fun damentally differ
cm rypes of probes. 

Probes versus Labels 

The chemical properties of the DNA dyes themselves de
termine the nature and specificiry of their imeractions wich 
che target molecule. The nature and specificity of interac
tions of labeled antibodies with cheir cargccs is, ideally, de
termined solely by che structure of cheir combining sices; 
labels are added ro facilicace detection and quanrificacion of 

che amount of bound antibody based on che amount of fluo
rescence measured from the label. Under various circum
scances, che labels themselves may decrease the specificity of 
antibody binding; chis is always ac lease slightly disadvanra
geous and may be intolerable. DNA dyes can fairly be classi
fied as probes; molecules such as fluorescein more often serve 
as labels. Bue, as usual, there arc gray areas. 

Fluorescein diacecace (FDA), accually diacerylfluorescein , 
was discussed on pp. 24-27; this is an example of a fluoro
genic enzyme substrate. The nonfluorescent, uncharged 
FDA diescer freely crosses imacc cell membranes ; once inside 
cells, it is hydrolyzed by nonspecific escerases co produce che 

fluorescein anion, which is highly fluorescent and which 
leaves intact cells slowly. Since mosc cells contain nonspecific 
escerases, FDA is noc terribly useful as an indicator of en
zyme acciviry; ocher nonfluorescenr fluorescein derivatives 
can be used as probes for che activity of more interescing 
enzymes, such as beta-galaccosidase. Different derivatives of 
fluorescein and ocher dyes can be inrroduced into cells and 
cleaved by esterases ro produce indicators of pH, oxidacion
reduccion (redox) scare, and che concentration of sulfhydryl 
groups or of ions such as calcium and potassium. So the best 
I can do to clarify the status of fluorescein is co say chat it is a 
label when it is used covalendy bound co a rclacivcly large 
molecule such as an antibody, oligonucleocide, or protein 
ligand for a cellular receptor, and a probe when introduced 
into cells in a sligh cly chemically modified, low molecular 
weight form. The detailed discussion of probes in Chapter 7 
provides examples of when chis distinction breaks down . 



We will now embark on a quick cour of selecred parame
rers and probes for cheir measuremenc. Details and spectra 
appear in Chapcer 7. le is appropriace to mention chac che 
single most useful reference on fluorescenc probes is che 
Handbook of Fluorescent Probes and Research Products"", 
ediced by Richard P. Haugland; chis is che caralog of Mo
lecular Probes, Inc. (Eugene, OR). The latest printed version 
is che 9ch Edicion, which appeared in 2002. A CD-ROM 
version is available as well, and all the information in rhe 
handbook, and more, with updaces, can also be found ac 
Molecular Probes' Web sice (www.probes.com). 

Living and Dyeing: Srains, Viral and Otherwise 

Before geccing down co specific (and nor-so-specific) 
scains, ic's probably a good idea co define some terms rele
vant ro scaining cells and whac does or does noc have co be 
done to che cells in order to get them co stain. A dye or ocher 
chemical chac can cross the intact cytoplasmic membranes of 
cells is said co be mcmbranc-permcant, or, more simply, 
pcrmcant; a chemical chac is excluded by incact cytoplasmic 
membranes is described as membrane-impermeant, or just 
impermeant. Because permeant dyes stain living cells, they 
(che dyes) are also described as vital dyes, or vital stains. 
You will occasionally find an opposite, incorrecc definition 
of a viral stain as a scain that does nor stain living cells; don'c 
believe it. This seems to be one of the few urban legends of 
cyromerry. 

There are numerous transport proteins that concencrate 
certain chemicals in, or extrude other chemicals from, cells. 
Many commonly used dyes, including Hoechst 33342, serve 
as substrates for the glycoprotein pump associated with mul
tidrug resistance in tumor cells, and may not readily stain 
cells in which this pump is acrive; the general lesson is that 
the action of transporcers may make it appear chat a per
meanc compound char is efficiently extruded is impermeanr. 
Microorganisms may have a broader range of transporrers 
than do mammalian cells, making it risky co assume chat 
they will handle dyes in rhe same way. 

Staining cells wich impermeant dyes requires chac che 
membrane be pcrmcabilizcd. This can be accomplished in 
che context of fixation of che cells. "Fixation" originally 
described a process chat made tissue tough enough to seccion 
for microscopy and prevented ic from being aucolyzed by 
inrernal hydrolytic enzymes and/or chewed up by contami
nating microorganisms. Mose fixacives ace eicher by denatur
ing prorcins (e.g., echanol and merhanol) or by cross-linking 
them (e.g., formaldehyde and glucaraldehyde); since chis is 
likely co change the struccure of cell-associaced antigens, ic is 
common praccice co scain wich fluorescent amibodies before 
fixing cells. In general, the fixacion procedures used for flow 
cytomerry are relatively mild; one principal objective is to 

kill HIV and other viruses that may be presenc in specimens, 
and another is co allow samples co be kept for several days 
before being analyzed. In recenc years, rhe real pathologists 
have been using microwave radiation as a fixative or adjuncc; 
I have nor run across reports of ics use for flow cyromecry. 
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Permeabiliz.arion withour fixation can be accomplished 
using agents such as the nonionic detergents Tricon X-100 
and Nonidet P-40; permeabilizing agencs may also be added 
to a mixcure of one or more fixatives co make cytopla~mic 
membranes permeable co fluorescenc antibodies while recain
ing cellular constituents, allowing staining of intracellular 
antigens. Several proprietary mixcures, some of which in
clude red cell lysing agents, arc available from manufaccurers 
and disuibucors of antibodies. 

Mose sorting is done with che incencion of recrieving liv
ing cells, so fixation is noc an opcion. However, there are 
procedures, such as lysolecichin crearmenc and eleccropora
cion, which can transiently permeabilize living cells, allowing 
otherwise impermeanc reagents to encer while preserving 
viability of ac lease some of the cells in a sample. In this con
text, it is important to remember that a permeanr "vital" 
stain may eventually damage or kill cells. Ic is always advis
able co establish chat measurement conditions do not them
selves perturb whac one is accempcing co measure. 

Nucleic Acid (DNA and RNA) Stains 

Alchough a large number of fluorescent dyes can be used 
co scain DNA and/or RNA, relacively few of chem are spe
cific for DNA, and mosc of chese are sensitive to base com
posicion (A-T/G-C ratio). DAPI (4', 6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole), Hoechst 33258, and Hoechst 33342 in
crease fluorescence approximacely I 00 times when bound to 

A-T triplecs in DNA. All these dyes are excited by UV light 
(325-395 nm), and emit in the blue spectral region wich 
maxima between 450 and 500 nm. 

Chromomycin A, and mithramycin exhibit increased 
fluorescence on binding to G-C pairs in DNA; chey are ex
cited by violet or blue-violet lighc (400-460 nm) and emir in 
the green berween 525 and 550 nm. The combinacion of 
Hoechsc 33258 and chromomycin A, has been used with 
dual excication-beam flow cyromecers co discriminate che 
majority of human chromosomes based on differences in 
DNA base composicion, and to demonscrare differences in 
base composition among baccerial species. 7-amino
actinomycin D (7-AADm) also enhances fluorescence 
(maximum around 670 nm) on binding ro G-C pairs in 
DNA; although ic is best excited by green lighr (500-580 
nm), ic can be excired ac 488 nm. 

Dyes such as ethidium bromide (EB) and propidium 
iodide (Pl) , both excitable over a range from 325 co 568 nm 
and emicting near 610 nm, increase fluorescence on binding 
co double-scranded nucleic acid, whecher DNA or RNA, and 
the laccer property is shared by a large number of asymmetric 
cyanine nucleic acid stains (e.g., che TO-PRO- and 
TOTO- series (impermeant), SITO-series (permeanc), 
Pico Green, ecc.) introduced by Molecular Probes. These 
dyes can be used co stain rota! nucleic acid in cells; specific 
staining of DNA requires RNAse rrearmenr. Many of che 
cyanine nucleic acid dyes increase fluorescence several rhou
sandfold; chey have been used for dereccion of DNA frag
menrs" .. "J11"JH·• and viruses" "·' . 
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Until recently, Hoechsr 33342 was che only dye char 
could be used reliably co derermine DNA content in living 
cells. However, in 1999 and 2000, Smich er al"-'' ·' reporre<l 
chat DRAQ5. an anchraquinone dye wirh an excitarion 
maximum around 650 nm and an emission maximum near 
700 nm when bound co DNA, could also provide a reasona
bly good DNA comenc hisrogram. DRAQ5 can also be ex
cire<l ac 488 nm, albeir somewhac inefficiencly. 

DRAQ5 does nor increase fluorescence significandy on 
binding co DNA; ir srains nuclei because it is present in 
higher conccncrations in association wirh nuclear DNA than 

elsewhere in rhe cell, and che quality of staining is thus rela
tively more dependent on relative concentrations of dye and 
cells than is the case for mosr ocher DNA dyes. Acridinc 
orange (AO), like DRAQ5, docs not increase fluorescence 
on binding co cirher DNA or RNA, bur scains by vircue of 
ics concencracion on rhe macromolecules. 

DarLynkiewicz ec al showed, beginning in the mid
I 970's, char, after cell membrane permeabilizacion and acid 
treatment, AO could be used for stoichiomecric sraining of 
DNA and RNA in cells~'" · ' · 1'w•••. On excitation wich blue 
lighc (488 nm is eminently suirable), che DNA-bound 
monomer fluoresces green (about 520 nm); the RNA-bound 
dye forms red (>650 nm) fluorescent aggregares. The com
binarion of DNA and RNA staining allows rhe cell cycle co 
be subdivided inco scages char are nor disringuishable on che 
basis of DNA content alone, permiccing discrimination be
tween G0 and G, cells. 

Relatively specific staining of double-stranded (predomi
nancly ribosomal) RNA in cells can be achieved using a 
combination of pyronin Y (excitable ar 488 nm wirh emis
sion in rhe yellow around 575 nm), which stains RNA, with 
one of the Hoechsr dyes, which binds co DNA and prevent 
DNA staining by pyronin Y. In a dual excitation-beam in
strument (UV and 488 nm) , DNA and RNA content in 
living cells can be estimaced simultaneously from pyronin Y 
and Hoechst 33342 dye fluorescence , providing information 
that is substantially equivalent co what could be obrained 
using AO (Fig. 1-2, p. 27) without requiring chat rhe cells 
be sacrificed' " . Cells srained with this dye combination have 
been sorted with rerenrion of viability"'"·2• 

Toba er al ~"'' found that DNA and RNA could be 
measured in permcabilized cells using rhe combination of 7-
AAD and pyronin Y in a system wirh a single 488 nm exci
tation beam; Schmid et al modified the staining conditions 
and reported improved precision and reproducibility'"6 • 

Fluorescence and Fluorescent labels 

Because che fluorcscenc label on a probe is usually not in
tended co inccract directly with the scructure co which the 
probe binds, labels arc developed and/or synchesiz.cd pre
dominantly for their desirable speccral characteristics. 

In order for an acorn or molecule - or pare of a molecule; 
che all-inclusive term would be fluorophorc - to emir fluo
rescence, it muse firsr absorb light at a wavclengrh shorcer 
than or equal to che wavelcngrh of the emitted light, raising 

an electron to an excired state. Absorption requires only 
abour a femcosecond . In order ro have a high likelihood of 
fluorescing, a marerial must have a high likelihood of ab
sorbing rhe excitation light; che likelihood chat a molecule 
will absorb is quantified as the absorption cross-section or 
the molar extinction coefficient. 

Fluorescence rcsulrs from che loss of at least some of the 
absorbed energy by light emission. The period between ab
sorption and emission is known as the fluorescence life
time; for organic compounds, this is typically a few nano
seconds. Some of the absorbed energy is almost always lost 
nonradiativcly, i.e., unaccompanied by emission, by rransi
cions from higher co lower vibrational energy levels of the 
electronic excited state. The fluorescence emission will then 
be less than che energy absorbed; in orher words, emission 
will occur at a wavelength longer than rhe excirarion wave
length. The difference between the absorption and emission 
maxima is known as rhc Stokes shift, honoring George 
Srokes, who first described fluorescence in che mid- I 800's. 
Stokes shifcs are typically only a few tens of nanomccers. 

Fluorescence is an intrinsically quantum mechanical 
process; the absorbed and emicced energy are in che form of 
photons. The quantum yield and quantum efficiency of 
fluorescence are, respectively, the number and pcrcencage of 
phorons emitted per photon absorbed; they cypically in
crease with rhe cross section and extinction coefficient, bm 
are also dependent on the relative likelihoods of the cxcired 
molecule losing energy via fluorescence emission and nonra
diativc mechanisms. The quantum yields of some dyes used 
in cycomecry are quite high, above 0.5, but it is importanc co 
norc thac quancum yield, parcicularly for organic fluoropho
res, is affected by the chemical environment (i .e., the pH. 
solvent polarity, etc.) in which the molecule finds itself. If an 
excired molecule chat mighr otherwise fluoresce insrea<l loses 
energy nonradiacively, for example, by collision with solvent 
molecules, it is said to be quenched; once returned to the 
electronic ground stare, it can be reexciced. However, rherc is 
usually a finite probability that light absorption will be fol
lowed by a change in molecular structure, making further 
cycles of fluorescence excirarion and emission impossible; 
this is called (photo)bleaching. 

In principle, increasing rhe illumination intensity can in
crease che intensity of lighr scauering signals wirhout limit. 
However, chis is not even rheorerically possible for fluores
cence signals, because, ar some level of illumination, all rhe 
available molecules will be in excited states, leaving no more 
to be excited if illuminacion intensity is further increased. 
This condition of photon saturation ts often reached in 
cytorneters which use laser powers of 1 00 mW or more; 
bleaching, which may also make the dependence of emisston 
incensiry on excitation intensity less chan linear, is nociceabk 
at power levels of rens of milliwam. Sarurarion and bleach 
ing are discussed at length by van den Engh and Farmer"'". 

When an excired fluorophore is in close proximity (typi
cally no more than a few nanometers) to another fluoro
phore, nonradiarive energy transfer (fluorescence resonance 



energy transfer, or FRET) from che excited (donor) mole
cule co rhe nearby accepcor molecule may occur, followed by 
fluorescence emission from che accepcor in its emission re
gion. The probabiliry of energy transfer increases with the 
degr<::e of overlap becween rhe absorption spectrum of che 
second fluorophore and che emission speccrum of the first. I 
have said "fluorophore" rather than "molecule" here because 
energy cransfer can occur becween differenc srrucrures wichin 
che same molecule. An accessible review of FRET is pro
vided by Szollosi er al""· 

In the intact photosynthetic apparatus of algae and 
cyanobacceria, absorbed blue-green and green lighc is utilized 
for phocosynthesis by a series of intra- and incermolecular 
energy transfers via phycobiliproteins co chlorophyll, wich
out subsequent emission. In 1982, Oi, Glazer, and Stryer114 

reported that extracted algal phycobiliproreins could be used 
as highly efficient fluorescent labels wich large Scokes' shifu. 
As you might have noticed from che excensive previous 
discussion, it has become common practice to attempt to 
improve on nacure by conjugating dyes co phycobiliproteins 
ro add an addirional phase of energy rransfer and further 
shift che emission speccrum of rhe tandem conjugates. The 
first such tandem conjugate, described by Glazer and Stryer 
in l 983 J0<·, was made by linking phycoerythrin (PE) co allo
phycocyanin (APC), a phycobiliprotein which absorbs 
relatively efficiently, although not maximally, at 
phycoerythrin's yellow (575 nm) emission wavelength and 

which emits maximally in che red ac 660 nm. 
U mil both flow cycomerers and monoclonal antibodies 

became widely available in the early 1980's, the most widely 
used fluorescent label was fluoresccin, usually conjugaced co 
proteins as che isothiocyanatc (FITC); second labels were 
only infrequently needed. Fluorescein is nearly optimally 
excited at 488 nm, and emirs in chc green near 525 nm. 
While rhodamine dyes had been used for two-color im
munofluorescencc analysis by microscopy, chey were nor 
suitable for 488 nm excicacion. A small number of studies 
were done wich yellow-exciced dyes, which needed a second 
excicacion beam, making flow cytomecers substantially more 
expensive. Phycocrythrin (PE), which emits in the yellow 
near 575 nm, is maximally excited by green light bur absorbs 
reasonably well at 488 nm. !rs excinccion coefficient is high 
enough ro make che fluorescence signal from PE-labeled 
amibody substantially higher than char from an equivalent 
amounc of fluorescein-labeled ancibody (Fig. 1-18, p. 37). 

We have already encountered tandem conjugaces of PE 
suitable for 488 nm excitation (PE-Texas red, emicting near 
610 nm; PE-Cy5. near 670 nm; PE-Cy5.5, near 700 nm; 
PE-Cy-7, near 770 nm). Allophycocyanin absorbs maxi
mally in che red near 650 nm, and is well excited by red 
diode (635-640 nm) and He-Ne (633 nm) lasers. Tandem 
conjugates of APC wich Cy5.5 and Cy7 emir in the far red 
and near infrared, as do che PE conjugates wich the same 
dyes. 

A principal disadvantage of phycobiliproreins as fluores
cent labels is cheir large size; with a molecular weighc near 
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240,000, PE binding increases the molecular weight of an 
immunoglobulin G antibody by about 150 percent. This 
may nor be an issue when labeled ancibodies or leccins are 
used to stain cell surface struccures, bur becomes one when ir 
is necessary co use labeled reagents co demonstrate intracellu
lar consciruencs. A number of lower molecular weight labels 
have been developed for chis purpose. The symmecric cya
nines '"" ·' include Cy5, Cy5.5, and Cy?, and cheir shorter 
wavelengch absorbing cousins, e.g., Cy3. which can be cx
ciced ar 488 nm and emirs in rhe same region as PE; we have 
already run across chem as acceptors in tandem conjugates. 
Molecular Probes has recently developed the Alexa series of 
dyes2·" 3 (also see che Molecular Probes handbook/Web 
sitc2m); different members of chis series arc excicable ac wave
lengths ranging from the lN ro che near infrared. Alexa 
dyes, used alone or as acceptors in tandem conjugaces, are 
reported ro have beccer fluorescence yields and photoscabilicy 
(resistance to bleaching) than more commonly used labels 
wich similar speccral characteristics, and seem to be coming 
into wider use. Low, rather than high, molecular weight 
labels are almosc always used on oligonucleocide probes, 
which allow demonscrarion and quantification of specific 
nucleic acid sequences in cells or on beads or solid subscraces 
(e.g., in gene arrays). 

As was mentioned previously, ic is rhe probe, nor chc la
bel, char confers specificiry; dyes must be derivacized into 
forms chat contain a functional group, such as an isothiocy
anate or sulfonyl chloride, char will allow the reactive dye to 

bind covalently to the probe. FITC, applied co cells, will 
stain accessible proteins. Staining of intact cells will be lim
ited co che cell surface; in fixed or permeabilized cells, both 
surface and intracellular proteins will be scained. 

Binary Fishin': Tracking Dyes Through Generations 
Otherwise nonspecific, but persistent fluorescenc stain

ing of cellular proteins or lipids has recendy been put ro 
good use in scudying cell proliferation. Since cellular pro
ceins and lipids are apportioned more or less equally to each 
daughter cell during cell division, analysis of the fluorescence 
of cells after staining wich a so-called tracking dye should 
allow determination of how many cycles of division have 
occurred since irs ancestor was stained. The dye first widely 
used for such studies was PKH26111' ·\ a yellow fluorescent 
cyanine dye wich long alkyl side chains that incorporates 
icself rightly enough into lipid bilayers rhac ir is not readily 
lose from cells. le was called a tracking dye because ir could 
also be used co follow cells char had been removed from 
animals, labeled, and reinjectcd. Escimacion of rhe numbers 
of cells in various daughter generations after PKH26 labeling 
requires application of a mathemarical model11". 

An alcernacive to PKH26, carboxyfluorcscein diacccacc 
succinimidyl ester (CFSE)2'"\ is a nonfluorescenc fluo
rescein ester char enters cells and is hydrolyzed to a reaccive 
dye by nonspecific esters; the end resulr is char fluorescein 
molecules are bound covalencly to intracellular protein. Dis
tributions of CFSE fluorescence in proliferacing populations 
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usually show peaks indicating rhe positions of cells in differ
ent daughter generations; these can be analyzed with 
mathematical models, but it is also possible to combine sort

ing wich CfSE labeling to isolate cells from different genera
cions''"', which cannot be done reliably when PKH26 is used 
as a cracking dye. 

Membrane Perturbation: A Matter of 
Life and Death? 

The integrity of rhe cytoplasmic membrane is essential to 
cell function . Alrhough at least some cells can survive tran

sient small breaches of the membrane, longer-term and/or 
larger defects may deprive the cell of materials it would nor
mally accumulate, and may also expose ir co roxins ir would 
normally exclude. Thus, we tend co chink rhac cells with a 

demonmable loss of membrane integrity are dead. 
Trypan blue has been rhe preferred probe for a dye ex

clusion test for "viabilicy," i.e., retention of membrane 

integrity, performed by visual inspection of cells under the 
microscope; che Bio/Physics Sys tems Cyrograf, made in che 
early l 970's, measured exrincrion and scacrering using a red 

He-Ne laser source, anJ could detect trypan blue uptake by 
cells. These days, people who wanr ro do d ye exclusion test
ing b~· flow cytometry rypically use impermeant nucleic acid 
dyes such as propidium iodide or 7-aminoactinomycin 0, 
borh excitable at 488 nm, and , emirting, respectively, at 
about 620 and about 670 nm, or the red-excired dye TO
PR0-3, emitting at about 670 nm. Cells char cake up che 
dye and become fluorescent are considered to be nonviable. 

l;luorescein is anionic, and, therefore, relatively imper
meanr; when produced intracellularly by hydrolysis of fluo
rescein diacecate (FDA), it leaves cells slowly. giving us a dye 
retention test for "viabilicy." Cells with in race membranes 

accumulare and rerain fluorescein after exposure to FDA and 
become (green) fluorescent; cells with membrane damage do 
not retain fluorescein and do not fluoresce . The fluorescein 
derivative calcein, produced in cells by esrerase action after 
exposure to the acetoxymethyl escer, calcein-AM, is re
tained much more effectively rhan fluorescein and 1s now 
prefc:rreJ for dye retention tests. 

The problem with dye exclusion and retention cesrs is 
chat, while the methodology works well for cells that are 
killed by free7.ing or hear or by interaction wich cytotoxic T 
or NK cells, all of which inflict early and usually lethal dam
age on rhc cytoplasmic membrane, cells rhac arc killed by 
orhcr means, e.g., chose rendered reproductively nonviable 
by such agents as ionizing radiacion, may retain membrane 
integrity for days after exposure. Uprake of impermeant dyes 
is therefore a berrer indicator of nonviabiliry than retention 
is of \'iabiliry, bur there are situations in which impermeanc 
dyes can end up in viable cells"" . 

One can, of course, combine dyes, for example, 
propidium iodide and calcein-AM, which will resulr in cells 
wich intact membranes exhibiting green cytoplasmic fluores
cence while cells wich damaged membranes show rc:d nuclear 
fluorescence, buc chis does nor solve the basic problem. And, 

in pare thanks to cytometry, we can now discinguish one 
kind of death (necrosis) from another (apoptosis), making 
the issue of viabiliry assays even more contentious. 

Darzynkiewicz er al have discussed the cytornetry of cell 
necrobiology in detailn'2• Disturbances in membrane organi-
1.arion in apoptosis, resulting in the exposure of phosphaci
dylserine, are usually looked for using fluorescendy labeled 
annexin y mJ" . 

When viabiliry is nor an issue, measurements of fluores
cence of cells over time after exposure co fluorescent dyes, 
drugs, or labeled drug analogs can be useful in detecting rhe 

presence of various transport proteins. Uptake or efflux ki 
netics in themselves can only suggest a mechanism; when the 
transporter or pump being investigated has been well charac
terized, establishing that known substrates and inhibitors 
affect fluorescence kinetics as predicted is critical for confir
mation of the initial hypothesis. 

Cytoplasmic/Micochondrial Membrane Potential 

Electrical potential differences are presenr across rhe cy
toplasmic membranes of mosr living prokaryotic and cu

karyocic cells, and also between rhe cyrosol and the interior 
of organelles such as chloroplasts and micochondria. Mem
brane potential (6't') is generated and maintained by rrans
membrane concentrarion gradienrs of ions such as sodium, 
potassium, chloride, and hydrogen . 

Changes in cytoplasmic 6ll' play a role in transmem

brane signaling in the course of surface recepror-mcdiated 
processes rclared to rhe development , function. and pathol
ogy of many cell rypes. Cycoplasmic 6lfl is reduced to zero 
when the membrane is ruptured by chemical or physical 
agents; mitochondrial i\lfl is reduced when energy mecabo
lism is disrupred, notably in apoprosis . In bacteria, ,\'t' rc

fleccs both the state of energy metabolism and rhe physical 
integriry of the cymplasmic membrane. 

Flow cytomerry can be used co estimate membrane po
tential in eukaryotic cells. mitochondria in situ, isolarcd mi
tochondria, and bacceria''..,m. Older methods, using lipo

philic cationic dyes such as rhe symmetric cyanines dihexy
loxacarbocyanine [Di0C6(3)) and hexamerhylindodicar
bocyanine (DiIC 1(5)1 or rhodamine 123, or lipophilic 
anionic dyes such as bis (1,3-dibucyl-barbituric acid) 
trimethine oxonol [DiBAC4(3)J (which is often. incor
rectly, referred to as bis-oxonol) , can detecr rclacivcly large 
changes in 6't', and identify heterogeneiry of response in 
subpopulations comprising subsranrial fracrions of a cell 
population. All of the dyes just mentioned can be excited ar 
488 nm and emir green fluorescence, with the exception of 
DiIC,(5), which is red-excited and emirs near 670 nm. 
Newer techniques chat use energy transfer and/or ratios of 
fluorescence emission ar different wavelengths allow precise 
measurement of 6lfl co within 10 mV or lcss~310· •• 

Since, in most eukaryoric cells, L'\lfl across mitochondrial 

membranes is larger than t.'Y across cytoplasmic membranes, 
exposure of cells ro lipophilic cationic dyes results in higher 
concentrations of dye in rhe cells than in rhe suspending 



medium, and higher concenrracions in mitochondria chan in 
che cycosol. If cells are washed after being loaded with dye, 
scaining of the cytosol may be minimized while mitochon
drial staining persists. This is the basis for the use of 
DiOC,,(3), DiIC,(5), rhodamine 123, and other cationic 
dyes co estimate mitochondrial ti.'l'; the procedure has be
come commonplace for srudies of apopcosis, in which early 
increases in mitochondrial membrane permeability resulc in 
loss of ti.'¥. JC-1, a cyanine, exhibits green fluorescence in 
monomeric form and red fluorescence when aggregated at 
higher concenrrarions 16" ·2, and has become popular for work 
on mitochondria in apoptosis. 

Among ocher factors, acrion of effiux pumps, changes in 
membrane srrucrure, and changes in protein or lipid concen
trarion in che medium in which cells are suspended can pro
duce changes in cellular fluorescence which may be inter
preted erroneously as changes in ti.'t'. For example, ir was 

observed in rhe l 980's chat hemacopoieric stem cells were 
nor stained by rhodamine 123, and some people concluded 
that this reflected low mitochondrial A'f'; it was lacer found 
thac the dye was being accively extruded by a glycoprocein 
pump. Getting good results from cycomerric techniques for 
escimacion and measurement of ti.'f' demands careful control 
of cell and reagent concentrarions and incubation times and 
sdeccion of appropriate controls. 

Indicators of Cytoplasmic [Ca .. ]: Advantages 
of Ratiometric Measurements 

The importance of calcium fluxes in cell signaling was 
appreciated when flow cytomecry was in a relarively early 
stage of development, bur it was not umil some years lacer 
char suicable probes became availablem8• The first probes 
exhibited differences in the intensity of fluorescence in che 
presence of low and high intracellular [Ca"], but did noc 
change either their fluorescence excitation or emission spec
tral characteriscics co a significanc degree. Since rhe distribu
tion of fluorescence intensity from cells loaded with rhe 
probes was typically quice broad (a problem also associated 
with membrane potential probes) , it was possible co appreci
ate large changes in cytoplasmic [Ca"] affecting all or most 
of the cells in a population, which would shift the entire 
distribution substantially, but nor to detect even a large 
change in cycoplasmic [Ca"] involving only a small sub
population of cells. This came as a disappointment co im
munobiologists who hoped ro use flow cytometry to dccect 
calcium responses associated wich activation of lymphocytes 
by specific antigens. 

Roger Tsien and his colleagues, who had developed some 
of rhe earlier calcium probes, came co che rescue in 1985 
with Indo-1 m. This, like other probes, is a selective calcium 
chdator, but does not significantly perturb cellular calcium 
metabolism. Its fluorescence is excited by UV light; wave
lengths between 325 and about 365 nm, which pretty well 
covers the range of UV sources available for flow cyrometry, 
are suicable. Indo-l's attraction, however, is due primarily to 
chc fact that there are substantial differences in emission 
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spectra between the free dye, which shows maximum emis
sion at about 480 nm, and the calcium chelate, which emirs 
maximally at about 405 nm. The ratio of emission intensi
ties ar 405 and 480 nm in cells loaded wich Indo-1 [it is 
introduced as an aceroxymerhyl (AM) ester) can, therefore, 
provide an indication of cytoplasmic [Ca" ]. The ratiomecric 
measurement cancels out many extraneous factors, most 
notably including the effect of cell-to-cell variations in dye 
comem, which plague older techniques for calcium meas
urement and for measurement of ti.'t' . Effects of uneven il
lumination and of light source noise also are climinaccd by 
virtue of their equal influences on the numerator and de
nominacor of the ratio. This advantage, it should be noted, 
is common to ocher raciometric measurements (e.g., of u't' 
and of intracellular pH) in which both parameters used in 
che ratio are measured at che same time in rhe same beam. 

If aliquots of loaded cells are placed in solutions with 
various known Ca" concencracions and created with a cal
cium ionophore such as A23187 or ionomycin, ir is possi
ble co calibrate the fluorescence ratio measurement to yield 
accurate molar values of cytoplasmic [Ca' ' ]. Indo-l is widely 
used, at lease by people with UV excitation sources in their 
fl 862. 11 14-8 

ow cycomecers . 
Since chcrc are probably more rhan 10,000 fluorescence 

flow cytomecers our there chat don't have UV sources, char's 
small comfort. Luckily, there are alternatives. In 1989, T sien 
and his collaborators described a series of fluorescein- and 

rhodamine-based calcium indicarors suitable for use with 
488 nm exciracion '719 • The most widely used of these is 
Fluo-3, which has the spectral characteristics of fluorescein , 
but which is almost nonfluorescem unless bound to calcium. 
Unlike Indo-1 , Fluo-3 does not exhibit a spectral shift with 
changes in calcium concentration. A Fluo-3 fluorescence 

distribution is a haystack; if you're stimulating a cell popula
tion, rhe haystack moves co rhe right when che cytoplasmic 
[Ca"] goes up and back to the left when ir goes back down. 
However, there is another dye, Fura red, also suirable for 
488 nm excitation, which exhibits high fluorescence when 
free in solution (or cycosol) and low fluorescence when 

bound co calcium; a Fura red haystack moves in the opposicc 
direction from a Fluo-3 haystack wich changes in cytoplas
mic [Ca"]. More to the point, the ratio of fluo-3 co Fura red 
fluorescence provides a precise, calibrarable indicaror of cy
roplasmic [Ca" ] chat can be used in the majority of fluores
cence flow cytomerers2m . Boch Fluo-3 and fura red, like 
lndo-1, arc loaded inco cells as AM esters. 

Finding Antigen-Specific Cells Using Tetramers 

While raciomecric probes did improve the precision of 
incracellular calcium measurements, they did not gee chem 
quire co the point of being able co detect specific responses 

of very small numbers of lymphocytes ro antigens. As it 
rurned out, a more direct approach was co succeed. In 1996, 
Aleman et aim' described identification of antigen-specific 
cytoroxic (CD3.CD8') T cells using a fluorescenrly labeled 
complex containing four each of 1) a class I major hisro-
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comparibilicy complex (MHC) a chain, 2) (32-microglobulin, 
and 3) an antigenic pepride. Since rhat gets ro be a lot to 
wrire or say, rhe probes are now universally described as 
tetramcrs. 

Antigen presentation to T cells requires binding of anti
genic peptides associated with HIA proteins (class I proteins 
for cytotoxic [CD3'CD8') T cells, class II proteins for helper 
[CD3 'CD4°] T cells) on the antigen presenting cell ro the T 
cell receptor; attempts co bind a labeled monomeric complex 
(1 each) of Cl chain, (32-microglobulin, and peptide to cyto
toxic T cells were unsuccessful because rhe binding affinity 
of the monomers was too low. Tetramers did the trick, and 
have come into wide use since they were originally de
scribed"'"'·' . We now have not only class I tctramcrs, reac
tive with cytotoxic T cells, but also class II tetramcrs, which 
contain MHC class II proteins, and react in an antigen
specific fashion with helper T cells' '~ ' ' . They're nor available 
at rhe corner store quite yer, but rumor has it that it was 
terramers and their possibilities char made one of the major 
instrument companies decide to stay in che fluorescence flow 
cyrometry business. 

Hip, Hip Arrays: Multiplexing on Slides 
and in Bead Suspensions 

If you have been keeping up with biology at all over the 
past few years, it 's unlikely that you have not run across gene 
array technology' '"'·' , which allows the expression of hun
dreds or thousands of genes to be srudied by, for example, 
hybridizing different colors of labeled cDNA derived from 
the same cells grown under different circumstances co a slide 
on which rhe requisite generic sequences have been synthe
sized or deposited in small spots. The slides are then 
scanned, allowing differences in expression to be detected by 
color differences resulting from the presence of different 
amounts of the cDNAs on each spot. The array concept has 
taken off; we have gene arrays, protein arrays, cell arrays, and 
even tissue microarrays, which allow high-throughput mo
lecular profiling of cumors'y.s. 

Multiplex analysis allows flow cycometry ro accomplish 
some of rhe same tasks for which gene arrays are now used. 
Ir occurred to various people in the mid-1980's 1" 0 ·-'< that 
various rypes of ligand binding assays could be done in a 
flow cytomecer by using fluorescence measurements ro quan
cify binding co appropriately coated beads. By using a differ
ent size and/or color bead for each of a number of assays, it 
would be possible co perform all of them at once on a single 
sample in a single cube'''·'. 

The latest incarnation of multiplex analysis uses a small, 
dedicated flow cytomecer capable of identifying as many as 
I 00 different colors of beads, and has been applied success
fully to both prorein 'J""' and nucleic acid'"'.., analysis. In a 
scudy monitoring multiple pathogenesis-related genes simul
taneously in chemical-rreared and control Arabidopsis sam-

2 J~ . 
pies, Yang et al · reporced that a mult1plexed flow cytomet-
ric assay they developed yielded resulcs comparable to chose 
obtained from a slide-based gene array. 

GFP and Its Relatives: Mild-Mannered Reporters 

The 1994 report by Chalfie et al' <><• on the use of Aequo
rea green fluorescent protein (GFP) as a reporcer of gene 
expression quickly spawned a growth industry. GFP mutants 
are now available wirh cyan, green, and yellow fluorescence 
and with excitation characteristics far better suited to flow 
cytomerry (and imaging, confocal microscopy, ere.) than che 
wild rype procein. Moreover, GFP variants have been engi
neered to behave as sensors of such functional parameters as 
intracellular (or intracomparcmenal) pH , [Ca .. ], etc., and, 
using energy cransfer berween molecules with different spec
cra, for quantitative measurements of protein-proccin inter
actions'·"'"". The mild-mannered reporter has shed glasses 
and business suit and emerged from thc phone boorh as 
Supermolccule. I have already mentioned that sorting for 
fluorescent protein expression now seems to account for a 
significant amount of flow facilicies ' cime; chis trend can be 
expected to continue. 

Beyond Positive and Negative: 
Putting the ~Metry in Cytometry 

If you spend mosc of your flow cytomecer cime doing 
immunofluorescence analysis, you can pick up some bad 
habits. Given an instrument chat ofren costs upwards of a 
hundred thousand dollars, is full of fancy electronics, has its 
own compucer attached co it, and can probably detect a few 
hundred molecules of fluorescent dye in or on a cell, it does 
seem char we underutilize its capacities when we reporr the 
results of highly sensitive and precise fluorescence measure
ments as "positive» and "negative." 

To be sure, sometimes "positive" and "negative" are 
good enough ro get the job done. In the previous examples 
of counting various types of T lymphocytes in human pe
ripheral blood, we defined the subpopulation of T cells by 
their scaccering characteriscics and by the presence of the 
CD3, CD4, or CDS, cell surface antigens, and, in general, 
the cells we're looking at either have a substantial amount of 
the antigen or have little or none. When we look at our 
"CD3-positive" cells, they either do or do nor have substan
tial amounts of che CD4 and CD8 antigens. We don 't need 
to be experienced in flow cytometry ro know "positive" and 
"negacive" when we see chem in these conrcxcs, and, using 
these concepts, wc can obtain a satisfactory answer to the 
question, "What are che relative proportions of (CD3'CD8.) 
and (CD3'CD4°) T cells in this blood sample?" 

However, if the question we are asking is, "What propor
tion of (CD3"C04°) T cells are activated?," we may need ro 
extend our conceptual framework somewhat, both in terms 
of biology and in cerms of cytometry. "Whac is an activated 
lymphoeyte?," "Whac is a cancer cell?," and "Whac is a dead 
cell?" are major quasicheological questions guaranceed ro 
provoke debate among analytical eytologiscs for a while to 
come. Bue ler's suppose we have decided co define activacion 
in terms of expression of the CD25 antigen, which is che cell 
surface recepror for the cycokine incerleukin-2. Well, rhen , 



we can just gate the T cells, furcher gate the CD4-posicive 
cells, and then count the CD25-posicive and negative cells, 
right? Unfortunately nor. The number of CD25 molecules 
on an inducer T cell seems co range from hundreds or less co 
many thousands; che problem in defining "positive" and 
"negative" is char there is no clear breakpoint. 

Well, then, perhaps we could say that a cell with more 
than 5 ,000, or l 0,000, or some ocher seemingly arbitrary 
number of molecules of CD25 on its surface is activated. 
Thar might work, provided we had a way of determining the 
number of molecules from the immunofluorescence meas
uremenc. As it cums ouc, chis can be done, bur ic isn't always 
as easy as ic looks. 

The hematology counters are ahead of che fluorescence 
flow cycomecers in chis department. They all reporr red cell 
indices, including erythrocytes' mean corpuscular volume 
(MCV) in femcolicers and mean corpuscular hemoglobin 
(MCH) in picograms. Every inscrumenc in every lab every
where uses the same units. Way back in 1977, I suggested 
char we should have "white cell indices," which didn' t go 
over resoundingly well in the Dark Ages of polyclonal antis
era. The proposition has been better received of late, for 
several reasons. The need is more apparent, our apparatus 
and reagents are better, and there are people interested in 
developing and testing standardized materials that will make 
ic possible for everyday users of flow cycomecry co do quanti
tative immunofluorescence measurements. Figure 1-20 illus
craces one technique, which uses beads wirh known numbers 
of antibody binding sires as standards. 
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Figure 1-20. Fluorescence intensities of CD4-positive 
and negative cells (plotted as bars) compared with 
intensities of beads bearing known numbers of an
tibody binding sites, stained with the same fluo
rescein-anti-CD4 antibody as was used to stain the 
cells. 

What Figure 1-20 shows is chat most of chc CD4-
posicive cells in che same lysed whole blood sample as is de
picred in Figures 1-13 through 1- 16 exhibit fluorescein fluo
rescence intensities consistent with there being somewhere 
between 19,500 and 58,500 antibodies bound co the cell 
surface. Is char a good number? Actually, ic's probably a 
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licrle low; people who've done the experiments carefully 
seem co come up with an average of about 50,000 molecules 
of CD4 per CD4-positive cell. I may have come up with rhe 
lower number because there wasn't enough antibody added 
to che blood sample to bind co all of the available CD4 
molecules; I didn't citrate the antibody, i.e., determine 
whether adding more antibody would have increased the 
cells' fluorescence intensities. So, as I said, it isn't always as 
easy as it looks. 

However, there has been a great deal of work done on 
improving quantitative fluorescence measurement since chc 
last edition of chis book was written; for now, it's probably 
enough co mention char an entire issue of the journal Cy
tometry was devoted to the topic in October, I 998' '-''. 

1.5 WHAT'S IN THE BOX: FLOW CYTOMETER 
ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, AND PATHOLOGY 

le may have occurred co you that I have spent a great 
deal of time dealing with history, data analysis, parameters, 
and probes without getting into the details of how a flow 
cycometer works. That fits in with my idea that what we 
should be concerned with, first and foremost, is what infor
mation we want co get out of the cells and what we have ro 
do to rhe cells ro gee it. It is now fairly clear char, although 
we can derive some information about cell size and mor
phology from light scaccering signals, getting the details 
about biochemistry and physiology will require treating the 
cells with one or more fluorescent probes. We are now ready 
to consider more of the derails of how the fluorescence of 
chose probes is measured. 

Light Sources for Microscopy and Flow Cytometry 

There are substantial differences in rime scale between 
flow cycometry and microscopy. A human observer at a mi
croscope moves different cells into and out of rhe field of 
view at a rate that is, under any circumstances, much slower 
than the race at which cells are transported through rhe ob
servation region (or, if you prefer, past che "interrogation 
poinr," which always seems co me to describe a"?") of a flow 
cycometer. The response time of the human observer is 
pretry long, i.e., hundredths of seconds, or rcns of thousands 
of microseconds. Thar's why movies and television work; 
changing the picture a few dozen times a second produces 
the illusion of continuous morion. In flow cycometry , a cell 
passing through the apparacus is rypically illuminated for 
somewhere between one and ten microseconds. T his dispar
ity in observation rimes means, among ocher rhings, that 
flow cycomerers need more incense light sources chan are 
commonly used in microscopes. 

Both the sensitivity (i.e., how much light can be de
tected) and precision (i .e., how reproducibly chis can be 
done) of light measurements are functions of the amount of 
light, i.e. , the number of photons, reaching the detector. 
The human eye is an extremely sensitive phocodercccor; 
when properly dark-adapted, a person with good eyesight 
may well perceive single photons cmiued from weakly fluo-
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rcscent or luminescent objeccs. The quancum nature of lighc 
obviously does nor allow for any improvemenc upon chis 
level of scnsiriviry in che eleccro-optical phocodecectors used 
in flow cycometcrs. 

Therefore, co make a flow cyromecer comparable in sen
siciviry to a human observer, we would expecc co have co get 
approximately rhe same amounc of light from the observa
tion region of rhc flow cytomerer in a few microseconds as is 
collected by che observer ar rhe microscope in a few millisec
onds. Since che amount of light collecced is, in general, di
reccly dependenc on che incensiry of illumination, a cycome
ter needs a lighc source approximacely a chousand rimes as 
brighc as would be needed in che microscope. 

The term brightness, when used in a technical sense, 
denoces che amount of light emicced from or through a unic 
surface area or solid angle, racher chan che coca! amount of 
light emitted from a source. By chis criterion, che 800 µ W 
laser in a supermarket bar code scanner is brighter than the 
sun, and pracrically any laser can potentially be used as a 
light source for flow cycomecry. The requisice brighcness is 
also found in some kinds of arc lamps (high-pressure mer
cury and xenon lamps, sometimes specified as "shore arc" 
lamps) . 

The majoriry of fluorescence flow cycomecers now in use 
are benchtop models wich a single blue-green (488 nm) il
luminacing beam, derived from an air-cooled argon ion laser. 
If a benchtop apparacus has a second illuminating beam, it is 
usually red (nominally 635 nm), coming from a diode laser. 
Larger inscrumcncs, such as high-speed soccers, use wacer
cooled argon and krypton ion lasers, which can be tuned co 
produce emission at a variety of UV (350-364 nm) and visi
ble wavelengths ; some systems obtain UV emission at 325 
nm from an air-cooled helium-cadmium laser. Typical laser 
powers range from 10 to 25 mW in bench cop cycomcrers 
and up co hundreds of milliwatts in larger systems. 

lnscrumenc Configurations: The Orthogonal Geomerry 

Flow cycomerers using arc lamp sources have been and 
scill may be built around upright or inverted microscopes, 
simply by placing che flow cell or flow chamber in which 
cells are observed where rhe slide would normally go. Most 
modern fluorescence flow cycometers, however, use laser 
sources, and employ a differenc optical geomerry, which is 
shown schemacically in the intimidating but informative 
Figure: 1-21 (the uncapcioned color version of the figure on 
rhe back cover may be helpful). The cyrnmecer shown in the 
figure is designed co measure light scactering ar small and 
large angles and fluorescence in four spectral regions. 

The figure is a cop view. If you look carefully along the 
left side, about halfway up from rhe borcom, you'll see che 
cell, which is, or ac lease should be, the raison d'etre for the 
insrrumem and for our mutual efforts. The core or sample 
scream of cells would pass through che system in a direction 
perpendicular co rhe plane of che drawing, and che axes of 
che sample stream, che focused laser beam used for illumina
cion, and the lens used co collect orrhogonal scatter signals 

are all at right angles ro one anocher, which is why the cy
cometer is described as having an orthogonal geomecry. For 
che time being, we won'c go into the derails of how the cell 
gets into the cemcr of che rectangular quartz cuvene in 

which the measurements are made. 

Laser Beam Geometry and Illumination Optics 

The beam coming out of the laser is radially symmetric, 
but che intensity varies wich discance from the axis of the 
beam. If you plocted intensiry versus distance from rhe axis, 
you'd come up with che familiar bell-shaped Gaussian or 
normal distribucion. 

It helps our cause co illuminate rhe cell and as liccle of 
the region surrounding ir as possible. Most cells that are 
subjecced co flow cycomccry are less chan 20 µm in diameter, 
so ic would be advantageous co focus che illuminating beam 
co a spot noc much bigger than this. This could be done 
using a single convex spherical lens. However, problems arise 
due co che Gaussian intensity profile of rhe laser beam and to 
che vagaries of fluid flow. 

In order co measure scaner and fluorescence signals from 
cells with a precision of a few percent, ic is necessary chat 
illuminacion be uniform within that same few percent over 
che entire width of che sample or core scream. As long as che 
sample is flowing, we know chac cells will gee through che 
plane, defined by che intersection of the axes of che illumi
nating beam and the collection lens, in which che observa
tion point lies. However, while, under ideal conditions, we'd 
like to have che cells strung out along che axis of flow like 
beads on a scring, in praccice, there's apt co be some varia
tion in lateral position of cells in the core stream. If the 
beam is focused co a very small spot, chc variation in incen
siry of illumination reaching cells at different positions will 
be too high co permit precise measurements. 

Calcularions show chat if che diameter of rhe focused 
beam is about 100 µm, there will be only about 2% varia
tion in intensicy over che width of a 20 µm sample scream. 
There are, however, good reasons not co use a 100 µm round 
spot. If cells crave! through che apparacus ac velocities in chc 
range of 2-5 m/sec, ic will cake 20-50 µs for a cell to traverse 
a 100 µm beam. During chis time, most of the beam will be 
illuminating chings ocher than the cell, and any scaner and 
fluorescence signals from chese things will increase back
ground noise levels. 

Since variations in intensity over che Gaussian profile of 
che laser beam along che axis of fluid flow aren'c a problem, 
because each cell goes through che whole beam, it makes 
sense co use a relatively small focal spot dimension in rhe 
direction of chc axis of flow. A spoc size of 20 µm allows cells 
co traverse che beam in 4-10 µs, increasing illumination of 
che cells during their dwell rime in che beam and decreasing 
background as well. If che spot is made smaller than a cell 
diameter, say 5 µm, cells of different sizes spend different 
lengths of cime in rhc beam - everybody isn't famous for the 
same number of microseconds - and pulse width can be 
used co measure cell size. 
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Figure 1-21. Schemacic of che opcical sysrem of a fluorescence flow cyromerer. 

Using a really small spot, say 2 µm, you can extract a 
substantial amount of information about cell shape and 
scructure by digicizing chc signal at very high rares. Until 
recently, the processing electronics required for this tech
nique, which is called slit-scanning flow cytometry, were 
roo complex and expensive co be widely used, buc the hard
ware and software arc now more accessible should a compel
ling applicarion come along. Current conventional inscru
menrs settle for elliptical focal spots 5-20 µm high and 
about 100 µm wide; chese are obtained using crossed cylin
drical lenses of different focal lengths, each of which focuses 
che beam in only one dimension. The crossed cylindrical 
lenses are shown ac the left of Figure 1-21, above the cuvecte. 
The lens closest co the cuvette is placed one focal length 
away from rhe sample scream, and focuses che beam in the 
dimension perpendicular to the plane, which is why you 
can ' t sec the lens's curvature. The other lens, in chis dia
gram, is placed so that its focal point is at che beam stop. 
which is a component of che forward scatcer collection op
tics. 

Flow Chamber and Forward Scatter Colleccion Optics 

Earlier instruments examined cells in cylindrical quartz 
capillaries, or in a cylindrical strc:;un in air following passage 
of fluid through a round orifice; the observation point in 

most cell sorters is still in a stream in air. However, in rhe 
benchcop instruments chat are mosc widely used, observation 
is done in flat-sided quartz cuvettes wich a square or rec
tangular cross section. The internal dimensions of the cu
venes are typically I 00-200 by 200-400 µm; chey are essen
tially small spectrophoromecer cells and arc, nor surprisingly. 
produced for the flow cyromerer manufacturers by the same 
companies char make spectrophotometer cells for ocher pur
poses. Cylindrical capillaries or screams in air themselves ace 
like cylindrical lenses, and refract subsramial amounts of 
light from the illuminating beam, which greatly increases the 
background noise level in scatter measurements and may 
also interfere wich fluorescence measurements. Hu-sided 
cuverces scatter relatively little of rhe incidcm light, minimiz
ing such interferences. 

The beam stop in the cyrometer shown here is a vertical 
bar; we're looking at its cross section in rhe cop view. What a 
beam stop needs to do is block rhe illuminating beam, once 
the beam has traversed the cuvetre, so thac as lircle of the 
beam as possible will reach the forward scacrcr detector and 
interfere wirh che measurement of light scattered by rhe cell 
at small angles to rhe beam. In an instrument in which ob
servation is done in a round capillary or in a scream in air, 
the beam stop has to be horizontal, ro block light rcfracccd 
by rhe capillary or scream; the forward scattered light chac is 
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detected is light scmered "up and down," i.e., our of the 
plane of figure 1-21. The laws of physics that govern fo
cused laser beams end up dictating thar we can collect lighc 
scacrcred ac smaller angles using a flac-sidcd cuvcccc and a 
vertical beam stop than we can using a capillary or round 
scream and a horizontal beam srop. 

The actual range of angles over which small-angle or 
forward scaner signals are collected varies considerably from 
instrument to instrument. The lower end of the range is sec 
by the placemenc and dimensions of che beam scop; in many 
flow cycometcrs, che upper end of che range is adjustable by 
manipulating an iris diaphragm, shown below the beam 
swp at che lefr of che figure. The lighc char gees around che 
beam stop and through the diaphragm is converged by che 
forward scatter collection lens, which, in che apparatus 
shown in the figure, is bringing che light to a focus at the 
forward scatter detector. 

The dececcor illuscraced here is a phocodiode, a silicon 
solid-stare device char cake.~ photons in and purs electrons 
ouc, usually ac rhe race of abouc 5 eleccrons our for every I 0 
photons in, giving ic a quantum efficiency of 50 percent. 
The actual sensing area of the detector is in the neighbor
hood of 1 mm'. When you make the same kind of silicon 
chip with a larger surface area, you can get some fairly seri

ous electric currents out of the rcsulcing solar cell. The pho
rodio<les used as forward scatter dececrors in most flow cy
rometers typically have output currents of a few microam
percs, nor because they're smaller than solar cells, bur be
cause chere aren'c enough photons, even in rhe relatively 
strong forward scaccer signal, co produce higher currents. 
When you're crying co measure forward scaccer signals from 
relatively small particles, e.g., bacteria, a phorodiode may not 
be up ro che job, and ic may be beccer co use a more sensitive 
dccecror, such as a photomultiplier tube (PMT). These are 
used for side scaccer and fluorescence dececcion, buc are lar
ger. more complicaced, and - probably most imporcanc from 
the commercial point of view - more expensive than phoco
diodcs. In an ideal world, che flow cycomecer manufacturers 
would offer a high -scnsiciviry PMT forward scarcer detector 
opcion on all models; turn on the news if you scill chink ours 
is an ideal world. 

Fluorescence and Side Scatrer Optics 

The really hairy pare of Figure 1-21, and of rhe average 
flow cytomecer, is rhe part rhac deals with the collection of 
fluorescence and side scarcer signals and che diversion of 
lighc in different spectral regions co rhe appropriate pho
comulciplicr cube dereccors. The first task is to collccc che 
lighc. I have shown a single, simple collection lens for fluo 
rescence and side scarcer, bur rhc optics actually used are 
somewhat more complicaccd. 

As was noted in Figure 1-1, light is scarcered, and fluo
rescence emicted, in al l direccions, i.e., over a solid angle 
corresponding co che entire surface of a sphere. In principle, 
we'd like the lens co collect lighc over as large a solid angle as 
possible, so we can collect as much of chc fluorescence as 

possible. One way to do chis is to use a high-N.A. micro
scope lens co collect rhe light; chis is done in many inscru
menrs, some of which even use a funccional equivalenc of oil 
immersion co gee rhe highest possible N.A. Anorher is co 
place che collection lens ar irs focal distance from che sample 
stream. Various experimenters have used parabolic or ellip
soidal rcfleccors and high-N.A. fiber optics for light collec
tion in attempts co increase the coral amounr of light col
lecccd. 

As has already been suggested in che discussion of for
ward scaner dcrcccors, ideal solutions arc hard co come by. 

Every decision made in che design of a flow cycomccer in
volves cradeoffs. In chc case of light collccrion optics, rhe 
problem we run inco is usually char, as we collect more lighc, 
we have less control over where we collecr ir from. Whar we 
really need co do is collecr as much light from che immediate 
region of the cell, and as lirde from elsewhere, as possible, 

because any light we collect from elsewhere will only con
tribute ro the background or noise. Thus, the all-important 
signal-to-noise ratio will decrease, even rhough rhe signal 
irsclf increases. Flow cyromerer designs using ellipsoidal or 
parabolic reflecrors or fiber opcics for light collection have, 
so far, run into chis problem. 

The simple colleccion lens shown in che figure is illus

trated as producing a collimated beam of light, i.e., one in 
which rays entering the lens ar all angles come out parallel, 
with a so-called "focus ac infiniry". In mosr real flow cy
comerers, the light collected from che collection lens is eirher 
noc collimated or is converged by a second lens, and rhen 
passes through a small aperture, or field stop (sec p. 9), char 
lees masc of the light collected from chc region near chc cell 
through and blocks most of che light collecred from else
where. Some inscrumencs incorporate an additional lens 
behind che field scop co recollimace che collected lighc, be
cause rhcre is some advantage in presenting a collimaccd 
beam to che dichroics and optical filters used direct light 
collected at different wavelengrhs co different dececcors. 

Optical Filters for Spectral Separation 

The lens char collects the fluorescence cmicced from, and 
che lighc scanered ac large angles by, cells transmits lighc 
encompassing a range of wavelengths. Mose of che lighc is 
scarcered laser lighc, at 488 nm; much of che resr should be 
fluorescence from rhe cells, which will of nccessiry be ar 
wavelengths above 488 nm. The choice of wavelength re
gions for fluorescence measuremencs is based on rhe fluores
cence emission spectral characccriscics of the available fluo
rcscenc probes or labels chat can be excited at 488 nm. 

The apparatus illuscraced in figure 1-21 is designed co 
detect fluorescence in four specrral regions, which we call 
green (515-545 nm) , yellow (560-590 nm) , orange (600-
620 nm), and red (660-680 nm). Ir also deccccs scaccered 
lighc ac che excitation wavelength , 488 nm. Each of rhc dc
cecrors is a phoromulriplier cube, and all of che detectors are 
fitted wich bandpass optical filters rhar rransmir lighr in che 
appropriate wavelengch ranges. 



There are basically two kinds of optical filters char can 
be used for wavelengch selection ; chey are color glass, or 
absorptive, filcers and dielectric, or interference, filters. 
Color glass filters are made of glass or plastic impregnated 
wich dyes chat absorb light in the unwanted wavelength 
regions and cransmic mosc of the light in the desired regions. 
Dielectric filters are made by depositing thin layers of dielec
tric materials on a glass or quartz subscrace; within some 
wavelength range, which is determined by the thickness of 
these layers, there will be destructive interference, resulting 
in lighc of these wavelengths being reflected from, rather 
chan transmitted through, che filter. 

Filters can be made wich several kinds of transmission 
characteristics. There are edge filcers, which may be either 
long pass or short pass types; long pass filters block shorter 
and transmit longer wavelengths and shore pass filters block 
longer and transmit shorcer wavelengths. Long pass and 
short pass filters are usually specified by che wavelength ac 
which their transmission is eicher 50% of the incident light 
or 50% of their maximum transmission. There are bandpass 
filcers, which block wavelengths above and below the desired 
region of transmission; they are specified by the wavelength 
of maximum transmission and by the bandwidth, which 
defines the range of transmission, usually expressed as the 
range between che points below and above the peak ac which 
transmission is 50% of maximum. There are also notch 
filters, which are designed co exclude a narrow range of 
wavelengths. 

Absorptive filters can be very effective at getting rid of 
light outside cheir desired passbands, i.e. , chose regions in 
which chey transmit light (many transmit less chan 0.01 % 
outside rhe passband), and can also be made co have good 
(>90%) light transmission in the passband. However, che 
dyes incorporated into che filter co absorb rhe unwanted 
lighc may fluoresce; chis phenomenon can (and did, in the 
earlier fluorescence flow cytometers) interfere wich the detec
cion of weak fluorescence signals from cells. As a result, mosc 
modern instruments now use interference filters, which re
flect rather than absorb unwanted light. 

Real inrerference filrers used as long pass or bandpass fil
ters frequently incorporate an absorptive layer behind the 
dielectric layers co get rid of the lase lirde bit of unwanted 
light, because ir's difficult co gee rid of more chan 99% of ir 
by interference and reflection alone. Fluorescence in these 
filters is nor a big problem because che interference layers gee 
rid of mosc of che light chat might excite fluorescence before 
ir hies rhe absorptive layer - provided, that is, that you 
mount the filter shiny side out, chac is, wich the inrerference 
layers facing where che light's coming from and the colored 
absorptive side facing where it's going. 

Dichroics, also called dichroic mirrors or dichroic 
bcamsplittcrs, are interference filrers, usually without an 
added absorptive layer. They can be made with either long 
reflect (i.e., short pass) or shon reflect (i.e., long pass) char
acreriscics, and boch kinds are used in flow cyromecers. As is 
che case wich ocher types of inrerference filters, ir's easier co 
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make a filter chat reflects 97% of unwanted light than it is co 
make one that transmits 90% of wanted lighc. When flow 
cytomerers measured fluorescence in only two spectral re
gions, they only needed one dichroic (maybe two, if you 
counr one to reflect blue (488 nm) light co rhe orthogonal 
scarcer detector and keep it away from che fluorescence col
lcccion optics). When you start measuring fluorescence in 
three or four regions, ic becomes advisable to do careful cal
culations co make sure you don't lose a lor of rhe light you 
wane in the dichroics. The Devil, as we all know, is in the 
derails, and more deals with rhe Devil are made in rhc details 
of dichroics and filters chan in most ocher areas of flow cy
tomerer design. 

The layout shown in Figure 1-21 assumes chac the 
strongest signal, or che one with rhe most light we can waste, 
is che blue orthogonal scatter signal, and that the green, yel
low, orange, and red fluorescence signals arc progressively 
weaker. Even if all of the dichroics transmit 90% of rhe in
cident blue light, only 65% of rhe lighc coming through che 
collection lens will reach che filcer in from of che orthogonal 
scarcer detector PMT. About 70% of rhe green fluorescence 
will make it to the filter in front of the green detector PMT, 
while 77% of rhe yellow, 86% of rhe orange, and 96% of 
the red fluorescence will gee co che filters in front of the de
tectors for chose spectral regions. We therefore lose chc lease 
light from che weakest signal. 

There are ocher ways to improve light transmission; one 
is to ditch the in-line arrangement of PMTs shown in the 
figure, instead first splitting the red/orange and che 
blue/green/yellow regions, so thac rhe green fluorescence 
signal passes through rwo dichroics and che ochers through 
only a single dichroic. Another, which I routinely use in the 
"Cytomutt" flow cyromerers I build, is ro place a second 
fluorescence collection lens ac 180° from rhe first one, so 
char each lens collects light for ac most chree dctecrors. 

The spacing between che dielectric layers of inrerference 
filters and dichroics determines the wavelengths at which 
interference will occur, and, therefore, the wavelengths thar 
will be transmitted or reflected by these components . The 
distance be[Ween rhe layers changes with rhe angle at which 
light hies che filter (remember trigonometry?), and, as a re
sult, the passband of the filrer changes with che angle of in
cidence of the light. In theory, light should be collimated 
before it gees co che dichroics and filrers; chis is generally not 
done because the light coming from che collection lens is 
concained within a fairly small solid angle. Problems with 
dichroics and filters are more likely to result from using che 
wrong filters or from mounting filters incorrecdy. Dielectric 
filcers also degrade over rime , as moisture gees in between che 
dielectric layers, but, when this occurs, the filters rend to 

look ugly enough so chat you'd chink about ordering new 
ones. 

I hope, by now, co have conveyed che impression char di
chroics and filters are among che most critical parts of a flow 
cytomecer; not surprisingly, the right - or wrong - seleccion 
of dichroics and filters can also make a big difference when 
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you're doing fluorescence microscopy, by eye or wirh image 
analyzers, etc. A few hundred dollars spent on good filrers 
may dissuade you from smashing tens or hundreds of thou
sands of dollars worth of insuumenr co smithereens out of 

frumarion. 

Multistation Flow Cytometers 

Before going on to a discussion of detectors and electron
ics, I will poinr our rhar, whereas most flow cyromecers have a 
singlc cxciracion beam, and you can have any color you want 
as long as it's 488 nm, there are systems available that offer a 

wider choice of excitation wavelengths. Some of these can use 
1wo or more illumination beams. separared by a small distance 
in space. A good way to conceptualize such a muhistation 
flow cytometer might be to imagine two or more copies of 
l;igure 1-21 stacked one on rop of anorher. Because rhe beams 
in a multisrarion insrrumcm are separaced by a short distance, 
it rakes a short rime for cells to cravcl from one beam to an
other, and che signals are therefore separated in time. Since the 
velocir:y of cells through the system is approx.imarcly consranr, 
rhe rime interval between signals from different beams is also 
approximately constant. 

In Aow cyrometers that form an image of the sample 
scream, as most now do, ir is cusromary ro form separate 
images of the intersections of rwo or more beams with the 
sample stream, and divert light from each observation poim 
co the appropriare detecrors. In instruments in which no 
image is formed, and in which lighr from multiple observa
tion poims reaches all che dereccors, a time-gated amplifier 
is used. This allows signals from rhe dececrors chat measure 

evenrs at the downstream observation poinc to reach the 
signal processing elecrronics only at a set rime interval after 
signals arc detected at the upstream observation poim. 

Mulcistarion instruments have also been builr that incor
porate electronic volume sensors as well as laser or arc lamp 
illumination; cell sorters arc also mulciscacion instrumenrs, as 
arc cell "zappers" or photodamage cell sorters. These use a 

high energy pulsed laser beam downsrream from che meas
urcmenr beam and swicch the beam on co desrroy cells wich 
selected characteristics. 

Flow cycomeccrs wirh mulriple illuminarion beams arc 
used primarily for mulriparameter measurements involving 
probes thar cannot be excited ac the same wavelength. For 
example, sorting human chromosomes scained with combi
nacions of dyes rhac preferentially stain A-T and G-C rich 
regions of DNA requires separated ulcraviolec (325-363 nm) 
and blue-violet (436-457 nm) illuminating beams. Ocher 
applicarions use ulcraviolec and 488 nm beams and 488 and 
red (633 or 635 nm) beams; as many as five beams have 
been used in a single appararus. The current trend is coward 
multiple illumination beams, even in benchtop instrumencs. 

Photomultipliers and Detector Electronics 

A photomultiplier tube (PMT). like a phorodiode, 
c:i.kcs in phocons and pucs our electrons. However, whereas a 
plain phorodiode never does much better rhan 7 electrons 

out for every I 0 phocons in, a PMT may get as many as a 
few hundred thousand electrons our for each phocon thac 
reaches irs photocathode. PMTs, like cathode ray television 
cubes and the cubes favored by audiophiles and rock musi
cians who can 'r see rhe rrees for Deforesr, are among rhc lasr 
survivors of che vacuum rube era. They incorporare a phoco
cachode, which is placed behind a glass or quartz window so 
lighc can reach ic, a series of incermediace cleccrodes, or dyn
odes, and anocher electrode called the anode. A voltage is 
applied ro each electrode; che photocachode is ac chc lowesc 
voltage, with each dynode ar a successively more posicive 

volcage and rhe anode ar che most positive volragc of chem 
all - which is usually ground, because the phorocathode is 
generally a few hundred co a couple of thousand voles ncga
nve. 

Phocons hitting che phococachode result in photoelec
trons being emitred from the phococarhodc, and accelerared 
coward the first dynode by rhe electric field resulting from 
che difference in elecrric pocencial (voltage) between rhcse 
eleccrodes. The elccrrons acquire energy during chis crip. so, 
when chey whack into the dynode, chey dislodge more elec
trons from ic, which are accelerated coward rhe ncxc dynode, 
and so on. The bigger the difference in pocencial , i.e., ap
plied volcage, berween stages, che more energy is imparted co 
che elecrrons ac each stage, and che more electrons arc re
leased from the receiving electrode. This gives the PMT a 
mechanism for current gain chac is relacively noise-free. The 
PMTs used in most Aow cytomecers have current gains as 
high as 10". However, che quantum efficiency of PMT 
phococathodes is rypically lower than chat of phocodiodes, 
wich peak values of 25% (i.e. 25 electrons our for I 00 pho
tons in) in che blue spectral region, and, usually, much lower 
values in che red. Deccccor quanrum efficiency is imporranr 
because che sensiciviry and precision with which Auorescence 
(or any ocher optical signal) can be measured ultimately de
pend on che number of electrons emitted from che detector 
phococachode. 

Why is it chac ac detectors, we me:i.sure success one elec
tron at a cime? Because detection is subject to rhe same 
Poisson scacisrics we ran inco on p. 19. When you counr (or 
dccccc) n of anything, including phoroeleccrons, cherc is an 
associated standard deviation of n"'. When you dececc 
10,000 photoelectrons, chc standard deviation is 10,000 ·', 
or 100, and chc coefficient of variation (CV) is I 00 x 
(I 00/10,000), or I%. When you detect I 0 photoelectrons. 
che standard deviation is IO''', or about 3.16, and the CV is 
100 x (3.16110), or 31.6%. I am talking about photoclec
crons, rather chan photons, here, because, while the detecror, 
whether diode or PMT, "secs" phocons, if you will. all the 
electronics Ices us "sec" is eleccrons. 

If we had reliable low-noise amplifiers wich gains of sev
eral million , we'd always be berter off wich che 50-70 elec
trons we could gee ouc of chc phocodiode for every I 00 pho
tons hicring ic chan we would wich the 8-25 electrons emit
ted from chc PMT cathode under rhe same conditions; all 
che gain in che PMT doesn 't gee around the imprecision 



inrroduced by rhc lower number of elecrrons ic scares wich 
and, in facr , chere is also a statistical aspecc to che PMT's 
gain mechanism. 

Unforcunacely, the high-gain, low noise amplifiers we'd 
need to use phocodiodes as sensitive fluorescence detectors 
don'c exist. There are, however, solid-stare devices called 
avalanche photodiodcs (APDs), which combine high 
quantum efficiency wich a mechanism chac can produce 
gains as high as a few thousand when a volcage is applied 
across the diode. While APDs are now used for both scatter 
and fluorescence deteccion in some commercial flow 
cytometers, they do not match the sensitivity of PMTs. 

The photodecectors we have been calk.ing about are 
sources of electric current. A preamplifier, which is the 
first stage in the analog signal processing electronics, con
verrs the current output from its associated detector to a 
voltage. The preamplifier also accomplishes the important 
task of DC baseline restoration. 

An ideal flow cytometer is something like an ideal dark 
field microscope; when there's no cell in the observation 
region, the detector shouldn't be collecting any light at all. 
In practice, rherc' s always some small amount of light com
ing in . In the case of che scatter detectors, most of this light 
is stray scacrered light from the illuminating beam; in the 
case of che fluorescence detectors, che light background may 
come from fluorescence excited in various opcicaJ demencs 
such as rhe flow chamber, lenses, and filcers, from fluores
cence due co che presence of fluorescent macerials in che 
medium in which cells are flowing, and from IUman scat
tering, which produces lighr ar frequencies corresponding to 
the difference between che illumination frequency and the 
frequencies at which absorption changes molecular vibra
tional scares. In flow cycometry, the major interference due 
co Raman scattering results from scattering by wacer; when 
488 nm illuminacion is used, chis scattering occurs ac about 
590 nm, and may interfere wich deteccion of signals from 
probes labeled with phycoerychrin, which fluoresces near chis 
wavelength. 

The nee result of the presence of all of che abovemen
rioned scray lighc sources is chac there are some photons 
reaching che detectors in a flow cytomecer even when there 
isn 'c a cell ac the observation poinc, producing some currenc 
ac che dececror ourpucs. There may also be some concribu
cion from chc so-called dark current of che dececcor, which 
results from che occasional electron breaking loose from che 
cathode due to chermal agitation. There are some siruacions 
in which performance of phocodececcors is improved by re
frigeracing chem to reduce dark currenc; flow cytomecry in 
rhc contexts we're discussing isn't one of chem. Even with 
rhe deteccors in liquid nitrogen, we'd have to deal wich the 
background lighc, which will contribute a signal wich an 
average value above zero co whatever signal we collecc from 
the cells. 

The background signal can be considered as the sum of a 
conscanr direct current (DC) component and a variable 
alternating current (AC) componenc, representing the flue-
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ruacions due to phocon sransncs and co ocher sources of 
variacion in the amounc of scray lighc reaching che dececror. 
One imporcant source of such variation may be light source 
noise, i.e., fluccuacions in rhe light oucpuc of the laser or 
lamp used for illumination; in some circumstances, parricu
larly scatter measurements of small parcicles, source noise 
can be rhc major factor limiting sensitivity. 

Whac we'd like co measure when a cell does pass by rhe 
observacion station is the amounc of lighc coming from the 
cell, not this amount plus che background light. We can do 
this, to a first approximation, by incorporating an deccronic 
circuic thac monitors rhe oucpuc of the dececcor and uses 
negative feedback co subtract che slowly varying component 
of the oucput from che inpuc, chereby eliminacing mosc of 
che DC background signal, and restoring chc baseline value 
of che preamplifier oucput to ground. 

In praccice, baseline restorers will keep their voltage out
puts wichin a few millivolcs of ground when no cells are 
coming by. When a cell does arrive, ic will ,scarcer and 
probably emic small amounts of lighc, which will be col
lecced and rouced to che various deteccors, producing cran
sient increases, or pulses, in their oucput currents, which 
will result in voltage pulses at che preamplifier oucpurs. Ar 
this point, as was noted on p. 17, all of rhe information we 
wanced to gee from the cell resides in rhe heights, areas, 
widchs, and shapes of those pulses; we will ulcimarely con
vert chese to digiraJ values, in which form they can be dealt 
with by che computers chac are almosr universally used for 
daca analysis in flow cytometry. However, before we gee inco 
rhe derails of how pulse information is processed, we ought 
co consider the only element of Figure 1-21 char has been 
neglecred ro chis point, namely, che cell flowing through rhe 
apparatus, and how ic gets rhcre. 

Purring the Flow in Flow Cytometry 

Figure 1-21 describes the cell as being in che center of 
che cuvecce, and I have already calki:d about a core or sample 
scream of cells chat is about 20 µm wide, while mentioning 
that the internal dimensions of che cuvecce arc on chc order 
of 200 by 200 µm . The space between chc core and the in
ner walls of the cuvecce is occupied by another scream of 
flowing fluid, called che sheath. How the core and sheach 
gee where they are can be appreciaced from a look at Figure 
1-22. 

Fluid mechanics cells us chat, if one smoothly flowing 
scream of fluid (i .e. , che core scream) is injecrcd inco che cen
ter of anocher smoochly flowing scream of fluid (i.e., the 
sheath scream), che two streams will maintain their relative 
positions and noc mix much, a condition called laminar 
flow. There are generally differences in fluid flow velocity 
from che inside co the outside of che combined scream, bur 
the transitions arc even. If the velocities of che two screams 
are initially che same, and che cross-sectional area of che ves
sel in which they arc flowing is reduced, the cross-seccional 
areas of both screams will, obviously, be reduced, buc they 
will maintain che same ratio of cross-sectional areas they had 
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ac che injeccion point. If che sheach scream is flowing fascer 
chan che core scream at the injection poinc, the sheath scream 
will impinge on che core stream, reducing its cross-seccional 
area. In che flow chamber of a flow cytometer, both mecha
nisms of conscricting the diamecer of the core stream may be 
operative. 

The core stream, which contains che cell sample, is in
jected into the flowing wacer or saline sheath stream at the 
cop of a conical capered region char, in the flow chamber 
shown in rhe figure, is ground inco che cuvecce. The areas of 
boch screams are reduced as they flow through the capered 
region and encer rhe flat-sided region in which cells are ob
served. Core and sheath streams may be driven either by gas 
pressure (air or nitrogen), by vacuum, or by pumps; most 
instruments use air pressure. Constant volume pumps. e.g., 
syringe pumps, which, if properly designed, deliver a 
known volume of sample per unit rime with minimum pul
sation, provide finer control over che sample flow rate. Since 
knowing the sample flow rare makes ir easy co derive counts 
of cells per unic volume, flow cytomecric hematology analyz:
ers incorporate constanc volume pumps; why fluorescence 
flow cytometers, in some cases made by the same manufac
turers, do noc remains something of a mystery. 

The overall velocity of flow through the chamber is gen
erally determined by the pressure or pump seccing used to 

drive the sheath. If the sheath flow rate is increased with no 
change in the core flow race, chc core diamecer becomes 
smaller and the cells move fascer; if the sheach flow race is 
decreased under rhe same circumscances, rhe core diameter 
becomes larger and the cells move more slowly. In some 
circumstances, it is desirable to adjust sheath flow rates; if 
cells move more slowly, rhey spend more time in rhe illumi
nating beam, receive proporrionally more illumination, and 
they cherefore scarcer and emic proporcionally more light. If 
the amount of lighc being collected from cells is the limicing 
faccor decermining sensicivity, slowing the flow rate can im
prove sensit iviry, allowing weaker signals co be measured. 

This aside. it is generally preferable co be able to concrol 
the core diameter, and therefore rhe volume of sample and 
number of cells analyzed per unit time, without changing 
the velociry at which cells flow through the syscem. This is 
done by leaving che sheach flow rare conscanc and changing 
the driving pressure or pump speed for the core fluid . More 
drive for rhe core results in a larger core diameter; more cells 
can be analyzed in a given cime, bur precision is likely co be 
decreased because rhe illuminacion from a Gaussian beam is 
lc:ss uniform over a larger diameter core. Less drive for the 
core gives a smaller core diameter and a slower analysis rare, 
but precision is typically higher. When the cycomerer is be
ing used to measure DNA content, precision is imporranc; 
when ic is being used for immunofluorescence mearnremenc, 
precision is usually of much less concern. 

The use of sheath flow as just described has proven es
sential in making flow cytomerry practical. Without sheath 
flow, che only way of confining I 0 µm cells wichin a 20 1-1m 
diamecer stream would be co observe them in a 20 µm di-

amecer capillary or in a scream in air produced by ejecting 
che cells through a 20 µm diameter orifice. This would very 
quickly run afoul of Shapiro's First Law (p. 11 ). As a matter 
of fact, even with sheath flow, Shapiro's Fim Law frequenrly 
came inco play when cell sorters were typically equipped 
with 50 µm orifices. That orifice size was fine for analyzing 
and sorting carefully prepared mouse lymphocyces, bur peo
ple imeresred in analyz:ing things like disaggregated solid 
rumors might encouncer mean intervals between clogs of 
two minutes or so. With the larger cross-sectional areas of 
the flow chambers now used in mosc flow cytometers, clogs 
are noc nearly che problem they once were. 

Clogs, however, are not che only things thac can disturb 
che laminar flow pattern in the flow chamber. Air bubbles 
percurb flow, as do objeccs stuck inside the chamber buc not 
large enough co completely obstruct ic. In the first commer
cial cell sorcers, the standard method for getting rid of air 
bubbles was co remove che chamber from its mount while 
the appararus was running, and turn it upside down; rhe 
bubble would rise co the cop and emerge from che nozzle 
along with a scream of sheath and sample fluid chat would 
spray all over che lab. This technique became inappropriate 
wich the emergence of AIDS in the 1980's. Now, even drop
let sorters incorporate an air outlet (which I have referred w 
elsewhere as a "burp line") for gercing rid of bubbles. In 
some flow cytomerers with closed fluidic systems, che air 
bubble problem is minimized by having the sample flow in 
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ar rhe borrom and our ar rhc cop, essenrially curning Figure 
l -22 upside down; bubbles are more or less naturally carried 
out of rhe flow chamber. 

Discurbances in laminar flow, whecher due co bubbles or 
junk, often resulr in the core stream deviating from its cen
tral position in che flow chamber and in differences in veloc
ity between different cells ar different points within rhe core. 
Turbulent fluid flow is now described mathematically using 
chaos cheory; you can recognize rurbulenc flow in rhe flow 
chamber by the chaos in your data. 

For the present, we will assume the flow is laminar, che 
optics arc aligned, and che preamplifiers are purring our 
pulses wirh their baselines restored, and consider rhe nexr 
srep along che way coward geuing results you can put into 
prestigious journals and/or successful grant applications. 

Signal Processing Electronics 

We have already mentioned chac a cell is going co pass 
through rhe focused illuminating beam in a flow cytometer 
in somerhing under 10 µs, during which rime the derectors 
will produce brief currenc pulses, which will be convened 
into voltage pulses by the preamplifiers. Using analog peak 
derecrors, inregrarors, and/or pulse width measurement cir
cuirs, followed by analog-ro-digical conversion, or, alrerna
cively, rapid A-0 conversion followed by digital pulse proc
essing (p. 21 ), we will reduce pulse heighr, area, and widrh 
ro numbers, ar lease some of which will, in cum, be propor

tional to the amounts of material in or on rhe cell rhar are 
scarrering or emitring light. Bue which numbers? 

hrst, lee's rackle the case in which the focal spot, in its 
shorter dimension, along che axis of flow, is larger than the 
cell, meaning chat rhere is some time during the cell's transit 
chrough the beam ac which rhe whole cell is in the beam. 
Because che beam is Gaussian, che whole cell may nor be 
uniformly illuminared at any given time, but intuition cells 
us thar when che center of che cell goes through the cencer of 
rhe beam, we should be gecring the most light ro the cell and 
the most lighr our of ic. The preamplifier ourpuc signal, after 
baseline restoration, is going to be roughly at ground before 
the cell stares on its way through rhe beam, and rise as che 
cell passes through, reaching its peak value or height when 
rhe center of rhe cell is in the center of the beam, and then 
decreasing as the cell makes its way our of rhe beam. Since 
rhe whole cell is in the beam when rhe pulse reaches irs peak 
value, chis value should be proportional ro the total amount 
of scarrcring or fluorescent material in or on the cell . 

Things ger a litcle more complicated when che beam is 
che size of the cell, or smaller. In essence, differenr pieces of 
che cell are illuminated at different rimes as che cell travels 
through the beam. In order co come up wirh a value repre
senting the signal for rhc whole cell, we have to rake rhe 
area, or integral, racher than the height of che pulse. There 
are two ways co do this with analog electronics. One is to 
change rhe frequency response characteristics of the pream
plifier, slowing ir down so rhac it behaves as an incegrator, in 
the sense char che heighr of rhe pulse coming out of rhe 
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slowed-down preamplifier is proportional to the area or in
regral of the pulse chat would come out of the original fasr 
preamplifier. Purring che slowed pulse inro a peak derecror 
then gives us an ourpur proportional ro the area or incegral 
we're crying to measure. Alternacively, we can keep the fasr 
preamplifier, and feed its output into an analog integrator 
instead of a peak detecror. 

If we decide to do digital pulse processing, we have ro 
digirize rhe pulse rrains from the preamplifier ourpurs rap
idly enough so char we have multiple samples or "slices" of 
each pulse. We can then add the values of a number of slices 
from the middle of rhe pulse co get an approximation of rhe 
area, or integral; eight slices will do, but sixrcen are better. 
This works pretty well. However, if we're only raking eight 
or sixteen slices of a pulse, we may nor get as accurate a peak 
value or a pulse width value as we could using analog elec
tronics . 

The peak value we gee from digital processing is simply 
the largest of our eighr or sixteen slices. These provide us 
with only a fairly crude connect-the-docs "cartoon" of the 
pulse, thus, while there is a substantial likelihood that rhe 
largest digirized slice is near che peak value, chere is a rela
rively low probabiliry char the digirizarion will occur exaccly 
when rhe peak value is reached. 

Similarly, if we estimate pulse width from the number of 
contiguous slices above a set threshold value, we will have a 
fairly coarse measurement; if the digitization rare gives us at 

most sixreen slices, our range of pulse widths runs from I ro 
16, with each increment represenring ar lease a 6 percent 
change over the previous value. If we had fasr enough ana
log-co-digital converters to be able ro cake a few hundred 
slices of each pulse, and fast enough DSP chips ro process 
che data, we could ger rid of analog peak dececrors and pulse 
widrh measurement circuits, bur we're not rhere yet. The 
digital integrals are already good enough ro have been incor
porated inco commercial insrrumenrs. 

Is It Bigger than a Breadbox? 

I have been referring ro benchrop flow cyrometers and 
big sorrers, bur I haven't shown you any picrures. Now's rhc 
rime to fix chat. 

Figure 1-23, on rhe next page, shows the Becron
Dickinson FACScan, the firsr really successful benchtop 
flow cyrometer, introduced in the mid-l 980's. le uses a sin
gle 488 nm illuminating beam from an air-cooled argon ion 
laser, and measures forward and side scatter and fluorescence 
at 530 and 585 and above 650 nm. The dara analysis system 
is an Apple Macincosh personal computer, shown in front of 
the operaror. 

Figure 1-24 (courtesy of Cytomacion) shows char com
pany's MoFlo high-speed sorter. The optical components, 
including two water-cooled ion lasers and a large air-cooled 
helium-neon laser, are on an optical table in from of che 
operacor. Most of rhe processing electronics are in the rack 
to rhe operator's lefi:; the two monitors to her right display 
data from an Imel/Microsoft rype personal compurer. 
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Figure 1-23. FACScan Analyzer (Becton-Dickinson) 

Figure 1-24. MoFlo High-Speed Sorter (Cytomation) 

Figure 1-25. Microcyte Cytometer (Opcoflow) 

Neicher che FACScan nor che MoFlo risks being mis
taken for a breadbox. However, rhe Microcyte analyzer 
shown in Figure 1-25 (photo courtesy of Oproflow AS) 
comes close. le is a rwo-paramerer inscrumenc wich a red 
diode laser source, and measures medium angle scatter using 
a photodiode and fluorescence using an avalanche phorndi
ode. As you mighr guess, ic can be run on bacteries. 

Flow Cytometer Pathology and Diagnostics 

As the bcnchtop flow cytomeccr stares co look more and 
more like a ublack box" (okay, a "beige box," "gray box," or 

whatever from some manufacturers) , ic becomes increasingly 
important for a user co know how to verify that the inscru
mem is running properly. It is, of course, equally importanc 
co know when a big sorter is and is not running properly, 
but the larger instruments rend to make their operators 
aware of problems. 

An instrument in proper alignment, running particles 
through an unobstructed flow system ac a rate within the 
manufacturer's specifications, should gee nearly identical 
measurements from nearly identical particles. There are now 
several companies producing nearly idencical particles in che 
form of plastic microspheres, i.e., beads, impregnared with 
fluoresccnc dyes. If everything's right, one ought to be able 

co make scatter and fluorescence measurements of such par
ticles with high precision, meaning coefficients of variation 
no higher than a few percent. The only biological objects 
that are likely to yield CVs in that range are noncycling cells, 
such as peripheral blood lymphocytes, stained wirh a fluores
cent DNA stain; most people stick wich beads. 

An instrument in which optical alignment is adjustable 
by the operator will typically yield che lowesc measurement 
CVs at the poinc at which signal amplitudes are maximized. 
However, optical misalignment is nor the only potential 
cause of poor measurement precision. Fluctuations in che 
power output of che lighc source will decrease precision , as 
will the presence of cell aggregates, large pieces of debris, 
and/or gas bubbles in the flowing scream. These creacc tur
bulence, resulting in rhe measured parcicles being disrributed 
over an excessively large portion of the scream and/or cravcl
ing ac differenc velocities; under chese conditions, nearly 
identical particles will obviously noc produce nearly identical 
signals. 

Scnsicivicy, which, in che conccxc of flow cyromecry, ba
sically means che degree co which fluorescence discributions 
from dimly scained cells (or beads) can be discriminated 
from distributions from unstained (control) cells or (blank) 
beads will usually be degraded if precision falls substantially 
short of the mark. Loss of sensitiviry may also be due co deg
radation and/or incorrect choice or installation of optical 
filters. 

Precision of instrumencs should always be determined 
using beads carrying fairly large amounts of d ye, ro minimize 
the contribution co variance from photoclectron staciscics . 
Decermination of insrrument sensiciviry virtually demands 
char at lease some of the test objecrs used produce low-



inccnsiry signals. Beads used for sensiciviry resring typically 
come in sets containing an undyed or blank bead and beads 
loaded wich four or more different levels of fluorescent dye. 

Flow cycomerer manufacturers and third parties also 
supply beads that can be used to optimize fluorescence com
pensarion serrings, and, as was previously noted in the dis
cussion of quancicarive fluorescence measuremencs, beads 
chat allow the scale of the instrument to be calibrated in 
terms of numbers of molecules of a particular probe or label. 

1.6 ALTERNATIVES TO FLOW CYTOMETRY; 
CYTOMETER ECOLOGY 

In order to use flow cycometry to study characteristics 
of intact cells from solid tissues or tumors, or of cultured 
cells char grow acrached to one another and/or ro a solid 
substrace, various merhods are used co prepare single cell 
suspensions from the starting material. Flow cytometry itself 
can provide a good indication of rhe efficacy of such prepa
rative procedures. In a similar fashion, rhe cechnique can be 
very useful in monitoring bulk methods for purifying cell 
subpopulacions, e.g., sedimentation and centrifugation 
rechniques and affinity-based separations. If large cell 
yidds are more important rhan high purity, bulk separation 
with flow cytometric monitoring may be preferable ro sort
ing as a preparative method. 

We have learned and can probably continue co learn a 
grear deal by dissociacing tissues and even organisms into 
suspensions of incact cells char can be characrerized in flow 
cyromerers, sorred, and subsequendy studied in culture. 
However, the procedures used for cell dissociation, by na
rure, have to remove mosr of what holds the cells together. 
Since such adhesion molecules are probably as important as 
anyrhing dse foe our undemanding of cells' behavior, it is 
inevirnble chat there will come a point ar which we won't be 
able to answer crirical questions using cells stripped of these 
essential components. 

Ir will make sense, at chac point, to find instrumental al
rernarives co flow cyromecry in a new generation of image 
analyzers and scanning cytomecers, designed wich an empha
sis on preserving cell viability, which allow us co use the 
armamencarium of analytical rcchniques and reagents, in rhe 
devclopmenc of which flow cyromerry has played a major 
role, to study cells in organized groups. 

We may also, of course, run up against the limits of flow 
cytomecry simply by developing a desire to measure some
thing repeatedly in one cell over an incerval greacer rhan a 
few hundred microseconds. This can be accomplished by 
combining stacic cyromerry wich kinetic analysis tech
niques, such as flow injection analysis, adapced from ana
lytical chemistry. 

I am reminded chac one of che Mayo brothers said chac a 
good surgeon had co know when co scop cutcing and when 
not co cue; a good analytical cyrologist will have to know 
when to put aside flow cyromecry. Noc now, though. Keep 
reading. 
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When we do consider the alcernacives co flow cytometry, 
and even the availabilicy of differenc rypes of flow cycome
cers, we run into something of an information gap. In che 
lase edicion of chis book, I described flow cyrometry as hav
ing been a growth industry since abouc 1985, ba~ed on cen
sus dara compiled by Kie Snow of Beckman Coulcer Corpo
ration and shown in Figure 1-26. 
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Figure 1-26. Estimated numbers of fluorescence flow 
cytometers in use worldwide, 1975-1992. 

I cried co gee updates on chese numbers from various 
manufacrurers, and even expanded my search co look fo r 
data about scanning laser cytomecers, confocal microscopes , 
etc. Nobody's calk.ing. The besc I could do wa.~ come up 
with numbers char nobody would say were way coo high or 
way coo low. So here goes. 

The great majority of fluorescence flow cycomecers now 
in use are benchtop models similar to che one shown in Fig
ure 1-23; they use low-power, air-cooled argon ion laser 
light sources operating at a fixed emission wavelengrh of 488 
nm, and measure forward and orthogonal lighc scacccring 
and fluorescence in three or four (green, yellow and/or or
ange, and red) spcccral regions. Mose of rhese systems have 
been designed for case of use, wich che needs of che clinical 
laboracory marker foremost in mind. Newer instruments in 
rhc same class have added features such as a second (red) 
laser and closed fluidic sorcing sysrems. The estimate is rhac 
rhere are somewhere between 12,000 and 20,000 such flow 
cycomecers in use worldwide. 

There are also probably around 2,000 larger, more elabo
rate fluorescence flow cycomerers, which may use one or 
more air-cooled or water-cooled laser sources, can be 
equipped co measure cighr or more paramcrers, and offer 
droplec sorting capabiliry. These insuumencs are cypically 
used in research laboratories racher than in clinical senings. 
Then, there are several hundred commercially produced 
fluorescence flow cyrometers using arc lamp racher than laser 
sources, at lease an equal number of instrumencs designed for 
mulciplexed assays on beads, and one to two hundred labora
cory-builc flow cycomecers. 
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The confocal microscopy folks seemed happy with the 
csrimate thac there are bcrwccn 3,000 and 5,000 confocal 
sysrems worldwide; only rwo or three hundred of rhese are 
equipped for mulriphoron excitation. 

The area of relatively low-resolution scanning laser cy
romcrry"•" has gotten more active in recent years. The Com
puCyre Laser Scanning Cyromecer (LSC), developed by Lou 
Kamcntsky1"", is generating an increasing number of inter
esting publicacions'~· 1 1 , about which I will say more larer. I 
cstimare char rherc arc I 00 to 250 I SCs now in circulation, 
and probably a similar number of volumetric capillary cy
romccers '30\ built by Biometric Imaging, now parr of B-D. 
And there is at lease one promising scanning system that 
hasn' t yet made it into production bur is worth wacching'm. 

1.7 THE REST OF THE BOOK 

In Chapter 2, I will point you toward some sources of 
informacion chac may be of use co you in learning more of 
the details of cyromecry, flow and otherwise, discussion of 
which began in chis Chapter and will continue in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 2 will also provide brief descriptions of a bunch of 
books on cytometry and related copies rhar have appeared 
since rhe lase edition of chis come. 

I have devoted the intermediate Chapter 3 to chc history 
of flow cytomecry, because I chink chat an appreciation of 
how things came co be as they are is as important to further 
progress as is an understanding of the science and technol
ogy. Chapters 5 and 6, respectively, provide additional mate
rial on data analysis and flow sorcing. 

Parameters and the prohes used for their measurement 
arc discussed in Chapter 7. which also presents some basic 
applications of flow cycomecry and of some alternative 
methods. Chapter 8 considers flow cycometers, software, and 
related accessories now available from commercial manufac
curcrs, and crireria chat may influence buying decisions. 

Chapter 9 briefly discusses rhe opcion of building flow 
cytomecers; although che derails on the construction, care 
and feeding of "Cytomutts" fearurcd in the earlier editions 
have been omitted, some material chat may help users under
stand rheir appararus better has been retained. 

Current and proposed applications of, and alrernatives 
ro, flow cymmetry in biomedical research and laboratory 
medicine arc considered in Chapter I 0. Chapcer l l lists 
"Sources of Supply," while Chapter l 2 is an Afterword, con
taining afrerrhoughcs, aftershocks, and late breaking news. 
Thar's all I wrote. Well, almost. 

Lis(z)t Mode 

When cells are in such altered states 
You don't know where co set the gates, 
Ir 's best co minimi:r.e che risk 
And score chem all on your hard disk. 
If rhere's a clog before you're done, 
You'll save some data from a run, 
And, thus, you may stay out of jams 
You'd get in with live histograms. 

Lise mode, just work in list mode; 
When you consider all the options, it's the only thing co do. 
This mode, and only this mode, 
Lets you make sense of samples char, at first, leave you with

out a clue. 

Once we're in list mode, anyway, 
W ith prices as rhey arc coday, 
Ir isn't putting on che Ricz 
To digitize co sixteen [or more] bits. 
Ic 's clear that, once we've made this change, 

We'll have enough dynamic range 
To transform data digically, 
So log amps will be history. 

List mode, we'll work in list mode, 
And go from linear to log and back without che log amps' 

ills. 
Once we've got list mode, our only pissed mode 
May be when we cry pinning down which agencies will pay 

the bills. 

List mode can help us analyze 
How many molecules of dyes 
And antibodies will be found 
On each cell type to which they're bound. 
Ac long last, different labs can see 
Results compared objectively, 
Advancing science as a whole 
And aiding quality control. 

List mode, by using list mode, 
We'll all gee heightened sensitivities and much reduce chc 

fears 
And uepidacion of calibracion, 
Although chc folks who make che particles may have us by 

the spheres. 

From East to West, from South co North, 
We'll send our data back and forth, 
Why, we'll soon have it in our reach 
To run our samples from the beach. 
Bue, unless they've been well prepared, 
When rhey are run, we'll run them scared, 
Lise mode or noc, there's scill no doubt 
That garbage in gives garbage out. 

List mode, we aJI need list mode, 
Though there are ends for which list mode itself can never 

be rhe means. 
Even with list mode, there won't exist code 
That gets good data from bad samples and/or misaligned 

machines. 

("Lise Mode" © Howard Shapiro; used by permission. The 
music is derived from Liszt's Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2.) 



2. LEARNING FLOW CYTOMETRY 

When you scop co chink about it, a lot of different area.~ 
of technology are involved in flow cycometry, and you have 
co know something abour several of chose fields co be 
comfortable using a flow cyromerer, ler alone building one. 
The overall design of an experimenr requires some 
appreciation of the biology of the cells co be srudied, of the 
organic and physical chemistry of che dyes and reagents 
involved, of the biochemical and/or immunologic bases of 
rhe reacrion berween reagents and cells, and of the statiscical 
mcrhods needed co draw valid conclusions from the daca 
obtained. Keeping an instrument in good working order 
requires some understanding of che fluid mechanics of che 
flow syscem, of the oprics involved in illuminating rhe cells 
in the sample and collecting lighc emitted, scattered, or 
transmitted by chose cells, and of the electronics used co 
detect, process, and analyze chose oprical signals. You may 
also have co learn more abouc lasers and computers chan you 
ever wanted to know. 

If this prospect is intimidating co you as a newcomer, 
take hearc; everybody who has ever done flow cytomecry has 
come ro the field trained in one or cwo areas and has had ro 
absorb a lot of practical information in several others. We 
have all learned to ask for help, and most of us have learned 
co give it as well . There is, however, a persistent commu
nication problem in cycometry chat arises from the 
interdisciplinary nacure of the field. Although its 
practitioners, despite their diverse educational backgrounds, 
now appear co speak a common language, the same words 
may noc necessarily have exactly the same meanings to any 
rwo people. If the specialises in the field don'c really 
understand one another, ic becomes very difficult indeed for 
newcomers to make any sense of much of che technical 
material discussed at meetings and in che literature. 

le was once a fairly widespread practice in higher 
education to require all undergraduates co study a core 
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curriculum in addition to caking courses in their major fields 
of study. This established a basis for communication 
berween individuals who mighc follow very different career 
pachs afrcr leaving college. I used co view core curricula as 
coercive; I now believe char besc way co get a group of people 
ro understand rhe rationale for doing things a given way in a 
given field is to expose all of chem co a~ much as possible of 
the background material chat shaped che development of chc 
field. In the fim edition of chis book, I carried the core 
curriculum analogy far enough co list several articles' ·• about 
flow cyromerry as "required reading." In che later editions. l 
have tried to put everything I chink you need co start with , 
and lhen some, into che book, even chough con:: curricula, in 
general have been creeping back into favor. 

Learning from History: Take One 

While the history of flow cycometry will be covered m 
some detail in che next chapter, I would still recommend 
that chose of who you have the opporcuniry cake a look at 
rwo of my older references, the introductory arcicle by 
Hen;enberg, Sweet, and Herzenberg' on "fluorescence
activaced Cell Sorcing" (Scientific American, 234, No. 3: 108-
117, March, 1976) and Kamentsky's extensive review ' on 
"Cycology Automation" (Advances in Biological and Medical 
Physics. 14:93- 161, 1973). Both articles clearly demonstrate 
cheir authors' vision and foresight; the first anticipates che 
modern development and present value of Aow sorting as a 
preparative cool, while che second, an enlightening 
discussion of mulriparamecer flow cyrometry and compucer
bascd data acquisition and analysis, readily dispels any 
illusions readers may have char these now-popular tech
niques are new. You might look at ocher older reviews''·' or 
earlier editions ofthis book (1985, 1988, and 1995) co get 
an idea of how things were midway becwcen chc l 970's and 
now - or you might nor. 
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Who Should Read chis Book? 

Ir is cenainly possible for one person to operate (or even 
assemble) a flow cyromecer and design and do meaningful 
biological experiments with ir, but mosc sophisticaced flow 
cyromeuy is done hy groups, usually including one or more 
biologists and one or more people with some experience in 
instrumenrac ion who run, fix, and/or build the apparatus. 
Things go more smoothly when the cell biologists and 
immunologists pick up some elecrronics and che elec
cron ikcrs acquire some cell biology and immunology. If 
everybody involved in your project learns something about 
flow cycometry in general, even if he or she is only going to 

be concerned wich one aspect of whac you are doing, rhere 
should be a sound basis for communication, which expe
rience suggests will be beneficial co your progress. This is 
true even now, when flow cycometry has gotten a lor easier 
to do, because it is now also easier co do it badly. 

I have cried to make Practical Flow Cytometry accessible, 
uninrimidating, and as enjoyable as possible co readers with 
diverse backgrounds and levels of expertise. You can learn 
the basics from rhis book, bur there are also things in it chat 
aren 't covered in the dozens of other available sources on 
cycomctry and flow cycomecry. What's in the other books 
(and Web sites, and CDs) has shaped my chinking about 
what co put inro the current edition of this one. 

There are now several books devoted co flow cyromecric 
methodology, in which the experts who have devised specific 
prorocols provide derails char I see little point in duplicating 
here. There are also several books on clinical applications of 
flow cyrometry, which discuss che diagnostic and prognostic 
significance of flow cycometric rests as well as che procedural 
decails; again, it does not seem useful to duplicate much of 
chis material. Whac [ have tried ro do is point our 
conrroversial areas and issues. and otherwise facilitate 
readers' navigation chrough the liceracure. 

[n the remainder of chis chapter, I will point you coward 
some books and ocher information sources and resources 
char may make cyromecry and che scientific disciplines 
underlying it more understandable and/or more interesting. 
I have cried, where possible, to populare chis optional 
"reading list" with material you can read with ac least some 
enioyrnenc. 

2.1 INFORMATION SOURCES AND RESOURCES 

There are a loc of really good information sources on rhe 
World Wide Web - and a loc of really bad ones. Since, like 
most of us, I don ' t have a large plasma display on at lease one 
wall of every room in che house, I find reading old-fashioned 
paper books much easier than surfing the Web from rhe 
bedroom or rhe bathroom. Also, while the beach is the only 
place for real surfing, as opposed ro the Web variety, sand 
does much less damage to a book rhan to a computer 
keyboard . And they don'r make you starr up your book 
when you go through airport security. although I suppose 
char could change. 

Books on Flow Cytometry in General 

The first big book in chis field was a thick yellow rome 
called Now Cytometry and Sorting, edited by Melamed ec al" . 
The first edition, which appeared in I 980, is now ouc of 
print; since there were only 1,000 copies primed, many of 
which seem to have been srolen from libraries, ic's hard co 
find. The second edition 1028 appeared in 1990. As is crue of 
mosc books char include contributions from mulciple 
authors, cbe chapters in Flow Cytometry and Sorting 
concribuced on time by che more conscientious authors were 
nor, by rhe rime that book cvenrually went co press, quite as 
up-co-date as chose extracted from the procrascinarors. Ar 
this lace date, che whole compendium is showing its age, but 
it has been kept in print. 

Some single auchor rexes ocher chan mine are worchy of 
note. The first (1992) edicion of Alice Givan 's Flow 
Cytometry: First Principles'""' was a well-writren, very 
readable, relatively brief inrroduccion co the field; rhe second 
edirion2·116 , which has kepc up rhe good work, appeared in 
200 I. Michael Ormerod produced an even briefer 
introduction as Volume 29 in che Royal Microscopical 
Society's Handbook series; the current (1999) version is 
Volume 44»". Jim Watson (not the double helix one; 
cycomecry has ics own) published his Introduction to Flow 
Cytometry' 0w, which, in face, goes well beyond che 
introducrory level, in 1991; the book is apparently now out 
of print. T hese books are wrirten with enthusiasm and 
reflect their authors' philosophical ouclooks about flow 
cyromecry and science in general; I enjoyed reading rhem, 
and not just because we philosophers have to stick together. 

Books on Flow Cytometric Methodology and Protocols 

Several volumes in rhe Methods in Cell Biology series, 
prepared under the auspices of the American Society for Cell 
Biology, have been devored ro cyromerry. The two mosc 
recent, (Volumes 63'm and 64 '"°) edited by Darzynkiewicz, 
Crissman, and Robinson, appeared in 200 I ; previous 
volumes dare from 19942.'8'· ' and 1990103'. All are or have 
been available in cloth or paperback; I have seen them (ac 
lease the earlier versions) on che shelves of many bookstores 
and of many labs, and use chem frequencly. They conrain a 
!or of derailed methodological information as well as the 
necessary background. 

The Internacional Sociery for Analyrical Cytology 
(ISAC)'s Handbook of Flow Cytometry Methods'"'\ edited by 
Robinson and five associates, appeared in 1993; it has rhe 
feel and some of che look of a cookbook. The recipes are 
complete down ro catalog numbers of reagents, instrument 
semps. and phone and fax numbers of che contributors, 
which suggests a high level of confidence in their methods. 

le was rhe ed itors' intention ro revise rhe Handbook 
frequently, possibly metamorphosing it from ics present 
spiral binding inro a looseleaf format. A slighrly different 
pattern of metamorphosis was followed ; whac emerged was 
C P Ls . c lJ80 • . • • urrent rotoco m .ytometry , a connnumg series 



available by subscription in looseleaf format and/or on CD
ROM. This is probably rhe most complete of rhe prococol 
books; sections are revised and corrected as needed, and 
updates appear several rimes a year. 

ln Living Color"''", a book of prorocols edited by 
Diamond and DeMaggio, though smaller rhan either 
Current Protocols or rhe c:wo-volume Methods in Cell Biology 
offerings, has a certain amounr of both physical and 
intellectual heft. Finally, rhere are a couple of less 
voluminous protocol books chac manage co hie the high 
poincs, edited, respectively, by OrmerodB'' and Jaroszeski 
and Heller2m . A few older protocol books'03 J.J, including an 
older edition ofOrmerod's, are somewhat dared by now. 

Clinical Flow Cytometry Books 

There are now a respectable number of books dedicated 
co clinical applications of flow cytomerry; almost all of rhem 
deal exclusively wich applicacions of fluorescence flow 
cycomecers. If you're looking for a good book on hemacology 
counters and rheir use, see Bessman's Automated Blood 
Counts and Differentials: A Practical Guid/8'. 

The senior clinical book, Flow Cytometry in Clinical 
Diagnosis'w·, edited by Keren, appeared in 1989, and was 
supplanted by Flow Cytometry and Clinical Diagnosis'"", 
edited by Keren, Hanson, and Hurtubise, in early 1994. A 
3rd edirion, once again called Flow Cytometry in Clinical 
Diagnosis'-19', has just appeared. 

Owens and Loken's Fww Cytometry Principles far Clinical 
Laboratory Practice. Quality Assurance far Quantitative 
lmmunophenotyping'"",. (1995) focuses on a major clinical 

I. . d I [ h . B?S app 1cauon, as oes a newer vo ume, mmunop enotypmg , 
edited by Stewart and Nicholson (2000). The latter book is 
one of a series on "Cycomecric Cellular Analysis" from 
Wiley-Liss; this also includes the titles Phagocyte Functionn .. 
and Cellular Aspects of HIV lnfection119' . There is also a recent 
(2001) special issue of che periodical Clinics in IAboratory 
Medicine devoted co "New Applicacions of Flow 
Cycometry"m'; since ic's hardbound, I'll call ic a book. 

Among older books, Flow Cytometry: Clinical 
Applications'~'. ediced by Macey, appeared in 1994, and 
Clinical Fww Cytometry. Principles and Application10" , edited 
by Bauer, Duque, and Shankey, and Clinical Applications of 
Flow Cytometry'0·' 9 , edired by Riley, Mahin, and Ross, both 
dace from 1993. Other older books on clinical applications 
include Diagnostic Flow Cytometry'0' 0 , edited by Coon and 
Weinstein (1991 ), Flow Cytometry'0", edired by Vielh 
( 199 l), Clinical Flow Cytometry'0", ediced by Landay, Aulc, 
Bauer, and Rabinovicch (1993), Fww Cytometry in 
Hematology"'" , edired by Laerum and Bjerknes (1992) , and 
Sun 's more narrowly focused Color Atlas-Text of Flow 
Cytometric Analysis of Hematologic Neoplasms'"'~ (1 993). 

Other Flow Cytometry Books 

The 1985 volume edired by Van Dilla et al , Flow 
Cytometry: Instrumentation and Data Analysis"2' is, as its ride 
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suggests, primarily oriented toward hardware; what was 
around chen is discussed in great detail. However, despite 
che ride, coverage of daca analysis is somewhat sketchy. 
There is some discussion of hardware and sofcware in 
Current Protocols in Cytometry"", in the most recent Methods 
in Celi Biology volumes on Cytomecrym~ 6, and in In Uving 
Color2'"°, bur, if the rest of the tome you're now reading 
doesn' t do ic for you, you might want ro look at anocher 
book in che "Cyromecric Cellular Analysis" series, Emerging 
Tools far Single-Cell Analysis: Advances 1n Optical 
Measurement Technologies"99 , edited by Du rack and 
Robinson. 

Some data analysis mechods are covered in c:wo general 
works, che cwo-volume sec on Flow Cytometry: Advanced 
Research and Clinical Applications'0«', ediced by Yen (1989), 
and Flow Cytometry. New Developments'"'' , edited by 
Jacquemin-Sablon. However, I'd look firsc at Chaprer 5 here 
and then at (our) Jim Watson's Flow Cytometry Data 
Analysis. Basic Concepts and Statistics''", a 1992 book srill, as 
far as I know, in prinr. 

In an auempt, fucile thus far, co broaden my linguistic 
horizons, I have tried without success co gee a copy of rhe 
first complece volume on flow cycometry written in French, 
La Cytomitrie en Flux pour l'Etude de la Ceflule Normale ou 
Pathologique10", edited by Mecezeau, Ronot, Le Noan
Merdrignac, and Racinaud ( 1988), which has been favorably 
reviewed'°'?. I don't know whether chere have been lacer 

edicions. 
Three more specialized books deal with applications of 

flow cycomerry co particles smaller than eukaryotic cells. 
Flow Cytogenetics'"so. edited by Gray (1989) , discusses 
analysis and sorting of chromosomes, while uses in marine 
microbiology and in microbiology in general are covered in 
Particle Analysis in Oceanography'01', edited by Demers 
(1991), and Flow Cytometry in Microbiology'"'!, edi red by 
Lloyd ( 1993). All of these are well pasc cheir prime, alchough 
the cycogenecic mechodology has probably changed lease. 

Newer, and reflecting the growing imporcance of flow 
cycomecry and sorring in biotechnology, is Fww Cytometry 
Applications in Cell Culture (1996)2' 00

, edired b}' Al-Rubeai 
and Emery. 

There are now flow cytometry books available co suit 
every taste and almost every pocketbook; although I feel 
obligated co buy every one that comes out, I would hesirare 
co recommend chis procedure to readers, especially after 
computing rhe cosc per page for a few of chese volumes. As 
the French don't say about sorting, chacun a son goutte. 

Flow's Golden Oldies 

There are several older collecrions of articles on flow 
cycometry chat may be helpful. T he proceedings of che 
Engineering Foundation Conferences on Automated 
Cytology, published in the July 1974 (Vol. 22, No.7), 
January 1976 (Vol. 24, No. 1), July 1977 (Vol. 25, No. 7) , 
and January 1979 (Vol. 27, No. l) issues of The journal of 
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Figure 2-1. Growth of the flow cytometry literature, 1987-1993. 

Histochemistry and Cytochemistry, include many of rhe 
landmark papers . 

The proceedings of rhe first three European Pulse 
Cycophorometry Symposia were published by European 
Press Medikon, Ghent; l found ir impossible co obtain 
copies when I cried co many years ago. The proceedings of 
Flow Cytomerry IV are available in book form from 
Universirecsforlagcr, Oslo, and also appeared as Supplement 
274 co Acta Patho!ogica et Microbiologica Scandinavica, 
Section A, 1980. 

2.2 THE READER'S GUIDE TO PERIODICAL 
LITERATURE 

From the mid- I 960's co the lace 1970's, much of what 
was done, and most of what was novel, in flow cyromerry 
was accomplished by people wich a strong commitment co 
che cechnological side of che field. During che l 980 's, che 
technology passed into che hands of users whose primary 
interests were and are in diverse biological fields. In 
cytomerry, as in cytology, marurarion was accompanied by 
differentiation. Ar rhe zygote stage. it was relatively easy for 
anybody who had a mind to keep crack of the entire field . It 
is now much harder. We don ' t all go to the same meetings, 
and we don't all publish in che same journals. "Flow 
Cycomerry" has been a subject heading in the Index Medicus 

for many years, bur, for much of char time, only a small 
fraction of rhe papers published each month in which flow 
cytomerry was used could be found under char heading. 
When I scarred doing rhe lirerarure search needed for che 3rd 
edition of chis book, I found things dramatically changed. 

I searched rhe National Library of Medicine's 
MEDLINE database for arcicles entered berween July 1987 
and December 1993, in which "flow cytomecry" appeared in 
rhe ride, as a keyword, and/or in chc body of rhe on-line 
abstract. Over 14,500 encries matching che search criterion 
were found among che total of 2,386,416 references added 
during rhac time period. 1 should probably thank everybody 
who didn't send me reprints. 

Figure 2-1 gives a breakdown, by quarters, of che coral 
number of references entered (in rens of thousands, 
indicated by closed squares), the number of flow cyromerry 
references, i.e. , chose meeting the criteria memioned above 
(in hundreds, indicated by closed circles), and the number of 
flow cytomecry references per 1,000 references added 
(indicated by open squares). In mid-1987, approximately 
four of every 1,000 entries dealt with flow cyrometry; by the 
end of 1993, almost eight of every 1,000 encries involved 
flow cytomerry. 

For chose of you incerested in che mechanics of rhis 
lireracure analysis, the relevant rides and abscracts were 



cxrracred using a CO-ROM verston of MEDLlNE and 
Knowledge Finder® software (Aries Systems Corporarion, 
North Andover, MA). Endl.ink and EndNore® Plus 
sofrware (Niles and Associates, Inc., Berkeley, CA) were used 
co compile and mainrain a darabase of che flow cytometry 
articles. I really did read all of the 14,500 cirles and all 
available on-line absrracrs, and found more good scuff chan 
could possibly be included in one book. 

Even at that, I know I missed things , because I lacer ran 
across a number of papers published in the rime interval 
covered by the search that weren't rerrieved. In these cases, 
che words "flow cytornecry" did not appear in the cirle or the 
abstract, and, although results of flow cytomerric analyses 
were prominent in these publications, che people who 
compile MEDLINE didn't include "flow cycomecry" as a 
keyword. Also, because I didn't have access to Biological 
Abstracts on CD-ROM, I couldn't begin co do the same 
kind of search for flow-related papers there that would not 
have made it into MEDLINE. 

Note char I haven'c mentioned on-line access. I work in a 
small, frecscanding laborarory, and/or from home, and, until 
a few years ago, the only lnrernec access I had was via 
modem. When I was working on the 3rd edition, I had 
some very pricey 9,600 baud modems; I might have actually 
made chc jump co 14,400 late in the process, bur it's hard co 
remember. For the past few years, I have had a high-speed 
cable modem connection at the house, but was unable, at 
leasr until mid-2001, co get anything faster than dial-up 
access (usually 28,800 or slower) at the lab. There was no 
way I was going to be able to download 14 ,500 titles and 
abstracts over a phone line in the time I had available for the 
job. These days, I can not only use PubMed instead of my 
CO-ROM version of MEDLIN£, I can also gee access co a 
large number of journals and abstracting services from either 
the house or the lab. It's good co have bandwidth. 

However, in terms of what I was prepared co do in rerms 
nf a lireracure search for chis edition, bandwidth didn 't help. 
In the la~t edition, I noted that "In the second edition, l 
singled our various journals for their relatively high content 
of articles deal ing with flow cytomerry; I won'c even attempt 
char now. The technology seems to be everywhere." This 
rime around, I tried the same crick l used the lase time -
pulling out everything in which rhcre was any mention of 
"flow cyrnmetry" anywhere at all - for a few selected months 
worth of MEDLINE, and concluded chat I would have to 
look at 40,000 to 50,000 titles and abstracts if I wanted ro 
cover the whole rime interval between the beginning of 1994 
and the end of 2001, and chrcw in the towel. Mose of us 
have Internee access, and most of us who work in places 
where the budget can support a flow cyrometer have 
reasonably speedy Internet access, meaning that you can 
search the lireracure about as effectively as I can. Since bad 
flow does happen to good journals, what we all need to 
know these days is not how to find the citations, but how to 
tell rhe good scuff from the bad stuff. 
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A good place ro look for rrusrworthy arcicles dealing wirh 
flow cyrometry (and ocher aspects of analytical cytology) is 
in Cytometry, which is published by Wiley-Liss for the 
International Society for Analytical Cytology (ISAC) . If you 
have or intend to have more than a passing acquaintance 
with flow cytomerry, you should join the Sociery, which will 
get you a subscription co che journal. Well, ro most of it; 
several issues a year are set aside under the tide Clinical 
Cytometry (called Communications in Clinical Cytometry until 
2002), and, to ger rhese, you either have to pay extra or join 
another organi7.ation, the Clinical Cyrometry Society (CCS). 
The reviewers for Cytometry and Clinical Cytometry, though 
nor perfect, are less likely to lee in bad daca or bad data 
presentations than are reviewers for many other journals. 

Before 1980, when Cytometry started publication, che 
articles from the Automated Cytology conferences and a 
substantial number of other papers on flow cyrometry were, 
as mencioned, published in the Histochemical Sociery's The 
Journal of Histochemistry and Cytochemistry, which still 
carries some work on the subject. During the l 970's, the 
International Academy of Cytology's Acta Cytologica carried 
articles on both analytical and clinical cytology; since 1979, 
the Academy has published the more specialized Analytical 
and Quantitative Cytology (now Analytical and Quantitative 
Cytology and Histology) in addicion co Acta. Dyes and 
scaining techniques useful for cyrometry are frequently 
discussed in Biotechnic & Histochemistry (formerly Stain 

Technology), which is rhe official publication of the 
Biological Stain Commission. There is also Analytical 
Cellular Pathology, published by che European Society for 
Analytical Cellular Pachology (ESACP) . Finally, the 
laboracory hematologists, including chose hardy souls who 
do flow cytometry without benefit of fluorescence, have 
their own sociery, the International Society for Laboratory 
Hematology, with its own journal, Laboratory Hematology. 

I previously noced che October l, 1998 special issue of 
Cytometry on "Quancicacive Fluorescence Cyrometry: An 
Emerging Consensus'"370; other journals have also published 
special issues dedicaced to or feacuring cytomecry. The most 
recent that come co mind arc an issue of The journal of 
Immunological Methods on "Flow Cytomecry"H°" (the regular 

issues of this journal also have a lot of good cycomecry 
articles), an issue of Methods, a companion journal co 
Methods in Cell Biology, on "Flow Cyrometry: Measuring 
Cell Populations and Studying Cell Physiology"""', and an 
issue of Scientia Marina on "Aquacic Flow Cycomecry: 
Achievements and Prospects'"40', all appearing in 2000. In 
the same year, there was also a special issue of The journal of 
Microbiological Methods on "Microbial Analysis at the 
Single-Cell Level""0 \ with papers from a conference on that 
topic, which includes work in flow and image cyrometry and 
other techniques; the complete cext of all articles is available 
free of charge on the World Wide Web. Another issue, with 
papers from a June, 2002, conference on the same topic, is 
due ouc in 2003. 
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2.3 RESOURCES AND COURSES 

There arc flow cycometry prodigies who walk in co a lab 
cold and are competent operarors within a few days; they are 
probably about as rare as mathematical or musical prodigies. 
The resr of us (I am definirely noc a flow cyromerry prodigy) 
need hands-on help learning. The best way to find such help 
is ro hook inro the literal and physical networks of the flow 
cyromerry communiry. The best place for a beginner ro start 
is probably with che instrumenr manufacturers. 

Flow Cytometer Manufacturers 

The manufacturers of flow cycomecers run craining 
courses for their customers, and also maintain files of 
information on applications and rechniques. le is encirely 

sparring ro get such information from people who have sold 
or mighr sell you a flow cycomecer; their names, addresses 
and URL's appear in the chapters on "Buying Flow 
Cycometers" and "Sources of Supply." Especially if you are 
new ro flow cytometry, it certainly doesn'r hurt co rake the 
manufacturer's rraining course for your instrument. 

The rub is that the manufacturers' courses aren't 
available for everybody who wanes co learn flow cywmecry. 
If you buy a new instrument, the price rypically includes 
training for one or two people. An organization that already 
has an inscrumenc can pay the manufacturer co get new 
people trained, but the manufacturers don 't give training 
courses for instruments chey no longer sdl, and, if you don't 
happen to work for an organizarion with an insrrumenc, 
you're unlikely co be able ro take a manufacturer's course, 

even if you' re willing co pay for it. College and universiry 
courses on flow cyromecry for beginners are also scarce. 

As a result, chere are coo many laboratories in which flow 
cyrnmeters arc run by people who were hired after the 
trained operator(s) left, and who had co pick up rhe basics by 
reading manuals and books and talking co better trained 
operators elsewhere in mwn . The good news is that there are 
more rraining opportunities for survivors of chis hazing 
process, and for ochers who know ar least a litclc about flow 
cy10rnecry, than chcre are for novices. 

The Internacional Society for Analytical Cytology 

Anybody wich a serious inceresc in flow cyrometry ought 
to join The Incernacional Sociery for Analytical Cytology 
(ISAC) . ISAC publishes Cytometry and Clinical Cytometry, 
both now edited by Charles Goolsby, and also issues a 
Newsletter on-line; these publications include announce
ments of courses and meetings. As mentioned earlier, ISAC 
is also a moving force behind Current Protocols in Cytometry. 
Workshops on specific topics, sponsored by ISAC and by 
various inscrumenr manufacturers, are held before and 
during meetings. ISAC's journals and Membership 
Direccory are well worth the cost of dues; as a member, 
you 'II also pay less co attend one of the ISAC Congresses 
held every cwo years, usually alrernating between sites in the 
United Stares and Europe (more specialized meetings, 

memorializing Sam Lace, are held in alternate years). For 
furrher information, contact: 

[ncernarional Society for Analytical Cytology (ISAC) 

60 Revere Drive, Suite 500 
Northbrook, IL 60062-1577 
USA 
Phone: 847-205-4722 
Fax: 847-480-9282 
www.isac-net.org 
E-mail: ISAC@isac-net.org 

Cytometry (incorporating Bioimaging) 
Editor-in-Chief: 
Charles L Goolsby, Ph.D. 

c/o Patricia Sullivan 
ISAC 
(see mailing address above) 
E-mail : cycometry@isac-ncc.org; cycometry@nwu.edu 

ISAC is an international sociery; there are also 
concincncal, national, and regional organizacions devored m 

flow cycomerry and ocher aspects of analytical cytology. 
Information about meetings and other activities of many of 
chese groups finds ics way inco ISAC's publications. 

The Clinical Cytomerry Society 

The Clinical Cycometry Society, which shares custody of 
Clinical Cytometry with ISAC. was organized at one of the 
annual conferences on Clinical Applications of Cycomctry 
chat starced in Charleston, Souch Carolina in 1986. The 
current concacc information for che society is: 

Clinical Cytometry Society (CCS) 
www.cytometry.org 
P .O. Box 25456 
Colorado Springs, CO 80936-5456 
USA 
Shipping Address: 
5610 Towson View 
Colorado Springs, CO 80918 
USA 
Phone:719-590-1620 
Fax: 7 19-590-1619 
Business E-mail: admin@cycomctry.org 

Shore courses and workshops focused on particular ropics of 
clinical interest, and a longer course on clinical cywmetry, 
are given before and during chcse meetings. 

The Nacional Flow Cytometry Resource 

Since 1982, che United Scares Government, through the 
Deparrment of Energy and the National lnsticu tes of 
Health, has funded the Nacional Flow Cycomccry Resource 
(NrCR) ac Los Alamos National Laboratory. Among ocher 
things. che NFCR makes several sophiscicared, multibeam 



flow cytometers and related apparatus available to rhe 
research communicy for collaborative work and publishes the 
Flow Systems Newsletter, which includes abstracts of papers 
accepced for publication and announcemencs of various 
activities related to flow cytometry. Further information can 
be obtained from: 

National Flow Cyromecry Resource 
Bioscience Division, M-888 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 
Los Alamos, NM 87545 
Telephone ( 505) 667-1623 
FAX (505) 665-3024 
hnp:/ /lsdiv.lanl.gov/N fCR/ 

"The Annual Courses" and Others 

Annual courses on flow cyrometry, one oriented coward 
research applications and the other coward clinical 
applicarions, have been offered since the late l 970's under 
the rocating sponsorship of a group of organizations 
including Darcmourh Medical School, the National Flow 
Cytometry Resource, Norchwestern University Medical 
School, and Vericy Software House. Paul Horan and Kathy 
Muirhead were prime movers in establishing these courses. 
and have continued to 

Kathy and various colleagues now organize these 
wecl<long, hands-on workshops under the aegis of Cyto
merry Educarional Associates, Inc. (CEAl), a name reflecting 
both the inclusion of technologies other rhan flow cyromecry 
in course curricula and the need to go through the legal 
system ro set up a nonprofit organization, as opposed co an 
organization char doesn'r profo. 

Enrollment is usually limired co 40-80 people wich ac 
least some prior experience in flow cyromecry; rhe courses 
include lab work using machines provided by rhe major 
manufacturers, and recent workshops have included image 
cyromecry and/or hybrid instrumenrs as well. The research 
course is now given in alternare years ar Bowdoin College, in 
Brunswick, ME (next in 2004; see, and at Los Alamos (next 
in 2005) . The clinical course alrernares berween 
Norchwestern Universicy Medical Center in Chicago (next 
in 2004) and Darcmouch-Hicchcock Medical Center in 
H anover, NH (nexc in 2003). 

Information on che courses is now available through the 
link to "Cyromecry Courses" on Vericy's Web site at 
www.vsh.com); an nouncements also appear in Cytometry 
and Clinical Cytometry and in various on-line resources, e.g., 
che Purdue Web site and Mailing List (see next page). 

The Royal Microscopical Sociecy (www.rms.org.uk) now 
has a Cytometry Section, and conduces courses on cyrometcy 
on ac lease an annual basis. Michael Ormerod, a principal in 
chis enterprise, also independently offers courses on-line and 
ad hoc-, he will come to you. See: <hctp://ourworld.compu
serve.com/homepages/M ichael_ Ormerod/ ormerod3 .h tm> . 

FloCyre Associates (see Chapter 11 for contact 
information) is developing courses chat will be offered yearly 
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in four regions of rhe United Sraces; chey will presumably 
come to you if you're willing co pay the freighc. 

Various ocher organizations and insticucions have offered 
and offer courses on various aspects of flow cyrometry, 

which are generally announced in scientific periodicals; I 
particularly enjoyed lecturing in the Australasian Flow 
Cycomecry Group Course in 1998. 

Other Societies and Programs 

American Sociecy for Clinical Pathology (ASCP) 
2100 West Harrison Street 
Chicago IL 60612 
USA 
(312) 738-1336 
info@ascp.org 
ASCP certifies Medical Technologists and Medical 
Technicians, and offers a Qualification in Cycomccry that 
requires between 6 and 18 monchs full-rime acceptable 
experience in cytomerry and satisfacrory completion of an 
examination. Qualification in Cytometry is available:: to 

individuals without ASCP cercification who have 
baccalaureate degrees from a regionally accredited college or 
universicy and 18 months of acceptable experience. 

College of American Pachologiscs (CAP) 
325 Waukegan Road 
Northfield, IL 60093 
USA 
800-323-4040 
847-832-7000 in Illinois 
www .cap.org 
CAP conducts proficiency srudies and certifies clinical 
laborarories for both flow cyrometry and quancicacive image 
analysis. Since the CAP subcategories for flow cyromctry 
include "FLI - Lymphocyre 1mmunophcnotyping, FL2 -
DNA Content and Cell Cycle Analysis, FU - Leukemia/ 
Lymphoma, [and) FL4 - CD34+," those of you who have 
not been convinced not to use FL 1, FL2, etc. as axis labels 
may want to reconsider. 

European Sociecy for Analytical Cellular Pachology (ESACP) 
www .esacp.org 
Secrecariac: 
Dr. Walter Giaretti 
Laboratory of Biophysics and Cyromecry 
National Cancer Institute (IST) 
Largo Rosanna Benzi, n. I 0 
16132 Genoa 
Italy 
Tel: +39/10/5600969, Fax: +39/10/5600711 
E-Mail: walter.giaretti@istge.it 
Membership (&ACP) 100 Euros/yr 
Journal: Analytical Cellular Pathology 
Editor-in-Chief: Prof.Albrecht Reith 
Norwegian Radium Hospital & Institute of Cancer Research 
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Montebello 
N-03 IO Oslo 3 
Norway 
Tel: +47/22/934217, Fax: +47/22/730164 
E-mail: albrecht.reich@labmed.uio.no 
Publisher: !OS Press, Amscerdam 

International Society for Laboracory Hematology 
www.islh.org 
Executive Office: 
599 B Yonge Screer, Suice 345 
Toronto, Ontario M4Y 1Z4, Canada 
Tel: (416) 586- 5120 
Fax: (416) 586- 5125 
e-mail: mail@islh.org 
Oournal: Laboratory Hematology) 

The Purdue Mailing List, Web Site, and CD-ROMs 

Paul Robinson <jpr@flowcyc.cyro.purdue.edu>, Director 
of the Purdue U niversiry Cycomerry Laboratories, has 
probably done as much co lead cytomecry into che 
information age a~ anybody. The Purdue Cycomecry 
Website (hup://www.cyco.purdue.edu), which was up and 
running when che lase edition of this book was being 
written, received 1,800,000 hies in 2000, and over 
5.000,000 hi rs in 2001; ic has links co a huge number of 
academic, commercial, governmental, and inscicurional sires 
related co cytometry. 

Purdue also maintains a Cycomerry Mailing List wich 
several thousand subscribers that provides a forum in which 
cytometry people can pose questions, gee answers, and/or 
just vent. le is maintained rhc old-fashioned way by che 
redoubcablc Steve Kelley. To get added co the list, send e
mail co <subscribe@flowcyr.cyco.purdue.edu>; once you 
have subscribed, you will be given rhe e-mail address for the 
List (this helps keep trolls and spammers away). 

Over che years, Paul er al have, after skillfully coaxing 
sponsorship out of various vendors and manufacturers, 
produced 6 CD-ROMs full of cyrometry information 
conrributed by various people in the field, and anocher CD
ROM on microscopy; the most recent cytometry CD-ROM 
appeared in May, 2002. 

The most recent Robinson venture, Mulcimedia 
Knowledge , Inc., (www.ylearn.com) was originally 
developed co commercialize a CD-ROM and web-based 
teaching program for high school biology developed at 
Purdue wich Nacional Science Foundation funding. 
Beginning in 2002, on-line courses in cycometry will be 
added to the product line; for information, go to 
www.ylearn .com/elearn, or e-mail info@ylearn.com. 

2.4 EXPLORING THE FOUNDATIONS 

There's a loc of science behind flow cytometry, and there 
are a loc of books about the science, but there are rclarivdy 
few books, particularly in rhe physical sciences, char offer 
much hospiraliry to readers from other fields. The authors of 

most of the books discussed in rhis section have ac leasr 
made an efforc ar imelligibiliry to rhe general reader. 

Optics and Microscopy 

Oprics may not cover a multicude of sins, bur optics 
texts tend to cover a mulricude of sines, integrals, and orher 
marhemacics, which may intimidate many people coming 
from rhe biological side. In previous editions, I 
recommended an optics rext by Hecht and Zajac'0 for its 
clear illustrations and lucid prose; there's another very good 
technical optics book6' s by Meyer-Arendt, who happens to 

be a physics professor with a medical degree. A less 
intimidating, largely nonmathematical, and relatively 
entertaining treatment of opcics can be found in a gorgeous 
book by Falk, Brill, and Stork called Seeing the !.ight: Optics 
in Nature, Photography, Color Vision, and Holography""'. If 
you're really interested in photonics, there's a nice book by 
Saleh and Teich'"'', but it's definitely hard going. An easier
to-read, but thorough and informative, introduction co lasers 
can be found in the Second Edition of Hechc's The Laser 
Guitkbook'0s' or his slighcly lacer Understanding Lasers: An 
Entry-Level Guitk"0s. Harbison and Nahory's Lasers: 
Harnessing the Atoms Ligh/'°" is a 1997 book aimed at the 
interested layman, beautifully illustrated, and feacuring a 
detailed discussion of recent developments in semiconduccor 
lasers. 

However, I would recommend chat, before you try 
digging up any of the optics books, you take a look rhe 
Molecular Expressions Web sire at www.microscopy.fsu.edu, 
which has an extensive tutorial on optics and microscopy, 
with a loc of interactive applets. This is a very well 
constructed site, because a lot of money was pur into it. fu I 
hear rhe srory, Michael Davidson, of the Nacional High 
Magnetic Field Laboratory (NHMFL) at Horida State 
University, took a lot of polarized light photomicrographs of 
crystals of various common materials - common bar 
cocktails, Ben & Jerry's ice cream, etc. - and licensed che 
piccures, which are very prerry and colorful, to commercial 
organizations. One of these is Stonehenge, Ltd., which 
produces silk neckties, scarves, and boxer shores wirh chc 
crystal patterns printed on chem; some of rhe proceeds from 
their Molecular Expressions Cockcail Collection arc even 
donated co Mothers Against Drunk Driving. I'm nor sure 
whether those of us with ice cream abuse problems get 
discounts on the Ben and Jerry's line, but you get the idea. 
Anyway, rherc arc apparently enough people willing to shell 
out a few dozen bucks a pop co wear crystals around cheir 
necks and elsewhere (one can readily imagine a conversation 
that scares ouc wich "What are you drinking?" and progresses 
chrough "Want co sec what the crystal structure looks like?") 
ro have generated millions of dollars in royalties for FSU and 
the lab. Small potatoes, perhaps, compared co what rhe 
Seminoles usually bring in during football season, especially 
when they do make chose field goals, bur more chan enough 
co produce a dynamite Web site. 



A lot of practical information on the optical componencs 
(light sources, lenses, filters, ere.} used in flow cytometers 
can be found in catalogues from optical supply houses such 
as Edmund Scientific, Melles Grior, Newport Corporation, 
Optosigma, Oriel Corporation, and Thorlabs; see Chapter 
11 for their contact information. 

Everybody chinks it's a good idea to know how to use a 
microscope; almost nobody is taughc how. If the Molecular 
Expressions Web sire isn't your cup of tea, I can recommend 
some older and newer books. Virrually all of the basic theory 
can be acquired from a brief acquaintance wich Spencer's 
slim Fundamentals of light Microscopym. For che practical 
derails, its hard to beac Smith's Microscopy and 
Photomicrography. A Working Manuars. which, with the aid 
of numerous photographs, cells you which knobs co turn 
how far to get optimal image quality from your microscope. 
Newer offerings include. Murphy's Fundamentals of light 
Microscopy and Electronic lmaging140

' , Rost and Oldfield's 
Photography with a Microscopi'0' , and Herman's Fluorescence 
Microscop/'"". With books like this around, plus the Web 
site, there's no excuse for nor doing it right. 

Electronics 

When I played around with audio and ham radio 
equipment in che l 950's, I was totally mystified by vacuum 
rubes and discrete transistor circuitry, and I remain so to this 
day. Luckily, che phenomenal progress char has occurred 
since the advent of incegrated circuit (IC) electronics has 
made ir possible to build very sophisticated equipment using 
operational amplifiers, hybrid devices such as comparators, 
and small- to large-scale digital inregraced circuics wichouc 
understanding very much about transistors. Building the 
electronics for a mulcistarion, mulriparamerer flow cytometer 
is no more difficult than building many of the gadgecs 
described in various electronic, amateur radio and computer 
magazines; a hobbyist-level knowledge of electronics will 
equip you to rake on this project, and you don't even need 
chat much to appreciate most aspects of flow cytometer 
electronics. 

One of the easiest and most enjoyable introductions to 
electronics is Hoenig's book", How to Build and Use 
Electronic Devices without Fro.stration. Panic, Mountains of 
Money, or an Engineering Degree. I haven't seen this around 
the bookstores lardy. Another option, equally enjoyable, 
although somewhat more difficult because it covers virtually 
the whole field, is Horowitz and Hill's The Art of 
Electronics'""'1'' ; chis is unquestionably rhe best ex.isring rexr. 
Anybody who already has some experience in electronics, or 
gets it from Horowitz and Hill, will also find pearls of 
wisdom and some good laughs in Pease's Troubleshooting 
Analog CircuitfOS' and in Analog Circuit Design: Art, Science, 
and Personalities, edited by Williams'°'". 

Practical circuit derails and a sear-of-the-panes 
introduction to various aspects of electronics suitable for 
anybody pasr junior high school age have been available 
from Radio Shack stores in Mims' Getting Started in 
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£Lectronics'1 and Engineer's Notebook II'; various revisions of 
these may still be found in the chain's better-stocked stores. 

Other practical and helpful information about analog 
and digital circuits appears in "cookbooks" by Jung" and 
Lancaster'"·". Armed with an introduction from some or all 
of the books just mencioned, you will find it possible to 

extract useful information from manufaccurers' literature, 
which frequently omits important practical derails because ic 
is assumed that the reader will be sufficiently sophisricared ro 
supply them. I keep most of my list of books handy in my 
electronics shop, and I heartily recommend chis practice. 

The problem with electronics chese days is char 
integrated circuits are being built on a larger and larger scale, 
with most of them no longer available as chips with pins chat 
plug into sockets. The development process instead requires 
char you use CAD software to design and test (by 
simulation) a circuit, and lay our a printed circuit board 
onto the surface of which the ICs are soldered directly. 
Much better for che real engineers; much worse for rhe 
hobbyists and others of us who have neither the in-house 
facilities to play chis game nor the cash to pay outside 
conrracrors. 

Computers: Hardware and Software 

Some of my misadvenrures with computers, and more of 
ocher people's, were discussed in a book by Stein and 
Shapiro" (don't even bother looking for it), in which ic was 
noced and lamented chat the same misadventures have 
befallen people in che mainframe, mini, and microcomputer 
eras. I mention this because, having painfully entered binary 
programs into a vacuum rube mainframe from rhe console 
many years ago, and no less painfully entered binary 
programs into minis some years lacer, I was unenthusiastic 
about repeating the same unpleasant scenario wich 
microprocessors, which seemed inevitable as I prepared co 
take the classical electronic engineering route co micro
processor system development. 

Luckily, personal and home computers developed rapidly 
enough to provide cheap. user-friendly and otherwise 
convenient alternatives ro microprocessor development for 
those of us who build and/or use flow cycometers and 
practically any other kind of instrumentation. Considering 
rhe amounr of money now being spent on home and 
personal computers, there arc pretty few readable, 
informative books on the topic, especially when ic comes co 
hardware details. In previous editions, I recommended a few 
books""'·w·•.•019·"' char helped me and others co understand 
what it takes in the way of circuirry co connect things co 
microcomputer systems, and how operating syscems and 
programming work. The specifics in these books may relate 
co obsolete hardware and sofrware; the general principles are 
still valid. 

Most bookstores are full of rides such as Macs for 
Morons, DOS for Dummkopfi, Crays for Cretins, and che like, 
which purportedly tell you how co use these computers and 
do not gee down to how they work at the dccrronic level. I 
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figure I could pick up some easy royalries by wriring 500 
pages or so of The Power User's Complete Guide to Disk 
Formatting, bur rhar will have ro wair unril rhis book is 
done. I have boughr a lor of computer books; my criterion 
for purchase is that the book helps me solve an existing 
problem wirh one of my compueer systems. The trouble is 
rhac each book solves only one or rwo problems. 

If you're interested in an accessible incroduction to 

digital computers, starting with the basics of binary numbers 
and digital circuitry and moving righc up to graphical user 
interfaces, read Charles Peczold's Code2" " . Perzold is best 
know for his multiple editions of Programming Windnws" " , 
generally accepted as the definitive and the best-written 
book on wricing programs for Microsofr's monopoly 
operacing system; it's not an easy read, but Code is. 

If you're looking for a book that will teach you how to 

program a computer, specifically an IBM-compacible or a 
Macintosh, you're really out of luck. Mose books on 
programming are written by programmers. Although chis 
should give the reader the benefit of the authors' expertise, 
programmers arciculace enough co get a book past an editor 
are usually also smart enough to realize chat, if more readers 
really learn how co program, it means less job security for 
programmers. I've been programming computers for over 40 
years, and I can't understand the gobbledygook in most of 
ehe rcccnr books abouc programming. There still are a few 
small books from which you can learn C and its extension, 
C++, which are the programming languages in favor coday, 
which will gee you up to speed if you're running the UNIX 
operating system on a minicomputer or DOS in an IBM
comparible. And Petzold's Programming Windows requires 
chat you be fluent in CIC++, really meaning Microsoft's 
version, before you open che book. 

What you really need to learn these days, however, is 
how co write programs that run with either Microsoft 
Windows or rhe Macintosh operating system. Many of the 
features of these graphical inrerfaces that make life easier for 
users make life much more complicated for programmers. 
There were never more than one or rwo books char 
atcempled to teach a novice lO program in C or C++ for rhe 
Macintosh or Windows, and, unfortunately, these books 
wcnr our of date because che compiler developers brought 
out new versions of the C and C++ compilers with new bells 
and whistles char weren't explained in the books and aren'e 
very clearly explained in the documentation which comes 
wich the compilers. I can 't recommend any of them. 

The major drawback of many computer languages and 
applicacions is the tendency of their adherents co view chem 
as religions racher than as examples of useful information 
technology. 1 personally use a computer language called 
Forth:ioi<>.i\166-•, which was developed specifically co facilitate 

instrument control and data acquisition and analysis using 
small compucers. le worked fine with DOS computers, and 
reasonably well with Macs, but, although there are good 
Windows versions available, they're hard to use, because it's 
just hard to wrice W indows programs, in any language. 

The word among some programmers l crust is that 
Borland's Windows programming language cools, C++ 
Builder and Delphi (which uses the Pascal language), arc 
substantially easier to work with than Microsoft's Visual 
CIC++ and Visual Basic. I have a lot of books abouc all of 
these; they are remarkably uninformative about some of the 
first things you'd chink people would want co know abouc, 
such as how co get information in and out of the computer. 
But maybe I'm just a curmudgeon. 

Digital Signal Processing 

In theory, digital signal processing (DSP) is just another 
form of computation. In practice, it's a revolution and, 
arguably, even a religion to some. With the introduction of 
compact discs, consumer audio switched from analog 
processing and information storage to digital processing and 
storage; che newest generation of digital camcorders and 
high-definition television secs are bringing the digital 
revolution co consumer video. Data communication 
obviously requires digital processing, but so docs most of 
voice communication in the age of the cellular phone and 
personal transceiver. 

This has made the hardware and sofrware necessary for 
digital processing affordable to manufacturers of scientific 
apparatus, such as cycometers, whose aggregace component 
needs don' t even show up as a blip on che semiconductor 
manufacturers' radar screens. Those of us who use che 
instruments are beneficiaries, but we also have to evaluate 
instrument manufacturers' conflicting claims about when it 
is better co use digital processing and when we should stick 
with our old fashioned analog stuff. I'll try to sort that our at 
a basic level in subsequent chapters. 

Books about DSP tend co be long on che math and short 
on plain language explanations of what's going on. A notable 
exception, which I wholeheartedly recommend, is Stephen 
Smith's The Scientist and Engineer's Guide ro Digital Signal 
Processing2412 , which can be downloaded free from the 
author's Web sire. If you are at all interested in learning 
more about the topic, this is rhc place co scarr. 

Data Presentation and Display 

A series of books by Edward Tufte, The Visual Display of 
Quantitative lnformation'0"'·,." , Envisioning Information''"", 

and Visual Explanations,.,•, should be required reading for 
everybody with any need to present data. Tufte is a Professor 
Emeritus at Yale; he caught courses on staciscical evidence, 
information design, and interface design. The books, printed 
by his own Graphics Press, are coffee table quality work~ of 
arc, and, if the principles contained and expounded in chem 
were more widely adhered co, viewing a poster session mighc 
be less like running the gaunclet. For about rwice the price of 
the set of books, you can cake Tufre's one-day course on 
Presenting Dara and Information, which will gee you the 
books plus the opportunity co watch and hear che man and 
see some of his collection of rare books. Information is 
available at www.edwardtufre.com. 



Spectroscopy, Fluorescence and Dye Chemistry 

A scholarly, entertaining, even, you should pardon che 
expression, absorbing treacmenc of che interactions of light 
with matter is given by Kurt Nassau in The Physics and 
Chemistry of Color"30• A more formal coverage of this copic 
and its applications appears in Campbell and Dwek's 
Biological Spectroscop/3' . Although there are sci II gaps in the 
liceramre when one looks for information abour the 
biological applications of fluorescence and fluorescent dyes, 
considerably more is available now chan was when the last 
edition of this book was wricren. 

The first edition of an otherwise fairly comprehensive 
book on fluorescence spectroscopy by Lakowicz23 comained 
relatively litrle information about biological applications; the 
second edition"" ' has improved somewhat in chis respect. 
There is a smaller book on fluorescence spectroscopy by 
Sharma and Schulman2"', and also Yaleur's new, compact 
buc comprehensive Molecular Fiuorescenc/"' . 

The place to start in fluorescence microscopy is Rose's 
Fluorescence Microscopy' 0' 0 , a two-volume creacise with the 
second volume in gestation. This is an admirable work with 
lucid creatmencs of the physics and chemistry of 
fluorescence, cechnical details of fluorescence microscopy 
and microphotography, and such helpful goodies as a 
German-English vocabulary and suggescions on how to 

make text .~!ides for calks chac won 't spoil your audience's 
dark adaptation. For chose of you who take my advice and 
look ac Rost's book, let me add thac the cover of rhe 3rd 
edition of Practical Flow Cytometry was designed before I 
ever saw Fluorescence Microscopy. 

Quantitative Fluorescence Microscopy'"" , also by Rost, 
continues in che style of his earlier work, introducing 
microspectrofluoromerry, scanning and confocal scanning 
fluorescence microscopy, image analysis, and, in a chapter 
written by Tanke, flow cytometry. This is another good 
book to have. I have already mentioned a small, relatively 
new book by Herman 2409 chat may be a good choice for 
beginners. 

Books on biological stains by Gurr2' and Lillien and 
Horobin 's newer, otherwise excellent Understanding 
Histochemistry'°'''' contain few derails about fluorescence or 
fluorescent dyes. The symposium volume on fluorescence 
applicacions ediced by Taylor er al"" , helpful in some areas, 
has largely been supplanted by newer works. These include 
Cell Structure and Function by Microspectrojluorometry'm, 
edited by Kohen and Hirschberg, che rwo volumes ediced by 
Wang and Taylor on Fluorescence Microscopy of living Cells 
in Culture;n, and Fluorescent and Luminescent Probes for 
Biological Activity, a Practical Guide to Technology for 
Quantitative Real-Time Ana(ysis'0 " "" 0 , edited by Mason. 

Finally, one should neither underestimate nor overlook 
che magnificent Handbook of Fluorescent Probes and Research 
ChemicaLs'0'~·2332 , which, although nominally che catalog of 
Molecular Probes, Inc. (Eugene, OR; www.probes.com}, 
contains more information on the structure, speccra, and use 
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of fluorescenc dyes (many thousands of references on several 
thousand compounds) than is available anywhere else. 

A more general survey of methods in microscopy, which 
includes some discussion of hiscochemiscry and analytical 
mechodology, appears in Light Microscopy in Biology' 0-'', 

edited by Lacey; some chapters in this book are easier co read 
than others. 

Cell and Molecular Biology and Immunology 

It was pointed ouc to me char che first edition of this 
hook provided no guidance for the hapless physicist crying 
to locate che nuclear membrane among the quarks and 
gluons. DeDuve's beauciful, two-volume Guided Tour of the 
Living Cetr is a good place to scare. Molecular Biology of the 
Celt )(,, by Albercs et al, is as helpful for those of us who 
learned biology more than a few years ago as for chose who 
never learned ic, and Darnell, Lodish, and Baltimore's 
Molecular Cell Biology'077 covers similar terricory and is even 
more lavishly illusrraced. Recombinant DNA'0' 8 , by Wacson et 
al , provides a well-written and well-illustrated introduction 
co genes and cheir manipulation. 

The clear winners among immunology books are che 
large volume lmmunology03', by Roitt, Brostoff, and Male 
(now in a new edicion'0'\ and its pockec-siz.ed sibling, 
Male's Immunology: An Illustrated Outlin/38 , both of which 
contain color illusuacions which set a new standard for other 
texts co follow. Another useful and highly readable book, 
wich a more philosophical bent, is Golub and Green's 
Immunology: A Synthesis'"'". 

I haven't included the new editions of the cellular/ 
molecular biology and immunology books here. All of these 
seem co have a one or rwo page description of flow 
cytometry chat gees something wrong at a basic level. As I 
mentioned in the Preface, the one book I found chat goc it 
righc was !mmunobiology, by Janeway et al23 " . 

2.5 ALTERNATIVES TO FLOW CYTOMETR Y 

Flow cycomecry has come imo wide use at least in parr 
because manufacturers presenced ready-made solutions co 
instrumentation problems chat few users would have cried to 

solve. The many tasks to which flow cycomecers are 
unsuited, e.g., measurement of atcached cells, repeaced 
measurements of a single cell over cime, and high-resolution 
localization of probes in or on cells, are readily approached 
using such devices as confocal microscopes and microscope
based imaging systems. Application of such apparatus was 
initially hindered because, while it was generally necessary 
for invescigacors to build their own systems from 
components, litcle guidance was available in princ. Shinya 
Inoue produced a dramatic cure for this deficiency with a 
magnificent book called Vitko Microscop/1\ which covers 
foundations, history, praccical details, results, and sources of 
supply. A second edition has been written by Inoue with 
Kenneth Spring" 11 • 

There is some discussion of inscrumcmation for 
fluorescence image analysis , confocal microscopy, and 
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analysis of fluorescence recovery afcer phocobleaching 
(FRAP) in references 1070-1072 and 1074. These 
ccchniques are also covered in several ocher books, including 
Optical Methods in Cell Physiology' 0", edired by Weer and 
Salzberg, Russ' Computer-Assisted Microscopy: The 
Measurement and Analysis of Images'"", che firsc edicion of che 
Handbook of Biological Confocal Microscopy'"'', ediced by 
Pawley, and New Techniques of Optical Microscopy and 
Microspectroscopy'"'', ediced by Cherry. All of chcse arc well 
ouc of dare ac rhis poinc. 

More recencly, Wilkinson and Schur have edired a fairly 
comprehensive book on Digital Image Analysis of 
Microbe/'20 , which has a loc of foundation marerial equally 
applicable co a wider range of biological specimens, and 
Wang and Herman have edited a volume on Fluorescence 
Spectroscopy and Microscopy'"'. And the Handbook of 
Biological Confocal Microscopy, which remains a scandard in 
its field, has emerged in a new edicion'"' . 

For now, however, we will move back toward classical 
microscopy, a~ we consider che history of flow cycomecry. 



3. HISTORY 

The quocacion amibuced to George Santayana, "Those 
who cannoc remember the past are condemned to repeat it ," 
has already found its way into the literature of flow 
cytomctry"'. To judge from che amount of repecicion of che 
pasr chat has also found irs way into che literature, people 
aren'c reading as much as they are writing. I have always 
liked to pursue my fields of interest back to their original 
sources. For one ching, it does help you co avoid repeating 
ocher people 's mistakes; for another, it improves your 
perspective and your personality co find out that the great 
idea which occurred co you last night occurred co Paul 
Ehrlich in the l 890's. 

Since flow cycometry is a relatively new field with a 
relarively small number of hard-core practitioners, it is 
possible to gain some insight into why the rechnology has 
developed as ir has from talking co che people who 
developed it and asking them why chey did chings as chey 
did. I have now been collecting historical anecdotes in chis 
fashion for more chan a chird of a cencury. I suspecc char 
everyone wrices history wich whac he or she calls a 
perspeccive and ochers describe as a bias. I will admit to a 
perspecnve. 

Microscopy from Leeuwenhoek's rime co che I 800's was 
as much the province of gencleman naturalists (wich perhaps 
an occasional gendewoman) as of physicians. Since chen, 
mosc of che technical developments in microscopy, including 
flow cycometry and che rest of analycical cycology, have been 
morivaced by both scientific and economic interests in 
improving medical diagnosis and creacmenc. Flow 
cycomerry, in particular, was envisioned as an ideal mechod 
for counting and, evencually, for classifying blood cells, and 
also as a technique for making reliable distinctions between 
normal and malignant or premalignanc cells in cycologic 
specimens. If you keep these sources of motivation in mind, 
you'll find ir easier co understand why chings have happened 
as chey have. 
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This chapter is divided inco seccions called "Ancient 
History," which covers the period from Leeuwenhoek co chc 
1950's , "Classical History," which describes events of the 
l 950's and l 960's, and "Modern History," in which I 
consider what has happened in analycical cytology and flow 
cycometry from the time I started watching chrough the early 
l 990's. Events more current chan char, "Hiscory in rhe 
Making," will be discussed in connection wirh the technical 
copies covered in lacer chapters. 

3.1 ANCIENT HISTORY 

Flow Cytomerry: Conception and Birch 

I am not the only revisionist author who has considered 
the history of flow cytometry; Derjaguin and Vla~enko ' , in 
discussing a flow syscem using light scarcer measurements for 
counting and sizing hydrosols and aerosols, give one M . V. 
Lomonosov credit for describing what we in che Wesc call 
the Tyndall effect as far back as 1742, and also for 
anticipating dark field microscopy and lighc scaccering mea
surement of submicroscopic parricles. 

American historians of flow cytomerry usually cite a 
1934 paper in Science by Moldavan" as rhc firsc description 
of flow cycomerry. This incroduces rhe concept of counting 
cells, e.g., blood cells, flowing through a capillary cube, using 
a photoelectric sensor to make extincrion measuremenrs; rhe 
wording of rhe arcicle strongly suggests chat rhe author had 
never succeeded in getting chc device working, ac lease ar rhc 
time of puhlicarion. 

Flow cyromecry of biological specimens was actually 
accomplished in rhe l 940's; che cells analyzed were baccerial 
cells, and the suspending medium was air rarher rhan water . 
It had been established by che I 920's chat dark-field 
microscopes could be used to visualize objeccs, e.g., viruses, 
rhat were not resolvable by transmitted lighc microscop~-. 
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Figure 3-1. The first working flow cytometer. 
Reprinred with permission from F. T. Gucker, Jr., 
et al, ]AC.S. 69:2422-312'1• Copyright 1947 American 
Chemical Society. 

In rhc I 920's and l 930's, colloid chemises and physical 

scientists built inscrumenrs incorporacing such "ulcra
microscopes" for analysis of flowing colloidal suspensions 
and for detection, counting, and sizing of particles in 
aerosols such as mine dusts. 

A 1947 paper by G ucker ec al" reporced success in flow 
cyrnmerric dececcion of bacteria in aerosols. T he work, 
sponsored by the U.S. Army with the aim of rapid 
identification of airborne bacteria and spores used as 

biological warfare agencs10· 1', was done during World War If 
at Camp (now Forr) Derrick and Harvard Medical School; 
che resulrs could not be published until they were 
declassified afcer the war. 

The original Gucker particle counter, shown in Figure 
3-1 , incorporated a sheach of filtered air co confine che air 

sample scream to the cencral portion of che flow chamber, in 

which it was subjecced to dark-field illumination. The lighc 
source (far righc), one of chc most powerful then known, was 
a ford headlight; a photomultiplier cube, chen a newly 

developed device, was introduced as a derecrnr, although the 

detecror shown ac che left of the figure is a challium sulfide 

phococell. The obscrvacion poinr is at rhe intersection of che 
cones of light in che center of che figure. The inscrumenr had 

abouc a 60 percent probability of detecting a parcicle 0 .6 µm 
in d iameter. Interest ingly enough , hiscory has been repeating 
irself in recenr years, as che Army has regained inreresc in 
flow cytomerric detection of airhorne microbial 
pathogens" " . 

Uncil the l 950 's, rhe electro-optical cechnology available 
for use by analytical cyrologisrs was, as illusrraced by che 
description above, rather pri micive. Given this level of 
technology. it is somewhat surp rising that so much was 

learned about the chemistry and physics of cells by that 
nme. 

Staining Before and After Paul Ehrlich 

In preparing earlier editions of chis book, I used Baker's 
Principles of Biological Microtechnique'2, which I would still 

recommend to rhe reader, as a primary somce. Thac book 
was dedicated to the memory of Paul Ehrlich, who was a 

cencral figure in rhe field from his scudent days until his 
deach. I have gained addirional perspeccive from Clark and 

Ka.~ten's revised third edirion of Conn's History of 
Staining'0"', which I would likewise recommend. . . 

From Leeuwenhoek's time uncil the mid-I800's, very 

little work was done on staining cells. Leeuwenhoek himself 
used saffron to improve contrast of muscle specimens; o thers 
focused primarily on uprake of naturally colored materials by 

living cells and tissues. Alrhough ir was possible co apply 

some of che color reactions being devised by analycical 
chemises to qualicacive analysis of tissues and cells. the 

techniques and reagencs used did nor generally allow 
localiza[ion of chemical conscicuencs of cells ac the cellular 
and subcdlular levels. 

Rapid progress was made in this area from che I 850's on 

due to the availability of a large number of newly synthesized 
dyes, beginning wirh William H. Perkin's mauve in 1856, 
which represented the first cechnological fruics of the 
emerging science of organic chemiscry. In a very real sense, 
synthetic dyes had the same status in che !are I 800's char 

monoclonal antibodies and the produces of generic 
engineering have today. T he textile induscry represented a 

large market, enabling a synthetic chemical induscry to 

develop wich che production of dyes as irs primary goal; as 
che chemical factories made new organic srructures available, 

new applications could be found. Simon Garfield 's recenr 
popular book, Mauv/m, provides an enrercaining history o f 

both the nascent dye and chemical industry and its spinofE 
and progeny, including some accounts of Ehrlich 's work. 

Ehrlich studied rhe reactions of dyes with living rissues as 
well as with macerials fixed by hear or chemical treacmenc. In 
studies of blood1', he used mixtures of acidic and basic dyes 

to d istinguish what have continued co be known as 

acidophilic, or eosinophilic, basophilic, and neucrophilic 
granular leukocyres. Principles he elucidated were applied by 
Malachowski and Romanowsky co develop mixrures of eosin 
and azure dyes which allowed visualization of malaria 

parasices in blood cells as well as idemificacion of different 
cypes of leukocytes; the Giemsa, Leishman, MacNeal. and 
W right scains for blood and bone marrow smears evolved 
fro m Romanowsky's. 

Ehrlich also injected dyes into living animals, and 
studied the rare ac which d ifferent cells and organs 

decolorized dyes by metabolic oxidacion-reduccion (rcdox) 
reactions. These srudies anticipated che later developmenc of 
tracer mechods in which radioisocopes, racher chan dyes, 
would be used, and provided a basis for the use of dyes as 
drugs, resulring in chc firsc specific chemotherapy for 
syphilis. In rhc course of his work on immunology and 
chcmocherapy, Ehrlich developed a concepr of specific 
ligand-receptor interaccions char amicipated much of whar 
ha.~ been done in this area in more recent years. 

Ehrlich employed che fluorescence of fluorescein , shortly 
afccr this dye was firsc synchesized in che 1880's, to scudy rhe 



dynamics of ocular fluids; it is sobering to contemplate whar 
he mighc have accomplished had he had access co ulcraviolec 
and fluorescence microscopes, which were invented shordy 
before his death, and which sec the scage for the next great 
advances in analytical cytology. 

Nostalgia now lees me recall my initial introduction co 
che world of Leeuwenhoek and Ehrlich, Paul de Kruifs 
Microbe Hunters"" , which I read as a boy and still 
recommend, despite the face that ic refleccs the prevailing 
prejudices of the era in which it was written (lace l 920's). 
Paul de Kruif served as a technical adviser co Sinclair Lewis 
when the larcer wroce Arrowsmith, which was also muse 
reading for pre-meds, or at least those of my generation. 

Mose of the classical staining techniques for examination 
of blood cells, tissues, and bacteria had been developed by 
che beginning of chis century. Since chat cime, the major 
thrust in hiscochemical technique has been toward 
procedures of increasing specificity. Of particular interest 
with regard to flow cytometry are staining methods for 
nucleic acids. To gain some perspective on che history of 
devdopmencs in chis area, ic should be remembered that, 
although the 'role of the nucleus in development and 
heredity had become apparent by the turn of the century, 
DNA was not conclusively identified as the genetic material 
until che mid I 940's. Uncil the I 920's, it was believed chat 
DNA was present only in animals, while planes contained 
RNA. 

In che early I 900's, Pappenheim and Unna adapted a 
combination of two basic dyes that had been used by 
Ehrlich, methyl green and pyronin, co produce green 
(methyl green) staining of nuclei and red (pyronin) staining 
of cytoplasm and nucleoli. Bracher"' subsequendy 
demonstrated, by comparison of ribonuclease-treaced and 
uncreated specimens, chac pyronin , when combined with 
methyl green, bound to RNA, and also showed chat RNA 
was present in the cytoplasm of animal as well as plane cells. 
Methyl green was shown to bind co polymerized DNA; we 
now know char che molecule binds to adenine-thymine pairs 
or rriplets in a fashion similar to the UV-excited, blue 
fluorescenc Hoechst dyes 33258 and 33342, both of which 
are used for DNA staining in flow cytometry. 

In 1925, Robert Fculgen35 developed a presumably 
scoichiomerric procedure for staining DNA which involved 
derivarizing a dye, originally fuchsin, ro a Schiff base, and 
reacting this with DNA from which che purine bases had 
been removed by mild acid hydrolysis. Feulgen was the first 
co demonstrate chat DNA was presenc in boch animal and 
planr cell nuclei. Refinements of Feulgen's procedure 
followed over rhe subsequem decades; a variant using 
fluorescent dyes such as aurarnine 0 and acriflavine was 
developed by Kasten '°"1 and employed in some of the earliest 
flow cycomecric fluorescence measurements". 

Origins of Modern Microscopy 

The optical "microscope" wich which Leeuwenhoek 
visualized protozoa and bacceria was a simple microscope. 
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essenrially a very high power magnifying lens in a holder rhac 
allowed a specimen to be brought into the field of view by 
turning a screw. Leeuwenhoek was unusually successful in 
making observations at high magnification with his 
apparatus. Ir proved easier for others ro make and use 
compound microscopes, in which an objective lens makes 
a modestly magnified image of the specimen; a magnified 
visual image of this image is then produced by a second lens, 
che ocular, or eyepiece. 

The first compound microscope was builc in 1590; the 
apparatus was refined over the next three centuries, with 
many of rhe features we now associate with modern 
microscopes being introduced by the Carl Zeiss works in 
Jena, Germany, during the late I 800's'm. Ernsc Abbe, 
working with Zeiss, developed both the cheory of 
microscopy and many refinements of optical design and 
technique, including apochromatic color-corrected lenses 
and oil immersion. The implemencation of Abbe's designs 
was made possible by the chemist Otto Schon, who 
produced the special glasses needed to make the lenses and 
ocher optical components. 

The resolution of a transmirced light microscope is a 
function of the illumination wavelength, and improves ac 
shorter wavelengths. By the beginning of this century, 
microscopes employing ulcraviolet light sources and quam 
optics had been produced in an elforc to resolve finer detail 
than could be observed with visible light. T ransmictcd light 
microscopy with ulcraviolet light required char the image be 
photographed rather than observed direccly, since ultraviolet 
light is invisible to the human eye. Fluorescence emission 
excited by ultraviolet lighr is, in general, visible, and was firsr 
observed in an ulcraviolec microscope b;' Augusc Kohler of 
Zeiss in I 904'm. By the start of World War I. several firms 
had refined ulttaviolet microscopes into fluorescence 
m 1crosco pes. 

Making Cycology Quantitative: Caspersson ec al 

Between the l 930's and rhe I 960's, the basis for much 
of modern analytical cytology was established by T orbjorn 
Caspersson and his colleagues in Stockholm, whose work 
was alluded co in Chapter 1. Caspersson 's 1950 monograph, 
Cell Growth and Celi Function3', describes derailed scudies of 
nucleic acid and protein metabolism during normal and 
abnormal cell growth. These were done by highly precise 
microspectrophoromerric measurement of the absorption of 
unstained cells in the ultraviolet and visible regions of chc 
spectrum. 

Caspersson's results, remarkable enough in chemselves, 
are even more remarkable in chac chey were obcained using 
apparatus which seems strange and almost hopelessly 
primitive co chose of us who have grown up wich lasers and 
solid-scace eleccronics. Cadmium spark sources were used for 
ultraviolet illumination; phorocurrent measuremenrs were 
done with string electrometers, unless the signal was srrong 
enough to permit use of a vacuum-rube amplifier. Analycical 
cytology has obviously come a long way since the I 950's; 
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many of rhe advances in the field since then have been made 
by people who learned the basics in Stockholm. 

It was possi ble by 1950 to derermine the content of 
nucleic acids and prorein in living cells by making 
measurements near 260 nm and 280 nm, although DNA 
and RNA could nor be distinguished from one anorher in 
intacr cells when chis procedure was employed. Hemoglobin 
producrion in immarure red blood cells was srudied, by 
Thorell among ochers, by measurement of rhe srrong 
absorption of heme porphyrins in rhc Sorer band near 420 
nm (see Figure 1-3, p. 8). The very narure of absorption 
measurements, however, restricted the range of applicarion 
of rhis technique. 

As was previously mentioned, rhe photoderector in a 
microspecrrophotometer measures lighr rransmitced rhrough 
rhe specimen; such a measurement cannot always dis
criminate berween light loss due to absorption and lighr loss 
due to scattering. Precise absorpcion measuremencs were 
shown by Caspersson er al to require opcics of relarively high 
(>0.85) numerical aperrure (N.A.), in order rn collecr as 
much of che scacrered lighc as possible . Ir was also found 
desirable to march rhe refractive indices of rhe specimen, 
suspending or mounting medium, and immersion fluid 
used, to minimize scarcering ac che interfaces berween them. 
Jn some cases, as when rhe cytoplasm of cells contained 
refracrile granules, ic remained impossible to measure 
absorption with rhe precision required for quantitative 
analyses of cellular conscicuents. 

From che vantage point of a new century in which 
nucleic acid chemistry is as much a technology as a science, 
ic is coo easy to underestimate the significance of che work of 
Caspersson and other pioneers for the development of 
molecular biology and molecular generics. The Feulgen 
staining procedure for DNA, described in rhe 1920's" , was 
not universally accepted as quanricarive; Bracher's srudies of 
cellular growth and development, using mcchyl green and 
pyron in, respecrively, ro scain DNA and RNA '", were also 
regarded wich suspicion in some quarcers. The ulrravioler 
absorption technique was less vulnerable to criticism, 
because ic wa~ based upon characteristics demonscrable in 
purified preparacions of che macromolecules involved and 
because no reagent was used . Results obtained by all of chese 
mecho<ls led co the same conclusions; i.e., char the content of 
both DNA and RNA was increased in actively growing cells. 
Caspersson and Schultz'- showed in 1938 chat the nucleic 
acid conrenc of chromosomes doubled during che mitotic 
cycle, verifying 1har this chemical constimenr ex.hibiced rhe 
sroichiomecry required of genetic material ; ir was nor until 
1944 thar Avery er al '" published the experimenc usually 
regarded as establishing DNA a~ rhe carrier of generic 
information. 

Origins of Cancer Cytology: The Pap Smear 

The clinical relevance of Caspersson's work wa~ far from 
obvious in rhe lace 1930's; even had ir been obvious, it 
would have been almosr impossible to implemenc UV 

microspeccrophotomerric measurements for routine cancer 
diagnosis at char rime. The first pracrical procedure for che 
cyrologic diagnosis of cancer insread made use of 
convencional cransmirred lighr microscopy and an 
empirically derived mixture of acidic and basic dyes. 

George Papanicolaou developed che first of several 
staining mixtures for use in smdies of rhe primare estrous 
cycle, observing chat sraining characrerisrics of cells 
exfoliaced from the female genical rracr changed during che 
cycle. He later applied his procedures to material of human 
origin, and observed char exfoliared cells from patients wich 
cervical dysplasias and cancer could be distinguished from 
normal cells. 

A 1941 reporr by Papanicolaou and T rauc"' esrablished 
the clinical relevance of nuclear chemistry and morphology 
for exfoliarive cyrologic diagnosis of cervical carcinoma. This 
provided a rationale for developmenc of automated 
appararus for clinical cytology char has persisced until chc 
presenr. During che l 940's, ir was necessary to train 
pathologists in che interpretation of smears stained according 
co Papanicolaou's procedure'0 ; by rhe end of char decade, a 
number of invesrigarors were devoting cheir energies co 1he 
development of new sraining techniques which might bcner 
discinguish normal from malignanc cells. By che early 
l 950's, some of these workers had rurned cheir acrencion to 

possible applications of fluorescent dyes and fluorescence 
microscopy in cancer cytology. 

Ar chis rime, it was nor clear wherher fluorescence 
measuremenrs offered any significanc advanrage over 
absorption measurements for analytical cytology. The 
fluorescence microscope, developed in 1911 , had been used 
until the l 940's largely for rhe same kinds of descriprive 
studies of which dyes stained which pares of which cells as 
had been done during the lace 1800' s based on cransmicred 
lighr microscopy. 

The developmenr of fluorescence a~say was given some 
impecus during World War II , when it was necessary to find 
new antimalarial drugs and new sources for older ones. 
Quinine, rhe nacural produce mosr widely used for malaria 
creacment, was found only in areas of Asia conrrolled by che 
Japanese, while the most commonly used synchccic 
subsriruce, the acridinc derivative quinacrine (arebrinc), was 
produced in Germany. A number of American medical 
sciencists, many of whom would later form che core scaff of 
the Nacional lnscirures of Health, conducted an extensive 
search for synchccic subscirures. Boch quinine and quinacrine 
were highly fluorescent; chis property could be cxploired for 
quanticarive analysis of rhese materials and of scrucrural 
analogs rhar were screened for ancimalarial acnv1cy. 
Improved specrrofluoromecers developed for such analyses 
were also used to characcerize fluorescent dyes'"'' . 

In 1950, Friedman described the use of a combinacion of 
acid fuchsin , acridine yellow, and berberine sulfate for 
urerine cancer dececcion by fluorescence microscopy". He 
found char nuclei of malignanc cells stained more incensely 
wirh berberine than did nuclei of normal cells. This 



srimulaced Mellors and Silver'1 to develop a scanning 
microfluoromecer capable of making quancicarive 
measurements of berberine fluorescence; the instrumenc was 
chen investigated for use in cancer cytodiagnosis by Mellors, 
Keane, and Papanicolaou43 • 

The Fluorescent Antibody Method 

Anocher extremely imporcam application of fluorescence 
microscopy developed during che l 940's was the fluorescent 
anribody ccchnique developed by Albert Coons, Hugh 
Creech, and Norman Jones". Ocher workers'°""' had 
demonscrated that azo dye-conjugaced anrisera to bacceria 
retained cheir reacciviry wich che organisms and would 
agglucinace chem co form faintly colored precipitates; 
however, che absorpcion of rhe dye-conjugated $era was nor 
scrong enough to permit visual detection of bacterial 
anrigens in tissue preparations. 

Coons surmised chat it mighc be easier to detect small 
concenrracions of antibody labeled with fluorescent material 
against a dark background using fluorescence microscopy. 
He consulted Louis Fieser of rhe chemistry department at 
Harvard for aid in preparing conjugates, and was cold co 
"talk to two fellows in the basement who are already busy 
hooking fluoresccnr compounds to proteins"'03'''°''. 

The two fellows were Hugh Creech, a cancer researcher 
inrcresced in the biologic propercies of conjugates of 
carcinogenic hydrocarbons and serum proteins, and Norman 
Jones, a spectroscopist who had brought new techniques of 
ultraviolet spectroscopy to bear on che analysis of polycyclic 
hydrocarbons (R. N. Jones, personal communication, 1993). 
Coons, Creech, and Jones labeled amipncumococcal 
antibodies wich amhracene and could dccecc boch isolaced 
organisms" and, more imporcantly, antibody bound to 

antigen in tissue spccimens'090, by the UV-excited blue 
fluorescence of this label, as long as tissue autofluorescence 
was not excessive. 

In 1950, Coons and Kaplan reported chac fluorescein, 
conjugaced as the isocyanate, gave better resulcs chan did 
anthracene, because the blue-excited yellow-green 
fluorescence of fluorescein was easier to discriminate from 
aucofluorescence". The requirement for the highly toxic gas 
phosgene in che isocyanate conjugation procedure delayed 
che widespread use of fluorescenr antibody techniques until 
less hazardous alternative conjugation mechods'"·" were 
developed; from chat point on, fluorescein became and has 
remained the most widely used immunofluorescenr label. 

Blood Cell Counting: Theory and Practice 

Until the l 950's, there was no mechod noc based on 
visual observacion for councing erythrocytes (red cells), 
leukocytes (white cells), and chrombocytes (platelets) in 
blood. The apparatus employed for visual counting was the 
hcmocytomecer (sec pp. 18-19). Eryrhrocyres, rypically 
present in whole blood at concentrations around 5 x 106/µL, 
were counted at a 1 :200 dilucion in an isotonic saJine 
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solution. Leukocytes, at concenrrarions around 5 x 1 OJ/µL, 
were counted at a l: 10 dilution in a fluid containing a 
chemical agent to lyse the erychrocytes and a dye to color the 
leukocyte nuclei. Placelecs, at concentrations near 2 x IO'/ 
mm), were counted at 1:100 dilution in a fluid chat swelled 
the platelets and made the red cells appear translucent in a 
phase conrrast microscope'O'J ' . The scandard procedure was co 
mouth-pipette blood and diluent, something I did 
innumerable rimes as a medical student in the I 960's. Those 
days are gone forever. 

Hemocytomecer counts arc subjecc to numerous sources 
of imprecision, due to errors in pipening, dilution, and 
introduction of samples into the chamber, to imperfectly 
calibrated chambers, and lase, but rarely least co the Poisson 
scaciscical sampling error associated with councing, which 
was discussed on p. 19. The expected standard deviation of a 
count of n icems is n 112• le is generally impractical ro do visual 
counts of more than 500 cells in a specimen; this would 
yield a standard deviation of 22 cells, and a coefficient of 
variation (CV) of 100 x 22/500, or 4.4%, in rhe absence of 
any other sources of error. The added effects of dilution 
errors, etc., raised CVs for erythrocyte counts to values near 
10% under the besc of circumstances; CVs were 
correspondingly higher for leukocyte counts, in which only 
I 00-200 cells would be counted. The imprecision of 
erychrocyte counts, in particular, made accurate diagnosis of 
anemias difficulc. 

le had been observed chat the size and color of blood 
cells varied in different types of anemia. The anemia of iron 
deficiency was characterized by smaller than normal, or 
microcytic, eryrhrocytes, which were also hypochromic, 
i.e., contained less hemoglobin rhan normal. In so-called 
pernicious anemia, now known to be due to viramin B., 
deficiency, che cells were larger than normal, or macrocytic, 
and hyperchromic, appearing co contain more chan the 
normal amount of hemoglobin. 

The hemoglobin conrenc of blood could be estimated by 
colorimetry. The total mass of red cells, a function of both 
cell size and cell number, could be estimated by centrifuging 
whole blood and observing the volume of packed red cells 
(VPRC), i.e., che fraction of the coral volume occupied by 
cells. A calibrated rube in which such measurements were 
made was called a hcmatocrit; chis term is now used more 
or less synonymously wich VPRC. 

Believing chat such studies might shed some light on cell 
size variations in anemias (M. M. Wintrobe, personal 
communication), Winrrobe, during che I 920's, examined 
relationships between red cell numbers, size and hemoglobin 
conrent in diverse vertebrate species'O'J'. He found char, 
although VPRC and hemoglobin were relatively constant, 
cell si1.es and numbers showed considerable variation; 
animals with larger cells had lower cell counts and vice versa. 

At char rime, Wintrobe also'O'JJ defined three quantitative 
parameters called che red cell indices, to which l referred 
earlier (p. 49) . These are rhe mean cell (or corpuscular) 
volume (MCV), mean cell (corpuscular) hemoglobin 
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[content] (MCH), and mean corpuscular hemoglobin 
concentration (MCHC); values of these parameters, wirh 
MCV in femrolirers (!ff" L), MCH in pg. etc.; arc reported 
by all modern laborarory hemarology counters. In principle, 
once the red cell indices had been defined, hemarologiscs 
could differentiate microcytic and macrocyric anemias from 
normal cells on the basis of measured values of MCV. In 
practice, chis was not possible. 

When the red cell indices were first defined, it was not 
possible to meamre either rhe volume or hemoglobin 
content of individual cells wirh any precision. Instead, MCV 
was calculated by firsr obraining the hematocrit, i.e., che 
fraction of blood volume occupied by red cells, and dividing 
it by che erythrocyte count. MCH was similarly calculated 
by measuring the hemoglobin conccnc of rhe blood in bulk, 
in units such as g/dL, and dividing it by the erythrocyte 
count. However, rhe imprecision of the erythrocyte count 
was high enough to prevent clear disrincrions being made 
berween microcyric and normal, macrocyric and normal, ere. 
There was rhus a perceived need for instruments which 
could improve rhe precision of erythroc.1're counts, even if 
rhe improvement came solely from counting more cells than 
could be conveniently counred visually. 

The imperfections of ocher cell counting procedures in 
hematology were also recognized . Differential leukocyte 
counts, i.e., enumerarion of the percentages of various cell 
types present in blood (or bone marrow) , were done by 
counting I 00-200 cells on a rhin smear stained with an 
eosin-azure dye mixrure such as Giemsa's or Wright's stain. 
This resulted in imprecision due to sampling sraciscics, 
especially in councs of relatively rare cells such as eosinophil 
and basophil granulocytes, which rypically account, 
respectively, for 2-5% and less than I% of a total whire cell 
population. 

Sampling statistics were an even greater concern in che 
case of rhe blood rcticulocytc count. Reticulocytes are 
erychrocyces newly released from che bone marrow into the 
blood. Before entering che circulation, they extrude their 
nuclei; however, chey still retain remnants of rhe ribosomal 
RNA and protein used for synthetic purposes during their 
developmenc in che marrow. The RNA is degraded in che 
course of a day or rwo: rhe average lifespan of an eryrhrocyce 
in circulation is about 120 days. This means chac, under 
normal circumstances, about l % of the erythrocytes in 
peripheral blood are reciculocytes. When red cell production 
is increased, as when che marrow compensates for cell loss 
due co hemolysis or bleeding, the percentage of reciculocytes 
is higher; when red cell produccion is decrea~ed, as in 
vitamin B,, deficiency, che percentage of reciculocyces may 
approach zero. 

Reciculocytes were shown to be identifiable by che 
forrnacion of a neclike (reticular) inrracellular precipitate of 
ribonucleoprocein and dye following brief incubation with 
new methylene blue, brilliant cresyl blue, or ocher dyes of 
similar struccure. Their perccncage was rypically escimaced by 
counting 1,000 red cells and noting the number of 

reciculocytes encouncered . However, even when 1,000 red 
cells are counted, che number of reciculocytes counted in a 
normal is likely to be around 10, giving a standard deviation 
of 3.2, or a sample CV of 32%. Things get worse as che 
reciculocyce percentage decreases. 

Boch che differential leukocyte count and the 
reticulocyce counc require somewhat more sophistication on 
the parr of rhe observer, in terms of being able ro 
discriminate among different cell types, chan docs either 
simple erychrocyte or leukocyte counting with a 
hemocyrometer. While ic was nor clear in the early l 950 's 
that computers might be able ro perform che cell 
identification casks needed co aucomace differentials or 
reciculocyte counts, chis idea's cime would come during the 
next decade. 

Video and Electron Microscopy 

The l 940's saw increasing exploitation of two related 
technologies developed in che preceding decades, boch of 
which were to have a great impact on analytical cytology. 
The first was elecrron microscopy; rhc second was television . 
Boch beneficed from advances in electronics made during 
World War ll. The electron microscope, in che lace I 940's, 
occupied che ecological niche chat a mulcilaser cell sorrer 
might have occupied in the early l 980's; ic was a covered 
prize for a research laboratory whether or not it was really 
necessary for che laboratory's research . Price precluded 
inrroducrion of electron microscopes inro che clinical 
laboratory. Television was different; people had celevi .~ion 
secs in cheir homes and began co attach them ro cdcscopes 
and microscopes as well. Ir did not seem illogical ro dcvdop 
a blood cell counter for clinical labo ratory use in which cells 
in a hemocycomerer were counted by an image analyzer. 

Optical Cell Councers and che Coulcer Orifice 

le was no less logical to develop flow systems for blood 
cell counting. The sheath flow principle used in the Gucker 
aerosol counter was adopted by Crosland-Taylor" for a 
blood cell councer in which cells were derecced by light 
scattering with dark-field illumination. During the late 
I 940's and early l 950's, several industrial organi1.acions in 
England, Germany, and the lJniced Scates developed or 
accempced co develop similar apparatus. 

One American elecrrical engineer pursuing rhis goal (W. 
Coulter, personal communication) encountered some 
problems with oprics and explored another means of cell 
detection, based upon the face char the electrical 
conducciviry of cells is lower chan that of saline solurions. 
This phenomenon had been exploited since rhe l890's in 
procedures for estimating the hemarocric from chc 
conductiviry of whole blood. Wallace Coulrer reasoned chat 
blood cells, suspended in a saline solution and passing one ac 
a time through a small orifice , would be deteccahle by rhe 
change in elecrrical conductance or impedance of che orifice 
produced as the nonconducting cells passed through, 
displacing che conducting saline. 



I am cold char che first Coulcer orifice was made in che 
cellophane wrapper from a cigarecce package. The Coulter 

.. d ,. . 10 d . . ' 1 bl d counter prove accurate mr counting an stz.mg oo 
cells and, as I have mentioned previously, appararus based 
on rhis principle is now used worldwide in clinical and 
research laboracories. 

By rhe mid- I 950's, which 1 regard as the beginning of 
the "Classical Period" of flow cyromerric hiscory, much of 
boch rhe merhodology and che mocivacion of che field as we 
know ic roday already existed. 

3.2 CLASSICAL HISTORY 

Analytical Cytology in the 1950's 

le was during che l 950's chac analytical cytology acquired 
ics name, coined by Francis 0 . Schmitt of M.LT; che first 
and second editions of a book entitled Analytical Cytology, 
edited by Mellors, appeared in I 955 and I 959H. The book 
included chapters by Mellors on "Fluorescent-antibody 
Method," by Novikoff on 'The lncracellular Localization of 
Chemical Consciruencs," by Barer on "Phase, Interference, 
and Polarizing Microscopy," and by Pollister and Ornstein 
on "The Phocometric Chemical Analysis of Cells," in 
addition to material on auroradiography and on electron and 
X-ray microscopy. The chapter by Pollisrer and Ornstein on 
the theory and practice of absorption measurements is well 
worth reading even today. 

Another volume chat provides a picrure of the stare of 
che arc of analytical cyrology in the l 950's contains the 
proceedings of a New York Academy of Sciences conference 
on Cancer Cytology and Cytochemistr/'. At chis 1955 
meeting, several presentations dealt wich instrumentation 
applied co the problem of discriminating malignant from 
benign cells in cytology specimens. It had become apparent 
chat malignant cells were likely to contain more nucleic acid 
than normal cells. Mellors, having evaluated UV absorption, 
incerference microscopy for nuclear dry mass measuremenc, 
and berberine fluorescence as an indicator of nucleic acid 
content, proposed conscruccion of an automatic scanning 
instrument for screening cyrological smears. 

The Cytoanalyzer 

Tolles and Bostrom, ac Airborne Instruments 
Laboratory, described che "Cycoanalyzer" built for chis 
purpose. A series of apertures in a disc chat rocaced in the 
image plane of a microscope system were used to produce a 
raster scan of a specimen with approximately 5 µm 
resolurion. A hardwired analyzer extracted nuclear siz.e and 
density information; cells were chen classified as normal or 
malignant using these parameters. The Cyroanalyzer was, co 
make a long story short, right more of che rime than it was 
wrong, buc ics false positive and false negative races were too 
high for it to be suitable for clinical use. The results were 
encouraging enough for the American Cancer Society and 
che Narional Cancer Instiruce to continue funding research 
on cytology automarion. 
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A different approach to high-resolurion imaging was 
taken by Kopac, who equipped his microscope wich a 
vidicon television camera. A single raster line from che 
celevision scan could be displayed on an oscilloscope screen, 
providing a density curve of absorption in a selected porrion 
of the specimen. Differences in illumination intensity across 
the field of observation and differences in sensiciviry in 
different portions of che camera cube limited the accuracy 
and precision of absorption measurements made wich the 
television-based system; its obvious advantage over 
electromechanical scanning was ics higher speed. 

Acridine Orange as an RNA Stain: Round One 

One cyrologic devclopmenc of rhe mid-1950's which was 
to have a great influence on the subsequent development of 
analyrical cytology and flow cyrometry was che 
demonstration by von Benalanffy and Bickis;' thac rhe 
metachromatic fluorescence of acridine orange could be 
used ro identify and quanticace RNA content in tissues. 
Armstrong, working independencly, reported similar results 
a few months later11; by chat time, von Bercalanffy et al had 
reported chac acridine orange staining allowed good visual 
discrimination between normal and malignant cells in 
exfoliaced smearss''. 

At the state of che arc as of the mid- l 950's, any of several 
staining procedures and scanning methods could probably 
have supplied adequate input data to computer programs for 
cell classification. At char rime, however, the few computers 
in existence were largely inaccessible to cytologists and there 
were no classification programs. Between rhe mid- I 950's 
and the mid-1960's, progress in cytology automation was 
evidenc more in the auromation than in the cyrology. 

How I Got Into this Mess 

I scarred to get involved in analyrical cytology as a 
spectator around chis cime. My mother, who was originally 
trained as a microbiologist, had been operating an electron 
microscope and had gone back co graduate school; her thesis 
work involved histochemical staining procedures. I was in 
high school, where I edited an underground newspaper and 
wrote songs about scientific topics. Although 1 expected to 
srudy medicine, I was also interested in mathematics and in 
building audio and amateur radio equipment. At chat rime, 
power transistors didn ' t exist; one could only use vacuum 
rubes. It was best if the tubes were selecced for characteristics 
like low noise. I found the electron microscope in my 
mother's lab fascinating for several reasons, not che lease of 
which was that it was manufactured by RCA and chat ir and 
irs spare pans kic conca.ined several cube types highly prized 
by builders of audio and radio equipment. I would often 
spend afternoons hanging around the lab, helping our with 
staining and darkroom work, after which new rubes would 
mysteriously appear in various apparatus chat my friends and 
I built. In rhis way, I managed co learn a fair amount of 
biology while supporting my electronics habic. When I 
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heard abouc Kopac's celevision microscope, ic occurred to 

me rhat this line of research could be a great way for a 
biomedical sciemist to keep supplied with up-to-date 
eleccronic componencs. Litcle did I know. 

Most of my parcners in crime were imerested in physics 
or chemiscry; several of them accumulated broken pinball 
machines in their basements in order to build computers. 
The digical computers of rhe l 940's were primarily 
elccrromechanical, built of switches and relays; a pinball 
machine was a good source of such components. The most 
advanced computers of chc l 950's were electronic; they used 
vacuum cubes, cost millions of dollars, and occupied entire 
rooms at che few institutions lucky enough to have chem. In 
the company of friends who lusted after such machines, I 
developed a desire to work wich computers long before I 
could think of anything useful to do wich chem. My father, a 
practicing physician with a broad interest in science, 
encouraged my interests in mathematics, physical science, 
and computers; he was sure they would be of great use co me 
in my medical work. 

The Rise of Computers 

During the late l 950's and early l 960's, compucers were 
acquired by more and more institutions, and people working 
in a variety of fields began to explore whac computers could 
do co help them . To do this, they had to learn how to use 
computers; this process generally did not occur in a vacuum 
but required some inceraction with people who already knew 
how. In this area, as in others, one's world view is apt co be 
derived from one's teachers'. I became inceresced in 
machematical modeling of mecabolizing syscems; I learned 
abouc computers from people who had worked in 
mathematical economics and statistics. The emphasis in 
rheir work, and mine, was on mulcivariate analycical 
mechods chac could never have been put to practical use 
withour computers. 

Since, in chose bygone days, there were few compucers 
around and few people interested in computer applications 
in biology and medicine, it was possible to keep abreast of 
what everybody else was doing, if you had a mind to. There 
were only one or rwo meetings each year on che general 
topic, and they included the entire range of subject macerial. 
Mathematical models, compucer diagnosis, computer 
analysis of electrocardiograms and electroencephalograms, 
and compurer image processing, as applied to hemacology, 
pathology, and radiology, were all discussed in front of the 
same audience. It was thus readily apparenc to an incerested 
observer chat rhe successful application of computers in 
diagnosis in different fields of medicine would be based on 
overcoming a central problem common to all of those fields, 
i.e. , the necessity to depend upon che diagnostic expertise of 
a trained observer in order to decide whether the computer's 
diagnosis was "correcc." 

Computers in Diagnosis: A Central Problem 

This problem arises in any sicuation in which absoluce 

objecrive criteria for classification do noc exisc. Where such 
criteria exist, it is easy co establish a diagnosis and t0 

reconcile the findings of an instrument syscem and a human 
observer. To establish, for example, chat a parienc has sickle 
cell disease, one can perform a hemoglobin electrophoresis 
which will demonstrate the abnormal hemoglobin if ic is 
present. One cannot diagnose mumps with anything 
approaching chis degree of accuracy. In the days before 
mumps vaccine became available, about 95 percent of che 
population showed delayed hypersensitiviry co mumps 
antigen, indicating previous infection with mumps virus. 
Only about 20 percent of the population would report 
having had symptomatic mumps. Mumps as a disease was 
originally defined by irs symptoms; ic is clear thac an 
individual can be infected with mumps virus without 
exhibiting chose symptoms. le is also known that someone 
previously infected with and immunized by mumps virus 
can lose immune reactivity to mumps virus antigen as a 
resulc of some disturbance of immune funccion . If mumps 
were redefined to mean infection with mumps virus, one 
could still not be sure that a member of chc small fraction of 
the population which docs nor exhibit delayed 
hypersensitivicy to mumps antigen had not previously been 
infecced with che virus. 

The notion of diagnosis, in che sense in which chcy 
perceived physicians as making diagnoses, was attractive to 

many of the people who developed rhe "systems approach" 

to engineering and management. Indeed, it is possible, using 
a binary decision tree, to arrive ac a diagnosis of what wenr 
wrong wich your car or television sec, or with che space 
shucrle, or perhaps wich rhe )(YZ Widget Company. Faced 
wich more complex problems, both the systems thinkers and 
the computer-oriented physicians were quick co adopt 
scatiscical methods for their solution. 

Diagnosis and Classification: Statistical Merhods 

The general approach co computer diagnosis was similar 
to that used for such tasks as optical character recognition 
and the classification of animals and plants. Amibuces of rhe 
populations of interest were selected which could be 
reproducibly measured; a formal statistical analysis was chcn 
carried out to define a discriminant function , i.e., some 
algebraic combination of the measured variables which 
assumed different values when applied to individuals from 
different classes. Despite chis similarity in mechodology, che 
three classificacion tasks just mentioned are fundamencally 
different in nature. 

Optical character recognmon, i.e., automated 
interpretation of the elemems (not che contenc!) of prinred 
text, required identification of fearures which , in 
combination, could be used co tell one lcrcer or number 
from ochers. In accual practice, che subject material for 
analysis would be restricted to one or a few cype foncs and 
sizes and co legible material. Under chese circumscances, 
characters could be idencified by an observer with almost 
absolute certainty, and one could readily assess che 



performance of a computer program for characcer re
cognirion. 

In chc applicacion of compuccrs co classification of 
animals and plants, a field formally known as numerical 
taxonomy, the individual objects under study can not be 
precisely classified; che numerical analysis is orienced coward 
defining disrances between objects in the fearure space used . 
If two individuals differ slightly in characteriscic A and 
greatly in characteristic B, chey will appear co be more 
closely related if characteristic A is given more weighc and 
less closely relaccd if characteristic B is given more weight. 
Most controversies in numerical taxonomy arise because 
differenc people assign differenc imporrance co different 
charactcriscics. In some cases, ic is clear rhac one 
characteristic, DNA sequence homology, for example, is 
more relevant co the analysis chan another, e.g., hair color. 
When the DNA of every extant organism has been 
sequenced, there may be no concroversies lefr among 
numerical taxonomists, assuming there are numerical 
taxonomists lefr by chat time. Until then, this field will serve 
as my example of one in which the proper procedure is co let 
chc data do the classifying for you. 

The classification problems involved in che applicacion 
of computers ro medical diagnosis were ofren rreated, 
particularly during che early days, as analogous to characcer 
recognicion. le was assumed, particularly by people noc 
intimately familiar with clinical medicine, that there was 
some physician who could say wich cenainty that a cell was 
or was noc malignant or thac a cardiogram was or was noc 
normal or that a patient did or did not have heart disease. Ir 
was obvious, even at chat time, that in the most difficult 
cases, the "definitive" diagnosis was established by fiat of rhe 
most senior of the physicians involved. Since it was clear thac 
these experts arrived at less difficult diagnoses by application 
of objective criteria, and that they could more or less 
successfully define chose criteria for rhe benefic of rhe 
srudenrs and house staff under their rucclage, chere was a 
general cendency to give clinicians undue deference and che 
benefit of the doubt in the more difficulc cases. The 
alcernarive was to assume thac the experts were not only 
fallible, but also occasionally arbitrary. 

In order to create a compucerized diagnostic system for 
clinical use, whether it was designed to interpret elec
trocardiograms, Pap smears, blood smears, or chest 
radiograms, it would be necessary to demonscrace agreement 
between rhe insrrumenc system and che human incerprecer. 
The syscem was not likely to be accepted if the medical 
expcrcs in its field of application were nor convinced that it 
worked. If rhe compucer and che expercs agreed in all but rhe 
most difficult cases. the computer system might be regarded 
as suitable for routine use; naturally, che human experts 
would have co be called in as consultants for rhe remaining 
problem siruacions. The instrument developers could then 
take objective criteria as far as they could without any risk of 
confrontation with a professional community that might 
influence not only eventual acceptance of an instrument in 
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the marketplace, but the initial gram funds for irs 
development as well. 

To suggest char an element of arbicrariness was involved 
in difficult cases in which the computer, using che clinicians' 
supposedly objective criteria, could nor march their 
diagnoses, would have been politically and economically 
inexpedient, to say the lease. In the l 960's, there was an 
additional sound reason co avoid chis issue; rhere simply 
weren't computer-based syscems chat could do as well as a 
not-coo-wcll-crained human interpreter, either for auro
mared cytology or for any of che other cask~ co which 
computer cechnology was being applied. To my mind, the 
besc indicacion of che progress which has been made since 
that time is the presenc willingness of clinicians in many 
areas of medicine to rely on automated and semiautomated 
systems for a greac deal of diagnostic informarion. Ir is now 
possible to use the computer co do che "numerical 
taxonomy" ca.~ks in medicine as well a~ che "character 
recognition." 

Cytology Aucomacion in the 1960's 

Most of the effort expended on auromared cytology 
during the 1960's was, not surprisingly, directed coward che 
development of inscruments chac posed no chrcac to expert 
or inexpert physicians. The partial success of che 
Cytoanalyzer provided mocivacion and funding for actempcs 
to produce a system that could match the performance of a 
cytocechnologist in screening cervical cycology specimens; 
supporc was also given for studies aimed ac auromacing the 
differential leukocyte count, another laboracory rest 
performed, not always adequately, by medical rechnologisrs 
rather than by physicians. 

First Seeps toward Automated Differentials 

Marylou Ingram, then at the University of Rochester, 
began studies on aucomated analysis of leukocyte images in 
collaboration with scien tists at rhe Perkin-F.lmcr 
Corporacion in che early l 960's. The inicial mocivarion for 
chis work was rhe finding that exposure to radiation resulted 
in the appearance of increased numbers of binucleatc 
lymphocytes in peripheral blood; the frequency of rhesc cells 
was quite low (less than l II 0,000 leukocytes) in exposed and 
unexposed populations, and it would chcrefore be necessary 
to count hundreds of thousands of cells to derive rdiable 
information as co whether the frequency of binucleare 
lymphocytes was abnormally high. This project chus 
represents an early example of whac we now call rare event 
analysis. 

The scanning apparatus used in rhesc studies was largcl~· 
conceived by Kendall Preston, Jr., who had previously bc:en 
associated with Airborne Instruments Laboracory, where chc 
Cycoanalyzcr was built. Vidicon-based and, larer, vibrating
mirror scanners were used to produce digitized images of 
leukocytes conventionally scained wich eosin-mechylene 
azure dye combinations; several illumination wavelengths 
were used to allow color info rmation co be collected'' ' 8• 
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A second efforr ar auromared differenrial leukocyte 
analysis was also an outgrowth of rhe Cyroanalyzer work. 
The CYDAC scanner, built by Airborne Insrrumenrs 
Laborarory, was used by Morrirner Mendelsohn, Brian 
Mayall, and Judirh Prewirr ar rhe Universiry of Pennsylvania 
ro produce high-resolurion digirized images of leukocytes. 
The CYDAC operated only ar a single fixed wavelength, and 
cells were stained wirh a combination of gallocyanin chrome 
alum and naphthol yellow S, rather rhan with a conventional 
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eosin-azure srain 

Pattern Recognition Tasks in Cell Identification 

The problem of cell identification by image analysis 
incorporates two separate pattern recognition tasks. The 
firsr of these is feature extraction, i.e., processing of the 
digitized cell image to extract a set of parameters or 
descriptors. These may be features rhar correspond to 
known cycologic parameters, e.g ., the si1.e of rhe nucleus and 
cell or cytoplasm, the degree of cyroplasmic basophilia, or 
rhe shape of the nucleus. They may also be feamres derived 
from rhe image char indireccly providt: dara corresponding ro 
whar would he described by a human observer. For example, 
in eosinophi\ granulocyres, rhe cytoplasm contains 
numerous refracrile granules; rhe refractive index differences 
between these and rhe cyrosol manifest themselves as 
differences in oprical densiry within rhe cytoplasm in rhe 
scanned image. If one calculaces che average difference in 
optical density between each point (i.e., pixel, or picture 
clement) of the image and the poinrs or pixels adjacem ro ir, 
this will provide an indicator of texture which can be used 
to aid diffcrenriation of eosinophils from ocher cell types. 

Figure 3-2. Digitized image of a neutrophil 
polymorphonudear leukocyte stained with an eosin-azure 
dye mixture (courtesy of). Bacus). 

Figure 3-2 shows a leukocyte image digitized at rhc 
resolution used in commercial image analyzing differenrial 
leukocyte counters such as the Corning l.ARC™, which was 
incroduced in 1969. This insuumcnt was developed by 
James Bacus and his colleagues, rhen at Rush-Presbycerian
Sc. Luke's Medical Cenrer in Chicago. Two lobes of che 
nucleus are visible as rhe darkest areas; cytoplasmic rexcure is 
evidem from differences in inrensiry of different areas. Red 
cells adjacent ro che leukocyte are seen ac rhe right and upper 
right. 

The feature extraction tasks chat muse be accomplished 
ro obtain descriptors from a digitized image such as rhac 
shown in che figure require fairly complex methodology. 
Even a simplistic definition of a nuclear lobe, for example, 
must specify a content of a certain minimum number of 
conriguous pixels of a certain minimum optical densiry. 
Determining where the leukocyte ends and rhe adjacent red 
cells begin, a necessary step in defining the cell size, is also 
nor a simple cask. This process of feature exrracrion, 
however, is peculiar to image analysis. 

The second pattern recognmon cask 111 cell 
identification, that of cell classification, is accomplished by 
statistical analysis of numeric data derived from che feature 
extraction procedure, and, as implemented by che developers 
of automated differenrial counters, used rhe same 
multivariate statistical procedures which ochers had applied 
to tasks such as optical character recognition and 
differenriation between normal and abnormal electro
cardiograms. A cell classification program recognizes patterns 
in the distributions of measurements of cellular parameters, 
whether or nor such parameters are derived from image 
analysis; most such programs are designed to find discrete 
clusters corresponding to different cell types. 

In che l 960's, much of what was known about rhe 
development and differentiation of blood cells had been 
learned from visual observation of normal and pathologic 
blood and marrow smears. An automated differential 
counrer would have ro do whar a technician could. Ac a 
minimum, ic should be able ro distinguish among rhe 
mature leukocyte types present in normal peripheral blood, 
i.e., the granulocytes, including neutrophils, eosinophils, 
and basophils, and the mononuclear cells, i.e. , 
lymphocytes and monocytcs. The instrument would also 
have to flag "abnormal" cells, i.e., immature red and white 
cell types normally found in marrow, but nm blood, and 
subdivide the neutrophils imo the immature "bands," cells 
in which che nucleus had not completely segmented inco 
lobes, and rhe mature "segs," cells in which segmenrarion 
was complece, che cell shown ro che left being a seg. 

If you looked ac a hematology text, it would rel! you char 
there were stages in che development of cells, all arising from 
a common hematopoictic stem cell char couldn't be 
described because nobody had ever seen one: for sure. Then, 
there were supposedly discrete stages in the development of 
each lineage; in the case of neucrophils, the earliest 
recognizable progenitor cells were myeloblasts, large cells 



with large nucleolated nuclei and basophilic cytoplasm (borh 
due to the presence of the relacively large amounts of RNA 
needed in procein synthesis), and without cytoplasmic 
granules. The nexc srage, promyclocytes, were, if anything, 
larger, and had large, immature cytoplasmic granules. Then 
c:ame myelocytcs, wirh cytoplasmic granules more or less 
identical ro chose in mature neucrophils bur with round 
nuclei. Mctamyelocytcs had kidney-shaped nuclei; they 
matured into bands, which matured into segs. 

This model was, as has been shown by a lot of elegant 
studies involving monoclonal antibodies and mulriparamccer 
flow cyromecry, accurate in many particulars. However, 
there was one major problem with it, particularly as it was 
applied co differential counter design by people who knew a 
lot about engineering, mathematics, and or statistics, but nor 
too much about biology. It appeared from the textbooks that 
a real hemacologist should always be able ro rel! whether a 
cell was, for example, a promyelocyte or a myelocyte. The 
appearances of the cells, stained wirh Wright's or similar 
stains, were discussed in the books; one stage might have a 
purplish-pink cytoplasm, the next pinkish-purple (I am not 
making this up!) 

What a real hematologist was more likely co tell you, at 
least if you were an aspiring hematologist, was that while 
there were "textbook examples" of each of the described cell 
types, there were also intermediate forms. You might also 
find out another little secret, namely, chat hemarologiscs 
couldn 't always tell whether a very immature cell, or blast, 
was a myeloblasr, or a lymphoblast (lymphocyte progenitor). 
or an eryrhroblast (erythrocyte progenitor); they made the 
calls by looking at the more mature surrounding cells. If 
these were myelocytes, the cell was a myeloblast, etc. 

When you look at normal peripheral blood, you see 
different types of mature cells, which differ from one 
anorher in appearance in obvious ways. If you plor any of a 
number of descriptive parameters of these cells in a two
dimcnsional space, you get clusters. For example, lym
phocytes, monocytes, and granulocytes form separate 
dusters in a plot of forward vs. orthogonal scaner values. 
Plots of the same paramecers for cells in marrow, where there 
is a continuum of maturing cell types, feature noc so much 
clusters as connected blobs, more dense in some places than 
in others, a patcern I was later co dub a ginger root. In the 
I 960's, there were a lot of people trying co make 
instruments find clusters char weren't there, because they 
were unaware of the continuous nature of many processes in 
cell differentiation. Unfortunately, despite our increased 
21st-century level of knowledge and sophistication, there arc 
still some people crying to find nonexistent clusters. We'll 
gee back to this in several contexts lacer in the book. 

Between the lace 1960's and che mid-1970's, about ten 
different commercial differential counters based on slide 
scanning technology were introduced co the market, each 
claiming to identify more types of "abnormals" chan the 
next. There was also competition co add other features, such 
as measurements of red cell size and hemoglobin content or 
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reticulocyte counting. Although the engineers concentrated 
on refining an inadequate technology, a few individuals with 
more of a biological orientation began co examine ocher 
possible means of distinguishing leukocyte types. 

Differential Leukocyte Counting: An Early Flow 
Systems Approach 

One early alternative approach ro leukocyte differ
entiacion was taken by Hallcrmann ct al6 ' ; chis licrle-cired 
work of the early l 960's anticipates many of the later 
publications (and, possibly, some of the lacer patents) on 
flow cyrometric differential counting. During the I 950's, 
blood cell counters based on flow cyromerric detection of 
light scanering by cells were, as was mentioned previously, 
built by several manufacturers. These were entirely suitable 
for erythrocyte counting; since the number of leukocytes in 
blood was, in most cases, only about 0.1 percent of the 
number of erythrocytes, the inclusion of leukocytes in the 
erythrocyte counc did noc produce significant errors. The 
leukocyte count, however, was of at lease as much interest as 
the erythrocyte count. 

To count leukocytes in a hemocytomcter, blood was 
diluted in a solution that lysed the erythrocytes. A similar 
procedure had to be used in early blood cell counters based 
on either light scattering or electronic (Coulter) volume 
measurement, because neither measurement could reliably 
discriminate leukocytes from erythrocytes. A measurement 
method char could make chis distinction was suggested by 
the work of Kosenow62 and others''' ·<A, who demonstrated 
characteristic staining of different types of leukocytes by 
acridinc orange. 

Optical cell counters used dark-field illumination, which 
was also a preferred technique for fluorescence excitation; 
the addition of a fluorescence detector to the scarcer detecror 
in such an inscrument could allow detection of leukocytes 
based upon temporal coincidence of scarcer and fluorescence 
pulses, while the nonfluorescent erythrocytes could be 
counted in the usual fashion by rallying scacrer pulses. Since 
the leukocyte count is typically only about 0.1 % of the 
erythrocyte counc, it might nor, in practice, be necessary to 
discriminate between scarrer pulses which were and which 
were noc accompanied by fluorescence pulses in order to 
achieve an acceptably accurate erythrocyte count, buc the 
leukocyte counc could be corrected, if necessary. 

The fluorescence approach, however, promised to go 
beyond discrimination of leukocytes from erythrocytes. 
Hallermann et al reported that granulocytes in acridine 
orange-stained cell suspensions could be discinguished from 
mononuclear cells on the basis of flow cyromerric 
determination of che intensity of red cytoplasmic 
merachromatic fluorescence, which was greater in the 
granulocytes. Few ocher workers in analytical cyrology seem 
to have been aware of chis work ac the time of its 
publication; I unearthed che reference to Hallermann ct al 
when I was searching the literature on differential counting 
in che lace l 970's. 
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Kamenrsky's Rapid Cell Specrrophotometer 

The individual who sec che pace for che development of 

flow cycometry as an analytical cyrologic cool is Louis 
Kamcnrsky, who began ro study the problem of automating 
cervical cytology screening during che early I 960's, at which 
rime he was working ac IBM's Warson Laboratory at 
Columbia Universicy; IBM's effort accually goc ics scan from 

a back-fence conversation between neighbors in a New York 
suburb who were, respectively, a pachologisc and an IBM 

manager (H. Derman, personal communicacion). 

Kamentsky (L. Kamcntsky, personal communication) 
had developed both instrumenracion and scaciscical 

techniques for optical characcer recognicion; even during che 
carliesr scages of his srudies on cell classificacion, his 

experience led him co ancicipace having co use multiple 
parameters to develop a discriminant function to identify 

abnormal cells. His familiarity with rhe existing scare of che 
arr in hardware and software image analysis led him co doubc 
that high-resolucion scanning and fcacure excraccion by 

image processing could be done fasc enough to serve as the 
basis for a clinical laboratory instrument. 

Pathologists in New York, among them Herberc 
Derman, Leopold Koss, and Myron Melamed, taught 

Kamentsky chat nucleic acid content and cell size were 
useful parameccrs for cervical cell classification; he learned 
how to measure these microphorometrically from T orbjorn 
Caspersson and Bo Thorell, in Stockholm. He chen built the 

Rapid Cell Spectrophotometer (RCS), a flow cycometer 
based on a transmitted-light microscope, with an arc lamp 

source and high-N .A. opcics, allowing reasonably accurate 

absorption measurements on cells passing, wichout sheach 
flow , through a channel in a slide. 

For work with cervical cells, chc RCS measured nucleic 
acid concent by absorption at 260 nm and cell size by lighc 
sc:rnering at 410 nm6s. The lighc scaccering measurement 
was indiren. The absorption of cells (ocher chan 

hemoglobin-containing erychrocyces) ac 410 nm was known 
ro be minimal; the paramecer accually measured in the 

apparatus was lighc transmission ac 4 10 nm . Since almost all 
of che lighc loss was due co scaccering, high cransmission 

signals were assumed co correspond co low scarcer signals, 
and vice versa. 

Kamentsky experimented with eleccrostacic and fluidic 
cel l sorcers, which could remove selecced cells for 

examinacion by a pachologisc and permic verification of the 
RCS 's performance; a syringe pump-based sorter was 
described in 1967'"'. A refined version of the RCS, showing 
che computer, and che original prorocype, which conveys 
more of the crue flavor of a laboracory-built inscrumenc, arc 
illuscratc<l in figure .3-.'3. 

Kamencsky and his colleagues also invescigaccd che use of 
chc RCS in h:ukocyte differential counting, wich Leonard 
()rnstein providing expertise in histochemical staining. 
Figure 3-4, co che righc, shows a concour ploc of a blood cell 
popularion stained wich che Feulgcn scain for DNA and 

Figure 3-3. ABOVE: Kamentsky's Rapid Cell Spectro
photometer, as shown in several publications; chis is 
actually the third version of the instrument BELOW: The 
real first RCS prototype, warts and all (courtesy of L. 
Kamencsky). 

.. ...................... .. .......................... .._ .................... .._ .. . 

Figure 3-4. A 1wo-parameter histogram of blood cells 
stained with Feulgen stain and naphchol yellow S, 
analyzed in the RCS, showing hand-drawn contour lines. 



naphchol yellow S for procein; a number of cell cluscers are 
visible. The conrour lines are drawn by hand on a compucer 
princouc of numbers of cells corresponding ro each pair of 
parameter values; che figure rhus represencs one of che firsr 
wo-parameter histograms ever to be obtained from a flow 
cytomerer. lncidencally, if you need ro send somebody a 32 
x 32 or 64 x 64 2-paramecer histogram in a cexc formac, rhis 
gimmick still works. You can probably beam a 32 x 32 ro a 
Palm device. Bue I digress. 

The RCS could acrually measure four parameters; it was 
equipped with a dedicaccd digital compucer (an IBM 1130) 
for acquisicion and analysis of daca from several hundred 
cells/second. Equivalent mulriparamecer analysis capabilities 
were noc added co ocher flow cyromerers for more than a 
decade after che RCS was builc. 

'When rhe appararus was firsr described, however, irs 
mosr notable features were irs speed and ics inclusion of a 
sorrer. The speed was achieved by subsricucing rapid 
microphoromerric measurements of entire cells for pixel-by
pixel scans, eliminating che need for a laborious feature 
excraccion process, and by using a fluidic specimen cransporr 
mechanism instead of a mocorized microscope stage. This 
made ic feasible to deal wich much larger cell samples chan 
could be processed by a computerized image analyzing 
microscope. Kamentsky viewed rhe sorrer primarily as a 
necessity for verification of the instrumenr's performance in 
cyrologic screening on a cell-by-cell basis; ochers would lacer 
exploit sorring's preparative uses. 

An RCS prororype lent by IBM ro Stanford was involved 
in che development of che Fluorescence Activated Cell 
Sorter (FACS) by Leonard Hcrz.cnberg and his colleagues; 
rhe RCS also influenced rhe subsequent developmenc, by 
Leonard Ornstein and his colleagues, of T echnicon 
Instruments Corporation's Hcmalog D, rhe first of a series 
of flow cycomecric differential leukocyte councers. 

Fulwyler's Cell Sorter 

The syringe pump sorcer developed by Kamentsky and 
Melamed was nor che firsr cell sorter described in the 
licerarure; Mack Fulwyler, then at Los Alamos Scientific 
Laborarory, reported using droplet deflection to separate 
cells on rhe basis of elecrronic cell volume in 19656' , shorcly 
after che publication of the first paper by Kamentsky er al6s. 
The Fulwyler apparatus (M. Fulwyler, personal 
communication; M. Van Dilla, personal communication) 
was also, in a sense, developed co verify an instrument's 
performance. 

Scientists ac Los Alamos had been examining disrri
bucions of electronic cell volume measurements obtained 
with a Coulrer counter, using a mulrichannel pulse height 
analyzer, a fairly common apparatus in a nuclear research 
establishment like Los Alamos, ro accumulate distributions. 
le was noted that red blood cells frequently produced a 
bimodal distribution, i.e., one with two peaks. The 
question arose as ro whether there was truly a bimodal 
distribution of cell volumes, che alcernace hyporhcsis being 
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chat the bimodal disrribucion was arcifaccual. perhaps 
produced by differences in orientation and/or position of the 
asymmetric red cells as they passed through the Coulter 
orifice. 

Fulwyler adapted the principle of the ink jct printer, 
then recently developed by Richard Sweet of Stanford"", 
which used electrostatic deflection ro deposit charged ink 
droplets in the desired paccern on paper. After cells were 
measured during passage through a Coulter orifice, the 
stream was broken up into droplets, which could be charged 
and then deflected into collection vessels a~ they passed 
between plates maintained at high voltages of opposing 
polarities. 'When cells from either peak of the bimodal 
distribution were sorted and reanalyzed, the original bimodal 
discribucion was again observed, showing char ic was due co 
an artifact. The Los Alamos group then turned its accencion 
ro the exploitation of real volume differences bcrwecn cells; 
by 1967, chcy had successfully prepared highly (>95%) 
purified suspensions of blood granulocyres and 
lymphocytes69• 

3.3 MODERN HISTORY 

The history of flow cycomecry since 1967 has been 
discussed in some derail in references 1-9 and I 028. The 
remainder of this chapter describes events as l remember 
chem happening. 

Cell Cycle Analysis: Scanning versus Flow Systems 

] spent some of my college years doing mathematical 
modeling of complex metabolizing systems ·o in the naive 
expectation that rhis would provide a rational approach co 
the design of anticancer drugs. 'While in medical school, I 
responded ro suitable financial inducements, and put cell 
dynamics aside ro work on computer statistical analysis of 
electrocardiograms" . In 1967, I was cold to brush up on the 
literature of automated cell analysis in preparation for my 
impending stint as a "Yellow Beret" ac che National Cancer 
Institute, where I was co work on methods for aucomacing 
cell kinetic studies of acute leukemias. 

Cancer had, for many years, been viewed as a 
consequence of disturbed cell growth paccerns. The 
refinement in che l 950's of techniques for measuring cell 
growth had, by the mid-l 960's, made it clear chat cancer 
cells didn't just grow faster than normal cells. This meant 
chat the simplest approach co cancer chemotherapy. i.e., 
giving a drug or drugs that killed the fastest growing cells, 
wouldn't work in all cases, although this would be, and scill 
is, effective in creating those malignancies in which almost 
all of the cells grow rapidly. 

In his Growth Kinetics of Tumouri82 , Gordon Steel 
describes 1965 as marking the "end of the beginning." In 
che beginning, growth rate could be estimated only by 
watching a rumor increase in size or by counting cell 
concentrations or numbers in culture. In rhe l 920's, Payling 
Wright correlated che frequency of mitosis wich cell growth 
races""". By che lace 1940's, it was appreciated chat DNA was 
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rhe generic material, and char its replication was therefore a 
cenrral evenr in cellular reproduction. 

Howar<l and Pelc'""'·'• used the radioactive isorope "p as a 
rracer, derecring its incorporation inro cells' DNA by 
autoradiography. Slides containing the cells were coated 
wirh a phorographic emulsion or film and lefr in rhe dark for 
some rime, allowing radioactive decay of rhe isorope co 
expose rhe emulsion. Afrer subsequenr development, silver 
grains could be seen in rhe emulsion overlying porcions of 
the cells into which the isorope had been incorporated. They 
showed char DNA synthesis does not occur continuously 
during cell growth; instead, there is a cell cycle rhac includes 
two gaps, one (G 1) preceding and one (G2) following rhe 
DNA synthetic (S) period. The mitotic (M) phase of the 
cycle follows G, and precedes rhe G, phase of the nexr cycle. 

Studies of cell kinetics were facilitated by the 
inrroducrion in 1957 of tritiatcd thymidinc ('H-TdR) as a 
radioacrive tracer""'·. Under most conditions and in most cell 
types, rririated rhymidine is either incorporated into DNA 
or losr from cells, making ir highly specific. Quasrler and 
Sherman ""'" dcmonsrrarcd the use of ' H-TdR in analyses of 
growrh kint"rics of animal cells in 1959, and others quickly 
applied the material and auroradiographic techniques ro 
scudics of rhe growth kinerics of normal and malignant cells. 
One could, for example, esrimarc the fracrion of cells in S 
phase from the labeling index, i.e., rhe percemage of cells 
over which grains could be seen in an autoradiograph. This 
was a reasonably tedious rask, as was estimating rhe overall 
duration of the cell cycle from the percentage of labeled 
mitoses (PLM). Obtaining a quantitative estimare of the 
amounc of uacer incorporated in cells required grain 
counting, a procedure that far surpassed reticulocyte 
counting in the speed with which it could addle an observer. 

The prevailing oncologic opinion in the mid- l 960's was 
thar, once the kinerics of normal and malignanr cell growth 
were defined, clinicians could devise drug dosages and time 
schedules for administration which would exploit kinetic 
differences co kill maximal numbers of cancer cells wirh 
minimal hose toxicity. This would require che collection of a 
large dara base, a task made difficult by che necessity to rely 
on autoradiographic measurements of 'H-T dR incor
poracion by cells as the principal means of determining cell 
growth races . NCI wanced a system that would scan blood 
and marrow specimens, identify immature and marure, 
normal and malignant blood cells and determine DNA 
syncheric acrivicy by grain counting. 

This was obviously a considerably more complex cask 
than aucomared differential leukocyte counting, which itself 
wasn't exaccly easy. Feasibility studies were being done by 
Perkin-Elmer under Ken Preston's direction, with Marylou 
Ingram of the University of Rochester providing biological 
backup. Seymour Percy of NCI , who initiated the project, 
was also being advised by Marvin Zelen and other 
staciscicians at NCI, by Morr Mendelsohn and Judy Prewitt, 
who, wich Brian Mayall, were working on automated 
differential counting wich rhe CYDAC system at che 

University of Pennsylvania, and by Lew Lipkin of the 
National Institute of Neurologic Diseases and Russ Kirsch of 
the National Bureau of Standards, who were arrempcing ro 
use artificial intelligence to analyze and reconstruct the 
microscopic structure of the central nervous system" . 

To catch up with rhe latest developments in quantitative 
cytology and cyrochemistcy, I was cold ro attend a 
conference sponsored by the New York Academy of 
Sciences, held in June, 1967. Among the speakers was Lou 
Kamencsky, who by that time was mea~uring three 
parameters in the RCS, which already incorporaced a 
dedicated computer as well as a cell sorter. I bt"came an 
instant converc to flow cycomerry. 

When I got to NCI, I expressed the opinion that we 
should be trying co do cell kinetics by developing differential 
cell stains for rhe differem cell cypes, running the cells 
through a sorter, and doing autoradiography on the sorted 
fractions. This did nor sit well wirh my image processing 
colleagues, primarily because they couldn't envision a flow 
cytometer which measured rhc dozen or more parameters 
chat they thought would be necessary for cell identification. 
Instead, we ser up an image processing lab a~ a joint NCI
NIND-NBS venture. We mounted the mirror scanner built 
by Ken Preston on Lew Lipkin's microscope; Phil Stein, one 
of my partners in crime from high school, redesigned the 
scanner electronics and developed computer-controlled 
drives for the microscope stage and monochromator and an 
interface co Lew's LINC-8 computer. Phil aJso gave me a 
crash course on what had developed in electronics since we 
built amplifiers in our basements; chis was necessary because 
the hiring freeze rhen on ac NIH mcanr that I had co do 
some electronics construcrion and simple design work if I 
expected our instrument to be working by the time my hitch 
was up. We came up wirh a pretty sophisticated scanning 
optical microscope' '·", as I mentioned on pp. 14-15; 
unfortunarely, it rook rwo minures to scan a cell at a single 
wavelengch, making ic difficult to do many biologically 
relevant experiments and increasing my desire to work wirh 
flow cyrometers. 

Autoradiography was not quire rhe only game in rown 
for analysis of DNA synthetic patterns in cell popularions; 
one could measure DNA content on a cell-by-cell basis, 
using UV absorprion or a Feulgen stain. This had actually 
been done by a few people; it hadn't caught on because 
microspectrophotomecry required expensive and uncommon 
appararus. Using feulgen stain and our scanning 
microscope, we accumulated a 200-cell DNA content 
disuibucion in a mere 12 hours, caking up an hour or so of 
mainframe computer time in che process" . By the time the 
work was published, flow cyromecry would have changed the 
rules of che game. 

Cancer Cytology: Scanning versus Flow Cytometry 

TICAS, a somewhat more practical image analysis system 
than our "Spectre II," was assembled in che lace J 960's by 
George Wied of the University of Chicago, Guncer Bahr of 



chc Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, and Peter Barcels 
of che University of Arizona in order co pursue automated 
inccrpretation of cervical smears. They organized a 
conference on "Automated Cell Idencificacion and Cell 
Sorcing,'' held in Chicago in 1968'1• There were several 
presentations on flow cytomecry, which were received with 
attitudes ranging from skepticism co hoscilicy. 

An induscrial group reported good results in analysis of 
cervical cytology specimens using a device called the 
Cytoscreener'•, which performed medium-resolution image 
analysis of UV absorption of cells in a flow system. They got 
a chilly reception from che audience ac chis and subsequent 
meetings, alchough it was subsequently established by an 
NCI-sponsored study chat their instrument worked at least 
as well a.~ anyching else developed at che time. 

Kamentsky's RCS also showed some promise in tests on 
cervical specimens" , using UV absorption an light scanering 
to measure nucleic acid and cell size. Kamencsky also 
discussed experiments on identification of leukocytes stained 
with a Feulgen reagent and with naphthol yellow S'8• Mack 
Fulwyler described experimencs in progress at Los Alamos on 
flow cycomecric fluorescence mea.mrement, using an argon 
ion laser, chen inseparable in the public imagination from 
the "death ray" in che James Bond movie Gold.finger, for 
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exc1 tau on . 

Once it had been established, during the 1950's, that 
DNA and cotaJ nucleic acid content were useful parameters 
for discriminating between normal and malignant cells, the 
use of fluorescent reagencs for measurement of these 
parameters had been suggested. In 1968, Walter Sandriccer 
was one of the few vocal advocates of fluorescence flow 
cycomeuy of DNA as a basis for cancer screening, as 
indicated by his presentations in Chicago and at a 

b . 80. c d'a' su sequent symposium m ar m. 
During the late l 960's, Dittrich and Gohde, in 

Germany, developed a fluorescence flow cytometer using 
arc-lamp epiillumination, the lmpulscycophotomcter 
(ICP)•' , in which the cells flowed in a line extending along 
the axis of the high-N.A. microscope objective used as a 
condenser and collection lens. They also incroduced 
cthidium bromide as a scoichiomecric fluorescent stain for 
DNA, eliminating the need for the cedious process of 
Feulgen staining. 

There was also interest in fluorescence flow cytometry at 
Stanford, where the Herzenbergs were developing a cell 
sorter which chey eventually hoped co use co separace cells 
stained wich fluorescent antibodies; chey borrowed one of 
Kamencsky's procorypes to determine its efficacy for 
fluorescence measurements"' and, in lace 1969, described 
sorting of fluorescencly scained cells by an instrument using a 
mercury arc lamp for excication"' . A paper by Van Dilla er 
al"?, which had appeared a few months earlier, described 
results wich Feulgen-scained cells, showing a reasonably clean 
DNA contenc histogram, and also ancicipaccd extension of 
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Figure 3-5. ABOVE: Publicity photo of the first 
Bio/ Physics Systems Cytofluorograf. BELOW: The elusive 
Dr. Kamentsky in his natural habitat, shortly before the 
Cytofluorograf picture was taken (courtesy of L. 
Kamenrsky). 

the cechnology co work with fluorcscenc antibodies, co 
fluorescence deteccion ac mulciple wavelengths, and to 

mulciparamecer analysis using fluorescence, Coulter volume, 
and light scattering measurements, which were being 
invescigaced at Los Alamos by Paul Mullaney. 

Early Commercial Flow Cytomecers 

In 1970, Phywe AG of Goccingen began selling a 
commercial version of che ICP, builc around a Zeiss 
fluorescence microscope. This inscrument was rapidly 
applied by European workers to studies of rumor cell DNA 
concenc and of rhe effeccs of therapy on cell kinetics (see Ref. 
232) . Mose people working wich flow cytomctry in the 
Uniced Scares were unaware of che existence of che 
lmpulscycophocomecer until 1973 or 1974, when Barchel 
Barlogie brought an instrument co M . D . Anderson hospital 
in Houston. 
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Oprical flow cyrometers for research purposes also 
became available in the United States in 1970, when Lou 
Kamentsky, who left IBM ro found Bio/Physics Systems, 
began to produce the Cytograf and Cytofluorograf, which, 
respectively, used helium-neon and argon ion laser light 
sources. The Cytograf measured forward scatter and 
extinction at 633 nm; it could be used to discriminate dead 
from live cells on the basis of uptake of Trypan blue. The 
Cyrofluorograf, shown in Figure 3-5, on che previous page, 
measured forward scatter at 488 nm and green (about 530 
nm) and red (above 640 nm) fluorescence excited by the 10-

15 mW air-cooled laser. Borh rhe Cyrograf and Cyro
fluorograf used a meniscus-sensing arrangement to 
determine sample volume flow rares, facilitating cell 
couming; both allowed councing of cells in gacing regions 
bounded on four sides. A I 00-channel pulse height analyzer 
was available as an accessory; wich chis added option, the 
Cytofluorograf sold for just over $20,000. 

Although the Cytofluorograf could be used for DNA 
concenc analysis, its fluorescence measuremenc sensiciviry 
was nor sufficient to permit measurement of immuno
fluorescence under ordinary circumstances. Much of the 
research effort at Bio/Physics Systems focused on 
development of differential counters and cytology apparatus 
using acridine orange as a stain. By 1971, Dick Adams and 
Lou Kamentsky had shown that lymphocytes, monocyrcs, 
and granulocyres in whole blood samples stained with 
acridine orange in isotonic saline could be discriminated by 
rheir progressively higher levels of red cyroplasmic 
fluorescence'88 , these identifications were confirmed 
independently by sorring by rhe Los Alamos group in 
1973~"0 • While the differential counter never reached the 
market, Bio/Physics Systems did produce rhe Hcmac hema
tology counter, which used scattering and extinction of red 
lighc from a helium-neon laser to coum and size blood cells. 

The first commercial flow cytometric differential 
counter, introduced in rhe early I 970's, was Technicon's 
Hemalog D"' '81 (Figure 3-6), which used light scaccering and 
absorption measurements made ar different wavelengths in 
rhree different flow cyromerers to classify leukocytes. 
Chromogenic enzyme substrates were used co identify 
neurrophils and eosinophils by the presence of moderate to 
high and very high concentrations of peroxidase and, in 
anorher channel, co idenrify monocyres by their escera~e 

concenr. Basophil identification was based on detection of 
glycosaminoglycans in ba~ophil granules using AJcian blue. 
A single tungsten-halogen lamp served as light source for all 
rhree flow sys rems. 

Although rhe Hemalog 0 employed cycochemical 
staining procedures that were well regarded by hematologists 
for such purposes a~ dererminarion of lineage of leukemic 
cells, rhc apparacus, which worked preccy well. was initially 
regarded with a great deal of suspicion, at lease in part due ro 
che novelty of flow cyrometry. The developers and 
manufacturers of image analyzing differential counters, 
which certainly didn' t perform much better than the 

Figure 3-6. The Hemalog D Differential Counter. 

Hemalog D, did what they could ro keep potential users 
suspicious of flow cycomecry for as long as possible; che 
technology would eventually be legitimized by irs dramatic 
impact on immunology. 

Figure 3-7: Leonard Herzenberg with B-D's firsc 
commercial version of the FACS, 1974 {NIH photo). 

In 1972, Len Herzenberg's group ar Scanford described 
an improved version of their Fluorcscc:ncc-Activaccd Cell 
Sorter (FACS), which used a fairly powerful argon ion laser 
instead of the arc lamp source used in the original, and 
which could decect rhe relatively weak fluorescence of cells 
stained with fluorescein- and rhodamine-cagged anribodies"''. 
The instrument was produced commercially by Becron
Dickinson (B-D) rwo years lacer. The original version, rhe 
FACS-1 (Figure 3-7), measured forward scatter, which was 
used as a trigger signal, and fluorescence above 530 nm, and 
was equipped with a Nuclear Data pulse height analyzer for 
distribution analysis and with Tektronix event counters co 
keep crack of the coca! number of cells counted and che cells 
in each of rwo gate or sore regions. Although flow cyrornerry 



had only gradually begun co amacc che atrencion of cell 
biologiscs, cell sorting immediacely caughc che fancy of 
immunologiscs, and B-0 placed inscruments in a number 
of accive and prescigious laboracories wichin a few years. 

Coulrcr Electronics. which by 1970 had become a very 
large and successful manufaccurer of laboracory hematology 
counters, pursued the development of fluorescence flow 
cytometers through a subsidiary, Parcicle Technology, under 
Mack Fulwyler's direction in Los Alamos. The TPS-1 (Two 
Parameter Sorter), Coulcer's first produce in chis area, 
reached che marker in 1975. le used an air-cooled 35 mW 
argon ion laser source and could measure forward scaccer and 
fluorescence. 

Not Quite Commercial: The Block Projeas 

In 1972. I wenc to work for G. D. Searle & Co., a 
pharmaceucical firm rhac was then heavily, if noc proficably, 
involved wich medical instrumentation. Among ocher things. 
I evaluated instruments and inscrument concepts char 
various people were crying to convince Searle co back or buy. 
We were moderarely imerested in geccing into the 
differential leukocyte coumer business, buc hadn'c seen 
anyching we liked enough to get serious abour. 

Early in 1973, Myron Block and Tomas Hirschfeld of 
Block Engineering came co Searle wirh a proposal ro develop 
a clinical blood cell counter which would use a flow 
cycomerer co counc and size erythrocytes, plarelecs, and 
leukocytes, do a differenrial leukocyte count and, for good 
measure, calculate the hemoglobin content of rhe blood by 
integration of che absorpcion of hemoglobin in rhe 
individual erythrocytes. The whole blood samples were to be 
fixed and scained wich a mixrure of chree fluorescenr dyes, 
and analyzed in an inscrumem which would use five separace 
illuminacion beams, separated in space, to derive 
measurements of absorpcion in che ultravioler (indicacing 
DNA concenc) and che Saree band (indicating hemoglobin 
content), of light scatcering. and of four fluorescence 
paramecers, three represeming fluorescence of the dyes and 
rhe fourth representing nonradiacive energy cransfer between 
cwo of che dyes. A dedicaced minicomputer would be used 
co process daca in real rime , using a mulrivariare 
discriminanc funccion for leukocyte classificacion. I choughc 
chis was a wonderful idea. A group of us from Searle wenc to 

visic Block's plane and talk co rhe people who would be 
involved in che projecc, and came away convinced rhac chey 
could build rhe inscrumenc and make ic work. 

I had not been paying much auention to rhe derails of 
analytical cytology since abouc 1970. A few weeks before 
hearing rhe presencation from Block, I had bumped inco 
Judy Prewitt ac a meeting and spent a fc:w hours with her 
finding out what was, or was not, happening in che field of 
aucomated differencial counting. Judy was responsible for a 
lot of rhe mathematical and compucacional merhodology 
used in feature exrraccion and cell classification'', and I had 
grear respect for her opinions, possibly because they agreed 
wich mine. Neither of us choughc much of whar was on rhe 
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Figure 3~. A two-parameter display from the Block 
differential counter showing five leukocyte clusters. 

market or in development in the way of image analyzing 
syscems; we reserved judgment on che Hemalog 0. The 
conversation didn't cover any ocher flow cyromerers, and I 
assumed char multiple illumination beam instruments with 
dedicated computers were already in use in research 
laboratories. I didn' t really learn otherwise uncil che 
Engineering Foundation Conference on Automated 
Cytology held in December, 1973, at which point work on 
the first of our multiple illumination beam syscems88 was 
well underway at Block. 

The trichrome fluorescent srain used in the sysrem was 
developed by a physical chemist, Marcos Kleinerman, 
working in his basement. It was a mixture of erhidium 
bromide, a basic dye which was well known as a DNA 
fluorochrome and which imparted red fluorescence co cell 
nuclei, and of two acid dyes, brilliant sulfaflavine and a 
scilbene disulfonic acid derivacive used as a laundry 
brighcener and known by us as LN, for "long name."""·"°·'"'" 
The two dyes had different pKs, and hence had different 
affinity for cell proteins of different pKs; che result was that 
neutrophil granules scained primarily wich LN, whereas 
eosinophil granules rook up much more sulfaflavine. On 
slides, one could see blue granulocytes and green 
eosinophils; lymphocytes, monocyres, and basophils were 
distinguishable by cell size and nuclear and cytoplasmic 
morphology. The scain cook some tweaking before ic 
performed as well in flow syscems; we had to scrap the 
fixatives and buffers originally proposed and stare again from 
scratch. We also came to the realization char an instrumc:nc 
which derived five illuminating beams from a shore-lived 
and highly explosive xenon arc lamp was nor suitable for use 
in a clinical laboratory, and built a "simple" chree-beam 
syscem using helium-cadmium and argon lasers?'. Figure 3-8 
shows a display from chac system. 
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It was primarily due co the technical success of our 
approach that the Block differential counter never made it 
into produc[ion. We were able to develop algorithms for 
leukocyte classification using seven or eight measured 
parameters, and chus co discover char we could do as well 
using a single blue illumina[ing beam co excite cells stained 
with only two dyes, sulfaflavine and ethidium bromide, and 
measuring forward and orthogonal scarrer and the dye 
fluorescences. This simplified system was no longer 
procectable by any of the patents for which Block had 
applied. We were also reasonably sure'" char there could be 
even simpler systems, based on our success (unpublished 
experimems) in identifying lymphocytes, monocytes, 
neurrophils, and eosinophils in unfixed, unstained blood 
using multiple wavelength , multiple angle scatter 
measurements. 

By 1976, auromated differenrial councers had become 
[he focus of a bureaucratic brouhaha ac the Food and Drug 
Adminiscracion, requiring premarket clearance by char 
agency. The image analysis systems got around this through 
a "grandfather clause"; a new flow system couldn't, although 
Technicon's Hemalog D, which was "grandfathered," wasn't 
selling all that well anyway, because che hematologists hadn'c 
yet come to trust flow cytometry. The end result was that 
nobody was very interested in pursuing chis line of 
investigation further. 

We had been doing other things with flow cyromecry in 
addition to differential counting. An attempt was made to 
develop an instrument to detec[ bacterial growth, and a flow 
cytome[er was developed that could detect fewer chan I 00 
molecules of fluorescein-tagged antibody bound to a single 
virus parcicle0

' ; one of chese was actually sold to NASA. We 
also produced a syscem char would retrieve and store single 
cells afcer they went through a flow cyromecer, to allow cell
by-cell validation of flow cytomerric procedures for cervical 
cycology screening and ocher critical diagnostic tests"' . 

The Evolution of Flow Cytomecers in the 1970's 

Although the commercial production of the 
Cytofluorograf and Jmpulscycophotometer in 1970 and the 
FACS in 1974 allowed laboratories which had noc developed 
and built their own apparacus co pursue applications of 
fluorescence flow cyrometry and sorting, advances in the 
cechnology icsclf during rhe I 970's occurred primarily in the 
relarively small community of labs in which instruments 
were developed and built. What got done in any given lab 
was determined by the biological problems and/or clinical 
applicacions under investigation, and also by che migration 
of instruments and/or investigators from one place co 
another. This process has recently received some attention 
from real hiscorians of science, resulcing in several 
publicarions by Alberto Cambrosio and Peter Keating' o-'9 

" 0 '·""' and in a video history by Ramunas Kondratas""' , 
which was funded by B-D and is available from the 
Smithsonian Institution Archives. Wallace Coulter and Lou 
Karnenc.~ky, among others, were noc interviewed. 

As has already been mentioned, RCS prototypes and 
people who worked with chem played a role in che 
development of both the Technicon Hemalog D blood cell 
counter and the Stanford/B-D FACS; the latter instrument 
represenced a convergence of the RCS lineage and che 
lineage of the Los Alamos cyrometer/soners. 

The Los Alamos instruments were oriented toward 
multiparameter analysisM'; the lab received substantial 
funding from the National Cancer Institute for work on 
applications in cancer cyrology"0) and cell cycle analysis'1" · 

.,, ,, .. as it related to cancer chemorherapy. In the mosc 

elaborate of Los Alamos' cytometers, cells were analy-led in a 
rather elaborate quartz flow chamber with a builc-in Coulter 
volume sensor. Optical access was available on four sides. 
permicting measurements of fluorescence in rwo spectral 
regions and of scatter at several anglc.~"0· " ' · "'; multiangle 
scarcer measurements proved invaluable for the identification 
of different types of leukocytes and were incorporaced inco 
commercial instruments by the late l 970's. Two clones of 
the Los Alamos multiparameter sorter were delivered to the 
National Cancer Insticute in the early l 970's, accompanied 
by minicomputer-based data analysis systems, which had 
been developed to replace the less flexible two-parameter 
pulse height analyzer originally used. The Los Alamos 
cyrometer designs were copied by investigators at other 
institutions, e.g., the Salk Institute, Colorado Stace 
Universiry, the University of California at Los Angeles, 
where flow cyromecry was firsc used to detect phagocycosis 
by uptake of fluorescent particles1101 , and the University of 
Houston, where the instrument was applied to flow 
cytomecric analysis of bacteria IB. 

Los Alamos also provided the inoculum for the 
subsequent growth of another major center for flow 
cyrometer development, that at Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory, where, from the mid-1970's on, flow sorting 
was perfected as a means for separating human 
chromosomes""·'·'01" ·1106• Other work done at Livermore 

relaced to cell cycle analysis1" 0 "' , measurement of sperm 
cells' '' , and detection of intracellular enzymes using 
fluorogenic substrates)6)·<. 

At Stanford, che emphasis remained on sorting on rhe 
basis of relatively weak fluorescence signals from bound 
antibody and antigen, with the aim of isolating 
morphologically indistinguishable viable lymphocyces with 
differences in antigen responsiveness and other functional 
characteristics2•06·' 1""0o.i. " 0' . This had rwo notable effecrs on 
instrument design. Droplet sorting was used because it 
allowed more cells ro be processed and collected in a given 
time than would have been possible using a fluidic sorcing 
mechanism. Placing the observation point, i.e., the 
intersection of the laser beam and the cell stream, in a jet in 
air, rather than in a flow chamber, shortened the distance 
between this point and the droplet breakoff point a[ which 
droplets containing selected cells had co be charged , 
decreasing the transit time between these poims and making 
faster saning possible. 



Since B-D's commercial version of the FACS became 
available within two years of rhe appearance of rhc firsr 
publicarion~6 describing rhe insrrumenr, ir was easier for 
most large immunology labs to buy an instrument than ir 
would have been to build one. One notable descendam of 
the Stanford instrument was the computer-controlled, 
multiparameter cytometerlsorter builc at the Max Planck 
Institute for Biophysical Chemistry in Gocringen"9·" ' ·239•31 .. • 01• 

This apparatus used mirrors, rather than lenses, for laser 
beam focusing and light collecrion, allowing operation at 
short ultraviolet wavelengths. Ir was used to measure such 
parameters as intrinsic protein fluorescence, membrane 
fluidity (using fluorescence polarization), and receptor 
proximity (using energy transfer), and to establish the utility 
of Hoechst 33342 as a viral DNA stain and rhioflavin T as 
an RNA stain. 

Ar rhe University of Miami, work concencrared on 
simultaneous electronic measurement of Coulter volume and 
AC impedance (electrical opacity)" 1·" 0Vi of cells; the group 
there also first showed the feasibility of demonscracing DNA 
synthetic activity by using immunochemical detection of 
bromodeoxyuridine (BrUdR) incorporation391 and 
investigated rare earth chelates as fluorescent labels for 

1110 
cytometry 

Work done at the University of Rochester on slit
scanning static cytofluorometry" " was extended to flow 
systems, leading to the developmem of progressively more 
elaborate apparatus for processing pulse waveforms and for 
imaging cells in flow m-•. 111 2• 

Collaboracions with investigators at Memorial Sloan
Kerrering Cancer Center, which had originated during che 
RCS development program at IBM, provided new 
applications for the Bio/Physics Systems Cytograf and 
Cytofluorograf instruments during the l 970's. Most notable 
among chese were techniques using acridine orange for 
simultaneous determinacion of DNA and RNA content 
and for analysis of chromacin scruccure and DNA syn
thesis'<>i-.ua6.i.'1. Studies were also done on cell sizing 

measuremencs97" ·""'. This work was facilitaced by che addi
tion of a minicomputer-based data analysis system and the 
development of software for mu hi parameter analysis12". 

While che Cytofluorografs available before 1976 were nor 
sufficiencly sensitive to be used for immunofluorescence 
analysis, the Memorial group did investigate lymphocyte 
activation using DNA and RNA measuremems1'"'"10; similar 
studies were done at Los Alamos 11 13 and clsewherec,o1• This 
work apparently failed to excite the imaginations of 
immunologiscs, who were commicccd co using ancibody 
reagents even in the pre-monoclonal era. 

Other work on deceGion of lymphocyte accivacion using 
fluorescein fluorescence polarization measurements... was 
done on a laboratory-built inscrumenr at che Ontario Cancer 
lnstitute'·m; polarizacion measurements were also used co 
detect early responses of hematopoiecic cells co cycokines"'. 
This work represemed one of the earliest instances of the use 
of functional probes in flow cytometry. The Oncario group 
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also srudied changes in Hoechsc dye uptake and retention 
during lymphocyte activacion; this work played an im
portant role in che identification of the efflux pump 
mechanisms now widely studied for their roles in anticancer 
drug resistance248'213 • 

At the German Cancer Research Centre in Heidelberg, 
dual-beam fluorescence excitation capability was added co 
commercial instruments and then incorporated into a 
laboratory-built sorrc:r258.m chat also had a computerized data 
analysis system capable of producing three·paramerer 
displays. The Heidelberg group also incroduced DAPI as a 
DNA stain and the combination of DAPI and 
sulforhodamine 101 for DNA and procein staining in flow 

296 cytomerty . 
While the Heidelberg instrument followed che paccern 

established at Los Alamos, Livermore, and Stanford of using 
mulciwatr, water-cooled argon and krypton ion lasers for 
fluorescence excication, other instruments built in Europe 
during the l 970's utilized smaller light sources. The simplest 
approach to flow cyromerry involved the addition of a flow 
chamber and electronics ro a fluorescence microscope9

'' , as 
had been done in the original Jmpulscytophotomcrer' 3• 

Kachel et al"16 combined fluorescence and Coulter 
volume measurement capability in the Fluvo~Metricell, 
which was marketed by HEKA, while Eisert and his 
coworkers616

·• built inscruments capable of highly precise 
opcical size measuremencs using mulciple small laser sources; 
one such system was eventually produced by Kratel. 

The arc source instrument described by Lindmo and 
Steen 100·' observed cells in sheath flow afcer a jet in air 
intersected the flat surface of a cover slip, making mulciangle 
scacter and fluorescence measurements with sufficient 
sensitivity co characcerize bacteria103 • An early commercial 
version of this apparatus was produced by Leitz; a later 
version was made by Skatron, and an even later one, 
formerly available from Bio-Rad as che Bryce HSTM, is now 
being produced by Apogee in che U .K. 

By the mid-1970's, potential customers' interest in 
immunofluorescence measurement and sorting had 
increased co the point at which borh Bio/Physics Systems 
and Coulter needed to develop new instruments to compete 
wich Becton-Dickinson's FACS. Coulcer's TPS- 1 offered 
sorting capability, but its combination of relacively low-N.A. 
optics and a relatively low-power air-cooled argon laser 
source left ic with limited fluorescence sensmv1cy. 
Bio/Physics introduced che FC-200 flow cycomecer, which 
subscicuted a flat-sided quart"£ flow cuvette for rhe thick
walled round capillary used in che original Cycofluorograf 
and replaced che original fluorescence collection lens with a 
higher·N.A. microscope objeccive. This instrument had 
sufficient sensitivity to measure immunofluorescence, but 
did not include a sorcer. However, at the time, none of the 
manufacturers seemed to be in a great rush to add excra 
beams, more than one or two additional measurement 
parameters, and/or computers to flow cytomecers as they 
were, for several reasons. 
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An instrument thac could measure forward scatter and 
immunofluorescence could, using scaccer as the crigger 
signal, do che single-paramecer immunofluorescence 
measurements and, using fluorescence a~ the trigger signal, 
do che single-parameter DNA conrem measurements which, 
as far as most people were concerned, represenced che stare 
of che art. The addicion of a second fluorescence parameter 
made it possible co measure two-color fluorescence from a 
dye such as acridine orange, or co measure DNA and total 
protein conccnt using propidium iodide to stain DNA and 
fluorescein isothiocyanate as a covalent protein stain~17.m. 

Two-paramccer immunofluorcscence measuremencs were 
desirable, bur difficult. Monoclonal ancibodies had been 
described in 1975'"1, hue would not become available as 
reagents, even co chose in che vanguard of flow cytometry, 
for several years; obtaining reasonably specific staining of 
rwo cellular ancigens using polyclonal anrisera was 
nontrivial. Then, there was che question of fluorescent 
labels. While immunofluorescence microscopy using two or 
more differenc dye labels had been done, this was typically 
accomplished by manually switching illumination between 
excitation wavelengths for the rwo labels, e.g., blue for 
fluorescei n and green for rhodamine. Adapting this 
technique ro flow cytomecry would have required a dual
laser apparacus. 

Since their inscrumenc didn'c have dual-wavelength 
excication capabilities, Loken, Parks, and Herzenberg" 1 

resorted to a compromise in order co <lo che first flow 
cytometric measurements of two-color immunofluores
cence. Instead of using the 488 nm emission line of their 

argon ion laser for excitarion, they used the 515 nm line to 
excice borh f1uorescein - and rhodamine-labeled antibodies. 
While 488 nm is very near the excitacion maximum of 
fluorescein , rhodamine excitacion is only about 5% of 
maximum at this wavelength . At 515 nm, rhodamine 
exrnauon is considerably improved, and, although 
fluorescein excicarion is definitely suboptimal, the relative 
srrengchs of rh e fluorescein and rhodamine signals are 
reasonably well balanced. Fluorescence compensanon 
circuics, which were used co reduce interference between the 
fluorescein and rhodamine signals, were described for the 
firsr rime in this 1977 paper. From a practical point of view, 
however, two-color immunofluorescence remained in the 
"don'c cry chis crick ac home" category. 

Mulriangle scatter measurements had also not yer made 
ir co prime time. Following che demonstration at Los 
Alamos that orrhogonal scacter measurements could 
discriminate among lymphocytes, monocyres, and 
granulocytes"' , we had incorporated orthogonal as well as 
forv.·ard scarrer measuremenrs into our instrumencs at 
Block")·.\. Tt was difficult for B-D (or Stanford) or Coulter to 
do this wich their stream-in-air syscems, because che light 
scattered from tht" small, round stream produced 
considerable incerference, which got considerably worse 
when the scream was vibrated during droplet sorting. 
Bio/Physics Systems had a different problem; che mounting 

arrangement of the lasers in Cyrofluorografs puc the 
polarization of the beam in a direction char precluded 
making measurements of orthogonal scatter. 

Going co chree- or four- (or more-) paramerer 
measurement capability also involved a major escalation in 
cosr, because microprocessors, which had first appeared in 
1973, had not developed co the point at which they might 
even be considered for use in data analysis. A minicompurer 
system was che only possible choice. 

In late 1976, Myron Block and I tried to interest Bernie 
Shoor, of B-D, and Mack Fulwyler, who was just leaving 

Coulter's flow cytomecry operations to join B-D, in 
pursuing commercial development of our computerized, 
mulcibeam, mulciparamecer syscem'123• They cold us chey 
didn' t chink anybody would need all chose beams and all 
those paramecers. Things changed fast. 

In 1976, Bio/Physics Systems was bought by Ortho 
Diagnostics, a subsidiary of Johnson and Johnson. By lace 
1977, Fred Elliocc and others at Orcho were developing 
protocypes of the System 50 Cytofluorograf. a droplet 
sorter which incorporated a flat-sided flow chamber and 
high-efficiency collection optics, allowed meamrements of 
forward and orthogonal scatter, extinction, and fluorescence 
at two or more wavelengths , and offered multiple laser 
exci cation and a computer-based data analysis system as 
opcions. 

By 1979, immunologists at NIH, with B-D's aid . had 
added a krypton laser emining ar 568 nm co che argon laser 
with which the FACS was normally equipped, and examined 
cells stained with antibodies labeled with FITC and with 
isothiocyanate (XRITC) and sulfonyl chloride (Texas red) 
derivatives of rhodarnine 101 ""·'". FITC fluorescence was 
exciced at 488 nm and measured ac 510-550 nm; XRITC or 
Texas red fluorescence was excited ac 568 nm and measured 
ac 590-630 nm. Since the two mea~uremencs were made at 
different positions and ac different times, there was 
essentially no crosstalk between the signals, therefore, no 
fluorescence compensation was needed. Work with the dual 
laser FACS was described in Occober 1979 at a meeting 
sponsored by B-D and NIH, ac which B-D announced 
commercial availabilicy of a dual-laser version of che FACS 
IV; the instrumenr also had computerized data analysis and 
sort control. The meeting precipicated a stampede of users, 
all of whom wanted to be first in their stares with a dual laser 
cell sorter. 

Coulter, under Bob Auer's direction, had also improved 
its breed of flow cytometers, introducing the EPICS series, 
droplet sorters chat used large laser sources and char 
incorporated microprocessors into their data analysis 
systems. Although the first EPICS was imended as a single
beam instrument, the feeding frenzy underway in the user 
community led co rhe rapid addition of multiple-beam 
excitation capabiliry. 

The demand for dual-laser inscrumencs was due 
primarily co che dissemination of monoclonal antibody 
methodology into the immunology communiry, which 



made immunol:1uorescence experiments with cwo antibodies 
relatively easy co do. This, in cum, led co rhe development of 
che covalent labels XRITC and Texas rcd" 6-', derivatives of 
rhodamine 10 l, which were designed for use in flow 
cytomecry, and provided the impetus for people co acquire 
rhe dual-laser systems, which then provided the only 
practical approach co two-color immunofluorescence 
measurements. An illustration of the rapidicy with which the 
field of mulciscarion flow cytomerry developed from 1979 on 
is given by rhe face that papers describing conjugation 
procedures for XRITC and Texas red did not appear in prim 
before 1982; for over cwo years, word-of-mouth and 
manufacturers' product information provided a large and 
growing community of users with the only data available. 

Dog Days: The Genesis of Cytomutts 

By 1976, I had talked to and visited a few people in the 
Boston area who were using flow cytometers, gone to a few 
meetings ac which I mec people who developed flow 
cycometers, and come co appreciate chat the multiscation 
mulriparamecer insrrumencs built ar Block had capabilities 
chat didn' t exist in any other flow cytometers. It also seemed 
chat che apparatus was largely wasted on differencial blood 
cell councing, and could be put to more productive use by 
biomedical researchers once they became familiar with the 
technology. 

In 1977, with missionary zeal, I assumed part-time 
proprietorship of a flow cytomerry service laboratory at the 
Sidney Farber (now Dana-Farber) Cancer lnsriruce, hoping 
to spread the word around Harvard, which, where 
multiparameter flow cytomerry was concerned, hardly 
deserved to be called "the Stanford of the East." I soon 
discovered that grants policies, at least as they were then, 
provided no mechanism by which the apparatus already 
built and lying idle at Block could be moved across the 
Charles River and used. I also discovered that if I wanted co 
auempc to duplicate high-sensitivicy, multiple illumination 
beam, multiparamecer flow cytometers, I would have to do it 
without the services of a machine shop or an electronics 
shop. I couldn't see that I had a choice. I had become a flow 
cytometry junkie; I didn't know how to do much of 
anything with fewer than cwo beams and none of the 
manufacturers would sell me an instrument with more than 
one beam for fluorescence excitation. Morr Mendelsohn 
dropped in for a visit, and told me chat I was crazy to tty to 

build a flow cytomecer by myself, and chat I would never gee 
funded. He was half right; I got funded. 

The lab I was in at the Farber concained an old-scyle 
Cytofluorograf. le was also the repository for che carcasses of 
a Feulgen microspeccrophotometer and a scanning 
cycofluoromecer built in Caspersson's lab at the Karolinska 
Jnscicute, which had been used in rhe development of 
chromosome banding techniques by Caspersson in 
collaboration with Sidney Farber, George Foley, and Ed 
Modesr in Boston 26?·". The Zeiss microscope optics had long 
since disappeared from these inscrumencs, but 
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phoromulcipliers and housings, power supplies, and some 
other electronics remained. I was able co scrounge the 
fluidics system, flow chamber, illumination and collection 
optics, optical bench, and mounts from one of the Block 
prototypes. All I needed was a data analysis system and some 
lasers. 

I wanced co avoid writing software at all costs. The best 
way to do chis seemed to be to use a Data General 
minicomputer for daca analysis; I could then use rhe 
software developed by Brough Turner at Block and/or che 
software written by Tom Sharpless at Memorial Sloan
Kettering, both of which ran on Data General hardware. 
When an unused Data General Eclipse minicomputer 
turned up in the basemenc, I figured I was all sec. 

When I scarred looking inco lasers. I was given the 
impression l'd need hundreds of milliwaccs of laser power to 
make decenc measurements. This didn 't completely square 
with my experience at Block; the most powerful laser on the 
multi beam systems there ran at abouc 10 rn W, and even the 
laser on the instrument used for virus analysis was never 
operaced above 100 mW. However, the people I knew who 
were running FACSes cold me rhey used much higher 
powers, and I assumed that I'd be getting weaker signals 
from live cells stained with antibodies than I got from fixed 
cells stained with nucleic acid and protein stains. I ordered a 
6-watt water-cooled argon ion laser, good for about 2 wares 
at 488 or 515 nm and l 00 mW UV, and a I-ware krypton 
ion laser, good for about 500 mW in the red (647 nm) , 100 
mW green (520 or 530 nm) or yellow (568 nm), and 50 
mW UV. The optical bench from Block wasn 't big enough 
co hold che lasers, so I got a 4 by 8 foot opcical cable. The 
big lasers necessitated the then cusromary ritual of bringing 
in 150 ampere, three-phase, 220 V electric current and 
plumbing and pumps co supply cooling water at a rate of 6 
gallons/minute. 

The first version of the instrument used beams from the 
argon and krypton lasers co illuminate a thin-walled capillary 
flow chamber from a Block Cyromac, which also provided 
the illumination and collection optics. The red/green 
fluorescence deteccor assembly from the Cycofluorograf, 
transplanted outside the chassis of that apparatus, provided 
rwo fluorescence detectors; pending completion of the 
computer system, che counters and pulse height analyzer 
from the Cytofluorograf were used for dara analysis. The 
third fluorescence detector and the orrhogonal scatter 
dececcor were photomultiplier assemblies removed with 
loving care from the remains of che Karolinska-built 
equipment. Good blood lines all, bur a few roo many for a 
pedigree. I accordingly acknowledged rhe new beast 's mixed 
ancestry and its descent from the Cyromat, and named it 
"Cytomurc. " 

I was nor entirely surprised ro find that Cytomutt, with 
its high-N.A. collection optics, didn't seem co require a lot 
of laser power. I could get good DNA contenc measurements 
from unfixed cells stained with Hoechst 33342 using less 
than l 0 mW of UV from the argon or krypton lasers. This 
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allowed an arc lamp co be subscitured as a UV source; 
alchough ir made rhe opcics a little rrickier ro aJign, chis 
eliminated rhe aJmosr certain need co spend $10,000 a year 
replacing che laser plasma rubes, which wore out much fascer 
when operared in che ulcraviolec. 

When the 6-watt argon laser was cranked down co 
minimum power, ir puc ouc 200 mW at 488 nm, which was 
a lor more rhan was necessary to gee srrong immuno
fluorescence signals. It was therefore possible to insert a 
beamsplitter, taking off almost I 00 mW to illuminate a 
second flow chamber, which, with minimal added detectors 
and electronics , was used for simple casks such as screening 
monoclonal antibodies. The extra head on Cycomutt was 
dubbed "Cerberus." The system as it looked around I 980 is 
shown in Figure 3-9. 

Figure 3-9. The author wirh Cytomutt and Cerberus. 

The late 1970's and early 1980's were still very much the 
heyday of big lasers in flow cycomecry; for much of that 
rime, more mulriwatr ion lasers were sold for flow cyromecry 
than for any other use. Providing power and cooling water 
for rhree cytomecer manufacturers and a laser manufacturer 
or rwo became a major logiS(ic problem at Society for 
Analyrical Cytology meetings, and rhe use of big lasers added 
co the prices and installation coses of the hundreds of 
instruments which came inco use during chis time. "Laser 
machismo" evencually became enough of a marketing 
gimmick char ic was difficulc co convince people to buy 
bener-performing instruments wich smaller lasers. 

In 1978, Smart Schlossman, ar the Farber, began a 
collaborarion wirh Ortho Diagnostics chat led to rhe 
development of che first of many monoclonal antibodies 
reactive with cell surface antigens on human lymphoid 
cells '''·:. He advised his then-colleagues at Orcho ro purchase 
a B-D FACS, rhe same apparatus he used for 
immunofluorescence flow cytomecry; this advice didn 't 
exactly thrill Lou Kamentsky and his group, then 
manufacturing Orcho's own flow cytomecers in the Boscon 
area. A "gunfight at the OKT corral" was arranged, with the 
same samples being run on the FACS, which used a water-

cooled argon laser emicring 200 mW at 488 nm, and on an 
Ortho FC-200, which used an air-cooled laser emitting 20 
mW at 488 nm. The sensitivities of the rwo instruments, 
defined by the distance berween peaks of histograms 
representing stained and unstained cells, were comparable, 
bur rhe results of the rest never found their way inro eirher 
the scien tific literature or Ortho's advertising. 

Witnessing the shoorour removed any doubts I had left 
that efficient optical design would make it possible to replace 
big, water-cooled, lasers with smaller, cheaper, air-cooled 
la~ers and/or arc lamps as lighc sources for flow cytomcrry. 
Shortly thereafter, my colleagues and I builc a dual-beam 
instrument wirh UV illumination from an arc lamp and laser 
illumination at 633 nm from a 7 mW He-Ne laser, allowing 
Hoechst dyes for DNA to be used in combination wirh 
oxazine 1 for RNA contenr measuremenc or with 
dicarbocyanine dyes for membrane potential estimation. The 
instrument also fearured a hardwired dara analyzer allowing 
the use of four parameters to define as many as eight gating 
regions. We brought this "Son of Cytomutt" to the 1981 
Analytical Cytology meeting in nearby New Hampshire, and 
ran it, while the manufacturers' large systems sat idle due to 
the lack of electrical power and cooling water for the lasers. 

The 1980's: Little Things Mean a Loe 

Our demonstration at the New Hampshire meeting was 
not che only indication that small might be beautiful. At 
around the same time, B-D announced its FACS Analyzer, 
a benchtop system using an arc lamp source. It could 
measure fluorescence in rwo wavelength regions, light 
scattering ar large angles, and (electronically) cell volume'1', 
and was offered with a microcomputer-based companion 
data analysis system. During the l 980's, other 
manufacturers also moved in the direction of somewhat 
smaller, more user-friendly instruments. Ortho, which had 
acquired rights to manufacture and distribute chc 
lmpulscytophotometer, aJso produced rhe Spectrum III" ", 
an instrument designed for the clinical market, using an air
cooled argon laser source and measuring forward and 
orthogonal light scattering and rwo-color fluorescence. Both 
the B-D FACS analyzer and rhe Orrho Spectrum Ill 
employed closed fluidic systems, and did nor offer sorting as 
an option; Coulter, in contrast to its compericors, chose to 
make its initial approach co the clinical market with a sorter, 
the EPICS C , which incorporated the oprical bench and 
droplet sorter used in rhe research instruments of the EPICS 
series and placed virtually every function of the apparatus 
under computer control.,,. 

The FACS Analyzer and the EPICS C preserved some of 
the flexibility of research flow cycometers, ac a price. The 
Analyzer's optics were, and had co be, very efficient, in order 
to permit immunofluorescence measurements co be done 
using the relatively weak blue-green excitation available from 
the arc lamp source. By changing excitation filrers, however , 
one could use the arc lamp's strong UV, blue-violet, and 
green lines to excite dyes char could not be used with 488 



nm argon lasers. Maintaining performance required 
maimaining optical alignmem; chis was clearly harder to do 
for some people chan for others. The EPICS C achieved the 
capability for operation at one of several wavelengths by the 
simpler expedient of using a water-cooled argon ion laser 
source, which affected ics size, price, and the logiscics related 
to installacion. By che time the second generation of clinical 
fluorescence flow cytometers were introduced in the late 
J 980's, the manufacturers had adopted Henry Ford's 
philosophy abour color choices on che Model T; you could 
have any excitation wavelength you wanced, as long as it was 
488 nm. 

B-D's FACScan, the first of these benchrnp 
insuuments, used highly efficient optics, as had the FACS 
Analyzer, but substituted an air-cooled, 15 mW argon laser 
source for the arc lamp in the Analyzer. The FACScan flow 
chamber, very similar if nor identical to what B-0 has 
subsequently used in chc FACSort, FACSCounc, and 
FACSCAlibur, incorporates a high- N.A. "immersion" lens, 
wich an optical coupling gel rather than immersion oil, to 

max1m1ze light collection. The FACScan was also 
noteworthy for ics introduction of a chird fluorescence 
measuremenc channel; in addicion to forward and 
orthogonal scarcer at 488 nm, fluorescence could be 
measured in fixed emission ranges in rhe green, ycllow
orange, and red. Data acquisicion and analysis and much of 
rhe rest of the operation of che FACScan were originally 
controlled by a Hewlett-Packard microcomputer wich a 
68000-series processor. Coulter's EPICS Profile, originally 
inrroduced with capabilities for forward and orthogonal 
scarcer and two fluorescence mcasuremencs, soon added a 
third fluorescence channel. This instrument incorporated a 
microprocessor-based controller, and could be interfaced to 

more elaborate data analysis systems builc around IBM
comparible personal computers. The Profile achieved high 
light collection efficiency with a flow chamber design 
incorporating integral lenses and mirrors. 

The l 980's also brought changes in the design of flow 
cytometers and sorters used for research, predominantly in 
the directions of using smaller lasers and more efficient light 
collection optics and the incorporation of microcomputer 
systems for instrument control as well as for daca acquisition 
and analysis. The direction of che evolution of the apparacus 
was largely decermined by the dcvelopmenc of new 
parameters, reagents, and analycical methods, and the 
emergence of clinical applications of flow cyrometry. 

Measurements in the Main Stream 
Fluorescence flow cycomecry, since its inception, has 

been employed predominantly for measuremencs of cell 
surface and intracellular antigens, on rhe one hand, and of 
cellular nucleic acid (DNA and sometimes RNA) 
content, on the ocher. Qualitative and quantitative changes 
in these cellular parameters have been, and scill are, used to 
define and characterize normal and abnormal cellular 
differentiation and function. 
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lmmunofluorescence Comes of Age: Monoclonal 
Antibodies and Multiple labels 

The 488 nm argon ion lasers employed as light sources 
in most commercial flow cytometers are well suited for 
excitation of fluorcsccin, the popularity of which as a 
fluorescent label for antibodies antedated the incroduction of 
both the laser and the cytomecers. The subsequent 
development of labels such as phycoerythrin and its 
tandem conjugates was driven by the emergence of 
monoclonal antibody reagents, on rhe one hand (the 
subject of several articles and an entire book by Cambrosio 
and Keating 10"·"0 " 242M), and the desirability of holding che 
cost and complexity of instruments down (at lease in relarive 
terms) by using only a single laser light source. 

The major obscacle to progress in multicolor immu
nofluorescence between 1940 and the lace l 970's was the 
difficulty of achieving specific staining with polyclonal 
antisera; as a result, little effort was expended during chis 
rime on discovery or development of fluorescent labels with 
emission spectra suitable for use in multicolor immuno
fluorescence measurements. Once monoclonal antibodies 
were developed as reagencs, it became logical co look fo r new 
labels. Dual-laser flow cytometry using antibodies labeled 
with fluorescein and Texas red or XRITC gave becrer results 
than could be achieved with a single-laser instrument and 
fluorescein- and rhodamine-labeled antibodies, bur greatly 
increased the cost and complexity of the apparatus required 
by adding a second water-cooled laser or a dye laser. 

le was obviously desirable to have several labels rhac 
could be excited at a single wavelength, ideally by the 488 
nm argon ion laser line prevalent in flow cytometers, and 
which emitted in different, reasonably well separated spectral 
regions; however, for a variety of reasons, ic was, and is, not 
possible to simply design and synchesize molecules with the 
required characteristics. Nature, however, had provided a 
solution in the form of the phycobiliprorcins, which are 
components of rhe photosynrhecic apparatus of algae, and 
which, in their native configuration, nonradiacively transfer 
energy from blue-green and green light to chlorophyll, 
which could otherwise not utilize light from these spectral 
regions in photosynthesis. In the early 1980's, while Alex 
Glazer of Berkeley and Luben Stryer of Scanford were 
collaborating on studies of the biochemistry of 
phycobiliproceins, Vernon Oi, an alumnus of the 
Herzenberg lab, moved to Stryer's department; ic became 
apparent soon chereafcer that chese materials could be useful 
as fluorescent labels for antibodies, and in ocher 
circumscances as well '" . Glazer and Scryer described the first 
candem conjugate, in chis case made from che 
phycobiliproteins phycoeryrhrin and allophycocyanin, in 
l 983j()6. A patenc was secured by Stanford, which gave B-0 
several years' worth of exclusive rights co phycobiliproteins 
as labels for flow cytomc:cry; by che lace 1980's, numerous 
manufacturers were producing phycobiliprotein-labelcd 
monoclonal antibodies. 
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Monoclonal antibodies co human lymphocyte surface 
antigens were among rhe firsr ro come inro widespread use, 
and were investigated as borh diagnostic and therapeutic 
agents for conditions such as rejection of transplanted 
organs '""'·~•Ju. The analysis of lymphocyte subpopulations 

originally required an inirial separation of the lymphocytes 
from granulocytes and other cells by density gradient 
centrifugation. le had been known for some time that a 
combination of forward and orthogonal scatter 
measurements could discriminate among lymphocytes, 
monocytes, and granulocytes' 1' ; it remained for Hoffman er 
aJ'"'"" ro demonstrate the pracricaliry of combining the scatter 
and immunoAuorescence measurements for rapid analysis of 
immunologically defined lymphocyte subpopulations in 
whole blood. This, incidentally, introduced the concept of 
multiparameter gating to a substantial segment of the 
immunology community (recall the anecdote of p. 41 ). 

Developments in DNA Content Analysis 

The initial description of fluorescence flow cytometry by 
Yan Dilla ct al"' in 1969 included a hisrogram of cellular 
DNA content, determined using a fluorescent Feulgen stain. 
The paper by Dimich and Gohde describing the 
lmpulscytophoromecer'' , published rhe same year, described 
staining wirh ethidium bromide, which, although initially 
not offering the precision achieved with che Feulgen stain, 
gready simplified sample preparation. In 1973, Crissman 
and Sreinkamp217 described chc use of propidium iodide, a 
homolog of cthidium wirh a slighdy longer emission 
wavelength, making it more suitable for use in combination 
with fluorcscein in insrrumcnts wirh argon ion laser sources. 

Early work with ethidium and propidium was done with 
fixed cells; creacment of samples with RNAse was required to 
eliminate fluorescence due to binding of the dyes to double
stranded Ril\JA. In 1974, Crissman and Tobey"' described a 
rapid staining procedure using mithramycin; although che 
DNA-specific fluorescence of chis dye eliminated the need 
for RNAse treatment, che requirement for excitation at 457 
nm or shorter wavelengths made the procedure usable only 
in systems using either large ion lasers or arc lamps for 
exciration. The first widely used rapid procedure for DNA 
staining wa.~ that reported by Krishan" 8 in 1975, employing 
propidium iodide in a hypoconic sodium citrate solution, 
which rendered many cell types permeable to the dye. 
Subsequent modifications to chis procedure by ochers210.(' 

added low concentrations of nonionic detergent, which 
improved cell permeabiliz.ation and faci litared srorage, and 
RNAse treatment. 

The UV-excited, blue Auorescenc Hoechst dyes, 
including compounds 33258 and 3.'3342, were introduced 
by Lan~": in addition to offering the advantage of DNA 
specificiry, these dyes provided the only reliable means of 
stoichiomecrically staining ONA in living cellsm. Another 
UV-excited, blue fluorescent, DNA-specific stain, 4'-6-
diamidino-2-phenylindolc (DAPI) , was introduced by 
Srohr et al" ' , while Barlogie et al 2' J described DNA-specific 

srammg using a combination of echidium bromide and 
mirhramycin. 

Flow Cytometry of RNA Content 

In rhe late l 970's, Darz.ynkiewicz et al'"'·J developed flow 
cytometric methods for simultaneous measurement of RNA 
and DNA content using acridine orange as a 
metachromaric stain. This dye, applied to permeabiliz.ed cells 
under carefully controlled conditions, forms a green 
fluorescent complex wich DNA and a red fluorescent 
complex with RNA. On che basb of analysis of such systems 
as micogen-scimulaced lymphocytes and leukemic cells 
undergoing chemical-induced parrial differentiation in 11itro, 
it was shown rhat patterns of DNA and RNA staining 
defined subcompartments of the cell cycle, distinguishing 
proliferating and quiescent cells. This 1s ill ustrated 
schematically in Figure 3-10. 

The hiscogram shown at the top of the figure illustrates 
rhe distribution of DNA content in a population containing 
growing cells. Cells in the "first gap," or G,, phase of the cell 
cycle (sec p. 86) have a DNA content described as "diploid," 
or "2C," i.e., the amount of DNA contained in the 2 sets of 
chromosomes present before DNA replication begins. 
During the DNA synthetic, or S, phase, DNA content 
increases co rwice chis amount, the "tetraploid," or "4C" 
value. It remains at 4C through the "second gap," or G.~. 
phase, and during mitosis, the M phase. Afi:er mitosis, rhere 
are two daughter cells, each with a 2C DNA content. 

It was recogniz.ed char many differentiated cells, such as 
resting peripheral blood lymphocytes, normally remained in 
a quiescent state, described as G0 or G ''l' characterized by a 
"diploid" (2C) DNA content; Darz.ynkiewicz. and his co
workers showed that such cells had a low RNA content. 
Within 12 hours or so following exposure to mitogens, 
lymphocytes enter the G , phase and begin to synthesize 
RNA. RNA content continues to increase during the S 
phase, beginning about 30 hours after stimulation, in which 
DNA synthesis occurs. 

Analysis of DNA content alone cannot discriminate cells 
in G0 (G 11~) from cells in the proliferative G , state, because 
the DNA contem remains at 2C until the S phase begins. 
Mea.~urements of RNA content can be used to make chis 
distinction and, in addition, to define different stages within 
G,. Cells pass from G,Q through a brief transitional phase 
called G,1 (in which no cells are shown in the figure), in 
which RNA content is slightly increased, and then into G " , 
during which RNA content increases further, bur remains 
lower than rhe RNA concenr of any S phase cell. They then 
enter G ,8 , in which RNA content is at or above the lowest 
value seen in S phase cells. RNA content increases 
approximately linearly during S and Gr 

In exponentially growing culcurcs, which lack cells in 
G ,Cl' cells appear to pass from S through G, and M back into 
G ,, . Normal cells, such as scimulaced lymphocytes, when 
maintained in long-cerm culcurc, rend co revert back to a 
G ,Q stare, although quiescent, low-RNA "SQ" and "G,Q" 
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Figure 3-10: c.en cycle phases defined by DNA content 
(schematic histogram at top) and DNA/RNA content 
(schematic cytogram at boctom). 

populations can appear rransiencly in cells deprived of 
nutrients or exposed to cold or to inhibitors of protein 
synthesis. Transition rn quiescent (Q) scares during Sand G 2 

appears to be somewhat more common in transformed and 
malignanc cells than in normal cells. 

Acridine orange staining for DNA and RNA concent 
determination has been widely used in flow cytometry; 
excitation is feasible in both laser and arc source 
instruments. Using different preparative procedures, acridine 
orange can also be used to demonsrrare differences in nuclear 
chromatin structure, evidenced by differenc sensitivities of 
ONA to hear or acid denaruration; chis allows mitotic cells 
to be distinguished from G, cells, which cannot be done by 
DNA or DNNRNA staining. 

Ir is nor feasible to do immunofluorescence measure
ments on cells stained for DNA and RNA with acridine 
orange, for cwo reasons. Many ancigens are unlikely rn 
emerge unchanged from the detergent permcabiliz.arion and 
acid crcarmenc required to achieve specific staining of DNA 
and RNA. Also, the fluorescence of acridine orange 
interferes with the fluorescence of virtually all 
immunofluorescent labels chat can be excited by blue or 
blue-green light. In 1981 , I described a DNNRNA staining 
procedure, using Hoechst 33342 and pyronin Y, chat could 
be used on intact or fixed cells also stained with fluorescein
labelcd antibodies"', employing a 488 nm beam to excite 
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fluorescein (green fluorescence) and pyronin (orange 
fluorescence) and adding a second illuminating beam in the 
near UV (325 to 375 nm} to excite che Hoechst dye. The 
Hoechst/pyronin stain can be thought of as a modern 
fluorescent equivalent to the classical methyl green/pyronin 
stain discussed on p. 75. 

Measurements of Functional Parameters 

Intracellular enzyme activity, detected and quantified 
using chromogenic or fluorogenic substrates, was among 
the earliest parameters measured by flow cytometry. The 
original Stanford sorter82 detected intracellular fluorescein 
fluorescence resulting from hydrolysis of fluorescein 
diacetate (FDA) (pp. 24-7); such staining was employed by 
numerous workers as a basis for tests of cell "viability," as 
defined by structural integrity of the plasma membrane. The 
Technicon Hemalog D differential counter"' (p. 88) used 
absorption measurements and chromogenic subscraces m 
idencify neurrophils, eosinophils, and monocytcs. 

In 1983, Bass er al362 described the use of another 
fluorogenic substrate, 2 ',7' -dichlorodihydrofluorescein 
diacetate (H3DCF-DA), for the detection of oxidative 
enzyme activity, in particular, the respiratory burst in 
activated neurrophils. HPCF-DA, like FDA, enters intact 
cells; once inside, it hydrolyzes to the colorless dihydro 
compound, which is oxidized to the fluorescent 
dichlorofluorescein in the presence of hydroperoxides. 
Assessment of cells' oxidative metabolism had previously 
been described by Thorell and others using an intrinsic 
parameter, i.e., the autofluorescence of the reduced forms of 
pyridine nucleotides1•s.i?i•, but chis required UV excitacion. 
The H ,DCF-DA technique has found much wider use. 

Flow cytometric analyses of ocher funcrional parameters, 
such as intracellular calcium ion concentration, 
intracellular pH, and cytoplasmic and mitochondrial 
membrane potential, were developed for the analysis of a 
wide range of cell activation processes involving 
transmembrane signaling. These parameters, like oxidative 
metabolism, are only relevant when measured in live cells. 

In 1977, Price et al, at the Ontario Cancer lnsticute41
' (p. 

91), used fluorescein fluorescence polarization mea~ure

ments.,. for flow cytomctric detection of cell activation by 
mitogens and growth factors. Intracellular pH 
measuremencs, based on changes in che spectrum of 
fluorescein, were reported by Visser, Jongeling, and Tanke 
in 19791'?; later thac year, in collaboration with Lou 
Kamencsky and Peter N atale, I described flow cy10metric 
methods for cell membrane potential estimation using 
cyanine dyes. Darzynkiewicz, Sraiano-Coico, and Melamed 
observed increased mitochondrial uptake of rhodamine 123 
in activated lymphocytes in 1981 "i', although they were noc 
aware at the time chat the dye uptake was driven by 
mitochondrial membrane potential. 

In 1981, I used chlortetracydine for flow cycometric 
detection of changes in membrane-bound calcium'" . 
Measurements with chis probe shared a disadvancage with 
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membrane porencial measurements; they yielded broad 
fluorescence discribmions reflecting differences in cell 
volume and other faccors nor relaced co che funccional 
paramecer under scudy. Quin-2~ 1.', che firsc fluore.~cenc probe 
described for flow cycometry of incracellular Ca .. 
concencration, had the same problem. The newer indo-l sl•, 
a UV-excired probe rhac changed irs emission speccrum on 
chelating a calcium ion, allowed intracellular [Ca .. J to be 
csrirnated by a ratiometric mc:asurc:mcnt (p . 47). The ratio 
of violec and blue-green emission incensities yielded a 
quatteiry proportional w the inrracdlular calcium 
concencration; discribucions were sufficiencly narrow co 
allow detection of relatively small responsive subpopulations 
among larger popularions of cells unaffected by a given 
stimulus. Flow cytomerric measurements using indo-1 were 
reported by Valet, Raffael, and Russmann in 198511(,'. 

Valet and his coworkers had previously (1981) rcporccd 
ratiometric pH measurement by flow cyrometry; they 
originally used a UV-excited dye'00, which was inaccessible ro 
users of most cytometers. In 1986, Musgrove, Rugg, and 
Hedley showed chat 2 ',7' -bis-(2-carboxyethyl)-5-(and-6)
carboxyfluorescein (BCECF) could be used for rariomerric 
pH measuremenc with 488 nm excitation. Calcium, pH, 
and membrane porencial probes have since been used in 
combination with one another00' , and in combination with 
ocher labels, e.g. , fluorescenc antibodies866• 

Functional assays of enzyme acnvu:y, membrane 
pocencial , calcium ion, and pH usually involve 
measurements of the variation of these parameters over rime 
following manipulation of cells; the concept of doing such 
kinetic assays by flow cyromerry was articulated by Manin 
and Swartzendruber in 1980'36• Kinetic, as well as scaric 
assays, are also used for decerminacion of drug uptake and 
efflux by cells. Krishan and GanapathiJlz used the intrinsic 
fluorescence of anrhracyclines as a flow cyromecric parameter 
in 1980, while Kaufman and Schimke"', in 1981 , described 
the use of a fluorescent analog of mechotrexate to scudy 
amplification and loss of the dihydrofolate reducrase gene. 

Flow cyromecric procedures for decerminacion of levels 
of glutathione and sulfhydryl or chiol groups in cells were 
first discussed in 1983 by Durand and OliveHJ·•; much 
initial motivation for this work derived from che known role 
of chiols in che radiacion resistance of rumor cells. Flow 
cytomecry of intracellular glurathione has, more recently, 
become importanc in scudies of rumor cells' drug 
resisrance'"1. 11 "' and of HIV infection and AIDS""·". Rice et 
al•" (1986) described the use of monochlorobimane, a UV
exciced, blue-fluorescent material now thoughc co be che 
mosr specific probe for glutathione measurement; a scaining 
prococol is also given by Roederer et al' "". 

Clinical Uses of Fluorescence Flow Cycomecry 

As I mentioned previously, much of the mocivarion and 
support for che inirial development of flow cyrometry came 
frorn the shared beliefs of investigators and governmenc and 
industrial funding organizations rhac rhe technology would 

lead to successful auromacion of cancer cycodiagnosis, on rhe 
one hand, and differential leukocyte counting and rclared 
tasks in hematology, on the orher. 

Although we srill don 'c have che flow cyromecric 
equivalent of a Pap smear, fluorescence flow cycomccry, from 
ics very beginnings, began co find applications in oncology. 
DNA content measurements were used clinically for 
diagnosis and for determination of che effects of drugs on 
rumor cell proliferation kinetics from the early l 970's on , 
with European workers caking che lead"' ). By 1980, it had 
been made clear co che general medical communicy that 
DNA content abnormalities were common in cancer and 
leukemia60'. lssues of sample preparation and storage and rhe 
use of chicken and rainbow trout erythrocytes as standards 
for DNA concem measurements were addressed in a series of 
papers by Vindefov et al 2221 in 1982. 

Interest in the clinical use of DNA concenc 
measuremencs increased markedly after 1983, when Hedley 
er al6 10 described a merhod for measuring DNA in nuclei 
extracted from paraffin-embedded material. This allowed the 
prognostic significance of DNA concenc abnormalities in 
various cumor types to be determined in recrospeccivc as well 
as prospective studies, and made flow cytometry vasdy more 
atrraccive as a field of interest to young pathologists in a 
hurry, who would no longer have to wait five or more years 
co publish cheir data. Nomenclacure for DNA concenc 
measurements was standardized in 1984 by a committee 
established by the Sociery for Analytical Cycolog/" . 

Although many more elaborate flow cytometric methods 
have been and arc being used for analyses of cancer and 
leukemias, including DNNRNA concenc analysis, studies of 
DNA synchetic pacrerns using BrUdR and anti-BrUdR 
antibodies, immunofluoresccnce and immunofluorescencc
gaced DNA content measuremencs, measurements of 
functional parameters related to drug resistance, and 
detection of oncogenes and cheir nucleic acid and protein 
produces, DNA concenc analysis remains the clinical flow 
cyrometric procedure most widely used in oncology. 

When it came to aucomating the differential leukocyte 
count, flow cytomecry was successful beyond our wildest 
dreams. Although there are still some slide-scanning, image
analyzing automated differential counters in service, chree
and five-part differentials are now done predominandy by 
flow cytomerers which don't even use fluorescence, bur 
measure Coulter volume, AC impedance, light scacrering, 
and/or absorption. Where the original goal in design of 
differencial counters was simply to "flag" abnormal or 
immature cells in peripheral blood, fluorescence flow 
cytomerry has instead redefined our concepts of normal and 
pathologic blood cell developmenc, and can even be applied 
co marrow, once seemingly sacrosanct . 

Clinical application of flow cyrometric immuno
fluorescence measuremencs began almosr immediaccly afrcr 
the B-D FACS, che first inscrumem with the necessary 
measurement sensiriviry, became commercially available. 
One of the first uses was in immunophenotyping human 



leukemias. By the lace I 970's, groups led by Melvyn 
Greaves 11 1 ~· 20 and Stuart Schlossman11!1, using polyclonal 
antisera, had shown that T cell acure lymphoblastic leukemia 
in children was unlikely to respond to chemotherapy. Ar this 
rime, however, the lack of availability of standardized 
antibody reagents prevented widespread clinical use of 
immunofluorescence flow cytometry. 

In the days of polyclonal antibodies, standardization for 
applications such as immunoassay depended primaril:r on 
reliable quantification of binding characteristics; this was 
emphasized in much of rhe early work from rhe Herzenberg 
lab ar Sranford 1s•. By rhe early l 980's, there were numerous 
commercial monoclonal reagents, making standardization 
imperative as much for researchers as for porenrial clinical 
users. However, the homogeneity of individual antibodies 
and the reproducibility with which new batches of reagent 
could be produced made it less important to develop 
quantitative standards than to achieve some consensus about 
which antibodies reacted with which antigens 1100

• 

This led to the first of a series of International 
Workshops on Human Leukocyte Differentiation 
Amigens 11!2-', which have defined CD or "Cluster of 
Differentiation" Antigens on leukocytes and ocher cell 
types based on experiments by hundreds of laboratories wich 
hundreds of antibodies and hundreds of cell types. The Sch 
Workshop, held in Boston in November 1993112""1 , w~; the 
first to provide data on quantitative expression of each of the 
tested antibodies. The printed volume from the 7th 
Workshop (Harrogate, UK, 2000) came out in 2002)0')1; 

information on the antigens (now up to CD247) is also 
available in "Protein Reviews on the Web (PROW)," an on
line journal from NIH"'1• 

As was mentioned previously (p. 96), monoclonal 
antibodies ro lymphocyte surface antigens were among rhe 
first ro become available, and were used for quanriurive 
analyses of T cell subsets in patients wich such conditions as 
autoimmune diseases and graft rejection. In late 1981, ir was 
reported rhar rhe T cell subset ratio was abnormal in an 
immunodeficiency srate rhen newly described in male 
homosexuals 1128 • Within a shore time, AIDS consciou~ness 
and fears of a heterosexual epidemic had become prevalent 
in che general public. In rhe few months rhac elapsed 
berween the emergence of AIDS phobia and the discovery of 
the Human Immunodeficiency Virus, a lot of flow 
cycomerers were peddled ro a lot of clinical institution.; on 
the basis rhar significant numbers of worried well people 
would be parting with several hundred dollars for T cell 
subset analyses once or rwice a year. This was at best a 
questionable sales practice; subset analysis would never :iave 
been an appropriate screening cesr for AIDS. However, che 
buying frenzy left numerous consenting adults with flow 
cyrometers in their labs and good economic reasons co find 
clinical applications, and determinations of the proportion 
and absolute count of CD4-positive T cells in peripheral 
blood have remained among the most useful predicco1s of 
che course of HIV infecrion, and among the most widely 
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used immunofluorescence measurements in clinical flow 
cytomerry. Cambrosio and Keating have recenrly focused 
their hiscorical sights on phenoryping in generalw' ' . 

Fluorescence flow cytomerry has also provided the first 
practical method of automating the blood reticulocyte 
count, which (sec p. 78) had previously been a tedious and 
imprecise procedure. The parameter of inreresr is the RNA 
content of immature red cells; Tanke er al, in 198 I""', 
showed char pyronin Y fluorescence could be used ro 
identify reciculocytes; ochers developed procedures using 
acridine orange"''-1 and cyanine dyes'"•. Better 
discrimination of reticulocytes wa.~ achieved by Sage, 
O'Connell, and Mercolino, in 19832"' . using chioflavin T . 
bur chis dye was not usable with 488 nm excirarion. A dye 
that was, thiazole orange, emerged from a study of 
structures related co thioflavin T carried our by Lee, Chen, 
and Chiu at B-D76~ and published in 1986. 

An early conference on clinical cytometry was held in 
1982 under the joinr auspices of the Engineering 
Foundation and rhe Society for Analytical Cytology'.-; 
existing and projected applications of flow and image 
cytology in hemarology, oncology, immunology, genetics 
and bacteriology were discussed. It was clear even then that 
fluorescence flow cyrometry was being brought into the 
clinic via the back door by researchers who found rheir 
results clinically useful, and that, as a consequence, the 
calibrators and standards without which the instruments 
could never have been produced for the clinical market were 
largely unavailable. Although this deficiency has not been 
completely rectified, problems of standardization and quality 
control of instruments and procedures, and uaining and 
performance assessment of laborarory personnel, have been 
and are being addressed by numerous organizations involved 
in both cytometry and laboratory medicine. 

The End of History? 

I have to stop chis discussion somewhere and get back ro 
the technical details; I'll close by poincing you to the 
summary Table 3-1 on che next page and mentioning a few 
more significant firsrs. The use of flow cytomerry for 
dereccion of specific nucleic acid sequences was reported in 
198590'. The ultimate in flow cytometric sensiciviry, i.e., 
single molecule detection, was achieved in 1987""0• In 
1988, Nolan ec al1'"' 1 described a fluorescence flow 
cytometric procedure for detecting expression of a t}

galactosidase reporter gene in cransfccced cells; since chcn, 
detection of gene expression has become much easier due to 
the introduction ofGFP and irs relarives"""·''"''". 

Jumping back to "ancient hisrory," Watson's recent 
"cycomeuy-orienced" historical surveys of rhe origins of che 
physics of fluidics and optics!"'• and of numbers and 
scatisrics2'-" arc entertaining and informative. And, jumping 
forward again, a look at rhis week's journals should make ir 
obvious that rhe range of applications of flow and static 
cycomerry and cell sorting is still being extended. That 
should hold off the end of hisrory for us, at lease for a while. 
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YEAR 

PHYSICAL 
PARAMETER 

CELLULAR 
PARAMETER 

REAGENTS 
DNA Stains 

RNA Stains 

Antibodies/ 
Labels 

Functional 
Probes 

SPECIMENS 

YEAR 

A BRIEF OUTLINE OF FLOW CYTOMETRIC HISTORY 

1945 

Scatter Absorption Extinction Polarized fluorescence 
Coulter volume Fluorescence Phase 

Opacity Multiangle scatter Polarized scatter 

Presence I Size Nucleic acid content Antigen content Nucleic acid sequence 

Bacteria 

Protein content 
DNA content RNA content 

DNA base ratio 
Chromatin structure 

Membrane integrity pH Calcium 
Enzyme activity Membrane potential 

Endocytosis Apoptosis 
Membrane and cytoplasmic viscosity 

Drug uptake and efflux 
Lectin binding sites Sulfhydryls/Glutathione 

Redox state 
Gene expression 

Feulgen stains Ethidium Hoechst dyes 

Fluorescein Rhodamine 
Phycobiliproteins 

Eukaryotic cells 

Propidium DAPI 
Mithramycin 

Acridine orange 
Pyronin Y 

Thiotlavin T 

TOTO- and related dyes 

Thiazole orange 

Texas red/ XRiTC 
Tandem conjugates 

Monoclonals 

Enzyme substrates Potential probes 
pH probes 

lndo-1 

Viruses Molecules 
Chromosomes Organelles 

1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 

Table 3-1. A brief outline of flow cytomecric history. 



4. HOW FLOW CYTOMETERS WORK 

4.1 LIGHT AND MATTER 

lntroduaion 

In conremporary flow cyrnmerry, measuremencs of light 
scarrered, cmirted, or absorbed by cells provide rhe values of 
almosr all measurable parameters. Other techniques of ana
lytical cytology, such as confocal microscopy and scanning 
cyromcrry. are jusr as dependent on oprical principles and 
measuremenrs as is flow cytometry. To understand cyromc
uy, flow or otherwise, you need to know some basic facts 
about light and its interactions with matter. 

Photometry versus Radiometry: What's in a Name? 

When I just said chat mosc of che information we gee 
about cel ls from flow cyrometry is derived from measure
ments of lighc, you probably knew what I meanc. From a 
physicisc's poinc of view, however, I was obviously in error. 
According to che precise definitions of physics, light, w,ich 
is measured by photometry, is electromagnetic radiation 
perceptible to the human eye. The eye is most sensitive to 

wavelengchs around 550 nm, and, in most of us, incapable 
of seeing much below 400 or above about 750 nm. Since, in 
our cyromecric peregrinations, we may delve into che ultra
violet and/or the infrared, we are really measuring radiant 
energy or radiation. i.e .• doing radiometry. 

Lucky us. The International Syscem of Units (SI 
Unirs)" '" deals wirh radiant energy in joules and with radi
ant flux (energy per unit time) in watts (I wan equals 1 
joule/second), units wirh which we are apt to have at least 
some familiarity. If we were, instead, forced into using the 
physical units related to light, we'd be up ro our eyeballs in 
candelas, lumens, lamberrs, nics, and apostilbs. Under t:,ese 
circumsrances, we had besr not make light of radiarion. We 
should, however, get the quantities and units we will be 
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using on the table. The table. in this case, is Table 4-1, on 
the next page. 

Physical Measurement Units 

Of the quantities in this cable, the one that is probably 
least familiar to you is the solid angle, measured in steradi
ans. You may recall from high school geometry chat the cir
cumference of a circle of radius r is 2nr, and rhat char angle 
which intercepts an arc of length r along the circumference is 
defined as one radian, which is approximately 57.3 degrees. 
A sphere of radius r has a surface area of 4n/; one steradian 
is defined as that solid angle which intercepts an area equal 
ro r' on the surface of the sphere. Figure 4-1 illustrates these 
concepts. 

Figure 4-1. Radian and steradian. 

The "pie wedge" (or is ir a pi wedge?) wirh ics apex at the 
cenrer of the circle on the left side of the figure subtends a 
plane angle of 1 radian . The cone with irs apex at the center 
of the sphere on the right side of the figure subtends a solid 
angle of 1 steradian. A "fisheye" lens of the rype cuscomarily 
described as having a 180-degree field of view collects lighc 
over a solid angle of 27t steradians, i.e., a hemisphere. The 
rest of the tabulated units are likely co be old acquaintances. 
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Then, there are a few other primary and derived quanrities 
we will need. 

Next stop is high school chemistry, where we fim cn
counrer che mole. One mole of an element or compound 

contains Avogadro's number, or 6.02 x 10' ·' molecules, of 
the substance, and ha\ a mass in grams equal to the 

-- - -

QUANTITY UNIT 
- ----------

Table 4-1. SI units and prefixes. 

molecular weight of the material. You may notice from the 
table of prefixes that l yoccomole, or l ff" mol, comes out ro 
less than one molecule (ic would be about 0.602 molecule}; 
as far as I know, there is not yet an international convenrion 
for which corner co stare from when slicing off a yoctomole . 
And, while we're down ac rhe atomic level, we should men

tion rhar rhe charge of a single electron is about 1.6 x I ff ''' 
coulombs. This means chat an electric current of I ampere 
(A), which is l coulomb/second, represents a "flow" of 6.25 

x lo'" electrons/second in the direction opposite to che di
rection in which rhe currenc is said to "flow. " The electrons 
don 't really crave! very much, but I won't get into that now. 

If you want definitive information on SI Units, you can 
get all you'll ever need from rhc National Institute or Science 
and Technology (NIST)'s Web sice: 

htcp:// physics. nist.gov/ cuu/U n its/indcx.hrml 

light in Different Lights 

Since physicists from Newton's rime ro the middle of 
chis century noted char light resembles waves in some aspects 
of its behavior and particles in others , both practitioners and 
teachers of physics have found it convenient tO deal with 
light in whichever guise was more suitable to the conrexr at 
hand. When I rook high school physics, both the wave and 
the particle aspects of light were avoided in favor of an in
troduction ro geometrical optics, which deals with rhe laws 
of reflection and refraction and with image formation by 
lenses and mirrors. In college physics, which had as a pre
requisite the mathematics required to appreciate rhe proper
ties of waves, the weightier topic.~ of physical optics crept 
in, and interference, diffraction, and polarization were ap
proached in terms of electromagnetic fields and waves, after 
which lip service was paid to such things as the phocoeleccric 
effect and the particle aspects of light. Further discussion of 
the concepts of quantum mechanics . and rhe interactions 
of light particles or photons with matter, was left for ad
vanced courses in physics and/or chemisrry. 

It's All Done With Photons 

In some respecrs, ir made sense to deal wirh light in ch is 
schizophrenic fashion, provided you knew when co shift 
gears. In relation ro flow cytometry, we can rrear the light 
coming out of a laser as a "beam," and confidenrly predict 
whar will happen when we bounce ir off a plane mirror or 
rwo. When we wane to focus char "beam" co a small spoc co 
illuminate the cell scream, however, we have ro go beyond 
geomecrical opcics to diffracrion theory to calculate rhe focal 
lengrh(s) of the lens(es) needed co achieve rhe desired spot 
size and geomecry. Even afcer the lighr and the cells inreracc. 
we can cover mosr aspects of light scattering using a wave 
model of lighr. Once we get co fluorescence, however, we ' re 
forced co confront phocons, whether we like it or noc , and 
we find thac phocons behave in ways which seem strange ro 
people who have learned "classical " physics. We also quickly 
discover char problems associated with the dececrion and 



measuremenr of light are often besc rreared in terms of pho
tons. 

The cruth is that light isn' t somecimes waves and some
cimes phocons, it's sometimes waves and always phocons. 
Geometrical optics and wave formulas work because pho
cons, in large numbers, and over large (compared to atomic 
dimensions) distances, behave in ways that are, on the aver
age, predictable and well modeled by equations describing 
waves. However, when you rake "wave" phenomena such as 
interference to their limits, and sec up an experiment in 
which half of your light should go one way and half che 
other, once you get down co detecting very small amounts of 
light, one phocon at a cime, you find chat phocons don't split 
in half; rhey eicher go one way or the other. So, you might 
ask, why don' t we forger about all chis wave scuff? 

If you'd really like an answer co char question , you 
should, as the English Lit instructors say, compare and con
trast rwo books by Richard Feynman. In Volume I of The 
Feynman lectures on Physics"'", writren for undergraduates at 
CalTech, he gives elegant descriptions of the behavior of 
light as a wave in a language char might best be described as 
mathematics with English subtitles. Mathematics is, of 
course, a language in which any serious student of physics 
must become fluent, and it is a useful language for the de
scription of physical phenomena because a few lines of suc
cinct formulae cell the whole story - ro the fluenc reader. 
The material on light in the lectures is hard going, even for 
the budding physicists, who will have to keep studying math 
through their undergraduate and graduate careers just to be 
able ro keep learning physics, which gets machemacically 
more difficult as ic gees more advanced. le looks a loc like 
physics, but, as Feynman confides in some relatively non
marhematical asides, it doesn't play ar the single-photon 
level; what does is the theory of quantum electrodynamics, 
the mathematics of which are far coo complex to be taught 
to undergraduate physics students . 

In the second book, a small and remarkable work called 
QED"" , which I invoked on pp. 4-6, Feynman provides 
equally eleganr descriptions in diagrams and English, incelli
giblc (and encercaining) to inceresced laymen, rather chan in 
mathematical terms, of photons and electrons and their in
teractions, which, as explained by quancum electrodynamics, 
account for most of what happens in rhe physical world, 
excluding gravitation and radioactivity buc specifically in
cluding all of chemistry and biochemistry. This book may or 
may not help physicists. They have to plow through the 
mathematics of classical physical optics, which provide a 
good enough approximation co much of what goes on in the 
real world co be useful for everyday work; rhen , if they want 
to work in the areas in which only quantum electrodynamics 
gives them the right answers , they have to go into char area 
in a mathematically rigorous way. On the other hand, a 
physicist I know cold me chat even physicists appreciated 
Feynman's habit of explaining complex physical phenomena 
without resorcing to complicated math. Unfortunately for 
chose of us who would just like to get a little bit more of a 
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handle on what's going on in the instruments we use in our 
biomedical work, most books about physics are written by 
people who reach physics, and most people who reach phys
ics see their primary mission in life as reaching physicists, 
and don' t write books like QED. We have to cake whac we 
can get; for now, what we will gee is back to photons. 

Photons are particles char, unlike electrons , protons, and 
neutrons, have no rest mass; chey arc composed of pure 
electromagnetic energy, and the absorption and emission of 
photons by acorns and molecules is rhe only mechanism by 
which the atoms and molecules can gain or lose energy. Ab
sorption and emission are quantized, char is, each discrete 
process by which an atom or molecule gains or loses energy 
is always associated with the same energy gain or loss, and 
therefore involves a photon of the same energy every time it 
occurs. 

Aggregates of photons are detectable as electromagnetic 
udiation, which behaves like a wave rravding at che speed 
of light (c). The speed of light is approximately 3 x 10' me
ters per second in a vacuum, and less in materials. Some 
physicists in che Boston area have recently succeeded in 
slowing light to a speed I can easily beac on my bicycle; chis 
is not yet of much practical inreresr, bur ir makes me feel as 
if I'm in great physical shape. 

From the frequency (v) , in hem (Hz) (formerly called 
cycles per second) , or from the wavelength (),), in meters, of 
an electromagnetic "wave," we can calculate the energy [E, 
in joules Q)] of a single photon, using the formulas 

E = h v and E = hcli- . 

In these, h is Planck's constant, which is roughly 6.63 x 
l 0·3• joule-seconds. A single photon coming ouc of an argon 
ion laser emitting ar a wavelength of 488 nm has an energy 
of approximately 4 .07 x 1 o·''' J. To gee a whole joule OU( of a 
488 nm laser, you'd need 2.45 x 1018 photons. Since I wart 
(W) is equal co I Jls (that's joule/second), a laser emitting l 0 
mW at 488 nm is putting our 2.45 x l 0 16 photons per sec
ond. Photon energies are higher at shorter and lower ac 
longer wavelengths; a 325 nm (UV) photon from a hcliurn

cadmium laser has an energy of 6.12 x lo '" J. so l J of pho
tons at this wavelength contains only 1.63 x 1018 photons, 
while, at rhe 633 nm (red) emission wavelength of a helium
neon laser, rhe energy of a single photon is 3.14 x 10·'"' J, 
and there are 3.18 x I 0 18 photons/joule. 

A Few Warm Bodies 

The photons most readily accessible co man have, 
throughout history, been derived from incandescent 
sources, that is, objects that produce lighr solely by virtue of 
their temperature. The distribution of energies of photons 
emitted from an incandescent object shifts toward higher 
modal values as the temperature increases. At relatively low 
temperatures, emission in the infrared predominates; this is 
perceptible as heat rather rhan as light. At about 1000 de
grees Kelvin (K) (or "1000 Kelvins" in SI) , rhc object ap-
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pears dull red; at abouc 1750 K, yellow. By che rime che 
surface rcmpcramrc of the sun, about 6000 K, is reached, 
the color is what we have become condirioned ro as "white. " 
Stars honer rhan che sun appear bluish whice co our eyes. 

The physical rheory rhar has been developed ro deal wirh 
incandescence describes the behavior of an ideal radiating 
source called a black body, which absorbs all radiarion fal
ling on it and emirs radiation at all frequencies with 100 
percent cfficienc}'. According co rhe Wien displacement 
law, che wavelengrh A.m (in µm) at which maximum power is 
radiated from a black body ac temperature Tis given by ).m = 
2898/T. The related wavelength A.,.', ac which the maximal 
number of phorons are emirred per unit rime (remember, 
there arc more phorons per joule at longer wavelengths) is 
given hy \,' = 3670/T. Working our the numbers for the 
sun, we get maximum power output at 0.483 µm, or 483 
nm; thar's blue-green, bur the maximum photon output is at 
612 nm, which is orange. For the cooler but more accessible 
.'400 K phoroflood lamp, we come up with maximum 
power output at 852 nm and maximum photon output ar 
1079 nm; borh of those wavelengrhs arc in rhc infrared. In 
ocher words, incandescenr sources of any kind are going to 
give us a lot of hear along with our light, and we're going to 

have co use a prercy hor incandescenc source, such as an arc 
lamp, if we wanr co get much light our in rhe blue, violer, 
and ulrravioler. 

The actraccive alcernarive, in our modern world, is co 
dispose of rhe warm bodies and use a laser, which does noc 
depend upon incandescence to produce ics light. l said on p. 
50 chat a fairly puny laser is actually brighter rhan the sun; 
che numbers co follow will prove it. The rora1 solar power 
reaching rhe earrh (actually, reaching che oucer layer of the 
atmosphere) is about 1400 W/m'; rhe 0.8 mW (800 µW) 
lasers in bar code scanners have a beam diamerer of 0.8 mm 

and, therefore, a beam area of 5 x 1 o" m', and thus produce 
1600 WI m 1• Will wonders never cease? 

Polarization and Phase; lncerference 

Two characteristics of light thac are most easily under
scood in cerms of the wave model are polarization and 
phase. Lighr behaves as a transverse wave or, more precisely, 
as two perpendicular transverse electric and magnetic 
waves, both perpendicular co the direction of propagation. 
We can scan crying to clarify this with Figure 4-2. 

Wave morion is periodic; ir repeats itself in both space 
and rime. An elecrromagneric wave has associated with it 
periodic changes in both the electric field and the magnetic 
field . Elecrric and magneric fields are vector fields ; thar is, 
each has both a magnitude and a direction. In a lighc wave, 
the elecrric field vector E and the magnetic field vector B are 
mutually perpendicular, or orrhogonal, and boch are also 
perpendicular or orthogonal to the axis of propagation . 

Using a Carresian coordinate system, with the light 
propagaring along the z-axis, we have the electric field vector 
oscillating along the y-axis and the magnetic field vector 
oscillaring along rhe x-axis; chis keeps the electric and mag-

neric waves perpendicular ro one another and perpendicular 
to the axis of propagation. This arrangemenr has acrually 
overspecified the system somewhat; all of the E veccors are 
lined up in a near row in a single plane, as are all of the B 
vectors. This is rhe way rhings arc in whar we call plane or 
linearly polarized lighr. 

AXIS OF ELECTRIC FIELD 
/ VECTORE 

). (WAVELENGTH) 
~· · ·· . . . ... / ORT (PERIOD) 

AXIS OF 
MAGNETIC FIELD 

VECTOR B 

·· ... 
··· ..... 

.. .. ~ 

AXIS OF PROPAGATION 

Figure 4-2. Light as an eleccromagneric wave. 

Since we know that the magnetic field vector is perpen
dicular to rhc electric field vector, and since most of rhc in
teresting things char happen when light inreracts wirh maccer 
relate directly ro rhe electric field vector, we will, from rhis 
point on, keep track only of whar's happening co the electric 
field or E vecror ro simplify things. 

If you look ar the axis of propagarion in Figure 4-2, you 
might wonder why I identified the same dimension as both 
the wavelength and the period. I did because rhe wave can 
be considered as propagacing in space or as propagating in 
time. Looking ar rhe axis as a rime axis, and the figure as 
representing successive values of the amplitudes of the E and 
B vecrors ar a fixed poinr in space, we can define the rime 
inrerval, in seconds, between two successive occurrences of 
rhe maximum amplitude of rhe E vector as rhe period of rhe 
wave. The inverse of che period is the frequency, in Hertz, 
which indicates rhe number of complere cycles from maxi
mum value to maximum value that occur in one second. 

If you look ar the axis of propagarion as a space axis, rhc 
figure represents values of che amplitudes of the E and B 
vectors at different points in space at a fixed point in rime. 
The distance berween two points in space at which che vec
tor is at maximum amplitude is the wavelength, measured 
in meters, or, more often, in micrometers (I µm = 10'6 m; 
chey used to be called microns) , nanometers (l nm = I 0 ., 
m), or Angstrom units (1 A= 10·'0 m) . The inverse of wave
length is also referred to as frequency; chis, however, is a 
spatial, rarher than a temporal frequency, and is measured in 
cycles per unit distance, rather than in cycles per second. 
The cusromary unir is rhe wavenumber; it denotes the 
number of cycles per centimeter, and is abbreviated cm '. 
Spatial frequency is often given the same symbol , v, as 1s 
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Figure 4-3. Constructive and desrructive interference. 

used for temporal frequency; as your high school physics 
reacher must have rold you, check your units. 

Each cycle of a wave can be represented as a full circle; a 
cyde doesn't have ro be measured from peak to peak, but 
could be measured from trough ro trough, or between any 
two places at which the amplitude and slope of the wave
form are equal. The full circle corresponds to an angle of 
360°, or 2n radians. Two waves of the same frequency, dis
placed from one another along the axis of propagation , are 
said ro differ in phase. The phase difference is conveniently 
expressed as an angle, given in degrees or radians; phase 
differences are therefore restricted to values between 0° and 
360° (or berween -180° and + 180°). 

Two waves of idenrical amplirude wir.h a phase difference 
of 0° (or 360°) are superimposable and add co one another, 
producing a wave with twice the amplitude; this is called 
constructive interference. Two waves with a phase differ
ence of 180°, or 7t radians, cancel one another; this is de
structive interference. The principle is illustrated in Figure 
4-3; waves A and B are in phase, char is, they have a phase 
difference of 0° , and add; waves C and D have a phase dif
ference of 180°, and cancel. Both phase contrast and inter
ference contrast microscopy are based on interference. 

Suppose we had two plane polarized waves of the same 
frequency and phase, but with different, orrhogonal planes 
of polarization, such that the E vecror of one wave oscillates 
along the x-axis, while the E vector of the other oscillates 
along the y-axis. The two E veccors would then add, as vec
tors add, co give us a new wave, with an E vector at a 45° 
angle (n/4 radians) co both rhe x- and y-axes. Nore rhat this 
situation is different from the case illustrated in Figure 4-3, 
in which the waves were polarized in the same plane. If the 
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two waves were equal in amplirude, buc different in phase by 

90° or n/2 radians, they would add to produce a wave with 
an E vector chat would rotate around the z-axis; this resul
tant wave would be circularly polarized. Circularly polar
ized light is somewhat crudely illustrated in Figure 4-4. 

/ ROTATION OF E AND 

l ~ B VECTORS 

~ .•. 

Figure 4-4. Circularly polarized lighr. 

Two waves wich perpendicular E-vcccors rhac arc differ
ent in amplitude and ouc of phase by 90° produce ellipti
cally polarized light. Circular and elliptical polarizacion can 
be either left- or right-handed, depending upon che direc
tion of rotation of the veccors. As long as the E and B vec
cors remain perpendicular to one another, they can rotate 
freely in their murual plane. So, we could have a situacion in 
which both the electric and che magnetic field vector, while 
remaining perpendicular co one another in the x-y plane, 
moved through a 360° range of angles wirh che x- and y
axes; chis would give us unpolarized lighr. 

Light Meers Matter: Rayleigh and Mie Scarrering 

In a vacuum, light, whether we're thinking of it as waves 
or photons, travels in straight lines at a velociry, c, of ap
proximately 3 x 108 m/s, carrying with it its oscillacing elec
tric field. Just get some matter, even a few acorns worth, into 
the picture, though, and things change. Even in unperturbed 
acorns and molecules, there is some separation of posirively 
charged protons and negatively charged electrons. When 
exposed ro an oscillating electric field, chcsc posi rively and 
negatively charged acomic constituents move in opposire 
directions in response to the field, becoming alternately 
closer together and farther apart, and chus giving rise co os
cillating fields, i.e., eleccromagnetic waves, of rheir own, 
wich che same frequency as the light which initiated the 
process, but noc necessarily either of che same phase or 
propagating in the same direction. The resulting phenome
non is described as light scattering, although the "scattered" 
light is acrually new photons, rather than old ones rhat have 
changed direction (p. 5). So far, so good, bur where does rhe 
quancization I mentioned before fie in? The best answer is 
that ic is conspicuous by its absence. 

Among che interactions berween light and matter , scat
tering is perhaps che most common and certainly the most 
casual. In more intimate encounters, in which photons are 
absorbed, acorns and molecules tend co be finickier about the 
energies of the photons involved , and quantization is more 
obvious. Even in these cases, however, we are dealing with 
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probabilicics. If we look ar che absorpcion speccrum of a 
compound, we find one or more peaks corresponding to 
wavelengchs, or frequencies, or photon energies at which che 
molecule involved is mosr likely co absorb phocons. Al
though absorption of photons of ocher energies is less likely, 
ic is not impossible, and che likelihood of absorption in
creases as the photon energy approaches regions near absorp
tion peaks. The peak~ can also be dealc with in a mechanical 
model as rcpresencing resonant frequencies of che molecule; 
transfer of energy to the molecule from an incidenc wave 
becomes more efflcienr as the frequency of the wave ap

proaches a resonant frequency. 
Scacrering exhibits chis characteristic as well. Materials 

scaccer light ac wavelengchs ac which rhey do nor absorb. 
Aro ms and small molecules (dimensions less chan I /l 0 
wavelength) scaccer, bur do not absorb light in or near the 
visible region (lee's consider this wavelength range to be 350-
850 nm), and therefore appear cransparenc co the eye; they 
rypically have absorpcion bands in the ulrravioler below 300 
nm. As the wavelength of incidenc light decreases, approach
ing these absorption bands, the amplitude of oscillation in
duced in the intramolecular dipoles formed by charge sepa
ration increases, which means chat che intensity of light scac
rering increases. The intensity of such Rayleigh scattering is 
directly proportional co a property of the scaccering mole
cules called molecular polarizability (the term polarizability 
as used here relate_~ to electric dipole formacion, nor to polar

ized light), and inversely proportional co the fourrh power of 
the wavelengch of che incidenc lighr. The cloudless sky ap
pears blue in sun light because gas molecules in che atmos
phere scarcer more light at shorter (i .e., blue and violet) than 
at longer wavelengths. 

Polarization can be produced by Rayleigh scattering of 
unpolarized light. The E vecrors of boch the incidenc and 
chc scaccered light oscillace in planes perpendicular co the 
axis of propagation of the incident light. Lighc scanered ac 
90° co che inci<lenr lighc, however, icself propagates in a 

plane perpendicular co the axis of the incident light, i.e., in 
the same plane in which ics E vcccor oscillaces. If you are 
hav ing trouble visualizing chis, we can go back co Cartesian 
coordinaccs, and you can lend me a hand, let 's say your right 
one. Cock your chumb and finger at right angles (go ahead, 
make my day), and chen excend your middle finger perpen
dicular to the plane defined by your chumb and forefinger 
(t ht- old hand has go1ten a licrle stiff since high school phys
ics, eh?) . 

Suppose che incident light propagates along the z-axis, 
represenced by your middle finger. The E vectors of the in
cident and of the scattered lighc arc oscillating in the plane 
defined by che your chumb and index finger, which respec
tively represenc the x- and y-axes. Now imagine your chumb 
and index finger alternately lengthening and concracting, or 
move them back and forrh , co represent che oscillacion of che 
E veccors. Looking in the direction of the incident beam, 
i.e .. end-on at your middle finger, you could readily perceive 
changes in length of either your chumb or index finger. 

NORMAL 

TAANSMITIED 
(REFRACTED) BEAM 

Figure 4-5. Refleaion and refraaion of light at a 
surface. 

However, if you looked in the direction of light scattered at 
90° from the incidenr beam, say, along the x-axis, or end-on 
at your chumb, you would be able to perceive a change in 
length of your index finger much more readily than a change 

in length of your chumb. 
This is a handy way of gerring you co appreciace one of 

the basic rules (of thumb?) of chis silly game, which is that 
oscillacions of the E veccor in che direccion of propagation 
don'r count as light. In our coordinate system, with incident 
light propagating along che z-axis, when we look at 90° scac
tered light along the x-axis, we only see, or dccecr, lighc asso
ciaced with oscillations of che E veccor in che y-direction . 
This light, according co the definition in 1he previous sec
tion, is therefore linearly polarized. If you don ' t cruse your 
right hand, you can see real polarization occurring via chis 
mechanism by looking chrough a polarizing fllrer or polar
ized sunglasses at the blue sky at angles of 90° and 180° 
from the sun. Ac 90°, rocating the filter produces a norice
able change in brighmess, because much of the light from 
chis direccion is polariz.ed; at 180°, litde or no effect is seen. 

In Rayleigh scattering, che inrensicies of forward (near 
0°) and back (near 180°) scarrered light are nearly equal, 
because the scattering particles are so small chat there can be 
only small differences in phase berween light scactered from 
any rwo poincs within a particle. for larger parricles, sub
srantial phase differences may exist, leading co interference. 
Over a range of particle sizes from about J / 4 wavelength co 
cens of wavelengths, increasing amounrs of lighc are scarcered 
in the forward direction; this is Mic scattering, named for 



Gustav Mie, who worked out che relevant cheory. Flow cy
cometric forward scattering measurements for cell "sizing" 
are based on Mie' s analysis; Mie scattering icself is a complex 
phenomenon influenced by numerous factors in addicion to 

particle size, and we will discuss ic and chem in detail later. 

A Time for Reflection - and Refraction: Snell's Llw 

Both reflection and refraction of light at surfaces result 
from light scartering, and boch, like Mie scactering, involve 
interference. These phenomena can be described by either 
wave or photon models. The reflection and refraccion of 
light at a plane surface are illustrated in Figure 4-5. 

lncidenc lighc strikes the surface at an angle 91 to the 
normal. The angle of reflection, e., is equal to the angle of 
incidem:e, 0 1, regardless of che macerial of which che surface 
is made. The angle 91 at which light is transmitted through 
the surface, does, however depend upon the composition of 
the material. According to Snell's law of refraction, 

n, sin 0, = n~ sin e, ' 

where n, and n2 are the refractive indices, respectively, of 
che materials through which che incident and transmirted 
beams pass. ln the figure, che incidenc beam is shown in air, 
which has a refraccive index very close co I (abouc 1.0003). 

According to wave models, the lighc reflected from a sur
face is light scarcered backwards by the layers of molecules of 
che scattering material nearest the surface. Reflected light is 
observed ac che angle 0} = 9 1 because light scattered at all 
ocher angles is removed by destructive incerference. Light 
scarrered forward, i.e., in the direction of transmission, by 
the surface layers is parallel to the incident beam, but lags 
behind chc incident beam in phase, and adds to the now 
somewhac atcenuated incident beam co produce a resultant 
wave wich a slight phase lag. This wave is scauered from che 
next deeper layer of molecules, with the result that the light 
transmirced through chis layer is still further retarded in 
phase, ecc. The cumulative phase lags result in che light wave 
appearing ro crave! through che macerial at a velociry lower 
than chc speed of lighc in a vacuum, c (::::3 x 108 m/s); the 
velocicy of light in a material of refractive index n is dn. 
Fine, but why does the transmitted light travel at an angle 
different from the angle of incidence? 

The wave model gives us boch highly complicated and 
simple explanations, which come down to the same thing. 
The complicated explanation states that Maxwell's equa
tions, which describe clecrromagnecic radiacion beaucifully if 
you're fluent in vector calculus, have to be satisfied ac the 
surface as well as on either side of it; you then wade through 
three pages of formulas and find out char the transmitted 
light has to change direction. The simple explanation con
siders a wave entering the surface of che material. 

As before, we'll have rhe wave coming in at the angle e,. 
This is a transverse wave; its "crests," or wavefronts, can be 
treated as planes that are parallel to one another and perpen
dicular to the direction in which the light is traveling. Sup-
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pose that the wavelength, i.e., che perpendicular distance 
between the wavefronts, is 600 nm in air (refractive index 

:::: I) and that the material has a refractive index of 1.2. The 
frequencies of the incident wave in air and the cransmitrcd 
and scattered light in the material will be the same. The vc
locicy of a wave is the product of the frequency and the 
wavelength. In air, the velocicy is close to c, and the wave
length is 600 nm. In the material, the velocity is c/n, = 
cl( 1.2) . Since che frequency remains conscanc, the wave
length in the material must be 600/(1.2) or 500 nm. 

As the wave enters the surface, then, the wavefronts have 
to be 600 nm apart on the outside and 500 nm apart on the 
inside. Since che wave enters the surface, and is transmitted, 
at angles, the distance between wavefronts along the sur
face, on the outside, will be grcacer than 600 nm; it will be 
(600/sin e,) nm. The distance between wavefronts along the 
surface, on the inside, will be (500/sin e,) nm. Since these 
two distances muse be equal, the angles of incidence and 
transmission will be unequal unless both arc zero. We can 
bend the wavefronts, but we can't break them. 

The explanations of reflection and refraction based on 
che photon model (see QED""' for details) also, incidentally, 
scrip some of the mystery from a well-known, but less well 
understood, law of optics known as Fermat's principle of 
least time. This principle can be used, without benefit of 
photons, to find the directions in which reflected and re
fracted light go, based on che light always picking the path 
that takes least time to traverse. There are two problems with 
Fermat's principle; one is that, just when you least expect it, 
light will turn out to rake the path chat takes the most time 
to traverse, the ocher is that it seems to require the light ro 
have road maps or some other advance information. 

When we're looking at light as photons, we can't say any 
given photon will go any given way, we can only compute 
che probability that a photon will go in any particular direc
tion . As it turns out, when we consider reflection and refrac
tion, we end up with a substantial probability chat photons 
will go in the directions we have otherwise found reflected 
and refracced light to prefer, and a very low probability that 
they will go in ocher directions. The neat thing abouc this is 
that probabilities for most trajectories cancel ouc, leaving 
nonzero probabilities only for trajectories that cake approxi
mately the same time to traverse. This time is usually the 
shortest possible time, but occasionally che longest, in accor
dance with Fermat's principle. The phocons don 't need road 
maps; they just roll dice at every intersection and get chere 
anyway. 

Polarization by Reflection; Brewster's Angle 

Light reflected from a surface is actually scarcered from 
che material beneach the surface as well as from material ac or 
near the surface. This light is linearly polarized, for che same 
reason that Rayleigh scattered light at 90° from che incident 
beam is linearly polarized; that is, oscillations of the E vector 
of the reflected light are only detectable in the direction per
pendicular to the plane defined by the axis of propagation of 
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che incident light and che normal to che surface. The maxi
mum polarizarion occurs when che angle between che re
flecred light and che cransmined light is 90°. Ar chat point, 
o, + e, = 90°, and, since sin (90°- x) =cos x, Snell's law gives 

us (sin 8/cos 8.) = n,ln,, making 83 =can' (n,ln.). This value 
of fl , is known as Brewster's angle. Each time light strikes a 
surface ac Brewster's angle (remember chat 8 1 = 8), che re
flected light is linearly polarized normal co the plane of inci
dence, and che cransmicred light therefore concains a greater 
proportion of lighc polarized parallel co che plane of inci
dence. The end windows of a laser plasma cube are rypically 

affixed ac Brewscer's angle co the optical axis of the cube. 
Since light emitted from che laser ha~ effectively been re
flected many cimes by che mirrors ac opposite ends of the 
laser caviry, thus passing through these Brewster windows 
many cimes, the laser light is highly polarized. 

Dispersion: Glass Walls May Well a Prism Make 

Like che atmosphere, che "transparent" materials such as 
glass and quarcz ouc of which we make optical gadgets do 
nor absorb much visible light, but scaner increa~ing amounts 
of incident light a~ che wavelength gees nearer their absorp
rion peah in rhe ulrraviolet. As rhe intensiry of scanering 
increases, more phase lag is introduced inco the transmitted 
beam; light chus appears to travel more slowly through the 
marerial. The refraccive index cherefore is higher at shorter 
wavelengths than at longer ones, meaning char che angles ac 
which light of different wavelengths or colors are cransmicced 
will differ, wich blue and violet light more strongly deviated 
chan orange and red. The change in refractive index wich 
wavelength is called dispersion; ir is the mechanism by 
which a prism forms a spectrum from incident whice lighr. 
The degree of dispersion is different for different rypes of 
glass; high-dispersion glasses arc used to make prisms. Dis
persion is also che basis for chromatic aberration, an unde
sirable characteristic of lenses arising from differenc colors of 
lighr being focused at different distances from the lens. 

Interference in Thin Films 

A small fraction of the incident lighc is reflecced from 
any incaface between two marerials of different refractive 
indices . When we pass monochromatic light through slabs 
of different thickness made from the same material, and 
measure che amounr of light reflected, we find considerable 
variacion with thickness, because che reflecrions from che 
front and back surfaces will, depending upon the thickness, 
inrerfere conscrucrivcly or destructively. The difference in 
chickness over which a change from consrruccive co desrruc
tivc interference occurs is less 1han a wavelengch, so che ef
fect is usually much more noticeable in thin layers of mate
rial than in chick slabs. A layer of material of a given chick
m:ss will reflecr colors sdeccivdy, because cherc will be con
structive interference ar some wavelengths and destructive 
interference at others. Which wavelengths are maximally 
reflected will also depend upon che angle of incidence of the 
lighr, because chis will determine rhe angle ac which light 

reflected from the back surface is transmitted chrough che 
medium, and, therefore, the disrance traveled by this re
flected light. 

Interference effecrs produce che iridescent colors re
flected from chin films of oil on wacer; under much more 
carefully controlled conditions, thin layers of dielectric mate
rial can be deposited on optical components co produce in
terference filters, amireflection coatings, and mirrors. A 
typical ancirefleccion coating for a camera lens, for example, 
is made by depositing a material such as magnesium fluo
ride, with a refracrive index incermediace between che indices 

of air and glass, on the lens surface. Destructive incerferencc 
ac the wavelength A. will occur if che thickness of che coating 
is A./4; the coating thickness used is generally about I 25 nm, 
which is chosen for maximum efficacy against reflections in 
che green region of rhe specrrum, where cbe eye is most sen
sitive. The coating appears purple since, by design, ic reflects 

very licrle green light (instead allowing ic to be cransmirred; 
energy is conserved) bur does reflect somewhat more lighc ar 
the violet and red ends of the spectrum. 

Interference filters are usually made of several "sand
wiches" of dielectric macerial separated by spacers; the struc
ture of che filter is determined by che location and width of 
the passband and che degree of transmission of wanted light 
and reflection of unwanted light required. Dieleccric chin 
films can also be used co make highly reflective mirrors, 
such as chose used in lasers. Operation of lasers ar some 
wavelengths requires chat che mirrors reflecc more chan 99. 5 
percent of incident light. While such high reflectiviry can be 
achieved fairly readily, it is generally possible to maintain it 
over only a small portion of rhe spectrum, and chus neces
sary co use different secs of mirrors when a laser is operated 
in different spectral regions. A spectrally selective mirror is 
said ro be dichroic; in cycomerry, che cerm is generally re

served for a spectrally selective mirror used ac or near a 45° 
angle of incidence co separate light into two spectral hands. 

Interference and Diffraction; Gratings 
Diffraction, in ics broadest sense, describes any depar

ture from the predictions of geometric optics. Using geomet
ric optics, for example, we would predict a sharp edge illu
minated by a point source to cast a sharp shadow; instead, 
we see alternating bright and dark fringes at the periphery of 
the shadow of such an object. Light passing through one or 
more slits or apertures also produces fringe pacrerns. Diffrac
tion resulrs from interference, and it is diffraction chat ulti
mately limits che resolution of optical systems; we will have 
more co say on chis subject lacer. 

We have already nored chat sdeccive transmission and re
flection of different wavelengths can be achieved using rhin 
layers of marerial. Similar effects can be obcained by passing 
light through an array of small slits or by reflecting lighc 
from a surface containing closely spaced (i.e., separated by a 
few wavelengths) grooves. Such structures are referred co as 
gratings; chey are useful because chey can provide greacer 
spectral separation chan can be obtained using prisms and 



because the specrra they produce are linear, whereas those 
produced by prisms are nor. Precisely ruled gratings find 
application in spectrophotometers, while less precisely ruled 
ones are used in costume jewelry. Although both old
fashioned phonograph records and compact discs can ace as 
gratings co disperse light, their primary esrheric appeal is, or 
should be, audirory. 

The "smooch" surface of a crystal does not behave as a 
gracing when illuminated with visible light, because the pe
riodic structure of acorns or molecules in a crystal has d imen
sions much smaller than the wavelength of the lighc. Crystal
line materials, however, will produce diffraction patterns in 
response to eleccromagnetic radiation at appropriately 
shorter wavelengths, e.g., x-rays, and chis provides the basis 
for x-ray crystallographic determination of molecular srruc
mres. 

Optical Activity and Birefringence 

Although molecular dimensions are small compared co 
the wavelengths of visible and near-visible light, the scatter
ing of light at these wavelengths is highly dependent upon 
strucrural characteristics of the molecules. The presence of 
asymmetric carbon acorns and/or helical structure in a small 
or large molecule, and che presence of oriented asymmetric 
macromolecules in a material, typically make the molecule 
or material scatter light of different polarizations differently. 

These molecular properties account for optical rotation, 
a situation in which the plane of polarized light transmitted 
by a material is rotated with respect co the plane of polariza
tion of incident light. They are also the basis for birefrin
gence; a bi rcfringent medium exhibits different values of 
refractive index for different polarizations of incident lighc. 
Boch optical rotation and birefringence may, when measured 
in whole cells, provide some information about internal 
macromolecular structure. 

Some molecules exhibit little or no birefringence when 
randomly oriented but become strongly birefringent when 
aligned, either by mechanical forces, e.g .• in a flowing fluid, 
or by an eleccric field. This has provided a basis for a num
ber of practical inventions, ranging from Edwin Land's 
original sheet polarizer (whence the Polaroid Corporation's 
name) ro the ubiquicous liquid crystal display. 

Maner Eats Light: Absorption 

As you are now aware, a lot of optical phenomena can 
occur without benefit of absorption. Some of chose in which 
we are most interested, however, such as fluorescence, can
not. Wave models don' t add much co discussions of either 
absorption or fluorescence, boch of which are conveniently 
understood only in terms of relacions between molecules and 
photons. 

According ro quantum mechanics, molecules can only 
absorb energy as quanta, or photons, and any given type of 
molecule can only absorb phocons wich energies in specific 
ranges. Thus, a molecule can only exist in a countable num
ber of discrece energy states (I said countable rather chan 
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finite because che number is potentially infinicc, buc we gen
erally don't have co worry about more chan a few hundred). 
Absorpcion of a photon by a molecule in a minimum-energy 
ground state raises the molecule to a higher-energy excited 
state. A change from one scare to another is called a transi
tion. 

There is a hierarchy of energy scares. The total energy 
content of a molecule is the sum of electronic. vibrational, 
rotational, translational, electron spin orientation, and 
nuclear spin orientation energies; the energies of photons 
associated with chese different types of cransicions differ by 
orders of magnirude. Electronic cransicions involve absorp
tion in the near infrared, visible, and ulcraviolec, with pho
ron energies ranging from about 2 x IO"'? J ac I µm co abour 
I 0 x I 0 '0 J ar 200 nm. Changes in vibrational energy scares 
accompany absorption in the infrared ; the phocon energies 
range from about 2 x 1021 J ac 100 µm to abouc 7 x Io'"] at 
3 µm. Thus, che energies involved in vibrational cransicions 
are 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller than chose involved in 
electronic transitions. 

Rotational cransicions result from absorption of micro
wave radiation, with phoron energies 2 co 3 orders of magni
tude lower than chose involved in vibrational cransicions. 
Molecular cranslacion requires even lower energies. We asso
ciate molecular motion with heat; while many of us now use 
quantized absorption of microwave energy ro increase the 
motion of wacer molecules, many more of us rely on thermal 
energy co heat food. Even in microwave ovens, some of the 
cooking is accomplished by che transfer of thermal energy 
from water molecules to ocher molecules chat do noc absorb 
microwave energy. 

A substantial amount of molecular motion can be pro
duced solely by thermal agitation even at room cemperarure. 
At any given Kelvin or absolute temperature T, che ratio of 
the numbers of molecules, n"P1"' and n1n•u' in upper and lower 
energy states associaced with an energy difference ~F. can be 
calculated from che Bolnmann distribution law, 

I -~l'/H n n = e 
upper lo-.er ' 

where k is Boltzmann's constant (1.38 x JO '' J/K). Lee's 
plug in some figures for different kinds of transitions. My 
microwave oven runs at 2450 MHz, or 2.45 x 10°/s; che 
corresponding photon energy (p. 103) is 1.62 x I 0 2' J. Ac a 
room cemperature of 300 K, n•PPj n1 ..... for rotational cransi
tions of this energy (i.e. , llE = 1.62 x 102' J ) turns ouc co be 
0.9996. In ocher words, hear energy at this ambient tem
perature raises almost as many molecules ro che upper scare 
as remain in the lower state. 

Next, we'll consider a vibrational transition produced by 
another high-tech device sometimes used for hearing water, 
in chis case a carbon dioxide laser emining at a wavelength of 
10.6 µm. T he phocon energy is 1.88 x 10'20 J, and n •• "'.fn,0 .,. 

at 300 K is .0 I 07. Thus, the thermal agicacion present ac 
room temperature is sufficient ro puc only about one percent 
of molecules into an upper vibrational state. 
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Absorprion of visible lighr produces electronic transi

tions. A (red) He-Ne laser operating ar 633 nm emirs pho

rnns with an energy of 3.14 x I ff '" J. Ar 300 K, rhe rario 

n .. ,f) n,.,,,, for chis transition energy is 1.2 x 10·ll. ln ocher 

words, at room remperarure, it is close co impossible for 
thermal energy ro result in elecrronic excitation. At 6000 K, 
the ratio is still only 0.023. Among ocher things, chis means 

rhar if you're trying ro ger rhings ro lighr up by heating 
chem, you have co gee them a lot honer than room tempera

ture. More ro rhe poim, however, ir means that if we wane 
to derc::cr and quancify molecules based o n rheir absorption 

and/or emission of light, we don'r have co worry coo much 
abour che molecules getting imo exciced stares due co ther

mal agicacion. 

Absorption: Counting the Calories 

Since we've been calking abour heating water, we'll resur

rect che caloric (just call ir cal), sometimes known as chc 
small caloric, which is che amount of heac energy required 
to raise che cempcrarurc:: of I g (or I ml) of wacer by I K. 
There are 4.184 J in a caJorie. For those of us who dice, 

rhere are no small calories, only large ones; che calories we 
counc are really kilocalories (kcal), each of which is equal co 
4 184 J. This digression serves as more than a coffee break; ic 
gives us rhe numbers we need co be able to relate energies in 
joules per phocon ro rhe kilocalories per mole commonly 

used co describe energies of chemical reactions. 

There are 6.02 x I 013 molecules in l mol , and 4184 J in 
I kcal, so rhe energy change, in kcal/mo!, resulting from the 
absorpcion of 6.02 x IO" photons (a "mole" of photons, 
officially known as I einstein) by 1 mo! of a substance can 

be calculated by multiplying the photon energy (in J) by 
(6.02 x I0")/4184, or 1.44 x 10'0 • 

The phocon energy in J corresponding co an energy change 

given in kcal/mo! can be found by mulriplying by the recip
rocal figure, 6. 95 x l 0 2' . 

From this, we find that absorption in che microwave 

oven described above is producing an energy change of only 
2 .. 33 x Io·• kcal/mo!; that's low calorie cooking indeed. Ab

sorption of l 0.6 µm radiacion from the CO, laser is good for 
2.71 kcal/mo!. How do you handle a hungry molec ule? Try 
some visible lighc; ac 633 nm we end up wich 45.2 kcal/mo!. 
We all live by convening ADP to ATP and vice versa, wh ich 
only rakes 7 .3 kcal/mo!; bur we all live off plams, which 
accomplish this by phocosynthesis, in which chlorophyll 

absorbs red (680 nm) lighc, good for about 42 kcal/mo!, 
and, ever obedient co the laws of thermodynamics, wasres a 
chunk of ir while providing us wich our meal cickecs. 

A Selective Diet 

Molecules are finicky carers; chose photon energies or 

wavelengths at which a given molecule will absorb are de
termined by che structure of the molecule, according co se
lection rules dicrared by quanrum mechanics. The elecrrons 
we're crying co excite reside in orbitals. Any given molecular 
orbital may contain up to two electrons, but, according to 

the Pauli Exclusion Principle. che two electrons muse have 
opposite spins. Thus, an electron cannot go from a low
energy orbital ground scate to a higher-energy orbital excited 

scare if there is anocher eleccron of che same spin already 
present there. 

Molecular symmetry, or the lack thereof, can affect ab
sorption. Because transitions require a precise spacial rela
tionship between che molecular dipole moment and rhe E 
veccor of the lighc thac is being absorbed, asymmetric or 

oriented molecules may show dichroism, absorbing lighc of 
different polariz.ations differently. Circular and linear d ichro

ism in absorption are analogous co optical rotation and bire
fringence in scarrering. 

Speaking of scattering, in rhc discussion of that phe
nomenon, I mentioned that most small molecules absorb 

light in the ultraviolet. How, then, do we make molecules 

absorb ac visible frequencies? Obviously, we have to arrange 
for electronic transitions co involve smaller changes of en
ergy. One of the more tried and true methods involves mak
ing large systems of conjugated double bonds, cypically in

cluding some atoms other than carbon. The ;r orbitals in 

such molecular structures arc formed by hybridization of p 
orbitals from the individual constituent atoms; one conse
quence of this is chat che energy difference between elec
tronic excitation scares becomes smaller, shifting absorpcion 

to longer wavelengths. Most of che dyes we use, fluorescent 
or otherwise, contain condensed and/or multiple hc::cerocyc

lic rings. The people who design dyes have gotten quire good 

at tailoring their spectral characteristics. 
Of course, if a material contained a whole lot of electrons 

free ro run around loose, ic would be apt to e.xhibir strong 

absorption over a broad range of wavelengths. T his cype of 
electronic structure is found in mecals (and semiconductors), 

and accounts for boch their broadband absorption and their 
high reflectivicy; very high electric field intensities arc pro

duced in the surface layers of molecules of a meca\ objtct, 
resulting in incense scattering. Materials wich discrete ab

sorption bands also show changes in scattering characteristics 
near their absorption bands; chis classically was referred to as 

anomalous dispersion. 

The Chance of a Lifetime 

In addition to being finicky eaters, molecules are fas r eat
ers; absorption associated with electronic cransirions occurs 
in about l fcmtosccond, i.e., I 0 · ~ s. According to rhe 

Franck-Condon Principle, chis cime is coo short for any 
nuclear d isplacement co occur. Whac does occur is charge 
displacement, or a change in che molecular dipole moment . 
Once absorption has occurred, things cake on several aspects 
of a Roman orgy, because, depending upon how you look at 
it, molecules either don't keep down what they've absorbed 

or don't remain in excited states for long. The length of rhe 
average lifetime for a molecule in rhe excited state is de
pendent upon the processes by which rhc molecule can lose 
the absorbed energy, a subject we will consider further in o ur 
discussion of fluorescence. 



The uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics cells 
us, among ocher things, that the more rapidly the energy of a 
system is changing, che less precisely we can define its en
ergy. Thus, excited states with long lifetimes are associ
ated with narrow absorption peaks, whereas excited 
states with short lifetimes arc associated with broad ab
sorption peaks. We will presendy find our that chis aspect 
of the uncertainty principle will limit how much we can do 
in che way of designing multiple fluorescenr probes with 
minimal spectral overlap. 

Spinning a Tale of Degeneracy 

Discrece scares of a molecule with the same energy content 
are said co be degenerate. In some cases, an excernal influ
ence, such as an applied electric or magnetic field, can re
solve degeneracy, producing splitting, i.e., the appearance 
of rwo or more spectral lines where there was only one be
fore. The production of splitting by an applied magnetic 
field is known as che Zeeman effect. Applied magnecic 
fields increase che energy change associated with changes in 
orientation of electron and nuclear spins. Even in strong 
magnetic fields, however, we' re talking about pretty low 
energies, down in the radio frequency bands between a few 
dozen and a few hundred MHz. This is the region in which 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and electron spin 
resonance (ESR) speccroscopy, which measure absorption 
related co spin orientation changes, are done. 

Since chc energies involved are so low, there are nearly 
equal numbers of molecules presenc in upper and lower 
states (consider the calculation for microwave absorption on 
che previous page). Thus, techniques such as NMR, which 
measure absorption in chis energy region, can only detect 
absorption by a few molecules among many billions, and 
thus are relacively low in sensiciviry. This is why NMR, 
which has become indispensable as a tool for qualicacive 
analysis and scructure determination, is not usable for the 
detection of very low concencrations of substances. 

Facing Extinction: Cross Section and Optical Density 

Ac this point, you are probably chinking that what you 
really needed to know about absorption was how to use ic to 

measure things, and that all this business about molecules 
sucking up photons leaves you pretty far from chac knowl
edge. It's closer than you may think. Suppose we have a slab 
of material, the thickness of which is d cm, containing n 

molecules/cm3 of some absorbing substance. Moving closer 
to reality, we could make this slab a cuvette d cm across, 
filled wich a solucion of the absorber at a concentration of a 
mol/drn~ (that's che the official SI unit for moles/licer; we'll 
use M). We would chen have n = Na/IO\ where N is 
Avogadro's number. 

Beer's law, also called che Beer-Lambert law, relaces the 
intensity of lighc entering the cuverce, 10 , and rhe intensity of 
light transmitted through rhe cuvette, I, by the formula 
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where cr is a molecular property of rhc absorber called ics 
absorption cross section. The cross section is expressed as 
an area (in this case, in cm\ chis area is nor che actual physi
cal area of rhe molecule buc, rarher, rhe area over which ir 
will act as a barrier to the passage of lighr. Beer's law can also 
be stared as 

In (10 /I) = a.Cd, 

where C is the concentration and a is the absorption coeffi
cient, which, like rhe cross seccion, reflects che capaciry of 
rhc absorbing substance co absorb lighc. 

The units here get a liccle sticky. If we have n in mole
cules/cmJ and din cm, we have co have cr in cm' w gee 
things to work our. Since a. is often represented in cm'/mol, 
C must be in mol/cm.i racher than in M (mol/dm'), meaning 
that C = al10i. Converting co decimal logarithms gives 

log,0 (10 /I) = r.ad = A . 

Here, A is the absorbancc, or optical density (O.D.) . a 
dimensionless quantity, and i; is che decadic molar extinc
tion coefficient, represented in units of drn'mol' 'cm·'. The 
preferred SI units for che extinction coefficient, concenrra
rion, and thickness are m'/mol, mol/dm', and mm, but a 
confusing variety of units are used in rhe literature, and, if 
you're nor careful, your calculations may go off by powers of 
ten. 

Absorbance or O.D. units arc convenient ro use because, 
being logarithmic, they add instead of mulciplying. An ob
ject with an 0.0. of 1.0 absorbs 90% of the incident light. 
If another object with an O .D. of 1.0 is placed in the path of 
rhe I 0% of light transmitted by rhe first object, I 0°10 of this 
light, or 1 % of rhe light incidenc on the first object, is 
transmitted by the second object. Thus, two objects with 
O.D. 1.0 are equivalent to one object with 0.0. 2.0. T he 
addicive nature of absorbance uni rs also makes it possible co 
express the absorbance of a mixture of substances at any 
given wavelength as rhe sum of rhe absorbances of the com
ponents of the mixture at rhac wavelength. 

Absorption cross sections and absorption or extinction 
coefficients are, obviously, functions of wavelength, and are 
calculated from spectrophotometric measurements of known 
concenrrarions of absorbing materials in cuvecres of known 
path lengths. Note, however, that spectral curves often show 
the percentage of light absorbed, or che percentage of light 
transmitted, on a linear scale, rather than absorbance on a 
logarithmic scale. 

The cross section can be explicicly related to rhe excinc
rion coefficient by combining the several versions of Beer's 
law. Since In x = 2.303 log,0 x, we gee 

cr = 2.303ealn = 3.82 x I 0 ~ ' e, 

which allows us to calculate the cross section from che ex
tinction coefficient and vice versa. We can take an example 
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Figure 4-6. The Jablonski diagram of elemonic energy 
levels, or states, and transitions. Solid arrows show 
radiacive and doned arrows nonradiacive cransicions. 

from Lakowicz21, who calculaces, given chac che value of E for 
anchracene ar 253 nm is 160,000 dm'mol'cm·', chat the 
absorpcion cross secrion at this wavelength is 6. l x 101

" cm' 
or, if you prefer, 6.1 A'; recall that I A = 10 '0 m = 10 3 

cm. The actual area of an anthracene molecule is about 12 
k; thus, ar 253 nm, an anchracene molecule absorbs about 
half the phorons that come its way. 

Unexciting Times: Emigrating from the Excited States 

Absorption of UV or visible lighc leaves us with mole
cules in electronic excited states. There are a number of 
mechanisms by which they can get out of those excited 
sraces; rhey are often illusrrared diagrammatically as was first 
done by Jablonski in 1935"''. A Jablonski diagram is shown 
in Figure 4-6. Ac a minimum, absorption involves a transi
tion from che electronic ground stare, known as S0 , ro rhc 
firsr electronic excited state, S, , but there's usually more to 
ic chan char. We have previously (pp. 109-10) discovered che 
hierarchy of energy states, and nored char vibrational transi
tions only require 1/100 co 1/10 as much energy as elec
tronic transitions. One consequence of this is that each elec
tronic scare has associated wirh ir a sec of vibrational scares. 
lmmcdiarcly following absorption, the molecules involved 
are likely co be in higher vibrational excited scares associated 
wirh S, or, if rhey have ordered New York cur phocons, with 
S. (some of the moh:cules absorb enough energy ro make ic 
ro rhe second eleccronic exciced scare) . 

In general. rhe exci ted molecules "shake ofl'' their excess 
vibrational energy and, if they arc in 52 , their excess elec
rronic energy, in abour 1 picosecond (IO ;i s) by mechanisms 

called internal conversion and vibrational relaxation , 
which are nonradiative transitions, i.e., changes in energy 
level chat are not accompanied by rhe emission of phorons . 
The excess energy is losr either to orher vibrational modes of 
the excited molecule or, through collision or radiacionless 
rransfer, ro other molecules, thus ulrimarely being convened 
co heat. 

This leaves rhe excited molecules in the lowest vibra
rional energy level of the first clecrronic excited stare, S,, 
trying to book passage back to the ground scare S,,. which 
can be reached by several alrernarc routes. From our point of 
view, the route taken will determine wherher gercing chcre is 
all rhe fun, half the fun, or no fun ac all. 

What we would generally like the molecules co do is 
fluoresce, emirring all or some of rheir remaining excitation 
energy as phocons that we can detect in our insrrumcnts. 
Fluorescence, however, is only one of several mechanisms by 
which emission can occur. Luminescence encompasses 
fluorescence and phosphorescence, borh of which arc types 
of spontaneous emission. There is also stimulated emis
sion, which is the basis for laser operation. Then, chcrc are 
nonradiarive mechanisms through which the energy can be 
lose, including internal conversion, resonance energy trans
fer, various rypcs of quenching. and bleaching. 

Fluorescence: Working the Stokes Shift 

If we gee lucky. molecules rhac have returned, by internal 
conversion and vibrational relaxation, to the lowest vibra
tional scare of S, will get themselves back to the ground scare 
S0 in rdarively short order by purging themselves of phorons, 
a process we have come co know and love a~ fluorescence. 
In almost all cases, the energy content of rhc photons emit
ted will be lower than the energy conccnr of the photons 
originally absorbed, for two reasons. Firsr, as we have just 
mentioned, some of the absorbed energy is lost by internal 
conversion before fluorescence occurs. Second , alrhough 
fluorescence emission will get rhe molecules back to S0 , rhey 
will often be in higher vibrational states of 50 , and will lose a 
little bit more energy by vibrarional relaxation in the 10·•) 
seconds following fluorescence emission, arriving back at chc 
lowest vibrational srate of S0. Thus , fluorescence emission 
will occur at longer wavelengrhs rhan rhe absorprion rhac 
preceded it. 

The wavelength difference between the absorption or ex
cirarion maximum and rhe emission maximum is known as 
the Stokes shift, after George Stokes, who described and 
named fluorescence in the mid-!800's. The term fluores
cence was derived from fluorspar , which is fluorcscem, by 
analogy co opalescence, anocher optical effect named for a 
mineral..,2• The material Stokes observed was a solurion of 
quinine; the light source was sunlighr, the excirarion filrcr a 
dark blue stained glass window, and rhe emission filter a 
glass of white wine. I am not making this up . 

If we look at a fluorescence spectrum, such as rhat shown 
in Figure 4-7, we generally see char the emission spectrum is 
shaped like a mirror image of rhe absorprion (or exciration) 
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Figure 4-7. Fluorescence spectrum of fluorescein. 

specrrum. Also, in general, rhe shape of rhe emission spec
rrum remains che same, irrespective of whether the marerial 
is excired at shorter or longer wavelengths within the absorp
tion region . This is so because rhe energy difference between 
rhe longer and shorter wavelengch phocons is dissipared by 
nonradiacive mechanisms following absorption. 

Okay, you mighc say, bur rhe exciracion specrrum over
laps the emission specrrum. If rhe shape of rhe emission 
spectrum remains rhe same, no marrer whar rhe excirarion 
wavclengrh is, wouldn'c rhac mean char we could gee 500 nm 
emission from 5 I 0 nm exciracion, seemingly violating the 
Law of Conservation of Energy? Well, we could get 500 nm 
emission from 510 nm excitation, if rhe molecule in ques
rion was al ready in a vibrarional excited state when the 510 
nm excicarion phocon arrived. The cosr of elecrronic excira
tion remains the same, buc the molecule itself is coming up 
with some of the money. 

The widch and fine srruccure of che excicacion speccrum 
reflect che energy differences between vibrational states of 
che electronic excited scares; absorption peaks are rypically 
skewed wich long tails coward shorcer wavelengths, because 
the rransirions with rhe highest probabilities of occurrence 
are chose co the first few vibrational levels of S, . The width 
and fine structure of che emission spectrum reflect energy 
differences between the vibrational scares of SD; emission 
spectra usually have long tails toward longer wavelengths, 
because che mosc probable cransicions in emission are rhose 
co rhc lowesc few vibrarional scares of S0 • 

In fluorescence, exit from che cxciced scare generally 
obeys fim order exponential kinecics. If fluorescence were 
rhe only process by which molecules rerurncd co the ground 
scare, the mean lifetime of molecules in che excited scare 
would be 1 /k, , where kr is rhe rare conscanc for fluorescence 
emission. This quantiry is defined as che intrinsic lifetime, 
t 0 • In realiry, there are ocher processes competing wich fluo
rescence to deexcice che molecule; rhe accual excited state 
lifetime, t , will rherefore be shorter. The accual mean ex
cited srare lifetimes for most fluorescem molecules arc on rhe 
order of I 0 .. s, or I 0 ns. Since che decay kinetics are expo
nential, che mean liferime is nor the median lifetime; rhe 
fraction 1/e, or about 37 percent, rarher chan half, of che 
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molecules will remain in che excited srare ac t = t, while 
about 63 percent will have left the excited state by then . 

le is often possible to use differences in fluorescence life
times between molecules co advantage for analytical pur
poses. The lanthanide rare earth elements, such as europium 
and terbium, exhibit atomic fluorescence due to emission 
from electrons inf orbitals; rhe excited scare liferime of such 
fluorescence is rypically several microseconds. When rare 
earth chelates are used as fluorescent labels, ic is possible to 
derecc their fluorescence in rhe presence of much higher, but 
shorter-lived, background fluorescence by using a pulsed 
source such as a nitrogen laser and electronically gacing the 
fluorescence measurement sysrem so thac 50 nanoseconds or 
so elapse before che measurement is made. This is an exam
ple of time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. 

The quantum efficiency, or quantum yield, of fluores
cence, <I> , is equal co rhe racio of che number of photons 
emicced co che number of phocons absorbed, and can also be 
represented as 

where Ik, is the sum of rate constants for the compecing 
nonradiative deexciration processes. The coral fluorescence 
emission obtained from a fluorescent material is che product 
of the number of photons or amount of light absorbed and 
the quancum efficiency. If you wane to have a lot of light 
emitted, you've got to get a !or of light absorbed flrsr; thus, 
good fluorescent probes need to have high extinction coeffi
cients. 

Phosphorescence 

The S in SD, S,, etc. stands for singlet. ln absorption , an 
electron is raised from a low-energy orbital ro a higher
energy orbital, rypically leaving behind anorher ekccron in 
the low-energy orbital. According to the Pauli exclusion 
principle, two elecrrons in che same orbital must have oppo
site spins, which are described as paired. A singlet exci ted 
stare is one in which the elecrrons in che high- and low
energy orbitals have paired spins; absorption processes which 
result in formation of singler excited scares have relatively 
high transition probabilities, and emission leaving boch elec
trons in the low-energy orbital also has a high probabiliry of 
occurrence. Such transitions are described as allowed. 

A triplet excited scare is one in which che electrons in 
high- and low-energy orbicals have rhe same spin. Transi
tions ro and from rripler scares require changes of spin and 
therefore have a low probabiliry of occurrence; chey are 
called forbidden . The first triplec excired scare, T ,. generally 
has a lower energy than che firsr singlet excited state, S,. 1:01-
lowing absorption , molecules can relax vi a a nonradiacive 
transition to the T ,, rather than rhe S, scare; ch is is called 
intersystem crossing. The cransicion co che ground state S., 
from T , is forbidden. This doesn'c mean it can 't happen ; like 
a lot of other supposedly forbidden things, it does happen , 
bur it cakes longer ro occur because ic has a lower probability 
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and because the energy must be passed through secrec Swiss 
bank accouncs. T he associaced emission is called phospho
rescence. Lifecimcs for phosphorescence are much longer 
chan for fluorescence, typically milliseconds co seconds, 
rhanks co which we have rclevision and warch dials char glow 
in rhe dark. Since che energy d ifference between T, and che 
ground state S0 is usually smaller chan rhe energy difference 
between S, and S0, phosphorescence typically occurs at 
longer wavelengths than fluorescence. 

Fluorescence Polarization 

I have already menrioned rhac, in order for absorprion co 
occur, the E vector of the incident light must be aligned 
wirh the dipole moment of the absorbing molecule. If the 
incident lighr is linearly polarized, only chose molecules chat 
happen to be orienred properly with respecc co che plane of 
polarizacion will absorb light. Since only those molecules 
absorb the incidenr light, only they arc capable of fluores
cence emission. Like absorption, emission can only occur in 
a dircccion determined by che orientation of the molecule. 

Absorption occurs so rapidly ( I ff;' s) char the absorbing 

molecules have no rime co move during che process. If fluo
rescence emission occurred as rapidly as absorption, or if the 
molecules involved were compleccly immobilized, the fluo
rescence emission occurring following cxcitacion by linearly 
polarized light would be linearly polarized, although not 
necessarily polarized in the same plane as the exciting light. 
By now, we know chat chat isn't the way the world works; 
fluorescence is going to occur over a period of nanoseconds 
following absorpcion, and ic's a cinch chat ac lease some of 
the molecules are going to change rheir orientations (i.e., 

rorace) before they emit. This means char some fluorescence 
depolarization will occur. The more morion there is before 
emission, the more depolarization we can expecc. 

We can make use of chis effecc co decermine che relative 
rocacional freedom of fluoresccnc molecules, or che fluidity 
of rhcir microenvironmenc; or, looking ar the ocher side of 
chc coin, we can decerrnine the excenc co which molecular 
movement is resrricced, or che viscosity of che microenvi
ronmenc . This is done by using appropriace polarizacion 
opcics, which may be as simple as Polaroid filters in different 
oriencacions, and making measuremencs of fluorescence in
censities polarized in che planes parallel and perpendicular co 
che plane of polarizacion of che exciracion. These incensities 
are, respectively, denoced by 1;1 and IJ.. 

From che intensities, we can compute eicher che fluores
cence polarization, p, as 

or rhe fluorescence emission anisotropy, r, where 

Values of both polarizacion and anisotropy increase as mo
lecular rotation is increasingly rescricted. The use of fluores-

cence polarizacion and anisocropy measuremencs co measure 
rotational diffusion of molecules in membranes and che cy
tosol will be discussed furcher in che chaprer on paramcrcrs 
and probes. 

As a general rule, when we are nor trying to measure ani
socropy or polarizacion in our cycomecers, we pay liccle or no 
actencion to che degree or direccion of polari7.acion of fluo
rescence. Mose of che time, we ger away wich ic. However, an 
arcicle published in 2000 by Asbury, Uy, and van den 
E h" '" h 1 · · er ng suggests c ac po anzauon eneccs may represcnc a 
fair-.fried skeleton in our cycomcrric closec. 

Since the lighr emined by mosc lasers used as lighc 
sources in cycomecry is polarized, boch scacccred lighc and 
fluorescence emi.ssion arc typically polari7.e<l co some degree. 
This makes the intensity of decected signals more dependent 
on rhe angle and direction at which chcy arc derecced than 
would ocherwise be che case. Differences from insrrumenc ro 
inscrumenr in opcical geometry, and in the polarizacion re
sponse of opcical elements such as lenses, dichroics, and fil
cers, may therefore lead to otherwise inexplicable differences 
in che intensicies of signals measured from supposedly iden
cical cells or particles. Furrher complicacions may be intro
duced by the face chat differenc fluorescent probes exhibit 
differing degrees of fluorescence polarizarion. some incrinsic 
co the molecular srruccure of rhe probes, and some depend
cnc on binding to macromolecules and on ocher environ
mental characceriscics. 

The boccom line for mosc users is chac polarizacion
rdaccd differences in the response of different instruments 
may incerfrre wich the scandardizacion of quancicacive fluo
rescence measurement. The bocrom line for chose of us who 
develop and manufacture insrrumencs is char we need ro 
determine che nacure and extent of chose differences, in 
hopes of reconciling results from existing systems and im
proving che design of future syscems. A simple solucion was 
suggesced by Asbury, Uy, and van den Engh; placing a 

polarizer ac rhe so-called '"magic angle" (54.7° for linearly 
polarized source emission) in the lighc pach of each fluores
cence deteccor removes the dependence of intcnsiry meas
urements on polarizacion, with only a modesc loss of overall 

signal intensity. 

Scimulated Emission 
One of rhe srranger chings photons can do is make more 

photons just like chemselves. I don'c mean from nothing; 
there has co be some energy input to start with, but it's s1ill 
preccy remarkable. le cook Einstein to figure it out. We al
ready know chat a phocon is likely to be absorbed by a mole
cule if che energy difference becween the molecule's ground 
and exciced scares is equal co che energy of che photon. Ic 

cums o ur chat just having phocons of chat energy around also 
increases che likelihood chat molecules already exciced will 
emit identical phocons. 

Thar, of course, is che catch. In general, when we' re calk
ing elcccronic excitacion, chcre are a loc fewer exciccd mole
cules chan molecules in the ground scare, as our exercises 



wirh rhe Boltzmann dimibucion showed. On the other 
hand, we also calculared chat, for less energetic cransicions, 
we could end up with nearly equal numbers of molecules in 
che upper and lower energy levels. So, what happens if we 
put a whole lOl of energy and some well-chosen photons 
inco a small volume of molecules? 

There are, as it cums our, a number of ways of doing 
chis. One of chem is to confine an incandescent ionized gas, 
or plasma, using a magnetic field, co che cencral portion of a 
tube placed in a mechanically rigid structure in which mir
rors at boch ends efficiently reflect light in some spectral 
region in which components of the plasma emit, with one of 
rhe mirrors transmining a tiny bit of lighc. The plasma will 
concain a higher proportion of ions or molecules in an ex
cited stare than in a corresponding lower energy state, or a 
population inversion. Wich rime, more and more light will 
bounce back and forth berween the mirrors, and, wonder of 
wonders, rhe phocons in the light cransmined out one end 
will all be of rhe same wavelength , and in che same phase, 
and going in rhe same direction. In ocher words, this light 
output will be coherent. We start wich a little light of a 
given wavclengrh , and stimulated emission gives us more, 
so we arc gercing gain at that wavelength, or, to recoin a 
phrase, Light Amplification by Scimulared Emission of Ra
diation. In other words, we've made ourselves a laser. 

Since accually building working lasers involves subscan
rial amounts of both high tech and black arr, I am tempted 
to say char reproduction of phorons is an unnacural act. As it 
cums out , chough, there is at least one known example of a 
narural laser; there is some gain at carbon dioxide emission 
lines in the atmosphere of Mars. Assuming we don't pur 
enough laser lighr through flow cytometers co get the dyes in 
cells co lase (and I wouldn't swear we don' t), there should 
not be compecicion between fluorescence and stimulated 
emission in flow cytometry. 

Resonance Energy Transfer 

There are a number of ways in which a molecule in an 
excited state can transfer energy nonradiacively to ocher 
molecules; collision, for example, is inelegant but effective. 
The transfer of energy, however, is more efficient when che 
energy differences between the S0 and S1 states of the donor 
and acceptor molecules are the same, in which case there is 
said co be a resonance between chem. This condition holds 
when an emission peak of che donor species and an absorp
tion peak of chc: acceptor species overlap substantially. Even 
then, however, significant resonance energy transfer can 
only occur when donor and acceptor molecules are wichin 
about 60 A of one another in space, because, as Forster 
showed in the l 950's, the amount of energy transfer is in
versely proportional co che sixth power of che distance be
tween donor and acceptor. As will be discussed further in the 
chapcer on parameters and probes, this sensitivity to inter
molecular discances makes it possible co use measurements of 
the extent of energy transfer between molecular species as a 
"specrroscopic ruler" co measure chose discancesm. 1341 • 
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Energy transfer is nonradiacive; char is, che donor is nor 
emircing a photon that is chen absorbed by the accepcor. 
Nonradiacive transfer of absorbed light energy through one 
or more phycobiliproteins co chlorophyll is widespread in 
nature and essential co life; while these molecules are fluores
cent co some extent in their natural environment, they are 
more fluorescent when separated from it. Energy rransfcr can 
be used for spectral shifting of fluorescence, since emission 
from che accepcor can result from absorption by the donor. 
This crick is commonly employed in scincillacion counting. 
and is, as was noced in Chapter I, also che basis for tandem 

conjugate labels. 

Quenching, Bleaching, and Photon Saturation 

More often than noc, cycomecry uses Auorcsccnce a.~ its 
medium of exchange for information; we use: fluorescent 
probes or dyes to measure che amounts of various substances 
of interest on or in cells. We must therefore be concerned 
wich processes chat may, as ir were, change che rare of ex
change, making the fluorescence signal no longer propor
tional co che amount of probe or label used. Quenching. 
bleaching, and photon saturation can all , in some circum
stances, interfere wich our measuremencs; in ocher circum
stances, we may be able co use these effects co advantage. 

Quenching results when exciced molecules relax to rhe 
ground scare via any nonradiative pathways chat provide 
alternatives co fluorescence. Loss of energy by vibration and 
collision, by energy transfer, and by intersyscem crossing 
may all account for quenching. Molecular oxygen and para
magnetic molecules and heavy ions such as iodide quench by 
increasing the probability of incersystem crossing. Polar sol
vents such as water generally quench fluorescence co some 
extent because such molecules reorient around excited scace 
dipoles. This may explain che popularity of cold showers as a 
means of getting out of excited scaces. 

Bleaching occurs when the scruccures of fluorescent 
molecules are altered sufficiently co render chem nonfluores
cenc. Bleaching can result directly from chc action of lighc 
on the fluorescent molecules or from chemical reactions 
between che fluorescent species and ocher reactive molecules, 
such as oxidizing agents present in solucion or free radicals 
produced by photochemical reactions. 

In fluorescence excitation, one is shoocing ac a finire 
number of cargecs. We have a certain number of dye mole
cules, in each of which electrons can be raised co excited 
scares, usually returning co the ground state afcer a few nano
seconds. However, there is always some chance chac absorp
tion of one or more phorons will alter molecular electronic 
structure enough to break a chemical bond, yielding a non
fluorescem producc(s); che process is called photolysis. 

Bleaching can occur in flow cytomerers ac surprisingly 
low laser power levels, as was shown by Pinkcl et al'"•. These 
authors set up a dual-beam flow cytomeccr, wich exciracion 
from two separated argon ion laser beams, boch at 488 nm, 
each focused co an el!ipcical spot approximately I 00 µm 
wide (perpendicular co flow) and 15 µm high (parallel co 
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flow) ar irs inrersecrion with the cell stream. The rwo obser
vation points rhus produced were separared in space by 10-
100 µm . The power in rhe second "probe" beam was kepr 
cons cam ar 150 mW; power in rhe firsr beam was varied 
berween zero (i.e., rhe beam was blocked) and 400 mW. 
This insrrumenr was used co examine sperm cells srained for 
DNA by the acriflavine Feulgen method; disrriburions ob
rained from fluorescence measurements made in the probe 
beam were compared using different powers in rhe first 

beam. If passage rhrough the fim beam resulred in bleach
ing, i.e., destruction of dye molecules, fewer dye molecules 
would be present by rhc rime rhe cells reached rhe probe 
beam, and rhe intensi ry of fluorescence derecred in che probe 
beam would therefore be lower. 

A slighr decrease in fluorescence intensity was noriceable 
when rhe power in rhe firsr beam was sec ar 8 milliwarcs 
(mW) ; when power was 400 mW, fluorescence inrensity 
measured in the probe beam was decreased by abour 75 per
cenr, compared co values obtained wirh rhe first beam off. 
This in<licared char mosr of the dye was desrroyed, or at least 
remporari ly converted co a nonfluorescent form , by exposure 
ro argon ion laser emission at 488 nm at power levels com
monly used for flow cyromerry. Pinkel er al also showed char 
increasing excicarion power above 15 mW in a single beam 
instrument did not resulr in a proporrional increase in the 
peak channel number of rhe observed fluorescence disrribu
rion; chis provided further evidence of significant bleaching. 

While most d yes used in flow cyrometry are less sensitive to 
bleaching than is acriflavine, the message is clear; there is 
always a power level above which "rhrowing more phorons 
ar the problem" may be counrerproducrive. 

My colleagues ac Block and I were not at all surprised by 
these resulcs. Toma~ Hirschfeld had concluded, some years 
before the Pinke! paper came our, char one might get a better 
signal-to-noise ratio in some kinds of immunofluorescence 
analysis hy raking advantage of bleaching. What we had 
been trying co do was ro derecr single viruses in serum iso
lates, using ancibodies ragged with a macromolecule (poly
echylenimine) to which several hundred molecules of fluo
rescein had previously been conjugated. 

We encountered rwo major problems; tht: serum was 
highly fluon:sccnc , due co ics concenr of flavins and ocher 
naturall y fluorescenc molecules, and rhe highly fluorescein
ared anribodies weren't fluorescent, because rhe fluorescein 
molecules wt:re dose enough to quench one another by en
ergy transfer. This was an example of a common phenome
non called concentration quenching; one normally runs 
Auorescc:nce speccra on micromolar or submicromolar con
ccncrarions of dyes ro avoid ic. 

Ir occurred ro Tomas chac if he had several hundred fluo
rescc-in molecules quenching one anmher, it meanr chat they 
couldn 'r be spending a lot of time in che excited srare, i.e., 
quenching shorcened che excited scare lifetime. He then 
reasoned rh;n che quenched molecules would be less likely 
than unquenched molecules ro bleach if he rhrew a loc more 
phorons ac chem. 

The interfering background subscances weren't present 
in enough concentration co be quenched co anything like the 
extent to which rhe fluorescein molecules were. Therefore, 
clobbering rhe sample with a lot of laser power should rap
idly bleach the molecules responsible for the background 
fluorescence . From char point on, phorons would be 
squeezed out of rhe fluorcsceins at a leisurely pace until they 
went co their reward. As long as the relative probabilicics of 
fluorescence and bleaching remain the same, one can expt:cr 
co get a certain number of photons our of a molecule before 
it gets bleached. Tomas concluded, and found , char he could 

gee the same number of fluorescent phocons our of a 
quenched fluorcscein over a long rime period than would be 
obtained from an unquenched fluorescein in a shorter 

• IOR nme . 
"Bleaching out che background" before making a cy

comerric measurement is analogous to lening the back
ground fluorescence fade out when you are looking at cells 
under rhe fluorescence microscope (p. 12). It only works 
when the fluorescent material you want to measure is 
quenched to a significanrly greater degree rhan are incerfer
ing fluorescent substances in the background. We had 
planned to use this scrategy in rhe gadget we built ro count 
single viruses"', and Mike Hercher and others had done fairly 
extensive calculations of how much laser power we'd need. It 
turned out char, with 100 mW of excirarion at 488 nm. we'd 
be able to see a few dozen molecules of fluorescein, and we 

wouldn'c gain anything by increasing the power because we 
would have 7.apped every last fluorescein molecule with the 
100 mW. This made us curiouser and curiouser about why 
almost everybody else who was building flow cycometers was 
using big lasers to get a wan or so of excicacion power. It 
seemed chat they wouldn 'c need chat much power unless 

they were throwing away photons right and left everywhere 
in their instruments; to make a long story short , they were. 
But there are some justifications for the use of high laser 
power. 

As rhe intensity of rhe incident light goes up, che prob
ability of hi tting dye molecules wirh phorons increases. Up 
to a point, chis will result in increased fluorescence emission. 
Once che number of dye molecules in the excited scace be
comes equal to the number of dye molecules in rhe ground 
scare, however, a srate of photon saturation is reached. Fur
ther net transirion berween the ground stare and che firsr 
excited stare is impossible; throwing more photons ar che 
sample will noc result in increased fluorescence. 

A 1992 study by van den Engh and Farmer'''0 added 
considerably ro our undersranding of how of saturation and 
bleaching affect measurements made in flow cyrornect:rs. 
The theoretical section of chis paper calculated che average 
time interval t, at which photons hit a dyt: molecule; this 
quancity is equal co l/crl , where a is rhe molecule 's absorp
tion cross section, in units of area, and I is rhe incensiry of 
incidenr light, in unirs of photons per unit area per uni t 
rime. A typical dye might have an exrincrion coefficient of 3 
x IO' mol·'cm·'; the formula on p . 111 would convert chis ro 



an absorption cross section of 1.15 x 10·20 m2• A l W, 488 
nm laser beam, focused co a 20 µm spot, provides an average 
illumination intensity, or photon flux, of 7.87 x 1027 pho
tons m 's .. ; at the center of the Gaussian beam, che intensity 
is rwice chis. A dye molecule in the cenrer of the beam will 
thus encounter a photon about every 6 ns. This rime t is of 

p 

rhe same order of magnitude as the excited stare lifetime t. 
Additional fluorescence cannot result from the interac

tion of photons with dye molecules chat are already in rhe 
excited scare; as van den Engh and Farmer put it, such mole
cules have an effective cross section of zero. The probability 
of a photon producing excitation of a molecule is -i;/(t + t); 
this reaches a maximum value when t = t , and the excira-

' tion rate becomes lit. Increasing excitation incensity beyond 
this point simply decreases the efficiency of excitation, and 

does not increase the total amount of emitted fluorescence. 
Van den Engh and Farmer's data also showed that bleaching 
is almost entirely due to absorption of single photons by 
molecules in the ground state, rather than co absorption of 
second phocons by molecules in excited stares. 

A molecule is unlikely to go through an infinite number 
of cycles of excicacion and emission; the probability of its 
undergoing bleaching while in an excited state is constanc, 
and, therefore, as the number of cycles increases, the likeli
hood that the molecule will be destroyed increases. A mole
cule of Hoechst 33258 bound to DNA was found to have an 
effective life of about 100 excitation-emission cycles, whereas 

a molecule of DNA-bound propidium iodide would last for 
just over 200 cycles. The critical point here is that these fig
ures are independent of excitation intensity. You get the 
same number of photons from a dye molecule whether you 
excite ic at low intensity for a long rime or high intensity for 
a shore rime, and you gee the maximum number of photons 
our only by bleaching all of the dye molecules. 

For any given observation period, there is a lower range 
of inccnsirics at which neither bleaching nor saturation are 
significanr; in rhis range, usually corresponding ro laser 
power levels of no more chan a few tens of milliwatcs, fluo
rescence emission increases linearly with excitation intensity. 
Above chis range, the relative increase in emission is less than 
the relative increase in incensity, and above the incensity at 
which t = t,• there is no relative increase in emission. Thus, 
at lease for dyes of the type scudied by van den Engh and 
Farmer (i.e., DNA stains), there is some advantage to using 
very high excitation powers, i.e. , hundreds of milliwatts. 

Since a typical laser beam has a Gaussian profile, focus
ing che beam co a 20 µm spot produces a large variacion in 
illuminacion incensity over che width of even a small (e.g., 2 
µm) core stream. At low laser powers, this will result in un
acceptably large CV's for fluorescence measuremencs. How
ever, if rhe power is high enough, che intensity variarion over 
che width of che core will produce only small variacions in 
fluorescence emission , with minimal effeccs on the meas
uremem CV; effects of flucruarions in laser output chat 
would otherwise decrease precision will be minimized, as 
well. 
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One downside co measurements ac high excitation inten
sity relates to the phocochemical effects of dye bleaching on 
the biological and/or biochemical properties of the sample. 
Kissane ec alH6 reporced chat lN laser powers above l 00 
mW substantially decreased viability of sorced cells scained 
with Hoechsc dyes. Ir is likely chat chis is due co formacion 
of photoadduccs between the dye and DNA that are nor 
repairable by normal mechanisms, and it seems probable 
char chromosomal DNA, or sperm, sorccd after staining wirh 
Hoechst dye and exposure to very high laser powers, might 
be similarly damaged. 

There are also other situations in which rhc use of high 
power levels may be councerproduccivc. Doornbos , de 
Groorh, and Greve' .. 0 carried our theoretical and experimen
cal studies of bleaching and saturation in a flow cytometer, 
considering the behavior of fluorescein (FL) , phycoerythrin 
(PE), and allophycocyanin (APC), and using a wide range of 
boch laser powers and observacion times. While APC fluo
rescence could be accurately fit to a model in which exit 
from the excited singlec scare could only proceed via fluores
cence emission, nonradiacive decay, bleaching, and conver
sion to the triplet stare, the fluorescence of FL and PE could 
nor, indicating the involvement of ocher processes. For APC, 
ic was found rhac rhe besr signal-co-noise ratio for dereccion 
could be obcained with relatively low excitation power (30 
mW), and a much longer observation time (I ms) chan is 
commonly used in conventional flow cytometers. Under 

these conditions, Doornbos, de Grooch, and Greve calcu
lated it should be possible co detect a single molecule of cell
associated APC. In face, a scanning system built by their 
groupu"' , using an 8 mW, 635 nm laser diode for excitation, 
with an observation cime of approximately I ms, resolves 
beads bearing small numbers of APC molecules better rhan 
do current commercial flow cytometers. Long observation 
times, and very slow flow rates, have also been used to ad
vancage in flow cytometers specially designed for observacion 
of DNA molecules660·""·m'-'HJ·<, viruses9', and bacteria:.w .. 

Here's a riddle: when can a lifetime be a dead time? As 
was noced on p. 111, the uncertainty principle resulcs in an 
inverse relationship berween the widths of absorption peaks 
and exciced srace lifetimes. For most fluorophores , the excita
tion spectrum and the absorpcion speccrum are the same, or 
very nearly so, and emission speccra rend to be mirror images 
of excication spectra. Thus, one would expect a fluorophore 
with a narrow emission peak to have a long excited scare 
lifetime. The emission peaks of che lamhanide elemencs 
mencioned above arc quite narrow, and, as would be pre
dicted, cheir excited scare liferimes are very long, meaning 
microseconds. You would therefore not wane to use a lan
thanide label in a high-speed sorter, in which a cell spends 
less than a microsecond in the excitation beam; you 
wouldn't be able to excite each label molecule more than 
once. Well, you'd also have to look downstream some dis
tance ro dececc che emission, and make che measurements 
over a long rime period (ic has been donc'J"'") , bur chat's 
another problem. 
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Bur let's say we have r·wo dyes, one wirh a 3 ns liferime 
and one wirh a 9 ns lifetime, and the excitation inccnsicy is 
high enough so chat a photon capable of exciting eicher 
comes hy every 3 ns. You can gee three excitation-emission 
cycles our of the dye with rhe 3 ns lifetime for every one you 
gee our of rhe dye wirh the 9 ns lifetime. In ocher words, rhe 
3 ns dye is just at photon sacuration; rhe 9 ns dye is well past 
ir, and its liferime, i.e., che time ic spends in the excired scare, 
has become a "dead time" during which it cannot be exciced, 
no matter how many eligible phocons pay ic court. 

This may explain why some probes with shorr lifetimes 
yidd higher inrensiry signals from flow cycometers chan do 
orher probes, with longer lifetimes chat, according co spec
crofluorimerric mea~uremencs, have higher absorprion at the 
excitation wavelength and higher quantum efficiency. The 
average specrrofluoromecer doesn't gee its specimens any
where near photon saturation, meaning chat the time be
tween excitations is very long, and the time molecules spend 
in rhe exciced scare is negligible, whereas photon saturation is 
noc infrequenrly approached or reached in flow cytometers. 

I was chinking char a cover blurb describing chis book as 
being about excited scares, vibracional relaxacion, and stimu
la1ed emission mighc boost sales; "no emission wichouc a 
quanrum" seemed like a useful slogan. However, good casce 
won out, at least for che cover. Before I start to improve my 
image, I should cover a few odds and ends co complete chis 
discussion of rhe inceraccion of light and matter complete. 

Quantum Flotsam and Jetsam 

Inelastic Scaccering and Doppler Measurements 

When we talked about scactering, I described what is 
more precisely defined as elastic scattering, which results in 
emission of photons ar the same energy (or frequency, or 
wavelength) as the incidenr light. lnclascic scattering occurs 
when rhe scacrering object is moving; the Doppler shift 
resul ts in scattering at a higher frequency than that of rhe 
incident lighc if che object is moving toward che source and 
in scattering ar a lower frequency if che object is moving 
away. The fasrer che object is moving, the larger the fre
quency difference between incident and scattered lighc. 
Since relatively low energies are involved in molecular mo
tion, rhe frequency differences between che incident and the 
scattered radiarion arc relatively small. Inelastic scattering of 
microwave radiation has been widely and proflcably em

ployed by law enforcement agencies. Until the advent of 
lasers. ic was d ifficulr to use light to measure particle veloci
ties, because small frequency differences were hard co detc:cc. 
Now, laser Doppler vclocimetry can be used for such pur
poses. and the cops can cell whether your panicle is going 
over 65 before you can cake any councermeasures. 

Raman Scattering 

There is a small probability that a molecule will undergo 
a vibrational transition at precisely the time at which scaner
ing oc.:curs, resulting in che emission of a phoron differing in 

energy from rhe energy of the incident photon by rhe 
amount of energy involved in che vibrational transition. This 
is Raman scattering. The vibracional event involved in Ra
man scattering can be either a transition co a higher vibra
tional level or a rransirion to a lower level. In rhe former 
case, which is the likelier of two rather improbable events, 
the Raman emission is at a wavelength longer than that of 
the incident light, and is described as Stokes Raman emis
sion. In the latter case, the Raman emission is at a wave
length shorter than chat of the incident light, and is de
scribed as Anti-Stokes Raman emission. Nobody is getting 
something for nothing in either case. Uncil lasers came 
along, Raman spectroscopy was next to impossible:, because 
the intensity of Raman scaccering is only about l / 1000 the 
intensity of Rayleigh scattering. It is now fairly easy co do, 
and can provide useful information about molecular vibra
rions. Stokes Raman emission can also be a significanc source 
of interference with some flow cytomecric fluorescence 
measurements, notably char of phycoerythrin fluorescence. 
since che Raman emission from water illuminated ar 488 nm 
is at about 590 nm, and ar least some filters used for phyco
erychrin measurement transmit rhis wavelength . 

Nonlinear Optics and Harmonic Generation 

Ac the high radiant flux densities achievable wirh lasers, 
electric field incensicies are extremely high. Many physical 
effects a.re described by formulae containing terms char in
clude higher powers of field intensity as well as the first 
power; che higher-order terms arc usually negligible and 
what we observe are those effects char depend linearly on 
field intensicy. Lasers have facilitated the srudy and applica
tion of nonlinear optics. One common application is in 
harmonic generation, in which nonlinear effects in crystals 
result in generation of light at two or more rimes rhc fre
quency of the incident light. Second harmonic generation , 
or frequency doubling of the 1064 nm YAG (yttrium 
aluminum garner) laser line, for example, produces 532 nm, 
while third harmonic generation, or frequency tripling, pro
duces 355 nm. Frequency-doubled YAG lasers have been 
used as sources in cycomecry, and may be more widely used 
in che future as they become competitive in price with argon 
lasers. In the long run, solid-state lasers doubled from rhe 
980 nm range to the 490 nm range will probably replace 
argon lasers in most fluorescence flow cyromecers; Coherent 
inrroduced such a solid-state laser in 2001 1.., . 

Two-Photon and Multiphoton Excitation 

Ac very high photon fluxes, it is possible to use two or 
more low-energy photons co induce a transicion co an ex
cited scare that would normally require a single photon with 
two or more rimes rhe energy contenc. Denk, Strickler, and 
W ebb '" ' accomplished chis in the context of scanning fluo
rescence: microscopy, using a rightly focused pulsed red laser 
beam to excite UV-absorbing fluorophores. Fluorescence 
emission increases quadratically with excitation intensity; 
since che depth of focus of the excitation beam is very small, 



che cechnique allows dcceccion of fluorescence from a chin 
"slice" of che specimen. There are now ac lease a hundred 
multiphocon confocal microscopes in operation; chey typi
cally use very expensive pulsed Ti-sapphire lasers for excica
cion, alchough ic has been claimed chat chere are cheaper 
ways co play the game. Multiphoton excicacion for flow cy
comecry poses problems because of che small size: of chc: exci
tation spoc, which makes ic difficult to get signals from more 
than a small region of a particle che size of a typical cell dur
ing cransic chrough chc: instrument' .. '. 

4.2 OPTICAL SYSTEMS 
Having saced our voyeuristic curiosiries about the privace 

lives of photons, we can now cum our acrenrion co the build
ing blocks of boch che peeping Tom's and che analycical 
cytologist's hardware, i.e., che lenses and other elements that 
make up optical systems. Opcical systems have only one 
basic function , which is diverting light from where ic wanes 
to go co where the user wanes ic co go. In order co learn how 
this is done, we must first consider where light wanes to go 
to scare with. This gets us away from quanta and back into 
chc domain of geomecric optics. 

Lighr Propagation and Vergence 

We usually consider light as originating from a mythical 
object called a point source, from which we imagine rays 

emanating in all directions, i.e., over a solid angle of 4n 
steradians. Rays go in straighc lines unless reflected or re
fracted. Refleccion is simple; the angle of incidence equals 
che angle: of reflection. Refraction involves an imporcant 
opcical propercy of the material, i.e., the index of refrac
tion. Snell's law and the indices of refraction of two materi
als allow us to decermine che angle at which a ray will be: 
"bent" at chc interface between chem, and provide much of 
what we need co model the behavior of optical systems (Fig. 
4-5, p. I 06, and pp. 107-8) . 

Rays from a point source gee farcher aparc as they go 
along; they arc divergent, or have negative vcrgcnce. Paral
lel rays have zero vergence; light consisting of parallel rays is 
said to be collimated. Rays chat converge, or have positive 
vergencc, gee closer together as they go along. Convergent 
and divcrgcnr light in three-dimensional space can also be 
choughc of as waves wich spherical wavefronts; imagine 
someching like an ice cream cone, with the tip of the cone 
being che point of origin or convergence of the rays and che 
hemispherical surface of the ice cream represenring che wave
fronr. The wavefronrs in collimated lighc are planar. 

Ar a distance 0 from a poinc of origin {a point source; 
D here is, by convention, negative) or a poinc of conver
gence (in this case 0 is, by convenrion, positive), che re
duced vergencc, V = n/O . Vergence is measured in diop
ters, where 1 diopter = 1 m·'. 

If a ray travels a distance l through a medium with a re
fractive index n, we say chat ic traverses an optical path 
length S = ln. The optical path length reflects the distance 
lighc would have traveled in a vacuum in the same rime it 
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took to go che discance l in the medium. If many rays from 
one poinc crave! the same optical path length to end up ac 
another point, they will have the same phase (the peaks of 
cheir waves will coincide) and they will reinforce in such a 

way as to form a real image. 

Image Formation by Optical Systems: Magnification 

Images can be formed by mirrors, but we are concerned 
here wich lenses. Lenses are pieces of material (usually gla~s. 
plastic, or quartz) wich a shape such chat all rays traversing 
chem reach a disranc point having traveled rhe same optical 
path. In Figure 4-8, that point is at infinity. The rays from 
the point source all emerge parallel to each ocher, so we say 
chey are collimated. The distance from the poinr source co 
the lens is che focal length, f, of the lens. 

Figure ~ Light from a point source ac the focal length 
of a lens is collimated. This defines the focal length, f. 

Light rays are entirely reversible, so che arrow heads on 
the rays of Figure 4-8 could be reversed, bringing lighc from, 
say, a distant star co a focus at the focal lengch J of the lens. 
That's a Joe easier way co measure a focal length than going a 
long way away co sec if che light is really collimated. The 
besc version of a real point source is a distant scar, and since 
ic is very far away, all the rays from it char go through che 
lens are parallel. Thar means we can evaluate our lens by 
looking at the focus ro see if che rays all converge on one 
point, forming an image of che distant point source. If they 
do, there will be lircle rings around the point image, due to 
the wave nature of light. Those rings are diffraction rings, 
and a lens char can show them is said to be diffraction lim
ited (as opposed to aberration limited) . 

Figure 4-9. Rays from a point source can be focused to 
an image point. 

In Figure 4-9, we see che formacion of an image poinr 
char is nor ac infinicy. [f we put che poinr source, which we 
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now refer ro as chc object, ac a discance P, greacer chan rhe 
focal lengch f, from che lens, an image of che objecc will be 
formed ac che discance Q on che ocher side of che lens; che 
disrances P and Q and f arc related by the Lens Formula, 

I/ P + I/ Q = Ilf . 

Real poinr sources are hard to come by, and whac we 
really wanr co make images of arc chings rhac are small, bur 
bigger chan poincs. So we use the lens of Figure 4-9 to make 
a real image from poinc images of multiple points in a real 
object, as shown in Figure 4- 10 below. 

Figure 4-10. Rays from many points of an object add up 
to make an image. 

We generally use lenses to make an image larger or 
smaller chan che objecc. The transverse, or lateral, magnifi
cation of che lens shown in Figure 4-10 is M, where M = 

PIQ . Bue look closely ac the objccc and the image in the 
figure , and you will see chat their proportions are nor che 
same; che ratio of widch co height is larger for the image chan 
for the objecr. This change of proportions has noching ro do 
wich che face chat che image is inverced; ic arises because che 
axial magnification, Mu,,, , of che lens is not che same as the 
laceral magnification , M; in fact, M.,,, , = M'. 

Lens Types and lens Aberrations 

The lens in Figures 4-8 to 4- 10 is a simple lens , or 
singlet, made of a single macerial. Both surfaces are curved 
oucward, or convex, making the lens a bi-convex or double 
convex lens. A lens wich one flat surface and one surface 
curved ourward is called piano-convex. Bi-convex and 
piano-convex lenses converge lighr , and are termed positive 
lenses. A lens wirh both surfaces curved inward is said ro be 
bi-concave or double concave; a piano-concave lens has 
one flar side and one curved inward. Bi-concave and plano
concave lenses diverge lighr, and are rermed negative lenses. 

A concavo-convex lens, with greater curvature on rhe 
convex chan on rhc concave side, converges lighc and is also 
known as a converging, or positive, meniscus lens. A con
vexo-concave lens, with greater curvature on che concave 
rhan on the convex side, diverges light and is therefore called 
a diverging, or negative, meniscus lens. 

ff the objecr is ac some disrance berween f and 2/from a 
convex lens, a magnified, real, inverced image is formed at a 
disrance bcrween 2/ and infinity. If rhe object is ar 2/, rhe 
image, again real and inverted, is ar 2/ and the same si1.c as 

e 

Figure 4-11. Elements of a typical microscope lens, show
ing the half angle O that defines the acceptance cone and 
the numerical aperture (N.A.) of the lens. 

the object . If the objecr is berween 2/ and infiniry, a mini
fied, real, inverted image is formed berween J and 2/ 

When the object is at a distance less than f, a magnified, 
erect, virtual image appears. When real images are formed, 
light diverging from the object converges in the image plane; 
a real image can be seen on a screen placed in the image 
plane. When a virtual image is formed, light from the object 
appears ro be diverging from rhe image plane, alrhough nei
ther the object nor a real image is located there. The eye 
contains rhe necessary optics to convert virrual images ro real 
retinal images, and thus co make use of simple convex lenses 
as magnifying glasses and of mirrors for a variery of pur
poses. However, the derecrors in our instruments need ro be 
presenced with real images. Simple lenses do nor make rhe 
best images, due to the presence of aberrations. 

Most lenses arc spherical, char is, their curved surfaces 
are the surfaces of portions of a sphere. Spherical aberration 
results from rays passing through rhe outer portions of a lens 
coming to a focus at a different poinc from rays passing 
rhrough the cenrral portion. Chromatic aberration is a 
consequence of dispersion (p. I 08); since che refractive index 
of a material is higher at shorter wavelengrhs, rays of lighr of 
different wavelengths come to foci at differenr distances 
from the lens. Ocher aberrations include astigmatism, re
sulring in differenc lateral magnificarions in rhe vercical and 
horizoncal directions perpendicular ro chc lens axis, curva
ture of field, resulring in the image of a rectangular object 
raking on a "barrel" or "hourglass" shape. and coma, result
ing in images with comer-like "rails." Spherical aberration 
may be correcred by using aspheric cacher than spherical 
surfaces in lenses. Alt.hough ic is difficulr for lens grinders to 

produce aspheric elemencs one ar a rime, ir is simple and 
inexpensive ro mold aspheric lenses once a prororype is 



made. Chromatic aberration is corrected by making lenses 
incorporating two or more elemencs made of materials with 
differenc dispersion characteristics. The simplest such lenses 
incorporate two elements, and are called achromatic dou
blets, or just achromats; rhey bring blue and red light to a 
focus at the same poinc. Apochromatic lenses have at lease 
three demems, and focus blue, green, and red light to the 
same point. The planapochromatic lenses used in good 
microscopes also incorporate clements co correct spherical 
aberration, and co correct for curvature of field, providing an 
image char is in focus over most of the field of view, or flat, 
whence rhe "plan" in planapochromaric. 

Numerical Aperture (N.A.) and Lens Performance 
When a lens needs to collect rays over a very wide angle, 

multiple elements are needed to achieve diffracrion-limired 
performance. Figure 4-11 shows a cross section of a typical 
microscope lens. The half angle 0 shown in the figure is a 
measure of the acceptance cone of the lens. The numerical 
aperture (N.A.) of che lens is given by N.A. = n sin f) , 

where n is the refractive inde:x: of the medium between rhe 
subject and the fronc elemenc of the lens. The N .A. of a lens 
is important in determining irs resolution. The numerical 
aperrure is imporcam also because it measures rhe resolution 
of che lens; two self-luminous points can be resolved if they 
arc a distance ~apart, where t!.x = 0.6D,/(N.A.) , wich 'A 
representing the wavelength of the illuminating light in a 
vacuum. The wavelength in vacuum is specified here, be
cause, as was nored on p. l 07, the wavelength of light in 
material media is shorrer rhan che wavelength in vacuum; in 
a medium of index n, l...m.d = l... • ./n. One consequence of this 
shortening is char cells in warer (n = l.33) can be resolved 
almost exacrly 1.33 times better rhan cells in air (n = 

l.0003). The use of immersion lenses, with water or an 
appropriate oil or gel wich an index higher than char of air, 
increases both resolution and light collection. 

Even the most exquisitely engineered microscope lenses 
impose some restraints on che user. For instance, they are 
designed co minimize aberrations when used at specified 
distances. Usually char means that Q, which, in this conrexr, 
is called che tube length. is on che order of 150 mm; in 
many newer lenses, however, Q = infinity. Deparcure from 
rhe specified conjugates, i.e., rhe cube length and che work
ing distance, wh ich is the intended distance of che object 
from rhe front elemenr of rhe lens, degrades rhe image qual
ity. Also, most high-N.A. microscope objective lenses have 
large magnifications at rheir specified conjugares. That may 
mean char the axial magnification is so large thac the objecrs 
in rhc: field of view muse all be in rhe same plane to be in 
focus. To meet the needs of such application areas as scan
ning microscopy, in which it is desirable co have a relatively 
large depth of focus, objective lenses with low magnification 
but relatively high N.A. have become available. 

To be: completely frank, though it is essential co have 
lenses with high resolution if you are doing confocal micros
copy, or anything fancy in rhe way of scanning or image 
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"HIGH-DRY" 
OBJECTIVE, 
N.A. = 0.95 

OIL IMMERSION 
OBJECTIVE, 

N.A. = 1.4 

/ 
672 

Figure 4-12. Showing the effect of N.A. on light collection. 
Modified from Murphy DB: Fundamentals of Light Microscopy and 
Electronic lmagtng1'°1, Copyright 2001 by Wiley-Liss, Inc. Used 
by permission. 

analysis, or even just trying co look at a blood smear by eye, 
neither flow cyrometry nor low-resolurion scanning laser 
cytometry requires high-resolution optics. What we do need 
are optics char collect as much light as possible. Thac means 
a large acceptance cone, i.e., high N .A. However, there are a 
lot of high-N.A. lenses char have been optimized for high 
resolution in nansmicced light microscopy by puccing in a 
lot of lens elements, and, even with antireflection coarings 
on the elements, there is likely co be enough light lost at all 
the interfaces to reduce the lighc transmission of such lenses. 
The effects of N.A. on light gathering power can be appreci
ated from Figure 4-12. 

The figure, modified from one in Murphy's admirable 
Fundamentals of light Microscopy and Electronic imaging''"· , 
shows the acceptance angles of a "high-dry" ohjecrive (N.A. 
= 0.95) and an oil-immersion objective (N .A. = 1.4); ic is 
split co show che high-dry objective on the left and rhe im
mersion objective on the righc. Rays of lighc defining the 
acceptance cone are shown coming from a "cell" depicced as 
a black dot between a slide and cover slip, with che line de
fining che split between rhe two objeccivcs passing through 
rhe cenrer of rhe cell and perpendicular ro the slide, cover 
slip, and from surface of the lenses. We will assume that the 
cell is mounted in a medium with the same indc::x: as borh 
rhe glass in these elements and the immersion oil, n = l.515 . 
We will first examine the high-dry objective. 

Since: the medium closest to the front clement of rhis 
lens is air, with n "' l.0003, N .A. could noc be any higher 
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than chis value. In fact, ahour rhe best one can do with a 
high-dry lens is N .A. 0.95. Lee us consider the refraction of 
light coming from che cell ac che incerface between the cover 
slip and the layer of air berween the cover slip and che from 
dernenr of rhe lens. Snell's law rell .~ us that lighr rays leaving 
che cell ar angles larger rhan 41 ° co the perpendicular will 
noc emerge from the covt:r slip ar all ; chey will eicher be 
cransmined along rhe surface of the cover slip by total in
ternal reflection, or be reAecccd back from the cover slip 
coward the slide. In pracrice, rhe half angle of rhe largesr 
cone of lighr rhac will make ir from chc cell inro che objective 

is 39°; chis is rhe angle berween che dorccd line and rhe per
pendicular through rhe cell. However, a ray of light coming 
from rhc cell ar 39° and hicring rhe ourer surface of rhe cover 
slip will be refracred according co Snell 's law and emerge ac 

an angle of 72° ( l.5 l 5 sin 39° "' l.0003 sin 72° ::::: 0.95, 
which is che N .A. of rhe lens). This is inreresring, because ir 
shows us rhat che quanriry n sin e , which defines N .A., re
mains rhe same from one medium ro another. However, 
whar docs nor remain rhe same is rhe half angle. We arc cry
ing co gee lighr out of a cell and inco our lens, and che big
gest cone of lighr we can capture coming our of che cell has a 
half angle of 39°. So wh;u fraction of chc coral amounc of che 
lighc coming our of chc cell docs char cone represcnc? 

Assuming rhac we don't have any anisotropy or ocher di
rectional effects due ro polarization, ccc., the lighc should be 
coming our of che cell uniformly in all direccions, i.e., over a 
solid angle of 47t steradians. We need co calculare che solid 
angle subcrndcd by a 39°cone. I c just so happens rhac che 
solid angle, in steradians, subtended by a cone wich half an
gle 0 is 2rc( l - cos 0); a 39° cone therefore subtends a solid 
angle of 1.40 steradians. Since 4it steradians = 12.57 steradi
ans, we can only collect about l l percent of che light from 

the cell using rhe N . A. 0.95 objecrive. Now lee's cum our 
;mention to che oil immersion objective on rhe righc. 

On this side, we have immersion oil, marching rhe index 
of refraction of che slide, mounting medium, cover slip, and 
front elemenc of che lens, in between rhe cover slip and the 
lens. There is therefore no change in refractive index bc
rwcen che eel I and the lens, so che half angle of chc cone of 
light collecred from chc cell remains at 67° all che way along. 
This subtends a solid angle of 3.83 steradians; che oil im
mersion lens could, therefore, collect just over 30 perccnc of 
the lighc coming from che cell. or almost chrec times as 
much as rhe high-dry lens. 

le is generally seated char chc light gathering power of 
lenses increases as the square of N .A.; according to chis for
mula, rhe oil immersion lens should collect 2.17 times as 
much as the high-dry lens. Of course, if we were using the 
high-dry lens co look at a cell on the surface of a slide, with
out che refraction ac chc surface of che cover slip, we would 

be able co collect light over a somewhat larger half angle. 
However, since, in flow cytomecry, we arc almosc always 
looking at cells in cirher a scream of waccr in air or a stream 
of wacer in a quart?. cuvette, we can expect co have rhe acccp-

ranee cones of lenses used without a coupling medium, such 
as immersion oil or a gel, rescriCled somewhat. When you 
can't afford co throw phorons away, ic pays co use the most 
efficiem light colleccion system avai lable, and che manufac
turers of cytomcnic insrrumenrs have increasingly raken chis 
lesson co hearc. 

Gradient Index, Fresnel, and Cylindrical Lenses 

In a convex spherical or aspheric lens, the optical path 
lengrh is made equal for rays passing through che ccnccr and 
edges of the lens by making the lens thicker ac the cencer 
chan at che edges. In a gradient index, or "grin" lens (the 
trade name "Selfoc" ofrcn used co describe such lenses prop
erly refers only to chose made by Nippon Sheer Glass), the 
thickness of the lens is conscanc, but the refraccive index 
changes from chc center to che outside. Such lenses can be 
made by diffusing various chemicals, which will change che 
index, inco a cylinder of glass from che oucside, and then 
heating che glass and drawing ic our uncil a desired smaller 
diameter is reached. Small slices of che drawn material can 
then be cut and rhe ends polished, allowing large numb<:rs of 
small lenses to be produced without che need for grinding 
curved surfaces. The process is vircually idencical co chat used 
in chc production of fiber oprics, and, in face, grin lenses less 
than a millimeter in diameter and only a few millimeters 
long are often used in fiber optic systems. 

A Fresnel lens is a flat surface with conccncric trapezoi
dal grooves cue or, more commonly, molded inco one sur
face; the angles of rhe grooves vary wich the distance from 
the center, and, rhus, rays enrering chc lens ar differenc dis
tances from che cenccr arc reAccced and refracted at different 
angles. A Fresnel lens superficially resembles a gracing, and 
you might guess ic worked by diffraction, but it's all scraighc 
geometric optics. Jusc to confuse macrers, there is also some
thing called a Fresnel zone place, which can focus light , hue 
which does work by diffraction. Fresnel lenses wich very 
high light gathering power can be made cheap ly; they arc 
most likely co be seen in overhead projectors, where chey are 
used as condenser lenses. 

Cylindrical lenses converge (if they are convex) or di
verge (if chey are concave) light in only one plane. Whereas a 
convex spherical lens will focus a circular collimaced beam co 
a point, a convex cylindrical lens will focus the same beam co 
a line. Crossed convex cylindrical lenses with different focal 
lengths are cypically used in the illumination optics of flow 
cytomccers co focus a laser beam with a circular cross section 
to an elliptical spot. In a scream-in-air flow system such as is 
found in most high-speed cell sorccrs, che srream icsclf aces as 
a relatively scrong cylindrical lens. Torie lenses have cylin 
drical surfaces wirh different curvatures in cwo perpendicular 
planes, each of which includes the optical axis. A simple 
coric lens is a piece of glass or plastic wich a spherical surface 
on one face and a cylindrical surface on che ocher. Opticians 
use roric lenses co correct: the ascigmacism char results from 
che eye's own lens being somewhat coric. 



The Helmholtz Invariant and Throughput 

We can do some remarkable things with optics, but we 
can't beat the second law of thermodynamics and the law of 
conservation of energy. There are a few concepcs chat can 
help us keep out of trouble in this regard, and one of them is 
throughput . Figure 4-13 will get us started with this. 

Fig 4-13. Multiple views of magnification. 

Figure 4-13 largely reproduces Figure 4-10 (p. 120), 
which incroduced us co magnification. We have provided for 
media of differenc indices, n, and n1, on the object and im
age sides of the lens. We already know that the lateral mag
nification of the lens in the figure is M, and chat M = QIP. 
There are cwo similar triangles with apices at the center of 
the lens, one including perpendicular sides with the dimen
sions h (the height of the object) and P, and the ocher in
cluding perpendicular sides with the dimensions H (the 
height of che image) and Q. Because these criangles are simi
lar, Hlh = QIP = M; this is the magnification equation. 
We can also see chat h/P = HIQ, and, mulciplying boch sides 
of chis equation by the lens diamecer, D, we gee hDI P = 

HDIQ. 
The Abbe sine condition, derivable from geometric op

tics and also from chermodynamics2443, cells us char 

n, h sin 0 1 = n, H sin e, . 
We already know chat the magnification, M, is equal to 

Hlh; rearranging the terms in the equation thus cells us that 

Hlh = n1 sin01 /n2 sin01 = M. 

Bur n, sin 01 and n, sin e,, respeccivcly, arc che numerical 
apenures (N.A.'s) of the lens from the object side and the 
image side, respcccively. So we can express magnification nor 
only in cerms of che racios of image size (heighc) co objecc 
height, Hlh, and image distance co object distance, QJP, bur 
also in cerms of the ratio of che N .A. for light collection and 
che N .A. for imaging. And we see that, for any given optical 
system, che product of the linear dimension of the object or 
image and the N.A. on the appropriate side of the system 
remains constant, or invariant. In the two-dimensional 
model we have just considered, the constant h n sin 0 is 
sometimes referred to as the Hclmholn invariant and 
somecimes as the Lagrange or optical invariant. 

We can find a similar invariant quantity for the rhree
dimensional case. We consider an object, or source, of area 
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A, in a medium of index n,, wich rhe lens collecting a cone 
of light in a cone with a half angle 01• The lens forms an 
image of area A, in a medium of index n, , and rhe half angle 
of the cone on rhe image side is 0, . We can actually use 
Figure 4-13 to play this game if we just assume char the areas 
of the object (with height h) and che image (with height H) 
in the figure are A, and A2 • The solid angles, n, and n,, sub
tended by rhe cones with half angles 0 1 and O, can be calcu
lated from the formula Q = bt( I - cos 0). And we end up 
with 

n,1 A,n, = n,' A,n, = H. 

The invariant quantity here, E>, is variously known as the 
optical extent, ccendue, or throughput and, as che lase of 
these terms suggests, it tells you how much light can be 
transmitted through the system. 

It is not the case that throughput can't be increased; we 
do it aU the time when we switch from che high-dry to the 
oil immersion lens while using a microscope. However, once 
you've picked your optical components, you've defined chc 
throughpur of your system, and, while you can lose lighc , 
you can'c get more than there was in rhe first place. The 
borcom line on all of chis is char you gee the most lighr inro 
an optical system by collecring over rhe largest possible an
gle, or through the largest possible aperture. We'll gee to a 
practical application of ch rough put a little f urcher on, when 
we talk about light sources. 

Photons in Lenses: See How They Run 

To return to the peregrinations of photons for a mo
menc, we might consider how lenses get photons to airer 
course. Let's keep it simple and chink of photons leaving an 
object at a distance 2/ from our simple convex lens. If rhe 
lens weren't there, they'd just go off in all directions. How
ever, the formulation of quantum electrodynamics is char 
photons have the highest probability of going along paths 
from which any given deviation resulrs in the smallest possi
ble change in rhc rime taken ro traverse the path. A photon 
headed along the optical axis would normally get to rhc im
age plane a lot faster than a photon headed off toward the 
rim of the lens. That's why we make a convex lens convex. 
The lens is made of a material of refraccive index greater 
than that of air, and light travels more slowly in such a mate
rial than in air. We make the ccncer of che lens thickest , and 
make it thinner coward the rim, so that getting from che 
object plane co the image plane cakes about the same rime 
regardless of the angle ar which the photon originally starred. 

If we really wanted to get the photons synchronized, 
we'd have to shape the lens so char its curvature was not 
spherical; in practice, spherical surfaces are easier to grind , so 
we usually pur up with the spherical aberration rhac resulcs 
from che lens noc being quite che right shape. For some ap
plications, molded or ground asphcric lenses are prefrrable. 

The refractive index n for air is l .0003, and sin 0 is s I ; 

therefore, rhe highest value of N.A. char could rhcorerically 
be achieved for an optical system in air would be 1.0003. 
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Higher N.A., and chus increased lighc gathering capacity, 
can, as Figure 4-12 shows, be achieved by filling che space 
bcrween the opcical system and the objecc wich a medium of 

higher refraccive index, such as immersion oil ; the system 
must, of course, be designed wirh chis in mind. 

Apercure and Field Stops; The f Number 

If you arc familiar wich phocography, or, in chis day and 
age, with video, you may recall rim the f number (f/#) of a 

lens indicates the light gathering capacity of the lens. The 

iris diaphragm in a camera lens is an aperture stop; char is, 

it lirnirs chc cross-section and solid angle through which 
light can be collecced. The f number is the ratio of focal 
lengrh ro aperture scop diameter; for small values of x, 

f/# "" 11[2 x (N .A.)] . 

Unlike an apercure scop, a field stop limits rhe field of view, 

but does nor affect rhe angle over which light is collected. 
Field scops arc typically locaced in rhc image plane, and 

some of us (mea culpa) refer to chem a~ image plane aper
rures. Field stops, usually in che form of "pinholes," are fre

quencly used in flow cyromerers ro limir the area from which 
lighc can reach the detectors co the region immediately sur
rounding che observation poinr. 

Depth of Field and Focus and Resolution of Lenses 

I c seems logical char as an optical system deals with light 

collected over an increasing range of angles, it becomes 
harder co gee che lighc precisely where we wane ic. Thus, 
syscems with high light gachering power should have rela

tively small depchs of field and focus, while decreasing the 

aperture should increase depth of field and focus at the ex

pense of getting less light through the system. This is exacrly 
che way chings work; yo u probably know rhat stopping 
down a camera lens increases depth of field, and you may 
remember char cheap cameras wich f/ 11 lenses don 'r need a 

focus adjustment. You may also have been disappointed by 

chc poor visual results you got using a high N.A. microscope 
lens because its deprh of field and depch of focus were so 
small. 

Depth of field , i\, denotes the longicudinal range of ob
jecr distances over which a "sharp" image of an objecc is ob

tained at a fixed poinr in the image plane, where the sharp
ness criterion is defined by the acceptable diameter of the 
"blur circle" in the image of an axial point object. For cypical 
microscope objectiws working ar a wavelength A, L\ is given 

by 

_'\ = i.[(n~-(N .A.)'}"'/(N . A.) ' ] . 

Depth of focus , :\x, denoces rhe longi tudinal range of 
distances in rhc image plane over which the image of an 
object ;u a fixed distance remains sharp; the rdacion berween 
depth of field and depch of focus is expressed by tix = Mt\ . 

To determine the limic of resolution of a lens, we must 
rake inro account che phenomenon of diffraction . The dif
fracrcd image of a point shows a bright central spot, or Airy 

disk, surrounded by alternacing dark and light ci rcles. Ar a 

wavelength '" the radius of the Airy disk is 0.6 Ii,. The im
ages of two points are jusc resolved when the distance be
rween the images is equal co rhis radius; rhis is the case when 

the distance becween che rwo poinrs is 0.6 D./(N .A.). 

4.3 LIGHT SOURCES 

The Best and the Brightest 

If we inrcnd co do fluorescence measurements, che lighr 

will undoubtedly come from cicher a laser or a mercury arc 

lamp. Why are we restricted co these rwo sources? lc 's pretty 

obvious that the laser can readi ly be induced co put more 
photons rhan we really need rhrough a very small area; we 
used to burn lirtle holes through pieces of paper co impress 
visitors . Why can't we use a high-inrensicy quanz.-halogen 
lamp? The microscope companies, after all, sell quanz

halogen illuminacors for fluorescence microscopy, and even 
promocc chem for immunofluorcscence work. 

The characteristic we are looking for in a light source is 
commonly thoughc of as brightness, which was chc old 

phorometric term for it. Whac we're after is the analogous 
radiometric quamicy, called radiance or sterance. We can 
describe radianr energy coming from anywhere, be ir a 

source, an clement of an optical system, a wall, etc., in terms 
of radianr areancc or exitance, which mca~ures che power . 
or radiant flux (cp) emicced per unit area (A), in unics of 

W/m1• A true point source can be described in cerms of its 

intensity or pointance, which measures power per unit 
solid angle (n) , in units of W/sr. There are no real point 

sources; arcs, filaments, light emitting diodes (LEDs), and 

the good old sun are, instead, wh:u are called extended 
sources. Radiance (L) measures power emicce<l from, trans
mitted chrough, or reflecccd by a surface, per unit of ics area, 

per unic solid angle; char is, L = cp/AO. The units of radi
ance are Wm ~s r·' . le is ch is quanciry rhac is used ro compare 

light outputs of extended sources. 
We have already norcd char the chroughpuc of an opcical 

system cannot be increased ac any poinr in che sysrem . Since 

throughput, e = n~An, for a system in air, wirh n"" I , f) = 

cp/L. We are starting with whacever chroughpuc we gee co 

work with at the source, and, as we go rhrough the sysccm, 
things can only gee worse. We can'c cake lighc from a sysrem 
with low radiance and "squeeze ir down" through a small 
cross-section. If we could, we 'd probably be able to start a 

fire by holding a convex lens up co a lighming bug's rear 
end. 

The optical system char transmits illumination light from 
an extended source to a specimen muse, at a minimum, in
clude a lens co collecc light from the sou rce and anorher co 
converge che collecred light on the specimen . Boch lenses are 
generally referred co as condensers; for purposes of chis dis
cussion, they will be distingui shed as che lamp condenser 
and the microscope condenser. To add ro the confusion, ir 
should be noted char, in the epiilluminacion sysrems gener
ally used in fluorescence microscopes, che microscope ohjec-
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Figure 4-14. Output characteristics of arc (Hg, Xe), quartz-halogen (QTH), and deuterium (02) lamps (courtesy of 
Oriel Corp.). 

tive, which collects the emitted fluorescence, also serves as 
chc microscope condenser. 

The most efficient illumination, i.e., chat which pro
duces maximum radiant flux through the specimen, can be 
obrained by making an image of some portion of che emit
ting surface in the plane of the specimen. In order to maxi
mize light collection and specimen illumination, the con
denser lenses should be of high N.A., to make the collection 
and illumination angles as large as possible. Consider, for the 
moment, that a single convex lens serves as both lamp con
denser and microscope condenser. If the emining surface of 
the lamp is located cwo focal lengths from the lens on one 
side, and the specimen plane is located cwo focal lengths 
away on the other, the lens will form a 1: 1 image of che 
source in the specimen plane, and che solid angles for collec
rion and illumination will be the same. If a magnified image 
of the source is co be formed, the lamp must be placed closer 
co rhe lens, and rhe specimen moved furcher away; the lens 
can then collect light over a larger solid angle, but the radi
ant flux per unit area in rhe specimen plane will not be in
creased. If a minified image of the source is formed, the 
lamp must be placed more than cwo focal lengths away from 
rhe source, and will therefore collect light over a smaller 
solid angle; again, the radiant flux through the specimen will 
not be increased. 

The largest possible collection angle obtainable using a 
convex collecting lens will be achieved if the lens is placed 
one focal length from the source; it will then collect a colli
mated beam of light, requiring that a second lens be used to 

converge light on the specimen. It is also possible to collect 
light from a substantial fraction of the emitting surface of a 
source using ellipsoidal or parabolic reflectors. However, 
while this can allow substantial amounts of power to be di
rected through surface areas larger than the emining surface 
of the source, it is still not possible to pur more radiant flux 
per unit area of the specimen than can be collected per unit 
area from the source. I'll say it again: you can't put any 
more light through a given area of rhe specimen than 
comes from the same area of an extended source. And, if 
you don't collect all che light you can from the source, you 
can't get it to the specimen. 

Thus, in illumination optics, as was che case for collec
cion optics, it is obviously a good idea to use the fastest 
(highest N.A. or lowest f/#) condenser lens you can gee to 
collecc light from a lamp. The condenser lens doesn't have ro 
produce a high quality image; it just has co be well enough 
corrected to do a decent job of "collimaring" rhe light. 
Manufacrurers of arc lamp syscems, slide and movie projec
tors, and microscopes generally use aspheric lenses for this 
lighr colleccion job; it would ocherwise require a lens shaped 
something like a marble, which would have intolerable 
spherical aberration. We can't improve on things , by the 
way, by using an ellipsoidal collector with an arc lamp; chis 
will lee you make a brighter image on a movie screen but noc 
in a microscope or flow cycomecer; ic's a throughpuc thing. 
One might be ablt! co collect and refocus che largesc fraction 
of source emission from an arc using paraboloids, a nocion 
suggested by Mike Hercher, to whom I am indebted for 
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many explanations of rhroughpur. The available paraboloids 
may noc be good enough. and you would have to use hu
mungous interference filters, bur it might be possible. You 
still couldn't get around throughput; you could only collect 
more of che light co start wich. Many people, including some 
who do optics for manufacturers of flow cyromecers, do nor 
seem co appreciate throughput; I kept hounding Mike, and 
also Rob Webb, uncil I goc explanations in English, but I'll 
take che rap for chis version. Whatever else you do, however, 
if you wane to shine lots of lighr on a cell, you need a high
ra<liancc source. 

Hare, Hare, the Arc! 

Now char we are all aware of the desirabiliry of using che 
brighccsc lamp source available for flow cytomecry, it would 
be nice to know which of che lamps available is the brightest. 
May I have the envelope. please? The lucky winner of the 
brighrness sweepstakes is a 100 watt mercury shore arc 
lamp. for example, chc Osram HBO IOOW/2; che characcer
iscics of chis and some other lamps are shown in Figure 4-14. 
A JOO W Hg arc lamp has an average (photometric) bright
ness four times that of a 75 W xenon lamp, eleven cimes char 
of a 150 W xenon lamp. almost six times char of a 200 W 
mercury lamp, and about 100 rimes the brightness of a 
quartz-halogen lamp. The radiances go in pretty much the 
same order. The 100 W lamp has rhe highest radiance be
cause the arc itself is smaller in size (about 0.25 by 0.25 mm, 
or 250 >< 250 µm) chan the arcs in more powerful lamps, 
and the difference in size more chan offsets rhe lower coral 
flux. 

There is one lamp wich higher average brighmess than a 
I 00 W mercury arc; chis is a 500 W xenon arc lamp. How
ever, rhe mercury lamp. as I calculate things, has a higher 
radiance in the region of its strong spectral lines at 365, 405, 
436, 546, and 578 nm than does che xenon lamp, which has 
no scrong lines in che near UV or visible spectrum. The 500 
W xenon lamp, in ocher words, won't give you more usable 
power than a mercury lamp in those regions of the spectrum 
in which you 're ape to be interested, and it has the undesir
able characteristic of self-destructing without warning, doing 
a credicable imitation of a hand grenade in che process. This 
may have adverse consequences for your mental and physical 
healch and for the physical health of any optical elements in 
che path of the fragments. If you still chink you need a 500 
W xenon lamp, you probably have space for ic in the garage 
next co the assaulr weapons. 

Is ic just coinci<lencal char a better and more peaceful ap
proach to increasing excitation power in arc lamp flow cy
romerers has come from Norway? Steen and S0rensen"" 
modified rhe front end electronics and arc lamp power sup
ply in a flow cytomecer to increase the lamp currenc by a 
factor of ten for a few microseconds after the trigger signal 
goes above its threshold value, thus substantially increasing 
the excitation power while the cell is still in the observation 
region. The modification is inexpensive, increases rhe sensi
tivity of the instrument, does not substantial ly decrease the 

life of che lamp, and does not appear co increase che likeli
hood that the lamp will explode; whether anyone will at
tempt chis trick in a commercial instrument remains co be 
seen. 

Why. you may ask, does anyone bother using a 50 or a 
200 W mercury lamp, a xenon lamp, or a quartz-halogen 
lamp in a fluorescence microscope if che 100 W mercury 
lamp is so good? There are several reasons. The radiance 
issue is germane to flow cycometry, where we wane co illu
minate a relatively small region of space. The 250 µm hy 
250 µm arc in the 100 W lamp is ideal for illuminating an 
area its own size (or smaller, using a field stop) in a flow 
cytomerer, but we would benefit from the use of a larger arc 
size if we wanted to get uniform illumination over the entire 
field of view of a fluorescence microscope or an imaging 
cycometer, especially when using the lower magnifications. 
The other mercury lamps have larger arcs; in the 200 W 
lamp, arc dimensions are 600 by 2200 µm. The other lamps 
also have longer average lifetimes, e.g. 400 hours for a 200 
W mercury and 1000 hours for a 200 W mercury-xenon 
lamp as opposed to 200 hours for che HBO I OOW/2. 

Xenon lamps are generally chosen for their spectral char
acteristics, or lack thereof. Fluorescence microscopy pretty 
much grew up with mercury lamps. Ar first, only the ultra
violet emission from these lamps, principally the strong 365 
nm line, was used for excitation. As a result, the dyes that 
were first found useful for fluorescence microscopy were 
chose char could be excited in rhe near UV, either because 
they had absorption maxima in chat speccral region or be
cause they had high enough quancum efficiencies to emit 
appreciably when exciced ac wavelengths far from their ab-

. . 
sorpnon maxima. 

Xenon lamps do nor have strong spectral peaks in the 
visible region; they are preferred co mercury lamps as sources 
for specrrofluorometers for chat reason, and are similarly 
useful for microspecrrofluorometry. In principle, they al low 
use of a wider range of dyes; in practice, however, the con
tinuum berween the strong lines of a mercury arc is ape ro be 
as bright a source in chose spectral regions as is a xenon arc, 
and the mercury lamp is better near its strong UV, blue, and 
green lines. 

A publication by Koper et al'0' on the addition of arc 
lamp illumination to a B-D FACS reported char ILC Tech
nology (Sunnyvale, CA) had made xenon lamps with a zinc 
iodide addirive, producing strong emission lines berv.•een 
460 and 480 nm. Such lamps should be useful for excitation 
of fluorescein. ILC Technology told me they were no longer 
available, bur some more were apparently made for use in 
the B-D FACS Analyzer; special lamps are also now available 
from Partee, which manufactures arc source cytomeccrs. 

Fluorescein and acridine orange, both of which have ab
sorption maxima berwecn 450 and 500 nm, in a region in 
which a mercury lamp has no strong lines, first hecame use
ful in fluorescence microscopy ac a rime when only UV exci
tation was used. These dyes are better excited by the blue 
mercury linear 436 nm than by rhe UV line, and thus be-



came more useful when filters permirring use of blue excira
rion became widely available. Boch fluorescein and acridine 
orange are ideally suited for excitation by the 488 nm line of 
an argon ion laser; this characteristic has made these dyes 
particularly useful for flow cytometry. There are other dyes 
that are easily used in fluorescence microscopy, bur see only 
limired use in flow cymmerry, e.g., brilliant sulfaflavine, 
which has an excitation maximum at about 420 nm. This 
dye is well excited by che lN and blue lines of a mercury 
lamp, but very poorly excited ac 488 nm. 

Aic lamps require relatively elaborate power supplies, in
cluding circuitry to generate a high-volrage pulse or RF (ra
dio frequency) pulse train to ionize che gas, producing a 
conducrive medium in which an arc can be started and 
maintained. AJthough arc lamps intended for speccropho
rometry and microscopy are sold with power 5Upplies that 
are supposed co provide lighr output regulated to becter than 
1%, I have measured 6-10% variations in light inrensicy, 
synchronized with the power fine frequency, in arc lamp 
systems made by several manufacturers. A lamp, or any other 
light source, with such inrensicy fluctuations is apt to be 
unacceptable for cytometry. 

Several of che largest manufacturers of lamps have, since 
the lace l 980's, undertaken major cfforrs at developing arc 
lamps for use as automobile headlights, primarily to provide 
the sryliscs with headlights less than I" high , and the status
conscious automobile buyer wirh yet another option to 
cover. le seems to have worked; I see a !or of cars with what 
the industry calls "discharge headlights" on the road these 
days, but I haven 't heard of anybody using one in a flow 
cyrnmecer yet. 0 Gucker, where art thou? 

Peters""' compared laser and mercury arc lamp illumina
tion for flow cycometry, and found that arc lamps offered 
some advanrages over ion lasers as lN sources. Ac the pre
sent state of the art, I would favor lN helium-cadmium 
lasers and/or violet diode lasers"" over both arc lamps and 
ion lasers for most applications; I will have more to say 
about chis later. 

Quartz-Halogen Lamps 

In comparison to arc lamps, quartz-halogen lamps are 
less expensive and can be operated from simpler power 
sources; they employ incandescent filaments, but produce 
more green and blue light than conventional filament lamps. 
They can thus be used for fluorescence excitation in micros
copy. The T echnicon Hemalog D differential counter8' ·51 

successfully used a quartz-halogen lamp for flow cyromerric 
absorption and scattering measurements; the newer hema
rology systems from Bayer Diagnostics, which absorbed 
T echnicon , add a red laser, but keep che lamp as a source for 
absorption measurements. 

I have detected brightly stained fluorescent objects 
(beads and cells stained with DNA fluorochromes) using a 
microscope-based flow cyrometer with a quartz-halogen 
source. However, the quartz-halogen lamp is at best Jess than 
a tenth as brighr as an arc lamp, and its low photon output 
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severely limits the precision wirh which fluorescence can be 
measured at convenrional flow rates. LEDs (see below) are 
be tr er. 

Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) 

LEDs are everywhere these days, not jusr on electronic 
gadgers. My bicycle tail light, and various auxiliary rear 
lights on automobiles, use red LEDs, and green LEDs are 
replacing incandescent sources in traffic lights. What has 
made chis possible is rhe developmem of "high-brighmess" 
LEDs by companies including Cree, LumiLeds (a joint ven
ture of Agilent, formerly part of Hewlett-Packard, and Phil
ips), and Nichia. Although an LED, like a lamp, is an ex
tended source, it is not an incandescent source; when cur
rent is applied co the device, photons are emitted as electrons 
traverse the energy "band gap" in a semiconducror maccrial. 
The precise composition of the material determines rhe en
ergy range of these transitions, and emission is cypically re
stricted ro a relatively narrow spectral region (rens of nano
meters). The lower end of the range of available LED emis
sion wavelengths has moved steadily downward; there are 
now UV and violet LEDs in addition to blue, green , yellow, 
red, and infrared devices. Bob Hoffman and Eric C hase pre
senred a poster at the 2000 ISAC meeting describing the use 
of lN and blue LEDs as illumination sources in flow cv
tometers14~1 . They measured DNA content in DAPI-stain~d 
calf thymocyre nuclei , with a CV of 2 percent, using a lN 
LED lighc source, and, using a blue LED source, could read
ily discriminate different levels of immunoAuorescenr scain
ing of leukocytes by a PerCP-anriCD45 or a PE-anriCD4 
antibody. I have recently compared a l 00 W mercury arc 
lamp, a 50 W quartz-halogen lamp, and a high-brightness 
blue (460 nm) LED as illumination sources in a fluorescence 
microscope; che LED is at least as good as the quam
halogen lamp in terms of its abiliry to produce visually de
tectable images of dimly stained objects, while consuming 
only a few hundred milliwarrs of electrical power, rather 
than tens of watts. 

Illumination Optics for Lamps and LEDs 

Figure 1-21 and the related discussion on p. 51 show 
that cwo simple cylindrical lenses are all you need co get 
proper illumination for a flow cyrometer using one (or 
more) laser sources; the monochromatic nature of laser light 
is, in general , all that is needed co define the excitation wave
length range. 

The optics required for lamp illumination in flow cy
tometry are more complicated. Even when the same micro
scope objective is used for illumination and collection, as in 
an epiilluminated fluorescence microscope or a cypical arc 
source flow cycometer, we also have to have a condenser lens 
for the lamp, and possibly a few additional lenses and dia
phragms, in addition to some optical filters and a dichroic 
mirror (Figure 1-4, p. 9) . 

What we will consider first , however, is the plain, old
fashioned transmitted light microscope and ics illumina-
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tion optics. Separate lenses, i.e., the condenser and objec
tive. are used for illumination and light collection. This 
configurarion has also been used in flow cytometers, begin
ning with Kamentsky's"'; the original Block system .. used 

two opposed pairs of lenses to permit absorption and scatter 
measurements, and Technicon's Hemalog D differential 
counrer"·'~ and rhe Steen/l.indmo insrrumenr'00·' 0', now be
ing resurrecred by Apogee Flow Systems, also used or can 
use opposed lenses. 

In transmitted light microscopy, one of the goals (if I 
said objectives chat would just confuse things) is generally 
high spatial resolution. Resolurion increases with increasing 
N.A., which is a funcrion of the angle over which lighr is 
collccred. Now, if we are concerned wirh scattered light or 
fluorescence, we can essentially treat our specimens as what 
optical theorists call self-luminous objects. Ir doesn't mat
ter whether we illuminate the specimen over a large angle or 
a small one; lighr will be scattered, and fluorescence emitted, 
in all directions, i.e., over a solid angle of 4n steradians. 

If what we are looking ar, however, is light transmitted 
by the specimen, the situation is quire differem. In order for 
the light to come our of the specimen at large angles, ir has 
to go into rhe specimen ar large angles. Thus, the condenser 
has co have an N .A. equal to char of the objecrive. Jr's amaz
ing to me how many people either don't know that or have 
forgocren it. The N .A. value engraved on a lens simply de
fines rhe highest N .A. you can gee; actually gming ir is up to 
you. The immersion objectives on good microscopes typi
cally have an N .A. of 1.3-1.4, a~ do the condensers. How
ever. recall char rhe n in the formu la chat defines N .A. as n 
sin 0 is the refractive index, which is only 1.0003 for air. In 
ocher words, if the condenser is not immersed, you might as 
well nor bother immersing che objective, because the effec
tive N.A. can't be higher than I. If the condenser is im
mersed, but its apenure diaphragm is stopped down, 
restricting rhe region through which light enters the con
denser, you also won 't be able to achieve rhe full N.A. of the 
microscope objective. 

The condenser lens illuminares che specimen with light 
derived from rhe source. There are rwo basic arrangements 
used for specimen illumination; chey are shown in Figure 4-
15. In Kohler illumination, an image of the light source is 
formed in rhe back focal plane of the condenser lens. Thus, 
ligh1 rays from the source (image) leave che condenser lens 
and pass through the specimen as parallel bundles. Each 
point in rhe specimen plane is illuminated by light coming 
from all points of the source image. T he alternative illumina
tion serup is called critical illumination, for which an im
age of rhe source is formed in che specimen plane. 

The position of the arc in an arc lamp will change with 
rime; chis phenomenon is referred to as arc wander, and is 
more of a problem with some lamps than with others. Sig
niflcanr arc wander may make ir preferable ro use Kohler 
illumination, which will average out intensity fluctuations at 
various po ints in the arc image. However, the overall level of 
illumination obtained from Kohler illuminarion is typically 

lower than chat achieved when critical illumination is used. 
Critical illumination can be used satisfactorily wich an arc 
source if a large enough image of the arc is formed in che 
specimen plane co keep the intensity distribution homoge
neous over che observation region, even in che presence of 
arc wander. 

KOHLER CRITICAL 

Figure 4-15. Kohler and critical illuminacion. 

When Kohler illumination is employed, maximal illumi
nation is achieved when the source image fills the entire ap
erture of the condenser in the condenser's back focal plane. 
The use of intermediate relay lenses relaxes rhe rather severe 
consrrainc on rhe physical geometry of rhe system char would 
be imposed by che use of a single lens co collect light from 
the source and image the source in the back focal plane of 
the condenser. In a typical transmitted light microscope with 
a substage illuminator, one or two lenses are used to collect 
light from the source, forming an image of rhe source in rhe 
plane of che subscage diaphragm, which serves as a field stop. 
In critical illumination, che condenser is used co form an 
image of chis image in the specimen plane; in Kohler illumi
nation, an additional Kohler lens forms an image of chis 
image in the back focal plane of the condenser. 

Arc Source Epiillumination for Flow Cytometry 

An optical system typical of those used in an arc source 
flow cyrometer or an epiilluminaced fluorescence microscope 
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Figure 4-16. Optics for arc source epiilluminarion for fluorescence microscopy or flow cycomecry. 

is diagrammed in Figure 4-16. Infrared (heat) and red light 
are removed from rhe arc source by glass heat absorbing 
and red absorbing filters; since these are color glass rather 
rhan dielecuic or interference filters, their transmission is 
nor affected by angle of incidence. Their placemenr is nor 
critical, bur putting rhem between rhe source and rhc excita
tion filter used co select excitation wavelength reduces rhe 
heat load on rhat filter. In rhe past, color glass excitation 
filrers, such as rhe lN-rransmicring Schon UG I, were gen
erally used for UV and violet and sometimes used for blue 
illumination; interference filters were preferred for blue
green and green illumination. These days, whether you're 
doing fluorescence microscopy, image cytomerry, or flow 
cyrnmctry, it's more likely chat you'll be using interference 
filters , and getting rhe right filter characteristics is critical to 

the quality of results. 
In some instruments, a collimated beam is formed in the 

excirarion optics to allow placemenr of interference filters 
normal co the beam; since the spectral transmission of inrer
fercnce filters changes with the angle of incidence, chis ar
rangement maximizes the chance of the filter performing as 
specified. Ir is obviously difficult ro avoid having converging 
beams impinging on rhe dichroic from both the illumination 
and collection sides of an epiilluminated fluorescence micro
scope, and the fluorescence collected by che objeccive will 
also pass through che emission filter(s) as a converging 
beam. However, chis beam, being on the image side of a 
high-N.A. lens, forms a cone with a relatively small half an
gle; it is unlikely char any of its conscicuent rays strikes che 
emission filter at an angle far enough from normal co cause 

problems. le is also possible co reject even unwanted light 
chat hits che filrer at somewhat larger angle by keeping rhc 
passbands of excitation and emission filters well separated. 

If critical illumination is used, images of borh the arc 
and che object arc formed in the image plane; with Kohler 
illumination, light from the arc is diverging as ir passes 
through che image plane. The latter arrangemenr should 
result in less stray light from the arc geHing through the 
filters and reaching the dececcor. However, if the emission 
filters contain a colored (absorptive) backing, filter fluores
cence is more likely co occur and, because the light is diverg
ing, one cannot simply use a field scop co eliminate che filcer 
fluorescence, as is easily done in a flow cytometer with a laser 
source and orthogonal geometry. 

Figure 4-16 shows a single emission filrer, as would be 
used in a fluorescence microscope; a microscope-based flow 
cycomecer making multicolor fluorescence measurements 
would use a series of filters and dichroics , similar co chose 
shown in Figure 1-21 (p. 51), to separate the desired wave
length regions. 

Lasers as Light Sources for Flow Cycometers 

If arcs work for fluorescence microscopy and flow cy

comerry, why does anybody use lasers? Looking back over 
flow cytomecric history, we see chat Kamencsky's first in
scruments")·""·'", the original Stanford sorter"', and che ICP'' 
all used arc sources. We have already seen chat collecting the 
light from an arc source and putting into a small volume 
such as che observation region of a flow cytomeccr is a non
trivial cask, just in terms of scleccing lenses. We haven 't 
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really paid any arcention to another major problem area, i.e., 
the selection of filters or ocher optical elements to define the 
excitation and emission wavelength regions that will be used. 
le is obviously much easier to gcr laser beams to go where 
you want them co than it is co ride herd on arc lamp emis
sions, and one doesn ' t have to rweak and/or realign laser 
focusing optics nearly as frequencly a~ is required with arc 
lamp optics. Two-thirds of the optical filter problems associ
ared with arc lamps are essentially eliminated when using 
laser sources, because you dispense with che excicarion filter 
and dichroic, and only have ro worry about emission filters 
for the detectors. The monochromaticiry of laser light ofren 
permits you to relax the specifications on the emission filrers, 
as well. Lasers are undeniably brighter than arc lamps; fi
nally, before they became ubiquitous in CD players and as 
pointers, they were trendy and sexy and some people got 
(and may still get) a feeling of power from having to have 
rhe whole building replumbed and rewired so they 
could/can connect their insttumenrs. 

The Los Alamos group, which first reported the use of a 
laser for fluorescence flow cyrometry' 9 , probably was influ
enced by the high radiance and the resulting ease with which 
an apparatus could be designed and built; since high tech
nology tends to come to Los Alamos before it gees ro a lot of 
ocher places, people there had the first crack at using lasers 
anyway. The use of an argon la~er instead of an arc lamp in 
che second version of the Stanford soner"'" was motivated by 
rhe improvement in the quality of weak (immuno)
fluorescence measurements possible using the brighter 
source. 

There is no doubt (L Kamenrsky, personal communica
tion) chat the novclry and rrendincss of lasers strongly influ
enced the decision in the late l 960's to use chem as sources 
in the production Cytograf and CytoAuorograf. The latter 
was the first commercial product of any kind to incorporate 
an argon ion laser; its light source was a small, air-cooled 
device very much like those now used in most commercial 
flow cyrometers , with a power output of about l 0 mW. The 
laser machismo which subsequenrly developed among com
mercial and noncommercial builders of flow cytometers 
made it difficult, during the l 970's and early l 980 's, to ap
preciate that bigger was not necessarily better. Fortunately, 
times have changed. 

Laser llluminarion: Going to Spot 

Laser sources differ radically from extended sources in 
several respects; one is that the emission from lasers is con
fined co a very small solid angle, so it is generally possible 
(neglecting transmission losses) to focus all of the energy in 
the beam to a circular or elliptical spor. Most lasers used for 
flow cyrometqr emit a so-called TEM00 beam, in which the 
energy distribution is Gaussian. Spot "diameters," in the 
case of a circular spot, or "widrh» and "height," in the case 
of an elliptical spot, define the "l/c2 points," at which in
tensity is rte' (o r 0 .1 35) times the value on-axis. Approxi
mately 87 .5 percent, or the fraction [l - (1/e')]. of the total 

emission is contained in the region within rhe I le' points; 
rhe area of chis region corresponds to che area of a central 
elliptical region of a bivariate (two-dimensional) Gaussian 
(normal) distribution within cwo standard deviations of the 
bivariate mean . 

Lee's consider a typical laser illumination setup for a flow 
cyromerer. The laser is assumed ro be emitting a beam with 
a diameter of D mm. We will assume chat the beam is colli
mated, i.e., not diverging at all , because its actual divergence 
is pretty small. If we cook a convex spherical lens of focal 
length f mm and placed it in the beam, with its axis coinci
dent with rhe beam axis, the beam would be focused w a 
round spot with diameter d µm at the focal distance J mm 
from the lens. The formula generally used for estimating the 
spot diameter d is 

d ::::: (4'7t)(A. f!D) ::::: 1.27(A./ /0), 

with A. being the wavelength (in µm, not nm) of the la~cr 
emission . This formula neglects lens aberrations and assumes 
chat rhe beam is focused to a diffraction limited spot; che 
formula is not, and cannot be, derived from geometric op
tics. 

Loken and Stall calculated the spot si7.C normally ob
tained in the original B-D FACS, which focused the beam 
with a I 25 mm focal length spherical lens, as 55 µm with 
515 nm illumination and 61 µm wich 4 58 nm illumination'', 
based upon laser beam diameters of 1.5 mm and 1.2 mm, 
respectively, at these wavelengths. Let us assume the center 
of a 20 µm wide core stream runs along a diameter of a 60 
µm spot, and determine the variation in illumination over 
the width of the core. A cable of the Gaussian distribution 
shows that the lie' points, 30 µm off-axis, represent dis
tances of 2 standard deviations (S.D.) on either side of the 
mean. A point I 0 µm off-axis is thus 0.67 S.D . from the 
mean, and receives only 0 .79 times peak beam irradiance. 

What this means is that a small particle traveling near the 
outside of a 20 µrn core scream receives only 79 pen.:em a.\ 

much illumination as an identical particle traveling down 
the core axis. If fluorescence emission is a linear function of 
illumination intensiry, rwo identical particles following these 
different trajectories will produce signals differing in ampli
tude by over 20 perccnr. This does not make for low coeffi
cients of variation. If one observes a low CV in a fluores
cence distribution measured with chis beam geometry and 
core size, the only possible explanation is thac rhe illumina
tion power used is at a level ac which the change in fluores
cence intensiry for a given change in illumination intensity is 
relatively small (p. 117), min imizing the effects of uneven 
illumination. If you have enough laser power, you can be 
sloppy about illumination optics. 

If the laser power level is lower, there are two obvious 
ways to improve performance of the system just described . 
One is to make the core smaller. Suppose we keep the 60 
µm round spot and go to a 10 µm core diameter; the edges 
of the core are now 5 µm off axis, at which point the irradi
ance is almosc 95 percent of the peak irradiance. That's bet-



tcr than 80 percent bur ir still isn'r where we want to be. 
We'd have ro have a 5 µm core ro keep illumination varia
tions ro wirhin 1 percent of the peak value wirh a 60 µm 
spor. This is acceptable if you' re not processing 10 µm cells; 
if you want to look at bacteria, or chromosomes, you can 
probably get to a 5 µm core and keep the round spot as is. In 
facr, the unmodified B-0 FACS didn't do badly at chromo
some analysis '0\ although high laser power, rather rhan 
smaller particle or core size, was probably responsible for rhe 
lowCVs. 

It 's not that easy to use a really small core if we're look

ing ar cells, and easiest way to get more even illuminarion 
over rhe widrh of rhe core is ro form an elliptical focal spot, 
using crossed cylindrical lenses, as shown in Figure 4-17, 
decreasing the 60 µm dimension along che direction of flow 
and increasing che dimension perpendicular to the direction 
of flow. Going back to the Gaussian distribution , we find 
chac we can keep illuminacion ac over 98 percenc of the peak 
value within the central 10 percent of the beam width . With 
a 100 µm beam width, we can handle a I 0 µm core. By 
keeping che beam height a few times as large as a cell diame
ter, we avoid the "slit-scan" effecr discussed on p. 51, and 
can use peak detectors instead of integrators, making the 
signal processing simpler, bur losing the abiliry ro derive 
information about cell size from pulse width or co discrimi
nare doublers by their pulse height vs. pulse area. If we do 
want the additional information, we can simply use a shorter 
focal length lens, and add the extra electronics. 

l should note that, in some of its instruments, B-0 uses 
a wedge, or prism, and a spherical lens, rather than crossed 
cylindrical lenses, co form an elliptical spot. Either way, la
sers make optical design much easier than do lamps. 

If you want to focus down ro extremely small spots, e.g. 
5 µm or less, it may be advisable to expand rhe laser beam 
first. This is not usually done in commercial laser source 
flow cycometers. I have tried beam expansion several times, 
and find char ic causes as many problems as it cures, so I've 
given up on ir; commercial instruments, by and large, don' t 
use beam expansion. 

Suppose you wane co use two or more laser beams? My 
approach, and char used in many commercial instruments, 
has generally been to use mirrors co get the unfocused beams 
lined up in space and then to put chem through a single set 
of crossed cylindrical lenses. Ochers, such as the groups at 
Livermore and Los Alamos, have gone to more elaborate 
arrangements with the beams ac small angles co one another 
going through different sets of lenses, primarily co gee very 
precise control over focus and spot size for high-precision 
analyses of chromosomes. If rhere isn'r a !or of power ro 
spare, and/or if the beam diameters and wavelengths used 
are different enough so that one lens pair won't give you 
acceprable dimensions for che spots from both lasers, it may 
be easiest co place the lasers and their focusing optics on 
opposite sides of the flow cell; instruments from both Cy
comarion and Luminex follow this practice, and I've been 
doing it in my Cytomum, when necessary, for years. 
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Figure 4-17. Use of crossed cylindrical lenses co focus a 
laser beam co an elliptical spot on che core stream. 

Shedding light on Cells: Lasers, Lamps, and LEDs 

By now, ic should be clear chac lasers and arc lamps are 
usually che most realistic choices as light sources for flow 
cyromecers, However, I have mentioned that LEDs have 
been used successfully as sources for two common rypes of 
flow cyromerric analysis, namely, DNA content determina
tion and immunofluorescence measurements. So whar 's rhc: 
bottom line? How much light can each of these sources get 
through a cell? Lee's do the math and find out. 

If a laser beam were focused to an elliptical spot l 00 µm 
wide by 20 µm high, a noc unreasonable size: co use in a flow 
cyromerer, it can be calculated, from characteristics of the 
bivariate Gaussian distribution, chat about 10 perccnr of rhe 
total power in the beam would illuminate a cell 10 µm in 
diameter ac or near rhe center of che focal spot. Thar per
centage figure will hold for any laser wavelength or power. If 
the laser in quescion is an air-cooled, 488 nm argon ion la
ser, emicring abour 20 mW, probably the most widely used 
source in fluorescence flow cyrometers at present, we gee all 
of 2 mW through our 10 µm diameter cell. That is an illu
mination intensiry of 2.55 x 10' W/mi; since a 488 nm pho
ton has an energy of 4.07 x 1 o·''' J' the figure is equivalent ro 
6.27 x IOH photons·m" ·s· ' (photons per square merer per 
second), and the photon flux through the 10 µm cell is 4.9 x 
10 ') photons·s·' (photons per second). 

There would be less power and fewer photons from a fo
cused laser beam impinging on smaller targets. Only about I 

percent of the light (roughly 5 x I 0 1• photons·s·') would hie 
a 1 µm diameter bacterium; about 0.002 percent of the light 
(l o;l phocons ·s"' ) would hit a 0.1 µm virus particle. 
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The laser calcularion is relarively easy; to gee che corre
sponding numbers for lamps and LEDs, we have to dig up 
data on radiance from sources such as Figure 4-14 (p. 125). 
The figure originally appeared in an oprics caralog from 
Oriel Corporation, now Thermo Oriel (Stratford, CT; 
www.oriel.com), a major supplier of lighr sources. Ir com
pares rhe spectral irradiance of mercury (Hg) and xenon 
(Xe) arc and quam. cungsren halogen (QTH) filament 
lamps. The irradiance values are given in mW·m·1·nm·' 
(milliwatts per square merer area per nanometer wavelength) 
at a disrance of 0.5 m; rhe corresponding radiance is calcu
lared by determining rhe solid angle represented by a square 
merer ar this disrance and by integrating over an appropriate 
wavelength region . 

The I OOW Hg arc lamp has an irradiance of about 120 
mW·m '·nm" in a IO nm band around the strong ulrravioler 
(UV) line at 366 nm, so total irradiance in this spectral band 
is approximately 1.2 W ·m ). The surface area (4nr') of a 
sphere wirh a radius of 0.5 m is 4n·(0.25) m :. Since chis is 
rhe surface area subtended by a solid angle of 4n sr (sreradi
ans), 0.25 m' is chi: surface area occupied by I sr; the radi
ance is chus about 0.3 W ·m·1·sr', or 300 mW·m·~·sr· '. 

The arc in a IOOW Hg lamp is 0.25 mm (250 µm) in di
ameter; its surface area is 4it · ( .000125)~ m'; rherefore rhe 
surface area of a I sr segment of the arc is (.000125)' m', or 
I 5625 µm:. The power radiated rhrough 1 sr is 300 mW. A 
spot I 0 µm in diameter on che surface has an area of n·(25)1 

µm~. or 78.5 µm ' ; chus, about 1.5 mW [(78.5/15625)·300) 
of lN power in rhe bandwidth discussed would be cmirced 
through chis surface. This represents the maximum amounc 
of power collected from the arc which can be direcred back 
rhrough rhe same area, rhus, if rhe arc is used to illuminate a 
cell l 0 µrn in diamerer, no more than 1.5 mW can impinge 
on rhe cell ar any given time, no maner how efficiendy light 
is collccred from the arc and rransmined rhrough che optics. 

Mercury arc lamps have strong emission lines ar several 
wavelcngrhs ocher rhan 366 nm; peak radiance near char of 
rhe 366 nm I ine is also obtainable ar 313 nm, farther in the 
lN, ar 405 nm (violer), 436 nm (blue-violer), 546 nm 
(green), and 578 nm (yellow). Under rhe besr conditions, 
neglccring transmission losses in lenses and in rhe filrers used 
for wavdengch selection, one would expect co be able co 
direct ar mosr 1-1.5 mW in any of rhese wavelength regions 
from an Hg arc lamp rhrough a 10 µm cell ar any rime. 
Since we have already figured out char we can get 2 mW (10 
percem of rhe roral beam power) rhrough a cell wirh rela
rively licrle effon if we use a 20 mW laser source, we can 
calculare chat rhc I OOW Hg arc lamp will, ar best, provide 
cytomeuically usable light ourpur equivalent to char from a 
15 mW laser. That's more chan adequare ro do a lor of cy
rnmetlJ' • especially when oil immersion lenses are used for 
illuminarion and lighr collection, but ic's suboptimal for 
applicarions such as high speed sorting. 

Illuminarion intensities obtainable from Hg arc lamps in 
rhe real world may be even lower than rhe above calculacions 
suggesr. Unger er al" "' measured an illumination imensiry of 

4.8 x !Os W·m·• in a fluorescence microscope using green 
(546 nm) illuminarion from a !OOW Hg arc lamp, wirh a 
N.A. I .4, 60 x oil immersion objecrive serving as condenser 
and collecror lens. At 546 nm, a phoron has an energy of 
3.64 x 10"' J; the phoron Aux through a 10 µm cell in this 
seru p would therefore be about l 0 '' phocons·s ' , or abou r 
l /50 of what one could expecr to gee from a 20 mW laser. 
However, this level of illuminarion proved more than ade
quate co detecr fluorescence from single molecules of a 
recramechylrhodamine conjugate using a cooled CCD cam
era and an observarion rime of I 00 ms. 

A xenon arc lamp, as can be seen from figure 4-14, has a 
relatively flar emission spectrum between the near ulr raviolec 
and rhe near infrared (350-750 nm); chis makes rhe Xe arc a 
desirable illumination source for speccrophorometers and 
specrrofluoromerers. However, since the radiance of rhc Xe 
arc over chis range is only abour I/ I 0 che radiance of rhe Hg 
arc at irs strong emission lines, rhe Xe arc is less desirable as a 
source for cytomerry, except possibly in rhe region between 
450 and 500 nm, where irs radiance is slighdy higher rhan 
that of Hg arc lamps. In any given I 0 nm wavelength band, 
a Xe arc lamp probably won'r pur any more photons 
rhrough a I 0 µm cell than would a 200 µ W laser. 

The radiance of a quanz rungsten halogen filamem lamp 
is substantially lower than char of a xenon arc lamp below 
600 nm, and slighdy higher between 600 and 800 nm. 
However, the area of the emining surface of the filamenr 
lamp is much larger than rhe area of the arc in an arc lamp; 
thus, much less power - probably only a few tens of rnicro
wam ar mosr - can be collected from and direcred rhrough a 
small area. This makes filamenr lamps poorly suircd for fluo
rescence excirarion in flow cyrometry, alrhough rhey have 
been used quire successfully in flow cycomerers which meas
ure absorption and lighr scartering. For these purposes, they 
have the advantage char ic is rclarivdy easy to achieve precise 
regulation of output power. 

What about LEDs? The currenr brightness champion 
among blue LEDs is Cree, lnc.'s XBright 470 nm device, 
which emits 150 mW from an 810 x 8 10 1-1m surface area. 
The emission from rhe 78.5 µm 2 area corresponding to che 
area of a cell I 0 µmin diamerer is abour 18 µ W , or less than 
11100 what one could gee from a 20 mW laser. However, 
measurements made on my fluorescence microscope show 
rhar a blue LED should deliver abour rwice as much light co 
a cell as can be obtained from a quarrz halogen lamp. 

I'm sure LEDs will get brighrer, but I don't think rhey 
will ever gee hundreds of times brighrer, so I don 'r see chem 
replacing lasers for many flow cyrometry applicarions. How
ever, I will mention char Agilent is now producing a simple 
flow cycomerer module rhac uses a red diode laser and a blue 
LED as light sources. Ir was designed for a restricted range of 
applicarions, and it appears co do rhe jobs ic was designed ro 
do. I have also seen a very impressive, inexpensive fluores
cence imaging cywmecer prororype wirh a blue LED source. 
The nexc few years should be inreresting, bu r, for now, we 
need to focus, and focus on, lasers. 
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Figure 4-18. Energy levels involved in laser action. 

Lasers: The Basic Physics 

Einstein on the Beam: Stimulated Emission 

The word "laser," as previously noted, is an acronym for 
"Light Amplification by Srimulared Emission of Radiation." 
The physical process behind all lasers is stimulated or 
induced emission, described by Einstein in rhe early I 900's. 
In order for any kind of light emission to occur, rhe 
prospective emitcer, an atom, ion, or molecule, must be 
excired by absorption of a photon, raising an elccrron to a 
higher energy level. After a brief period of rime, the molecule 
typically rerurns to a lower energy stare by emirring a photon 
with energy less than or equal to char of rhe absorbed 
photon. Under most circumstances, only a small fraction of 
rhe molecules in a material are in excited states, and the 
phocons emitced from differenc excired molecules are 
different in wavelength, phase, and polarization; such 
emission as occurs is called spontaneous emission. 
However, as Einstein showed, once a molecule (or atom or 
ion) has been excired by absorption, the mere presence of a 
photon or phocons of a particular energy in its vicinity 
increases the probability that it will emit a phocon of the 
same energy (frequency or wavelength), phase, and 
polarization. Thus, phocons can induce or stimulate the 
emission of like photons, and the lighr generated by 
srimulared emission is monochromatic, and coherent, i.e., 
the emirced radiation is ar rhe same wavelength, in phase 
with, and propagating in rhe same direcrion as the 
srimulating radiation. No other mechanism can generate 
lighr wirh such uniform characrerisrics. 

Stimulated emission becomes more likely as rhe fracrion 
of the molecules in excired scares increases, and can become 
self-susraining when there is a population inversion, i.e., 
when the excited molecules outnumber those in rhe lower 
energy state. In general, ir is difficult to create population 
inversions for energy transirions berween the lowest excited 
scare and the ground state of a molecule, because the ground 
stare is more favorable on thermodynamic grounds 
according co the Boltzmann law (p. 109). Many practical 
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lasers emit ar a wavelength corresponding to the energy of a 
transition berween a metastable higher energy excited srace, 
i.e., one with a relatively long lifetime, and a lower energy 
excited scare. The lasing medium is excited, or pumped, by 
electrical energy or by a high-intensity lighc source, causing 
the molecules in che medium to undergo transitions to 

excited staces with energies equal co or higher rhan char of 
che metastable scare; those at higher energies subsequently 
drop to the metastable stare nonradiacively. Inicially, 
spontaneous emission occurs ac a particular laser wavelength 
as molecules drop from the mt:ta~table scare to the lower 
excited state; rhereafrer, spontaneously emitted photons 
stimulate the emission of additional phocons at chat laser 
wavelength and rhe process continues. The population 
inversion required co susrain srimulaced emission is 
maintained because molecules rapidly leave the lower energy 
state of the laser rransirion by thermodynamically favorable 
cransicions to exciced states of still lower energy or to che 
ground state. A diagram of the energy levels typically 
involved in laser action appears as Figure 4-18. 

Although the acronym "laser" srands for "Light Ampli
fication by Stimulated Emission of Radiation," an operating 
laser is more like an amplifier that has been driven inco 
oscillation by application of posirive feedback. One can drive 
an audio amplifier into oscillarion in chis fashion by placing 
a microphone in from of the speaker; the resonant 
frequency of oscillation is a function of the discance 
berween the microphone and speaker. 

Look, Ma, One Cavity: Optical Resonators 

The iniciacion of srimulaced emission in a volume of a 
suitable material will not in and of itself produce che 
concentrated, low-divergence light beams chat characcerize 
lasers and on which so much of their ut ility depends; it will, 
instead, resulr in lighc emission in all directions, i.e .. over a 
solid angle of 47t steradians. This is so because, whereas the 
photons produced by stimulated emission travel in more or 
less the same direction as the stimulating phocons, the 
spontaneously emitted photons responsible for the first 
round of stimulation do not have any directional preference. 
Ir is therefore necessary to perform some geometrical and 
optical manipulacions in order to make a usable laser. 

Firsc, the volume of lasing medium in which srimulared 
emission occurs is shaped co produce some direccionalicy of 
emission. As was just mentioned, spontaneously emitted 
photons are equally likely to be emitted in any given 
direction, and photons produced by stimulated emission, 
which follow the pachs of chese stimulating phocons, will 
therefore also be equally likely to be emitted in any given 
direction. The probability that one photon will stimulate 
emission of ochers in che medium is proportional ro the 
lengch of the pach of the photon in the medium. If chc 
medium were formed into a spherical shape, this average 
parh length would be rhe same in all directions. The gain of 
the lasing medium, i.e., the number of stimulated photons 
emitted per unit discance per incident photon, 1s 
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predominancly dependcnc on chc quamum mechanical 
propercies, i.e., energy levels and cransicion probabilities, of 
the medium. If the gain is high enough. and che incensiry of 

excitation of che medium is sufficient, stimulated emission 
may be susrained in a spherical volume, bur emission will be 
neicher directional nor coherent. 

In gas, ion , and solid-scare lasers, rhe lasing medium is 
shaped inco a long, chin cylinder or rod; photons emicced 
parallel ro or ac small angles co rhe axis of chis cylinder are 
more likely to stimulace emission chan phorons emirced 
along or near the radius, because the pach of the axial 
photons is substantially longer. Thus, che geometry of che 
medium will favor emission along che axis. Making the 
medium longer will, in general, increase the amoum of 
power char can be obrained. 

Figure 4-19. Schematic or a laser. The cavity is the 
region between the mirrors. 

The direcrional property achieved by shaping the lasing 
medium is augmenred by placing rhe medium inside a 
relatively rigid structure, called an optical resonator, wich 
precisely aligned and spaced mirrors, highly reflecrive ac the 
desired ourpur wavelengrhs, mounted ar opposite ends. 
Lighc emitted along the axis of the resonator is reflecced back 
along che same path again and again; light ac increasingly 
larger angles w the axis is less and less efficiencly rcflccccd 
hack chrough the medium. Since light produced by 
scimulaced emission is identical in wavelength , phase, and 
direccion !O che sr imulacing light, most of che emission 
confined wichin the laser cavity, i.e., the space between the 
mirrors, will be concentrated along or very near its axis. 

Laser output is produced by making one of che mirrors, 
called che output coupler, able co transmit a small fraction 
of incident lighc; the amount of transmission permissible 
varies wich the gain of che medium, which must be high 
enough co make up for the lighc lose by rransmission oucside 
rhe cavity and the lighc lost by absorption within che cavity. 
The mirror opposite che oucpuc coupler, called rhe high 
reflector, is made co reflect as much light as possible. The 
spacing between che mirrors is critical. If chey are an even 
number of wavelengths apart, rherc will be conscruccive 

interference between rhe rays incident on and chose reflected 
from che mirrors, maximizing output; if not, there will be 
destructive interference, which may be enough co prevent 

laser action entirely. A schematic of a laser is shown in 
Figure 4-19. 

Laser Action a la Mode 

The resonacor can be thought of as analogous co an 
organ pipe; the length of the pipe, and che effective distance 
between the mirrors of the rcsonacor, determine the 
frequency of the standing wave sustained by rhe struccurc. In 
che case of che resonator, chis characterizes what is known as 
che longitudinal mode of che laser. 

The energy profile of che beam itself, or che transverse 
electromagnetic mode (TEM) of che laser, is determined 
by the geometry of the medium as well a~ by the geometric 
optics of che mirrors. If stimulated emission is confined co a 
volume close co che axis of the resonator, the laser will 
operate in whac is called TEM00 (pronounced "ree-ee-cm
zero-zero"); che intensity profile associated with ch is mode is 
Gaussian. As che effective cross section of the medium 
increases, ocher transverse excitation modes, carcooncd in 

Figure 4-20, are superimposed on TEMcx>" These modes are 
individually undesirable in lasers designed for use in 
cycomecry because they arc, in general, nor radially 
symmetric, but, racher, mulcilobed, and, therefore, arc likely 
to produce nonuniform illumination. 

Diode lasers arc very differenr in struccure from gas, ion, 
metal-vapor, and most solid stare lasers. A diode laser is 
basically a lighc emitting diode fabricated so char polished 
facets on che semiconduccor macerial icself or adjacenr 
structures of differing refractive index reflect emitted lighc 
back into the active region of the diode, favoring stimulated 
emission and directional propagation. In the common edge 
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Figure 4-20. Laser transverse electromagnetic modes. 



emitting diode laser designs, the emitting surface is a stripe 
about 1 µm high and 3 co 5 µm wide; the emission mode 
structure (see Figures 4-21 and 4-22) is substantially 
different from those shown in Figure 4-20. 

Pumping Ions 

To produce and mainrain the population inversion 
necessary co sustain stimulated emission and laser action, 
energy musr be injected from the outside. The method by 
which chis pumping is done varies with the lasing medium 
used. 

In gas [e.g., helium-neon (He-Ne)], ion (e.g., argon 
and krypton), and metal vapor [e.g., helium-cadmium 
(He-Cd)] lasers, an electric current is used co produce the 
plasma which serves as the lasing medium; in some of these 
lasers, particularly larger ion lasers, a magnetic field is used 
to confine the plasma co a region near the axis of the plasma 
tube in which the medium is contained. 

Pulsed dye lasers, in which the lasing medium is a 
solution of fluorescent dye, and pulsed solid-state lasers, in 
wh ich the la.sing medium is a rod made of a material such as 
ruby or yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG), are rypically 
optically pumped; light from a flash lamp is often the pump 
energy source. [n a CW (continuous wave, as opposed to 
pulsed} dye or solid-state laser, the CW output of a pump 
laser, rypically an ion laser in the former case and a diode 
laser in the latter, is used. Diode lasers themselves are 
pumped by input of electric current. Since a substantial 
power densiry of excitation is typically necessary ro produce 
a population inversion, all laser rypcs have a threshold level 
of pump power, below which laser action cannot be 
achieved. 

laser Efficiency: Your Mileage May Vary 

The efficiency of lasers varies greatly. An argon ion laser 
emitting a wart or so of light rypically consumes about ten 
kilowacrs of eleccrical power while in operation; the overall 
efficiency of this system is therefore on the order of 0.0 I 
percent. A CW dye laser, optically pumped with the I-wart 
ourpuc of the argon laser, might emit a few hundred 
milliwatts; the efficiency of the dye laser, neglecting the 
power consumption of rhe pump laser, is rypically 20-30 
percent. Diode lasers are also relatively efficient. 

Less efficient lasers are more likely to require forced-air 
or water cooling, particularly when high power outputs are 
needed; chis increases their siu:, complexity, and cost. 
Efficiency is strongly dependent on the gain of the laser, 
which may vary substantially for different laser lines. In the 
example of the argon laser given above, the same power 
input that could produce 1 W?tt of visible output mighr 
produce only 10-20 mW of UV output; efficiency would 
then drop to 0.00001 -0.00002 percent. 

Mirrors .and Prisms for Wavelength Selection 

In media chat support laser action at differenr 
wavelengths, the gain at different wavelengths varies, 
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profoundly affecting efficiency. When gain is low, higher 
mirror reflectivity is needed co maintain laser action, thus, 
less light can be allowed to pass through the output coupler 
mirror; the lower the transmission of chis mirror, the lower 
the laser's output. Because of this, and because the 
combination of high reflectiviry and controlled transmission 
of laser mirrors is achieved through the use of dielectric 
coatings, it is nor generally possible to produce mirrors 
which will reflect and transmit appropriately in all of rhe 
spectral regions in which media such as argon and krypron 
exhibit laser action. It is thus generally necessary to use 
interchangeable mirror sets, each designed for emission 
over a wavelength range of no more than I 00 nm. The 
mirrors with the broadest bandwidth are chose rypically 
installed in the krypcon and argon-krypton ion lasers used 
for light shows, which allow simultaneous emission of light 
in che blue, green, yellow, and red spectral regions benveen 
460 and 680 nm. In some instances, there is competition 
between two lasing processes during multiline operation; rhe 
power levels of the yellow and red lines in krypcon lasers 
frequencly exhibit seesaw behavior on this basis. 

Jn medium and high power lasers, wavelength selection 
within the spectral range attainable with a single set of 
mirrors is generally done by insertion of a Littrow prism in 
the cavity between the mirrors. T he dispersion of the prism 
results in light of different wavelengths being refracted at 
different angles on passage through che prism. At any given 
position of the prism, only a relatively narrow range of 
possible emission wavelengths will be reflected along the axis 
of the laser cavity between the high reflector and output 
coupler mirrors. Gain in this selected wavelength range will 
be sufficient to maintain laser action; gain ac wavelengths 
above and below the selected range will noc. The emission 
wavelength is changed by changing the orientation of the 
prism; this usually involves a vertical angular adjustment. 

Dispersive clements ocher than prisms, e.g .• gratings, 
can also be used for wavelength selection; it is also possible 
co insert an optical filter or another interference-based 
component, an etalon, in the laser cavity to restrict the 
range of emission wavelengths by reducing transmission, 
and, therefore, gain, outside of che desired narrow 
wavelength range. Although low power argon lasers of the 
rype most commonly used in benchcop flow cytometers can, 
like their larger counterparts in sorters, be equipped with 
Limow prisms, most are instead fitted with fixed narrow 
bandwidth mirrors that confine output co 488 nm. The He
Ne and diode lasers used for cytometry also do not make 
provision for the emission wavelength co be changed. 

Brewster Windows for Polarized Output 

ln many types of lasers, polarization is introduced into 
rhe beam by putting windows between the medium and the 
end mirrors. The windows are placed at Brewster's angle 
(pp. 107-8} co the axis of the system. At this angle (about 57 
degrees for glass), reflection from the window surface is 
minimized for lighr of one polarization, while a small 
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percentage of light of the perpendicular polarization is 
reflected our of rhe cavity. The slight difference in 
rransmissions of che rwo polarizations is magnified many 
rimes by rhe feedback characteristic of the optical resonacor 
structure, with the result char the laser ourpuc in a sysrem 
with such Brewster windows is highly polarized, typically in 
a ratio of at lease 500: I. 

Laser Power Regulation: Current and Light Control 

Ion lasers, small or large, can generally be operated in 
t'ither a current control mode or a light control mode. In 
che current control mode, che laser power supply is regulated 
co deliver a constant current; if che mechanical and optical 
characceriscics of chc laser do not change during operation, 
lighr output remains constant. If things change, e.g., if a 
mirror becomes slightly misaligned, light output decreases 
even though power supply current remains che same. In the 
lighc control mode, power supply oucpur is regulated by a 
feedback circuit that samples che energy in the beam and 
adjusts the laser current co maintain constant lighc output. 
This works well when the laser is emining at a single wave
length. When emission of several lines occurs simul
taneously, ic is more difficult to keep power conscanc, 
particularly if the gains differ considerably and/or if chere is 
competition berween lines. 

The air-cooled argon lasers in benchtop flow cyrometers 
arc operated in the light control mode; so are diode lasers, 
which arc usually built wich a light-sensing phocodiode in 
the same package. In the ca~e of diode lasers, rhe 
incorporation of a light control feedback loop inco che 
power supply is almost essential co prevent the laser from 
frying irself when it is rurned on. He-Ne and He-Cd lasers 
typically do nor incorporate lighc control circuits. 

Beam Profiles and Beam Quality 

The ion lasers widely used for cycometry are usually 
operated in che radially symmetric TEM 00 or Gaussian 
mode, discussed on p. 134. He-Cd lasers emiccing ac 325 
nm, used as UV sources in low-power syscems, often emir in 
che TEM111 • or "donuc" mode, so-called because it produces a 
radially .~ymmerric spoc wirh a dark center. These and ocher 
modes were sketched in Figure 4-20 (p. 134). Accual 
Gaussian, "donuc" and "yecchh" (loads of modes wich 
nodes) intcnsiry profiles, measured from He-Ne, CO,. and 
diode lasers, are illustrated in figure 4-21. 

The intensity profiles in Figure 4-21 are drawn as 
isometric "peak and valley" plocs; the shading lines in chis 
figure were in different colors in che original, reflecting che 
tendency of laser beam profiling sofrware co use overkill 
(chromatic and isometric represenracion) in data display. 
You can find some of char in flow cyromecry software, coo. 

T he Gau~sian profile of che H e-N e laser beam in Figure 
4-2 1 is almost as smooth as a computer-generated curve. 
The "donuc" from chc CO, laser is closer co a Bunde cake 
than a bagel. suggesting thac che beam is not of rhe highest 
quality. T hen we have chc diode laser, which looks really 

Figure 4-21. Beam intensity profiles of a C02 laser, a 
diode laser, and a He-Ne laser (courtesy of Excitech, Ltd.} 

ugly, as most of them rend co do; che srruccure of diode 
lasers, as was mentioned on p. 135, is quite different from 
char of gas, ion, and most solid srace lasers, and the ugly 
beam comes wich che territory. Bue there is good news; ir is 
possible, using fairly simple optics, co clean up a diode laser 
beam co a poinr ac which it looks almost Gaussian, as shown 
in Figure 4-22. 

BEAM FOCUSED 

Figure 4-22. Profiles of the beam from a 397 nm (violet} 
laser diode, focused through crossed cylindrical lenses. 

T he displays of Figure 4-22 show chromatic plots of 
inrensiry ac different points in the focused beam of a 397 nm 
violet diode laser. The top panel shows che profile obtained 
at the point of focus of boch crossed cylindrical lenses; there 
are mulciple modes similar co chose char appear in the diode 
laser profile in Figure 4-2 1. T he boccom panel of Figure 4-
22 shows a much smoother, near Gaussian profile, achieved 
by defocusing che rear cylindrical lens slightly. We were 
shoocing for this smooth beam profile in order co be able ro 



do fluorescence measurements with reasonably good 
precision; wich only 4 mW of available power, it was 
unlikely chac we'd gee help lowering the CV's from 
bleaching and sacuracion effects. And our optical 
manipulation worked; we measured DNA concenc in DAPl
scained nuclei of culcured lymphoblasrs, with a 1.7% CV for 
the G/ G, peak2' .. . 

Several manufacturers now offer violer, red, and infrared 
diode laser syscems incorporating optics chat produce a 
circular beam chac is very close co Gaussian in its incensiry 
profile. In Blue Sky Research's CircuLaser™ modules, this is 
accomplished by purring a high-N.A. (0.7) cylindrical 
microlens inco che case housing che laser diode, capturing 
chc encire beam and reducing its relatively large divergence 
in the vercical direction co march the smaller divergence in 
rhe horizontal direction. Although a circular beam can also 
be obtained using lenses external to che diode package, this 
generally involves che loss of more of che laser's output 
power. 

A Gaussian beam should be focusable to a diffraccion
limircd spot; an approximation formula for calculating spot 
diameter was given on p. 130. Actually getting a spot of che 
size predicted by the formula would require both an ideal 
Gaussian beam and a lens char was diffraction limited, rather 
than limited by aberrations. There is also a chroughpuc issue 
associated wich focusing laser beams; to put ic mosc simply. 
the smaller the spot, the smaller the distance over which 
it stays small. 

Compared to just about anything else, the beam thac 
comes our of a laser looks collimated; the narrow beam thac 
emerges from your laser poincer makes a small spot on the 
screen on which your PowerPoint presencacion is being 
projected. But, if you accually bothered co measure the spot 
diameters at the pointer output and the screen, you'd see 
char rhe spot on the screen was bigger. The beam coming 
out of che laser is diverging; ir just isn'c diverging very much. 

In acrualiry, the output beam of a laser has been brought 
co a focus, or waist, somewhere near its point of exic from 
che laser package, courtesy of the laser mirrors. A rypicaJ 
beam diameter at chis point is somewhere berween 0.5 and 
2.0 mm, and che beam divergence angle is usually less chan 1 
milliradian. If you put the beam through a beam expander, 
which works like a telescope in reverse, what comes ouc is a 
beam with a larger diameter and a smaller divergence. If you 
use the cdescope in an observatory, you can produce a beam 
a few free in diameter with a divergence so low that the 
beam will be less than I 00 feet across when ir is reflected 
from a mirror structure left by che Apollo astronauts on the 
moon in 1969. Ever since then, astrophysicists have been 
able ro use the transit and return rime of pulsed laser beams 
to measure the distance from the earth co chc moon . 

Biophysicists, or ac least the cells they look at, need 
smaller beam diameters, and geccing smaller beam diamerers 
means puccing up with higher beam divergences. If W. is the 

radius of che beam at the waist, and A. is rhe wavclcngch, 

the divergence angle 00 = A.Irr W. . The depth of focus, or 
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confocal parameter, of a Gaussian beam, is defined as che 
distance berween the points at which the beam area is twice 
the area at the waist. The dcprh of focus is usually expressed 
as 2z0 ; the quantiry z0 is known as che Rayleigh range, and 

is equal to 7t W,/ IA. . The divergence and depch of focus 
formulas also apply to the axis dimensions (heighc and 
widch) of elliptical beams; an elliptical beam diverges more 
rapidly in the plane of its shorter axis than in the plane of ics 
longer axis. 

le is generally impracrical to accempt co use a laser beam 
to fill the field of view of a microscope objective; even if the 
illumination profile were a near-ideal Gaussian, inrensicy 
over the field would vary unacceptably. A bigger problem 
arises from rhe coherent nacure of laser light; incerfcrence 
effects produce an intolerable "speckle" in che image. For 
chis reason, practical use of laser lighc sources for cell 
imaging applications generally involves scanning rhe field of 
view with a relatively small-diamecer beam. 

Scanning laser eytomecers, which produce low-resolution 
images, generally use focal spots 5 µm or larger in diameter, 
permitting uniform illumination through the thickness of a 
layer of cells on a slide. At 488 nm (0.488 µm), a 5 µm focal 
spot has a depth of focus of 80 µm; a 10 µm focal spoc has a 
depth of focus of 320 µm. A 2.5 µm spot, used ac che 
highesr magnifications in scanning laser cycomecry, has a 

depth of focus of 20 µm. 
In confocal and multiphoron confocal microscopy, ir is 

advantageous to have spot diameters of l µm or less ; this 
concentrates excitation light in a narrow layer of chc 
specimen, improving resolution of fluorescence images. A 
0.5 µm, 488 nm focal spot has a depth of focus of only 0.8 
µm. 

If we're crying to do a "slit-scan" (p. 51) of cells or 
particles to attempt to measure cell size (diameter) from 
pulse width, calculating rhe deprh of focus , 2z0 , won'c really 
tell us what we need to know, because it gives us rhe points 
at which che beam area is rwice the minimum area, meaning 
chat che beam radius is -./2 times W,, , or ( 1.414) W,,. If we 
wane the pulse width measurement co be precise, we need to 

be sure char che beam radius Wis conscanr to wichin a small 
percentage at any point in the core scream. There is a 
formula chat can help us find our. The beam radius W(z) at 
a distance z from the beam waisc is 

W(z) = W,. [l + (zlz,,)']"~ . 

horn chis, we can calculate values of (zlz0), and, therefore, z. 
for which W(z) is within any given percencage of W,, . For 
example, if we want to keep variation co within I perccnr, 
we set W(z) = (1.01) W0 , and find char z = O. l 42z0 • The 
corresponding values of z for 2 percent and 5 perccnr 
variacion are, respectively, 0.20 lz0 and 0.32 z0 • 

This cells us chat it would not be very practical to use a 
beam 2 µm high at the waisc for slit-scanning; even if we are 
willing co tolerate as much as 5 percent variation in beam 
height over the core, we'd have co work with a core diameter 
(and a particle diameter) of less than 4 µm. If we use a 5 µm 
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beam waisc, chc discance over which vananon in beam 
heighr is less chan 5 percent is jusr over 25 µm, which is a 
reasonably manageable number, meaning chac ic is larger 
chan cicher a rypical cell diamecer or a cypical core diamerer. 

The divergence angle for an ideal Gaussian beam focused 
ro a given spor size can be calculated from che formula given 
on p. 137. We can also measure boch che spoc size and the 
divergence angle of an accual laser beam . For a given spoc 
size, che racio of che observed ro the calculated divergence 
angle, called M ', serves as a measure of beam qualicy. A 
value of 1.2 or less is considered good. However, some 
manufacturers (and some knowledgeable users) put more 
stock in M ' chan do others. 

Puttin' on My Top Hat? 

While scanning and confocal microscopy puc all of che 
energy in che laser beam chrough the cell of interest, most of 
che cllipcical beam in a flow cytometer, by design, does noc 
illuminate che core scream containing che cells. If we're noc 
using a high power laser, che Gaussian beam profile in che 
TEM('" mode forces us co widen che focal spoc to gee 
uniform enough illuminacion over che widch of che core 
scream ro pcrmic high precision in fluorescence measurement 
(p. 131 ). This means chat much of the beam is wasted. We 
could gee much more usable energy chrough che cells if we 
had a "top hat" beam profile with sceep shoulders and a flat 
cop. Unfortunately, it isn'c thac easy co get such a profile. 

There arc a few ways co flaccen che cop of the beam 
somewhat; one can widen che bore of the lasing medium co 
produce eicher a mixcure of TEM00 and TEM01 modes or 
crue multimode outpur, which adds in some of the higher, 
lobed modes as well. Alcernacivdy, che beam can be put 
chrough an aperture and defocused slightly. This permics use 
of smaller focal spots, wasting less of the energy in the beam. 
le is possible, although cricky, to get a somewhac flat-copped 
profile ouc of a diode laser; as a general rule, however, you 
also end up wich ugly pulse shapes, which can cause 
problems in signal processing. 

The newest approach co geccing uniform ill umination 
from lasers involves chc use of arrays of microlenses, which 
produce arrays of overlapping, small, focusc:d beams. The 
profiles I have seen generaced using chis cechnique have fairly 
steep shoulders, bur there is a loc of incensicy variation across 
the cop of the cop hac. I'm not sure how much of this can be 
smooched out, and I'm also nor sure how much of che beam 
energy is lose in playing th is game. I'm sure we'll find ouc in 
the next few years. 

Harmonic Generation and Modulation 

The light produced by lasers , like all other light, has 
a~sociarcd cleccric and magnecic fields, and, since the 
radiance of a laser beam is subscancially higher than thac of 
an incandescent source, che associated electric field intensicy 
may be high enough to produce nonlinear responses in 
certain materials. One notable application of these 
phenomena is in harmonic generation, in which nonlinear 

effects in cryscals result in generacion of light ac cwo or more 
times che frequency of che incident light. Second harmonic 
generation, or frequency doubling of chc 1064 nm YAG 
laser line, for example, produces 532 nm; chird harmonic 
generation, or frequency tripling, produces 355 nm. The 
same nonlinear crystals may also be used co produce oucpuc 
at che sum and/or difference of che frequencies of cwo 
incident beams; in chc case of YAG la~ers , frequency 
summing can produce emission ac 473 nm. Alchough a 
reasonably broad range of crystalline materials capable of 
harmonic generacion is available, che range of wavelengths ac 
which continuous (CW) ourpuc can be obcained is 
restricted. 

le is somecimes desirable co vary che oucpuc power of a 
laser more rapidly than can be accomplished by adjuscmencs 
co che power supply. Modulation ac frequencies up to 

several hundred megahercz is possible using electro-optic 
modulators. which incorporate crystals that change cheir 
refractive index as a function of an applied voltage. Acousto
opcic modulators, which use sound waves co produce 
changes in densicy chat affect the lighc transmission 
characceriscics of a subscrate, work ac lower frequencies, 
generally below 100 MHz. A light sensor and a modulacor, 
connected by a feedback circuit, placed in the outpuc pach of 
a laser, can be used as a "noise eater," providing light 
regulaced outpuc, albeit at a relacivcly high price. 

Lasers Used and Usable in Cytometry 

NOTE: Discrece laser emission wavelengths are given to 

fractions of a nanometer in Table 4-2, on the next page; in 
most of the rest of che book, I'll scick to whole numbers with 
inconsistent rounding off, which is whac everybody does 
most of che cime. 

Argon and Krypton Ion Lasers 

The mosc popular lasers for fluorescence flow cyrnmecry 
are argon ion lasers; chey are usually operated ac 488 nm, a 
wavelength useful for excitation of fluorescein , phyco
erychrin and ics tandem conjugates, propidium iodide or 
echidium bromide, acridine orange, pyronin Y, various 
rhodamine and cyanine dyes, anthracycline drugs such as 
adriamycin, and various GFP variants. Argon ion lasers (and 
krypton ion lasers, which are less friendly buc work on the 
same principles) are available from several manufacturers . Ac 
present, Coherent seems co be the most popular source for 
the large, wacer-cooled systems; smaller, air-cooled lasers arc 
likely to come from Melles Griot (which absorbed 
Omnichromc), Spectra-Physics, and Uniphase. 

The lasing medium in an ion laser is a plasma, which, in 
che larger lasers, is confined in a scrong magnetic field 
generated by a solenoid. A high-volcage pulse is used co 
ionize the gas to scart chc plasma, a procedure similar co char 
used in scarring an arc lamp. Ion lasers require a high current 
to maintain che plasma discharge; che bigger ones also puc a 
high current chrough the so lenoid , generally increasing 
power consumption enough to necessicace wa[er-cooling. 
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Table 4-2. Emission wavelengths of argon and krypton ion, 
helium-cadmium, helium-neon, and solid-state lasers that 
emit at discrete wavelengths. Diode, dye, and some solid
state lasers are tunable over ranges of wavelengths. See text 
for details. 

In addirion ro che srrong blue-green and green lines ar 
488.0 and 514.5 nm, argon ion lasers emir ar 454.5, 457.9 
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(violec-blue}, 465.8, (blue} 472.7, 476. 5, (blue-green) 
496.5, and 501.7 (green) nm. Emission can also be obtained 
in the ultravioler at 333.6, 351.1 and 363.8 nm, and in che 
green ar 528.7 nm, using specially coaced mirrors. In 
addition, che largest high power argon ion lasers can produce 
some deep ultraviolet lines between 275.4 and 305. 5 nm. 
An infrared argon laser line at l 090 nm is nor likely co be 
useful for cyromecry in the near term. 

Ion lasers are made our of relacivcly esoteric marerials 
and are complex enough in their construction so chac che 
relationship between price and power output is highly 
nonlinear. An argon laser that puts out 25 mW at 488 nm 
costs around $6,000; for less than ten times that amounr, 
you can almost certainly get more than fifty times the power, 
from whichever manufacturer you like. The bigger laser is 
not necessarily a better investment. The besr reason to use an 
argon ion laser is a heavy commitment to measurements of 
weak fluorescence, e.g. immunofluorescence, adriamyci n 
uptake, etc.; the I 5-25 mW air-cooled argon lasers now 
most common in flow cyrometers, which have plasma cube 
lifetimes of 6,000 hours or more, are more chan adequate for 
the job in benchrop syscems wich efficient light collection 
optics. Even for larger instruments, with less efficienr light 
collection, one could still consider using an air-cooled argon 
laser; systems wich power outputs as high as a few hundred 
mW are available, generally for less than $10,000. 

Despite their many glamorous aspects, large ion la.~ers are 
basically big, expensive light bulbs. The honer you run 
them, the faster they burn our. In order to be capable of 
putting out 100 mW in the lN, an argon laser generally has 
to be capable of 5-6 watts "all lines" power in rhe visible, 
and I .3-2.0 wares at 488 nm. To get l OC mW of lN out of 
it, you need to run it near maximum raced currenr, and 
you're ape to need a plasma rube replacement at lease once 
every couple of years. Run the same laser, or the next smaller 
model, at 200 mW output at 488 nm and you're close ro 
idle current; the plasma rube is ape to last for several years . If 
you build your own instruments, you can use a beamsplitter 
to get two 100 mW 488 nm beams, and anocher one to gee 
two 50 mW beams from one of rhe 100 mW beams, and 
run three flow cyromerers from a single argon laser (as in 
"Cerberus"), if you have a large optical cable on which to put 
it101 • However, it may make more sense to use smaller, air
cooled argon lasers at a ratio of one laser per cytomccer. 

There are several reasons why you need big argon lasers 
to gee lN output. You need high currenr, because the UV 
lines are emitted from a higher ionizacion stare of argon than 
is needed to emit the visible wavelengths, and you need large 
size, because gain is relatively low (low-gain lines benefit 
from longer caviry lengths}. So, don't expect that there will 
be any little air-cooled UV argon lasers for $6,000, soon or 
ever. 

It is possible" co produce mirrors for big argon ion lasers 
char permit simultaneous emission ac 35 I /363 nm in the 
ulrraviolet and at 488 nm and ocher visible wavelengths; chis 
provides the dual-wavelength source needed, for example, to 
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do simulcaneous analysis of DNA, using Hoechst 33342, 
and surface amigens, using antibodies labeled with 
fluorescein, phycoerychrin, and phycoerychrin-based tandem 
conjugaces. In order to emit in the ultraviolet, rhe laser has 
to be run ar very high current; since the laser is much more 
efficient ac 488 nm chan in the UV, power oucpuc at 488 
nm is quire high. If che sensor in che light output regularor 
circuit responds to both UV and visible lighr, or to light ar 
488 nm alone, rhere may be considerable fluctuation in UV 
power oucpuc. If che sensor's optical bandwidth is restricted 
so chat 488 nm lighc is blocked, the sensor, and the 
regulation electronics, then respond ro fluctuations in UV 
power oucpur. The relacivdy large changes in current chat 
may he necessary to keep UV oucpuc stable are chen likely to 

result in large fluctuations in power output at 488 nm. Ir is 
probably preferable to use separate sources for the UV and 
rhe visible wavelengths, and, ar present, I would favor 
helium-cadmium over ion lasers as UV sources. 

C:oherenr's "Enterprise" argon laser syscem is capable of 
simulraneous ourpur of over 100 mW ac 488 nm and a few 
dozen mW in che UV. This laser is wacer-cooled by a closed, 
recircularing system, and is fairly widely used in cell sorcers. 
Since many localities now have environmental regulations 
requiring chat conventional water-cooled lasers be equipped 
wirh recirculating systems, chis makes some sense; 
personally, I'd rather scick co air-cooled lasers. My name is 
Howard, and I've been dry for over fourteen years .. . . 

Why, you mighc wonder, did so many people spend so 
much money a few years back buying insuumencs equipped 
wich large argon and krypton lasers? The krypton laser is a 
rude beasr whose hour came round ar lase for lighr shows 
and rwo-color immunofluorescence measurements. Unlike 
argon lasers, which have high gain lines and low gain lines, 
krypton lasers have low gain lines and lower gain lines. Take 
rhe same size laser chat would puc our five wacrs in all
visible-lines mode wich an argon rube, pur in a krypcon tuhe 
instead, and you're lucky if you ger one wan of visible lighr 
our. But what visible light! Blue-green, at 468.0, 476.2, and 
482.5 nm, green, ar 520.8 and 530.9 nm, yellow, ar 568.2 
nm, and red, ar 647.1 (rhe scrongest krypcon line) and 676.4 
nm, all ac once, explaining che popularity of krypton lasers 
for lighc shows, and also explaining why che multicolor 
shows rend ro he indoors; che outdoor specracles need rhe 
more powerful blue-green and green argon lasers. Wich 
different mirror secs, and appropriate adjusrmenr of solenoid 
magnetic fields, krypcon lasers can also emir multiple 
ultraviolet (337.4/350.7/356.4 nm), violet (406.7/413.1/ 
415.4 nm) and infrared (752.5/799 .3 nm) lines. 

If all che colors of lighr are rhe good news, che bad news 
is rhar rhe optimum values for gas pressure and solenoid 
magnetic field for krypton laser operation are differenc for 
diffc:renr lines; since chc gains ac all lines arc low, chcse 
paramerers need co be conrrolled. Then, if che alignment is 
really good and che optics are really clean, you'll ger laser 
ourpur. You can lirerally spit on che mirrors of an argon laser 
running ar 488 nm and scill gee laser oucpuc, albeit less than 

before. Krypton laser (and UV argon laser) mirrors need to 
be squeaky clean or you mighc as well noc bocher rrying co 
gee rhe laser co run. If rhe oprical alignment isn' t near
perfect in the visible, as indicared by maximum all-lines 
power output near che manufacturer's specs, you 'll never gee 
an ion laser co work in che ultraviolec. Low gain ac all lines 
means char krypton laser plasma rubes run hotrer and die 
sooner chan argon laser rubes. Lase bur nor leasr, there is, as I 
mencioned previously, competition among che visible 
krypton lines; if, for example, you arcempc to run yellow and 
red simultaneously, in che lighr regulared mode.:, you'll 
probably find that, while coral power srays consranr, chc 
yellow and red power ourpurs alrernarcly go up and down . 

Krypcon lasers gor che call for flow cycomecry primarily 
because, way back in 1979, when monoclonal reagenrs were 
beginning to make staining with two antibodies pracrical, 
bur before rhere were phycobiliprotein labels, immunologists 
found ic difficulr to do studies of rwo surface antigens with 
argon lasers. Fluorescein was and is rhc obvious label for 
demonstrating one antigen. The dye mosc widely used as a 
second label was recramethylrhodamine, which is poorly 
exciced ac 488 nm, absorbing maximally near 550 nm . 

While ir was possible co resolve signals from antibodies 
conjugated wich fluorescein and retramethylrhodamine by 
using the srrong line ac 515 nm for exciration, provided one 
wenr ro offbeat oprical filter combinations and inrroduccd 
an elecrronic compensation circuir co rake ouc che crossralk 
between rhe signals"\ rhis didn't always work well. 

XRITC and Texas Red 116·"", reactive derivatives of 
rhodamine I 0 I that have absorption and emission maxima 
ac wavelengths 30 or 40 nm longer chan those of 
cecramethylrhodamine, cannot be excited sacisfacrorily by 
any of the argon laser lines, buc can be used with either a 
krypton laser at 568 nm or a CW dye laser operating near 
the absorprion maximum of rhodamine 101 at abour 590 
nm ;18 • In 1979, when chese dyes and the relared instrumenr 
modifications were unveiled, ic seemed easier ro use krypton 
lasers chan dye lasers; thus, chese were pushed by che 
manufacrurers and you simply had to have a krypton laser in 
order to keep up to che scare of che art , even if you never 
actually did rwo-color immunofluorescence. 

l once pur a prism in an all-visible-lines or "light show 
mode" krypton laser beam to break che beam up inro seven 
beams of different colors, and direcred them all rhrnugh a 
flow cyromerer, jusr ro preserve.: rhe Cyromar/Cytomurr 
tradition of working with more beams than anybody dse 
had. I acrually could make measurements in three or four of 
the beams; unfonunaccly, power ourpur in individual beams 
jumped all over rhe place. The krypron laser may be.: used 10 

excite porphyrin fluorescence in blood cells (C:. Srew:m , 
personal communication) or in rumor cells labeled wich 
porphyrin derivatives, using rhe violer lines. I have used rhc 
blue krypron lines to excite fluorescein and propidium, buc 
only when my argon laser was ouc for repairs. 

Keeping che optics of an ion laser clean and in alignment 
is a challenge bcsr met by following chc manufacrurer's 



instructions. Mirrors and Brewster windows are generally 
cleaned with methanol; the slightest concamination with 
grease, from fingers or elsewhere, will cause your solvent to 

deposit a film of crud on optics, which can cripple or kill 
your laser output. Acetone is a good cleaner for some mirrors 
and destroys ochers; don't use ic unless the manufacrurer says 
so. Electronic or HPLC grade solvents are generally free 
enough of contaminants to be safe to use for cleaning optics. 

Changing mirrors and getting the laser co lase again is a 
tedious procedure that must be done a little bit differently 
for each manufacturer's lasers; it is learned by doing and 
remains something of a black art co even experienced laser 
jockeys. The first rime you put the UV optics in by yourself, 
you should set aside a day. When you become confident you 
can do it in one hour, you will budget one hour on a busy 
day and find the cask takes three hours. This is another good 
reason for using smaller, simpler, single wavelength lasers 
with sealed optic.~. and, as of 2002, the maior cyrnmeter 
manufacturers have gotten this message. 

Dye Lasers 

With the advenc of phycoeryrhrin6' 11 ' as a second label, it 
became practical to do rwo-color immunofluorescence 
measurements with single-beam excitation at 488 nm, using 
fluorescein- and phycoeryrhrin-labeled antibodies. The 
krypton laser was no longer necessary for two-color 
immunofluorescence, and was not useful for three-color 
measurements adding Texas red or XRITC as a third label 
because the 568 nm yellow line from the krypton laser, 
while ir could excite the third dye, lay smack in the middle 
of the emission spectrum of phycoeryrhrin. At this point, 
interest rurned co CW dye lasers as excitation sources. 

The lasing medium in a dy:: laser is a fluorescent dye, 
usually dissolved in an organic solvenc such as ethanol or 
ethylene glycol. Which dye is actually used depends on the 
wavelengths at which operation is desired; there are dyes 
now available for use with blue-green/green (457-515 nm) 
argon ion pump lasers chat permit operation at wavelengths 
extending from 540 co over 900 nm. While ion lasers lase 
only at a few discrete wavelengths, a dye laser can emit at 
any of a wide range of wavelengths in the emission spectrum 
of the dye used. Wavelength selection is usually done using a 
wedge, grating, or filcer rather than a prism. 

The dye in a CW dye laser circulates through a nozzle. 
producing a flat-walled scream; continuous circulation is 
necessary co minimize bleaching of the dye and co allow for 
cooling by a hear exchanger. CW dye lasers require minimal 
electrical power, most of which is used to operate the 
circulator pump. In pulsed dye lasers, especially chose with 
low dury cycles, che medium does not either hear or bleach 
very rapidly, so rhe dye need not be circulated; a pulsed dye 
laser has been made using Jell-0 as the lasing medium. 

Some dyes bleach faster than others, but they all need co 
be replaced after a few months' operation. This, and the fact 
chat CW dye lasers are relatively hard co keep rweaked, and 
do not maintain output power as stably as do ion lasers, 
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originally restricted their use as sources for flow cytomeuy ro 
people who do relatively esoteric things with flow systems"• 
and will put up with idiosyncratic apparatus. Improvemencs 
in dye laser design, and a perceived market for sources usable 
for excitation of Texas red or XRlTC and allophycocyanin 
(which, while ics maximum absorption is in che red, is 
reasonably well excited near 600 nm), led manufacturers ro 
promote and users to buy flow cycometers with dye laser 
sources. Using a single argon laser as a 488 nm source and as 
a pump laser allowed multicolor immunofluorescence work 
co be done using only one large laser. 

The dye most commonly employed as a lasing medium 
in flow cycometry is rhodamine 6G. The threshold power 
required from che pump laser to achieve ourpur from a 
rhodamine 6G dye laser is usually about 700 mW. Wirh chis 
power input, over 100 mW of light can rypically be 
obtained from rhodamine 6G at wavelengths berween about 
570 and 620 nm. For Texas red excitation, the dye laser is 
usually operated at 594 nm; for excitation of Texas red and 
allophycocyanin, a longer wavelength, 605-6 I 0 nm, is often 
used. The disadvantage of using dye lasers in dual-la~cr 
systems lies in rhe resulting inabiliry to use either rhe dye 
laser or che pump laser as a UV source. In principle, one 
could gee around this using dual-wavelength UV /visible 
mirrors in the argon pump laser, but this solution requires 
great technical skill on the part of the user and also is apt to 
involve frequent plasma rube replacements. In most cases , 
there are becter alternatives. If you must use a dye laser, 
you're now probably best off using a 532 nm frequency
doubled YAG laser, which runs on house current and needs 
no water cooling, as a pump, rather than a big argon laser. 

Helium-Neon lasers 

If you wane to meet a nice laser, try a helium-neon (He
Ne) laser. They plug into the wall, they don ' t need water 
cooling, they're relatively small and very stable, che mirrors 
aren't even adjustable, and the plasma cubes last for years. 
Besides, they're relatively cheap. The most common He-Ne 
lasers emit red light at 632.8 nm; they are available with 
power outputs ranging from less than 1 mW to about 50 
mW; other visible wavelengths ar which He-Ne la~ers are 
now available include 543.5 (green), 594. I (yellow) , and 
6 I 1.9 (orange-red) nm. 

Red He-Ne lasers were used at Los Alamos, beginning in 
the lace l 960's, for scacter measurements at various""·; " 
angles, and, in the 1970's, were incorporated into Orrho's 
instruments and Technicon's hemawlogy systems for scatter 
and axial extinction measurements. Ac Los Alamos, they 
used a 5 mW laser; the 0.8 mW He-Ne supplied with the 
Orrho systems provided less than optimal fluorescence 
excitation, bur it had very low noise and was therefore quire 
good for extinction measurements. I starred using 5-7 mW 
red He-Ne lasers around 1980, to excite fluorescence of 
cyanine dye probes of membrane potential" ', for RNA 
measurements using oxazine l 113, and for immuno
fluorescence excitation, using antibodies conjugated to 
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aHophycocyanin '-:" . Mike Loken 's group at 8-D"" and Bob 
Hoffman 's ar Ortho<~ 1""" examined red He-Ne lasers as 
sources for one- and two-color immunofluorescence 
measurements using phycocyanin and/or allophycocyanin as 
labels; rhere was general agreement rhat red He-Ne lasers 
were well suited for these applications, and they began to be 
offered in commercial flow cytometers. In recent years, some 
manufacrurers have substiruted diode lasers emirring in rhe 
635 nm region for red He-Ne lasers. 

Until 1985, 633 nm was the only visible wavelength 
available from commercial He-Ne lasers, and the 633 nm 
He-Ne lasers have been more widely used than the 543 nm, 
594 nm, and 611 nm varieties . The 543 nm green He-Ne 
laser is useful for excitation of immunofluorescence from 
antibodies labeled with phycoerythrin or its candem 
conjugates, and can also be used to excite DNA stains such 
as propidium " .' . However, the gain of the green He-Ne line 
is quite low, and available power levels remain below 2 mW. 
This power level is sufficient to permit immunofluorcscence 
measuremenc in an efficiently designed flow cytomcter; B-D 
mes a green He-Ne laser in rhe FACSCounc, a dedicated 
inmurnenc for counting CD4- and CDS-positive T 
lymphocytes based upon staining with phycoerythrin and 
randem-conjugate or PerCP-labcled antibodies"". 

The 594 nm yellow He-Ne laser is usable for excirarion 
of Texa~ red and of the Texas red/allophycocya.nin 
combination; it operates at the same wavelength at which 
dye lasers are often used for these purposes. Maximum 
power output is still only about 2 mW, adequate for 
imrnunofluorescence work if a well-designed optical system 
is used. The major disadvantage of the 594 nm laser is che 
proximity of its lasing wavelength co che emission region of 
phycoerythrin; rhe availability of large numbers of labels 
excitable by 488 nm and 633 or 635 nm lasers has decreased 
demand for Texas red and other yellow-excited labels. 

Helium-Cadmium and Helium-Selenium Lasers 

Hdium-cadmium (He-Cd) lasers, which can emit S-
200 mW in chc blue (441.6 nm) and 1-100 mW in chc UV 
(325.0 nm), depending on size, are relatively pracrical 
sources for flow cytometry. Lower power output in rhe UV 
ac 354 nm is also available in some la~ers. Like He-Ne lasers, 
He-Cd lasers plug into rhe wall and do not require water 
cooling; they need few or no adjusrments and have relatively 
long plasma tube lifetimes. They a.re also cheaper than most 
ion lasers, but nor by much. The Block Cyromat 
instruments used a single He-Cd laser with mirrors designed 
to permit simultaneous emission at 325 and 44 l nm. 
Similar dual-wavelength models are now commercially 
available; there is little or no competition berween che UV 
and blue wavelengths. The lasing medium is cadmium 
vapor; che pressure of both it and helium and rhe 
temperature of the medium must be carefully controlled to 
assure srablc operarion. Melles Grioc has absorbed Liconix 
and Ornnichrome, the American He-Cd manufacturers; 
Kimmon, in Japan, also makes He-Cd lasers. 

I have used chc 441 nm blue He-Cd line (ar 10- 100 
mW) for ratiometric intracellular pH measurement using 
fluorcscein derivatives" and for excitation of the chromo
mycin family of DNA stains (olivomycin, chromomycin A,, 
and mithramycin), and che 325 nm UY line (at 1-35 mW) 
for exciration of the fluorescence of the DNA stains DAPI 
and Hoechst 33342 and of rhe calcium probes quin-2 and 
indo-1. l have found char I 0 mW ar 325 nm and 40 mW at 
441 nm produce strong fluorescence signals from bacrcria 
srained wirh a mixrure of DAPI or Hoechst 33342 and 
michra.mycin or olivomycin, and J"·" and orhers" " ·' have 
found similar or slightly higher power levels usable for 
chromosome analysis, using Hoechst 33342 or DAPl and 
chromomycin or mithramycin. Separate UV and blue Hc
Cd lasers or a single dual-wavelength laser should also work 
for measurement of BrUdR incorporation by a relatively 
simple, antibody-free staining technique developed ar Los 
Alamos""'-, using Hoechst 33342 and mithramycin; rhis is 
discussed in derail on p. 4 56. 

He-Cd laser technology was originally pursued because a 
hollow cathode design, different from that commonly used, 
permits simultaneous emission of UV or blue, green (533.7 
and 537.8 nm) and red (635 .5 and 636.0 nm) beams. The 
"white-light" multiline He-Cd laser was intended for che 
graphics am industry. Such lasers are now available from 
Cooke; their power levels arc in the 1 0 rn W range for each 
of the spectral regions. On the plus side, they arc less noisy 
than conventional He-Cd lasers, bur their size and cost are 
disadvantages; these days, combinations of diode and solid
state lasers may be a better bet. 

The major disadvantage of He-Cd lasers is optical noise 
(light output fluctuations) at frequenc ies around 300 kHz; 
as plasma rubes age, helium pressure rends to build up , 
increasing the amplitude of these fluctuations and decreasing 
measurement precision. I will have more to say about this. 
and about light source noise in general, a little later on . 

Helium-selenium lasers represent another rype of metal 
vapor laser, similar co He-Cd lasers in construction hue less 
tractable and with much shorter lifetimes (I heard of them 
dying afcer a few days in operation) . They emit many lines 
ranging from blue-green through green, yellow, orange, and 
red, usually at very low power. They have not, as far as I 
know, been looked at as light sources for flow cyrometry. [ 
stopped crying to lay hands on one when che green and 
yellow He-Ne lasers first appeared. 

Diode Lasers: Red, Infrared, Violet, and UV 

Diode lasers began co tanralii'.e flow cycomerer designers 
at about the rime commercial CD players, which were the 
first large-volume commercial products to incorporate diodt: 
lasers, appeared on che marker. However, until che lace 
i 980's, practical CW diode lasers had only been made to 

work in the near infrared (IR) (780 nm and above), and 
rhere were few fluorescent probes suitable for excirarion ar 
che available laser wavelengths. 



Diode lasers are, like rransiscors, made of macerials 
classed as semiconductors. The lighc emission from 
semiconduccors is not from excited acorns or ions, as is che 
case in ion, He-Ne, and He-Cd lasers, and noc, strictly 
speaking, from excited molecules, as is che case in dye lasers. 
The eleccrons that are excited in a diode laser are "free" in a 
crysralline material. Such "free eleccrons" also occur in 
metals; che nuclei in a mecal are packed relatively close 
together, and the electrons in che outermost shells are noc 
cighrly held by any given nucleus, and may be excited from 
the so-called "valence band" co che so-called "conduction 
band" by ambienc thermal energy. Energy transfer among 
electrons in a metal can occur fairly readily; chis is whac 
makes metals good conducrors of electricity. 

Semiconductors are so named because, chough they do 
not conduct electricity well when in an unperturbed scare, 
they may become conductive: in the presence of an applied 
electric field or of incidenc lighc. T heir eleccronic structure 
differs critically from chat of metals in rhac chere is a 
subscanrial energy difference, or "bandgap," berween che 
valence and conduccion bands, with almost all of the 
electrons lying in the valence band under normal conditions. 
The application of an electrical current to an appropriately 
configured semiconductor can resulr in light emission as 
electrons relax from rhe conduction co the valence band; chis 
type of spontaneous emission is whar occurs in light 
emitting diodes (LEDs). 

A laser diode is basically an LED with its geomecry 
tailored co provide a resonator scrucrure that will support 
stimulated emission. The active regions of diode lasers 
typically have dimensions on rhe order of a few micrometers; 
they use either polished facets on che semiconducror material 
itself or adjacent structures of differing refraccive index ro 
perform the funccion of che mirrors used in larger lasers. 
Because the efficiency of diode lasers is extremely high, 
rypically on the order of 20-30 percent, high reflectivity is 
noc needed. Diode lasers are much less expensive than any 
ocher type of laser, because hundreds of lasers, if noc more, 
can be produced from slices of a single semiconductor wafer. 
The down side of chis is that small differences in 
semiconductor composition and dimensions of the finished 
chips affect the output wavelength; wavelength variation also 
occurs with changes in temperature. Thar's why T able 4-2 
doesn't have a column liscing diode laser emission 
wavelengths co a tenth of a nanometer. 

The first practical diode lasers were, and many diode 
lasers still are, made of gallium aluminum arsenide 
(GaAlAs); che emission wavelength, other things being 
equal, is varied by changing che ratio of gallium to 

aluminum in che semiconductor marerial. The emission 
wavelengths cheorecically achievable with GaAIAs lasers 
range: from about 650 nm, at which point the material is 
almost pure A!As, to about 900 nm, at which point the 
material is almost pure GaAs. However, GaAIAs lasers rhac 
emic below 750 nm are typically unstable, and immolate 
themselves within minutes to hours. The shortest 
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wavelength GaAlAs lasers available in quantity emit at 750-
780 nm; millions of chem go inco CD players, laser printers, 
and CD-ROM drives, and they cost at most a few dollars. 

Gallium indium phosphide (GalnP) lasers go down to 

around 670 nm, providing up ro 50 mW emission from 
small devices and hundreds of milliwatts from larger ones 
and arrays. The 635-640 nm diodes now used as alternacives 
co 633 nm He-Ne lasers in cyrometric applications are made 
of aluminum gallium indium phosphide (AIGalnP); they are 
now available with output powers ranging from a few 
hundred microwacrs co 35 mW. 

The problem with long wavelength sources in flow 
cycomecry stems primarily from che face char most of rhe 
fluorescent dyes thac are of any use as probes for cellular 
parameters require excitation at or below 650 nm. Indeed, 
many of rhe dyes usable with red excicacion are, or arc 
closely related co, substances long known and used as srains 
for transmitted light microscopy. It would probably be ar 
lease as difficult to devise new red-excited scains, especially 
specific ones, as co develop new types of diode lasers. The 
difference berween 635 nm operation and 670 nm operation 
is, therefore highly significant. 

Before 635 nm diode lasers became available, I managed 
ro do DNA content analysis using rhodamine 800' '" wich a 
670 nm diode laser as a light source; this wavelength is also 
usable for excitation of dibenzodicarbocyanine dyes, used 
either alone as membrane potencial probes or in reactive 

form (e.g., Cy5.5) as antibody labels, and for some 
aluminum phchalocyanine dyes which have also been 
investigated as antibody labels. 

Working at 635 nm adds rhodamine 700, oxazine 750, 
Molecular Probes' TOT0-3 and TO-PR0-3 and some dyes 
of the SITO series, and DRAQ5'-'·••·'' co the lisc of DNA 
dyes, Cy5 and allophycocyanin and its tandem conjugates ro 
the antibody labels, oxazine l for RNA, and assorted cyanine 
and oxonol membrane potential probes. Doornbos et aJ"·16 

were first to report using a 635 nm diode laser for DNA 
measurements with TO-PR0-3 and immunofluorescence 
measurements with allophycocyanin. 

In an earlier paper, Doornbos ec al' u; discussed the use 
of 670 nm and 780 nm diode lasers as light sources for 
forward and right angle scatter measurements: they were able 
ro discriminate lymphocyces, monocyces, and granulocycc:s 
in flow cyromerers using either wavelength. However, CV's 
of fluorescence measurements were disappointingly large. 
My guess is chat this may have had something to do wirh rhe 
typically ugly beam intensity profiles of diode lasers. 

Ac this point, chose of us who build flow cyromecers arc 
a lor farrher along the learning curve; general- and special
purpose flow cycomerers using 635 nm diode lasers, alone or 
in combination with ocher light sources, are now available 
from a number of manufacturers. There is a 635 nm diode 
laser in che lunchbox-sized OproFlow Microcyte (Figure 1-
25, p. 58), which is very likely che smallest produccion 
model flow cycomcter, and you can put one on the 
Cyromacion MoFlo sorter (Figure 1-24, p. 58), which is 
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probably rhc largesc. And, for many roucine applicarions, 
e.g., counring CD4. T cells, an inscrumenc with only a red 
diode laser source can do just as good a job as a conventional 
benchcop flow cycomerer wich a 488 nm lase/"". 

Diode lasers are used for laser priming and for compact 
disc recording and playback; in rhese applications, achieving 
a smaller focal spor size allows more informarion co be scored 
in an<l/or recrieved from che same area, either as more docs 
per inch on a page or, more imporcandy, as more bits per 
unic area on a disc. Recordable and CDs, wricren and read 
with 780 nm diode lasers, top out at around 700 MB per 
disc. A CD "burner" coses more than a reader because it 
needs a higher power diode laser to "burn" che CD by 
phorobleaching spocs in an IR-absorbing dye layer. 

l.Jsing a shorrer wavelength (650-660 nm) red diode laser 
instead of an IR laser allows a DVD ro score 5.7 GB on a 
side. Gerring 30 GB worch of dara, music, or (where che 
money is) video onco one side of a disc would require a 
"blue" la.~er (marching some of rhe video). This prospecr 
arrracced che inceresc of some very large companies, wich 
proporcionally deep pockets, bur che company char first 
succeeded was a smaller one, Nichia, in Japan, where Shuji 
Nakamura succeeded in making chc firsc "blue" laser diodes 
in che lace l 990's2448• These lasers are now available with 
emission in rhe range from 370 nm (UV) co 445 nm (blue
violcc); while rhe newer devices ar rhe far ends of rhe range 
srill have shore operating lifetimes (perhaps 3,000 hr), che 5 
mW and 30 mW diodes wich oucput between 395 and 415 
nm, which have been in production for some rime, are 
quoted as having lifetimes in excess of 15,000 hr. 

Violet laser d iodes arc good excitation sources for a lot of 
materials chac otherwise would require a krypton laser for 
cxcicarion. The lisr1444 includes Molecular Probes' labels 
Cascade Blue and Cascade Yellow, monobromo- and 
monochlorobimane, both used for dececcion of intracellular 
glucathionc""', ECFP, che cyan-fluorescent reporter protein, 
and the DNA dyes michramycin and chromomycin A,. Laser 
diodes operating at che shore (370-400 nm) end of che range 
are effeccive excicacion sources for DAPI (38% of maximum 
excitation ac 395 nm) and usable with che Hoechst dyes; 
they cannot be used with the calcium probe indo- 1, bur ic 
may be possible co synthesize a similar calcium probe char 
would work with 370 nm excitation. 

Diodes emitting at 405-425 nm could be used co 
measure intrinsic absorption and fluorescence of porphyrins 
in cells. T he scrong absorption of hemoglobin in 
erythrocytes in this wavelength region (the Sorel band) 
influences the cells' lighc scaccering propercies, enabling 
discrimination of leukocytes from erythrocytes in dilute, 
unscaine<l whole blood'44'>; zinc procoporphyrin fluorescence 
in erythrocytes may provide clin ically relevant information 
in cases of iron-deficiency anemia and lead poisoning' 21"'. 

Violet diode lasers could be used in practical clinical 
instruments; violet krypcon lasers cannot. 

When I wrote rhe last edition of chis book, in I 994, 635 
nm laser diodes were limited in power co about 5 mW and 

che diodes themselves cost several hundred dollars; in 2002, 
a packaged 635 nm, 35 mW laser system with a power 
regulator, temperature control co increase ourpuc srabiliry, 
and beam circularizing optics coses less than a 633 nm He
Ne laser with the same power output. Although violet diode 
laser systems available now cost several thousand dollars, che 
major cost is che cosr of the diodes, which can't stay high if 
millions of chem are ma<le for oprical storage devices. 

I mentioned the relative variability of diode laser 
emission wavelengths; this has advantages and disadvantages. 
Small variations in device dimensions and composition 
resulc in manufacturers' inventories including lasers wirh a 
range of emission wavclcngchs; for a price, che buyer 
(meaning che cytomecer manufacturer or rhe laser system 
manufacturer; making a diode laser system is nor a crick ro 
cry ac home) can specify a selected wavelengch range. If 
you're buying a diode laser sysrem, you can also specify a 
wavelength range; again, ic will cost you. 

A red He-Ne laser will emir ar 632.8 nm, not 632.85 or 
632. 75 nm, for all of irs useful life. When cyromcter 
manufacrurers buy red diodes, they typically specify an 
emission range no narrower than, say, 635 to 640 nm; a 
diode in your instrument could emit anywhere in char range. 
If you measure fluorescence ar 660 nm, your detector filter 
probably has a higher transmission at 640 nm than at 635 
nm. More scray laser light leaking through rhe filter means 
higher fluorescence background, so which end of rhe range 
che diode emirs ac will affecc measurement sensitivi ty. 

The emission wavelength of a diode laser varies with 
cemperarure; chis doesn't happen uniformly, bur, rather, in 
jumps, and each wavelength change represents a different 
longitudinal mode of rhe laser. The resultant "mode 
hopping" may affect che stability of chc intensity profile, 
even though rhe light control feedback circuitry needed co 
keep the laser from burning itself out keeps the coral power 
output relatively constant. The besr way ro eliminate chis 
problem is ro concrol che temperature of che diode; chis is 
absolutely essential for the violer diodes, and becoming more 
common in red diode systems designed for critical 
applications such as cytometry. 

A diode laser is basically an LED, and ic will emir a small 
amount of incoherent lighr, sometimes referred co as LED 
glow. You may not be all aglow yourself if you encounccr 
chis light, which is usually ac wavelengths longer than rhc 
laser wavelength, meaning ic may be able to gee through rhc 
filcers on one or more of your fluorescence dercccors. 
Because ic is incoherent, LED glow diverges fairly rapidly, 
bur, if che laser diode is close co the flow chamber, enough 
LED glow may get in and be scancred from cells co show up 
as increased fluorescence background. The workaroun<l for 
this problem is fairly simple; a bandpass or shore pass filter is 
mounced between the laser diode and rhe flow chamber. 

As I mentioned previously, diode la.~ers muse be opcraced 
in a light control mode; as a result, their optical noise levels 
arc typically substantially lower than chose of most ion or 
He-Ne la~ers. Diode lasers therefore offer an advantage 
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figure 4-23. Sizes, power requirements, and approximate 
costs of some smaller lasers used for cycomecry. 

over chcse other sources for excinccion measurements, which 
are more sensicive co opcical noise rhan are scacter and 
fluorescence measuremencs. When puccing a diode laser into 
an opcical system, it is critical co position optical elemencs in 
such a way as co avoid reflecting light back into the laser, 
wh ich can interfere wich the operation of the light control 
circuitry and result in fluctuations in power outpuc. 

As Figure 4-23 shows, red diode lasers are 111000 the 
size (volume) of, consume 1/1000 as much power as, and 
cost less rhan 1110 as much as, air-cooled argon lasers. This 
commends the diodes for use in portable equipment, and in 
applications and locations where cost and power con
sumption are an issue (e.g., CD4' cell counting in Africa, or 
(at least in mid-2001) California)"". Violec diode lasers, and 
solid-state lasers, are also small and energy-efficient, if not 
inexpensive; the violet lasers should gee considerably 
cheaper, and some of che solid-state sources may (see below). 
If ic is ever possible co produce flow or image cyrometers for 
a tench of today's prices, the inscrumems will are likely to 

use laser diodes, or even LED's, as light sources. 

Solid-State Lasers: Like, Y AG Me! 

Neodymium-YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet) lasers, 
m which the lasing medium is a solid rod of crystalline 
material pumped by a flashlamp or a diode la~er, can 
produce power outputs of cens of waccs ac l 064 nm. 
Doubling or tripling the output of a diode-pumped YAG 
laser, using a crystal within che laser cavity, can yield green 
light (CW or pulsed) at 532 nm or UV light (pulsed only) ar 
355 nm. Frequency-doubled diode-pumped YAG lasers 
(green YAG lasers from here on) can be used for excitacion 
of cthidium and propidium, rhodamine, phycoerychrin and 
ics tandem conjugates, and che reporter procein dsRed2450 , 

among ocher things. And the green YAG laser does a better 
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job of exciting most or all of these than does a 488 nm argon 
ion laser, and, unlike the argon laser, excices very liccle 
autofluorescence in most mammalian cell types. 

In 1994, miniaturized green YAG lasers emitting 2 mW 
ac 532 nm were offered for sale for $4,000. This wa~ abour 
twice che price of a 2 mW green (543 nm) He-Ne laser, 
which does an even better job of exciting phycocrychrin . 
Today, you can buy char 2 mW green YAG laser in rhe form 
of a laser pointer for about $200. Unforcunacely, cheap 
green YAG lasers tend to be noisy, and when I say noisy. I 
mean they may turn themselves on and off. Most of these 
cheap lasers, by che way, come from Russia and China. A so
called single longitudinal mode green YAG laser, which may 
or may not actually have only one longitudinal mode, bur 
which will have relatively low optical noise, can be had from 
several sources (I can speak for products from Coherent and 
Uniphase) , bur will sec you back more than the cost of an 
argon laser. The small size and low power consumption are 
attractions; Guava and Luminex, among ochers, use green 
YAG lasers with about 10 mW power output in their 
inscrumencs, which can be opera red from bacreries. If you 'd 
like, you can buy a 10 W green YAG laser, and it will still 
run off house current. You're nor likely to need to put that 
kind of power through cells, but, if you're still using a dye 
laser, a multiwatt 532 nm YAG makes a much more efficient 
pump than does a multiwatt ion laser. 

The tripled UV lasers could be useful for excicacion of 
DNA stains and calcium probes. They are at che righr 
wavelength (355 nm), but they only operate in pulsed 
modes. However, a technique called mode-locking allows 
che lasers to emir regularly spaced pulses at 80-100 MHz; 
this repetition race is high enough so that the laser behaves 
more or less as if it was a continuous light source. Both 
Lighrwave Electronics and Spectra-Physics have introduced 
mode-locked 355 nm YAG lasers, and BD Biosciences is 
offering them as sources in both benchcop systems and 
sorters. The lasers are expensive, possibly even more 
expensive than che UV ion lasers char represent chc only 
alternative sources offering power levels of tens co hundreds 
of milliwatts. However, mode-locked YAG lasers share che 
modest power and cooling requirements of cheir CW 
cousins, and therefore do not require che expensive 
infra~rruccure needed co support UV ion lasers. 

An attempt to develop a solid-scacc CW UV laser for 
flow cytomecry is ongoing at Light Age, a company chat 
makes alexandrite lasers. Alexandrice, which is beryllium 
aluminum oxide containing chromium, emits berween 700 
and 850 nm, and can be pumped by 635-670 nm diode 
lasers. UV emission of 10-15 mW at approximately 370-380 
nm has been achieved from a frequency-doubled, diodc
pumped alexandrite laser; one of Light Age's prototypes was 
run for several monchs, and maintained a reasonably low 
optical noise level. The runability of Alexandrice lasers is 
another point in their favor. The lasers have been expensive, 
although probably not any more expensive rhan UV ion 
lasers or mode-locked UV Y AG lasers. 
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AJexandrice is an example of a vibronic cryscalline laser 
material. Such maccrials behave similarly to laser dyes; laser 
rransirions may occur berween an exciced electronic scare and 
any vibrational stare associated wich a lower electronic 
energy scare, aJlowing output to be tuned over a broad range. 
Titanium-doped sapphire lasers can opcrace in pulsed or 
C:W mode bcrween 660 and 1180 nm. Pump energy can be 
supplied by a high-power green YAG laser. Pulsed Ti
sapphire lasers are used for mulciple-phocon excicacion of 
fluorescent dyes and intrinsically fluorescent cellular 
constituents; cheir high cosc (typically over $ l 00,000) has, 
ro dace, limited their use. Cr:LiSAF lasers, in which che laser 
transitions occur in Cr3• ions in a matrix of LiSrAJF,, , have 
been doubled to 430 nm; a laser based on chis technology 
was, and may still be, offered for sale by Melles Grioc, but 
violec diodes may be a better bee for chis wavelength range. 

Melles Griot also offers 457 nm CW lasers made by 
frequency doubling the oucput of neodymium yttrium 
vanadate (Nd:YVO. ). The biggest of these runs on house 
current, drawing 75 Wat the plug, and puts out 400 mW; f 
am nor clear why people aren't using these lasers instead of 
wacer-cooled argon lasers in chromosome sorcers. 
Admirredly. the water-cooled lasers do puc our ocher 
wavelengths besides 457.9 nm, bur che solid-scare jobs are 
about half the price and let you do withouc the plumbing 
and che cooling arrangements. 

Although green Nd:YAG lasers are good excitacion 
sources for a loc of dyes and labels used in cycomecry, they 
can't quite reach fluorescein, which is nor only srill very 
popular as a label, bur which also has been derivacized into 
probes for a large number of scrucrural and functional 
paramecers. Fluorescein can be excited ac wavelengths as 
high as 51 5 nm; in face, the first work on two-color 
immunofluorescencc flow cytomecry" j was done using 
fluorcscein- and rhodamine-labeled antibodies excited by rhe 
514.5 nm line of an argon ion laser. As ic happens, the 
primary emission wavelength of ytterbium YAG (Yb:YAG) 
lasers is 1029 nm; they could be doubled to 514.5 nm and 
used for fluorescein excitation. Yb:YAG lasers have some 
advantages over Nd:YAG in terms of ease of pumping and 
scabilicy. and ch is suggesrs char green Yb:YAG lasers might 
have fewer problems than green Nd:YAG lasers, but che 
emergence of 488 nm solid-stare lasers (see below) has 
probably discouraged development of a green Yb:YAG for 
cycomecry, and is also likely to sec back devdopment of 473 
nm, frequency-summed Nd:YAG lasers, which have been 
offered in some cytomecers. 

Some years back, Uniphase, a major supplier of argon 
and He-Ne lasers as well as green YAG lasers, described a 
544 nm solid-scare laser using an erbium-doped fluoride 
glass fiber as the lasing medium'"". This is not a frcquency
doubled laser; pumping to the excited scare by 971 nm light 
is accomplished by rwo-photon absorption (see pp. I 18-9). 
The 544 nm wavelength is ideal for excitation of 
phycocrychrin and its tandem conjugates; since power levels 
of I 0 rn W should have readily been accainable, erbium fiber 

lasers might have been preferable to both green He-Ne and 
frequency-doubled YAG lasers as sources for flow cyromecry. 
Uniphasc's recent dramatic up-and-down performance in 
the financial markers suggests chat che company's 
developmenr programs may not be running at the level 
originally intended. Business aside, fiber lasers can be made 
to operate at ocher visible wavelengths; they also have 
excellent pointing stability, meaning the beam doesn' t have 
as much of a tendency co undergo slight changes in dim:cion 
as do beams from other types of lasers. This would also be 
advantageous for flow cycometry. Maybe Uniphase should 
have sold Enron moral fiber lasers. 

Bue, geccing back to (or away from) business. rhe big 
story in lasers for cycomecry in recent years is abouc 
frequency-doubled semiconductor (diode) lasers . 
Doubling a semiconductor laser operating at 750-1000 nm 
will (do the mach) yield UV, violcc, or blue lighc. T he 
process is inefficient; a laser capable of producing several 
hundred milliwacrs is required ro gee a few milliwans of 
visible light. The resulting laser system is typically 
considerably more complex and more expensive chan a diode 
laser, because ocher components, notably, an external mirror 
and a crystal of che material used for harmonic generation, 
must be incorporated into the system. Before 2000, there 
were a few doubled-diode lasers on the marker, but they 
were neither powerful nor cheap. Things have smce 
changed, amaccing much arrencion. 

Coherenr's "Sapphire" laser, apparencly (and 
confusingly) named for ics blue oucput, was introduced co 
the cytomecry community ac rhe May, 2000 ISAC 
meeting'"'. The Sapphire isn 'r a Ti:sapphire laser and 
doesn' t, as far as I know, have any sapphire in it at all ; it is a 
frequency-doubled, diode-pumped semiconductor laser; 
Coherent currencly sells a 10 mW, 460 nm model and boch 
20 mW and 200 mW models emitting at 488 nm: output 
wavelengths arc guaranteed to ± 2 nm. BD Biosciences and 
DakoCyromacion, among ochers, offer che 20 mW. 488 nm 
Sapphire in benchtop instruments; iCyr-Visionary 
Bioscience is retrofitting the 200 mW, 488 nm Sapphire co 
sorters. These lasers arc not inexpensive, but chey are small 
in size, run on small amounts of house currenc, and, 
reportedly, fearure long lifetimes (> l 0,000 hr) . 

Another laser company, Novalux, has recently been 
making the rounds with another frequency-doubled 
semiconductor laser, the Protera; chis will also deliver I 0- 20 
mW at 488 nm, and is priced compecicively with argon 
lasers in the same power range. 

The semiconductor lasers in both Coherenr's Sapphire 
and Novalux's Prorera are surface emitting lasers, and, 
unlike rypical edge-emitting diodes, produce circular, near
Gaussian beams. The technology could yield relatively 
inexpensive laser sources ac wavelengths ranging from UV ro 
yellow. I would nor be surprised ro sec the cytomecer 
manufacturers and/or third parries produce drop-in solid
srate replacements for the air-cooled 488 nm argon lasers 
now installed in most inscruments, and soon. 



Liser and Light Source Noise and Noise Compensation 

Laser noise may ongmate from several sources. Poor 
power supply regulation and/ or design typically resulc in 
light output fluctuations at the frequency of the line current 
used co run rhe power supply or at a mulciple chereof; if a 
high-frequency switching circuic is used in the power supply, 
light noise due co power supply problems may also occur at 
rhe switching frequency. In some lasers, particularly He-Ne 
and He-Cd lasers, noise may be found ac frequencies of a 
few hundred kilohertz, due either to radio frequency energy 
used to pump che lasing medium or to fluctuations in the 
medium itself. 

In mosc circumstances, che level of light source noise 
determines che minimum detectable signal level for scarcer 
measuremenr channels; although preamplifier baseline 
restoration circuitry (p. 55) removes the steady DC 
component of the background noise produced by stray 
illuminating light, the AC component of chc background, 
representing fluccuacions around che DC level, is amplified 
along with the signals produced by particles passing through 
the illumination beam. To be detectable, the signal from a 
particle muse be subscancially above the level of the 
flucruacions; therefore, che use of a light source with lower 
noise allows detection of smaller particles. 

Noise also has a direcc effect on the precision of both 
scaner and fluorescence measurements. Noise is usually 
specified as an average, RMS (Root Mean Squa~e) value, 
and/or as a peak-to-peak value; both are given as 
percentages. The RMS noise value is actually che coefficient 
of variation (CV) of che power outpuc level. If noise is 
normally discributed, the RMS value can be escimared from 
the peak-to-peak value as follows. Since more than 99 
percent of the area of a normal distribution lies wichin three 
standard deviations of che mean, dividing che peak-to-peak 
noise percentage by 6 provides an approximation to the 
RMS noise percentage. RMS noise levels are generally on the 
order of 0.05% or less for diode and high-quality solid-stare 
lasers, 0.2% to 0.5% for wacer-cooled ion lasers, and 0.5% 
to I% for air-cooled argon and He-Ne lasers. 

In an otherwise perfect cytometer, measuring particles 
char were absolutely identical, the CVs of scatcer 
measurements could be no lower than che RMS noise of the 
lighc source. The same resrriccion on precision would hold 
for fluorescence measurements using low power illumi
nacion, where a given percentage change in excicacion power 
produces che same perccncage change in emission intensity; 
ar higher power levels (p. I 17), precision might be less 
affecced. 

le should be remembered chat operation in the light 
concrol mode does nor guarancee protection against noise. If 
the light outpuc drops substantially enough for the supply 
current ro rise to irs maximum value, any furcher mechanical 
or opcical deterioration cannoc be compensated for by eicher 
che light control or che current control circuitry; chus, a 
change in light output will occur. 
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One solution ro source noise problems is rhc 
incorporation of circuitry in rhe signal processing electronics 
char senses variations in illumination and corrects measured 
signal levels accordingly. This was done in Kamencsky's 
RCS, in rhe Block apparatus, and in several laboratory-builr 
instrumcncs, including mine. While commercial fluor
escence flow cytomerers do noc now offer source noise 
compensation, ic is relatively easy to implement using digital 
signal processing, and could chus become common in che 
future; this could help came cheap, noisy YAG's. 

The principal problem with He-Cd lasers is plasma 
noise, ac frequencies becween 300 and 400 kH1 .. le is 
difficult to keep RMS noise levels much below 1.5% even 
when che laser is new. Noise levels tend to increase 
chereafter, especially if che laser is left idle for long periods, 
because chis leads ro an irreversible buildup of helium in the 
plasma rube, which increases noise. This cffccc can be 
minimized, buc not eliminated, by running rhe laser for ac 
leasr several hours a week. Thar's nor much help if rhe 
problem has already developed; I have had several He-Cd 
lasers become unusable in chis fashion. 
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Figure 4-24. Effect of noise compensation circuitry 
on precision of fluorescence measurements using a 
noisy He-Cd laser for excitation. 
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If I measure DNA content with DAPI using these lasers 
and my standard clecrronics, I gee atrocious precision; che 
corresponding discribucion shown in Figure 4-24 has a CV 
of abouc 7.5%, because che illumination inccnsity reaching 
any given cell at any given time varies over such a large range 
due to noise. Things get beccer when I use chc noise 
compensation circuic. A beam spliner reflects about 5% of 
che laser power to a photodiode detector, providing a 
reference signal. The fluorescence of dye in che cells is 
detected by the cytometer's PMT, and an analog circuic is 
used to divide rhe PMT signal by the reference signal, 
yielding a compensated fluorescence value. The DNA 
content discribution measured using che compensacion 
circuit has a CV .. 2.2%. lncidencally, if I were making a pH 
or calcium measurement, using a rario of fluorescence 
emission from one dye ac cwo wavclcngchs, I wouldn'c need 
to monitor laser ourpur; taking che ratio compensates for the 
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fluccuacions in source power oucpur because rhe numerator 
and denominacor arc equally affected by che noise. 

There are ocher ways of compensacing for laser noise. 
"Noise eaters" that you can put becwcen the laser and the 

rest of rhe world sense laser ourpur, and use rhe signal to 

concrol acousto-opcic or cleccro-opric modulators, which 
adjusr chcir lighr rransmission rapidly in response co an 
applied volrage. These gadgets, however, cosr thousands of 
dollars, as opposed co rens of dollars for a noise 
compensarion circuit, and may require char the laser beam 
be polarized, wh ich many He-Cd beams are noc. 

Some precry sophisticaced flow cytometry can be done by 
using a 325 nm He-Cd laser, a low-power 488 nm argon 
laser, and a 633 nm He-Ne laser. B-D 's LSR uses chose 
sources, al though chey haven' t put in noise compensation. 
T o ger UV excicarion for Hoechsr dyes and 488 nm for 
immunofluorescence, ic has always made more sense to me 
(and orhers '"'·""'') to use an He-Cd laser or an arc lamp (and, 
rhese days, maybe a diode or a solid scare UV laser) for rhc 

UV rhan to gee UV and 488 nm ouc of one big, one big and 
one small , or cwo big ion lasers. In 2002, even 
manufacrurers who have scuck wirh che big lasers for years 
are prepared to change. There arc borh flow and scanning 
sysrem char use violer/UV and red diodes and green YAG or 

solid-scare 488 nm lasers. I have seen rhe future, and ir is air
cooled . To paraphrase an old standard, with apologies to 
Paul Simon: 

Fifty Ways to Lose Your Laser 

If you have thought of doing flow cytomerry 
Wich dyes requiring excitation by UV, 
Using an ion laser makes ir plain to sec 
There muse be fifry ways co lose your laser. 

The plasma cube goes, Mose, 
The power supply's fried, Clyde, 
The opcics burn, Vern, 
And rhe solenoid melcs, 
And, when rhey" rc replaced , 
A hose comes unlaced, 
So you wam co cuss, Gus, 
And rry something else. 

You can pick up an arc lamp, as has long been done 
In places where a greac big laser's hard co run, 
Bur lining up your oprics won ' t be much more fun 
T han learning fifry ways to lose your laser. 

Don 'r throw in rhe rowel, Raul, 
There's help 0 11 the way, Jay; 
Jusc send che arc back, Jack, 
And listen to me. 
What will do chc job, Boh, 
Plugs imo rhe wall, Paul; 
An He-Cd, Lee, 
Will gee you UV. 

Kie Snow, Score Cram, Tom Frey ec al and I have shown 
You can sore chromosomes wich HeCad light alone, 
This might help when your budget's cue back 

co the bone, 
And chere are fifty ways co lose your laser. 

We've gor diodes, coo , Lou, 
And alexandrice, Dwight, 
Mode-locked YAG as well, Mel , 
So liscen co me. 

With power coses high, Guy, 
You' ll shell out too much, Durch, 
Argon's nor che way, Ray, 
In chis century. 

Why pay to replumb and rewire? Don't be dense. 
Small lasers can't be used for national defense, 
Bur, for cyromecry, rhey make a loc of sense, 
And you 'll find fifty ways co use your laser. 

Danger!!! Laser!!! Hazards and Haze 

Any laser char emics more rhan 800 µW anywhere from 
rhe UV to rhe near IR is classified as hazardous by rhe U.S. 
Bureau of Radiological Health . Once you gee past rhe "Srar 
Wars" norion of a laser as a handy cool for vaporizing 
enemies and compecirors, you scare to chink of laser hazards 
primarily in terms of eye damage. This makes sense, up co a 
point, bur there have only been a few dozen accidenral 
injuries reported resulting from undiverged or focused 

beams gecring into peoples' eyes. 
Laser damage to che eye, or any ocher rissue, is caused 

when rhe absorption of light by che tissue causes enough 
hearing ro kill cells. The power density of rhe laser beam and 
che absorption coefficient of che rissue are rhe primary 
deccrminanrs of how much damage will be done. Argon 
lasers emircing a wan or so arc routinely used for "spot 
welding" detached rerinas, bur you can shine a focused beam 
ar lower power (say about 80 µW) into your eyeball withour 
hurting your rerina. In fact, Rob Webb, who caught me a lot 
abour building and using flow cyromerers, developed a 
highly useful gadget called rhe scanning laser ophthal
moscope, which produces a wide-field, high-resolution video 
image of the retina by scanning across ic with a low-power 
laser. lncidencally, UV lighr doesn ' t penetrate into the eye 
very well; chis means rhat ir is unlikely ro damage che retina. 
le also means we can'r measure rhe UV-excited fluorescence 
of pyridine nucleorides in the rerina, which mighr have given 
some useful information about metabolism in diaberes and 
ocher conditions. We can , however, measure flavin 
fluorescence wich blue lighr from lamps or He-Cd or argon 
lasers. 

Argon lasers are also used by dermatologists ro crear 
pigmenred lesions such as hemangiomas. These blood vessel 
rumors, which are reddish-purple in color, absorb more 
blue-green light than rhe surrounding normal rissue, and 



rhus ger honer faster. The tolerance of normal skin for laser 
radiacion is also a function of pigmencation; I am fair
skinncd, and experience has taught me that I won't burn my 
finger by putting it into a 200 mW, 488 nm beam 2 mm in 
diameter, while colleagues of mine with darker complexions 
will quickly withdraw their fingers from the same beam. If I 
accidencally get my fingers into the beam at a poinc where ic 
is converging coward che flow syscem, I will gee a slighc burn. 
Black construccion paper, however, will carch fire if held in 
either rhe 2 mm or rhe focused beam. 

People ccnd to worry mosc about invisible laser beams, 
meaning rhose in the lN and IR wavelength ranges, because 
it's harder to avoid what you can'r see. lN light is of special 
concern because the photon energy levels are high enough co 
cause ionization; this can Jead to mutation and 

carcinogenesis in exposed tissue. The probability of 
mutation increases considerably if lN-exciced dyes, e.g., 
Hoechst dyes, are bound co DNA; mutation rates can also 
be increased by irradiation of acridine orange-creaced cells 
wich blue light or by irradiation of methylene blue-created 
cells with red light. Thac said, I must poinc our chac I know 
a loc of sun worshippers and former sun worshippers who 
haven' t gocccn skin cancer, and I've never heard of anybody 
picking up a ran in a flow lab, regardless of che state of 
undress of arc lamps, lasers, and (heh, heh!) people. 

At the power levels chat are, or should be, used in flow 
cycometry (a few hundred mW or less), widely diverged laser 
beams and diffuse reflections should not represenc major 
hazards to users' eyes or skin. The porencial problems come 
from concentrated (undiverged or converging) beams. It is 
fairly easy for users co idencify chc paths of beams from lasers 
emitting ac visible wavelengths, and thus co avoid exposure. 
Most flow cytometers don't use either lN or IR beams, 
which might otherwise be more dangerous. Flow cyrometers, 
like ocher syscems char incorporate lasers, are required by law 
to be equipped with light shielding, and operators are 
required co be provided wich safety goggles thac prevenc laser 
light from reaching the eye. Unfortunately, adjustments co 
che laser and illuminarion opcics are best made, and often 
only possible, when one can see the beam, which requires 
removing the shields and rhe goggles. 

Even if you were running one of the larger ion lasers 
used in flow cyrometry at full power, you probably wouldn't 
be able co kill yourself directly using the laser beam; you'd be 
more likely co die from complications of the hernia you got 
trying to life che power supply. You could very easily kill 
yourself, however, while fiddling wirh rhe oprics of an ion 
laser by allowing a careless finger co brush pasc one of the 
many open eleccrical con nections carrying several hundred 
voles ac over fifty amperes. There have been a few dozen faral 
accidents associated with laser use; in all cases, che vicrims 
were eleccrocuced. Many of chem were far from novices ac 
working wich lasers. I goc a very fasc crip across my lab once 
while tweaking optics wich sweaty fingers; since then, I have 
made ic a point always to have somebody else, preferably 
trained in CPR, around the lab when working on a big laser. 
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1 have already made mention of rhe face thac almosr none 
of the applications of flow cyrometry require use of more 
than about 50 mW of laser power when an efficiently 
designed optical system is used. Most of rhe small lasers run 
on house current and don' t require the user co get inro the 
laser head and cinker with the optics, and their lower-power 
beams pose less of a hazard co users' eyes and vircually no 
hazard co skin. Small lasers arc therefore considerably safer 
than large ones, a point chac probably helped speed the 
adoption of the former in commercial flow cytomecers. 

Whar abouc ocher possible efTecrs of lasers chac are, ar 
present, inexplicable by science? There is a provocative body 
of literature on effects of low-power laser irradiation on cells 
and tissues; cry doing a search on "laser acupunccure" in che 
MEDLINE database some cime if you're inceresred. Ir ha.~ 

been claimed chat shining a few hundred microwarcs of red 
He-Ne laser light on the appropriate acupuncture points 
stimulates immune response, reduces gascroesophageal reflux 
(not in me, unforcunacely), and relieves symptoms of 
arthritis, diabetes, and gallbladder Jisea.~e, co name a ft:w. 
Maybe a lircle laser exposure is good for you. 

To sum up, big lasers, which few of us use anymore, are 
associared with big hazards; one should respect rhem. Mose 
people who use benchcop flow cyromecers wich small visible 
lasers are in greacer danger from cheir reagents and rhcir 
samples chan from their lasers. Bur watch our for chc laser 
pointers; many of chem put out more than the legal 800 
µ W , especially the green ones. 

4.4 LIGHT COLLECTION 

We now know what we need co do co illuminare cells, 
whether chey arc in a flow syscem or on a microscope slide. 
We next cum co the task of collecting at least some of che 
lighc emitted and/or scattered by the cells, and directing as 
much of it as possible, and as little ocher light as possible, co 
our phocodececcors. 

The optical elements of microscopes have been designed 
co do chis job. The lenses provide spatial resolution , 
enabling us to collect a great deal of the light coming from a 
very small region of space and rclacively licrle of the light 
coming from ocher regions a very small distance away. 
Optical filters provide spectral resolution , allowing 
discrimination between scarcered, fluorescent, and 
background light. 

Microscope Objectives 

A microscope objective is designed to form a real, 
magnified image of a small object at a fixed distance, referred 
to as the tube length, from its mount. le is customary to 
describe objeccives in terms of cwo principal parameters, 
magnificacion and N .A., and also to specif}r the working 
distance between the front element of the lens and the 
objecc. When placed at the working distance from che 
object, the objective forms a real image, magnified ar its 
scaced magnification, in a plane (che image plane) 
approximacely one cube length behind che "shoulder" of che 
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objective (tha r's where it screws into the nosepiece; you or r 
might have picked a different anacomical reference). 

looking at che Observation Point 

In order co select a collection lens, we ought co look at a 
magnified image of the observation poinr in a flow 
cyromercr; I've sketched one as Figure 4-25. What I've 
drawn is whar you see if you use a decent microscope lens 
and make an image of rhe incersecrion of rhe laser beam wirh 
a round capillary flow chamber or wirh a srream in air. You 
find our where the core is and how big ic is by running a 
fluorescenc dye rhrough che system; if your excitation is 
anywhere between UV and blue-green, Mercurochrome, 
which is a fluorescein derivative, is fine. 

STREAM OR CAPILLARY EDGES 

\ CORE EDGES 

\ I 

• 

~OUN DARY 
OF AREA 

DEFINED BY 
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Figure 4-25. Looking ac che observation point. 

If rhe image is big enough , you'll see rhac, while there is 
a Im of reflection of the excitation beam off the capillary or 
scream, most of the reflection is from the edges, as long as 
che stream or capillary is, say, ac lease 50% wider chan the 
beam. Since we wane co measure light coming from the core, 
we almost instinctively chink of using a field stop. i.e., a 
pinhole or slit in the image plane, so chat the only light char 
gees through is from the region of che core. I've shown the 
region we wane to look at in the figure. 

What happens if we don ' t use a field stop? That 
depends upon what we're trying co measure. You might 
figure chat you don 'c have to worry about all of the reflected 
light ar 488 nm if you' re measuring fluorescence above 515 
nm, because you can get rid of it with optical filters. This is 
true, to some extent; however, as we will presently see, chis 
approach places a considerably heavier burden on the filters, 
in terms of rhe performance required, and increases che 

likelihood of noise due co lighr leakage and/or filrer 
fluorescence. If we're crying co measure light scaccered ar 
large angles co chc excitation beam, we've got a problem; all 
of chat 488 nm light is going co clobber our scatter signal, 
which is at che same wavelength as rhe excitation beam. In 
chis case, we're forced inco using some type of lighr barrier co 
insure that we collect lighr predominantly from rhc cells in 
che core rather than from elsewhere. 

Stops vs. Blockers 

I mentioned that whac I've shown in che figure is what 
we see when the stream or capillary is wider chan che beam 
by 50% or more. This is usually not che case in cell soners 
in which measurements are made of cells flowing in a scream 
in air. If, for example, we have a 70 µm scream and a beam 
80 µm wide, we will see a "ring" of light from che 
illuminating beam around rhc entire circumference of rhe 
scream, and we simply won' t have che oprion of using a field 
stop to gee rid of stray scacrered light. 

The alternative typically in stream-in-air cell sorrers is 
che inclusion of an obscuration or blocker bar, che effect of 
which you can simulate by placing a finger over the drawing 
along rhe pach of chc illuminating beam. Particles in rhe core 
will emit fluorescence and scarcer light in all directions ; the 
obscuration bar will block a substancial amounc of 
fluorescence and scarcered light, buc it will allow some of 
boch to gee into che collection system, while preventing 
almost all of che lighc reflected from che scream from going 
imo the collection system . 

Up to a poinc, chis is a good idea. What we wane t0 be 
able co do in a flow cytomerer is co detect weak signals above 
background, and anything which increases che racio of 
(photons collected from cells) co (phorons collected from 
ocher sources) is helpful, unless ir diminishes rhe number of 
signal photons co fewer than can be reliably derecred above 
noise based upon sampling statistics. The use of a field scop 
in the image plane, which masks light coming from 
everywhere buc che immediate vicinity of che incerseccion of 
che core scream wich che illuminating beam, accomplishes 
much the same purpose as che use of an obscuration bar, but 
allows more signal phocons co get through. While chis 
generally isn' t done in stream-in-air flow cyrometers because 
of che relative sizes of beam and stream, ir is done in flow 
cyromecers in which observation occurs within a capillary or 
cuvctce. When che scream in a scream-in-air sysrcm is wider 
chan the beam, use of a field stop instead of an obscuration 
bar increases che signal incensity, and che signal-co-noise 
racio is improved'" ~. If the observation poinc is in a flar-sided 
cuverce, reflections of che laser beam off rhe cuvcrcc walls arc 
minimal ; however, it still helps co use a field scop co reduce 
problems such as incerference from Raman scarcering. 

Signal versus Noise: To See or Not to See 

We have already found that we can only extract a certain 
number of photons from che sample, no marcer how much 
excitation power we use, so it seems like a good idea co 



collect as many of chose phocons as we can gee. We have just 
found out, however, rhac increasing light colleccion from che 
sample doesn't help us much if ic is accompanied by a 
propomonace tncrea~e m light collection from the 
background. 

COLLECTING REFOCUSING 
LENS LENS 

MIRROR f I I COLLIMATING 

\r-- .. ~------- - -·-- --~· ·--.. J \o~~-~~ 
( .. .- ~><:._ . I /:: <~ ... --· -.. · \ u----\-----/ /1 / 

OBSERVATION STOP COLLIMATED 
POINT LIGHT TO 

COLLIMATED DETECTORS 
BEAM FROM 
COLLECTOR 

Figure 4-26. Maximizing light collection: Not always a 
good way to do things. 

One can collect the largest possible amount of light by 
putting che collection lens at a distance from the observation 
region equal to its focal length, f In such an arrangement, 
illustrated in Figure 4-26, no image is formed; che light rays 
emerge from che collector lens in parallel, in a collimaced 
beam. The lenses used for collection in chis fashion are 
cypically not microscope objectives, buc somewhat longer 
focaJ length, high-aperture aspheric lenses of che cype 
normaJly used as condensers. The beam collecced in chis 
manner usually contains a substantial amount of light ac che 
excitation wavelength. The burden of excluding this light 
from the fluorescence deteccor falls entirely on che opcicaJ 
filters used co limit detector bandwidth, unless the 
collimated beam of collected light is brought to a focus in a 
plane containing a pinhole as a field stop before being 
routed co the detector filters. A refocusing lens and field stop 
are shown in Figure 4-17. Behind chem is an additional 
collimating lens; chis is needed to reconverge the beam in 
order to relay light co the filters and detectors. 

The setup in Figure 4-26 also illustrates anmher crick 
for increasing light collection; a concave spherical mirror, 
wich a focus at the observation point, is placed opposite the 
lens, allowing che lens to capture some of the light emitted 
in chis direction, which would otherwise be lose. Mirrors can 
converge and diverge beams as can lenses; a concave surface 
converges a beam, and a convex surface diverges one. Since 
refraction is nor involved, mirrors, unlike lenses, do noc 
exhibit wavelength-dependent variations in focaJ length. 
Most flow cyrometers do not use the collection arrangement 
shown in Figure 4-26, but, instead, make a real image of the 
observation point wirh a high-N.A. lens, and employ field 
stops co prevent light from outside the observation region 
from reaching the detector. However, since the lens has to 
be farther rhan its focaJ length (between I and 2 focal 
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lengrhs) away from rhe observation point in order ro make 
an image, it must necessarily collect light over a smaller solid 
angle, and therefore gee less light from the specimen. Are we 
missing a free lunch somewhere? 

Of course nor. In the first place, the imaging lens 
generally produces a fairly highly (20-50 x) magnified image 
of the observation point. If placed rwo focal lengths from rhe 
observation point, it would produce an image the same size 
as the observation region, let's say abour 50 by 50 µm . 
Geometric optics tells us that to produce a highly magnified 
image, the lens is going ro be nor much more than one focaJ 
length from che observation point, so it won't collect all that 
much less light chan it would if it were exaccly one focal 
length away. 

Since rhe lens is almost one focal length from the 
observation point, the collected light emerging from ic is 
going co converge co an image plane some distance between 
two focaJ lengths and infinicy behind it; the closer the lens is 
to one focaJ length from the observation point, the closer rhe 
image is to infinicy. In this case, "close to infinicy" is about 
one rube length, or abour 6 inches. The light is "close to 

collimated"; throughput considerations are at work here, and 
they tell us (p. 123) chat, when we collect light over a large 
solid angle to make a magnified image, the image forming 
rays occupy a smaJler solid angle in proportion to the 
amount of magnification. Thus, if we make a magnified 
image of the observation region, we don't need either a 
refocusing or recollimating lens, and we eliminate any 
transmission losses chat mighr be associated with these 
opcicaJ elements. The dichroics used for specrral separation, 
which might have trouble with the divergent beam emerging 
from behind the stop in Figure 4-26, can easily handle the 
beam from the imaging lens. Also, because axial 
magnification goes as the square of lateral magnification, we 
collect much less interfering light from planes closer ro and 
farther away from che observation region as we increase rhc 
magnification of the image. 

Now, what about the scop in Figure 4-26 and the field 
stops used with imaging optics? If you're looking at a 50 by 
50 µm observation region magnified 50 rimes, the 
corresponding region of the image is 2.5 by 2.5 mm, which 
is preccy macroscopic, and your field stop can be slightly 
larger than this and do a good job of blocking light collected 
from outside the observation region. With the optics in 
Figure 4-26, the refocusing lens is forming something pretty 
much equivalent to a 1: 1 image in che plane of the stop. In 
order ro block light from outside the observation region as 
effectively as could be done with an imaging system, you'd 
need a scop with an opening less than 100 µm across. These 
are available, bur, in practice, you'd probably have to use a 
substanciaJly bigger opening, because it would be difficult co 
keep the small one from drifring slightly our of alignment 
and blocking all the light. This means you let in more light 
from outside the immediate viciniry of che observation 
region . When the cell is in the observation region, most of 
what's in che neighborhood is water, and, with coo big a 
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stop, you 'll collect signals from whatever is in rhe warer. If 
you're using dyes with high background fluorescence, you 
may overload your baseline restoration circuitry. If you're 
using 488 nm excicarion and crying to detect phycoerychrin 
fluorescence, you'll end up wich higher background noise 
and lower fluorescence sensitivity due ro Raman scattering 
from water chan you would have if you had made a 
magnified image and used an appropriately sized field stop. 

In principle, lighc can be collected over extremely large 
solid angles by dlipsoidal110 or parabolicG•s reflectors; in 
practice, use of such elements for fluorescence collection in a 
flow cytomecer requires higher performance optical filters 
than would be necessary in a system with better spatial 
re~olution , and orthogonal scauer signals may be masked by 
noise. There are also che same problems with srops as were 
just discussed. 

Flow cyrometers builc around microscopes, which use 
high-N .A. objectives"·'·9' · ' 00· ' 0·', often show bcrcer precision 
rhan laser source systems, parricularly in measurements of 
asrmmetric cells, because che wider angles of illumination 
and collection in the former minimize effects of differences 
in particle orientation;',. However, instrument performance 
is not necessarily improved simply by increasing che N .A. of 
the collecting lens. In order ro make effective use of a high
N .A. objective, ir may be necessary co compensate for rhe 
concomitant small depth of focus. In the lmpulscyto
phocomecer''·"', chis was done by d irecting sample flow along 
rhe axis of che objective, so char portions of cells passed 
sequentially through che focal plane. In che Sceen/Lindmo 
instrument"'"'"', che sheathed sample is directed against a flat 
surface, resulting in reduccion of core thickness and in 
orientation of asymmetric cells, allowing most cells in che 
sample co be kept in focus even by a high-N.A. lens. 

The spacial resolution required in flow cyromecry is only 
char which is necessary to define and isolate the image of the 
inrersecrion of the illuminating beam and the core. People 
rend co want to use the "best" microscope objectives; 
estimating quali ry from price, chey choose an apochromac or 
planapochromat. These lenses do have high N.A.; without 
ir. they would nor be capable of high resolution. However, 
rhe resolution increase with increasing N .A. is not due to che 
collection of more light, bur co chc collection of lighc over a 
wider angle. A planapochromar is designed to produce 
flacness of field over a rclarively large viewing area, and high 
resolution, for observation and phocomicrography at high 
magnification. Its light gathering power may actually be 
sacrificed co achieve becter performance in chese areas. 
Alchough equal amounts of light go into the front elements 
of a simple achromat and a planapochromac with rhe same 
N .A., che light cransmission of the achromac is likely co be 
higher, because che planapochromar achieves its flat field 
and high resolution through the use of more optical 
elements than are used in the achromat, and light is lost in 
rhe extra elements, even wirh the best of antireflection 
coatings. For flow cytomcrry, che achromat is almost always 
the better choice; it will certainly be cheaper, and very 

probably have a longer working distance and greater coral 
light gathering capaciry than will the more highly corrected 
lens. Jn recent years, I have been using, and recommending, 
inexpensive, single-element molded aspheric lenses wirh 
relatively high N. A. (0.62-0.68) as collecrion lenses, and 
chese have found rheir way inco some commercial 
insrrumencs. And, after having had problems wirh low lighr 
transmission in some very expensive microscope lenses, I 
make ic a practice co measure transmission of a low-power 
laser beam through any lens before I pur down the money. 

Speccral Seleccion: Monochromators versus Filters 
Wich few exceptions, rhe definition of the speccral 

response of che detectors in flow cytomecers is accomplished 
by the use of optical filters. although more sophisticated 
methods have been examined. Alternatives to filters may be 
desirable if it is necessary co make measurements in many 
wavelength regions. In the late l 970's and early I 980's, 
there were reports on the measurement of emission speccra 
in flow systems using polychromatic detectors'" and on the 
use of monochromarors co replace filrers (Stohr discussed 
chis at a 1981 meeting, bur apparently didn ' r publish on ic) . 
In rhe mid-l 980's, Buican(,19 described che use of fourier 
rransform methods for flow cyromerric measurement of 
fluorescence in multiple spectral regions using a single 
detector PMT. 

Monochromacors and Polychromatic Detection 
Spectral selection using prism or grating 

monochromators is accomplished by diverring different 
wavelengths of lighc in different directions and chen 
positioning an aperrure or slir berween the prism or grating 
and che dececror. The basic elements of a prism 
monochromator are shown in Figure 4-27. Incoming Iighc is 
focused on an entrance slit ar the focus of a collimating 
lens, which delivers a collimated beam co che prism, from 
which different wavelengths emerge at different angles. The 
focusing lens forms an image of the dispersed spectrum in 
the plane of rhe exit slit; rhe wavelength of light emerging 
from che exit slit is selected by rotating the prism about an 
axis perpendicular ro che plane of the diagram. 

The angular dispersion of a prism is nor a linear fu nction 
of wavelength; the angular dispersion of a grating is. 
Monochromarors are more often built wich gratings than 
with prisms as the dispersing element for chis reason; rhe 
linear behavior makes ir easier co motorize wavelength 
selection. Gratings also have higher dispersion rhan prisms, 
making monochromarors more compacr, but gratings are 
also less selective. A spectrophotometer rypically uses a 
single monochromator to select the i!luminacion wavelengrh 
for absorption measurements; a spcctrofluoromcter uses a 
monochromator co select excirarion wavelength and one or 
rwo more monochromacors co select emission wavelengrh. 

Polychromatic detection is accomplished by placing 
multiple detectors in several regions of a spectral image. If a 
linear array of diode or CCD {charge coupled device) 



detectors were placed where che exit slic appears in Figure 4-
27, each element of the detector array would respond ro 
radiation in a diffcrenc speccral region. le would be more 
difllculc co use conventional PMTs for polychromatic 
decection because of their size; an optical path length of 
several fccc would be required co achieve the required 
spacing between desired speccral regions. Newer, multianode 
PMTs might be usable in this applicacion. Experimental 
work with polychromacic decection using diode and CCD 
arrays in flow cyrometry continucs1139 , although chis 
technology is noc used in commercial syscems. 

MIXED WAVELENGTHS 

LONGER WAVELENGTH 

SHORTER WAVELENGTH 

Figure 4-27. A prism monochromator. Output wave
length selection is accomplished by rotating the prism. 
Polychromatic detection could be done with a linear 
diode or CCD array at the position of the exit slit. 

Buican"'1 ·11 • 0 built a flow cycomecer in which fluorescence 
emission in eighc spectral regions could be measured using a 
dececcor incorporating a Fourier transform or interferometric 
speccrometer. Such a dececcor system, however, is an order of 

magnitude more expensive than monochromators, which are 
themselves several cimes more expensive than a set of ftlcers. 
The Fourier transform method has been widely adopced for 
infrared absorpcion speccroscopy because it offers some 
improvemenc (the so-called Fellgm advantage) in signal-co
noise ratio when dcteccor noise is a limiting factor. This is 

not generally the case in flow cytomecry; chus, ic is not clear 
that imerferomerric detection offers eicher theoretical or 
practical advantages for mosc applicacions. 

In general, the cell sample analyzed in a flow cytometer 
contains no more than chree or four fluorescent materials, 
wich well-known speccral characteristics, selected for efllcient 
excitation by che illumination wavelength(s) used. Even in 
work wich eight or more colors, optical ftlcers remain the 
most cost-effective means for detector bandwidth limication. 

Interference Filters: Coatings of Many Colors 

An interference filter , also called a dichroic, dielectric, 
or reflective filter, is composed of a transparent glass or 
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quarrz substrace(s) on which mulciple thin layers of dielcC[ric 
material, sometimes separaced by spacer layers, are deposited . 
Constructive and descruccive incerference occur between 
reflections from che various layers, with the wavelength 
range(s) transmitted being determined primarily by the 
chickness of the layers and che scleccivicy by che number of 
layers. The unwanced wavelengchs are reflected. 

The layers of dielectric material on a substrate are 
colleccively referred to as an interference coating, or, more 
commonly, simply as a coating. Coatings are used in optical 
elcmencs other than filcers; lenses, for example, arc 
commonly coated co reduce reflections at their surfaces. 
Since, in che absence of a coacing, about 5 percenc of light is 
lose ac each surface, the lighc transmission of the highly 
corrected multielement lenses used in microscopy and 
photography would be unacceprably low if ancireflection 
coacings were noc used. 

Coatings are described as hard or soft; hard coatings are 
durable and moiscure-resiscant, but somewhat more difficult 
and more expensive co manufacture. They are cypically used 
on surfaces that may be exposed co air and/or cleaned with 
tissues or swabs and solvents. Laser mirrors and dichroics arc 
usually hard coated; mosr interference filters are made with 
soft coatings. The individual layers of coated subscraces must 
be glued cogether, and a seal applied around the edges of the 
ftlcer co prevenc ambienc moisture from degrading che 
coating. 

Absorptive Filters versus Interference Filters 

In an absorptive filter , such a~ a color glass filter. 
unwanted light is disposed of by absorption. It is possible to 

remove much more of the unwanted light by absorpcion 
rhan by interference; light rransm1ss1on outside the 
passband, i.e., the region in which che ftlcer is designed co 
rransmic light, is commonly a few percent for a purely 
dielectric ftlcer and only a few hundredths of a percent or 
less for a color glass filter. Transmission in rhc passband, 
however, is usually lower for interference filters chan for 
color glass filters. Interference filters, as a general rule, allow 
sharper transitions between rejected regions and che 
passband(s), and permit greater select ivity; filters wich a 
FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum [cransmission]) 
bandwidth of 3 nm are readily available. 

In order ro measure weak fluorescence , e.g. , 
immunofluorescence, we really need ro get rid of stray 
excication light, and of excitation light scattered within the 
collection angle of che fluorescence collection optics. Leering 
1 percenc of char light through isn'c good enough; we 
therefore can't use just a pure interference filter. 

However, if we put a long pass color glass filter in a laser 
beam, we see chat some of che absorption responsible for 
removal of excitation and scattered light is associated wich 
fluorescence emission from the filter; chis emission from the 
filcer is at wavelengths chat will pass through the ftlccr, thus 
creating noise at the detector. So what do we do? 
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Well, we should, of course, use a field stop, as discussed 
in rhc preceding pages, co eliminate as much of the 
cxrraneous excication lighr as possible, but we still need to 

specify whar kind of film goes berween che field stop and 
che dececror. And the winner is: borh. The "incerference 
filrcrs" we use are made with an absorptive layer behind che 
coated layers. You can usually cell which side chc absorptive 
layer is on because ir appears more strongly colored; the 
coared side is more reflective, i.e., shinier. When you mount 
rhc filter in your inscrumenr. che shiny side of che filter 
should face che collecrion lens; rhe ocher side should face che 
deteccor. When in doubt, reflect light ac che unwanted 
wavelengrh from che filrer onro a piece of paper (or a power 
merer) ; the side of che filter chat reflects the most light 
should face the colleccion lens. 

Interference filters specifically designed for use in 
cytomecry frequently have low enough transmission outside 
the passband so that additional filters are nor needed. They 
also have litde arrows celling you which way ro insert chem 
in case you forget the "shiny side out" rule. If there is a need 
to further restrict bandwidth, the field scop (and the blocker 
bar, if one is used) and rhe interference filter get rid of 
enough of the may excitation light co permit placing a color 
glass filter berween them and the detecror without worrying 
mo much about filter fluorescence. This doesn't mean it 
can't happen; if ir does happen, the absorprive layer of che 
interference filter should nor be neglected as a source of such 
fluorescence. Loken and Stall discussed the evaluation of 
filcers in some derail''. 

We generally neglect che fact chat absorption results in 
the conversion of lighr into hear. A laser beam hitting a color 
glass filter may thus destroy dye molecules in char filter, 
changing ics absorprion, fluorescence, and transmission 
characteristics. Those dye molecules may fade more slowly 
during exposure co sunlight, arc lamps, etc. If one keeps ic 
our of strong lighr, however, a color glass filter should have a 
relarively long lifetime. If you drop one and break ic, che 
rransmission characceriscics of che pieces are the same as 
chose of che incacc filter; you can cover a lor of dececcors wich 
a J" square filter if you don 't mind gening glass splinters. 

The companies that make interference filters have ways 
of cuning them; don' t artempc this stunt at home. 
Interference filters have finite lifetimes even when chey're 
nor dropped; moisture eventually gets chrough their seals 
and causes the sofr coatings co degrade. This is sometimes 
referred co as "delaminacion," which more properly describes 
che filter coming unglued, bur che end result is the same: 
"Old interference filters never dye, they just lose their 
layers. " This rypically happens afrer a few years; if you hold 
che filter up co the light and see moccling around rhe edges, 
it 's time co gee a new filter. The old-cimers didn't discover 
the problem uncil cheir cohorcs of new filters aged. 

Filter Transmission Characteristics 

hgure 4-28 shows idealized transmission curves of 
bandpass, short pass, and long pass interference filters. The 
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Figure 4-28. Light transmission characteristics of 
bandpass, short pass, and long pass interference 
filters. 

perrinenc characceristics of a bandpass filcer are its cc:nccr 
wavc:lc:ngth, usually speci fied in nanometers (nm), its 
maximum transmission. T '"'" and its bandwidth, usually 
given by the FWHM in nanometers . The bandpass filters 
used in flow cytomecry typically have a FWHM of 10-50 
nm and a Tm .. of 65-80%. 

If you curned che curve for chc bandpass filter upside 
down , you'd have rhe transmission curve of a notch filter, 
which is nor included in the figure. One of che more 
common notch filters is che magenta filrer used for 
phocographic color separation. A green bandpass filcer blocks 
rhe red and blue/violer ends of the specrrum and transmits 
the green in the middle; a magenta notch filter passes red 
and blue/violet but blocks green. Narrow norch filters 
specifically designed co block laser lines may be useful for 
high-sensitivity fluorescence measurements. 

Long pass filters are characterized by rheir Tm .. and by 
their cur on wavelength. /.."""' 'at which light transmission is 
50% of T.,.,. Long pass color glass filter transmission curves 
resemble chose of long pass interference filters, bur typically 
show much lower cransmission outside the passband. 

Shorr pass filters are characterized by a T ~· and a cutoff 
wavc:lc:ngth. "-,u,oll' at which rransmission is 50% of T , .... · 
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A 

B 

Figure 4-29. Transmission of several wavelength regions through different dichroic configurations. 

They can be cricky co work wich. The cransmission of mosc 
shore pass filcers faUs off sharply below about 420 nm due co 
absorption by some of the coating macerials. However, che 
big problem is at ac che long end; chey're really notch filters. 
A 480 nm short pass filcer passes blue lighc bur also passes a 
loc of red lighr. To get rid of chis, you can use either a color 
glass red absorbing filter or a longer wavelength (e.g., 580 
nm) short pass filter, which blocks our co rhe near infrared. 
If you use shore pass filters, keep your guard up. 

You can measure cransm1ss1on and reflectance 
characteristics of optical filters using a speccrophocomecerm, 
but, since most spectrophoromecers don't reliably measure 
transmission below I percenc, you can't cell whether a filcer 
is truly "blocked" ro 0.01 % outside ics passband. I have a 
few mW available from various laser sources ac wavelengths 
from che UV ro che near infrared, and a power merer chat 
can dececc a few nanowans; chis lees me measure 
transmission down co 0.01 percenc reliably, in a well
darkened room. The filter manufacturers can do the same. 

The transmission characteristics of an interference filter 
are decermined by che discance incidenc light muse travel 
between che layers of che filcer; chis is shortesc for rays chac 
are normal. or perpendicular, ro che filter , and increases for 
rays ac progressively larger angles co che normal. The 
transmission characteristics chus change wich che angle of 
incidence of lighc, so users and manufacturers must specify 
rhe angle of incidence at which a filter is designed co work. If 
you hold a bandpass filter up co a white light source and vary 
chc angle ar which you look through ic, you will see a change 
in the color of the cransmirced lighc. Absorpcive filc ers do not 
exhibic chis angular dependence. 

Dichroics 

Epiilluminated fluorescence microscopes, and arc source 
flow cytomecers, make use of what are termed dichroics, 

dichroic mirrors, or dichroic beam splitters; these are also 
used in lighr collection systems to direct light in different 
spectral regions ro different detectors. Dichroics :ire 
interference filters; those used in Auorescence microscopy are 
usually che long pass type. Excitation light ac a shore 
wavelengch, oucside the passband, is reflected from a long 
pass dichroic; fluorescence emined at longer wavelengths is 
transmitted through ic. A shore pass dichroic reflects longer 
wavelengths and rransmics shorter ones. le is desirable co 
minimize che fluorescence of a dichroic, because any 
fluorescence excited in it by lighc ac the illuminacion 
wavelength may be transmitted to che detector. Dichroics 
are, therefore, almost always made without the absorptive 
layers typically used in "incerference" filters . 

Filccr secs for fluorescence microscopy have been 
developed chat incorporate excitation fi lters and dichroics 
chac, respectively, transmit and reAecc in several discrete 
wavelength regions. T his allows simultaneous viewing of (for 
example) blue, green, and red fluorescence excited by l JV, 
blue-green, and yellow light. While rhesc filter secs provide 
lovely visual images, their real purpose is to eliminate 
changing filrer blocks during multicolor imaging experi
ments, minimizing the likelihood chat the specimen will 
move slightly during chat mechanical operation. 

Managing light loss in dichroics was mencioned on p . 
53; we now return ro it with the aid of Figure 4-29. In a 
flow cycometer with 488 nm excitation, che blue side scaner 
signal is strongest, green and yellow (fluorcscein and 
phycoerychrin) fluorescence signals arc fairly strong, and 
orange and red (tandem conjugare) signals are weakes1. We 
want ro save as much of the weaker signals as possible. 

Ir is reasonably easy to make a dichroic that reflects at 
least 95% of light in some region outside irs passband, and 
relatively difficult co make a dichroic, or any ocher 
interference fi lcer, with 95% transmission in its passband. 
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Thus, weak signals should be reflec1ed from, rather chan 
transmicced through, dichroics. Figure 4-29 assumes 95% 
refleccance and 90% transmission from che <lichroics. 

The configuracion illuscraced in (A) in Figure 4-29 is 
char shown in Figure 1-21 (p. 5 l ); a linear array of shore 
pass (long reflecc) dichroics preserves bcccer chan 85% of che 
weaker red and orange signals, alchough 31 % of che green 
signal is lose. This is preferable co che configuracion in (B), 
which loses over 30% of boch che orange and re<l signals. ff 
che transmission of rhe filters were lower, say 85%, only 
52% of che red signal would gee chrough. For optimal lighr 
transmission, ic may be best ro have che dichroics and 
detectors in a branched configuracion, such as chat in (C), in 
which no signal muse pass chrough more than rwo dichroics. 

Mose flow cycometers use a single lens, with its axis 
orchogonal co boch chc axis of flow and che axis of che 
illuminating laser beam, co collect fluorescence and side 
scatter signals. In some insrrumenrs, a spherical mirror is 
placed on che opposite side of rhe flow chamber from this 
lens, to reflect additional fluorescence emission and scaccered 
light back inro ic. One can also gee more light co che 
dececcors by using rwo separate collection lenses on opposite 
sides of the chamber. I do chis in most of my instrumenrs; it 
allows colleccion of four-color fluorescence with none of the 
fluorescence signals being transmitted through more than 
one Jichroic, reducing the lighc losses associated with 
multiple dichroics. One could also use relay lenses and/or 
fiber optics (see pp. l 5 7 -9) ro direct light from both 
colleccion lenses to chc same detector(s) . 

Neutral Density Filters 

It is somecimes desirable to accenuate light without 
discriminating wavelengths; this can be done with neutral 
density (N.D.) filters. A neutral densiry filter can work by 
reflection or by absorption. A partially "silvered" (i.e., 
coated) mirror will reflect some portion of the light reaching 
it and transmit the remainder. Absorptive neutral densiry 
filters are color filters incorporating substances char absorb 
over 1he entire visible spectrum and which therefore appear 
gray or black in color; they are often seen on beaches. 
Neutral demiry filters are often used in front of rhe forward 
scatter detectors in flow cytomerers, particularly m 
instruments tha1 use high-power laser sources. 

Beamsplitters; Ghosts and Ghostbusters 

A reflective neucral densiry filter can serve as a 
beamsplitter, diverting che reflected portion of che incident 
beam in one direccion and cransmitcing rhe remainder in 
another. Uncoated glass surfaces rypically reflect about 5% 
of incident light; common cover slips rhus can be used as 
beamsplircers to diverr a small portion of an incident beam, 
e.g., for a side scatter measurement. To send 50% of the 
light one way and 50% of the light the other wa}', you need 
a reflective coated surface. 

Beamsplitters (Figure 4-30) are frequently made in the 
form of cubes; rhe cube is formed by fusing two right 

triangular prisms with the coating along the "hypotenuse" 
face of one prism. Light therefore enters and leaves a cubt> 
beamsplitter normal co the surface, minimizing undesirable 
"ghost" reflections that are shown coming from the rear face 
of the plate beamsplitter. 
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; .... 

REFLECTED BEAM "GHOST' 
REFLECTION 

Figure 4-30. Cube and plate beamspliners. 

The more colors you measure in a flow cycometer, the 
more dichroics you need; and they also produce ghos1 
reflections. The problem starts to get noticeable when there 
are a lot of rhem, so who(m) do you call? Well, you may 
have ro call your optical filter supplier, and gee dichroics and 
filters chat you can place ar angles other than 45 and 90 
degrees, or you may need to use wedges to move the ghost 
reflections further apart so rhey don ' t go where you don 't 
want chem. But you probably won't have to call anybody; 
che manufacrurer of your flow cytomerer shoul<l rake care of 
the problem for you. Unril, that is, you decide co measure a 
different set of colors; then, you'll have to call both the 
manufacturer and the filter supplier. 

It should be obvious that absorptive neutral density 
filters cannot be used as beamspliccers, because they arc 
designed to absorb light, nor reflect it. They, or at least the 
relatively inexpensive plastic ones you can buy in sheets in 
real camera stores, also tend to melt and/or burn when you 
try to use rhem to attenuate a few hundred milliwatts worth 
of laser beam. 

Optics for Polarization Measurements 

It is occasionally of inrerest to measure fluorescence or 
scaccered light in rwo planes of polarization, respeccively 
perpendicular and parallel to che plane of polarization of chc 
excitation beam. This requires that light of differem 
polarizations be separated and diverted to different dcreccors . 
Such measurements are relatively easy to do in flow 
cycometers with argon ion laser sources, because the la~cr 

source produces highly polarized illuminacion; you do have 
co be able to get at the derecror filters. Two approaches can 
be used. The first makes use of a polarizing bcarnsplittcr; 
this is an optical element chac looks more or less like thost· 
shown in Figure 4-30, bur which transmits lighc of one 
polarization and reflects light of the other. 



Most beamspli tters polarize light to some extent; Asbury 
ec al, in their extensive srudy of polarization in flow cycome
cry''"', showed thac beamsplitters caused strong, oriencation
dependenc polarization artifacts. Polarizing beamspliccers, 
which polarize light in well-defined and predictable ways, 
muse be selected for the appropriate wavelength and rend co 
be fairly expensive. 

If whac you'd like co do is discriminace eosinophils from 
ocher granulocytes by their higher depolarized scatter sig
nals ·:: . •a~ . " ..-, you can use a simpler, less expensive approach 

employing polarizing filters. These are rypically made of a 
plastic in which are embedded optically active molecules that 
have been oriented in one direction, e.g., by application of 
an electric field. This results in differential absorption of 
lighc of different polarizations. If you have a pair of polarized 
sunglasses, you have probably noticed chat rotating one of 
che lenses abouc its axis changes its transmission , making a 
hazy blue sky appear darker blue. 

Polarizing filters decompose the electric field vectors of 
incident light into parallel and perpendicular components; 
what comes our is light of one polarizacion. If you put two 
pola rizing filters together, and rotate one, there will be one 
posicion ac which light transmission through the pair is at a 
maximum, and another, at 90° co the first, at which no light 
gees through, because the second filter is then positioned co 
cransmit only che polarizacion which has been excluded by 
chc first filcer. There is generally an orientation mark on 
such filters to facilitate finding the appropriate positions. 

Setting up a cytomecer for quick and dirty scaccer polari
zacion measurements requires, first, that two detectors be 
positioned and equipped wich proper wavelength selection 
filcers to measure scatter in the same spectral region . Using 
beads to provide a standard signal, the detector gains are 
adjusted to provide equal signal strengths. Then, a polarizing 
filter is placed in front of each detector. The filter on the 
"parallel" detector is rocared co produce maximum signal 
suengch from the beads; the filter on the "perpendicular" 
detector is rotated co produce minimum signal screngch. 
Gains are then readjusted. 

If you're crying co measure fluorescence emission anisot
ropy or polarizacion against some standard, it may be neces
sary to play addicional games, such as changing che laser 
polarization with a retardation place, and you probably wane 
co use higher quality components. See p. 114, then read 
Asbury et al 2' )" and proceed from there. 

Tunable Filters 

le is now possible to make tunable filters , in which an 
eleccrical input changes rhe passband. These devices don't 
have conventional filters in them; some of them use acousto
opric modulators and gratings; others use liquid crystals. 
They can respond in milliseconds, and have been used in 
multispectral imaging and confocal microscopy, but not for 
flow cyrometry. Because chey polarize light, tunable filters 
have relatively low (35% or so) transmission; they are also 
on rhe pricey side, at least at present. 
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Figure 4-31. Total internal reflection. 

Fiber Optics and Optical Waveguides 

Lenses and mirrors aren ' t che only components useful for 
getting light from point A to point B; the communications 
industry, as rhe ads on TV remind us, gees a lot of light from 
one end of che country to another chrough fiber optics. 
These, and other optical waveguides , work by total inter
nal reflection; the principle is illumared in Figure 4-31. 
This shows three rays of light traveling in the direction of 
the boundary between regions of rwo different refraccive 
indices n, and n1, where n, > n1• Light is refracted according 
ro Snell's law (pp. 106-7); light striking the boundary at che 

critical angle, a= sin"' n/n,, will be refracted along che 
boundary, while light striking the boundary at larger angles 
will be reflected back into the medium from which it came. 
Lighc striking the boundary ar angles smaller rhan the critical 
angle will be refracted at the boundary and emerge into rhe 
medium with the lower refractive index. 

An optical fiber consists of a plastic, glass, or silica core 
surrounded by a cladding with a lower refractive index. The 
refractive indices of the core and cladding determine the 
numerical aperture (N.A.) of the fiber; this defines the 
maximum half angle 8 at which light entering the fiber will 
propagate through ir, and also rhe maximum angle at which 
light will emerge from the other end. The fiber illumated in 
Figure 4-32, below, is a step index fiber; there are also gra
dient index fibers , in which refractive index decreases con
tinuously with distance from the fiber axis. 

CLADDING CORE 

TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION OF 
LIGHT AT CORE-CLADDING BOUNDARY 

Figure 4-32. A fiber optical waveguide. 

Single fibers used for optical communication typically 
have core diameters between 5 and 120 µm and outside di-
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amerers of 125-200 µm. They are rhus, ar leasr in principle, 
well suired co delivering light co, and collecting light from, 
regions of space roughly the size of the obscrvacion volume 
of a flow cycomerer. In rhe mid-I 980 's, Mike Hercher and 
r·· builr a fluorescence flow cytomerer in which fiber optics 
were used for both illumination and colleccion; che only lens 
in rhe whole rhing was rhe one we used to focus rhe illumi
naring laser beam inro the fiber opric char delivered lighr ro 
rhe round capillary flow chamber. 

This prompred a brief episode of euphoria in which we 

envisioned "flow cyromerers on a chip," wich the flow cham
ber, diode laser and detectors, and all on a single substrate, 
incorporating opcical waveguides co move light to and from 
the sample scream. Waveguides of various geometries can be 
made on a substrate by depositing layers of macerial of the 
appropriate refractive index, or by doping che surface to 
change che refractive index. However, I now feel honor 
bound co poinc our char waveguide-based cyrometers present 
a few problems without obvious solutions. 

Light collection is limited by the N.A. of rhe fiber or 
waveguide. If you use a silica core, rhe maximum N.A. you 
can get is 0.4; for fluorescence collection, you'd be becter off 
with a higher N.A. Plastic fibers with N.A. of 0.54 and glass 
fibers with N.A.'s of 0.66 or higher would be suitable, bur, 
unfortunately, waveguide flow cyrometers cend to have high 
levels of stray scactered light, and this induces fluorescence in 
plastic and glass fibers , which decreases measurement sensi
civity in a big way. Beam shaping is at best hard to do, and 
collecting light selectively from the observation point is a lot 
easier ro do using lenses and field stops. Finally, if you put 
rhe source, derecrors, and all on one chip, you have to throw 
out che whole thing when ir clogs. If waveguide flow cy
romerers ever do reach macuriry, it will be because somebody 
finds an application for which their disadvantages don't dis
qualify them. I've been waiting for about 18 years now. 

The Orrho System 30 and System 50 of the lace l 970's 
used plasric fiber oprics to relay lighc co the detectors; one 
end of che fiber was placed in an image plane, serving as a 
field srop; chc ocher end wenc ro che PMT housing. The 
fluorescence detector filters were placed in front of rhe fibers, 
forestalling problems with fluorescence that might have been 
induced in rhe fibers hy stray last:r lighr. BO Biosciences' 
new LSR I1 and FACSAria (Chapcer 8} also use relay fibers. 

Through a Glass Darkly: Light Lose (and Found) in 
Oprical Componenrs 

I jusr mentioned problems with waveguide cyromcrers 
due co fluorescence induced in the optics by stray illuminat
ing lighc; you should also know abour some ocher instances 
in which rhe materials of which optical elements are made 
can cause severe problems. 

The first set of headaches comes from che UV transmis
sion characcerisrics of commonly used glasses such as BK-7 
and optical crown glass; borh lose very little light at wave
lengrhs between 400 and 800 nm, hue transmission falls off 
noticeably below 400 nm and rapidly below 350 nm. If you 

look in something like rhe Oriel Oprics Catalog, you 'll set: 
transmission is usually cabulared for fixed rhicknesses of 
glass, e.g., 10 mm. Obviously, rhe thicker chc glass element 
through which light muse pass, rhe lower the transmission. 

The "long" UV wavelengths used for fluorescence excita
tion range from rhe 350 nm krypton laser line to che 366 
nm mercury arc lamp line; a 10 mm chickness of BK-7 
rransmics over 85% of incident lighr in chis wavelcngrh 
range, bur 10 mm of crown glass transmits only 72% of 
incidenr lighr. If you're not using a lot of thick lenses or 
cube beamsplircers in your system, you can generally live 
with these figures and gee away with glass illuminacion optics 
instead of quam. or silica, which have high transmission 
even at 260 nm. You should also be okay with glass optics if 
you use a violet diode laser. If you wane ro use a UV He-Cd 
la.~er, which emits at 325 nm, you'll need quartz or si lica 
optics, despite their premium prices; rhe cransmission of I 0 
mm of crown glass at 325 nm is less than 30 percent. 

When you do use quartz or silica opcics for UV, you 
should avoid antireflecrion coatings designed for visible 
lighr, because these coatings have very high absorption in the 
UV, particularly down at 325 nm . The mirrors char are used 
to bounce laser beams around in cytomerers can also pose 
problems here; chey rypicaJly have coatings wich very high 
reflecriviry (>95%) above 420 nm or so and very low reflec
riviry (<50%) in the UV. Bounce an illuminating beam off 
two mirrors like that and you've lose 75% of your power. I 
rend to use uncoaced lenses and minimize rhe number of 
mirrors in rhe system when I work with lN; where I do 
need a mirror, I use the same coating as is applied ro UV 
laser mirrors. As a lase resorc in cases where I need reAecriviry 
in che UV and ar long wavelengths, I'll use an aluminum 
mirror, which has abour 85% reflecciviry across the board. 

Since glass can absorb in the UV and violec, ir should 
come as little surprise ro you char glass can fluoresce when 
illuminated in char wavelengch region. Wirh illuminacion at 
488 nm and longer wavelengths, you can probably use glass 
flow chambers; with UV illumination, and even with illu
minacion at 441 nm, however, considerable fluorescence is 
observable in mosc types of oprical glass. This does nor gen
erally interfere with measurements of strong fluorescence buc 
is likely co impair or preclude measurements of weak fluores
cence. In arc lamp syscems, when the same lens is used for 
illuminarion and lighc collection, ic is wise to use fluorite 
lenses because they have high UV transmission and low fluo
rescence, both of which are desirable . 

Plastic optical elements, e.g., Fresnel lenses and fiber op
cics, are worse: offenders than glass ones and rend to fluoresce 
noticeably even when illuminated at wavelengths of 500 nm 
and above. Problems wich fluorescence from optical cle
ments can generally be avoided by minimizing rhe amounr 
of scray exciracion light which gees into rhe collecrion opcics, 
using field scops, blocker bars, and/or coatings. 

I noced above that some Orrho inscrumenrs used plastic 
fiber optics to transmic lighc between the fluorescence emis
sion filcers and che PMTs; fiber fluorescence was nor a proh-



lem. When Ed Luther and r (unpublished) used the same 
fibers to collect light from an argon laser source cytometer, 
collection was highly efficient, i.e., we got the same signal 
intensities as we would gee from a lens of rhe same N .A. as 
the fiber, bur fluorescence induced in rhe fibers limited the 
sensiciviry with which we could measure immunofluores
cence. More recently, when I was trying to measure some 
very weak autofluorescence with UV and blue excitation, I 
found problems with fluorescence in the lens; I'll have more 
to say about this later. 
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figure 4-33. OptiGll arrangements for collection of 
forward scattered light. 

Colleaion Optics for Forward Scatter Signals 

Three basic optical arrangements are used for collection 
of forward scattered light; they are illustrated in Figure 4-33. 
Panel A of the figure shows a side view of the configuration 
used in flow cytometers in which cells are observed in a 
stream in air or in a round capillary. The stream and capil
lary walls act as cylindrical lenses, refracting light from the 
illuminating beam in the plane perpendicular to the axis of 
flow; in order co avoid interference from this source, it is 
necessary to collect light scattered at angles above and/or 
below this plane. A beam dump or blocker bar is placed with 
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its long axis perpendicular to the plane of the drawing. i.e., 
perpendicular to the direction of flow. The illuminating 
beam diverges from its focal point on the core stream; the 
blocker must be large enough to intercept the diverging 
beam, and its height determines the minimum angle ro the 
illumination beam at which forward scattered light can be 
collected. The maximum angle is determined by an iris dia
phragm in front of the lens, which brings the collected light 
co a focus at the detector. 

Panel B of the figure shows a top view of the configura
tion used in flow cytometers in which observation is done in 
flat-sided cuvettes. The arrangement is similar to that shown 
in A, except that the axis of the blocker bar is parallel to the 
direction of flow. The cylindrical lens effects of a round 
stream and/capillary are eliminated when a flat-sided flow 
chamber is used; it is therefore possible co measure light 
scattered in the plane of the long axis of the elliptical focal 
spot. This is advantageous because the divergence of rhe 
illuminating beam is lower in this plane, allowing che 
blocker bar co be made narrower, and permitting collection 
of light scatrered at smaller angles to the beam. 

Since crossed cylindrical lenses are used co produce the 
elliptical focal spot, it is possible to place the back focusing 
lens in such a way that the beam is brought to a focus on the 
blocker bar, rather than on che core stream; chis is shown in 
the drawing, and its effect is to further decrease the mini
mum angle at which scattered light can be collected. The iris 
and lens function as in panel A. Orcho replaced the conven
tional blocker bar wich a reflective strip, which, with a lens, 
diverted the transmitted beam to an extinction detector. 

Panel C illustrates dark field illumination as used with 
arc or incandescent lamps; this configuration, used in rhe 
original Gucker apparatus29 (see Figure 3-1, p. 74), was also 
adopted by Steen'0'·" 4', who added a valuable wrinkle. 

In dark field illumination, a circular stop, coaxial with 
the illuminating lens, results in the illuminating rays form
ing hollow cones of light with central shadows, converging 
co and diverging from the plane of the specimen. It is cus
tomary to collect light scattered by the specimen into the 
shadow region on the side opposite the illuminating lens. 

Steen"4' noted that light scattered at larger angles 
emerges near the optical axis of the system, while light scat
tered at smaller angles emerges nearer the edge of the shadow 
cone. Diverting light from these two regions to different 
detectors allows separate measurement of small- and large
angle scatter signals. The characteristics of "orthogonal, " 
"90°," or "side" scatter signals dominate scatter signals col
lected at angles as small as 18°, bur the amplitudes are higher 
at the smaller angle. Steen's approach, utilized in instru
ments produced by Skarron of Norway, also variously made 
and distributed commercially by Leitz, Bruker, Orcho, and 
Bio-Rad, and currendy being revived by Apogee, has, among 
other things, facilitated sensitive mulriangle scatter meas
urements of bacteria. 

In experimencal systems, fiber optics have been used suc
cessfully for forward scaccer signal collection, but noise levels 
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rend co be high. My experience in recent years has been chat 
forward scaHer mcasuremenr sensiciviry can be improved by 
using a rclacively high N.A. colleccion lens, hue I suspecc I'm 
nor colleccing lighc ac chc really small angles. 

4.5 DETECTORS 

Once we have collecred light from various directions, 
and selected che spectral region{s) from which we will allow 
light co reach che detccror{s), we reach che poim in our cy
comecer at which, Presro!, the lighc changes back inro pho
cons. The numbers of phorons we collect from a cell vary 
over a wide range. depending upon whether we are measur
ing absorption or excinccion (coo many), light scattering (lots 
for forward scatter, enough for orthogonal scaHer), strong 
fluorescence, e.g., of dyes bound ro DNA (usually more than 
enough), or weak fluorescence, e.g., immunofluoresccnce 
(please, Sir, I wane some more). The detectors we generally 
use are chose bcsr suited ro che numbers of photons with 
which chey will have ro deal. 

Ir is common practice ro use photodiodes as detectors 
for absorption, extinction, and forward scaccer signals and 
photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) as detectors for orrhogonal 
scatter and fluorescence signals. In flow cyromccers, whether 
rhe source is a laser or a lamp, extinction signals are dececced 
by sampling che illumination beam on-axis . Since most light 
is cransmined through the sample, che lighc levels reaching 
che detector are high, and may be high enough co damage 
chc detector unless accenuared by placing a neucral densiry 
(N .D.) filter in fronr of chc dececror. This filter should be 
reflective rather chan absorptive so ic doesn't melc or catch 
fire (no, I'm not kidding). The scnsitiviry of a PMT is rarely 
needed to detect excinccion signals . 

Objects rhe size of cells scarcer lighc approximately as 
predicted by Cuscave Mie's theory; che lion's share of chc 
scacccrcd light goes in chc forward direction, at relatively 
small angles ro the beam axis. This light can be detected by a 
phorodiode if there is enough of it, i.e., if the excitation 
power is sufficienr, and if ic is in a specrral region co which a 
phocodiode is sensicive. 

Silicon Photodiodes 

As was mentioned previously, a silicon phorodiode pro
duces current when photons impinge upon ic; solar cells arc 
silicon phocodiodes wich a large enough aggregate surface 
area co provide enough current to do something useful. A 
phorodiode does nor require an external power source in 
order co operate. The peak sensiciviry of silicon photodiodes 
is ar about 900 nm; ac chis wavelength, the rcsponsivity of 
che devices, i.e., che currenr produced per unic of incident 
radiant power, is about 0.5 amperes/watt (AJW) . At 500 
nm, even in a "blue-enhanced" or "UV-enhanced" photodi
odc, responsivity is only about 0.28 A/W; ac 350 nm, che 
figures are about 0.12 A/W for a lN-enhanccd diode, 0.05 
AIW for a blue-enhanced, and half char for the garden vari
ery. What manufacturers' diodespeak calls "blue-enhanced" 
and "lN-enhanced" devices, incidentally, actually end up 
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Figure 4-34. Elements of a photomulriplier rube (PMT). 

wirh improved performance over most of the visible spec
trum compared co "standard" photodiodes. 

To relate responsiviry in AJW inco whac goes on ar che 
photon level, we need co deal with photodiodes, and with 
ocher dececrors, in terms of quantum efficiency (Cl>); for 
deccctors, or for the photosensicive elements of <lereccors, 
this is defined as 

Cl> (%) = l 00 x (electrons out)/(phocons in) . 

By definition, I A = l coulomb/s = 6.2 x IO " elec
trons/s. Also by definicion, I W = 1 J/s . However, al
though che number of electrons in a coulomb remains con
stant, rhe number of photons in a joule varies. At 350 nm, 
there are 1.76 x 1018 photons/] , at 500 nm, there arc 2.5 2 x 
10'8 phorons/J, and at 800 nm, there are 4.03 x 10" pho
tons/]. Thus, the responsiviry in A/W at a quantum effi
ciency of 100 percent (one electron ouc for each photon in) 
will vary wich wavelength. At 350 nm, chis responsivicy 
would be about 0.28 AJW, at 500 nm, about 0 .4 1 A/VI.', 
and ac 800 nm, about 0.65 A/W. The actual responsivities 
for a rypical lN-enhanced silicon phocovolcaic phorodiodc 
ac chese wavelengths are, respectively, about 0 .12, 0 .28, and 
0 .47 AJW; we can rhereforc calculare the respective quan
tum efficiencies as 44, 68, and 72 percenr. And rhe quantum 
efficiencies are what's important. 

Phocodiodes are usually operared in the photovoltaic 
mode, in which no external voltage is applied across the di 
ode; chcy can also be run in the photoconduccive mode , 
with a bias voltage applied. This does noc increase respon
siviry or quantum efficiency, but speeds up response time of 
che device, usually with some increase in noise. The response 
rime of phorodiodes increases with their intrinsic capacitance 
and cherefore wich their size; devices wich an active area of I 
mm' or less usually have fast enough rise rimes for mosc cy
cometric applications. 

Photovoltaic and photoconductive photodiodes have no 
gain. The small currents they produce in response co inci
dent light must be amplified elecrronically. This is generally 



done by an active electronic preamplifier circuit that con
vercs small inpur currcms ro proportional, but much larger, 
ourput volrages. The voltages may or may nor be amplified 
further along in rhe signal processing electronics. The pre

amplifier and amplifier circuits I use for forward scarcer 
measurement are probably fairly rypical; they have an overall 
gain of about 5 million volts/ampere. 

Knowing rhis, I know that if the 5 million V/A pream
plifier's ourpur pulse has a peak amplirude of 5 V, which is 
fairly rypical when I measure lighr scattered by 2 µm plastic 
microspheres, using 20 mW excirarion ar 488 nm, the 

photocurrent generared in rhe detector was 1 µA. 
Given rhe diode's responsiviry of 0.25 NW ar 488 nm, 

this would mean that 4 µW of scattered light reached rhe 
derecror. Ifl used a He-Ne laser ar 633 nm, where che diode 
responsiviry is 0.4 NW, I'd need less laser power; when I use 
a big argon laser (200 mW at 488 nm) for excitation, I have 

to puc a l .0 neutral density filter in front of the detector to 

keep the signals on scale. 

Photomultiplier Tubes (PMTs) 

Like phocodiodes, photomultiplier tubes produce cur
rent at rheir anodes when phorons impinge upon their lighr
scnsitive photocathodcs. Unlike most photodiodes, PMTs 
do require external power sources; they also incorporare 
gain , which can be quire high (JO' or more elecrrons our for 
each phoron in). The gain mechanism of PMTs is one of rhe 
closest things in rhe physical world to a free lunch, which 
probably explains why PMTs are among rhe few rypes of 
vacuum tubes (without rhe vacuum, they're down the 
cubes) chat survive in this solid state era . RCA, which devel
oped the PMT, produced an excellem handbook on PMTs123 

which can be used should the reader want to flesh out the 
bare bones I have provided on page 54 and in whar follows; 
Hamamatsu, which now supplies most of the PMTs used in 
flow cytometry, also has a handbook")'. 

A schematic top view of the inside of a side-window 
PMT is shown in Figure 4-34. The phorocathode is the part 
of a PMT char responds direccly co light; when photons hit 
it , ir emits electrons. The phorocathode, like a photodiode, 
rherefore exemplifies rhe photoelectric effect. for srudies of 
which Einstein was awarded his Nobel Prize in physics (rela
tivicy was regarded as too radical back rhen). The PMT also 
contains a series of electrodes called dynodes, to each of 
which is applied a poremial slightly more posirive rhan that 
on irs neighbor dynode nearer rhe phorocarhode. There is 
also an anode. which is kept at a more positive potencial 
than any of the ocher eleccrodes. The eleccrodes are arranged 
in space so that photoelectrons, i.e., electrons emitted from 
the photocarhode in response ro incident photons, are accel
eraced toward rhe farsr dynode by rhc eleccric field sec up by 
the potencial difference between these two electrodes. 

When rhey hit a dynode, electrons cause secondary 
emission of more electrons from rhe dynode surface; chese 
arc accelerated coward the next dynode by the electrode field 
between the dynodes, and then produce furrher secondary 
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emission, and so on. The higher the applied porenrial be
tween dynodcs, the more energy is imparted to the electrons 
between stages; chis results in emission of increasing num
bers of secondary elecrrons from each successive dynode 

surface and increases che gain of the cube. Anywhere be
tween I 03 and 1 o• electrons may reach the anode for every 
electron char left the cathode, and rhe gain mechanism is 
termed "noise-free" because rhe dynodes only emir electrons 
when struck by electrons. As I mentioned on page 54, in 
practice, rhe anode is usually kept near ground potential; che 
photocathode is at minus a few hundred to a couple of thou

sand volts, and rhe dynodes (01-09 in the diagram) are ar 
progressively higher voltages. The shield and grid shown in 
the diagram prevem interactions between rhe anode and the 
phococarhode. 

There is some noise in PMTs; most of it results from 

thermionic (i .e., due co cemperacure alone) emission of 
electrons from rhc phorocathode in rhe absence of incident 
light, and from DC leakage. These generate a dark current 
thar, with photoelecrron and secondary electron statistics , 
determines the signal-co-noise ratio obtainable from rhc 
PMT. When excremely low light levels must be detecred, as 
in single photon counting (p. 164), it is common practice co 
refrigerate the detector to decrease thermionic emission, 
rhereby reducing dark current. In flow cytomerry, extrane
ous light reaching the derecror, rather rhan dark current, is 
usually rhe principal noise source"·'"; in chis case, cooling the 
PMT won't help. 

The spectral response of a PMT is derermincd by che 
composition of the photocarhode. Tubes wirh bialkali 
photocachodes (some of the standard compositions are re
ferred to as S-4 and S-5) have peak phorocachode responsiv
ity of about 40 mA/W ar about 400 nm; their responsivity 
falls off sharply above 550 nm and is low enough at 600-650 
nm co make these tubes largely unusable in this region . 

Multialkali photo-carhodes, such as chc S-20 rype, ex
tend the usable wavelength range to beyond 750 nm; even 
longer wavelength response is obtained using gallium ar
senide (GaAs) cathodes, which provide high responsivity 
(50 mA!W) and a relatively flac responsiviry curve between 
300 and 850 nm, making them useful in spcctrophorome
cers and spectrofluorometers. Tubes with GaA~ phorocath
odes, however, tend ro cosr much more rhan ocher PMTs, 

and also typically have lower gain; in general, unless you are 
looking at fluorescence or orrhogonal scarter beyond 800 
nm, you shouldn't need one. 

For fluorescence above 550 nm, you need mulrialkali 
rubes; rhey are noticeably bener rhan bialkali cubes even for 
measurement of fluorescein fluorescence at 520 nm. How
ever, you can gee by with a bialkali rube for scarcer meas
urements at 633 nm because scatter signals are so much 
stronger rhan fluorescence signals. For fluorescence or scatter 
measurements in the blue or blue-green, biaJkali rubes, 
which are the cheapesr, are just dandy. I'll go into more de
tails shortly. 
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Figure 4-35. PMT electrode voltage supply circuirs. 
Panel A: resistive dynode chain; Panel B: Cockcroft
Walton voltage multiplier. 

To gee signals ouc of a PMT, you have to plug ic inco a 
sockec, which provides a way of conneccing the phococach
ode, anode, and dynodes co che voltages required for each. 
Uncil recencly, che cuscomary way of powering a PMT in
volved conneccing a very well regulaced high volcage (300-
2000 V, depending on che cube type and che gain desired) 
power supply co a necwork of rcsiscors connected in series, 
known as a dynodc chain; such a circuic is shown in panel 
A of Figure 4-35. The phococachode is connected co che end 
ac che lowesc potencial, here indicaced by -HV, and che dyn
odcs are connected at every junccion of resiscors in becween, 
up ro che highest pocencial, which here is ground (0 V). 
Good regulation of PMT power supply voltage is essencial 
because the relation becween applied volcage and PMT gain 
is nonlinear (ic is close to logarithmic); therefore, a change of 
one or two perccnr in applied voltage may change gain sub
scantially. 

The coca! resistance in the dynode chain is generally 
about 1 megohm (che value of the resistance R in chis case is 
l 00 Kn), meaning che chain draws abouc I mA from a I 000 

V supply. To keep PMT response linear wichin 1%, che 
anode currenc muse be no greacer than a small fraccion of the 
currenr drawn by che dynode chain, say I 0 µA or less. A 
1994 publicarion "" from Hamamarsu poinred ouc rhar an 
alcernacive circuic, che Cockcrofr-Walcon volcage mulciplier 
shown in panel B of Figure 4-35, offers several advancages 
over convencional dynode chains. This circuit was originally 
used co generace high voltages for parcicle accelerators, work 
with which earned Cockcrofi: and Walcon che 195 l Nobel 
Prize in physics; ir uses a network of diodes and capacitors co 
convert a sine wave input with amplitude of abouc I 00 V 
inco successively higher volragcs. The mulciplier circuit gen
erates less heat than a resistive dynode chain , which results in 
lower noise; ic also provides good linearity at anode currents 
well over I 00 µA, and draws less inpuc currenc because no 
resisrive elements are used . Small derecror modules incorpo
rating a miniature PMT, shielded housing, and a power 
supply utilizing a Cockcrofc-Walcon multiplier are now 
available; one is shown in Figure 4-36 (F). 

PMTs require shielding from may light and magnetic 
fields; commercially available PMT housings provide borh 
and may also incorporate a dynode chain, power supply, and 
even a preamplifier. When noc in use, PMTs should be kepr 
in the dark; exposure of an unconnected PMT co room light 
will affect che phococachode, increasing dark current, while 
exposure of a PMT co the same amounc of room light while 
a power supply is connecced will make chc cube unusable. ar 

lease for purposes of cycomecry. 
PMT designs use a varieC)' of physical layoucs. The firsr 

PMTs were so-called side-window cubes, shown in Figures 
4-34 and 4-36; their descendants are living and well coday. 
A side-window cube usually has a wire grid, which blocks a 
small fraction of light, in fronr of che cachode; chis shadow 
effect sometimes caused trouble in microspeccrophocomctry, 
and a !or of old hands in analytical cycology preferred cnd
window cubes (A in Figure 4-36), which don't have the 
obscruction. Grid shadows should noc pose a problem in 
flow cytometry; there is no practical reason not co use side
window cubes, which tend co be less expensive than other 
types, and have largely replaced rhe end-window cubes used 
in earlier commercial and laboratory-builc inscrumcnrs. The 
primary selection criteria for PMTs are high gain and red 
sensitivity; the I 1/8 inch diameter side-window R928, 
RI477, and R3896 cubes. all from Hamamatsu, are now 
widely used, and che last of these, which has very good red 
sensitivity, is made wichouc a grid, eliminating any possibil
ity of a grid shadow problem. 

The commercial history of PMTs is enlightening. They 
were invenced in chc I 930 's at RCA (the Radio Corporacion 
of America, of which only the logo remains) , and produced 
in small quanciries until World War JI, when ir was discov
ered char che "white noise" produced by amplifying the dark 
currenc of a PMT was useful for jamming radar. This led ro 
mass production of PMTs, making chem affordable co scien
tific instrument builders after the war. They have been 
widely used in apparatus for nuclear medicine, and deeply 
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Figure 4-36. Detectors and housings. A: End-window PMT. B: 11/8" side-window PMT. C: I 118" side-window PMT, with a 
magnetic shield, in a socket with a voltage multiplier. D: RF shielded housing for a side-window PMT, with a dynode 
chain. E: Silicon phorodiode. F: Detector module with small side-window PMT and voltage multiplier power supply. 

(underground) used by physicists huncing for neutrinos and 
various kinds of quarks. We're not the only ones analyzing 
rare evencs. 

When RCA was phagocycosed by General Electric, the 
RCA division which made PMTs was bought out by its 
managemcnc, and became Burle Industries; Burle has chosen 
co focus on the relatively large market for PMTs for scincilla
rion cameras and does not now make affordable red-sensitive 
PMTs, but it has at least kept the Photomultiplier Hand
book"" alive (it can now be found at www.burle.com). 

More recencly, the PMT division of the British company 
Thorn EMI, which supplied the end-window cubes in the 
older B-D FACS instruments, was bought out by its man
agement, becoming Electron T ubes, Ltd.; chis may have 
staved off extinction but didn' t do much for fluorescence. 
Luckily, Hamamacsu, which has become pretty much che 
only game in town, especially for red-sensitive tubes, appears 
commicced co manufacturing PMTs usable for cycomecry. 
The industry probably can't sell more than a few thousand 
cubes a year for flow cycomecry, although ocher fluorescence 
inscrumencation has rhe same requirements and expands the 
market somewhat; some larger companies obviously haven't 
thought the sales volume was worth the effort. If everybody 
chinks rhac way, we're in trouble. 

Sensitivity Training: Photodiode versus PMT 

The following arithmetic should provide you with some 
fed for why PMTs are used as detectors for relatively weak 
signals, e.g. fluorescence and orthogonal scaner. When I ran 
my big laser source instrument using 200 mW of excitation 
at 488 nm, with about 300 voles applied to a fluorescence 
detector PMT, and associated electronics with an overall 
gain of 1 million voles/ampere, I got 10 vole pulses from 3.7 
µm fluorescenr polystyrene spheres; the output (anode) cur
rent from the photomultiplier was therefore I 0 µA. To find 
how much light was detected, I have ro factor in rhc gain of 
the PMT. Operating ac 300 V, the gain is about 1000; a 
PMT anode currenc of 10 µA thus corresponds to a cathode 
currenc of 10 nA. Since the PMT phorocathode responsiviry 
is 30 mNW, this indicates that 0.333 µ W of lighc reached 
che PMT cathode. This, incidentally, is about 8 percent of 
che forward scatter signal intensiry calculated on p. 161. 

While a phorodiode is much more efficient at converting 
light to current than is a PMT cathode, I would only get 
abouc 80 nA of output current from a phorodiodc, even 
when it responded co the exceptionally bright fluorescence 
signals produced by the microspheres. I could certainly ger 
away with using a phocodiode as a detector in this case, and 
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I and a few manufacturers have used d iodes wich high-gain 
elecrronics ro derecr orrhogonal scacrer and bright fluorc:s
cencc, as well as forward scarrcr. 

Diodes are much harder ro use to measure weak fluores

cence signals, e.g. immunofluorescence. These signals typi
cally require ar lease I 00 rimes as much electron gain from 
the PMT to yield a l 0 V ourpur signal as do the bright fluo
rescence signals just discussed. Since a conventional photo
diodc doesn 't have gain available, I'd have to work wirh 
<800 pA ourpur from the diode if I wanted to use it as a 
fluorescence detector. Thar's pracrically impossible, even 

wich rhe most meticulous electronics design; there are coo 
many srray currents running around which will swamp 800 
pA. Even dealing with 80 nA requires pretty careful 
electronics design and consrruction pracricc; while 
phorodiodes cosr less than PMTs and rheir associated 
elcccronics, if you add enough fancy electronics to a 
phorodiode, it may be easier and cheaper co use a PMT. 

Single Photon Counting 

When you do need co squeeze every lasr phocon our of a 
sample, you may have ro hire rhe buller and do the job with 
a phorodiode, because the quality of your measurements 
ultimately depends on photon scacistics. T he more phorons 
you dececr, rhe betcer your measurement precision, signal-co
ncise, sensitiviry, ere., and phorodiodes are bener rhan 
PMTs ac convening photons into electrons. 

The ultimare lighr derecrion cask is single photon 
counting, where you lircrally want co pick up rhe lirrle bug
gers one ar a rime. This rechniquc is used for biolumines
cence measurements; ir has also been employed'.,,·' 14' by rhe 

Los Alamos group in detection of single phycoerythrin 
molecules and very small (~ 5 kilobase) fragments of DNA 
labeled with fluorescent dyes. In single phoron counring, 
each photoelecrron released from the detector cathode gen
erates a current pulse; sensitivity is limired by dark current, 
and is improved by refrigeraring rhe derecror, which de
creases thermionic emission. 

In flow cyromerry, all cells of rhe same size spend, or at 
lease should spend, the same amounr of time in rhe illumi
nating beam; differenr numbers of fluorescence photons will 
rherefore be collected from cells bearing differenr amounrs of 
fluorescenr dyes. Since che precision of any individual meas
uremenr is a function of rhe number of photons counted, 
mcasurcmenrs of lower fluorescence intensiries are less pre
cise rhan measurements of higher inrensiries. In a static cy
rometer, it is feasible ro measure fluorescence with uniform 
precision by illuminating each cell until a preset number of 
phorons have been counted; fluorescence intensity can be 
derermined from rhe rime required ro accumulare che preset 

photon count. This technique ha~ been used by Deutsch 
and W einreb"" for fluorescence polarizarion measuremenrs. 

Avalanche Photodiodes (APDs) 

The avalanche photodiodc (APO) is a detecror which 
combines some desirable propercies of phorodiodes and 

PMT's; like the former, it has high cathode quantum effi
ciency, like the larrer, it has gain. When a bias voltage rang
ing between a few hundred and a few thousand volts is ap
plied across an APD, some electron accelerarion occurs 

within rhe device, leading co secondary electron emission. 
The resulring gain, typically on the order of l 00-1,000, is 
considerably less rhan one can ger with phocomulripliers. 
However, since rhe cathode quanrum efficiency of the diode 
is roughly an order of magnirude higher, an APD ar a gain 
of l ,000 is as good as a PMT at a gain . of I 0,000. The 
APD's requirement for a bias volragc is something of a dis

advantage, bur rhe current required is lower than rhar 
needed by a PMT. APDs also suffer from relarively high 
dark currents, and their gain fluctuares considerably with 
slight variations in temperature. Both of these problems can 
be dealt with effectively by controlled cooling of the devices. 
However, once you add rhe bias supply and cooling circuitry 

co an already expensive APD, you end up paying about as 
much as you would for a PMT wich its housing and power 
supply. Thus far, calculations indicare char the higher cach
ode quantum efficiency could make rhe APD assembly 
comperirive with, or even superior to, a PMT as a sensirive 
detector for flow cyrornecry; experiments have nor yet made 
the case. However, several manufacturers, including Lu
minex, Parcec, and Oproflow, have used APDs for fluores
cence detection in their produces. 

The "avalanche" in avalanche phorodiode dt:scribes a 
phenomenon rhat occurs at relatively high applied bias volt
ages; liberarion of a single phorodecrron at rhe carhode leads 
to a massive electronic carharsis, followed by a refracrory 
period. The response of the APO in rhis "Geiger" mode is 
markedly nonlinear, bur well suited ro single photon count
ing. The "Geiger" metaphor refers ro the Geiger counter, in 
which ionization of gas by radiation produces a similar elec
rrical breakdown phenomenon. 

RCA had a division in Vaudreuil, Quebec, Canada (a 
suburb of Monrreal) that developed single phoron counring 
modules incorporating cooled APDs. These modules were 
and are used in the high sensitivity, low flow rate flow cy
tometers builr ar Los Alamos for sizing DNA fragmems' ' ... 

The outpur of the devices is digital; derccrion of a phoron 
results in ourpur of a logic pulse, and che subsequent data 
processing hardware and software used ar Los Alamos are 
substantially differenr from rhosc used in conventional flow 
cyrometers. Agronskaia er ali-11 described a circuit that al
lowed rhem ro converc signals from an APD phoron count
ing module ro analog pulses, faciliraring a comparison of 
conventional derecrion using a PMT and photon counring 
wirh an APD module for nucleic acid sizing in a slow flow 
sysrc:m. Phoron counting, as one might expecr, gave berrer 
resolution of low inrensity peaks. 

Using APDs in "Geiger" mode for photon counring will 
generally not provide the dynamic range available from a 
PMT, because the APD itself becomes insensirive ro phorons 
for a brief period after each pulse is generared. T here may be 
workarounds for this. If you're interested in laying our a few 
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Table 4-3. Cathode quantum efficiencies of diode and PMT deteaors between 300 and 800 nm. The R928, R4457, 
Rl4n, R3896, R6357, and R636 are made by Hamamatsu. The 97988 is by Electron Tubes; the C972 is made by 
PerkinElmer Optoelectronics. Burle, Electron Tubes, and Hamamatsu all make the "industry standard" 9318. 

chousand bucks for one of che APO modules from 
Vaudreuil, you'll need co contact PerkinElmer 
Opcoeleccronics; RCA was bought by GE, which sold the 
Vaudreuil division co E G & G, which changed its name co 
Perkin-Elmer after an acquisition and dropped the hyphen 
some cime lacer. 

PMTs: Picking a Winner 

Table 4-3 shows quancum efficiencies at various wave
lengchs between 300 and 800 nm for a typical UV-enhanced 
silicon photovoltaic photodiode and for che phococathodes 
of a variety of PMTs; maximum available gains arc also tabu
lated. The number of photons/} and che responsivicy in 
mA/W for a quantum efficiency of 100% are also tabulaced. 
I had similar tables in the second and third editions; some of 
chc PMTs in them have become irrelevant, but there are 
some new and interescing varieties on rhe market. 

The venerable 93 lB was developed by RCA, and is now. 
made by Burle, Eleccron Tubes, Hamamacsu, and possibly 
ochers. lc's a I 118" side-window type with a bialkali photo
cathode and costs under $100. Thorn EMl's 97988 is an 
end-window type which was used as rhe red fluorescence 
detector in older B-D FACSes. The R928, Rl477 , and 
R3896 , all from Hamamacsu, are I i/8" side-window PMTs 
with multialkali cachodes; che R3896, as noted on p. I 62, 
does not have a grid in front of the phococathode. The 
Hamamacsu R4457 and R6357 are older and newer minia
ture (l /2") mulcialkali side-window tubes used in detector 
modules such as chac shown in figure 4-36(F); the R6357 is 
a gridless design . The 1 118" side-window Hamamatsu R636 
has a gallium arsenide phococachode. 

The C 972 channel phocomulriplier is made by Perkin
Elmer Oproelecrronics (sans hyphen; see left). Ir has a 
photocarhode, buc, in place of a series of dynodes, ic subsri 
ruces a narrow semiconducrive channel, ac ross which a high 
volcage is applied , becween rhe cathode and anode. Phoco
electrons liberated from the cathode hie rhe walls of chis 
channel, releasing secondary electrons, ecc., ecc., with all the 
free electrons getting accelerated coward the anode. The nee 
effect is chat the device behaves as if it had a whole bunch of 
dynodes; gains can be: as high as 2 x 108 • The concept is 
interesting, buc, as can be seen from Table 4-3, the cathode 
quancum efficiency is pretty low, and you can't amplify pho
toelectrons unless you generate them at the cathode firsc. 
Noise-free gain is a great concept, but 10° times zero is still 
zero. I'll probably have co try a channel phocomulciplier co 
satisfy my curiosity. 

The table shows chat a diode's quantum efficiency is only 
about twice chat of the best PMT phococathodes at 300-400 
nm, about 4 times at 550 nm, and over I 0 cimes beyond 
700 nm. At chis point, che quantum efficiency of bialkali 
tubes, such as rhe 931 B, has dropped below 0. 1 %. 

The widely used R928 costs about $400; rhc souped-up 
Rl477, a selected R928, doesn'c cosc much more, and is 
therefore preferable. Hamamatsu now pushes the R3896, a 
stellar performer; its initial equally scellar (abouc $1,000) 
price has come down since the lase edition of che book came 
ouc, and I'd recommend it, particularly for measurements of 
really long wavelength labels, such as PE-Cy? and APC-Cy?. 
Out in their terrirory, ar 800 nm, APDs actually give PMTs 
more of a run for the money chan is the case at shorter wave
lengths. 
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The gallium arsenide R636 is useful in spectrofluorome
rcrs because it has a relatively flat response curve, but irs 
maximum gain is quire low; unless you need co work ar 900 
nm , the Rl477 and R3896 are bercer choices. For most 
work ar or below 500 nm, or for scaner measuremenrs our as 
far as 633/635 nm, the bargain-priced 93 IB will do a fine 
job, bur, for measuring fluorescence anywhere above 500 
nm, a rube with a higher quantum efficiency is worrh irs 
price. I found, when I excired propidium with less than 5 
mW at 488 nm, that the exrra quantum efficiency of an 
R928 (vs. a 931 B) helped lower measuremem CVs. 

I have already mentioned rhe compacr Hamamatsu de
recror modules chat incorporate 1/2" PMTs. The currenr 
H77 ! 0-03 features an R6357 PMT; other, less expensive 
modules in che series are made with less spectacular rubes, 
which will probably be fine ar 550 nm and shorter wave
lengchs. 

Hamamatsu has also gone in some ocher interesting di
recrions in PMT development. They have made ulrran1inia
rure PMTs char fir into the 16 mm diameter, 12 mm long 
TO- 8 "can" package normally used for transistors and di
odes. The first generation of these rubes had neither high 
gain nor high fluorescence sensiriviry, but rhe newest offer
ings, che R7400U series, include ac lease one rube with high 
red sensiciviry; however, while che quantum efficiency of this 
rube is competitive, the gain (5 x I 01) is still on the low side. 
These PMTs are also available in modules; I have been told 
chat neither the rubes nor the modules are significantly 
cheaper than the larger varieties. 

The ocher norable Hamamatsu offering is a multianode 
PMT, with a square or linear array of anodes and fine mesh 
dynodes. The different anodes respond to light impinging 
on different areas of the cathode, at lease up to a point. The 
linear array mulrianode PMT can receive the lighc dispersed 
from a gracing. with che ourpucs from the different anodes 
chen prm'iding spectral information. Zeiss has apparencly 
used a multianode PMT in a speccral detector for its Mera 
confocal microscope syscem; I have also heard of one being 
used in an experimencal flow cyromecer. 

Photomulripliers: Inexact Science 

After all chis discussion of PMT sensirivicy, I am obliged 
ro let you in on one of the dircy liccle secrets of electro
oprics ; che tabulated values are a rough guide. There is a lot 
of variation from device co device in most of the imporram 
parameters; cathode sensitiviry and gain for a given applied 
voltage will vary over ar least a 2: l range, and individual 
variations in phococathode composirion make for individual 
deviations from chc spectral response curves of Table 4-3. 
The good news is char manufacturers test the sensirivicy of 
individual PMTs and provide che results co che buyer. So, if 
you acquire t'<VO R3896's, you probably want to use the 
"honer" one ac che longer wavelength . My impression is that 
plain silicon photodiodes don 'c vary nearly as much as 
PMTs, although avalanche diodes may. 

Charge Transfer Devices: CCDs, CIDs, Etc. 

You are, by now, likely to have encountered che charge 
coupled device, or CCD, either in its low-cost form in your 
camcorder or digital camera, or in irs rarer, cooled, more 
esoteric and expensive guise in imaging cyrometers designed 
for low light level measuremenrs. CCDs are one of a class of 
photoderectors described as charge transfer devices; there 
are also, for example, charge injection devices, or CIDs. 

In all of these, exposure co light causes accumulation of 
electric charge in individual elemencs chat are usually ar
ranged in a linear or rectangular array; attached elecrronic 
circuitry senses the amounr of stored charge in each elcmenr 
at regular inrervals. Charge transfer devices are well suited 
for imaging; because rhey incegrace over rime, they are useful 
for measurement of low light intensities, especially when 
cooled. However, they rend to be relacively slow, and , on 
thac account, they have not been widely used in flow cy
rometry. Newer, fascer arrays may be useful in polychromatic 
detection for measurcmenc of emission specrra in flow ' ' '". 

I hear thac chere are now ways of geccing gain out of 
CCDs, but I don' r have eicher derails or confirmation . New 
CMOS image sensors arc scarring co give CCDs a run for 
cheir money in the commercial camera markets; whether 
they will make inroads in science remains ro be seen. 

Imel, which joined forces wirh Mane! to produce che 
QX3 Compucer Microscope, a cure coy char uses a CCD to 

provide 320 by 200 pixel images, decided in late 200 J to 
stop making rhe gadgets; chey came on rhe market at 
$119.95. and I've snapped up a few for $49. 95 . There is still 
time co introduce your kids or grandkids to microscopy and 
cytometry via this route. 

4.6 FLOW SYSTEMS 
It has probably nor escaped your notice chat, to chis 

poinc, in chis book on flow cytometry, I have gone inro great 
derail about light, optics, light sources, lenses, filcers, and 
detectors and said very licde indeed about flow systems, 
without which flow cyromerry wouldn ' t be flow cycomecry. I 
claim there has been a method to chis madness. All che ocher 
scuff doesn't change just because you work in a flow system, 
and all che ocher scuff works when you don ' t work in a flow 
system. You can use the same light sources, and rhe same 
lenses, and rhc same filters and detectors, to illuminate and 
collect and detect light from cells on slides, or in culture 
dishes, or in microtiter (or nanociter) places, or in small cap
illaries, as you use to do rhe same jobs for cells in flow sys
tems. A few chapters from now, we will discuss parameters 
and probes, virtually all of which can be measured in or ap
plied to cells in static as well as in flow cyromerers. There arc 
some cyromecric tasks for which flow cycomecry is prefer
able, and some for which it is not, but mosc of che funda
mentals of flow cyromerry are che fundamentals of cycome
cry in general. Among those char are not are che cheorerical 
and practical details of fluid mechanics or hydrodynamics 
and flow systems, to which we now turn. 



In a flow cytomecer, ir is rhe task of the flow system to 
cransport cells in rhe sample to and through chc measure
ment srarion(s). In "sraric" microspecrrophotometers or im
age analysis systems, the same job is usually delegated ro 
precisely made and well-controlled mechanical hardware. 
However, while the mechanical transpon system in a static 
cyrometer may be inactive while actual measurements are 
being made, rhe flow system in a flow cytomerer is continu
ally active, and must move rhe entire cohort of cells in a 
sample past rhe measurement station(s) along almost identi
cal rrajeccories at almost identical velocities if sarisfaccory 
data are to be obtained from rhe measurement process. This 
requires that a stable flow parrern be achieved and main
tained, and borh designers and users of flow cytomerers must 
play acrive roles in this process. 

Flow System Basics 

The design of flow systems and the underlying physical 
principles have been discussed at length by Pinkd and 
SrovelM0 and by Kachel, fcllner-feldegg, and Menke114''. If 
you feel a strong urge to design your own flow cytomerer, 
you will probably want co refer co one or both of those pub
lications. If you're willing co put up with what the manufac
turers give you, and/or to do things my way, stick with me, 
and I will expand on the brief discussion of flow systems char 
appeared on pp. 55-57, hoping to hie the high points of che 
references just cited. 

Almost all modern optical flow cyromcrcr designs make 
use of sheath flow, or hydrodynamic focusing, to confine 
the sample or core fluid containing rhc cells co che central 
portion of a flowing stream of cell-free sheath fluid. Sheath 
flow improves rhe precision with which the cell sample can 
be positioned in the observation region of the cycomerer by 
restricting cells co the central region of the scream, and re
duces rhe likelihood of obstruction of rhe flow system. Sta
ble, unobstructed flow minimizes variations in the position 
and velocity of the core scream; when flow becomes unstable 
or turbulent, due co obstruction or other causes, measure
ments are likely to become imprecise and inaccurate. 

Figure 4-37 illustrares some aspecrs of fluid flow in a 
flow cyromerer. Core (sample) and sheath inlet tubes are 
shown near rhe cop of che flow chamber; near where rhese 
enter, rhere may also be a third port which can be connecred 
to vacuum, allowing easy removal of air bubbles and back 
suction co clear clogs our of rhc: orifice. Application of vac
uum is more likely to be successful for the firsr purpose than 
for the second. 

Gently Down the Stream: Laminar Flow 

Flow muse be stable from the region of the core injector 
tip downward if core velociry and posirion arc co be main
tained well enough to allow good measurements co be made. 
We wane stationary or streamline flow, a condition charac
terized by the constancy over rime of flow velocity at any 
given point in che system. Since rhe law of conservation of 
mass dictates char rhe same volume of fluid must pass in the 
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same rime through rhe narrow and wide portions of the cap
illary, the flow velocities at different points in rhe sysrem will 
be different, i.e., higher in the narrow portions rhan in the 
wider ones. In facr, the product of cross-sectional area, A, 
and average flow velocity, v, remains conscanc and equal co 
the volume flow race, Q. ac any point along the flow sysrcm. 
But why are we talking about "average" velociry? 

Warer, which is the major component of both rhe sheath 
and core fluids and which therefore derermines their flow 
characteristics, is not what physicists call an ideal liquid; ir 
exhibits viscosity. which, in physical terms, means chat some 
work must be done on a volume of fluid to get ir to change 
its shape. While the everyday definition of viscosiry conjures 
up fluids such as glycerin, which has a viscosiry abour 1000 
times char of water, the effects of rhc viscosity of water on its 
pattern of flow are noticeable enough. In particular, we ob
serve char che stationary flow of water through small rubes is 
laminar. If we look at a cylindrical cube of radius R contain
ing flowing water, we find that the velocity of water at dif
ferent distances from the axis or center of the rube varies. 
Velocity is highest along che axis; ar the walls of the cube, 
there is actually a chin boundary layer of warer char is nor 
moving (i.e., ir has zero velocity). At any intermediare point 
a distance r along the radius, rhe velocity is proportional co 
(R - r)'. This produces a so-called parabolic profile of flow 
velocities, as if the water were broken up into chin cylindri
cal layers (laminae in Latin) that were sliding over one an-
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Figure 4-37. Fluid flow in a flow cytomecer. 
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other. So, we can' t assume that the velocity of rhe fluid will 
be constant across the entire cross secrion of the cube, but we 
can do our calculations based on average velociry and use the 
conservation law. 

I can't think of a berrer illustration of a laminar flow pro
file chan figure 4-38. This shows a chain of diatoms 
( Thalassiosira spp.) in water flowing at 10 ml/min through 
the 3 mm wide, 300 µm deep flow chamber of rhe "Flow 
CA1v1 ," an apparatus developed by Sieracki et al '"3 at the 
Bigelow Laboratory for O cean Sciences, Boothbay Harbor, 
ME, and now available commercially from Fluid Imaging 
Technologies. T he instrumem stores a digital image of each 
particle rnea~ured, in addition ro fluorescence and size data. 

Figure 4-38. Laminar flow profile illustrated by diatoms 
in the "Flow CAM" imaging flow cytometer. Contributed 
by Chris Sieracki, Bigelow Laboratory for Ocean Sci
ences. 

Returning to Figure 4-37, we see that at some point near 
the core injector tip, the cross section of the flow chamber is 
gradually decreased; the length of rhe chamber over which 
chis happens has been called che "neckdown region." It's a 
grotesque name, wich vaguely Rabelaisan overtones, but it 
will do. As rhc cross section decreases, the flow velocity in
creases: also, che ratio of core cross section (or diamecer) co 
sheath cross section (or diameter) may be changed, depend
ing upon che rclacive volume flow rates of sheach and core. 
\X'har we arc aiming for is a core of small enough diameter 
so that cells generally pass through chc observation region 
one ac a time; what we most want ro avoid in the neckdown 
region is anything rhar will generate turbulence. Sharp edges 
and/or sudden changes in diameter will do thar, and are ro 
be avoided. r n rerms of design, a neckdown region wirh a 
gentle conical taper (0 "' 30°) is good. People have intro
duced various dodges such as tapered and/or eccentric injec
cors in order to orient asymmetric cells in flow"'".<·"; for now, 
we will stick co the ba~ics . 

T he figure shows an extension of the capillary past rhc 
1ip of rhc neckdown region; this is the configuration used in 
Onho's early Cyrofluorografs and in my Cyromutts, with 
round capillaries, and in most modern benchtop instru
mencs, with reccangular cuvenes. In stream-in-air syscems, 

such as the B-D FACS and Coulter EPICS series sorters, the 
scream emerges through an orifice placed at the end of the 
neckdown region. 

When rhe cross section of a rube through which a vis
cous fluid is flowing decrea~es, rhe velocity profile at the 
point of entrance co the constricted region is nearly constant 
across almost che entire cross section; chis is referred ro as 
slug flow. The fluid must flow for some distance xr through 
the constricted portion of the tube before rhe parabolic flow 
profile reestablishes itself. Pinkel and Srovel0' 0 stare rhat, for 
water ar 20° C , this distance, in mm, is 

x = 6 x IO ' d2v, 
p 

where d, in µm, is che diameter of the constricted portion of 
rhe rube, and v, in mis, is the average fluid velocity. For a 
flow velocity of IO mis, which is a common value in flow 
cvrometers, values of x for (constricted) cube diameters of , p 

70, 100, and 250 µm, are, respectively, 3, 6, and 38 mm. 
This means that in a system in which cells are observed in a 
stream in air after exiting a 70 µm orifice, the parabolic ve
locity profile will be established at the observation po in r if ir 
is 3 mm below the orifice. In an instrument in which cells 
are observed inside a 250 µm square quartz cuvette less than 
38 mm long. the observation poinc is necessarily in a region 
where the flow velocity p rofile is not parabolic. This can be 
advantageous, because velocity differences hetween cells ar 
different distances from the core axis will be min imized. 

In lan1inar flow, the flow in the region of rhe boundary 
layer, i.e., the region near the rube walls, is inherently unsta
ble, as a result of which any irregularities of che walls, or 
adherenc particles or bubbles, may produce curbulencc. If 
you happen co have a flow system handy, you can acrually 
observe the flow patrern (sheath flow, I hope) by running an 
aqueous solution of a dye such as methylene blue through 
the core injector. By manipulating the core injection race, 
you should be able co produce scable cores of varying diame
ters. If you see rhe core wiggling, or diffusing into the 
shearh , your flow system needs work. le is critical, by rhe 
way, ro use an aqueous solution of dye for chis exercise; 
watching the behavior of an ethanol or methanol core and 
an aqueous sheath can make you ch ink your flow system 
needs an exorcist when absolucely nothing is wrong. 

The crew I worked with at Block Engineering probably 
developed an appreciation of the imporcance of flow stabi lity 
for good instrument performance earlier than did most other 
people, for the simple reason that we were always looking ac 
measurements made at two or more observation points. Us
ing an oscilloscope, we would observe waveforms from the 
detectors ar two observation points, using the waveform 
from the first (upstream) detector to trigger rhe display. 
When the velocity was constant, the interval bcrwcen pulses 
from the rwo derectors was constant; when flow was dis
turbed, the second pulse moved with respect to the fi rst (the 
effect is called jitter), because cells rook different times ro 
traverse the discance between observation points. We builr 
injector assemblies to al low changing the injector position 



3 cm 

(core steering) , allowing us to place the core in che position 
rhar gave rhe stablest flow parrern. This was nor always in 
che geomecric or opcical cencer of che round capillary used in 
our flow chambers! 

The adjuscmenc mechanisms in che inscrumencs I myself 
have builc are cruder, alchough chey do noc gee co the level of 
needles scuck chrough corks1" 1. This makes ic harder co arrive 
ac che best core position, and harder to maincain ir, bur, 
when you are there, you can gee good measurement preci
sion (coefficiencs of variacion 1.5 percenr or less) even with 
needles sruck chrough corks (0. Bakke, personal communi
cation; D . Pinke!, personal commun ication; L. Scherr, per
sonal communication; H. Steen, personal communicacion). 

Flow Chambers; Backflushes, Boosts, and Burps 

Flow chambers, or flow cells (che latter rerm invices 
confusion wich biological cells and I will avoid it), used in 
various instrumenrs are shown in a phocograph and scale 
drawing in figure 4-39. The flow chambers shown were or 
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Figure ~39. Flow chamber designs. A: Los Alamos 
type double sheath flow chamber. B: Stream-in-air 
nozzle from B-D FACS. C: Stream-in-air nozzle from 
Coulter EPICS. D: Sorting flow chamber (observation 
in cuverre) from Ortho Cytofluorograf. E: Flow 
chamber from a Cyromutt (observation in thin-walled 
capillary). Flow is from bottom to cop in A, and from 
top to bottom in B-E. The sketch at left identifies 
various features of the flow chambers shown in B-E. 
I: Core (sample) inlet tube. 2: Sheath inlet tube. 3: 
Vacuum connection (burp line). 4: Position of rip of 
core injector. 5: Position of observation point. 

are used only wich laser source flow cycomecers, excepc for 
the Cycomucc chamber, which has been used with both la5er 
and arc lamp light sources. The chamber shown ac A is simi
lar co chose builc for apparacus ac Los Alamos. Observacion is 
done in a I cm diameter phocomerer cuvecre; a second 
sheath, moving ac very low velociry, is used to fill much of 
che volume of che flow chamber. 

The B-D FACS and Coulter EPICS flow chamber de
signs ac B and C are used co generate screams char arc ob
served in air after rhey emerge from an orifice; borh che flow 
chamber and rhe orifice are sometimes referred co as nozzles. 

In the EPICS flow chambers and older B-D nozzles, the 
orifice is formed by a sapphire wacch jewel; rhe shape of such 
an orifice is nor a cyli nder, but a rruncated cone. The proper 
oriencarion for a warch jewel in a Aow chamber is wirh the 
larger diameter coward the outside; this subsrantially reduces 
surface rension that would orherwise cause che emerging 
scream to spread out. The original Sranford apparacus used a 
quanz orifice; che B-D FACS flow chamber shown uses a 
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ceramic orifice. le is also possible to son cells emerging from 
chin-walled capillaries such as are used in che Cycomurr flow 
chamber shown ac E. Sorcing flow chambers are typically 
mounced in a brackec that also holds the transducer used co 
stabilize rhe droplet breakoff pattern. 

A major difference berween the scream-in-air nozzles and 
the ocher flow chambers shown in the figure is the much 
shorcer discance berween che injecror tip and the scream exit 
from the flow chamber in the former. During sample 
changes, after a sample is removed, ic is customary co lee 
shcach fluid flow back chrough che sample inlec cube, or, in a 

sysccm using a syringe pump for sample feed, co suck back 
on rhe feed syringe. These back.flushing maneuvers will 
clear che sample line of cells from 1hac sample, buc will noc 
remove any cells that had already left the injecror bur had 
noc yec emerged from the chamber when chc sample was 
removed . le is thus common praccicc ro drive some of the 
new sample through the system ac a higher chan normal race, 
either by briefly increasing che sample drive pressure or, if a 
syringe pump is used for sample feed, by increasing ics deliv
ery rare; the acceleraced sample delivery is called a boost. 

Boch backflushing and boosting can incroduce turbu
lence, i.e. disrupt laminar flow, which, among other things, 
may result in some of the cells from che old sample becom
ing mixed with chc cells in che new sample. The shorter the 
distance berween rhe injector tip and the exir or observation 
poinc, rhe less such sample carryover should occur. Stream
in-air flow chamber designs arc therefore well suited for high 
throughput operations. Graves ct al, who have been working 
for some rime in chis area, recently examined the relation
ships of various nozzle design parameters on rhe time taken 
for flow to stabilize bcrween samples"". They found thac 
flow stabilized more rapidly when a large (150-200 µm) 
orifice diameter was used, because, when a smaller (50 µm) 
orifice was used, rhe boost generated higher back pressure, 
causing curbulence. 

The original B-0 sorting nozzle design lacked a connec
tion through which air bubbles might be bled out of the 
system; removing bubbles required dcmouncing che flow 
chamber and inverting it, which generally sprayed sample all 
over rhc place. In the HIV era, this doesn't even play in Peo
ria. Mose newer flow chamber designs incorporate a bleed or 
"burp" line that can be connccced to a vacuum line or a 
syringe. 

Mosr scream-in-air designs have no provision for core 
steering, i.e. , changing che core position laterally with re
spccc ro rhe sheach stream. People who used them cold me 
char some of the older B-D nozzles consistently gave bercer 
measurement precision than ochers; I would take this to be 
an indication of how well rhe core was centered. 

T he Orcho flow chamber shown at D was used for ob
servacion of cells wichin a quarrz cuverre with a square cross 
section; rhe channel is approximately 200 µm across. A 75 or 
100 µm orifice was generally used for sorting; the observa
tion point is positioned just above the orifice jewel, which is 
held, with che cuverce, in a steel cage. The flat surfaces in the 

cuvette mm1m1zc scatter of excitation light from che flow 
chamber walls; this reduces noise in scarcer measurements. 

The Cycomutt flow chamber shown at E is based on the 
designs used in the Block Cycomat systems8" ·92 _ Observacion 

is done in a rhin-wallcd quartz capillary, rypically berween 
150 and 175 µm in inside diameter, which is held in a stan
dard compression tube firring. The same capillaries can be 
used for borh analysis and sorting; for sorcing, the observa
tion poinc is usually moved down near che tip of che capil
lary to minimize the discance berween it and chc droplet 
breakoff point. The sample and sheath injection porrs arc fir 
into the tube ftcting and sealed with epoxy glue. The core 
injector is a piece of 27 gauge stainless hypodermic tubing 
glued into che bottom portion of rhe barrel of a plastic Lucr
lok syringe; core position is adjusted by rwisting chis firring. 
Bubbles are removed rhrough a vacuum conneccion. The 
large bore of Cycomun flow chambers makes them less likely 

to clog than mosc sorter nozzles, and dogs (or bubbles) are 
usually readily dislodged by running a piece of stainless sreel 
wire down through the injeccor, wirhout removing che flow 
chamber. This largely eliminates rhe need co realign the sys
tem afrer a problem has been dealc wich. 

Cuvettes vs. Streams for Analysis and Sorting 

Observation in a stream in air rarhcr rhan in a cuverte of

fers potential advantages. There are two fewer interfaces 
from which light may be scattered in a stream in air sysccm, 
and rhere are no cuvetrc or capillary walls char mighr get 
scratched or dirty. Proponencs of stream-in-air incerrogation 
for systems in which sorting is to be done argue that rhe 
greater distance between rhe observation point and che ori
fice in a design such as Orcho's leads co less accurate sorting. 
This need not be so; observacion wichin che walls of the flow 
chamber allows more power co be used to drive che trans
ducer than would be accepcable in a scream-in-air sysrem, in 
which high power levels distort the stream at che observation 
point, degrading irs optical qual iry and decreasing measure
ment precision. Sorcing accuracy depends on maintaining 
the relative positions of the interrogation point and the 
droplet breakofT poinc; increased transducer drive may allow 
bencr control of this factor. 

When che objecrive is high speed sorring, scream-in-air 
systems have been preferable, because they arc compatible 
wirh higher analysis rates. The flow rare of sample through 
the observation poinc in the Orcho chamber was relatively 
low; velocity chrough a 75 µm orifice was I 0 mis, meaning 
rhac flow velocity in the 200 µm square cross section cuvette 
was only about 1.1 mis. The Orrho system used a beam 
focused to a spor less than l 0 µm high, allowing useful pulse 
width information co be derived, but cell cransir time 
through the beam was around 9 µs, making ir essencially 
impossible to process 100,000 cells/s. Beckman Coulter's 
Alcra and BO Biosciences' FACSAria, newer sorters utilizing 
cuverres, provide shorter cransit times and can process rens 
of thousands of cells/s. However, the cransir time through 
the beam in modern high speed stream-in-air sorccrs can be 



less rhan I µs, still potemially yielding a performance advan
ragc for che scream-in-air systems. 

On the minus side, scream-in-air systems generate aero
sols, a concern when specimens contain potentially hazard
ous materials; the optical characteristics of the stream are 
also subject co change when rhe sheath is turned off and on. 
light collecrion from screams in air is also usually less effi
cient than is light collection from flat-sided cuvettes. Some 
cyrometer manufacturers allow rhe user to make rhe tradeoff 

Flow cuvcttes with square or rectangular cross sections, 
designed for analysis rather than sorting, are now standard in 
commercial benchtop fluorescence flow cyromerers. Such 
chambers were first used in Technicon's Hemalog D differ
ential leukocyte counter. In the mid-l 970's, Orrho intro
duced the FC-200 Cyrofluorograf, fearuring a chamber with 
a 200 µm square cross section; a spherical mirror on the side 
of che cuveue opposite to the collector lens for fluorescence 
and orthogonal scatter signals could be used in chis system to 

increase light collection. Similar designs were used in Or
tho's Sysrem 30, Spectrum, and Cytoron analyzers. Coulter 
offered a closed system analycical flow chamber for rhe 
EPICS sorters; the large cross section allowed cells to be 
analyzed ac lower flow velocities for rime-of-flight cell sizing 

104 
mea..~urements . 

Observation in square cuvenes is standard in che Beck
man Coulter Elite and Alcra sorters and EPICS XL analyz
ers; rhe cuverres have the front element of the collection lens 
built in. The new DakoCyromarion CyAn analyzer uses a 
square cuvetce without an incegral lens. The flow chambers 
used in the new BD LSR series analyzers, and in the older 
FACSCalibur, FACScan, FACSort, FACSTrak, and FAC
SCount, have a rectangular cross section, roughly 180 by 
400 µm , permitting use of a high-N.A. (1.2) lens, which 
increases light collection substantially. BD's new FACSAria 
sorter and the new Beckman Coulter FC500 analyzer also 
have rectangular cuvecres with coupled high-N.A. lenses. 

Dan Pinke!, then at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, de
signed a sorting flow chamber with an observation portion 
of square or rectangular cross section; the quartz cuverce 
(made by NSG Precision Cells) fits into a holder chat allows 
ic to be mounted to a B-D transducer mount. Although this 
chamber initially produced good results in analysis, there 
were some problems fitting watch jewels to it for sorting; 
these were eventually resolved'"'. A design similar in appear
ance to Pinkel's was offered by Coulter for the EPICS; this 
utili1.es a cuvette only a few millimeters long wirh a square 
channel 76 µm across, atcached where the tip of the nozzle is 
shown in Figure 4-39. This chamber design decreases noise 
in orthogonal scatter measuremenrs, as compared to a 
stream-in-air syscem, and still permits sorting to be done ac 
reasonably high speeds. The Beckman Coulter Elite and 
Altra sorters can be fitted with this cuvene, with 150 or 250 
µm square flow cuverces, or with stream-in-air noales. Da
koCytomation sorters restrict observation to streams in air; 
all rhree manufacturers provide the same range of orifice 
diameters, i.e., 50 to 400 µm. 
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VI 

Figure 4--40. New angles on light collection in flow. 

Light Collection from Streams and Cuvettes 
To understand how the configuration and composition 

of a scream in air or a flow cuvette determine how much 
light can be collected, you don't need to know all the angles, 
bur you do need to know a few of the1.1; the old ones are 
shown in Figure 4-12 and discussed on pp. 121-2, and the 
new ones appear in Figure 4-40. You might also want to 
look back at p. 150 and Figure 4-25. 

In flow cyrometry, we are generally looking at particles 
in a..n aqueous medium, which I will assume for the purposes 
of the discussion here is water. Water has a refractive index n 

of 1.33 at 20 °C. Light coming from a parricle in the scream 
will be refracted at the air-warer inrerface in a scream-in-air 
system, and, assuming che cuvette is made of quart7. (n = 

1.46), at the wacer-quarrz imerface and the quartz-air inrer
face in a system using a flow cuvecre without an optically 
coupled lens. The angle that is of importance ro us is the 
half angle of the cone of light corning from the parricle in 
water that we can manage to coax inro our collecting lens 
after all of the refractions have taken place. 

The upper part of Figure 4-40 shows axial and side views 
of a stream in air. In most high-speed sorters, parricles arc 
interrogated in a stream in air; the lenses used for side scatter 
and fluorescence collection in these instruments are usually 
"ulcra" long working distance (10-13 mm from rhe stream, 
so they won't get wee) microscope objectives, with an N.A. 
of 0.55. The formula N.A. = n sine tdls us that che largest 
angle eat which an N.A. 0.55 lens, working in air, will col
lect light is 33.4°. If we look at the axial view of the stream 
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in air, we see that there is no problem collecting light that is 
emitted (or scattered) at rhac angle from a central particle 
along a radius of the circular cross section of the scream, 
because such light will strike the interface at normal inci
dence, and not be refracced. 

However, as che side view shows, any light from che par
ticle char travels oucside the plane perpendicular ro che axis 
of flow will be refracted ac che air-water interface. Light chat 
reaches the lens in air at an angle of 33.4° will have come 
from che parciclc at an angle of 24.4° in water. So the half 
angle (:) of che cone from which we can collect light using an 

N.A. 0.55 lens is somewhere becween 24.4° and 33.4°. The 
solid angle n corresponding co e can be calculated from the 
formula n = 27t(l - cos 9); it would be 0. 562 sr (steradians) 
for a cone with a 24.4° half angle and 1.035 sr for a cone 
wich a 33.4° half angle. To calculate the "right" solid angle, 
ii is apparently necessary to use elliptic functions (don 't ask); 
for the present purpose, a~er consulcacion with Rob Webb, I 
decided ro approximate che right answer by taking che 
square root of the sum of the squares of che high answer and 
che low one. This yields 0.869 sr. By definition, a sphere 
surrounding the cell, representing 47t sr, or 12.57 sr, would 
receive l 00% of the light from che parcicle; 0.869 sr repre
sents a relatively unimpressive 6.9% of che coral. In chis cal
culation, and chose char follow in this section, we neglect the 
face char transmission of the lens is always less chan I 00%. 

Up co a point, we could improve light collection from 
che scream by using a lens wich a higher N .A., say 0.68 or 
0.7. An N.A. 0.7 lens gees us co a 44.4° half angle for rhe 
radial rays and a 3 l .8° half angle for the refracted rays; the 

back-of-the-envelope calculation says ic colleccs over a 1.529 
sr solid angle , or about l 2.2% of the total lighc, a 77% im
provement over the N.A. 0.55 lens. An N.A. substantially 
higher than 0.7 won't help, because, as ic turns our, 48.8° is 

che critical angle for an air-water interface, and light hitting 
che interface ac that angle and larger angles is subject to total 
inccrnal reflection (see pp. 121-2 and 1 57-8 and che figures 
on chose pages). This means char most of the extra light chat, 
say, an N .A. 0.95 lens would collect from a specimen in air 
will travel (gently?) down chc stream as if che stream were a 
lighc pipe. In fact, Mariella et al '''~ " have demonstraced char 
a fiber optic sharpened co a conical tip and inserted into the 
srrc:am along the ax.is of flow downscream from che observa
rion point will do a prerry good job of collecting lighr scat
tered at large angles. Of course, this precludes using the 
srream in air for sorting. 

If you're using a scream in air because you want to sort at 
rhe absolute maximum race, you ' ll probably need to use a SO 
or 70 pm orifice ro allow you to gee a droplet rate of at least 
50.000/s. Even if your beam is focused to a 20 pm spot, 
rhere is likely to be enough reflection from the stream (see p. 
1 50) to make it necessary to use an obscuration bar in front 
of the fluorescence/side scatter collection lens. This will re
sulr in rhe loss of about 30% of the lighl that would other
wise be collected by che lens. 

While the square and rectangular cuvenes used in flow 
cyrometers minimize noise due co stray scanered light, 
allowing obscuration bars ro be dispensed with and thereby 
facilitating high-precision measuremencs using relatively 
low-powered light sources, some problems with light collec
tion arise from the refractive properties of the cuvenes. The 
bottom half of Figure 4-40 shows axial views of a square and 
a rectangular cuvene. The geometry of a square, as shown at 
che left, restricts collection to a half angle of less than 45°; 
any lighc leaving a particle centered in the flow scream at 
chat angle will emerge from the cuvecre inro air at an angle 

of no more chan 72°, limiting the maximum N.A. of a col
lection lens usable with a square cuvettc to 0.95. Jn practice, 
ic is difficult to obtain lenses with an N.A. that high and the 
long working distance of a few millimeters necessary for ob
servation in cuvccres. An N.A. 0.65 "high dry" objective 
with a long working distance, or an aspheric lens wich an 

N.A. berween 0.62 and 0.68, would be a more realistic 
choice as a collection lens. The N.A. 0.65 lens would collecc 
light emicred by a particle in water in a cone with a half an
gle of 29.3°, corresponding to a solid angle of only 0.80 I sr, 
or about 6.4% of the total, a little less than is collected from 

a scream in air by an N.A. 0.55 lens . 
An N.A. substantially higher than 1.0 can only be 

achieved if the lens is oprically coupled to che specimen , in 
chis case che cuvene, by a medium with a relacivcly high 
refracrive index, matched to chose of chc macerials of which 
rhe cuvecce and lens are made. le is also necessary to use a 
rectangular cross seccion for the cuvette rather than a square 
one, as can be seen from rhe picture on the bonom right of 

Figure 4-40. Light leaving rhe rargec particle in water ar an 
angle above 65.6° will be subject to rota! internal reflection; 
the maximum usable N.A., even for a coupled lens, is thus 
limited to l.21 (recall from p. 122 that N.A. is invariant 
from medium co medium). The gray "blob" shown sur
rounding the ray emerging from che rectangular cuvertc 
represents the coupling medium, which could be immersion 
oil if che chamber is horizontal, a gel if it is vertical (as in the 
B-D FACScan, ecc.), or the substance of a lens attached di 
rcccly to or built into the chamber. The solid angle over 
which an N.A. 1.2 lens collcccs light from a parcicle in the 
rectangular flow cuvene is 2.655 sr, or just over 21 % of chc 
coral; chis is more than three rimes as much light as is col
lected from a stream in air or a square cuvecre by rhe lenses 
normally used with chem. 

Various authors""""" 4 '"1~' have described flow chamber 
designs incorporating optical elements that, in theory, per
mit che collection of two to six rimes as much light a.~ can be 
collected from a square cuvctte or stream in air. Goodwin er 
al"'" measured the actual light collected hy an N.A. 0.55 and 
an N.A. 0.85 objective as about 4% and about 9% of total 
emission, respectively. Considering char che transmission of 
rhe lenses was just above 80%, these figures are in reasonable 
agreement with rhe calculations just worked through. 

In studies done during the course of designing chc Cy
tomutt family '0 \ my colleagues and I found we could obtain 



essenrially idenrical sensiciviry and precision in fluorescence 
measuremencs using a scream-in-air syscem, a flac-walled 
flow chamber, or a round-walled chamber, provided chat a 
scable flow paccern was achieved and maintained and chac 
the beam and stream or capillary dimensions permitted use 
of a field srop, rarher chan an obscuracion bar, co decrease 
colleccion of stray scaetered lighc. The key to performance 
then resided in che design of illumination and colleccion 
optics, rather than in the geometry of che flow chamber. 

For some cime, I had betcer luck wirh my round capillary 
systems chan with scream-in-air systems, which led me to 

conclude char observation in an enclosed space was inher
encly becter. Whac I actually compared, however, were capil
laries with outer diameters of about 300 µm and inner di
ameters of about 150 µm, on the one hand, and screams in 
air wich diameters becween 70 and 100 µm, on the ocher. 
Round screams, and round capillaries , behave as cylindrical 
lenses; the smaller che capillary, che stronger the lens. There
fore, che optical propcrcies of the capillary and stream-in-air 
systems thac I had compared were quire different. 

Inspi red by the large scream issuing from a broken capil
lary, Dick Adams and I (unpublished) did a brief compari
son, and found char large (~ 300 µm diameter) screams in air 
gave us fluorescence measurements ac least as good as chose 
obcained using round capillaries of the same outside diame
ter, and chat scarrer measurements made using the scream-in
air syscem were noticeably less noisy than chose made using a 
capillary. We could dccect forward scacter signals from small 
bacteria using a laser emining less chan 0.5 mW; when a 
capillary was subscicuced for che scream in air, signals were 
barely detectable above noise. There are practical problems 
wich large screams in air; one has co use large volumes of 
sheath fluid per unit time, and screams in air in general, as 
mentioned previously, raise biohazard safery issues. Boch of 
chcsc objections can be eliminated by using a system in 
which che sheath flows through scanding wacer and lighc is 
collected by a water immersion lens, wich no interfaces be
tween che lens and che core scream; such a flow chamber was 
used in che Block Engineering apparatus with which scaner 
measurements were made of single virus parcicles9'. 

If there is a borrom line here, ir is that you can't have ir 
boch ways. If you wane to sore at the absolute maximum 
rate, you 'll have co put up with inefficient light collection; if 
you want to hoard photons, you' ll have ro slow down. And, 
speaking of slowing down, Figure 4-41 shows flow chamber 
designs used in several flow cycometers with arc lamp 
sources. These instruments rypically have highly efficient 
illumination and light collection opcics, but, as we found on 
pp. 131-2, their lamps don' t puc our anywhere near as much 
usable light as do lasers, and both sample flow races and cell 
acquisicion races are, accordingly, lower than in most laser
based instruments. 

Panel A illustrates the arrangemcnr in che Dicrrich/ 
Gohde lmpu!scyrophorometer (ICP)°'"'; chis is an axial flow 
sysrem, in which cells confined in a sheath arc observed as 
they emerge from a tube oriented along the axis of a fluores-
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Figure 4-41. Flow chamber designs used with arc 
source flow cytometers. A: lmpulscytophotometer. 
B: Lindmo/Steen system (Skatroni C: Closed system 
similar to some used by Bio-Rad, Heka, and Partee. 

cence microscope objective and make a 90° turn inro a flow
ing stream. The Phywe ICP used suction ro draw cells 
chrough the system; the later Onho version forced chem 
through with gas or air pressure. Wolfgang Gohde felc chat 
axial flow of cells through the objective focal plane was an 
imporcanr determinant of the high precision obtained with 
the ICP under the best conditions. However, Gohde's newer 
flow system designs for Partee achieve equivalenr precision 
with whac amounts co a modified orthogonal geometry. 

So does the instrument developed by l.indmo and 
Steen '00103 (originally sold as the Leitz MPV-Flow; later by 
Skatron, Orcho (Europe), Bruker, Bio-Rad and (in the near 
fucure) Apogee). In chis cycomecer, exemplified in Panel B, 
cells confined in a sheath are ejected from a nozzle as they 
would be in a scream-in-air system. The scream chen im
pinges on a cover slip at a relatively acute (about 20°) angle, 
and is observed with che high N.A. oil immersion lens of an 
epiilluminaced fluorescence microscope downstream from 
rhe point of impact; fluid is removed from rhe cover slip by 
suction still further downstream. 

If che flow panern isn' t scable before the cells leave che 
nozzle, ic won't be stable after they hit che cover slip, and rhe 
excellent precision reported won't be achieved. If che flow 
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parccrn is scable, some improvemcnc resulcs from a furcher 
scabilization of the existing laminar sheath flow pacrern by 
forces berween che fluid and che cover slip. The stream flat
cens our, a phenomenon my colleagues and I noted when 
using a pen nib design to deposir cells from a flow cyromecer 
onto movie film''~. This tends to orient asymmetric cells and 
also to confine rhem to a narrow region of space, allowing a 
high aperture objective, with its small depth of focus , ro be 
used without compromising performance. 

A closed flow system was/will be available on che Bio
Rad/ Apogee versions of the Lindmo/Srcen instrument; it 
resembles that shown in Panel C. The Fluvo II, designed by 
Kachel'"''', the newer Parrec flow cytometers, designed by 
Gohde, and Thomas's RATCOM and NPE instruments are 
similar. All arc basically orthogonal flow systems, alchough 
they arc not symmetric about the axis of Aow; some allow 
observation of chc scream from rwo or more sides. The 
Partee inmuments offer the options of multistation illumi
nacion, with rwo lamps or a lamp and a laser, and fluidic 
sorcing in a closed system. 

Since the same microscope objective serves as condenser 
lens and fluorescence collector in most arc source cytome
ters, increasing the N.A. of che lens improves both illumina
tion and colleccion. Tcmsch ec al"'" reporred thac substitu
tion of a gel-coupled N .A. 1.25 lens for an N.A. 0.8 lens in 
an arc source inscrumenr increased fluorescence signal inten
sities approximately fourfold . 

The flow chamber in B-D's FACS analyzer, an arc 
source instrument introduced in the early 1980's and soon 
eclipsed by the FACScan, was essentially a thick-walled 
round capillary, with an hourglass profile thac allowed its use 
for electronic (Coulter) volume measurement; a second 
sheath was used largely to p.-.lVide some fluid flow on both 
sides of the volume sensing orifice:. Some of che old Los 
Alamos flow chambers (about che size and shape shown in 
Panel A of Figure 4-39), used wich laser source cytomecers, 
also incorporaced eleccronic volume measuremenr capabil
itl"; che combinacion of eleccronic volume measurements 
wich optical measurements in cycometry has probably been 
pursued for the longest period of cime by Bob Leif and his 
colleagucs1'"·110• ·1.im. The NPE/RA TCOM inscruments, and 
a variery of clinical hemacology analyzers (including Beck
man C oulter's). incorporate both optical and electronic vol
ume measurement capabilities; an electronic volume meas
urement option is also offered by Partee. 

When You've a Jee. .• 

While observation of cells in a scream in air instead of in 
a closed syscem eliminates some of che complexiry, and may 
lower the cosc, of a flow chamber, more consuaincs on the 
hydrodynamics are, in general, associated wich scream-in-air 
systems. Pinke! and Scovel6w have covered some of the de
tail~. 

One of the interesting things they mention is that the 
exit velociry v (in m/s) of Auid from an orifice or nozzle is, 
co a first approximation, direcdy proporcional to the square 

root of che pressure used co propel rhe fluid through the 
orifice; i.e., the sheach pressure. If the sheath pressure, 6P, is 
given in pounds per square inch (PSI), 

v = 3.7 (t:,.P) '" ; 

if che pressure is given in atmospheres, the conscant is 14. 
and if in pascals (Nim'), it is 0 .044 . This relationship applies 
to rypical stream-in-air nozzles, in which the orifice is placed 
immediately below the neckdown region; it does not hold 
for flow systems in which there is a capillary cube of any 
appreciable length, because of the effects of viscous drag. 

A dimensionless constant called the Reynolds number, 
Re, is often used to characterize chc stability of flu id flow. If 
d is the diameter of the stream, in cm, p is che densiry of che 
fluid, in gm/cm', TJ is che fluid viscosiry, in poise ( l poise = 
l g/cm·s), and v,. is the average fluid flow velociry, in cm/s, 

Re= dpvjT] . 

Laminar flow is possible for val ues of Re < 2300; it may be 
possible at higher values, bur turbulence is much more likely 
to occur. Thus, in flow cytometry, it makes sense to keep Re 
below 2300. For water at 20 °C, a temperature at which its 
densiry is very nearly l gm/cm 1 and ics viscosiry is 0 .01 
poise, we can relate scream diameter d , in µm, not cm, and 

v ... in m/s, not cm/s, by 

Re = dv, •. 

In other words, if v .. is 10, and d 230 or below, a person 
won'c get turbulent flow. Unless you 're trying to son really 
big objects in a droplet sorcer (the principle works for stream 
diameters as large as I mm (1000 µm)), you can work at 10 
mis. What you may have to worry about under more typical 
conditions, however, are changes in temperature; the vis
cosiry of wacer is highly temperature dependent. 

Turbulence is apt to be a problem ac che in lecs, cacher 
than the outlets, of flow charr.bers, stream-in-air and other
wise . This happens because the sheath inlet is usually a rela
tively small diameter rube going fairly abruptly into a larger 
diameter chamber. If you arc crying to squeeze chc lase few 
tenths of a percent out of an already very good measurement 
CV, as is the case in chromosome sorting, which scimularcd 
Pinke! and Stovel 's efforts, you need co devoce some acten
cion to this possible source of flow insrabili ry. 

Figure 4-42 illuscrates three configurations of core and 
sheath inlets in ocherwise idencical flow chambers. The 
"bad" configuration, at left, has the small sheath inlet encer
ing the chamber at a right angle. The "better" configuration 
represencs a compromise reached in many commercial sys
tems; the sheath inlet rube is gently curved, and a perforated 
"spider" is put in to break up rhe flow pattern; empirically, 
this facilitates faster establishmenc of laminar flow down
stream. The "besc" configuracion, at right, gently sneaks the 
core into a large bore sheach flow. I've seen chambers like 
chis in action, and they give good CVs; I haven't yet biccen 
the bullet and made a Cyromuct flow chamber with a more 
hydrodynamically correct core and sheath inlec. 
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Figure 4-42. Minimizing turbulence generaced ac che 
sheath inlec co flow chambers. 

Core and Sheath: Practical Details 

If you looked at pp. 50-1 and 130-1, or otherwise have some 
acquainrance with flow cyromerry, you've run across rhe 
notion rhar core sizes affect measurement precision. It thus 
may be useful co know how big a core you're actually run
ning. Lee's look ac a numerical example. Suppose we have a 
stream-in-air system with an orifice 80 µm in diameter, 
through which we wane cells co pass at a velocicy of l 0 mis. 
When chings are working properly, running the system for 
one second will squire our a volume of fluid that would fill a 
cylinder 80 µm in diameter and I 0 m high. The volume of 

chis cylinder is 1t times the square of the radius times rhe 
height. Convening che radius and height measurements to 

cm, which will give us volume in cm', or ml, we find that, 
in one second, we run a coral fluid volume of 

{;r x [(4 x 10 3) 2) x 10001 ml:::: 0.05 ml. 

In one minute, or 60 seconds, we'd gee about 3 mL through 
the orifice. Knowing any cwo of the ehree variables, orifice 
diameter, flow velocicy, and flow rate, we can calculate the 
third. If you have a commercial sysrem, che manufacturer 
has provided you with the internal dimensions of the flow 
chamber (if you builc your own, you should knowl) , and you 
can measure the amount of fluid which goes through the 
syseem per unit rime; chis will lee you calculate rhe flow ve
lociry. 

Now, how can we figure our the core diameter or radius? 
If che instrument has a syringe pump, or some other means 
for measuring the sample or core volume flow rate, it's fairly 
easy; however, most flow cyromerers are not so equipped. 
We therefore resort to subterfuge, and possibly centrifuge as 
well, and get and run a sample of cells, or beads, ac a known 
concentration, determined by an amomared coumer, or, as a 
lase resort, wirh a hemocyromecer. 

Suppose the concemracion is 106 particles/ml, and we 
find we're councing 1000 particles/s (for the momenr, as-
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Figure 4-43. Sheath fluid supply plumbing. 

sume we counr every one thar comes through ). The count 
rare divided by rhe cell concenrrarion gives us the rare of 
flow of the core fluid , which is I 0 ' mL/s. The velociry is 10 
mis; from the core flow rate and velociry, we calculate rhe 
volume of fluid char would fill a cylinder with its heighc 
equal ro I 0 m and irs radius equal co che core radius. The 
core radius is 

[(core flow race)l(n x velociry) ]' ': . 

The formula gives us a core radius of 5.64 µm ; the core di
amerer is rherefore 11.28 µm. 

As was mentioned earlier, a parabolic velocity profile is 
esrablished within a relarively shore distance of che orifice in 
a scream-in-air system. Pinke! and Scovel report char , near 
the exic of an 80 µm nozzle, with flow ar I 0 mis, fluid ele
menrs on axis and J 0 µm off axis will differ in velociry hy 1 

mis, or 10 percenr. Particles traveling off-axis ar lower ve
locities will, on chat accounr, spend more rime in rhe laser 
beam; chis should result in higher signal inrensirics. How
ever, we also have rhe Gaussian inrensicy disrriburion in rhc 
beam co consider here; the intensity of illumination dimin
ishes wirh disrance from rhe axis. In real scream-in-ai r in
struments, the rwo effecrs undoubtedly counreracr one an
other to some extenr; the off-axis particles spend more rime 
in a lower-intensicy beam, and ch us should receive, emir, and 
scarcer more nearly the same amount of light than would be 
rhe case if rhe velocicy profile were more sluglike than para
bolic. In flow sysrems in which cells are observed in capillar
ies, che observation poinr may be at a level ar which slug 
flow persists; widening the core might then be expected co 
degrade precision more noticeably. 

Grace Under Pressure: Driving the Sheath and Core 

The pressure-driven shearh used in most flow cycomerers 
operates on the same principle as rhe wash boccie you used in 
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chemist!)' if you took it a.~ long ago as I did. The pressure 
boccie in the original Becton-Dickinson FACS looked ex
acrly like one of those old wash bottles; a sheath boccie dif
fers, however, in being connected ro a pressurized gas supply 
with a regulator and a gauge so you don't have ro blow imo 
ic. The secup is shown in Figure 4-43. 

The range of drive pressures used for shearh fluid in vari
ous instruments is from about J PSI on rhe older Ortho 
Cyrofluorografa to abouc 30 PSI in the Lindmo/Sceen appa
ratus; che high speed sorters at Livermore and Los Alamos 
could go up to several hundred PSI, bur rhe current com
mercial high speed sorters seem co top out near I 00 PSI. For 
che lower pressures used in most commercial and lab-builr 
systems, a variety of plastic boccies available from many labo
ratory equipment suppliers will do just fine; Ortho favored a 
plastic boctle held in a metal box ro limit its expansion under 
pressure. I, and most of the manufacturers, now use stainless 
steel pressure vessels, originating ar Alloy Products Corpora
tion and acquired through as few intermediaries and with as 
few markups as possible. These arc relatively expensive if you 
don 't eliminate the middlemen when you buy chem, bur 
chey arc very unlikely co shaccer. They typically have plastic 
on che outside around the bottom, which prevencs chem 
from making electrical concact with whatever they're sitting 
on; be advised chat steel vessels containing saline can give 
you a nasty shock if you touch chem while che drop charging 
circuit of your sorter is on. 

The most common cause of turbulent flow in a previ
ously "healthy" flow system is complete or partial obstruc
tion. Complete: obstruction of flow is relacively easy co 
diagnose, if not always equally easy co correct. Partial ob
struction can be much more croublesome, because sample 
flow continues, bur curbulence, caused by the obstruction, 
results in a broader range of cell trajectories and velocities, 
which typically alters pulse shapes and broadens distribu
cions of parameter values . Inexperienced operarors would 
frequently note che increase in CVs and prompcly make un
necessary adjustments to the optics and electronics in an 
attempt co improve the quality of measurements; things then 
wenc from bad co worse, often requiring a visit from service 
personnel may be required co gee signals to reappear. Since 
most flow cyromecers in use these days don't permit the op
erator co make chc adjustments, the misalignment problem 
has largely disappeared; che obstruction problem has nor. 

Mose flow cytomecer users don't get the opportunity co 
redesign cheir flow systems to minimize obstructions, and 
muse therefore do what chey can solely in cc:rms of keeping 
appararus, sheath fluids and samples as clean as possible. 
Filtration of sheath fluids and all diluencs used in sample 
preparation through 0.22 or 0 .47 pm filcers will remove 
large parcides and also minimize bacterial concaminacion. 
Even pharmaceucical grade stuff may have some particles in 
ic; if you wouldn't inject it intravenously, don't use ir as 
sheath fluid . 

lc's good practice to keep a 0.22 or 0.47 µm filter in the 
line hecween rhe reservoir and rhe flow chamber, to clean 

our any residual junk. However, if che sheath hasn't been 
filtered previously, such an in-line filcer may clog rapidly 
enough to decrease the flow race. This can happen when you 
follow the nearly universal practice of driving che sheath 
with gas (air or nitrogen) blown into che reservoir ac con
stant pressure, which means char as the resistance of che filcer 
goes up, the flow race goes down. In theory, if che sheath 
were driven by a robust constant volume pump, instead of 
by pressure, flow velocity could be maintained. Don 't bee on 
it. If you are working wich really small particles, such as bac
teria, it is advisable to prefilrer shearh through a 0.11 pm 
filter; you probably don't wane a filter with pores chat small 
in your sheath line because ic is likely to offer subscancial 
resistance ro fluid flow. 

Generally speaking, flow cytomecric analysis, as opposed 
to sorting, can be done using warer instead of a saline solu
tion as a sheath fluid; a prominent exception occurs in the 
case of electronic (Coulter orifice) cell volume measure
ments, which, like droplet cell sorting, require rhac cells bc 
suspended in an electrically conductive medium. This usu
ally means an isoronic sodium chloride solucion, wich or 
without a liccle buffering. Why nor use saline solucions all 
the time? Well, all ocher things being equal, warer is cheaper 
than saline. Water also doesn't leave salt deposits all over 
everything. For analysis, even using live cells, the interval 
between injection of che core (which does have ro be iso
tonic to keep cells osmocically happy) imo rhe sheath and 
che measuremenc is so brief chat che cells won't have rime co 
object to being in a yucky hypoconic medium until well after 
they've passed the observation point, unless chere's an ob
struction downstream which causes water co back up into 
the sample. For sorting and Coulter volume measurements, 
which require ionic solutions, normal saline for injection, 
which is fairly clean and sterile, is readily available in liter 
boccies ac reasonable prices. "Injectable" or not, it does have 
to be filtered. 

Nitrogen supposedly produces fewer bubbles than does 
compressed air when used as a sheath propellant . When 
house air supplies are non-exiscent or inadequate, and gas 
from tanks muse be used for sheath drive, nitrogen has the 
advantage of being cheaper than air is. le remains co be de
termined whether subscirucion of nitrogen for air affects cell 
physiologic parameters such as membrane potential; when in 
doubt, use air and isoconic solutions. 

When gas pressure is used to drive the core, or sample, as 
well as che sheath, the relative sheath and core flow races arc 
dependent upon the difference in pressures between the 
sheath concainer and the sample concainer. This determines 
the core size. If the pressure drive syscem for che sheath is a 
giant wash bocde, that for the core is a micro wash bocrle; 
che pressure vessel is frequencly the sample cube itself, wich a 
volume of only a few ml. Separate regulators for core and 
sheath pressure are advisable; pressure in che sample vessel is 
adjusted ro change the core flow race. A differential pres
sure gauge, monitoring the difference in pressure between 



sheach and sample vessels, provides che bcsc operacor feed
back for chis process. 

Unless valves in the fluid lines are closed, if there is no 
rube mounred for sample feed, sheath pressure forces shearh 
fluid back through the sample inlec cube; chis is a relatively 
easy way of clearing out rhe residue of rhe lase sample before 
running the next one, but ic can also be a way of dilucing che 
nexc sample wirh sheath fluid when you'd prefer nor ro have 
diluted ic. 

On the other side of that coin, most pressure feed sys
tems also have switchable inlecs for drive gas ar borh the 
regulated pressure and a higher boost pressure; when a rube 
is first puc on rhe system, the higher pressure is applied co 
drive cells into rhe sample tubing. The inpuc is then 
switched co the regulated pressure. Flow should then be al
lowed rn stabilize before any measurements are made. 

In order co avoid the consequences of Shapiro's First 
Law (p. 11), we'd like co have a filrer in che sample pach co 
prevent particles greacer in diameter than the orifice (cell 
clumps and ocher junk) from clogging ic. B-D used co use a 
small filrer made of a bundle of glass microcapillary rubes, 
each with a 40 µm internal diameter; the filter was placed at 
rhe very rip of an aspirator assembly which was inserted into 
rhe cube containing the sample. Ortho used a hollow fiber 
filter rhat was much larger physically; most of the people I 
know replaced it with a few pieces of nylon mesh with a 40 
µm pore size held over the aspirator cip wich a piece of plas
tic rubing. You can now buy sample filters from various 
sources; Parcec makes some nice ones. You can also buy ny
lon mesh and roll your own. 

Jusc as is rhe case with a pressure-driven sheach, when a 
filcer is used wich a pressure-driven core, as che filter clogs, 
che core flow rare decreases. This can be a real problem when 
the cells being analyzed are treaced with an equilibrium stain 
such as acridine orange or one of the cyanine dyes, because 
relative flow races of core and sheach affecc dye diffusion 
races from core co sheath, and changes in these flow rares 
may affecc scaining intensity. Changes in flow rate and core 
size may also affect measuremenr precision. 

lf a pump, instead of gas pressure, is used co drive rhc 
sheath, che volume flow race of the sample is directly adjust
able, and less susceptible co the sources of variacion jusc 
mentioned. The pump used co drive che core should be a 
positive displacement pump, e.g., a syringe pump, which 
produces a (relatively) constant volume flow rate even when 
driving a varying resistance. Dick Sweet's piece on flow sort
ers in reference 9, circa 1980, contained sracemencs co rhe 
effect chat syringe pumps weren't good for sorting because 
they produced pulsacile flow; opinions have changed. I have 
almost always used syringe pumps for sample feed; ochers are 
beginning co find rhem advancageous' ·"'°·'01·6" "''50 , and some 
newer commercial syscems use them. 

When really smooch drive is necessary, ic can be obtained 
from a syringe pump char uses a feed screw instead of rhe 
more common rack and pinion drive. Pulsations can also be 
reduced by putting a small air bubble between the syringe 
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piston and rhe sample; chis gees away from crue conscanr
volume operation, buc remains closer co chis ideal than 
would a constant pressure drive in the presence of increasing 
resistance. 

If you're good enough at designing fluidics, you can even 
manage co make a peristaltic pump produce a scable flow 
paccern in a flow cycomecer; I can't do it, bur che people ar 
OptoFlow seem co have managed, and I have heard of a 
variety of ocher pump types being used successfully. 

Gravity, all by itself, can be used co drive fluids through 
flow systems; ic can also effecc whacever else you're using. 
Changes in rhe height ar which the sheath tank is placed 
and/or in the liquid level in rhe sheath tank can affecc flow. 
Gravity is often used co advantage when very slow flow races 
are required, e.g., for the oucer sheath of double-sheath flow 
systems, or for systems designed for molecular analysis. 

In hemacology analyzers, which are che procorypical 
clinical flow cycomecers, sample and sheath may both be 
propelled by syringe pumps, which, in combinacion with 
valves and other mechanical and electronic componenrs, 
allow blood samples to be wichdrawn from the cubes in 
which they were collected, diluted, treated with appropriate 
reagenrs, and analyzed. This is a good way co handle samples 
that should all be subjected co the same rreatmenr, and 
which can be analyzed in a minute or so. On chc ocher hand, 
if you wanted co do a four-hour preparative sort on a droplcr 
sorcer, you'd need a syringe rhe size of a Bugacci Royale pis
con for rhe sheath; pressure drive from a big reservoir is the 
only practical way to go. You'd also probably have co use 
pressure feed for che sample, keeping ic a container with 
appropriate cemperacure regulacion and a magnecic stirrer or 
ocher mechanical device to keep the cells in suspension . 

Figure 4-39 shows chat the fluid connections in flow 
chambers are readily accessible; up until recendy, it was 
fairly easy co gee ar chose conneccions, ar least on inscru
mencs designed for research purposes, and hook up whatever 
core and sheath drive mechanisms you might wane. Third 
parries such as Cytek Development provide such gadgets, 
optimized for such tasks as kinetic experiments with calcium 
probes. However, if you're in rhc market for flow cycomecer 
and contemplate playing games with the fluidics, ic's a good 
idea co ger confirmation from the manufacturer char che 
changes can be made wichouc rendering che cycometer inop
erauve. 

Perfect Timing: Fluidics for Kinetic Experiments 

Kinecic experiments, in which the addition of one or 
more reagents co a cell sample and the incroduction of chc 
sample into the core scream must all be carried out at pre
cisely timed intervals, are likely co need more elaborate ex
ternal plumbing than the flow cytomecer manufacturers 
normally supply. 

The adaptation of the analytical chemical cechnique of 
flow injection analysis' " ' ·' co cycomecry was described by 
Lindberg, Ruzicka, and Christian"" shorcly before the last 
edicion of chis book appeared. In addition to allowing rapid 
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and flexible. aucomated, sample preparation and solution 
handling, Aow injection analysis offers methods for analysis 
of data from samples in which chemical equilibrium has nor 
been reached, which may be useful in borh static and flow 
cyromerric applicarions. 

More recently, John Nolan, Larry Sklar, and their col
leagues have developed instrumental approaches co both 
rapid kinetic experiments and high throughput flow cytome
uy'"'·'""·'; chesc arc discussed on pp. 364-6. 

Oriented and Disoriented Cells 

When velocities are differenc at different poincs in a 
flowing scream, an object in che scream is subjected to un
equal forces ar different poincs on ics surface. These forces 
cause cells, parricularly asymmerric cells, co rumble in rhe 
srream, and , in some cases, co assume one orientation rather 
rhan another. Kachel, Fellner-Feldegg, and Menke'"" show 
phorographs of rhe behavior of eryrhrocyres in flow, demon
scraring rhe orieming effecc of a rectangular core injector. 

Johnson and Pinkel01 1 made modifications to a commer
cial flow cytometer to permit high-resolution DNA analysis 
of sperm. Beveling rhe round core injector ro a chisel poinc 
produced a ribbonlike sueam; asymmetric sperm heads were 
orienced in the plane of the scream, and CVs of DNA meas
urements were substantially reduced. Orienring sperm and 
monitoring orientation are critical to selecting x- and y
chromosome enriched fractions by sorring, as will be dis
cussed further in Chapcer I 0. 

Matchmaker, Matchmaker, Make Me a(n) Index Match! 

Differences in chemical composition between the core 
and sheath fluids (as in che instances when, for example, 
you use a wacer sheath and a saline core, or a saline sheath 
and a saline core with added protein) may be reflected in 
refractive index differences berween the core and sheath . 
The refraccive index mismatch usually isn't a problem for 
eukaryotic cells, but definitely will be for bacteria or really 
small (0.5 µm) beads and may be for platelets. The noise is 
predominantly in the scatter channels; fluorescence meas
uremems should nor be affected significandy although vari
able scattering of excitation and emission at the interface 
mighc bc expected to increase CVs slightly. However, don' t 
be too quick to assign blame to a refractive index mismatch 
when che noise is due to particles in the sheath fluid. The 
easiest way to cell the difference is to run che sheath without 
rhe core; if the noise persists, it can't be due to an index 
mismatch. Refractive indices of natural water samples may 
differ; Cucci and Sieracki have demonstrated the effects of 
differences in sheath and sample sal inities on forward scarcer 
signals from a variery of small marine organisms"64 • 

Flow Unsheathed 

Kamenrsky's original Rapid Cell Spectrophotomecer6 \ 

and many of the early hematology counters char preceded it, 
<lid nor use sheath flow, and there are still some flow cy
romeccrs rhac don't , including a fluidic sorter for very large 

particles (Drosophila embryos)'m and a microfluidic sorrcr 
, .P6- ' 

for very small ones (bacteria; DNA fragments)· · . Among 
commercial systems, we have the Flow CAM. an imaging 
flow system for analysis of fairly large marine organisms'•s•, 
and rhe Guava PC™, designed to count and analYlc cells 
smaller than 60 µm 1461• The principal problems with nor 
using a sheath arc chat there are likely to be differences in 
flow velociries between particles traveling at different dis
tances from rhe center of the stream and char there is a 
somewhat greater likelihood of the flow system becoming 
obstructed by large particles or aggregates. Ir would probably 
be difficult to obtain a distribution with a CV of I% if you 
measured DNA content of nuclei in a flow cytomccer with
out sheath flow, bur ir is evidently not a problem ro gee 
measurement CVs of 5-10%; if these are adequate for the 
applicacion, you can safely dispense with the sheath. 

Flow Systems: Garbage In, Garbage Out ... 

Ir should be obvious chat spending a few hundred thou
sand bucks on an instrument won't do anything co relieve 
you of the burden of designing experimencs. Flow cycome
ters arc like compucers in many respects; both are high-tech, 
often high-budget gadgets which can very rapidly and very 
precisely do exactly what you ·ve told chem to do. and nei 
ther has any capacity for doing what you meant instead of 
what you said. 

If, for example, you are interested in finding cells so rare 
char they represent only one cell in every l O" cells in your 
sample, you should bear in mind chat , even if your flow cy
tometer could zip through 100,000 cells/s, and could iden
tify your cells of incercsr flawlessly, you would only encoun
ter 3 or 4 cells of interest an hour. If all you wanted to do 
was gee a count of your population of interest, with a preci
sion of 10 percent, you'd have to counc 100 cells to gee chc 
contribution co variance due to sample size down into the 
acceptable range. This would cake 25 to 30 hours, not 
counting time to change samples, replenish sheath fluid, etc. 
h is all but impossible to do a single experiment of this kind 
by flow cytomecry; it is beyond impossible and heading for 
irrational to concemplace doing such analyses for some rou
tine purpose. 

On the ocher hand, if you're looking for one cell in I Os. 
you could gee a good counc in a few minutes ; whether or not 
ir is feasible do so depends on the efficacy of your cytometric 
identification procedure. It's easy to do if you can stain your 
cells of interest with one or, even better, rwo very bright 
fluorescent dyes; it's nearly impossible to do if you are rely
ing on something like a dim immunofluorescent stain as the 
sole identification criterion. In general, you have to decide 
what measuremenc(s) you need to make of cells to answer 
the quescion(s) you're asking about chem. 

Recall chat a flow cymmecer, by i rself, doesn 'c even ha vc 
an intuitive way of celling what is a cell and what isn't; you 
basically provide a definition for it by picking a crigger chan
nel or channels, setting a threshold value or values and, 
optionally, by defining selection regions in your measure-



menc space using hardware and/or sofrware gating. If no 

other gating is used, the machine treats every particle for 
which the amplitude of the trigger signal is above che set 
threshold value as a cell. 

When you analyze clean samples from relarively homo
geneous cell populations, you don't go coo far wrong in us
ing a forward light scatter measurement as a trigger parame
ter; immunofluorescence measurements have traditionally 
been done in chis way, with the fluorescence measurement 

gated by the volume or scaccer signal. In samples containing 
cell populations wirh greater variance in characteristics, 

thresholds and gates set on a fluorescence channel indicating 
the presence and amount of cellular DNA may provide more 
stringent cri teria for distinguishing cells of interest from 
debris, on che one hand, and from aggregates, on che other. 

Ar present, rhe qualiry of both instruments and antibody 
reagents is high enough for ir ro be feasible to trigger on 

immunofluorescence signals ro identify cells in relatively 
messy samples. 

Given the prices so many people have to pay for flow cy
rometer rime, ic's wise ro have some idea of what your sam

ple looks like before you put it in the machine. The best way 
ro ger some idea is to look at the sample under a phase con

trast and/or fluorescence microscope. Ir is true chat rhe flow 
cytomccer can pick up more subtle differences than you can 
discern by visual microscopic observation, but I'm nor talk

ing about subtle differences. If your immunofluorcscent 
scained cells arc lying on che slide in one long scrand, you 
can cancel your appoincment with rhe machine. If, unbe

knownst co you, rhe cells are sitting in the cube in one long 

srrand, purring them in rhe cytomerer is apt to cancel ocher 
people's appointments as well. This can lead to stress, if it's 

your cycometer, and to physical harm, if it's someone else's. 

Although in-line filtration is an obvious method of pre
venting large particles from entering and obscruccing the 

flow system, filters may exacerbate the problem of sample 
carryover, which is encountered even in cytometers without 

chem. Cells may accumulate in various places in the flow 
system during turbulent flow while samples are being 

changed, and subsequently pass into the measurement sys
tem. 

Sample carryover is tolerable, if only because ir is unno
ticeable, in a lot of routine flow cytomerry. If you are run

ning a whole bunch of similar samples, each with approxi

macely the same cell concenrrarion, you probably won't 
know or care if l or 2 percent of che cells in the (n + l)sr 

sample were really srragglers from che nth sample. Carryover 
can really kill you, however, when you are looking for rare 
cell subpopulations and/or when you run cell samples wich 
very low cell densities after cell samples with very high densi
ties. 

Let 's suppose we have a l percent carryover rate between 
rwo samples, each of which contains 106 cells/ml, and each 
of which is run at a rare of l µl/s , wirh dara from I 0 ,000 
cells being collected. When rhc second sample is run, 1,010 
cells will come through rhe machine each second; 1,000 of 
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these will be from ~ample 2, and 10 will represent carryover 
from sample 1 (on the average). If we were now ro put on a 
third sample with only 10\ cells/ml, and run at the same 
sample flow rare, carryover, now from sample 2, would still 

give us 10 cells/s from sample 2, while we would onlr collecr 
JOO cells/s from sample 3; for rhe chird sample, carryover 
would be grearer rhan 9 percent insread of 1 percenc. You 
can generally get a good sense of the extent of carryover in 
your syscem from the persiscence of fluorescent plasric beads, 

with which mosr of us scare our day's runs, in subsequent 

cell samples. Reducing carryover may require some combina

cion of backflushing, filter change or removal, and vigorous 
cleaning of rhe flow system. 

Pareicles from the last sample aren'c the only foreign 
agents which may introduce disinformation into daca; mi

croorganisms, particularly fungi, may grow in flow syscems 
and in che sheath fluid supply, and surprisingly large 

amounts of hydrophobic dyes (acridine orange, rhe cyanines, 
and propidium are notorious in chis regard) in srained sam

ples may adhere to even shore lengths of plascic sample inlet 
cubing, from which chey are readily rransferred co cells in 

subsequent samples. Chlorine bleach usually clears our both 
microorganisms and dyes; you do, however, have to be sure 

you've washed rhe bleach out thoroughly before you pur 
samples back into rhe inscrument, or you're ape ro end up 

with yet another class of arcifaccs. l usually follow the bleach 
wirh water, then 70% ethanol, and then rinse well with wa

ter. If there's any liquid in rhe tubing an<l rhe flow cell when 
I shur down the system, I want ir co be clean wacer. 

In a posting (28 Augusr 2001) co the Purdue Cyromerry 
Mailing List, Mario Roederer recommended running 0.1 N 

NaOH (made in clean water and filtered chrough a small 
pore filter), CoulterCleanse solution, and distilled, deioni7.ed 

filcered water, in that order, through a scream-in-air soreer to 

solubilizc any residual DNA, RNA, cells, and microorgan

isms. Mario also uses 70% ethanol for sterilization. I (and 
he) caution char ir is probably a good idea to find our from 

che manufacturer wherher there is any part of your insrru
menr's fluidic system chat won't stand up co rhe NaOH 

solurion - or co any ocher solution or solvem you plan to run 

rhrough the system. 
The sratistical disrribucions of cell arrival rimes and of 

the rime intervals between successive cells' cransics of rhe 

observation point may provide information abouc measure
ment qualiry. Lindmo and Fundingsrud'" examined the 
larrer disrribucion and its relation ro various a~pecrs of sam
ple preparation. In some cases, even when samples did not 

contain cell clumps, che disrribucion did noc fie che expecred 
Poisson statistics; the authors hyporhesized char cells char 
had stuck co rhe sample cubing were dislodged when hie by 

other cells passing through. 

Watson819 lacer extended chis rype of observation co per
mit che use of time measurements for qualiry control 
within individual sample runs. The interval berween cell 
arrival or acquisition times is used to derive a real-cime 
measurement of sample flow rate, which is displayed 
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against cime; data collected during periods of rapid flucrua
rion of flow rare are discarded. Gross et al '"", using a combi
nation of a computer algorithm for excluding such "bursc" 
<laca, a rigorous cleaning procedure for che flow system, and 
staining and analysis techniques which minimized concribu
tions from insrrumenc noise and nonspecific fluorescence, 
reliably detected rare cells at frequencies of l per million 
using a benchtop flow cyrometer; gening che garbage ouc, 
one way or another, definicely helps. 

4.7 ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS 

The ambiguous heading above will allow me to discuss 
electronic measurements of cells, i.e., electronic or Coulter 
volume measurement, which is based on DC impedance, 
and electrical opacity, which is based on AC impedance, 
and also co incroduce a litcle bit about eleccronics in general. 

Elecrricity and Elecrronics IOI 

Electrons and protons possess equal and opposite 
charge. The SI unic of charge (q), the coulomb (C}, is ap
proximately 6 x 10 18 rimes the charge on an electron, which 
is about 1.6 x I 0-'0 C. The electrons in an acorn hang around 
the general viciniry of the protons, bur the degree of mucual 
attraction varies, and may change wich eleccronic energy 
levels. Electrons arc, by convention, said co bear a negative 
charge: protons bear a positive charge. Parciclcs of like 
charge repel one another; particles of opposite charge attract 
one another. Coulomb's Law scares thac the electrostatic 
force becween cwo charges is proportional co the product of 
their magnitudes and inversely proportional to the square of 
the distance becween them. The electrostatic force repelling 
('.VO electrons spaced } mm apart is } 0'' times as Strong as 
the gravitational force anracting them. 

Charge Separation, Elecrric Fields, and Current 

According co che Law of Conservation of Charge, 
charge cannot be created, buc ic can be rediscribuced. If the 
electrons in a material arc held relatively loosely, it is possible 
for charge co be transferred from one point in che material to 
another, and the material is called a conductor. If che elec
trons are more tighrly held, charge transfer is nor possible, 
and the material is called an insulator. There are also mate
rials chat normally behave as insulators, but which will con
duct when some of cheir electrons are raised to appropriarc 
energy levels; these materials are semiconduccors. Acorns or 
molecules can lose or gain electrons to become positively or 
negatively charged ions; the Law of Conservation of Charge 
demands that ions be formed in pairs, wirh opposite charges . 
Ionic solutions and plasmas, which are essentially ionic 
gases, conducr electricity. 

Separation of charges produces an electric field, which 
exrns a force on any charged particle in the field; the 
.mcngth of the field is given in terms of force per unit 
charge. The potential energy of the parriclc varies wirh irs 
position in the field. For example, if an electric field exists 
(never mind how ir gets there) hecween two metal places 

bearing opposite charges, an electron placed becween the 
plates will be repelled by rhe negatively charged plate and 
amacced coward the positively charged one; the electron 
therefore has potential energy, which will decrease as it is 
accelerated toward the positive plate, being convened co 
kinetic energy. The potential energy of a charged particle in 
an electric field is proponional to its charge; rhe difference in 
potential energy, or electrical potential difference, becween 
cwo poincs in the field at which the pocenrial energy of a I 

coulomb charge changes by I joule, is defined as I volt (V). 
The amount of potential energy lost, or kinetic energy ac
quired, as a single electron (charge 1.6 x I 0' 19 C) moves 
through a l volt potential difference, is called an electron 
volt (eV); it is about 1.6 x 10' 10 joules. 

The murual repulsion of like charges will cause redistri
bution of charge in a conductor, such that any excess charges 
are uniformly distributed on rhc surface of the conduccor. 
The electric field "inside" rhe conduccor is zero. Surround
ing a volume with a conductor rherefore produces electro
static shielding, which is why low-level electrical signals are 
generally transmitted through coaxial cable, familiarly 
known as "coax" (pronounced "co-axe"). The signal is, in 
theory, carried in rhe central conductor, which is surrounded 
by an insulator, which is surrounded by braided or twisted 
wire and/or metal or metal coated foil. In principle, chis 
outer conductive layer, which is connected co "ground," 
carries no current, and shields the inner conduccor from 
electrical interference. In practice, the "shield" serves as a 
return path for che signal, and does carry current, which 
makes it less than perfect as a shield. 

This has come co the arrenrion of manufacturers of audio 
cables, who are now happy to sell you cables in which the 
signal and return signal are carried by a cwisted pair of insu
lared wires surrounded by a foil shield thar is only connected 
co ground at the signal source. This shield cannot carry cur
rent, and therefore works as adverrised; the rwisrc<l pair con
figuration of rhe signal wires also reduces interference. 
Shielded cwisred pair cables are probably not a neccssiry for a 
home audio system; I have put chem in mine more as a mat
ter of principle than because I think they' ll make an audible 
difference. 

The transfer of charge through conduccors produces 
what is called an electric current; one ampere {A) of cu r
rent represents the rransfer of one coulomb of charge per 
second. le is corally incorrect to chink of ekcrric current 
"flow" in conductors in terms of an electron going into one 
end of a wire and coming our ar rhe ocher end. An electric 
field produced at the "positive" end of the conductor accel
erates a free electron coward rhat end, temporarily creating 
an excess positive charge "one acorn over"; this generates a 
local field chat accelerates a free electron from the vicinity of 
the next acorn, etc., the process being repeated until an elec
tron enters the "negarive" end of rhe conductor. There is 
some analogy co rhe science coy made of a series of sus
pended metal balls, which is used co demonst ra te transfer of 
momentum. You pick up the ball at one end, and lee it 



swing inco its static neighbor. The neighbor doesn't move, 
nor do any of the other balls except the one at the other end 
of the chain, which flies away from its neighbor to about the 
distance from which you released che firsc ball. In this in
stance, it is the local electric field which propagates along the 
conductor, moving at the speed of light; the currenc is, by 
convention, said co "flow" in the direccion in which the field 
moves, which is opposire ro rhat in which rhc electrons 
"move". The "speed of light" at which the field propagates 
in a conductor is nor, by the way, rhe old familiar 3 x 1 O' 
mis (186,000 miles/s) at which lighc travels in a vacuum; 
electricity, like light, moves more slowly through material 
media. 

Resistance, Voltage, and Power; Ohm's Law 

You could more or less guess, from the description of 
current flow in a conductor, that, just as friction and ocher 
real world effects prevenc the metal balls from bouncing 
back and forth in perpetual morion , there must be some 
losses involved in all of those electrons jumping around. 
With the exception of a few esoreric marerials char display 
rhe property of superconductivicy at very low temperatures, 
there aren 't any perfect conductors. Every material offers 
some resistance co the flow of electric current. According co 
Ohm's Law, the flow of a current of I amperes through a 
material wich a resistance of R ohms (Cl) produces a drop in 
electrical porencial, or a volcage difference, of E voles, across 
the resistance; that is: 

E = IR . 

It's amazing how much you can get done using just that 
formula. 

Just as friction losses dissipate mechanical energy as heat, 
resistance losses dissipate electrical energy as heat . The 
amounc of energy, in joules, lost per second is El (remember 
that voles are joules/coulomb and amperes are cou
lombs/second), or l2R. Joules per second, however, are watts 
(W) . A current flow of 1 A through a 1 Q resistor produces a 
potemial, or volcage, drop of 1 V across the resistor, and 
dissipates 1 W. The resistor gets hoc, but not very; 4.184 J 
arc equal co a "small" calorie, which is rhe amount of heac 
needed co raise rhe remperacure of I gm of water by I 0 C. 

Watt's a resistor made oP. Generally speaking, resistors 
are made of conductive material, but noc much of it. Again, 
as you'd probably expect, rhe less conductor you have, che 
harder it is co get current through it. It's much harder co 
move rhe same amount of traffic down a cwo-lane road than 
to move ir down an eighc-lane highway; similarly, che resis
rance of a given length of thin wire is higher chan the resis
tance of rhe same lengrh of thicker wire made of the same 
material. Many resistors are incencionally made to gee hot, 
bur, wich exceptions, they are designed to dissipate the heat 
rather than to be desrroyed by it. 

Puc IO A through a 12 n resistor, which is what happens 
when you connect it to 120 V, and you dissipate 1200 W; 
che resiscor is ape to get red hoc, at least uncil che bell rings 
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and the masc pops ouc. The filament of a 60 W light bulb is 
a 240 n resistor char gets white hoc with 120 V across it, ac 
which point it draws 0.5 A; the bulb must be filled with 
inerc gas to prevenr the filament from burning up. The ac
tive element in a fuse is a chin metal scrip or wire char will 
melc once rhe currenc flowing through it gets above a cerrain 
value. And I oversimplified in all of che above cases; the re
sistance of marerials typically increases with temperature. So, 
looking more carefully ac che 60 W lighc bulb, we would 
find char the resistance of the cold filamenc is only about I 
Q. The filamenc initially, and very briefly, draws a current 
much higher rhan 0.5 A (that's why bulbs are more likely co 
die just as they are turned on), increasing its resiscance to 

240 n as it reaches operating temperature. 

Alternating and Direct Current; Magnetism 

Where does current come from? We have already con
sidered one current source in our discussion of rhe phoro
volraic photodiode, or solar cell, which is a phococlecrric 
source of current. The more light hies ir, the more currenc 
the cell generates; however, the polarity of the currenc re
mains che same. The positive end of che cell remains posi
tive. Currenc sources with this characcerisric are said to gen
erate direct current, or DC. DC is also produced by batter
ies, which converc chemical energy into electrical energy, 
and by some types of electromechanical generators. 

Most of the currenc generated by electric utilities world
wide is nor DC, bur alternating current, or AC. The gen
eracors char produce either DC or AC make use of magnetic 
fields to converc mechanical energy into cleccrical energy. 
Magnetic fields resulr in part from che motion of charges; 
motion of a conductor in a magnetic field generates a cur
renc in the conductor. Passage of current rhrough a conduc
tor in a magnetic field creates a force on the conductor that 
may make it move if ic is free to do so. 

A microphone can be made from a very small coil of wire 
attached ro a very small diaphragm and suspended in the 
field of a small permanent magnet; small currents are gener
ated in the coil as rhe diaphragm is moved back and forth by 
interaction wich sound waves in the air. These currents, elec
cronically amplified, can be fed chrough a larger coil of wire, 
arcached to a larger diaphragm and suspended in the field of 
a larger magnet; this device, a loudspeaker, converrs che ap
plied elecrrical energy back to mechanical energy, in rhe 
form of sound. The process of transduction between electri
cal and mechanical energy can work in borh direcrions; a 
loudspeaker can function as a microphone, although its high 
mass makes it relatively insensitive, and a microphone can 
funccion as a loudspeaker, or ar least as an earphone, al
though such a delicate device is likely ro be desrroyed by 
application of even a small amount of current. 

The current generaced in a microphone is an alrernacing 
current. No current is generated in the coil when rhe dia
phragm is ar rest; motion of rhc diaphragm away from irs 
rest posirion in either direction causes an electrical potencial 
difference across the coil, bur rhe polaricy, i.e., which side of 
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rhe coil is posmve and which negative, changes wirh che 
direction of morion. Alcernacing currenc is characcerized by 
irs frequency, f, measured in hertz (Hz), which used to be 
called cycles per second. Two alcernacing currencs of che 
same frequency can additionally be related by rheir differ
ence in phase; chis is expressed by che same angular measure 
described in conneccion wich che discussion of light on pp. 
104-5. 

Elecrric gcnerarors and eleccric morors are similar in cheir 
mechanical conscruccion; chey are comprised of substancial 
coils of wire suspended in the fields of relatively mong mag
nets. The magnecs themselves arc often eleccromagnets; pas
sage of current chrough a coil of wire will creace a magnetic 
field, and che field incensicy is higher when the coil of wire is 
wrapped around a magnetic material such as an iron alloy. 
When a source of mechanical energy such as a sceam turbine 
or internal combustion engine is used ro move the coil, elec
cric currenc generated in che coil can be used co operace 
ocher deccrical devices. When current is applied co the coil , 
the coil moves, providing mechanical energy. 

The alternating currenc oucput of generators is fre
quently in che form of a sine wave; that is, che voltage, V(t), 
at any cime, t, is rdaced to the maximum volcage, v.n ... by 
che formula 

V(c) o: Vm .. sin (2rr/tl. 

The machemacical technique of Fourier Analysis often 
makes ic convenient ro deal with more complex alternacing 
current waveforms as sums of series of sine (or cosine) waves. 

Inductance, Reactance, Capacitance, Impedance 

A conductor exhibits a propercy called inductance (L), 
and responds co alternacing current in a frequcncy
dependenc fashion . The alcernating current produces a 
changing magnecic field, which generaces a volcage opposice 
in polariry co che applied voltage. In an inductance of 1 
henry (H), a voltage of 1 volt is induced by a current chang
ing ac che rate of I ampere/second. An inducror cherefore 
has a properry called reactance; reaccance, like resiscance, 
provides an impediment to the flow of current, but, unlike 
resistance, is dependent on che frequency of che currenc. The 
inductive reaccance of an induccor, ~, in ohms, is: 

X, = 2nfl . 

where f is the frequency in Hz and L is the inductance in 
henries. Inductive reaccancc increases with increasing fre
quency: an inductor conducts bccrer ac lower frequencies. 

If che posicive and negacive sides of a DC current source 
are applied to a capacitor, a device consisting of cwo con
ductors separated by an insulator, chere is a rransicnt current 
flow, which is opposed by che accumulation of charges of 
opposite polarities on che conduccors, and which stops when 
the pocential difference becween che conduccors is equal ro 
the pocencial of the source. If che currenc source is then re
moved, the potential difference between the conductors re
mains. The scored charge can be excracced as current. The 

amounc of charge chat can be stored in a capacitor increases 
wich che surface area of the opposed conducrnrs, and also 
varies with the dielectric constant of che insulator used . 
The capacitance, measured in farads (F), is equal to che 
amount of charge on either eleccrode, in coulombs, divided 
by the potential difference berween che electrodes, in voles; 1 
farad equals one coulomb/vole. Real capacitors have capaci
cance values ranging from picofarads (pF) co thousand of 
microfarads (µF); some capacitance exiscs bcrween any rwo 
nearby conductors. 

Direcc current will noc flow "chrough'" a capacitor; alter

nating current will, because the capacicor exhibits capacitive 
reactance (XJ, which like induccive reaccance, is a function 
of che frequency of che applied current . for X, in ohms (n). 
C in farads, and fin Hz, 

Xe ; 1/(2 rrjt:) 

A lOOO pF [or l nanofarad (nF)] capaciror has a reaccance of 
about 159,000 n (159 kn) ac I ,000 Hz (I kHz) , 
15,900,000 n (15.9 Mn) at 10 Hz, and 1.590 n (1.59 kn) 
ac 100,000 Hz (100 kHz) . Thus, a capacitor conduces better 
ac higher frequencies. 

When alternating current is applied to a resistor, the 
voltage and current vary rogerher, in phase. In a capacitor, 
current and volcagc arc ouc of phase, with current 90° ahead 
of volcage. In an inductor, current and voltage are also ouc of 
phase, wich current 90° behind volcage. Thus, in a circuit 
chac contains boch induccance and capacicance, the cffeccs of 
one rend to caned chose of the ocher. The combined effect 
of resistance, induccive reaccance, and capacicive reaccance is 
referred co as che impedance (Z) of che circuic; chis is, obvi
ously, a frequency-dependent quancicy. 

Impedance is not simply che sum of resiscance and reac
rance; ic is expressed as 

Z = [R' + (X, - .X,)'] '" . 

le may seem as if we've gone a long way to gee to a definition 
of impedance simply to explain che measuremenc made in a 
Coulter, or impedance, counter; rhe foregoing will, however, 
come in handy when we stare talking about deccronic cir
cuits lacer on . 

The Coulter Principle: Electronic Cell Sizing 

Much of che stuff of which cells are made doesn't con 
duct elecrricicy all chat well. While inrracellular fluid is a 
conductive ionic solurion, che movement of most ions across 
the cell membrane, which is largely composed of lipid , an 
insulator, is restricted. Cells arc therefore rdacivdy poor 
conductors. 

Blood is a suspension of cells in plasma, which is a rea
sonably good conduccor. I c was found in rhe lace 19th cen
cury that the fraccion of blood made up by rhe cells could be 
estimated from che conductance (conduccance, measured in 
mhos, is the reciprocal of resistance) of blood; as the racio of 
cells co plasma increases, che conduccance of a given volume 
of blood decreases . 
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Figure 4-44. The Coulter orifice. 

In che lace l 940's, Wallace Coulter excended this type of 
measurement co che single cell level with his development of 
an eleccronic mechod for dececcing, counting, and sizing cells 
based on cheir relatively low conduccance. The principle of 
the Coulter orifice is illustraced in Figure 4-44. 

Two chambers filled with a conductive saline solution 
are separaced by a barrier containing a small orifice (typically 
I 00 µm or less in diameter and no more than a few hundred 
µm in length) that provides the only fluid (and elecuical) 
connt:ccion between the chambers. Most of the resistance, or 
impedance, in chis arrangement is in the orifice. The electric 
circuit is analogous co char made up of two railroad rails 
connected by a thin wire; my friends and I used co enjoy 
demonscracing where the resiscance was in that setup by 
dropping unwound wire coat hangers from an overpass onto 
che local subway tracks, briefly creating a conductive path 
between che chird rail and one of che grounded rails on 
which the trains traveled. Coulter's analogue, while generat
ing considerably less heat, light, and sound, has been vastly 
more useful and profitable. 

A DC power supply that provides a constant current is 
connected co electrodes in each of the two chambers. As long 
as che orifice is entirely filled with saline, its impedance re
mains constant; we know from Ohm's law chat, with a con
stant current flowing in the circuit, the voltage applied 
across the electrodes must also remain constant. 

In operation, a scream of cells is passed through che ori
fice. A cell in the orifice displaces an equivalent volume of 
saline solution; the impedance of the orifice is therefore in
creased during the cell's cransic, wich che excent of the in
crease dependent on the volume of che cell. In order co keep 
che current through the system conscanc, the power supply 
must transiently apply a higher voltage between the elec
trodes. If the volcage outpuc of the power supply is continu-
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ously monitored, a temporary increase in voltage output, or 
a voltage pulse, is observed whenever a cell passes through 
the orifice. 

The derails, which are discussed at length by Kachel"", 
are quite a bit more complicated. The electric field intensity 
varies considerably wich distance from the axis of the orifice; 
as a resulc, che widchs, amplicudes, and shapes of pulses pro
duced by a cell's passage vary depending on its posicion in 
the scream. In order co deal with this problem, some inscru
mems analyze individual pulse shapes, and rejecc pulses chac 
appear co be due co cells close to che wall of the orifice. 
Some also employ hydrodynamic focusing, i.e., sheath 
flow, co confine the cells co a region of che stream near che 
axis of rhe orifice. Once che necessary correccions are made, 
cell volume can be derived from pulse amplitude. 

Electrical Opacity: AC Impedance Measurement 

Coulter and Hoggm established char che Coulrer orifice 
could be opcraced using an AC. rather chan a DC power 
supply. When rhe frequency used is in che radio frequency 
range, che cellular parameter measured is referred co as elec
trical opacity; chis reflects rhe AC impedance of cells, and is 
more dependenc on cellular scrucrure and less dependent on 
size chan is DC impedance. Some of Beckman Coulrer's 
hemacology inscruments (e.g .• the STK-S) and some from 
ocher manufacturers incorporace opaciry measurements. 

4.8 ANALOG SIGNAL PROCESSING 

In optical flow cytomecry, some lighc falls on the scaccer 
and fluorescence dececcors even when a particle is not pass
ing chrough che observation region, producing a back
ground current oucput from che dececcor; chis background 
current fluccuaces abouc some baseline value above zero. As 
a parcicle passes through che observation region, ic produces 
a cemporary increase in current outpuc, i.e., a current pulse, 
ac each dececcor. This is why flow cytometry has also been 
called "pulse cycophocomecry." As is the case wich Coulter 
volume and opacity measurements, information abouc rhe 
cells is derived from characceriscics of che pulse. 

Beam Geometry and Pulse Characteristics 

Depending upon che illumination geometry, che peak 
amplirude. or height, and/or che integral. or area, of che 
fluorescence pulse will be proporcional co the coca! amount 
of fluorescent material contained in rhe cell or particle. To 
understand this bener, we need co look at Figure 4- 4 5. 

The figure illuscraces what happens when cells of differ
ent sizes pass through focused beams of different si1.es. Sup
pose che 20 µm diameter particle contains cwice as much dre 
as che 10 µm diameter particle. Since the volume of che 20 
µm parcicle is eight rimes che volume of the 10 µm paniclc, 
che amount of dye per unit volume is higher in che smaller 
particle; if we looked ac chem under a fluorescence micro
scope, we would see a small, brighc parcicle and a larger, 
dimmer one. Ac che top of che figure, we see che small parti
cle in the middle of a 30 µm beam waist, and the larger par-
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Figure 4-45. Effect of beam geometry on pulse shape. 

cicle en rouce chrough a 5 µm beam waisc. Nocc:: rhac we as
sume here that che power in the laser beams is low enough to 
prevent substantial bleaching of dye molecules, say 5-10 
mW; this keeps che relacionship between illuminacion and 
emission intensicies linear. 

T he borrom portion of the figure illuscrates the pulse 
shapes we may expect at the fluorescence detector preampli
fier output as the particles traverse first the 30 µm and then 
rhe 5 µm beam. The scale is approximate. The pulses pro
duced by both particles as they pass rhrough the 30 µm 
beam will be Gaussian, because they both pass chrough the 
Gaussian intensiry profile of che beam; the amplitude will 
reach a peak when rhe particles pass through the center of 
the beam. 

Since the beam diameter is substantially larger than the 
particle diameter, che particles will receive approximately 
equal illumination, despite their different sizes. Thus, the 
peak amplicudes will be proportional to the amounts of dye 
conrained in the rwo particles; the 20 µm parricle, contain
ing twice as much dye, produces a peak twice as high does 
rhe 10 µm particle. 

The sicuarion is different at the 5 µm beam. If both par
ticles are traveling at the same velociry, the 20 µm particle is 
going to be illuminated for a longer rime than the I 0 µm 
parricle. Since the beam waist is smaller than rhe diameter of 
eirher parciclc, neither particle will be entirely contained 

within che illuminated region at any one rime. The larger 
parcicle will produce a longer pulse; the peak amplitude will 
be lower than rhe peak amplitude of the shorter pulse pro
duced by the smaller particle because the smaller particle 
contains more molecules of dye per unit volume, i.e., it is 
brighter. Making the beam waist small compared to rhe par
ticle diameter produces a slit-scan; one can gee several rypes 
of information from pulses thus produced which cannot be 
derived using a larger beam waist. The duration of rhe 
pulse, or pulse width, yields size information"7·• •. The peak 
height gives information about brightness, or fluorescence 
density. In order to get a measure of rhc rocal amount of 
fluorescent material contained in the particles, however, you 
need the integral, or area, of the pulse, rather chan the peak 
amplitude or pulse height. This makes the electronics some
what more complicated. 

Electronics 102: Real Live Circuits 

As they come from the detectors, rhe current pulses we 
deal with in cyrometry don't give us much to work with . 
The output current from the anode of a PMT or photodiode 
is only a few microarnperes; lee's say 10 µA (101 A) ar most. 
To get the signal to the point where we can comfonably deal 
with it, we need an amplifier, something chat will provide 
higher levels of current and/or voltage outpur than are avail
able direct from the detector. 

Circuirs: Currenr Sources and Loads 
le is customary co speak of electronic circuits; at a mini

mum, a circuit is composed of a current source. which sup
plies current, and a load, through which the current passes, 
eventually recurning co che source, or completing the circuic. 
A circuit is nor a perpetual morion machine; energy from rhe 
source is transferred to the load. In one of the simplest cir
cuits, a resistance (which might be a light bulb) connected co 
a battery, the chemical energy in the battery is gradually lost 
by conversion into heat and light (an aside: only about 3% 
of the total wacrage dissipated in an incandescent bulb goes 
inro light; the rest is lost as hear). 

Both current sources and loads have associated imped
ances. Ohm's law holds for impedances, chat is, E = IZ; this 
means that, ac a constant voltage, a low impedance load 
draws more current than a higher impedance load. As you 
may have noticed, che amount of power stereo amplifiers are 
rated to deliver is ofi:en specified separately for speaker im
pedances of 4 or 8 !l; chat's why. A low impedance source 
can supply more current than a high impedance source for a 
given volcage. PMTs and phorodiodes are high impedance 
sources. 

Figure 4-46 shows some circuit elements and rhe basic 
patterns in which chey are interconnected; ic features resis
tors and capacitors, which are known as passive elements. 
We'll leave inductors out of this discussion . Elements con
nected end to end are said to be in series; clements char have 
their corresponding terminals connected to the same point, 
or node, are said ro be in parallel. 



The resistances of resistors in series add, which makes 
sense. If we connect the series resistors R, and R, co a source, 
che same current, I, passes through both resistors. If E, is the 
voltage across R, and E1 the voltage across R,. Ohm's law 
gives us E, = IR, and E, = IR, ; che coral voltage across the 
pair, E = E, + E,. Resistors (and reactances) in series can 
therefon: be used as voltage dividers; the voltage across a 10 
kn resistor in series with a 90 kn resistor is l/ 10 the voltage 
across the pair. A variable resistor, or potentiometer, con
tains a resistive element with a third connection which can 
be physically moved co make conracr at any point between 
the two end terminals, providing a variable voltage divider 
usable as a light dimmer or volume conrrol, among other 
things. 

According to Kirchhoff's Current Law, che sum of cur
rents entering any node in a circuit equals the sum of cur
rents leaving that node. Circuit elements in parallel carry 
currenc in inverse proportion to cheir impedances; che volt
age drops across any two clemems in parallel are equal. 

The charge storage capacity of a capacitor, all ocher 
things being equal, is a function of che surface area of its 
elements or plates; intuition correccly cells us chat the capaci
tance of two capacitors in parallel is the sum of their indi
vidual capacitances. Ir is a lircle less obvious that two capaci
tors in series can score less charge than can either alone, but 
rhar's rhe way ir works. 

Ground Rules 

If you are at all familiar with rhe electrical wiring of cars 
or bicycles, you've probably noticed char a lor of rhe loads 
have only a single wire connected co them. How is the cir
cuit complered? The answer is chat the other end of the 
load, and the ocher end of che banery providing che current, 
are both connected co the metal frame of the car or bicycle; 
chey are said to be grounded, or, in British, earthed. The 
planet itself is conceived as representing the mother of all 
reference volcages, and, in fact, most power wiring is electri
cally connected at some point to a real ground, usually 
through the medium of a fairly substantial copper rod. 

By convention, che "zero voltage" poinc in a circuit is de
fined as ground; chis is represemed in circuit diagrams by 
the symbol shown at the upper left in Figure 4-46. All 
points shown as connected ro ground in a circuit diagram 
arc elecrrically connected co one another; rhis is sometimes 
accomplished by a wire connection and somecimes accom
plished by connecting the poincs co a metal (or otherwise 
conductive) enclosure in which che circuit is housed. Since 
the electric field inside a conductor is zero, such an enclosure 
provides shielding from stray elecrric fields. 

In the real world, all grounds are not created equal. Lee's 
go back co the car, where che posicive terminal of the barrery 
is connected co one terminal of various loads, and che nega
tive terminal is connected to che car's chassis, as are the other 
ends of the loads. The current from a load is, therefore, be
ing conducted back co rhe banery through the chassis, which 
has a low, but finite, resistance, which - Ohm's law again -

R1 

R2 
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means there is a potential difference between che poinc on 
the chassis at which the load makes concacc and rhe poinc ac 
which the battery is connected. 

Mose household AC power wiring in the United Scates 
delivers electricity co loads through two wires. One is called 
"hoc," generally color-coded black (an unfortunate choice, 
since electronikers frequently use black as a color code for 
ground); che second, generally color-coded white, is called 
"neutral," and theoretically represents ground. Well, it is 
connected co ground, at the power station, at the trans
former outside che house, and perhaps at points in between. 

The nominal" 110-115 V" value for household wiring is 
actually an RMS average; che peak values are higher. The 
voltage on che hoc wire fluctuates (at 60 Hz), reaching ex
cremes ac 156 V above and 156 V below the voltage on rhe 
neutral wire. Inside che house, che wiring is divided up into 
parallel circuits, each with its own hoc and neutral wires, and 
each with a fuse or circuit breaker limiting current in char 
circuit, generally co 15 or 20 A. rf nothing ac all is plugged 
into one of these parallel circuits, there should be no connec
tion between ics hoc and neurral wires, and che neutral wire 
should, in theory, be at ground potential. You could couch ic 
wich wee bare hands wichouc ill effect, again in theory. DO 
NOT ATTEMPT THIS TRICK AT HOME, IN THE 
LAB, OR ANYWHERE ELSE!!! The neutral wire is never 
at ground, and is usually hoc enough co kill you, because 
there's usually current flowing in che circuits. 

That's why modern wiring has a third, ground wire, 
color-coded green. This is connected co ground, either 
through the metal conduit and boxes in which che electric 
circuits are contained, or through a separate wire. You can 
safely connect yourself co the ground connection on a thrcc
wire plug; in fact, it's a good idea to do so when you're 
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working with sol id-state electronics, which will be suscepti
ble to static damage if you're nor grounded. In a three-wire 
circuit, currcnr goes from the hot wire through the load and 
back to the generating station via the neutral wire; the 
ground wire isn't carrying current. If the metal case of an 
electric or electronic appliance is connected to the rhird wire 
ground, and a short circuit, for example, an electrical con
nection between the hot or neutral wire and the case, devel
ops due to mechanical damage, rhe ground connection pro
vides a return path for the current. If rhe case isn' t con
ncc1cd ro ground, and you're holding ir when the short de
velops, you become the ground conncccion, after which you 
may become the underground connection. 

While the third-wire ground of power wiring is good 
enough m protect people from many of the potcncial lerhal 
effects of 110 V AC. it may leave something ro be desired as 
a "z.cro volt" reference. In many buildings in which AC wir
ing has been added over rime, there may be substantial dif
ferences between the "ground" voltages at the third wire in 
different circuits. This seems to happen particularly often in 
hospitals, and seems to be exacerbated by the power surges 
and spikes which inevitably occur in such places. This makes 
ir necessary co exercise excreme caution when plugging in 
electronic equipment. I and several people I know have had 
the experience of connecting a computer system to a flow 
cytomecer, only co have some electronic components in one, 
rhe ocher, or borh go up in smoke. It is ofren said that elec
cronic devices work because they contain a small amount of 
smoke; when the smoke comes out, they stop working. In 
this instance, rhe proximate cause of the smoke coming ouc 
has been a measurable potential difference of rens of voles 
hecween the chird wire grounds of two different circuits to 
which different componencs were connected. 

There are several things you can do to minimize the like
lihood of such disasters. If possible, plug any electronics 
you 're connecting to your flow cytometer into the same cir
cuit from which the cyromecer gers power, i.e., into an our
let connected co the same circuit breaker. If you can't, use a 
voltmeter and/or the differential input of an oscilloscope ro 
measure porencial differences (AC and DC) between the 
grounds of the circuits to which you have access and which 
you might need to use in combinarion. If you don't see a big 
difference between "ground" pocentials , you may be okay, 
bur the problems tend to come from volcage transients. For 
this reason, you should always use surge suppressors with 
rhree-way prorecrion (they block surges between hot and 
neurral and between either of 1hose wires and the ground 
wire) and noise filtering on all of your electronics. Maybe 
now you know why you have had ro replace all those boards 
. . 
in your msrrumenr. 

As I mentioned previously, low-level signals are typically 
transmitted through coaxial cable; the center conductor, in 
principle, carries the signal, while rhe outer conductor, usu
ally connected co ground at lease one point, provides shield
ing. By now, I hope you're becoming accusromed to rhe idea 
rha1, in a circuit, there has to be a conductive return path 

from the load back to the source as well as a path from the 
source to the load. Where's rhe return path in the coaxial 
cable? In the outer conductor, or shield. Bue wait a minute; 
doesn't 1hat mean rhere's current flowing from rhe "ground " 
end of the load to rhc "ground" end of rhe source, which, as 
Ohm's law rells us, implies there is a potential difference 
between these rwo points? Yup. Ir probably doesn 't amount 
to more than a few doz.en microvolts, but there is one. When 
you start trying to measure signal levels around I millivolr, 
which is the low end of the bottom decade of a 4-decade log 
amp 's input range, the derails of ground connections be
come significant. In general, low-noise circuit design sepa
rates power ground, i.e., rhe point at which rhe return paths 
from the electronics to rhe power supplies converge, from 
signal ground, the "z.ero voltage" reference for signals. 
Grounds for analog signals are often separated from ground 
for digital signals, which rend ro be noisier. The trick is to 
prevenc whar are called ground loops , i.e., current paths in 
the ground wiring which increase noise. This, as might be 
expected, requires boch science and arr; when you try to 

hunt down noise in circuits, you find your prey is nor easily 
run ro ground. 

Couplings, Casual and Otherwise; Transformers 

If you have any experience wirh audio equipment, you're 
probably familiar with hum ac power line frequencies and 
multiples thereof (60 and 120 Hz., in the U .S.) as a major 
component of noise. How does rhis get inco audio equip
ment? Primarily by capacitive and inductive coupling. l 
previously described a capacitor as being composed of two 
conductors separated by an insulator, and mentioned 1hat 
AC could get from one side of a capacitor to another, while 
DC could not. 

Maybe you rhought, at that time, rhac the definirion of a 
capacitor was too broad; it could for example, fit any two 
unshielded wires. So, indeed it could, and does; there is a 
small capacitance between any rwo conductors, and the 
closer they are together (while not actually in decrrical con
tacr) the higher the capacitance gees. A lircle bir of an AC 
signal in one can, and will, be transmitted to the ocher. This 
capacitive coupling is an dectroscacic field effect, and is usu
ally guarded against by shielding, which, as has already been 
mentioned, surrounds the conductor to be prorecred with 
another conductor, usually connected to ground. 

Inductive coupling involves inreracrions berween the 
magnetic fields surrounding two inductances; just as any old 
wire can be part of a capacitor, any old wire can be an induc
tor. The simplest defense against inductive coupling of an 
AC current to rhe outside world is ro have the signal path 
and recurn path running through a twisted pair of wires; rhe 
associated magnetic fields pretty much cancel one another 
out. Putting a grounded shield around the twisted pair (p. 
180) placates rhe capacitive demons, as well. 

Inductive coupling is used intencionally and effectively 
in transformers, by which I mean not the metamorphosing 
toys. bur rhe heavier and uglier devices used to convert low 



voltage to high voltage AC and vice versa. Suppose we had a 
coil wich ten turns of wire placed next to a coil with twenty 
turns of wire, wirh a 10 V peak-to-peak AC signal running 
through the firsc coil; chis would induce a 20 V peak-ro-pcak 
signal in rhe second coil, nor only in principle, but pretty 
much in practice, roo. Whether we could do anything effec
tive with the 20 V signal, however, would depend upon the 
amounr of currenr we were able ro draw. If the coupling 
efficiency were l 00%, purring 10 A at I 0 V through rhe firsr 
~oil , or primary, would allow us to get 5 A output current at 
20 V from the secondary. Note that the produces of voltage 
and current on both sides here are equal ; in practice, there is 
always some loss. Coupling efficiency of cransformers at rela
cively low frequencies, say below 100 kHz, is increased by 
winding borh coils on a core of magnetic macerial, which is 
what makes transformers, particularly those used in power 
supplies, heavy. 

Power Supplies 

Resistors, capacitors, inductors, and transformers are all 
passive devices; you can't gee any more power or wacrage 
out of chem than you put inco chem. You can use a trans
former ro convert a low-voltage AC signal to a higher voltage 
signal, but you'll gee proportionally less output current. Do
ing useful things with signals usually requires one or more 
stages of power amplification, in which the output voltage 
and/or currenr are increased while the temporal characteris
tics of the signal, or waveform, are preserved. This requtres 
active electronics, incorporating devices such as transisrors 
and vacuum rubes, and these need power supplies, which, 
for reasons we will get inro shortly, musr provide direct cur
rent. In principle, we could run our active electronics on 
barrery power, which provides DC, bur it's much more con
venient to be able to plug things into the wall. 

Edison originally envisioned household electricity as be
ing provided by local generating stations as direct currenc. 
The drawback with chis scheme is rhat the current has to be 
carried between the generating station and che users ac a 
fixed vol cage, say 110 V. If rhe ten houses on a block used 
50 A apiece, the wire supplying the current just to chat block 
would have ro provide 500 A, which is a lot of current; 
you'd need a conductor more than a half inch in diameter to 
carry it without appreciable voltage drops and losses due co 
heating. If, insread, power is supplied as AC. as suggested by 
Westinghouse, the voltage on transmission lines can be 
thousands of volts, reducing the current transmitted, and 
allowing the use of thinner, cheaper conductors. A series of 
transformers placed at local power stations and in neighbor
hoods reduce voltage to the nominal 110 V AC required for 
household use, incidentally providing electromagnetic fields 
about which we have ro decide wherher ro worry. 

An active device, e.g., a power amplifier, has to be able 
to provide a (relatively) high-voltage, high-current replica of 
the input waveform. It doesn't know in advance how that 
waveform varies in rime; it therefore needs ro be able co call 
on its power supply for maximum power at any time, which 
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Figure 4-47. A line-powered DC power supply. 

means it needs DC power. As it rums ouc, most active de
vices run on volcages which are either substantially lower or 
subscancially higher than 110 V; transisrors typically require 
25 V or less, while vacuum cubes need hundreds or, in some 
cases (e.g., TV picture tubes), thousands of volts. 

A typical DC power supply, operated from AC line volr
age, is shown in Figure 4-47. The first element in a power 
supply, after the on-off switch and the fuse or circuit 
breaker, which aren't shown here, is a transformer. This 
converts the 110 V AC from chc power outlet into an AC 
voltage in the neighborhood of the DC voltage required by 
the electronics. The circuit symbol for a transformer is actu
ally made up of back-co-back symbols for cwo inductors; the 
two vertical lines between them represent rhe metal core of 
the transformer. 

The nexr elemenr in the power supply is a rectifier, 
which converrs the AC into DC; the rectifier shown here is 
composed of four diodes in what is known as a bridge con
figuration. A diode, as its name suggests, is a two-terminal 
electronic device; ics two electrodes are a cathode and an 
anode. Current will flow from the anode to the cathode, but 
not from the cathode co che anode; the circuit symbol lets 
you know che direction in which current will flow. When 
current does flow from the anode to the cathode, there is a 
voltage drop across the diode; this is more or less fixed and 
its value depends on the materials of which the diode is 
made. 

In the olden days, when we used vacuum rubes, which 
ran at high voltages and low currents, typical rectifiers were 
vacuum (rube) diodes, which are similar co PMTs without 
the dynodes. Instead of depending on lighc hitting the cath
ode to break electrons loose, which would have provided an 
extremely inefficient source of solar power. a high-resistance 
wire, or filament, running on relatively low-voltage AC, was 
used co heat the cathode, resulting in thermionic emission of 
electrons. Thermionic emission is a nuisance in a PMT, 
where it is the source of rhe unwanted dark current; in some 
applicarions, the PMT is cooled to reduce thermionic cmis-
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sion . In rectiflers and most orher vacuum cubes, chermionic 
emission is an absolute necessiry, hence che heated cathode. 

Recall chat in a PMT, che anode, thanks ro a high
volrage DC power supply, is kept ac a higher pocencial chan 
the cathode, as are the dynodes; elcccrons accelerate from an 
elecrrode ac one potential roward an electrode ar a higher 
porencial. When a diode is used as a rectifier, an AC pocen
rial is applied berween rhe anode and cathode. When the 
anode is at a higher potential, electrons emitted from the 
cathode arc accelerated coward che anode; current flows from 
anode co cathode. When the anode is ac a lower potential 

than the cathode, there is no current flow. The diodes used 
in most power supplies these days arc semiconductor di
odes, usually made our of silicon; they generally run at lower 
voltages than vacuum rube diodes, but can handle larger 
currents, which is what the transistors in most modern elec
tronic equipment wane. Semiconductor diodes, while they 

do gcr warm due co chcir internal voltage drops, don' t need 
heated filaments, which eventually hum our, nor do they 
need ro he placed in evacuated glass bulbs; they have re
placed vacuum diodes for almost all applicacions . 

for this discussion, l will consider the diodes in the 
bridge as located at I , 4, 7, and I 0 o'clock. The AC volcagc 
in the transformer secondary coil fluctuates; che cop is alcer

nardy positive and negative wirh respect co the boctom. 
When che top is positive, the diodes ar l and 7 conduce; 
current can flow out of the diode bridge through the wire 
connected at 3 o 'clock, and return through the wire con
nected at 9 . When the bocrom of the secondary is positive, 
rhc diodes at 4 and 10 conduct, and the 3 o'clock point re
mains positive with respect co 9 o 'clock, so currenr contin
ues to flow in the same direccion as bc:fore. 

What's coming out of the rectifier ac chis poinr, however, 
isn ' t a constant DC voltage; it is, instead, che top halves of 
sine waves, one after the ocher, and the output voltage, while 
constanc in polariry, fluctuates all the way down co zero. 
This isn ' t usable for running electronic.: circuits; we need to 
provide a DC output chat remains ar or above some fixed 
level. In order co do chis, we put in che filter capacitors 
shown in che circuic diagram. A capaciwr scores charge, 
which c.:an lacer he <:: xtracred as current; the voltage across ch<:: 
capacitor will go as high as the voltage applied across ics ter
minals, and then drop as th<:: capacicor discharges. As che 
voltage difference between the 3 and 9 o'clock outputs of the 
rec.: rifier increases from zero ro its maximum value, che ca
pacitor charges, approaching the maximum voltage; as the 
voltage returns coward zero, che capaciror discharges, main
taining some DC voltage across che rectifier output termi
nals. In order w supply high output currents, it is necessary 
chat filter capacitors have high capacitances, rypically thou
sands of microfarads. The capacitors used generally incorpo
rate an electrolrre in their conscruccion in order co achieve 
rhe high capacitance values required ; such electrolytic ca
pacitors are elec.:crically polarized, and connecting chem the 
wrong way will destroy chem. 

Once a capacitor is charged, completing a circuit be
tween its positive and negative terminals will discharge ic; 
the race of discharge, and the discharge current (amperes = 
coulombs/second) depend on the resistance of the circuic. 
Shore out a charged l 0,000 µF capacicor with a screwdriver 
and you may melt che metal where ic makes contact. On a 
more practical note, it used co be common practice co put a 
bleeder resistor across the ourpur terminals of DC power 
supplies co gradually discharge che filter capacicors after 
power was turned off, thus prevencing people from geccing 
zapped while working on che electronics. These days, power 
supplies incorporarc additional active devices called voltage 
regulators, which reduce the DC output Auc.:cuations lO a 
much lower level than could be accomplished by a Godzilla
sized filter capacitor. 

In the power supply shown, the middle of the trans
former secondary is shown connected co ground. The recti

fier outputs at 3 and 9 o'clock provide DC voltages above 
and below ground. Power supplies with such symmetric 
posirive and negative DC outputs, usually +/- 12 or I 5 V, 
are rypically required for analog electronic circuits. Digital or 
logic circuits more often require a unipolar power supply, 
rypically + 5 V and ground. The electronic circuit of such a 
supply would omit the ground connection at the crans
former secondary center tap; the 9 o'clock output would be 
grounded, che positive output would remain at 3 o'clock, 
and only a single filter capacitor would be needed. 

The power supply of Figure 4-47 is what is known as a 
linear power supply. The currenr entering the transformer is 
60 Hz line current . Many electronic devices, e.g., mosc com
puters , now use switching power supplies, in which a trans
former input current ac a frequency ranging from cens co 
hundreds of kilohertz is generated electronically. Inductive 
coupling is more efficient at these higher frequencies , mak
ing it possible co use smaller and lighter transformers and 
generate less heat for a given output power. Switching 
supplies, however, because of chcir high operating frequen 
cies, are much more likely co generate noise which will incer
fere significantly with signal processing (at least in the con
text of flow cytomecry) rhan arc linear supplies. 

Active Electronics: Tubes, Transistors, !Cs 

I don' t know why I feel compelled co bring up vacuum 
cubes in a cransiscorized world. I know I'm nor alone; there 
are rock musicians and audio nuts who insist chat vacuum 
rube amplifiers sound better than transistor amplifiers. They 
have kept the vacuum cube industry alive, bur I'm nor sure I 
believe their claims. I do believe that ic is somewhat easier to 
conceptualize the way vacuum tubes work chan it is to do 
che same for transistors. 

Let's go back to che vacuum diode. Following in the 
footsteps of Lee DeForest, we'll make a similar tube, but 
we'll pur a third electrode between the anode and cachode, 
making ic a wire grid, which won ' t mechanically prevent 
electrons from traveling from cathode to anode. We now 
have a chree-eleccrode rube, or a triode. We'll hear rhe fila-



menc, and apply a fixed DC voltage between the anode and 
cathode, with the anode positive; a fixed current should then 
flow between the anode and cathode. Now, suppose we ap
ply an AC signal to the grid. The area of the grid is small, so 
it won't ace like a dynode; most of its effects will be exerted 
by irs electric field. Depending on the pocencial difference 
between cathode and grid, the grid will either accelerate or 
decelerate electrons heading t0ward rhe anode from che 
cachode, or, equivalently, increase or decrease current flow 
from anode to cathode. Thus, there will be an AC current 
waveform analogous co char on the grid superimposed on rhe 
DC anode current. The AC anode current, however, is not 
derived from che grid input currenc; ic comes from the DC 
power supply, and irs voltage and currenr can be higher than 
rhe voltage and current applied to the grid. Thus, the triode 
can ace as an amplifier. This is what made radio and televi
sion cransmission practical, and what got rid of the big horns 
required by early phonographs and che even bigger horns 
needed for che acoustic phonograph recording process. 

Vacuum tubes were improved on; further refinements 
were achieved by adding extra electrodes tO make tecrodes, 
pentodes, etc., bur they all used hot filaments and required 
scaled evacuated envelopes. When one of these components 
failed, as was inevitable, rhe rube ceased to function . By che 
I 950's, chere were problems in making electronic computers 
larger chan a certain size; even if ic were possible to meet rhe 
enormous power and cooling requirements of systems con
taining thousands of tubes, che cubes' incrinsic failure rare 
would resulc in the computers' breaking down at progres
sively shorter intervals. 

Working at Bell Laboratories in the l 940's, John Bar
deen, Walter Brattain, and William Shockley developed a 
solid-stare alternative co rhe vacuum rube, the transistor. 
The first transistors were made of germanium, which, like 
carbon and silicon, has four valence electrons. "Doping" 
germanium by adding impurities such as aluminum, with 
three valence electrons, produces a p-typc {p for positive) 
semiconductor, a crystal structure with "holes," or relative 
deficiencies of electrons. Doping wirh impurities such as 
phosphorus, with five valence electrons, produces an n-type 
(n for negative) semiconductor, with excra electrons. A p-n 
junction between p- and n-type materials conduces electric
ity when a potential is applied co make the p-cype material 
positive wirh respect to the n-rype. bur not when che poten
tial is reversed; it therefore acts as a diode. 

When fabricated with the appropriate geometry, a three
cerminal semiconductor device concaining two junctions (p
n-p or n-p-n) can be made co operate in such a way chat 
fluctuations in a small current flowing across one junction 
are reproduced in the larger current flowing across che ocher; 
the device, a transistor, can, like the vacuum triode, be used 
as an amplifier. I told you it wasn't as easy to explain as a 
vacuum tube; maybe that's why its inventors got the Nobel 
Prii.e. For a lucid nonmathematical explanation of transistors 
and almost everything else, see Rodney Corcerill's Cambridge 
Guide to the Material World"'. 
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Vacuum cube electronics wasn't exactly intuicive; mosc 
engineers who had mastered it found transistor electronics 
even more difficult, because currents, rather than voltages, 
are what count in transistors, while cube electronics dealt 
primarily with volcages. I won't get into details. What is 
called a bipolar transistor has three electrodes, called the 
emitter, base, and collector; current input to the base 
modulates current flow between emitter and collector. A 
newer device, rhe field effect transistor (FET) has analo
gous electrodes called the source, gate, and drain; FETs are 
best dealt with in terms of voltages; rhe voltage applied co 
che gate controls rhe circuit between the source and drain. 

Bipolar transistors have low impedances, and therefore 
rend co draw relatively high currents, although rhey don't gee 
as hot as rubes. FETs have very high impedances; much of 
today's action in electronics depends on complementary 
metal oxide silicon (CMOS) devices, which incorporate 
FETs. These draw very lirrle current, although their current 
requirements increase with operating frequency, which is 
why a microprocessor runs warmer at 2.2 GHz than at I. I 
GHz. 

The microprocessor, however, is, as should be obvious, 
not a single transistor; ic is an integrated circuit (IC) , fabri
cated on a single silicon substrate, containing millions of 
transistors. Transistors carrying small amounts of current 
don't need to be very large; they could, in theory, be reduced 
to molecular dimensions, and, in practice, the individual 
devices in a complex circuit such as a microprocessor may 
have conductive paths a fraction of a micrometer wide. Inte
grated circuits were first developed in the I 960's, also even
tually garnering rheir inventors Nobel Prizes, and electronics 
hasn' t been rhe same since. Except where a lor of power 
must be handled, almost all analog and digital signal process
ing is accomplished using integrated circuits; even some 
power devices, such as audio amplifiers, are now more likely 
to be built as monolithic srructures than assembled from 
individual transistors. 

Analog Nirvana: Operational Amplifiers 

As I mentioned before, it was difficult to design real cir
cuits using vacuum cubes, and, for me at lease, harder to do 
so using transistors. If you were designing a tube amplifier, 
you generally wanted a voltage gain; for example, a I V 
peak-to-peak signal ouc for a I 0 m V peak-ro-peak signal in, 
which represents a voltage gain of I 00. Transistors, however, 
were specified in rerms of cheir current gain. a parameter 
known as beta (p). Like a lot of people, I never mastered 
beca. However, some people who did made it possible for 
the rest of us to do most of our own analog circuit design by 
inventing a rruly wondrous device called an operational 
amplifier, or op amp. 

An op amp is a three-terminal electronic device (neglecc
ing, for the moment, its connections co the power supply 
and some adjustment points which may be added). le ha~ 
two inputs, a noninverting, or plus input, and an invert
ing, or minus input, and one output. An ideal op amp has 
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infinice inpuc impedance, thac is, ic draws no currenc from a 
signal source, and zero oucpuc impedance, chac is, ic can 
supply a.~ much volcage and currenc as are necessary. le also is 
capable of infinice voltage gain. However, chc op amp is 
normally operated with its output connected ro its minus 
inpur through a feedback network, which can be anything 
ranging from a simple wire co a complex circuit which icself 
conrains other op amps. When the feedback necwork is con
nected, the oucpur will do whatever ic cakes ro minimize the 
volcagc difference becween che minus and plus inputs. 

A real op amp may not have infinite input impedance, 
bur those with FET inputs have impedances of about 1012 0, 
which is close enough. Running on a+/- 12 V power supply, 
a real op amp can put out vol cages between - I 0 and + 10 V 
ac currencs of ac least I 0 mA; this is all chac's needed for 
many purposes, and there are ways of boosting boch voltage 
and currenc outputs ro the range of hundreds of volts and 
tens of amperes. Ar low frequencies, the gain of real op amps 
may be in che range of I 00,000; many newer devices can 
give you a volcage gain between 10 and 100 at frequencies of 
over I 00 MHz. 

Figure 4-48 shows some basic op amp circuits. The sim
plest is the follower, in which che oucput is connected di
rectly ro the minus input; the oucput voltage equals che in
puc voltage. Followers are used wich high impedance 
sources, such as pH electrodes; the very high input imped
ance of che op amp draws almosc no current, while che ouc
put can provide the same voltage while boosting che currenc 
sufficienclr ro drive a charc recorder, A-D convener, etc. 

In the follower with gain, che op amp has to make rhe 
voltage at che minus inpuc equal ro chat at the plus input; 
the oucput is driving a volcage divider made up of rhe cwo 
resistors, and Ohm's law pretry much gees us the rest. The 
inverting amplifier is also relacively easy to figure out using 
Ohm's law. The plus inpuc is grounded; the oucpur there
fore has to keep che minus input at ground, as well. In an 
invercing amplifier circuic, che input impedance is not che 
op amp's impedance, buc R,, which is the resistance becwcen 
rhe input volcage and the virtual ground ac the minus in
pur. 

The differential amplifier, as shown, subtracts one in
put voltage from another; it can also be built in fancier 
guises, to do sums and differences of more than rwo volcage 
inpurs, wich an additional input resistor required for each 
inpur. Gain can also be ob cained. Differencial amplifiers are 

useful in several contexts. I mentioned previously chac 
ground isn 'r always ground, especially when you ' re crying to 
look at very low voltage signals. If you run such signals over 
a shielded rwisccd pair inco a differential amplifier, you end 
up "bringing ground with )'Ou," so to speak. The sum and 
difference capabiliry is used in audio mixers , and also in the 
analog fluorescence compensation circuits incorporared in 
mosr flow cycomecers. 

Remember how we got inco this discussion? Trying co 
figure out how co converc che current output from a PMT or 
phocodiode detector in a flow cytomccer into a voltage? 
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Figure 448. Basic operational amplifier circuits. 

Guess what. I'm finally geccing co the poim. We use a cur
rent-to-voltage converter circuit, also known a~ a transre
sistance amplifier or a transimpedance amplifier. This is 
pretty much an inverting op amp circuic, minus the inpuc 
resistor. Bue hold on a second. Doesn 'c chac give us an input 
impedance of zero ohms, and an infinice voltage gain? Yes 
and no . The current is going into a virtual ground , but whar 

we' re concerned with is an inpuc current, nor an input volt
age. In order co maintain the minus input at ground, che op 
amp has co produce an output voltage chat draws as much 
current a~ is being put in, so chere will be no currenc flow 
into or out of che minus inpuc. Ohm's law tells ic how to do 
char. So, on to how we process che signals from our 
photodecectors. 

Detector Preamplifiers and Baseline Restoration 

In a real Aow cycometer, the PMT anode is generally 
near ground; the cathode is at minus a few hundred voles. 



The current flow is from anode to cathode, so rhe PMT 
output will actually draw current from the minus input of 
the current-to-voltage converter. For reasons discussed pre
viously, we'd like to keep the PMT output current below 
100 µA (lo·• A); we also want ro keep the op amp output 
below 10 V. If we use a I 00 K resistor, we'll get 10 V out for 
100 µA in. The firsc stage of our photodecector preamplifier, 
then, will be a current-to-voltage converter. This would, in 
fact, be all we needed if it weren'r for che background light, 
which produces a fluctuating DC baseline on which the 
pulses we're crying to measure are superimposed. Figure 4-
49 shows a phocodececcor preamplifier circuit incorporating 
baseline restoration. 

The first stage of the circuit is che currenr-co-volcage 
convercer jusc discussed. The 5 pF capacitor in parallel wich 
the I 00 K feedback resistor removes high frequency noise 
and prevents oscillation. The preamplifier output is taken 
from the oucpur of the current-to-volcage converter, bur this 
output also goes into a larger feedback network incorporat
ing two additional op amps and associated circuitry. The 
first scage of this circuit is an inverting op amp with a gain of 
2.2 , but note chat diodes of reversed polarities are connected 
in parallel with the 22 K resisror in che op amp feedback 
loop. Whatever the op amp output does, one or the other 
diode will conduce; they therefore limit or dip the voltage 
across the resistor, insuring it will be no more than the diode 
drop, which for silicon diodes is about 0.6 V. The net effect 
of che second op amp is that any pulses, either above or be
low che baseline, gee "sliced off''; the amplified baseline goes 
inco che second stage of the baseline restorer. 

In chis stage, chere is an op amp set up as if it were an in
verting amplifier, bur chere is a capacitor instead of a resistor 
between the output and the minus inpuc. Such a circuit aces 
as an integrator; it can also be conceived of as a low pass 
filter, since the capacitor's reaccance decreases with increas
ing frequency, reducing the effective gain of the circuit. The 
signal at the output of che third op amp, chen, represents the 
ba~eline value, averaged over time. Since it has been through 
two inverting amplifiers, ic has the same sign it started out 
with . We chen complete the feedback network of the entire 
circuit by putting the amplified baseline through a lOK re
sistor inco the minus input of the first stage currenc-to
volrage converter, using rhe summing property of rhe op 
amp illustrated in the differential amplifier circuit. 

What we end up doing, overall, is subtracting a current 
proportional co the baseline current from the PMT currenc 
ac the input stage. Feedback is a wonderful thing; you can 
vary the component values in the baseline restorer circuit 
over a substantial range without changing the performance 
characteristics very much. Trust me; I've built a lot of these 
circuirs, and , under vircually all circumstances, I find that 
the DC output level when no cells are coming through is 
generally within a few millivolts of ground. 

While rhe circuir illustrated isn't the only one chat can 
be used for baseline restoration, ic is reasonably typical, and 
has been employed in Cytomurts and in some commercial 
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Figure +49. A photodetector preamplifier circuit. 

systems. Phil Stein and I have fiddled around wirh resistor 
and capacitor values and differenc op amps and tweaked 
performance some, bur what's in rhe figure still works. 

Analog Pulse Processing: Front Ends and Triggering 

The durarion of rhe pulses produced by cells' passage 
through the illuminating beam is quire short. Velocities of 1-
10 mis are commonly used in flow cycometry; ar 10 mis, a 
particle traverses a 50 µm beam in 5 µs and a 5 µm beam in 
500 nsec. Before the option of digital pulse processing be
came available, it was necessary co use analog peak detec
tors, integrators, and pulse width measurement circuits co 
provide shore-term (microseconds co tens of microseconds) 
srorage of the appropriate analog values for long enough co 
permit analog-to-digital conversion of the data. 

Before the height, integral, or width of a pulse from a 
cell can be captured by the appropriate analog circuit, it is 
necessary to establish char a cell is present in the measure
ment system; chis is the function of a front end or trigger 
circuit, which operates on analog inputs derived from one or 
more detectors. Figure 4-50 gives some idea of what happens 
in the front end circuit. The baseline-resrored preamplifier 
output signal at the top of the figure, which we will assume 
is the trigger signal, includes a pulse. The trigger signal is 
fed to the plus input of a comparator; a device we have en
countered, in company with some of rhe concepts of digital 
circuitry, on pp. 27-8. The minus input of the comparator is 
connected to a circuit chat secs a threshold voltage, Y,,. The 
threshold volcage is usually set wirh a variable resistor or 
potentiometer; one could also sec it from a computer using 
a digital-to-analog convener (DAC), especially consider
ing chat good DACs and the associated microprocessor inter
face circuitry now cost less than precision potentiometers, 
and have even displaced pocemiometers from their cradi
tional roles as audio volume and cone controls. 

A comparator is related to an op amp; the signals applied 
to its inputs are analog signals, which can vary in voltage 
over at least a +I- 10 V range. The output produced by the 
comparator is a digital signal or logic level. When che 
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Figure 4-50. Waveforms in preamplifier, front end 
electronics, and peak detector circuits. 

signal level on the plus input is less than or equal to the sig
nal level on the minus input, the output is logical zero 
(typically 0 V, or ground). While the signal level on the plus 
input is greater than the signal level on the minus input, the 
output is logical one (typically 3.5 ro 5 V). 

When a cell is nor passing through the observation 
poinc, the trigger signal is at baseline level, below V,. , and 
the comparator output is ar logical zero. As a cell passes 
through the observation point, a pulse appears on the trigger 
signal, and, once the pulse voltage rises above V," , the com
pararor ourpur changes to logical one, remaining there until 
the trailing edge of the pulse, when the rrigger signal again 
drops below threshold. In some instruments, ir is possible to 
use logical or Boolean combinations (AND, OR, etc.) of the 
outputs of comparators connected ro two or more input 
signals for triggering. When the com parator signal goes posi
rive, the fronr end "knows a pulse is there." 

Compararnrs rake a finite rime to change output states, 
i.e., w change rheir output levels from logical zero to logical 
one, after che inpur signal goes above V ..,; the fasrest ones 
may respond in I 0 nsec, but they tend ro be somewhat un
stable, particularly with noisy input signals. The LM31 l 

comparator, which is widely used, rakes about 300 nsec to 

change state. We wane to use this change of state to cell a 
peak detector circuit to start looking for a peak value to 

"memorize" and/or to tell an integrator and/or a pulse width 

measurement circuit co gee on the job. Figure 4-50 deals 
only with a peak detector. 

Peak Detectors 

Peak detector, incegracor, and pulse width measurement 
circuits all store their acquired signal values in capacitors. 
The circuits incorporate operational amplifiers and other 

active electronic components that prevent rhe capacitor from 
discharging unless a digital logic "reset" signal is applied, 
and allow the input co the capacitor to be disconnecred , 
holding the: volrage on the capacitor approximately constant, 
when a digital logic "hold" signal is applied. 

The peak detector reset signal, strobe delay pulse, and 
strobe pulse shown in Figure 4-50 are all, at least in my 
"Cytomurr" front end electronics, generated by digital cir
cuits called monostable multivibrators, or "one-shots." 
These circuits can generate a logic pulse in response ro either 
the rising edge or the falling edge: of another digital signal . 
The duration of rh~ output pulse of a one-shot is ser by the 
values of an external resistor and capacitor attached to the 
device ; a potentiometer can be used as the exrernal resistor to 
provide a variable pulse duration. 

In rhe configuration shown in Figure 4-50, the leading 
edge of the comparator output triggers a brief (< 200 ns) 
reser pulse, which, when applied to the peak detector , dis
charges its storage capacitor. During the reset pulse, a hold 
pulse is also applied to the peak detector, isolating its inpur 
and preventing the capacitor from charging. When a hold 
pulse is nor present, rhe peak detector receives an input sig
nal, which, in this case, is the same preamplifier output 
shown in rhe cop trace of Figure 4-50. The peak derector's 
storage capacitor charges, following the input voltage as long 
as this voltage is increasing. When the input voltage falls 
below its maximum value , a diode in the peak detector cir
cuit prevents the capacicor from discharging. The schematic 
diagram of a peak derecror is shown in figure 4-51. 

In an ideal circuit, the volrage across rhe storage capaci
tor would remain that to which the capacitor was originally 
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Figure 4-51. Schematic diagram of a peak detector. 
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charged, as in Figure 4-50; in rhe real world, charge is lose, 
resulring in a decrease in voltage, or droop, wirh rime. This 
is observable in rhe oucpuc of a real peak dececcor, shown in 
Figure 4-52. 
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Figure 4-52. TOP: Preamp (upper trace) and peak detec
tor (lower trace) outputs from a Sdmple of propidium io
dide-stained cell nuclei. 

Peak detector performance is affected by the capacitance 
value chosen for rhe hold capacitor. Larger capacicors, ocher 
chings being equal (some types of capacitors are "leakier" 
than ochers), decrease the droop, since they cake longer to 
discharge, but this also makes the circuit cake longer to reset, 
decrea~ing its fidelity of response to rapidly changing signals. 
Since rhe peak detectors used in flow cytomecers only need 
to hold signal values for tens of microseconds, ac most, i.e., 
until rhe values are transferred co a compucer, co sort logic, 
or to other data analysis circuitry, it is generally possible to 
use capacitors of no more chan a few hundred pF. 

The reset and hold "switches" shown in che peak detec
tor schematic of Figure 4-51 are electronic switches. The 
devices used for che cask are usually field effecr transistors, 
either discrete or incorporated in integrated circuits. It cakes 
on rhc order of 100 nsec for che switches co respond, and 
about rhe same rime for rhe capacitor to discharge through 
rhe resistance of the switch, which is about I 00 ohms. 

Reser and hold signals, which reach levels of at lease 5 V 
in a matter of a few nanoseconds, are applied co circuit com
ponents in close physical proximity to chose which carry the 
analog signals in peak detectors, and a small amount of 
crosstalk is inevitable. This resulrs in rhe injection of small 
amounts of additional charge into rhe hold capacitor, intro
ducing some inaccuracy into the held signal value. Charge 
injection errors are relarively inconsequential for signal levels 
above 100 m V, but seriously compromise the function of 
peak derecrors at lower signal levels. 

The srrobe delay logic pulse shown in Figure 4-SO is, at 
least in my circuitry, adjustable in length. ft is nor srrictly 
necessary in a single-beam flow cytometer, bur is needed in a 
mulriscacion instrument, where it allows the same reset pulse 
co reset peak derectors connected co signals coming from two 
or more illuminating beams separated in space. The srrobe 
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delay pulse is triggered by the falling edge of the comparator 
signal. 

The falling edge of the strobe delay pulse triggers the:: 
strobe, or "data ready," logic pulse, which indicates that rhe 
outputs of ·peak detectors, inccgracors, and/or pulse width 
measuremenr circuits have reached stable values after the 
passage of a cell through the measurement syscc::m. Generally 
speaking, we know, or can find out with the aid of an oscil
loscope monitoring che detector signals from the firsr and 
last observation points, how much time elapses betwec::n 
these signals. We can then ser the length of the srrobe dday 
so that the strobe signal will not be sent until the dara from 
all peak detectors are valid. The strobe signal is transmined, 
with the peak detector outputs, ro the digiral data acquisi
tion system, where rhe rising edge of the strobe pulse is used 
to initiate the analog-to-digital conversion process. 

The hold signal shown in Figure 4-50 is not generared 
by a one-shoe; it is derived from the ourput of a digital cir
cuit called an OR gate, with the reset and strobe signals 
connected to rhe inputs. The output of an OR gate is high 
when either or both inputs are high. When the hold signal is 
at logical one, the input to the peak detectors is connected ro 
ground, preventing the output value from changing (neglect
ing che effects of droop). We have already noted char rhe 
hold signal is kept at logical one during the reset pulse, al
lowing the peak detector capacitor co discharge all rhe way co 
ground. Keeping the hold signal at logical one during rhe 
strobe pulse insures thac the value being digitized by the data 
acquisition system will not change in rhe middle of the dig
itization process. 

In the example of Figure 4-50, the interval between the 
point at which rhe preamplifier output pulse signal first rises 
above threshold and rhe poim at which the strobe pulse re
turns to logical zero represents the minimum rime required 
to process a pulse; this varies from instrument to insrrumenr, 
but is typically between a few microseconds and a few tens 
of microseconds. The arrival of a second cell in rhe meas
urement region during this interval represents a coinci
dence, and rhe signal from the second cell can potentially 
interfere with that from the original cell to produce values of 
peak height, integral, and/or pulse width nor accurately rep
resentative of either cell. Different instruments incorporate 
different circuit arrangements for dealing with coincidences; 
in simpler systems, a coincidence results in signals from both 
cells being aborted, while, in more sophisticated apparatus, 
"pipeline" processing of pulses allows resolution of almost al l 
but the most closely separated cells. If you make the elec
tronics more complicated, you can crack as many cells as you 
want through as many beams as you wane; book chapters by 
Hiebert and Sweet"39 and Hieberr"i3 provide additional de
rails. 

In the accual peak detector circuit of Figure 4-51, the 
output signal from rhe preamplifier goes co rhe positive in
put of the first op amp in rhe peak detecror through a I 0 
Kn resistor, to insure that the peak detector input imped
ance will be at least chat high when rhe hold switch is closed. 
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When che trigger signal goes above chreshold, che peak 
dececcor is rcsec; che volcage on che 470 pr hold capacitor 
drops co zero. The ourpuc of che firsc op amp goes co che 
ungrounded side of the hold capacitor chrough a diode; as 
long a.~ the op amp ourpuc is higher than the volcage on the 
capacitor, chc diode will conduce, charging che capacitor and 
increasing its voltage. This happens on the up side of the 
pulse. 

The capacitor is also connected co chc plus inpuc of che 
second op amp, which is connected as a follower; its output 
is therefore che same voltage as is on che hold capacitor. The 
second op amp is typically a very high impedance FET-inpuc 
rypc, and chus draws only minuscule current from the ca
paciror. The oucpuc is also connected, via a 10 KQ resistor, 
ro che minus inpuc of che first op amp; the inner feedback 
loop of the firsc op amp contains a diode and a small (47 pf) 
capacitor. In chis instance, che diode is connected so ic will 
only conduct when the voltage ac rhe minus input of the op 
amp is higher chan che volcage ac che op amp oucpur. This 
happens after che pulse amplitude reaches its peak and be
gins falling back roward the baseline. The combined feed
back loops compensate for che diode drop; che firsc op amp 
pucs out excra voltage, so that the peak volcage on che hold 
capacitor is equal to che peak voltage of the input signal. 

Pulse Integral or Area Measurements 
When che beam dimension along che axis of flow is lar

ger rhan a cell diameter, rhe peak heighr of a fluorescence 
pulse should be proporrional co che coral amounc of fluores
cent macerial in a cell . When chis dimension is smaller, ic is 
necessary to measure che incegral, or area, of che pulse (Fig
ure 4-4 5; p. 184). There are rwo basic approaches taken co 
chis measurement in flow cycomecers. 

The first, and simpler, approach uses the preamplifier ic
self as an inccgracor. We have already seen chac the pulses 
we're looking ac last for only a few microseconds; rhe analog 
eleccronics used for processing such pulses therefore have ro 
respond as rapidly as chey would have co process periodic 
signals with periods similar co che pulse duration. Thus, che 
frequency response required of the preamplifier should 
extend at lea.~t to a few hundred kHz and possibly to above 1 
MHz. This is an order of magnitude out of che league of 
scereo; we're righc up in che frequency range of AM radio. 

The electronics we use in chis frequency range tend to 

become unscahle and oscillate unless we add a lirde bit of 
capacitance co che circuir. This keeps che system stable, but 
decreases che high frequency response; whac we have done is 
co insert a low pass filter (electronic, nor optical) into che 
circuic. If we add more capacitance, we can slow che 
preamplifier down to the point at which the output pulse 
rises and falls ac a considerably slower race than does the 
input pulse; ar this point , che preamplifier is behaving like 
an imegracor. The peak value of che oucpuc pulse no longer 
faithfully represents the peak value of rhc inpuc pulse, but 
approximates the area under rhe pulse. We can then use a 
peak detector to capture this peak value; ics oucpur will be 
the integral. This is a quick solucion, although it gives us 

gral. This is a quick solution, although it gives us slow clec
cronics that produce what are known as long-tailed pulses, 
decreasing the race at which we can process cells wichouc 
adding further circuitry or a farmer's wife. Because inregra
tion using low pass filters changes che shape of the pulse, iris 
also called integration by pulse shaping. 

Integration by pulse shaping is generally necessary when 
logarithmic amplifiers (log amps) are used, because the out
put signal we need in that situation is the log of che integral 
of the pulse. If the output of a log amp is rouced co an inte
grator, the integrator output will be che integral of che log, 
which is nor the same as rhe log of the incegral. However, if 
rhe input to che log amp is a low pass filcered signal, with the 
peak proportional to the incegral of the original pulse, a peak 
detector operacing on the log amp output will acquire the 
right signal, i.e., one proportional co che log of the integral. 

Whac I will call chc de rigeur electronic approach co inre

gracion, a circuir called a gated integrator, also uses a ca
pacitor co score che integral value. In chis circuic, however, 
speed need not be, and usually is not, sacrificed. The inpuc 
signal co the integrator is turned on at the beginning of chc 
pulse and off at the end, by a gating signal operating the 
same type of electronic switch chac is used to rescc a peak 
detector. The integrator also needs a reset swicch co dis
charge rhe capacitor when it's time to process the next pulse. 

Well, then, can we use rhe peak dececcor reset circuit of 
Figure 4-50 to resec che inregrator and/or the comparator 
output co gate ic? No, not if we wane accurate values. The 
timing of reser signals for integrators and pulse width meas
urement circuits is more critical than che timing for peak 
derecrors. In che sequence illustrated in Figure 4-50, the 
reset signal is not generated uncil the comparator changes 
output state, bur chis docs not occur uncil the signal level 
exceeds threshold, which occurs some way up the leading 
edge of the pulse. An incegracor rescc at this time would 
"miss" the first porrion of the pulse. 

The problem is typically solved with the aid of an addi 
tional circuit element called an analog delay line ro delay 
rhe input signal co che integrator by anywhere from half a 
microsecond up. What is a delay line? Very simple. Remem
ber chat current flows through a conductor at rhe speed of 
light, which, while it is slower in a conductor than in a vac
uum, is pretty fast. A 1 µs delay line is basically a few hun
dred feec of wire. There are some cricks involved in dealing 
with the inductance created by packing all thac wire inro a 
reasonably sized package, but che finished product works. 
The real-rime crigger signal is applied to che comparator; and 
the resultanc reset pulse reaches each integracor just as rhe 
delayed pulse ac ics input "begins." 

If hold signals for integrators are noc applied precisely at 
che end of a pulse, some error is introduced into the outpuc. 
A peak detector signal, however, can be held for an arbitrary 
time, because it reaches its maximum value in the middle of 
the pulse. Thus, as is also che case for reset signals, che tim
ing of hold signals is more critical for integrators chan for 
peak detectors. 



Integrators, like peak derectors, srore analog signal values 
in capacitors, and rheir dynamic characrerisrics, such as re
sponse time and oucput droop rate, are similarly affected by 
rhe capacitance of the hold capacitor. Charge injection in
troduces inaccuracies into the outpuc signals of integrators in 
rhc same manner as occurs in peak detectors. 

Pulse Width Measurement Circuits 

A pulse width measurement circuit is essentially a 
timer char is turned on when the pulse starts, or rises above 
a cerrain rhreshold, and is held at whatever level it eventually 
reaches once rhe pulse amplitude falls back below threshold. 
In rhe classical analog implementation, the circuit is an inte
grator; its storage capacitor is charged nor by the input sig
nal, but by the input of a constant voltage that is applied 
after che circuit is reset and disconnected when che hold 
signal is applied. While ic is charging, the voltage on che 
storage capaciror represents a linear ramp, increasing line
arly wirh rime; rhe volrage on the capaciror at the end of che 
measurement is therefore proportional to the duration of the 
pulse. 

Pulse widch measurement circuits, like incegrarors and 
unlike peak detectors, require precision timing to be accu
race. A constant threshold pulse width measurement can be 
timed using a comparator output, with the rising edge of the 
comparator signal triggering reset and start signals, and the 
falling edge triggering a hold signal. Timing becomes trickier 
when che objeccive is co measure constant fraction pulse 
widch, i.e., che interval between che rimes the pulse reaches a 
constanc fraction of ics evencual peak height. 

A pulse width measurement circuit with a direct digital 
outpuc can be made by replacing che incegrator with a digi
tal counter, co which rhe input is a clock signal. A clock 
signal is a logic signal chat goes from positive to negative at a 
conscanc, known frequency; it is usually produced by a crys
cal-concrolled oscillaror. The reser signal sers rhe counter to 
zero and connects che clock circuit to its input; rhe value in 
rhe counter will then increase linearly with rime uncil the 
hold signal disconnects the clock, leaving a digital value pro
porrional to pulse duration in the councer. 

This sounds like a great idea, bur there is a problem. The 
pulse durations we are inceresred in measuring are only a few 
microseconds. In order co measure pulses with a precision of 
bercer than one percent, the counter has to end up with a 
stored value of several hundred. In order to get rhe counter 
co count co char value in a few microseconds, we need a 
fairly fast clock, operating at a frequency of around I 00 
MHz. Ir is not at all impossible to obtain clocks chat fasr, 
bur we could gee equivalenc or better precision using the 
linear ramp analog circuit and digitizing the held value; even 
an inexpensive 12-bic ADC would give us a range of pulse 
widrhs berween 0 and 4,096, allowing for greater precision 
than we would get with a digital circuit using a l 00 MHz 
councer. 

If all thar is required is a relatively crude measure of pulse 
width, say, one good enough to tell the difference between a 
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single cell and two or more coming through the system in 
close proximity, it may be feasible to do wirhour a pulse 
width measurement circuit. In general, the area of a geomet
ric figure is proportional to both its widrh and its height; che 
ratio of rhe peak and integral of a pulse can therefore be used 
as an approximation of pulse width. 

Analog Pulse Processing: The Bottom Line 
Peak dereccors, integrators, and pulse width measure

ment circuits operace on baseline-restored signals, which 
may be on a linear or a logarithmic scale, wirh or wichour 
fluorescence compensation applied. The held signal outputs 
of peak detectors, integrators, and pulse widrh measurement 
circuits are sometimes referred to as stretched pulses, a term 
borrowed from nuclear instrumencarion, which involves a lot 
of pulse processing. You could also call them aroused pulses, 
because they stay up, but let's not. They arc also properly 
referred to as flat-topped pulses, and the flar-topped por
tions are known as quasi-D.C. signals. 

Alrhough we don't use rhese features explicidy in flow 
cytomerry, pulses in other contexts are often characterized by 
their rise times and fall times, respectively defined as rhe 
rimes taken to gee from 10% to 90% of peak value and from 
90% co l 0% of peak value. One can make more rectangular 
flat-topped pulses, i.e., pulses with shorter rise rimes, by 
using the strobe pulse to electronically switch rhe input of an 
amplifier between ground and the peak detector (or integra
tor, etc.) output. The output of rhar amplifier will then be at 
ground until the strobe pulse comes on, at which poinc ic 
will go rapidly co the peak (or integral) value; when the 
scrobe pulse goes off, the amplifier output will go back down 
co ground. The ourpur of such a circuit may have a shorter 
fall rime rhan would rhe output of a peak detecror following 
a reser pulse, because rhe circuit has no hold capacitor co 
discharge. I used to use circuits of chis type to generate real
time dot plots on oscilloscopes; I long ago abandoned boch 
the oscilloscopes and the circuits in favor of digiral computa
tion. 

In the real world, we have co be careful about choosing 
which of our measured parameters we use as trigger signals , 
particularly for incegrarors, when we are looking at low-level 
signals such as those obtained from immunofluorescence 
measurements. Figure 4-50 shows a robusr trigger signal 
pulse rising above a baseline rhat is as scraighc a line as rhe 
laser printer can produce. Such pulses (and such quiec base
lines) are easy co get from forward light scatter or DNA fluo
rescence measurements of mosr eukaryoric cells. However, if 
we look instead at immunofluorescence, the signals arc con
siderably weaker, and the baseline may gee noisy. If we try co 
use a noisy, weak signal as a trigger signal, lowering che 
threshold in an attempt to capture signals from cells generat
ing low-amplicude pulses, the comparacor scares to trigger on 
the baseline flucruations and we start to measure background 
noise chat we, or, more to the poinr, the instrument may 
count as cells. We also have co be careful, especially in rhe 
presence of a noisy baseline, co rum the inregracor off (place 
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it in a hold mode, not reset it) after che pulse ends; other
wise, we just keep adding noise to the integral. 

Differenr Aow cycometers have different triggering and 
thresholding schemes; some require that che operator choose 
a single signal as the trigger signal, while ochers allow chresh
olds to be set for all measured parameters. In rhe larcer case, 
sercing rhe threshold ac zero for a parcicular parameter essen
cially eliminates rhat parameter's inAuence on criggering. I 
should menrion that instruments that make measuremenrs 
in mulciple beams and use analog pulse processing generally 
require rhat the trigger signal be obtained from a measure
menc made in che first beam used. This should be obvious, 

buc every so often I and ocher people I know have cried ro 
criggcr on a signal from a second or third beam and won
dered why we weren't picking up any measurements from 
che firsr beam. Of course, if there's some pressing reason to 

crigger on signals from rhe second beam, it can be done 

without a time machine by running signals from the first 
beam through delay lines. 

Dead Times, Doublets, and Problem Pulses 
The foregoing discussion of pulse height, area, and width 

measurement muched briefly on rhe subject of coincidences, 
but glossed over situations in which it may be difficulc to cell 
chat a coincidence is a coincidence. Figure 4-53 gives you 
rhe idea. Every Aow cyromecer, ac lease so far, has a dead 
time; i.e., a period after che arrival of a cell ac che firsc meas
urement station during which the apparatus cannot success
fully deal wich a second cell. This is che hardware equivalenc, 
if you will , of a neuron's refractory period following propa

gation of a nerve impulse. for the fronc end electronics de
scribed on che previous pages and in Figure 4-50, chis period 
begins when rhe comparator ourpur goes high and lasrs uncil 
rhe end of che strobe pulse. In my single-beam inscrumencs, 
rhis is around 50 µs; when I use two or more beams, it may 
be as long as 200 µs. 

The dead rime is frequencly taken as indicating the num

ber of cells per second that can be analyzed; e.g., with a 50 
µs dead time, ic should be possible co analyze 20,000 cells/s. 
Ir should be, provided che cells are well trained in synchro
ni1.ed swimming and arrive at 50 µs intervals. Real cells 
don 'c; chcy arrive ac random rimes char generally fie a 
Poisson disrribucion. If you measure cell arrival rimes, and fie 
such a distribution, you can calculate the fraction of coinci
dences expected for any analysis race, and select an analysis 
race at which the fraction of coincidences will be no higher 
than you' re willing co accept. 

It is generally nor a problem to determine that a coinci
dence has occurred when cells arrive separated enough in 
space and rime so that che signal returns co the baseline. 
Neither panel A nor panel B in Figure 4-53 presems much 
of a problem in char regard. 

Panel C shows the pulses char might be obtained from 
two cells passing through in rapid succession; the signal may 
nor gee all the way back co the baseline, bur ic does drop 
below che threshold level indicated by the dotted line; the 
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Figure 4-53. Telling two cells from one gets 
harder as the cells go through closer together. 

comparator should go low and then high again. This won 'r 
happen when pulses are almost superimposed, as in panel D, 
which is one pattern which may be observed when a dou
blet, i.e., cwo cells either stuck together or very close in 
space, goes through che beam. If you gee fancy, it is possible 
co pick up such occurrences in che from end electronics hy 
measuring widths of comparator output pulses; the more 
convenrional way of dealing wich doublers is co wait unril 
data are digitized and compare peak and imcgral values of 
signals. Wersco et al have a good recent paper'~"" . 

Trigger Happy? 

In most Aow cycomecers, only one signal is used as a 
trigger signal; the important characteristic is chat ic have a 
relatively low background noise level. In immunoAuores
cence work, it has long been the cuscom co use forward scar
cer as a crigger signal, while in DNA analysis, ic's a~ likely co 
be che Auorcscence signal from rhe DNA scain, e.g .. 
propidium. There are alternatives. 

These days, signal-co-noise ratios of immunofluorescence 
signals are much beccer chan chey used to be, and it is often 
possible co crigger on an immunoAuorescence signal. I have, 
for example, analyzed T-lymphocyte subsets in whole blood, 
without lysing che red cells, by criggering on Auorescence of 
a PE-Cy5 tandem-labeled anci-CD3 antibody, and im
munofluorescence triggering is featured in at lease one com
mercial instrumenc intended for subset analysis (The B-D 
FACSCount). It is advisable co use a log-amplified signal if 
the raw signal intensity is much below 100 mV, because 
comparators themselves are likely to behave unpredictably 
when cheir input voltages get coo low. 

In immunoAuorescence analysis under other circum
stances, I have found it advantageous to trigger on a nuclear 
(DNA) Auorescence signal; this is also a good way co deal 
with blood or marrow wichouc red cell lysis, and, in addi-



tion, it allows you co discriminate single cells from doublets. 
Triggering on nuclear fluorescence isn't new; it was used in 
the original Cytofluorograf and the Block apparatus for dif
ferential leukocyte counting without red cell lysis, and lacer 
revived for the same purpose by Terscappen and Loken"~'. 
This represents a simple but effective approach co rare event 
analysis. Nucleated cells account for approximately l of 
every 1,000 cells in blood; if you're inreresred in nucleared 
cells, and you trigger on scatter, running l 0,000 cells/s, 
you'll only acquire daca from l 0 nucleated cells in chat time. 
If you trigger on nuclear fluorescence, you can increase your 
analysis race co several hundred nucleated cells a second, 
because, as far as the instrument is concerned, che ocher few 
hundred thousand cells aren't there. It's not difficult co de
tect populations accounting for a few tenths of a percent of 
the nucleated cells; these are a few cells per million in the 
input sample. There are some drawbacks; forward scatter 
signals are often messy enough co be unusable under these 
circumstances, and side scatter signals may not be as clean as 
you would expect, buc fluorescence signals are not unac
ceptably compromised. 

There are some circumstances under which there isn't a 
clean signal usable as a trigger; one of these is analysis of 
microorganisms. The instrument I use for bacterial analysis 
employs a technique known as coincidence detection. The 
"coincidence" here does nor refer ro rwo cells coming 
rhrough the instrument in close proximity; what is detected 
is the coincidence of signals above threshold at rwo (or 
more) detecrors. In this instance, fluorescence and forward 
scatter signals, both with relatively high background noise 
levels, arc fed co separate comparators, with independently 
settable threshold levels; the logical AND of the compararors 
when both signals are above threshold initiates the reset 
pulse and ocher front end signals. 

The logic game could be carried further; one might want 
co detect "live" cells stained green with calcein and "dead" 
cells recognizable by their red propidium-stained nuclei; in 
this case, it would be appropriate co use the logical OR of 
the signals from dual comparators to initiate fronc end re
sponse. Some commercial flow eytometers can implement 
coincidence detection and logical OR mulciparameter trig
gering; some cannot (see Chapter 8) . 

Analog linear, Log, and Ratio Circuics 

The signal processing electronics in a flow eytometer 
have finished their job when they send che data analysis sys
tem flat-topped or held pulses, of amplitude 0-10 V or 
thereabouts, representing pulse peak or integral amplitudes 
or widths, and an accompanying logic pulse or strobe signal 
co indicate ro the data analysis system that valid data are 
available . 

Certain algebraic manipulations of either raw pulses or 
held levels are commonly accomplished using analog or 
hybrid analog and digital eleccronics, before signals are 
routed to rhe data analysis system, rather rhan digital 
computation thereafter. The electronic components cm-
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ployed include linear sum and difference circuits, used for 
fluorescence compensation, logarithmic amplifiers, used ro 
facilitate analysis and display of data with values spanning a 
large dynamic range, and ratio circuits, used in fluorescence 
measurements of certain physiologic probes, compensation 
for power fluctuations in the light source, and calculation of 
quantities such as antigen surface density. 

linear Circuits; Fluorescence Compensation 

Linear circuits generate outputs char are proportional to 

sums and/or differences of their inputs; they typically incor
porate op amps in the differential amplifier configuration 
shown in Figure 4-48. They are most commonly used for 
fluorescence compensation"\ a praccice made necessary by 
the overlap of emission spectra of fluorescent antibody la
bels, and previously discussed on pp. 36-8, wich the aid of 
Figures 1-18 and 1-19. You might wane ro flip back there 
for a brief refresher. 

Fluorescence compensation is, of necessity, an empirical 
process. The filter passbands shown indicate the range of 
wavelengths transmitted by each filter; the percentage of 
light transmitted varies with wavelength within the passband 
of each filter, and there may be noticeable variation berween 
filcers with the same overall specifications. There is some 
variation in emission spectra of labels; for example, fluo
rcscein emission intensity, when excitation is at or near 488 
nm, increases as pH rises from 7.0 coward 8.0. There arc 
also variations from PMT co PMT in responsivity at differ
ent wavelengths. In short, there is no way to determine a 

priori what fraction of each signal must be subtracted from 
the others in order to yield reliable measurements of the 
emission intensities of each antibody-bound fluorescent la
bel. 

Figures 4-54 and 4-55, respectively, illustrate a simple 
case in which hardware compensation is used, and the hard
ware used for the compensation. When measurements are 
made of cells or, in this instance, of beads, bearing both 
fluorescein (FL)- (green) and phycoerythrin (PE)- (yellow) 
labeled antibodies, the subscanrial emission of FL in the yel
low spectral region is detected by the yellow fluorescence 
detector intended for PE measurement. Similarly, the emis
sion of PE in the green spectral region is detected by the 
green fluorescence detector intended for FL measurement . 
The spectral overlaps are evident in the left panel of Figure 
4-54. The resulting positions of clusters in the dot plot make 
it impossible to use lines parallel and perpendicular to the 
axes co separate the display into quadrants containing what 
we would call dual negative, FL-positive/PE-negative, fl.
negative/PE-positive, and dual-positive beads (or cells). Our 
partitioning of the display, of course, is for the purpose of 
setting gates that will allow us to count and/or son the cells 
in each region. There is no law of nature chat demands that 
the gating regions be rectangular; having rectangular gating 
regions does, however, lee us use somewhat simpler hardware 
co set gates, and, for better or worse, it seems co be much 
ea~ier for people to think in terms of rectangular gates. 
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Figure 4-54. Uncompensated and compensated fluo
rescence signals from FL- and PE-labeled beads. 
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Figure 4-55. One side of the two-color compensation 
circuit used to generate the compensated data in Fig
ure 4-54. 

The data points on the left side of Figure 4-54 could be 
thought of as clustered along axes which are at an acute an
gle ro one anocher; what we'd like co do is make the axes 
orthogonal. T here are a number of well-known statistical 
proc:e<lures for doing this, including factor analysis and 
principal component analysis. They involve linear trans
formation of the data, which means computing values of a 
and b such thac a data point char would be at (x,y) in the old 
coordinate system is ac (x ' ,y'), where x' = x - ay and y' = y -
bx, in the new coordinate system. 

In the case of the yellow and green fluorescence, we have 
the old yellow signal, composed of a conrribucion from PE 
and a contribu tion from FL, and chc old green signal, com
posed of a contribution from FL and a contribution from 
PE, and whac we wane ro do is new yellow and green signals, 
rcspeccivdy representing "pure" PE fluorescence and "pure" 
FL fluorescence. 

We make che assumption thac chc yellow fluorescence 
from FL is a linear function of the amount of bound FL, 
which can be estimated from che green fluorescence signal, 
and che green fluorescence from PE is, similarly, a linear 
function of che amount of bound PE, which can be esti
mated from che yellow fluorescence signal. There are some 

cases in which chis might not be true, for example, if there is 
substantial energy transfer from FL-labeled ro PE-labeled 
antibodies, buc we neglect this possibility. 

The output from the green detector preamplifier is 
rouced through che circuit of Figure 4-55, which subtracts a 
fraccion of che output from the green detcccor from rhe yel
low detector signal. You determine che amounc subcracced 
by turning the knob on the variable resiscor, or potentiome
ter, connected at che input co the follower; if compensation 
is mediated by che computer, a digital-co-analog converter 
(DAC) is used instead of a potentiometer co determine how 
much of the green signal is subcracced from the yellow sig
nal. Another copy of che same circuit , and another pocenri
omerer or DAC, are used to subtract a fraccion of che yellow 
signal from the green signal . 

T he resulr is shown in che right-hand display of Figure 
4-54. The operator, working by eye, rwiddles knobs until 
the data clusters lie more or less parallel to the axes, so chac 
the display can be partitioned inro quadrants in the conven
tional manner. Since most people find rwiddling knobs eas
ier chan doing algebra, there aren't many loud complaints 
about rwo-color compensation. 

Things gee somewhat more difficulr when three colors, 
green, yellow, and red, are involved. In theory, ic is necessary 

to subtract a lirrle of both the yellow and the orange signals 
from the green signal, a lirrle of the green and red from the 
yellow, and a little of the green and yellow from the red. 
There are now three circuits, each of which needs two po
tentiometers or DACs, for a total of six adjustments. Many 
instrument designs, with some justification provided by the 
spectra shown in Figure 1-18 (p. 37), omit subtracting red 
from green and green from red, dropping the number of 
adjustments to four. 

For four colors, green, yellow, orange, and red, full com
pensation would require four circuits, each with three poten
tiometers or DACs. The circuit in che yellow channel, for 
example, would need to have some green, some orange, and 
some red subrracced; a coral of twelve adjustments would be 
required. Looking co Figure 1-18 again for corners to cur, 
we find that che green channel should only need one ad
justment, for correction from che yellow channel, while che 
yellow and orange channels would each need chree. The red 
channel would have rwo adjustments, reducing the total 
number required from twelve ro nine. Anybody who could 
actually gee hired co operate a flow cyromecer would be likely 
ro find it easier to do che algebra required co solve the com
pensation problem mathematical ly than to adjust nine knobs 
to get a well-orthogonalized display. Bagwell and Adams"'' 
have described the algebra, software, and control samples 
required for the mathematical approach, about which con
siderably more will be said in Chapter 5. To eliminate some 
of the suspense, let me say here chat neither hardware nor 
software compensation can fit clusters into quadrants 
across the full intensity range; we'll see why later. 

T here is a more compelling reason than the anxiety in
duced by large numbers of knobs for switching from hard-



ware co sofrware compensarion. Hardware compensarion 
musr be applied ac che level of rhe linear signals coming out 
of the dereccor preamplifiers; the circuicry, as Figure 4-55 
shows, is placed between che preamp oucputs and the inputs 
co the logarithmic amplifiers chat were almost universally 
used in immunofluorescence measurements. As was men
tioned on pp. 35-37, a four-decade logarithmic amplifier 
must deal wirh inputs covering the voltage range berween 1 
m V and 10 V; the more circuitry there is connected co its 
inputs, the less likely ic is chat che noise level there will re
main below l mV. If che noise level rises to just over 3 mV, 
a half-decade of dynamic range is lost; if it reaches l 0 m V, a 
full decade of dynamic range is lost. In shore, complex com
pensation circuitry almost inevitably decreases dynamic 
range. Recognizing chis, Coulter, in designing its EPICS XL 
four-color, single-laser instrument, eliminated both linear 
compensation circuits and logarithmic amplifiers in favor of 
high-resolution analog-co-digital converters and software; 
ocher manufaccurers have since followed suic. 

In addition to their use in hardware compensation, linear 
circuits have been employed by the Los Alamos group for 
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source noise compensauon in exuncuon measurements 
and in a cycochcmical method for detection of BrUdR in
corporation into DNA without che use of amibodies64'. 

Logarithmic Amplifiers and Dynamic Range 

In many applications of flow cytometry, the values of the 
measured variable span a resrricced range. In DNA content 
analysis, for example, in the absence of clumping and ane
uploidy, the brightest cells are twice as brighr as the dimmesr 
ones. In ocher cases, e.g., immunofluorescence analysis, che 
brighrest cells may be hundreds of rimes brighter than the 
dimmer ones. In these circumstances, it has often made 
sense co use an electronic component called a logarithmic 
amplifier (familiarly, if not always conrempruously, known 
as a log amp) somewhere in the signal path, to increase dy
namic range. 

As its name suggests, a logarithmic amplifier produces an 
output signal, the amplicude of which is proportional to rhe 
logarithm of che input signal amplitude. The componenrs 
rypically used in flow cytomerers have a range of at lease 
three decades, i.e., they can accommodate signals varying in 
amplitude by at lease a faccor of I 000. Figure 4-56 illustrates 
the effect of the logarithmic transformation. The figure 
shows distributions of fluorescence from a population of 
beads (Quantum Simply Cellular°' beads, Flow Cytometry 
Standards Corp., now available from Bangs Laboratories) 
bearing known numbers of molecules of phycoerythrin
labeled antibodies. The top plot shows data on a 256-
channel linear scale; the bocrom plot shows daca on a 4-
dccade log scale mapped into a 256-channel linear scale. The 
logarithmic transformation was not, in chis instance, done 
using a log amp; instead, data were digitized co 16 bi cs preci
sion and the logarithmic values were obtained by digital 
computation. We couldn't have done any becrer using an 
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ideal log amp; we might have done a lot worse using some 
real ones, for reasons that should shortly become clear. 

Flow cytomecers generally follow the standard practice of 
amplifying signals to values ranging between 0 and IO V 
before they arc converted to digital form. We will therefore 
assume char I 0 V is chc maximum output available from our 
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Figure 4-56. Signals from phycoerythrin-labeled anti
CD8 antibody bound to beads, displayed on 256-
channel linear and 4-<lecade logarithmic scales. 

preamplifier. If we want to keep our brighcesc cells on scale, 
we'll wane them to produce pulses with a maximum height, 
after amplificacion, of 10 V. Cells which are dimmer by fac
rors of I 0, I 00, 1,000 or 10,000 will, therefore, produce 
pulses with heights of I V, 100 mV, JO mV, and l mV, 
respectively. 

If we convert linear analog signals to digital signals, using 
an 8-bic analog-co-digital converter (ADC), we will have a 
256 channel range (channels 0-255) corresponding to the 
range between 0 and 10 V; the difference between channels 
is just under 40 mV. A 10 V signal will be in channel 255, a 
1 V signal in channel 25 or 26, a 100 mV signal in channel 
2 or 3, and signals between 1 and 10 mV, or, for that mat
ter, between 0 and 40 mV, wilJ show up in channel 0. for 
most practical purposes, signals below 100 mV, which 
would correspond to "weakly positive" cells in an im
munofluorescence analysis, will not be distinguishable from 
signals from "negative" cells. 
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If we run the linear signal through a logarithmic ampli
fier, however, we can manage co get everything on scale. 
Lee's imagine a log amp for which 10 Vin gives us l 0 V our, 
and lee's make the log amp's response 2.5 V/decade, i.e., for 
every tenfold increase in rhe inpuc signal, we will get an in
crease of 2.5 V in rhe output signal. This should give us four 
decades worth of dynamic range. For a 10 V signal in, we 
get a I 0 V signal our, for a I V signal in, 7.5 volts out, for a 
100 mV signal in, 5 V our, for a 10 mV signal in, 2.5 V out, 
and for a 1 mV signal in , 0 V our. Under ideal conditions, 
such a log amp should, given che same linear inpuc data, 
produce rhe log scale distribution shown in Figure 4-56. 

If an 8-bit ADC: is used to digitize the log amp outpur, 
signals wirh amplitudes of I mV, 10 mV, 100 mV, IV, and 
10 V, which, on a linear scale, would, respectively, be in 
channels 0, 0, 2 or 3, 25 or 26, and 255, end up in channels 
0, 63, 127, 193, and 255. Sounds great. In fact, it is great, 
except that you may have more than a millivolt of noise run
ning around in the electronics, which would prevent you 
from gecting as many decades of log amplifier dynamic range 
as you might have paid for (three-and-a-half to four decades 
are generally provided in flow cytomeccrs). Notice that the 
daca in figure 4-56 reflect a noise level fluctuating around 3 
m V, which is around channel 31 on the 256-channel 4-
<lecade log scale. 

Twin Peaks: Distriburions on Linear and Log Scales 

When you use a linear intensity scale, and you obtain a 
distribution that has peaks near rhe low end and near the 
high end of the scale, the higher peak doesn't look as much 
like a peak as does the lower one, even when there are ap
proximately che same number of cells in each. When the 
same daca arc displayed on a logarithmic scale, it's often eas
ier to perceive the cwo peaks and to assess the relative sizes of 
che populations in them. 

Figure 4-56 illustrates chis point. There are 1,045 events 
in rhc peak representing beads with 58,500 antibody bind
ing sires, and I, 180 even cs in the peak representing beads 
wirh 112,200 binding sires. It is noc ac all easy to guess chis 
from rhe display on the linear scale; the relationship is more 
apparent when che data are displayed on a log scale. We can 
consider each peak in a mulcimodal distribution such as 
chose in Figure 4-56 as a separace discribucion. Suppose we 
had rwo peaks centered at channels 100-10 l and channels 
200-201, with che coefficient of variation (CV), i.e., the 
scandard deviation divided by the mean, 2% for each distri
bution. Assuming these peaks ro be Gaussian, we should 
find 99% of the events in each within 3 srandard deviations 
of the mean. Looking ac the peak at channels l 00-10 I, chen, 
we should find 99% of the events in ir berween channels 95 
and 106, because, if the mean is ar channel l 00, and the CV 
is 2%, one standard deviacion is nvo channels. The peak at 
channels 200-201 is lower, and wider, because, if the mean 
is at channel 200, one standard deviacion is four channels 
instead of nvo channels. Thus, co find 99% of the events in 
chis peak, we have co coum everything berween channels 

189 and 212. Ir's not easy to tell by eye whether there are 
the same number of events in the lower and che higher peak. 

When the data are plotted on a 256-channel linear scale, 
each channel represents l /256 of che range of values. When 
che daca are ploned on a 4-decade log scale, each decade 
occupies 64 channels. Since log ( a x b ) = log a + log b, 
we can calculate thar rhe linear value corresponding to chan
nel (n + l) is Io""' (about I .0366) times rhe linear value 
corresponding to channel n. On a logarithmic scale, distri
butions with the same CV occupy rhe same number of chan
nels, regardless of mean channel position. 

This property makes log scales particularly well suired, as 
Brian Mayall has pointed our (not, as far as I know, in print , 
but in conversarions and ac meetings), for looking at flow 
karyorypes, i.e., histograms obtained from flow cytomerry of 
chromosomes. One of the first rhings you'd like to find our 
from a flow karyotype is whether there are extra or missing 
chromosomes. Counting chromosomes is nor chac hard ro 
do when you look ac slides, because all rhe chromosomes 
from a particular metaphase scay close to the same place. 
However, when you do a flow karyocype, you mix up rhe 
chromosomes from a few thousand rneraphases, scain them 
with a DNA fluorochrome, and run chem through the sys
tem to generate a histogram, leaving you with no way of 
keeping crack of how many or which chromosomes came 
from each cell. 

In a real flow karyocype, in which there are a couple of 
doz.en peaks, ir is difficulr to compare rhem when they are 
displayed on a linear scale. On a log scale, rhe standard de
viation ends up being the same number of channels wher
ever che mean may be, which means chat peaks containing 
che same number of chromosomes should be rhe same 
height as well as che same width. This enables you to spot a 
rrisomy or the lack of a chromosome (assuming it occurs in a 
substantial fraction of the cell population) ac a glance. 

The real world isn't always so kind. Looking back at 1he 
log scale display in Figure 4-56, we noricc chat the peak rep
resenting beads wich 19,500 binding sires, which contains 
l ,002 events, is considerably shorter and wider rhan char 
representing beads with 58,500 sites, which contains 1,045 
events; the peak representing beads with 7,800 binding sices, 
which contains 912 events, is shorter and wider still. If peaks 
with che same CVs and roughly che same numbers of events 
should be roughly the same height and width when dis
played on a log scale, whac's rhe problem? 

Simple. The peaks don't have rhe same heighcs and 
widrhs because rhey don't have the same CVs. When you' re 
measuring signals varying in intensity over a range of dec
ades, ir's almost a sure bet that the weaker signals will be 
associated wich larger CVs. In the case of weak fluorescence 
signals, photon scacistics may be involved, but noise also has 
its effects. If there are 3 m V of noise on a I 0 V signal. or 
even a I V signal, che noise accounts for less than l % of the 
signal value. The same 3 mV of noise on a 100 mV signal 
represents 3% of the signal value, while, on a I 0 m V signal. 
3 mV noise represents 30% of the signal value. 



If you can measure the brightest and dimmest chromo
somes with roughly the same CV (and you need a CV 
around I% to be able to resolve the different peaks), Brian's 
suggestion of displaying data on a log scale to spot ane
uploid y works. However, even when your CV varies, as in 
immunofluorescence measurements, log scales make peaks 
easier to recognize on displays. Unforcunacely, you can't 
always assume chat your log amp is generating an accurate 
log scale. 

Falling Off a Log: Log Amps Behaving Badly 

What are log amps made of? In the classical log amp, 
che cenrral component is an op amp, with an element in the 
feedback circuit generating the log response characteristic. As 
it happens, the voltage drop across che base-emitter junction 
of a transistor is proportional co the log of the collector cur
rent; ac 20 °C, che volrage changes by about 60 m V for each 
tenfold change in current. The simplest log amp is an op 
amp wich a transiscor and a few other components in its 
feedback loop; its output ranges becween -1 00 and -400 mV. 

As you may have guessed, the voltage change across the 
transiscor junction used co generace logarichmic response 
varies with faccors other than current, notably ambient tem
perature. In order to compensace for chis, many log amps 
incorporate another op amp circuit, with anocher transisror; 
the cwo cransiscors are typically a matched pair made on a 
single substrate, and, sharing rhe same environment, respond 
identically ro changes in ambient temperature. Some of rhe 
fancier log amp modules have built-in temperature regula
tion. With all of that, it is still difficult to get a log amp 
module incorporating a single op amp-based log circuit to 

respond accurately over a range of more chan 3 decades. For 
this reason, several manufacturers make log amp modules 
which incorporate four or five stages of amplificacion; each 
stage is opcimized for response in a restricted input range, 
and the sum of the outputs produces a reasonably accurate 
logarichmic response. 

Whether a single-stage or mulrisrage log amp module is 
used as the nucleus of a log amp, it is generally necessary to 

amplify the output to get signals into the 0-10 V range prior 
to digiti1.ation, and often necessary co condition rhe signal 
by adding or subtracting an offset voltage and/or putting a 
baseline rcscorer into rhe op amp design. Because rhe loga
richm of zero is undefined (or "minus infiniry"), even chose 
log amp modules that respond to input signals chat are more 
than a few mV on either side of ground act unpredictably at 
really low input levels. Other modules need added circuirry 
to rescricr rhc input range to one polarity. Most log amp 
circuits incorporate several adjustments for crim, offset, and 
gain, and require some time on the bench with a skilled 
technician before they work properly; they don't always stay 
adjusted. 

In 1983, Muirhead, Schmitt, and Muirhead1156 described 
a procedure for measuring the response of log amps and 
converting data ro linear values. Either rest pulses from a 
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light-emitting diode (LED) or fluorescence signals from 
calibration beads could be used as fluorescence standards. 
The log amp studied was a component of a commercial flow 
cytometer; while it was reasonably accurate at some points in 
its operating range, deviations of I 0% or more from true 
logarithmic response were noted in ocher regions. Schmid, 
Schmid, and Giorgi 111' reported similar results in I 988, us
ing a calibration procedure in which channel d ifferences 
between mulciple peaks were plotted as PMT gain was varied 
to place the upper peak at various poincs in a 256-channel 
range. They found the characteristic response patterns of 
individual log amps to be relatively stable over time, allow
ing the calibration curve to be used co make corrections 
when transforming logarithmic ro linear data. 

Figure 4-57 illustrates typical response curves of different 
types of log amps as determined using a procedure described 
in 1988 by Parks, Bigos, and Moore" 1~. Measurements arc 
made of bright fluorescent beads; the ratio of fluorescence 
intensities is derermined on a linear scale. A ratio bccween 
1.5 and 2 is desirable. Then, a series of fluorescence meas
urements are made with the log amp, with an acquisicion 
gare for single beads set using scatter parameters. The gain is 
initially adjusted co place the median channel of the peak 
representing che brighter beads at or near rhe cop channel of 
the ADC (255 in the illusrracion), and rhe number of chan
nels' difference becween che medians of the brighc and dim 
peaks is recorded. The PMT gain is then lowered to move 
the median channel of the upper (bright) peak down 5-10 
channels, and the number of channels becween the peaks is 
again recorded. The procedure is continued, moving chc 
peaks to lower channels. If PMT voltage musr be lowered 
below 300 V ro place the peaks at the lower end of the 
range, a neutral density filter should, if possible, be placed in 
from of the PMT, because PMT response may itself be 
nonlinear at low voltages. The response curve is a plot of 
median channel of the upper peak, along the horizontal axis, 
vs. the number of channels' difference berween the medians 

of the brigh t and dim peaks, along the vertical axis. Since chc 
ratio of intensities of the beads is conscant, the difference 
becween rhe medians of che cwo peaks, which is proporcional 
to the logarithm of chis ratio, should also be constant (log 
bright = log dim + log racio). The ideal response curve, indi 
cated by docred lines in Figure 4-57, is a line parallel co rhe 
horizontal axis. 

The firs t real amplifier response curve, ar the rop, is 
characterisric o f the log amps built in the Her7.enberg lab ar 
Stanford""; these incorporace a temperature-stabilized single 
scage module (Model 253 lA, Optical Elecrronics, Inc., T uc
son, AZ). I have also used this module in Cytomun log 
amps, and have observed similar response. There is typically 
a substantial deviation from the ideal at high input signal 
values, then a response reasonably close co ideal over about 
a3-decade range, followed by an abrupt turn up or down ac 
the low end as the noise catches up with the input signal. 
The amplifier is usable over a 4-decade range. 
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figure 4-57. Response curves of different types of log 
amps as determined according to Parks, Bigos, and 
Moore"58• The horizontal dotted lines show ideal response. 

The middle curve is characteristic of log amps builc wich 
mulristagc modules such as rhe Texas lnsrrumenrs (Dallas, 
'IX) TL44 l , used in some Becton-Dickinson instrumenrs, 
or the Analog Devices (Norwood, MA) AD640 and irs rela
tives, used in a design described by De Groorh er al "60 in 
1991 . The bumps reflect rhe response characteriscics of the 
individual scages in the module; rhere arc relarivdy large 
deviations at high and low inpuc signal values, wich rhe latccr 
due primarily co noise. Like the single-stage module above, 
che multistage amplifier illustrated is usable over a range of 
almost 4 decades. 

The curve shown in che bocrom panel, generaced in my 
lab, illuscrates some highly undesirable characteristics of a 

log amp, which were confirmed by Dave Parks and Marry 
Bigos when I senr them one of my early design efforts co 
test. The curve deviaces wildly from ideal ar che high end, 
and includes a relatively sharp notch in the chird decade. 
This log amp would occasionally yield distriburions wich 
crimps in chem; when it didn 'c, however, ic seemed co be 
prerry good, because it wa~ accurace at che low rnd and 
could handle an input range char appeared co be larger rhan 
4 decades. However, ic would have been an excremdy bad 
idea to try to do log-co-linear conversions wirh this beast; ir 
wasn'r even srable over rime. Bad log amps have also, unfor
cunately, curned up in some commercial inscrumcnrs. 

The rake-home message here is: calibrate your log amps. 
even if you're nor trying co do quancicative immunofluorcs
cencc, just so you know. And hope rhar che next flow cy
cometer you buy will have replaced che #@%$& 11 0f<i log 
amps wich crusrworrhy linear circuits and high-rc.~olucion 

ADCs. le will make flow cycomecry in the rcsc of chis cen
tury much easier. 

Limits to Dynamic Range 

If we had a perfecr 5-decade log amp, it mighc not help 
much in extending che dynamic range of flow cytometric 
fluores cence measurements, for reasons best explained wich 
che aid of Table 4-4. In previous discussions of PMTs and 
preamps, we established char we usually don'c want co get 
more rhan 100 µA ouc of che PMT, and thar che maximum 
signal we can puc inro che log amp is 10 V. Suppose our 
baseline-restored preamp gets l 0 V our for l 00 µA in, and 
drives a 5-decade log amp with an output slope of 
2V/decade, and we measure I 0 µs fluorescence pulses at 520 
nm, with an R928 PMT. The rube's carhode quanrum effi
ciency ar 520 nm is 14%; the cathode current is 59 mA/W. 
We assume a PMT gain of 10,000 . 

The anode current of 100 µA yielding a IO V preamp 
output ar che rop of che highesc (fifrh) decade results from 
ampliftcarion of a cathode current of 10 nA by the PMT 
gain of 10,000. Since a I A current is abouc 6.2 x 10" elcc
crons/s, l 0 nA in a l 0 µs pulse represents 620,000 phoro
elecrrons. Dividing by che quantum efficiency, 0. 14, we sec 
char 4,430,000 phocons reach che cathode during rhe pulse. 
The concribution co measurement CV from Poisson phoco
deccron scacistics is [(620,000)' :'/620,000], or 0.13%. based 
on che number of phoroeleccrons emined from che cathode. 
We use the number of phoroelectrons because chey are what 
we are actually counting; we are only inferring char the pho
tons were chere. If we used a I 6-bir (65,536 channel) linear 
ADC, which has a difference between channels of abour out 
153 µ V, the I OV signal would be in che highesr channel , 
i.e., channel 65,535. 

The top of the nexc (fourth) decade is a 1 V signal , corre
sponding co channel 6,553; che concribucion co CV, from 
62,000 eleccrons, would be 0.4%. The cop of che third dec
ade, ar 100 mV, or channel 655. corresponds co 6,200 pho
coeleccrons; the conrribucion to CV is 1.3%. The cop of che 
fourth decade, at 10 mV, or channel 66, represenrs 620 clec-
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Table 44. Logarithmic amplifiers: What goes in, what comes out. 

crons; che concribucion to CV increases co 4%. At che bor
com of the fou rth decade, I mV, or channel 7, there are 62 
deccrons in che pulse, wich the contribucion ro CV 12.9%, 
or almosc one channel widch (1/7 ~ 14%). The bottom of 
chc fifth decade, a pulse from 6 phoroeleccrons, ends up at 
channel 0, the conrribucion co CV would be 40.8%. 

These are actually besr case calcularions. The numbers of 
electrons are calculated for I 0 µs rectangular pulses; real 
pulses from a flow cytometer are ape ro be shorter in dura
rion and Gaussian in shape, and would probably represent 
someching less rhan half the numbers of photons and photo
electrons used in the table. T he PMT gain of 10,000 used in 
the calculations is conservarive; ir is typically auained with 
PMT voltages of 400-500 V. However, if che calculations 
are repeaced assuming higher PMT gains, we end up with 
even fewer photons ar rhe carhode and fewer phocoelecrrons 
emiued, so things only get worse. If che gain is increased ro 
100,000, the lowcsr decade gives us only 6 phocoeleccrons in 
10 pulses. 

In my experience, displays of flow cytomecric im
munofluorescence data on 4-decade log scales char place che 
brighcesc scained cells near the top of che cop decade almost 
always have the unstained cells occupying at lease half of the 
bottom decade, while, in displays chat place rhe unstained 
cells near the boctom of the bottom decade, the brighcest 
stained cells fall below the midpoint of rhe top decade. This 
suggests char the real dynamic range of most immunofluo
rescence dara is closer co 3 1/2 than m 4 decades. We have 
escablished char 3 1 /2 decades of dynamic range are fairly 
easy co gee; with a 3 mV noise level, we can'c do any better 
chan chat. If we reduce che noise, another 112 decade is 

probably within reach, especially if we serrle for lower accu
racy. Five-decade response from a single detector approaches 
rhe realm of fantasy. 

We end up at pretty much the same poim if we stop 
thinking about photons and electrons for a bit, and rhink 
inscead abouc numbers of ancibody molecules detectable on 
cell surfaces. If the high end of rhe cop cecade represenrs 
1,000,000 molecules, the low end of the fourth decade is 
I 0 I molecules, while chc: fifth decade encompasses rhe range 
between 11 and 100 molecules. Calculations of rhe mini
mum number of fluorescent molecules detectable by con
ventional flow cyromecers generally end up wich figures 
above 100 molecules. Such calculations, which will be dis
cussed in derail lacer on, are typically done using data col
lected with log amps, and may in themselves be suspecc. I 
have produced differences of several hundred molecules in 
calculated detection limits, simply by inrerchanging log 
amps with slighcly differenr DC offset levels, and therefore 
believe that some of the lowesc reported threshold values 
may well be due ro artifacts. This issue should be resolved 
within the next few years, but the only practical way ro re
solve it will be to determine sensitivity using linear amplifi
cation and high-resolution analog-to-digital conversion in
stead oflog amps, to which good riddance. 

None of the above should be raken a.~ preventing you 
from making flow cycomerric measurements over a dynamic 
range larger than 4 decades; you just can 'c do it with one 
detector and keep everything on scale. If you use one detec
cor, ar low gain, for rhe bright scuff, and anorher, at high 
gain, for the dim scuff, you can easily cover almost 8 dec
ades. Marine biologists probably analyze samples encompass-
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ing che largesc dynamic range; with five dereccors, they could 
go from marine bacteria (10" g) co whales (IO' g). Even if 
rhe largest objecrs in the sample are only krill, rhe krill (and 
Shapiro's Firsr Law), rarher rhan derecror dynamic range 
limit:nions, are rhe main obstacles to success. 

Racio Circuits 

Ratio circuits are analog circuits char produce an ourpur 
proporcional to the rario of rwo input signals. They are usu
ally made from modules called analog multipliers, which 
can also be connected to produce signals proporcional co the 
product, square, or square root of input signals. One appli
cation of ratio circuirs has been in the derivation of signals 
proportional ro surface density of antigenic or receptor 
sites, which can be calculared by dividing rhe number of 
bound ligand molecules by rhc cell surface area. An accurare 
approximarion to cell surface area can be obrained from digi
cal compucation of che 2/3 power of volume311 • Use of this 
technique is obviously feasible only wirh flow cytometers 
capable of making volume measurements. However, since 
both cell surface area and the "cell size" measurement ob
tained from small angle light scattering are proportional to 
che square of cell diameter, the racio of immunofluorescence 
and scacrer signals can serve acceptably as a parameter repre
sencarive of amigen surface dcnsiry for making compari-

(l\ ... ~1~ 1t 

sons 
Compensarion for light source incensiry fluctuations us

ing a ratio circuit was discussed on pp.147-8 and illustrated 
in Figure 4-24 . If the oucpur of the light source increases or 
decreases, fluorescence and scatter signal amplitudes from 
identical particles will increase or decrease proporcionally. If 
the source imensiry is continuously monitored by a dedi
cated detector, the signal produced by dividing the raw fluo
rescence and scatter signals (i.e., the signals before baseline 
restorarion has been applied) by the signal from chis detector 
will be free of variations due ro source fluctuations. Steen102 

has published a schematic for a source noise compensation 
ClrCUlt. 

Ratio circuits are also useful for measurements of probes 
such as BCECF and indo-1, which change spectral charac
ceristics with pH, cytoplasmic [Ca'"], etc. In some cases, a 
single excitation wavelength is used and the ratio of emission 
intensities at rwo wavelengths is computed; in others, rwo 
excitation beams are used and the ratio of emission intensi
ries at one wavelength is computed. Rariometric measure
ments have already been alluded to on p. 47 ; they will be 
discussed further in Chapters 7 (Parameters and Probes) and 
10 (Using Flow Cyromcters). 

4.9 DIGIT Al SIGNAL PROCESSING 

The analog signal processing techniques we have just dis
cussed leave rhe information from cells in che form of 
stretched pulses, i.e., slowly varying (constant in the ab
sence of d roop) voltage signals, scored in the short-term ana
log memories of peak detectors, inregracors, and/or pulse 
width measurcmenr circuits. In some cases, additional elec-

tronic circuitry may have been used co form linear combina
tions of signals, as in fluorescence compensation, co convcrr 
signals from a linear ro a logarithmic scale, or ro derive a 
signal representing the ratio of rwo other signals. The franc 
end electronics, which include some rudimenrary digital 
circuits, generate a digital logic signal, rhe strobe pulse, co 
inform a conventional data analysis system that all che ana
log volcage signals from a cell (or, more accurately, an event) 
are ready co be digitized, i.e. , converted into numbers chat 
can be further manipulated by the digital computer used for 
data analysis. We have already had a first look at digiti1.acion, 

and ar the analog-to-digital (A-D or A-to-D) converter 
(ADC). which is the hardware responsible for che cask, in 
Chapter l . 

Most commercial and laboracory-builc flow cyromecers 
srill use analog and hybrid circuits for pulse processing, but, 
over the years, more and more builders and manufacturers of 
instruments have introduced digital processing ar progres
sively earlier stages. The Coulter EPICS XL11' 3 and some of 
my newer Cytomurcs"66, for example, dispense with log 
amps, and use high-ftdeliry integrators or peak dccectors and 
high-resolution ADCs for conversion between linear and 
logarithmic scales. This allows fluorescence compensation 
and ratio calculations co be done in software, eliminacing che 
need for analog compensation and ratio circuics. 

Analog-co-Digital Conversion 

An analog-co-digital converter, as the name implies, has 
an analog input, usually a voltage in the range 0-10 V, 0-
10.24 V, or something like char, and a digital output, which 
is a binary number with O's and l's represemed by different 
logic volrage levels. For chis and future discussions of logic 
circuits, I will stick co che ground-for-0, 5 V-for-1 "positive 
logic" convention which roughly represents the voltage levels 
encountered in older ITL and CMOS digital circuits. Jusc 
so you know, these days, microprocessor chips and their 
associated logic run on lower DC volrages, from below 2 V 
to 3.3 V, and even analog circuits rend co run on± 5 V sup
plies, with ADC input voltage ranges typically ± 1 or 2 V. le 
doesn't really maner; the whole point of A-ro-D conversion 
is ro leave voltages and currents behind and converc the data 
to numbers. 

Analog signal processing is prerry much instantaneous, 
and definitely continuous. T he output of a currenc-to
volrage converter circuit, or an analog log amp, changes as 
the input changes. Some digital circuits also change outputs 
whenever rheir inputs change. By contrast, analog-ro-digiral 
converters, like digital computers, do not, by and large, 
change rheir outputs "instantaneously"; they rake a finice 
time co <lo what they do, and the process, more often than 
not, involves a sequence of sreps. 

The race ac which the devices execute rhac sequence of 
steps is concrolled by an internal or ~xternal clock signal. 
Clock signals were mentioned on p. 195, in the discussion of 
digital approaches to pulse width measurement; in rhc world 
of microprocessors and digital logic, clocks, overclocki ng, 



and clock envy are ubiquirous. You have undoubcedly no
ticed rhac AMO and Intel regularly compete for rhe fastest 
dock speed, with the current loser always claiming irs proc
essor is fasrer even if its clock is slower. And the fastest 
ADCs are no slouches in rhe clock departmenr; some con
vert dara at rares of several GHz. The ADCs we use in flow 
cyromerry, even for digital pulse processing, are quite a bit 
slower, ar least for now, bur, as will soon become obvious, 
speed isn' t everything. 

Free Samples? Hold it! 

If an ADC rakes a finite time ro operate, you mighc well 
ask how we can feed it a continuous input signal. The an
swer is char we can't. Instead, we rake a series of samples of 
rhe input signal. In whar now seem like ancient rimes, this 
required the use of a completely separate circuit called a 
sample-and-hold. A sample-and-hold operates in a fashion 
similar co a peak dereccor (pp. 192-4; Figures 4-51 and 4-
52). Ir is concrolled by "sample" and "hold" logic signals; rhe 
"sample" signal allows rhe inpur signal co charge a capaciror 
(called a "hold" capacitor) , and rhe "hold" signal disconnects 
rhe input signal from rhe capaciror. The output of the cir
cuit is rhe capacitor voltage, buffered by a high-impedance 
op amp. 

v 

Figure 4-58. Continuous and sampled signals. The filled 
circles represent rhe sample poinrs. 

figure 4-58 illuscrares che effect of sampling an arbitrary 
volcage waveform. The dark filled circles represent sample 
points, ca.ken ar regular intervals; each sample point is an 
accurate reprcsenrarion of rhe value of rhe waveform ar the 
point ar which rhe sample was taken. If we used a sample
and-hold in che sampling process, rhe output of che sample 
and hold would, in the absence of droop, remain at the value 
of rhe lase sample and rhen jump rapidly co the value of the 
next sample. Rapidly, nor instantaneously, because it rakes 
cime for the hold capacitor ro charge or discharge to the new 
sample voltage. But can we "crust" che series of samples to 
faithfully represent che waveform? 

The shore answer is yes, provided we rake samples at 
shore enough intervals. Using Fourier analysis, ir is possible 
ro represent any arbitrary waveform as the sum of sine 
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and/or cosine waves of discrete frequencies. According co rhe 
Nyquist sampling theorem, ir is possible ro complecely 
reconsrrucr a waveform from samples raken ar rwice che fre
quency of the highest frequency component of che wave
form. If we look ar rhe waveform in Figure 4-58, we see 
some sine wave-like "ups and downs," but che sample points 
appear co be raken frequendy enough to reproduce chose 
fluctuations . If che waveform had changed more rapidly chan 
the one shown in rhe figure, or if we had raken samples less 
frequently, rhac might nor have been the case; imagine whar 
the "connect che docs" line, or rhe "staircase" sample and 
hold output, would look like if we only used every other 
sample point, or every third sample poinr. 

The process of reconstructing a waveform from samples 
also rypically involves Fourier analysis; it generates coeffi
cienrs for sine and/or cosine waveforms ar the various fre
quencies rhat make up rhe original waveform. If we arcempr 
co reconstruct a waveform from samples taken at a rare be
low the Nyquist frequency, which is twice rhe frequency of 
rhe highest componenr of the waveform, rhe computer we're 
using won't suddenly emit sparks and smoke; instead, ir will 
give us an inicially reasonable-looking sec of coefficients chat 
gives substantial weight ro frequencies chat weren' t actually 
of significance in the original waveform. This is described as 
aliasing, or sample aliasing, and, since ic leads co rorally 
incorrect results, should be avoided. Bur how? 

The necessary fix is an antialiasing filter, a low pass 
(electronic, nor opcical) filcer rhar is inserted into rhe signal 
pach somewhere ahead of rhe sample-and-hold. That sounds 
easy enough, and, because engineers have devoted a grear 
deal of rime and efforc over che years ro rhe design of filcers 
wirh appropriately smooch responses in their passbands and 
appropriacely sharp high frequency cutoff rares, we can rake 
ic for granted chat a suitable filrer will be available. In face , 
the filrer, and the sample-and-hold, may well be built into 
rhe same module as the analog-co-digital converter irself. 

The botrom line on sampling, rhen , is char samples are 
"free"; as long as we rake enough of chem, che discrete sam
ples will contain all the information chat was found in che 
original continuous signal. However, we will have ro pay che 
piper when we actually do our analog-co-digital conversion. 

Quantization: When Are Two Bits Worth a Nickel? 

Since we now live in a digical world, we are likely co have 
opinions on how many bics we need for chis or char. The 16-
bic digical audio recording char seemed so awesome in rhe 
early days of compact discs is now looked ar with disdain ; 
even music hobbyists can now afford compucer-based hard
ware with 24-bic ADCs. In deciding how many bics we need 
for acquisition and analysis of dara from cyromerry, we have 
ro consider what we want ro achieve in rerms of precision 
and dynamic range, and decermine how each of these will be 
affecred by quantization error, which is an essential, neces
sary, unavoidable characteristic of che analog-co-digital con
version process. 
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The ADCs used w dace for flow cyromecry generally 
convert to somewhere between 8 and 20 bits' resolution. An 
n-bic convener has 2" channels, and we typically consider its 
output in terms of channel numbers becween 0 and (2' - I). 
The corresponding channel numbers, and the voltages repre
sented by che least significant bit (LSB), i.e., the voltage 
difference between channel n and channel (n + I), assuming 
10 V full scale, are shown below in Table 4-5. 

Table 4-5. Characteristics of analog-to-digital converters. 

For an 8-bic converter, the lowest voltage char can make 
che oucpuc of an ADC register as channel 1 instead of chan
nel 0 is just over 39. l mV. Any signal level between 0 V 
(ground) and 39. l mV ac the input would produce a digital 
oucpuc of 0, and any signal greater than 39. l m V and less 
than or equal co 78.2 mV would produce a digital output of 
I. Ac che cop end, a signal level greater chan 9.961 V would 
produce a digital output of255. 

By convemion, che voltage value representing a given 
channel is taken as the middle of the range of voltages that 
would be convened ro chat channel value. In the case of the 
8-bit, 10 V full scale ADC, the voltage values would be 
19.55 mV for channel 0, 58.65 mV for channel l, 9.98045 
V for channel 255, etc. For any given channel, the quantiza
tion error is constant in magnitude at one-half the channel 
width , or ± (l /2) LSB. In effect, digitizing the signal has che 
same effect as adding a small amount of quantization noise, 
with the noise having a mean of 0 and a uniform, or rectan
gular, distribution between - (I 12) LSB and + (1 /2) LSB. 
The standard deviation of the noise is 0.29 LSB; chis 
emerges from the properties of rectangular distriburions, 
rather than from my hat. So, while sampling a signal does 
not degrade ir, digitizing a signal does. 

While its magnitude is constant, the relative importance 
of quantization error is quire different at opposite ends of 
rhe measurement scale. Ac the rop end of the range, channel 
255, che error is small; for the 8-bir converter, the peak-ro
peak range of quantization noise is only 0.391 % of full scale. 
However, ar che bonom end of the range, che error is large; 
for channel 0, che peak-to-peak range of quantization noise 
represents I 00% of the channel value for an 8-bir converter -
or, for chat matter, for a convener with any number of bits, 
since the channel value for channel 0 is always ( l /2) LSB. 

Suppose we are measuring DNA concenc in a tumor 
specimen, and want co be able co clearly resolve peaks from 

rumor and suomal cells differing in G0 /G 1 DNA concenc by 
1 % or less. If we use a linear scale, we need co place rhe 
G0 IG, peak of a DNA content discribucion ar a value less 
rhan one-half of full scale in order co get both the G0 /G and 
G, /M peaks on scale. If we use an 8-bit convener, and chc 
G0 IG, peak of che srromal cells appears at channel 100, che 
corresponding volcage is 3.91 V . The peak-co-peak quanciza
rion noise ac channel 100 is 1 % of che signal value; the stan
dard deviation of rhe noise is 0.29 percent of the signal 
value, and, if there are any ocher contributions ro rhe vari
ance of che measurement, ocher rhan quancization noise, we 
will probably nor be able to resolve the rumor and momal 
cell G0 IG , peaks. 

As I have pointed our elsewhereA, DNA is che only sub
stance present in cells in which cell-co-cell variations in con
tent are so small that measurement to a precision of 1 per
cent is warranted. Distributions of cellular DNA content 
represent most of the few "needles" among the many "hay
stacks" found in biology. Sure, if you run plastic beads 
rhrough rhe insrrumenc, you can gee scarcer distributions 
with CVs less rhan l percent, bur you don't need anyching 
like rhat kind of precision co measure light scacrering from 
biological particles, which give disrribucions with CVs no 
less rhan 7- 10%. In face, the major contributors ro variance 
in measurements of almost all cellular parameters are biology 
and phocoeleccron statistics. 

T he first data acquisition systems for flow cyromecers 
dealt only with data reduced to screeched pulses representing 
peak heights, integrals, ecc., and used 8-bir ADCs quite suc
cessfully. Mose instruments weren'c measuring DNA contenr 
wich high (CVs of l % or less) precision. Measurements of 
low incensiry fluorescence, which had high CVs due to both 
phocoelecrron statistics and the biological characceriscics of 
samples, were made using log amps, which placed signal 
levels high enough up on the 256-channel scale so rhac 
quantization error was nor a concern. Almost all of rhe more 
recent instruments use IO-bit ADCs, which are more than 
adequate for high-precision DNA contenr measurements on 
a linear scale. 

We run into problems, however, when we rry 10 take 
logarichmically transformed data digitized with a I 0-bic con
verter and interconverr between log values and linear values. 
This becomes necessary when we wane co revise compensa
tion settings after the face using software. Plots of data that 
have been thus manipulated rend to have a "grainy" qualiry, 
although some software packages smooch out the trans
formed daca by dithering, i.e., adding small amounrs of 
additional noise in the form of random numbers. This sub
terfuge inevitably further degrades data, although usually not 
significantly, and intuition suggests thac we could eliminate 
the need for it by using higher resolurion ADCs. Bur how 
many birs do we need? Would 16 bits be enough? 

A look back at Figure 4-56 (p. 199) cells us "almosc, bur 
nor quire. " The figure shows fluorescence discribucions of 
beads bearing different, known amounts of fluorescent anri
bodies; data are displayed on a 256-channel (8-bir) linear 



scale in the top panel and on a 256-channel log scale in the 
bonom panel. However, the raw data were taken from one 
of my "Cyromuns""0 ' , using a 16-bit (65,536-channel) 
ADC; conversion to a 256-channel log scale was done by a 
digital computer using a look-up table. 

We note chat the peak representing che blank beads in 
che log scale display shown in rhe bottom panel of Figure 4-
56 looks different from the other peaks in the histogram; rhe 
lower half of rhe peak has what has lately come to be known 
as a "picket fence" appearance, wich no events appearing in 
roughly every other channel. This cells us chat we will "run 
out of bics" when we cry to fir 16-bic dara onto an 8-bit, 4-
decade logarithmic scale. 

The look-up cable we use for the logarithmic conversion 
is a cable of 65,535 byres, wich "addresses" 0-65,535. The 
byte ar address n contains an 8-bit number between 0 and 
255 representing the log value corresponding to the linear 
value n. When we compare data displayed on linear and log 
scales, which we can do with another backward glance at 
Figure 4-56, we see that the log scale makes peaks at the 
high end of the scale narrower and peaks at the low end of 
the scale wider than they appear on a linear scale. It is there
fore noc a surprise to find, when we calculate the numbers in 
che look-up table, chat, at the high end, one value on the 
logarithmic scale represencs a large range of linear values. 

In face, 2,316 linear values, berween 63,220 and 65,535, 
all map to log value 255. And 2,234 values, berween 60,986 
and 63,219, map to log value 254. As we move coward the 
lower end of the scale, fewer and fewer linear values map to a 
given log value. By the time we get down to channel 22 lin
ear (channel 34 log), there is only a single linear value for 
each log value. And, for linear values lower than 22, we ac
tually have a choice of rwo or more log values; since there 
can only be one value ar any address in a look-up table, it is 
necessary to select from the alternatives. 

That is what I had to do when I worked out the look-up 
table used to generate the log values shown in Figure 4-56. 
For linear values of 18, where the choice of log values was 28 
or 27, I chose 28, so rhere were no points plotted for chan
nel 27. For linear values of 17, where the choice was 26 or 
25, I chose 26; there were no points plotted for Channel 25. 
That's how the "picket fence" got built; I can whitewash it 
somewhat by pointing out that my inscrument noise level 
was right around channel 21 linear, anyway, and there 
wasn't any point in trying to make data at that level and 
below look better. However, I would have been able co 
eliminate the picker fence effect using higher resolution 
ADCs. The problem I had was that, when I built my 16-bic 
data acquisition system, there pretty much weren't any 
higher resolution ADCs fast enough t0 handle the data at 
the rate at which they were generated. 

When Bob Auer was designing the electronics for che 
Coulter EPICS XL"u, in which che goal was to eliminate log 
amps and allow data co be displayed on a 10-bit (1,024-
channcl) log scale, he calculated that he would need 20-bit 
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linear data to obtain a display without a picket fence . And he 
faced che same problem I did; there weren't any usable 20-
bit ADCs. So he used a "divide-and-conquer" approach usu
ally known in technical jargon as subranging. 

The XL splits held signals from each of its channels; one 
is fed directly into a 15-bic converter, and the ocher is ampli
fied, using analog circuitry, by a factor of 32, and then fed 
into a 15-bit converter. For the smallest signals, the unam
plified signal converts ro a digital value of zero; che digital 
value used for data analysis is the value obtained from the 
amplified signal. For the large signals, the digital value ob
tained from the unamplified signal is shifted left by five bics 
(equivalent to multiplication by 32), and chis 20-bit value is 
used for data analysis. The large signals have 20-bit values, in 
which the lower 5 bits are all zeros, but they still have l 5-bic 
precision; the 15-bit data from the small signals are treated 
as 20-bit values in which the upper 5 bits are all zeros. For 
the signals on the borderline, a switch concrolled by a com
parator is used to determine whether the digital value used 
will be from the amplified or the unamplified signal, and a 
small amount of noise is fed into the comparacor to produce 
slight changes in the position of the crossover point; chis 
avoids the generation of "spikes" or "notches" in histograms, 
which would otherwise be likely to occur at the crossover 
point because of slight differences in the gain of the analog 
and digital signal amplification. Most imporrant , there arc 
no picket fences to be seen. The design works. 

Both my quick-and-dirty 16-bic data analysis system and 
the more elegant 20-bit data analysis system in che EPICS 
XL eliminate the need to use log amps, and allow fluores
cence compensation and other procedures involving log-ro
linear and linear-to-log conversion to be done by software 
without making the data look ratty. However, they still op
erate on held analog signals, and that poses a problem. If we 
want a 4-decade dynamic range, we have to be able to get 
accurate integrals or peak heights of pulses ranging in ampli
tude from 1 mV to 10 V. It is not at all easy t0 make peak 
detectors and/or integrators respond over such a large dy
namic range. Designing the integrators for the EPICS XL co 
meet this specification was (R. Auer, personal communica
tion) harder than designing the data acquisition and analysis 
system; I gave up on crying to design peak detectors with the 
necessary performance for my "Cyromutt" and, instead, 
bought them (ironically enough, from the same company 
from which I used to buy log amp modules). And che peak 
detectors only work in my 16-bit systems when they arc 
performing well beyond the manufacturer's spec; che last few 
I bought are up to spec but not good enough to use. 

The obvious solution to the problem would be to elimi
nate peak detectors, integrators, etc., in favor of digital 
pulse processing. It sounds easy enough; after all, thar 's the 
way we process all of our audio signals these days. In order 
to understand why digital pulse processing has taken as long 
as it has ro find its way into commercial flow cyrometers, we 
have to cake a closer look at the innards of ADCs. 
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Analog-co-Digital Converters (ADCs) 
(and Digital-co-Analog Convercers (DACs)) 

In rhe pulse height analyzer era, raising the issue of using 
general purpose compurers for flow cyromerric data analysis 
was likely ro get rhc hardware freaks upset abouc a character
istic of ADCs known as differential nonlinearity. There are 
several different kinds of ADCs; you can see Horowitz and 
Hill '""', newer books on digiral audio 2'°' ", and the websites of 
manufacturers such as Analog Devices (www.analog.com) 
for more thorough descriptions than I am abouc co give) . 
Some rypes of ADCs have more differential nonlinearity 
rhan ochers. 

Pulse heighc analyzers incorporated what are known as 
Wilkinson conveners, which are a type of dual slope ADC. 
The dual slope ADC was conceived as an improvement on -
whar else? - the single slope ADC. A single slope ADC 
compares irs input volrage with a reference voltage pro
duced by a circuit called a linear ramp generator (see p. 
195); chis voltage srarts at the low end of the range (say 0 V, 
or ground, or even a litcle bit below ground), and increases 
linearly wirh rime. When a single slope ADC is used for flow 
cycomecry, the strobe pulse from chc flow cytometer (pp. 
191 -3) is used ro generate a start convert signal, a logic 
pulse which resets the ramp generator, and also resets a bi
nary counter, which is a digiral circuir capable of counring 
up to, and storing. a value of (2" - I), where n is the number 

of birs ro which the ADC convcrcs. The reset leaves a value 
of 1.ero in the counrer. 

When rhc ramp voltage goes above zero, a comparator 
rums on, or enables, rhe counrer, which starrs counting 
pulses from a clock circuir, i.e., an oscillator operating at a 
precisely controlled frequency, which puts our logic pulses ar 
regular inrervals. When the ramp voltage reaches the inpur 
volrage, another comparator stops rhe counter, which holds 
rhe counr ir reached. Since rhe ramp volrage is linear with 
rime, and rhe clock operares at a constant frequency, the 
number stored in rhe counter ar chis point is proportional co 
rhe inpur voltage. The Willcinson and ocher double-slope 
ADCs work by charging a capacitor co the input voltage, 
and rhen discharging ir wirh a linear current drain, counring 
the rime it takes for the voltage to reach zero, bur it's the 
same basic principle. 

The absolute accuracy of single- and dual-slope ADCs is 
not all chat good, bur, because of rhe linear characreristics of 
rhe reference voltage generator or current drain, they have 
very good differenrial linearity, chat is, the volrage differ
ences berween any rwo adjacent channels are very nearly 
equal. These ADCs thus produce relatively smoorh hisco
grams. On the minus side, single-slope ADCs also incorpo
rate a lot of pares, which tends to make chem expensive, and 
they're fairly slow, with speed determined by the clock fre
quency. The conversion time, i.e., the time required to 
generate valid digital oucpur data following a scare convert 
pulse, is also a function of rhe input voltage. For example, if 
rhe ADC uses a 10 MHz clock, and the input signal corre-

sponds to an output value of 127, the conversion takes some 
small setup time - a microsecond or so - plus 127 clock 
ticks, or 12.7 µs. Ifche digital signal value is 10, cvcryrhing's 
done in the setup time plus 1 µsec . If ir's 255, rhe conver
sion time is the setup time plus 25.5 µs, and so on. Even 
with a 100 MHz clock, converting a value of I 023 rakes 
I 0.23 µs plus the setup rime. 

Most of the ADCs available these days are faster, 
cheaper, and less complex than Wilkinson conveners. Many 
of these are the so-called successive approximation rype; 
they generate comparison voltages using a digital-co-analog 
converter (DAC), which rakes a digital input and generates 
an analog (voltage or current) oucpur. A classical DAC in
corporates a voltage divider made up of a string of resiscors 
in series, so char points berween any cwo resistors will he at 
1/2, 1/4, 1/8, and successive fractions of the output voltage. 
This divider is the primary source of differential nonlinearity 
in a successive approximation ADC. 

The reason for chis is chat, in order to get the volrage 
outputs needed from the divider, che resistors must have 
values R, R/2 , R/4, etc. Resistors are real-world components. 
Mose of rhe resistors used in eleccronic circuits are only 
specified to be wirhin 5% or I 0% of their stated resistance 
value; for slightly more money, you can gee resistors made co 
a colerance of 1 %, and for substantially more than char, pares 
made to a tolerance of .0 I% or better. Let's suppose chc 
smallest resisror in rhe volrage divider of a successive ap
proximation ADC, i.e., the resistor in rhe "! 's" bir, has a 
precision of 1 % . In order to maintain the same voltage accu
racy (not precision) in the resisror in the "l 28 's" bir, the 
resistor has to be precise co becrer than .01 %. That was a 
cough order when convener modules were fabricated from 
individual components. In the modern era of large scale 
inregrared circuits, resistors in the DAC incorporared into a 
typical successive approximation ADC are "trimmed" co the 
necessary precision during fabrication of che circuit, usually 
by laser ablation of resistive material. The quality of tht: trim 
determines the differential linearity of the convener. In the 
interest of full disclosure, I will mention chat DACs can now 
use calibrated current sources instead of calibrated resiscors, 
and that many use combinations of the rwo; the scare of rhe 
an of circuir fabrication allows differential linearity co be 
well controlled eicher way. 

The differential linearity spec quoted for most successive 
approximation ADCs is 1/2 LSB, which means that, in an 8-
bic ADC. the "widths" of channels, nominally 39.ImV, 
could vary berween about 20 mV and abouc 60 mV. The 
differential nonlinearities in an 8-bic single- or dual-slope 
ADC arise from rhe slighr deviarions from true linear re
sponse in the ramp generator due to causes such as tempera
ture fluccuations, and are very small; che channel widths 
generally vary by less than I mV. If we cried to generate his
tograms from the same data using an 8-bir Wilkinson ADC 
and an 8-bic successive approximation ADC, rhe latter 
would be apt to produce a pretty ragged looking display, 
because what would come our of a Wilkinson ADC as, say, 



60 cells in channel 41 and 60 cells in channel 42 could come 
ouc of a successive approximacion ADC as 90 cells in 41 and 
30 in 42, or 30 and 90, or anywhere in between. Noc whac 
you'd like co send in co che journals. 

As Tom Sharpless pointed ouc in the original Big Yellow 
Flow Cycomecry Book"", chere's a quick fix for chis problem. 
What we do is gee a 12-bic successive approximation ADC, 
wich output range 0-4095, and 2.5 mV between channels. 
This will be more expensive than an 8-bic ADC, in part be
cause ic has co have a much beccer crimmed resistive divider. 
If we use the upper (most significant) 8 bics' output of chis 
converter, we can reduce: che apparent differencial nonlinear
ity. The nonlinearity will still be 1/2 LSB, bur we are now 
caking the converter's 16's bit as our J's bit, and thus, from 
our point of view, differential nonlinearity is reduced by a 
factor of 16. 

\Y/irhouc doing srariscical analyses on che data, you can't 
tell rhe difference between dara taken with an 8-bit Wilkin
son ADC and data ca.ken co 8 bits' resolucion using a 12-bic 
successive approximacion ADC, and it's hard co cell che dif
ference between data from che 8-bit Wilkinson ADC and 
data taken to 8 bi rs' resolution using a I 0-bit successive ap
proximation ADC. Successive approximation converters, 
which have a fixed conversion rime, are also considerably 
fascer chan single- and dual-slope ADCs, anocher point in 
favor of the successive approximation devices. 

When ADCs were more expensive, people would multi
plex them, swicching several different analog signals in suc
cession co the input of a single ADC, and storing the output 
data in sequence. Some of the data acguisicion boards avail
able for personal computers, and used with older flow cy
cometers, still follow this practice. Mulciplexing several input 
signals into one ADC obviously takes longer than using sev
eral ADCs in parallel, one for each signal, because you have 
co convert rhe first signal, srore it, convert the second signal, 
score char, etc. By the rime che previous edition of chis book 
appeared, 16-bic successive approximation ADCs with 
conversion times of I 0 µs were available for less than $25, 
and 12-bit converters were even cheaper, leading most of the 
cytometer manufacturers coward using a separate ADC for 
each daca channel. This made it relatively simple co keep 
coral conversion rimes for all channels (and few instruments 
had more than five) under abouc 20 µs, chcorecically allow
ing colleccion of data on as many as 50,000 evencs/s. 

The recent development of ADCs has, co a large excent, 
been driven by che needs of che digical audio and celecom
municacions markecs. Newer ADCs incorporacc cechnologies 
other chan successive approximacion, and achieve high
resolurion conversion wich betcer differencial linearity. 

The fastest conveners, appropriacely called flash ADCs, 
incorporate a volrage divider and a large number of com
paracors [ (2" - 1) comparators for an n-bic conversion], buc, 
unlike the ADCs we have discussed previously, convert in a 
single seep. Digital storage oscilloscopes, which are rapidly 
replacing che analog variery, use 8-bic or JO- bic flash con
veners wich conversion races of several GHz. While pure 
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flash conveners are rypically relacively low-resolurion devices 
(I 0 bi cs or less), hybrids char incorporate several flash stages 
and ocher circuitry have achieved higher (14-16 bits) resolu
tion. The fascesc 16-bic successive approximation converter 
requires I µs for a conversion; hybrid 16-bic conveners can 
convert ac 5-10 MHz races (100-200 ns conversion cimc) . 
BD Biosciences' FACSDiVa digical pulse processing elec
cronics use 14-bir, JO MHz converters, which, when che 
syscem was designed, were che fascesc available devices with 
chac resolution. Analog Devices, chc manufacturer of rhose 
ADCs, now offers 14-bit, 105 MHz converters. 

Digital Pulse Processing and DSP Chips 

As long as the ADCs used in flow cytometry only have to 
digitize held analog signals such as chose scored in peak de
cectors and inccgracors, conversion times of several µs are 
perfcccly accepcable. Once we scan doing digital pulse proc
essing, conversion races musr be higher. 

We have noted (p. 205) char, according co che Nyquisc 
cheorem, faithful reconstruction of a waveform in which the 
highesc frequency component is ac a frequency f requires thac 
we sample and digicize rhe signal ac a race of at least 2/ Now, 
lee us imagine chat che pulses we measure in flow cyromecry 
are noc Gaussian, bur are, instead, the similarly shaped upper 
halves of sine waves. A I 0 µs pulse would then be half of a 
sine wave wich a period of 20 µs, and a corresponding fre
quency of 50 kHz. So, by che Nyquisc cheorem, we ought to 

be able to reconscrucc the waveform if we sample ac a race of 
I 00 kHz, meaning one sample every I 0 µs. At rhis point , we 
should be quescioning the validicy of rhe conceptual "model" 
we have just made of a pulse. 

The Nyquist cheorem is perfeccly valid, provided we are 
prepared co use Fourier analysis co reconsrrucr rhe waveform; 
chis, unforcunately, is likely co require more computation, 
and more rime, than we are likely co have available if we are 
trying to digitize and process eight or more channels worth 
of pulse trains coming our of a flow cycomecer. If we want to 

gee decenc pulse informacion from a fast and relatively sim
ple compucacional process, we have to cake more samples of 
our pulses chan che Nyquisc theorem would suggest. Figure 
4-59 may be of help. 
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Figure 4-59. Digital pulse processing: "slicing" a 
slightly noisy Gaussian pulse with a baseline. 
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The uace in the figure represents a slightly noisy Gaus
sian pulse, wirh a baseline with DC and AC components. 
The vertical lines represent samples, or "slices," taken at 
regular intervals; I have shown alternate samples in black and 
gray. 

At first glance, ir appears chat we might get a more than 
adequate characterization of the pulse by using every ocher 
sample, i.e., either all of the black lines or all of the gray 
lines. If you "connected rhe dots" ac the point at which each 
sci of lines intersects the trace, you'd gee rwo curves that 
would follow the trace pretry closely. However, what we 
need ro do by way of pulse processing is find the height, the 
widrh, and che area, or integral, of che pulse, and, if we start 
wirh che height, we see that the gray samples and che black 
samples aren't equivalent. As ic happens, the sample char 
hies the trace closest co che true peak value is one of the black 
samples; rhe values represented by gray samples on either 
side of it appear co be at lease 4 or 5 per cenr lower chan the 
peak value. On rhe ocher hand, if we're crying to find the 
pulse widrh, or where the pulse "begins" and "ends" by ris
ing above the ba~dine, che gray samples may give us a more 
accurate idea than the black ones; as was che case with the 
peak height estimate, chis is no more than che "luck of the 
draw." Bue we do get the sense char, if we tried to estimate 
the area or integral of the pulse, by taking the sum of a 
number of black or gray samples nearest the peak value, we'd 
end up wich beccer agreement between che values from the 
black samples and the values from the gray samples than we 
had in our peak height and pulse widrh estimates. 

Calculation confirms what intuition suggests; Phil Stein, 
Nancy Perlmutter, and I spent a couple of days working up 
a model, in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, chat simulates 
digitization of Gaussian pulses with various random noise 
levels. Since we had simulated the pulses, we knew their true 
areas, peak heights, and widths; we then examined the accu
racy and precision of 12-, 14-, 16-, and 18-bic measure
ments of peak height, width, and area, and compared meas
urements obtained by examining 8, 16, or 32 samples of a 
pulse. We found chat area could be estimated co beccer than 
I% using only 8 samples of the pulse; caking 16 samples 
increased precision considerably, while caking 32 samples 
yielded only a small additional improvement. As was ex
pected. peak height and width measurement were less pre
cise, although values were within a few percencage points of 
che "true" value; taking more samples substantially reduced 
che measurement error, again as expected. 

These days, digical pulse processing is typically accom
plished using a Digital Signal Processor, or DSP Chip. A 
DSP chip is a digital compucer designed specifically for sig
nal processing; it typically has a smaller inscruccion set than a 
general-purpose microprocessor, with emphasis on fast fixed
and/or floacing-poinc arithmetic operacions. Unlike general
purpose computers, a DSP chip is likely to have separate 
memories for program and data storage, and facilities to 
allow multiple computers and multiple analog-to-digital 
conveners and other data sources to be interconnected. In 

particular, a DSP chip can very rapidly process a data 
scream, keeping crack of a running sum of any given num
ber of data values. Thus, for example, che chip could outpur 
a series of numbers representing rhe sum of input daca 
points I through 8, rhe sum of data points 2 chrough 9, the 
sum of data points 3 ch rough 10, etc. This would be an 8-
point unweighted running sum; it would also be possible co 
multiply different data points in the input by different coef
ficients, producing a weighted running sum. In che case 
where che outpuc scream of che DSP chip is an unweighted, 
8-poinc running sum of input data, we say char an 8-point 
moving average filter has been applied to the data. 

Because each point in che ourpuc daca srream of a mov
ing average filter represencs contribucions from multiple 
points in che input data scream, the maximum change in 
values between two consecutive points in rhe oucpuc scream 
will be less than che maximum change in values berween rwo 
consecutive points in the input stream. T he highest fre
quency information in both che input and output screams is 
predominantly represented by the changes in values between 
consecutive points; che high frequency information in che 
output scream is therefore arcenuaced in comparison co che 
high frequency information in che input scream. T hus, the 
moving average filter is a low pass filter, and, like an analog 
low pass filcer, behaves as an integrator. 

When we try to capture che integral of a pulse using ana
log or hybrid electronic integrators, we have ro select a trig
ger signal char will generate appropriately timed signals for 
the electronics char will hold che signal values. In digital 
pulse processing, the input signal screams are sampled ac a 
relatively high rare, and the digital values are kept in a buffer 
memory until pulses have been identified and their areas 
and/or ocher characteristics have been determined. When we 
use a DSP chip to compute a running sum, we can use the 
points at which this sum reaches local maxima co represent 
che approximate centers of pulses, and the \•alues of the sum 
ac those maxima to represent che areas of chose pulses. Wich 
a fast DSP chip and enough buffer memory, ic is possible co 
identify a pulse in a signal from any detector at any of several 
observation points, and, if necessary, ro work backward 
through the input daca stream in che buffer co find and char
acterize low-level signals. The flexibility of this digital "trig
gering after the face" is advantageous. 

In principle, we could use DSP to eliminace analog base
line restoration by monitoring the baseline signal digi tally 
and subtracting an averaged value from all signal values; chis 
is che digital version of the analog computation performed 
by an analog baseline restorer. H owever, unless che DC 
baseline signal is very small, chis approach may lose dynamic 
range. In a fluorescence channel, DC baseline is low, e.g., 
l /l,000 of full scale, corresponding co a digital value of 65 
on a 16-bic linear scale. If daca are co be converted co an 8-
bic or even a I 0-bit logarithmic scale, there is ample room in 
che cop channel of che scale, which encompasses many linear 
values (see p. 207). However, in a forward scatter channel, 
DC baseline is likely co be much higher, on che order of half 



of full scale, corresponding to a digital value of 32,767. Sub
traccing rhis value from the raw digitized signal values leaves 
only 32,767 channels available to describe pulse amplitudes, 
effectively rurning the 16-bit ADC into a 15-bir ADC. This 
is not the direction in which we would like ro go; we already 
know (p. 207 again) that we need 20-bit data to diminare 
the picket fences chat occasionally make bad neighbors in 
our cozy cottage industry. 

for digital pulse processing in anything approaching a 
conventional flow cycomerer, ADC conversion rates, as pre
viously mentioned, must be at least I MHz; high-speed sort

ing and data processing demand higher conversion rates. As 
nored (p. 209). BD Biosciences elected co use a 14-bic 
(16,384-channel), IO MHz ADC in their FACSDiVa sys
rem digital pulse processing system, because a higher
rcsolurion part with the same conversion rate was nor avail
able. For the record, as of lace 2002, you can get 14-bit con
verters with conversion rates above I 00 MHz, bur rhe fastest 
16-bic converter I have seen advercised is a 5 MHz parr, and 
the fostesc 18-bic converter, introduced in mid-2002, has an 
800 kHz conversion race. The electronics required for high
speed digital pulse processing are way coo complex co make 
subranging (as used in the Beckman Coulter XL, etc.; see p. 
207) a viable option, and there are some cradeoffs involved 
in using 14-bit conveners, che most obvious of which is a 
"picker fence" effecr at the low end of the logarithmic scale. 

A brief digression on audio recording may help us under
stand chc rradeoffs currently involved in digital pulse proc
essing. There is, in fact, a distinct possibility char slower, 
high-precision, high-resolurion cytomccric data analysis 
wichouc digital pulse processing could make effective use of 
che oversampling delta-sigma ADCs now used for digital 
audio recording"0' ·" . These converters continuously sample 
signals ac rares of a few MHz, and put our 24-bic data at 
races as high as 192 kHz. You can find an easily understood 
audiovisual introduction, which also covers some of the ba
sics of ADCs and sampling presented in previous pages, if 
you download che "Shorr Course in Digital Audio" from 
Synrrillium Software, at (hnp://supporr.synrrillium.com/ 
cucorials.hcml). 

The Screwy Decibel System 

Modern audio components are likely to have a specified 
signal-to-noise (SIN) racio of better than 80 decibels (dB). 
Decibels (the bel derives from, and honors, Alexander Gra
ham Bell) measure the ratio of signal amplitudes on a loga
rithmic scale, with a few cricks involved. When you're listen
ing co speakers, or any ocher sound sources, your hearing is 
responding co the acoustic power delivered to your ears. The 
power char drives a loudspeaker with an impedance of Z 
ohms comes from an amplifier char puts a current I through 
the speaker, producing a voltage difference E across the load. 
Ohm's law cells us chat E = IZ; the power, P, is EI, or E'/Z. 

The ratio, in decibels, of rwo power levels, P, and P2 , is 

dB = IO log,0 P,IP, . 
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However, we have already seen char power varies as che 
square of vokage; therefore, the ratio in decibels of the two 
voltage levels, E, and E1, corresponding to the power levels 
P,andP, ,is 

dB = 20 log,0 E, /E, . 

In our discussions of signal processing, we are generally 
interested in the ratios of signal voltages, or signal and noise 
voltages, not in powers, so we use the second formula. 

If we say that the (voltage) signal-co-noise ratio (S/N) 
of a circuit or system is 80 dB, it means chat che ratio of 
(signal voltage amplimde)/(noise voltage amplitude) is 
J0,000: I. If the outpur is I 0 V, the noise level is I m V. To 
chose of us who grew up in the era of vinyl records and ana
log tape recording, a S/N of 80 dB looks pretry good, hur, 
having previously looked at dynamic range in cytometry, we 
are now (I hope) aware char an 80 dB range just barely 
encompasses 4 decades. 

I mighc add char the frequency response spec of 20-
20,000 Hz t 0.5 dB, which also sounds pretty good when it 
is hung on audio equipment, allows for about 6 percent 
variation in output level over the frequency range, and that 
± 0.5 dB is about as close to ideal as rhe best log amp re
sponses ger. So there is plenty of motivation for moving 
coward digital signal processing and high-resolution analog
co-digital conversion in cytometry. 

A stereo audio CD contains 16-bit data for each channel, 
which is played back ar the rare of 44, 100 data points pc:r 
channel per second; ir obviously must be recorded using a 
sampling race of at least 44. l kHz and l 6-bit ADC:s. How
ever, most professional audio recording is now done at 
higher sampling rates, using ADCs wich more bits, for a 
number of reasons. 

One is that music, or ar lease most of the music I listen 
to, has a fairly wide dynamic range. The SPL or Sound 
Pressure Level scale used co describe audible sound defines 
che level of 0 dB SPL as che intensity of a I kHz tone barely 
audible to rhe normal human ear; ac a rock concerr, the level 
frequently reaches 120 dB SPL, which, before there were 
rock concerts, was observed to make most people uncom
fortable, and thus came co be known as che threshold of 
pain. The SPL scale, incidentally, describes pressure kvels 
rather than audio power levels; two sounds differing by a 
factor of 10 in amplitude are ch us 20 dB apart, rather than 
I 0 dB a pare, on chis scale. Microphones and their associared 
amplifiers convert pressures into voltages, which, as noted at 
left, also differ by 20 dB, rather than I 0 dB, for each factor 
of JO difference in amplitude. 

Classical music covers a range from 40 dB SPL (ppp, very 
sott) co 100 dB SPL (fff, very loud). When recording ic, we 
need co keep the ff! signal at or below che top of che range of 
our ADC to avoid clipping, which would distort the sound 
when it was played back (chis isn' t usually a problem in rock 
music, in which clipping is frequently introduced incencion
ally). Bue back to Symphony Hall, where we have adjusted 
rhe gain of our microphone preamplifiers so chat the loudest 
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part of the piece, at I 00 dB SPL, comes ouc ac che high end 
of a 16-bic convener, i.e., channel 65,535. The softesc (ppp) 
passages, ac 40 dB SPL, wich l /I ,000 che amplirude, will 
chercfore end up ac channel 65, and much of the music will 

come ouc somewhere in between, probably ac channel num
bers below 1,000. 

Now, suppose we wane to do our audio mixing and edic

ing digically. This is going to involve some mulciplicacions 
and subtractions, and, che more of chem we do, che more 
likely we arc co end up wich some "pickcc fence" effeccs ac 
chc low end of the digital scale in che oucpuc data. T here are 

a number of fixes for chis. One of the things we can do is use 
"companders" (compressor-expanders) in the eleccronic cir
cuitry, transforming amplitudes according to a nonlinear 
curve so thac sounds at the low and middle ends of che range 
gee convened ro higher channel values than they would oth
erwise. 

The same trick has long been used in cyromecry; the 
nonlinear curve wich which we are already familiar is a loga
richmic curve. and che input side of a compander acts pretty 
much like a log amp. And, yes, ic may only be accurace co 6 
percent or so. but that is within che ± 0.5 dB colcrance usu
ally specified for high qualicy audio. 

We could also add a linle random no ise to the signal, 
gecring rid of che "pickec fences," albeic also degrading signal 

quality slightly; rhis maneuve1 is also used in cycomecry, as 

when data have been converted from relacively low resolu
tion (I 0 bits or less) log scales to linear and back during af
ter-the-fact software compensation. 

The diehard digital audio purim, and mosc of che pro
fessionals in the recording business, even chose who record 
rock, won'c have any of chis. They can now gee 24-bic con
veners rhac sample ar 192 kHz, giving rhem enough dy
namic range co do all of the edicing and add all of che effects 
rhey need, and then interpolate and round off co convert the 
finished product co a 16-bit, 44. 1 kHz sample race CD
qualiry audio fi le. Or they can leave it as a 24-bir, 192 kHz 
DVD-quality audio file. 

You can now buy an 8- or IO-channel, 24-bic, 192 kHz 
digical audio ri.:cording accessory for your computer for un
der $2,000; che 24-bir conveners used in such systems cosr 
less than $ 10 apiece. Table 4-5 (p. 206) cells us that l LSB 
in a 24-bit convcrccr wich a I 0 V full scale input range 
amounts co 596 n V; since che noise level in even the most 
carefully designed electronics is likely to be tens of micro
volts, we can guess chat we won 't capture a real 24-bic signal. 
However, wc arc likely to be able to gee 20 bits' worth of 
useful information, and that should eliminate the picket 
fence effecc and the inaccuracy at the low end of the scan
dard 4-dccadc scale. I speculate chat one could feed che out

puts of peak dececcors and integrators inco such a gadget, 
and ger good data from cells at races of a few chousand/s. 
That would be perfectly adequate for high-sensitivity, high 
precision fluorescence flow cytometry, which is likely to 
require rdacively slow flow rares and chus nor process cens of 
thousands of cells per second, anyway. I've al ready got the 

audio recorder; playing with it (for audio as well as for flow 
data) will have to wait until I finish writing chis book. Ac 
worst, it should be useful for the sequel co my audio opus, 
Songs for the jaundiced Ear'" 0 • 

Pulse Slicing: Deja Vu All Over Again 

Moving from CD players back coward CD antigens, it 
seems inevitable chat the dcceccor signals in most flow cy
tomecers will eventually be handled by DSP cechniqucs, 
eliminating the analog and hybrid baseline restorers, thresh
old sensing and from end cleccronics, integrators, peak de

rcccors, and pulse width measurement circuits on which we 
have jusr spent so much time. A fast enough DSP pulse 
processing system would even be able to sample light sou rce 
power output and perform digital compensation for noise 
fluccuacions, almost certainly performing better than the 
analog source noise compensacion circuic I described on pp. 
147-8. That's the future of digital pulse processing in cy
tomecry; however, we should nor forget chat it also ha.~ a 

distinguished past. 
Slit-scanning flow cytomctcrs,-, ·•. '·"'"' · " " ·-'· ""•·'' were 

pioneered by Leon Wheeless and his colleagues beginning in 
the 1970's, and invescigaced by a number of others then and 

· since. A slic-scanning cytometer uses an extremely narrow 
region of illuminarion; beam heights under 5 pm arc rhe 
norm. The resulting signals from cells can reveal morphol
ogic informacion in the form of intensity variacions along chc 
lengch of a pulse. The original work in chis field used rela
tively primicive computers for signal analysis, and was done 
ac a rime when it was only feasible to use 8- and I 0-bir 
ADCs for daca acquisicion. This limited che dynamic range 
of data collection; however, many of che early applications of 
slit-scanning were to analysis of fairly scrong fluorescence, 

low dynamic range linear signals from cells or chromosomes 
stained with nucleic acid dyes. and invescigarors' primar~· 

mocivation for scudying the technique was rhc desire ro pur
sue applications of pulse shape informacion. 

Ocher experimental systems"''·'· ' ·" " digirizcd dereccor 

signals at rares up to rens of MHz in order co collect enough 
points (in some cases, over 100) to provide dt·railed informa
tion on the shapes of pulses as well as che more convcncionaJ 
measures of pulse height, widch, and area. The RATCOM 
Personal Cycomecer, the predecessor of today's NPE instru
ments (see Chapter 8), was probably rhe first commercial 
instrument co implernenc digital pulse processing, using 8-
bic ADCs, around 1990; rhe objective in chis case was to 

provide a highly accurace integral for DNA analysis, rather 
than high dynamic range. Earlier accempcs ac digiral pulse 
processing used specially fabrica ted application-specific 
integrated circuits (ASICs) to perform the function of 
DSP chips, which were not yec available with the required 
speeds and processing capabilities; newer digiral pulse proc
essing syscems may use both DSP chips and ASIC.:S. 

Those of us who design flow cytometers coday typ ically 
want co be able co process sixteen or more dececcor signals, 
captured in three or more illumination regions, from tens of 



thousands of cells per second . We expect thar the data will 
have a large dynamic range, thar is, at least four decades, and 
char chere will be substantiaJ spectral overlap between sig
nals, requiring fasr software compensarion and conversion 
between linear and logarithmic scaJes, and we wane to do all 
of che processing in a short enough time co permit us to 

make sorr decisions before rhe cells of incere.~r are lost ro us. 
Getting pulse shape information is nor a major concern, 

at least for rhe rime being, and we can usuaJly settle for rela
tively crude indicators of pulse width and height, which will 
be used primarily for discriminating between single cells and 
multiplets. What we care most about is getting accurate in
tegral values representative of the amounts of fluorescence 
measured from each cell in each spectral region. 

In rhcory, caking a large number of digital samples of 
each pulse should provide a very large dynamic range for the 
value of che integral. If a pulse is ac lease 6.4 µs long, an 8-bic 
converter sampling at 40 MHz. (1 sample every 25 ns), will 
acquire ac least 256 samples of the pulse, each with a value 
between 0 and 255. The integral, which is the sum of che 
256 values, can theorerically range between 0 and 65,280; 
chis appears co yield me same dynamic range as a 16-bit 
ADC. However, we are still dealing with an 8-bit converter, 
which , if ic operates over a range of 0-10 V, has channels 
spaced 39 mV apart (Table 4-5, p.206). Unless the pulse 
amplitude exceeds 39 mV ac some point, che converter out
put will remain at 0 , and the integral will remain 0. The 
converter won't even nocice 10 mV or l mV pulses. We' re 
stuck in the upper 2 112 decades of a 4-decade dynamic 
range. 

If we move to a 12-bit converter, with channels spaced 
about 2.4 rnV apart, we won't have a problem with 10 mV 
pulses, or even 3 m V pulses; this gives us a 3 1 /2 decade 
range, although the 1 mV pulses at the boteom of the fourth 
decade remain invisible. Since che 12-bit converter oucpuc 
ranges between 0 and 4,095, we could, in cheory, get away 
with 16 samples of a pulse, dropping the sampling race from 
40 MHz to 2.5 MHz. With a 14-bic converter, oucpuc 
ran ges between 0 and 16,383, and the channels are 600 µV 
apart. If we kcpc the sampling race ac 2.5 MHz., we'd gee 16 
samples of a 6.4 µs pulse, the values of the integral could 
range between 0 and 262, 128, and the converter would re
spond ro a 1 mV pulse. And , if we sampled at 10 MHz. with 
the 14-bit ADC, as is done in BD's FACSDiVa electronics, 
we could get 16 slices of a 1.6 µs pulse, again giving us a 
maximum possible value of 262, 128 for the integral . How
ever, if we think about it, we will quickly find chat we won'c, 
and don' t want co, ever get actual values dose to that maxi
mum. Here's why. 

We expect to be looking at pulses that are more or less 
Gaussian in shape. In order to get a pulse integral value of 
262, 128, we have to record a value of 16,383 for each of the 
16 slices of the pulse in question. Such a pulse would be 
rectangular, not Gaussian; if we encountered a real pulse 
that gave us this integral value, we could be sure that we 
were not capturing an accurate value of the integral. We 
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would, presumably, be looking at rhe lower porrion of a 
Gaussian pulse with amplitude exceeding che maximum 
acceptable input value for the ADC, and our signal would be 
clipped. Clipping (p. 211) is a well-known phenomenon in 
audio recording; if you overdrive preamplifiers and/or ampli
fiers, or put too large a signal into a digital recording device , 
you turn sine waves inco roughly square waves, producing 
audible distortion. 

In audio applications, dipping is often done intention
ally, without penalty, to produce a distinctive sound effect; 
in digital pulse processing and football , there are pcnalcies . 
On our playing field, che only way to avoid them is ro keep 
che pulse amplitude sufficiencly low so rhar no more rh an 
one point - the peak of the Gaussian pulse - produces the 
maximum output from the ADC. The other samples of the 
pulse will have lower values; we can easily calculate what 
they will be using a cable of the Gaussian or normal distribu
tion, and this will cell us what the practical attainable maxi
mum value for the pulse integral should be. 

In Chapter 5, we will delve into the anatomy of the 
Gaussian disuibution in some derail. For che present, we 
will simply consider an integral of the Gaussian pulse com
puted by taking 16 14-bit slices evenly spaced over an inter
val in which theory tells us we will find a little more than 99 
percent of che area of the pulse. The maximum value for the 
16-slice integral, obtained when the true peak value is 
16,383 (corresponding to a 10 V pulse if the full scale range 
is 0-10 V) , is about 102,500. If I 0 V represents che top of a 
4-decade dynamic range, 1 mV represents the bonom; the 
digital value for the 16-slice integral of a 1 mV pulse is 10 , 
that for the integral of a 10 m V pulse is I 02, etc. 

In theory, a digital value of 1 should correspond co the 
integral of a 100 n V pulse, allowing an integral of 16 14-hic 
slices to represent data spanning a five decade dynamic 
range. However, Table 4-5 (p. 206) cells us char the 14-bir 
converter will not produce an output above 0 unless the 
input signal level exceeds 610 n V. That means that there is 
little point in attempting to display integral data from a sys
tem such as the FACSDiVa on a five-decade logarithmic 
scale. In fact, since a four-decade scale would encompass 
digital values between 10 and 102,500, and since we know 
(p. 207) char we need 20-bit imegral values (ranging be
tween 104 and 1,048,575) to generate a smooch four-decade 
logarithmic scale occupying 1 ,024 channels, we should not 
be surprised when we see some "picket fence" effects at the 
lower end of the FACSDiVa's displays. But how much docs 
it matter? 

In Defense of de Fence 

I feel obliged co make the same apologies for the 
FACSDiVa's picket fences as I made on p. 207 for my own, 
which result from my use of a 16-bic ADC, rather chan a 20-
bic converter, to convert held peak signal values. As already 
noted, digital pulse processing makes it possible to use al
most any combination of signals from any illuminating 
beam(s) for triggering, and provides digital integral values 
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covering a sufficiently large range to eliminate che need for 
logarithmic amplifiers and to permit fluorescence compensa
tion co be done rapidly enough (by yec anocher DSP chip) 
for sort decisions ro be based on compensaced daca values. 
Thar's rhc good news; rhc bad news is rhac, if we wanr co ger 
16-slice incegrals from tens of thousands of cells per second, 
we're preuy much sruck with using 14-bir conveners, and 
picker fences appear in rhe bmrom half of rhe borrom decade 
on a four-decade logarirhmic scale. 

If we define that scale in terms of numbers of molecules 

of some substance measured in or on a cell, we can cover the 

range from l 00 molecules co 1,000,000 molecules. Most of 
che CD antigens we detect on cells from the blood and im
mune system do nor reach the level of 1,000,000 molecules 
per cell, and most of che flow cyromerers we use to dececc 
rhese anrigens cannoc reliably derecc I 00 molecules of anti
gen above background. So, we mighc wane co regard the 
picket fences in our displays as if rhey bore the sign "beware 
of rhe data," and nor rry to play with what is behind chem. 
I'll have more co say about chis lacer (pp. 244 and 562-3). 

Digitization: Tying It All Together 

A few years back, a good friend of mine senr me a book 
called The 85 Ways to Tie a Tie"'s. I knew three of chem, 

and have added a fourth to my repertoire because ir is useful 
for woolen and woven neckties. I don't chink rhere are 85 
ways rn get high-resolution digital data our of a flow cycome
cer, bur rhere are a couple of approaches I haven't men
cioned, and now is rhe rime to summarize existing methods. 

As nored above, digital pulse processing is unique in of
fering highly flexible triggering schemes and chc potential for 
really effective source noise compensation; if 18-bic, 20 
MH1. ADC's were available, chere would be almost no 
downside, other than the complexity of the circuitry in
volved. 

Digitizing held peak and/or incegral values co 20 bits' 
precision, as is done in rhe Beckman Coulter EPICS XL, 
requires a high level of performance from peak detectors and 
integrators, and also, in irs present form, introduces the 
complexity required for subranging analog-to-digiral conver
sion. The electronics can be made fasr enough ro deal wich 
cens of thousands of cells per second; although Beckman 
Coulcer's current sorcers still use log amps and hardware 
compensacion, it seems likely chat a switch will be made to 
high-resolucion digirizacion co keep the produce line com
pecirive. There is a possibility chat 24-bic ADCs designed for 
audio recording could be used for high-resolution capcure of 
flow cyromerric daca from a few thousand cells per second; 
chis approach mighc also permit the use of somewhat lower
pcrformance peak detectors and incegrators. 

DakoCyromarion's Moflo line of high-speed sorrers uses 
log amps, and digicizes log scale held peak and integral signal 
values to 16 bits' precision. Calibration curves for rhe log 
amps are stored in memory, and che digicized log data are 
convc:rred co a linear scale co allow real-cime software com
pensation to be accomplished by a DSP chip. The 16-bir 

digicizacion of the original log data provides enough resolu 
tion to allow compensaced data co he displayed on a four
decade log scale wirh no picker fence effects. 

The manufaccurers' marketing and sales people are a 
good deal more partisan about the virtues of cheir respeccive 
methodologies than arc che people who design and build the 
hardware and develop rhe firmware and software. Ac the 
pres•:nt scare of the art, while all of rhe approaches to high
resolucion digital flow cytometric data processing involve 
rradeoffs, any of chem is preferable co doing things rhe old
fashioned way with log amps and hardware compensation, 

especially when more rhan chree fluorescence measurcmencs 

are made of each cell. 

4.10 PERFORMANCE: PRECISION, SENSITIVITY, 
AND ACCURACY 

The performance of flow cyromecers is generally dis

cussed in cerms of precision. sensitivity. and accuracy, of
ten in rhar order. Ic is, perhaps not coincidenrally, easiest co 
characterize precision , and hardest co characteri7.e accuracy. 

Precision describes the cxrenc to which identical values 
are obtained from measurements of identical particles; rhe 
measure of precision mosc commonly used is rhe coefficient 
of variation or CV. 

The definirion of sensitivity has changed somewhar as 
cycomerry has evolved; the measures originally proposed 
were the minimum size of particles or amount of a substance 
detectable above background by the apparatus, inferred from 
measurements of scatter or fluorescence signal intensities. 
Currenc practice aims to quancify che exccnr to which popu

lations with very small signal intensities can be resolved from 
one anocher. 

Accuracy describes che degree to which the measure
menc results produced by the flow cycomerer conform to 

"true" values. Unril recently, considerably more arrencion 
was paid to precision and to sensiriviry chan ro accuracy, 
with good reason; until precision and sensirivicy have been 
established, it is difficulc co define a framework in which co 
characrerize accuracy. 

Precision; Coefficient of Variation (CV) 

As was noted in rhe introductory discussion on pp. 18-
22, the measurement precision of a cyromecer is rourinely 
characterized by accumulating a distribution of measured 
values of fluorescence or light scaccering incensicies from 
"nearly identical" parricles, and compucing chc coefficient 
of variation (CV), which , expressed a.~ a percencagc, is I 00 
rimes rhe standard deviation (S.D.) divided by che arith
metic mean, or average. 

The particles may be artificial, e.g., fluorcscenc polysry
rene microspheres, or biological, e.g., fixed, scained cell nu
clei . Among cellular parameters measurable by flow cytomc
try, only DNA content is so precisely regulated as to vary by 
less chan 2% from cell ro cell in homogeneous, nondivi<ling 
populations. Nuclei from quiescent or largely quiescent cell 
populations such as avian erychrocyres or mammalian pe-



ripheraJ blood lymphocytes, stained with appropriate fluoro
chromes, can therefore be used to rest che precision of fluo
rescence measurements. When chis is done, the CV is calcu
lated for the G0 IG , or diploid peak of the DNA fluorescence 
disrribution. Because inclusion of early S phase cells may 
affect calculations done by computation of the mean and 
variance, it is usually convenient co estimate che standard 
deviation as one-half rhe width of the peak at 60% of ics 
maximum heighc or as (1/2.36) the fuU width ar half 
maximum height (FWHM). 

When brighdy stained fluorescent beads and cell nuclei 
scaincd for DNA are used co assess instrument precision, 
enough photons are rypically collected from specimens so 
char photon scariscics arc nor a major conrribucor co the vari
ance of fluorescence distributions. In most cases, i.e., for 
mosr flow cyromeuic measurements, CYs below 5% are 
acceptable; for DNA measurements, CVs below 3% are 
preferable. Most modern inscruments can achieve CVs be
rween I% and 2% in scarrer and fluorescence measurements 
of beads. 

Although beads are now more commonly used chan nu
clei ro measure instrument precision, the intrinsic CV of 
nuclei is likely co be lower; che most precise instruments, 
using a highly DNA-selective stain such as DAPI or a mix
ture of mithramycin and echidium, can achieve CY's on the 
order of 0.5 percent. The scains just mentioned, respecrively, 
require l}V and blue-violet excitation; DNA fluorochromes 
excitable at rhe 488 nm wavelength most commonly used in 
flow cyrometcrs are less DNA-seleccive, and require that 
nuc:lei be created with RNA.sc to eliminace fluorescence 
variations due co RNA staining. 

Precision may be decreased by flucruacions in light 
source output, by poor alignment of optics, and by discur
bancc~s of fluid flow. If the opcics of a flow cyromecer are 
adjuscable, ic is cuscomary to make such adjustments as are 
needed co maximize rhe signal from che fluorescent particles 
used for precision determination before making a definitive 
escimace of precision; brighdy stained beads with a low in
trinsic CV are often referred to as alignment beads because 
chey are used for this purpose. In modem instruments chat 
normally do not need alignment, fluid flow problems should 
be the primary suspect when a decrease in precision (i .e., an 
increase in CV) is noted, and chc flow system should be 
checked and flushed and cleaned, if necessary, before a ser
vice call is iniciaced. A consistent decrease in laser oucpuc 
power poincs to laser lighc noise as che source of an other
wise explained loss of precision. 

le should be obvious char ic is pointless co anempc to de
termine either the sensiciviry of an instrument or its meas
urement accuracy until ic can be demonstrated rhac perform
ance is up co the manufacturer's specifications in terms of 
prec1s1on . 

Sensicivicy I: Minimum Detectable Signal 

The sensiciviry of a flow cytometer may be defined in 
several different ways. Measurement of what should properly 
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be called instrument sensmv1ty was originally based on 
decerminacion of che minimum amount of fluorescent mate
rial, or minimum number of photons from a rest light 
source, derecrable by rhe insrrumenc when no cells are pre
sent. This was originally done by determining the minimum 
concentration of dye which, when run through the system , 
increased the fluorescence detector signal above background, 
and calculating rhe number of dye molecules in the observa
tion volume; decection limit experimenrs were aJso done by 
Loken and Herzenberg using cells scained with antibodies 
bearing both fluorescent and radioactive labels"·. The Stan
ford and B-D FACS instruments of che mid- l 970's were 
found to be capable of detecting about 3,000 molecules of 
fluorescein. By the lace l 970's, che Block apparatus used for 
analyses of viruses9' could detect a few dozen molecules of 
fluorescein ; in che 1980's, work by the Los Alamos group 
culminated in the detection of single molecules of phyco
erychrin in solution, using single photon counting tech
niques on a slow flow system''"'. 

In applications of flow cycomecry such as immunofluo
rescence measurement, the paramount issue is generally how 
many molecules of a label such as fluorescein , anached co a 
ligand, are detectable on a cell surface; this provides a more 
practical definicion of sensiciviry, which, in chis rnnrexc. is 
more likely to be limited by cellular characteristics, in par
ticular, autofluorescence, than by instrumental faccors. 

For example, che instrument sensitivity of 3,000 fluo
rescein molecules mentioned above for the 1975 vintage 
FACS instruments was not arrainable in immunofluores
ccncc measurements of lymphocytes, because che fluores
cence of unstained lymphocytes, as then measured wich 
chose instruments, was broadly disrribuced in che range 
equivalent to rhe fluorescence of 5,000-10,000 fluorescein 
molecules. le was therefore necessary to have several rimes 
char amount of fluorescein bound co antibody on a cell sur
face before one could be sure that the cell was stained. 

A third measure of sensiciviry is useful in evaluating rhe 
efficiency of flow cyromecer designs. If measurements are 
made of unstained cells (autofluorescence) and of weakly 
stained cells, rwo peaks representing brighter and dimmer 
cells will appear in the fluorescence discribucion. Sequential 
measurements are made of a bimodal population, scarring at 
low laser power; the ratio of che linear values representing 
the bright and dim cell peaks is plotted against laser power 
and power is increased and measurements repeated until the 
racio reaches a plateau value; the laser power used is then 
noted. By chis criterion, i.e., che amount of laser power at 
488 nm needed co achieve maximum fluoresccin fluores
cence measurement sensiriviry, rhe B-D FACScan (plateau at 
8-10 mW) and Coulter Elite are among che most sensitive 
apparatus; che scream-in-air soners (50 mW for rhe B-D 
FACScar, up to a few hundred mW for older B-D and Coul
ter EPICS sorters) are least sensitive. However, by che same 
criterion, che old arc source B-0 FACS Analyzer, using 546 
nm light to excite phycocrychrin-labeled ancibodies, was 
approximately cen rimes as sensitive as any instrument using 
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Figure 4-60. MESF threshold sensitivity determination using fluorescein-labeled beads. 

488 nm light and fluorescein antibodies, in pare because the 
highly efficient phycoerythrin is optimally excited at 546 nm 
and in pare because autofluorescence, which in most cells is 
due predominantly to flavins , is much less with 546 nm 
excitation than with 488 nm excitation. 

Sensitivity II: MESF Unirs 

A technique still widely used for determination of flow 
cytometer sensitivity, originally developed by Dr. Abraham 
Schwarcz : ' ~", expresses detection limits in cerms of Mole
cules of Equivalent Soluble Fluorochrome, or MESF 
Units. The method is illustrated in Figure 4-60; it uses a 
mixture of beads, including some labeled with several differ
ent, known, numbers of molecules of the fluorescent dye of 
interest and some undyed blank beads. T he expression of 
fluorescence in terms of equivalent soluble fluorochrome is 
necessary because rhe amount of dye on che beads is meas
ured by comparing the bulk fluorescence of a bead suspen
sion and a dye solution; in general, rhe quantum efficiency 
of a dye is decreased following ics covalent linkage co a bead 
or ocher substrate. 

The bead mixture is analyzed in rhe flow cytomecer; a 
histogram of fluorescence from single beads, on a log scale, is 
acquired using a forward/orthogonal scatter gate. This histo
gram yields the channel numbers corresponding to the me
dian values of rhe peaks representing the dyed and blank 

beads; the peak locations of the dyed beads and the mean 
numbers of dye molecules on each dyed bead population are 
used to derive the equation of a lease-squares regression line 
relating the channel number to the log of the number of 
MESF units per bead. The resulting equation is then used co 
calculate the number of MESF units corresponding ro the 
channel number of che blank bead peak. This MESF 
threshold represents the minimum number of molecules of 
the fluorochrome detectable by the instrument; in essence, it 
tells you how many molecules the cytometer sees when there 
aren't any molecules there. Figure 4-60 represents data from 
beads covalently labeled wirh fluorescein; the median fluo
rescence of the blank beads was calculated to be equivalent 
to the fluorescence of 280 molecules of soluble fluorescein . 
Surveys of several hundred laboratories' 6 1 in 1989-90 found 
median fluorescein detection thresholds near 900 MESF. 

Abe Schwarcz lacer suggesred chat the MESF threshold 
determination be modified by using the first channel num
ber above the peak representing the blank beads, rather than 
rhe median channel of rhe peak; the calculation then yields 
the minimum number of dye moleculc:s detectable above rhe 
background of blank particles. This number, obtained using 
the data shown in Figure 4-60, is 620 MESF. 

When unstained cells are added co the bead mixture used 
for sensitivity dererminarion, rhe level of cellular autofluo
rescence can be expressed in MESF unics. T he 1989-90 mul-



rilaboratory survey conducred by Schwartz and Fernandez
Rcpollcr' "'' found che lymphocyte aurofluorescence peak 
corresponded to 657 ± 270 MESF of fluorescein; rhe 98rh 
percentile value was 2552 ± 1748 MESF. Monocyres and 
granulocyres had somewhat higher autofluorescence. In 
comparing che value of 657 MESF for lymphocytes to che 
5,000 fluorescein equivalent value reporred by Loken and 
Herzenberg in 197 511' , we should noce rhar rhe older meas
urement was made over a much wider spectral range; a 530 
nm long pass filter was used, rarher rhan rhe 520 or 525 nm 
bandpass filters now favored for fluorescein measurement. 
Since rhe peak of cellular autofluorescence emission is at 
around 550-560 nm, rhe larger bandwidth of rhe long pass 
filter will increase rhe autofluorescence signal to a greater 
extent than rhe fluorescein signal. In addicion, ir is likely 
rhar the older measurement was affected by boch filcer fluo
rescence and relatively high background light levels. 

The major sources of error in sensirivicy determination 
and aurofluorescence measurement in MESf units as jusc 
described appear co be offsets and deviations from nue loga
rithmic response in log amp circuits. Boch of these have a 
much greacer effect on the lowesc decade, in which che blank 
generally lies, chan on the higher decades; as a result, rhe face 
chat rhe labeled beads lie very close to the regression line 
provides linle assurance thac che line can be accurately ex
trapolated . 

The problems likely co be introduced by log amps may 
be avoided by measuring the beads ar high gain on a linear 
scale. Scan wirh a low enough gain so you can see che brighr
esr beads, chen, increase che gain so that all bur the one or 
cwo dimmest labeled beads and che blank go off scale. You 
can then calibrate your channel numbers in MESF unics. If, 
for example, the peak representing the beads with 9,000 
MESF is placed ac channel 200, chen each channel repre
sents 45 MESF. If che peak representing che unlabeled beads 
is ac channel IO , thac corresponds to 450 MESF. 

I should add rhac when you're looking for very small sig
nals, e.g., weak immunofluorescence or nucleic acid probes, 
you' re likely co be berrer off using a linear scale for cwo rea
sons. The dynamic range with which you have ro deal under 
chose circumscances is usually nor very large, so you can keep 
everything on scale, and not have ro deal with inaccuracies 
thac log amps might introduce at the low end. Also , in order 
to be accurate, you should express rhe fluorescence intensity 
of srained cells in terms of their difference from unstained 
cells, and you can 't do the subtraction on a log scale. How
ever, whether you work on a linear or a log scale, you do 
need to establish rhe linearity of your instrument , which 
leads me to digress briefly from sensitivity co accuracy. 

Accuracy I: linearity (and Nonlinearity) 

The accuracy of flow cytometers, i.e., rhc degree to 
which the measured values approach the true values of the 
variables measured, is less often discussed than rhe precision 
or sensitivity. Numerous inscrumental factors can affect ac
curacy; one of chose mosr often encountered is nonlinearity. 
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One of the more common examples of nonlinearity is the 
situation in which G/S phase cells, which we know have 
cwice the amount of DNA in G/G, phase cells, appear ro 
have substantially more or less rhan char. This can be due ro 
substantial offsets in the electronics, in which case dealing 
wirh the problem may require anything from rurning a knob 
or trim porentiometer to redesigning the inscrumenr. How
ever, in older instruments, nonlinearity in DNA content 
measuremencs was more likely ro be caused by the use of 
pulse height instead of pulse area or integral measurements 
wich beam geometries in which the pulse height was nor 
proportional to the incegral . 

Perhaps the easiesr way ro assess the linearity of a fluores
cence channel in a flow cyrorneter is to analyze high
intensicy fluorescent plasric beads, measuring the integral or 
area racher than the heighc of pulses on a linear scale. There 
will invariably be a small population in the fluorescence dis
rribution representing doublers; rhe channel number ar 
which the peak for chis population is found should, ideally, 
be cwice the channel number at which the main peak repre
senting the singlet population is found . If the ratio of rhc 
doubler and singlet peak channel numbers is more chan 
2.02, or less than I. 98, ic is probably advisable ro adjust rhc 
instrument. For critical work, che linearity assessment should 
be repeated at differenc PMT gains co cover as much of rhe 
measuremenr range as possible. 

Accuracy is also often estimated by adding internal stan
dards ro specimens, e.g., avian and/or fish erythrocyres, 
which contain known amounts of DNA, to cell nuclei 
stained for DNA, or by interspersing concrols, such as beads 
bearing known amounts of fluorescent anribody, among 
immunofluorescence samples. These and other techniques 
for measuring and maincaining accuracy are essential for 
both quantitative measurements and qualiry control , and 
will be discussed in Chapter 10. 

Sensitivity Ill: What's All the Noise About? 

We arc now approaching che end of our long strange rrip 
(drip?) through the hardware of the flow cytomecer. Like 
medical students, who develop che symptoms of each new 
disease rhey study, we are now acutely aware char things can 
go wrong wirh most pares of the insrrumenc, and suspicious 
char, according to Murphy's Law, they will . And , like medi
cal students, who are cold char, under masc circumscances. 
when they hear hoofbears, chc hooves are more likely horses' 
rhan zebras', we have to try to put what we've learned into 
perspective, and figure out what's likely to go wrong enough 
to bother us. 

Mose of whac goes wrong enough to seriously compro
mise the sensitivity and precision of flow cytomecric meas
urements falls under the heading of noise; since rhe early 
days of flow cyromerry, the sources and effects of noise have 
been studied in derail from boch rheorerical and experimcn
ral viewpoints. In the l 970's, Holm and Cram 11 " 2 and 
McCurcheon and Miller'" established char fluorescence 
measurement precision decreased, i.e., chat CV increased , as 
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lower fluorescence inrcnsiries were measured; rhis was whac 
would be cxpecred on the basis of photon sratistics. 

Sensitivity IV: More Photons Give Better Precision 

In 1983, Pinkd and Sreen 1161 described a method for de
rerminarion of sensitivity based on mcasurcmem of che CV 
of fluorescence disrribucions of pulses from a lighr-emirring 
diode (LED) placed in the light collection pach. PMT volt
age and amplifier gain were adjusted ro keep the pulses in 
the same position as the intensity of the pulses was varied . 
Using LED pulses instead of resr beads allowed sensirivity co 
be determined with rhe flow cyrometer's laser rurned off, 

eliminating most of rhe effecrs of background lighc; rhe 
magnitude of these effects was then cstimaced by repearing 
che sensitivity dccerminacion with rhe la.~er on. CV's ob

tained from pla~tic parriclcs can he compared ro standard 
curves obtained using the LED co determine whether pho
ron sracisrics concrihure significancly w variance, in which 
ca.~c precision may be increased by using higher laser powers. 

Ubezio and Andreoni ""' also investigated the relarive 
concriburions of photon statistics and instrumental facrors co 
CV, by analysis of measurements made of propidium
srnine<l nuclei ar differenc laser power levels. Berween 10 and 
60 mW, rhe channel number of rhe diploid peak was exacdy 
proportional ro excitation power, i.e., results were nor sig
nificandy affecced by bleaching or saturation. A linear rela
cionship was observed between (CV) ~ and rhe reciprocal of 

excitation power, wirh a fixed offset due ro instrumental 
facrors (conrriburions to CV from differenc sources add in a 
"root-mean-square" (RMS) manner; the total CV is the 
square root of the sum of the squares from individual con
cributions). 

Sensitivity V: Background Effects 

A 1992 arricle110' by Steen considered effects of signal 
strength, background, and detector quancum efficiency on 
sensitivity and precision; a pulsed LED was again used for 
sensitivity dcrerminarion. When only photon statistics and 
background light noise are considered, maintaining instru
ment fluorescence sensitivity in rhe face of increasing back
ground noise requires increasing rhe excitation intensity. 
When background noise is significanc, sensitivity increases 
wich the square roor of excitation inrensity; curring rhe de
tection limit in half requires a fourfold increa.~e in power. 
'X'hen noise is negligible, the same increase in sensitiviry 
requires only a twofold increa.~e in power. The increased 
power needed to maintain sensitivity as noise increases has 
an effecc thar, at first, seems paradoxical ; given two instru
ments with equivalent sensitivity, the precision is higher in 
che insrrumenc with rhe higher background. 

This is so because rhe effect of background on precision 

diminishes ar increasing signal levels. Ar rhe derecrion limit, 
rhc signal-co-noise ratio , i.e., the ratio of the number of pho
tcms coming from the sample particle to rhe number coming 
from the background, is I . The more photons come from 
che background, the more are needed from the particle in 

order to detect ir; increasing rhe excitation power gets more 
photons. All other things being equal. however, CV de
creases, and precision increases, as rhe number of phocons 
collected from the sample parricle increases. 

Near the detection limit, CV is near 100% for any in
strument; well above the limit, CV is lower, and precision is 
higher, for the instrument wirh higher exciration power. 
This is not co say rhar you will improve performance of your 
instrument by raking the cover off and running it ac the 
beach on a sunny day; decreasing rhe background while 
keeping excitation power constant will increase sensitivity 
and also improve precision at least slightly. Also bear in 
mind char virrually all dyes are susceptible co phorodamage 
at some power level, and when you gee pasr that level (which 
can be as low as 10 mW for a label such as PerCP), increas

ing excitation power only makes things worse. 
A concrete illustration of the effect of background can be 

obrained from sensitivity values for two cytometers. Sreen ' "" 
found the fluorescein fluorescence derecrion limit of a B-0 
FACScan to be 826 MESF; in the absence of background, 
rhe limit would have been 285 MESF. The corresponding 
figures for his arc source insrrument100

" , the prototype of rhe 
Skatron Argus/Bio-Rad Bryte HS, were I 800 MESF with 
background and 500 MESF without background. 

In rhe arc source instrument, which uses the epiillumina

rion system of a fluorescence microscope, much of the fluo
rescence background is due to fluorescence induced in the 
cover slip and lens, and possibly in rhe dichroic, by excita
tion light; this becomes a much more severe problem when 
using lN (366 nm) or blue (436) nm excitarion than when 
excitation is at higher wavelengths. The use of quam or sil
ica in place of glass in optical components can reduce, buc 
probably nor eliminate, the fluorescence background; Partee, 
the major manufacturer of arc source flow cytomerers, sup
plies quartz lenses and filters. 

Sensitivity VI: Elearons Have Statistics, Too 

In a PMT, rhe random processes don't scop after pho
wns hie rhe cathode; Steen 1101 considers the effects of elec

tron statistics in the PMT at various gain levels on precision. 
PMT gain results from secondary electron emission from 
successive dynodes; as the volragc berween dynodes is in
creased, electrons acquire more energy before striking the 
next dynode, and release more secondary electrons. Electron 
sracisrics increase rhe contribution to CV; for an R928 PMT 
ac 300 V, this factor is almosr 1.4; with l 000 V applied to 

the rube, che factor is less than I. I. 
Most flow cyrometcrs provide several stages of electronic 

gain, allowing che preamplifier output co be amplified by a 
selectable facror before signals arc digitized. Steen 's calcula
tions and data provide excellent reasons for nor using such 
electronic amplificacion; an amplifier gain of I 0 and a low 
PMT voltage result in a larger concriburion to CY from che 
PMT and 10 rimes as much amplifier noise as an amplifier 
gain of I and a higher PMT voltage chat increases PMT gain 
by a factor of 10. If your preamp can get a full-scale output 



signal from a I 0-100 µA input, you can avoid using addi
tional gain stages; check with your manufacturer. 

Source Noise Fluctuations and Performance 

The background light reaching a flow cytomecer's detec
tors, which are shielded from outside light, is dominated by 
light derived from the source. In the case of scacter dcteccors, 
background light levels are relatively high, and due primarily 
to may illumination light scattered by interfaces in the flow 
chamber (or, in stream-in-air systems, by the air/scream in
terface) and by optical components. ln the case of fluores
cence derecrors, the background light level is typically lower. 
Fluorescence from materials in che core and sheath and from 
optical elemencs, including flow chamber components, 
lenses, and filters, predominaces; chere may also be some 
Raman scarcering from water molecules. The levels of stray 
lighc exhibit che same fluctuations as the source. The back
ground light can be considered as composed of a constant 
(DC) component, which is, ideally, removed by baseline 
resroracion, and a variable (AC) component, which is not. 

I Blurred It Through the Baseline 

Periodic fluctuations in che oucpuc of che light source re
sulc from such factors as power supply and laser plasma noise 
and arc wander. Afcer baseline rescoration, chese fluctuations 
show up as noise or "ripple" on che baseline; higher source 
noise levels resulc in higher baseline noise. Ac illumination 
levels char do not produce photon sacuracion, the CV of 
fluorescence and scarcer measurements cannot be lower than 
the RMS noise level of the source {which is the CV of source 
inrensicy) unless a source noise compensation circuit (pp. 
14 7-8) is used . In the absence of background, source noise 
aff eccs precision co at lease chis extent. When background is 
present, it also exerts proportionally larger effects on smaller 
signals. 

Suppose the light source is an air-cooled argon ion laser, 
with l % RMS noise. If no background is present, and the 
flow cycomecer is otherwise ideal, measurements of com
pletely uniform fluorescent particles will have a CV repre
senting contributions from the source variation and from 
phocon statistics. From che photon statistical CV's given for 
large signals in Table 4-3, and che contributions from elec
tron statistics in che PMT previously discussed, we can 
guesscimace a comribucion of 0.3%. The final CV, in per
cent, will be [(l)' + (0.3)' ]'" = (1.09)'"::: 1.044%. 

If lhe same light source is used, wich background in
creased to produce l µA ac the PMT output, or l 00 m V ac 
rhe output of the 100,000 V/A currenr-lo-volcage converter 
in che preamp, the 100 mV DC average will be removed by 
baseline restoration. T he AC representing rhe I% RMS 
noise, will show up as 1 % of 1 V, or l mV, RMS, centered 
on che 0 V baseline. Assuming che noise is Gaussian, I use 
chc quick-and-dirty rule of thumb given on p. 147 to esci
mare peak-ro-peak volcage as 6 cimes RMS volcage. In chis 
instance, with I m V RMS noise, lhe noise waveform should 
be within± 3 mV of zero ar lease 99% of che time. 
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If you're looking at lhe highesl decade (1 -10 V), 3 m V is 
negligible at che top, and represents only 0.3% of signal at 
lhe borcom. In lhe nexc decade, when you get down co I 00 
mV, the 3 mV is 3% of signal value. By che bottom of rhe 
chi rd decade, 3 m V looms very large on cop of a 10 m V sig
nal, and the 3 mV noise level prevents you from gerring inro 
the bottom half of che fourth decade. Even wirh perfectly 
identical l 00 nA pulses going inro lhe preamp, which 
should give you identical IO mV pulses ouc, you'd sec a very 
much broadened distribution due co chc background noise. 
Thus, in che presence of background light, source noise fluc
tuations will decrease precision; the lower rhc signal value, 
che worse it gets. Fluctuations will also compromise sensitiv
icy; wirh 3 mV noise, signals below 3 mV become undcrccr
able. More background wich che same RMS noise, or, 
alrcrnativdy, the same backgrou nd wich more RMS noise, 
will make things proportionally worse. 

Good flow cytometer design should keep borh che back
ground and the source noise level low. Observarion in flat
sided cuvecres instead of round streams or capillaries has 
been che principal means by which background has been 
reduced; background in fluorescence channels has also been 
reduced by che use of better designed filters, which do not 
themselves fluoresce and which transmit vircually no lighr ac 
the excitation wavelength. 

In scream-in-air inscrumencs, in which some of the illu
minating laser light is scattered in che direccion of che fluo
rescence collection lens, an obscuration bar is typically used 
co keep most of chis light from reaching lhe lens. Although 
fluorescence signal levels can be increased when che bar is 
removed, sensirivicy may actually be decreased if che excira
tion light used induces substantial fluorescence in the lens 
elements. UV and blue-violet light are the wom offenders 
here; I have found fluorescence due to UV excitation light 
even in a quartz lens, although fluorescence in glass lenses is 
much higher. Where maximum light colleccion is the goal, it 
may be necessary co use cacadiopcric reflective lenses for lighc 
collection co eliminate fluorescence. 

Since scatter channels operate at che illuminating wave
length, they cannot include filters rhac block rhis wave
length; background is therefore higher than in fluorescence 
channels. Baseline noise generally determines the scnsiciviry 
of a scatter channel; excessive noise may impede or prevent 
use of che scatter signal for triggering. A wacer-immerscd 
flow system, in which light scatccring imerfaces are several 
millimeters away from the sample stream and well our of the 
field of view of the colleccion lens, provides che lowest scacrer 
background. Block's instrument for virus dccecrion·i', using 
such a flow syscem, could trigger on scatter signals from par
ticles smaller than 0. 1 µm , using a I 00 mW water-cooled 
argon laser source, wirh 0 .2% RMS noise. le was also possi
ble to derecc che same particles, with a predictably lower 
signal-co-noise ratio, using a 10 mW air-cooled argon laser 
with a similar RMS noise level, while such parcicles could 
not be detected in either a round capillary or a stream in air 
using either laser, due to the higher background. llluscracing 
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the same principle , I found I could derecr and trigger on 
scacrer signals from 0 .3 µm paniclcs in a stream-in-air sys
cem using a He-Cd laser when the source noise was reduced 
co 3% peak-ro-peak by an clecrro-optic modularor, but not 
when rhe same laser was running ar slighrly higher power 
wich 15% peak-co-peak noise. 

Source noise compensation (pp. 147-8; figure 4-15) can 
be used ro improve precision and, to some exrent, sensitiviry 
of measurements, alrhough ir is difficulr ro use with scarcer 
derecrors, because of the relatively high background noise 
levels involved. The minimum measurement CV calculated 

previously for measurements with an air-cooled argon laser 
with 1 % RMS noise was 1.044%; insrruments using such 
lighr sources achieve CVs in rhc range of 1.5%, suggesting 
rhar source noise may be rhe major conrriburor ro variance 
and char CVs might be improved by noise compensarion. 

Restoration Comedy: The Case of the Disappearing 
Leukocytes 

Baseline resroration is great scuff, up co a point, buc we 
should remember char backgrounds, DC or AC, are never 
desirable. A 1 V DC background on che signal coming our 
of rhe preamp first sragc, means that I 0 µA of rhe PMT 
ourpur current represenred DC background; chat only leaves 

us 90 µA tO work wirh if we wane ro restrict output currenr 
to 100 µA to prevenc nonlinear PMT response. 

Under some circumstances, fluorescence backgrounds 
can ger very high; with a 10 V background, even if you have 
a 10 V signal. you won 't see ic, because the op amps in che 
preamp and baseline resrorer stop working like op amps 
when they reach saturation, i.e. , get co the volcage or cur
rent limits imposed by cheir power supplies. Resrorer failure 
on chis basis was rhe culprit in one of my most puzzling 
cases, one I have called "The Case of che Disappearing Leu
kocyres" (I know, I should have gotten this into Dr. Wat
son 's book;"10 ) . 

My colleagues ar Block and I used the first multiple exci
rarion beam flow cycomerers"'·"~ to count blood cel ls stained 
wich a mixrurc of rhree dyes•"·"' .. "·". Erhidium bromide, now 

well known in flow cyrometry, produced red nuclear stain
ing. Brillianr sulfaflavine (BSF), exciced ar 420 nm, scained 
eosinophil granules green, and LN ("Long Name"), exciced 
by UV light, stained neurrophil and eosinophil granules 
blue. BSf and LN, boch sulfonared acid dyes, produced 
incense sraining, but there was a rremendous amounr of 
background fluorescence in cdl suspensions. The instru
menrs'' ''1 incorporared baseline restorers and noise compen
sarion, and, in addition , used a very small core scream co 
minimize background fluorescence . 

I was somewhat surprised when John Steinkamp (per
sonal communication) mid me in 1978 char he was not able 
ro detect LN and BSF signals in blood cells srained with the 
dye mixture, when he examined rhe cells in Los Alamos' 
dual laser source instrument "~ ; the mulriwact ion lasers used 
rherc for UV and violer illumination should have produced 
very srrong fluorescence signals from the cells. 

Shortly rhereafter, I was able to run a sample of lcuko
cyres scained according ro our protocol on one of Orrho's 
ICP insrrumenrs9"1', using UV illumination co excire LN and 
blue illuminarion to excite BSF. I was unable ro gee signals 
from cells char I had seen were brightly stained, having ex
amined the sample under che fluorescence microscope. 

This represenccd a clear violarion of: 

Sfzapiro's Second Law 

of :rww C!Jtometry 
[:Ffip) WifSon's j{ufiu.]: 

'Wfzat You See 
Is 'Wliat :You yet! 

The provision in rhe ICP for observation of the sample 
scream allowed resolution of the mystery, if not of the cells. 

The background fluorescence from dye in the core scream 
was very strong. 

Under staining conditions that resulr in high dye back
ground, the cells may brighrer than the core, per unit vol
ume, bur the volume of macerial from which the fluores
cence signal is derived, which is larger than the cell volume, 
becomes critical . Taking typical numbers, suppose we have a 

20 µm core illuminaced by a beam 20 µm high. The obser
vation volume thus defined will be roughly the volume of a 
cylinder with diamerer equal to the core diameter and height 

equal to che beam heighc; this is 7t x 101 x 20 femtolitcrs 
(fl), or 6284 fl, where a femcolicer is 10" liters, or what 
used ro be called a cubic micron (I µm ' ). The volume of a 

neutrophil is about 400 fl. Suppose che cell is 5 cimes as 
brighr as the core; since the observation volume is about 15 
times the cell volume, we can expect rhe fluorescence signal 
obtained during che passage of a cell through the obscrvacion 
volume to be only I I /3 rimes the background signal from 
an observarion volume conraining no cells. 

Even when che rario of core fluorescence to cdl fluores
cence is low and the observation volume is small, we can be 
prevenred from resolving cell fluorescence over background 
(core) fluorescence if rhe background fluorescence is brighr 
enough ro drive some srage of rhe electron ics into saturation . 
The instruments originally used to detect BSf and LN fluo
rescence'8·"2 were designed ro deal wich the high background 

fluorescence associated with these dyes; a 5 µm core and 20 
µm beam height were used, giving an observation volume of 
<400 fl, and , in rhe elecrronics, feedback was applied co the 
first srage of the preamplifier co subrract the DC baseline. 
The Los Alamos instrument"' and che TCP had larger obser
vation volumes and thus had co deal with more background 
fluorescence; while I am not certain about the resulring ef

fecrs on the electronics in the Los Alamos system, ic was clear 
char the ICP's electronics could nor cope with rhe high 
background fluorescence. Thus, the mysrery of the disap
pearing leukocytes was solved, proving rhar whar you sec is 
nor always what you get, and char the flow cycomc:rer is nor 
always quicker than che eye. 



Top 40 Noise Sources 

To chis poinc, I haven' t said much abouc noise and re
lated problems originating in flow cycometer eleccronics, 
although I have mentioned chat there always seemed to be a 
few millivolcs of noise about. Flow cycomecer design, like 
everything else, faces economic consrraincs, and it doesn't 
pay co design componencs with better performance than you 
need. A~ long as people were using 8-bic A-D converters, in 
which the distance becween channels is 39 mV, any noise 
level or offset below 39 m V was acceptable, especially when 
weak signals wenc into log amps. If you measure rhe outputs 
of older commercial flow cytornecers, you'll find chat "z.ero" 
can be anywhere wirhin 30 mV of ground, and char peak 
dececcors and integrators may be inaccurate in the range 
below a few hundred millivolrs. This means you can pretty 
much forget about upgrading an old instrument co 4-decade 
digital log performance simply by hanging a 16-bit or higher 
resolution ADC on its outputs. 

The manufacturers have fixed things in the design of 
newer instruments; recent work on che subject, co be dis
cussed below, indicates chat electronic noise is no longer a 
limiting facror for sensirivity, at least in commercial sysrems. 
In rhe course of crying ro wring che lase few millivolts of 
noise out of one of my Cyromum2' 61, Phil Stein and I hung 
an electronic (nor oprical) spectrum analyzer on che output 
of che prototype low noise electronics co see where rhe noise 
was coming from; in addition to rhe usual power line noise, 
che most significant contributions came from rhe horizontal 
sweep generator in che computer monitor and che power 
supply in a He-Ne laser. Things got noticeably quieter when 
we moved the offending laser supply furcher away from che 
electronics and used a notebook computer with an acrive
macrix screen co run the instrument, eliminating the moni
tor (this consideration lacer justified buying LCD displays 
for the lab long before chey got as cheap as they are now) . 

The laser supply and monicor noise were in che fre
quency range below 100 kHz.; when we looked up in che 
I 00 MHz. range, we found detectable noise spikes from mosc 
of rhe local FM stations. Just when we chink we've gotten 
che grunge our of rhe flow system, ir shows up in the elec
tronics. 

Sensitivity 007: Q and B (Dye Another Day?) 

After che third edition of chis book appeared, with its 
lengchy discussion of source noise flucruarion effects on sen
sitivity, Harald Steen rook me co task; he didn'c think source 
noise was nearly as important as phoroelectron scatistics as a 
limiting factor in sensitivity. I was offended until I realized 
that his light sources are quieter than mine. The dominanr 
current approach ro che definition and measurement of sen
sitivity is based on an amplification of Harald's earlier 
work"~" by Jim Wood, formerly of Beckman Coulcer, and 
Bob Hoffman, of BO Biosciences"''·"", and I again acknowl
edge their help in putting this section together. The copic is 
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obviously imporranc if rival manufacturers have cooperated 
over a period of years to make better sense of things. 

Q and B are neither mysterious secret agents nor (yet) 
Jim and Bob's new nicknames. Q is a measun: of detection 
efficiency, wich units of photoclecrrons (or fractions of pho
coelectrons) emitted from rhe detector phorocathode per 
molecule-equivalent (MESF) of fluorochrome measured. Ir 
is a function of many variables, potentially being affected by 
optical misalignment and disturbances of fluid flow, bur 
more directly and obviously influenced hy which fluoro
chrome is measured, by rhe power of the excitacion source 
and by the efficiency of the light collection optics and che 
quantum efficiency of the detector photocachode. 

B is a measure of background noise, usually expressed in 
MESF units as the number of fluorochrome molecule 
equivalents required ro produce chat level of background. B 
includes contributions from photoelectrons generated by 
phorons emitted by fluorochrome molecules nm associated 
with the particle (e.g., dye in solution), by photons from 
fluorochromes ocher chan the one of inceresc (crosstalk due 
to spectral overlap), by photons emitred by cellular constitu
ents (autofluorescence), by phorons at the excitacion wave
length from the light source that have passed through the 
detecror filter, and by photons resulring from Raman scatter
ing of the illuminacing light by water. Electrons produced hy 
thermionic emission from the phococathode (dark current) 
are also included in B, bur usually not significanc excepc in 
the far red and near infrared. The quantity F, also usually 
expressed in MESF units, denotes the number of panicle
associated fluorochrome molecules. 

le is possible ro determine Q and B using only sets of 
beads. Measurements arc made on the flow cycomcccr using 
a linear, rather than a logarithmic, scale. As a first step, the 
scale of che instrument muse be calibrated in terms of MF.SF 
units of che fluorochrome of inrcresr, using beads labeled 
with known amounts of char fluorochromc. Bangs Laborato
ries makes fluorescein- , phycoeryrhrin-, and PE-Cy5-labeled 
Quantum MESF beads, and BO Biosciences provides Quan
riBRJTE beads bearing known numbers of molecules of 
phycoerythrin""·2; such beads can be used for a single-point 
MESF calibracion, assuming the linearity of che instrument 
is within specification. 

The next seep uses beads from sets bearing various 

amounts of fluorescent dyes chat emir in che same specrral 
region as the fluorochrome(s) of interest; these are available 
from a number of manufacturers, including Bangs Laboraco
rics, Molecular Probes, and Spherocech. Dimly fluorescent 
or unstained beads will emit relatively few fluorescence pho
tons, and the variances (i.e., the squares of the standard de
viations, see pp. 19-22 and Chapter 5) of fluorescence d is
tributions from such beads will therefore be dominared by 
contributions from photoelecrron statistics, buc will also 
contain "basis" conrriburions resulting from variacions in 
bead siz.c and dye loading and from insrrumenral factors. 
Since the brightest bead in such a bead sec typically carries ar 
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lcasr I 00,000 molecules of dye. rhe variance of ics fluores
cence discribucion will be dominaced by che "basis" faccors. 
The bright bead is firsc measured, and ics fluorescence vari
ance calculated. The measurement need not be made on che 
calibrated scale; in face, ic will usually he necessary co lower 
che gain co gee che fluorescence discribucion from rhe bright 
bead on scale. The gain is nexr (re)adjusred, if necessary, ro 
che value used for MESF calibration, and fluorescence from 
chree dim beads is measured; variances are calculared for 
each of che resulting bead peaks, while MESF unics per bead 
are determined from che positions of rhe peaks. 

"Phorodeccron variances" for each of che rhree dim 
beads are calculared by subrraccing che measured variance of 
che brightest bead from che measured variances of che dim 
beads. Nexr, rhe photoeleccron variances are planed (as rhe 
dependent variable, i.e., on rhe vertical axis) against the 
M ESF values for che dim beads, and rhe equacion of a re
gression line besc fleeing chrough che poincs is determined 
using che mechod of lease squares (a spreadsheet for rhe cal
cularion has been developed by Bob Hoffman and Jim 
Wood, and should be available on chc Wiley web sire associ
aced with chis book). The slope of the line will be I/Q, and 
it will incersecr che vercical axis ar B/Q, allowing B and Q to 
be determined. 

B and Q have been calculated for a reasonable number of 
working flow cyromecers. Before I give you the derails, how
ever, I will a~k you co look back ac Table 4-4, on p . 203, in 

which I cabulared signal levels char mighc be expected co 
come ouc of a PMT in a flow cyromeccr. If we assume char 
che 5-decade scale used in conscrucring rhat table represents 
signals from between I 0 and l ,000,000 cell-associated 
MESF, we can calculate Q wirhouc beads; using the num
bers of phocoeleccrons in che sixth column of the cable we 

gee Q = 0.62 phocoelecrrons/MESF. I suggesced char the 
calculations in che table mighr be optimiscic, and rhey were. 
Hoffman and Kuhlmann""' observed rhar rypical values for 
Qin BO FACScan and FACSCalibur cycometers were 0.25 
phorodeccrons/MESF for phycoerythrin (PE) measuremencs 
and only 0.0 I 2 photoelecrrons/MESF for fluorcscein 
measurements. They found ic unusual co see a value of Q 
much higher chan 0.4, even for PE, on chese oprically 
efficient benchcop systems. 

B varies considerably more than docs Q with operacing 
conditions. Once the insrrumenr is properly aligned, assum
ing there is no substantial variation in laser output, one 

would cxpc(( Q to remain relacively conscanc. Some faccors 
rhac conrribure to B, such as Raman scaccering and illumina
tion lighc leakage through filrers, will also remain relatively 
consranc; however, orhers, such as fluorescence from dye in 
solucion and from ocher fluorochromes with speccral overlap, 
will vary. Typical values of B associared wirh bead measure
mencs as just described were 2,000 MESF for FITC and 300 
MESF for PE. However, background conrribuced by un
bound fluorescenr antibody in no-wash immunofluorescence 
analyses was 4,000 fluorescein MESF and l ,600 PE MESF. 
Specrral overlap from fluorescein-labeled anri-CD45 anri-

body on lymphocyres generated a 7,800 MESF background 
level in che deteccor used for PE. 
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Figure 4-61. 488 -+ 525 nm fluorescence distribucions for 
che four dimmesc beads and the brighcest bead of an 8-
bead dyed bead set (Spherocech Rainbow Beads) meas
ured with progressively lower values of Q . Courtesy of 
Bob Hoffman, BD Biosciences. 

Ir's easy enough co figure out why Q is imporcanr in de
termining sensiciviry. Figure 4-61 shows disrributions of 
green fluorescence (the "fluorescein channel," Fl.I in BD 
parlance) of a mixrure of five of rhe eight beads in a Sphero
tech Rainbow Bead sec. The measurements were all made in 
the same cycometer; Q was progressively decreased by lower
ing laser power, while B remained consranr. Nore char rhe 
peaks representing the dimmer beads become progressively 
broader as Q decreases, co rhe point ar which rhe second 

dimmest peak is not clearly separable from eirher che dim
mest or rhe third dimmest when Q = 0.0040. Thar makes 
sense; when fewer phocoeleccrons conrribure to each meas
urement, the CV of che peak increases, and the peak gees 
wider, although irs center (median or mode) remains in 



preHy much the same place, meaning that the degree of 
overlap between neighboring peaks keeps increasing as Q 
drops. Not incidentally, since it has already been noted that 
rhe typical value of Q for a fluorescein measurement channel 
is 0 .012"", we can conclude that the rop rwo curves show 
berrer separation of dim peaks rhan is likely ro be observed 
in an average instrument, and hope that we will do better 
than the bocrom rwo. 

While decreasing Q has rhe effect of broadening all of 
rhe distributions, increasing B has rhe primary effect of 
broadening rhe dimmer peaks and pushing the discriburions 
up rhe scale, and can be an equally effective way of prevent
ing us from celling dim objects from dimmer ones, as can be 
seen from Figure 4-62. 
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Figure 4-62. Separation (or lack thereof) of dimly stained 
CD4+ lymphocytes from unstained cells as observed with 
various values of Q and B. Courtesy of Bob Hoffman, BD 
Biosciences. 
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The cells shown in the figure were stained wirh a sub
saturaring concentration of PE-labeled anri-CD4 antibody 
in the presence of a saturating concentration of PerCP
labeled antibody, which exhibits link or no spectral overlap 
with che PE-antibody. CD4+ lymphocytes normally bind 
about 50,000 anti-CD4 antibody molecules per cell; it is 
probable that the CD4+ cells shown here are binding ar 
most only a few thousand molecules of PE-labeled ancibody. 
The CD4+ lymphocyte population (identified in rhe cop lefr 
pand of the figure, with low side scamr and higher PE fluo
rescence than the ocher cell clusters) is readily distinguish
able when background is low (B = 288 MESF), although 
separation from unstained lymphocyres gees worse as Q 
drops from 0.32 to 0.088. However, when B is 2000 or 
4000, only the samples for which Q = 0.32 show even a hinr 
of separation between CD4+ cells and ocher lymphocyres. 

A "separation parameter," SP, where 

SP= (Q x F) "'/[1 + 2(B/F) ]' ', 

may be calculated" ;'; it defines rhe difference, in normalized 
standard deviation units (see Chapter 5), between a srained 
population, with mean intensity F MESF units, and an un
stained or blank population. As it rums our, decreasing B, if 
possible, can allow a constant degree of separation between 
populations co be maintained in che face of a decrease in Q. 
To look at things in another light, as it were, the sensitiviry 
of the syscem, meaning ics ability to separate dim fluores
cence peaks, cannot be predicted from either Q or B alone; 
values of boch muse be known, and it is important ro re
member that B can change dramarically wirh experimental 
conditions, e.g., whether or not samples are washed before 
immunofluorescence measurements are made. 

You may not want to get involved in che measurement of 
Q and B, but it is a good idea co keep secs of beads on hand 
and run them every now and then; if you find that you are 
less able to resolve dimly stained populations chan you once 
were, ic's time to adjust or fix che insrrumenc. 

Thar's it for now on how and how well flow cyromerers 
work, except for a final message for you to rake along while 
you read the next chapter on data analysis: Boch che flow 
system and the dara analysis system of a flow cyrometer can 
give you garbage out in response to garbage in. 
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5. DATA ANALYSIS 

Flow cyrometry is an analycical cechnique for geccing in
formation about or, if you prefer, for answering questions 
about, cells, and an experimenter who wanes co be successful 
in gecring information or answering questions muse be ac 
lease aware of, or, preferably, actively involved in, che selec
cion of mechods for boch data acquisicion and data analysis. 

The data acquisition process in flow cycometry com
prises all chose operacions which are required co make meas
urements of a specified physical characteristic(s) of cells in 
the sample, such as forward light scacrering or green fluores
cence intensity, and to convert the data co a numerical form 
suitable for manipulation by digital computers and long
term storage on magnecic or optical media. 

The data analysis phase of flow cycometry includes any 
and all of che subsequent operations used co derive informa
tion abouc the biological characteristics of some or all of the 
cells in the sample from the measured values of the physical 
characteristics. Methods of flow cyrometric daca analysis may 
differ grcacly in cheir complexity, depending primarily upon 
what the experimenter wanes to know about the cells. 

The successful application of flow cytomecry to che char
acrerization of cells in mixed populations requires char the 
instrument and/or the analysis software have che capacicy co 
discriminate among che different cell rypes char may be pre
sent in a sample. This is provided by multiparameter analy
sis, which is what has made flow cycomecry as useful as it is 
and should continue co be. 

As multiparamecer instruments and measurement cech
niques have proliferated, there have been calls from many 
quarters for the use of progressively more sophiscicated sta
tistical and numerical methods in flow cyromerric data 
analysis and, indeed, some of these techniques may be highly 
informative when applied ro the appropriate data by experi
menters who understand both che biology and the statistics. 

Unfortunately, there seem to be a great many people spend
ing a lot of time with sophisticated numerical methods in 
arcempcs co violate whac I would call : 

Sfiapiro's Seventfi .Law 

of :Flow Cytometry: 
'J.[p Va ta ~nafysis 'Tedz.nique 

Can 'Jvfa~ (jood Va ta 
Out of 'Bad Va ta!!! 

Dara analysis methods share some of che characteristics 
of flow cyromecers and lasers; bigger, or more complex, isn't 
necessarily beccer. 

5.1 GOALS AND METHODS IN DAT A ANALYSIS 

Cell Councing 

If a populacion of cells existed chat were identical in all 
respects , one might still wane to use a flow cyromecer to 
count chem, for example, to determine their concentration 
in a sample. Even in this idealized simple case, the detector 
outpuc(s) would concain pulses nor produced by che passage 
of single cells through the cytomecer's observation region . In 
addition to pulses resulting from sparial and temporal coin
cidences of two cells, one could expect ocher pulses resulting 
from the presence of contaminating particles in rhe cell sus
pension and pulses due co optical and/or electrical noise in 
the system. Also, it would be necessary to correct the meas· 
uremenc time to rake into account the dead time of the in · 
strumenc. The measurement procedure would have lo deal 
with both coincidences and dead rime in order ro produce 
an accurate count. 
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Tasks are typically divided berween che inscrumenr and 
ics daca analysis syscem; triggering, which eliminaces low
level signals nor representing cells, has uadicionally been chc 
province of the inscrumenr, while gacing, which may be 
used boch co refine che trigger level and co eliminate cell 
mulciplers, ha~ been done wich both hardware and software. 
With chc advent of digital pulse processing, the boundary 
bcrween the instrument "front end" and che analysis soft
ware has become less distincc; ic has already been noced (p. 
210) char software-based digical uiggering can be much 
more flexible and sophisticated than che older, hardware
hased process. 

Characterization of Pure Cell Populations 

Analysis of "homogeneous" populacions of real cells usu
ally has che purpose of defining and quancifying cellular 
characreriscics which do vary from cell to cell, e.g., cell size, 
DNA content, or the amount of a parcicular antigen present 
on che cell surface; chese paramecers are usually analyzed in 
cell populacions subjected co differenr manipulacions. Scud
ies of che effects of anticancer agenrs on DNA synthesis in 
cultured cumor cell lines provide a good example of chis type 
of analysis; che analytical procedures used are typically con
cerned with comparing chc distributions of DNA conrenr 
in differenr samples, usually with che aid of mathematical 
models. However, even when disuibucions arc co be col
lecced from "homogeneous" populations, hardware and/or 
software gacing, sometimes of a rclacivcly elaborate nature 
(pp. 25-6), may be needed to eliminate debris and clumps 
from che analysis. 

Identification of Cells in Mixed Populations 

Differential leukocyte councing and T cell subset analysis 
exemplify che task of idenrificacion and counting of cell sub
populations in a mixed population. Accurace idencification 
of cells generally requires measurements of several cellular 
paramecers. Cells' imrinsic lighc scaccering propcrrics, which 
may give indicacions of size and surface or internal scructure 
or granularity, and cellular concent of DNA, RNA, lipid, 
various proceins, enzymes, receptors, and antigens, measured 
with extrinsic probes, have all proven to be useful parameters 
for cell cla~sificacion. The analycical rechniques used arc gen
erally inceracrive and empirical, and, ac present, are typically 
based on definition of one or more two-parameter gates, 
even when more chan two parameters arc analyzed. By con
crast, auromaced procedures developed for cell idencification 
are more likely co make use of multivariate statistics and 
relaced methods. 

Characterization of Cell Subpopulations 

As one focuses acrencion on changes in structural or 
functional parameters in cell subpopulacions which are 
found wich diminishing frequency in a sample, e.g., relative 
frequencies of megakaryocytes wich ocroploid (8C), J 6C, 
and 32C DNA concenc in bone marrow, it becomes more 
important to eliminate the contributions of noise, dead cells, 

debris, and cell multiplets to che data in order co obtain reli
able informacion about che cells of inceresc. Comparison of 
distribucions may be the end objeccive, bur, wirhouc che 
development of appropriate gating techniques, there will be 
no distributions to compare. 

Data Analysis Hardware and Software Evolve 

In the early days of flow cycomeccy, mulcichannel pulse 
height analyzers were che most widely used means for accu
mulacing and displaying signal intensity discributions. 
Thereafter, mini- and , larcr, microcompurers took over. 
Mose flow cycometer builders were noc exacdy in the van
guard of chac revolution; they continued co build cheir ma
chines using pulse height analy-lers, bur, since the manufac
turers of che pulse height analyzers were using minicomput
ers to build them, compurers found cheir way inco flow cy
rometers. After a while, people began to realize chac ic made 
more sense, and cost less, ro equip a flow cyromcter wich a 
computer system designed to process data from a flow cy
comecer than ic did to use a compurer system des igned co 
process data from nuclear speccroscopy. 

Although the multichannel analyzer dealr reasonably 
adequately with discribucions of single paramecers, uncil 
compucers came into wide use, few flow cytomecers were 
equipped for simulcaneous correlaced analysis of rwo pa
ramecers. The simplesc and, for mosc users, the only way of 
examining relationships berween paramecers was rhc produc
tion of a dot plot, or cytogram, using shore term analog 
scored daca (screeched pulses}, the scrobe signal, and the 
oscilloscope cypically built into che flow cycometcr. 
Hardwired additions to rhc basic syscem for doc ploc 
generation, described on pp. 26-7, made it possible co sec 
multiparameter gates, and, with the aid of a pulse height 
analyzer, co accumulacc single-paramecer discriburions for 
cell subpopulacions, buc did noc allow eicher accumulacio11 
of rwo-parameter distribucions or data storage; photographs 
of che oscilloscope screen provided the only permanenc 
records of two-parameter daca. 

Despite cheir impressive price cags, mosc flow cycomerers 
sold before the l 980's did nor have as much computer capa
bility as Kamentsky's original apparatus. Since chen, radical 
change has occurred as a result of che development of per
sonal computers and the increased level of familiaricy of flow 
cyromecer users wich computers in other concexrs . Flow cy
tometer users, like everybody else, are now used to menus, 
mice, word processing, spreadsheets, and graphics sofrware, 
and expect char either cyromecer manufacturers or chird 
party software developers will make it straightforward anJ 
simple noc only co do elaborate analyses of flow cycomecric 
data, buc to move the results, in cabular and/or graphic 
form , inco our clinical records, reports, slides, and sciencific 
publicacions. Undemanding what we're doing co the dara, 
and deciding wherher rhe selecred analytical methods and 
che measuremenc values and results make sense, remain up 
co us, and will for che foreseeable fucure. For now, we'll con
side r computers and their use in cytometric daca analysis. 



5.2 COMPUTER SYSTEMS FOR FLOW CYTOMETRY 

The tide of the Chapter in the First Edition correspond
ing to chis one in the present edition was "Daca Analysis 
With and Without Compucers." Now, there is no data 
analysis wirhour computers. The original functions of digital 
computers in mulciparameter flow cycomerry were data 
analysis, display, and storage; because of the speed limita
tions of the first generation of computers which could prac
tically be dedicated to flow cytometry, real-time control was 
more often done with hardwired , parallel-processing devices 
such as window comparators, which could be "supervised" 
by compucers but which did not demand concinuous accen
rion from rhe computer. In the highest speed modern in
struments, even real-cime control is rypically accomplished 
by hybrid eleccronics incorporacing microprocessors, and 
personal computers are sufficiently fast co be used effectively 
for overall control. 

The Beginning 

When computers firsc became generally available to sci
entific researchers, in che 1960's, cycomecry was heavily ori
ented toward image analysis. High-resolution image daca 
from scanners were typically wriccen on 9-track magnetic 
rape and carried to mainframe computers for analysis, which 
took minuccs per cell. Ar that time, an IBM engineer named 
Lou Kamentsky considered the problems of cell image analy
sis at high resolution, concluded that there weren't powerful 
enough light sources, good enough sensors, fasc enough 
processors, or enough memory available to make chis practi
cal, and developed optical flow cycomecry. Although his 
original flow cycometer6) incorporated a dedicaced computer, 
this, in the mid- l 960's, was a luxury affordable only by peo
ple who worked for IBM or the U.S. Government. The sys
tem was an IBM 1130, a small mainframe with less compuc
ing power than some of us now wear on our wriscs. 

When Kamenrsky left IBM to found Bio/Physics Sys
tems in 1970, his argon laser source flow cycomecers were 
considerably less expensive (under $20,000) chan the mini
compurer systems of che time, and he did not offer custom
ers the option of a computerized data analysis system. The 
reconciliation of flow cycometers and computers began at 
Los Alamos" '" ', which, in the early 1970's, duplicated a few 
of its cell sorcer systems, with dedicated DEC (Digital 
Equipment Corporation, since digested by Compaq, now 
merged with Hewlett-Packard) PDP- I I minicomputers, for 
use at the National Cancer Institute. Software for these sys
tems was developed at both NIH and Los Alamos. Ac 
around tht: same cime, che Jovins incorporated a PDP- I I 
into the cell sorter they built in Goningen '". By che mid-
1970's, Michael Stohr and his colleaguesm, in Heidelberg, 
wert: interfacing various small compurers to commercial flow 
cycometers, Tom Sharpless"8, at Memorial Hospical in New 
York, was developing a daca acquisition and analysis system 
using a Daca General (Dara General Corp., Westborough, 
MA) Nova minicomputer, and Block Engineering was 
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building Novas imo protorypes of the Cycomat mulcibeam 
flow cycometers'"·91• 

By the end of the 1970's, inAation and the inclusion of 
large lasers and sorcing capability had driven the prices of 
flow cytometers well above $100,000; at rhe same rime, de
mand arose among an increasing number of t:xperienced 
users for more data analysis capacity than was available from 
pulse height analyzers . It thus became feasible for flow cy
comerer manufacturers to produce minicomputer-based data 
analysis systems. Becton-Dickinson had already incorporated 
Nuclear Data's PDP-11-based dual-parameter pulse height 

analyzer in ics cop-of-the-line systems, and continued devel
opment using Digical's PDP- I I and VAX computers. Ortho 
chose to base its computerized daca analysis systems on Data 
General minicomputers. 

The End of the Beginning 

In a rapidly developing field, the last competitor to solid
ify a produce design may gain the advantage of using che 
latest components; among commercial flow cycomecer 
manufacturers, Coulter gained a clear advamage by basing 
its data analysis syscems on microprocessors from che begin
ning, and consolidated it by shifcing coward processors and 
software compatible with a de facto industry standard. 

The standard was, of course, established by IBM (lnrt:r
national Business Machines Corporacion, Armonk, NY) 
with ics Personal Computer (PC) family, introduced in the 
early 1980's. While IBM elected not co go into che cycome
try business in the l 960's, we now find tens of thousands of 
descendants of IBM PCs in wide use for both flow cycome
cry and image analysis. They are, luckily, only a small minor
iry of the hundreds of millions of PC-compatible computers 
inscallt:d worldwide, and can utilize both the software and 
add-on hardware developed for chis large market for a wide 
range of applications. 

In developing the PC, IBM took cognizance of the ear
lier success of Apple Computer (Cupertino, CA) wich its 
Apple II line. Apple's personal computers incorporated a so
called open architecture; hardware could be connected di
rectly to the microprocessor's address, data, and control 
lines, or buses, simply by plugging circuit boards into con
nectors, or slots, on the computer's motherboard. The elec
trical specifications, timing, and pin conneccions of the IRM 
PC and compatibles, like chose of the Apple II, were made 
freely available by the manufacturers, facilitating develop
ment of peripherals by third parties, and thus giving rise co 
whole new industries . Boch the Apple II and the IBM PC 
originally came into wide use primarily for business applica
tions; however, once large-volume markets were established, 
the computers became accessible to other groups, including 
scientific researchers. 

The Apple II was not enough computer co serve cffec
tivel y as the data analysis system for a mulciparamecer flow 
cycomecer system. Its major limicacions lay in its restriction 
ro 8-bit arithmetic operations and its small (64 KB; I KB = 
1024 byres of memory) address space. To be sure, this 
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seemed like enough memory when the chips were developed; 
at the time, 64 KB of random access memory (RAM) cost 
several hundred dollars, and personal computers were 
shipped with only 8 or 16 KB of memory. And a few adven
rurous souls did hook 8-bir microcompurer sysrems up co 
flow cycomcrers. Krarel's flow cytomerers originally came 
equipped wirh dara analysis sysrems incorporating Radio 
Shack (Tandy Corp., Fe. Worrh, TX) TRS-80 personal 
computers, and a number of individuals tried Apple Ils. 
Arari's 800 series ran almost rwice as fasr as an Apple II and 
had better graphics, bur lacked rhe Apple Il's open architec
ture and shared its addressing and arichmeric limitations. 
The Acaris were regarded as game machines, even after I 
showed rhat they could be made to capture multiparamecer 
flow cytomecric data faster chan a PDP-I I . The data acquisi
cion and analysis systems 1 now use with 32-bit "Wimel" 
PCs was developed using 8-bic Atari computers; rhe lesson I 
learned, and now pass on ro you, is thar, no matter how 
good a computer is, it will never he widely used if ir isn'r 
taken seriously. 

The IBM PC/XT and PC/AT and cheir clones did 16-
bic arithmetic and could address a megabyte (I MB = 1024 
KB) of memory, including 640 KB of user RAM, wich rhe 
drawback char rhey ralked ro memory in 64 KB segments; 
chey also had separare instrucrions and addressing for input
output (110) ports, ro which they could send, and from 
which they could receive, 8-hir data. The 640 KB RAM 
limit didn't seem like much of a problem in rhe early I 980's, 
when a link-known company called Microsoft developed 
the Disk Operating System (DOS) char srill runs many 
IBM PC descendancs. DOS hobbles the 80386, 80486s, and 
Pentium processors used in mosr PC's since che middle of 
chat decade, which have the hardware capacity to address 
huge amounts of RAM but don't have an easy way to do ic 
running under DOS. Microsoft 's Windows operating envi
ronment, although its older versions (3.x, 95, 98 and Mc) 
still run under DOS, provides for addressing gigabytes (GB; 
I GB = 1024 MB) of memory, and, rhese days, if you don 't 
already have I GB of memory in your computer, you can 
add ic for under $200. 

The huge markec represented by chc large number of 
PC-compatible computers in use has generated a cornucopia 
of software, which includes at least one version of every im
porranr programming language, and a wide range of periph
c:ral hardware for data acquisition, storage, and display. 
There are also numerous books dealing wich PC family 
hardware and interfacing''" "· ,._ •. ,,,_ Coulcer and I have con-

tinued co use IBM-comparihle computers in flow cycome
cers, and most cytomecer manufacturers have followed 
sui1(s). 

The major competicion ro lnccl's 80x86/Pentium series 
of microprocessor chips now comes the Mororola/IBM 
PowerPCs, which have replaced the Motorola 68000 series 
chips used in earlier generations of the Apple Macintosh. 
The Mac preceded Windows in achieving a uniform user 
interface ar the Mr. Rogers level of user-friendliness by im-

posing Gulag discipline on programmers and hardware de
velopers"0·" . From 1984, when they were introduced, uncil 
1987, Macintosh computers had closed architectures. Since 
then, some Macs have offered expansion sloes, along with 
progressively faster processors. Macs used co be relatively 
expensive, even with inscirucional discounts; prices have be
come somewhac more competitive over rhe years. 

Beccon-Dickinson's CONSORT 30 series of computer 
worksracions used 68000-based computers made by Hew
lett-Packard; chis hardware was well designed for rapid data 
acquisition, bur rhe computers, being specialty items rather 
than personal computers, were neither widely used nor inex
pensive. Unril 1994, B-D elected to deal with users who 
wanced to do data analysis on PC-compatible computers by 
facilitating data file transfer over Hewlerc-Packard 's (IEEE 
488) inscrumencacion bus or via nerworks. B-D chen intro
duced the FACScacion, che first of a continuing series of 
Macintosh-based dara analysis systems, and conrinues to use 
Macs with most of the FACS instrument line, although the 
latest FACSDiVa digiral pulse processing systems use PC
compatible computers. 

Even relatively sophisticated modern flow cytometers can 
now be run from laptop computers; one could probably use 
palmtops to run the simplest instruments. The credit goes 
nor co the flow cytometer manufacturers, bur to rhe com
puter industry; the original IBM PC had the processing 
power of a l 960's mainframe, and current PC-compatibles 
offer over 1,000 rimes the memory and 1,000 rimes che 
speed of char mainframe for I /1,000 of che cost, while con
suming les chan l/100 the power. 

Data Rates and Dara Acquisition Systems 

Acquisition of data from a rnultiparameter flow cycome
rer can be a demanding job even for a minicomputer, bur 
may be done as easily with a small microcomputer as with a 
large mini. This paradox is explained by considering the 
several ways in which dara can be fed into a compucer. 

The data rate, i.e., che rate at which data are generated, 
in a flow cycomecer is che product of rhe number of parame
ters measured and the rare at which cells are analy-Led . How
ever, che raw figures can be deceiving. If rwo parameters are 
being recorded for 1,000 cells each second, the average data 
rate is 2,000 points/s, suggesting char the computer ha~ 500 
µs in which to deal wirh each data point. In actuality, how
ever, data from rwo channels arrive almost simultaneously, 
and, since che data are asynchronous , char is, che cells arrive 
at unpredictable rimes, che minimum interval bcrwcen cells 
may be 50 µs or less, which would require char che computer 
process data at a race of25 µs per data poinr. 

The electronics in what we now muse call a "classic" flow 
cytomecer provide analog outputs, in che form of stretched 
pulses representing pulse heights, areas, or widrhs, and rhc 
digital strobe signal which tells che computer rhat data need 
co be digitized and processed. It is preferable for the com
puter system ro respond specifically to the scrobe signal, 
rather than to check at regular intervals to see if there has 



been a srrobe signal, since che latter scracegy leaves open che 
possibility char chere won'c be enough time for the computer 
to deal with the data once the strobe signal has been de
cecrcd. 

The strobe signal could be used co generate an interrupt 
in che computer; chis is one of the standard cechniques for 
making compucer systems responsive to asynchronous stim
uli from che outside world. An inrerrupt generally causes the 
compurer co srop execution of whatever program is in pro
gress and to jump to a specific location in memory and be
gin execuring the interrupt servicing routine stored there. 
The servicing routine has to accomplish two ends; ic muse 
store contents of any computer registers in use by the inter
rupted program chat might be modified during the response 
to che inrerrupc. and restore chose conrents after responding, 
and it also must locate the source of the interrupt and cake 
appropriate action. 

Suppose we had a single A-D converter, with a multi
plexer at its input, allowing it to handle inpuc signals from 
mulciple channels. If the rising edge of the strobe signal were 
used to generace an interrupt, rhe interrupt routine would 
have to save registers, generate a start conven pulse for rhe 
frrsr A-D conversion, wair for rhe conversion ro finish, read 
data from the ADC inco memory, generate a srart convert 
for rhc second conversion, and so on until all parameters 
were captured, restore registers, and go back co what ir was 
doing. This uses a lor of machine rime ro do a rote opera
non. 

Things get speeded up considerably if we use separare 
ADCs for each parameter; the computer still has to save and 
resrore registers, but now it only has to generare one start 
convert pulse for all of rhe ADCs and then read data from all 
of them in succession. This is still inefficient. le only rakes a 
few chips to generate a start convert pulse , and if we build a 
circuic to do chis, and then use rhe end-of-conversion 
(EOC) signal from the slowest ADC to generate the inter
rupr, the dara are ready and wairing, and rhe compurer only 
has co read them into memory. 

An even more expedicious way of handling such dara in
volves the use of a direct memory access (DMA) channel, 
via which the compurer interface can put data directly into 
memory wirhout tying up che computer's central processor. 
When you acquire 8-parameter dara from 5,000 cells each 
second, a liability chat also makes it difficult to use a digital 
computer for real-time concrol comes co the fore . If your 
DMA channel has ro gee 8 data points our of che way in the 
25 µs during which it is guaranteed (by fronr end electronics 
dead times) that another cell won 't come along, the data 
have ro be shoveled into memory in 3 µs per data point, 
because che computer or its OMA channel are srill dealing 
wich the daca serially, i.e., one poinr ar a rime. The obvious 
solution co rhac problem is to use more DMA channels, one 
for each parameter, and stuff che daca into a few different 
areas of memory in parallel. Then you have more time co 
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deal wich each dara poinr. Of course, these days, 3 µs is 
plenty of rime, but you get che point. 

If you're building your own instruments, in small num
bers, you may want and/or need co rake advantage of com
mercially available hardware and software for data acquisi
tion; if you're after the highest possible speed, and/or arc 
going into production, you'll have ro design your own 
hardware. 

PC Data Acquisition Boards 
Companies such as Data Translation, Measurement 

Computing (formerly CompucerBoards), and National In
struments, to name a few, produce plug-in data acquisition 
boards for personal computers. These typically incorporate 
one or more ADCs; 12-bic resolution is now more or less 
standard, but 16-bit boards have become more widely avail
able in the past few years. Boards typically use between one 
and four ADCs; multiplexers are included to allow each 
ADC to handle more than one inpur, allowing a single 
board to be used to process as many as 16 signals. Some 
boards also have a channel or two of analog output from a 
DAC, and/or eight or more digital lines chat can be used for 
input and/or ourpur. Data acquisition rares above I MHz 
(1 ,000,000 conversions/s) are readily available for 12-bic 
boards; rhe rate is specified for conversions from a single 
input, meaning chat a 200 kHz board collecting multiplexed 
data from 8 channels, e.g., the outputs of a 5. 6, 7 or 8-
paramecer flow cyromerer, would have an upper limit of 
25,000 cells/s. Data transfer can be accomplished via OMA; 
the boards can also be sec up to generate interrupts or ad
dressed direccly by the computer ro initiate conversions 
and/or read data. Most plug-in boards are designed for PCI 
sockets, making chem usable in both "Wined" computers 
and in chose Apple Macintosh models chat have PCI sloes . 
There are still some ISA boards available for older PC's ; 
there is also a recent trend in favor of building the data ac
quisition board into a freestanding box rhat connects co che 
PC using a high-speed serial connection, via either che Uni
versal Serial Bus (USB) or Apple's FireWire, now scandard
iz.ed as IEEE 1394. 

Once data acquisition boards became readily available 
for PC's, they provided a relatively easy means of interfacing 
personal compurers ro laboratory-built cytometers and to 

older instrumenrs chat either lacked computer interfaces or 
were equipped with computers chat were less sophisticated, 
less standardized, or harder and more expensive tO maintain 
than personal computers. Kachel, Messerschmidt, and 
Hummel"'' described an interface for an 8-parameter IBM 
PC/AT-compatible using a 12-bir daca acquisirion board. In 
order to operate the computer wich flow cyromecers chat did 
nor make screeched pulse outputs available externally, these 
authors built external front end circuitry; ic had the capaciry 
for mulciparamecer triggering, a feature not then found on 
most commercial cyrometers. 
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Preprocessors for Data Acquisition 

The first computers used for flow cyrometry were mini
computers, for which suitable data acquisition modules were 
not readily available. Special-purpose eleccronics comrolled 
dara acquisition by the IBM 1130 in Kamentsky's original 
apparatus"'. Block's Cytomat inscruments"·" , which were 
equipped with dedicated Data General Nova minicomput
ers, had special hardwired preprocessors built in front of the 
computers ro manage the 8-parameter data generated by 
multibeam measurements of 30,000 or more cells/s. The 

first generation of preprocessors involved relatively sophisti
cated and complex electronics; later on, the same trend to

ward large-scaJe integration of circuitry that gave us micro
processors also facilitated preprocessor design using more 
complex building blocks chat were orders of magnitude 
smaller and less expensive than their predecessors. 

When I gave up on rrying to duplicate rhe Block com
purer sysrem in the early I 980's, r ended up developing an 
interface using an 8-bit Atari computer. This gadget, which 
cost $399 when r firsr boughr it, wasn' t very fast, didn't have 
OMA, and could only address 64K of memory. Ac that, it 
was probably five co ren rimes faster chan Kamentsky's IBM 
11.30, and had more memory, so r didn't think it would be 
impossible ro use. I built a parallel processing interface, us
ing a separate ADC for each data parameter to be recorded. 
A-0 conversions were initiated by the strobe pulse, which 
triggered electronics that sent a start convert pulse co the 8-
bit ADCs. The output of each ADC went ro a 2,048 byre 
random-access memory (RAM) chip. The interface could 
acquire and score 4-parameter dara from 2,048 cells without 
the computer being involved. Since there wasn't room in the 
computer's main memory for all the data, histograms had co 
be updated while rhe data were in the ·interface's memory 
chips. No problem; the A-D conversions took about 12 µs , 
and it only took a few microseconds more co gee data into 
rhe memories. I used a few digital electronics tricks to enable 
rhe computer to talk to all 2,048 locations in a RAM using 
only one memory address. 

By the rime I could afford an IBM PC, which was 
around 1985, I found I could readily adapt the interface ro 
ralk to chat computer. Since rhc PC could address 640K of 
RAM memory (gasp!), ic was fairly simple to run rhe inter
face, fill up its RAM's, rhen quickly transfer the data co the 
PC and work on ir while collecting rhe next 2,000 cells . I 
could have collected more cells using bigger RAM's; when I 
scarred, rhe 2K unics were the biggesc available. A few years 
lacer, Terry Fetterhoff and Bob McCarchy and cheir col
leagues'"" built a version of rhe incerface wirh 8K RAM's, 
which could capture daca from 8.192 cells ar a rime. 

You mighr ask, as Bob Leif did in his review of chc sec
ond edicion "-'', why I didn'c just use OMA inscead of che 
on-board RAM 's; Bob poinccd ouc, quire righcly, rhar he 
had used OMA in his old inscrumencs at Miami. Simple. 
While IBM even had adequate OMA capabiliry for Kament
sky to urilizc in che ancient 11.30, rhe original IBM PC had 

klunky, slow OMA char couldn' t have kepc up wirh che daca. 
This is one reason why B-D used Hewlecc-Packard com
puters in che CONSORT 30. IBM personal computers from 
the PC/AT series on, and all of rhe 286/386/486 and Pen
tium clones, had berrer OMA capabilicies. However, succes
sive versions of Windows have made it more difficult to use 
eicher OMA or interrupts for real-rime processing, and 
hardware advances have made ir easier ro build preprocessors 
and memory into data acquisition systems, the end result 
being rhar most flow cytomecers now rely on external hard
ware for chc first stage of data capture. I could also claim, 

wich some juscification, rhar my interface and ics successors 
did use OMA, wich cheir own dedicated controllers and pri
vate preserves of memory, but chcre isn'r much point in 
fighcing over semantics. 

My venerable parallel processing interface was sold by 
my company as rhe 4Cyte TM Model I, and I scill use chc 
boards in a few of my instruments, although 1 have moved 
on ro designs incorporating higher-resolution ADCs for 
critical applicacions. 

Van den Engh and Scokdijk"llll described a considerably 
more elegant parallel processing interface, which cranks our 
higher rcsolucion mulriparameter dara at a race of abour 4 
µs/cell. This was originally used on rhe high-speed "MoFlo" 
sorter built ar Livermore; the sorter is now being produced 
commercially by DakoCyromation, which has irs own long 
history of building parallel processing interfaces for fast flow 
cytomerric data acquisirion and sort control""·'. Cyroma
rion 's original CICERO syscems were builc around mini
compuccrs; cheir last models used Pentium class processors 
wirh parallel 16-bicA-D converters. 

The processor designs created by Auer et al ""' for Coul
ter 's EPICS XL cytomecer were among che most ambitious 
for rheir rime (che early I 990's). I have previously (p. 207 
and 214) mentioned chat rhis apparatus does 4-decadc log 
conversion and fluorescence compensacion wirh software; 
che hardware on which the software originally ran was a sys
tem of interconnected In Mos Transpucer chip~ . microcom
puters which were designed to be operated in parallel. A PC
compacible computer does chc data analysis and display, but 
the rime-cricicaJ, computationally intensive tasks involved in 
data acquisition are delegated to orher processors. BD's 
FACSDiVa digiral pulse processing electronics are also based 
on a multiprocessor sysrem, and, as more manufacrurers and 
developers of flow cytomerers move coward rhe use of OSP 
at progressively earlier stages of signal processing, multiproc
essor systems will continue ro replace simpler data acquisi
tion systems. 

Thar's enough abouc flow cycomerry hardware for now, 
and pretry much concludes what I will say about DSP and 
digital pulse processing. We will return in a bir to the [usu
ally personal] computer hardware and software needed ro 
store and maintain data and resulcs in a usable form, hut we 
will first consider the nature of dara in general, and whar we 
oughr, and oughc nor, co do with chem once they are in rhe 
computer. 



5.3 PRIMARY DAT A: FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS 

The first step in analysis of data obtained from flow cy
cometers usually involves examination of one- and rwo
dimensional frequency distributions, or histograms, of 
measured values of cellular parameters. When only pulse 
heighr analyzers were available for data analysis, frequency 
disrriburions were the only dara recorded by the apparatus; 
these days, frequency distriburions are almost always gener
ared from list mode data srored in raw form in computer 
memory and/or on external storage media. 

Uncil rhe 1980's, most data analysis in flow cytometry 
consisred of collecting and parritioning hisrograms of a sin
gle parameter. If this parameter was DNA concenr, inspec
tion or relatively minimal mathematical manipulation was 
used as a basis for dividing the hisrogram inco areas repre
senring cells in the G/G,, S, and G 1 + M phases of the cell 
cycle. If the parameter was immunofluorescence, the histo
gram was partitioned, by inspection, into areas represencing 
"negative" and "positive" cells. In some cases, differenr his
tograms were compared on the basis of the channels in 
which peak values were to be found. Logarithmic amplifiers 
had not yet come into vogue; linear scales were used, even 
for immunofluorescence. People who did flow cytomecry 
were up co their ears in frequency distributions, bur rarely 
bothered to chink about them as such. 

From the l 980's on, rwo- and, later, multicolor im
munofluorescence measurements found increasingly wider 
use, and logarithmic display scales and log amps became 
ubiquitous, changing the peak shapes of immunofluores
cence distributions, but otherwise having little effect on the 
level of statistical sophistication applied to dara analysis. 
Flow cycomecer manufacturers and third parcies provided 
improved software for DNA contenr distriburion analysis, 
but the software was applied at the spinal reflex level by most 
users. Mose of what was wricren abouc the formal srarisrics of 
disuiburions obtained from flow cytometry was inrended for 
consumption hy a relatively small audience of scaciscically 
adept users. 

Notable early attempts ro demystify data analysis were 
made by Bruce Bagwell , in a book chapter""', and by Jim 
Warson, who supplemented his book on flow cytometry'0io 

wich an equally admirable volume on data analysis""5• Both 
Jim's discussion of stacistics, and mine, which follows, owe a 
great deal to M. ]. Moroney's classic Facts From Figures""" , 
which has provided a good nuts-and-bolts introduccion to 
the subject for general readers since rhe early l 950 's. While 
you may need a British-to-American Dictionary ro get 
through pares of it, Facts From Figures is entertaining as well 
as informative, and Watson's recent historical survey of the 
origins of numbers and sracisrics1' ·1: is definitely worth a read. 

You S<!y You Want a Distribution 

Let's face it; you're not going our now after any of the 
works just menrioned, and I've already started co discuss 
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discriburions and where they come from, so I'll continue, 
with the aid of Figure 5-1. 

1 RANDOM NUMBER 
(UNIFORM DISTN) 

SUM OF 3 
RANDOM NUMBERS 

SUM OF 2 
RANDOM NUMBERS 

I SUM OF 4 ! 

I RANDOM NUMBERS ! 
! ~ i 
~--- ------ ···~·-

Figure 5-1. Disrrlburions of sums of uniformly disrribured 
random numbers approach the Gaussian or normal dis
rribucion. 

We've already run across the Gaussian , or normal, discri
bution, also known as the "bell curve," on p. 22. le describes 
the inrensiry profile of a TEM00 laser beam (pp. 134-6); it 
also provides a pretty good approximation to whac we get 
when we plot fluorescence histograms of calibration beads 
on a linear scale. In face, measurements of many different 
characteristics of many different samples turn our to be 
normally distributed. 

Now, most of us, even most statisticians. don't intui
tively think, "Hey, if we go out and make a lot of measure
mencs, and plot values on the x axis and frequencies on they 
axis, we' ll gee a curve described by the equation 

y= ~e 
av 2tr 

(x- p ) ~ 

2a~ 

whereµ is the mean and a is the standard deviation, which 
just happens co be the equation of the normal or Gaussian 
distribution." 

Gauss Out of Uniform 

In my experience, the easiest disrriburion co deal with in
tuitively is the uniform distribution, in which all values 
have the same frequency of occurrence. You should get a 
uniform distribution with rwo possible values by flipping a 
fair coin a number of times and plotting the occurrences of 
heads and tails; throwing an unbiased die should give you a 
uniform distribution with six possible values. When you're 
looking for hundreds of values, you use a computer. 

Computers can be programmed for random number 
generation, which means that, given a range of numbers, 
they are equally likely co spit out any number in the range. It 
rums out that the compurers really generate pscudorandom 
numbers; values eventually repeat, but pseudorandom is 
close enough. The upper left panel of Figure 5-1 shows a 
computer-generated frequency distribution of 50,000 ran
dom numbers, and it's pretty uniform . 

If, instead of plotting the distribution of individual ran
dom numbers , you plot that of the sums of pairs of random 
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numbers, you gee the criangular discribucion in che upper 
right panel of the figure. The distribucion of sums of three 
random numbers, at che lower left, looks like some rocks in 
Arizona and some ziggurats in Iraq, but nobody talks about 
things being distributed on a ziggurar curve. However, mov
ing co che lower right panel, which shows che distribution of 
sums of four random numbers, we gee a bell-shaped curve 
char looks prerry Gaussian. By the cime you gee to the sum 
of eight random numbers, even the computer can't cell che 
distribution from Gaussian, rake my word for ic. 

Practically any measuremenc you can make has associ
ated wich ic several sources of error, each of which will con
tribute some random variation co che measurement. What 
figu re 5-1 cells us is that , even if the distribution of the 
variacion from each source were completely uniform, we 
could expecr measured values co follow an approximately 
normal distribution . We don 't have co rely on the figure, 

either; che Central Limit Theorem of statistics gees us co 
the same conclusion in a more formal, mathematical way. 

About Binomial Theorem, I'm Teeming With a Lot 
o' News ... 

Another intuitive approach to che normal distribution comes 
from examination of the binomial distribution, which, 

among ocher chings, describes rhe outcomes to be expected 
from mulciple cosses of coins, fair or biased. In che case of 
the fair coin, che probabiliry of the coin's coming up heads is 
equal co che probability of ics coming up rails, both prob
abilities are taken as 1/2, eliminating consideration of che 
coin's landing on edge. For rwo chrows of che coin, che pos
sible ourcomes are: two heads, heads followed by tails, tails 
followed by heads, and rwo tails. If we consider che out
comes only in cerms of combinations. or numbers of heads 
and cails, and not in terms of permutations, which differen
ciace outcomes according to which comes firsc, che outcome 
of one head and one cail is rwice as likely as eicher chac of 
cwo heads or chac of rwo cails. This very rudimentary discri

bucion already has a peak. 
For chree throws, che outcomes are chree heads, rwo 

heads and one rail, one head and two tails, and three tails. 
The mixed outcomes are each chree cimes as likely as all 
heads or all rails; in the case of two heads and one rail, for 
example. rhe tail could come up on eirher the first, second, 
or chird rhrow. For four tosses, che c:wo heads and rwo rails 
are six times as likdy as all heads or all rails; one head and 
chree tails or one tail and three heads are four times as likely 
a~ all heads. Work it out wirh a pencil if you have problems. 

For n throws, outcomes with r heads and (n - r) tails, or 
r rails and (n - r) heads, are (n!)l[(r.)(n - r)!J times as likely as 
outcomes wich all heads or wich all tails. Note that n!, or n 

factorial, is [(n)(n - I) (n - 2) (n - 3) .. . (3)(2)(1) ). The quan
ciry (n!)/[(r.)(n - r)!], abbreviated ·c,, is the number of 

combinations of n things taken rat a time. 
"C, is also known as the binomial coefficient. A bino

mial is an algebraic expression with rwo terms, e.g., (p + q). 
When a binomial is raised co che nrh power, che result is a 

series of terms, rhe rrh term being expressed as 'Cp'q"·'. For 
example, 

(p + q)' = p' + 4p'q + 6p'q' + 4pq' + q'. 

You can verify the calculation, given that O! = 1 ! = l. The 
binomial coefficients for expansions co increasing powers 
arrange themselves in Pascal's Triangle, shown in Figure 5-
2. 

I I 
I 2 I 

I 3 3 I 
4 6 4 

I 5 10 10 5 
I 6 15 20 15 6 

I 7 21 35 35 21 7 I 
8 28 56 70 56 28 8 

••• 

Figure 5-2. Pascal's Triangle 

The nch row of che triangle contains rhe coefficients for 
che nch power; the sum of these coefficients is 2", i.e. , 2 for 
che l sc row, 16 for the 4th row, ecc. You can also calculate 

che coefficient ac any point in the (n + I )sc row by adding 
the coefficients to the lefc and right of it in the nch row. The 
triangle has endured for centuries as a way of gcccing chil

dren of all ages to play wich numbers. 
le also provides a good picture of che binomial distribu

tion for any number n of coin cosses. Figure 5-3 illustrates 
binomial distributions for n = 2, 4, 8, and 16, assuming a 

fair coin, with che probabilities p and q (= I - p) for heads 
and tai ls boch equal to 0.5. The numbers of occurrences of 
various outcomes have been mulciplicd by appropriate con
stants to yield che same total number of events in each dis

cribution. 

n=2 
/ 

n=4 
I 

n=8 n = 16 

\ 

A. 
Figure 5-3. Binomial distributions for n = 2, 4, 8, and 
16, with p::q = O.S. 

As n increases, binomial distri butions gee to look more 
and more like the normal distribution, except that binomial 
distributions arc discrete, chat is, probabilicies arc defined 
only for distinct values representing outcomes, while the 
normal distriburion is continuous, with a probability as-



signed to any outcome between -oo and oo. The discribution 
for n = 16 in figure 5-3 is hard co distinguish from a normal 
distribution, either by eye or machemacically. In face, stu
dents of statistics have long been caught char a normal distri
bution can be used as an approximation to a binomial dis
tribution for which n > l 0 . 

The normal approximation co the binomial made life 
much easier in che precompucer days because one could al
ways find cables of che normal distribution. On the ocher 
hand, one could also find cables of logarithms and slide 
rules, neither of which get much use these days. At the risk 
of being accused of statistical heresy, I will suggest thac, in 
this era of digitized data with discrete values, we might more 
properly use binomial discribucions as such. Don't worry 
about it yec. 

If you'd like to see binomial distributions which don't 
look like normal distributions, cake a look at Figure 5-4, 
which shows three binomial distributions for which n = 16. 
When p = 0.5, che distribution is symmetric, nearly Gaus
sian. When p = 0.25, che distribution is noticeably asymmet
ric, or skewed; when p = 0.125, che skewness is pronounced. 
This would be che distribution of heads obtained from toss
ing a decidedly biased coin (1 chance in 8 of coming up 
heads). The distributions shown are shifted to che left; dis
tributions for values of p greater than 0.5 would be shifted to 
the right. As n increases, che skewness of distributions de
creases. 
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Figure 5-4. Binomial distributions for n = 16 and p = 05, 
0.25, and 0.125. When p "' 05, the distribution is 
asymmecric, or skewed. 

While never likely co be mistaken for normal, skewed 
binomial distributions do approximate another well-known 
conrinuous distribution, the Poisson discribucion . If you've 
ever encountered che Poisson distribution, you have un
doubtedly heard ic characterized as describing che scaciscics of 
rare occurrences; it thus might not come as a surprise that 
binomial distributions for which n and p arc relatively small, 
which therefore also deal with rare occurrences, develop a 
resemblance to Poisson distributions. 

Distributions Have Their Moments 

Statistical versus Cytometric Parameters 

We've already gotten used to talking about parameters in 
the conrexr of flow cytometry, and now is the appropriate 
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time co point ouc that the word "parameter" has a very wcll
defined meaning in a scacistical context. Discribucions are 
characterized by one or more parameters, which appear in 
the formula defining the discribucion; in the case of chc 
normal or Gaussian disrribution, for which the formula ap
pears on p. 231, chc parameters areµ and CJ. 

In the case of the binomial distribution, che formula for 
which is 

y(k) = ·c./(1 -pr ' , 
where y(k) denotes the probability of k occurrences, m n 
trials, of che outcome with probability p, the parameters are 

n andp. 
The Poisson distribution (pp. 19-20), wich the formula 

y(k) = (c"µ' )/k!, 

where y(k) denotes the probability of k occurrences of che 
specified outcome, is characterized by the: single parameterµ. 

Especially since I have already let it slip chat, in che case 
of che normal distribution, µ is che mean and CJ the stan
dard deviation, you may be wondering how the paramc:rcrs 
of a distribution relate to these becrer known descriprors. 

Mean, Variance, and Standard Deviation 

Mathematical statistics defines a series of moments of a 
distribution, which are very much analogous to che mo
ments of physics. The mth moment about the origin of a 
discrete dimibucion such as the binomial , denoted by µ '~ , 

is defined as 

ic represents the sum of the mth powers of all possible out
comes, each weighted by its probability of occurrence. for 
continuous distributions, an integral replaces che sum. To 
relieve the math anxiecy, let me reveal that the first moment 
about che origin is good oldµ, better known as che arithme
tic mean or average. As for the analogy between statistical 
and physical moments, a line perpendicular to the hori1.0ntal 
axis atµ passes through the center of gravicy of the discribu
tJOn. 

The mth central moment, or mth moment about the 
mean, is denoted by µm , and defined as 

The second moment about the mean is better known in the 
guise of CJ 2 , the variance, which is che square of rhe stan
dard deviation (S.D.), CJ. 

The formulas you'll usually encounter for the mean and 
variance include a number of observations, N; the mean is 
(Ix)/N and the variance is (I(x - fl)')/N; for small samples 
(N < 20), about which we needn't worry, the variance is 
generally more accurately expressed by [I(x - µ) ~)/ (N - 1). 
These formulas don't look quire like chose for the moments, 
but che y(x) terms in che moments include che factor l/N, 
which explains che apparent discrepancy. Different statistics 
books write the same formulas in different forms . 
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Parameccrs, or powers of paramecers, aren 'c always mo
mems, alchough chey arc in the case of che normal distribu
tion. For che Poisson distribucion, che mean is equal to che 
parameter µ; so is the variance. For che binomial, che mean 
is np; the variance is np(l - p). 

With Many Cheerful Facts About the Square of the 
Hyporenuse: Euclidean Distance 

While the mean locates the physical center of a distribu
tion, rhe scandard deviacion, and ics square, rhe variance, 
provide an indicacion of che average discance from the cencer 
of poincs in the distribution. The "square root of squares" 
nature of the standard deviacion relaccs co chc time-honored 
definicion of che Euclidean distance becwcen cwo points in 
space, shown in Figure 5-5. 

Figure 5-5. Euclidean distance between two points, 
with an assist from Pythagoras. 

In chc cwo-dimensional case, che line between two poincs 
(x,,y,) and (x,,y) represents che hypotenuse of a righc trian
gle wirh sides of length (x ~ - x, ) and (y2 - y, ); from che Py
thagorean Theorem, we know the lcngch of chc hypocenuse 
is rhe square rooc of che sum of the squares of the sides, or 
((x, - x, )' + (y, - y, f ]112 • The distance formula works in any 
number of dimensions; you can skecch it ouc for yourself in 
chrce if you have doubcs. 

Higher Moments: Skewness and Kurtosis 

The skewness, Y: , of a discribucion is defined a.~: 

Y, =µ.J CJ ' . 

where µ3 is the third momenc abouc the mean and CJ is the 
standard deviation . Since che normal disuibucion is symmet
ric abouc the mean, ics skewness is zero . The skewness of che 
Poisson distribution is µ' "; thac of che binomial discribution 
is (I - 2p)/[n(p)( I - p) I"'. 

If skewness is a relatively simple conccpc, kurtosis, and 
chc related excess. arc a lictle subtler. Boch can be symbol
ized as y, ; kurcosis is defined as 

y' = (µ/CJ. ) - 3 , 

and excess as y, ~ (µ/CJ' ). The excess of a normal discribu
tion is zero, char of a Poisson disrribucion is I/µ , and chac of 
a binomial di.srribucion is (6p' - 6p + l)/[np(l - p)J. Kurtosis 
and excess characcerize the relative proportions of the cencral 
porrion and cails of a distribution. A discribucion wich hefc-

ier cails chan a normal d istribucion is called placykurtic; one 
wirh proporcionally more in its cenrral porrion is lepcokur
tic. 

Some Features of the Normal Distribution 

If x is normally distributed with a mean µ and a standard 
deviacion CJ , the quanricy z, where z = (x - µ)/cr , is normally 
disrriburcd wich mean 0 and standard deviarion I. The stan
dardized quancicy is usually what appears in cables of rhe 

normal discribution. P(Z) is rhe probability chat z $ Z ; ir is 
rhe integral of, or che area under, che sran<lardized normal 

curve bccween -:n and Z. Y(Z) gives the heighr of the discri 
bucion ac z = Z (or at z = -Z, since che discribucion is sym
metric). Some key values are shown in Table 5-1. 

l P{Z) Y(Z) Nott"\ 
------

Table 5-1. Some landmarks of the normal or Gaussian 
distribution. 

Half of che symmetric distribucion lies above rhc mean; 
chree-quarrers lies wichin 0.68 standard deviation (S.0.) of 
che mean, and it's a safe gamble char more rhan 99 and 
44/J 00 percenc of the discribucion is less than 3 S.D . from 



che mean. When you deal wich large numbers of observa
cions, chac may noc be as much comforr as you need; noce 
chac 3 of every 101 poincs lie more than 5 S.D. above the 
mean. If you're really ambitious abouc rare event analysis, 
you might worry about the 1 event in 10' lying more than 6 
S.D. above che mean, or even the I in 10" lying more than 
7 S.D. above. You're safe at 8 S.D., above which you can 
only expecc I evenc in 1 O'~. 

When working with che approximately normal distribu
tions cncounccred in flow cytometric measurements of cali
bration beads, or of DNA concenc, we have goccen used co 
calculacing the coefficient of variation (CV), thac is, the 
S.D. divided by the mean, co compare che relative dispersion 
or spread of cwo distributions. The FWHM (Full Width at 
Half Maximum height) of a normal distribution is 2.36 
standard deviations; as noted on pp. 22-3, the CV of a flow 
cyromecric near-normal distribution may be "conveniently" 
estimated by multiplying the difference in channel numbers 
between che le~ and right half-maximum points by (l /2.36) 
and dividing by the channel number of che peak. Or, if 
you'd prefer co do a really convenient calculation, i.e., one 
that you can do in your head, just find the difference in 
channel numbers becween points at which the heighc is 0.6 
maximum, where the width is 2 S.D. Divide by twice the 
peak channel number, and you've goc the CV. 

Many of che distributions observed in flow cyrometry, 
e.g., immunofluorescence and righc angle scatter distribu
tions and distributions obtained from measurements of total 
cellular protein with stains such as fluorescein isothiocy
;mace, arc, when measured on a linear scale, skewed toward 
lower values. Most of chese discribucions look more like the 
normal distribution when displayed on a logarithmic scale, 
and have been described as exhibicing lognormal distribu
tions, i. e., discributions in which the log of the measured 
quantity is normally distributed. Other cellular characceris
cics, including generation time, also follow approximately 
lognormal distributions. 

The "approximately" in che preceding sentence is really 
key here. There are billions of humans, bearing trillions of 
cells each, and when you do some rough and ready cakula
cions using excreme values of lognormal discriburions, you 
expecc to find small numbers of cells with generation times 
of milliseconds and cencuries, and lymphocytes the size of 
neutrons and filbercs . Common sense seeps in and tells us 
chac discributions encountered in real life are truncated {che 
cerm is in boldface because ic is used in scacisrics in exactly 
the sense in which I am now using it); values don't really 
range from minus to plus infinity. In addicion, as can be 
appreciated from a paper by Coder, Rcdelman, and Voge""', 
many discributions thac appear lognormal really aren 't. 

Measures of Central Tendency: Arithmetic and 
Geometric Means, Median, and Mode 

The mean represents what statisticians call a measure of 
central tendency; ic indicates che position of a representa
tive portion of a distribution. The arithmetic mean, or av-
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erage, (:Ex/N), i.e., che sum of the individual values (x) of all 
of che observations in rhe distribution divided by che num
ber, N , of observations is familiar to almost everybody. le is 
not rhe only mean there is; those of us who do flow cyrome
cry are familiar, perhaps too familiar, with the geometric 
mean, which is rhe Nth root of the produce of all of che 

observed values, or, in mathematical nocarion , (nx)"". 
You mighc ask why so many flow cytometry software 

programs compute geometric means, since you aren't likely 
co find more than passing references to chem in most scacis
cics books. Well, I'll cell you. A lot of flow cytomecry data is 
displayed on logarithmic scales and, essentially , .~m red in 
logarithmic form ; the values we have co work wich are rhc 
logarithms of the observed values. Adding che logarithms of 
two numbers gives you the logarithm of rheir produce, and 
dividing che logarithm of a number by N gives you the loga
rithm of its Nth rooc. So, if you have N logarichms of ob
served values, and you take the arithmetic mean of the loga
richms, adding chem all up and dividing by N, whac you gee 
jusc happens to be che logarithm of the geometric mean of 
the observed values. It is easier to do chis computation than 
it is co convert all the logarithmic values co linear values and 
cake cheir arithmetic mean, especially when you are dealing 
with 8-bic or I 0-bic daca on che logarithmic scale, which will 
give you noticeable picket fence effects when you cry co con
vert co a linear scale and back co a log scale. As ic becomes 
che norm (a good name for a measure of central tendency if I 
ever heard one, but noc a defined term) co score high
resolucion list mode linear data, there should be little reason 
co bother wich geometric means. 

Other measures of central tendency include che mode, 
which is the value of the discribucion chat occurs most fre
quently, and che median, che value above and below which 
50% of che distribution can be found. The arithmetic and 
geometric means are boch susceptible to che influence of 
outliers, i.e., data poincs far from che ccncer of the sample 
distribution. Small numbers of oucliers can change che val
ues of both means, in some cases subscancially. The mode 
and median are largely immune from che effects of outliers. 

Measures of Dispersion: Variance, Standard Deviation, 
CV, and Interquartile Range 

The variance, its square rooc, che standard deviation 
(S.0.), and rhe coefficient of variation (CV), i.e., che S.D. 
divided by the arithmetic mean, are measures of dispersion 
for a discriburion. Ocher measures of dispersion include chc 
range, or difference between che highesc and lowest values, 
and che interquartile range (i.q.r.), che difference between 
the values within which che central 50% of che discribucion 
lies . 

Robustness in Statistics; the Robust CV 
We need co worry ac least a liccle about che actual form 

of the distributions with which we deal with because you 
can'c jusr do a loc of statistical cescs and expect accurate re
sults. Statisticians speak of parametric cescs, which involve 
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quamiries compured using esrimared values of rhe parame
rers of distributions, and nonparametric rests, which don't. 
Many parametric tests arc based on the assumption that the 
disrribution being examined is normal , and may fail when it 

deviates substancially from normal . Tests rhat maintain their 
efficacy when their underlying assumptions are violated are 
called robust. 

In craditional statistical work, a sample of data points is 
used to estimate rhe propercies of rhe distribution repre
semed by che sample. Some measures of central tendency 

and dispersion provide bener estimators than ochers. For 

example, the range is not a particularly good measure of 
dispersion when the sample includes a reasonable number of 

points, because chc value of chc range obtained from the 

sample is determined solely by outliers. The arithmecic and 
geometric means arc, as previously noted, affected by out
liers; the S.D. is, co an even greacer extenc, because the vari

ance, from which the S.D. is derived, includes terms repre

senting rhe squares of che differences berween oucliers and 

the mean. The median and interquarcile range, the values of 
which are determined by che locacions of the central 50% of 
che distribution, are not greacly affected by oucliers; chey are 
robust. 

In a symmetric discribucion , the mean is equal co the 

median, in a symmetric unimodal disrriburion, i.e., one 
wirh a single peak, che mode is equal to the mean and me
dian. In a skewed distribution , the mean , median, and mode 

all have different values. When we work with skewed discri
burions, e.g .. when defining a "peak channel," we are more 

likely co focus on the mode of the distribution than on ei

ther che mean or median, and, es timating CVs by eye gees 
much harder chan ic is when we' re dealing with relatively 

narrow normal d is tributions. The mode isn'r a parricularly 
robust staristic, anyway. 

We'd like co have something analogous co chc CV co use 
ro compare skewed discributions, even if we can 'c do rhe 

calculation in our heads. The CV is obcained by dividing the 

S.D., a measure of dispersio n, by the mean, a measure of 
cemral tendency. Something chat may suit our needs admi
rably is che robust CV (RCV) . 

The robusc CV is obtained by dividing che interquartile 
range, a robust mearnre of dispersion, by the median, a ro
busc measure of central tendency. In order to make ic di

rectly comparable to CV for normal disrributions, we inrro
duce a faccor of 0. 75 . Since, a~ can be seen from Table 5-1, 
the inrerquarcile range of a normal discrihurion encompasses 

1.36 S.D ., exrcnding 0.68 S.D. above and below rhe mean, 
which is also che median, che adjusted value 

RCV ~ 0.75 x (i.q.r.)/med ian 

should be close ro rhc value of the CV for a normal discribu
[IOn. 

Thi.: median, i.q.r., and RCV arc also useful for dealing 
with disrrihutions on logarichmic scales, which pose particu

lar problems when arrempts are made to calculate means and 
standard dcviacions using channel numbers. The mean of 

che logs isn't che log of che means, and vice versa ; thi s is one 
reason some software calculates a geometric mean . An alter
native approach is co converc everything from log back to 

linear and work from rhere; however, given che rclacivcly 

poor agrccmenc berween log amps and log rabies, this seems 
inadvisable. Evencually, we'll be keeping che data in 16-bit 
or higher precision linear form, and using the log scales pri
marily for displays; even then and chereafrer, however, we' ll 

run into less trouble if we use robusc sracisrics. 

"Box-and-Whiskers" Plots of Distributions 

"Box-and-whiskers" pl ors, described by T uke/ '"", and 

shown in Figure 5-6, provide an easily appreciated graphical 

summary of a distribution. The box spans the interquartile 
range; the whiskers define the end poims of the range unless 

chcy are more than 1.5 i.q.r. away, in which case docs along 
rhe axis may be used co show outliers. T ufte '0 " suggested a 

simpler, and even more informationally dense , version of the 

box-and-whiskers plot; chis is also shown in th e figure. Lo

cating rhe median by a horizomal gap berween line.~ may he 
a licde tricky, bur you can always make che gap bigger. 
T ufte 's works on information display ' 0'1·""'' · ~· ;•·'' speak well of 

"small multiples," a rype of display which might include 
chose figures, shown in many papers involving flow cyrome

try, in which the reader is given rhe opporrunicy co compare 

16 or 32 immunofluorescencc histograms, each smaller rhan 
a postage scamp. However, box-and-whiskers plots, either in 
T ukey's original form or T ufce's minimalist style, can pre

sent the informacion more effectively. Nobody gees bragging 

righcs for histograms any more, anyway. 
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Figure 5-6. "Box-and-whiskers" plots showing medi
ans and interquartile ranges of rwo distributions. A: 
As originally described by Tukey"88• B: In che mini
malist interprecation suggested by Tufte'°26• 

Calculating and Displaying Histograms 

The compurer algorichm for caJcularing histograms was 
described on p. 25 . Today's sofrware allows hisrogram com
putation to be stopped when rhe coral number of cells or the 
number of cells in a given channel or range of channels 



reaches a preset value, or (in rhe case of data acquisition 
software) afcer a preset rime has elapsed. These capabilicies 
were anticipated by che pulse height analyzers (PHAs) used 
on rhe previous generation of flow cycometers, as was some 
limited capaciry for gated anaJysis, which is erroneously con
sidered a relatively "modern " technique in flow cyrometry. 

The gating capacities of PHAs were limited co che use of 
a gacing pulse, which essentially provided a trigger signal for 
che anaJyzer, allowing computation of histograms from low
level and/or noisy signals, e.g., immunofluorescencc signals, 
for which forward scaccer signals served as gating pulses. 
However, che hardwired cwo-parameter analyzer incorpo
rated into the original Bio/Physics Systems Cycofluorograf 
allowed the definition of a rwo-paramecer gate bounded by a 
four-sided polygon; an associated gating pulse could be used 

to crigger the PHA co produce a histogram of a third pa
ramecer for cells wichin che gating region. Modern technol
ogy allows us to be much more creative about gacing. 

Figure 5-7 shows histograms of discributions plotted in 
various formats. PHAs usual ly produced a series of dots or a 
"bar graph"; when connected co chart recorders, they drew 

lines. The computer can easily reproduce all of these rypes of 
display and add a few. I find "odd" and "even" bar graphs, 
in which every other poinc of a distribution is displayed as a 
bar, to be useful for visual comparison of cwo histograms; 
chey are particularly effective when che cwo histograms are 
displayed in different colors or shades of gray. 
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Figure 5-7. Histogram display formats. 

Bivariate and Multivariate Distributions and Displays 

When mixed cell populacions are subjected co flow cy
tomecric analysis, frequency distributions of any one cellular 
parameter generally show considerable overlap from one cell 
type co anocher. It is almost always possible, however, co 
discinguish differenc rypes of cells by looking at multivariate 
frequency distributions of cwo or more parameters in 
spaces of two or more dimensions. 

Two-parameter dot plots or cytograms, and two

dimensional frequency distributions, shown as gray scale, 
chromatic (color) , peak-and-valley ("isometric"), or con
tour plots, all of which were discussed in Chapter l , are the 
most commonly used forms of graphical presencacion of 
bivariate flow cyromecric data. 
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Dot Plocs; Correlation and Covariance 

Doc plots provide as good an indication as any ocher 
form of display of the range of bivariate data. They arc also 
useful in determining correlations between paramerers, i.e .. 
the exrenc co which values of two parameters crack one an
other. The corrclacion coefficient r between variables x 

'Y 

and y is defined as 

r., = L[(x - µ)( y- µ) J/Ncr, a, , 

where µ, andµ , are the mean values of x and y, and cr, and 
crr are che associaced standard deviarions. The covariance of 

x and y, cr.,. is 

cr., = L[(x - µ.)(y- µ,.) JIN . 

Figure 5-8 shows doc plots of some computer-generated 
near-normal data illuscracing various degrees of correlation . 
The panel ac che lefc shows daca char are essenrially uncorre
lated (r = -.002). The middle panel shows data wirh some 
correlation; r = .320. The x- and y-values in the right panel 
are highly correlated (r = .950). In general, if you plot two 
parameters char show a correlation rhis high , you might as 
well only measure one of chem. 

/ , . 

r = -.002 r = .320 r = .950 

Figure 5-8: Dot plocs of computer-generated data show
ing various degrees of correlation. 

Linear Regression; Least-Squares Fits 

When variables are well correlated, ir is often useful co be 
able co express the value of one dependent variable as a 
function of the ocher independent variable. If y is rhe de
pendent, and x the independent, variable, it is possible co 
find values of che slope m and y-intercept b which best 
describe a linear relationship (y = mx + b) between che two. 
In che procedure called least-squares linear regression , 
values of m and b are selecced which minimizes the sum of 
squares of the distances of actual data points (x.y) from rhe 
line y = mx + b. Euclidean distance comes into play again. 
The use of regression in calculating instrumenr sensicivicy in 
MESF units was shown in Figure 4-60 (p. 216) and dis
cussed on pp. 216-7. 

When you do a regression calculation, the key critical 
item in che result is the minimized sum of squares, or resid

ual. This determines che confidence interval for the value 
of the slope, m . If you look at rhe right panel of Figure 5-8 , 
you can pretry much figure our char rhe regression line 
would run from rhe bottom left corner co rhe mp righr cor
ner of the panel, meaning chere wouldn' t be much doubr 
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abour che value of m. There isn'c anything chac prevents you 
from deriving a lease squares line for essenrially uncorrelared 
dara such as are shown in che left panel of Figure 5-8. How
ever, if you look ac che daca, you won'c (or shouldn't) be able 
ro convince yourself that a regression line should run in any 
particular direction, and the residual will, in essence cell you 
rhac the slope could be anywhere between -oo and oo. In gen
eral, if you can 'r see a high degree of corrclacion in the data, 
regression, linear or ocherwise, is a waste of cime. 

J ,inear regression can readily be exrended to more chan 
cwo dimensions chrough rhe magic of macrix algebra. There 

arc also cases in which data clearly accumulate along a crajec
tory which doesn'r happen co be a line; in such cases, ic is 
possible co find least squares fies co polynomials, exponen
rials, ere. Such nonlinear least-squares curve fitting figures 
prominenrly in the merhodology for deconvoluting DNA 
hisrograms, which was inrroduced on pp. 25-6. 

Breaking off Undiplomatic Correlations 

Correlation and regression arc used, ubiquicously but in
appropriately, in many studies comparing different methods 
of clinical measuremenr, e.g. , comparison of resulcs obtained 
by newer and older hematology counters. In general, a corre
lacion coefficient becomes larger as rhe range of included 
data poinrs increases; since evaluarions of new methodology 
are typically designed co include excreme values at the high 
and low ends, and since nobody is willing to puc up money 
for che study unless che new method seems co work reasona
bly well, ic can be expecced char chere will be a high degree of 
correlation becween che results obcained using the old and 

new method. This was pointed ouc in 1986 by Bland and 
Alrman""J, buc, years lacer, when Rebecca Gelman designed 
a study using che Wilcoxon paired-sample (signed rank) cest 
to evaluate volumetric capillary cytomerry againsc flow cy
romecry for CD4+ lymphocyte counring, she noted rhar 6 of 
7 comparisons of technologies for this purpose published 
becween 1993 and 1995 scill relied on correlation and re
gression. If you ever gee involved in an instrument compari
son, you should look ac the paper by O'Gorman, Gelman er 
al"", and make sure the scatistician responsible for the ex
perimental design has read it. 

Multivariate Measures of Central Tendency 
and Dispersion 

In che matrix algebra used for mulcivariate stacistics, in
dividual observacions are replaced by an observation vector, 
and means by a means vector; the function of che variance 
is subsumed by rhe variance-covariance matrix, which has 
rhe variances of the individual variables as irs diagonal ele
mencs and rhe covariances (o .. ) as ics off-diagonal clemencs. 

If you chink about it, you will realize chac ir is not possi
ble co come up wich definitions for mulcivariace medians, 
quartiles, percentiles, ecc. One can find rhe cencral positions 
of bivariate and mulcivariace Gaussian discribucions (for an 
isometric ploc of a bivariate Gaussian, look at che intensity 
discribucion of a TEM00 laser beam, shown as an isomerric 

ploc in Figure 4-21 on p . 136), bur chcse cencral posicions 
are means. le is also possible, using fairly hairy machematics, 
co find boundary contours for "rings," in che cwo
dimensional discribucion , or "shells," in che chree- or mulci

dimensional discriburions, that contain given percencile frac
cions of che population, but only because che Gaussian dis
cribucion is symmetric. That doesn'c help us much in look
ing ac most of che real mulcivariace discributions we encoun
cer in cyrometry, which are asymmetric in bizarre enough 
ways for me co have adopted the term "ginger rooc" co de
scribe them. 

Beyond Dot Plots: Two-Parameter Histograms 

We found in chapccr l (pp. 26-7) that dot plocs can pro
vide information we can't gee from single-parameter hisco
grams. However, in considering rhe broad area of discrimi
narion and scleccion of cell populations, even in rwo dimen
sions, we quickly encountered a need for alternatives, and 
discovered chac chc display of a bivariace frequency disrribu 
tion as a cwo-parameter histogram, which provides indica
tions of che relarive frequencies at which cells wich differcnc 
values of cwo measuremenc parameccrs occur wichin che 
sample population, could be much more informative. 

Bivariate Distributions: Display's the Thing! 

A useful discussion of techniques of graphical presenca
tion of bivariace and mulcivariare daca appeared in an article 
by Graedel and McGill"' , which shaped my original discus
sion of che subjecc; I have since been influenced by che 
monumental conrribucions made to the art and science of 
data visuali'ration by Tuftc' 021'""'· 2418 ". 

Noc so long ago, chose of us lucky enough ro have com
pucers attached to our flow cycomerers were obsessed wirh 
minimizing che number of byres of daca we had co keep on 
hand, in order not ro exceed the 640 KB capacity of our 
computer memories or che 360 KB capacity of a floppy disk. 
Even chough seemingly giganric 5 and 10 MB hard drives 
had become available co us, chey did not offer storage space 
for as much data as we could fairly readily generace in a mac
cer of days. We also were usually limiced co 8-bit ADCs, 
which meant char our single-parameter histograms couldn 'r 
occupy more chan 256 channels; che two-parameter disrribu
cions were typically 64 x 64, so as noc co cake up eicher coo 
much space or too much compucing rime. This got us used 
co accumulating data from only 5,000 or 10,000 events in 
each sample, and, co cell che truth, the displays didn 'c look 
coo bad. 

Now chac we can get 20-bit linear daca, and have at least 
hundreds of MB RAM and cens of GB hard drive space in 
the lapcop computers we use for off-line data analysis, it 's 
cempting ro go to 1,024-channel histograms and 256 x 256 
2-paramecer displays. However, chis forces us co reconsider 
how many events we need to acquire and how co display 
chem. Figure 5-9, on the nexc page, helps us sec why; not 
coincidencally, che figure also appears, uncaptioned but in 
color, on che book's cover. 
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Figure 5-9. Varieties of two-parameter data display, with different numbers of cells represented in 
the plots in each row, and different plot types for the same numbers of cells in each column. The 
plots themselves are shown in color, without captions, on the front cover of the book. Plots by Jen
nifer Wilshire, using Flow)o software; data supplied by Mario Roederer. 

Figure 5-9 shows several variations of the most popular 
rypes of two-parameter dara display. There are dot plots, 
unsmoothed and smoothed densiry plots, and unsmoothed 
and smoothed contour plots; the smoothed contour plots are 
shown with and without outliers. 

Displaying by the Numbers 

When we look at the upper left corner of the display, 
whac jumps our at us is that there aren't a whole lot of cells 
represented in the dot plot. Moving one square to the right, 
to che 500-cell densiry plot, we notice char chere are so few 
cells chat most of the plotced points still represent single 
occurrences. Actually, I'm not even sure you can tell the 
difference between dots of different shades of gray in the 
figure; you may need to look at the front cover to pick up 
rhe few docs that aren 't colored blue. 
Move to che 500-cell contour plot, and you'll notice that 
there are a lot more pixels in the contour lines chan there are 
cells represented in che display. If you look at the 

smoorhed densiry plot and the smoorhed contour plot, and 
scan down the columns wirh those plots from rop co bot
tom, you'll find it hard to tell that the data in rhe second 
and third rows came from ten and a hundred rimes rhc 
number of cells represenred in the first row. 

Is the glass in the first row 10% or I% full or is it 90% 
or 99% empty? The smoothed plots look ready for a journal. 
Now, nobody will accuse you of faking data if you use flow 
software to produce smoothed plots; ir can be argued rhac 
the software produce.~ an accurate representation of the 
struccure of the data, even if there are only 500 cells in 
volved. Bue most of us would be leery about publishing flow 
data from only 500 cells , especially when we can analyze tens 
of thousands of cells a second. The smoothed plots simply 
look too good for che data, ac least to my way of chinking. 

If you look down the column of doc plocs, you'll notice 
that, as has been previously mencioned, large areas of black
out accumulate as the number of cells increases. On the plus 
side, you can scill see the single occurrences. Every evem is 
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represented; you jusc can 'r cell high-densiry areas from low 
ones, alrhough I would argue char, even in che doc plot of 
50,000 cells, you could precry well guess where the high
densiry areas were. 

I prefer ro keep chings as simple as possible, using dot 
plors, which arc frequently all that's necessary, when I can, 
and only going co calcularion and display of bivariate discri
bucions when I can ' r gee che information I wane from a doc 
ploc. Dor plors are fine when your primary purpose is defin
ing windows around clusrers and obcaining councs, ar least if 
you do rhings my way. 

The unsmooched density plocs are, like doc plocs, corn
plcrcly honesr; whac you see is whac you gee. Every event 
appears. However, if you look ar rhe smooched densicy and 
contour plocs, you'll notice rhac mosr of rhe single occur
rences have disappeared, except, of course, in the smooched 
concour plot wich outliers, which is accually a doc ploc of 

low-frequency events on cop of a concour plot of higher
frequency evencs. And, as I play Goldilocks (moving coward 
gray scale, chese days), ic strikes me rhac rhe densicy ploc of 
500,000 cells is showing coo many, char che densicy ploc of 
5,000 cells is showing coo few, and char rhe densicy ploc of 
50,000 cells is jusc righc. 

Yer I said on p. 238 rhac che practice used robe ro show 
no more rhan 5.000 or 10,000 cells in a rwo-paramecer dis
play. Whac's changed? Easy. On p. 238 , I was calking abouc 
64 x 64 display; when you move ro a 128 x 128 or a 256 x 
256 display, you have 4 cimes, or 16 rimes, as much real 

escace into which you can fie your events, and you need pro
portionally more events co make an unsmooched display 
look as suhsranrial. 

If you're looking for rare even rs, and whac you evencually 
want co show people is a two-parameter display wirh a gare 
drawn around however many (or few) of rhe elusive licde 
buggers you manage ro cum up. ic's accepcahle co have hun
dreds of thousands, or even millions, of cells represented 
overall. In cheory. you will have worked your gacing and 
chosen your display paramecers so char none of che millions 
of non-rare even rs show up in rhe same area, and, if you can, 
i1 mighr be nice ro show a plor of a loc of celJs from a sample 
char doesn ' t have any of rhe rare evencs in ir, just co firm up 
your case. 

Of course, if you 've done an experiment, presumably not 
involving rare event analysis, rhac, for whatever reason, only 
yielded dara from a few thousand, or even a few hundred, 
events, you've goc ro go wirh what you've goc. Bur you 
mighc consider leaving your two-parameter displays in a 64 
x 64 format, and condensing your 1,024-channel hiscograms 
to 256 channels; rhe displays will look better. 

While I'm on che subject of histograms, I should men
tion char, if you want co apply mathematical models to your 
data, for example, to estimate numbers of cells in various 
fracrions of the cell cycle on rhe basis of DNA content, you 
may need a lor more cells chan you think. The ISAC Guide
lines for implemencarion of clinical DNA cytomerry" '"call 
for 10,000 cells in rhe S-phase region , exclusive of debris, 

ere.; it has, more recently, been suggested rhat rhcre must be 
ac least 200 cells per channel in che S-phase region for a 
model co produce reliable resulrs""'. For a 256-channcl his
togram, with a G0 /G 1 peak at channel 100 and a G ,+M peak 
at channel 200, the requirement would be for almost 20,000 
cells in che S-phase region; if I 0% of rhe cell popular ion 
were in S-phase, the sample would have to concain at leasr 
200,000 events. While it would be of interest to have precise 
information on DNA synthesis in peripheral blood CD4+ 
lymphocytes in AIDS pariencs'110 or in cancer cells circulat
ing in blood'm, finding enough cells to analyze is likely to be 

a problem in che former case and will definitely be a prob

lem in the latter. 

Economies of Scale 

I have already complained (p. 31) thac density plots, 
whether gray scale or color, are almosc never accompanied hy 
a scale or key indicaring rhe number.~ of evencs represented 
by each color or gray level. Figure S-10 shows a 64 x 64 
density plot with rhe scale I usually use. 
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Figure 5-10. Densicy ploc of 90° vs. forward scarcer 
for leukocyces in lysed whole blood, showing a scale 
indicacing che numbers of events represented by each 
gray level. 

The densicy plors shown in gray scale in Figure 5-9, and 
in color on rhe book cover, are unaccompanied by a scale. 
Like most people who do cyrometry these days, I use color 
printers for ourpuc. Edward Tufre'0N correctly poinrs our 
that there is no generally accepced scale which maps colors ro 
values, and also that the number of people with one form or 
another of color blindness is significant. However, T uftc 
norwithsranding. rhere are several widely accepted color 
scales, including chac of the specrrum, "Roy G . Biv," and the 
resistor color code (black, brown, red, orange, yellow, green , 
blue, violec, gray, whice; che policically correct mnemonic for 
this goes something like: "Bad Boys Rudely Ogle Young 
Girls Bue Veritable Gentlemen Won' t"). 

Increasingly lighter or darker shades of gray do provide 
an intuitive scale. In rhe gray scale displays of Figure 5-'J, 
points representing increasing numbers of cells are shown in 
progressively lighcer levels of gray, for the firsr three seeps of 
the scale, bur the fourth level is represented by a darker 
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THYMUS BLOOD 

CD4 CD4 

Figure 5-11. 3-Dimensional "cloud" plots of the distribution of CD3, CD4, and CDS antigens on C[)..3 posicive cells 
from neonacal thymus and umbilical cord blood, scained wich FITC-anci-CD8, PE-anci-CD4, and PerCP-anti-COJ. 
Data were provided by Janis Giorgi and Ingrid Schmid (U.C.l.A.}; plots were generated with WinMDI software. 
All axes are on a log scale; there is nothing Gaussian about the mulcivariate distribution in thymus. 

shade chan che third. The scale for Figure 5-10 was chosen 
to represent increasing densities by progressively darker lev
els of gray, which I would argue is more intuicive. I will also 
reassert the preference I expressed on p. 32 for che binary 
logarithmic density scale used and shown in Figure 5-10; ic 
would not be difficulc co make this a scandard for displays, 
much as the four-decade logarichmic scale for axes has be
come a scandard. 

I see chree major problems wich contour plots. The 
cornpucat ions take cime; while that's less of a problem as 
computers keep getting faster and cheaper, why waste time? 
In most of the concour plocs you see published, all the lines 
are rhe same color, and, as is the case with mosc density 
plocs, there is usually no accompanying scale. Contour plots 
convey a lot more informacion when lines ar different 
heighcs, or che spaces between lines, are shown in different 
colors or in differenc shades of gray; displays in the latter 
formac don't look all that different from smoothed density 
plots, which are easier to compute. Finally, contour plocs 
generally don'c show single occurrences, and, if you set them 
up to do so, they rend co get full of squiggles and look really 
ugly. If you're going co show single occurrences as docs over
laying a contour ploc, you might as well use an unsmoothed 
densic~' ploc. I've been saying chis for years, and [ seem co 
have gonen some former conrour plot addicts co agree with 
me. Maybe whac we need is a cwelve gray level program and 
some inspirational bumper stickers. 

How Green Were My (Peaks and) Valleys 

I discussed chc display of two-parameter daca as a three
dimensionaJ projection, also known as a peak-and-valley 
or isometric plot, on pp. 31-32. People don't use such plots 

much these days, and I'm not going co say anyching here 
that might promote a revival. 

Clouds on the Horizon: 3-Dimensional Displays 

There is some advantage to be able to look at data in 
three dimensions, parcicularly in d issecting the "ginger root" 
distributions found in tissues such as che bone marrow and 
chymus, in which cells express and lose antigens as they de
velop. Many flow software packages have che capacity to 

generate "cloud plots" of such distributions; the plots in 
Figure 5-11 above, comrascing CD3/CD4/CD8 anrigcn 
expression in the thymus and blood, were done with Joe 
Trocrer's WinMDI freeware (see Chapter l I). 

To make full use of cloud plots, it is necessary co be ahle 
to change the display angle co allow visualization of parts of 
a plot char might be hidden if the orientation were fixed. 3-
dimensional displays have been described by Kachel and 
Schneider 1on, Stewart and Price 10'', Ormerod and Payne :"' ', 
Kachel, Messerschmidc and Hummel 11

-•, and Greimers et al , 
who include an H-P Pascal program 11

''''. Leary, Ellis, and 
Mclaughlin "00 described the use of a stereoscopic display 
unit for viewing 3-D displays; others, including Ed Luther 
(unpublished work at Bar Harbor and in my lab in rhc 
l 980's) have produced dual displays usable with less elabo
rate stereoscopic viewers or 3-D glasses. 

Slooc and Figdor"1
" have taken a differenr approach to 

che display of 3-parameter daca; chey perform calculations 
thac project the 3-dimensional data onw a plane in such a 
way char clusters are clearly resolved . This is marhemarically 
correct, and useful, although ic is somewhac less intuitive 
than 3-D display and probably won'c draw as much of a 
crowd as che fancier display technology. 
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F1 = f, + k21f2 + k31h + k.i1f4 ( 1) 

F2 = k12f1 + f2 + k32'3 + k.i2f 4 (2) 

f3 = k13f1 + k23h + f3 + k.i3f4 (3) 

F4=k14f1 + k24f4 + k34f3 + f4 (4) 

where F1 =measured value of fluorescence in band 1 (e.g., green fluorescence), 
F2 =measured value of fluorescence in band 2 (e.g., yellow fluorescence) 
F3= measured value of fluorescence in band 3 (e.g., orange fluorescence) 
F4 =measured value of fluorescence in band 4 (e.g., red fluorescence) 

f, =actual fluorescence emitted by label 1 (e.g., fluorescein) in band 1 (green) 
f2= actual fluorescence emitted by label 2 (e.g., phycoerythrin) in band 2 (yellow) 
h= actual fluorescence emitted by label 3 (e.g., PE-Texas red) in band 3 (orange) 
14 =actual fluorescence emitted by label 4 (e.g., PE-Cy5) in band 4 (red} 

k;i =fraction of fluorescence from label i in band j: derived from measurement of 
singly labeled specimens 

Table 5-2. Equacions (1-4) rhac muse be solved to permit 4-color fluorescence compensation. 

Ir is difftculc, although noc impossible, co set gates inter
actively using ellipsoids or planes in a simulated 3-
dimensional space; the newer generation of flow cytometer 
operators, who have been exposed ro video games since in
fancy, are probably a lot better at it than I am, but, while 3-
0 plots are widely available, 3-D gating doesn't seem co have 
found its way into most commercial software yet, and, since 
packages now allow for an almost limitless number of one
and two-dimensional gates, there really isn 'c much need for 
3-D gating. 

I discussed the difficulties of computing and displaying 
three-dimensional histograms with che inrroduccion co cloud 
plots on pp. 32-3; there isn't any more chat needs to be said 
about either subject here. 

5.4 COMPENSATING WITHOUT DECOMPENSA TING 

The subject of fluorescence compensation was incro
duced on pp. 36-38, which included Figures 1-18 and 1-19; 
hardware compensation was further discussed on pp. 197-
199, which included Figures 4-54 and 4-55. Inscrumencs 
char measure no more than four fluorescence channels may 
sci ll use hardware compensarion, although most people who 
do four-color work are unhappy with hardware compensa
[ion. If you already have or arc shopping for a flow cycome
rer that measures fluorescence in five or more spectral bands, 
you need sofrware compensation, which is provided for in 
most newer instruments and which is also available in some 
third-parry flow cyromerry software packages. I should em
phasize char there usually isn' t much poinc in using che 
methodologies described on che pages immediately preced
ing this one co display uncompensated data. 

In discussing software compensation, I will follow one of 
rhe approaches described in the now classic paper on the 
subject by Bagwell and Adams"". Table 5-2 presents a set of 
equations relating measured values of fluorescence in four 
fluorescence bands, e.g., green, yellow, orange, and red, co 
actual fluorescence emission from four labels, e.g., fluo
rescein, phycoerychrin, PE-Texas red, and PE-Cy5. All we 
need co do co solve rhese equations, using matrix algebra, is 
find che numerical values of che coefficiencs k., . 

The values of spillover coefficients k,,, k,,. k,1, and k,, are 
determined for each label i from measurements of rhe fluo
rescence of controls containing beads or cells stained only 
with that label. The value k is defined as che racio of (mean 
fluorescence of label i in b~nd j) co (mean fluorescence of 
label i in band i); ic is also possible co determine the coeffi
cienc values k,, from rhe slopes of regression lines through che 
clusters represencing chc label i control on rwo-paramerer 
doc plots. The measuremencs needed co derive the k,, values, 
and che measurements co which compensation is applied, 
muse be on a linear scale. 

While it is possible co convert values from log co linear 
and back co apply software compensation, measuremencs 
made on an 8-bic or even a 10-bit logarithmic scale won' t 
translate smoothly co an 8- or I 0-bic linear scale, because the 
distance between two channels on the log scale may corre
spond to more chan rwo channels in the linear scale, leaving 
gaps in discributions. I have already mencioncd chat che 
Coulter EPICS XL needs a 20-bit linear scale to translate ro 
a 10-bic, 4-decade log scale, and chat [ use a 16-bit linear 
scale co translate co an 8-bit, 4-decade log scale, and can live 
with the small area of picker fence ac che borcom of rhe low 



decade. If your instrument has software compensation built 
into its software, you probably have enough bits. 

The compensation model I am using in this edition of 
the book is differenr from the one r used in the last one. 
What I have shown in Table 2 are equations that relate to 
subtractive compensation, for which the solution tells us 
how much of the fluorescence signals from interfering labels 
we need to subtract from each fluorescence signal to gee ehe 
fluorescence concribueion from che primary label in that 
channel. We will, for example, calculate and subrracc green 
fluorescence conrriburions from phycoerythrin, phyco
erythrin-Texas red, and phycoerychrin-Cy5 from the green 
signal, which should leave us with the value of green fluores
cence due to fluorescein alone. 

In che lase addition of rhe book, I described additive 
compensation, also dealt with by Bagwell and Adams, which 
adds all of the fluorescence conrribucions from each of the 
labels. For example, rhe green, orange. and red contribueions 
from phycoerythrin are added to the primary yellow fluores
cence value ro gee a total phycoerychrin fluorescence value. 
This approach seemed accraccive because it would theoreti
cally capture more of the total fluorescence signal from each 
label. However, in practice, additive compensation will add 
more noise than signal, and should be avoided. 

The additive compensation model I used in the lase edi
tion also included compensation for autofluorescence, which 
I have nor included in rhe subrracrive model I now recom
mend. le doesn't buy you all char much. 

The bottom line on compensation is chat existing hard
ware compensation circuits don't, and can't, compensate 
correctly across the whole measurement range; sofrware can. 
However, you need to change your mindset about what 
compensated data should look like. Take a look at Figure 5-
12. 
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Figure 5-12. How compensation gets data to not quite 
fit into quadrants. 

This figure reproduces the two righ tmost panels of Fig
ure 1-19 (p. 36), for which the caption was "H ow compen
sation gets data to fit into quadrants. " I lied . The caption of 
Figure 5-12 is closer to the truth, and, having already men
tioned (p. 198) chat neither hardware nor software compen
sation can fit clusters into quadrants across the full intensity 
range, I can now tell you why. 
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The cells in the figure are chose char fell into a T lym
phocyte gate defined on the basis of low side scatter and 
staining with fluorescein anci-CD3 antibody. There arc sub
stantial numbers of CD4+CD8- and CD8+CD4- cells, and 

a scattering of double negatives and double positives. If you 
look at rhe left panel of che figure, which shows uncompen
sated data, the CD4-CD8+ cells form a very eight, elongated 
cluster just above the diagonal, while the CD4+C08- cells 
form a cluster with a less extreme aspect ratio on the diago
nal. 

If we chink of these dusters as ellipsoids, we can envision 
that each has two axes; the principal, or longer, axes of both 
clusters lie at substantial angles to the axes of che display. 
Having been incroduccd to correlation (pp. 237-8), we rec
ognize char the data points in the uncompensated display of 
both clusters are correlated, wirh a higher correlation be
tween the points in the CD4-CD8+ cluster than in the 
CD4 +CDS- cluster. This reflects the fact both the yellow 
and red fluorescence signals arc comprised of linear sums of 
PE and PE-Cy5 fluorescence, in different proporcions. What 
compensation needs to do is allow us to create a new sec of 
axes, representing PE and PE-Cy5 fluorescence; if we ;ire 

successful in compensaring, we expect there robe: little corre· 
lation berween the PE and PE-Cy5 fluorescence values in 
the clusters on the compensated display. 

The right panel of Figure 5-12 tells us chat we have 
largely succeeded. The principal axis of che compensated 
CD4+CD8- cluster, in which cells should nor be exhibiting 
significant PE fluorescence, is essentially parallel to rhe PE 
axis, meaning chat che PE-Cy5 fluorescence value is uncorre
lated with the PE fluorescence value. The principal axis of 
rhe compensated CD4-CD8+ cluster, in which cells should 
not exhibit significant PE-Cy5 fluorescence, is almost paral
lel to the PE-Cy5 axis, meaning chat the PE fluorescence 
value is at most only slightly correlated with che PE fluores
cence value. 

I have drawn a circle in rhe lower left corner of che right 
panel ro indicate the position of a double negative cluster. If 
one broke up the display inro classic quadrants using lines 
tangent co the upper an<l right edges of chis cluster and per
pendicular or parallel to the PE and PE-Cy5 axes, boch rhe 
CD4-CD8+ and che CD4+CD8- clusters would extend 
across the quadrant boundaries. People who grew up wich 
hardware compensacion might conclude that the compen
sated display was undcrcompensaccd, and want ro recalcu
lare, changing k,, values to subtract more PE-Cy5 from rhc 
yellow signal and more PE from the red signal. They would 
be wrong. 

Lee us consider, for the moment, char we are only doing 
two-color compensation between PE and PE-Cy5. A double 
negative cell has few bound molecules of eicher label, mean
ing that ir has small values of both yellow and red fluores
cence, and also that che variances of both fluorescences for 
cells in che double negative cluster arc small in absolute 
terms. Subtracting a fraction of che red signal from the yel
low signal to get che PE signal won' t change the variance of 
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che resulting value much, nor will che variance of rhe PE
Cy5 signal be changed much when that signal value is de
rived by subcracting a fraction of the yellow fluorescence 
from rhe red fluorescence. 

Next, consider cells in the CD4+CD8- cluster. They 
have no more bound PE rhan do the double negatives, but 
rhcy have many rimes as much bound PE-Cy5, meaning 
chat both the yellow and rhe red fluorescence signals will be 
higher for cells in chis cluster than for double negatives, and 
also rhar che variances of these signals will be higher. We will 
again subtract a fraction of rhe red signal from the yellow 

signal co ger the PE signal, bur, because we scarced our wirh 
higher variances, we will end up wich higher variances, 

meaning chat, even after compensation, che CD4 +CD8-
cluscer will have a greater range of PE fluorescence values 
than will the double negative cluster. Ir will be impossible co 
separate "positive" from "negative" cells based on a fixed 
value of fluorescence, which is essentially what we do when 
we draw quadrants using lines perpendicular and parallel co 
rhe axes of a two-parameter d isp lay. We could do somewhat 
better by drawing lines wich positive slo pes, but, as Mario 
Roederer has shown in a comprehensive analysis of artifacts 
and limitations of compcnsationH"'", rhe correct separation 
lines would be curves looking more or less like those I have 
drawn in the right panel of Figure 5- 12. In other words, if 
you wane to gee to compensation Heaven, you have co pass 
rhrough rhe curly gates. 

There's anocher problem chat comes up wich compen
sated dara, which can be appreciated after a very careful look 
at Figun.: 5- 12. What we are doing in compensation, 
whether in hardware or software, is subcraccing a fixed frac
tion of one signal from another. Thar's deterministic, buc 
because our phocoelectron noise-limiced data show so much 
random variation, we often end up with negative numbers as 
a result of compensation, and when we want to display data 
on log scales, we run inco the problem that the logs of nega
tive numbers are undefined. There are elecrronic and com
putational cri cks for diminacing the negative numbers, but 
they leave us wirh a bunch of data points piled up at rhc:: very 
bottom of rhe scale. If you look carefully, you' ll see che 
points just off the axes in both single positive clusters in the 
righr panel of figure 5- 12. Ar best, rhis phenomenon makes 
ir difficult to appreciate where che median of a negacive clus
ter lies. Ar worse, we end up wirh an arcifactual situation 
where ir looks as if there's a eight cluster of negacivcs right ac 
rhe axis and another one slighcly off the:: axis. with a space in 
between. And, of course, once you stare doing flow cyrome
trv, your conditioned reflex response to seeing what looks 
like cwo separated clusters is co draw gates around each of 
them and count che numbers of evencs in rhe gates. T hese 
gates, howcwr, arc more surly than pearly. They arc, as it 
were, gates in a picket fence, and, as I said on p. 2 14, we 
should look ar picket fences as having "beware of the dara" 
signs posted on them. 

Mario Roedercr an<l some of his former colleagues in rhe 
Herzenberg Lab ar Stanford have been playing around with 

some vananons on the good (or bad) old logarithmic data 
display scale char make ic possible co eliminate rhe artifacts in 
the negative regions from displays of compensated data. 
What rhey came up with ac firsr struck me a~ way too com
plicated for even rclacively sophiscicaced users, bur chings 
have improved; see pp. 562-3 for more derails and a d ra
matic illustration. 

My modest counterproposal is char, since we can fairly 
easily put che math rhac defines and draws che curly gates 
inco flow software packages, we do so, and crosshatch che 
areas on rhe low ends, allowing che numbers of cells in rhose 
crosshatched areas to be displayed, bur preventing ourselves 
from being led astray by display artifacts. If you will , we'll be 
sending chose infernally deluding daca poinrs to Hell in a 
handbaskc::c. 

To sum up: compensation is, or should be, based on al
gebra, and nor a matter of taste. Ir should, wherever possible, 

be done with software, preferably, software incorporace<l into 
the instrument system or made to work wirh ic relatively 
seamlessly. Compensation has artifacts and limitat ions; the 
more colors you mea~ure, the more careful you need to he. 
See Mario's paper""" and rhe much less incimidacing displays 
on his web site (hrrp:/ /www.drmr.com) for derails. 

5.5 DEALING WITH THE DAT A 
To chis poinr, I have covered compensaring rhe data, and 

displaying data values in one, two, and chree dimensions. 

Three-dimensional displays don't lend themselves particu
larly well to data analysis, although srarisrical methods and 
classification techniques such as neural nerworks can be ap
plied ro dara in spaces of any number of dimensions. In dis
cussing methods of analysis, I'll scarr wich one-dimensional 
data and work my way up. 

Comparing and Analyzing Univariate Histograms 

Visual inspection of multiple:: histograms or of rhe sum
marized data in box-and-whiskers plots only goes so far. Real 

starisricians do tests of significance to determine differences 
between distributions. 

The first such resr widely applied co flow cycomerric his
tograms was che Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tesr. sug
gested for the purpose by Young'" ' in 1977. T his test calcu
laces rhe cumulative distribution, which is che inregral. of 
each of the two hisrograms co be compared . T he algorirhm 
for calculating a cumulative distribution is straighrforwar<l; 
channel n cf the cumulat ive disrrihurion is rht: sum of cha11-
nels 0 chrough n of rhc original histogram. Examples using 
near-normal histograms are shown in Figure 5-13. I had an 
ulterior motive in using cwo near-Gaussian histograms for 
Figure 5-8; the curves incidentally illuscrace how incegracion 
of pulses works. 

Returning ro rhe marrcr at hand, rhe K-S test calculates 
differences between the rwo cumulative:: Jistribucions on a 
channel-by-channel basis; rhe maximum difference, or D
value, is examined ro determine wherher there is a scarisri
cally significant difference between che discriburions. 
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Figure 5-13. A: Two generated near-normal distribu
tions and their cumularive distributions, or integrals 
(scale 0-256). B: One of the distributions and its inte
gral, plotted on a different scale (0-16,384) to show 
rhe final integral value (10,000). 

The K-S Test, Clonal Excess, and x. 2 Tests 

The K-S cesc was used by AulcG" in 1979 co detect clonal 
excess in peripheral blood lymphocyccs in paciencs wich B 
cell lymphomas. B cells bear surface immunoglobulins con
raining either K or A. light chains, and differenc cells express 
differenr amouncs of immunoglobulin. The cells in a B cell 
lymphoma represent a clone; all have che same lighc chain 
rypc and, in general, all express similar amouncs of cell sur
face immunoglobulin. By applying che K-S cesc ro histo
grams from aliquots of cells stained with fluorescent anti-IC 
and anri->. ancibodies, ir was possible to derecr concribucions 
from circulating lymphoma cells making up a few percent of 
che B cell populacion. 

The problem with che K-S resr is char it is, if anything, 
too sensitive when ic is done on a channel-by-channel basis. 
If you look hard, you' ll see slighr differences berween che 
cwo discribucions, and between the two cumulative distribu
tions, in Figure 5-13. The maximum difference was 169; 
these distributions should, ideally, not be significanrly differ
enc. A shift of a few channels due co vagaries of cyrometer 
alignment can really screw up a channel-by-channel K-S test. 

Things go beccer when daca from a number of channels 

are combined, or binned. Cox ec al 11 90 used X. 2 (chi-square) 
srariscics for histogram comparison, based on the assumption 
of Poisson variacion within channels. This method is nacu
rally applicable co binned daca, and less susceptible co "false 
posicives" chan is the K-S rest. Bagwell, Loven and Aulr' 0 ' ' 

used ·l cesrs co dececr clonal excess. Many flow software 

packages include K-S tesc roucines; the x.2 tests of Cox et al 
are less common. 

In recent years, Lampariello,..' ·• has discussed the use of 

boch K-S and x.2 tests as applied co the problem of discrimi
nating weal<ly stained and unstained cells in histograms. 

Roederer et aJ"'9 have described mechods for comparison 

of univariate hiscograrns in which the x' cest is applied after 
concrol dara have been binned in such a way as co puc equal 
numbers of events in each bin , which appears advantageous. 
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"Nonparametric" Hisrogram Comparison 

Bagwell, Hudson, and Irvin"" developed a mechod of 
comparing histograms based on the application of Scudmr 's 
(see p. 19) l-test of the difference bccwcen cwo means on a 
channel-by-channel basis; they originally described che cesr 
as "nonparametric," an adjective which, while possibly ap
plicable in che flow cytometric sense, wa.~ improperly used in 
che stariscical sense, because che t-tesc is very much a para
metric tesc. The method is now known as average histo
gram comparison. 

Cumulative (Overton) Subtraction 

Immunofluorescence hiscograms frequencly show sub
stantial overlaps between "negacive" and "posiri ve" popula
tions; when measurements are made of antigens expressed at 
low densiry, one may see only a shift in posicion of che tesr 
hiscogram vs . that of a concrol racher rhan evidence of 
stained and unstained populacions. 

le has been fairly common praccice to derc::rmine che 
"percent positive" in such his_tograms using the . mechod1 . ~~f 
cumulative subtraction published by Overcon in 1988 , 
which calculates reverse cumulacive distribucions on a pcr
cenrage basis. Channel n of a cumulative discribution calcu
laced on chis basis would conrain che percentage of che coral 
number of events lying in channel n and all lower channels 
in che original histogram; channel n of a reverse cumulative 
distribution contains che percentage of the coca! number of 
evencs lying at channel n and all higher channels in che 
original. The "percent posicive" is calculated from che 
maximum difference between rhe reverse cumulative discri
butions of che rest histogram and a concrol hiscogram, e.g., 
an isorype conrrol. Overton subtraccion is included in nu
merous manufaccurer-supplied and chird parry software 
packages. 

Thar said, I should recall my argument on pp. 48 in fa
vor of progressing beyond che concept of "posirive" and 
"negacive" when comparing immunofluorescence h isto
grams. Since ic is now noc only possible, buc relacively prac
tical, to determine numbers of antibody-binding sires per 
cell when measuring weak immunofluorescence, ic is appro
priace co express differences between hiscograms in cerms of 
properties of che distributions such as median and i.q. r., 
rather than co derive an illusory "percent positive." 

Constant CV Analysis 
Wacson"' 1 poincs ouc chat che resolucion of che ADC will 

have some effect on che CV of measu rements, because the 
percentage difference becween values in adjacenc channels 
decreases wich increasing channel numbers. He describes a 
procedure for histogram comparison chat incorporates a 
correction to make CV constanc. However, because rhe 
cechnique assumes underlying Gaussian distribucions, its 
robustness, and, therefore, its suicabiliry for analysis of im
munofluorescence daca, are not clear. Watson's book""1 con
tains an extensive d isc ussion of histogram comparison. He 
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recencly published an approach co discriminarion of weakly 
stained from unstained cells using cumulative frequen cy 
subtract ion and ratio analysis of means'"". 

Another Approach to Histogram Comparison 

Zeng et aJ""1."''"' have considered rhe problem of hisco
gram comparison in the conrext of esrablishing molecular 
similariry between ancibodic:s and. by inference, berween rhe 
sites on cells co which they bind. Their evenrual goal is to be 
able to use binding panerns for proteomic analysis. 

Deconvoluting Single-Parameter Histograms 

Single-parameter histograms are often obviously multi
modal; good examples are immunofluorescence histograms 
conraining separared peaks represenring stained and un
stained cells and hiscograms of cellular DNA content, which 
contain conrribucions from one or more populations of cells 
in G/G,. S, and (G, + M) phases of che cell cycle and from 
nuclear fragmenrs and other debris. 

Considerable effort has been expended in the design of 
compmer programs for idenrificarion and quanricacive analy
sis of the components of DNA concenr distributions. 
Bagwdl's book chapter"" provides a readable discussion of 
the underlying mathematical models and the workings of the 
programs; we will return co the subject when DNA analysis 
is discussed in later chapters. 

Analysis of Two-Parameter Data 

Two-Parameter Gating, Bitmap and Otherwise 

A loc of flow cycomecric analyses, e.g., immunofluores
cence studies of human peripheral lymphocytes, are based on 
gated analyses from two-dimensional selection regions 
defined by bitmaps; the methodology wa~ inrroduced in 
Chaprer l and illusrrared in Figures 1-17 (p. 34) and 1-19 
(p. 38) . 

A bitmap is an area in computer memory sec up ro cor
respond to a selecrion region defined by rhe user in an inrer
acrion wirh the computer. Once the outline of che bitmap is 
drawn, a computer program secs bits corresponding to 

poinrs on and inside the oucline to 1, while bits correspond
ing rn points outside the outline are set to 0. 

Gated analysis using a bitmap is done by examining rhe 
bitmap parameters from all cells, and using data only from 
cells with bitmap bits sec co I rn compute one- and/or rwo
parameter histograms. It is also fairly common to produce 
color dot plots of parameters ocher than those used to set the 
bitmaps, in which cells in different bitmaps appear in differ
ent colors. B-D's "Painr-a-GaceTM " software was among che 
first programs rhac did this, and , while almosr all flow cy
tomecric analysis software now available through inscrumenr 
manufacturers or third parcic:s includes such plorcing capa
bility, B-D's proprietary name seems to have found its way 
inro the vernacular to descrihe the process. 

Rectangles and Quadrilaterals: Hardware and 
Software Gating 

Before computers became widely available, selection 
windows were sec in hardware, as has been menrioned on 
pp. 27-9 . Gating windows were restricted to a recrangular 
shape in mosr instruments, although Orcho's instruments 
could draw quadrilateral gates. 

The B-D FACS Il, which could mearnre cwo fluores
cence parameters, had rectangular selecrion windows. When 
the first dual-label immunofluorcsccnce work wa.~ done in 

che Herlenberg lab in che 1970's, using fluorescein and rho
damine labels and 515 nm excitation from a single argon 
laser, clusters representing cells stained with fluore.~cein

labelcd antibody, rhodamine-labded antibody, and both 
anribodies came out at acute angles to one another, and ic 
was difficult or impossible co count or sort cells from only 
one of chese populations. Since doing just char was che raison 
d'etre of the place, it was necessary for Loken, Parks , and 
Herz.en berg to develop fluorescence compensation "'; a few 
op amps, pocenriomerers and resistors, and , voi/a.1, the fluo 
rescein and rhodamine signals were back ac right angles, and 
che sorting and counring could be done with che rectangular 
gates ar hand. 

One can implement rectangular gates in a digital com
puter program by comparing parameter values with set up
per and lower limits, but the processing time per cell may be 
less if a rectangular bitmap is used insread. Thar considera
tion also applies in the case of some more sophisticated selec
tion regions. 

Ellipses and Beyond: Advantages of Bitmaps 

Some people like co use elliptical selection windows, 
which offer an obvious advantage over rectangles or paral
lelograms because clusters are generally roughly elliptical, 
and because the corners of rectangles and parallelograms may 
get in the way when clusters arc close rngerher. Elliptical 
windows may be advantageous when rhe selection procedure 
muse be automated, although, when rhe selection window is 
sec by a user interacting with the sysrem, a polygonal bitmap 
can gee close enough co an ellipse to offer the same advan
tages over quadrilaterals'"'~. There 's no ea~y way to do ellipri
cal windows in hardware. If you do chem the obvious way in 
sofrware, there is a compucacional liabiliry in che sense thac 
you need to compute quadratic functions (i.e., functions 
with terms including x' and y2) to gee the equations of ellip
ses; this takes a while. 

If you use birmaps, however, you don't have to compute 
quadratic functions for every cell coming through; you sim
ply draw che ellipse, with the aid of rhe computer, and have 
the computer fill che elliptical bitmap. Thereafter, you de
termine whether the cell falls in the elliptical selection region 
by whether or not it fies in the bitmap. 



Storage Requirements for Bicmaps 

Once you define a bitmap, you'd like to be able to store 
it so you can use it again. To store a bitmap of arbitrary 
shape, possibly including disconnected regions, requires as 
many bits as there are points in the measurement region 
(i.e., 4,096 bits for a 64 x 64 bitmap, 16,384 bits for a 128 
x 128 birmap, ere.). However, if bitmap regions are re
scricred co closed polygons with an upper limit of n vertices, 
and a standard polygon fill routine is used in the computer, 
providing the coordinates of the vertices of che polygon, 
which only requires 2n storage locations, allows the bitmap 
to be reconstructed at run time. For elliprical regions, you 
only need to store the coefficients of the equation defining 
chc ell ipse, and so on. Since che average personal computer 
now has ac least a hundred megabytes of memory, it 's 
unlikely that anybody is still crying ro economize on RAM 
for bicmap scorage. 

Analysis of Two-Paramecer Distributions 

See You Around the Quad 

The most common form of data analysis applied to two
paramerer distributions is the compilation of quadrant sta
tistics, i.e., rhc derivation of counts or percentages of cells 
lying in quadrants of a two dimensional space. This can ac
tually be done without bothering to compute che two
paramecer histogram, by creating four rectangular gating 
regions that , like Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, and Colo
rado . have a corner in common. In chis (these?) corner(s?), 1 

should remind you chat quadrants have their limits, espe
cially when you work wich multicolor compensated data. 
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Figure 5-14. Quadrant statistics. Which quadrants are 
I, 2, 3, and 4? Answer: Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, 
and Colorado. Other software may number chem dif
ferently. 

Quadrants themselves represent a throwback to the days 
when most flow cytomecers only had rectangular selection 
regions for sort ing and counting; chis. as previously noced, 
was what got us fluorescence compensation. With today's 
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compurer-based data analysis systems, che shape of scleccion 
gaces doesn't really matter, except chat we humans like 
scraighc lines chac meet at right angles, even when we lay ouc 
state borders. 

I'm not sure whether all flow software packages number 
quadranrs in rhe same order; you usually know che order 
yours uses, and might be surprised if and when you have co 
use or look ar data from somebody else's. I am sure chat 
mosc software packages only let you define the inner 
boundaries of che quadrant; chc outer boundaries are che 
outer boundaries of the whole measurement space. Unfortu
nately, if you count scuff out co the outer boundaries , you 
increase the likelihood of including junk, which has boldly 
gone where no cell would go, in wirh cell councs; ic is rhere
fore advisable to have a way of moving the ourer boundaries 
of rhe quadrant in, as shown in figure 5- 14. Score a poinr 
for my ancient 4Cytc™ software on chis issue. 

Bivariate Cell Kinetic Analysis 

White and Terry""' have described a method for analysis 
of bivariate discribucions of DNA concenc (propid ium fluo
rescence) vs. fluorescence of anribodies to bromodeoxyu
ridine. This type of dara is typically collecced wirh 
propidium fluorescence (red) on a linear scale and antibody 
fluorescence (green) on a log scale; rhere is significant bleed 
of the propidium signal into che antibody fluorescence 
channel, wich che result thac unlabeled cells in rhe G, + M 
phases of the cell cycle, which have higher propidium fluo
rescence rhan cells in rhe G 0 and G, phases, also show higher 
green fluorescence. Correct estimation of che fraccions of 
antibody labeled cells in different cell cycle phases requires a 
procedure equivalent to fluorescence compensation. 

Additional discussion of ch is subject can be found in pa
pers by Schmidr" 92 , Cain and Chau'" ', T orr icelli er al''?', 
Johansson er al im, and Whice er al24?6 . 

Bivariate Karyotype Analysis 

The mosc complete flow cycomecric resolution of rhe 
human karyotype obtainable to dace is achieved by staining 
with Hoechst 33342 and chromomycin A,, which allow 
discrimination of differences in base comp~si rion between 
chromosomes of similar size. In bivariate displays of Hoechsr 
dye vs. chromomycin fluorescence, the ch romosomes cypi
cally appear as bivariate near-normal componencs superim
posed on a continuous discribucion of debris. Bivariate 
karyotypes are shown on pp. 318 (Figure 7- 13) and <'178 
(Figure I 0-15) . 

The complexity of a bivariate karyotype display. wirh 
dozens of peaks, makes automated or semiaucomaced ana
lytical procedures essential if flow karyotype analysis is ever 
ro become a routine procedure. Work in this direction is 
described by Dean, Kolla, and Van Dilla"", van den Engh, 
Hanson and Tra.~k"" , Boschman et al "%, and Moore and 
Gray"" . However. ir is probably fair to say that modern 
generic analysis is oriented more coward molecular ap
proaches. 
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Smooth(ing) Operators: When are Filters Cool? 

Although I took a few slaps at data smoothing in my 
previous discussion of two-parameter displays, I didn' t mean 
to imply rhere was no use for smooching in general. Some 
form of filtering or smoothing is usually required before a 
curve fitting procedure can be applied to either univariate or 
multivariate data. 

Sloor, Tensen, and Figdor" ''" describe a Fourier
rransform based low-pass filcer procedure which removes the 
higher frequency noise from distributions while preserving 
rhe underlying structure; this is more sophisticated than the 
more commonly used "moving average" filcer, which simply 
subcracrs a fraction of the values ac adjacent points from each 
point in a distribution. 

Bivariate Analysis in Hematology Analyzers 

Hemacology analyLers such as Abbott 's Cell-Dyn series, 
Technicon (Bayer)'s H- and Advia series, and various Coul
ter systems do at least some of their differential counting via 
automated location of cell clusters in bivariate spaces. The 
algorithms used arc nor published, as far as I know. 

5.6 MULTIPARAMETER DAT A ANALYSIS 

Multiparameter versus Multivariate Analysis 

Multiparamctcr analysis is a term chat covers a mulci
cude of flow cycomecric sins. As originally defined, multi
paramecer analysis involved collection and manipulation of 
data from measurements of more than one cellular characcer
isric. The ddinicion was a bit fuzzy. Using an instrument 
such as che ICP, wich a single fluorescence detector, ro de
rive a DNA content discribution clearly was noc mulri
parameter analysis . Using a Cytofluorograf with two fluores
cence detectors to measure DNA and RNA in cells from the 
red and green fluorescence of acridine orange obviously was 
multiparamcrer analysis. Using a B-D FACS I, with a scatter 
dcrcctor and a fluorescence detector, co measure surface IgG 
on lymphocytes was a borderline case. The scatter measure
ment was used co provide a gacing signal, enabling che fluo
rescence signal ro be resolved above noise. Some people 
would consider chis mulriparamccer analysis; some would 
not. Of course, as more people acquired two-parameter 
analysis capabiliry, chc growing community of flow cytome
try snobs redefined multiparamerer analysis ro require meas
urement of at least rhree parameters, and so forrh. 

Some people refer co multiparamerer analysis as if it were 
synonymous wirh multivariate statistical analysis; ic is nor. 
If one does statistical analysis of mulriparamerer dara, ir 
should probably be multivariate analysis, bur one can do 
mulriparamerer flow cytomerry without doing multivariate 
analysis, just as one can do single-parameter flow cyrometry 
without doing any formal stacisrical analysis. In general, an 
exploratory phase of data analysis precedes any devclopm!!nt 
of formal statistical techniques. Lee me give you an example 
from a long rime back. 

Multiparameter Analysis of Leukocyte Types: 1974 

We tend co chink of multi-, now meaning ac least four
parameter analysis, as a relacively recenc addition co flow 
cyrometry; that's a misconception While che technique 
didn 't become widespread until the mid-1980's, when com
puter-based data analysis systems became generally available, 
ir's been around since che 1960's. 

Umil rhe mid-l 980 's, however, nobody measured as 
many parameters or did as much statistical analysis of rhe 
data as was done between 1974 and 1977 in the Block 
differential counter project to which I have previously al 
luded88.01 . We collected 6- and ? -parameter list mode data on 
over 20 million leukocytes from over 1000 normal and ab
normal blood samples, using a 5-beam flow cyrometer and , 
lacer, 3-beam and 2-beam instrumencs, and measuring for
ward and righc angle scacrer, exrincrion, and three or four 
fluorescence signals. This rook several years, and left us wich 
a few cabinets full of data on 9-crack magnecic tape; it is now 
possible co accumulate 15-paramccer data on 20 million 
leukocytes in an afternoon, and rhe data probably won ' t 
come close to filling up a CD-ROM. 

Since the insrrumem was designed to count erythrocytes 
and platelets as well as leukocytes, we worked with unlysed 
whole blood samples, which were rapidly fixed in warm glu
caraldchyde ro make chem permeable to che combination of 
ethidium bromide (EB) and che acid dyes LN and brilliant 
sulfaflavine (BSF) used for staining. Since the sample wa~ 
unlysed, in order co be able co count 2,000 leukocytes in a 
minute, we had to measure the accompanying red cells, 
which outnumbered leukocytes by around I ,000: I, and 
platelets, which outnumbered leukocytes by abour 50: I, 
giving a data race in excess of 33,000 cells/s. We could nor 
make mulriparamerer measurements in multiple beams at 
this rate; we therefore resorced to the same trick used by 
Hallermann et al61 and others who acrcmpted to develop 
leukocyte counrers in the early l 960 's, i.e., identification of 
lcukocyces by nuclear fluorescence. Platelets don 'c have nu
clei; eryrhrocyces wirh nuclei are abnormal and should be 
counted and identified as such, and any ocher nucleated cells 
in blood are either leukocytes or something rhe doctor wanes 
to know abour. 

We rhus designed chc flow cyromecers in our data collec
tion system .. ·"' so that rhe first beam through which cells 
passed would excite the red fluorescence of EB bound co 
nuclear DNA. Forward scacrer and extinction measurements, 
al.m made in chis beam, were used co identify, counr, and 
size erythrocytes and plarelers. The forward scarcer signal was 
used co gate rhe red fluorescence detecror; a red fluorescence 
signal above a sec threshold indicated char a nucleated cell 
had come through the beam, criggering a series of logic sig
nals which resulted in the fluorescence and right angle scar
cer signals from that cell being collected as the cell traversed 
the next beam(s}. Coincidences of nucleated cells were 
unlikely, since only about 2,000 came by per minuce; the 
electronics, however, would aborc data collection in che 
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Figure 5-15. Multiparameter analysis of peripher.-il blood leukocyte types: Partitioning the population in two
dimensional subspaces to derive a training set for development of an automated algorithm. 

evenc chac cwo nucleaced cells arrived at che firsc dececcor 
wichin coo short a time period. 

Automated Differentials via Discriminants 
Using a minicomputer-based data collection system with 

a high-speed preprocessor, we could run blood samples 
chrough che machine and record data from the nucleated 
cells, and only from the nucleated cells, in list mode, so chat 
we could display ic and figure our how co do che differencial 
counc. I don'c mean chat we had co figure out which pa
rarnerers co use, or whether they would work; we knew that 
differenc cells scained differently, and Wilson's Rule led us co 
expecr chac whar we'd gee from the flow sysrem would corre
spond to what we saw under the fluorescence microscope. 
Whac we needed to do was co collecc enough data so chat we 
could use rhe mulrivariace scaciscical technique of discrimi
nant function analysis co obtain an algorithmic procedure 
for leukocyte classification chat would be implemented by a 
dedicated minicomputer incorporated in che inscrument we 
incended co produce for clinical use. 

If you feel the need for a digression inco statistical analy
sis ac chis point, the subjecc, as it relates co image and flow 

cycomecry, has been discussed in varying degrees of derail hy 
K ky) p .• , Sh I 12" d B I ;>?-O<Ofl> amencs , rew1cc , arp ess , an arce s ; a 
shore book by Manly" 0' provides an accessible summary of 

multivariate statistical techniques, without cycometric exam
ples. I will cry co keep it short. 

A discriminant function is a funcrion of several vari
ables (parameters, in che cycomecric racher than che scacisrical 
sense) which, when evaluated for members of differenr 
classes (different cell types, in the cycomecric case), assumes 

different ranges of values. We were looking for one or more 
linear discriminant functions, i.e., linear functions of our 
six or seven measured parameters chac would enable us co tell 
different types of leukocytes apart. We rescricced our search 
co linear functions because we couldn't compute quadrati c 
functions or anyching more complicated fa~c enough in real 
cime co use chem in a clinical instrumenc, even with a builc

in minicomputer. 
The procedure we used co find discriminanc functions 

required chac we scare wich a training set, i.e., char we pro
vide the program with data from cells which we believed 
were lymphocytes, monocyces, neucrophils, ecc. The com
puter could then come up with the functions of our meas-
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ured variables which besr disringuished each rype of cell 
from all che ocher rypcs. We would gee che training sec by 
using imeracrive compucer graphics ro excract cluscers of 
cells from cwo-dimensional data displays . We selecced che 

procedure for doing chis by examining all of che possible 
C\vo-dimensional displays (chcre are 20 if 6 paramerers are 
measured) and using chose on which cluscers of cells were 
rnosr widely separaced. Whac we ended up wirh is shown in 
Figure 5-15, on the previous page. 

Interactive Analysis: Finding the Training Set 

We starred ouc wirh a file called AB I. conraining I.595 
nucleated cells. Firsr, we looked at a bivariate distribution of 
blue fluorescence (IN) and green fluorescence (BSF) for all 
rhe cells in rhe file. We saw a diffuse clusrer of cells wich 
high BSF fluorescence scanding our from everything else. 
We knew that cosinophils stained intensely wirh BSF, be

cause we originally had looked at and marked che posicions 
of Wrighr 's srained blood cells on slides, chen washed che 
slides, rescainc:d them wich our fluorescent dyes, and reexam
ined che cel ls under che fluorescence microscope. We could 
thus say, wich a high degree of confidence, rhar che cells wirh 
high measured values of BSF fluorescence were eosinophils, 
so we used che inreracrive graphics program ro separace rhe 
file AB I inco an eosinophil file, AB I EO, concaining I 02 
cel ls, and a "noneosinophil" file , AB I NE, containing the 
remaining 1.493 cells. 

In seep 2, we looked ac a bivariace disrribucion of only 
chose cells in the noneosinophil file AB I NE, wich right an
gle scacrcr and forward scateer as che d isplay paramecers. We 
knew char neurrophils, with cheir cycoplasmic granules, scac
tered more lighc ac wide angles chan did lymphocytes and 
monocyres. This allowed us ro separace the neurrophils 
(which we pur in file ABINT, wirh 948 cells) from the lym
phm.y tes, monocyces, and basophils (in file AB IAG, wich 
54 5 cells). 

In step 3, we looked at blue (lN) fluorescence vs. red 
nuclear (EB) fluorescence for rhe 54 5 cells in file AB I AG. 
horn chc rescai ning experiments memione<l previously, we 
knew char basophil nuclei did noc appear as brighcly scained 
as did nuclei of other cells; analysis of abnormal samples 
conraining high percentages of basophils had also revealed 
large numbers of cells wich low LN and low EB fluorescence 
in che location of che display we assigned co che basophil file , 
AB I BS, which concained 11 cells. In addition, we discarded 
6 ohjeccs wirh values of EB fluorescence cha1 suggesced rhcy 
were nor basophils, but dye parcicles or pieces of cellular 
debris rhat goc pasc our original EB thresholding logic. This 
left a "nonbasophil" file, AB I NB, wich 528 cells. 

In step 4, we examined excinccion and right angle scacccr 
values for the cells in AB I NB, parcicioning ic imo files 
AB I LY (lymphocytes) and AB I MO (monocyces) , relying on 
chc known facrs char monocyrcs are larger than lymphocyces, 
and cherefore produce larger excinccion signals, and char 
monocyccs scarcer more lighc orchogonaJ ro the incidenc 
beam chan <lo lymphocyces. The isolaced files AB 1 EO, 

ABINT, AB I BS, ABIIY, and ABIMO were chen used as a 
training sec of cells for a program chac found a linear dis
criminanc funct ion. 

Everyching we did, up co chis point , was mulciparameccr 
flow cytometric analysis; none of ic was mulrivariace statisti 
cal analysis. Only afccr the craining sers were defined did we 
begin co do che formal scaciscics involved in finding dis
criminant funccions char would identify differcnc cell rypes 
automacically. 

Multiparameter Analysis of Leukocyte Types: 2002 

Manual and inrcraccive garing for idenrificacion of leu
kocyte subpopulacions from flow cycomerric daca have pro
gressed considerably over the pasc 28 years; a rhe cicle of a 
2001 paper by DeRosa ec at2"', from che Herzenbcrg labora
cory ac Scanford, says ic all: "I I -color, 13-paramcrer flow 
cyrometry: ldcncificacion of human naive T cells by pheno
rype, function, and T-cell rcccpcor diversiry. " 

In order co deal wich daca sets of this complexiry, Roe
derer and his former colleagues ar Scanford have cxccndcd 
cheir probabiliry binning approach 2489 co permic comparisons 
of mulcivariace daca2' 99·•; Baggerly' ~00 has suggesced some re
finements co chis methodology. In practice, however. cell 
duscers are scill defined by skilled observers scccing gares on 

mulciple cwo-dimensional dara displays . 
The large volume of simpler T-cell subser analyses per

formed as a resulc of che worldwide HIV epidemic, and rhe 
need co maintain good quality concrol across mulciple labo
racories, have motivated flow cycomccer manufacturers ro 
develop auromaced software co eliminate subjective aspeccs 
of human-computer interaction from subscc analysis. Some 
syscems have reached che field ; work in chis area concinues. 

Procedures for Automated Classification 

Discriminant functions represent one class of proce
dures usable for aucomaced classificacion of cells , or ocher 
objeccs, based on measurcmems of mulcipk: characteristics. 
Ocher procedures which have been used include cluscer 
analysis and principal component analysis, which like 
discriminant funcrions, arc based on mulrivariace scaciscics, 
and generic algorithms and neural network analysis, 
which have less formal scaciscical bases. 

Discriminant Functions and How They Work 

Whac is a linear discriminant funccion , anyway? A rwo
dimensional or bivariate linear discriminant funccion is chc 
equarion of thac line which, drawn across che bivariate dis
cribucion, besc separates chc clusrcrs of daca. A chree
dimensional linear discriminanc is the equation of a plane 
chat parcicions a rhree-dimensional data space co provide rhe 
besc separarion berween one clusrer and ochers. A four
dimcnsional linear discriminant is che equation of a hyper
plane, ecc. Knowing chis, lee's look ac Figure 5-15 again . 

In our interactive graphic analysis, we drew four-sided 
figures separacing che cell clusccrs. In each of these cases, 
however, the boundary berween rhe separared groups of cells 
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Figure 5-16. Linear transformacion of data co allow separacion of cluscers as would be done using linear dis
criminant analysis or principal component analysis. P3 = Pl • P2 + 56 is a discriminanc. 

was defined by only one side of che four-sided figure, i.e., by 
a line. In 3 of 4 cases (seeps 1,2, and 4), chat line was not 
parallel co either che vertical or horizontal axis of the display. 

In che fourth case (seep 3), the line separating the baso
phils from the lymphocytes and monocytes was parallel to 
the horizontal axis; we could almost have used EB fluores
cence alone co make the distinction, except that, as we no
ticed some pages ago, the second dimension (LN fluores
cence) gave us a better indication of where co draw the line. 

What we were doing with our interactive graphics, chen, 
was linear discriminant analysis by eyeball. This got us about 
as good a separation of leukocyte classes as we could gee 
from more formal discriminanc function analysis in cwo 
dimensions; che reason for using six parameters in the differ
enrial leukocyte counter was rhac che additional parameters 
would further improve discrimination, at the expense of 
requiring us co work in a space of more than two dimen
sions. The real advantage of che discriminant function ap
proach, however, is chat it allows che leukocyte classification 
cask co be done by a computer without operator incerven
tion; chis fearure is absolutely necessary in an instrument for 
routine blood cell differencial counting in the clinical labora
tory, and just as necessary in a fluorescence based instrument 
which will automatically analyze T cell subsets, or one which 
will identify normal and abnormal cell types in bone mar
row. While, in apparatus intended for research or for critical 
clinical uses, it may well be advisable for some human ob
server co keep a close watch on what is going on, it is ancici
pared, or at least hoped, chat the easier samples can and will 
be handled encirely by the machine. 

Since the empirical interactive partitioning of the rwo
paramecer displays in Figure 5-15 could be done using 
straight lines, we were confident chat linear discriminants 

would be adequace for aucomaced leukocyce idemificacion 
and counting in our system. 

The procedure for finding linear discriminant functions 
has some similarities co chat used in fluorescence compensa
tion, as is illustrated in an informal way in Figure 5-16 . The 
top left panel of Figure 5-16 is a two-dimensional doc ploc 
showing cwo distinct clusters of data poinrs chat cannot be 
separated using reccangular windows; bicmap selection re
gions have been drawn around both. These clusters are sepa
rated by a diagonal line drawn across rhe screen. If you can 
face che trauma of bringing analycic geometry back ro mind, 
you may recall thac the equation of che 45° diagonal line is y 
= x ; in chis insrance, given our axis labels, rhe equation is 
Parameter 1 = Parameter 2. For rhe cluscer above the line, 
Parameter 1 > Parameter 2 , for all points in the cluster; 
similarly, for the cluster below che line, Paramccer I < Pa
rameter 2 , for all poincs in che cluster. 

The panels ac the upper right and lower left show discri
bucions of Parameters I and 2 for che tocal population, 
drawn as curves. Distributions of these parameters for the 
rwo cluscers, separated using the bitmaps shown, are plocced 
as bar graphs. The distributions of Parameter 1 for the cwo 
cluscers overlap subscancially; the distributions for Paramecer 
2 for chc cwo clusters overlap almost completely. We wane co 
compute a linear discriminant function, which, in this case, 
is a linear funccion of Parameters I and 2 chat separates che 
cwo clusters. From the face rhac che diagonal line separaces 
che clusters, we know thac we could use the function g = 
Paramecer 1 - Parameter 2 as a discriminant. From a stacisci
cal point of view, we would have absolutely no problem 
using this function. However, if you chink about it, you' ll 
realize char g is negative for all points in one cluster and 
positive for all points in che ocher. In flow cycomerry, we 
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rend m work only in che one quadranc of rwo-dimensional 
Carresian space in which boch variables have values greacer 
rhan or equal w zero. We'd like w be able m pier our trans
formed dara on che same axes we use for raw daca, and, 
when we do analog compucacion, using hardware, we like co 
keep volrages posicive, or ac least not negacive. 

We cherefore wane co add a medium-sized positive num
ber ro g ro gee a function we can plot more easily; I picked 
56 by inspeccion, and computed a new Parameter 3, the 
value of which is derermined by a funcrion f , i.e., Parameter 
3 = f = Parameter I - Parameter 2 + 56 . A dot ploc of Pa
rameter 3 vs. Parameter 1 is shown in the upper middle 
panel of Figure 5-17; the panel at the lower right shows rhe 
discribucions of Parameter 3 for che coral population, as a 
line, and for the separated clusters, as bar graphs. You can 
drive a cank through rhe space berween the rwo peaks on the 
Parameter 3 distribution. Also. as you probably noticed , the 
clusters in the doc ploc of Paramecer 3 vs. Parameter l, 
unlike the clusters in the dot plot of Parameter 2 vs. Parame
ter I, can be separaced by rectangular windows. The cake
homc message, however, is that, having computed Parameter 
3, we don'c need co use recrangular windows. 

One of chc things we have just done is called reducing 
the dimensionality of the data. We've taken two-parameter 
dara; if you will, a vector (just barely, in the rwo-paramecer 
case) of observations, and computed a single number, a sca
lar quancicy, which conveys what, co us at least, was the im
portant information in the daca sec, i.e., which points belong 
co which clusters or, in the real world, how many enforcer T 
cells and how many informer T cdls, or whacever, are in the 
sample. Sure, going from a two-dimensional vector co a 
number is no big deal, bur che procedure works as well co go 
from three-, or four-, or from as-many-dimensions-as-your
compucer-can-handle- dimensional vectors ro one number, 
and chat's che power of the discriminanc function approach. 
Our rwo-dimensional exercise, with selection of a training 
set of clusccrs using bitmaps and subsequent semiempirical 
computation of a discriminant function, was a walkchrough 
version of the same procedure used for six-parameter data in 
the differential counter project, which operared in a harder 
ro visualize six-dimensional space. 

Hokanson er al" 0 ' reported chat both discriminant func
tion analysis and logistic regression were useful in discrimi
nating breast cancer cells from hemaropoietic precursors in 
bone marrow. 

Principal Componenr Analysis 

Principal component analysis"""· ' ~"' · ', and the related 
technique of factor analysis, like discriminant analysis, are 
used to reduce the dimensionaiity of dara. In principal com
ponent analysis new variables, which are linear funccions of 
the old variables , arc computed in such a way chat the first 
new variable accounts for most of the variacion in che daca, 
che second variable, for the nexr most, and so on. 

The choice of new variables is equivalent co a rranslation 
and roracion of rhe coordinate axes, again similar to what is 

done in fluorescence compensation. The new axes remain 
orthogonal ro one another. A principal componenc analysis 
of che data shown in Figure 5-16 would place the axis repre
senting values of one new variable along rhe diagonal line 
separating che clusters in the upper lcfr-hand panel of the 
figure, with the axis of che ocher new variable perpendicular 
ro ir. The principal component is chat linear funcrion of rhc 
raw parameters that falls along che major axis of an clliprical 
cluster and which , rherefore, accounts for the largest com
ponent of variance of chc dara. 

Cluster Analysis 

The technique of cluster analysis ;'"' attempts to assign 
members of a population ro different classes based on values 
of a number of measured variables. Hierarchical cluster 
analysis consrrucrs a "rree" or dendrogram of relarionships 
between clusters; this method was used in assigning antibod
ies to CD classes in the Fifth Leukocyte Differentiation 
Workshop '"''. Hierarchical cluster analysis can proceed by 
agglomeration or division, which arc rhe dignified analyti
cal terms for "lumping" and "splitting." Agglomeration starts 
with each data poinc assigned co its own class and reduces 
the number of classes as similarities berween data points 
emerge; division starts with all data points in one class and 
looks for differences. 

In non-hierarchical cluster analysis, an initial number of 
clusters and their approximate locations in che measurement 
space are specified; assignments are refined based on a meas
ure of che distance of data points from the cluster means ,. 
using either Euclidean distance or the Mahalanobis dis
tance , which incorporates terms from rhe variance
covariance matrix. Murphy"°' described the application of 
non-hierarchical cluster analysis lO flow cytomecric data in 
1985. 

Principal component analysis may be applied to reduce: 
the dimensionality of chc data set before cluster analysis is 
done; chis approach was followed by Kosugi et al 'm in 1988. 
Ocher investigators who have applied duster analysis to 

problems such as immunophenotyping'2°'·11 have combined 
the cechnique with ocher methods , e.g., artificial intelligence 
techniques such as expert systems""i and principal compo-

z~o~ nents 

Neural Network Analysis 

Classification methods arc generally described as super~ 
vised, meaning chey require a training sec, or unsupervised, 
meaning the algorithm finds rhe classes in rhe structure of 
the dara. Neural network analysis 12 'H might be described as 
a "latchkey" method; you provide a neural nerwork with a 
rraining set, bur you never seem to be sure how ir does what 
it does. 

A neural nerwork is generally implemented as a mache
marical model of stylized "neurons," connections between 
which arc screngchened and weakened as chc nerwork 
"learns" from a training set, after which it can be used to 

classify objects in new data secs. The nature of the algorichm 



being implcmenced by rhc necwork is nor, in general, obvi
ous ro rhe user. Ac present, neural networks are usuaJly run 
as simularions on convencional digical computers; however, 
much of rhe interesc in rhe methodology relates to the possi
biliry of implemencing neural networks in chips, some of 
which are already available. 

Frankel er al' " 5· im. 1503 have used neural necworks for 
analysis of phycoplankton populations and blood cells; 
Boddy er al'"" have also applied the merhod co phycoplank
ron; Redelman 1118 and Kim et alm3 have also considered neu
ral network analyses of blood cells. Godavani et ali<74 found 
char neural networks performed bener chan convencional 
clustering algorithms in classifying cells based on pulse fea
cures measured using digital pulse processing, and Davey et 
al"04 found neural necworks superior to principal component 
analysis and several other multivariate stariscical mechods in 
classif)•ing bacreria srained wich dye mixtures. 

Generic Algorirhms 

Genetic algorithms'! 09 are another class of nonclassical 
procedures said ro be well suited for application co classifica
rion problems. The "generic" name arises from the modus 
operandi of developing several algorirhms, each of which 
operates on the rraining sec, eliminating rhe poorer perform
ing algorithms, and combining feacures of the bener per
formers in che next generarion. "Darwinian" or "evolution
ary" mighr have been a more appropriate adjective; "genetic" 
probably sounds better when you're looking for venture 
capital. I haven't seen generic algorithms used for flow data. 

5.7 ANALYSIS OF COLLECTED DAT A: HOW MUCH 
IS ENOUGH/TOO MUCH? 

Nobody would bother building instruments as expensive 
as flow cytomerers to collecr and display data from cells if 
rhe data were simply going robe filed away and never looked 
at again. Sure, there are some applications of flow cycometry 
char require almosr no formal dara collecrion or analysis. The 
best example I can chink of is screening monoclonal 
antibodies to see whether they react with all, none, or some 
of the cells in a cell popularion. People who do a loc of this 
run samples through in rapid succession; the flow pattern 
never gees a chance co stabilize as the operator accumulates 
all of the necessary information from a glance at the doc 
display of scaccer vs. fluorescence on the monitor 
oscilloscope and hurries on to the next sample. This 
undeniably represents efficient and effective utilization of a 
flow cyromerer, provided it's a bare bones instrument. I'm 
nor sure you can even play chis game on the modern 
benchcop instruments. I do know char anyone who would 
propose to purchase a high-end flow cycometer and use it 99 
percent of the time for screening clones should, and 
probably will, have his or her budget examined. 

On che ocher hand, if you can justify or arc attempting 
co justify the acquisition of a high-end instrumenc, you al
most undoubtedly have a problem which requires char you 
collect a lor of data and then chew on the data for a bit be-
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fore you can answer rhe biologicaJ quesrion you are asking. 
Telling the difference becween immunofluorescence positive 
and immunofluorcscence negative cells is easy, at lease some 
of the time; telling rhe difference between cancer cells and 
normal cells must be hard because we don't know how to do 
it yet. Much massaging of scored flow cyromerric dara, past 
and present, was/is aimed ar rhe development of cell classifi
cation criteria which could lacer be implemented in hard
ware and/or software for real-rime decision making, either in 
diagnostic apparatus or for purposes of cell sorting. Whether 
you're crying to aucomate cervical cytology or rhc differential 
leukocyte count or to isolate pluripotem seem cells, you will 
end up in an iterative process of data collecrion, analysis, 
refinement of criteria, more collection, more analysis, etc. 
Getting the job done and che questions answered will, as 
often as not, depend at least as much on the proper choice of 
parameters co be measured as on the merhod(s) of data 
analysis employed. 

Once you get flow cycomerric data scored in lisr mode, 
there are all kinds of options for number crunching. You can 
apply any statistical test you like, and you will generally be 
working with large enough numbers of data points co make 
srariscicians in other fields drool. If I were you , rhough. 1 
wouldn't be coo quick to disparage plain, old-fa.~hioned dot 
plots. Those of us who deal with them day in and day our 
rend to forger chat they allow us to determine che srruccure 
of large masses of data almost by inspection. An article some 
years back in Science"' described a grear advance in manipu
lation of multidimensional srariscical data char was made 
possible by interactive computer graphics. The grear advance 
curned out co be doc plots, which we in analytical cytology 
had had for years. While some of us have been lamenting a 
lack of rigorous sracisrical procedures for data analysis, statis
ticians have been aching co be able to reduce many of their 
problems co the level of most of ours. Now, even che snobs 
in our field can use humble buc effective mechodology with 
out feeling embarrassed. 

A good example of data extraction by dot plot inspection 
appears in Figure 5-17 (next page), another golden oldie 
from the Block differential counter project. The rwo
dimensional display of LN fluorescence vs. 90° scarcer shows 
a high degree of correlation becween measured values for all 
leukocyce classes. This cold us we could do as good a differ
ential count without LN fluorescence as we could wirh ir, 
which would allow the use of a single-beam instrument with 
a two-dye stain instead of a two- or three-beam instrument 
with chree dyes. We didn't need principal component analy
sis or even have to calculate correlation coefficients co reduce 
the dimensionaliry of our daca. 

The good news was chat having a multiparamecer in
strument with which we could measure the same things in 
che same cells cwo different ways ar the same rime was really 
helpful in finding the most efficient ways to make measure
ments. The bad news was thac, once we showed rhar the 
clinical cask, i.e., differential leukocyce counting, for which 
Block hoped co sell a lot of fancy flow cytomeccrs could be 
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accomplished by a simpler, cheaper instrument chac didn'c 
infringe on any of rhe parents involved, che project lose eco
nomic viahilicy. Such arc che ways of science. 
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Figure 5-17. Calculation is not always necessary to 
reduce the dimensionality of data. 

5.8 DAT A ANALYSIS ODDS AND ENDS 

Data Storage 

The Flow Cytometry Standard CFCS) File Format 

The Flow Cytomecry Scandard (FCS) format proposed 
by Murphy and Chused 10" in 1984, and revised (to FCS2.0) 
hy a commirree of the International Sociery for Analycical 
Cycology in 1990"'0· ', has now been almosc universally 
adopced by manufacturers of flow cycomecry apparacus and 
by chi rd parry software developers. 

The standard format makes it possible for users to read 
and manipulace data files acquired on a variety of inscru
ments. Jf you happen to have data files chac are not in FCS 
formac , it makes sense to get a program that will convert 
them, so you can use the full range of software now avail
able. 

A revision of che standard to FCS3 .0 was proposed in 
199?2""', but the full FCS3.0 standard has nor been pub
lished, as irs predecessors were, in Cytometry. It is available 
from ISAC's Web sire at <http://www.isac-nec.org/links/ 
ropics/FCS3.hcm>. 

The most notable additions co the FCS3.0 scandard were 
a mechanism for handling daca files larger than I 00 MB and 
supporc for UNICODE rexc for keyword values. There has 
always been a considerable amounr of flexibiliry in che scan
dard; che ISAC Dara File Standards Committee, which is 
responsible for maimaining and revising che scandard, has 
been ac work for several years on generalized FCS file parsing 
sofcware, to be placed in the public domain . 

An FCS file consists of a HF.ADER, idemifying rhe file 
as an FCS file and specifying the version of FCS used, and 
containing numerical values identifying che posicion of rhe 
following TEXT segment, in which any of a large number of 
keywords and numerical values may be used to describe che 
specimen and che conditions under which the cxpcrimenc 
was done, and the DATA segment, which contains numeri 
cal data in a format specified in chc TEXT segmenc. The 
header and text porcions of an FCS2.0 file collected using a 
B-D FACSCalibur are shown as Table 5-3 below. 

FCS2.0 58 1536 1537 l 7.~946 O 0 
/$BYfEORD/ l ,2,3,4/$DATA TYPE/l/$NEXTDAT AIOI 
$SYS/Macintosh System Software 
8.1.0/CR.EATOR/CELLQuesc• 3.2.1 I 
$TOT/l2315/$MODE/L/$PAR/7/ 
$Pl N/FSC-H/$Pl R/1024/$Pl B/l 6/$PlE/O,O/ 
$P2N/SSC-H/$P2R/ l 024/$P2B/ l6/$P2E/O,O/ 
$P3N/Fll-H/$P3R/1024/$P3B/ l 6/$P3E/4,0/ 
$P4N/FL2-H/$P4R/ !024/$P4B/ l 6/$P4E/4,0/ 
$P5N/FL3-H/$P5R/ 1024/$P5B/ l 6/$P5E/4,0/ 
$P6N/FL2-A/$P6R/ 1024/$P6B/ l 6/$P6E/0,0/ 
$P7N/FL2-W /$P7R/ I 024/$P7B/ l 6/$P7E/O,O/ 
$CYf/FACSCalibur/CITNUM/E2252/ 
$BTIM/l 8:04: 11/$ETIM/18:04:29/ 
BD$ACQLIBVERSION/3.l/BD$NPAR/7/ 
BD$P I N/FSC-H/BD$P2N/SSC-H/BD$P3N/FLl -H/ 
BD$P4N/FL2-H/BD$P5N/FL3-H/BD$P6N/FL2-A/ 
BD$P7N/FL2-W/ 
BD$WORDO/ I 04/BD$WORD l/376/BD$WORD2/444/ 
BD$WORD3/387/BD$WORD4/399/BD$WOR05/400/ 
B D$WO RD6/ 400/BD$WO RD? I 400/BD$WORD8/ 400/ 
BD$WORD9/400/BD$WORD I 0/30I/BD$WORD11125 
4/BD$WORD12/499/BD$WORDl3/0/BD$WORDI4/3 
82/BD$WORDI 5/45 l/BD$WORD16/391/BD$WORD l 
71407/BD$WORD18/ l 29/BD$WORD 19/ I OO/BD$WOR 
D20/100/BD$WORD21/100/BD$WORD22/100/BD$W 
ORD23/ l /BD$WORD24/ 1 /BD$WORD25/0/BD$WOR 
D26/0/BD$WORD27 /O/BD$WORD28/ I 36/BD$WORD 
29/32/BD$WORD30/52/BD$WORD3 I /52/BD$WORD 
32/5 2/BD$WORD3 3/5 2/BD$WORD 34/7 /B D$WO RD 3 
5/ l 95/BD$WORD36/25/BD$WORD37 /5/BD$WORD3 
8/280/BD$WORD39/3/BD$WORD40/3/BD$WORD4 l 
I l OO/BD$WO RD4 2/ l OO/BD$WO RD4 3/0/B D$WO RD4 
4/l 023/BD$WORD45/l 023/BD$WORD46/ I 023/BD$W 
ORD47/52/BD$WORD48/789/BD$WORD49/10/BD$ 
WORD50/6/BD$WORD5 I /52/BD$WORD52/0/BD$W 
ORD53/0/BD$WORD54/0/BD$WORD55/0/BD$WOR 
D 56/0/BD$WO RDS 7 /0/BD$WO RD58/0/BO$WO RD59 
10/B D$WO RD60/0/B D $WO RD6 I /O/BD$WO RD62/0/B 
D$WORD63/0/ 
BD$1.ASERMODE/l/CALIBFILE/FALSE/ 
P7THRESVOL/52/ 
$FIL/02/$DATE/16-Nov-O l/ 

Table 5-3. Header and text portion of an FCS 2.0 data file. 
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Figure 5-18. Linear and log scales revisited. Courtesy of David Coder. 

You shouldn ' t have co worry much about the structure 
of your fCS files; the software you use for data acquisition 
will almost certainly make it easy for you co gee information 
inro the computer rhat rhe program will subsequently trans
fer to the file. 

Magneric/ Optical Tumors in rhe Digiral Anic 

By che rime the Block differential councer project pe
tered our in 1977, we had accumulared mulciparamecer lisr 
mode data from over 20,000,000 leukocyces in data files on 
9-rrack cape, in the belief chat all this scuff was going to have 
co be submitted co the Food and Drug Administration. The 
magnetic tumor metastasized from file cabinet to scorage 
room co a warehouse in Cambridge, from which it was lost 
in the mid- l 980's, well before the disease of accumulating 
flow cycomctric daca had become epidemic. 

Nowadays, the magnetic tumor is being replaced by op
tical tumors, i.e., CD-ROMAs and DVD-ROMAs. A single 
650 MB CD-ROM can supposedly hold all of classical 
Greek literature and everything that 's been written about ir 
uncil rhe present. In 1987, Mann'm, who also considered 
other aspects of multiparameter flow cycometric analysis, 
raised che issue of data compression, bur, these days, chere 
isn'c much poinc co it. People still do have problems conven
ing daca from old storage formats, e.g. , 8" floppy discs, co 
new ones. If you wane co save old data, it's best to save che 
hardware and software you need co read it with . 

linear and Log Scales and Ratios: Proceed with Care! 

We are all used to colleccing and displaying some data 
{forward and side scatter signals and fluorescence of DNA 
dyes) on linear scales and other data (fluorescence, much of 
rhe rime) on log scales. However, things sometimes gee con-

fusing when we wane to manipulate parameter values, and I 
have put up Figure 5-18, a really neat illustration from Dave 
Coder, which I hope will help me clarify things. 

The left side of the figure shows a cartoon of cells passing 
through a laser beam and generating pulses of differenc volc
ages, which are then converted into numbers. There are a 
I 0-volc linear and a 4-decade logarichmic voltage scale, cov
ering the range from 1 mV (or, in rhe case of the linear scale, 
0 V) to I 0 V. There is also a 4-<lecade logarithmic relative 
brighmess scale, covering the range from I co 10 ,000 arbi
trary units. And, in berween, there is a scale with channel 
numbers on it; the numbers range from 0 to 255, and che 
scale looks linear. And chat's what can get us inco trouble. 

The 256-channel scale cells us char we are dealing wirh 
an 8-bir ADC. If chis operates over a 0-1 OV inpuc range , 
channel 0 corresponds co 0 V, channel 64 ro 2.5 V, channel 
128 co 5 V, channel 192 to 7.5 V, and channel 255 ro 10 V. 
The numbers in the exponents ro the right of rhe brighmess 
scale rel! us thac che 1.231 V signal comes ouc ac channel 
198 and rhe 6.212 V signal comes our ar channel 243. Thar 
means that the signals must have gone through a log ampli
fier before they got to the ADC, because the signal repre
senting rhe 1.231 V pulse is a lirrle over 7 .5 V in amplitude 
(channel 198 vs. channel 192) at che ADC input. 

Now, suppose you want ro take rhe ratio of values of 
rhose rwo pulse amplitudes. If you go to rhe relative bright
ness scale, and convert from channel numbers back ro rhe 
corresponding linear values there's no problem. The formula 
for doing this appears co che right of che brightness scale. 
The ADC scale we're using is a 256-channel, 4-decade scale, 
meaning that there are 64 channels/decade. Therefore, co 
convert from a channel number n on rhis log scale ro a nu
merical value on the relative brighmess scale, we raise l 0 co 
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rhc power (n/64). The applicarion of rhis formula to rhe 
pulses ar channels 243 and 198 gives us linear brighmess 
values of 6,264 and 1.240; the ratio of these values, to cwo 

deci mal places, is 5.05. You gee che same value if you divide 
che pulse height volcages (6 .212 V and 1.231 V) . 

Whar you do not wane co do is divide rhe ADC channel 

numbers co ger a "racio." Jusc in case you' re noc good ac do
ing arirhmeric in your head, J'JJ rell you chat 243/198 is 
1.227 , a number subscanrially different from 5.05. The 
carch is char the channel numbers don't represent the voltage 
values of the pulse heights; they represenr the logs of the 
voltage values. What we want is a ratio a/h. Dividing log a 
by log b doesn 'r give u .~ che ratio a/b ; it doesn 'r even give us 
the log of a/b. Whar it gives us is the log of the (a)ch root of 
b. While char number might be of some use for somerhing (I 
can 't rhink of what, but l'll be charitable) , it won 't help you 
if you 're looking for a ratio, or for che log of a ratio. 

Then· is, however, a way co get the log of che ratio using 
channel numbers and che log scale; log a - log b = log (alb) , 
so all we have to do is subtract rhe channel values. 

In rhis instance, we are crying ro ger che rario of brighc
nesses, or volcages, represenced by channels 243 and 198; 
243-198 = 45 , and IO''"'~ · is 5.048, which is close enough to 

5.046 and 5.05 1 co prove my poinr. (6,264 for the 6.212 V 
pulse and 1,240 for rhc 1.231 V pulse), 

If you wane co do che log rario compucacion, and then 
plot che resulting value a~ a derived parameter, you may run 

inco another snag. If the racio you're after turns out co be less 
than l , you ' ll end up with negative channel numbers. 
There's an ea~y fix; simply add a constant co bring che nega
cive numbers back on scale. Since (log x + c) = log (I O'x), 
your adjusted channel numbers will remain proporrional to 

rhe log of che ratio you were looking for. 
This issue seems to come up on chc Purdue Cyromecry 

Mailing Lisr a few times a year, so I thought I should ex
pound on it here. 

Ratios Only Help if Variables are Well Correlated 

ln what I have said above about ratios, I haven't consid

ered why we might wane to use a ratio of two parameter 
values instead of che parameter values chemselves; the discus
sion of raciomccric measuremencs on p. 47 provides one 
example. We use che ratios of 405 nm and 480 nm emission 
incensiries from rhc UV-excited probe Indo- 1 as a measure 
of cytoplasmic [C a"], because che raw values of either don' t 
give us rhe information we need. When complexed with 
Ca" , rhc dye emirs maximally ac 405 nm; rhe free dye emics 
maximally at 480 nm. fluorescence measurements at eirher 
wavelcngch depend ro a greater c:xtenc on the amounc of dye: 
raken up and retained by a cell than on calcium concencra
cion; the ratio, which tells us rhe proportions of complexed 
and free dye, is largely independent of the amount of dye in 
the cell , and also largely independent of other confounding 
influences, such as lighr source noise. 

So far , so good. But suppose we wane co separate two 
populations based on a rario measurement. ror this co work, 
ic would be helpful co have the rario of the two primary pa
ramerers be subscancially differenc in the two populations. If 
we chen performed separare linear regression analyses (pp. 
237-8) on data poincs from che cluscers representing rhe two 
populations, we would expect co get d ifferent slopes for the 
regression lines. We could tolerate similar slopes if the y
intercept values were substantially differenc. 

But there's a catch, and ic 's pretty much the same one 1 
mencioned when caurioning about che use of regression on 
pp. 237-8. Lee 's look back there, and again nocicc figure 5-
8, which shows clusrers of daca poinrs with low and high 
degrees of correlation. If we calculated racios of y- and x
values for che highly correlated data points in the right panel 
of che figure, for which che correlation coefficient, r, is 
.950, and rhen plotted the disrriburion of racio values, we: 
would expecr the distribucion co have a fairly low variance; 
the poincs all fall wirhin a shore distance of a line, and che 
mean of che ratio would be the slope of the line. 

If we did che same ratio calculations for rhc daca poinrs 
in che left panel of Figure 5-8, where che dara arc essentially 
uncorrelared (r = -.002), we would find a relacively high 
variance for the ratio. 

The ranges of x- and y-values are essencially che same for 
rhe data points in the left and right panels of Figure 5-8, and 
the variances of rhe discributions of x- and y-values for 

points in both panels are relatively high. However, the vari
ance of the ratio of x- and y-values for the well-correlated 
data in the righc panel is considerably lower than rhe vari 
ances of the x- and y-values themselves, while che variance of 
rhe ratio for che uncorrelated data in rhe left panel remains 
high. 

To go back to rhe Indo-1 example, if you were looking 
ar lndo- 1 fluorescence measurements from cwo populacions 
with different levels of cyroplasmic [Ca" ], it would be much 
easier to separate the populacions if che daca points for each 
were well correlaced chan ic would if chey were essenrially 
uncorrelaced . 

Indo- 1 ratios work well in mammalian cells, inro which 
it is possible to load hundreds of thousands of dye mole
cules. If we cry co do the same measurements, using che same 
observacion cimc, in bacteria, inco which we may only be 
able co load a few rhousand molecules ac most, we can expecc 
the variances of che raw fluorescence measurements co he: 
substantially higher chan in mammalian cells because we will 
be collecting fewer phocoeleccrons; it will chus be more d iffi 
culc co detect small changes. Keep that in mind for the dis
cussions of raciometric measurements of functional parame
ters on pp. 402 and 407. 

Ratios, of course, have uses outside cyrometry; among 
ocher things, they are used for figuring odds. So much for 
chc odds; here's the end. On to cell sorting. 



6. FLOW SORTING 

The addirion of cell sorring capabiliry ro a flow cyrome
rer makes ir possible ro isolare highly purified populations of 
cells wirh precisely defined characrerisrics. Any parameter(s) 
measurable in a flow cyrometer can provide a basis for selec
tion of cells, and the limit on rhe degree of homogeneiry rhar 
can be achieved in rhe selected population is ser primarily by 
rhe precision with which the selection parameter(s) can be 
measured. To rhe uninitiated, flow sorting seems like some
thing out of fantasy, almost an implemenrarion of the Max
well Demon (or, in this case, Mack's Swell Demon) at the 
cellular level. Perhaps because of this, sorrers are widely cov
ered, and the desire to use them in experiments sometimes 
leads experimenters ro overlook more expeditious methods 
of procedure. 

The literature on the cechnical derails of cell sorting, as 
opposed to flow cyrometry, is manageable, to say the leasr; 
rhere are prohahly srill not more than a few dozen papers. 
The well-illusuared 1976 Scientific American arciclc by Her
zenberg ct al' remains a valuable source for historic perspcc
rivc. Other older references covering rechnical derails of the 
hardware are rhe chapter by Sweer'" and irs revision by 
Lindmo, Perers, and Sweet'"-' in the first and second edirions 
of rhe Big Yellow Book''·'"", and Pinke! and Srovel's conrri
bution"'" in the volume edited by Yan Dilla er al"", which 
appeared about midway between rhcm. However, if you're 
looking for more detail than appears here, rhe besr place ro 
go is ro three consecucive cha peers by Durack' 1°", van den 
Engh''0 , and Lcary'10' in a relatively new book edired by 
Durack and Robinson, Emerging Tools for Single-Cell Analy
sis: Advances in Optical Measurement Technologies'""''. 

Although flow sorting based on elecrroacoustic or elec
tromechanical fluidic switching has been de
scribed""·'"·""-m'·'·'1<l'l , mosr commercial and laboracory-built 

insrrumenrs built before the l 990's, and many builr since, 
employ droplet sorting, in which the fluid stream is broken 

up inro droplets, and the droplets conrammg rhc selected 
cells are elecrrically charged and deflected inro a colleccion 
vessel by passage through an elecrric field. 

6.1 SORT CONTROL (DECISION) LOGIC 

Whichever sorring mechanism is used, ic is first neccs5ary 
to determine wherher each cell pa~sing through rhe flow 
cycomerer meers rhe selection criteria; when the crireria are 
met, it is then necessary to generare a logic signal which will 
activate the sorting mechanism. This activacing signal must 
be delayed uncil rhe cell reaches rhe droplet breakoff point, 
in a droplet sorter, or rhe poinr ar which rhe scream is di
verred or captured, in a fluidic sorrer. Depending upon chc 
dimensions of the flow chamber, and upon whether cells arc 
observed inside the chamber or in air, ir may take anywhere 
from a few microseconds ro a few hundred microseconds for 
a cell to traverse rhe distance between the observation point 
and the breakoff or diversion poinr. 

One could, in principle, use one-shoes (monostable mul
tivibrarors), such a~ are used in criggering circuics and dis
cussed on p. 192, ro generate rhe rime delays required for 
sorring. This is undesirable, however, because it decreases 
rhe rare at which cells can be sorred. In a droplec sorrer gen
erating 40,000 drops/s, a dropler period is 25 ps; using rypi
cal figures of 10 mis for velociry and 2.5 mm"' for rhe dis
tance from the nozzle to the dropler breakoff poinr, an<l 
assuming rhe observation point of a stream-in-ai r system is 
located 0.5 mm below the noz.:de, 200 ps. or 8 droplet peri
ods, will elapse becween the time a cell passt:S the observarion 
point and rhe time at which it reaches rhe breakoff poinr. 

The use of a one-shot for riming would force a 200 µs 
waic between son pulses, limiting rhe rate of analysis co less 
than 5,000 cclls/s. Assuming that a cell 's traverse of the ob
sc:rvarion point rakes 5 µs, and char anorher 1 5 µs are re
quired co arrive at a sore decision from the signal peak 
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valuds) once the strobe pulse (see pp. 27-8 and 191-4) 
scans, the electronics could produce a sort decision within 
one droplet period after rhe arrival of a cell and would chen 
end up idle for 7 droplet periods before they could process 
another cell. This is inefficient; if rhe decision electronics 
can respond in one droplcr period, they can, in principle, 
make up to 8 sore decisions during rhe time required for a 
cell to reach rhe dropler breakoff point. If there were some 
way of keeping crack of 8 droplets' worth of yea-or-nay for 
200 µs, ir would rhus be possible to speed up rhe sorting 
rate. 

There are, in facr, several ways. The mechanism used to 

queue sore decisions in many earlier commercial sorters is a 
digital circuit called a shift register. A shift register circuit 
accepts a scream of logic pulses(" l''s and "O"s) as input; che 
same sequence of logic pulses appears ac the output after a 
set rime delay. The time delay berween the appearance of a 
given pulse sequence at rhe input and ics appearance ac the 
output is an adjustable, integral number of periods of a 
fixed-frequency clock signal chat is also applied ro the shifc 
register. If chis clock signal is synchronized with the trans
ducer drive frequency, each delay period corresponds to one 
droplet period. Once the processing electronics respond ro 
the signal and strobe pulses and reach a sore decision, che 
buck passes w the shift register. "Word" of the decision 
doesn ' t gee co che drop charging circuits until chey need co 
acr upon ir. By char rime, che fronc end has made several 

ocher decisions, all of which are in rhe shili: register pipeline 
en route co rhe drop charging circuir. 

A sort decision, like a cell classification decision, is bi

nary. A cell is either sorred, or nor sorted, just as a cell is 
assigned or nor assigned to a given class. The hardware 
and/or software used ro make sort decisions can be idencical 
co chose used for data analysis, as discussed in the previous 
chapters. Complex decision functions can be realized in ana
log hardware char can form sums, differences, or ratios of log 
or linear signals, or in sofcwarc, using digital computers ro 
calculate che required functions and also to generate delayed 
sore pulses, eliminating the need for shift registers. 

While hardware controllers can process mulciparameter 
signals in parallel, mosc of rhe computers used in earlier cell 
sorcers had to perform complex computations one seep ar a 
rime. Computer-controlled sorcing, as first reported by 
Arndc-Jovin and Jovin in 1974" ' , then required a minicom
puter. Early producrion instruments with computer
controllcd sorting were not necessarily either better or capa
ble of implementation of more complex decision functions 
than instruments in which ~oning was not conrrollcd by a 
digital computer, as was recognized by B-D, which replaced 
its original sore control eleccronics wirh a computer, and 
rhen replaced the computer with new sore eleccronics in 
rhn:e successive generations of FACS flow sorters. 

At presenc, however, che issue is not wherher computers 
should be used for sore control, but how many rouse; almost 
all newer instruments incorporate multiple digital proces
sors, using various combinations of PC hardware, DSP 

chips, and ASIC:s and ocher hardwired (or hardcoded) digiral 
circuitry. Current produces from all three major manufac
turers of high-speed droplet sorters, BD Biosciences, Beck
man Coulter, and DakoCycomarion, can process berween 

50,000 and 100,000 sorr decisions/s. 

6.2 PRESELECTED COUNT CIRCUITS AND SINGLE 
CELL SORTING 

Using a simple digital counter circuir, ir is possihlc w 
arrange things so char a sorter will sort a preselected number 
of cells and then scop sorcing. Among the rhings a digiral 
counter can do is change an output from logical I to logical 
0 after it receives a preset number of pulses as inpuc. If rhc: 
positive sore decision pulses are fed into the counter, and the 
logical AND of che son pulses and che counter output drives 
che sorter accivacion mechanism, once the preset number of 
cells arc sorted, cells will no longer be sorted, even if they 
meet che selection criteria. 

If che preset number is one, and if a two-axis positioner 
(i.e., a stage with precise and reproducible X-Y morion con
trol) bearing a slide, culture dish, or microcircr place is 
placed in the location normally used for a collection vessel, 
individual cells meeting che selection criteria can be depos
ited in a predetermined pacrern on a slide for subsequenc 
analysis by microscopy or on an agar place or ocher solid 
medium so char colony growch or failure to grow can be 
monitored, or inoculated into media in wells on rhe micro
tirer place"~ and grown into clones (assuming chey arc nor 
traumatized by che reagents and/or light co which they were 
exposed prior to sorcing) . Single cell sorring accessories arc 

available from all major manufacturers of droplet sorters. 
Due to mechanical constraints, single cell sorcing systems 

often operate by deflecting all droplets except chose contain
ing a selected cell; che cube chat normally conveys the unde
flected scream to a waste container is removed. This serup is 
advantageous because it is easier to assess the precise location 
of an undeflected than of a deflected stream, and thus easier 

co determine where to position rhc microrirer well or tht: 
area on a slide or dish chat is to receive the selected cell. Ir i~ 

also somewhat easier co collccr an uncharged single droplet 
than a charged one. 

Sorting single cells or very small numbers of cells may be 
impractical in fluidic sorters in which fluid flows continu
ously through che sort oudec, since it may be difficult m find 
a few cells in a large volume of fluid. BO Biosciences' FAC
SCalibur can be fined with a filter apparatus rhac separates 
the sorted cells from rhe fluid; chis is better adapted ro sorr
ing cells rhar do nor need co be kept viable than co cells char 
do . 

6.3 DROPLET SORTING, HIGH-SPEED AND LOW 

Droplet sorcing first requires dropler generation, 1.e. , 
breaking che scream containing rhe cell sample into droplers, 
and stabilizing the pattern of droplet formation co place the 
point ac which droplers break off from the main scream at a 
fixed distance downstream from the observation point (or 



from chc lase observacion poinc in a mulciscacion inscru
menc) . Becween che cime a cell craverses che observacion 
poinc(s) and che cime che cell reaches che droplet breakoff 
point , che measured values of paramecers used for seleccion 
are fed inco che sort control logic, which generates a sore 
decision signal. 

The decision signal is applied co drop c!1arging cir
cuitry, which, if a cell is co be sorted, applies a volcage co che 
scream ac the rime at which the cell should lie somewhere in 
che droplet breaking off from the stream. This leaves an elec
cric charge on chose droplets selected for sorting. The droplet 
scream, containing charged and uncharged droplecs, passes 
chrough che eleccric field between cwo deflecting plates co 
which high volcages of opposice polaricies have been applied. 
Charged droplecs are deflected our of che main stream to
ward che deflection place bearing an opposite charge, and the 
charged droplet screams are collected, while the uncharged 
main scream passes into an aspiraced cube leading co che 
wasce reservoir. The drop charging and defleccion cechnique 

· was originally developed by Sweet68 for ink-jec graphic print
ing, and was first used for cell sorcing by Fulwyler07 • 

The hardware which muse be added co cum a flow cy
tometer into a droplec flow sorter consists of eleccronics co 
facilicace droplec generation , hardware and/or software char 
can rapidly establish whether cells meet selection criteria, 
and che circuitry for charging and deflecting che droplets 
containing rhe selecred cells 

Droplet Generacion 

The high points of a droplet sorter are shown in carica
cure (definiccly noc co scale) in Figure 6-1. As Lord Rayleigh 
observed in che l800's, a stream of fluid emerging from an 
orifice is hydrodynamically unstable and breaks up into a 
series of droplets chat, in the aggregace, have a smaller surface 
area and lower surface tension. Droplet formation occurs in 
screams considerably larger than chose found in flow cytome
cers, as any urologist can tell you. In the absence of external 
forces applied co chc scream, the pattern of droplet formation 
varies unpredictably. 

However, when che stream is subjected co vibration 
within a cercain range of frequencies, che pattern of droplet 
formation becomes stabilized in time and in space, i.e., the 
droplet breakoff poinc remains ac a fixed position, and the 
distance, s, becween rhe observacion point and the breakoff 
poinc remains constant. The vibration, which, in droplec 
sorters, is produced by a piezoelectric or electromagnetic 
cransducer acoustically coupled to che flow chamber, quire 
literally "makes waves" in the fluid stream; the droplets, once 
separaced from the scream, are spaced one wavelength A. 
a pare. 

A droplet formation pattern is obtained in a stream of 
diameter D only when A > nD ; the dropler breakoff point is 
closest co the orifice, minimizing che distance s, when che 
wavelength is 4.5 scream diamerers, bur the breakoff panern 
can remain stable within the range of values of D such that 

4 D ::;; A. ::;; 80. The stream shown in Figure 6-1 is ch us 
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Figure 6.l Droplet sorting. 

farcer chan in real life. The wavelength (or droplet spacing), 
A., the frequency of che applied vibration, f, and che scream 
velocity, v, are related by the equation 

v =fl... 

Lee's look at the numbers for some real inscrumencs. If 
we have a 50 µm scream diameter, and a velocity of 10 mis, 
che 40 kHz drive frequency used with a 50 µm orifice in 
older sorters produces a droplet spacing of 250 µm , or 5 
stream diameters, a near-ideal value . To gee che same 5-
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diamerer spacing wirh a 70 µm orifice and rhe same 10 mis 
velociry, we 'd need co use a 28.6 kHz drive frequem.-y. In 
some sorring cxpcrimcnrs with a Cyromucc flow chamber, 
which produces a stream abour 150 µm in diamerer, stable 
droplet formarion and good sorcing accuracy were obtained 
with a 6 mis stream vclociry and an applied frequency of I 0 
kHz; I found rhe corresponding droplet spacing was 600 
µm, or 4 scream diameters. 

Cell sorting was developed usi ng mammalian blood cells 
as samples; che technique can be more successfully applied ro 
ocher cells and parcicles if rhe physical parameters of che 

system arc modified. In the 1980's, Joe Gray and his col
leagues ac Lawrence Livermore Laboratory builc inscrumenrs 
wirh very high scream velocities (50 mis) , permirring droplet 
generation frequencies as high as several hundred kHz'"''. 
Their initial studies were resrrictcd co chromosomes; mam
malian cells did not survive exposure co the high pressures 
(200 PSI) needed co generate high-velocity srreams. The 
damage resulted from rhe use of air pressure to drive che 
sample; the cells, which contained dissolved air, decom
pressed explosively upon leaving chc nozzle. When a syringe 
pump was subsritured as the sampk drive mechanism. ir 
became possible ro recover ac lease some cell types inracc. 

Once "rhe bends" had been prevented, there were a few 
ocher kinks lefr to work our in rerms of optics .130 and elcc
uonics ""0 suitable for dealing wirh observation times much 

shorter, and data acquisition rares much higher, chan chose 
associated wich convenrional flow so rting. This was done by 
Ger van den Engh , chen also ac Livermore, who developed a 
simpler and more robust high -speed sorter, the "Moflo." 
High-speed sorcers were used at Livermore ;.ind Los Alamos 
for preparative sorcing of human chromosomes, from which 
ONA libraries were generated for use in the Human Ge
nome Project. Alrhough Fellner-Feldcgg"''' had reported in 
1984 char the B-D FACS could be operated with a 25 µm 
orifice and an 80 kHz droplet generacion frequency for sorc
ing small particles, rhe industry had been relatively slow co 
move coward higher-speed sorters for eukaryoric cells. The 
pace of development picked up when, in 1994, Cycomation 
produced a commercial version of the Moflo under license 
from Livermore; Livermore also licensed Syscemix co use the 
MoFlo rechnology for clinical applicarions. 

We can bring our calculations on droplet generation up 
co dare with some numbers from Ger van den Engh's recent 
book chapter' '" .. When a jer of fluid driven by a pressure P 
emerges from an orifice, the jet vdociry is proporcional co 
(f>) '. and independent of rhe orifice diameter. Allowing for 
some pressure drop in che fluidics upstream of che orifice, 
when che operating pressure is 100 PSI. saline emerges from 
a 70 µm orifice at a vdociry of 37 mis, for which the opti
mal dropler generation frequency is 118 kHz. le takes ap
proximately 30 droplet periods ro traverse the disrance from 
che orifice ro rhe droplet hreakoff point. 

Drop Charging And Deflection 

The application of positive or negative voltage pulses ro a 
stream of conductive liquid produces positive or negative 

surface charges on the scream. A droplet separated from rhe 
scream while rhe charging volcagc was applied carries excess 
surface charge of rhe same polarity a.~ existed on the scream 
at the rime of separation. When a scream containing charged 
and uncharged droplecs is passed through an electrostatic 
field established between a pair of parallel or near-parallel 
places kept at high positive and negarive voltages with re

spect co ground pocencial , the charged droplets are deflecred, 
with positively charged droplets moving coward the nega
tively charged place and vice versa, while rhe trajectories of 
uncharged droplets arc nor altered . le is thus possible to col
lect the screams of positively charged. negatively charged. 
and uncharged droplets, and rhe cells contained therein , in 
separate vessels. While 300 mOsm "normal" (0.85%) or 

buffered saline are often used as sheath fluids, sale concentra
tions as low as 10 mEq/L can provide sufficient conducrivicy 
for droplet sorring. Charging pulses are applied in fixed 
phase with the rransducer drive signal. 

Drop Defleccion Test Paccerns 

There are actually two streams of "uncharged" droplecs, as 
can be seen from Figure 6-2, which shows che scream pacrern 
produced by a rest circuit such as was used in Orcho's Sys
tem 50 flow sorrers; most current instruments have added 
the feature. When these sorcers arc operated in the "cesc" 
mode, the first droplet of each 4-droplet sequence is nega
tively charged, the third is positively charged, and the second 
and fourth are uncharged. The operator can then directly 
assess the stability of the droplet generation patrern by ob
serving che diverging streams produced. Positively charged 
droplets are deflected coward the negatively charged place; 
negatively charged droplets are deflected coward the posi
tively charged plate. The bifurcation visible in the scream of 
"uncharged" droplets occurs because these droplets actually 
carry small charges. The separation of a positively charged 
droplet leaves a slight negarivc charge on the residual scream, 
which is acquired by the "uncharged" droplet chac follows , 
while rhe separation of a negatively charged droplet similarly 
results in che next "uncharged" droplet carrying a slighr posi
tive charge. Thus, one sees four, racher than three, screams, 
because drops which should be in che sequence "left, center, 
right, center" arc acrually in the sequence "left, slighdy righr 
of center, right, slightly left of center." 

Two- and Four-Way Sorts: How Much Voltage? 

The separarion berwcen the streams can be increased, 
within limirs, by increasing rhe droplec t.:harging voltag1.:, hy 
increasing che pocemial difference between the deflection 
places, and/or by making che deflection places larger, i.e., 
longer in the direction of flow, so droplers spend more rime 
in rhe field. Ir is also possible co apply more than one level of 
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Figure 6-2. A droplet sorter test stream pattern. 
Drop I is negatively charged. Drop 2, which is un
charged, acquires a slight positive charge. Drop 3 is 
positively charged; drop 4, uncharged, acquires a 
slight negative charge. Drop 5 is positively charged, 
etc. The result is four streams, following trajectories 
shown by the dotted lines. 

charging voltage to droplets. For example, a droplet charged 
by a l 00 V pulse will carry more positive charge than a 
droplet charged by a 50 V pulse, and ics crajeccory will devi
ate more rapidly coward the negatively charged deflection 
plate. It will therefore be possible to collecc rwo streams of 
positively charged drops in separate containers. This is the 
basis of four-way sorting, a relatively recent addition co 
commercial droplet sorters; but a feature of che mulciparam
erer sorter described by Donna and Tom Jovin in 1974"'. 

The pocemial difference berween deflection plates in a 
droplet sorrer can be anywhere from 2000 V to 6000 Y. The 
voltage pulses used for droplet charging in flow sorters are 
usually somewhere berwcen l 00 and 200 voles on eicher side 
of ground in amplitude. However, excessive charge on drop
lets may interfere with droplet and jec stability, since surface 
charges counreracc the effects of surface tension, which keeps 
drops incacr and is a determinant of the locacion of che drop
let breakoff point. Ger van den Engh has noted instability 
when voltages exceeding ±80 Y are applied to a 70 µm 
scream2'°". Zhou et al have described an inexpensive bur ef
feccive low volcage charging circuic'"0 • 

figure 6 - l shows satellite droplets in che stream; these 
are formed by fluid present in the neck or "ligamenr" regions 
of che stream, i.e., the places berween the developing drop
lets, and rypically travel at differem velocities from the larger 
droplets in the stream. The pattern of satellite breakoff is 
determined by operating conditions, but its dependence on 
scream diameter, fluid velocicy, frequency and waveform of 
applied vibracion, timing of drop charging pulses, ere. is 
complex. You win the game if che satellites go fascer chan the 
larger droplets; they then merge with the main drops (which 
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have che same charge polariry) afcer a few wavelengths, as 
shown in the picture. You lose if che sacellices go slower and 
fuse with the drops behind chem, which may not be simi
larly charged, or if the satellites form a separate charged 
stream that hits a deflection place, screwing up chc deflection 
parrern of the real sore stream. 

How Many Drops Should be Charged? 

Jc used co be common practice co allow one, rwo, or 
chree droplets co be charged, co compensate for uncercaincies 
in estimating the droplet delay, i.e., the rime cells take co 
travel from the observacion poinc (or, in a mulciscacion 
sorter, the lase observation poinc) co che breakoff point . As 
che distance cells must travel berween these points increases, 
the accuracy wich which their arrival time at the breakoff 
point can be predicted decreases. Typically, three drops were 
charged; che basic idea is that you have the besc chance of 
geuing che cell you want if you charge che droplcr you chink 
the cell is in, che one before ic, and che one after it. 

We have already noted char, when a charging voltage is 
applied as a droplet breaks off, the fluid that will form the 
next droplet carries a small charge of the opposite polarity; 
when this second droplet is charged, the fluid thar will form 
che chird carries a slighcly higher charge of the opposite po
larity. If che charging voltage applied to all chree drops were 
che same, che residual charges on the second and third drop
lets would resulc in cheir having progressively less net charge 
chan che first droplet, and thus in their being ddlecred less 
by che constant field between the defleccion places. This 
would produce multiple sore screams concaining first, sec:
ond, and rhird droplets, respectively, on che lines of Figure 
6-2, only worse, making it less likely char all che selected cells 
would end up where they were supposed to, i.e., in che col
lection vessel. This is prevented by designing drop charging 
circuits so thac, when more chan one droplet is charged, chc 
amplitudes (positive or negative) of voltages applied co suc
cessive droplets are increased slightly. A resistor-capacitor 
circuit accomplishes chis very simply, acting as an incegracor; 
the longer (i.e., the more drop periods) the drop charge sig
nal is lefc on, che more charge is applied per unit time. 

Guilty as Charged? 

The charge on sorted droplets can pose problems, espe
cially when one tries to collect son screams in tubes or flasks 
chat are (and most are) made of nonconduccivc materials. If 
there is no way co dissipate the excess charge, you will end 
up with a bunch of droplets repelling one another, which 
may decrease yields. It can be a great practical joke to run a 
rest sore scream into a plastic container and watch people 
react co che electric shocks they gee by dipping a finger into 
the liquid. When ic's rime for work, however, ic 's cime co 
scop the collected cells from charging, not by caking away 
their plastic, but by sticking a grounded, sterilized (if appro
priate) plarinum or scainless sreel wire inco the collection 
vessel. The sceel wires used as obruracors in some intrave
nous cachecers are ideal for this purpose, being cheaper chan 
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plarinum, srerilc, and disposable. I have suggesred ro a few of 
rht'. manufaccurers char rhey should sell collecrion cubes 
made of conducrive plasric (lee's face ir, B-D makes a lor 
more money from plasric goods rhan from flow cyromerers 
and antibodies), bur, thus far, I haven 'r had any takers. 

Determining Droplet Delay Settings 

In the original stream-in-air flow sorter built at Sranford, 
dropler delay rimes were determined from rhe distance, s, 

between the observacion point and the droplet breakoff 
point. This distance was measured using a low-power micro

scope firred wirh an eyepiece micromcrer, or esrimared, in 
terms of a number of wavelengrhs, by inspection of rhe 
scream illuminaced by a scroboscope operating at rhe droplet 
generation cransducer drive frequency. The earlier flow sorc
ers manufaccured by B-D and Coulrer also adopred rhis 
praccice. Realizing chat rclevision cameras are cheap com
pared to cell sorrers, various labs adopted che pracrice of 
observing droplec srreams on TV monirors insread of by eye; 
newer commercial sysrems do the same, and some incorpo
rare software char uses image processing algorirhms co moni
cor rhe posirion of che breakoff poinc and auromacically in
sricure correcrive measures should flow become unsrable. 

Since rhe frequency, f, ar which rhe cransducer is driven 

is known, and rhe fluid flow velociry v can be calculared 
from rhe known orifice diamerer and rhe volume flow rare, 
rhe wavelcngrh A. can be calculated relarivdy precisely. Drop
lcr delay is measured in periods of rhe rransducer drive fre
quency; in rhe sysrcm shown in Figure 6-1, a charging sig
nal , if necessary, should be applied (s/A.) periods after the cell 
co be selecred arrives ac che (lase) observarion point. 

The calcularion becomes more complicated for insrru
menrs in which observarion is done in a cuverce or capillary, 
because rhe fluid velocities v, and v, are differenc up- and 
downstream from rhe orifice. Ifs, is rhe disrance between rhe 
(lasr) observarion point and the orifice, and s, is che distance 
between rhe orifice and the droplet breakoff poinc, the num
ber of droplet periods of delay required is [s. + (v, /v; )s, ]/A. . 
The rario of external and incernal velocicies, v, Iv,, is essen
rially equal to rhe ratio of internal and external cross
sectional areas, a, /a,, which can be substituted in the for
mula . 

The preselected coum feature can also be used to deter
mine rhe droplet delay needed for sorting. Fluorescenc 
spheres are run through the insrrument, and the selection 
windows are set co sore single spheres into one sort srream. A 
jig thar holds a microscope slide in posirion to receive rhe 
sorred spheres is chcn inserced, and chc instrument is set co 
sort I 0 to 100 spheres; this process is repeaced wich different 
settings of the droplec delay conrrol. This produces a num
ber of drops of saline on the slide; each is examined co de
termine rhc droplet delay sccring at which the largest num
ber of spheres appear in a drop. Although ic is generally rec
ommended char chis examination be done under a fluores
cence microscope, the beads are generally recognizable in 
rransmitted lighr; however, no lab thar can afford a cell 

sorcer should be roo impoverished ro put an incllpcnsive 
fluorescence microscope close by the lab. 

That notwithstanding, I should mention a high-tech and 
a lower-tech variation on the above merhod for droplet delay 
determination. De Grooch ec al"' ' used a beam splicrer ro 
diverc a few percenr of the power in the illuminaring laser 
beam of their sorter inro a fiber opric, which illuminates a 
capillary in a small scainless steel chamber. Another fiber is 
used to collecr fluorescence emission from rht'. capillary. The 
sorrer is sec up so rhat deflected droplets are collecred inro 
the chamber, and run at various droplet delay settings; rhe 
serring which produces the highest fluorescence reading 
from the capillary, i.e., rhe largest number of fluorescent 
beads diverted into rhe capillary, is chosen. These days, you 
could illuminace wirh an I.ED. 

Lazebnik, Poletaev, and Zenin " " described a rapid and 
simple technique for droplet delay measurement using cells 
or beads coupled with horseradish peroxidase. A scarcer garc 
is sec ro sore the parcicles, and 100 co 2,000 are sorced inco a 
single well of an ELISA immunoassay scrip at each of St'.veral 
droplet delay serrings. The normal indicator is then added to 

the scrip; the darkest color develops in the well conraining 
the most particles, and che corresponding delay setting is 
then used. 

In the past, possibly because the fluorescein fluorescence 
always looked greener in the other fellow's flow cytomerer, 
many people modified their commercial instruments to in
corporate feacures of che sysrems chey didn't buy"'''; for ex
ample, old B-D and Coulter systems were fitted with the 
sore test circuits and counters incorporated in Orrho 's sorr
ers, and microscopes for scream observation were added co 
Orcho systems. As rime passed, the manufacturers rhem
selves built in the useful features they hadn ' t thoughr co in
clude; rhis is a good ching, because newer systems are, in 
general, harder to modify than older ones due to the in
creased level of integration of hardware and software. Of 
course, if you build your own cytometer, you can pur in 

wharever you like. Or so I tell myself. 

Fractional Droplet Delays 

In some systems, it is possible to selecc "fraccional " drop

let delay periods, e.g., 8 3/4 drops. This feature is included 
to allow for situations in which the distance, s, between the 

observation poinr and che droplet brcakoff point is nor an 
inrcgral multiple of the wavelength A.. If an integral delay 
period is used, the effect is co apply the droplet charge pulse 
co pare of one drop and parr of rhe nexc. The fracrional por
tion of the droplet delay setting should properly be thought 
of as an offset correcting for a phase difference. 

Cells arrive at the observation point of a sorter in a ran
dom sequence, and therefore in a random phi~c relationship 
co the uansducer drive and drop charging signals, which arc 
generally synchronized. A cell mighr go rhrough smack in 
rhe middle of a droplet period, at the very beginning, or at 
the very end; cells at rhe extreme poims of the <lropler period 
may perturb droplet formation and, porentially, affecr rhe 



puriry of a sorr. If yield can be sacrificed in favor of puriry, ir 
is possible to son only rhose cells rhar arrive near che middle 
of a dropler period. 

Transducers and Transducer Drive Signals 

The earliesr sorcer designs used sine wave generators co 
drive rheir piezoelectric transducers, and square or approxi
mately square waves of chc same frequency or a mulriple ro 
dock and drive the drop charging circuitry. The original 
rationale for the sine wave in rhe transducer drive (R. Sweer, 
personal communicarion) seems ro have been a combinarion 
of rhe desire to prevem rhe cransducer from overheating 
(which, as ir rums out, doesn't happen) and che knowledge 
thar Lord Rayleigh's cheory dealr wich sinusoidal perturba
tion of streams. The electronics are simplified considerably if 
a simple square wave can be used for transducer drive. Fell
ner-Feldegg'"'' found char a square wave applied co a B-D 
sorter transducer actually produces sinusoidal vibracions, 
because che rransducer mechanical assembly effeccively aces 
as a low pass filrer, and recommended che use of a square 
wave for cransducer drive; it is nor clear whecher and which 
sorrer manufaccurers have caken his advice. 

Oprimal sorting performance requires good frequency 
srabiliry in the rransducer drive. In older instruments, crys
tal-conrrolled oscillators were used ro generate fixed drive 
frequencies, while a variable drive frequency generator might 
incorporate less stable circuitry. Cryscal-concrolled digital 
frequency synthesizers now provide both a high degree of 
stability and a broad range over which drive frequencies may 
be adjusted. 

Almosc all manufaccurers of droplet sorcers use piezoelec
rric transducers for drop drive, although B-D has offered che 
oprion of a moving-coil electromagnetic transducer, cssen
cially the guts of a loudspeaker, for use ac che relacively low 
(< 10 kHz) drive frequencies needed with very large (up co 
400 µm) son orifices. 

The sore nozzle assembly designed by Ger van den Engh 
for rhc MoFlo incorporates a drive transducer wich an acous
ric waveguide to focus energy coward the nozzle tip, and also 
includes a second cransducer char can be operaced as a sensor 
for a closed-loop drive concrol sysrem' 10' . 

Improving Droplet Sorting 

A loc of tinkering has been done wich both commercial 
and laboratory-builc droplec sorters to facilitare routine ster
ile sorring of mulciple samples in one working day, and it 
was and is needed. Flow sorting, to date, has been something 
like heart surgery; the learning curve is sceep, meticulous 
rechnique is required, and it's done very well only in places 
rhat do a lot of it all rhe time. The folks who work in those 
places generally have a becrer sense of how sorters should be 
designed than did rhe engineers who designed some sorters. 
The practical wisdom doesn'r always gee wrirren down, bur 
when ir docs, as in Phil Dean's arcicle on "Helpful hims in 
flow cyrometry and soning"(,6.4, it's well worth having. 
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ln an inscrumenr with multiple measurement srations, 
rhe distance between the firsc observarion poinc and the 
breakoff point may be quite large, leading ro considerable 
uncerrainry in estimates of dropler delay period and rhus co 
the requirement ro charge large numbers of droplets to gee 
reasonable yields, lowering rhroughpuc. Martin et al'"" de
scribed a system in which a scatter signal from cells, meas
ured immediacely upstream from the breakoff poinr, was 
used co resynchronize drop charging pulse riming. 

Sorting Large Objects with Droplet Sorters 

Over che years, progress in biology and biocechnology 
has increased interest in sorting objeccs subscanrially larger 
than mammalian cells, e.g., animal and plane cell hybrids, 
C ekgans, early embryos of Drosophila and orher species, 
pancrcaric islecs, cumor cell spheroids, and beads substrates 
used for combinatorial chemistry. 

According to Sweet'0 , sorring by droplet generation and 
deflection is possible using screams as large as l mm in di
amecer. Although large scream diamerers necessirare using 
lower stream velocities and droplet generation rares than are 
now prevalent, resulting in lower sample throughput, even 
rates of a few hundred objecrs socced per second could pro
vide a grear improvement over the micromanipularion cur
rendy used co isolare some of che specimens jusr mencioned. 

Although the rule of chumb for soccing smaller objccrs 
was co keep che orifice diameter about 5 rimes the average 
parcicle diameter, mosc people working wich large objects 
have pushed the envelope, acrempring, for example, co pass 
I 00 µm parcicles rhrough 200 µm orifices. I have no repons 
of oxyrocin being added to the sheath fluid. Jett and Alexan

der''" modified a B-D soccer for operarion at a reduced <~ 7 
mis) flow velociry wich a 200 µm orifice at a droplet genera
tion frequency of 4.5 kHz. This insrrumenr could sorr ob
jects, e.g., cumor cell spheroids, as large as I 00 µm in diame
ter"" . Harkins and Galbraith sorted plane proroplasts and 
other materials as large as 95 µm diamerer, using a modified 
Coulrer EPICS instrument wirh a 204 µm nozzle and drop
lec generation frequencies as high as 8 kHz("'. 

The analysis and sore rares that could be achieved using 
older dropler soccers, which had relatively long processing 
dead rimes, were limited to about one-tench the droplet gen
erarion frequency, since higher analysis rates would resulc in 
the almost continuous occurrence of coincidences. Ac the 
dropler generation races of 4-8 kHz used for sorting large 
objects, it was nor possible to sore more than 800 cells/s. 
Since the volume, and, therefore, rhe mass of droplets in
crease with che cube of their diameter, subscanrially more 
work musr be done co deflect large drops chan is necessary ro 
deflecr small ones; this can be accomplished by increa~ing 
the drop charge voltage, increasing the volrage between the 
deflection plates, and/or increasing rhe length of the deflec
cion places. 

Mack Fulwyler, the father of droplet sorting, was a dia
betic, which undoubtedly provided some of rhe morivacion 
for his acrcmpts to sore pancreatic islets. Mack is shown in 
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Figure 6-.'3 wich a B-0 FACS 440 chat he and Bill Hyun 
modified for islec sorring; ic may not be easy to tell from the 
figure, but ic seemed to me char rhe defleccion places in che 
apparatus were at le:.m six inches long. 

Figure 6-3. Mack Fulwyler with his islet sorter (courtesy of 
Bill Hyun, UCSF}. 

Alrhough Ger van den Engh has done some work on 
droplet sorting large particles using instruments he has de
veloped at his new company, Cytopeia, it is fair ro say that 
most current efforts at sorting very large objects, and very 
small ones, utilize fluidic swicching, co which we now turn , 

as a sorting mechanism. 

6.4 FLUIDIC SWITCHING CELL SORTERS 

When we scare dealing with large objects and low sort 
rares , and/or with hazardous samples, we gee into che areas 
of competence of fluidic switching sorters ; che mechanisms 
of several of chcse are diagrammed in Figure 6-4 . 

In the course of his work at IBM in the l 960's, Kament
sky experimented with both droplet and mechanical sorting; 
in 1967, he and Melamed'''' described the addition of sorting 
capacity co the Rapid Cell Spectrophotometer in the form of 
a syringe pump which could withdraw cells from the sample 
stream. Friedman 1n6, working with Kamemsky at 
Bio/Physics Systems in 1973, developed an improved fluid 
switching sorter design, shown in panel A of Figure 6-4, in 
which an acoustic transduct"r was coupled to the fluid 
srream. The transducer normally had a high-frequency signal 
applied, creating curbulent flow. which diverted cells into 
the wasce stream; when a cell was to be sorted, the signal was 
curned off, and laminar flow was escablished within a few 
milliseconds, resulting in the selected cell being diverted into 
the collection cube. Although son rates of several hundred 
cdls/s could be achieved (L. Kamemsky, personal communi-

cation), che acoustic sorter was noc added co instruments in 
the Bio/Physics Systems or Orcho product lines; fascer drop
let sorters were used instead. 
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Figure 6-4. Fluidic sorter designs. A: Friedman's 
acoustic sorter. B: Fluidic switching sorter as used in 
some Partee instrumenrs. C: Sorting arrangement in 
6-D FACSorc and FACSCalibur. 

The fluidic sorcer mechanism shown schemacically in 
Panel B of Figure 6-4 is incorporated into instrumems now 
available from Partee; ir fearures a closed fluidic sysrem and 
uses gas controlled by piezoelectric valves to diverc chc fluid 
srream to sort cells. Sore races of over 500 cells/s have been 

I ii~ • 

reporred . In 1989, Gray ec al ·· reported successful somng 
of pancrc:acic islccs up co 300 pm in diameter using a modi 
fied Partee instrument . 

In 1991 , R-D introduced che FACSonTM, a benchcop 
instrument combining the measurement capabilicics of che 
FACScan flow cycometcr with a closed fluidic sorting sys
tem , shown in Panel C of Figure 6-4. A colleccing cube, 
normally placed eccentrically. is moved in co the cencer of the 
scream downstream from che observation point co sore cells. 
Sort rates of several hundred cells/s are possible. In chc other 
fluidic sorters jusc described, if no cells are being sorted, liccle 



or no fluid comes our of che collecting mbe; there is con
tinuous sheath fluid flow into the collecting rube in the 
rACSorc mechanism. Ir was noted (p. 259) that chis might 
pose a problem in recovering rare cell types, and char a filrer 

system is offered as a solution. FACSort-style fluidic sorting 
is now optional on che FACSCalibur, which has replaced che 
rACScan and r:ACSort. Alchough che capabilities of rhe 
sorting mechanism are limited, people willing to work 
within its limitations have found the fluidic sorter easy to 
use. 

In principle, a fluidic sorter should be more precisely 

controllable chan a droplet sorter, because che sore decisions 
can be synchronized to cell arrival rimes rather than to drop
let periods, which are asynchronous with arrival rimes. Ac 
relacivcly low sore rares, however, chis may be of only aca
demic interest . A fluidic switching sorter with a closed flu
idic switching system would definitely be preferable co a 
droplet sorter for use wich highly infectious materials; chis is 
of more chan academic interest. 

Sorting Large Objects Using Fluidic Switching 

In the mid- l 990's, Union Biometrica, a small company 
then located in Cambridge, Massachusetts, developed an 
appararus for sorting C. elegans ac the request of a local re

searcher. This system has evolved into the COPAS™ 
(.Complex Qbject ~arametric Analyzer and Sorter) series of 
instruments, variously optimized to sort embryonic and 
adult nematodes, Drosophila and zebrafish embryos, large 

beads, and Arabidopsis seedlings. The flow systems in the 
COPAS ,.' 1 line fearure fluid flow paths as large as I mm in 

diameter. The inscrumcnrs vary in analytical capability; they 
can measure fluorescence and extinction, and, in some cases 
excracc morphological information from rime-of-flight 
measurements. All use the same sorting mechanism. The 
fluid scream containing specimens is normally intersected by 
a high-speed air jet shortly below the last observacion point, 
<livening the scream to a waste collector or to a reservoir 
from which it can be recycled . When an object is to be 
sorred, the jet is turned off, allowing the desired particle to 
travel straight down into a collecting vessel. Thus , while che 
COPAS instruments are fluidic switching soreers, they are 
also stream-in-air systems. The sorting mechanism is said to 
be extremely reliable, although slow; sort races range from a 
few dozen particles per second for che largesc objeccs to a few 
hundred per second for smaller parcicles. Ir was suggested ro 
me hy one of the principals of Union Biometrica (P. Han
sen, personal communication) char rhey might be able ro 
sore as many as 1,000 particles/s from a small diameter 
stream . 

An alternative fluidic switching instrumenc, capable of 
sorcing dozens of Drosophila embryos/s on the basis of GfP 
fluorescence and autofluorescence, was described in 200 I by 
Furlong er al'm at Stanford. The technology has been li
censed to Union Biometrica, but information for those 
hardy individuals who wanr co cry building their own ver-
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sion of the apparatus is available ac <hctp://www.stanford. 

edu/-profitt>. 

Sorting Very Small Objects: Microfluidic Switching 

Stephen Quake and his colleagues ar CalTech have re
cendy developed a series of microfluidic devices char have 
been used to sore bacceria'"6· '~09 and that could be used co 
sort smaller objects such as viruses and D!\IA fragmencs ' ''.' . 

While earlier arcempcs at building microfluidic flow cyrome
rers and cell sorters, including mine, used silicon, glass, ce
ramic, or metal substrates, Quake ec al employ a technique 

called soft lithography, pioneered by George Whitesides at 
Harvard21 " , using silicon molds to fabricate microfluidic 
circuits from silicone elastomer. The CalTech group has 
developed devices char incorporate pumps and valves on
chip "''·', and manifolds char permit large numbers of fluidic 
circuits ro be controlled by a small number of external pres
sure lines"" A picrure of a microfluidic sorcer. built by Anne 
Fu and used for sorting bacteria, appears in Figure 6-5. 

Figure 6-5. A microfluidic flow sorter for bacteria. 
Courtesy of Anne Fu and Stephen Quake (California 
lnstirure of Technology}. 

The sorter is builc of cwo layers of elastomer. The top 
layer incorporates connections to a small air pressure mani
fold chat operates the valves. The bonom layer, which resrs 
atop a glass cover slip, concains the sample fluid inputs and 
oucpucs and the T-shaped sorting channel. The entire as
sembly is placed on the stage of an inverted epifluorescence 
microscope char incorporates optics for laser illumination 
and 2-color fluorescence derecrion . 
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Sample flows from rhe botrom of rhe "T' in rhe figure, 
propelled by rhe perisralric acrion of rhe rhree pump valves, 
which are opened and closed in sequence. The sore valve on 
rhe righr is normally kept closed and the one on the left is 
normally kept open, forcing the fluid stream down the left 
arm of the "T." When a particle of incercst is derected, both 
valves are coggled, and a small amount of fluid containing 
rhe selected particle enters rhe righr side of rhe "T ." 

The microfluidic sorters builr by the Quake group co 
date have not used shearh flow, and, because different parti
cles rake differem times to rraverse rhe observation region, 
rhe CVs of fluorescence measuremems are relatively large; 
rhe device shown also lacks a scatter channel for triggering 
on nonfluorescent or weakly fluorescenr objects. It was used 
to separate bacteria bearing native and mutant strains of 
GFP, based on difTcrenr ratios of green and yellow fluores
cence; the ratio has a smaller CV than rhe individual fluores
cence measurements (seep. 47). 

The flow velocity through rhe microfluidic sorrer is ex
tremely low, typically l 0-15 mm/s, or around l / l ,000 rha1 
in a typical dropler sorter. This allows parricles ro be illumi
nared and measured for a much longer rime (i.e., millisec
onds insread of microseconds), increasing measurement sen
sirivity. Ir is possible co analyze approximardy 1,000 bacre
ria/s, bur, because the fluid flow rare is so slow (tens of 
nanolicers/s), che concentration of bacreria in the input sam
ple musr be on the order of 10' /mL to achieve chat analysis 
race. The observation region of rhe microfluidic sorrer is 

approximarely 6 x 10 µm in cross-secrion; devices wirh a 
smaller cross-section have been used to size DNA fragments. 
Devices with larger flow channels can be used co analyze and 
sore eukaryotic cells; flow races, though somewhat fasrer, are 
srill relatively slow. 

Microfluidic soreers can sort no more than a few hun
dred cells/s. However, one can reverse and stop flow through 
the devices; neirher droplet sorrers nor ocher fluid switching 
cell sorters have chis capability. Among other rhings, ir al
lows staric cells to be observed for a fixed period, eliminating 
mea.~uremem variances due to flow velocity variations, and 
permits son decisions to be made on rhe basis of repearcd 
observations of a single cell over time. 

Commercial development of the rechnology developed 
by the Quake group is now underway at Fluidigm Corpo
ration (formerly Mycomccrix Corporation) . 

Shuichi Takayama, an alumnus of 1he Whitesides lab a1 
Harvard now working at rhe University of Michigan, has 
builr microfluidic flow cyrometers using an air sheath'"1, 

which could potencially be used for sorting; fluid flow ve
locicics arc in rhe range of I m/s. 

6.5 CELL MANIPULATION BY OPTICAL TRAPPING 

Ashkin ,, .• noted in 1970 that small particles could be 
captured and accelerated by the radiation pressure in intense 
light beams. He and his coworkers at Bell Laborarories sub
sequently used laser beams co manipulare single cells"''', 

bacteria, and viruses" '". Work in chis area was also done bv 
Tudor Buican and others ar Los AJamos""'; rhe instrumc;r 
developed there is now available from Cell Robotics (Albu
querque, NM) . A special section on oprical trapping ap
peared in Cytometry (Vol. 12, No. 6, 1991). Cell Robocics 
now appears to be sraking its fucure on a device that uses a 
laser instead of a lancet to draw small samples of peripheral 
blood. 

6.6 CELL DAMAGE SELECTION ("CELL ZAPPING") 

Photodamage Cell Selection 

An alternative to sorting for removal of a relatively small 
population of cells from a sample was proposed by me:su, 
and, independently, by Manin and Jerr' 1' and also, probably, 
by a lot of orher people. Photodamage cdl selection, or "cell 
zapping," makes use of a high energy pulsed laser focused on 
a point downscream from che (last) observation poinc in a 
flow cytometer to kill cells selected on the basis of rnea.mre
ments made upsrream; you kill the cells you don 'r wanr and 
keep rhe rest. 

In che late l 970's, it seemed a zapper would be useful 
for removal of small numbers of cancer cells from patients' 
bone marrow prior to reinfusion following intensive chemo
therapy. The lasers and elecrronics then available made ir 
possible co process 50,000 or more cells/s with a "zapper," 
about ren rimes as many as could then be sorred. It rnighc be 
practical to spend a day zapping cells to treat a patient; ir 
would be virtually impossible to spend a week sorting for rhe 
same purpose. 

Herweijer, Stokdijk, and Visser were the firsr ro accually 
build a cell zapper'"'"; rhey achieved son rates of 30.000 
cells/s, using an acousro-optic crystal to switch rhe killing 
beam, and phorosensitizing cells with bromodeoxyuridine 
and Hoechsr 33342. A 5-decade reducrion in the number of 
viable cells was obtained using 400 mW of lN light at 351 
and 363 nm from an argon ion la.~cr killing; the system 
could process 30,000 cells/sec. Keij ct al '"« reported similar 
processing and kill rates using 20- l 00 mW of 275 nm UV 
from a doubled 514 nm argon ion laser, but noted problems 
with rhe doubling crystal and laser modulator. 

High speed sorting can now achieve rhroughpur ra1es 
equal to or berrcr than chose reported ro date for cell zap
ping, but neither technology will play a major role in cancer 
treatment in the near fucure unless borh the methods of 
idemifying ca.ncer cells and the available drugs are good 
enough co make the rherapeuric strarcgy worthwhile. Even 
then, ir will probably make more sense ro identify an<l sepa
rate the stem cells needed to repopulate rhe marrow, a rask 
made considerably easier over the years by advances in ana
lytical flow cytometry, rhan it will to arrempt ro zap the can
cer cells. Results of recent clinical trials of intensive chemo
therapy and seem cell replacement seem to have dimmed 
enthusiasm for rhe overall concept, pushing clinicians in the 
direction of ocher therapeutic srrategies. 



Sorting (Zapping) Without Flow (Gasp!) 

Alchough the cell zapping cechnique does not seem co of
fer much of an advantage for cell selection in flow systems, it 
makes excellent sense to use cell zapping to select cells which 
prefer co grow arcached to solid substrates and/or to one 
anocher. Laser microbeams were used for precise cell killing 
within a few years of the demonstration of practical lasers in 
the early 1960' s; Higgins et al(,(,9 explored mechanisms and 
methodology in 1980. 

ft remained for Schindler, Olinger, and Holland"'" to de
velop a relatively praccical, integrated system for selection of 
actached cells using laser photodamage. The apparatus, the 
ACAS 570, also incorporated a computer-based general
purposc microphocometer and microfluoromccer, allowing 
several parameters to be measured co provide seleccion crite
ria. Ir was sold by Meridian Instruments, but not in large 
enough volume to keep the company from going out of 
business. 

While Schindler originally described the operation of the 
inscrument in saving the wanted cells from destruction as 
"Passover selection," it might now appropriately be called 
"Schindler's List Mode." 

Oncosis is now attempting co develop a sysrem for cell 
zapping on solid subsrraces for clinical use in removing Non
Hodgkin's lymphoma cells from marrow prior to reinfusion 
into paticnrs. The claimed advantage of rhe syscem is that it 
is, co paraphrase company liceracure, more deterministic 
chan sorting or zapping. We'll see. 

Electrodamage Cell Selection in Flow 

If someone in the United States had wanted to build a 
fancy cell zapper during che 1980's, it could probably have 
been paid for ouc of Strategic Defense Initiative research 
funds. Bakker Schut, de Grooth, and Greve"", in the less 
violent Netherlands, took an alternative "Scar Wars" ap
proach to cell selection; rhey used the Force- elecrrostacic 
force, chat is. 

Electroporation forms small pores in cell membranes by 
application of a strong electric field pulse for a few microsec
onds. When low field srrengchs and shore pulse durarions are 
used, che cell membranes reseal; such cransienc elecrropora
tion is used ro transfect cells with genecic material 'a', and 
was also used by Berglund and Starkey"" for fluorescenc 
antibody staining of oncogene produces in live cells. At 
higher field strengths and/or longer pulse durarions, perma
nent membrane damage leads to cell kill. 

Electric pulses of l 0 p.s wich field strengths near 3 x l OG 
Y/m, applied across a Coulter orifice downstream from an 
optical observation point, were found co kill 99.9% of lym
phocytes and cells from rhe K562 erychroleukemic cell line. 
T he apparacus used operates at rates of 1,000 cells/s. 
Though not as fast as the photodamage flow sorter described 
above, ic is a great deal less expensive. 

While the ACAS 570 for a time found a niche for studies 
and selection of attached cells, flow-based cell damage selec-
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rion syscems, optical or electrical, have not; whac they seem 
to need is a "killer application." 

6.7 MEASURES OF CELL SORTER PERFORMANCE: 
PURITY, RECOVERY (YIELD), AND EFFICIENCY 

Different aspects of sorter performance are important in 
differenc applications of sorting. Since it is generally not 
possible to maximize che purity of che sorted population and 
the recovery (yield), i.e., the fraction of cells of interest, 
relative to the original number in the sample, collected by 
sorcing, at rhe same rime, it is necessary for the experimenter 
co choose che appropriate modus operandi. 

If you are trying co get che highest possible purity in 
your sorted cell population, you have to work hard ro keep 
cells you don' t wane out of the sorted fraction. Since cells 
come through in random sequence, che probabili ty of gec
ting an unwanted cell in your deflected fraction increases as 
you deflecc more droplets per selected cell. lf, on the other 
hand, you're crying to isolate cells chac occur a.~ O. l percent 
of the population, you almosc have to be willing to sectle for 
more contamination as long as you can get enough of the 
cells you need. 

Coincidence Effects on Performance 

le is customary co include coincidence detection ci r
cuirry in cell sorrers co make it possible to decermine 
whether unwanted cells are present in close enough prox
imity to selected cells to be deflected with chem; che sorrer 
can be set either co sort or to inhibit sorcing of a cell in the 
evenc such a coincidence is detected. This can reduce con
camination of sorred fraccions; it will not eliminate ic be
cause there are always periods of dead cin,e during which the 
processing electronics are "busy" and thus "blind" co ap
proaching cells. 

Pinke! and Stovel61-0 calculate, based on Poisson staristics 
of cell arrival times, thac, if coincidences are rejected. i.e., if 
no sore occurs when another cell passes through the syscem 
in proximity to a cell meeting selection criteria, the maxi
mum percentage of the desired cell population which can 
cheorecically be recovered is 37% if the fraction of cells of 
interest is near zero. This recovery race is achieved when the 
produce of the number of drops deflected, n, the cell proc
essing rate, u, and the droplet period, T, is equal co 1. If rhe 
cells of inceresr make up 20% of the total population, 

maximum recovery rate, which is achieved when n x u x T :::: 
1.5, is still only 43%. If the cells of incerest are 50% of the 
total , che recovery race is better than 75%, at n x u x T = 2. 

The practical significance of all this is chac two-pass sort
ing, with coincidences being neglected in the first pass, is 
virtually mandatory co improve recovery of cells that com
prise a very small fraction of the total population being 
sorced. Ir is also advisable when working with rare cell types 
co use any bulk cell separation rncchods, e.g., cenrrifugal 
elutriation or immunomagnetic separation, chat can be ap
plied to increase the fraction of desired cells before undertak
ing flow sorting for final purification. McCoy ec al'"' point 
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out rhat triggering on fluorescence instead of scatter may 
also facilitate sorting rare cells. 

Papers by Keij et al" '" and van Rorrerdam, Keij, and Vis
ser"" examined several models of coincidence and their ef

fects on instrument performance in the context of high 
speed sorting and cell 7.apping. These authors differentiate 
between beam coincidences and pulse processing coinci
dences. In a beam coincidence, particles arrive rogether (or 
in rapid succession) at the observation point. The pulse 
width, or rime taken for a single particle ro traverse the 
beam, is equal ro 

(cell diameter+ beam height )/flow vdociry. 

For a l 0 µm cell, a 22 µm beam, and a 33 mis velociry, 

pulse width is "'l µs . Reduce ion of beam coincidences can be 
achieved by making che beam smaller and increasing che 
flow velociry. However, in most syscems, rhe dead time of 
the pulse processing eleccronics (cens of microseconds in 
conventional systems, and over 2 µs in high-speed systems) 
accounts for most of the coincidences; in most conventional 
instruments, rhe obvious, if nor the only, way to improve 
sort performance is by using faster processing electronics. 
The CICEROTM system for computer-based analysis and 
sort control, the firsr product introduced by Cyromacion, 
was designed to be rerrofored to older sorters ro provide 
increased processing speed; while the product is no longer 
available, there are a number of devoted users (and systems) 
srill going strong. 

To increase total throughput in droplec sorters, ir is gen
erally necessary to increase droplec generation frequency as 
well as cdl processing rate, because coincidences otherwise 
become inrolerable. If flow velocity is kepr conscant, raising 
rhe frequency requires use of a smaller orifice. An arbitrarily 
small orifice, however, cannot be used for sorcing because, as 
cell diameter increases relative to orifice and scream diame
ter, rhe passage of cells through the orifice and che presence 
of cells in neck regions of rhe scream causes progressively 

larger percurbacions in the droplet paccern""", resulting in 
erratic deflection trajectories which may result in comamina
tion of selected fractions with unwanted cells. Perturbation 
is more ape to occur when a cell is ac the front or back of a 
droplet than when it is in che middle. Where a cell will ap
pear in a droplet can be established by sensing rhe phase of 
rhe transducer signal when the cell traverses che beam; 
Merrill er al '" used chis information co further constrain sore 
decisions; current instruments incorporate similar circuitry. 

Conventional wisdom cells us to keep che droplet genera
tion frequency as high as possible to maximize sort rate. 
However, if one muse charge three drops to get reliable sort
ing with a 30 kHz droplet generation rare, and ir is possible 
to gee equivalent performance by charging only one drop at 
I 0 kHz, rhe effective sort races are rhe same. By using che 
lower frequency, one can use a larger orifice, minimi7-ing 
scream perturbation by large cells and decreasing the likeli
hood of dogging. I been satisfied to do chis in sorting with 
my C:yromucrs. On che other hand, people who are doing 

routine sorting and charging three drops at 30 kHz could get 
better yields and abouc che same puriry, most of the time, 
charging one drop or two. 

Ir has already been nored (p. 260) char rhe optimal drop

let generation frequency for a 70 µm orifice in a high-speed 
sorter with a 100 PSI operating pressure is 118 kHz2' G" . Pois
son scarisrics predict char che fraction of droplets containing 
a single particle will be maximized when che average number 
of cells/droplet is 1; under chese conditions, 37% of droplets 
will contain no particles, 37% will contain one, and 26% 
will contain more chan one. Acceptable cell recovery levels 

can be arcained only by sorting both chose droplets contain
ing a single wanred parricle and chose containing wanted 
particles in company wich unwanted ones; puriry can be 
increased by a second round of sorting. At occupancy races 
approaching one parricle/dropler , ir becomes infeasible co 
charge and sore more rhan one droplet ar a rime. In practice, 
ir is usually necessary co operate ac occupancy rares of no 
more than one cell/3 droplets ro minimize beam coinci
dences, meaning chat the maximal sample throughput at
tainable in a modern high-speed sorter is unlikely ro be more 
than 40,000 events/s.'10' Nore rhac, since a rypical maximum 
sample flow rare for a sorter is 1.5 µLis, chis requires char 

there be 2.66 x 10' cells/mL in rhe input sample. 

6.8 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

Many technical difficulties associated wirh cell sorting 
arise not in saning hardware and/or software, but in ancil
lary operations chat must be performed to insure rha1 rhe 
sorted cells (or ocher particles) can be pur ro the use for 
which rhey were intended. If you wane m do biochemical 
analyses of cells with S phase DNA content, rhe cells don ' r 
need co be viable, and system won 't need scerilizacion prior 
co operation. If sorted cells are to be grown in culture, how
ever, they muse be kept sterile. 

Doing the Math 

In the preliminary discussion of cell sorting on pp. 40-
42, I mentioned chat some people seem co avoid calculating 
how long it mighr actually rake to acquire che number of 
cells they will need to successfully complete rhe projects in 
their high-ticker grant applications. Ir's important to do rhe 
math , nor lease because ir is likely that the reviewers will do 
the marh whether you do ic or not. 

James Leary and his colleagues, now ar the Universiry of 
Texas Medical Branch ar Galveston, have addressed prob
lems of high-speed sorting of very rare eventsi'"'· -' 5""·'" • They 
point out char, among ocher things, you need co consider 
how good your measurement parameters are ac distinguish
ing the cells you wane from chc cells you don't , and cha1 
Poisson scaciscics may be inaccurate when dealing wirh ex
tremely low-frequency events. They also noce chat if, for 
example, you are acrcmpcing co sorr cells present ar a fre
quency of 1 cell in 106 in your sample population, you will 
have to process almost 3,000,000 events co be 95% sure chat 
you will collect one wamed cell. You could gee lucky and hir 



it on rhe firsr try, but you could also win the lottery and, if 
you are dedicated ro science, fund your lab with rhe pro
ceeds and nor have ro write more grant applications . 

Win or lose, it is a bad idea to assume that you will be 
able ro process 100,000 cells/s, and find and sort one of 
those one-in-a-million rare cells every ten seconds or so; see 
p. 42 for some real-life numerical decailsm•. 

Speed Limits: The Reynolds Rap 

Back on p. 17 4, I discussed the Reynolds number, Re, a 
useful indicator of the stabiliry of fluid flow. Laminar flow 
can be maincained if Re is below 2300; curbulenc flow is 
likely ro occur if Re is above 2300. For a saline stream at 20° 
C, Re is very nearly equal ro the produce of stream diameter 
in µm and flow velocity in mis. 

If your sorter is a stream-in-air system in which the 
stream diameter is reduced fairly rapidly between the sample 
injection point and the nozzle orifice, you may well be able 
ro work at values of Re above 2300 without running inco 
turbulence; if you're using a sorter in which cells are ob
served in a c.:uvecre, or just don 'c like living on rhe edge, you 
probably want to keep Re below 2300. Table 6-1, on the 
next page, based on calculations done by Ruud Hulspas, 
provides some safe values of scream velocity for a range of 
orifice diameters, and includes drive pressures and optimal 
droplet generation frequencies corresponding to chose ve
locities and orifice diameters. 

There is some slop in the calculations. In reality, the ac
tual final diameter of the stream formed by a jening orifice is 
somewhat less than the diameter of the orifice, bur the law of 
conservation of matter dictates that the velocity of the nar
rower scream is higher than the exit velocity from the orifice, 
so things rend to balance out. 

Table 6-1. Safe speed limits for sorring based on Rey
nolds number calculations (thanks to Ruud Hulspas). 

For small orifice diameters, the Reynolds number is usu
ally nor what limics sorting speed; it is much easier co gee 
fluidics hardware to work at 100 PSI than at 162.6 PSI, and 
high-speed sorters instruments are typically designed to work 
at the lower pressure. However, as you start concemplacing 
using larger and larger orifices ro sort larger and larger pani-
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des, the numbers, Reynolds and otherwise, catch up with 
you. If you use a 400 µm orifice, your maximum droplet 
generation rate is only 3. l kHz, and, if you wane co keep rhe 
coincidence rate manageable, you won 't be able to sort more 
than 1,000 particles/s. This is only a few times the rare you 
could get from a fluidic sorter. 

Calculations can be reassuring, but, in che real world, ic's 
a good idea to check your stream patcerns, which will rell 
you whether you have turbulence. If you have sample 10 

spare, do char check with che cells or particles of inceresc 
running, because they may perturb flow, particularly when 
they are a little too big for your orifice. We don 't wane Wm 
Side Story in the sorter lab, so keep the sharks away from the 
jets. 

lnsrrumenr Urilization 

Multisracion flow cytometry is harder co do than single 
scacion flow cytomecry, because ic is necessary co keep rrack 
of events at different points in cime and space; cell sorting is 
harder than flow cytomerric analysis for rhe same reason. It 
usually takes longer to set up for sorting than to se1 up for 
analysis, even if it is nor necessary to sterilize the flow sys
tem. Also, since it is generally possible to gee usable rcsulcs 
from analyzing tens of thousands of cells, while sorting may 
require isolation of millions of cells, a sorting experiment can 
effectively stop dozens of analyses from being done on an 
instrument. That shouldn't stop you from designing or do
ing sorting experimencs, buc you should always think about 
whether chere is a way to answer your question without sort

ing. 

Moniroring versus Sorting for Cell Preparation 

Some bulk separacion procedures can yield larger cell 
populations than could be obtained by sorting, wich compa
rable purity. For example, separation of lymphocytes based 
on cell surface phenotype can be done using columns, plates, 
or magnecic beads coated with monoclonal antibodies; this 
can produce 90-95% pure CD4 ' or cos· T -cell popula
tions. Monitoring the quality of bulk cell separation by flow 
cytomecric analysis allows more cells to be harvested, and 
also frees up sorter rime for ocher users. 

De Mulder et al 1'
0 used concinuous flow cytometry to 

monitor monocyre purification by counterflow cencrifuga
cion. Zola et al"'" noted chat adding known numbers of cells 
covalently labeled with FITC into mixtures being purified 
allowed the effeccs of successive steps to be established by 
determining the fraction of stained cells remaining. Immu
nomagnetic separation"" has become a widely used alcerna
tive to column and centrifugal merhods for bulk cell separa
tion, and is also useful for first-stage enrichment of desired 
populations; monitoring che process by flow is common
place . 

Collection Techniques: Life and Death Decisions 

In most applications of sorting, why the cells are being 
sorted determines how chey are sorted and collected. The 
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ground rule of droplec sorcing is thac che sheath fluid muse 
be a conductive ionic solucion. Historically, normal saline 
(0.85% NaCl) has been the mosc commonly used sheath 
fluid; ic preserves cell viability adequaccly for short sorting 
runs. However, for longer runs, buffered solutions (Michael 
Stohr proposed HEPES; Dave Parks likes RPMI 1640 me
dium without pH indicator dye"" ) may keep cells happier. 
Collection rubes should concain added protein. 

For viable cell sorting, it is generally advisable to keep 
cells cooled to 4° C. This can be done using ice, a recircula
ror, or thermoelectric cooling"'1• Whether or nor cells are 
cooled, however, ic is imporcam rhac rhe cemperarure of 
sheath and sample fluids be kept constant during sorting 
runs because viscosity, which has profound effects on the 
hydrodynamics of sheath flow and droplet generation, 
changes dramatically with temperature. Sterile, viable cell 
sorcing is usually done into rubes of cooled medium; a sterile 
ground wire may be inserted to discharge che deflected drop· 
lees. 

A number of devices for cell colleccion have been de
scribed char are optimized for some particular purpose, e.g., 
demonscrarion of specific DNA sequences, exrraccion of 
various chemicals, isotope counting, morphologic analysis. 
Patrick and Keller described a simple gadget"-~ , made from 
incravenous tubing components and culture rubes, for col
leccing cells in a layer of protein over a base of Fi
coll/Hypaque, allowing good preservation of morphology 
and viability. Merezeau et al6'· used nitrocellulose filters wich 
an applied vacuum co obtain high local concemrarions of 
sorted material for biochemical analysis or examination of 
morphology. Ger van den Engh has collected cells on 
"rapes" concaining plastic microwells, into each of which a 
single cell can be sorted; the rape is dispensed from a reel, 
and the wells can be sealed to allow rape with collected cells 
to be stored on a take-up reel. This arrangement uses less 
elaborate positioning hardware than may be needed to sore 
inco microcicer places. 

Cells may be collected on slides for such diverse purposes 
as morphologic analysis, immunofluorescenc staining, and in 
situ hybridization of DNA. Cells generally adhere better 
when the slides are precoaced with protein or wirh a syn
thetic peptide such as poly-L-lysine'"8• Alberti er al'"9 found 
that preservation of cell scrucrurcs was improved when cells 
were sorted onro slides coated with newborn calf serum from 
a sheath concaining only I 1100 the salt concemrarion of 
normal saline. When normal saline was used, sale crystallized 
on and around cells as the slide dried, descroying much of 
their morphology. 

Collecting cells that will subsequcncly be examined by 
electron microscopy requires attention to morphologic pres
ervation. Sebring, Johnson, and Spa11 '~19 described a method 
for harvesting small numbers of cells; Penney et al 11<o re
ported improved preservation of cell morphology when fixa
tive was added to the sheach fluid. 

Dilutions of Grandeur 

You can pretty well count on your sample fluid gening 
highly diluted by admixture with sheath . Let 's rerurn to our 
benchmark example of a sorter with a 70 µm orifice and a 
100 PSI drive pressure, using a 118 kHz dropler generation 
frequency and a flow velocity of 37 mis. If we calculare the 
coral fluid flow rare as was done on p. 175, we find it is 
about 8.5 ml/min. The maximum sample (core) flow rare 
in a typical high-speed sorrer is 1.5 µLisee, or 90 µUmin , 
meaning char rhe ratio of rhe volumes of sheath fluid to 
sample fluid emerging from rhe noale, and the rarios of 
sheach and sample volumes in a droplet, or in a pool of 
sorted droplets, is almost I 00: l. 

Two things follow from chis . Firsc, rhe cell concenrracion 
in your collection vessel is going ro be no more chan about 
1/100 rhe cell concentration in your input sample, even if 
you don 'c add any fluid to the collection vessel to stare wirh. 
Second, if rhere's something your cells need badly enough 
for you to keep it in the sample fluid, you might want to add 
some to the sheath. You could put some of the good stuff in 
the collection vessel as well, although chat will result in the 
concenrrarion of collected cells being reduced still further. 

What's the volume of a droplet? The mosc reliable easy 
way to calculate it is to divide the fluid flow race by the 
droplet generation rare. If the flow rate is 8. 5 ml/min, and 
the droplet generation rare is 118 kHz, the volume of a 
droplet comes out to about 1.2 nanoliters. The volume of a 
lymphocyte, incidentally, is about 200 femtoliters, so the cell 
doesn 't occupy very much of the droplet volume. Thar's no 
surprise, given che dilucion factors involved. 

Can Getting Sorted Be Hazardous To Cells' Health? 

Although cells of many types have been sorted and 
thereafter grown in culture, it is advisable co remember thar 
there are no guarantees char every cell type will hold up un
der every manipulation. The Hoechst dyes, used to stain 
DNA prior to sorting live cells and chromosomes, also serve 
as phocosensirizers for zapping"''. Kissane et al' ~'· reporred 
char placing efficiencies of Hoechst dye stained cells recov
ered from sorting decreased ac laser powers above l 00 mW; 
Libbus ct a1 124 ; nored an increased incidence of chromosome 
aberrations in sorred vs. unsorted sperm. The high UV laser 
powers used in chromosome sorcing, which produce excen
sive dye bleaching"'0, may damage DNA as well; this may 
favor chromosome sorting with lower-power lasers'''-' '· '1' 1• 

While the findings on DNA stains and high-power UV 
may not surprise us, we rend view cell surface staining as a 
benign procedure, and assume that a surface-labeled cell 
gecting sorred isn't any worse chan a human going bungee 
jumping. However, Chen, St. John, and Barker':' ·' studied 
chc electrical excitability of rar pituitary cells sorted after 
antibody labeling, and found that cells sorted using more 
than l 0 mW laser power showed acutely altered electrical 
characteristics. Laser acupuncture? 



Seidl ec al"" invescigaced effects of magnetic separacion 
(using the MACS syscem from Miltcnyi Bioccc) or droplec 
sorting on a B-D FACScarPLUS on membrane integrity 
(propidium exclusion), microviscosity, membrane pocencial, 
and Annexin-V staining in breasr cancer cells and normal 
skin fibroblasts . Both separation techniques, as well as ancil
lary preparative steps such as enzymacic cell dissociation, 
affecced membrane physiology, bur che authors felc chat nei
cher magnccic separation nor droplec sorcing was clearly 
preferable for cell preparation. 

l have suggested chac pressurizacion wich a gas such as 
xenon might improve survival of cells ocherwise liable co 
decompression injury after high-speed sorcing, but I don 'r 
think anybody has accually cried chis crick. 

6.9 BIOHAZARD CONTROL AND BIOSAFETY IN 
FLOW CYTOMETERS AND SORTERS 

Before rhe AIDS epidemic, it seemed thar clinical labs 
were stampeding ro buy cell sorrers whether or not chey 
needed co sort; many later stampeded to retrofit their sorters 
with closed fluidic systems, and gave up sorting. In the lace 
1970's and early J 980's, flow labs, which invariably featured 
low light levels and were frequently equipped with good 
stereo equipment, provided an arrractive ambiance for im
promptu social gatherings. The wine and cheese disappeared 
as soon as we scarred running samples we thought could kill 
us if we weren' t careful. 

ln the early days of sorting, we were concerned more 
with prevencing microorganisms from che laboratory air 
from getting inro the sample than with prevencing microor
ganisms in the sample from getting into the laboratory air, 
bur, since the same measures can be used to accomplish both 
objeccives, we had a leg up when we became seriously con
cerned with biohazards and biosafecy. 

In 1981, McrrilJ14• examined methods used co minimize 
contamination in sorters, using culcure plates containing 
confluent Escherichia coli placed around a modified B-D 
FACS II sorrer ro derecr aerosolizacion ofT4 bacreriophages 
introduced into rhe sample scream. He found char a major 
reduction in aerosol generation was achieved by collecting 
the undeflecced stream in a vacuum-exhausted cube. Main
taining the area around the collection vessels at a slight nega
tive pressure further reduced aerosol contamination. 

A 1995 reporc by Ferbas er al 21 ' 9 , who used bacrerio
phagcs co examine aerosol generation and comaminarion in 
a Coulcer Eli re sorter concluded char, if che sorting chamber 
door was kept closed and vacuum was maintained on che 
waste collection rube. Noting chat their findings were consis
tent with Merrill's, chey wrote "Our resulcs argue strongly 
that che cyromecers rested do noc pose significant risk co che 
operator during sorting of infectious specimens." 

Janis Giorgi reviewed sorcing biohazardous (HIV
infecred) specimens in l 994' 07 1• She and others led ISAC to 
form a Biohazards Working Group co develop guidelines for 
sorting unfixed cells; these were published in June, 199?2120· '. 

The guidelines include recommendations for sample han-
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dling, operacor training and protection, lab design, and in
strument setup and maincenance, as well as derails on meth 
ods for assessing aerosol generation. Activity in this area con
nnues. 

Recendy, S0rensen er al ' ~21 described safety modifications 
co a FACSVanrage sorcer for sorting cells transduced wich 
retroviral veccors, and Oberyszyn and Robenson:"' de
scribed the use of "Glo Germ" fluorescent particles as an 
alternative co bacceriophages for determination of aerosol 
contamination . 

Many insrirurions and organizations in which infectious 
disease research and crearmenc are carried on now have cell 
sorters in biosafety facilities; the sorter manufacturers, as can 
be seen from Chapter 8, all provide a variety of biohaz.ard 
control options for their instruments. 

6.10 CONCLUSIONS 

Ir is still easier to analyze cells than to sort chem, and 
somewhat harder co build a sorter, and keep it working, than 
ir is to build and maintain a flow cycomerer for analysis, bur 
things are improving. Papers I cited as sophisticated in the 
Second Edition" ' ··' seem old-fashioned now, and, while sort
ing is still best used when nothing else will do che job, in 
such cases, the user's hard work is likely co be amply re
warded. And, thanks co rhe manufacturers, the work isn't as 
hard as ir used co be (Chapter 8 again). I used co say rha1 
whenever I got rhe urge to sort cells, l would lie down uncil 
it passed off, bur I'll be dusting off my sorting hardware as 
soon as I finish writing. 

If I do have one pet peeve about cell sorters, ii is ch is: 
there are a lor of people who spend a lor of time doing sort
ing casks chat require minimal analysis, e.g. , pulling out cdls 
or bacteria char express a single surface antigen or fluorescent 
protein. As things now stand, you' re likely to have co tie up 
a three-laser, twelve-parameter instrument co <lo a job char 
could be done in an instrument using a single laser (and 
probably a relatively inexpensive one), and measuring only 
fluorescence and scatter at one or two angles, using simple 
and inexpensive electronics. There are now some "low-end" 
cytometers, but there aren't any low-end sorters. I'd love co 
see one, bur I'm noc about co go inro the business. On che 
other hand, if somebody wants a consultant, I'm here. 

The free advice is chis: Don't sort when you don't have 
co. If you are looking for rare events, and/or wane ro isolate 
large numbers of cells, take advantage of every available bulk 
separation cechnique as an alrernarive to sorting and/or co 
pre-enrich samples for the popularion(s) you want. Years 
ago, we were pretty much limited co centrifugal separation as 
best supporting actor; these days, immunomagnetic separa
tion, for which Dyna!, Immunicon, and Miltenyi, among 
ochers, provide a variety of reagents and apparatus, offers a 
wide range of options. Sorters arc just like people; they'll do 
more for you when you make their work easier. 

We now move from the hardware to rhe physical and 
cellular parameters we measure, and the probes with which 
we work when making rhe laccer measuremencs. 
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7. PARAMETERS AND PROBES 

We will now begin a derailed discussion of rhe applica
tions of flow cytometry by considering rhe parameters, i.e., 
whar can be meamrcd, and rhe probes, i.e., the reagents that 
may be needed necessary to make the measuremenrs. 

In Chapter 1 (p. 2), I mentioned that the term parame
ter is used in several different senses in cytomctric jargon. It 
is helpful to differentiate berwecn che physical parameters, 
such as clecrrical impedance, light scarteting and fluores
cence, that are detected and quantified by the instrument, 
and rhc cellular parameters, such as cell size, cyroplasmic 
granulariry, and DNA content, values of which we derive, or 
hope to derive, from measurements of the physical parame
ters. I will consider the physical parameters first. 

7.1 PHYSICAL PARAMETERS 

Electrical Parameters 

DC Impedance (Coulter Volume) 

Eleccronic volume measurement by the Coulter princi
ple'"·'"·" is perhaps the most common flow cyrometric tech
nique for cell size determination; there arc many more elec
tronic cell counters in use worldwide than there are optical 
flow cyrometcrs. The measurement is described on p. 10 and 
pp. 182-3; in brief, passage of a nonconductive particle, such 
as a cell, through the saline-filled orifice of a Coulter volume 
measurement circuit with a constant (DC) current applied 
across the orifice produces a voltage pulse wich an amplitude 
that should, theoretically, be proportional to the volume of 
the particle. 

Deviations from ideal behavior in Coulter orifice meas
urements arc rypically caused by particles passing through 
the orifice in close proximiry to the walls, or through other 
regions of the orifice in which the electric field is nonuni
form; problems may also occur when particles are asymmet-

ric. Observation of a bimodal red blood cell volume distri
bution motivated Mack Fulwyler ro build his first flow 
sorter, and thus to identify measurement artifacts as the 
source of rhe bimodaliry. The orifice must be longer rhan it 
is wide in order to produce a uniform electric field in the 
central region. The diameter of the orifice must be at lease 

several rimes rhe parcicle diamcrer to keep the field in the 
region of a particle relatively uniform, bur, if the orifice di
ameter is much larger than rhe particle diameter, the change 
in impedance produced by parricles' traverse of the orifice 
will be small, decreasing signal-co-noise ratio and sensiriviry. 

Elecrronic volume measurements arc sensitive ru changes 
in the conductivity of cells; thus, cells with intact mem
branes, which have very low conductiviry, will have a larger 
apparent volume than cells of the same physical size wich 
damaged membranes, which have higher conduccivity. 

Volume sensing orifices have been and arc incorporated 
into a number of laboratory-built and commercial flow cy
romecers, including current models from NPE and Pancc. 
Wiet1.0rrek ct al"" have described a flow cyrnmctcr, capable 
of mea~uring DC impedance, fluorescence, and light scatter
ing, char also includes provision for video imaging in flow. 

Electronic volume measurement using appropriacdy 
sized orifices was employed some years ago co detect and size 
particles as small as bacteria'"0 and viruses""' .. ":' "; a recent 
report by Saleh and Sohn'~'0 describes the use of a microfab
ricated "Coulrer counter on a chip" ru detect and size colloi
dal particles as small as 87 nm in diameter using orifices 
with lateral dimensions of only a few micrometers. Derailed 
discussions of the theory and mcchodolob'Y of electronic cell 
volume measurement appear clsewhere''-""H" ' '. 

AC Impedance (Electrical Opacity); Capacirance 

Cells' impedance has resistive and capacitive or dielectric 
components. When direct currenr (DC) or low frequency 
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alternating current (AC) is applied across the orifice, cell 
impedance is determined primarily by the dieleccric proper
ties of the plasma membrane. As higher frequencies are ap
plied, the dielectric propercies of rhe cell interior become 
more important in determining impedance. 

Coulter and Hogg'11 developed apparatus in which boch 
DC resiscance and radio frequency (34 MHz) AC imped
ance were measured, and defined opacity as rhe ratio of AC 
impedance co DC resistance. Leif et af'", using the apparacus 
built by Coulter and Hogg, found rhar various fractions of 
human erychrocyres scparared on che basis of buoyant den
sity differed in opacity bur not in volume; opacity measure
ments are also said co be capable of discriminating among 
different types of leukocytes. Hoffman and Brin' " scudied 
impedance of CHO cells ar a lower AC frequency (1 MHz) 
and found the DC and AC impedance signals co be well 
correlaced, although chey did note subscancial differences in 
rhc rario of DC and AC signals bcrween cells and plastic 
spheres. 

Bulk physical separation of d ifferent cell types, presuma
bly on the basis of diclccuic propercies, has been done using 
applied AC fields, and ir seems likely char cell types separable 
in bulk by dieleccrophorcsis will also be found ro be distin
guishable on the basis of opacity measuremems. If, however, 
the same underlying scruccural differences, e.g., in cytoplas
mic granularicy, underlie differences in cells' internal dielec
tric properties as are responsible for differences in lighr scar
rering behavior, rhe ucility of opacity measuremencs will be 
considerably less than rhe utility of dielecrrophoresis. 

AC impedance measurements are nor, as far as I know, 
provided for in any commercial fluorescence flow cyromc
rers; however, borh DC and AC impedance measuremenrs 
an: used in hematology instrumems. Kraai et al'11 ' reported 
char hemacopoiecic srem cells, normally derecced by im
munofluorescence measurements of CD34 amigen, ap
peared in rhe "immamre" region defined by AC and DC 
impedance measuremcms in a Sysmex hemacology coumer. 

Sohn er al11' 1 measured capacitance of SP2/0 mouse 
myeloma cells in a microfluidic flow sysrem, and reporced 
chat the histogram of capacitance values tracked the hisco
gram of DNA content as measured by fluorescence flow 
cytomerry. The CV of rhe capacicance histogram was much 
higher than one would expect or accepc in a fluorescence 
measurement, but there is presumably some room for im
provement. 

Acoustic Measurements of Cells in Flow 

Changes in cellular struccure change rhe mechanical and, 
lhcreforc, rhe acouscic properties as well as che opcical and 
eleccrical properties of cells. In order co achieve che same 
spacial resolution wirh acousric measuremems as is achieved 
using visible light, equivalenc wavelengths are required; rhese 
correspond ro acoustic frequencies of several GHz. Acoustic 
microscopy on fixed and living cells has been done using 
appararus operacing at these high frequencies"'·". In 1984, 
Sweet, Fulwyler, and H erzenberg · io reported making "zero-

resolution" measurements of cells in a flow syscem ar much 
lower acoustic frequencies (25-150 MHz). Apparently, rhe 
gain wasn't worrh rhc pain; rhey rhereafrer remained wirh 
rhe srain. 

Optical Parameters: light Scattering 

Almost all fluorescence flow cyrometers, and many he
matology counters, measure light scattering ac small and 
larger angles co rhe incidcnc beam, which we have come ro 
know as forward scatter and side scatter. I have already 
cautioned (p. 5) against acceptance of chc oversimplified and 
erroneous notion char forward scatter intensity is a measure 
of cell size. The simplified concept of side scaccer intensity a~ 
an indicator of imernal granular scruccure is somewhat more 
defensible, bur rhe fact is chat light scarrering is a complex 
phenomenon. 

Scattering: The Mueller Matrix Model 

A general model for dealing wirh light scarrering by par
ticles, accounting for scattering of light of all polarizarions ar 
all angles, is based on chc Stokes vector and che Mueller 
matri.x7

" · ' "'. The Stokes veccors describe incident and scar
cered light; each has four componcms represeming incensity 
and che degrees of linear and circular polarization. The 
Mueller matrix characterizes a scaccering particle; ir ha~ six
teen elements, each of which is a function of the scauering 
angle. The Stokes vector for scaccered lighr is rhe product of 
the Stokes veccor for incident lighr and the Mueller marrix. 
In principle, if you know all che elements of rhe Mueller 
matrix, you have completely characterized the lighc scarcer
ing behavior of a parricle bur, in general , you can'c compure 
che sixteen elements of the Mueller matrix simply by know
ing rhe four elements of the Stokes vector for incident lighc 
and measuring rhe four elements of che Stokes vecror for 
light scattered by the particle. However, rhe number of in· 
dependent elemcncs in the Mueller matrix is generally less 
than sixteen because of symmetry. 

In che case of spherical particles, the Mueller matrix has 
four independent elements, which can be calculated as a 
function of particle radius according ro Mic rheory. For par
ticles with a plane of symmetry, there are seven independent 
elements in the Mueller matrix, and you have a shoe at find
ing chem by making measuremems of rhe intensity and pola
rization of scaccered light. This, if you will, is the Holy Grail 
long soughc by the knights of Los Alamos' round cable, who, 
beginning in the lace 1960's, measured scattering by plastic 
particles and by cells over a large range of angles, wave
lengths, and linear polarizations. This cook a lot more hard
ware than you'll find in the flow cyrometers ac rhc general 
store. T he quescion remains as co whether the benefit, in 
terms of the information obrained about che biological parti
cles under study, is worrh che case. 

Knowing all 16 elements of the Mueller matrix, which 
cells you everyching rhere is co know about scattering, leaves 
you with only half che informacion you'd ger from Los Ala
mos' old 32-angle scacrer measurement sysrem, but char's 



srill a lor of numbers co crunch. Those numbers also pose 
some problems because many don't relate in straightforward 
ways ro observable morphological, biochemical, or func
rional parameters of cells. We use forward scatter measure
menrs all che time because they're very reliable for telling us 
when there's a cell or ocher particle in our measuremenc 
sysrem, and frequently useful for telling us roughly how big 
rhe cell is, and/or whether it's dead or alive. We use side 
scarcer measurements all rhe time because they let us distin
guish different cell rypes, but we're most comfortable when 
the distinctions made by side scatter measurements corre

spond ro differences we can easily see by looking under a 
dark field or phase or interference conrrast microscope. The 
failure of fancier scanering measurements to catch on may 
not lie so much in rhe difficulry of implementing them as in 
the difficulty of reconciling them wirh the resr of our experi
ence. So let's gee back ro the simpler scattering measure

menrs for a while, and then see what additions might or 
might nor be worthwhile co pursue further. 

Forward Lighc Scattering and Cell Size 
Forward scarcer measurements have been widely used for 

esrimacion of cell size since it was demonstrated by Mullaney 
er al "" char the intensiry of lighr scattered at small angles 
(0.5-2.0°) from an incident laser beam was roughly propor
t ional ro panicle volume, as predicted by Mie's earlier rheo
rerical work. So-called forward scatter or small-angle scat
te.r measurements can be useful, provided one remains aware 
of their limitations. Mose of chese arise from che fact chat 
many factors other rhan cell size influence cells' small-angle 
light scattering. as is attested to by a large body of litera-
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Forward light scarcer signal intensity is strongly affected 
by che wavelength of light used and by the precise range of 
angles over which light is collected, the latter being deter
mined by the focal lengths and numerical apcnures of col
lecting lenses and the size, shape, and position of irises, slits, 
and obscuration bars in the optical system. Since no rwo 
manufacturers of flow cytometers use the same optical de
sign for forward scarcer measurements, it is unlikely chat 
exactly the same results will be obtained from measuring the 
same cells in different instruments. 

Among cellular properties other than size that influence 
forward scatter measurements are differences in refractive 
index berween rhe cells and the suspending medium, cells' 
internal structure, and rhe presence within or upon cells of 
material wirh strong absorption at the illumination wave
length used. If the refractive indices of cells were the same as 
chat of the suspending medium, the cells would not scatter 
incident light. The difference in index between cells and the 
medium is maintained, at least in part, by the action of rhe 
membrane as a permeabiliry barrier to water and solutes. 
Cells wi th damaged membranes, i.e., those cells which are 
identified as "dead" by uptake of dyes such as trypan blue or 
ethidium bromide, have a lower refractive index, and thus 
produce smaller forward scarcer signals. This characteristic 
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was originally used in flow cytomerric immunofluorescencc 
work to discriminate damaged cells, which rend to stain 
nonspecifically wirh fluorescent antibodies, from the inracr 
cells chat were of interest ro experimenters11' ·

1
"" . Such dis

crimination is less than perfccr1"', particularly when the sam
ple contains cells of differenr rypes and/or sizes. 

The presence of strongly absorbing material in cells tends 
to decrease the amplitude of forward scatter signals; highly 
textured surface or internal structures, e.g., the specific gran
ules of blood granulocytes, may have a similar effect. Elec
tronic volume measurement indicates that blood granulo

cytes have a larger volume (abour 350 fl) than lymphocytes 
(about 200 fl), bur granulocytes produce smaller forward 
scatter signals in some flow cytomerers. Thus, one cannor 
reliably estimate the relative sizes of rwo cells of d ifferent 
rypes from small-angle light scatter signals. Noc only can't 
we compare apples and oranges; we can't, strictly speaking, 

always compare apples and apples, because theory predicts, 
and experiments confirm, that, even for uniform parti
cles, forward scatter amplitude will not be a monotonic 
function of particle size. 

I can't think of a berrcr way to illustrate this than to in
clude pictures from a poster presentation made by Kevin 
Becker et al at the ISAC XX1 Congress m May, 2002'"', 
which I have adapted inco Figure 7- 1. 
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Figure 7-1. Forward scatter does not measure particle size 
(courtesy of Kevin Becker, Phoenix Flow Systems). 
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The hisrograms in Figure 7-1 show forward scaccer in

rensitics for polystyrene beads of various diamecers, as meas
ured using rwo popular benchtop flow cytomerers. The trace 
on the top is from a BD Biosciences FACSCalibur, and chc 
one on rhc borrom is from a Beckman Coulcer EPJCS XL 
Boch insrrumenrs use low-power, air-cooled 488 nm argon 
ion laser lighr sources. The relacionship berween forward 
scacrer intensity and bead diameter indicated by the top his
togram is nor monotonic, char is, the signals from bigger 
beads are nor necessarily bigger rhan the signals from smaller 
beads. The bottom histogram looks a lictle more promising, 

bur I can tell you chat there is no way to draw a calibration 
curve that relates forward scatter signal intensity to the first, 
second, or third power of parcicle size in any believable way, 
rhus C"xcluding the possibiliry char rhe forward scarcer signal 
intensity is proportional to particle diameter, cross-sectional 
area, or volume. And these are beads; their diameters can be 
and have been measured accurately hy clcccron microscopy, 
and their refractive indices are pretty much all the same, so 
we can ' t find any way to wiggle om of accepting che face char 
forward scacccr does not measure size. 

This need nor engender despair on rhe parr of Aow cy
tomecer users. Like many of rhe ocher relatively rough meas
urements made by scientisrs, forward scarrer measuremencs 
are good enough for many, and perhaps even most, of the 
purposes for which chey are used. le is ignorance of and/or 
hlind faith in techniques char gets experimenters inco rrou
blc. 

Afrer the first edition of chis book came our, a reviewer 
of a manuscripr cited my sraremenr, printed in boldface on 
rhe previous page, as invalidating calcularions of cell surface 
antigen densiry based upon ratios of fluorescence and for
ward scacrer measurements. The measurements in question 

were made on cells in different scages of rhe cell cycle, and 
DNA content was also measured. In chis case, knowing thar 
S and G ~ phase cells are bigger rhan G , phase cells, i c was nor 
illogical co rreat rheir forward scaccer signals as roughly in
dicative of area, parricularly since nobody has convincingly 
demonsrrated rhar other paramecers, such as refractive index, 
change drastically during rhe cell cycle. In ocher circum
stances, e.g. , granulocyte scimulation, changes in forward 
scatter signals may be influenced by changes in granule mor
phology as well as by swelling due predominandy to water 
movements, wirh accompanying changes in refractive index; 
ir is thus hard to derermine rhe cxrenc ro which a change in 
forward scarcer signals reflects a change in size. Ir is always 
risky ro assume rhac small (say 2 to 5%) differences in for
ward scatter signals precisely reflect small differences in size. 

Forward Scatter and "Viability" 

In general, "<lead" cells, i.e., cells wirh sufficienr mem

brane damage to render chem permeable to dyes such as 
propidium, which normally does nor enccr incact cells, have 
lower forward scarcer signals chan live cells. McGann, Wal
terson, and Hogg'": measured forward and side scatter and 
Coulter volume of osmotically stressed and frozen-thawed 

cells. Osrnoric swelling increased volume and decreased scar
cer signals, while membrane damage from freezing and thaw
ing decreased scatter signals, buc nor cell volume. Scherer er 
al 11" noced that changes in membrane lipid packing such as 
those that occur in apoprosis can affecr forward scatter sig
nals in the absence of apparent changes in cell volume or 
refractive index. In general, care is required when drawing 
conclusions about changes in scacrer values. Care may also 
be required when drawing conclusions about relationships 
berween dye uptake and cell death, bur we'll open chat can 
of worms lacer. 

Side Scatter and Cytoplasmic Granularity 

The group at Los Alamos set the pace for flow cyromer
ric measuremenc of laser lighc scacrering ar multiple angles, 
as they had set the pace for forward light scattering meas
urements. The most elaborate of rhe instruments built ac Los 
Alamos for this purpose"' incorporated a sectoral solid state 
detector rhar measured 32 different signals, each represent
ing rhe intensiry of lighr scattered over a differenc range of 
angles from che incident beam. A dedicared minicompurer 
was required for data handl ing; while this apparatus was 
used to demonstrate differences in 32-paramerer multiangle 
scarcer signatures among differenc subpopulations in a vari 
ety of cell samples, ic was difficult to determine whether a 

few and which few of the 32 scattering angle regions from 
which measuremencs were taken might concain the informa
tion most useful for cell discriminacion 211 -''"·"''" . 

In 1975, Salzman er al showed' " that unfixed, unstained 
blood lymphocytes, monocyces , and granulocyces could be 
discinguished from one another by using measurements of 
forward and orthogonal (90") scatter (now almost always 
called side scatter). Most of the information required for 

chis discrimination is obtained from the side scarcer signal. 
which is low for lymphocytes, higher for monocyrcs, and 
highest for granulo<..yres. The granular srrucrures in rhe cy
coplasm of granulocyi:es obviously present many more op
portunities for scarccring of incidenc light chan docs rhe 
more uniform cycoplasm of lymphocytes, and rhe higher 
incensity of light scattered at large angles to rhe incident 

beam probably represents some combination of mulcipk 
reflections and the summation of single scarcering evcncs 
from individual granules. 

Whether or not theory can provide a complete explana
tion for the effect, it is reprod;.Jcible and useful. Afi:er learn
ing of the work at Los Alamos, I convinced my colleagues to 
incorporate side scarcer measuremenc channels inco Block's 
Cyromar-H differencial councer procorypes and Cycomar-R 
research appararus9' ·3, where they proved useful enough in 
discriminating lymphocytes from monocyres and granulo
cyres to render our patented three-dye staining process 
largely unnecessary (see pp. 253-4) . 

lymphocyte Gating: Forward Scatter Aside 

When monoclonal ancibody reagents became available, 
in che lace I 970's and early l 980's, forward and side scarrer 



measurements were used co idencify lymphocytes and sec a 
gace for immunofluorescence analyses in antibody-stained 
samples from lysed whole blood or buffy coat, following a 
procedure escablished by Hoffman et al '"5·"M'" . Two-angle 

scatter gating of lymphocyres eliminated che time
consuming and labor-intensive process of enriching samples 
for mononuclear cells by centrifugation over a discontinuous 
densicy gradient using Ficoll-Hypaque or ocher separation 
media; it wa~ also desirable because the separation procedure 
could lead to differential loss of lymphocyte subpopulations, 
e.g., the CD8+ (cytotoxic/suppressor) T cells''ll·J. Ic was noc 
long, however, before trouble came to Paradise. 

It was firsc noted chat the advantages of two-angle scacrer 
gating might not be realized if windows were improperly 
set«<>uoo. In che mid-1970's, when che technique was first 
described, there was no better way to establish the extent co 
which lymphocyres and monocytes might cross-contaminate 
one another's gates. In 1990, Loken at al 111 ' described che 
technique of back-gating, in which a sample stained with 
anci-CDl4 and anti-CD45 antibodies (lymphocytes have 
high CD45, and monocytes high CDl4) is used to allow 
decermination of che fraction of the total lymphocyte popu
lation excluded from, and the fraction of ocher cell cypes 
included in, a particular lymphocyte gate. Widespread appli
cation of back-gating helped make it feasible for large num
bers of laboracories to deal consiscencly with T cell subset 
analyses in HIV-infected paciems. 

While back-gacing represenced an improvement over 
simple two-angle scatter gating, it has substantial limitations. 
Once a scaner gate has been established by back-gating, sub
sequent analyses do not explicicly identify cells within che 
gate as lymphocyres or other cell cypes. If, for example, an 
experimenter wanted to determine levels of an antigen that 
was found on activated, but not resting, lymphocytes, and 
which was also presenr on ocher cell cypes, it would noc be 
possible to know precisely which antigen-bearing cells in che 
scatter gace were and were nm lymphocytes. 

As more monoclonal antibodies and labels for chem be
came available, making three-color immunofluorescence 
measurements feasible for roucine clinical use, back-gating 
has largely been replaced by more specific gating procedures. 
T-gating, which identified T lymphocytes as lying in a gate 
drawn on a plot of side scaccer vs. CD3 antibody im
munofluorescence (as in Figures 1-14, 1-15, and 1-16, pp. 
31 -32) was described by Mandy ec al'0P . While it improved 
the accuracy wich which CD4- and CD8-posicive T lym
phocytes could he identified, T -gacing did noc allow an es
cirnate to be made of che size of the coral lymphocyte popu
lacion, which is often of clinical relevance. 

Current practice, as described by Nicholson, Jones, and 
Hubbard'm defines a lymphocyte gate on the basis of high 
CD45 antigen expression and low side scatter, as illuscraccd 
in Figure 1-17 (p. 34). T cells in che lymphocyre gace are 
chen identified by the presence of CD3 antigen. A four-color 
immunofluorescence measurement using ancibodies co 
CD45, CD3, CD4, and CD8 allows co3·4·s, CD3.4"8', 
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co3·4·g-, and Co3·4·g· populations to be identified in a 
single cube (Figure 1-19, p. 38). An addicional point in favor 
of more specific gacing comes from rhe knowledge rhat dif
ferenr lymphocyte subsers are not uniformly disrributed 
within the forward vs. side scacter gate but, racher, tend ro 
have different median values of forward and side scar
cer ·oi.iw. i ~H . A cighdy sec scarcer gate will, therefore, selec

tively exclude one or more lymphocyte types. 

Other Applications of Side Scatter 

Changes in the side scarcer signals of neucrophils occur 
in association with degranulacion and membrane ruffling 
following accivacion"vo'; side scatter signal amplitude also 
decreases on storage of ancicoagulaced blood samples, mak
ing it advisable co do gated immunofluorescence measure
ments on whole blood within 24 hrs or less following collec
tion of samples. 

The combination of forward and side scarcer measure
mencs was used, alone or in combinacion wirh measuremenrs 
of lectin binding, autofluorescence, or immunofluoresccncc, 
in the earliest successful attempts co enrich hematopoiecic 
cell populations by sorcing161"'0-• , and to discriminate cell 
subpopulations in samples from a variety of sires-"' "11 • 

Forward and side scatter signals have also been used co 
assess nuclear morphology of prostate""' and bladder O. 
Coon, personal communication) cancer cells. Papa et al ' ~'' 
reported chat side scatter signal imensicy from nuclei de
creases as chromatin is decondensed by lowering ionic 
srrengch or by releasing hisrone H 1 at low pH. Zucker cc 
al"11 and Nusse et al'w' showed that, when certain prepara
tive seeps are employed, mitotic nuclei can be discriminated 
on bivariate displays of DNA content (propidium fluores
cence) vs. side scarcer. 

Scatter signals may be profoundly influenced by inclu
sions in cells, particularly if chese contain material with a 
refractive index markedly differenr from chat of the cyto
plasm. For example, Dubelaar et al'0 ' found marked differ
ences in forward and side scatter signals between cyanobacce
ria containing and lacking gas vacuoles. 

Nordscrom er alm' report char increa~ed side scaccer pro
vides a good indication of whether or not insect cells have 
been infected with recombinanr baculoviruses, eliminating 
che need for and cosc of a fluorescent marker. 

Extrinsic cellular parameters can be measured wich ap
propriate reagents using side scarcer signals. For example, 
Bohmer and King'"~ labeled lymphocyres with antibodies 
conjugated co colloidal 40~nm gold particles; the gold 
label produced increased side scarcer signal amplitudes more 
than cenfold and did not interfere with fluorescenc ancibody 
labeling. 

The orrhogonal design of most laboratory-built and 
commercial laser source flow cycomecers has made it rcla
cively easy co measure forward scarcer, and to ucilize che col
lection optics also used for fluorescence to measure side scat
ter. It requires at least a lirde bic of instrument modification 
co make measurements of light scacrered over ocher angular 
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ranges, and, while collecrion at rwo angles undoubcedly pro
vides a great deal more information than collection at one 
angle, I am not yec convinced chat colleccion at 32 angles 
provides an equivalent improvemenc over collection at two 
angles. The side scatter parameter has proven useful enough 
to have been incorporared inco almost all commercial de
signs. 

Whac is che Righc Angle for "Right Angle" Scatter? 

As the number of immunofluorescence signals measured 
increases, ir may become difficult to make room in rhe or
thogonal decector opcical assembly for a scaccer measuremem 
detector. Scovel ec al'0 ' coped with this problem by equip
ping the Scanford cell sorter with an outboard detector for 
large angle scatter signals, using a 2 mm diamcccr gradient 
index ("GRJN") lens coupled to the detecror via a fiber op
tic. This lens collecced light scaccered at 130° from the beam, 
and its optical axis was not perpendicular to the direction of 
fluid flow. The 130° scarcer signal was said to provide in
formation equivalenc to char in che side scatter signal for 
discriminating lymphocytes from ocher leukocytes; in addi
tion, the positioning of che detector greatly reduced orienta
tion artifacts normally found in side scatter signals from 
erythrocyres. 

As was mencioned on p. 159, Steen"" noted that scatter 
signals collecced at angles as small as 18° from rhe beam axis 
have the characreristics, and reflect rhe same cellular fearures, 
as signals collecred orchogonal to the axis. In selecring a col
lection angle for large angle scatter, we therefore have a great 
deal of larirudc. I have mentioned char Mariella et al col
lected very good large angle scatter signals by placing a fiber 
opcic in che scream with its axis along the axis of flow2~ 1H'; as 
a rule, however, rhere are practical reasons for nor doing chis. 

Does Side Scaeter = T oral Protein? 

I and orhers have observed•·101·" 11 char side scatter meas
urements correlate pretty well with flow cycometric meas
urements of total protein made using covalently and non
covalcndy bonded fluorescenc dyes such as brilliant sulfafla
vine, fluorescein isochiocyanare, sulforhodamine 10 I, and 
"IN" (also see Fig. 5-17, p. 254). I will discuss this further 
in the section on measuremenc of procein conrenc. 

Optimizing Side Scatter: Not as Easy as It Looks 

We pretty much rake it for granted chat we can set up 
and align a flow cyromerer using polystyrene beads with a 
very narrow size distribution, tweaking the optics ro get rhe 
largest amplitude and che lowest CV we can in forward scat
ter and fluorescence measurements. However, as Doornbos 
er al notedu", ir may be difficult ro play rhis game with a 
side scarcer channel; plots of forward vs. side scatter often 
show "Lissajous-like" patterns of wavy lines and loops, with 
relacively small CVs in forward scatter and large CVs in side 
scaccer. This is explicable by Mie cheory (which holds rea
sonably well for beads, if not for cells), and is due ro extreme 
sensiriviry of the side scatter signal co small variations in rhe 

size of highly symmetric particles. Such variations are typi 
cally found in small subpopulations of beads as a result of 
imperfections in the production process. The implication of 
all this for the average user: minimizing the CV of the side 
scarcer distribution of beads doesn't always guarancee opti
mal alignmenc of your instrument. If forward scatccr and 
fluorescence look good, and side scatter doesn't, don ' t futz 
wirh side scatter unless you can improve ic wirhour losing 
performance on the ocher channels. 

Polarized 90° Scatter Measurements Reveal Eosino
phils and Malaria Pigment-Containing Monocytes 

Polarization measuremencs of orthogonal light scaccer-
ing were incroduced by de Grooth et al"0

• Under normal 
circumstances, randomly polarized lighr scattered orchogonal 
to the incidenc beam becomes linearly polarized (see pp. 78-
82); linearly polarized light scaccered ac 90° remains polar
ized. In theory, some portion of the lighr collected orthogo
nal to the incident beam represents light scattered several 
rimes; the more times, rhe greater rhe likelihood char chis 
light will be depolarized. Eosinophil granulocytes were 
found to be distinguishable from neutrophil granulocytes by 
higher values of depolarized side scatter. An as yer unidenti
fied subpopulation of lymphocyres was also distinguished by 
higher depolarized scatter signals. 
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Figure 7-2. Depolarized 90° scatter signals can be used 
to identify eosinophil granulocytes. 

Figure 7-2 shows polarized vs. depolarized 90° scarrer 
values for leukocytes in lysed whole blood from a ferret wirh 
a high eosinophil count due to an experimencal infecrion 
with microfilaria. The eosinophils are clearly separable from 
the other white cell types; a count of l 00 particles sorted 
from a gate set as shown in the figure revealed 99 eosinophils 
and one worm. 

le is relacively trivial to sec up an instrumenc ro make de
polarized scatter measurements using im:xpensive plastic 



polarizing filters (see p. 157). The technique requires no 
reagents, and represents the easiest way co count and sort 
eosinophils from a wide range of species (L Terscappen, 
personal communication). The sorter manufacturers won't 
rell you abouc ir, because ic is che subjecc of a parent now 
held by Abbocr and used in chat company's Cell-Dyn hema
tology instruments. The birefringence of eosinophil gran
ules, which is responsible for the cells' higher depolarized 
scarrcr signals, was noted decades ago; one could very likely 
use polarized and depolarized extinction signals ro count or 
sort eosinophils wichour infringing on anybody's parent. 

In 1999, Mendelow cc al"% rcporced char a population of 
cells wich relatively low polarized side scatter values and high 
depolarized side scatter values appeared when chc peripheral 
blood of malaria patients was analy£ed in a Cell-Dyn in
strument. Ir was suggested chat these cells were monoeytes 
containing the malaria pigment hemowin, which is known 
to be birefringenc. Nordstrom er af'·'' subsequently con
firmed this hy cell sorting. 

Many bacteria have birefringent cell walls, which sug
gests chat polarized and depolarized scatter measurements 
might be useful in discriminating among genera or species. 
However, depolarized scatter signals, even from eukaryoric 
cells, are typically of much lower intensiry rhan polarized 
scatter signals, suggesting rhar depolarized signals from bac
teria could be too weak to permit precise measurements. 

Multiple Wavelength Scactering Measurements 
Any apparatus char incorporares a lamp instead of a laser 

as a light source for light scattering measurements will, obvi
ously, measure light scarcered over a larger range of wave
lengths than will a laser source instrument. Technicon's 
older blood cell and differential counters4..a\ the Cytomat 
arc source inscrumc::nc'", che apparatus (Skarron Argus, Bio
Rad Bryce, etc.) developed by Lindmo and Steen''"'·' , and che 
old B-D FACS analyzer all fell into this category. 

The T cchnicon Hemalog D apparatus was noteworthy 
for irs utilization of measurements of light scattering at dif
ferent wavelengths for cell classification. In chis syscem, ba
sophil leukocytes were stained wirh a blue basic dye, which 
imparted a blue color to their specific granules. The granules 
rherefore absorbed red lighc; however, their absorption was 
not high enough co permit unequivocal discrimination be
tween basophils and other cells on the basis of absorption, 
especially since the number of granules per cell is highly 
variable. Satisfactory discriminacion was achieved by making 
separate measurements of the scattering of red and near
infrared lighc by the cells. Since basophils, which contained 
the blue dye, absorbed more red light than infrared light, the 
ratio of red scatter amplitude co near-IR scatter amplitude 
was lower for che basophils, which could chus be discrimi
nated from ocher cell rypes in the rwo-dimensional meas
urement space. 

While developing the Block differential counter, we 
measured forward and 90° scaccer signals from fixed and 
unfixed, unstained leukocyces ar differenc laser wavelengths 
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(325 and 441 nm from a helium-cadmium laser, 488 and 
515 nm from an argon ion laser, and 633 nm from a he
lium-neon laser), and were somewhat surprised co find chat 
ratios of scarcer intensities at differenr wavelengths were dif
ferent for different cell rypes, co an extent char allowed us to 

obtain differential counts of lymphocytes, monocyces, ncu
crophils, and eosinophils in unstained blood samples. Our 
enchusiasm for further work along these lines was tempered 
when we found chat slight alcerations in rhe geometry of che 
optical system used for forward scatter measurements could 
produce large changes in the relative positions of cell clus
ters. I was thus not surprised to read others ' repons' "·.:•: :!o 

chat laser light scattering at different wavelengrhs (3511363, 
4 57, 488, and 515 nm, all from argon lasers) provided in
formacion chat could discriminate different types of blood 
cells. 

A principal problem with studies of chis type lies in the 
difficulcy of making sure char che optical geometry is rhe 
same at the different wavelengths used. Even in che case in 
which UV and visible light are emicced in the same coll inear 
beam by che same argon laser, che beam diameters are apt co 
be different, and che focusing lens, unless cuscom made for 
the purpose, will not have the same focal length at both 
wavelengths. This makes ic hard to determine the extent ro 
which apparent differences in scattering at different wave
lengths may be due to small bur significant differences in 
such factors as beam size and collection angle. Ochers have 
reported chat UV scatter signals, obtained from rhe B-D 
FACS using an argon laser source, were less satisfactory chan 
signals at 488 nm for cell discrimination. Using che Block 
instruments, we usually obtained beccer discrimination from 
the UV scatter signals than from signals at 488 nm. This 
may represent another instance among many in which each 
of several groups gets its best results when using the meth
odology with which it is most familiar. 

From Russia with Lobes 

A few pages back, I said we'd gee back to the complex 
scuff about scacccr; by now, you probably think che Mueller 
matrix has been sent co Siberia. Well, it has, quice literally, 
and I am happy to report chat ic is alive and well there, in 
Valeri Malcscv's lab at che Institute of Chemical Kinetics and 
Combustion. 

Over the years, a few arremprs have been made co apply 
relatively sophisticated multiangle scattering mcasurerncnrs 
to cell sizing and characterization. Since Mic's theory of scat
tering, which forms che basis for attempts ro meamre cell 
size measurement by forward scaccer, uses a model in which 
particles are spherical and homogeneous, we might reasona
bly expect chac, however bad our results might be wich 
spherical cells, chey would gee worse when we cried co size 
asymmetric cells. This presented a problem ro people con
cerned with the most common and most profitable type of 
cell volume measurements, i.e., the manufacturers of blood 
cell counters for clinical laboratories, because erythrocytes 
are normally not spherical. Technicon's H-1 hemacology 
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Figure 7-3. lndicarrices (plots of inrensity vs. scattering angle) of a milk fat globule, a latex bead, 
a lymphocyte, and two erythrocytes. From: Slwalov AN et al, Cytometry 37:215-220, 1999 (Refer
ence 2539), © John Wiley & Sons, Inc., used by permission. 

insrrumencs, and their successors (T echnicon is now Bayer 
Diagnostics; see Chapter 8), employ a couple of ingenious 
maneuvers ro deal with the problem. The discoid erythro
cytes are converted, without changing their volumes, co 
spheres. using a procedure described by Kim and Orn
srein ' ~" . This eliminares artifacts due co cell asymmetry; how
ever, one still encounters substantial variation in the refrac
tive indices of individual cells due to cell-to-cell differences 
in hemoglobin concentration. A measurement procedure 
devised by Tycko ct al''"' meets this problem head-on; since 
rhe variation of refractive index with hemoglobin concencra
rion is linear, it is possible, by making measurements of light 
scattered at rwo angles, to determine hemoglobin concencra
rion and obtain volume from tables calculated using Mie 
theory. The system can be calibrated in absolute units of 
volume. using droplets of water-immiscible oils of differenc 
refract ive indices as standards. This elegant methodology is 
demonsrrably successful for its clinical hematologic purpose; 
ic is unlikely to be adaptable to sizing other cell rypes. 

Malcscv er al have come up with a simpler way of sizing 
sphered red cells in che course of extensive investigations on 
multiangle light scattering by cells and beads. They have 
d1.:vised a unique scanning flow cyrometer in which particles 

are illuminated by a laser beam directed along the axis of 
flow; a fixed spherical mirror is used to collecc scacccred 
lighc. As the particle moves down rhe flow scream, the scar
rering angle from which lighc reaches the mirror changes. 
Thus , ic is possible co derive a plot of intensiry vs. scaccering 
angle, known as an indicarrix, for each individual particle 
traversing the system. Indicatrices for a milk far particle, a 
latex bead, a lymphocyte, and two (unsphered) differently 
oriented erythrocytes appear in figure 7-3 . 

Indicarrices are uniquely characreriscic of particle types; 
chose for beads agree closely wirh calculations according co 
Mie rheo.ry. The sizes and refractive indices of spherical and 
near-spherical particles can be determined from their indica
rrices, and, in ac least some cases, it is possible co specify two 
or three angles for which light scanering measurements can 
be used for sizing. However, as Murphy's Law would pre
dict, chese angles are different for different cell rypes. 

In cytometry. as in many other fields , there is liccle new 
under rhe sun; Loken, Sweet , and Herzenberg made meas
uremencs of multiangle lighr scarrering in a modified i:ACS 
in rhe l 970's ' ~'; rhey did nor, however, pursue che cheoreri
cal side of their investigations far enough co yield practical 
resulcs. A commercial application of che Maltsev group's 



work to hematology is now being pursued, but it still seems 
unlikely that the high-speed cell sorter manufaccurers will be 
rushing to put indicatrix measurement capability into their 
products any rime soon. 

Opcical Parameters: Absorption 

Since, even in chis day and age, a lot of quantitative 
chemical and biochemical analyses are done with absorption 
measurements, we might consider why we don't make more 
use of absorption in cytomecry. Absorption measurements 
are somewhat more demanding than scarcer and fluorescence 
measurements. In any microscope, light scattered ac larger 
angles chan can be collected by the microscope objeccive 
used cannoc readily be discinguished from light absorbed by 
the specimen; accurace absorpcion measurements therefore 
require light colleccion over a relacively large angle, necessi
tating use of a lens with a high N.A. Ir's not thac hard co 

build a flow cytometcr with high-N.A. lenses, oriented along 
che same axis, for illumination and collection, suitable for 
absorption measurements; this configuration is used in 
blood cell coumers. However, most laser source fluorescence 
flow cytomecers incorporate a high-N .A. collection lens 
placed ac righc angles to the illuminating beam, making it 
impossible to mount a high-N.A. lens along the beam axis, 
and use low-N.A. opcics to form an illuminating beam, 
which is nor effective for absorption measurements. 

To maximize precision in absorption measurements, it is 
also necessary to march rhe refractive indices of rhe object 
under study and the medium in which it is suspended, chis 
maneuver minimizes apparent absorpcion due tO scattering. 
However, in work with intact cells, it is generally not possi
ble to completely avoid scattering by internal cellular struc
rures, e.g., cytoplasmic granules, even when the indices of 
sheath, sample, and cell membranes are matched. 

The major problem with absorption measurements arises 
from the fact char, in most cases, cells, even when stained, do 
not absorb more chan a small fraction of the light passing 
through them. Most of che light reaching the decector is 
unaffected by inreraccion with che specimen; it is, therefore, 
background, and, as Johnnie Cochran might summarize the 
Wood-Hoffman model discussed on pp. 221-3, "If there's 
too high a B, you just can't see." Fluccuations in the inten
sity of illumination cherefore have larger effeccs on absorp
cion measurements than on measurements of scacrered lighc 
and fluorescence. In che laner, signal incensity is propor
tional co source intensity; a l % change in illumination in
tensity produces a I% change in a scaccer or fluorescence 
signal. Suppose, however, chat an absorption measuremenc is 
made of a parcicle thac removes l 0% of che lighc from the 
incidenc beam. A l % increase in illumination incensity oc
curring while the particle passes through rhe observation 
region would resulc in an apparent light loss of 9% inscead 
of 10%, while a I% decrease in illumination intensity would 
resulc in an apparenc light loss of l l %. In chis case, a l % 
change in illumination intensity produces a 10% change in 
the amplicude of an absorpcion signal; the less light the par-
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tide removes from the beam, the larger the effecc of source 
intensity fluctuations. The intensity fluctuations of the laser 
sources mosc commonly used in fluorescence flow cytome
ters, while small (a few percenc peak-co-peak), arc sufficicnc 
to make absorption measurements unacceptably imprecise. 
Because of che problems jusc discussed, the use of absorpcion 
measurements in flow cycometry is somewhat restricced; chi.:y 
are most commonly employed for semiquantitative detection 
of scrongly absorbing substances in apparatus designed for 
blood cell counting and sizing, employing lamps rather than 
lasers as lighc sources. 

Absorption Effeccs on Light Scattering 

I noted on p. 279 chat the presence of an ahsorbing (col
ored) suhstance in cells may be inferred from differences in 
intensity of scattering signals ac wavelengths at which the 
material docs and docs nor absorb strongly. A dramatic il
lustration of this, shown in Figure 7-4, comes from chc work 
of Osc et al'" 9, who measured red and violet lighc scanering 
by leukocytes and erythrocytes in unscained diluce whole 
blood. 
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Figure 7-4. Erychrocyces scaccer less light at a 
wavelength at which hemoglobin exhibits strong ab
sorption. G: granulocytes; L: lymphocyces, M: mono
cytes, RBC: erythrocytes, T: thrombocytes. From: Ost 
V et al, Cytometry 32:191-197, 1998 (Reference 2449), 
©John Wiley & Sons, Inc., used by permission. 

Erythrocytes contain high concentrations of hemoglobin, 
which absorbs strongly in the violet speccral region bur only 
weakly in che red spectral region. If more of che pho tons 
incident on a cell are absorbed, fewer remain to be scarrered. 
Their relarively low forward scarcer intensicies ac 4 13. l nm 
(violet) allow the erythrocytes (RBC) co be distinguished 
from leukocytes (G, M, L) and chrombocyces (T ) on the 
cwo-dimensional doc ploc of violer vs. red forward scarcer. 
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Optical Parameters: Extinction 

Extinction is a convenient term chat describes light loss 
from the incident beam regardless of che mechanism in
volved. If a deteccor is placed where the beam scop used for a 
forward scaccer measuremenr would normally be (see Fig. 1-
21, p. 51 ), the passage of a cell through the measurement 
system will result in the dececcor signal decreasing in propor
tion to the total amount of light absorbed by the cell or scat
tered our of the field of view of the detector. Axial extinction 
or lighc loss signals are relatively easy to measure; photodi
odes are typically used for the purpose. Like absorption sig
nals, extinction signals are more sensitive co source noise 
flucruarions than arc scacccr and fluorescence signals. Al
though extinction measurements do not seem to be available 
in current commercial systems, Orcho's System 30 and Sys
tem 50 insrrumencs, made between rhe late l 970's and che 
late l 980's, feacured an extinction measuremenr; che light 
source was a very low power (0.8 mW) He-Ne laser with 
very low RMS noise (0.05%). Sreinkamp"s" described noise 
compensation circuitry chat allowed fairly precise light loss 
measurements co be made using somewhat noisier argon 
lasers. It is now possible co achieve very low noise levels in 
diode lasers, which could be economical light sources for 
extinction measurements should anyone still be interested in 
doing chem . 

Recurning for the moment to rhe subject matter of Fig
ure 7-4 (previous page), Ost er af"'' poinced our char, unlike 
forward scacrer measuremencs, extinction measurements in 
the violet beam would not have been able to discriminate 
crythrocyces from ocher cell cypes, because, while che eryth
rocytes absorb more light and scarcer less light than che other 
cell cypes, che coral light losses from the beam are approxi
mately equal for crychrocyres and ocher cells. To generalize, 
extinction measuremencs arc not particularly good for quan
Lifying amounts of stuff in or on cells or particles. So why 
should anyone scill be incerested in doing chem? 

The answer is that extinction measurements are useful 
for sizing paniclcs; pulse width, rather than pulse height or 
area, is che critical characteristic. I will say more abouc chis in 
rhe discussion of measurement of intrinsic cellular parame
ters (pp. 285-8). 

Other Transmitted Light Measuremencs 

Progress beyond van Leeuwenhoek's level in rhe micro
scopy of living, unscained biological materials has largely 
been made in this century wich the developmenc of dark 
field, polari7.ed light , phase contrast, and interference con
trast techniques. From che 1930's on, che newer methods of 
microscopy were, in cheir rum , adapted to quantitative 
measurement. The apparacus originally built0 " for interfer
ometric dry mass determinations and phase~based optical 
parh length measurements was cumbersome and difficult 
co use. but did yield accurate resulcs, and was applied ro a 
reasonable range of biological specimens. 

Flow cytomerry has benefited tremendously from the 
phenomenal pace of technological growth since the I %O's, 
which gave us lasers, vastly improved detectors and imaging 
devices, integrated circuits, microprocessors, and the elec
tronics and computational methods required co score, man
age, and process the bewildering mass of data we can gener
ate. We can easily implement the entire range of microscopic 
measurement techniques with which our predecessors strug
gled. Turned on by technology, and surrounded by irs cor
nucopia of gadgets, we tend co forget chat, even with genetic 
engineering, we're basically looking at the same animalcules 
char fascinated van Leeuwenhoek. 

By the l 920's, dark field microscopy could be used co 
visualize viruses and ocher particles below the resolution 
limit of transmitted light microscopy, as well as to examine 
che scruccural derails of unsrained cells; the obvious uriliry of 
rhe technique led co the development of the first Aow cy
cometers , designed to detect and count parcicles ba.\ed on 
light scattering, by the l 940's . The range of light scatcering 
measurements available in modern flow cytometers essen
cially encompasses the subject material of dark field micros
copy, and has expanded into polarized light microscopy. 

Interference and Phase Measurements 

The technology exists for making flow cytomecric meas
urements of optical path and dry mass corresponding to 

chose done with much greater difficulty by an older genera
tion of phase and interference microscopes" '. Again , it's 
harder to do these measurements than to do our bread-and
butter scatter, extinction, and fluorescence measuremencs. 
Work in chis direction will probably yield a couple of pa
rameters corresponding co things we can observe, ar lease 
some of which may be measurable more easily by other 
methods, and a whole bunch of data, which nobody will be 
able co interpret, but which will be just interesting enough 
to keep another generation of investigators funded. Thar's 
science. If we wane co learn from hisrory, however, we 
should note that biological microscopy has been advanced 
far more by rhe discovery, use, and refinemenr of staining 
methods chan by the improvement of techniques for obser
vation of unstained specimens, and chat the primary path of 
development of analytical cytology has, similarly, been in the 
direction of measurement techniques using reagents, which 
have enabled us co characterize cells' chemistry and function 
with amazing sensitivity, specificity, and precision using 
relatively pedescrian measurement techniques. 

There are instances, however, where the increased com
plexity of rhe instrumentacion needed to make a measure
ment without using a reagent are offset by the porenrial dis
advancages associated with use of rhe reagent. A good exam
ple is the sorting of sperm for sex selection in animals and 
humans. This was mencioned briefly on pp. 26 and 178 and 
will be discussed further in Chapter l 0 . Of note here is van 
Munster's work on enrichmenr of X- and Y-sperm by sort
ing based on inrerferomecric volume measurcmenc' \•; ·'. 



Optical Parameters: Fluorescence 

There is nor much co add ro whar I have said ro this 
point about basic fluorescence measurement in flow cytome
rry. Observation periods in conventional flow cycometers are 
on rhe order of microseconds, while che fluorescence life
rimcs (pp. 112-8) of most probes and labels, and of fluores
cenr consciments of cells, are on che order of a few nanosec
onds. This means that hundreds of phocons are likely to be 
emitted from each fluorescent molecule in or on a cell dur
ing the cell's craverse of an illuminating beam ac a wave
length ac or near the molecule's excication maximum. 

While even che mosc efficienr fluorescence collection op
tics collect no more than abouc 20% of che coral emission 
from cells, the discussion of Q and B on pp. 221-3 cells us 
char, during the time a cell spends in rhe beam, rhe phoro
cathode of a dececcor PMT will crank our phocoelecrron for 
every few molecules of our mosr efficient probes , and per
haps one phocoeleccron for every few hundred molecules of 
our least efficient probes. Using our conventional measure
menr rechnique, once we have determined rhe specrral 
bandwidth of a particular detector, we have no way of telling 
whether the phocons reaching it co generate the phocoelec
tron current we measure came from a dye we were trying to 
measure, from a fluorescent cellular constituent, or from 
stray excitation light. There are, however, ways of ma.king at 
least some of those distinctions. 

Fluorescence Lifetime Measurements 
P. kv !"14 d s . kam d c . 12l) d ms . et a · an rem p an nssman use 

phase-sensitive detection co measure fluorescence life
times by flow cytomecry. The phase referred co here relates 
ro che eleccronic signal, nor rhe phase of light waves. The 

laser used for excicacion is modulated at a frequency between 
10 and SO MHz, meaning that the intensity fluctuates wich 
a period of 20 co 100 nsec. The fluorescence emitted by cells 
also flucmarcs at the modulation frequency, but chere is a 
difference in phase between the excitation and emission 
waveforms, corresponding to rhe excited scare lifetime. It is 
relatively simple co elecrronically dissect components of the 
fluorescence signal having different phase relationships ro 
rhe excitation waveform, and therefore representing emission 
from fluorophores with differenr lifecimes. This enables the 
separacion of signals from molecules with similar emission 
specrra. 

Using the phase-sensitive flow cytometer built ac Los 
Al S . karn d h. II is•J.7 h d amos, tem p an 1s co eagues ave emon-
scraced several possible uses of che fluorescence lifetime 
measurement, including separating weak signals from fluo
rescenrly labeled antibodies and/or gene probes from the 
autofluorescence background, discriminating signals from 
two probes wirh similar emission spectra but different life
times, and distinguishing emission signals from a single 
probe under different binding conditions. Capacity for life
time measurement has nor yet been incorporated into com
mercial flow cytomercrs. Lifetime measuremenrs may aJso be 
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made in imaging syscems; van Zandvoorr et al ''-'& were able 

co distinguish signals from rhe dye SIT0-1 3 bound co 
DNA and the same dye bo und to RNA using chis mechod . 

Fluorescence Polarization Measurements 

As was noted on p. 114, fluorescence polarization meas
urements may be used co assess che mobility of fluorescenc 
molecules. The laser sources used in most flow cytomerers 
emit linearly polarized light . If che molecules in a sample 
excited by such a laser were complecely immohile, che flu o
rescence emission would also be linearly polarized. However, 
any molecules char changed their orienrations while in che 
exciced stare would emit in a different plane of polarizacion . 
Small molecules in solution are freer to move chan arc iden
cical molecules bound co macromolecules or macromolecular 
assemblies; the degree of polarization of fluorescence emis
sion can, therefore, be used to estimate the proporcions of 
free and bound dye. Typical practice involves measuremenc 
of fluorescence emission in two planes of polarization, with 
analog or digital computation used ro derive values of fluo
rescence polarization or fluorescence anisotropy using che 
formulae shown on p. I 14. 

Flow cytometric measuremenrs of polarization , anisot
ropy, etc. are not difficult, in principle. Since rhc laser beams 
used for excication in mosc instrumenrs are already linearly 
polarized, it is only necessary co use polarizing filters, prisms, 
or bearnsplirters ahead of the fluorescence deteccors (PMTs) 

ro make the inrensity measurements in two planes of polari
zation1·' °"·'0'·•. Asbury et al" 3• have provided che mosr thor

ough and mosc current discussion of this subjec r. 

Energy Transfer Measurements: Something to 
FRET About 

Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) , 
also distinguished as Forster energy transfer, was inrro
duced on pp. 44-S and p. 11 S. lntrarnolccular energy trans
fer is responsible for che relatively large Stokes' shifts (p. 
112-3) of phycobiliproteins and tandem conjugates, bur rhe 
effect has many other interesting applicacions in cytomecry, 
most notably in decermining proximity between and/or 
colocalization of different molecules in or on cells. 

For energy transfer between two (donor and accepcor) 
chromophores ro occur, the absorption spectrum of che ac
ceptor must overlap the emission spectrum of rhe donor. If 
the donor and acceptor are sufficiently close, abso rption of 
excitation energy by rhe donor can resulc in nonradiarive 
transfer of chis excitation energy co rhc accepcor, with subse
quent emission by the acceptor at wavelengchs characteristic 
of che acceptor's emission spectrum. 

The smaller the distance between donor and acccpcor, 
the more likely ic becomes that resonance energy cransfer , 
rather than emission of fluorescence by rhe donor, will oc
cur. Forster showed char the probability of energy transfer 
varies as the inverse sixth power of the distance between the 
chromophores, and this high-order dependence allows the 
inrensity of energy transfer co be used to provide a sensicive 
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mea~ure of rhis distance, or whar Stryer and Hauglandm 
rermcd a "spccrroscopic ruler. " 

Energy transfer measuremencs using single beam excita
tion at 488 nm can be made using fluorescein , which is op
timally excited at this wavelength, as the donor, and tetrame
rhylrhodamine, which has less than 5% of its maximal ab
sorption at 488 nm, as the acceptor. Chan, Arndt-Jovin, and 
Jovin"' used flow cyromecric meamremenrs of energy trans
fer'' becween fluorescein- and tetramethylrhodamine-labelcd 
concanavalin A to estimate the proximity of receptors for 
rhis lecrin on che surface of Friend mouse eryrhroleukemia 
cells. 

The flow cyrometric energy cransfer measurement tech
nique originally described by Chan er al is applicable co rhe 
srudy of many different types of ligand-receptor interactions; 
Szollosi et al''6 reporced chat flow cyrometry offered advan
tages over conventional steady-state fluorimetry for energy 
transfer measurements on cell surfaces . 

Several groups have used energy transfer measuremenrs 
ro demonsrrate associations becween cell surface struc
rures '<-01·" ·' 1'"·10 and co investigate molecular assemblies on 

beads"'' . Bene er al used both energy transfer and anisotropy 

measurements in a srudy of receptor clustering2112• Energy 
rransfer between different lipid membrane labels has also 

been used to identify and sort cell hybrids" " . 
General principles and methodology have been reviewed 

by Szollosi er al '•" iw and by Matyus"0' ; cwo recent papers 

discuss the use of phycoerythrin and allophycocyanin as an 
energy cransfer pair for FRET measurcmenrsl"l-4_ 

Quenching and Energy Transfer 

Quenching of fluorescence (p. 115) occurs when energy 
is transferred from a fluorescent donor co a nonfluorescent 
accepror. Ir can occur via che Forster mechanism or other 
mechanisms. Such quenching can be undesirable; for exam
ple, as one labels an antibody molecule with an increasing 
number of molecules of a fluorescent dye, each additional 
molecule adds less and less additional fluorescence because 
of quenching due co intramolecular interactions. 

Parenthetically, while ic is true char, if we were able to 
put dozens of molecules of a covalendy bound label on an 
antibody, we would run che risk of changing che reacrivity 
by getting one of che label molecules into che binding re
gion, it is che quenching effect that prevems us from simply 
purring a loc of fluorescent dye on some ocher macromole
cule and conjugating char roan antibody. 

Quenching can be also desirable; when one is crying ro 
discinguish between fluorescent particles in a cell and chose 
bound co che surface, adding a speccrally appropriate cell
impermeant. nonfluorescenc dye ro che sample will quench 
che fluorescence of che extracellular, bur nor of che inrracel
lular panicles. 

Macko er af1" used quenching by a long range electron 
transfer (LRET) mechanism to study protein clustering ac 
cell surfaces. Packard and Komoriya"";" have synthesized 

fluorescent indicarors of protease activity in which rwo dye 
molecules attached co a peptide quench one another by an 
exciron transfer mechanism rather than a Forster mecha
nism; cleavage of che peptide by a protease renders the indi 
cator molecule many rimes more fluorescent. 

Measuring Fluorescence Spectra in Flow 

Measurement of fluorescence emission spectra in flow 
was mentioned on pp. 152-3. Since current commercial 
instruments from BO Biosciences, DakoCycomacion, and 
Parcec permit measurement of fluorescence excited by a sin
gle laser (usually ac 488 nm) in as many as 7 different spec
tral bands, using only dichroics and filters for specrral sepa
ration , one mighc say char low-resolution spectral measure
ment capabilicy is now available off chc shelf. 

Earlier efforcs"'"''°·"''·'" and more ambitious later projeccs 
have used polychromacic dereccion . A~bury er alim measured 

spectra of cells and chromosomes in flow using a mono
chromator char changed rhe wavelength detected by a PMT 
during che course of a run; the overall run yielded speccra of 
DNA dyes in che cells or chromosomes, although only a 
single wavelength was detected from any individual particle. 

Fuller and Sweedlerm' built a slow-flow syscem in which 
a gracing dispersed collected fluorescence emission to a 

CCD, so that different pixel regions on che CCD responded 
co different wavelengths. This system was used ro discrimi
nace and size submicron synthetic lipid vesicles. 

Gauci er alnc\O used a dispersing prism and an image
intensified diode array detecror co capture fluorescence spec
tra of individual Dictyosttlium spores stained wich fluores

cent antibodies bearing a variety of labels. 

Two-Photon Fluorescence Excitation in Flow 
Ic's nor <.-asy, and may nor be all chac's useful, hue it 's 

been done"0 . See pp. I 18-9. 

Bioluminescence Detection in Flow? 

People ask abour this on che Purdue Cyromecry Mailing 
List every now and then. Bioluminescencc assays generally 
involve a very long observation time (some of them use pho
rographic film as a derector), because you don'c gec a very 
high photon flux from mosr luminescent probes. Ir therefore 
seems unlikely thac you'd collect a lot of photons from a cell 
bearing luminescent material if you ran ic through che flow 
cyromecer for a few microseconds with rhe laser turned off 

Lindqvisc et al 1276 reported dececrion of luminescence 
from insect cells rransfecred with lucifera~c genes and ex
posed to luciferin; they did, however, use a 488 nm laser to 
illuminate che cells, and cheir paper docs not make clear 
whether the measurements would work with che laser turned 

off. 
So che botrom line of this little section (and of every 

paragraph in ic) is chac, when you ask me how I feel about 
che prospect of doing bioluminescence measuremcnrs 111 

flow, I will cell you: turned off. 



7.2 INTRINSIC CELLULAR PARAMETERS 

I have called cellular parameters chat can be measured 
without reagents intrinsic, and rhose chat require reagents, 
or probes, for their measuremem extrinsic. The contents 
and physical scaces of chemically defined entities in cells and 
organelles are structural parameters; functional parameters 
include biological properties and activities as well as a few 
specific chemical entities, such as intracellular pH and 
[Ca .. ], which undergo rapid physiologic changes in living 
cells. The distinction berween structural and functional pa
rameters is more arbitrary than che distinction between in
trinsic and extrinsic parameters; obviously, structural pa
rameters such as DNA content provide considerable infor
mation about cell function. However, the classification I 
have used seems agreeable to most people's sensibilities. 

Depending upon the composition of a cellular sample 
and upon the experimenter's goals, the same parameter can 
sometimes be used both co differentiate one cell cype from 
others in a mixed population and co provide information 
about the cell's biological state. For example, rumor cells 
with near haploid DNA content are readily distinguished 
from normal hose cells or stroma in the same sample, and 
can also be classified as being in the G/G, or in the S phase 
of che cell cycle, based solely upon a single measurement of 
DNA conrenc. Note, however, chat, in chis instance, cumor 
cell G, and M phase and scromal cell G/G, phase DNA con
tents will overlap; distinguishing these populacions will 
cherefore require mulciparameter measurements. 

I will cum now to intrinsic cellular parameters, after 
wh ich I will introduce probes and extrinsic cellular parame
ters . The list of measurable cellular parameters chat ap
peared as Table 1-1 on p. 3 is reproduced as Table 7-1 on 
the next page for convenience. 

Cell Size 

From the preceding sections of chis chapter, I hope you 
have concluded chat DC impedance (Coulter volume) 
measurement is a reasonably good physical parameter to use 
for measuring cell or particle size (volume, in chis case), chat 
forward light scacrering is an unreasonably bad one, and that 
extinction mighc be useful. le would, however, help if we 
had a "gold standard" for at least some form of size meas
uremenr; there is one, but it is nor cycometric, or at least not 
totally cyrnmecric. 

Mean Cell Volume: The Cellocrit as Gold Standard 

The Coulrer orifice itself does not provide an absolute 
measurement of cell volume; chis is best obtained, ac lease in 
terms of a mean value for a cell population, by first deter
mining the cellocrit. The cellocrit is analogous co che famil
iar hematocrit measurement of clinical hematology, which 
determines the fraction of coral blood volume occupied by 
red cells. The cellocric is obcained by centrifuging a suspen
sion containing a known number of cells per unit volume in 
a rube or capillary with a uniform cross-section along its 
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length, and measuring the heigh cs of the column of packed 
cells and of che entire column of fluid (i.e., the packed cells 
plus che supernatant). The cellocric, expressed as a decimal 
fraction, is che ratio of the first of chese co the second. If che 
ccllocrit is co be reported as a percentage, the value is 100 
rimes this racio. 

For ccllocrit measurements to be accurate, the cells must 
occupy a fairly high fraction of the fluid volume; red cells arc 
present at very high concentrations (about 5,000,000/µL) in 
blood, and the normal range of hemacocrits runs from about 
35% co about 50%. The best way to make cellocric meas

urements on cells other than red blood cells is co pellet the 
cells and make the measurement after che pellet is resus
pended in a very small volume of fluid. For critical work, 
isotope-labeled macromolecules can be added to the suspen
sion ro allow correction of cellocric values for che volume of 
suspending medium crapped in the packed cell column. 

In order co derive a measure of mean cell volume from 
che cellocrit, an accurate count of cells per unic volume muse 
be obtained from another aliquot of the sample used for 
ccllocric measurements. You should know by now chat you 
won't get an accurate or precise cell counr using a micro
scope and a hemacycometer; the cell count will have co be 
done by a cycornecer of one sort or another. The mean cell 
volume is then computed by dividing the ccllocrit (as a frac
tion) by che cell count. Measurements of cell volume made 
in this fashion provide a primary standard for calibration of 
apparatus chat is used for routine optical and/or electronic 
measurement of cell size. 

Cell Volume, Area, and Diameter 

Different cell size measuremenrs may be needed for dif
ferent applications. For example, if one wants co determine 
the concentration of a dye in cells, a value for cell volume is 
needed, while in calculations of antigen density, surface 
area is che desired quancicy. The relationships between these 
arc nonlinear; radius or diameter varies as the cube root of 
volume, cross-sectional area and surface area as che square of 
radius or diameter or the two-thirds power of volume. 
Schwarcz et al described a simple method of using log ampli
fiers co derive cell diameter and surface area from electronic 
volume measurements 1 ~2 ; ratio circuits have also been used 
by others for analog computation of receptor or antigen den
sicy from volume and presumptive cross-seccional area meas
urements·' "·61"'. These days, we'd use digital computers. 

Cell Sizing: Slit Scans and Pulse Widths 

A somewhat more practical general method of cell size 
measurement, available in some commercial flow cywme
cers, relies on the principle of slit-scanning (see pp. 183-4). 
The durations or widths of pulses produced at the dccecrors 
by particles passing through the illuminating beam will al
ways vary with che size of che particles; particles wich larger 
diameters or cross-sections will produce wider pulses. How
ever, differences in pulse width between parcicles of different 
sizes become most apparcnc when che illuminating beam is 
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focused to a spot that has at least one axis (that parallel with 
the flow} no larger chan, and, ideally, smaller chan, the di
ameter of the particles to be measured, producing a slit- scan 
(pp. 50-1) . 

The major drawback of typical slit-scanning systems lies 
in cheir use of a small focal spot size; the smaller the spot to 

which a laser beam is focused , che more rapidly che beam 
converges ro and diverges from a focus (pp. 137-8). A beam 
focused co a height of 2 µm maintains chat heighc over a very 
small discance; one would have to use a core diameter of 4 
µm or less co minimize variations in pulse widch due co 
hcam divergence. If the beam height is 5 µm, ic is possible to 
work with a more practical core diameter, 20 µm. 

Small beam heights also affect che range of angles over 
which forward scacter can be measured. A classical forward 
scaner "size" measurement collects light from angles smaller 
chan 2°, using a beam stop co block the axial illuminating 
beam from reaching che scatter detector. For this to work, 
the illuminating beam muse be diverging at an angle well 
below 2°, which can generally be arranged when relatively 
large focal spots are used. When the spot becomes only a few 
pm high, the illuminating beam diverges at larger angles, 
and the angle over which rhc "forward" scatter signals are 
collected is correspondingly increased, chus increasing the 
influence on che scatter signal of internal and surface scruc
cure relative to cell size. In a slit-scanning flow cycomecer in 
which observacion is done in a cuvecce, the forward scatter 
measurement can be done around a vertical blocker bar; 
since the width of the illuminating beam is much larger than 
its height, its divergence in the horizontal plane is smaller 
chan irs divergence in che vertical plane, and ic is possible to 
make forward scarrer measurements ac smaller angles rhan 
would be possible with a stream-in-air system, in which a 
horizontal blocker bar must typically be used in forward 
scacccr measurements co prevent lighc scattered from the 
scream itself from reaching che scatter detector. My inclina
tion would be ro get rid of this problem by gming rid of 
forward scarcer measurements, bur, while I will lay ouc my 
rationale over rhe nexc few paragraphs, I don't expect rhe 
manufacturers to jump on chis particular bandwagon any 
rime soon. 

I have already mentioned rhar slit-scanning, i.e., using a 
small beam height, increases chc effect of differences in par
ticle diameter on pulse widch. However, Hammond er al '248 

have pointed our char one can, at lease up to a point, gee 
rea.~onable size measurements of particles as small as I µm in 
diameter from a beam with a 20 µm height, simply by sub
tracting an offset corresponding to rhe signal component 
due co beam widch . They applied this transformation to 
pulse width signals from endosomes, and displayed the resul
ranr values on an expanded scale, allowing berrer visualiza
tion of differences between signals from these small particles. 

Pulse width measurements have been shown to be 
useful for cell sizing by several groups of invesriga
rors·-·0'· ' 0' · "'° · ' "' ·"-" ' " ·" · ' ~"1 ; extinction and side scarcer as well as 

forward scam:r signals may be used . Accuracy and precision 
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may be increased by using a dual-beam system co monitor 
flow velocities of individual particles and making corrections 
ro raw pulse width values•". However, how pulse widch is 
measured is critical. One can measure che width between 
two points ac a constant threshold level on rhe rising and 
falling edges of che pulse, which is referred ro as constanr
thrcshold pulse width. However, this has che effect of de
creasing the pulse width value for lower-amplitude pulses . 
Hammond ec al"" used che constant-fraction pulse: width 
measurement advocated by Leary et al '0' , in which the width 
is measured between points on che leading an<l rrailing edges 
of che pulse at signal levels equal to a constant fraccion of che 
pulse peak height. 

There is a substantial difference berwcen constanc
threshold and constant-fraction pulse width for Gaussian 
pulses of different heights. However, as the rise and fall 
times of a pulse become shorter, the difference between con
stant-threshold and constant-fraction measurements de
creases. If one has square cacher than Gaussian pulses, there 
should be no pracrical difference berween the cwo methods 
of width measurement. 

We ordinarily prefer not to get square pulses out of our 
cycomecers, because we are typically interested in the infor
mation contained in the area and/or the peak height of 
pulses as well as in pulse width information. However, if we 
split off some of the signal, and put ic through a logarithmic 
amplifier and/or a fairly high-gain linear amplifier before 
going to a pulse widch measurement circuit, we end up wich 
a signal that will give us acceptable pulse width measure
ments using a constant threshold. 

for particles at lease several µm in diameter, using an ex
tinction signal for pulse sizing makes a lot of sense. I have 
already (p. 282) mentioned that extinction is not particularly 
useful for quantifying amounts of cell-associated material, 
meaning rhac we won 't usually need the peak height or area 
of an extinction pulse. A cheap diode laser can be made 
quiet enough to do precise extinction measurements, and we 
only need a photodiode dcceccor. The drawback is chat rhe 
background noise level cacches up co us preccy quickly when 
we cry to look at submicron particles. We can'c readily limit 
the view of the optics, because we incvicably have a limited 
N.A. to work with on the axis of the illuminating beam, 
where we have co make our extinction measurements , due to 

the presence of a high-N.A. lens in the fluorescence collec
tion syscem, and we won 'c gee good enough spatial resolu
tion from a low N .A. lens ro look ac a really small area of the 
core. 

My proposed solution to the problems of on-axis and 
near on-axis measurements is to do away with chem. The 
orthogonal collection optics in a flow cyrometer are typically 
high-N.A. optics, meaning they have high spatial resolucion. 
If, instead of focusing che beam to a 5 µm height, one uses a 
more craccablc l 0 or 20 µm beam height, and places a slic 
over the side scatter detector, it is possible co collect a side 
scaner signal from a region of the beam only a few µm high . 
If, for example, the orthogonal collection optics have 20 x 
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magnificarion, rhe image of rhc intersecrion of a 20 µm 
beam wich the core scream is 400 µm high, and a 40 µm 
high slir, readily obrainable from oprics supply houses, will 
restrict rhe region of side scaccer dececcion co 2 µm. I have 
already noted that ic is impractical to use a 2 µm beam 
height because of problems wich rapid beam divergence; che 
approach of slit-scanning using a real slic eliminates chose 
problems. And, as usual, there's nothing much new in cy
comecry; Leon Wheeless cold me he made widch measure
ments using slics in che 1970's. 

If orthogonal scaccer is needed as a criggcr signal, ic is 
simple enough co use a beamspliccer co diverc che full beam 
height side scaccer signal co one PMT and rhe slit-height side 
scacccr signal for pulse widrh sizing co anorher. Log and/or 
high-gain amplification produce the near-square pulses we 
need for che quick-and-dircy width measurement. And, besc 
of all, we have a much berrer signal-co-noise rario in side 
scaner meamremem rhan we do in eicher forward scaner or 
excincrion measuremenr. 

Size Measurements in the Submicron Range 

Scarcer measurements for sizing, wirhour benefit of pulse 
width, are accually more respectable when we're dealing wich 
small scuff like bacteria, endosomes, and viruses, chan when 
we're dealing wich eukaryocic cells. Among ocher things, 
many bacteria are eicher spherical or ellipsoidal, or close 
enough so chac chey behave according to Mic theory. Malc
sev's group will at lease concede chac chey can find angles ac 
which bacteria could be properly characterized by scattering 
in a standard Aow cycomecer" ' 0 • Koch, Robertson, and Buc
con'56'·' have developed a method for escimacing bacterial cell 
volume and mass from foiward scatter signals, using 
Rayleigh and Rayleigh-Gans cheery (applicable co smaller 
particles chan Mie cheory) as well as Mie cheery. 

People who work routinely wich bacteria and smaller 
particles cend co use smaller focal spoc sizes chan people who 
work wich eukaryotes, alchough che beam divergence prob
lem previously mentioned limits how small one can practi
cally make che focal spot. Decreasing spot size concentrates 
che energy in che input laser beam in a smaller volume, in
creasing signal amplitude from particles in che sample. Noise 
due co lighc scaccering by particulate comaminancs in the 
sample and sheath Auids may nor change appreciably, since, 
although a smaller volume is illuminated, the imensicy of 
illuminacion increases. Thus, a substantial increase in signal
co-noise can only be achieved if the amount of stray lighc 
collected is decreased. 

When cells are measured in a scream in air, decreasing 
spot diameter co less than half scream diameter greacly re
duces scray scaccer from che scream; changing co a larger 
scream or capillary furcher reduces stray scatter, and substi
cucing a square cuvecte makes an additional improvement. 
The increased beam incensicy results in more photons being 
scattered from particles, which decreases variance of meas
urements due to photon staciscics; however, unless a Gaus
sian beam is ac lease 5 rimes rhe core scream widch, the in-

censiry profile will icself will keep che cheorerical minimum 
CV of measurements above 5 percent""'. When you stare 
wich a square cuvecce, making rhe beam smaller helps, up co 
a point6 ' 6 bur, in practice, che decreased spoc size scares co 
careh up with you as the increasing beam divergence causes 
lighc co spill around che beam stop. Small marine bacteria''"", 
small beads68', and large viruses (F. Elliocc and H. Shapiro, 
unpublished) have been dececrcd using forward scacrcr in 
laser source systems using flat-sided cuvettes for observation; 
che practical particle size limit for detection seems co be 
about 150 nm. 

In che submicron size range, scaccering from particles is 
predominanrly Rayleigh scaccering, varying in inrensiry, all 
other things being equal, as rhe inverse sixth power of parti
cle diameter~'. While such scaccering remains more incense in 
rhe forward direction chan ac 90°, che relative influences of 
size, incernal and surface structure, and particle asymmetry 
and orientacion no longer vary markedly with scattering 
angle. le may chus be more practical co use a 90° or large 
angle scacccring measurement chan a forward scacrcr meas
urement for dececcion and sizing of submicron parcicles(,R", 
because, when observation is done in a square cuvetce or a 
water-immersed system"' , and field scops arc appropriately 
used in the dececcion optics, chere is much less background 
noise from large angle scarcer measurements chan from for
ward scatter measurements. 

Figure 7-5. Side scatter signals from T2 bacteriophages. 

Figure 7-5 shows a discribucion of side scaner signals ob
served from T2 bacceriophages using rhe water-immersed 
flow syscem built at Block"; rhe bimodal discribucion, which 
is well separated from background noise, may reflecc the 
presence of virions with and without DNA. The sample was 
illuminated by a 100 mW, 488 nm argon laser beam. While 
rhe disrribucion shown is wide, excrapolacing backward from 
che 6th power (Rayleigh) dependence of scattering intensity 
on particle diameter indicates char the CV of che com:
sponding diameter measurement should be no more 
chan a few percent. The phages could scill be resolved well 



above background using rhe same optics with an air-cooled 
argon laser source emitting I 0 mW at 488 nm; since the 
limiting noise source in such scatter measuremenrs is stray 
lighr, rhis is nor surprising. Steen and Lindmo measured 
large angle scatter signals from large viruses in their arc 
source system""'·'"'', clearly establishing that, in scattering 
measurernenrs, problems are generally not solved by throw
ing more phorons at rhem; Steen (personal communicarion) 
has also recently measured scatter signals from viruses m 
prototype inscrumencs built by Apogee (see Chapter 8). 

Ocher Size Measuremenc Techniques 

Temappen et al'"' modified the angle of forward scatter 
collection and used a nonlinear rransformarion of the side 
scatter signal to improve resolution of peripheral blood leu
ko<..)'tes . In principle, improving signal-co-noise could fur
ther increase the sensitivity of scatter measurements. 

Zarrin , Bornhop and Dovichi described an appararus63? 

in which laser Doppler vclocimetry was used with a square 
cuverce-based flow cytometer to measure parcicles as small as 
90 nm. Jn laser Doppler vdocimerry, rhe scarcer signal from 
moving particles is modulated , while rhe background noise 
is nor; rhe signal is detected ar rhe modulation frequency, 
increasing signal-co-noise. 

A less radical sizing method was suggested by Gray, 
Hoffman, and Hansen'"' ; samples were prepared in a solu
tion containing a fluorescent compound of high molecular 
weight, which did not ger into rhe cells. The core diameter 
was kept constant, resulting in a decrease in the baseline 
fluorescence signal when a cell passed rhe observation point. 
One disadvantage of this approach is that it reduces rhe 
number of fluorescence measurements of extrinsic parame
ters rhat could be made concomitantly with the cell size 
measurement. Another is that, when the core size is small, 
rc<liscriburion of dye in the core around cells produces in
creases in fluorescence over baseline. This "dye exclusion 
arrifacc" has recently been further invescigared by Steen and 
Stokke'~··. who nore its possible adverse effects on fluores
cence measurements under some conditions. 

In concluding the discussion of cell size measurements, I 
should mention an interesting paper by Bator er aI ''0, who 
used high speed photography of cells passing through an 
electronic volume measurement orifice co correlate differ
ences in cell shape with differences in measured volume. 

Cell Shape and Doubler Discriminarion 

The most elegant flow cycomecric apparatus for deter
mining cell shapes was, wirhout doubt, the mulcidimcn
sional high-resolution slit-scanning system developed for 
cancer <..-ytology studies by Leon Wheeless and his colleagues 
at the Universiry of Rochesrer' ·'""'"'0 , beginning in rhe 
1970's. In chis instrument, profiles of cells were obtained in 
che direction of flow and in rwo orthogonal directions, using 
the fluorescence of acridine orange excited by a sharply fo
cused 488 nm laser beam. Rapid digirizacion allowed several 
doi.en points on each pulse profile to be measured and cap-
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cured in a dedicated minicomputer system. As I mentioned 
on p. 212, Wheeless ' slit-scanning work represented che first 
application of digital pulse processing in flow cycomecry; 
while the low resolution of available conveners limited rhe 
dynamic range of measurements, rhe large number of points 
measured per pulse allowed fairly detailed morphologic in
formation to be captured. 

Slightly less fancy scanning flow cyromerers were huilr 
and used for analysis of chromosomes"'"·' and phycoplank
ron6'" , and for two-dimensional imaging of cells in flow'"'"-' 1'''. 

The analytical procedures used in high-resolution slir
scanning and imaging flow cyromerers require oprical and 
electronic hardware and software rather different from , and 
more complex chan, char which is used in commercial and 
most laborarory-builc flow cycomerers. Progress in electron
ics has gradually made it easier and more affordable to do 
mulriple point pulse profile processing on borh laboratory
built and modified commercial instruments '"''·"" " ''' , and to 
incorporate imaging capabiliry into flow sysrems. Commer
cial insrrumencs which offer one or borh of these feacures 
include Fluid Imaging Technologies' FlowC:AM:"' (p. 
168; also see Chapter 8) and CycoBuoy b.v.'s Cyro
Buo/~(see Chapter 8), both designed for aquatic applica
tions, the Union Biomecrica COPAS systems for large par
ticle .sorting (p. 265; also see Chapter 8), and clinical urine 
analyzers from International Remote Imaging Systems 
and Sysmcx (Toa) 2~7 (Chapter 8). Amnis is developing a 
flow cycometer with hyperspeccral imaging capahiliry~«" ; see 
Chapter 11 for contact information. 

David Galbraith and his colleagues, ar the Universiry of 
Arizona247' ·' used high-speed digitization to collect mulriple 
point pulse profiles of cells, and found char the skewness and 
kurrosis (these are higher moments of scariscical distribu
tions ; see p. 234) of pulses provided useful information for 
discriminating among cell rypes. 

More information about asymmecric cells rhan is avail
able in conventional flow cytomerers can be derived from 
making measurements of the same parameter at two d iffer
ent angles; this technique is used in sperm sorting, where che 
fluorescence of Hoechst 33342 is measured in borh forward 
and orrhogonal directions co improve resolution of X- and 
Y-chromosome bearing cclls''5"'m.m·'. Sperm sorring will be 

discussed further in Cha peer 10. 
Zucker, Perreault, and Elstein '" 0 used a combination of 

forward scarter and extinction signals co identify sperm of 
different refractive indices and orientations in an unmodified 
Orcho flow cyrometer; the inscrumenr is no longer available, 
and current research flow cyromecers do nor include extinc
tion measurement capability. 

However, some information about cell shape and orien
rarion is available even co users of conventional flow cyrorne
cers, which have low-resolution slit-scan capability by vinue 
of using relatively small beam heights . Relationships berween 
excincrion pulse widths, peak hcighrs, and integrals, rend to 

be different for symmetric and asymmetric cells, and for 
single particles and doublers or multiplets . Some shape in-
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formation can also be obcaine<l from the relacionship be
tween forward and large angle (orthogonal or 90°) light scar
cer signals ; cells of different shapes will generally cluster in 
different regions of a rwo-dimensional distribution of these 
parameters, although che locacions of these clusters may not 
always be predictable a priori. 

Wolfgang Gohde, Sr., was one of che first to consider the 
problem of doubler discrimination. Flow cycomecer manu
facturers acknowledged his contribution by licensing his 
patent when they began co promote the use of a combina
tion of pulse height and pulse area as a means of eliminating 
most doublers from DNA content analyses. 

The same amount of fluorescence (i .e., the same value of 
rhe pulse integral) will be recorded when a single G, or M 
phase cell passes through rhe measurement system or when 
cwo G0 or G , phase cells pass through in close proximity. 
However, rhe heighr of the fluorc.~cence pulse will , in gen
eral , be lower for rhe doublets rhan for rhe singlets; while, in 
principle, rwo G 0 or G , cells passing through "side by side" 
should generate a pulse approximately as high as that pro
duced by a single G, or M cell, chis orientation of doublets is 
rare because the hydrodynamics of flow favor chem being 
oriented along the axis of flow. 

Go /G1 DOUBLETS 

PULSE INTEGRAL 

Figure 7-6. The principle of doubler discriminacion 
using pulse height and pulse integral measuremencs. 

Figure 7-6 illusrraces che principle of doublet discrimina
tion based on pulse height and integral measurements; the 
quadrilateral gate shown on rhe figure would remove most, 
buc noc all , G0 IG , doublets. Modern DNA hiscogram analy
ses procedures employ somewhac more sophisticated meth
ods for doubler and multiplet discrimination, but the pulse 
height-vs.-pulse integral method is still better chan noching. 
Ir might be used more often for immunofluorcscencc analy
sis, in which unrecognized doublers may push experimenters 
co invalid conclusions. 

If you go back co high school geometry, and recall chat 
che areas (integrals) of plane figures such a~ rectangles and 
criangles arc proporrional to the produce of base (width) 
rimes heighc, you will appreciate char dividing a pulse inte
gral by a pulse height should give a quancity representative of 

pulse widch, meaning chat it is possible: to obtain pulse 
width information even in instruments chat do noc have 
pulse width measurement circuitry or capability, as long as 
the beam is small enough so chat pulse height and pulse in
tegral do not conrain identical information (see pp. 183-4). 

Pulse widch itself is useful for doublet discriminacion ··; 
in che context of ONA analysis, G 0 /G , doublets will have 
larger pulse widths than single G, or M cells. Wersto ct al '""' 
provide a good recenr reference on che ropic. The Luminex 
100 instrument (see Chapcer 8) , designed for doing mulci
plexed ligand binding assays on color coded pla~cic beads, 
uses a pulse widch measuremenc obtained by low-resolution 
digital pulse processing to eliminate doublers from analyses. 

Measurement of Intrinsic Parameters Using Absorption 
or Extinction Signals 

Microspectrophotomecric absorption measurements of 
cells on slides can be used for quanritativc analysis of sub
stances with weak absorption, e.g., pararosaniline, used in 
che Feulgen staining procedure, as well as for measurements 
of substances wich high extinccion coefficients, e.g. nucleic 
acids (measured at 260 nm) and hemoglobin (measured in 
che Soret band around 415 nm). When scacic specimens are 
analyzed on slides, it is possible co select mouncing and im
mersion media wich refractive indices marched co those of 
che specimens, thus minimizing artifaccs due to light scaccer
ing. The spacial resolution and che numerical apercures of 
illuminacion and collection opcics are typically higher in 
microspeccrophotometers than in flow cytometers, which 
makes it possible to do beccer absorption measurements in 
the former3' ·5' . 

There has been some applicacion of flow cytomecers to 

measurement of nucleic acids and hemoglobin; Kamencsky's 
original instrument65.c.6.n and the Cycoscreener' '• were boch 

equipped for measurement of nucleic acid absorption at 260 
nm, while the Block arc source instrument"' measured nu
cleic acid absorpcion at 260 nm and hemoglobin absorption 
at 420 nm. The nucleic acid measurements did nor appear 
ro be as precise as those obtained by microspeccrophotome
cty; the hemoglobin measuremencs were adcquace for dis
crimination of erythroid cells from leukocytes and produced 
escimates of hemoglobin content in reasonable agreement 
with those obtained by conventional hemoglobinomecry. 

Stewart, Stewarc and Habbersett 'm, using the multi 
parameter sorcer ac Los Alamos, demonscraced char dead 
cells, i.e., cells wirh membranes permeable to propidium 
iodide, could be differentiated from other cells in leukocyte 
suspensions on the basis of lower extinction signals. 

Fluorescence Measurements of Intrinsic Parameters 

Autofluorescence: Pyridine and Flavin Nucleotides 

The autofluorescence of most mammalian cells appears 
co be due primarily co the presence of pyridine (NAO, 
NADP) and flavin (FMN, FAD) nucleotides wh ich, re
spectively, imparc UV-excited blue and blue-excited green 



fluorescence co cells1"1.">. Fluorescence speccra of these mate
rials arc shown in Figure 7-7. 
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Figure 7-7. Fluorescence spectra of some materials 
implicated in mammalian cell autofluorescence. 

650 

Many investigators have been concerned wich autofluo
rescence solely as a source of interference wich measurement 
of weak fluorescence signals, e.g. fluorescein immunofluores
cencc. The fluorescence emission from unscained murine 
lymphocyres, excited at 488 nm and meamred chrough the 
long pass filccr combination used for single parameter meas
uremencs of fluorescein immunofluorescence, was originally 
reporred ro have an average imensicy equal ro chac which 
would be measured from I 0,000 molecules of amibody
bound fluorcscein (reference 184; D . Parks, personal com
municacion) . The 10,000 molecule figure was obtained in 
che days when the FACS measured fluorescence between 
520 and about 650 nm, using a long pass color glass filter, 
and wa~ probably affected by filter fluorescence, Raman scat
ter, and ocher factors. Today's insrrumems use narrower 
band filrers for green fluorescence emission, eliminacing che 
Raman scacrer concribucion; improved filter design has es
sentially eliminaced filter fluorescence. 

Surveys conducced in 1989-90 by Abe Schwarcz and his 
colleagues ';r.i found a mean value of 657 fluorescein MESF 

for lymphocyce autofluorescence; Hoffman and 
Kuhlmann'"' reported somewhat lower values, bur, even ac 
che level of a few hundred MESF. ic is autofluorescence chat 
limirs rhe sensicivicy of immunofluorescence measurements 
using fluorescein -labeled antibodies. Autofluorescence of 
lymphocytes in che region normally used for phycoerychrin 
measurement is only 50 MESF. 

On rhe plus side, the high aucofluorescence of blood 
neutrophils '0

' and the higher aucofluorescence of eosino
phils161 have, in conjunccion with forward and side scarcer 
measurements, been used for idencificacion and sorting of 
rhese cells. The spectrum of eosinophil autofluorescence is 
nearly identical to char of riboflavin; Mayeno, Hamann, and 
Gleich':'? have shown by chemical analysis of excraccs char 
granulc-a'isociaced flavin adenine dinucleoride (FAD) ac
counts for abouc 85% of eosinophil aucofluorescence. In my 
experience, eosinophil autofluorescence is equivalent to a 
few thousand fluorescein MESf. However, I have also noted 
yellow aurofluorescence (in rhe 575 nm specrral region) 
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from eosinophils when using green (532 nm) excirarion; 
would not expecc this m come from llavins (see figure 7-7). 
Havenith er al""" have sorccd alveolar macrophages from 
dendritic cells based on the high aurolluorescence of 1he 
former; Njorogc er aim• have isobted autofluorescenc macro
phages from blood cell culrures. 

Pyridine and Flavin Nucleotides and Redox Scare 

Pyridine and flavin nucleotide fluorescence vary wirh che 
oxidation-reduction or redox state of cells, and NADH 
(and NADPH) fluorescence measurements have been used 
ro monitor redox scares of cells, rissues, and organs since che 
technique was described by Britcon Chance and Bo Thorell 
in the lace 1950's '"~ 90 • In I 979, Thorell described flow cy
tomecric mcasuremenrs of the redox scare of liver cells based 
on NADH fluorescence '" '; by che rime of his <leach in 1982, 
he had added che capacicy to measure endogenous fluoro
chromes and flavin nucleotides ro his apparacus as well ''"·'"' . 
Hafeman cc al' 9' used flow cyrometry ofNADH fluorescence 
in blood neucrophils ro demonscrace that the respiraCOf)' 
bum induced in chese cells by chemocaccic stimuli and 
phorbol esters is an all-or-none event; Van De Winkel and 
Pipeleers"'oJ sorted insulin-concaining pancrearic cells based 
on changes in redox scare following exposure ro glucose . 

Pyridine and Flavin Nucleotides and Cancer 
Several groups126n.mi.i have described characcerisric 

changes of the racio of pyridine to flavin nucleotide fluores
cence in bulk in tissue specimens from mmors and precan
cerous sraccs and in rumors in vivo; this work has not pro
vided a new diagnosric applicarion for flow cycometry bur 
has, insread, led to che development of devices for dececcion 
of tissue ischemia257 i and for endoscopic cancer diagnosis:' ·' . 
Xillix, a company in Richmond, Bricish Columbia, Canada 
<htcp://www.xillix.com> sells inscrumenrs for autofluores
cence bronchoscopy and ocher endoscopic applications. 

Bacrerial Autofluorescence Measuremenrs 

Jim Ho, of chc Canadian Defence Research Establish
ment, has developed instruments rhac measure UV-excited 
baccerial aucofluorescence and parcicle size in aerosols; chcse 
paramerers may help distinguish among species. Like 
Gucker's original aerosol parricle counter (p. 74), Ho's 
FLAPS (fluorescence Aerodynamic Particle Sizcr) ' ' ·\ r. is de

signed co dececc biowarfare agenrs. A second-generacion in
strument 0 Ho, personal communication; N . Dovichi, per
sonal communication) resulced from collaboration berween 
Jim and Norm Dovichi, rhen ar the University of Alberca 
and now at che Univcrsicy of Washingron. Norm pa~sed 

through Los Alamos and played wich chemical and 
nonchemical applications of flow cycomccry6~'·1>1< ·.r.•'' 91 "· ·· before 

he put his experience co use in developing the capillary elec
rrophoresis-based gene sequencer,,-'·' and hie che big time. 
The improved bacterial aerosol analyzer measures fluores
cence emission in 16 spectral regions and sizes bacteria by 
laser Doppler vdocimerry0"; particles are detected and sized 
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in a red laser beam, and fluorescence is excited by a pulsed 
cripled YAG laser downstream. Mixed populations are re
solved with che aid of principal component analysis (p. 252). 

Porphyrin Fluorescence in Erythroid Cells 

In the early development of eryrhroid cells in rhc bone 
marrow, porphyrins may accumulate in cells in amouncs 
that outstrip che cells' capaciry co synthesize heme from 
porphyrin and iron. Heme is nonfluorescenc due to the 
quenching of the intrinsic fluorescence of porphyrin by iron, 
but both rhe porphyrin precursors of heme and rhe zinc 
protoporphyrin formed when iron incorporation is im
paired, as occurs in iron deficiency and lead intoxication, 
fluorcscem. The Scokes shifts for porphyrin fluorescence are 
large; excitation maxima are in the violet (Sorer band) and 
emission maxima in the orange or red (see Figure 7-7). The 
fluorescence of red cells in bulk has been used for diagnostic 
purposes and that of red cell precursors in marrow is detect
able in a flow cycometer using excitation from the violet 
(406-422 nm) lines from a krypton laser (C. Stewart, per
sonal communication). Zinc protoporphyrin has been meas
ured in single cells using image cytomcrry"""·' ; I have been 
able co measure irs fluorescence in a flow cyrometer using 
I 00 mW excitation at 441 nm from a He-Cd laser (Figure 
7-8) , bur only by raking great pains co reduce stray light and 
fluorescence from optical components. Using flow or image 
cyromerry co follow rhe disappearance of fluorescent red cells 
from the circulation may be helpful in monitoring treatment 
of lead poisoning, which is a common clinical condition. 
Violet laser diodes could provide useful, and, ulrimarely, 
inexpensive light sources for clinical instruments intended 
for such measurements. 

ZINC PROrOPORPHVRIN IN RBC'S 
s11r-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Figure 7~. Zinc procoporphyrin fluorescence in hu
man red cells; orange fluorescence (>570 nm) was 
exdced wich a 100 mW He-Cd laser ac 441 nm. 

Red cell porphyrin fluorescence is also encountered in 
erythropoietic protoporphyria, a relatively rare hereditary 
d isorder, in which rhe bones and ceerh are colored red by 
excess porphyrin deposition, and in which che effects of por
phyrins on the nervous sysrem lead to biz.acre behavior. King 
George lil of England is believed co have been a victim; 
other sufferers were persecuted as werewolves. Brun, Steen, 
and Sandberg"''" have made flow cycomerric measurements 

of porphyri n in patients with chis disease, presumably nor 
when the moon was full. 

A potential clinical application of porphyrin metabolism 
in lymphocytes, rarher than erythrocytes, is suggested by rhe 
fact that activated T cells accumulate subsranrial amounts of 
intracellular protoporphyrin IX in rhe presence of exogenous 
delra-aminolevulinic acid (AlA)" ." ''. This may allow patho
logical proliferation of T cells co be at lease partially arrested 
by photodynamic therapy. 

Other Pigments 

Aucofluorescent pigments such as the UY-excited, blue 
fluorescent lipofusc:ins accumulate within mammalian cells 

f . f J gki d 1 1 9~ , .,6 d fl as a uncuon o age. on n et a · use auto uores-
cence to sort cells of presumptively different ages for subse
quent biochemical analysis. Hunt er al 126"'0 examined che 
accumulation of ceroid, a fluorescent pigment produced by 
oxidation oflipid/protein complexes, and found in rhe lipid
laden macrophages, or foam cells, which infiltrate arheroscle
rotic lesions. They found that a 424 nm bandpass filrer was 
more selective than a 490 nm long pass filter for detection of 
the UV-excited fluorescence of ceroid in macrophages. Pup
pets et al' m measured carotenoids in single cells, bur by 
Raman microspectroscopy rather chan fluorescence flow 
cytometry. 

The Jovins, in Gotringen, made flow cyromerric meas
urements of rhe fluorescence of aromatic amino acids in 
proteins in differentiating cells, using a frequency-doubled 
argon laser operacing in the UV ar 257 nm for excitation '"''. 

Chlorophyll and Phycobiliproteins 

Plant photosynthetic pigments, including chlorophyll, 
which contains a magncsium-porphyrin complex, and che 
phycobiliprotcins present in algae, have a characteristic 
autofluorescence rhac has been studied in vivo by Trask cc 
al'9; and Olson et al' ''3 , among ochers. Chlorophyll irself has 
absorption regions in che ultraviolet and violet (below about 
450 nm) and the far red (abom 680 nm), and emirs in the 
near infrared. Since most of che light penetrating past the 
surface layers of the ocean is in the blue and green regions of 
the spectrum, most algae concain relatively large amounts of 
phycoerythrin, phycocyanin, and allophycocyanin, which 
absorb blue-green, yellow-orange, and red light, respectively, 
and which, in concert, allow nonradiative transfer of inci
dent light energy co chlorophyll. T he phycobiliprorei ns 
have, to say the least, been exploited as fluorescent labeling 
reagents114 and will be discussed further in chis context. 

Since different algal species contain differenc amounts of 
the various pigmencs, and since che spectra of che same types 
of phycobiliproteins (e.g., phycoerythrin) from different 
species may also differ, it is possible co use rnulcisration flow 
cyromcrric measurements of fluorescence excited ac differenr 
wavelengths co classify and count phytoplankton popula
rions111. This has been pursued as an approach ro environ
mental monitoring. 



Flow cytomecry and flow cytomecric measuremencs of 
intrinsic pigment fluorescence in phytoplankton and marine 
bacteria have become widely used in oceanography'0~ ' -'; 

among other chings, chis led to che discovery of ex:cremely 
abundant, but previously overlooked, chlorophyll-bearing 
marine bacceria'z'~. 

Xu, Auger, and Govindjee1273 used a flow cytomerer co 
measure chlorophyll fluorescence in isolated spinach 
rhylakoids. The cycomecer does measure the variable (lighc
dependent) component of fluorescence, alchough the high 
excitation intensity may perturb measurements under some 

c1 rcumstances. 

Infrared Spectra and Cancer Diagnosis 

Benedetti et aJ1277•9' and Wong and Rigas and their col
laboracors"8' ·' , using Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) 
spectroscopy, described differences between normal cells 
and cells from leukemias and several solid tumor types. Dif
ferences were most consistently found in the nucleic acid 
phosphate srrecch bands at 1080 cm·' and in a protein band 
at 1540 cm·' . Most of these studies involved bulk measure
ments, although leukemic cells have been examined by FT
IR microscopy"8' ·'. 

This work, like rhe work on pyridine and flavin nucleo
tide fluorescence mentioned previously, raises an important 
question. Since, in many cases, e.g., analyses of cervical 
specimens, actual malignant cells represent a very small frac
tion of the cells present in an abnormal specimen, the meas
ured differences becween specimens are more likely co reflect 
some alteration or premalignanc scare in a large fracrion of 
che cdls in a specimen than to represent signals from che 
malignant cells themselves. le is nor clear chat flow cytomecry 
can contribute to the resolution of chis issue. 

7.3 PROBES, LABELS, AND [Non PROTOCOLS FOR 
EXTRINSIC PARAMETER MEASUREMENTS 

As I said way back in Chapter I, most of che measure
ments of extrinsic parameters done in most flow cytometers 
use fluorescent reagents. The discussion thac follows will 
deal primarily with fluorescent staining and fluorescence 
measurements, covering ocher staining techniques when rhey 
are applicable in conventional flow cytometers or should be 
considered a~ part of an alternative approach to flow cytome
cry. 

I have co introduce some ground rules here, for a num
ber of reasons. There are a Joe of probes now; some of them 
are dyes, and some of chem are natural produces, and big 
ones ac that, e.g., the fluorescent proteins and che phyco
biliproceins. I know a lot about some probes and not much 
about ochers, so I will only cover probes wich which I have 
been fairly intimately involved in much detail. 

If you need more details, chere are rwo excellent sources. 
for the classicists, ch ere is che new 1 Och Edition of Conn's 
Biological Stains, edited by Richard Horobin and John Kier
nan21'0. Conn 's went 25 years (1977-2002) berween the 9th 

and 10th Editions, so I don't feel coo bad about che 8-year 
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(I 995-2003) gestation period for chis 4th Edition of Practi
cal Flow Cytometry. 

Bue I digress. If you wane the last word on fluorescent 
probes, cheir structure, their spectra, cheir uses, thousands of 
references, and (on the web), price and delivery information, 
you want to look at the 9ch Edition of Molecular Probes' 
Handbook of Fluorescent Probes and Research Products''", 
edited by Dick Haugland. There's nor much point in dupli
cating whac's in there, especially since you can gee the book 
for nothing (at lease if you hurry), or pull up a regularly up

dated version online at <hccp://www.probes.com>. 
As ro prococols, Practical Flow Cytometry has always been 

more of a "why-to" book than a "how-ro" book in terms of 
its discussions of which probes and parameters may be most 
useful for which applications. I cover how che probes work, 
just as I cover how che instruments work, bur, in the major
ity of cases, I can't and don't provide che protocols, i.e., de
railed information on che exact concentrations of reagents, 
compositions of buffers, incubation rimes and temperatures, 
etc., chat you need co make the probes work in your lab with 
your instrument and your samples. 

Although you can't just run out to The Heme Depot 
and gee such information, chcre are sources. l mentioned 
several on pp. 62-5. I would cum first ro Current Protocols in 
Cytometrym9, which is available in loosdeaf and/or CD
ROM versions, both frequencly updated. When a significanc 
methodological advance in flow or image cyrometty is re
ported in the literature, it's a good bee that che editors of 
Current Protocols will hound one or more of che authors into 
producing a writeup of che procedure including all of rhe 
technical details that were omitted from rhe "Materials and 
Methods" section of the journal article. The various volumes 
of Methods in Cell Biology devoted co cyromecry10·"l.18' ' may 

also be helpful. 
Most people who publish good new methodology arc 

anxious to proselytize; you can usually gee experimental de
rails from chem via snail mail or e-mail, or from their lab or 
personal web sites. The Purdue Cytomecry Mailing list is 
also a good place to go for help; you'll get more and berrer 
answers from the experts if your inquiries about procedures 
indicate that you've done your homework. 

Ac chis point, having cold you what I don't do , I'll gee 
back co what I do do before I get into deep . . . never mind. 

Probes, Labels, and Dyes 

I introduced a distinction between probes and labels on 
pp. 42-3, and I will now say a bit more about char subject. 
We use reagents co measure extrinsic cellular parameters 
because chere aren' t ways, or because we haven't found che 
ways, to estimate or measure all of the attributes of cells in 
which we might be interested. 

There is a hierarchy of specificity, or of selectivity, of re
agents, and we can appreciate it by considering the history of 
staining, some of which is covered in Conn S'''", and some of 
which is in older books" ·3' ·3·'m. If we look at stains classically 
used for blood cells, which dace back co Paul Ehrlich's work 
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m rhe 1880's", we find rhcy are mixtures of an acid dye 
(rypically eosin), which binds to basic elements within cells, 
meaning mostly proteins, and a basic dye(s) (rypically one or 
more of the azure dyes, all chiazines), which bind(s) co acidic 
clemenrs, notably nucleic acids, but also sulfonated glycosa
minoglycans. We don 't expect eosin to bind to acidic ele
ments or azure dyes co bind to basic elements, but chat's as 
specific as rhose dyes gee. However, we can legirimarely call 
rhose dyes probes, even if they arc probes of some relatively 
nonspecific characteristics or constituents of cells. 

At the ocher end of che hierarchy, we have antibodies 
and gene probes, large, or relarively large, molecules them
selves, which, respectively, are exquisitely specific for mac
romolecular structure and sequence, at least when used un
der appropriate conditions. They, too, arc probes, bur, in 
order ro detect them using an optical flow cytomerer, we 
have ro attach a label. Until the 1980's, almost all che labels 
we had were relatively low molecular weight dyes; since 
then, it has become increasingly likely chat the label used for 
an antibody will be a macromolecule, specifically, a phyco
biliprocein , which may also have small dye molecules cova
lently atrached co it to modify ics spectral characteristics. 

Some of the dye probes we use are sensitive to changes in 
rheir chemical environment, and would be useless if they 
weren't. Measurements of intracellular pH are usually done 
using dyes char change their specual characteristics as pH 
changes. That's an essential characrerisric for a probe, but an 
undesirable one for a label, which we would like to be able 
to attach co a specific probe molecule without altering either 
the spectral characteristics of che label or che specificicy of 
the probe, and which we would like to behave (i.e., fluo
resce) preccy much rhe same way regardless of the environ
ment in which ir finds icsdf. Well, rhat 's not che way che 
world works; just co ci re one example, fluorescein, one of the 
all-rime favorite fluorescent labels , is environmentally sensi
tive; its fluorescence increases with pH, enough so char de
rivativc::s of fluorescein are routinely used as pH probes. 

I will start getting down to che specifics by discussing 
dyes and sraining mechanisms in general, and the prepara
cive rechniques, such as fixation and permeabilization, 
which may be needed co get dyes inco cells, and then cover 
the reagents used to measure che parameters in Table 7- 1, 
scarring wich nucleic acid dyes and wich labels . 

Dyes and Quality Concrol: Gorillas in the NIST 

In previous editions of chis book, I said chat if there were 
a Shapiro's Third Law of Flow Cytomccry, it would 
probably be chis: 

Shapiro's rrliinf £aw of J'ww Cytometryf 
Wfiat's in tlie 'Bottle 

Isn't ?l/gcessarify 
What's on tlie La6el! 

This was particularly apt co be uuc for older bottles con
taining less common dyes; the Biological Scain Commission, 

which was set up co provide some degree of quality control 
over stains used routinely in research and clinical laborato
ries, has never gotten very far into rhe business of cerrifying 
fluorescent dyes, and even certified lots of dye may contain 
impurities. The problem of dye purity is hardly a new one in 
histochemistry and cytochemistry; Scocr's piece on "Lies, 
damned lies - and biological srains"'ll and rdaced com:
spondence722 and Horohin's rcview~2) provide some historical 

background. 
Spectroscopy docs not provide much assistance when 

you 're crying co find out whether your reagents are pure. 
You can only compare spectra of your lot wich published 
speccra when you're working with relacivcly wdl-known 
scains; when what you've goc definirely isn't the stain you 
wanted, the spectrum is likely co rdl you, but , when whar 
you've got is 45% what you wanted and 55% other junk, or 
when you're working up new compounds, spectra won 't 
necessarily help. 

A widely applicable, and perhaps the most useful , 
method for determining dye puriry is thin layer chroma
rography7", which can quickly tell you when you've got a 
mixrure of compounds in the boccie. Mose of the companies 
char specialize in dyes for analytical cytology wi ll give you 
some idea of rhe puricy of rheir produces if you ask. If you 're 
looking for something thac isn'r in their catalogs, cry co find 
it in laser grade; laser grade dyes are ape to be reasonably 
clean. I know a lot of people who are happy thac they didn ' t 
publish results char were obtainable only from a single borde 
of dye, and a few who are unhappy char rhey did. I include 
myself in che former category. 

When measuring fluorescence specrra of dyes , ic is a 
good idea co make sure char chc phocodececcor in your in
strument will respond over the spectral range of emissions 
you intend to measure. Ideally, rhe fluorescence spectrum 
should be corrected for variations wirh wavelength in source: 
emission incensiry and detector response. Mosr speccro
fluoromecers use phocomulriplier rubes wich minimal re
sponse above 600 nm and negligible response above 650 
nm; no amount of deccronic "correction" can produce an 
accurate spectrum at longer wavelengths from such detec
tors. The Hamamarsu R928 and R 14 77 will respond co 
wavelengths as long as 800 nm; beyond chat, you need an 
R3896 or a gallium arsenide tubes uch as an R636. Ir 
doesn't matter if che source and excitation monochromator 
in the inscrument will provide excicacion and selecr emission 
ouc co 900 nm if che rube won' t respond past 650. When in 
doubt, look at the PMT. 

In recent years, che manufacturers and distributors of 
dyes used in flow cyromccry seem co have taken ir upon 
rhemselves co supply high-quality produces. You srill need co 
be careful if you play che kinds of games I play, i.e., buying 
laser dyes, drugs, and ocher interesting chemical scruccures 
and crying co find out whether rhey are of any use in flow 
cytomerry. 

Since the last edirion of chis book emerged, several or
ganizations, including che Cencers for Disease Concrol , Food 



and Drug Administrarion, Hcalrh Canada, National Insti
tutes of Health, and NCCLS have pursued che standardiza
tion of fluorescent reagents. The 800-pound gorilla of stan
dardization, at lease in the U.S., is the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) (formerly the National 
Bureau of Standards). which has been recruited into produc
ing some standardized fluorescent reference materials, start
ing wirh a certified fluorescein solution and expecced ro pro
gress co fluorescein-labeled beads and to solutions and beads 
containing ocher fluorescent materials. Several publications 
have already emerged from NIST's collaborarive efforts'w•. 

The Dyes a re Cast: An Overview 
The spectral characteristics of a representative sample of 

fluorescent dyes, probes, and labels, and the excitation wave
lengths available from various lighr sources, are shown in 
Figure 7-9, on the next page. AJchough there are thousands 
of compounds in Molecular Probes' catalog (the indispensa
ble Handbook"''), and there are at lease a few labels chat are 
available conjugated to hundreds of different monoclonal 
antibodies, I'd guess chat at least three-quarters of the sam
ples run through flow cycometers contain at least one of the 
dyes/probes/labels shown in the figure. 

A few selected paramecers and applicable fluorescent 
probes are found in Table 7-2, on the page opposite the 
spectral chart. I've narrowed down the range of light sources 
in che chart co include four excitation wavelength ranges 
likely co be found in fluorescence flow cytometers, i.e., blue
grecn (488 nm), red (633-640 nm), UV (325-365 nm), and 
violet (395-415 nm). Probe emission maxima are indicated 
nexc co probe names. 

Consideration of Figure 7-9 and Table 7-2 makes appar
ent the rationale for che use of multiple, spatially separated 
fluorescence excitation beams in multipararneter flow cy
tomecry. Even when one can choose from a number of 
probes to select those wich desired spectral characteristics, 
the use of several separaced beams generally facilitates resolu
tion of fluorescence signals from mulciple probes. When a 
choice of probes is not available, mulristacion flow cytomecry 
may provide the: only means of making correlated measure
ments of rwo or more parameters of interest. 

I've been bearing this drum for over rwency years now; as 
I write this, I am looking at an arricle8 called "Mulcistation 
multiparamcter flow cyrometry: A critical review and ration
ale," which I published in Cytometry (3:227-43) in January 
1983. That arcicle, which was adapted from a grant applica
tion (not funded the first rime around), turned our co be the 
foundation for Practical Flow Cytometry and for chis chapter. 
le included spectra of six nucleic acid dyes, five labels (no 
phycobiliproreins), six cyanine dyes (used as membrane po
tential probes; the reactive Cy2, Cy3, Cy5, ere. nor having 
been developed ac che time), and chlorotetracycline, a mar
ginally useful probe of membrane-bound calcium. There 
were no usable diode lasers then, and He-Ne lasers only 
came in red, bur, more to the point, rhere were no more 
rhan a few dozen mulcibeam flow cytomerers in operation, 
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and I'd guess char most of them used argon and krypton or 
dye lasers to excite fluorescein- and Texas red-labeled mono
clonal antibodies. Today, it's hard nor co do rnulciparameter 
flow cytometry, and getting harder not to do mulristation 
multiparamecer flow cycometry; we've got better hardware, 
better software, and, co get back to the topic immediately ar 
hand, more and better reagents. 

The first nineteen spectra shown in Figure 7-9 are those 
of labels, almost all widely used and readily available conju
gaced co antibodies and/or nucleic acid probes. The next 
twelve spectra are of nucleic acid dyes, including all five dyes 
(erhidium, Hoechst 33342, DAPI, mithramycin, and ac
ridine orange) shown in my 1983 version of the figure. Then 
come four spectra of fluorescent reporter proteins, none of 
which had been described (although the original GFP had) 
when rhe last edition of this book was written. And, wrap
ping up, there are spectra of indo-1, a reliable and widely 
used calcium probe, in the presence and absence of calcium 
ions. To get 37 spectra onto one page, I had co change my 
spectrum display format slightly, bur it is still essentially a 
streamlined version of che "box-and whiskers" plot shown in 
Figure 5-6 (p. 236). 

The list of light sources in Figure 7-9 now includes 
Nd:YAG and semiconduccor (diode) lasers as well as argon 
and krypton ion lasers, He-Cd and He-Ne lasers, and the 
HG arc lamp. I have drawn long vertical lines corresponding 
to the popular 488 and 633-635 nm excitation wavelengths 
through the spectra co facilitate orientation. If you look care
fully, you'll notice chat phycoerythrin and ics tandem conju
gates are excited much more efficiencly by green light (dou
bled Nd:YAG lasers at 532 nm, green He-Ne lasers at 543 
nm, or che Hg arc line at 546 nm) than by 488 nm light 
from an argon or serniconduccor laser. However, since the 
use of a green source in place of a 488 nm source precludes 
excitation of fluorescein and its derivatives, and rhe use of a 
green source with a 488 nm source potentially puts stray 
green light into the fluorescein deteccor, green sources have 
not been widely used co dare. That may change. 

Table 7-2 differs from its predecessors in the article" and 
in previous editions of this book in rwo respects. They cov
ered many more excitation wavelengths, and they listed dyes 
that had been used once or rwice and weren't widely avail
able. This time around, it made more sense to me co concen
trate on materials chat were widely used and widely available; 
there are, for example, UV-excited pH probes, bur I didn ' t 
list them because they are relatively hard co find and nor 
extensively described. Note that only one of the labels in 
Figure 7-9 did not make it into Table 7-2; the label is Texas 
red, which is not particularly well excited by 488 nm or red 
light, although I have heard claims char it can be excited in 
the UV and/or violet. 

You won't find quantum efficiencies o r relative fluores
cence intensities of che dyes and labels in either Figure 7-9 
or Table 7-2; chose derails will be covered in subsequent 
discussions of the individual materials. For now, we'll move 
on co a consideracion of staining mechanisms. 
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Figure 7-9. Probe fluorescence spectra and source emission wavelengths. 
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DNA-SELECTIVE DYES 

REPORTER PROTEINS 

MEMBRANE 
POTENTIAL PROBES 

Ca" PROBES 

AMCA, Alexa 350 (440) 

Hoechst dyes (440) 
DAPI (455) 

7-amlno-4-chloro-
methylcoumarln (470) 

ELF 97 {530) 

indo-1 (405) 
lndo-1 (480) 

Cascade Blue (420) 

Camde Yellow (520) 

Hoechst Dyes (440), 
DAPI (455) 

Chromomycin, 
Mlthramycln (560) 

?7·AAD (660) 

ECFP (470) 

3<yano-7-
hydroxycou marin (450) 
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Fluorescein, Cy2 (520) 
Cy3 (565) 

PE (575) 
PE-Texas Red (610) 

PE-Cy5 (660) 
PerCP (670) 
PerCP-Cy5.5, 

PE-Cy5.5 (700) 
PE-Cy7 (780) 

AO {520) 

7-AAD (660) 
DRAQ5 (700) 

TO-PR0-1, etc. (530) 
Pyronln Y (575) 
Ethidlum (600) 
Propldlum [615) 

AO (650) 

EGFP (510) 
EYFP (535) 

dsRED (575) 

Fluoresceln, 
rhodamine 110 (520) 

resorufin (585) 

DiBAC,(3), DIOC,(3), JC-I, 
Rhodamine 123 (520) 

JC·l (585) 
DIOC,(3) (610) 

BCECF (520) 
Carboxy SNARF-1 (580) 

BCECF (620) 
Carboxy SNARF-I (640) 

fluo-3 (520) 
Fura Red (660) 

APC, Cy5 (660) 

APC-Cy5.5, Cy5.5 (700) 
APC-Cy7 (780) 

DRAQ5 (700) 

TO-PR0-3, etc. (660) 

DilC..(5) (660) 

Table 7-2. Fluorescence spectral properties of a selection of reagents usable for common cytometric tasks. Emission maxima 
are indicated next to names of probes; probes for which two maxima are listed may be usable for ratiometric measurements. 
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Mechanisms of Sraining by Fluorescent Dyes 

The selecrive sraining of different cellular consriruencs by 
fluoresccnc dyes is largely accounred for by rwo mechanisms. 

The first of these is involved in staining by fluorescenc 
and nonfluorescent dyes, and involves the developmenr of 
conrrasr due ro differences in concentration of dye from 
one region of the cell ro anocher, which result from differ
ences in the affinities of various cellular consriruents for rhe 
dye. Thus, basic dyes are bound in relatively high concencra
rions co acidic marerials such as nucleic acids and glycosami
noglycans, while dyes wirh high lipid solubiliry srain mem
branes and far droplets, and so on. 

The second mechanism of fluorochroming involves an 
increase in che quanrum efficiency of a fluorescenr dye when 
it is bound co a particular substance or in a particular envi
ronment (e.g., nonpolar vs. polar) . The binding of the 
Hoechsr dyes and DAPI co the outer groove of che DNA 
molecule results in approximately a hundredfold increase in 
fluorescence, as does rhe intercalarive binding of erhidium 
and propidium; cyanine dyes such as rhiazok orange (TO in 
Figure 7-9) and TO-PRO- I increase fluorescence several 
thousandfold on inrercalarive binding ro nucleic acid. How
ever, acridine orange (AO), which also inrercalates inro 
DNA, exhibirs slightly lower quanrum efficiency when 
bound than when free in solution, i.e ., rhe fluorescence is 
slightly quenched; thus, che bright nuclear staining produced 
by chis dye must result almost exclusively from increased 
concenrration of the dye in the nucleus. Fluorescent nuclear 
staining with AO or with dyes such as neutral red or sa
franin, which also decrease quantum efficiency on binding 
ro DNA, improves on microscopic observation as che cell is 
left illuminated for a few seconds; the free dye, which ini
tially produces high background fluorescence, is bleached 
more rapidly rhan the DNA-bound dye. Ir is hard to observe 
fluorescence from rhiazole orange-sraincd nuclei under the 
microscope; rhere is little or no background fluorescence, 
and the dye in nuclei bleaches rapidly. 

Binding of acid dyes ro proteins usuall}' is nor associated 
with an increase in quantum efficiency, and background 
fluorescence from free dye rends to be relarively high as a 
result. For chis reason, many investigators prefer ro use reac
tive derivatives of dyes, e.g., fluorescein isorhiocyanate 
(FlTC), for protein staining. After incubarion with FITC 
leaves some fluorescein covalenrly bound ro prorein, the 
unreacred dye is removed by washing, resulring in very low 
background fluorescence. 

Even "specific" srains such as rhe Hoechst dyes and ethi
dium may bind nonspecifically co some materials in cells, 
particularly when rhe dye and/or the interfering material are 
presenr at high concentrations. Nonspecific staining may 
also occur when environmenral factors such as sale concen
rrarion or pH are outside rhe range in which specific staining 
has been rcporred. 

Environmental Sensitivity 

Environmenrally sensitive dyes are not dyes rhar recycle 
cheir garbage, bur, rather, dyes rhat exhibit changes in quan
rum efficiency and/or spectral shifts upon binding to mac
romolecules or ions, changing ionizarion state, or moving 
from polar environments, i.e., ionic solutions such as the 
cyrosol , to nonpolar environments, such as membrane lip id 
bilayers. 

Environmental sensirivity is desirable, if not absolutely 
essential , for DNA stains, for example. You wanr rhe dye co 
fluoresce when bound to DNA and nor otherwise. Envi
ronmenral sensiriviry is, in general, undesirable in dyes chat 
you want co use co label antibodies or other ligands. Fluo
rescein, as I mentioned previously, is sensitive co rhe pH of 
its environment; as the pH drops, so does the quantum effi
ciency. As a result, if you have rhe same amount of fluo 
rescein antibody bound ro a rube of cells at pH 6.5 and co 
another rube of cells at pH 7, ir will appear thar rhere is 
more anribody bound co rhe cells at higher pH. Propidium 
fluorescence varies wirh salt concenrrarion"'; if you use a 
water sheath wirh a saline sample, you may find char your 
peak locations are unstable and/or your CYs are high . 

Metachromasia 

The term mecachromasia is used co describe pro
nounced changes in color and/or fluorescence emission (and 
absorption) wavelength rhar occur when dyes such a~ mlu
idine blue or acridine orange bind co RNA or glycosami
noglycans. While rhe precise mechanisms of merachromasia 
have been debated since Paul Ehrlich coined che term~'" ) "'· , ir 
is accepted rhar the effect results from interactions berwcen 
dye molecules themselves, rypically involving rhe format ion 
of dimers, oligomers, or polymers, in which rt orbicals of 
individual molecules interact one anmher with a resultant 
shift in che posirions of electronic energy levels, rather rhan 
from effecrs of the environment or ocher molecular species 
on the elecrronic srrucrure of che dye molecules. 

The alrered specrrum of rhe mecachromatic molecular 
complex is conrrasted with rhe normal orthochromatic 
specrrum of the dye in condirions under which complex 
formation does nor occur. When acridinc orange is used for 
differential staining of DNA and RNA (introduced on pp. 
96-7 and discussed furrher on pp. 312 and 320-2), individ
ual molecules of dye intercalated into the double helix of 
narive DNA arc normally far enough from one another to 
prevent complex formation , and rherefore retain their orrho
chromatic green fluorescence. Dye molecules bound ro de
narured DNA or single-stranded RNA arc free co form mera
chromacic aggregates. 

A merachromaric shift of absorption , excitation or emis
sion maxima to longer wavelengrhs is described as a bacho
chromic shift, or red shift; a shift co shorrer wavelengrhs is 
described as a hypsochromic shift, or blue shift. If rhe ab
sorpriviry (i.e., rhe molar exrincrion coefficicm) of rhe mate
rial increases, it is said to undergo a hyperchromic shift; a 



decrease in absorptivity is described as a hypochromic shift. 
In fluorescence metachromasia, it is relatively common for 
the excitation spectrum to shift co shorter wavelengths (hyp
sochromic shift) while the emission spectrum shifts to longer 
wavelengths (bathochromic shift). This is what happens in 
the case of acridine orange; the excitation maximum of the 
mctachromatic red (>650 nm) fluorescence is near 460 nm, 
while the excitation maximum of the orthochromatic green 
(520 nm) fluorescence is near 490 nm. 

In general, more careful control of dye (and cell) con
centrations and staining conditions is needed to get reliable 
and reproducible metachromaric staining than might be 
necessary otherwise. Staining of DNA and RNA with ac
ridine orange, for example, can be tricky; stabler staining 
patterns may be obtained by continuous addition of stain to 

the running sample'3'. 
Many dyes change their fluorescence spectra to some ex

cenc with changes in the polaricy of che solvenc; small 
changes are usually not described as metachromatic, al
though the underlying mechanism may be the same. 

Spectral Changes and Raciometric Measurements 

In order to make raciometric measurements of cytoplas
mic [Ca··1 (incroduced on p. 47) or pH, we need there co be 
substantial spectral shifts in che probes used. As can be seen 
from Figure 7-9, the excitation and emission spectra of indo-
1 change substantially when Ca.. ions are bound to the 
probe, allowing the ratio oflN-excited 405 nm and 480 nm 
emission imensities to be used as an indicator of cytoplasmic 
[Ca .. ). Similarly, ratiometric pH measuremenc typically de
pends on differences in excitation and/or emission spectra of 
different protonation states of the same dye. 

Ratiomecric measurement of membrane potentials, 
which will be discussed further on, is more complex; a 
method described from my lab by Novo ct allJ" takes advan
tage of what is likely to be metachromasia resulting from 
formation of dye aggregates at high concentrations, but 
some other techniques may depend more on environmental 
sensiciviry of probes. 

lmernal Energy Transfer in Probes and Labels 

The phycobiliproteins, which nature has designed for ef
ficient incramolecular energy transfer, and their tandem con
jugates, representing early attempts to improve on narure in 
this regard , remind us that energy transfer may be incimatdy 
involved in determining the spectral characteristics of fluo
rescent reagents. Both phycobiliproteins and tandem conju
gates are used almost exclusively as labels; we would prefer 
thac their fluorescence noc exhibit pronounced environ
mental sensitivity, and, in general, it does not. 

Newer synthetic probes may use changes in intramolecu
lar energy transfer characteristics to advantage; I have already 
mentioned probes for protease activity in which fluorescence 
of a fluorophore quenched by energy transfer in the intact 
probe molecule is markedly increased when the disrance 
between fluorophore and quencher is changed by enzyme 
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accion on the probe'1x,.'. Some ocher examples will be dis
cussed in subsequent sections. 

"Vital" Staining 

The availabilicy of flow sorters stimulated interest in rhe 
development and application of stains chat could permic 
viable cells wich selected characteristics to be isolated for 
biochemical analysis or for further shore- or long-term ob
servation in culrure. The stains used for such srudies should, 
ideally, neither perturb che parameters measured nor com
promise the viability of the cells being observed. Many of the 
probes now in use fall short of this ideal; this does not neces
sarily preclude their use but does require additional caution 
on the part of experimenters. In essence, we are now forced 
to reexamine the phenomenon of vital staining. 

Staining and "Viability" 

Dyes that can enter and stain living cells have long been 
described as vital stains even though most such dyes known 
to classical cytology are also known ro be roxic ro cells at the 
concencrations used for so-called viral staining. The semancic 
problems gee worse as we go along; there is considerable 
disagreement about the definition of "viability" as it applies 
at the cellular level. People concerned with growing cells in 
culture generally take clonogcnicity or reproductive viabil
ity as a criterion; chis has two notable disadvantages. First, 
the definition of viabili ry in terms of reproductive capacity 
excludes fully functional differentiated cells such as nerve 
and muscle cells, blood granulocyres, etc., and preservation 
of some specific cell function therefore seems ro be a more 
suitable criterion of viability for such cells. Second, wh ik 
reproduction of cells in culture providts unequivocal evi
dence of viabiliry, failure to reproduce may be due to defi
ciencies in rhe medium and/or the experimenter rather than 
co cell damage. 

If reproductive capacity is coo suingenr a criterion of vi
ability, it is clear that some other criteria arc not stringent 
enough, e.g. the capacity of the cell ro exclude dyes such as 
trypan blue, eosin , and ethidium bromide. Cells that have 
been so damaged as to be incapable of performing cheir typi
cal differentiated functions, e.g., chemocaxis and phagocyto
sis in rhe case of granulocytes, may still be classified as "vi
able" by a dye exclusion test. 

"Intact" versus "Live" Cells 

I find it convenient to use the term intact cells co de
scribe cells that have not been treated with fixatives or lysing 
agents, and that do not show obvious morphologic damage 
or functional impairment. This avoids the issue of reproduc
tive viability, but does preserve most of che discinccion be
tween cells in which studies of functional parameters are and 
are not appropriate. Among che extrinsic parameters listed in 
Table 7-1, membrane-bound and cytoplasmic [Ca"], mem
brane integrity and permeability, endocyrosis, membrane 
fluidity, structuredness of cytoplasmic matrix, membrane 
potential and pH are meaningful only as characteristics of 
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incact cells. The validiry of studies of responses of these pa
rameters to biologic stimuli is best established by the inclu
sion of controls that demonstrate known responses to stan
dard stimuli, e.g., changes in calcium disrribucion in cells 

treated with calcium ionophores. 

Getting Dyes Into - and Out of - Intact Cells 

In order ro stain constituencs not located on the surfaces 
of incacc cells, a <lye must be capable of crossing the cell 
membrane, either by diffusion or by some form of active 
transport or carrier-mediated transport (endocycosis can 

be considered as falling in che latter category). Mose dyes 
chac have been described as vical scains arc small molecules 
char are relatively lipid soluble and are either positively 
charged or electrically neutral ar physiologic pH. High lipid 
solubility favors parririoning of dyes from aqueous media 
into the lipid bilayer phase of rhc cell membrane and into 
membranous or lipid-containing intracellular structures. 
Posirivdy charged dye molecules arc amacred to negatively 
charged cell constituents such as glycosaminoglycans and 
nucleic acids; in addition, in living cells, positively charged 
molecules are concentrated from rhc medium inro che cyto
sol and from rhe cyrosol into mitochondria because there arc 
interior-ncgacive electrical potential gradients across both chc 
cyroplasmic and the mitochondrial membranes. 

Active and carrier-mediated transport both giveth and 
rakech away; chere are a number of effiux mechanisms chat 
may be accive in cells. Perhaps the most notable is the glyco
procein effiux pump responsible for multiple drug resistance. 
which efficiencly clears a wide variery of molecules from 
cells. Microorganisms exhibit an even broader range of 

rransporc mechanisms rhan do mammalian cells, making it 
risky co assume char dyes will interact in che same ways with 
prokaryores and eukaryotes. 

The cycoplasmic membranes of bacterial, fungal, and 
plant cells arc surrounded by cell walls, which may offer 
barriers to dye entry not encountered in animal cells, which 
lack cell walls. Of particular nore is the outer membrane 
found in Gram-negative bacteria, which, in its native state, 
prevencs most lipophilic materials from entering rhc organ-

:?.,-ivl 
isms 

Permeancy and Permeability 

Cycomcrry has picked up words from che lexicon of his
wlogy and histochemistry rhac describe rhe propensities of 
dyes and Olher chemicals for entering cells and the propensi
ties of cells for caking up dyes and other chemicals. To re
peat whar I said when I introduced chis topic on p. 43, ma
terials rhat can readily cross rhe intact cytoplasmic mem
branes of cells are said robe membrane-permeant, or, more 
simply, permeant; materials rhar are excluded by inract cy
toplasmic membranes are described as membrane
impermeant, o r just impermeant. In order to stain living 
cells, i.e .. ro acr as a vital stain, a dye must be permeant. 

Cells that can cake up a dye or other chemical arc said to 
be permeable to the material; cells char cannot take up a 

material are said ro be impermeable ro ir. The terms "per
meabiliry" and "impermeability" are used to characterize cell 
membranes in particular as well as cells in general. 

A look at che structures of some nucleic acid dyes, shown 

in Figure 7-10, on the next page, may provide some help in 
understanding pcrmcancy and impermeancy. Organic com
pounds bearing at least two positive charges, exemplified by 
fluorescent nucleic acid binding dyes such as OAP!, 
propidium iodide (Pl) and TO-PRO-I. are impcrmeant. 

Echidium bromide (EB) , nor shown in rhe figure, shares 
rhc heccrocyclic ring structure of PI, bur carries only a single, 

delocalized positive charge; che ring nitrogen bears an erhyl 
(C2H 1) group instead of rhe n-propylrrialkyl quaternary 
ammonium group (the "pro" in propidium) found on the 
ring nirrogen in Pl. 

Borh dyes form complexes wich DNA and RNA, and are 
toxic ro cells once raken up. However, EB normally enters 
cells, albeit slowly, and is known co be pumped ouc of ac 
least some bacreria118', while PI is normally excluded by irs 
addicional charge. Alrhough EB is often used in lieu of Pl for 
dye exclusion tests, ir should nor be because ir is nor cruly 
impermeanr. One can generalize from this; one should noc 
assume chat a dye is impermeanr wirhour determining 
whecher or nor ir is being transported ouc of cells. 

TO-PRO- I, a dye developed by Molecular Probes, has a 
delocalized positive charge on rhe hererocyclic ring srrucrure 
and a propylrrialkyl (quarernary) ammonium on one ring 
nitrogen; ic is, as was noted on che previous page. imper
meant. Irs parent compound, rhiazole orange, has two !\
methyl groups and lacks the quaternary ammonium sub
stiruenr; it carries a single delocalized positive charge and is 
highly permeant. Thiazole orange was originally synthesized 
by Lee et al;"' ac H-D as a scain for blood reciculocyres, mak
ing ir highly desirable rhar it be permeant. Molecular Probe~ 
has produced a number of variants of rhe molecule, boch 
permeanr (the SITO dyes) and impermeanc (TO-PRO- I 
and ics homologues and some of rhe SYrOX dyes). T he 
fluorescent propcrcies of all of these dyes, which enhance 
fluorescence as much as several thousand rimes on binding 
co DNA or RNA, derive from rhc hererocyclic ring srruc
rure; the perme::mcy propcrries derive from chc nature of 
various ring subsrirucnrs, which have only minor influence 
on the fluorescence spectrum. Appropriate modification of 
ring subsricuents can influence not only whether or noc a 
dye is permeam, bur how rapidly ic will enter , or leave, cells. 

You mighr wane ro rake some guesses as ro rhe per
mcancy or impermcancy of rhe other dyes shown in Figure 
7- 1 O; rhe answers will appear in chc subsequent discussion of 
nucleic acid stains. 

There are rwo basic scrarcgics for introducing impcr

meanc dye molecules inco living cells. The firsc , permeabili
zation, basically involves making holes in rhe membrane. 
This can be done physically, as in microinjecrion or mem
brane permeabili7.acion by cleccrical breakdown (eleccropora
tion) or mechanical manipulation. Alccrnarively, membranes 
can be permeabilized by crearmcnr with fixatives, or wich 
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ACRIDINE ORANGE CHROMOMYCIN 

7-AMINOACTINOMYCIN D 

21 
~ , + + t;H2CH3 

H2N 'cH2CH2CH2-<;"-CH 3 
CH2CH3 

DAPI HOECHST 33342 PROPIDIUM IODIDE 

TO-PR0-1 TOT0-1 

Figure 7-10. A "rogues' gallery" of nucleic acid dyes. The chromomycin struaure shown is the chromomycin nucleus; 
chromomycin ~. mithramycin, and olivomydn each have different oligosaccharides as RI and R2. Ethidium is similar to 
propidium, but with a ring N-ethyl group; thiazole orange (TO) is similar to TO-PRO-I, but has N-methyl groups on 
both rings. All structures except chromomycin were provided by Molecular Probes, Inc. 

milder chemical agents such as lysolecithin. In either case, 
one can expect that solutes other than dye molecules will 
pass from cell to medium and vice versa during che cime in 
which rhe membrane is permeable ro dye. This in itself can 
produce alterations in cell physiology201 ; e.g., membrane 
pocencial drops to zero for a cime. le chen falls to che inves
tigator ro show char permeabilizarion didn't perturb che cells 
sufficiently co cast doubt on che validity of resulcs obtained 
afcer staining and cytometry. I have been permeabilized by a 
15 gauge hypodermic needle without ill effects; I would nor 
expect co survive permeabilizacion by a 12 gauge shotgun. 

The second strategy for getting dyes across membranes of 
living cells involves chemical modification of rhe dye mole
cules themselves. Acid dyes such as fluorescein do noc cross 
cell membranes, bur rheir eleccroneurral escers do. Diace
tylfluorescein, which will forever be improperly called fluo
rescei n diacecace (FDA), also called is uncharged and lipid 
soluble, and thus permeanc; once inside che cell, ester mole
cules are readily and rapidly hydrolyzed co free fluorescein by 
nonspecific escerases, which are presenr in almost all cells. 
This effect serves as che basis for a cesr of cell "viability," or, 
more accurately, of membrane intcgriry; rhe ester is noc 
fluorescenc, while the free fluorescein anion, which is re
tained by intact cells, renders them highly fluorescenc. 

If one makes chromogenic or fluorogenic esters thac re
quire less ubiquitous enzymes chan nonspecific escerases for 

hydrolysis, che accumulation of color or fluorescence in in
cacc cells can be used ro provide an indication of che pres
ence and relacive activity of various enzymes in chose cells. 
ChemicaJ modifications ocher than escerification , e.g., oxida
tion or reduction, may also be made co render dye molecules 
capable of crossing the cell membrane, and may also incro
duce a requirement for incracellular enzyme action co restore 
rhe staining characteristics of the unmodified molecule. 

Vital Dye Toxicity and Photosensitization of Cells 

Ir is important to remember thar a permeanc "vicaJ" srain 
may evencuaJly damage or kill cells; in this concexc, as in 
others, it is wise co establish that measurement conditions do 
not themselves perturb what one is attempting co measure. 

Deleterious effects on cells ocher chan chose due co direct 
chemicaJ toxicity of dyes may occur due co photoscnsitiza
tion when stained cells are exposed co high-incensiry laser 
light. Many fluorescent dyes sensitize cells to photodynarnic 
damage, although dyes that bind co DNA, such as the 
Hoechst dyes and rhe acridines, are probably besc known in 
this regard. The probability of damage co cells stained wich 
such dyes increases with che laser power used for analysis as 
well as with dye concenrrarion. 

When analyzing possible toxicity due co phocosensirizing 
dyes, one should aJso bear in mind chat a few hours' expo
sure of stained cells ro fluorescenc lighting in rhc laboratory 
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may produce phocodynamic damage equal co or greater chan 
char resulting from a few microseconds in a low-power laser 
beam. To verify char cells are indeed being damaged by the 
dye and/or rhe laser, ir is usually necessary co compare 
created cells with cells kept in the dark. 

Fixarion - Why and How 

Permeabilizacion can be, bur is not always, accomplished 
in che concexc of fixation of cells. Mose staining procedures 
in histology and histoparhology, and many histochemical 
and cytochemical procedures, were originally developed us
ing fixed specimens. The term "fixation " itself reminds us 
chat one of the several original purposes of fixacion was to 
make cells and rissues physically rigid enough to survive em
bedding and sectioning. Fixarion was also necessary co make 
cells permeable co dye, thus allowing oprimal scaining. and 
co preserve specimens by inhibition of aucolysis and micro
bial action. Baker" provides an excdlcnr discussion of fixa
tion mechanisms and of che classical fixatives; among these, 
ethanol and formaldehyde (and paraformaJdehyde) arc 
widely used for flow cyromerry. More modern work on fixa
tives and mechanisms, wich emphasis on che actions and use 
of glutaraJdehyde. was summarized by Hopwood108 and in a 
volume edired by Scoward'O?; Hopwood ''5 provides a some
what more recenr large review. 

Fixacion is not an option when an experimenter's pri
mary objective is co sore and retrieve living cells. However, 
when che objective is che demonscrarion and/or quanrifica
cion of chemical conscituenrs in cells, and there is no need 
for che cells co be kept alive during or after the process, it 
makes sense co work with fixed cells. 

Fixation for Biohazard Control 

Until rhe HIV epidemic emerged in che I 980's, most 
people who made flow cyrometric measuremencs of unfixed 
cells preferred co work with unfixed material, which was at 
least perceived as being freer of cell aggregates, debris, etc., 
and exhibiting less aurofluorcscence than fixed specimens. 
While, statistically speaking, experimenters were far more 
likely co be exposed co such pathogens as the hepatitis B 
virus than to HIV, che perceived threat from che latter agenc 
was what changed behavior, inside and outside che labora
cory. Fixation with che objective of killing HIV and ocher 
viruses rhac may be presenc in specimens has now become 
routine in most flow cyrometry involving cells or body fluids 
of human origin, and appropriate precautions against infec
tion are widely, if not universally, observed when unfixed 
specimens must be analyzed. 

The effects of fixatives on che infectivicy of cells carrying 
HIV were examined by Cory, Rapp. and Ohlsson
Wilhclm' IOJ' who found that 30 min exposure co 0.5% para
formaldehyde, 1.85% formaldehyde, absolute methanol, or 
I: l methanol-acccone reduced infeccivicy by more than 
99.99%. 

Ericson et aJ '·'0' studied the effects of commercial proprie
tary red cell lysing and fixing solutions on che HTLV-1 ret-

rovirus. Coulter ImmunoPrep/QPrep and lmmuno-lyse 
(Coulter Immunology, Hialeah, FL), FACS Lyse (B-D Im
munocytometry Systems, San Jose, CA), and Gen T rak 
whole blood lyse and fix solution (GenTrak, Plymouch 
Meeting, PA) all substantially reduced infeccivity of infected 
cells seeded into blood and culcured after 5 min exposure. 
Ortho-lyse (Ortho Diagnostic Systems, Rarican , NJ), which 
had no added fixative, and ammonium chloride lysing solu
tion, with 0. I or 1.0 % paraformaldehyde added, did not 
reduce infeccivicy after 5 min but did after 60 min; other 
soh.:tions worked better after 60 min than after 5 min. 

This is good news and bad news; good news. because 
most people who do flow cyrometry use commercial fixing 
and lysing solutions containing agents thar are known co 
inactivare ac least the two retroviruses studied in the refer
ences just cited, and bad news, because the development of 
new fixation techniques muse now entail determining 
whether or not chey inactivate various pathogens, a task for 
which most experimenters do not have much enthusiasm. If 
you remain undaunted, read on. 

Fixation Mechanisms 

Most of the effects of fixatives result from cheir action on 
proteins, which are denatured, precipitated, and/or cross
linked by fixatives at appropriate concentrations. T he classi
fication of fixatives as coagulant (e.g .. acecone, ethanol, and 
methanol) or non-coagulant (e.g .• acetic acid and formalde
hyde) is based upon visual observation of their effects on 
solutions of albumin. However, both rhe coagulant alcohol 
and the non-coagulant aldehyde fixatives polymerize pro
teins. While the formation of protein aggregates is generally 
useful in stabilizing tissue specimens for embedding and 
sectioning, it is obviously only desirable up co a point when 
one wants to prepare suspensions of unclumped single cells 
for flow cytometric analysis. for many applications, ir has 
been found useful to combine fixacives with detergents, 
which improve the speed and uniformity of reagent penetra
tion inco cells and tissues .. 2' . 

Permeabilization versus Fixation 

Since specimens are usually not kept after they have been 
analyzed by flow cytomctry, the preservative action of fixa
tives is generally unnecessary. In some cases, it may actually 
be desirable co remove portions of cells, as when flow cy
tomecric measurements of DNA concenc are made on iso
lated nuclei from which che surrounding cytoplasm and 
excracellular matrix have been stripped by a combination of 
mechanical means, enzymes, hypotonic media, and non
ionic detergents such as Nonidec P-40 or Triton X- 100. In 
the scrictesr sense of the term, specimens so treated can be 
said to consist of "unfixed cells," but they certainly cannoc 
properly be described as "vitally stained." From a practical 
point of view, it makes sense to consider such cells as fixed; 
bear in mind, however, chat while rhe cell.~ are dead, accom
panying pathogens may well not be. 



Cells can be permeabilized wirhouc being fixed. Tran
sient permeabilizarion wich lysolecirhin or elecrroporarion, 
or addition of pore-forming peptide ancibiocics such as 
nisin'\""" , will allow cells co cake up normally impermeanc 
dyes such as propidium; ac least some such treatments won'c 
even kill the cells, much less fix chem. Even the detergent 
treatment mentioned above, which makes rhe cells so per
meable char everything bur rhe nucleus washes away, doesn'r 
<lo many of the things we expect fixation to do. 

And cells can be fixed wirhour being pcrmeabilizcd, or at 
lease exposed to fixarives wirhouc being permeabilized. The 
kicker here is char borh "permeabilizacion" and "fixarion" are 
cerms covering a mulcicude of sins. As I wrote a quarter-

• ) 
century ago , 

"Though I'm no linguist, I have heard 
char every Eskimo 

Learns sixteen different words describing 
different kinds of snow. 

I find ir hard to understand how 
hisrochemisrs live 

And work wirh bur a solitary word for fixative." 

If we look at an incact cell as a plastic bag, we can envi
sion permeabilizarion as turning ir into a mesh bag. The 
problem is char it rakes a finer mesh bag to hold marbles 
rhan to hold golf balls, and a finer mesh bag ro hold golf 
balls rhan to hold baseballs. The antibiotic gramicidin A 
forms a 4.7 A pore in cell membranes218'; chis makes the 
membranes of cells exposed to gramicidin A permeable ro 
most inorganic ions, with che result that the cransmembrane 
electrical potential gradient is reduced to zero. However, rhe 
cells do not take up propidium. Nisin, which, as mentioned 
above, docs make cells permeable to propidium, forms an 8 
A pore in membranes; bigger impermeanr molecules need 
bigger holes to get through membranes. If you're trying to 

stain an intracellular antigen wirh a fluorescein-labeled lgG 
monoclonal antibody (MW 160,000), you'll probably need 
a much bigger hole rhan nisin makes, and, if you 're working 
wirh a phycoeryrhrin-labeled monoclonal antibody (MW 
400,000) , you 'll need a bigger hole rhan that. 

Jf you need to expose large molecules or supramolecular 
structures in cells to antibodies or gene probes, bur you want 
co keep at lease some smaller molecules in or associated with 
che cells, you'll have to resort ro fixation, and, in particular, 
to fixation wich a cross-linking agent, which you will proba
bly need to use in combination with a detergent or ocher 
permeabilizing agent. The cross-linking fixative will attach 
the small scuff you want to bigger stuff, which will keep ir 
from getting through the big holes you made in the mem
brane. 

Fixative Effects on Scatter Signals 

The effects of alcohol and aldehyde fixation on proteins 
result in a marked increase in rhe refractive index of rhe 
cytoplasm, which rises from rhe value of approximately 1.35 
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observed in living cells co abour 1.54. The refraccive index of 
an isotonic saline solurion is about 1.335. Since the amounc 
of lighc scattered by cells is a function of the difference in 
refractive index between cells and the suspending medium . 
the amplitudes of light scattering signals are considerably 
higher for alcohol- or aldehyde-fixed rhan for unfixed cells. 
This may improve discrimination between cell rypes based 
on lighc scattering measuremenrs . However, increased scar
ccring may also affect the precision of fluorescence measure
ments because rhe effective amplitudes of both the excitation 
beam and the emitted fluorescence may be alrered due to 

scattering by cytoplasmic structures. Scattering <lara may be 
difficulr to interpret because various fixatives and posrfixa
rion rreacments may in rhemselves change cell sizes, some
times exerting dilTerenr effects on differenr cells or on cells in 
different scares. This topic was discussed in derail by Penr
rila, McDowell, and Trump"", who also used flow cyto
merric measurements of Jighr scanering and extinction co get 
a clearer description of cell volume changes during cell in
jury and fixation~". 

Carulli et aim' found char I 0 minutes' exposure to BD 
FACS Lysing Solution, which contains a fixative as well as a 
lysing agenr, allowed eosinophils in whole blood samples co 
be discriminared from ocher granulocyres on the ba.~is of 
forward and side scatter signals. 

Fixation for Surf ace Antigen Measurements 

While some protein srrucrures and enzyme acrivirics re
main unaltered afrer fixation, it is unwise ro assume char the 
structure that particularly inceresrs you will survive imacr. 
For chis reason, it has become common practice to stain cell 
surface anrigens with fluorescent antibodies before fixing the 
cells to allow fluorescent staining of other consrirucnrs, e.g .. 
DNA. 

There are several reasons for doing immunofluorcscencc 
analyses on fixed cells. One is char appropriate fixation kills 
pathogens, bur there are ochers. If, for example, you want to 

do simultaneous analyses of DNA con cent and surface anci
gens, using fluorescent antibodies and propidium ' '0 · ', you ' ll 
need to fix the cells to permit RNAsc rrcarmcnr and nuclear 
sraining while preserving the antigen-antibody complexes 
bound co the cell membrane. If you have only occasional 
access to a flow cytomerer, and/or you collect samples over a 
period of days, you can't have everything stained fresh . An<l, 
of course, when you walk inco che flow cyromcccr room wirh 
I 00 freshly stained samples and che technician cells you che 
machine is down for two days, fixation is your only salva
tion . 

Before you fix cells, ir's a good idea to run rhem over a 
Percoll gradient, or do whacever else you like to do, to gee 
rid of dead cells and debris. lc's essential to wash rhe cells 
several rimes to get rid of any protein char may be in the 
medium; otherwise, you will end up with cell clumps at best 
an<l fluorescenr-labeled aspic ar worst. 

Years ago, I used a modified version of Raul Braylan 's 
rime-honored procedurern for ethanol fixation of im-
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munofluoresccnc stained cells. Washed cells, ac a concemra
cion of 2 x I O';/ml or less, in phosphace buffered saline, pH 
7 .3, ac 4 °C, are placed on a vorccx mixer, and an equal 
amounc of cold absoluce echanol is added slowly while vor
cexing. Cells fixed according co chis procedure can be kepc 
for ac least several days, and often considerably longer, at 4 
oc. 

A frontal approach to fixation for immunofluorescem 
staining was taken by Yan Ewijk et af"', who compared im
munofluorescence signals from fresh mouse and human 
lymphoid cells and from similar cells fixed before im
munofluorescent staining. Paraformaldehyde, gluraralde
hydc, acrolein, and osmium cecroxide ar various concencra
cions were rested as fixatives; staining of Thy- I, T-2090, 
Lye-I , Lyr-2, and Th-B antigens on murine and of Bl. 82, 

P ~-microglobulin , HLA-DR. CALLA, OKT-3, and Leu-4 
on human cells was quantified by flow cytometry. Fixation 
with 0.5% paraformaldehyde prior to immunofluorescenc 
staining was found to preserve all mouse and human anti
gens studied; cells so fixed were stable and could be stored 
for ar lease one week prior ro immunofluorcscem staining 
wichour adverse effects. 

Fixatives: Coming Out of Aldehyding Places 

Ac present, formaldehyde and its supposedly less evil 
rwin , paraformaldchydc, are probably the most popular 
fixative for immunofluorescenc stained cells; ethanol. glu
caraldehydc, and methanol have also been used. One might 
expect chat alcohols would be preferable to aldehydes for 
fixing cells prior co immunofluorescence measurements, 
because aldehyde fixatives react with a variery of amines 
found in cells to produce fluorescent materials. Gluca
raldehyde is notably worse than formaldehyde in chis regard; 
on che positive side, chis led to widespread use of chicken 
erythrocytes fixed in glutaraldehyde as low-incensiry fluores
cent particle "standards"'M in the early days of immunofluo

rescence measuremencs. So-so standards are bener chan no 
standards at all. 

Formaldehyde icself rends to polymerize in aqueous solu
cion, making it difficulc co control the effective concencra
cion of fixative (at some point, the solution should become 
informaldehyde); methanol is added to many formaldehyde 
solucions co retard polymeri1.arion. Methanol-free formalde
hyde is generally regarded as preferable for fixation. Rela
rively scable, merhanol-free formaJdchydc solutions arc avail
able; however, many people prefer co use paraformaldehyde, 
which is polymerized formaldehyde, available in solid form, 
ro make up solucions containing a wcll-concrolled conccntra
cion of formaldehyde. Ir is relarivcly common practice co 
hear solutions prepared from paraformaldehyde, oscensibly 
to facilitate depolymerizarion, to add buffer to prevent che 
formation of formic acid, and to make up fresh solutions 
frequencly. However, Helander has shown''?" chat depoly
merization occurs ac room cemperacure, chat only very small 
amounts of formic acid actually do occur in paraformalde-

hyde solutions, and chat solucions are stable for ac least a 
week. Ir may take considerably longer than chat to dispel che 
urban legends. 

We can certainly puc che knock knock on formaldehyde; 
it's toxic, mucagenic, and porcncially carcinogenic. Since 
detecting che slightest whiff of it in your house is likely co 
puc you on the phone to a crial lawyer, why put up with ir in 
your lab? Bosrwick ec aln04 found they could swicch ro a mix
cure of 56% ethanol and 20% ethylene glycol and escablish a 
"formalin-free surgical pathology lab." I guess we all have 
our pee causes. 

Ir may be desirable to use non-aldehyde, cross-linking 
fixacives such as dimethylsuberimidace'", l-Echyl-3-(3-Dim
echylaminopropyl)-Carbodiimidc Hydrochloride (EDC) '''' ', 
N-Succinimidyl-3-(2-Pyridyldirhio) Propionare (SPDP)"'' ', 

or dimethyl 3.3'dichiobispropionimadare (DTBPr' ' ro 
minimize: fluorescence induced by fixacion, alrhough rhese 
materials may be more expensive and less srable chan more 
commonly used fixarives. Alccrnarively, Tagliaferro ec al"'1 

have described a procedure that uses Schiff base formation 
with fuchsin to quench fluorescence in glucaraldehydc-fixcd 
mace rial. 

Over che years, a fair amounc of effort has been devoted 
to producing scabilized blood cell concrols for cycomerry, 
which necessarily involves accomplishing ar least some of the 

al f fi . J . al1' 90 h d h "T F. " go s o 1xanon. ant er ave tesce c e rans 1x so-
lucion, developed by Barnect et al to prepare one such con
trol21?7, as a fixative and transport medium for blood speci

mens intended for CD4+ cell counts. They found chat 
counts remained scable in fixed specimens kepr for 7 days 
under simulated tropical condicions expected to be found in 
resource-poor settings with a high prevalence of HIV infcc
cion. T ransFix preserves most common surface antigens, and 
could find a wide range of applications; if ir does, it is almost 
certain chat flow cytomerer manufacturers and third parties 
now producing fixing and lysing solutions will work coward 
producing their own improved produces to permic longer 
specimen scorage times under wider ranges of environmencal 
conditions. 

There arc applications for which existing commercial 
fixatives are less than ideal; one of chem is counting CD34+ 
seem cells in blood, which arc consiscencly lower in speci
mens subjected to red cell lysis and fixation cban in chose 
subjected to lysis alone'198• Ir has been observed chat different 
commercial fixing and lysing solutions have diffcrenc effects 
on the forward and side scarcer signals from lcukocyre popu
lations and on levels of expression of some ancigens""•.Hm; 
Macey ec alu.oo advocace making immunophenocyping meas
urements on unfixed, unlysed whole blood using a pcrmcanc 
nuclear scain ro idencify nucleated cells. This approach can 
provide a good reference method for analyzing selccrive cell 
loss due to lysing reagent~ and fixatives; more studies in chis 
area arc badly needed . Manufacturers' tendency co keep chc 
compositions of their prepararivc solutions secrcr does nor 
facilirace evaluacion of these produces. 



Fixation for Intracellular Antigen Measurements 

When you're after intracellular antigens, wich or wich
ouc surface antigens, che cells have to be fixed before you can 
finish your immunofluorescenr staining. Jacobbcrger er al"' 
and Levier and King728 recommended methanol fixation for 
such purposes; 900 µI of ice-cold or colder I 00% methanol 
arc layered over l 00 µI phosphate buffered saline (PBS), pH 
7.4, concaining 106 washed cells. Cells so fixed can also be 
stained wirh propidium iodide for simulcancous flow cy
tometry of intracellular immunofluorescence and DNA con
tent. Clevenger, Bauer, and Epstein""' fixed cells at 4 °C 
with 0.5% paraformaldehyde and chen permeabilized chem 
with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS. 

For staining borh surface and intracellular antigens, one 
can either stain che surface antigen and then fix and perme
abilize che cells"°", or fix the cells in such a way chac surface 
antigens are preserved. Ocher fixatives char have been used 
include buffered formaldehyde-acetone""', periodace-lysine
formaldehyde 1192, and paraformaldehyde followed by metha
nol, which was found in careful comparative evaluacions by 
Pollice ec al'm and Schimenti and Jacobberger"'" co mini
mize loss of signal from antigens and to provide good DNA 
staining characteristics in terms of G l peak location and CV 
and relative lack of clumps and debris. Schmid, Uiccen
bogaart , and Giorgi' 29~ reported good results wich fixation for 
I hr at 4 °C in 0.25% buffered paraformaldehyde followed 
by permeabilization for 15 min at 37 °C wich 0.2% Tween 
20; chis treatment preserves relationships between leukocyte 
clusters on displays of forward vs. side scarcer. Ocher perme
abilizing agents rhac have been used for staining nuclear an-
. . I d 1 b D I 'd 1296 d' · t1gens me u e n-ocry - eta- -g ucopyranos1 e , 1g1-

tonin ' J9 » saponin 12?A, and lysolecithin1M". 

There is no "one-size-firs-all" solution to the problem of 
preparing cells for such analyses; Koester and Bolton2601 offer 
some guidelines and recommendacions. However, there are 
fixative solutions available from numerous manufacturers 
that can be used for flow cytometric analysis of a variecy of 
the more widely studied intracellular ancigens. 

Fixation for DNA Content Determination; Getting 
DNA (and Antigens) Out of a Tight Fix 

DNA content analyses may be done on cells that have 
been liberated from tissues and tumors by mechanical and/or 
chemical treatment rough enough to render chem perme
able, in which case fixation is not necessary co permit stain
ing with impermeant dyes. Fixation remains useful, how
ever, when material needs to be transported before analysis, 
in which case the fixative serves the classical purpose of pre
serving rhe specimen. Howell ec al 120'' found che very classical 
fixative mixcure of 20: l methanol :acetic acid useful in pre
paring cells from urine and bladder washing for both cy
tologic examination and DNA content analysis. Rouselle et 
al 1''°·' evaluated fixation with a variecy of commonly used 
mixtures and found DNA content distributions with the 
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lowest CVs were obtained using 68% cchanol and 85% 
methanol. 

DNA content analysis may also be done on cells released 
from paraffin, which may have been fixed before the experi
menter was born and which, in hindsighr, may have been 
fixed a little more thoroughly than may be desirable for 
DNA analysis. Fixation is known co decrease accessibility of 
DNA stains co DNA, probably as a result of extensive cross
linking of hiscones to DNA"'°' . Luckily, cross-linking can be 
reversed; Overton and McCoy2'"" report that resuspending 
formalin-fixed cells in saline and hearing rhem at 75 °C for 
at least an hour prior to staining restores chc accessibility of 
the DNA ro propidium. 

The same general trick may be useful in restoring anti
gens in fixed tissue to enough of a semblance of their nacive 
state to permit or improve immunofluorescent staining. 
Bornisch2

""'' examined heat-induced antigen retrieval of a 
number of cissue antigens using cwo popular techniques. 

Catch the Wave: Fixation by the (Cook) Book 

A lot of histologists and pathologists now seem to be us
ing heat, with or without added chemical agents, for fixa
tion. This isn't a completely new idea; in the I CJ?O 's, the 
Block group found that, when warmed to 40 °C. a glucaral
dehyde fixative cook less than 20 seconds co render red 
blood cells impervious to lysis by distilled water. 

We didn't use a microwave oven back then, but chat 's 
whar people are doing now. It has been established chat chc 
microwaves don't accomplish anything more subcle than 
heating che specimen, which decreases fixation rime when 
the oven is used in conjunction with a chemical fixative '·"·· . 
And, for chose of you who have noticed warm and cold spots 
in different regions of the same microwaved cnrree, I will 
point out that Login er al2608 have devised methods for cali
brating and standardizing microwave ovens for various fixa
tion procedures. I'll have co find out whether they work for 
day-old Hunan pan-fried noodles. 

Microwave fixarion does nor seem ro have been used 
much for flow cyrometry, bur a provocative paper by Gruu.
kau er af""'' suggests char quantitative flow cyrometry ro de
termine optimal conditions for microwave and chemical 
fixation and for permeabilizacion could be useful in prepar
ing samples for immunoclecrron microscopy. and chat mi 
crowave fixation might be useful for flow cycometric analysis 
of in rracellular antigens. 

Fixation Artifacts 

If you are trying co reproduce a staining technique de
scribed in the lirerature, it's a good idea co use che fixarion 
procedure employed by the author(s) of rhe paper in ques
tion . Even rhen, particularly if you're crying ro do quancita
cive analyses, you may need co find ouc whether, and to whar 
extent, variations in fixative composition and conditions 
affect staining. Holtfrecer and Cohen' 300 noted chat 50% 
ethanol fixation yielded the same DNA fluorescence from 
nucleated frog erythrocytes and leukocytes, while higher 
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concencracions gave bimodal discribucions, presumably due 
ro che differenr densiry of chromacin in che rwo cell rypes. 
Haynes, Moynihan, and Cohen'~0 ' found chac binding of an 
anci-human CD25 ancibody to paraformaldehyde-fixed frog 
cells was arcifacmal, there being no evidence of reacrive epi
ropes on unfixed cells. Jumping ro humans, Cahill, Macey, 
and Newland 'Jo> reported that formaldehyde fixation of 

placelecs can resulc in arcifaccual expression of antigens in
dicuive of activation. The best way to avoid artifacts and 
other troubles with fixation is, of course, co work with un
fixed cells. 

Red Blood Cell Lysis: The Distilled Essence 

On chose occasions when you can gee away withouc fix
ing, and want to make imrnunoAuorescence measurernencs 
of leukocytes from blood or bone marrow without accom
panying red cells, you resort to lysing agents, which are often 
either proprietary mixtures or ammonium chloride solutions 
(the rwo arc not mutually exclusive). 1 have always preferred 
hyporonic lysis; 1 dilute the blood I: 10 wich distilled water, 
wait for a few seconds until it clears, and bring the osmotic 
scrength back co normal wich concentrated saline. I was thus 
pleased co see chat Terscappen, Meiners, and Loken 'm, who 
contributed quire a bit ro che analysis of leukocyte antigens, 
found chat hypotonic lysis preserves cellular immunofluores
cence and scatter signals, and avoids cell loss encountered 
with ammonium chloride. This method also requires no 
washes, something else I favor in my lab, where flow cy

comecers outnumber people. 

7.4 NUCLEIC ACID DYES AND THEIR USES 

Fluorescent nucleic acid-binding dyes can used ro meas
ure a number of the extrinsic parameters shown in Table 7-1 
(p. 286), including DNA content, DNA base ratio, single
and double-stranded RNA content, and also to characterize 
chromatin structure and co detect DNA synthesis. A 
"rogues' gallery" of nucleic acid stains appears in Figure 7-lO 
(back on p. 301 ). 

DNA Content Measurement 

Many, if not most, users of flow cytometers and sorters 
have at ltasc a passing acquaintance with measurements of 
the DNA content of cells and chromosomes, which can be 
done rapidly and precisely by flow cycometry using a variery 
of fluoresccnc stains. I introduced DNA contenc measure
ments and some of rhe dyes used co make chem on pp. 21 -
26, 43-4, and 96-7. 

DNA concenc measurements were shown co be relevanr 
ro tumor pathology and chemotherapy in rhe late l 960's, 
and stimulated interest in fluorescence flow cycomerry at a 
rime whrn few, if any, instruments were sensirive enough to 
make immunofluorescence measurements. 

The ideal dye for measurement of DNA conrcm would 
be DNA-specific; chat is, ic would form a fluorescent com
plex wich DNA, bur not with RNA or with ocher macromo
lecular species . It would also not exhibit any base or se-

quence preference; in other words, the fluorescence from a 
given number of dye molecules hound to another given 
number of base pairs' worch of DNA would be che same, 
regardless of the proporcions of A-T and G-C bast: pairs in 
the DNA. 

Dick Haugland, of Molecular Probes, ha.~ raken me co 
cask over che use of che term "DNA-specific" to describe real 
DNA dyes; he says there aren't any really DNA-specific dyes 
and suggests DNA-selective as a more appropriate adjective. 
I'll go with that from now on, and recommend you do the 
same:. Some, but not all, of the improvements in DNA con
tent measurement since che I 960's have resulted from the 
discovery or synchesis and use of dyes with greater DNA 
selectivity. 

Feulgen Staining for DNA Content 

By 1969. Van Dilla et al had used a modified Fculgen 
procedure wich fluorescenc scains (acriflavine and auraminc 
0) and an argon laser source flow cycomecer co produce 
DNA content distributions with a coefficient of variation of 
6% for the diploid cell peak'". Feulgen staining is highly 
DNA-sclecrive, but the procedure is also technically inten
sive, and the search for dyes chat might be eas ier to use be
gan alrnosr immediately. 

DNA Staining with Ethidium and Propidium 

The first seep in chis direccion was raken in 1969, when 
Dimich and Gohde published a relatively sharp DNA con
tent distribucion obrained using cheir arc source flow cy
tometer to measure the fluorescence of fixed cells stained 
with echidium bromide"·'. Propidium iodide~ '• was intro
duced by Crissman and Steinkamp"" in 1973 as a substitute 
for ethidium bromide in procedures for simultaneous quan
tirarivc analysis of DNA and protein content, in which fluo
rescein isochiocyanate (FITC) was used as a covalent stain 
for protein. Both fluorescein and propidium were excited ar 
488 nm; the rarionale for the use of propidium lay in the 
face chat its emission maximum is l 0-15 nm fanhcr into che 
red region of the spectrum than chat of echidium, making it 
easier co separate red and green fluorescence signals from 
propidium and fluorescein using optical filters. It has gener
ally been noted since chat propidium produces fluorescence 
histograms with somewhat lower coefficients of variation 
(CVs) than an: obtained using echidium; chis, rarhcr than 
spectral characteristics, probably accounts for the greater 
popularity of propidium. 

Ethidium and propidium form complexes with double
suanded DNA and RNA by intercalating berwecn base 
pairsrn · ~. An intercalated dye molecule finds itself in a hy
drophobic environment chat results in a shift of ics absorp
rion spectrum and an increase in its fluorescence quantum 
efficiency. Excitation in the UV (320-360 nm) or blue-green 
(480-550 nm) spectral regions produces 20 to 30 times a.~ 
much fluorescence emission from ethidium or propidium 
molecules bound co nucleic acid as would be emined by che 
same number of dye molecules in solution. In addition, 



since binding to nucleic acid irself results in a local increase 
in the concentration of dye molecules, nuclei, chromosomes, 
and other suucrures containing double-stranded nucleic acid 
(DNA or RNA) are brightly stained by erhidium or 
propidium, provided cells are either fixed or permeabilized 
co allow the dye to enter. 

Since ethidium does nor rapidly cross the membranes of 
intact cells, and is likely to be pumped our when ic does, it 
has widely, bur erroneously, been regarded as impermeant, 
and used in dye exclusion tescs; as l mentioned on p. 300, 
chis is not a good idea. Propidium, which, by virrue of ics 
double positive charge (see pp. 299-300) is impermeant, is a 
suitable alrernative. The double charge also gives propidium 
a higher binding affinity for double-stranded nucleic acid 
than echidium; the former dye will displace rhe laner from 
cells permeable co boch'G'0 • 

Neither erhidium nor propidium is DNA-sdeccive; che 
dyes were originally used to scain fixed cells, and specimens 
were treated wirh RNAse to eliminate artifacrual broadening 
of DNA content discribucions char would otherwise result 
from chc fluorescence of dye bound to double-stranded 
RNA. In 1975, Krishan described a simplified staining 
merho<l char eliminated the steps of fixation and RNAse 
treatment; cells were suspended in a solution containing 
0.1 % sodium citrate and 50 µg/ml propidium iodide"'. 

The cells firsr examined by Krishan were predominantly 
hemarologic in origin; such cells are readily susceptible co 
lysis in hypoconic media. Subscanrial amounts of cytoplasm, 
and of cytoplasmic RNA, are lose as a result of hyporonic 
treatment, bur only in cell types rhat undergo osmotic lysis. 
Look er al'~' (also A. T . Look, personal communication) 
found char the CVs of DNA content histograms obtained 
from propidium-srained cells were sharpened by che incuba
tion of samples wich 0.05 mg/ml ribonuclease (RNAse) for 
30 min ac room temperature before analysis; these days, al
most everybody uses RNAse. 

hied, Perez and Clarkson, who studied hypotonic 
propidium staining in some detait119, added 0.1% Triton X-
100 to Krishan's propidium/cicrate mixture and reported 
good results in staining cells that had been grown as attached 
monolayersno. The addition of che detergent ac chis relatively 
low concentration allows stained samples to be kept at room 
temperature for at least several days without significant 
change in che fluorescence hiscograms. 

Neither ethidium nor propidium exhibits a strong base 
preference; chis makes che dyes useful in determination of 
total DNA conrent of cells in such applications as planr tax
onomy, which will be discussed in Chapter 10. 

Ethidium and Propidium: Ionic Strength Effects 

The binding a.ffinicy of echidium to DNA is strongly de
pendent on the ionic strength of che solurion2'\ fluores
cence intensity of a solution of DNA in isoronic saline will 
be less than that of a solucion with the same concentrac!on of 
DNA and a lower ionic strengrh. Propidium has similar 
properties. Martens, van den Engh, and Hagenbeek" ' nored 
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shifting peaks in propidium fluorescence disrributions from 
cell samples in hypotonic solution run in a cell sorrer using 
isotonic saline sheath fluid. This drift can be eliminated by 
the use of a sheath fluid with the same ionic strength as the 
sample, i.e., use a distilled water sheath with samples in hy
potonic solution, or add salt to caste co che samples if you 
use a saline sheath in your instrumenc. This problem ha.5 
been described to me by many people; the solution is in the 
solutions. 

DNA Content: 5.lmple Preparation and Standards 

Because abnormalities in DNA content are commonly 
found in cancer, and may be relevanc to prognosis, applica
tions in clinical oncology motivated much of the work on 
preparacion of tissue samples for DNA concenc determina
non. 

Four papersm-i by Vindel0v and his coworkers summa

rized their extensive experience in preparation, storage, and 
analysis of propidium-srained samples; they were also among 
che first to consider che problem of standardization of 
DNA content measurements. Both chicken erythrocytes, 
with a DNA content of 35% of the human diploid value, 
and rainbow trout erythrocytes, with a DNA content of 
80% of the human diploid value, were added to samples"-'. 
The use of two standards eliminates calibration errors due co 
nonlinearity in che instrument. 

T aylor22G investigated rapid methods for preparation of 
samples for DNA content analysis from cells grown as 
monolayers or in suspension, from solid tissues, and solid 
tumors, using propidium and ocher stains for DNA. He 
obtained histograms with good precision using an isotonic 
saline solution with approximately 1.0% Tri con X-1 00 
added. This concentration of detergent lyses cells and solubi
lizes cytoplasm; it also, unfortunately, rends to lysc nuclei 
after a few hours. RNAse (l mg/ml, equivalent to 50-75 
Kunicz unics/ml) is used wich propidium staining to elimi
nate RNA fluorescence artifaccs. Staining according to Tay
lor generally requires less than 10 min incubation of cells 
with the staining solution; samples arc then filtered through 
a 50 µm nylon mc:sh and analyzed. 

Singh'G" reporcs that passage through a tissue press fol
lowed by pipetting yields cleaner suspensions of isolated 
nuclei for DNA content analysis in less time than docs 
mincing tissue. 

Chromomycin A3, Mithramycin, and Olivomycin 

In 1974, before rapid DNA staining techniques employ
ing propidium had been developed, Crissman and Tobey 
described a rapid DNA staining procedure using the anti tu
mor antibiotic mithramycinm, wich argon laser excitation ac 
457 nm. T hese authors had used fluorescent Feulgen stain
ing for analysis of drug effects on cell cycle progressioni:•i; the 
reduction of sample preparation rime to 20 minutes from 
several hours made it feasible co monitor population kinetics 
almost continuously during experiments. Cells were stained 
with michramycin in a solution containing echanol, which, 
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while noc fully fixing che cells during che shore staining rime, 
did make chem permeable to the drug. 

The use of mithramycin was prompted by the report that 
complexes of the drug and DNA were fluorescent, while the 
drug failed co interact with RNA'·10; thus, no RNAse treat
ment was required to achieve selective DNA staining. 
Crissman et al ' ·" did derailed studies of staining wich 
mirhramycin and with rhe structurally related antibiotics 
olivomycin and chromomycin A1, all of which are highly 
DNA-scleccivc. They found char opcimal staining of cells 
fixed in ethanol or electron microscopy grade gluraraldehyde 

was achieved with 50-100 µg/ml dye, with pH in the range 
5-9, salt (NaCl) concentration 0.15-l.O M, and with 15-200 
rnM added magnesium (Mg"). Magnesium ion is required 
for formation of rhe complexes of chromomycin A3, 

mirhramycin and olivomyci n with DNA, which also involve 
rhe 2-amino group of guaninc' 30; rhe three dyes have a srrong 
base preference, and ace as fluorochromes for G-C rich re
gions of DNA. All are impermeant, ar lease in cerms of 
shorc-cerm staining of incacc cells; rhey would, obviously, be 
incffcccivc as anticumor ancibiocics if chcy didn' c eventually 
gee in, buc chis is noc the place to delve into pharmacology. 

The emission maximum of the olivomycin-DNA com
plex is at approximacdy 545 nm, buc there is substantial 

emission between 480 and 500 nm. The chromomycin 
complex has an emission maximum at about 555 nm, but its 
emission speccrum does nor have the short-wavelength 
shoulder characceristic of rhe olivomycin complex. The 
mirhramycin complex spectrum also lacks the shoulder and 
has an emission maximum ac abouc 575 nm. The exciration 
maxima of the DNA complexes of all three: dyes are at ap
proximacdy 440 nmu'. The quantum efficiency of che dye
DNA complex is rclacively low; chis may limic precision in 
work with chromosomes or bacceria due to photon statistics. 

While chromomycin A,, mithramycin, and olivomycin 
can all be exciced by the 457 nm argon ion laser line, shorrer 
wavelengths, e.g. rhe violet lines from a krypcon or diode 
laser, 44 1 nm from a He-Cd laser or che 436 nm line from a 
mercury arc lamp. are preferable. The speccral characceristics 
jusc mentioncd led directly to che development of anorhcr 
popular DNA scain. Uncil 1974, there was little inceraction 
between American workers, almosc all of who were using 
laser source flow cycomecers, and European researchers in 
rhc field, who were using arc source instrumentsm. ln mid-
1974, Banhel Barlogie arrived in Houston, Texas with a 
Phywc ICP system, with which he began scudies of curnor 
cell DNA concenr using echidium bromide, as was chen cus
tomary. The blue-violec excicacion in che ICP seemed beccer 
suited co michramycin chan co echidium, which first 
prompted a trial of DNA staining wich mirhramycin (B. 
Barlogie and H. Shapiro, unpublished), and next morivaced 
lhe use of a mixcure of mithramycin and ethidium'11 • 

Mithramycin Plus Ethidium: Do's and Don'ts 

DNA-bound ethidium is nor very efficiently excited by 
blue-violec light; che DNA-michramycin complex is opti -

mally exciccd, and energy transfer occurs between mithramy
cin and ethidium provided che molecules arc in close prox
imity. Thus, in cells stained with che michramycin-erhidium 
mixcure, echidium fluorescence comes primarily from 
echidium bound to DNA, and broadening of fluorescence 
discribucions due co RNA fluorescence is largely eliminated 
when violet or blue-violet (400-457 nm) excication is used. I 
have run across people who used a milhramycin-ethidiurn 
mixcure wich 488 nm excitacion; chis makes licrle or no 
sense, because cxcicacion of michramycin at chis wavelcngrh 
is negligible, while excitation of echidium is quice goo<l. 

Most of che emitced fluorescence will, chercfore, be due co 
dirccc emission from che echidium racher chan co energy 
transfer from michramycin, and che DNA sdeccivicy gained 
with blue-violec excication will be lose. 

Interest in chromomycin and michramycin DNA scain
ing, with or wichour echidium, may increase as violec diode 

lasers, cmiccing near 405 nm, find their way into more 
commercial flow cytomecers (see Chapter 8); excicacion of 

these dyes ac 405 nm is abouc 80% of maximum. 

The Hoechst Dyes (33258, 33342, 34580?) 

A series of highly D!\JA-selecrive, UV-excited, blue fluo 
rescent bisbcnzimidazole dyes, originally synthesized by 
Loewe"' for Hoechsc as anciprocozoal drugs, and designarcd 
as Hoechst 33258, 33342, 33378, and 33662, were inrro
duced to the flow cyromercy community in 1974 by Lace'"', 

alchough they were nor widely applied until somewhat lacer. 

Detecting BrUdR by Hoechst Dye Quenching 

The original mocivacion for srudics of chc Hoechsc dyes 
lay in the fact thac complexes of the dyes wich DNA 
concaining bromodcoxyuridine (variously abbreviated as 
BrdUrd, BUdr, BrUdR, ecc.) were quenched, i.e., less fluo 
rescenc chan complexes of che dyes with unsubscicucc::<l DNA. 
The fluorescence difference was sufficient to allow detection 
of DNA synthesis and of sister chromarid exchanges in cells 

incubated wich BrUdR. Flow cytomerric methods were sub
sequently developed thac allow detcccion of BrUdR incorpo
racion by Hoechst dye fluorescence quenching wichouc the 
use of anci-BrUdR ancibodies; these will be discussed furcher 
in the section on DNA synchesis. 

Hoechst Dyes Have an A-T Base Preference 

The Hoechst dyes ace as DNA-sclcccive fluorochromes , 
binding to sequences of three A-T base pairs in ONA"'' ; rhis 
scrong A-T base preference accounts for che popularity of 
Hoechsc 33258 in combination with chromomycin A , for 
scaining chromosomes and bacteria, which will be discussed 
furcher in che seccion on DNA base composicion. The 
Hoechsr dyes bind in rhe minor groove of che DNA helix 
rather than by intercalation. Their affinicy for DNA is sufll
ciencly strong rhac chey will displace bound molecules of a 
variery of imercalacing dyes"'" . 



Hoechst 33342 as a Vital DNA Stain 

Additional interest in Hoechst 33342 was aroused when 
Arndr-Jovin and Jovin showed in 1977 char ar lease some 
living cells could be srained with chis dye, sorrcd on rhe basis 
of DNA content, and subsequently grown in culrurem. Ar 
rhe rime, chis finding represented a source of frustration to 
masc of che (lucky few) invescigarors who had cell soccers, 
since che argon lasers supplied with most sorrers could noc 
emit the lN lines necessary co excite che Hoechsc dyes. 

Fluorescence hisrograms in early publications on vital 
staining with Hoechst 33342m " showed broad peaks (CV 
of 6% or more). which were commonly amibured co cell-co
cell differences in dye uptake. Conventional wisdom held 
char i r was necessary to use ac lease l 00 mW of laser power 
in rhe lN to excite Hoechst 33342 to produce acceptable 
histograms. Ir is now almost certain that rhe poor precision 
of rhe measurements was due co a combination of noise in 
the light sources and uneven illuminacion resulting from rhe 
laser beam being focused to too small a spot in the apparatus 
used by earlier authors. Ir now seems clear that, at UV power 
levels of 100 mW or more, dye saturation occurs, eliminat
ing the effects of uneven illumination and reducing CVs. 

In 1981 , I reported chat low-power UV excitation from a 
mercury arc or 10 mW from an argon or krypron laser could 
be used, with appropriate optics, to produce Hoechst 33342 
fluorescence histograms wich low CVs from virally scained 
cells"·'. I and orhers"'J have since observed chat 1-10 mW at 
325 nm from a He-Cd laser provides more than adequate 
excicacion for cells stained with Hoechst dyes in a flow cy
rometer wirh a properly designed optical system. In fact, the 
precision of DNA measurements I have made using air
cooled He-Cd lasers has been beccer than rhe precision of 
measurements I made using large, wacer-cooled argon and 
krypton lasers from several manufacturers. 

While there are a few reporcs in the literature'._, .• chat 
suggested char ocher dyes could be used for flow cytomerric 
determination of DNA conrenr in living cells, Hoechst 
33342 is rhe only compound that has been extensively used 
for the purpose. Ir is clear chat some cells can survive and 
have survived staining with the dye, passage through a UV 
laser beam, sorting, and washing with recention of reproduc
cive integrity, and chat other cells, under similar conditions, 
have failed co survive''"·"·"'·~~ . Exposure to high laser power 
levels (over 100 mW) appears to decrease survival2x.. It seems 
likely char che different coxiciry of che dye ro different cell 
types is relaced co differences in uptake and/or retention. 

Hoechst Dyes In - And Out Of - Living Cells: 
The Drug Efflux Pump Discovered 

Scoichiometric viral staining of DNA by Hoechsc 33342 
generally requires exposure of cells co 5-10 µM dye for at 
least 30 min. Lower concentrations {1-2 µM) and/or shorter 
incubation periods can be used to demonstrate differences 
between cell types in rares of dye upcake and/or efflux. This 
cechnique was originally used by Lalande and Miller1•n , 
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and was later adopted by Loken" '·"" and by me and my co
workersm to differentiate resting T lymphocyces (low up
take) from resting B cells and accivared T cells (high uptake). 
Staining differences among lymphoid cell populations are 
more pronounced in rhe mouse than in che rac or man 
{makes you wonder, doesn'c ir) . 

The demonstracion in 1981 by Lalande, Ling, and 
Miller'H char the staining intensity of living cells exposed to 

Hoechst 33342 is determined by che operacion of an efflux 
pump brought flow cyromerry to bear on what has since 
become an active and important area of applicacion, i.e., the 
study of drug transport and disrribucion in cells and of 
transport-related mechanisms of drug resiscance. Work along 
these lines has also provided valuable new insighcs inco the 
nature of vi cal staining. 

K.rishan"' was one of rhe fim co investigate mechanisms 
of Hoechst 33342 uptake and retention. He found char 
some live cells, e.g., cultured leukemic cells resiscanr co adri
amycin, srained poorly, if at all, with Hoechst 33342 be
cause rhe operacion of the energy dependem pump produced 
rapid efflux of che dye; isolated nuclei from these cells, as 
expected, stained normally. When the pump was blocked by 
phenorhiazines (e.g., 15 µM rrifluopera7.ine added to mouse 
splenocytes incubated wich 10 µM Hoechst 33342 for 60 
min at 37 C) or Ca'" channel blockers (e.g., verapamil), 
Hoechsc 33342 produced scoichiomerric staining of live 
cells. 

Baines and Visser161 J reported in 1983 chac, when mouse 
bone marrow was vitally scained wich Hoechst 33342 and 
sorced on che basis of fluorescence incensicy, seem cells were 
found in che lowest-fluorescence fraction . Others156''" " ·' have 
since noted char both Hoechst 33342 and rhodamine 123 
fluorescence are low in primitive hematopoieric stem cells. 
Goodell ec al have defined a side population (SP) of cells, 
in which primitive stem cells arc found , on the basis of rela
tively low UV-excited blue and red fluorescence afcer 
Hoechst 33342 staining'""'. The low Hoechsc 33342 and 
rhodamine 123 fluorescence in seem cells resulc from che 
activity of one or more efflux pumps; rhe effects of pumps 
on staining with Hoechst dyes will be considered further in 
the discussions on membrane permeability and drug resis
tance and on seem cells in chis chapter and in Chapter 10. 

Hoechst Dye Staining Mechanisms 

When the Hoechst dyes are used ro scain fixed or perme
abilized cells for DNA conrenr analysis (see Taylor" '' for one 
such staining prococol), lower dye concentracions (3 µM or 
less) than are used for vital stoichiometric staining are man
datory to avoid nonspecific fluorescence. 

Additional insight into rhe binding and staining mecha
nisms of che Hoechst dyes came following the repon of 
Warson er al' '° char the ratios of Hoechst 33342 fluores 
cences in the 515-560 nm (green) and 390-440 nm (violet) 
bands were different for different subclasses of chicken thy
mocytes virally stained with 5 µM dye. The green fluores
cence in one cell type increased over a 2 hour incubation 
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period; a second cell rype reached an equilibrium fluores
cence incensiry in a few minuces. 

Srcen and Srokke' J• , using an arc source flow cycomerer 
wirh a grating monochromaror fined ro rhe derecror, meas
ured emission specrra of fixed rat rhymocyces stained with 
varying concencrarions of H oechst 33258, and found rhe 
emission shifted roward rhe green at increasing dye concen
rracions. Stokke and Sceen" 2 characterized two binding 
modes of the dye; at low dye/phosphate ratios, high-affiniry 
binding wich high quantum yield blue fluorescence is pre
dominant; as dye concentration increases, lhcre is lower af
finiry binding to secondary sires, with quenching, emission 
shifting coward che green, and DNA precipitation. Changes 
in Hoechst dye emission may help probe nuclear chromatin 
structure in different cell rypes, provided char differences in 
upcake and/or efflux pacrerns can be concrolled. 

Ellwart and Dormer'}' 0 exploiced che speccral shifr of 

Hoechsc 33342 as a measure of cell viability, or membrane 
inregricy. Live cells exposed ro relarively low dye concenrra
rions in rhe presence of propidium exclude propidium, bur 
retain small amouncs of rhe Hoechst dye, and shorcer wave
lengrh emission predominates. Cells char have complecely 
lose membrane incegriry cake up propidium. Cells in cransi
cion exclude propidium, bur accumulate higher concencra
cions of Hoechst 33342, and fluorescence emission shifts to 

longer wavelengths . 
Srokke et al '"' found chat the fluorescence of Hoechsr 

33258 in fixed erychroid precursor cells was less than char in 
mycloid cells in che same sample; che fluorescence of che dye 
in nuclei from erychroid cells was che same as rhac in mye
loid cells. This effect may be due co quenching and/or reab
sorprion of fluorescence by hemoglobin in che erychroid 
cells; ir is nor observed wirh dyes such as michramycin. 

Vinogradov and Rosanov'·' " have synthesized analogs of 
rhe Hoechst dyes lacking the piperazine ring found in the 
compounds made by Loewe; their DNA-binding selecciviry 
and A-T preference reportedly exceed chose of Hoechst 
33258. 

Hoechst 34580: Violet Time? 

As you will find on perusal of Chapcer 8, violet diode la
sers are rapidly finding their way into commercial flow cy
tometers . While we normally chink of the Hoechsc dyes (and 
DAPI, discussed next) as "UV-excited," these dyes have 
some excitacion cross seccion left ( 12% of maximum excica
cion for DAPI, 3% for Hoechst 33342) even at the 405 nm 
nominal emission wavelength of violec diodes2"'. When the 
Hoechsc dyes or DAPJ arc used ro stain mammalian cell 
nuclei, one can usually expect co find millions of dye mole
cules in a cell. Under these circumstances, che variances of 
fluorescence distributions are not greatly broadened by pho
roelectron statistics when efficient collection optics and 
PMTs are used , even when only a few mW of excirarion 
power at 405 nm are available. 

Hoechst 34580 becomes inceresting in this context be
cause, when bound to DNA th is dye exhibics an excitation 

maximum near 380 nm, about 30 nm longer than rhe ab
sorption maxima of the ocher Hoechst dyes and 20 nm 
longer chan char of DAPJ. Its excitation is 15% of maximum 
at 405 nm, and 50% of maximum at 395 nm, a wavelength 
now available from selecced violet diodes. W ith Nancy 
Perlmurcer, I found char Hoechst 34580 was permcanc, 
yielding a DNA histogram wich a CV less than 5% from 
intact Jurkat cells excited by a 4 mW, 397 nm diode laser·"". 
However, the dye appeared to be unscable in solution; we 
were unable ro obtain good histograms from eichcr intact 
cells or isolated nuclei from day-old solutions. The dye is 
now available from Molecular Probes, and probably worch 
some further invescigacion; I'll gee ro it when I finish writing. 

DAPI (and DIPI): Dyes Known for Precision 

A highly DNA-selective, impermeanc dye with properties 

similar ro those of che Hoechst dyes, 4' -6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole, or DAPI. was incroduced for flow cycometry 
of DNA concenc by Stohr er al118• The dye had been previ 
ously used for visualization of virus and Mycop/aJma infec
tion of cultured cells ')"; its high DNA spccificiry and inrense 
fluorescence have allowed visualization of single DAPI
srained virus particles under che fluorescence microscope"'c. 
Taylorno and ochers21" have described nuclear isolation pro

tocols for use wich DAl'l staining. 
DAPI, like the Hoechst dyes, has a strong A-T base 

preference. Many people, myself included, believe that 
DAPI yields DNA histograms with CVs lower than are ob
tained using ocher dyes (I have noted some dramatic differ
ences when analyzing cells removed from paraffin-embedded 
macerial) . While well-conrrolled studies on whole cells or 
nuclei seem to be lacking, Oreo and Tsou--'' did compare 
DAPI, che related compound DIPI , and Hoechst 33258 and 
33342 as scains for flow karyoryping of chromosomes from 
CHO cells, using an ICP with arc lamp UV excitation at 
366 nm. They found 5 µM co be rhe optimal concenrrarion 
of DAPI for staining chromosomes. DIPI staining was very 
slightly brighter (I 03%) chan DAPI; che Hoechst dyes were 
only 86% as bright. However, DAPI produced hisrograms 
with the lowest CVs (2 .2% vs. 2.7% for DIP! , 2.8% fo r 
Hoechst 33258, 2.9% for Hoechst 33342). 

Figure 7-11, on che facing page, illusrraccs the mosc 
dramacic example of high-precision DNA analys is of which I 
am aware. Lewalsk.i, Otto, Kranerr, and Wassmuth 'm, using 
a Partee PAS-II flow cycomecer, analyzed enzymatically de
condensed, DAPI-srained spermatozoa co confirm che sus
pecred production of unbalanced spermatozoa in heterozy
gous rams carrying a l ; 20 chromosomal rranslocacion . In 
rhc cop panel , X- and Y-chromosome-bearing spermatozoa 
from a cycogenecically normal ram appear as two distinct 
peaks; che difference in DNA fluorescence intensity between 
rhe gonosomes averaged 4.8%. In che bottom panel, sperm 
samples from a hererozygous I ; 20 rranslocacion carrier yield 
a histograms with five major and two minor (arrows) peaks , 
attributed co spermatozoa with a normal, balanced, and un
balanced chromosomal sracus, wich CVs of 0.5-0.6% . Be-



cause rhe translocaced chromosomal segmenr represents 
2.4% of the total DNA content, as determined from che 
flow cycomerric data, histograms with five insread of rhe 
expecred six peaks are observed. 

Danynkiewicz and his colleaguesm.•> have found that 
sraining with DAPI is less affected by rhe scare of chromatin 
condensation than is staining with other DNA stains; chis 
most probably accounts for the lower CVs generally ob
served with the dye. 

... 
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X-AND Y- SPERM PEAKS 
RESOLVED IN A SAMPLE 
FROM A CYTOGENETIC
ALL Y NORMAL RAM 

MULTIPLE PEAKS FROM 
UNBALANCED SPERM 
PRODUCTION IN A RAM 
BEARING A 1 ;20 TRANS-

/LOCATION 
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Figure 7-11. DNA content distributions in sperm from 
a normal ram and a ram bearing a 1;20 chromosomal 
translocation, stained with DAPI and analyzed on a 
Partee arc source flow cytometer; peak CV's are 0.5· 
0.8%. From H. Lewalski et al, Cytogenetics and Cell 
Genetics 64:286, 19931]13• The figure was kindly pro
vided by Dr. Lewalski and is reprinted with the per· 
mission of S. Karger, publishers. 

Dererminants of High Precision in DNA Analysis 

Because DNA content is so well regulated in most cells, 
measurements of DNA content are more likely than meas
urements of any other cellular parameter to result in fluores
cence distributions with exuemely low CVs. Even at that, 
rhe distributions shown in Figure 7- l l are remarkable. T he 
level of precision represented in them is nor readily achiev
able in laser source flow cytometers, for several reasons. Most 
benchtop laser source instruments use air-cooled argon ion 
lasers cmirring 15-25 mW at 488 nm as light sources; the 
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RMS oprical noise level of such lasers is usually specified as 
l %, and, since the power output is not sufficient to sarurare 
rhe dyes used for DNA measuremenr, rhe CV of a fluores
cence disrriburion obtained with such an instrument cannor 
be less than the RMS noise level of the source. 

If the laser power were increased ro the level needed for 
photon saturation, and/or che lighr source noise:: were re
duced to a small fraction of its normal value, rherc mighr 
still be problems associared wich the nature of che dyes avail
able for DNA content anaJysis using 488 nm excicacion. 
Propidium is the most common of chese; ir is noc highly 
DNA-selective, and che RNAse creacme::nc cuscomari ly used 
ro minimize contributions co che fluorescence signal from 
dye bound ro double-stranded RNA may nor complerely 
eliminate inrerfering fluorescence. We can therefore amibure 
some of rhe high precision achieved in DNA conrenr me::as
uremenr with DAPI, and, to a slightly lesser excent, wirh rhe 
Hoechst dyes, co che relacively high DNA-selectiviry of che 
dyes, and co rheir relative insensitiviry (notably char of 
DAPI) co the differences in chromatin condensation. How
ever, rhac still isn't the whole story . 

I should not need to menrion rhar fluorescence CVs in 
the range of l % are unlikely to be achieved in any flow cy· 
romerer in which rhe oprics are even slightly misaligned, or 
in which there are any significant sources of rurbulcnce in 
the fluidics. For purposes of the present discussion, however, 
we can assume that the opcics and fluidics of wharever cy
tomerer we use can be put inro optimal operating condirion. 

At the end of che day, ic is the optical design of the in
strumenr, more than anything else, which makes it possible 
to achieve extremely low CVs in fluorescence measurement. 
Most instruments chat can do it use arc lamp sources, and 
have relatively high-N.A. illuminacion optics, as well as rela
tively high-N.A. collection optics. As I mentioned on che 
previous page, photoelectron statistic.~ arc not a sign ificanr 
problem in measurements of the DNA content of eukaryoric 
cells; the relacively low UV power output of the arc lamp is 
more rhan adequare for excitation of DAPI or che Hoechst 
dyes. The high-N.A. (epi)illumination insures char cxcirarion 
lighr reaches the cell from a substantially wider range of an
gles than would be the case in a rypical laser source system. 
This minimizes effects of cellular asymmerry and oricncacion 
on illumination and lighc collection, resulting in lower fluo
rescence CVs%. We will revisit this issue in the discussion of 
sperm sorting in Chapter 10. 

7-Aminoactinomycin D (7-AAD) 

7-AAD, a fluorescent analog of che antitumor anribioric 
accinomycin D, was synthesized for possible applicacion to 

chromosome banding by Modesc and Sen Gupca')", and was 
investigaced as a cytomecric DNA stain by Gill ct aJ i!l\ and, 
more recently, by Zelenin er al'}1• T he complex of chis dye 
with DNA has an absorption maximum at abouc 550 nm 
and an emission maximum at about 660 nm. 7-AAD is im
permeanr and highly DNA-selective, exhibiring a C -C base 
preference. 
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The quanrum efficiency of7-AAD is low, as was inreresr 
in the dye uncil Rabinovirch et af16 demonmaced that, be
cause of its long emission wavelength, the dye could be used 
in combinarion with fluorescein- and phycoerythrin-labeled 
anribodics for simulraneous flow cytomecry of DNA content 
and rwo-color immunofluorescence using only a single 488 
nm excitation beam. The DNA comenr disrributions ob
tained using 7-AAD in chis way have been disappointingly 

:· .1(, 

broad , probably because binding of the rather large dye 
molecule co DNA is affecred by chromatin structure co a 
greater excenr rhan is the case with other DNA stains. Stokke 
and Steen'"' utilized chis property of 7-AAD for discrimina
tion of different leukocyte rypes based on differences in 
chromatin structure. 

Schmid er al' "'' have used 7-AAD ro discriminate dead 
cells, i.e., cells char have lose membrane integriry, in unfixed 
samples stained with fluorescein- and phycoerychrin-labeled 
antibodies. Unlike propidium, which has also been used, 7-
AAD emission is at a sufficienrly long wavelength ro mini
mize interference with phycoerythrin fluorescence. Schmid, 
Uinenbogaarr, and Giorgi13'' have also reporred char 7-AAD 
uptake into cells can be used ro demonsrrace apoptosis in 
rhymocyres also stained wirh fluorescein- and phycoeryrhrin
labeled antibodies. 

Acridine Orange 

Under carefully conrrolled conditions, rhe blue-excited 
green fluorescence of acridine orange (AO) molecules 
inrcrcalaced inro DNA can be used to provide accurate and 
precise esrimates of cellular DNA comem. The techniques 
described by Darqnkiewin and his coworkers'6' ·1, which 
were mentioned on pp. 44 and 96-7, and will be discussed 
more fully in rhe sections on probes of chromatin scrucrure 
and RNA conrcnr, involve detergent rrearmenc to permeabi
lize cells, acid denacurarion ro convert RNA to the single
scranded configuration, which forms a red (merachromatic) 
fluorescent complex with the dye, and careful adjustment of 
cell and dye concenrracions to prevent formation of meta
chromaric fluorescenr dye aggregates in association with 
DNA. 

Many people who have cried co use acridine orange have 
been fruscrated by rhe sensitivity of staining co very slight 
changes in operational paramerers of rhe flow cytomerer. A 
paper by Pcnnings ct al" ' showed rhar DNA/RNA staining 
with acridine orange could be improved by using a roller 
pump and manifold to introduce dye and cells continuously 
inro che flow cyromerer sample stream, which stabilized the 
equilibria between free dye. dye intercalated into DNA, and 
dye complexed with RNA. 

Styryl Dyes; LDS-751 

Compounds containing a quinolinium, benzorhiazole, or 
ocher hecerocyclic ring sysrem, linked ro a substituted ami
noscyryl group, have been known as fluorescent nuclear 
srains since 1932, when von Jancsou•a described staining of 
intracrychrocytic parasites by sryrylquinolin. Perhaps because 

chis brief paper is not widely known, Wang and Jolley'"''. 
then at Abbott Laboratories, received a parent on staining 
with styryl dyes in 1985. 

In 1988, Tersrappen and Loken and rheir colleagues 1' 10·' 

described cell staining by che laser dye LDS-751, which 
predominanrly srains DNA, can be excired effectively at 488 
nm, and emirs above 640 nm. LDS-751 enrers intact cells, 
bur stains cells wich damaged membranes more inrensely, 
and can rherefore be used to discriminate these two classes of 
cells, even in fixed samples1120• Ir can also be used in combi
nation with another nucleic acid srain and fluorescent anti
bodies to perform extended leukocyte differentials, plareler, 
and reticulocyte counts on unlysed, unfixed whole blood"". 
LDS-751 was said to be the same dye as the laser dye Styryl-
8; chis is apparently not the case, at lea~t for the I.DS-75 1 
sold by Molecular Probes.mi. 

I have had good luck staining mammalian cell nuclei 
with LDS-751, but have not succeeded in getting it co stain 
bacteria, which I find somewhat surprising. l also note a 
recent reporc by Snyder and Smaifi•:, to rhe effect chat cul
tured murine fibroblasts and monocytes stained with two 
different samples of Molecular Probes' LDS-751 and exam
ined by confocal microscopy showed membrane porencial
dependenr mitochondrial staining bur no nuclear staining. 

Lan et al"0 described fluorescent staining of DNA by 
three compounds supplied by Eastman Kodak, designated 
EK4, LL58S, and VL772. VL772 forms fluorescenr com
plexes with both DNA and RNA; the DNA complex has an 
absorption maximum ar 510 nm and an emission maximum 
at about 565 nm. LL585 was said co be DNA-specific; che 
complex of chis dye with DNA has an absorption maximum 
at 569 nm and an emission maximum at about 600 nm. 
Boch YL772 and LL585 showed a strong A-T preference. I 
have looked ar these dyes; I found that both VL772 and 
LL585 formed fluorescenr complexes with RNA. Also, rhe 
dyes are lipophilic; LL585, in particular, srains mitochondria 
in intact cells. I didn't get very good DNA hisrograms even 
when I stained isolated nuclei, and the background fluores
cence was too high to do good measurements of bacteria 
(and, I would presume, of chromosomes). LL585 is a sryryl 
dye; EK4 and Vl.772 are cyanines. 

Cyanine Dyes I: Thiazole Orange, etc. 

Cyan inc dyes ' 60", many of which were developed by 
Eastman Kodak as sensitizers for photographic fi lm, are 
compounds in which two hererocycles (benzoxazolcs. bcn
zothiawles, ere.) are joined by a conjugated polymerhine 
chain. Symmetric cyanine dyes, in which che heterocycles 
arc idcnrical in srrucrure and oricnracion, are well known a.~ 

probes of membrane potential""'. Cyanines have, however, 
been known for some time to act as nuclear stains, a prop
erry nored in rhe parent compound, cyanine ( l, l 'di-iso
amyl-4,4 '-quinocyanine iodide) in rhe lace l 800's. Dicya
nine A (dierhyl-2,4 '-quinocarbocyanine iodide), an asym
metric cyanine, was described as an RNA srain in Kodak 
literature in the mid- l 97 0's. Fluorescent nuclear stain ing by 



dicthyloxacyaninc, used as an optical brightener for textiles, 
was illustrated by Paton and Jones 11i~ in 1976, and Jacobber
ger, Horan , and Hare described fluorescent staining of DNA 
in incraerythrocycic malaria parasites and RNA in blood 
rericulocyces by dimcthyloxacarbocyaninc: (OiOC1(3) in 
che notation of Sims ec al""'; sec Figure 7-12 below) in 
1983'°0 and 1984"'", respectively. 

Figure 7-12. Scruccure of symmecric cyanine dyes 
given che formula "DiYC,.,(2m + I)" by Sims er al~. 
When Y is 0 or S, the substituent is oxygen or sul
fur. When Y is I, the subscicuenc is qCH3) 2• When 
Y is L or Q, the rings are isoquinolines joined at the 
2 or 4 positions, respectively. 

In 1983, Sage, O'Connell, and Mercolino"R, then at 
B-D, developed a reticulocyte analysis technique using 
rhioflavin T, a basic thiazole dye mentioned as an RNA 
stain by Arndt-Jovin109 • Thioflavin T is a true RNA (and 
DNA) fluorochrome, increasing its quantum efficiency 
many times when bound to nucleic acid. The excitation 
maximum for the dye is at approximately 440 nm, making ir 
usable with an Hg arc lamp source emitring ar 436 nm, such 
as was used in B-D's FACS Analyz.er. Thioflavin T can also 
he exci red by He-Cd ( 441 nm) or argon laser ( 4 5 7, but not 
488 nm) sources. Emission is at 490-500 nm. 

After B-D introduced rhe FACScan, a clinically oriented 
flow cyrometer with an excitation wavelength fixed at 488 
nm, it became desirable ro find a dye with the characteristics 
of chioflavin T chat could be used with that excitation wave
length. Lee, Chien, and Chiu'"9·'·"J took a frontal approach 
ro chis problem, studied the relationship berween chemical 
structure and RNA fluorochrome activity in cyanine dyes, 
thioflavin, and ethidium, and, in 1987, described thiazole 
orange (TO), which, chemically, is l ,3'-dimethyl-4,2 ' -
quinochiacyanine, as most suired for reticulocyte analysis. 
Thiazole orange, when bound co RNA, has an absorption 
maximum at 509 nm and an emission maximum at 533 nm, 
and its fluorescence quancum efficiency is increased ap
proximately 3,000 rimes over that of the free dye. Like 
thioflavin T, chiazole orange also behaves as a DNA fluoro
chrome; it and related dyes arc useful for reticulocyce count
ing only because reciculocyces normally contain no DNA. 
Van Rockscaele and Peetermans"" noted in 1989 chat 1,3 ' -
dierhyl-4,2' -quinothiacyanine iodide, a dye that had been 
widely available for many years, could be substituted for 
thiazole orange, which was difficulr to gee in at least some 
markers due co patent issues. 
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Lee and her coworkers at B-D also synthesized l. 3' -
dimechyl-4,2 '-quinothiacarbocyanine, which they named 
thiazole blue; this dye also behaves as a DNA and RNA 
fluorochrome and, when bound co nucleic acid, has an exci
cacion maximum at about 640 nm, making ic useful with red 
He-Ne or diode laser sources. As is che case with chiazole 
orange, che diethyl analog of chiazole hlue has been commer
cially available for some cime. 

The ring structure of chiazole orange is che same as chat 
of TO-PR0-1 (Figure 7- 10, p. 30 l); the ring structure of 
chiazole blue has a crimethine bridge instead of a monome
chine bridge berwccn the hecerocyclcs , and boch chiawle 
orange and thiazole hlue have methyl groups on boch ring 
nitrogens (Molecular Probes' TO-PR0-3 shares the chiawle 
blue ring structure but has an n-propylcrialkylammonium 
side chain on che quinoline ring nitrogen, as does TO-PR0-
1 ). Since rhiawle orange and thiazolc blue cyanine dyes are 
lipophilic and bear only a single dclocalized posicive charge; 
they are permeant (the TO-PRO dyes are impermeanc), and 
are concentrated inside cells (and intracellular organel les) by 
any inside-negative potential difference across che cytoplas
mic and/or organellar membrane. The dyes normally reach 
even higher concentrations in mitochondria than in rhe cy
rosol. Although mitochondrial staining by ocher cyaninc 
dyes is pronounced, neither chiazole orange nor thiazole hlue 
produces much mitochondrial staining. 

This doesn'c mean the dyes aren't concentrated in ener
gized mitochondria in intact cells; they virtually have to be, 
according to chemical principles. However, the dyes arcn 'c 
all chat fluorescent in aqueous solution, and they aren ' t thac 

much more fluorcscenr in nonpolar solvents such as butanol. 
Their fluorescence is enhanced dramatically by intercalation 
into double-stranded nucleic acid, be ic DNA or RNA, and 
also, somewhat surprisingly, by binding co si ngle scranded 
nucleic acid. 

Symmetric cyanine dyes, such as DiOC.(3) , are fluores
cent in aqueous solution; their fluorescence is enhanced, 
rypically cwo- to sixfold, in nonpolar solvents, and enhanced 
hy approximately the same facror when chey bind to nucleic 
acids. The fluorescence both of symmetric dyes and of 
asymmetric dyes such as thiazole orange and chiazolc blue 
requires chat all che ring structures in chc dye molecule re
main in che same plane, and that the probabili ry of loss of 
excication energy due to transfer to ocher molecules in che 
environment remain low. 

The great degree of fluorescence enhancement noted 
when rhiazole orange or rhiazole bfue bind co nucleic acid 
should noc be taken as an indication that chese dyes have 
higher quantum efficiencies than the symmetric cyanine 
dyes; what it does indicate is chat chiazole orange and chia
zole blue, when not bound ro nucleic acid, have very low 
quantum efficiencies. This is probably so hecause there is 
some freedom for one of the rings in che unbound dye to 

rotate relative to che ocher; when the rings are not in rhe 
same plane, no fluorescence can occur. There may also he 
more nonradiacive loss of excitation from unbound mule-
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cules co solvent and orher molecules in rhe env1ronmem 
chan rhere is when the dyes arc intercalated inro double
scranded nucleic acid. 

The high quamum efficiency of bound dye makes chia
zole orange and irs relacives very difficult dye to use in mi
croscopy; as was discussed on pp. 115-8, high quantum effi
ciency makes for rapid bleaching. lr is relacively hard to do a 
rericulocyce counc wirh a flow cycometer using acridine or
ange as che RNA sea.i n, because rhe RNA-bound dye is 
quenched and background fluorescence is high. When you 
look under the microscope, however, the fluorescence of 
hackground dye bleaches out quickly and that of the 
quenched dye-RNA complexes persists, facilitacing counring. 
When you look at chiazole orange-stained cells under a fluo
rescence microscope, chere is very liccle fluorescence back
ground, but the fluorescence from RNA-bound dye disap
pears before you have a chance to counc rhe cells. In a flow 
cytomerer, rhe cell doesn 't gee a chance to get bleached uncil 
ir goes chrough che beam, at which rime the dececcor can 
capture as much fluorescence as is emined; thiazole orange 
works fine. Ir and ics relacives also work fine in ocher in
scrumencs, for example, high-resolution gel scanners for de
ccccing small amounrs of DNA following electrophoresis' m-0. 

Cyanine Dyes JI: TOTO and YOYO a GoGo 

The gel scanning project undercaken by Glazer, Peck, 
and Machies 13P in che 1980's had cwo goals; che first was 
opcimizing methods for decection of very small amounts of 
DNA on gels, and the second was developing dyes that 
could bind so scrongly ro DNA that dye-labeled fragmencs 
could be removed from gels and mixed with unlabeled nu
cleic acids without dye migrating from the labeled to che 
unlabeled molecules. The strategy adopted in pursuit of che 
second goal was che synchesis of homodimeric dyes , che first 
of which was cthidium homodimcr. When DNA-echidium 
homodimer complex is mixed with a 50-fold excess of unla
beled DNA, about 30% of the dye is retained within rhe 
original complex indefinitely. 

The quantum efficiency of echidium increases only 20-
co 30-fold on binding ro double-stranded nucleic acid; char 
of rhiazole orange, as previously mencioned, increases 3,000-
fold. The difference, as just discussed, lies in che lower quan
tum efficiency of unbound chiazolc orange; che use of rhia
zole orange or a dye wich similar fluorescence properties for 
scaining DNA or RNA on gels should, therefore, result in 
lowered background fluorescence compared ro ethidium 
homodimer. 

In order co achieve the high binding affinity of cchidium 
homodimer and the fluorescence properties of rhia1.0le or
ange, Rye cc al'm synthesized compounds named TOTO-I 
and YOY0-1, in which rwo molecules of thiazolc orange 
(TO), in rhe first case, and oxazole yellow (YO), ics qui
nooxacyanine analog, in the second, were joined by a di
azaundecamechylene linker. The binding affinity of these 
dyes for DNA is sufficiently high so char fragments labeled 
with TOTO- I or YOY0-1 and with cchidium can be mixed 

and separared by electrophoresis. TOTO- I has the spectral 
charactcriscics of rhiazolc orange; YOY0-1 has chose of oxa
zole yellow (excicacion maximum for nucleic acid-bound 
dye 489 nm; emission maximum 509 nm), and borh are 
over 1,000 rimes more fluorescenc in the nucleic acid-bound 
rhan in che free form . As licrle as 4 picograms of ONA
bound dye can be derecred on a gel by the confocal scanner. 
TOT0-3, which combines cwo rhiazole blue chrornophores 
using the same linker as is used in TOTO- l and YOY0-1 , 
is red-excited. All three dyes and some related dimers are 
available from Molecular Probes. 

Benson, Singh, and G lazer '-'" also synchesized hct
crodimcric DNA-binding dyes designed fo r energy transfer, 
including TOTAB, a rhiazole orange-rhiazole blue het
erodimer for which rhe emission maximum of the ONA
bound dye lies ac 662 nm. Fluorescence at chis wavelength is 
enhanced 100-fold on binding co double-scranded DNA, 
while fluorescence of the rhiazole orange donor chromo
phore ar 532 nm is quenched by over 90%. The her
erodimeric dyes, like the homodimers, are suitable for high
scnsirivity deteccion of nucleic acids on gels '·'". TOTAB, 
which, at chis wricing, is nor yet commercially available, 
could be used for determination of DNA concenc using 488 
nm excicacion in cells also stained with fluorescein- and PE
labeled antibodies and, perhaps, PE-Texas Red candcm
labeled ancibodies as well. There would, however, also be a 
catch. 

Cyanine Dyes Ill: Alphabet Soup 

Staining fixed cells or permanenc cell nuclei for DNA 
content analysis tends to be a relatively casual procedure; we 
more or less just chrow the dye in and go, wichouc bothering 
to chink chac ic may cake more rhan a few seconds for dye: 
and cells to come to equilibrium. When van den Engh, 
Trask, and Gray" '0 accually checked on chis poinc, they 
found char mouse thymocyce nuclei permeabilized wich Tri
ton X-100 and stained with dyes at concenrracions normally 
used for flow cyromerry required about 5 min to come co 
equilibrium with Hoechst 33258, 20 min ro equilibrate wich 
propidium, and over an hour co reach equilibrium with 
chromomycin A,. These dyes bounce on and off the DNA 
fairly readily, compared co the dimers jusc discussed, which 
srick like glue, and which chcrcforc should rake a longer rime 
co equilibrate. I've cried staining permeabilized, RNAse
created nuclei wich TOTO- I and YOY0- 1 (che RNAsc is 
essential because the dyes are nor DNA-specific), and found 
rhat che DNA hiscogram peak positions and CVs did not 
scabilize even after several hours' incubacion with the dyes; 
che monomeric dyes reach equilibrium much faster. 

Hirons, Fawcen, and Crissman u .i• described use of 
TOTO- I and YOY0- 1 for flow cyromerric DNA analysis, 
precipitating a brief stampede in chat dircccion. In my view, 
however, ic is important co separate the desirable spectral 
characteristics of the dyes from whar arc likely ro be undesir
able binding characteristics. Using chiazole orange or ics 
cheaper diechyl analog instead of TOTO-! ro do DNA his-



rograms should, in principle, realize rhe same advantages 
while requiring less incubation time. 

Richard Haugland, Victoria Singer, Stephen Yue, and 
others at Molecular Probes have developed addirional 
monomeric and dimeric cyanine DNA and RNA stains wich 
some interesting properciesu"·'"'g. The TO-PROo» family of 
impermeanc monomeric dyes conrains BO-PR0-1 and -3, 
JO-PRO- I, LO-PR0-1 , PO-PRO- I, and -3, TO-PRO- I , 
-3, and -5, and YO-PRO-! and -3, wich excitation maxima 
ranging from 435 co 745 nm and emission maxima ranging 
from 455 to 770 nm. All TO-PRO series dyes have rwo 
positive charges and one intercalating moiety. The TOTO 
family of impermeant dimeric dyes concains corresponding 
BOBO, JOJO, LOLO, POPO, TOTO, and YOYO dyes, 
except thar there is no TOT0-5; all TOTO series dyes have 
four positive charges and are bis-intcrcalators; that is, each 
has rwo intercalating moieties, which bind berween nearby 
base pairs of a double-stranded nucleic acid helix, while rhc 
linker inreraccs wich che minor groove. The nature of che 
strong interactions of TO-PRO and TOTO dyes with sin
gle-scranded nucleic acids remains less clear. 

Molecular Probes' SYTO series of dyes are cell permeant 
relarives of rhe TO-PRO dyes. Their permcancy indicates 
that, like their parent thiazole orange (the TO in TO-PRO, 
TOTO, and SITO), they lack the quaternary ammonium 
groups presenr in TO-PRO and TOTO dyes. The fact chat 
their srructures have not been revealed, at lease in the Mo
lecular Probes Handbool/»~, suggests chat the dyes have extra 
ring side chains char improve their permeancy, and chat the 
company does not want to make it easy for other people co 
learn its cricks. Some of the srructures may be found in Mo
lecular Probes' patents. The SYfO- dyes stain both DNA 
and RNA; some of them also stain other cellular structures, 
e.g., mitochondria. 

The SYfOX dyes, are really, really impermeanc, suggest
ing char they bear at lease three positive charges (strucrures 
have nor been published); chey are promored as viability 
indicators, bur SYfOX Orange was found to be an optimal 
stain for DNA fragment sizing in a slow flow instrument 
with a green YAG laser source builr ac Los AlamosrnH. 

Then there are PicoGreen, designed for quantitative 
fluorescence assay of double-stranded DNA in solution, and 
SY13R Green I and II and SYBR Gold, designed for demon
stration and quantification of nucleic acids on gels. Pi
coGreen is reasonably selective for double-stranded DNA, 
increasing its fluorescence over l ,000 times on binding, 
while exhibiting a much smaller degree of fluorescence en
hancement on binding to double-stranded RNA or to single
scranded nucleic acid. PicoGreen and the SYBR dyes have 
been used for DNA fragment sizing at Los Alamos'·''3 and for 
detection of viruses in conventional flow cyrometersHJ6.,. 

Base Preference in Cyanine and Scyryl Dyes 

I have observed (unpublished) thar the fluorescence of 
TOTO-I, YOYO-l, TOT0-3, related monomeric cyanine 
dyes, and LDS-75 l in solutions of a deoxyadeno-
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sine/deoxychymidine polymer (polydA-dT) is severalfold 
higher than che fluorescence of the same dyes in solutions of 
a deoxyguanosinc/deoxycycosine polymer (polydG-dC) at 
the same dye and polymer conccnrrations, suggesting char 
the dyes have an A-T preference. Excicarion and emission 
maxima arc slighrly different for dye in polydA-dT and in 
polydG-dC. Stephen Yue of Molecular Probes (personal 
communication, 1994) has made similar observations. How
ever, ir has also been established (R. A. Keller, personal 
communication, 1994; A. N. Glazer, personal communica
tion, 1994, and references 1144 and 1325-9) rhar the inten
siry of TOTO-!, YOY0-1, and TOTAB fluorescence is 
proportional ro rhe mass of DNA to which the dye is bound, 
regardless of the base composition of rhe dye. In chis con
text, at least, the dimeric dyes do not show a base preference; 
the lack of one is critical for use of dimeric dyes in quanrira
cive analysis of DNA in flow systems, in solurion, or on gels. 

The issue of base preference of cyanine dyes is furrher 
clouded by evidence from my lab (unpublished resulrs and 
reference 1133), Frey et al "", and Hirons, fawcect and 
Crissman iJJ• char TOTO-l and YOY0-1, rhiazole orangr.:, 
and rhiazole blue produce differential staining of chromo
somes with similar DNA conrent, in much the same way as 
do dyes with strong base preferences such as Hocchsr 33258 
and chromomycin A,. In face, something approximating the 
bivariare flow karyorype obtained from chromosomes 
stained wirh Hoechst 33258 and chromomycin (see rhe sec
tion on DNA base composition) can be produced by dual 
beam (UV and visible) excitation of chromosomes stained 
with TOTO-I alone'i" . Ir would certainly be useful to have 
a greater variety of dyes available for bivariarc chromosome 
analysis, particularly dyes chat could be excited at 488 nm; it 
is likely, based on studies of rhe existing cyanine and sryryl 
dyes, that such molecules could be engineered, bur rhere 
doesn't seem co be enough of a market to get Molecular 
Probes or ocher companies to make rhe effort. 

Seeing Red: LD700, Oxazine 750, Rhodamine 800, 
TO-PR0-3, and DRAQ5 as DNA Stains 

In the mid-l 980's, while examining a number of dyes 
suirable for excitarion by red (633 nm) helium-neon lasers, 
Sandra Stephens and I ran across three char srained DNA 
stoichiomecrically'F. They are LD700, oxazme 750 
(OX750), and rhodamine 800 (R800), all developed as laser 
dyes. The dye-DNA complexes of these three dyes have ab
sorption maxima at 660, 690, and 705 nm and emission 
maxima at 670, 700, and 715 nm. OX750 appears nor 10 

have a base preference; LD700 and R800 have a G-C prefer
ence. OX750 and R800 are usable wich cheap 670 nm diode 
lasers. 

Red-excired DNA stains aren 'r all char useful unless you 
can stain cells simulcaneously wirh chem and something else; 
it would be nice co do DNNimmunofluoresccnce measure
ments in a system with a diode laser using R800 and allo
phycocyanin or CyS. However, at rhe concemrations (- 25 
µM) at which OX750 and R800 have ro be used co produce 
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good srammg, they quench the fluorescence of allophy
cocyanin considerably. 

Any of the TO-PRO or SYrOX dyes, and at least some 
of che SITO and SYBR series and PicoGreen, should be 
usable for DNA conrcnc analysis in permeabilized or fixed 
cells created wich RNAse. It has been shown that TO-PR0-
3 works well in this conrexr when used with red excica
cion"·;·•; chis dye can also be used in combination with 

propidium in syscems with only a single 488 nm laser, as 
energy transfer from propidium, which excites well at 488 
nm, co TO-PR0-3, which does noc, is fairlyefficienc'6'"· '. 

I mentioned DRAQ5mM on p. 44; chis is a permeanc 
anthraquinone dye which, when bound to DNA, has an 
ex:ciracion maximum near 650 nm and an emission maxi
mum near 700 nm. DRAQ5 appears co be reasonably DNA
sdeccive, and the combination of DNA seleccivicy and per
meancy allows ic co be used co produce reasonably good 
DNA content hiscograms when it is used as a viral scain, 
making ir the only dye ocher chan Hoechst 33342 usable for 
chac purpose. 

The fluorescence of DRAQS is noc significantly in
creased when che dye is bound co DNA, and some manipu
lation of the relative concencracions of dye and cells may be 
necessary co obcain the besc qualicy DNA conrenc measure
ments. On che plus side, it is possible co excite the dye at 
488 nm. DRAQS is available from Biostatus, Limited. This 
company also sells the somewhat less permeant 
DRAQ5N01622, also developed by Paul Smich's group, and 
said co be useful in discriminating cells in various stages of 
apopcosis, as APOPTRAKni . 

Miscellaneous DNA-Seleccive Dyes 

The diamidines M&B 938'"' l and hydroxystil
bamidine'"'·2"'' are structurally similar to DAPI; they are 
UV-excited, impermcanc, and relatively highly DNA
selecrive, wirh an A-T base preference. M&B 938 was inves
tigated as a drug by Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, now pare of 
Aventis. Hydroxystilbamidinc, now available from Molecu
lar Probes, has been used as a viability indicator""'; since 
complexes of che dye with DNA exhibit an excitation maxi
mum at 390 nm1m , ic should be bcuer excited by violet di
ode lasers chan DAPI or the Hoechst dyes. 

3-amino-6-metho:xy-9-(2-hydroxyethylamine) acri
dinc (AMHA) is maximally excited ac 375 and emits maxi
mally ac 510 nm; ic is permeant and somewhar DNA
sclcctive, probably wich an A-T base preference. le is nor 
commercially available 

What Do DNA Scains Stain? 

DNA concenc measurements demand high precision be
cause DNA concenc is so nearly constanc for subscanrial 
numbers of cells in a sample and because minute variations 
in DNA content may have considerable biologic signifi
cance. 

All of che DNA stains jusc discussed can be used, on ap
propriacely prepared samples and in properly aligned in-

scrumencs, to give precise: estimates of che coca! DNA con
cenc of cells chat accurately reflect DNA concenc differences 
between differenr cells and cell cypes from che same organ
ism, e.g., sperm cells, which arc: haploid, and somatic cells, 
which are predominantly diploid, or tumor cells and accom
panying normal stromal cells, which may have different mo
dal values of DNA content . This is really quite remarkable 
in light of the face chat diffcrenc dyes bind in different fash
ions and, in some cases, co different chemical componencs of 
DNA molecules. 

A little more care is required when attempts are made co 
d . h al f DNA'l") . Ill• ·•· etermmc: c e accu mass o · , or genome stzc , 
in cells from different species. Dyes with different base pref
erences will give different results in cells with different base 
composirions; in analyzing cells from 80 species of 
T ecrapoda, Vinogradov and Borkin irn found chac ratios of 
DNA concent values decermined wirh different dyes were as 
high as 1.8 for rhis reason. 

Darzynkiewicz and his colleagues~ 1• ·• examined che acces
sibility co differenr dyes of DNA in nuclei under various 
conditions. During chemically induced differentiacion of 
Friend erychroleukemia cells, and during spcrmarogenesis, 
chromatin condenses, and nuclear staining inccnsicy with 
some DNA scains decreases; accessibilicy of DNA co differ
ent dyes is increased co different extents by acid excraccion of 
nuclear hiscones. The increase in accessibilicy is lowest 
(45%) for DAPI, highest (1200%) for 7-MD. 

le seems logical chat che dye lease affecced by chromatin 
srruccure, i.e., DAPl, would give the DNA histograms with 
rhe lowesc CVs, since the effeccs of slight cell-co-cell differ
ences in chromatin scructure would be minimized, and 
DAPI indeed seems co produce che lowest CVs (Fig. 7-11 , p 
311 ). By conuasc, ir is hard co gee even fair stoichiometric 
staining with 7-AAD, which has been shown co produce 
differential staining of different cypes of leukocytes based on 
chromatin structure differences"". 

lfDAPI is the dye chat gives best CVs, mithramycin may 
be che most DNA-selective dye; DAPI and rhe Hoechst 
dyes, while DNA-selective in mammalian cells, may stain 
ocher materials in planes and bacteria, often showing some 
spectral shift when rhey do. 

Rundquist"" scudied binding of DAPI and 7-AAD co 
fibroblast nuclei, and found chat DAPI binding, buc noc 7-
MD binding, was increased following detergent crcacmcnt. 
7-MD binding was decreased by fixation with formalde
hyde:, bur nor wich ethanol, following dcrergenc cxcraccion. 
Removal of basic procein wich HCI resulted in an increase of 
about 100% in both DAPl and 7-MD binding. Scatchard 
analysis suggested che existence of ac lea.~c cwo classes of 
binding sires for both dyes; Bertuzzi et al '"", analy7.ing 
propidium binding co fixed lymphocyte nuclei , also found 
evidence: for cwo classes of binding sites with different affini
ues. 

Beisker and Eisen"'" used fluorescence depolarization of 
cchidium and propidium co scudy dc:naturation of DNA in 



situ by acridine orange, which transfers energy nonradiatively 
co boch of the former. 

DNA Ploidy and Aneuploidy: The DNA Index 

When DNA staining is stoichiometric, we tend ro refer 
interchangeably co cells DNA content and ploidy, a practice 
rhac was discouraged by che Society for Analyi:ical Cyi:ology's 
Committee on Nomenclature~" . Ir was recommended chat 
measurements of DNA content in abnormal or putatively 
abnormal "test" cells be made in conjunction with meas
urements of DNA content in normal diploid "reference" 
cells from che same individual, and chat differences in DNA 
content from normal be expressed in cerms of the DNA 
index, which is the ratio of rhe mean or modal channel 
numbers of G/G, pea.ks in the distributions from the test 
and reference cells. The term DNA aneuploidy can be used 
co describe a sample concaining a seem line with abnormal 
DNA conrenc; aneuploidy without the qualifier is a term 
reserved for describing samples with abnormal karyotypes. 

Comparisons berween karyotype and DNA concenc as 
measured by flow cyi:omecry have been done in human tu

mors and rumor-derived cell lines by Tribukaic er al"', Peter
sen and Friedrich' '', and Signer et al .. '. In general, there is 
good agreement berween measured DNA content and 
chromosome number; discrepancies tend to occur in cases 
with very high (hypemiploid or more) chromosome num
bers, and these tend to have higher DNA content than 
would be expected from chromosome number. It has been 
suggested chat some abnormal chromosomes may contain 
increased amounts of DNA. 

Sample Preparation for DNA Content Analysis 

The "garbage in, garbage out" aspect of flow cytomecry 
affects DNA content measurements in several ways. One 
typically wanes co measure nuclear DNA concent in a good 
representative sample of a cell population. This is easiest 
when the cell population is a homogeneous line growing in 
suspension culture. Even when a minimal complicating fac
tor, such as rhe cells growing attached to a dish, is thrown 
in , the potential for differential loss during preparation 
arises. When the sample is from real tissue, or a real tumor, 
it is necessary co make sure the cells, or nuclei, chat are 
measured come from che part of che specimen that is of in
cercsc, and chat the method used co prepare a single cell sus
pension does nor selectively destroy some cell types"1• Debris 
interferes with measurements; if a piece of tissue is minced 
too well, or if a paraffin block is cut too chin"6·', che real cells 
may get lose in the debris. 

Ir is customary, and acceptable, co use mathematical 
models' 30'"" to determine fractions of cells in different cell 
cycle phases and co reduce the contributions of clumps and 
debris co a DNA histogram (Figure 1-10, pp. 25-6); it is 
unacceptable, although far from unheard of, to use mathe
matical models co attempt co derive the fraction of cells in S 
phase from a histogram with barely recognizable peaks. We 
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will get back to this issue when we calk about applications of 
DNA concenc analysis in Chapter I 0. 

DNA Base Composition 

The base-paired srruccure of double-srranded DNA 
places constraints on the base composicion of properly as
sembled molecules; the number of adenine residues musr be 
the same as the number of chyminc residues, and the num
ber of guanine residues must be the same as che number of 
cytosine residues. The ratio of A + T (adenine + thymine} 
co G + C (guanine + cytosine) is not similarly conscrained. 
In human cells, chis ratio happens co be close co one; in bac
ceria, che G + C concenc of DNA varies from less than 25% 
to more than 85%264• Less dramatic variations in DNA base 
composition are observable in human chromosomes. 

If a fluorescent dye binds with different affinities to A-T 
and to G-C pairs (or sequences) in DNA, dye molecules will 
be concentrated in regions of the DNA molecule containing 
the bases for which the dye has higher affinity. On rhe ocher 
hand, if binding co A-T and binding to G-C pairs or se
quences have different effects on che fluorescence yield of a 
dye, even if the same amount of dye is bound co A-T and to 

G-C, there will be differences in the amounts of fluorescence 
emitted by A-T and G-C bound dye. Both of these mecha
nisms have been observed in the interactions of fluorescent 
dyes with DNAB0·'"1·•. 

The first practical application of differcncial fluorescent 
staining of DNA came in the lare l 960's with che develop
ment of chromosome banding techniques by Caspersson 
et al'"'·" . Before chis, it was ofcen impossible ro obtain accu
rate karyorypes by visual observation; :mempts ar automa
tion of karyotyping by analysis of microscope images had 
reached a dead end because size and shape were chc only 
parameters that were measured. Using quinacrinc and other 
dyes, it became possible to produce banding patterns along 
chromosomes that facilitated discrimination between chro
mosomes of similar sizes and shapes. Scudies of the mecha
nisms involved in producing banding led co the develop
ment of improved staining techniques that have been ap
plied co flow cytometry as well as to microscopy and image 
analysis of chromosomes. 

Quinacrinc binds with similar affinities ro A-T and G-C; 
however, the fluorescence of DNA-quinacrine complexes 
increases with A + T concenc"'' "1i. Hoechst 33258, which 
binds preferencially co A-T 268, does not produce a banding 
pattern when it is used as a single dye to scain chromosomes. 
However, when a G-C binding molecule such as actinomy
cin D , which can serve as an acceptor for nonradiative 1::n
ergy transfer, is added in combination with the Hoechsc d)'e, 
a banding pattern similar co rhac obtained wich quinacrine 
appears. The fluo rescence of Hoechst dye bound co A-T in 
close proximity to accinomycin bound to G-C is quenched 
due to energy transfer; the fluorescence of Hoechst dye in 
regions containing relacively long sequences of A-T pairs is 
noc quenched"'. The fluorescence of DNA stains is also 
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affecred by inceracrions bcrwccn DNA and chromosomal 
• .! ~ c, 

prorcms . 
Since differenrial scaining of chromosomes by combina

tions of fluorescenr dyes rypically involves energy rransfer 
from molecules of one dye to molecules of the other, dyes 
rhar work well in combinacion almost always have excitacion 
maxima in differenr specrral regions, because for energy 
rransfcr co occur, che absorpcion spectrum of che acceptor 
spc.:cies must overlap rhe emission speccrum of che donor 
species. The difference in speccral characteristics makes it 
necessary to use a flow cytomerer with rwo exciracion beams 
ar different wavelengths to fully characterize specimens 
sraincd with pairs of DNA fluorochromes. 

The combinarion of Hoechsr 33258 and chromomycin 
A,, developed for chromosome analysis by the Livermore 
group re.' , providc::s a good example of a dye pair. Separated 
UV (3511364 nm) and blue (458 nm) beams from argon 
lasers are used to excite rhe blue fluorescence of the A-T 
bound Hoechst dye and the yellow fluorescence of the G-C 
bound chromomycin . Figure 7-13 gives an example of the 
results obtained from dual laser flow cytometric analysis of 
chromosomes stained with rhe combination of dyes. 
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Figure 7-13. Flow karyotype of human chromosomes 
stained with Hoechst 33258 and chromomycin A3• 

Provided by Ger van den Engh. 

If rhe dyes had no base preference, the rario of chromo
mycin fluorescence ro Hoechst fluorescence would be rhe 
same for all chromosomes, and all of rhe data points would 
clusrer along a srraighc line ac 45° co the x and y axes, mak
ing ir difficult co resolve chromosomes (e.g .. 14-17) wirh 
similar DNA conrent. The differenrial staining gives greatly 
improved resolution in rhe t\.vo-dimensional space, because 
ratios of chromomycin fluorescence (G + C) to Hoechst 

fluorescence (A + T) do vary subsranrially among chromo
somes of similar DNA content. This is rrue for humans; ir is 
not for some ocher species. 

Van Dilla et al" ? used rhe combination of Hocchsr 

33258 and chromomycin A.1 m differentiate bacterial species 
with different fractions of G + C; rhe princi pie is illustrated 
in Figure 7-14. The ratios of chromomycin fluorescence to 
Hoechst dye fluorescence for Staphylococcus aureus, Fs

cherichia coli, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa reflect the marked 
differences in base composition (% G + C approximately 31, 
50, and 67, respecrively) among che three species. h is easy 
ro separate rhe species, either by partitioning che rwo
dimensional space defined by che chromomycin and 
Hoechst dye fluorescence inrensicies, or by partitioning a 
hisrogram of fluorescence ratios. 
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Figure 7-14. Hoechst/chromomycin Huorescence 
signatures of bacterial species with different DNA 
base compositions. 

Sanders er a1'"0 found a linear relationship (r = 0.99) be
rween rhe log of the ratio of chromomycin A3 co Hoechst 
33258 fluorescence and rhe log of% G + C over the range 
of 28-67% G + C; rwo cell populations could be identified 
in mixtures of rwo species chat differed in base composition 
by as little as 4% G + C. This is a good example of rhe uril 
iry of a ratio as a single parameter in cases in which there are 
large variances in the absolute intensities of the rwo signals 
from which chc ratio is derived; note that the clusters are 
markedly elongated, indicating that the ratio of chromomy
cin fluorescence co Hoechst dye fluorescence remains nearly 
constant for each of rhe bacterial species. in another paper, 
Sanders et al 1'" used changes in base composition to detect 
bacteriophage infection of E. coli. 

le has been suggested char Hoechsr/chromomycin stain
ing could be useful in clinical laborarories for identification 
of bacteria in urine specimens. This might be so, provided 
che clinical inscrumem did nor require the rwo 12-watt ar
gon lasers used as light sources by van Dilla et al. In previous 



editions, I suggested that 5-10 mW at 325 nm and 20-40 
mW at 441 nm from air-cooled He-Cd lasers might be ade
quate, when used with efficient optics, for flow cytometry of 
bacteria and chromosomes. I have already mentioned (p. 
142; references 1133-5 and 1242) chac He-Cd lasers have 
been used for bivariate analysis of chromosomes stained with 
Hoechst dyes and chromomycin. As for bacteria, Figure 7-
14 wa.s obtained using an insrrumenr wirh a single He-Cd 
laser emitting 325 and 441 nm beams. Although the simpler 
instrumentation makes flow cytometry of bacterial base 
composition easier to do, the cime required for fixation and 
staining and the relative lack of specificity of base composi
tion for identification of bacterial species remain major ob
stacles to clinical use of the procedure. 

In the past, I have used DAPI, which is A-T specific, in 
combination with olivomycin, which is G-C specific, co 
stain ethanol-fixed bacteria, choosing this dye pair because 
the absorption maxima of DAPI and olivomycin are closer 
co the 325 and 441 nm excitation wavelengths available 
from He-Cd lasers than are the absorption maxima of 
Hoechst 33258 and chromomycin AJ' which were used by 
Van Dilla et af". I have also used mithramycin in place of 
chromomycin. When stained with DAPl/olivomycin or 
DAPI/mithramycin, S. aureus, E. coli, and Ps. aeruginosa are 
wdl resolved in a dual-beam flow cytomecer with He-Cd 
la~er excitation; however, the Hoechst dyes appear co give 
somewhat beccer separation than DAPI. Differences in 
Hoechst dye and DAPJ staining of chromosomes have also 
been noted; Bernheim and Miglierina1:1<2 find that chromo
somes I and Y stain more brightly with DAPI than wich 
Hoechst 33258, presumably on che basis of different hetero
chromatin content. 

As I mentioned on p. 3 I 5, dyes such as TOTO-I, 
YOYO- I, chiazole orange, and scyryl-8, all excitable at 488 
nm, appear co exhibit some sensitiviry co base composition 
when used to stain chromosomes' 1.1 H . •H •. Since flow cytome
ters with 488 nm sources outnumber rhose with UV sources, 
many more laboratories would be able to do bivariate chro
mosome analysis and sorting if dye combinations were 
found chat could be excited by a single 488 nm beam. Fur
ther work on cyanine and styryl dyes may provide the righc 
dyes, ar least for chromosome analysis; since these dyes also 
scain RNA, and since it is relatively difficult to gee rid of 
RNA in bacteria, ic may be harder to find alcernarives co 
DAPI or Hoechst dyes and rhe chromomycins for determi
narion of bacterial base composition. Srrucrure-activiry scud
ies to improve rhe DNA specificity of cyanine and scyryl 
dyes mighr help here. 

Chromatin Structure; Identifying Cells in Mitosis 

Differences in the staining and structure of nuclear 
chromatin in different cell types from che same organism 
were described by microscopists during the l 800's, well be
fore rhe narure and roles of nucleic acids and nuclcoproreins 
were understood. Such differences in chromatin scrucrure 
arc routinely used by hematologists and pathologists as aids 
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in the idencificarion and characterization of normal and ab
normal cells, and it seems obvious rhar objective, quantira
civc, reproducible flow cytometric measures of chromacin 
srruccure should provide information of equivalent value. 

The general approach to flow cytomecry of chromatin 
structure is antithetical to the approach used in DNA con
tent analysis. For determination of cellular DNA concenr 
with maximum accuracy and precision, ic is necessary for rhe 
DNA in all cdls examined to be equally accessible to the 
Auorochrome used, a condition best achieved by removal of 
most of che hiscones and ocher proteins chat might interfere 
with scaining138 • For analyses of chromatin scrucrure, ic is 
essential chat the conformacion of nuclear material either be 
mainrained or be modified in a predicrable way. 

The most exrensive work on flow cytomecry of chroma
tin structure is wirhouc doubt rhac done by Darzynkiewicz 
and his colleaguesir'1· ' 143 .. , They have employed a technique of 
partial denaturation of DNA by acid or heat rreacment ro 
demonstrate differences between different cdl types and 
between cells in different phases of che cell cycle. Fixed cells 
are created with RNAse co remove RNA. leaving DNA as rhe 
only nucleic acid present. Cells are chen subjected co condi
rions thar parrially denature DNA, e.g., exposure co pH 1.5 
for 30 seconds, and are then stained with acridine orange 
(AO). The denatured DNA assumes a single-stranded con
formation, and forms a polymeric complex wirh AO, shifr
ing rhe absorption maximum of rhe dye co shorrer wave
lengths and che emission maximum to longer wavelengrhs. 
i.e., from the green (530 nm) specrral region to che red 
(>600 nm). AO monomers bind by intercalation to rhe re
maining native helical DNA, retaining their normal absorp
tion and fluorescence characceristics. When che stained cells 
are measured in a flow cytomecer with blue or blue-green 
excitation (e.g., at 488 nm), the green fluorescence (515-575 
nm) provides an estimate of the amount of DNA remaining 
in rhe native configuration, while the red fluorescence (600-
700 nm) gives an estimate of chc amounc of denatured 
DNA. 

Stokke and Steen7' 0 characterized the chromatin scruc
rure dependence of 7-aminoactinomycin D binding to 

leukocytes. The level of 7-AAD binding is related to tran 
scriptional activiry, as indicated by DNA susceptibility co 
DNAse 1 digestion and by RNA synrhesis. Scok.ke, Holec 
and Steen'H1 analyzed scimulared lymphocytes, and found 
char cells in G, bound almost twice a.s much 7-AAD as cells 
in G0 ; dye binding increased almost linearly during the G0 

co G, transition, and correlated wich expression of rhe early 
accivacion antigen 4F2 (now CD98). In diploid cells from 
non-Hodgkin's lymphomas, G/G, cell size, as measured by 
light scattering, was scrongly correlated with 7-AAD bind
ing. Using a dual-beam (UV and 488 nm) inscrumenc, 
Scokke et al1' 46 were able co identify G 0, G ,, S, and G1 phase 
cells on a bivariate display of Hoechst dye vs. 7-AAD fluo
rescence and to discriminate live from dead cells; the mixrure 
of Hoechst dye and 7-AAD can also be combined with Auo-
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n:scein- and phycoeryrhrin-labeled antibodies for measure
mems of two cellular antigens. 

AJrhough it seems likely chat some of che differences in 
chromatin structure between differem cells could produce 
different patterns of staining by combinations of DNA 
fluorochromes, rhere is very lirrle on chis ropic in the litera
ture. Cowden and Curcis180 compared staining of mouse 
rhymocyces (condensed chromatin) and heparocyces (more 
loosely organized chromatin) by various dyes, and nored 
different fluorescence intensities in rhe two types of nuclei 
when mirhramycin and 7-aminoaccinomycin 0 , among 
orher dyes, were applied following RNAse crearmenr. Criss
man (H. Crissman, personal communication, also reference 
1347) has examined the use of combinarions of DNA stains 
in combinarion with three-beam illuminarion co demon
srrare differences in chromatin conformation by differences 
in DNA accessibility co differenr dyes; unfortunately, very 
few people have access co rhe three-beam flow cyrometers 
needed ro do this kind of work. 

Chromatin Scruccure ldencifies Micotic Cells 

The AO/acid denarurarion technique provides more in
formation abour cells' progress rhrough rhe cell cycle rhan 
can be obtained from DNA comem measurements alone; it 
is parricularly useful for discriminating mitotic (M) cells 
from cells in rhe G, phase, which have rhe same (4C) DNA 
contenr. As shown in Figure 7-15, cells in M phase (rhe 
identification of clusters was confirmed by flow cycomecry of 
cultures in metaphase arrest) show a much higher red fluo
rescence, i.e., their DNA is less resistant co denacuration. 
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Figure 7-15. Flow cytometry of chromatin structure: 
AO staining patterns of an exponentially growing 
culture of Friend mouse erythroleukemia cells follow
ing partial DNA denacuration by acid (after 
Darzynkiewicz et al2' 2) . 

Larsen et al" 8 have developed an alcernacive procedure 
for mitotic cell discrimination; they report char, if nuclei 
isolated using nonionic decergenrs are fixed wirh formalde
hyde, their fluorescence intensity following staining with 

ethidium, mithramycin, or propidium is quenched relative 
co unfixed isolated nudei. Quenching is significantly less in 
rhe case of mitotic cells, causing these to form a £eparate 
cluscer in a two-dimensional forward scatter vs. fluorescence 
measurement space. 

It was previously mentioned (p. 277) that changes in 
side scatter of nuclei may reflect changes in chromatin 
structure"" and can be used to identify mitotic cells""''. 
Micocic cells can also be identified by demonstration of cer
tain nuclear antigens; chis will be discussed further in subse
quent sections. 

RNA Content 

The presence of relatively large amounrs of RNA in 
growing cells was demonscrated many years ago. RNA is 
largely responsible for the cytoplasmic ba.sophilia, or ten
dency of cyroplasm to stain intensely with basic dyes, which 
characterizes most immature and some leukemic blood cells. 
Histochemical demonsrracion and differenciacion of RNA 
and DNA is largely based on the work of Bracher'", who 
showed chat a mixture of the basic dyes methyl green and 
pyronin Y stained nuclear DNA green and cytoplasmic 
RNA red. Pyronin Y, like methylene blue, is a basic, cricyclic 
heteroaromacic dye; both are homologues of acridine or
ange, which is employed in the best known flow cycomecric 
technique for RNA content measurement, char described by 
Darzynkiewicz et al'"2· ' and discussed on pp. 44 and 96-7. In 
chis procedure, AO is used to stain borh RNA and DNA. 
with results illustrated in Figures 3-10 (p. 97) and 7-16 (p. 
321). 

RNA/DNA Staining with Acridine Orange (AO) 

In order co achieve good quanticacion of DNA and 
RNA'-'0 ·• , cells are first permeabilized with Triton X- 100, 
and then stained with AO at a rclacivcly low pH in chc pres
ence of EDTA. Under these conditions, DNA remains in
tact, i.e., in ics native, double-stranded, helical form, while 
virtually all of the RNA present is converted to the single
stranded form. The low pH preserves the cytoplasm, which 
would otherwise be solubilized by the Triton X- 100. 

The AO concentration, which is critical, is adjusted so 

that DNA-bound dye is exclusively in the monomeric, inter
calatively bound form, which fluoresces green. T he AO 
bound co RNA is present in the form of a complex of RNA 
and dye polymers, and exhibits mccachromatic red fluores
cence. When the proper staining conditions are maintained, 
DNA content distributions estimated from AO green fluo
rescence show high precision (CVs less than 3%), while AO 
red fluorescence comes almosc entirely from RNA, as shown 
by the loss of over 85% of red fluorescence following RNA~e 
rreatmcnc. 

Cell Cycle Compartments Defined on the Basis of 
RNA and DNA Contenc 
Darzynk.iewicz et al have used RNA and DNA conrcnc 

co define cell cycle comparcmenrs"" on the basis of analysis 
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Figure 7-16. DNA and RNA content analysis of mitogen-stimulated lymphocytes. Left: typical results using the 
combination of Hoechst 33342 and pyronin Y described by the author"'. Right: Typical results with acridine or
ange as described by Darzynkiewia et alw, showing cell cycle compartments defined on the basis of DNA and RNA 
content. 

of such systems as mirogen-stimulated lymphocytes and leu
kemic cells undergoing chemical-induced partial differentia
tion in vitro. Typical DNA/RNA staining patterns of stimu
lated and unstimulated lymphocytes are shown in Figure 7-
16, which also shows that other stains for DNA and RNA, 
in addition to AO, can be used to demonstrate the same cell 
cycle companmencs. 

The quiescent state, described as G0 or G 1Q, in which 
cells such as peripheral blood lymphocytes normally remain, 
is characterized by a "diploid" (2C) DNA coment and a low 
RNA content. Within 12 hours or so following exposure to 
miwgens, lymphocytes enter the G, phase and begin to syn
chesize RNA. RNA content continues to increase during the 
S phase, beginning about 30 hours after stimulation, in 
which DNA synthesis occurs. 

Analysis of DNA content alone cannot discriminate cells 
in G0 (G •Q) from cells in che proliferative G, scare, because 
the DNA conrent remains at 2C until the S phase begins. 
Measurements of RNA content can be used to make chis 
distinction and, in addition, to define different stages within 
G,. Cells pass from G,Q through a brief transitional phase 
called G,p in which RNA content is slightly increased, and 
then into G,.. during which RNA content increases further, 
bur remains lower than rhe RNA content of any S phase cell. 
They then enter G,9, in which RNA content is at or above 
rhe lowest value seen in S phase cells. RNA content increases 
approximately linearly during S and G~. 

In exponenrially growing cultures, which lack cells in 
G"l' cells appear to pass from S through G, and M back into 
G,.. Normal cells, such as stimulated lymphocytes, when 
maintained in long-term culrure, tend to revert back to a 
G,<l state, alrhough quiescent, low-RNA "SQ" and "G:Q" 
populacions can appear rransiemly in cells deprived of nutri-

ems or exposed to cold or co inhibitors of protein synrhcsis. 
Transition to quiescent (Q) states during S and G, appears 
to be somewhat more common in transformed and malig
nant cells. 

The paccern just described, in which RNA conccnc in
creases during proliferation and decreases during quiescence, 
has been observed in human and animal blood, connective 
tissue, and epithelial cells of normal and malignanr origin, 
and thus appears co be reasonably general. In many of the 
cell rypes examined, e.g., blood cells and leukemic cell lines, 
RNA contenr decreases with differentiation or macuracion 
of cells. In ocher cell rypes, particularly those in which ma
ture, nonproliferating cells are actively involved in protein 
synthesis, differentiated cells may contain more RNA than is 
found in their less mature progenitors, and high Ril\JA con
tent may not identify proliferative stares. 

As is illustrated in the left portion of Figure 7-1 6, rhe 
patterns of cellular DNA and RNA content observed using 
AO staining can also be demonstrated when other dyes, in 
this instance Hoechst 33342 and pyronin Y, are employed 
co stain DNA and RNA. Other parameters can substitute for 
RNA content for the definition of cell cycle compartments; 
it is possible, for example, co use DNA and nuclear protein 
content to identify proliferative and quiescent cell subpopu-
1 · 7~?-Sl anons . 

AO: Problems and Some Solutions 

I mentioned previously thac, when staining conditions 
are properly adjusted, the red and green fluo rescence of AO 
provide good escimares of RNA and DNA content. Ir has 
not been easy for many people, myself included, co duplicate 
the results obtained by Darzynk.icwicz er al"" 1 using AO. 
This is due co rhe fact char the scaining depends on a rather 
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complex chemical equilibrium between AO bound to DNA, 
AO bound co RNA (and co other AO molecules), AO in 
solution in che sample (core) scream, and AO diffused inco 
rhe sheach scream. The scaining is therefore dependent, nor 
only upon the concemracion of dye and the concencracion of 
cells used, bur also upon rhe dimensions and flow rares of 
core and sheath fluid streams. 

Most of the earlier work reported by Darzynkiewicz and 
his colleagues was done on Ortho Cyrofluorograf flow cy
wmeters. It was fairly easy co achieve similar results using 
these instruments, while adaptation of the AO staining pro
cedures co ocher flow cycomccers generally required some 
modifications of che staining protocol. As mentioned on p. 
312, Pennings er al7

" reported chat rhe srabilicy and quality 
of staining were greatly improved when reagent was added 
continuously to the sample stream using a manifold and 
pump. 

There are, however, ocher notable disadvantages associ
ated with AO staining. The procedure used for DNA/RNA 
analysis requires membrane permeabilizacion by Triton X
I 00, and cannot, therefore, be used on living or inracc cells. 
The orchochromacic (green) and mecachromacic (red) fluo
rescence emissions of AO, between chem, overlap che emis
sion regions of fluorescein and almost every ocher material 
chat can be used as a fluorescent antibody label with excita
tion near 488 nm. This makes ic difficulc to employ AO 
staining for DNA/RNA content analysis in conjunction 
with immunofluorescent staining to identify cells by pheno
type or demonstrate expression of growth- or differenciation
relaced antigens. While lN-exciced, blue fluorescent anti
body labels could , in principle, be used in conjunction with 
AO, the antigens detected would have to retain their con
formation ac low pH following Tri con X-100 treatment; this 
seems unlikely. 

Finally, AO itsdf rends to adhere co the tubing and flow 
system componenrs of flow cycometers and, unless great care 
is taken to remove residual dye from rhe insrrumenr follow
ing analysis of AO-stained samples (e.g., by flushing with 
Clorox or another bleach), unstained or weakly stained cells 
(e.g., samples for immunofluorcscence analysis) that are run 
thereafter will cake up che dye and exhibit fluorescence, 
which may lead to misinterpretation of rhe data obtained. 

Pyronin Y, Oxazine I, and Other Tricyclic Het
eroaromatic Dyes as RNA Srains 

In arcempring ro develop alternative methods for flow 
cyromerry of DNA and RNA concenr that could overcome 
rhe disadvantages associated with AO"-'. 1 examined the 
properties of a number of tricyclic heteroaromacic dyes char 
are similar in structure to AO and char had been reported co 
stain DNA and/or RNA. These arc summarized in Table 7-
3. Among che dyes described in this cable are pyronin Y and 
methylene blue, the xanchene and chiazine homologs, rc
speccively, of AO, boch of which are well known as RNA 
scain .~ . Also included are che thiazine dye new methylene 
blue and the oxazine dye brilliant cresyl blue, both widely 

used in laboratory hematology to demonscrace chc RNA in 
blood rericulocyces. Some of the dyes produce metachro
matic staining; these cend to have higher dimerizacion con
scancs than che dyes chat do noc exhibit metachromasia. 
However, dye binding ro and staining of RNA can occur 
without metachromasia. All of the dyes bind co DNA, and 
were found by Muller et al to exhibit varying degrees of 
preference for G-C regions166· ' . 

In the methyl green-pyronin technique for DNA/RNA 
staining36, nuclei are stained green, while the cytoplasm is 
red, suggesting chat DNA is stained predominantly by 
methyl green, while RNA is stained predominantly by py
ronin. Methyl green, like the Hoechst dyes, binds without 
intercalation co DNA and exhibits a strong A-T prefer
ence2"'. These faces led me ro cry rhe combination of 
Hoechst 33342 and pyronin Y" 3 for staining DNA and 
RNA in intact cells. While this approach has che disadvan
tage of requiring che use of dual-wavelength (lN and h!ue
green or green) excitation, che Hoechsc/pyronin technique 
does produce results comparable with chose obtained using 
AO (Figure 7-16). DNA content may be estimated wich 
excellent precision (CVs of the G , peak below 2%) in incact 
cells stained with Hoechst 33342 in combination wich py
ronin Y. Thar che incensicy of pyronin Y and fluorescence is 
largely representative of RNA content was established by the 
loss of up to 85% of chis fluorescence when ethanol-fixed 
cells were created with R.:."!Ase. 

There is now good evidence that che absence of fluores
cence from pyronin bound co DNA in cells stained wirh 
Hoechst/pyronin resulcs from blocking of pyronin binding 
to DNA by the Hoechst dye. In 1982, Pollack ct af" re
porred char mechyl green , which, like the Hoechst dyes, 
binds to A-T sequences in the minor groove, blocks pyronin 
binding co DNA, even though pyronin binds incercalarivdy 
and has a G-C preference. In 1990, Loontiens cc al''"i re
ported chat Hoechst 33258 displaces intercalators from 
DNA, and, in 1995, Toba et al2343 noted thac pyronin Y 
alone produced fluorescem staining of boch DNA and RNA. 
and that both Hoechst 33342 and 7-AAD decrea~cd py
ronin fluorescence in RNAse-treaced cells in a concencra
cion-dependent fashion . 

Darzynkiewicz and his colleagues'~·" studied the inrerac
cions of pyronin with both cells and nucleic acids. Wich che 
Los Alamos group, and using the Los Alamos chree-beam 
flow cyromerer, it was shown thac the combination of 
Hoechst 33342, pyronin Y, and fluorescein isochiocyanare 
(FITC) could be used co stain DNA, RNA, and protein in 
fixed cells" ..... 

The question remained as to the specificity of pyronin Y 
as an RNA scain in intact cells. Cowden and Curris'60 re
ported in 1983 char che dye stained mitochondria of some 
live cultured cells. In my 1981 paper on Hoechst/pyronin 
scaining" 3, I had shown char RNAse creacmenr largely abol
ished pyronin fluorescence in fixed cells, and noted rhar 
pyronin fluorescence inrensities were similar in fixed and 
unfixed cells. This suggested chat most of che pyronin Auo-
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AJQtX:r&B 
R,fl.!N 0 y 0 "'13A, 

Meta- Retie 

"-~· A.,.., K. chro- or RNA 
CLASS COMPOUND NAME (nm) RI R2 R3 R4 A B c (xlO .. ) {xlO .. ) ma tic? Stain? 

proilavine 444 H H H H - 8.8 ACRIDINES 
X =CH acridine orange (AO) 492 Me Me Me Me- 20.0 1.6 yes yes 
Y = NH 

AZ IN ES 
X=N 
Y= NH 

coriphosphine 0 467 Me Me Ii 

neutral red 540 Me Me H 

H Me- 3.2 yes 

H Me- 0.66 yes yes 

XANTHENES 
X=CH 
Y= 0 

3,6-diaminoxanthylium 
acridine red 
pyronin Y (G) (GS) 
pyronin B 

496 

545 
550 

H H H H -
H Me H Me
Me Me Mc Me
Et Et Et Et 

1.8 

1.3 0.33 ves 
yes 

THIOXANTHENES 3,6·diaminoth ioxanthylium 51 o H H H H 11.0 
X = CH thiopyronin G 563 Me Me Me Me - 2.1 2.1 
Y=S 

OXAZINES Capri blue GB (L) 643 Me Me Me Me- 0.28 
x = ,\J Capri blue GON Me Me Et Et yes 
Y =O oxazine 1 645 Et Et Et Et 

brilliant cresyl blue 636 Et Et H H Me- NH1 yes 

THIAZINES th ion in 598 H H H H 3.7 2.2 yes yes 
X = N azure C 609 Me H H H 
Y=S azure A 628 MeMe H H yes yes 

azure B 647 Me Me Me H 8.2 0.98 yes yes 
methylene blue 665 Mc Me Me Me - 8.1 0.71 yes yes 
new methylene blue 636 Et H Et H Me Me - yes yes 
toluidine blue 636 Me Me H H - Me - 2.4 yes yes 

Table 7-3. Tricyclic heteroaromatlc compounds usable for staining DNA and/or RNA. The general structure of these dyes is shown 
above the table. In the table, A.~, is the wavelength of maximum absorption, A0NA the affinity for calf thymus DNA, in M', and K0 

the dimerizatlon constant, also in M'. Arfinities for DNA and dimerization constants are from Muller et al~'. The tabulated values 
for A,,N• and K. should be multiplied by 10• to get the true values; for example, A,,.., for acridine orange Is 8.8 x 10• M'. 

rescence from imact cells was also accounted for by dye 
bound to RNA; it was impossible to prove the point, be
cause l couldn ' t treat intact cells with RNAse. 

What Does Pyronin Y Stain? Double-Stranded (Ri
bosomal) RNA and Sometimes Mitochondria 

Darzynk.iewicz er al 'l'·' found that pyronin Y, at concen-

trations below 3.3 µM, produced primarily mitochondrial 
staining in live cells, while, at concentrations above 5 µM , 
the dye formed complexes with RNA; the interaction with 
RNA appears to be responsible for che irreversible toxicity of 
the dye which chey noted at this concentration. They re
ported that the pyronin-DNA complex was not fluorescent, 
alrhough a fluorescent complex with DNA could be formed 
when prronin Y was added at high concentrations. They also 
found that complex of pyronin Y with single-stranded RNA 
was not fluorescent, and arcribuce<l the RNAse-sensirive 
fluorescence of pyronin Y in cells to dye bound to double
srranded RNA in polyribosomes7' 6" 50'm0 • Schmid et al'"' 6 have 
since ( 1999) reported that 2 µg/mL pyronin Y produces 

stoichiometric seaming of DNA in fixed , RNAse-rreated 

cells. 
Traganos, Crissman , and Dartynkiewicz' 31" found that 

the inrensiry of pyronin Y RNA staining varied wich changes 
in conformation of RNA during mitosis and hyperthermia 
of CHO cel ls. Total RNA content detected after staining 
with AO increased in M as compared ro G i phase cells, con
sistent with continued RNA synthesis during G!. The con
tent of double-stranded RNA, stained with ethidium (after 
DNAse treatment), was also somewhat higher in M cells. In 
contrast, srainabiliry of RNA wirh pyronin decreased by 
27% in M compared to G 2 cells, and stainabiliry of RNA 
wich pyronin was decreased in G 2 cells compared to cells in 
G,. The effect was seen at a relatively narrow range of dye 
concentration (l.0-2.0 µg/ml) , and was thought to involve 
selective denaturation and condensation of ribosomal RNA 
by pyronin in single ribosomes; chis process does not occur 
in polyribosomes. 

Since che ribosomal RNA conrent of cells generally par
allels their total RNA content, ac lease in che context of rep-
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resenting proliferative vs. quiescent srarcs, Darzynkiewicz et 
al gave pyronin Y a clean bill of health as an RNA srain in 
fixed cells - rhey use the dye - bur cautioned against its in
discriminate use in incact cdlsN . 

The caution relates specifically ro the possibiliry that py
ronin Y fluo rescence measured in intact cells may reflect 
contribucions from dye bound co mitochondria as well as 
from dye bound !O RNA. In the rat and human lymphoid 
cdls with which I have used rhe dye, miiochondrial fluores
cence does not seem co be significant in intact cells stained 
with 5 1-1M pyronin Y. Cellular and mitochondrial uptake of 
pyronin Y and ocher cationic dyes, such as the cyanincs and 
rhodamine 123, is driven in large pan by the inccrior
negacive electrical potential gradients across the cytoplasmic 
and mitochondrial membranes, as will be discussed at great 
length in the section on probes of membrane potential. I 
have already mentioned char pyronin Y fluorescence intensi
ties are similar in intact and ethanol-fixed cells; in the latter, 
che RNAse sensiciviry of pyronin fluorescence establishes 
chat it comes predominancly from pyronin-RNA complexes. 

If a substantial porcion of pyronin Y fluorescence in cells 
originated from mirochondria, fluorescence should be 
greatly decreased in cells created wich procon ionophores 
and/or other uncouplers of oxidative phosphorylation, 
which decrease or abolish potential gradients across the mi
cochondrial and, in some cases, the cytoplasmic membrane. I 
have nor noted more than a 5-10% difference in fluores
cence between intact lymphoid cells stained in the presence 
and absence of a "cocktail" of uncouplers and ionophores 
char demonstrably eliminate mitochondrial uptake and re
tention of rhodamine 123 in cells such as fibroblasts. Thus, 
in intact or fixed rat and human lymphoid cells, it appears 
safe co interpret pyronin Y fluorescence as primarily indica
tive of RNA content. 

In other cell rypes, containing more mitochondria, fluo
rescence from dye in these organelles might interfere with 
RNA content determination in intact cells using pyronin Y. 
However, such interference would be eliminated by addition 
of uncouplers. The:: micochondrial-vs.-RNA fluorescence 
issue may be moor if RNA staining is being done ro dis
criminate proliferacing and quiescenc cdl compartments, 
since, as will be d iscussed in lacer sections, both cytoplasmic 
and mitochondrial membrane pocential can serve, in lieu of 
RNA concenc and in combination wich DNA concent, as 
indicarors of proliferative activity. 

Surviving Vical Staining with Pyronin Y 

I found char cells "vitally" stained with 5 µM pyronin Y 
could not be grown in culrure, and elected co secclc for ocher 
benefits of vital staining, i.e., relarive ease of sample prepara
tion and the elimination of any fixation artifacts char might 
in terfere with immunofluorescenr staining done concomi
tantly with RNA staining wirh pyronin Y and/or 
RNA/DNA staining with pyronin and Hoechst 33342"'. 
Pyronin Y can be used with fluorescein- and/or PE/Cy5 
tandem- or PerCP-labeled antibodies; since che dye is not 

well excited ac 488 nm, fluorescence signals, even from 5 
µM dye, are relatively weak. The emission filters generally 
used for phycoerythrin are well suited for measuremenr of 
pyronin Y fluorescence. While the Hoechsc/pyronin tech
nique has the disadvantage of requiring dual wavclengrh 
(UV and 488 nm) excitation, RNA content measurement 
alone in cells stained with both dyes may provide useful in
formation and only requires a single 488 nm excitation 
beam. 

Edward Srour, of the University of Indiana, who was in 
terested in studying the cell cycle in human hematopoiecic 
seem cells, decided to find our whether the Hoechsr/pyronin 
DNA/RNA staining procedure would work at lower dye 
concentrations without killing rhe cells. Ir did; he ;ind his 
colleagues1" 0·1 now routinely son and culture cells stained 
with Hoechst 33342 at a concenrrarion of 1.6 µM ( 1 
µg/mL) and pyronin Y at a concentration of 3 .3 1-1M (also 1 
µg/mL), adding 50-100 µM verapamil co block effiux of rhe 
dyes. They have recently published a derailed protocol for 
the staining procedure"'1' . I will have more to say about ch is 
in the section on seem cells in Chapter I 0 . 

In my original procedure, intact cells were incubated 
with 5-10 µM Hoechst 33342 for about 5-10 min at 37 °C, 
after which concentrated Pyronin Y (Sigma-Aldrich and 
Polysciences both produce satisfaccorily pure preparations of 
che dye) was added co a concentration of 5 µM and incuba
tion continued for 30-45 min. Cells stained with chis mix
rure can subsequently be stained with labeled antibodies, 
provided that che concencracions of both Hoechst 33342 
and pyronin Y are maincained in all staining and washing 
solutions. When cells are stained with fluorescent ancihodies 
and subsequencly fixed, Hoechst/pyronin staining is consid 
erably easier; dyes are added after the lase wash step co 
achieve concentrations of I µg/mL Hoechsc 33258 or 33342 
and 3.3-5 µM (1 -1.6 µg/mL) pyron in Y. 

In a dual-beam (UV /488 nm) instrument, the fluores
cence of Hoechst 33342, exciced in che lN and measured in 
the range between 440-480 nm, is indicative of DNA con
tent; pyronin Y fluorescence, measured between 570-600 
nm, is indicative of RJ'\JA concenc. I have recommended 
leaving the Hoechst dye in the staining solution even if only 
RNA measurements are co be made, ro block any artifacts 
due to pyronin Y binding ro DNA; this may be unnecessary. 

Other DNA Dyes Usable with Pyronin Y 

Toba er af30·1 showed that a combination of 7-AAD and 
pyronin Y could be used co measure DNA and RNA content 
in fixed cells in a flow cytometer with a single 488 nm exci
cacion beam; chis technique also accommodates im
munofluorescent staining with fluorescein-labekd antibod
ies. Schmid er al'"~ refined the staining procedure, and used 
an addirional red laser to excite al lophycocyani n-labded 
amibody. 

According to a March, 2002 posting to the Purdue Cy
comecry Mailing List from Derek D avies, DRAQ5 can also 
be used in combination wich pyronin Y. I haven't tried. 



For the record, Fred Kasccn, who has headed che Bio
logical Stain Commission and whose experience as a hisro
chemist far exceeds mine, pronounces the "pyro" in pyronin 
to rhyme with "hero," which is the way I pronounce the 
"piro" in Shapiro. I had always chought the "pyro" rhymed 
with "my roe, " which is how some Shapiros from Philadel
phia pronounce the "piro." Fred 's pronunciation more accu
rately reflects the Greek origin of pyronin's name, although 
I'm finding it hard co swicch, not being enough of a pyro
maniac to burn my bridges. 

Tips on Tricyclics (Don't Gee Depressed) 

In general, ic should be preferable co use cricyclic dyes 
wich litcle or no metachromacic tendency as RNA stains in 
combinacion with dyes such as Hoechst 33342, since the 
orthochromatic absorption or fluorescence of RNA-bound 
tricyclic dye can provide an adequate estimate of RNA con
tent under these circumstances. The laser dye oxaz.inc I. for 
example, gives no evidence of being metachromacic, but 
orthochromacic oxazine l fluorescence (excited at 633 nm; 
measured above 665 nm) in fixed cells stained wich 5-10 µM 

dye is prcdominancly RNAse-sensitive, aJchough nor as 
much so as pyronin Y, and therefore may provide an csci
mate of RNA content. 

There arc, however, reasons for considering the use of 
metachromatic dyes ocher chan acridine orange for simulta
neous DNNRNA content estimation. Among these, dyes 

such as methylene blue and che relared azure dyes and colu
idine blue may be of parcicular incerest because their absorp
tion maxima suir rhern to use in instrumencs with inexpen
sive He-Ne or diode laser sources operacing in rhe 630-650 

nm range. Methylene blue and coluidine blue are strongly 
merachromacic205 ; the absorption bands of concentrated solu

cions shift co shorter wavelengchs, and it would be expected 
char polymeric forms of such dyes bound co RNA would 
therefore show metachromatic fluorescein emission at wave
lengths longer chan the 700-725 nm emission from che 
monomeric form 202 • Under suitable conditions, thiazine dyes 
can be employed to produce blue staining of nuclear DNA 
and seleccive, metachromaric purple staining of cytoplasmic 
RNAm. However, when I looked for mecachromacic fluores
cence in cells stained with these dyes , using an inscrument 
with a red He-Ne laser source, I did not find any. It might 
be easier co discover suitable dyes by spectrofluorometry of 
dye complexes wich various forms of nucleic acids. 

Ar lease one lot of dye I have encountered chat was la
beled pyronin Y wasn' t, ar leasr by chin layer chroma
cographic comparison to material from Aldrich and Poly
sciences. The funny thing was char the phancom dye was 
bmcr excited ar 488 nm than was pyronin Y, and produced 
staining with a degree of RNAse-sensiciviry indicacing chac it 
was ac lease as specific as pyronin Y. I couldn't gee rhe struc
ture determined; I wish I knew what it was. 3,6-diamino
xanchylium and 3,6-diaminothioxanchylium, boch shown in 
Table 7-4, might be worth a look as RNA srains excitable at 
488 nm. 
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l have played briefly wich thiopyronin G, u.~able wich 
532 nm YAG laser, 546 nm arc lamp or 543 nm green He
Ne laser excitation; chis should work as a metachromaric 

dye. Unfortunately, I can ' t find a source for che dye; John 
Spikes, of the University of Urah , sent me a few milligrams 
in exchange for sciencific song lyrics, which he collecrs. He, 
and ochers, have used rhiopyronin as a phorosensirizer, bur ir 
seems to be handed down from phocobiologisc ro phorobi
ologisr. My interest in chiopyronin has waned, because I 
expect ic to suffer from many of the same problems as does 
acridine orange; wirh che availability of Hoechsc/pyron in, 7-
AAD/pyronin, and, pocencially, DRAQ5/pyronin, there 
seem ro be several choices of two dyes char are better than 
one, especially when one wanes co measure ancigens as well 
as DNA and RNA. 

Mose cricyclic dyes do not increase fluorescence on bind
ing ro either RNA or DNA; on a mole-for-mole basis, the 
fluorescence of dye bound to nucleic acid is usually 
quenched relacive co che fluorescence of free dye. The high 
local concentration of dye in dye-nucleic acid complexes 
accouncs for rhe fluorescence of nucleic acid-containing 
structures being detectable above background, but back
ground fluorescen ce is typically high. What you see in the 
fluorescence microscope is nor always what you gee in the 
flow cytomecer; quenched dye, in this inscance, dye bound 
co nucleic acid, bleaches more slowly than unquenched dye. 
Thus, when you look at AO-stained macerial under che mi
croscope, much of the background fluorescence has already 
disappeared due to bleaching by the time your eyes focus , 
the green fluorescence from DNA-bound AO monomer 
fades rapidly, and the red fluorescence and phosphorescence 
from dye-RNA polymer persists the longest. 

Tricyclics Gag on Mucopolysaccharides 

Polyanionic cell consricuencs ocher chan nucleic acids, 

notably glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) (formerly called mu
copolysaccharidcs) such as heparin and chondroitin sul
fates, bind tricyclic dyes and stain merachromaticaJly with 
chose dyes chat do exhibic merachromasia. The mecachro
maric sraining of GAG-containing granules in blood baso
phils and tissue mast cells was, in facr, nored by Paul Ehr
lich, who gave both of these cell types their names, and has 
been used as an idencifying characcerisric since his rime. Ir is 
somerimes possible co use rricyclic dyes to selectively stain 
GAGs in cells char also contain large amounts of RNA, by 
lowering the pH to the region of 1.0, at which point mosr of 
rhe phosphate groups of nucleic acids are not ionized while 
most of rhe sulfate groups of GAGs remain charged; the 
basic dye therefore binds co GAGs but not ro RNA. Saun
ders has described the use of acridinc orange for identifica
tion of GAGs284 • Timar et a1'61 have described a flow cy
tometric procedure for sraining GAGs wich AO; RNA srain
ing is eliminated noc by manipulating pH, bur by altering 
electrolyte concentration. 

There does not seem to be any easy way ro use tricyclic 
dyes to selecrively srain RNA in rhe presence of GAGs; 
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Darzynkiewicz er al have norcd thar heparin in masc cells 
inrerferes wich RNA conrenr esrimarion using AO because 
heparin-bound AO makes a significanc contriburion to che 
red fluorescence signal2" '. In mosr ocher cell rypes, however, 
in which large amounrs of interfering GAGs are not found, 
che absorption or fluorescence of tricyclic dyes can give rea
sonable escimates of RNA content. Bauer and Derhlefsenm 
compared RNA content estimates in HeLa and CHO cdls 
made by UV microspecrrophotomerry and by flow cyrome
rry using a modification of the Dan.ynkiewicz AO scaining 
procedure. They found a correlation coefficient of 0.93 be
C\veen paired measurements made by the two methods fol
lowing various RNAse treatments. They also reported some 
background contribucion to red fluorescence due to DNA; it 
is not clear whether this might have been eliminated by fur
ther adjustment of staining conditions. 

Reticulocyte Counting: Cyanines Beat Tricyclics; 
RNA in Nucleated Cells: Cyanines Don't 

One of chc more imporram applications of RNA content 
determination is in the detection and counting of reticulo
cytes in blood; the procedure and ics flow cytomerric im
plementation have been discussed on pp. 78 and 99. Under 
normal circumsrances, red cells lose their nuclei before being 
released from che bone marrow into the blood, and neither 
young nor mature red cells contain DNA. Some RNA, a 
residue of the protein synthecic apparatus, remains in the 
young cells, and is lost during rhe cells' first day or two in 
circulation. If sufficient RNA is present in a red cell, an in
soluble complex can be formed between chis RNA and (rri
cyclic) basic dyes such as methylene blue; rhe nedike appear· 
ance of chis precipitated material gives the name "reticulo
cyte" to chis class of immature red cells. 

The first flow cytometric approaches to reticulocyte 
counting, in the late l 970's and early l 980's, were based on 
the use of rricyclic dyes. Ortho received approval from rhe 
U. 5. Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) for clinical 
use of a procedure using acridine orange'""', but there were 
problems with this dye due to high background fluores
cence, although Schmirz and Werner reported improved 
results using optimized dye concentrations and logarithmic 
amplificacion on the AO red fluorescence channel""'. Tanke 
et al described a method using pyronin Y'~-' . ics major dis
advantage was the requirement char cdb be fixed. Later in 
che l 980's, the approach ro reticulocyre counting shifted 
toward chc use of basic dyes, different in scrucrure from che 
cricyclics, which increase fluorescence by factors ranging 
from severalfold co several thousandfold on binding to RNA. 
These dyes, predominantly cyanines such as thiazolc orange 
and related compounds such as chioflavin T and auramine 
0. scain both RNA and DNA. While they are nearly ideal 
for RNA dereccion in reticulocyres, from which DNA 
should be absent, they are poorly suited for demonstrating 
RNA in nucleared cells, unless the cells are rreared with 
DNAse as described below. 

Propidium Srains Double-Stranded RNA; 
What of Other Dyes? 

Propidium iodide (Pl) has been used by several investiga
tors for analysis of RNA comenr. This dye binds by interca
lation to double scranded nucleic acids, RNA as well as 
DNA. When PI is used for DNA content estimation in cells 
containing large amounts of RNA, broad fluorescence dis
uiburions are obtained due to the contribution of RNA
bound dye to the "DNA" fluorescence signal. The accuracy 
and precision of DNA measurements made with Pl arc im
proved when cells are created with RNAse prior to analysis. 

Frankfurtm described a complemcnrary technique in 
which cells were rreaced with DNAse and scained with Pl 
before flow cyrometry was done; cellular fluorescence under 
chese circumstances is due primarily to PI bound to double
strandcd RNA. The contents of single- and double-stranded 
RNA in cells appear ro follow one another; Wallen er al ex
amined cultured mouse mammary tumor lines and reporced 
good correlarion between flow cyrometric measurements of 
RNA using PI and AO and good correlation of both with 
RNA content estimated by UV microspecuophotometry'',.. 

Wright, Higashikubo, and Rori Roti 13~ 1 combined 
propidium staining of double-stranded RNA with fluo
rcscein isorhiocyanace (FITC) staining of total procein (see 
rhe section on char) for flow cytomcrric studies of nuclear 
matrices prepared from nuclei by DNAsc I digestion fol
lowed by NaCl extraction, and found char, while hear shock 
could protect some double-stranded RNA from RNAsc di
gestion, propidium staining remained specific for double
srranded RNA. 

Pyronin Y, as previously mentioned, forms fiuorescenc 
complexes primarily, if not exclusively, with double-stranded 
ribosomal RNA, and could presumably be used inscead of 
propidium wichour rhe necessiry for RNAse digestion. The 
monomeric and d imeric cyanines incercalare, and thus stain 
double-scranded RNA, bur would require enzymatic removal 
of both DNA and single-stranded RNA co be useful. 

An RNA-specific fluorochrome similar in structure and 
spectral characteriscics (UV-excited, blue fluorescence) to 

DAPI was described by Wachtler and Musil"i:; I have not 
seen reports either of the use of chis dye in flow cyrometry or 
of whether it stains single- and/or double-scranded RNA. 

7.5 FLUORESCENT LABELS AND PROTEIN DYES 

More rhan half of rhe 37 spectra shown in Figure 7-9 (p. 
296) are those of low and high molecular weight labels char 
are attached co other molecules to allow those molecules to 

be detected in or on cells or beads using cycometry. Reactive 
labels bind covalently to the molecules to be labeled; low 
molecular weight reacrive labels can also be used as scains for 
cellular proteins, which can also be demonsrraced using 
dyes, almost always acidic in character, which form ionic 
bonds with amino groups and ocher basic structures in pro
teins. Structures of a number of reaccive labels are shown in 
Figure 7-17. 
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Figure 7-17. Chemical structures of some reactive labels. AMCA and BODIPY succinimidyl ester, uscade Blue 
azide, FITC, TRITC, and Texas Red structures were provided by Molecular Probes, Inc. 

Estimating Total and Basic Protein Content of Cells 

T oral protein concenc of fixed cells is estimated by stain
ing with a variety of acid dyes char bind ionically or cova
lendy ro positively charged groups on proteins. Ir is difficult 
to establish the specificity of chese dyes as protein scains, or 
how much dye is bound co materials ocher rhan proteins, 
because, while cells stained with DNA or RNA fluoro
chromes can be examined in the presence and absence of 
DNAse or RNAse, attempting to do rhe same trick with 
protein stains and proreolyric enzymes leaves you with sam
ples containing stain in the presence and absence of cells. 
We rhus have to be satisfied wich a large body of indirecc 
evidence char cells us chat mosc of whatever isn't DNA or 
RNA in most cells is protein. By using acid dyes as protein 
stains, we increase rhc likelihood rhac what is being stained is 
actually protein, because these dyes are reacting predomi
nantly wirh amino groups, which are considerably more 
abundant in proteins than in carbohydrates and lipids. 

T oral protein staining is useful both in monitoring 
growth and metabolism of orherwise homogeneous cell 
populations and in analysis of mixed populations concaining 
cell types wirh differenc procein content, e.g., blood leuko
cytes. In most applicacions, protein scains are nor used alone, 
bur are combined with DNA fluorochromes. Most of the 
stains in common use have, therefore, been selected to have 
spectral characteristics complemencary co those of ethidium 

or propidium on the one hand, or to chose of DAPI or the 
Hoechsr dyes, on the other. 

Fluorescein lsothiocyanate (FITC) 
Freeman and Crissman'9~ examined several dyes suitable 

for argon ion laser excirarion ar 457 or 488 nm and selected 
fluorescein isorhiocyanare (FlTC) as a protein stain for use 
in combination wirh Pl117 • FITC was preferred to sulfonated 
dyes (e.g., brilliant sulfaflavine) because it binds covalently, 
leaving fluorescein moieties attached to cells after washing. 

Because rhere is some overlap between the emission spec
tra of fluorescein and Pl, fluorescence compensacion may be 
required co eliminate concriburions to che green fluorescence 
signal from PI and contributions to che orange or red fluo
rescence signal from fluorescein. When FITC is used for 
coral protein staining, the fluorescein signal is usually rcla
cively strong, and bleed inco the orange or red channel is 
pronounced. This contrasts with rhe more common sirua
rion in which PI is combined with fluorescein-labeled anri
bodies; in this case, che effects of fluorescein spectral overlap 
on PI fluorescence are usually negligible, while chose of PI 
spectral overlap on uncompensated fluorescein fluorescence 
are marked. 

Sulforhodamine IOI (SRIOI) 

Srohr er al"'" examined various combinations of DNA 
and protein scains and selected one in which DAPI was used 
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ro stain DNA and sulforhodamine 101 (SRlOl) was used to 
srain protein. These were used in an instrumenc with UV 
and 488 nm beams exciting DAPI and SRI 0 l. respectively; 
while it is also possible to excite borh dyes with UV light, 
Heiden , Gohde, and Tribukaic''5' report chac dual-beam 
excitation with UV and green is superior. There is relatively 
litde spectral overlap berween rhe emission spectra of DAPI 
and SR I 0 I to begin with; when dual-beam excitation is 
used, any bleed of DAPI fluorescence inro the SRI 0 I meas
urement channel is eliminated. 

SR I 01 binds ionically, rather chan covalendy, to pro

teins; staining wich ic and wirh ocher sulfonaced dyes is an 
equilibrium process, and there is generally a considerable 
amount of free dye remaining in che background. Under 
some circumstances, background fluorescence of acid dyes 
used rn stain protein may incerfere with or prevent meas
urement of protein concent (see "The Case of che Disappear
ing Leukocytes,'' pp. 220-1 ). However, chis fluorescence 
may often be reduced considerably by lowering the ionic 
strength of che staining mixture' ·" ·•-'. 

Although, in theory, SRI 01 should be usable in combi
nation wich fluorescein-labcled antibodies in an instrument 
with 488 nm excitation, rhe much higher concentration of 
SRIO I relative ro fluorescein in chis siruarion may result in 
more spectral overlap rhan can be compensated for by some 
mscrumenrs. 

Hematoporphyrin {HP) as a Protein Stain 

T akahama and Kagaya'm described a simplified simulta
neous one-seep staining method for DNA and cell protein 
using 0 .00 I% DAPI or Hoechst 33342 as the DNA stain 
and 0.03% hematoporphyrin (HP) to stain protein. The 
fluorescence emission of HP is ar 670 nm; rhe excicacion 
spectrum of porphyrins suggests char HP would definitely be 
usable as a coral protein srain with blue-violet excitation 
(436 nm arc lamp, 441 nm He-Cd laser, or 457 nm argon 
laser) and might well work with 488 nm excitation. If 488 
nm excicacion cou ld be used, rhe large Scokes' shift of por
phyrins should insure char emission in rhe green spectral 
region would be sufficiently low to permit simultaneous use 
of fluorcscein-conjugarcd antibodies and HP. Tanaka er al' 11• 

compared staining with the DAPI/HP combination by flow 
and image cytometry and reported that it yielded more accu
rate results than did PI and fluorescein . 

Rhodamine 101 (or 640) as a Vital Protein Stain 

Since neirher the covalent bonding nor che ionic bond
ing acid dyes penecrare membranes of living or intacc cells to 
any appreciable excent, chey can only be used for protein 
staining in fixed or permeabilized cells, nuclei, ecc. In 1982, 
Crissman and Steinkamp reporced chac rhodamine 640 (i.e. 
rhodamine I 0 I , chc uncharged dye chat is the chromophore 
of SR l 0 I and of che reaccive labels XRITC and T cxas Red) 
could be used ar concentracions of 1-5 µg/ml to stain living 
or incacc cells, yielding fluorescence discribucions nearly 
identical co che total protein conccnc disrribucions obtained 

from fixed cells stained wich XRITC or HTC"'. One would 
expect chat ocher uncharged rhodamine dyes wich absorption 
and fluorescence ac shorter wavelengths, e.g. , rhodamine B, 
mighc also be suitable for "coral procein" staining in intacr 

cells. 

What Do "Total Protein" Stains Stain? 

Holme cc al' ;~i compared forward scacter and Coulcer 
volume signals from placelecs with Auorescein fluorescence 
values obtained when placelers were stained for total protein 
and found a high degree of correlation ; since plarelecs are 
predominantly composed of procein, rhis provides furcher 
evidence in supporc of FITC as a tocal protein scain. 

In fixed cells, measurements of orchogonal (90 °) lighc 
scattering may provide information similar to chat obtained 

• • • B.IO}. \l~j h. all d d 278 using protein scams ; c 1s was u e co on p. . 
Figure 5-1 7 (p. 254) shows char in gluraraldehyde- fixed 
peripheral blood leukocytes, total protein content, as esci
maced from che UV-excited blue fluorescence of the acid dye 
"LN"9' 93 is rightly correlated, on a cell-by-cell basis, with 
orthogonal light scarcer incensicy in che several different 
classes of leukocyces8• Others (H. Crissman, personal com
municacion; M. Pallavicini, personal communication) have 
also noced chat fluorescent protein stains and side scarcer 
measurements yield similar disrribucions. When beginning 
studies on a cell populacion, ic is therefore advisable co exam
ine the correlation berween side scacccr and coral protein 
content as deccrmined with a fluorescent dye. If chc side 
scatter measurement appears co provide rhe same informa
tion as the protein stain, che scarter signal can then be used 
in che absence of che protein scain, allowing che fluorescence 
channel char would have been used for protein concenc esci
macion to be devoted co analysis of a more specific parame
ter, e.g., a surface antigen. 

Staining to Demonstrate Basic Protein 

Protein staining by acid dyes is dependent on rhe ioniza
tion constants of the dyes and of amino groups and ocher 
charged sites on proteins. Thus, binding of dyes co cells is 
affected by che pH of che staining solution. Ac alkaline pH , 
only rhe more strongly basic groups in proteins remain ion
ized and chus able to bind acid dyes; as pH decreases, more 
basic groups become ionized. Thus, che same basic dye can 
be used to stain basic proteins and rntal proteins ac differenc 
pHs; brilliant sulfaflavine, for example, is used as a basic 
protein stain at pH 8 and a coral protein scain at pH 2.8'''". 

Covalent Llbels for Antibodies and Other Molecules 

The covalent bond forming dyes such as HTC. which 
has just been discussed as a stain for coral protein concenr, 
are probably better known, and undoubtedly more widely 
used, as fluorescent labels for a variecy of large and small 
molecules that can be bound strongly and specifically to 
various cellular constituents. Specific ligands chus labeled 
can be used as reagencs for a number of srruccural and func
tional parameters, including surface sugars (demonsrraced 



using tagged leccins), surface and intracellular antigens 
(fluorescent antibodies), surface charge (fluorescent polyca
cions), surface and intracellular receptors (fluorescent 
hormones, growth factors, neurocransmiccers, viruses, ccc.), 
endocytosis (fluorescent macromolecules, microorganisms, 
or plastic particles), DNA synthesis (fluorescent ancibody co 
dececc BrUdR in chromatin; fluorescent nucleocides) , and 
specific nucleic acid sequences (fluorescenc oligonucleotide 
probes). Spcccral characceriscics of the more imporcanr fluo
rescenc labels are given in Figure 7-9 (p. 296) and Table 7-2 
(p. 297) . 

Fluorescein lsothiocyanate (FITC) as a Label 

Fluorescein, conjugated as ics reactive isothiocyanate de
rivative (FITC), is by far the most popular fluorescent label; 
its ncicacion maximum is very close m the 488 nm argon 
ion laser wavelengch available in almost all flow cytomecers, 
its quantum efficiency is high, and ic had been in use long 
enough before flow cycometers became available for conjuga
tion and staining procedures to have become well escab
lished, particularly in immunology. 

As wa.~ mentioned on p. 77, che fluorescent label used in 
the first description of chc fluorcscenr antibody technique by 
Coons et al in 1941 •• was anchracenc, which fluoresces blue 
when excited by UV light. The fluorescent antibody cech
niq ue itself was developed after attempts co visualize che 
absorption of dye-labeled cell-bound antibodies in transmit
ted lighc'03' ·• had failed. It was possible co sec concentrations 
of anthracenc-labeled antibodies against che darker back
ground of unstained tissue, buc the UV-excited blue auto
fluorescence of pyridine nucleorides and ocher tissue com
ponents (see Figure 7-7 and cexc on pp. 290-1) limited the 
sensitivity of che fluorescent antibody method as originally 
described. 

In 1950, Coons and Kaplan 45 reported chac the use of 
fluorescein-labeled antibodies improved sensitivity; the 
green fluorescence of fluorescein made it easier to discern 
concenrracions of antibody against the tissue background. 
Two major barriers to widespread use of the fluorescent an
tibody method remained; few labs had fluorescence micro
scopes, and mosc investigators were neither equipped nor 
willing co handle the phosgenc ga.~ used to prepare fluo
rescein isocyanate for conjugation. ln 1958, Riggs et al'6 

described che use of fluorescein isorhiocyanare for labeling. 
The s\•nchesis of FITC involves thiophosgene, which is less 
noxio~s and more manageable chan phosgene, and FITC is 
srable enough co be markeced commercially in a form ready 
for conjugation. 

The intensity of fluorescein fluorescence emission varies 
with pH within the range (6 .5-8.0) likely co be encountered 
in samples; pH muse therefore be concrolled when quantifi
cation of results is important. 
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Labeling with Lissamine Rhodamine Band Tetrame
thylrhodamine lsothiocyanate (TRITC) 

It was also in 1958 chat Chadwick et af'" described che 
use ofLissaminc rhodaminc B 200, or sulforhodamine B, 
for antibody labeling. This compound was conjugated by 
converting its sulfonic acid group to a sulfonyl chloride. 
Since the red fluorescence of rhodamine dyes and che green 
fluorescence of fluoresce in can be readily disringuished by an 
observer, particularly when excitation filters are switched to 
allow selective excicacion of first one dye and chen the other, 
it became possible co examine material stained with rwo 
different antibodies, each with ics own distinct fluorescent 
label. Once relatively easy-to-use fluorescein and rhodamine 
labels became available, immunology laboratories began to 

acquire fluorescence microscopes, which had been improved 
considerably becween the I 940's and the J 960 's. The scage 
was thus set for che relacively rapid accepcance of flow cy
tometry by immunologists, and it was not until flow cy
comecers came inco widespread use in che lace 1970\ chac 
significanc further progress in che development of fluorescent 
labels for antibodies was co occur. By chis time, an isochiocy
anace derivative of rhodamine, tccramethylrhodamine 
isothiocyanatc (TRITC) had also become available. 

Multicolor Fluorescence I: FITC and TRITC 

As was jusc noted, by che time flow cycometers became 
available to immunologists, many of them were using fluo
rescein and rhodamine labels co do cwo-color work under 
the fluorescence microscope, switching from a combination 
of a blue primary (excitation) filter and a yellow or green 
secondary (obscrvacion) filcer for dececcion of fluorescein
labeled antibody to a combination of a green primary filn.:r 
and a red secondary filter for detection of rhodamine- la
beled antibody. It was also possible, although difficulc, to 
look at the fluorescence from boch labels ac once, using bluc
green excitarion and a yellow secondary filter: chis relied 
heavily on rhe human observer's ability to discriminate weak 
red fluorescence from strong green fluorescence. 

The microscopes used for immunofluorescencc work 
rypically have mercury or xenon arc lamp sources; mercury 
lamps have strong emission lines ac 436 nm (blue) and 546 
nm (green) and put our considerably less light ac intermedi
ate wavelengths, while xenon lamps have a rclacivcly flac 
emission spectrum in che blue and green regions. The ab
sorption maximum of fluorescein is ac abouc 490 nm; char of 
cecramechylrhodamine is at about 555 nm. Using a conven
tional blue (cenrered near 436 nm) excitacion filcer for fluo
resccin gives suboptimal excitation, while using a green filccr 
centered near 546 nm for rhodamine gives near-opcimaJ 
excitation. Using a 500 nm shore-pass filrer co excice boch 
dyes doesn't give very good excitation of either, allowing che 
dark-adapted eye and its associated brain to resolve the rela
tively weak emission from both. 
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The 488 nm argon laser line commonly used for excica
rion in flow cytomecers is essenrially ac che absorption 
maximum of fluoresccin, while rhe absorpcion of cetrame
chylrhodaminc ac chis wavelength is only abour 5% of irs 

maximum value. This factor alone dictates that, if equal 
amounrs of fluorescein- and cecramechylrhodamine-ragged 
anribodies were presenr on a cell, rhe rota! fluorescence emis
sion from rhe fluorescein anribodies would be 20 times that 
from the retramerhylrhodamine anribodies. When bound ro 
ancibodies, borh fluorescein and cecramechylrhodamine usu
ally have quantum efficiencies somewhere between 0.2 and 

0.5 (roughly on the order of 50% of che quantum efficien
cies of rhe free dyes); rhese are nor different enough ro bal
ance out rhe very large difference in absorption. T he differ
ences in molar extinction coefficients between fluorcscein 
and reuamethylrhodamine are also nor grear enough ro 
overcome the differences in absorption ar 488 nm. Thus, 
one can realisrically expect at least an order of magnirude 
more fluorescence from fluorescein-tagged antibody than 
from an equivalent amount of cetramethylrhodamine-tagged 
antibody when 488 nm excicarion is used . The resolucion of 
rhe signals from the two dyes therefore depends upon the 
use of dececcors equipped wich opcical filccrs chosen ro take 
advantage of the difference in emission speccra berween fluo
rescein and tecramerhylrhodamine. 

The emission maximum of fluorescein (Figure 7-9) is at 
abouc 520 nm, while chat of cecramethylrhodamine is at 

abour 570 nm; emissions from the two dyes should be well 
resolved using a green (5 15-550 nm) filter for the fluorescein 
fluorescence dececror and a red-orange (560 nm long pass) 
filcer for the recramerhylrhodamine fluorescence derecror. 
This, however, does noc cake inro accounr the large absorp
cion difference at 488 nm. To do chis, we have to imagine 
speccra in which we ei ther increase che height of the fluo
rescein emission spectrum by a facror of l 0 or decrease the 
hcighr of rhc rcrramerhylrhodamine emission spectrum by a 
like factor. In this view, what seemed to be an insignificanr 

"red rail" on rhe fluorescein emission specrrum, going our co 
600 nm, now overshadows most of che recramerhylrhoda
mine emission. For besc resolution of che tecramechylrhoda
mine emission, we really should use a long pass filter chat 
cuts on at a wavelength of 590 nm or longer on che tetram.:
chylrhodamine fluorescence decector. At that, we would have 
ro use electronic or software fluorescence compensacion co 
gee rid of crosscalk from the longer wavelengch fluorescein 
emission, and, if rhere is a loc more fluorescein than rerrame
chylrhodamine on a cell, even rhis won 'c help. 

Loken er al ' " , in the Herzenberg lab ar Stanford, first did 
cwo-color immunofluorescence flow cycometry as jusc de
scribed, and also evened che balance becween fluorescein and 
retramechylrhodaminc absorpcion by operaring rhe argon 
laser co produce a mixcure of visible lines (mosrly 488 & 515 
nm) or a 515 nm beam. T he 515 nm line is noc greac for 
cecramerhylrhodamine, bur ir's no betcer for fluorescein, and 
using this excirarion wavelcngch forces you co employ a fluo
resccin detector filter char cues on at a longer wavelength 

chan you would ocherwise use. Before phycobiliproteins were 
inrroduced as labels, chis was about che best char could be 
done in the way of cwo-color immunofluorescence analysis 
with a single-beam cytometer; on a historical note, rhe fluo

resccin/rhodamine labeling work forced the Henenberg 
group to develop fluorescence compcnsacion. 

Multicolor Fluorescence II: Rhodamine 101 Dyes 

The most obvious alcernarive co che less chan sacisfaccory 
single beam excicacion method for cells labeled wirh fluo
rescein and rhodaminc involved the use of separaced cxcica

tion beams ac different wavelengths, in essence imitaring chc 
observer ac the fluorescence microscope swicching fi lter 
combinations. There was no simple way 10 do chis using 
fluorcsccin as che first label and tecramechylrhodamine as the 
second, because che only lines available from ion lasers well 
suited to tecramethylrhodamine excicacion (528 nm from 
argon and 530 nm from krypton lasers} arc in che region of 
fluorcscein emission. lnscead, derivatives of rhodaminc 101 
were subsrituced for cetramerhyl rhodamine. In rhodamine 
I 0 I , the ring scructure of orhcr rhodamine dyes is extended 
(see rhe srrucrurcs of TRITC and Texas Red in Figure 7-17). 
leading co shifts in che absorption and emission speccra, 
which have maxima ac wavelengchs about 30 nm longer than 
rhe absorpcion and emission maxima of tecramerhylrhoda
mme. 

Adding a second beam, derived from a krypton laser 

emirring at 568 nm or a dye laser ac 590 nm, co the existing 
488 nm argon laser beam in a flow cycomecer made it possi
ble co examined cells simultaneously scained wirh anti bodies 
labeled by conjugation with FITC and with X-rhodamine 
isochiocyanate (XRITC, Research Organics, Cleveland, 
OH} or the sulfonyl chloride derivative Texas red (from 
Molecular Probes, which was chen locaccd in Plano, TX), 
both bearing rhe chromophore of rhodamine I 01 116·11 ... Fluo
rescein fluorescence exciced ar 488 nm was measured ar 510-
550 nm, and rhodamine 101 fluorescence excited ac 568 nm 

was measured at 590-630 nm; chcre was essencially no 
crosstaJk between che signals. 

While the rhodamine 101 derivatives solved some prob
lems involved in rwo-color immunofluorescence flow cy
comerry, they precipicaced others. People who used XRITC 
found ic hard co remove unbound dye from protein conju
gates, co which the hydrophobic dye adhered. Texas red 
became more popular, buc had a rendenq' co inaccivacc anti
bodies (rar monoclonal antibodies in parcicular} and, some
rimes, to part company wich anribodies co wh ich ic had been 
conjugated. Rhodamine l 01 supposedly has a quantum effi
ciency of I .0, bur Texas red-labeled anribodies don' r seem co 
give as much of a fluorescence signal as do fluorescein
labded antibodies. The people I know who have che bc:sc 
luck wirh Texas red immunofluorcscence originally used rhe 
label almost exclusively in che forms of Texas rcd-avidin 
or -scrcptavidin, which will form exrrcmcly high-affinity 
bonds wich biocin-conjugaced ancibodies 10

" . Excicacion of 
Texas red requires a krypcon laser or an argon laser-pumped 



cunable CW dye laser, neither of which is as easy co keep 
running as an argon laser. He-Ne lasers ar 594 nm were nor 
rhen powerful enough to present a viable oprion; rhe few 
milliwatts available at chis wavelength might, however, do 
the job in modern instruments wirh efficient optics. 

Early Problems with Mulcicolor Fluorescence 

In addition to the difficulties presented by rhe rhoda
mine I 0 I derivatives, users faced some more general prob
lems associated with two-color immunofluorescence meas
urements. As long as only a single antibody was used co stain 
cells, a significant enhancement of fluorescence signals could 
be obtained by using indirect staining, in which rhe fluo
rescent label is actached to a second developing antibody 
char binds co molecules of another ancibody already bound 
to antigens on or in cells. It is, as a rule, not possible to puc 
more than three molecules of fluorescein (or ocher dyes) 
directly on an IgG antibody molecule without either 
decreasing 1he specificity of the antibody reaction or decreas
ing rhc quantum yield of attached dye past the poinc of 
diminishing returns. Ir is, however, possible for more than 
rhree (usually 5 or 6) molecules of a developing antibody to 

bind to a single cell-bound antibody molecule. Thus, direct 
immunofluoresccnt staining will put no more rhan 3 dye 
molecules at each antigenic site, while indirect staining will 
put 15- 18 dye molecules at each antigenic site, resulting in 
amplification of the fluorescence signal. 

Mose of the earlier single-color work with monoclonal 
antibodies was done using indirect staining, with something 
like a fluorcsceinated goar anti-mouse lg used as a develop
ing anribody, since chis modus operandi boch eliminated the 
need for fluorochrome conjugation of each new monoclonal 
antibody and offered increased sensitivity as compared to 
direct fluorescent staining. Indirect staining of chis kind, 
however, did nor provide for labeling cells wirh two mouse 
monoclonal antibodies of rhe same immunoglobulin class. 

When rhere were reasonably large numbers of antigenic 
sires present on cells, rhe obvious option in this instance was 
direct staining, using different labels (fluorescein and rho
damine I 0 l) on each of rhe two antibodies. If some amplifi
cation was required, rhe use of labeled avidin and bioti
nylaced antibodics'00, or of haptcn-conjugatcd antibodies 
and differenrly labeled anti-hapten antibodies''" resulted in 
more dye molecules being bound per ancigenic determinant 
chan would have been possible using direct staining. 

What would have been mosr desirable, however, was a 
direct labding technique chat allowed more than three fluo
rescent molecules to be attached direcrly to each antibody 
molecule. The group ac Block cried a "brute force" approach 
co such a method in which antibodies were conjugated to 

synrheric polymers bearing hundreds of fluorescein mole
cules (see p. 116); this didn't work, because che fluorescein 
fluorescence was quenched under those circumstances. 

Shechrcr ct al''" had better luck wirh a procedure devel
oped to produce highly fluorescent, physiologically active 
derivatives of insulin and ocher peptide hormones; they were 
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able co attach 7 molecules of rhodamine co a molecule of 
lactalbumin, which was then conjugated to a molecule of 
hormone. As ir turned our, however, when it came co de
signing fluorescent macromolecules suitable for antibody 
labeling, Nature had, as usual, outdone man. 

Phycobiliproteins to the Rescue! 
Th h b 'l' . 114,nl.•l" c ·1 f e p yco 1 1protems are a 1am1 y o macro-

molecules found in red algae and cyanobacreria (formerly 
called blue-green algae), in which they play critical roles in 
the function of the phorosymheric apparatus. Phorosynthcsis 
in green plants involves chc direct inceracrion of light wirh 
chlorophyll, which has absorption maxima near 440 nm in 
rhe blue-violcr and near 700 nm in rhe far red. Lighr in these 
spectral regions is nor transmitted much beyond the surface 
layers of bodies of water, while green and blue lighc pene
trate to greater depths. The survival of algae and cyanobacre
ria at these depchs depends on the capacity of phycobilipro
reins to absorb the shorter wavelength lighr and participate 
in a chain of nonradiative energy transfers char finally makes 
rhc light energy for phorosynthesis available co chlorophyll. 

The phycoerythrins absorb blue-green and green lighc, 
che phycocyanins green and yellow light, and rhe allophy
cocyanins orange and red lighr. While the funcrion of phy
cobiliproteins in their natural environment is that of nonra
diarive energy transfer, rhese molecules are all highly fluores
cent, and rheir particular fluorescence characrerisrics have 
been of great interest co users of flow cyromerers since Oi, 
Glazer, and Srryer demonstrated the utility of phycobilipro
teins as ancibody labeling reagents'". 

The chromophores in phycobiliproreins are bilins, 
which are pyrrole pigments derived frorr: che same building 
blocks as porphyrins; each phycobiliprorcin molecule con
tains a large number of such chromophorcs. The exrincrion 
coefficients of phycobiliproteins are extremely high, and the 
quantum yields are also high. An antibody molecule directly 
labeled wirh fluorescein will have between I and 3 chromo
phores associated with it; an antibody molecule ro which 6 
fluorcsceinated ancibody molecules have been hound during 
an indirect staining procedure will have 6 co 18 associated 
chromophores. An antibody molecule direcdy labeled by 
conjugation with a phycobiliprotein may have as many as 34 
associated chromophores, each wirh an absorbance and 
quantum yield roughly comparable co chose of fluorescein. 
Spectra of R-phycoerythrin and allophycocyanin arc shown 
in Figure 7-9 (p. 296); Figure 1-18 (p. 37) shows that, wirh 
excitation at 488 nm, a phycoerythrin-labeled antibody 
molecule will emic several rimes as much fluorescence as a 
fluorescein-labeled antibody molecule. 

In addition to rheir high extinction coefficients and 
quantum yidds, phycobiliproteins, and phycoerychrins in 
particular, are characterized by broad shoulders in rheir exci
tation spectra, allowing them co be excited effectively ac 
wavelengths substantially below their emission maxima. 

While rhe molecular weighrs of phycobiliproceins are 
sufficiently high so char conjugates may contain only one 
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molecule of phycobiliprotein per ancibody molecule, the 
high excinccion coefficients and quantum efficiencies of the 
phycobiliproceins insure chat one molecule will gee the job 
done. 

Phycoeryrhrins: R-PE, B-PE, and Others 

While che peak absorption of R-phycocrythrin (R-PE) 
is ac 565 nm, with the emission maximum ac 578 nm, che 
absorption at 488 nm is approximately 50% of maximum . 
This allows R-PE co be used very effectively in combination 
wich fluorcscein for rwo-color immunofluorescence flow 

cytometry; only a single excitation beam (e.g. , 488 nm from 
an argon laser) is required. Fluorescein fluorescence is meas
ured, as customary, in che green region around 530 nm, 
while R-PE fluorescence is dececced in che orange-red region 
above 570 nm. If a 590 nm long pass filter is used instead of 
a 570 nm long pass filter, interference from che red tail of 
fluorescein emission can generally be minimized to the point 
ac which fluorescence compensation" ' is not necessary; chis 
was more practical years ago, when most instruments meas
ured rwo-color fluorescence, than ic would be now. 

B-phycocrythrin (B-PE), like R-PE, has a molecular 
weighc of ahouc 240,000, and conrains 34 bilin chromopho
res per molecule; its absorption maximum is ac 545 nm, and 
ic is less well excited at 488 nm than is R-PE. PE-labeled 
ancihodies have been widely available since che late l 980's, 
and che combination of fluorcscein-labeled and PE-labeled 
anribodies has hecn standard for rwo-color immunofluores
cence measurements since chat time. B-D licensed Stanford 
University's pacenr on phycobiliproteins, which was based 
on che work by Oi , Glai.er, and Scryer"', and controlled the 
marker on phycobiliprotein-labeled anribodies until che late 
1990's; since char rime, PE-labeled antibodies have become 
available from an increasingly large number of manufactur
ers. 

Ong, Glazer, and WaterburyJos suggested that the phyco
etyrhrin from che marine cyanohaccerium Synechococcus 
WH8 l 03 (S-PE) might be useful as a label because it con
tains more phycourobilin groups, which an~ responsible for 
che shorrer wavelength absorption of phycoeryrhrins, than 
docs any other known phycoerychrin. The absorption 
maximum of S-PE is at 492 nm; che emission maximum is 
ac 565 nm. A solution of S-PE exciced ar 488 nm has a fluo
rescence intensity 19 times higher than chac of an equimolar 
solucion of fluorescein, and about twice as high as an equi
molar solution of R-PE. S-PE would, if ic could be produced 
in quantity, he che ideal phycobiliprorein to use alone or in 
combination wich fluorescein for immunofluorescence 
measurements wirh 488 nm excitation. Since most of S-PE 
emission is at wavelengths berween 555 and 585 nm, ir is 
also likely chat fluorescein- and S-PE-labcled antibodies 
could be used in combination with propidium iodide for 
simultaneous DNA content and rwo-color immunofluores
cence analyses. The theoretical advantages of S-PE, to which 
I referred in previous editions of this book, have nor been 

realized ac this writing, because S-PE is too hard co come by 
and/or because R-PE is good enough for most purposes. 

Allophycocyanin (APC) and APC-B 

AJlophycocyanin (APC) is of particular inreresc as a 
single label because ir exhibits high (abouc 75% of the 
maximum value) absorption in the 633-638 nm range in 
which red He-Ne and diode lasers operate. The absorption 
maximum of APC is at 650 nm; its emission maximum is at 
660 nm. APC contains 6 bilin chromophores and has a mo
lecular weight of about 100,000. AJlophycocyanin B 
(APC-B) emits ac slightly longer wavelengths (maximum 
near 680 nm). My colleagues and I measured fluorescence 
from human leukocytes stained with an APC-conjugaced 
antibody in a flow cyrometer using a 7 mW He-Ne laser 
source30i. Although we used a suboptimal long pass filter 
(665 nm cur on, which transmits less than 50% of the APC 
fluorescence) on the fluorescence detector, we obtained re
sults char compared favorably with those from another in
strument in which cells stained wich fluorescein-ancibody 
were illuminated wirh 200 mW at 488 nm. 

Loken et al"" found thac 25-50 mW from a large He-Ne 
laser mounted on a B-D FACS, which ha~ less efficient fluo
rescence collection optics than the Cytomutt I used, pro
vided near-optimal excitation of APC-labeled antibodies; 
Doornbos er al"J'· were able co discriminace cells stained with 
APC-labeled antibody from unstained cells using a flow cy
rometer with a diode laser source emitting 3 mW ac 635 nm. 

If excicacion in che 590-650 nm range u.~able wich APC 
is available, this label offers advantages over PE and fluo
rescein for use with antibodies reactive wich low surface den
sity antigens in cells such as macrophages 1w, which exhihic 
high autofluorescence when excited at 488 nm. 

Glazer and his associaces-·i•.iJ)<• studied the physical 

chemistry and spectral properties of APC, in che process 
uncovering and solving a potential problem with ics use as 
an antibody label. Nacive phycobiliproteins are composed of 
subunits; B-PE and R-PE each contain 13 subunits, while 
APC is made up of 3. Although phycobiliprotcins are stable 
under most conditions associated wirh their use <lS labels, 
APC rends co dissociate inco subunits ac concencracions be
low 10'8 M, and APC concentrations might fall below this 
range in washed samples stained with APC-labeled antibody 
or ligand. Cross-linking the subunits while APC is in the 
mmenc scare prevents dissociation, stabilizing rhe labeled 
antibody. 

Phycocyanins 

C-phycocyanin (C-PC), wich an absorption maximum 
ac 620 nm and an emission maximum at 650 nm, has been 
used as an antibody label by Hoffman er al""', who were able 
to detect and resolve fluorescence from C-PC-labeled and 
APC-B-labeled antibodies , using a 642-657 nm bandpass 
filter for the former and a 675-695 nm bandpass filter for 
che laccer, in an Orrho flow cycomerer equipped with a 7 
mW, 633 nm He-Ne laser source. Taking advantage of che 



small, buc not insignificanc absorpcion of C-PC at 488 nm, 
Daley ct ai'~1 used a PC-avidin conjugate with biotinylated 
antibodies and fluorescein- and PE-labeled antibodies to do 
three-color immunofluorescence measurements on a Coulcer 
EPICS instrument with a single 488 nm laser source. 

R-phycocyanin II (R-PC-II)7''', a phycocyanin found in 
some species of Synechococcus, might be useful as a third la
bel; it has absorption peaks ac 533, 554, and 615 nm and an 
emission peak at 646 nm. However, as is che case with S-PE, 
it may be impractical to produce R-PC-II in quantiry. 

Phycobiliprotein Tandem Conjugates: PE-APC, 
PE-Texas Red, PE-Cy5, PE-CyS.5, PE-Cy7, ere. 

Glazer and Stryer306 (1983) were the first to prepare a 
tandem conjugate of B-PE and APC in which energy trans
fer between these proteins, with the phycoerythrin molecule 
the donor and the allophycocyanin molecule the acceptor, 
resulcs in scrong emission at 660 nm on excicacion ac wave
lengths between 470 and 560 nm. This material was shown 
by B-D robe usable as a third antibody label in combination 
with fluorescein and a phycoerythrin, permitting 3-color 
immunofluorescence measurements with 488 nm excitation. 
The PE-APC tandem conjugate, however, had rwo notable 
disadvantages; first, the chemiscry involved in its preparation 
and conjugation was noncrivial, and, second, energy cransfer 
was not complece, resulting in subscancial emission from the 
conjugate in che same spectral range as phycoerythrin emis
sion. In 2001, Tjioe et al2628 found it somewhat easier to 

prepare and use PE-APC tandem conjugates. 
The phycobiliprotein tandem eonjugaces now in widesc 

use incorporate only a single phycobiliprmein molecule, 
namely, phycoerythrin, to which are conjugated several 
molecules of a lower molecular weight fluorochrome. The 
first widely used conjugates prepared in chis fashion incorpo
rated phycoerythrin and Texas Red; ancibodies labeled 
with such conjugaces, are available from a number of manu
facturers. each using its own trade name for the conjugate. 
While most of the emission from PE-Texas Red conjugaces 
is in the 610-620 nm emission region of Texas Red, incom
plete energy transfer results in subscancial emission from che 
conjugates in che PE emission region around 580 nm, and 
PE itself has subsrancial emission in che 610-620 emission 
range. As a result, a lot of fluorescence compensation muse 
be applied to separate rhc fluorescence signals from a PE
labcled antibody and another antibody labeled with a PE
Texas Red tandem conjugate; while the speccra of PE and 
PE-Texas Red are shown in Figure 7-9 (p. 296); the spectral 
overlap problem is besc appreciated from Figure 1-18 (p. 37) 
and che relaced discussion (pp. 36-7). 

PE-Cy5 tandem conjugates, incroduced by Waggoner er 
al '''" · · · I h ryth . I I d , mcorporanng a smg e p ycoe nn mo ecu e an 
several molecules of the cyanine dye label Cy5, are now 
widely preferred over PE-Texas Red conjugates as a third 
label for immunofluorescence analyses using 488 nm excita
tion; chey emit at the emission maximum of Cy5, near 660 
nm. 
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Lansdorp et al' ·""' rook an inccrmediace seep on the road 
to PE-Cy5 conjugates by preparing Cy5-labeled anci-PE 
antibodies, which could be complexed with PE-labeled anci
bodies; they observed chat energy was transferred efficiently 
from PE to Cy5 in such complexes, enabling chem to be 
used as a third label in combination wich fluorescein- and 
PE-labeled antibodies, provided uncombined anti-PE anti
body sires were blocked. Energy transfer is ac least as dficiem 
in PE-Cy5 conjugates as in complexes; Figure 7-9 (p. 296) 
and Figure 1-18 (p. 37) demonstrace chat there is much less 
emission spcccral overlap between PE and a PE-Cy5 conju
gate than there is between PE and a PE-Texas Red conju
gace. Accordingly, less fluorescence compensation is re
quired. PE-Cy5-labeled monoclonal antibodies are widdy 
available. 

The lisr of phycoerythrin tandem conjugates has ex
panded considerably since the last edition of this hook was 
wrirten; it now includes PE-Cy5.5 (emission maximum near 
700 nm) and PE-Cy7 (emission maximum near 770 nm). 
As you will find in Chapter 8, there are now flow cycomcccrs 
on che markec thac will allow you to make simulcaneous 
measurements of the fluorescence of fluorescein, PE, PE
T exas red, PE-Cy5, PE-Cy5.5, and PE-Cy?, and side scatter 
to boot, using a single 488 nm excitation beam. Don't look 
for hardware compensacion in chose puppies. 

Allophycocyanin Tandem Conjugates: APC-Cy7 
and APC-Cy5.5 

In the last edition, I suggested chat "It might. .. be desir
able to prepare tandem conjugates of APC chat could be 
used in conjunction with APC itself for mulcicolor im
munofluorescence measurements employing a 633 nm He
Ne or 635 or 650 nm diode laser source." It didn'c cake long 
for chis co happen; in 1996, Roederer et al""" and Beavis and 
Pennline2030 contested prioriry for APC-Cy7, when che paper 
chat had been accepced first was published second'''"'. APC
Cy5.5 seems to have just come along out of the blue (or che 
far red); I couldn't find a claimant on MEDLINE. APC
Cy7 emics maximally near 770 nm, and APC-Cy5.5 near 
700 nm; boch are now available from a number of compa
nies, conjugated co a variecy of monoclonal antibodies. 

Mercy Me! PerCP! 

The first new reference added to the Third Edition, ref
erence 1027, by Mandy, Bergeron, Recktenwald, and 
Izaguirre, was a tandem in its own way. It introduced rhe 
concepc of T cell gating for lymphocyte subset analysis (sec 
pp. 30-4 and 277); ic also described the use of a new chird 
label, peridinin chlorophyll protein, or PerCP. This mate
rial is a component of che photosynchccic apparatus in a 
dinoflagellace; as illustrated in Figure 7-9, ic has an absorp
tion maximum near 490 nm and a relatively sharp emission 
peak at about 680 nm. The sharpness of chc emission peak 
minimizes crosscalk between PerCP and PE, and rhcrefore 
also minimizes the amounr of fluorescence compensation 
needed. 
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So much for rhe good news. PerCP-laheled anribodies, 
available only from B-D, are, or ar lcasr were, on rhe pricey 
side. If you happen to be using a B-D rACScan or 
FACSCalibur, thac may be the only bad news abouc PerCP; 
both Mandy et al '"' . and Nicholson, Jones, and Hubbard'"' 

have reported excellent results wich this label using rhat 
instrument. The ocher problem with PerCP, however, relates 
ro irs intolerance of high illuminarion power levels. The 
FACScan and fACSCalibur , which have very efftcienr lighr 
collecrion oprics, use only I 0-15 mW laser power for illu
minarion, and rhe illuminating beam is on rhe order of 100 

µm wide. If more power, or che same power in a narrower 
beam, is used for illuminarion, fluorescence signals diminish 
in imensiry, instead of increasing in inrensiry. Many people 
found chat their cycometers and PerCP didn'c go well ro
gether, and favored PE-Cy5 as a third label. 

Meanwhile, phoron saturation and bleaching (pp. 115-

8) had been rounded up as prime suspects in PerCP's "Case 
of rhe Disappearing Phocons," bur, as it turned our, rhar 
wasn ' r quire what was going on. A clue as ro whar mighr be 
happening came when Davis and Houck" ", at B-D, de

scribed a PcrCP-Cy5.5 tandem conjugate, with maximum 
emission near 700 nm. The randcm exhihirs even less fluo
rescence emission overlap with PE rhan does PerCP irself; 

PerCP-Cy5 .5-labeled antibodies are now available from BD 
Biosciences. But whar broke rhe case is that PerCP-Cy5 .5 
does nor suffer from the same "saturation" problem as 
PerCP, even when laser powers as high as 200 mW are used . 

Phycobiliproteins and Tandems: 
Dirty Little Secrets 

PerCP is noc completely unique in its response co high 
illuminarion levels; phycoerychrins and allophycocyanin 
exhibic similar behavior, to differenr exrencs. Two ISAC 
poster presencations from rhe Herzenberg lab'''3'-' described 
apparent sacura1ion of phycoerychrin, wich fluorescence 
emission intensiries reaching a plareau when exciracion en
ergy (at 488 nm) was slighdy less than 100 mW. An inmu
menr wirh rwo 488 nm beams was sec up, allowing fluores
cence inrensicy co be measured in a I 00 mW beam some 20 
µs afrer a measurement was made in che firsr beam, which, 
during a series of runs, was operated at power levels ranging 
from a few mW ro almost I W. Ir was nored that fluores
cence inrensity from cells bearing PE-labeled anribodies, 
measured in che second beam, decreased in a nonlinear 
manner as illumination intensity in the first beam increased. 
This appeared co indicate rhat PE had been bleached. Ap
parenr bleaching was much less for PE-Cy5-labcled anti
body, and still less for cells bearing fluoresceinated antibody. 

However, the critical observation was rhar, if cells char 
had been saved after running through che insrrumenr were 
reanalyzed afrer a few minures, almost half of the PE fluores
cence was recovered. It now seems clear that the culprit in 
the transient disappearance of fluorescence from PerCP and 
PE is accumulation of molecules in relatively long-lived (7 µs 
in the case of PerCP"'·'') rriplet states. These molecules musr 

rerurn from rhe excited triplet stare co the ground srate be
fore rhey can be excited again. Triplets (pp. I U-4) account 
for phosphorescence, a phenomenon in which emission may 
occur minutes, rather than nanoseconds, afrer exciration. 

I once asked Alex Glazer whecher phycoerychrin could be 
used to make a dye laser, and he explained chat ir couldn't , 
because, while one PE molecule is equipped wirh 34 chro
mophores, excitation of more than one of them at a rime 
resulrs in loss of energy by nonradiative mechanisms , rather 
than in fluorescence. For a dye laser to lase, phoron satura
rion , i.e., rhe siruarion in which the number of chromopho

res in che excited state is equal co the number in the ground 
srare (p. 116), must be achieved; the laser action is due to 
fluorescence emission from those excited molecules. This 
can't happen in PE, because mulriplc chromophore excira
rion doesn' t lead co fluorescence, at leasr in pare due m trip
let con version '''". 

Making a PE tandem creares a pathway whereby energy 
from one of che phycoeryrhrin chromophores can be trans
ferred nonradiatively co an accepror molecule such as Cy5, 
from which fluorescence emission will occur; chis provides 
an alternative co triplet conversion and ocher means of de
popularing rhe singler excircd scare of the PE chromophore, 
decreasing che likelihood of triplet conversion. Thus, ran

dems should, and do, tolerate higher illumination power 
levels before beginning co manifesr the saturation and 
bleaching syndrome noted in their parent macromolecules. 
This paradigm holds for PE and irs tandems, and for PerCP 
and PerCP-Cy5.5 , and I am sure that , if somebody goes 
looking, she or he will find that allophycocyanin and irs 
tandems follow rhe same rules. 

I don't mean for what I have jusc said co imply char phy
cobiliproreins and PerCP don ' t bleach; they do, and, if you 
don't believe me , look (by eye) at a small amount of phyco
erythrin antibody solution before and after you leave it in 
sunlight for a few hours. The poinr is that triplet conversion, 
rather than bleaching, accounts for the relatively low illumi
nation power tolerance of these materials. 

For dyes for which triplet conversion is not a problem, 
e.g., DNA fluorochromes, maximum derecrion sensiriviry is 
rypically achieved by increasing illumination power ro the 
point at which dye saturation occurs; in an observarion pe
riod on the order of I µs, each dye molecule will go through 
one or rwo hundred excicarion-emission cycles before being 
irreversibly bleached 1130

• However, oprimizing derecrion of 
phycobiliproteins, which can allow detection at the single 
molecule level, typically requires much longer observarion 
periods, on rhe order of a millisecond or more, during which 
rime approximately 100 phocons should be emirted by each 
phycobiliprotein molecule'"0·'"5·!"11 • 

I am indebred co Ken Davis of BD Biosciences and Dave 
Parks of the Herzenberg lab for providing me with details of 
the posrer presentations for which abscracts appear in refer
ences 2631 -4. I am assured that rhe derails will be published 
at some rime; for now, the manuscripts appear to be in long
livcd triplet scares. 



Speaking of randems following rules, the probability thac 
energy transfer between a donor and an acceptor species will 
occur varies with the extent co which the donor emission 
specrrum and che acceptor excication spectrum overlap. 
Look back ac Figure 7-9 (p. 296), and you will note chac chis 
overlap diminishes pretty drastically as we move from PE
Texas red to PE-Cy5 co PE-Cy5.5 to PE-Cy?. As a result, 
energy cransfcr between donor and acceptor in this series is 
progressively less efficient, wich the result char the longer 
wavelength emitting tandems also exhibit more and more 
emission in che speccral range in which PE normally emits . 
There's just a speck of PE emission in the PE-Cy5 spectrum; 
there 's quire a bit in che PE-Cy5.5 and PE-Cy? spectra. 

If there's a loc of PE emission in the PE-Cy? spectrum, ir 
means that a fair fraction of the PE chromophores have not 
donated energy to Cy?, and, therefore, char rhere isn't as 
much emission from Cy? as there would be from Texas red 
in PE-Texas red or from Cy5 in PE-Cy5. In some instances, 
rhe number of phocons or photoelectrons your instrument 
accually collcccs and generates from PE-Cy7 can be less chan 
l 1100 the number ir would gee from PE. If you' re designing 
a multicolor immunofluorescence experiment involving a 
bunch of tandem labels, you 'll wane to have an idea of che 
numbers of molecules of various ancigens you're likely to 
find on your cells, so you don't end up using PE-Cy? or 
ocher inefficient labels to attempt to discriminace cells bear
ing small amounts of surface ancigen from unstained cells. 

To make maners worse, while we more or less glibly refer 
ro "PE-CyS ," "PE-Cy7," etc., what we are really talking 
about is a bunch of PE molecules wich different numbers of 
Cy5 or Cy7 molecules covalently anached to them in differ
ent places. A monoclonal antibody is molecularly homoge
nous; a randem conjugate is not. That means char the degree 
to which donor emission will bleed through into che tan
dem's emission speccrum varies from Joe to lor of tandem 
conjugace or tandem conjugate-labeled antibody. If you're 
setting up fluorescence compensation for an experiment 
involving tandem conjugates, you need a single-label com
pensation control for each antibody. That is, if you 're using 
PE-Cy5.5-anriCD4 in one sec of cubes, and PE-Cy-5.5-
antiCD8 in another, you need to make sure you compensate 
them differently, using che appropriace concrol for each. 

If you look hard, you'll find that chere are some phyco
biliprocein labeling products out there ocher than PE, APC. 
and the tandems I have already mentioned. In rhe phyco
biliprorcin department, Manck Biosciences makes available 
both some offbeat phycobiliproteins derived from crypco
monad algae, and reactive phycobilisomcs, which can pro
vide at lease an order of magnicude more fluorescence signal 
chan individual phycobiliprorein molecules. Telford et al 'GJ ... b 

examined several of che cryptomonad phycobiliproceins; 
some can be excited by yellow or red light, and ochers re
quire green (520-550 nm) excitation. 

Molecular Probes offers tandem conjugates of PE and 
APC wich its Alexa dycs'}4', which will be discussed in a 
subsequent section. They have also (R. Haugland, personal 
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communicacion) investigated tandems in which the phyco
biliprotein is che accepcor and che low molecular weight 
compound is the donor, e.g. Alexa-488-APC. Alexa 488 has 
excitation and emission characcerisrics similar co fluorescein : 
the tandem conjugate excites at 488 nm and emits at the 
660 nm emission wavelength of APC. 

And Alex Glazer and his colleagues at Berkeley have 
managed ro get E. coli co produce recombinant phyco
biliproceins"·"·'', complete with biocin for attaching to mep
cavidin, ancibodies, etc. and an affinity rag to facilitate puri 
fication. If we carried char over to our species, we could just 
program our lymphocyte subsets co fluoresce in different 
colors, and phenotype without benefit of antibod ies. The 
antibody and phycobiliprocein vendors are probably nor coo 
worried just yet. 

Furure Tandems: Hererocycles Built for Two? 

There should be some advantages co tandem labels chac 
do not include a phycobiliprotein molecule, buc which cou
ple rwo lower molecular weight chromophores in a way chat 
facilitaces energy cransfer between chem. Dimeric nucleic 
acid stains designed in chis way''~d 0 , also from Alex Clazcr er 
al, have been mentioned on p . . ''14 . One such dye. TOTAi\ 
incorporates a rhiazole orange and a chiazolc: blue chrorno
phore; when bound co nucleic acid, the chiazole orange do
nor dye absorbs maximally around 500 nm and transfers 
most of ics energy co the chiazole blue acceptor, which emits 
at about 660 nm. Jc should be possible to synthesize similar 
molecules incorporating two or more low molecular weight 
chromophorcs and che reactive groups necessary to conju
gate chem to proteins. An oxacarbocyanine and an indocar
bocyanine dye, for example, in such a tandem compound 
would yield good absorption ac 488 nm and emission 
around 575 nm, providing rhe desirable spectral chararn:ris
cics of phycoerychrin in a lower molecular weight label. 

The lower molecular weight of a completely synthetic 
tandem label should make ir easier ro preserve activiry in 
smaller ligands, such as hormones and growth factors, after 
labeling; che ocher principal advantage of synchetic ligands is 
che relarive ease wich which absorption and emission spectral 
characteriscics can be tailored ro enable several different la
bels to be used wirh a single source. This prospect is particu
larly appealing because ic could allow labels co be designed ro 
fie inexpensive sources such as red diode lasers. 

Glazer et al have, in face, continued work on orher rela
tively low molecular weighc macerials in which energy crans
fer is exploited; they are noc ancibody labels , but a new gen
eration of labels and primers for DNA sequencing and siz-
• 2c..40 mg 

There's a nice kind of symmetry co chc ph}'cobilipro
cein/tandem story. Phycobiliproteins first came inco use as 
labels because nature had done an excellent job of designing 
molecules ro transfer fluorescence excitation energy. The PE
APC candem, however, which combines two nacural prod
ucts, isn't as good for some human purposes as some syn
checic and scmisynthecic molecules have curncd and may 
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rum ouc co be. I expecr chac syntheric candem labels will 
evencually come inco wide use. I should also poinr out that 
narure is way ahead of us on che phycobilisomes in che pho
cosymhecic apparacus, and char, if che dye designers cum 
rheir actention to an artificial photosynthetic molecule, they 
mighr accumulate considerably more wealth than can be 
realized by making slighc improvements in cytomecry. 

Cyanine Dye Labels: From Cy-Fi to Hi5 for Cy5 

During most of che 1980's, rhe phycobiliproteins were 
very much in rhe limelighr, which was appropriate noc only 
because lime is about the right excirarion wavelength, but 
because rhey provided a means of acraching several efficient 
fluorescent labels, with spectra in regions in which cellular 
aucofluorescence is minimal, co antibodies and other ligands. 
The fuss about che phycobiliproceins diverted many people's 
acrencion from the search for other, low molecular weight 
fluorescenc labels with large Stokes' shifts and/or with cxcica
cion maxima in the green, red, and infrared spectral regions. 
In terms of rhe design of lower molecular weight labels, one 
of more successful effom has been che development of reac
tive cyanine dye labels, largely due to the persistence of 
Alan Waggoner and his colleaguesu"'·'. 

C:yanines, like many of the compounds now in use as la
ser dyes, arc nor soluble to any appreciable excenr in water, 
bur are soluble in nonpolar solvencs. This characteristic is 
essenrial co che use of cyanine dyes as probes of membrane 
pocenrial, as it allows the dyes to pass freely through the lipid 
bilayer portion of cytoplasmic and organellar membranes, 
bur is undesirable in labels because ic increases the tendency 
of unconjugated label ro stick to procein and the tendency of 
conjugates co bind nonspecifically by chis mechanism. There 
is, in face, considerable inceresc in the preparation of water
soluble analogues of existing laser dyes for use as laser dyes, 
since the substitucion of aqueous dye solutions for the solu
tions in organic solvents now employed would make it easier 
to keep the dye medium cool. 

The spectral characteristics of most fluorescenc organic 
dyes arc determined by the structure of the heterocyclic 
ring(s), and the conjugated double bonds connecting rings, 
if such connections are present (they are in cyanines), which 
form che backbone of the dye. Water solubility and reactiv
ity can be modified by the addition of functional groups on 
che ring; many of the functional groups char can be added co 
increase water solubility may also be capable of being deri
vaci1.ed to produce dye molecules chat can be covalcncly 
bound to proteins, etc. The arr lies in adding the funct ional 
groups in ways char do not substantially alter spectra. 

The first attempts of which I am aware co produce reac
cive deri vatives of cyanines (A. Waggoner & H. Shapiro, 
unpublished), around 1981 , failed co yield suitable antibody 
labels; the compounds synthesi1.ed shifted their absorption 
maxima and decreased cheir quantum efficiency on conjuga
tion. Waggoner's group subsequently produced cyanines 
chat could bind covalently co protein sulfhydryl groups'Jl'1, 

and then isorhiocyanate derivarives1162• T he two newest series 

of labels '·ll·H use a succinimidyl ester group ro link to pro
teins; the first of chese'3"' employed carboxymethyl groups to 

increase solubiliry, while the second'"'~ uses sulfonace sub
stituencs for the purpose. 

The reactive oxacarbocyanine dye Cy2 (see l~igure 7-9) 
shares the spectrum of che Di0C)3) series of dyes, which 
are well known a~ membrane potcnrial probes. The absorp
tion and emission spectral characteristics of these dyes arc 
similar co those of fluorescein. 

Cy3 and Cy5 are, respectively, derived from indocarbo
cyanine and indodicarbocyanine; their spectral characteris
tics are shown in Figure 7-9. Cy3 absorbs maximall>' ac 
about 545 nm, and can be excited most effectively wich a 
green He-Ne laser source ac 543 nm or che mercury arc lamp 
line at 546 nm; however, the absorpcion of the material is 
high enough chat ic excites adequately ac rhe 488 nm argon 
laser wavelength available in most cyrometers. The 515 nm 
argon laser line is better, as are krypton lines at 520 and 530 
nm and the emission from a frequency-doubled YAG laser at 
532 nm. The emission peak of Cy3 is at abouc 565 nm; 
however, a substantial fraction of Cy3 emission is cransmir
red by rhe bandpass filters rypically used for phycoerychrin 
detection. Cy5 absorbs maximally near 640 nm; used by 
itself, it is very effectively excited by 633 nm He-Ne lasers, 
635-650 nm diode lasers, or the 647 nm krypton laser line. 
For immunofluorescence work, Cy5 is now probably more 
widely used in the form of PE-Cy5 tandem conjugates 3~0 , 
which can be excired at 488 nm, than as a primary label. 

Cy5.5 is a reactive derivative of dibenzoindodicarbo
cyanine, with maximal absorption near 675 nm and maxi
mal emission ar 695-700 nm. This material is optimally 
excited by 670 nm diode lasers, which are dirt cheap (think 
red laser pointers); its absorption at 633 nm is sufficient co 
make it possible to use Cy5- and Cy5.5-labeled antibodies 
for two-color immunofluorescence analyses in an instrument 
with a 633 nm He-Ne or 635- 650 nm diode laser source. 
The IMAGN 2000, a clinical instrument which did lym
phocyte subset analysis by a low-resolution scanning tech
nique dubbed volumetric capillary cytometry'·'"'·''""'"'', 
rather than flow cytometry, used Cy5 and Cy5.5 as antibody 
labels. Biometric Imaging, which produced the instrument, 
was acquired by Becton-Dickinson. Cy3.5 , with maximum 
absorption near 580 nm and maximum emission near 600 
nm, is to Cy3 as Cy5.5 is co Cy5. 

Wessendorf and Brelje'\66, using microscopy and densi
comecry rather than flow cytomecry, compared the brighc
ness of immunofluorescenc staining with the same antibody 
tagged with fluorescein, tetramethylrhodamine, Lissarnine 
rhodarnine, Texas Red , and Cy3.18, an early cyanine label; 
chey concluded chat the cyanine dye was brightest. This is 
not too surprising; cyanine dyes have higher extinction coef
ficients than most orher dyes, and quantum efficiencies at 
least as high, and these authors used excitation wavelengths 
optimal for the individual dyes. 

Cy7 is a reactive indorricarbocyanine dye; it absorbs in 
the near infrared (about 750 nm) and emits around 770 nm. 



The indocricarbocyanine structure itself is not as stable 
chemically as are che indodicarbocyanine and -carbocyanine 
dyes fluorophores of Cy5 and Cy3; chis makes ic harder ro 
prepare Cy7 labels and also results in a relatively shore shelf 
life. like Cy5, Cy7 is more widely used as an acceptor in 
PE- and APC-based candems rhan as a primary im
munofluorescenr label; while Cy2, Cy3. and Cy5 are fairly 
popular as labels for nucleic acid probes used in fluores
cence in situ hybridization (FISH), Cy7 seems not co be. 

Cy.3, Cy5, and related dyes are available from Amer
sham Biosciences in kits char contain just about everything 
needed for antibody conjugation except the amibody. 

There is a "sticking point" co cyanine dye labels; anti
bodies labeled wirh Cy3, Cy5, and/or PE-Cy5 and, possibly, 
other cyanines, seem to adhere co monocyres and, co a lesser 
extent, ro granulocyces, resulting in low levels of nonspecific 
staining. I first heard about this from Carl Stewart and from 
Alan Waggoner, and rhe three of us (unpublished) demon
srrated the effect using Cy3 and Cy5 antibodies in a Cyco
mutt with 543 and 633 nm He-Ne laser excicarion. The 
effect came co general actcntion when PE-Cy5 tandem con
jugate-labeled antibodies came into wider use and were 
found to bind to monocyces even when the antibody was 
nor reactive with monocyce surface antigens. According co 
van Vugt er al""'\ this interaction involves che high-affinity 
IgG receptor CD64 present on rhe surface of monocyces. 
However, Stewart and Stewart'"" report char some CD64-
ncgarive monocycic and myeloid leukemia cells also bind 
PE-Cy5 antibodies noc reactive with cheir cell surface anti
gens. Tjioe er al2m noted chat antibodies labeled with a PE
APC tandem conjugace bind co monocyces and granulocyces, 
although nor ro che same exrenr as do PE-Cy5-labeled anti
bodies. Antibody manufacturers have come up with various 
proprietary ways of minimizing such irrelevant binding. 

Blue Notes: AMCA and Cascade Blue 

A number of UV-excited, blue fluorescent labels have 
come into use for antibody labeling. After having been told 
at leasr twice thac fluorescein was adopted as a label because 
the UV-excited blue aurofluoresccnce present in most cells 
and tissues interfered with rhe UV-excited blue fluorescence 
of anthracene, which was rhe first label, you might well ask 
why. The simple answer is that people who had "maxed out" 
their instruments in terms of the number of detectors they 
could have looking at the 488 nm beam and the krypton, 
dye, or He-Ne laser beam wanted ro measure scill more anti
gens. If you had a UV laser available, you could use a UV
cxciced, blue fluorescent label; if you restricted its use to 
antibodies for which the cells of interest have relatively large 
numbers of binding sites, you wouldn'c have a big problem 
wirh autofluorescence. 

T he coumarins are a fami ly of compounds that exhibit 
UV-excited blue fluorescence and char, incidentally, were 
originally used cherapeutically as anticoagulants and, in pro
portionally larger doses, as rodent poisons. Coumarin deriva
tives have been exploited as laser dyes, and may also act as 
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pH indicators; che latter characteristic is usually an undesir
able one for a label. The first popular coumarin label was 7-
amino-4-mcthylcoumarin-3-acetic acid, or AMCA. As 
shown in Figure 7-9, AMCA absorbs maximally ac about 
350 nm, and has an emission maximum near 455 nm; it can 
be excited optimally by argon or krypron UV lasers and by 
che mercury arc lamp line ac 366 nm, and adequately by che 
325 nm He-Cd laser line. 

Aubry ct al' l6' seated that, in addicion co being usable for 
multicolor immunofluorescence analysis. AMCA was well 
suited for use in combination with acridine orange for si
multaneous measurement of DNA and RNA content and 
cellular antigens, using UV and 488 nm excitation beams. 
My personal preference would be ro use Hoechst 33342, 
pyronin Y, and fluorescein-antibodies"J for the same pur
pose, in most cases; however, there are sicuarions in which 
acridine orange may be more appropriate than pyronin for 
RNA content measurement, and also sicuarions in which 
one would want co use acridine orange to measure some
thing other chan RNA conrenc, e.g., DNA sensitivity to de
naturation. In either of these cases, AMCA-labeled antibod
ies might be useful, provided the antigenic determinant of 
interest was preserved during the acridine orange staining 
procedure. Delia et al'JG.B used AMCA as a third label in a 
flow cycomerer with collinear UV and 488 nm illuminating 
beams. Molecular Probes' Alexa 350, a sulfonated amino
coumarin, has similar spectral characteristics, but a quantum 
yield almost twice as high as chat of AMCA:"". 

C d Bl 1071.H J2.26H • d · · f asca e uc , a reactive cnvanve o pyrcne. 
was introduced by Molecular Probes; ics spectrum is shown 
in Figure 7-9. The absorption maximum is near 390 nm. 
While absorption at 325 nm is probably roo low to rdy on a 
UV He-Cd laser for excitation, adequate exciracion should 
be available from the 366 nm arc lamp line or the UV lines 
from argon or krypton or mode-locked tripled YAG lasers. 
Anderson et al2,..4 excited both Cascade Blue and Molecular 
Probes' Cascade Yellow (emission maximum near 550 nm} 
using che violet krypron lines ar 407 and 4 13 nm, and a 
violet diode laser should be usable as well. The emission 
maximum of Cascade Blue is ac about 415 nm; emission 
above 500 nm is considerably less than is the case wirh 
AMCA and Alexa 350, faciliracing compensation in mulci
color immunofluorescence experiments. 

Hey, BODIPY! 
Molecular Probes also offers the BODIPY dyes'r.-<.n•:; 

which are boron dipyrromcthanc derivatives wirh long 
enough formula names co justify one of rhe manufacturer 's 
many catchy abbreviations. The original member of the .~c

ries, BODIPY FL, has spectral properties similar m chose of 
fluorescein, with a somewhat narrower emission peak, less 
sensiciviry co pH changes, and greater resistance co bleach
ing, all desirable characcerisrics. The excitation maxima of 
che various BODIPY dyes cover che range from 500 co 646 
nm; emission maxima range from 506 to 660 nm. Five of 
the most popular BODIPY dyes are available with water-
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solubilizing spacers and amine-reactive escer groups accached 
co facilicace conjugacion co ancibodies or ocher proceins. 

A variecy of pepcides, proceins, polysaccharides and ocher 
molecules with BODIPY dyes accachcd are alsu produced. 

Bis-BODIPY-phosphacidylcholine, localized in the inner 
leaflet of' chc: plasma membrane, was usc:d hy Meshulam er 
al"'' co measure phospholipase A activation in neurrophils 
by flow cycomecry. Knaus er al' -""·' and Marrin er al" '' have 

used HODIPY labeling wich ocher small ligands; mosc re
ccnrly. Haugland cc al".' used phalloidin labeled with che 
new long-wavclengch fluorophore BODIPY 5811591 (581 
nm excicacion, 591 nm emission), which is speccrally similar 
co Texas Red, for fluorescence microscopic visualization of 
ihc inrracdlular discribucion uf F-actin. However, BODIPY 
dyes have still noc moved as for up in che charts as might 
have been cxpccced. 

Alexa Dyes: Some Thoughts on Dyemographics 

I write a new edition of Practira! Flow Cytometry every 
few years and, if I'm lucky, sell a few chousand copies. Dick 
Haugland, who founded Molecular Probes, pucs cogecher a 
new edition of his Handbook'-'" every fow years, wich updaces 
at imervals on CDs and or his web site, and gives away cens 
of chousands of copies. The resc of the time, he presides over 
a large and talemed group of people who make dyes. They 
might be considered dye hackers, in the old, honorable sense 
of che word; they know the structures and the speccra, and 
how to rweak che structures co opcimize chc: performance of 
che dyes. And chc company isn' t !using money. 

T he Alexa dyes' " '·'''" arc a series of sulfonaced cou
marin- and rhodamine-based labels, with speccral characcer
iscics similar co chose of some of che more popular labels 
previously mencioned in chis secrion: e.g., AMCA, fluo
rescein, Texas red, Cy3, Cy5, Cy5.5 , and Cy7. However, 
the Alexa dyes have higher quantum yields, beccer phocosca
biliry, and bctcer charge characteristics (allowing more dye 
molecules to be put on a procein before the law of diminish

ing recurns cues in on fluorescence) . So what happens? Peo
ple who do rheir own dye conjugacions have written cesri
monials for che Alexa dyes in che latest edicion of che Hand
book:''' , buc the companies rhar make and sell ancibodies in 

volume kepc making conjugates with fluorescein, and tan
dems with Cy5, Cy5.5. and Cy7. The word on che screec 
was that the ancibody companies didn't want to pay the 
premium royalcies Molecular Probes wanccd co gee paid for 
its premium <lyes. 

Jusc look at fluorcsccin, which is chc Microsoft software 
equivalent in fluorescenc labds. le has a loc of problems, e.g., 
irs fluorescence yield varies markedly over the near
physiologic pH range, buc, while everybody knows about, 
and many people complain about, che problems, che anci
body manufacturers load fluorescein onto cheir antibodies, 
and almost everybody buys them and uses them. Molecular 
Probes has produced at lease chrcc green dyes - BODIPY 
l-'L, Oregon Green, and Alexa 488 - thac are becccr labels 
chan fluorescein, in most rcspcccs, including phoroscabilicy, 

which keeps the dyes green longc:r - with fluorcsccin envy. 
The race is noc always co the swift. 

Luckily, Molecular Probes does well enough co keep rhe 
Alexa dyes and a few thousand ocher gourmet chemicals in 
the cacalogue for its discerning cusromers. And, as of early 
2003, ac lease a few antibody producers (BD/Pharmingen 
and Calcag, for sure) had starred co offer Alexa dye labels. 

Ocher Organic Fluorescent Labels: 
A Dye Named JOE, ere. 

The DNA sequencing crowd uses fluorescent dyes, many 
of which are similar or identical co dyes used in cycometry, 
buc is likely to know chem by differenc names or nicknames. 
In che interest of nickname cranslarion, I will mencion chat 
6-JOE is 6-carboxy-4 ',5 ' -dichloro-2 ',7 '-dimcthoxyfluom
cein, 5-FAM is S-carboxyfluorescein, TAMRA is car
boxytetramcchylrhodamine, ROX is carboxy-X-rhodamine, 

and TET is c-carboxy-2 ' ,4,7,?'ceuachlorofluorescein. The 
halogenaced fluorcsccins have excicacion and emission 
maxima at somewhat longer wavelengchs than chose of fluo
rescein itself. Molecular Probes sells them in reaccivc: form as 
succinimidyl escers for sequencing and probe labeling; there 
doesn't seem to be any compelling reason to use chem in 
cyromecry. 

In the golden oldies deparcmenc, I should mention ni
trobcnzoxadiazole (NBD) as a label; chis macc:rial is usually 
applied co proceins in the form of its reaccive chloride deriva

cive, 4-chloro-7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazolc (NBD chlo
ride), which reacts wich amino and chiol groups. The adduce 
wich amino groups has speecral propercics similar co fluo
rescein; Wallace er al"" used NBD·phallacidin for Aow cy
romecric studies of cytoskeletal structure. NBD fluorescence 
is scrongly environmencally dependenc; for details, sec the 
Molecular Probes Handbook'...,. 

Most dyes suicable for use in CW cunable dye lasers 
emitcing in the red an<l infrared have absorpcion maxima in 
the orange and red spectral regions; reactive derivatives of 

these dyes should, in principle, be suicable labels for use in 
instrumencs wich He-Ne or diode laser excitation in che red. 
Joel Wright and I (unpublished) fooled around wich a de
rivative of the oxazine dye Nile blue wichouc much luck in 
the early l 980's; Monsigny et al '·'"' have, more rcccncly, had 
beccer luck, producing boch a rcaccive benzoxazinone dye 
with red emission that can be excired ar 488 nm and anochcr 
rhac apparencly scains nucleic acids. 

Aluminum phthalocyanine dyes have been dcrivari1.cd 
for use as labels1"- 1; these dyes themselves have been used as 
sensicizers for photodynamic treacmenc of cancer, and their 
uptake has been monicored by flow cycomecry"'" ... The deri 
vacized versions had strong absorption in che UV and red 
spectral regions with emission ac longer red wavelengths . I 
was able (0. Schindele and H. Shapiro, unpublished) co 
resolve populacions of beads labeled wich rwo differenc alu
minum phchalocyanine dyes in a cycomcccr wich 670 nm 
diode laser illumination; I didn'c have great luck wich cells 
bearing antibodies labeled wirh phchalocyanine derivatives, 



bur further work along chis line would seem worthwhile, if a 
source of the dyes can be found. 

Whitaker er al '·'.''' report thac fluorescent rhodol deriva
tives can be made with fluorescence properties similar to 
fluorescein and rhodamine, buc wich better photostabiliry 
and without the pH sensicivity of fluorescein . 

In the developmenc of laser dyes, auempts have been 
made to find and exploit chemical structures wich fluores
cence spectra showing large Stokes' shifts. Power levels of 
hundreds of milliwatts or more are required to pump CW 
dye lasers; at present, most dyes chat emit in the red and 
infrared require a krypton ion laser (647/676 nm) for pump
ing. Since argon lasers are more tractable than their krypton 
counterparts, it would be desirable to use argon lasers as dye 
laser pumps for red- and IR-emiccing dyes. Argon lasers, 
however, emit in the blue and green. Red and IR emission 
can be obtained with argon laser pumping when dyes with 
large Stokes' shifts, e.g., pyridyl and sryryl dyes '"'·' , are used 
as the lasing media. Derivatives of these dyes might make 
good labels; the pyridyl and styryl dyes might also be useful 
in low molecular weight tandem labels. 

The IR diode lasers used in CD players emit at around 
785 nm, which is above the emission maximum of the long
esc-wavelength label discussed up to chis point (Cy7). Since 
rclacivdy high power (tens of milliwaccs) 785 nm diode la
sers cosc only a few dollars, the notion of using such a laser 
co excite at least one additional fluorescenc label is attraccive. 
One principal problem with this approach is that dyes with 
che large conjugaced ring scruccures needed to produce IR 
absorption tend to be chemically unstable. Linda Lee, who 
synthesized thiazole orange while at B-D '6', made two rela
rivcly stable IR-excited dyes, BHMP and BHDMAP, dur
ing a brief stint at Biometric lmaging204' . The dyes, wich 
emission maxima near 805 nm, were used successfully in a 
prorotype volumetric capillary cyrometer with dual (633 nm 
He-Ne and 785 nm diode) lasers. BHMP and BHDMAP 
are heptamethine cyanine dyes with a dialkylpyridinium ion 
at the central mechine, which contributes to stabiliry and 
makes che dyes water-soluble. 

Quantum Dots 

A fair amount of buzz has recenrly been devoted co the 
prospect of using semiconductor nanocrystals, better 
known as quantum dots, as labels for biological molecules 
or as rags for beads used in multiplex assays'..,,.s'. 

In semiconductor light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and la
sers, absorption of optical or electrical energy creates elec
tron-hole pairs; one atom of rhe macerial temporarily loses 
an elecrron, while another somewhere in the vicinity tempo
rarily gains one. When electron-hole pairs recombine, some 
of the absorbed energy is lost in the form of a photon. The 
emission wavelength is dependent on the Bohr radius, 
which is the average distance berween electrons and holes in 
an excited-state pair. The Bohr radius is a function of the 
composirion of the semiconductor material, but it normally 
on the order of tens of nanometers. 
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In semiconduccor crystals with dimensions smaller rhan 
rhe Bohr radius, additional energy is required ro create elec
cron-hole pairs, and absorption and emission are thus shifted 
ro shorcer wavelengths. In such nanocrystals, typically no 
more than about 10 nm in diameter, the emission wave
length becomes more dependent on the si1.e of the crysral 
than on its composition, since the energy required to keep 
an electron and a hole separated increases dramatically a~ rhe 
distance berween them decreases. The emission wavelength 
of a CdSe crystal with a diameter of 2.1 nm is approximately 
510 nm; that of a crystal with a 3.1 nm diameter cryscal of 

the same material is approximately 560 nm. 
The fluorescence spectrum of a nanocrystal is considera

bly different from that of an organic dye. Organic dyes (see 
Figure 4-7, p. 113, for the fluorcscein spectrum) rypically 
have small Stokes' shifts, i.e. , their excitarion maxima are 
within 20 nm of their emission maxima. The excitation 
specrrum and che emission spectrum of an organic dye often 
resemble mirror images of one anochcr; both arc substan
tially skewed, with a shore-wavelength "shoulder" in the 
excitation spectrum and a long-wavelcngch "tai l" in the 
em1ss10n spectrum. 

The emission spectrum of a nanocrystal is rypicallr 
symmetric, with a full width at half maximum of at mosr a 
few tens of nanometers, the emission bandwidrh is thus sub
stantially less rhan for a typical organic dye. This means char, 
given a pair of nanocrystals and a pair of dyes with the same 
emission peak wavelengths, a given combination of optical 
filters and dichroics will do a better job of separating fluores
cence signals from the nanocrystals than of separating fluo

rescence signals from the dyes. 
Moreover, the excitarion spectra of nanocryscals are rela

tively independent of emission wavelength; progressively 
shorter wavelengths are increasingly effective for excitation. 
Excitation at 400 nm is typically at least twice chat ar 488 
nm. This suggests that violet diode lasers will be economical 
and useful excitation sources for work with quantum dots. in 
either scanning or flow cytometers. 

Being inorganic, nanocrystals are much less suscepcible 
to photobleaching than are organic dyes; a nanocrystal is 
likely ro be putting out over 75% of its original fluorescence 
ourput after an observation rime sufficient to photoblcach 
over 95% of the fluorescence emission from a dye. The rela
tive chemical and phocostabilities of nanocrystals should be 
parcicularly useful for work in rhe far red and infrared spec
tral regions (nanocrystals can be made with emission wave
lengths above 1000 nm). Nanocrystals also have much 
higher absorption (and excitation) cross-sections than do 
dyes, meaning chat, although the quantum efficiencies of 
nanocrystals and dyes are about the same, the fluorescence 
from a nanocrystal is typically equivalent w rhe fluorescence 
from a dozen or two dye molecules. 

So why can 't you buy 200 different monoclonal antibod
ies labeled with quantum docs? Well, as usual, rhere have 
been some practical problems, some of which appear to have 
been solved, and some of which remain. 
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Since both the cm1ss10n wavelengrhs and the fluores
cence inrcnsitics of nanocrysrals depend on rheir size, prcpa
racivc mechods musr yield crystals wich highly homogenous 
size discribucions in order co keep emission peaks confined 

to a small specrral range and mainrain low emission band
widchs. 

Earlier work with nanocryscals produced materials with 
fluorescence lifetimes in the range of I 00 ns, which is defi
nicely on che long side for flow cycornetry, alchough accepc·· 
able for Stacie cyromccry and imaging. Newer materials have 
fluorescence lifetimes of approximarely 15 ns, still a few 
rimes longer than che lifetimes of mosr common!y used dyes, 
but probably accepcahle for flow cytometry. 

Semiconductor materials don'r much like hanging out in 
aqueous solucions. Practical quanrum doc labels therefore 
musr consist of a semiconductor core, a shell of another 
semiconduccor material chat confines excitation co che core, 
and an outer layer rhac allows rhe particle co remain dis
persed in aqueous solution and chac provides some means by 
which it may be accach~d co a biomolecule. CdSe crystals arc 
rypically made wich ZnS or CdS shells; the hydrophilic coac

ing may be silica or one of several sulfur-containing acids. A 
dihydrolipoic acid coating, in particular, readily binds 
avidin, allowing biocinylaced anribodies co be bound co the 
coated crystals with very high affiniry"'s'. 

However, once you've made a particle che size of a quan
tum doc and coated ic wich something hydrophilic that 
binds proceins, you've increased chc likelihood chat che par
cick will be more or less nonspecifically bound co cells, 
and/or scarfed up by phagocyccs. While the effeccs of phago
cytosis on any parricular cxperimem may be d ifficult co pre
dict, nonspecific binding is almost certain to decrease rhe 
racio of fluorescence intensities you measure from cells that 
do and do noc bear che macerial you arc crying co dececc wich 
chc aid of a quantum doc labc:I. 

Preliminary results on flow and image cycomerry of cells 
labeled wich quancum doc-ragged anribodies were presented 
hy Bill H yun of UCSr and collaborators from Quantum 
Dot Corporation at rhe 2000 ISAC meecing'"s\ bur I 
havcn'c yec seen a publication on Oow cycomerry using 
quantum docs. I guess people arc scill in che excited state 
over them, and need co relax and wrice a paper. You can now 
buy strcpcavidin-conjugaced quamum docs with a 605 nm 
emission wavelength from Quan rum Dor Corporation. 

I put a brief wriceup of green fluorescent protein in chc 
lase edition, guessing thac while nobody had yer done flow 
cytornecry of cells expressing GFP, it might be che next big 
thing; I have similar vibes about quantum dots. l won't cell 
you about all che prediccions I made in earlier edicions thac 
didn'r pan our, ac lea.~c nor here. 

Getting Labels Onto Molecules of Interest 

If there is one basic principle applicable co labeling, 
whecher the label is a large or a small molecule, fluorescent 
or nonfluorescent, and whecher whac is being labeled is an 
ancibody, drug, hormone, or other macerial, it is chis: It is 

absolutely critical to establish the effects of the fluores~ 
cent tagging procedure on the affinity and biological 
activity of the effector portion of the molecule being 
tagged. Failure to do chis can produce unpleasant surprises. 

The more popular reactive forms of labels are those char 
bind ro amino groups on proteins. Early in the game, fluo
rescein and cecramethylrhodamine isothiocyanates (FITC 
and TRITC) were among che mosc popular labeling re
agents. Molecular Probes still sells isothiocyanarc reagencs, 
bur recommends succinimidyl esters and sulfonyl halides 
because conjugates prepared using isochiocyanaces reporcedly 
deteriorate over cimem'. Research Organics advocaces di
chlororriazinylaminofluorcscein (DT AF) as a replacement 
for fluorescein. Maleimide dcrivacives of labels react rea
sonably selectively wich protein sulfhydryl groups. 

The excremely high affiniry of biotin for avidin or 
streptavidin·'°0 is widely exploiced for labeling purposes. 
Labels may be covalently bound co avidin or scrcptavidin, 
and che labeled material used ro detecc biocinylaced antibod
ies; alternacively, labels, especially larger molecules such as 
phycobiliproceins, may be biocinylated, and avidin or screp
cavidin chcn used ro form a complex between che label and a 
biocinylated ancibody. In some cases, ar least, antibody-label 
complexes formed using a biocin-avidin reaction arc scable 
enough co permir several complexes, each bearing a different 

amibody and a different fluorescent label, co be used simul
taneously. 

Maintaining acciviry of a labeled biomolecule may re
quire the interposition of a chird chemical scrucrurc, or 
linker, between chc label and che molecule being labeled, 
particularly if che molecule itself is relatively small; I won 'c 
go into chc derails. 

Having dwelc at lengch on the topic of labeling per se, we 
will now address che use of fluoresccncly labeled reagents for 
measurement of cell surface scruccures and properties. 

7.6 IMPROVING SIGNALS FROM LABELS: 
AMPLIFICATION AND OTHER TECHNIQUES 

In many cases, che cell- (or bead-) associaced molecules 
we are crying to dececc and quancify using a labeled reagenc 
are abundant enough so that we can accomplish our task 
using direct labeling, incubacing our cells or beads wich a 
reagent bearing one or a few molecules of label, and chen 

measuring the fluorescence intensity of the parciclcs of inter
est in a cycomecer, with or without a wash seep co decrease 
the conccntracion of unbound reagent in rhc sample. When 
we are huncing rarer prey, we need co consider various ways 
of getting bigger signals from each molecule of interesc chan 
dirccr labeling can provide. In order to choose methodology 
appropriacc to our measurement problems, we muse appreci
ace several facrors char poccnrially limic measurement sensi
civiry, and decermine which of these are most relevant ro our 
particular measurement problem. 

The ultimacc limic ro sensiciviry is sec by the number of 
molecules of interest present in or on rhe parcicles we pro
pose co analyze. Tomas Hirschfeld pointed our in che 1970's 



that, once we are detccring and counring single molecules, or 
small numbers of molecules, we can expect fluctuations in 
the number of molecules in the observation volume ro be
come a major source of statistical variance in quantitative 
measurements""'. Some 20 years lacer, when che sensicivicy 
of their capillary electrophoresis detectors had reached the 
single-molecule level, Chen and Dovichi'6) 8 demonstrated 
the effect experimenrally. 

In rhe discussion of Q and B and their effects on meas
urement sensitivity (pp. 221-3), it was noted that a FAC
Scan or FACSCalibur, which, as flow cytomecers go, has 
very efficient collection optics, will typically generate only a 
single photoelectron at the PMT phococathode for each four 
molecules (strictly speaking, for each four MESF) of phyco
eryrhrin passing through the observation point; when fluo
rescein is detected, an average of 80 MESF must pass 
through the observation point co generate a single photoelec
rron''" . In chcse instances, measuremencs are limited by 
phoroelectron statistics. 

In a slow flow system such as the apparatus at Los Ala
mos L1sed for DNA sizing and for single molecule detection 
of phycoerychrin, the observation time is much longer than 
in a conventional flow cytometer, and each MESF of phyco
erychrin may generare a burst of I 00 phoroelecrrons during 
its passage through the measurement system. If there are an 
average of I 00 phycoeryrhrin molecules in the measuremenr 
system at any given time, they will give rise to I 0,000 pho
rodectrons; the expected standard deviation would be 100 
photoelectrons, and, in the absence of other sources of vari
ance, one would be able to achieve a measuremenr CV of 1 
percent. However, Poisson scacisrics would dictate char the 
standard deviation of the number of molecules in che meas
urement volume would be 10 molecules; rhe lowest possible 
CV is then nor I percenr, bur I 0 percent. Thus, what Chen 
and Dovichi'6~' define as "molecular shot noise" becomes 
rhe limiting facror in precision; in order co achieve I% preci
sion, one muse measure or counr ar least 10,000 molecules. 

These days, ir is not uncommon co be able co derecr a 
few hundred molecules of cell- or bead-associared anribodies 
or ocher rarger molecules in a conventional flow cyromerer; 
while rhere may be fluorescence amplification techniques 
chat ler us collect hundreds of photoelectrons from thou
sands of molecules of a label for each target molecule pre
sent, rhey will not liberate us from molecular shoe noise; we 
will, instead, come ro recognize it as a major source of vari
ance. Of parricular interest is a recent paper by Elowirz er 
al'6~" , which considers molecular noise in the context of gene 
expression, noting that low intracellular copy numbers of 
molecules can limit che precision of gene regulation. 

Limits to Sensitivity: Autonuorescence 
The specrral characteristics of covalent labels exert a sig

nificant effect on the sensitivity of flow cyrometric meas
urements of weak fluorescence signals such as arc obtained 
from cells stained with fluorescendy tagged antibodies, hor
mones, lcctins, etc. This is so because it is frequently not 
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instrument performance, bur cellular autofluorescence chac 
limits che number of labeled molecules dereccable on or in 
cells. 

As mentioned on pp. 216-7, the intensity of lymphocyte 
autofluorescence in che green spectral region used for fluo
rescein fluorescence measurement is the same as would be 
obtained from over 600 MESF of fluorescein. In most newer 
laser source instruments, chis level of autofluorescence 
should be detectable above background. 

There is, however, no way to use the green fluorescence 
signal alone to distinguish the proportions contributed by 
antibody or ligand fluorescence and autofluorescence. Con
sider rwo cells, one bearing no bound antibody and emitting 
autofluorescence equivalent co the emission from 1,000 fluo
rescein MESF, and the other bearing 300 MESF of fluo
rescein on cell-bound antibody or ligand and emitting auro
fluorescence equivalent co 700 fluorescein MESF. Borh cells 
produce 1,000 fluoresccin MESF at che detector. Good dis
crimination of stained and unstained cells will, therefore, 
require that several times as many fluorescein molecules as 
are detectable against zero background be present on che 
surface of the stained cells. 

There is a potential problem with measurements of boch 
sensitivity and autofluorescence, in that both are (or were) 
generally done using log amps, and both involve extrapolat
ing a reference line calculated from measured values of fluo
rescence obtained from beads bearing known amouncs of 
label. These known amounts cypically range from 5,000 co 
500,000 MESF, and PMT and inscrument gains are gener
ally adjusced to place peaks from rhe fluorescence distribu
tions of labeled beads in the upper decades of a log scale. 
The blank beads used for sensitivity determination and che 
unstained cells used co determine aurofluorescence levels fall 
at the low end of rhe scale, usually below 1,000 MESF. 

When che regression line (see Figure 4-60 on p. 216) is 
calculated, a correlation coefficient and, in some cases, other 
measures of the distance from the line of the poinrs repre
senting labeled beads, are provided. lf the correlation coeffi
cient is low (low, in this instance, probably means less than 
0.98, because we're working on a log scale), and/or the dis
tances of the labeled beads from rhe line are large , ic is fairly 
obvious that the log amp doesn't work all char well; che 
measured sensitivicy and/or autofluorescence values are defi
nitely suspecc in such cases. However, all log amps become 
unreliable at some point in che lower region of rheir range, 
and good correlations and small distances of labeled beads 
from the regression line unfortunately provide no guarantee 
that rhe log amp is behaving ac the level of che blank bead or 
the unstained cell. I have produced differences of several 
hundred MESF in measured sensitivity simply hy inter
changing log amps with DC offsec levels differing by 1 or 2 
mV. That's why I suggested (p. 217) char sensiriviry and 
autofluorescence levels should be derermined using a linear 
fluorescence scale, and that high-sensitivity quanricarive 
fluorescence measurements also be done on a linear scale. I'll 
make the point again, because it's very important; if you're 
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crying co measure a few hundred molecules of bound anci
body and you're noc using a linear scale, you run che risk of 
discovering you've been kidding yourself in privace by em
barrassing yourself in public. 

Improving Sensirivicy: The New Wave(lengrh) 

ln cases in which cellular aucofluorescencc is a factor lim
iring scnsitivi ty, one obvious way of improving sensiciviry is 
to work wich excitation wavelengths at which cellular auro
fluorescence is lower than it is when 488 nm exciracion is 
used. 

The cxcirarion and emission spectra of autofluorescence 
reported for several mammalian cell types"'·"3 arc close to 

the spectrum of riboflavin (Fig. 7-7, p.291 ). Relatively liccle 
cellular aumfluorescence is excited by light at wavelengths 
above 515 nm""', which are used for excitation of Cy3, 
rerramethylrhodamine, rhe rhodamine 101 derivatives 
XRITC and Texas red, Cy5, and rhe phycobiliproteins and 
randern conjugates. Thus, the use of any of these labels can 
provide increased sensirivicy for weak fluorescence measure
ments in mammalian cells. 

The ratio of median emission from antibody-labeled cells 
ro median emission from unstained cells, with both emission 
values expressed on a linear scale, can be taken as a measure 
of scnsiriviry; this figure was l 0- 15 rimes higher for cells 
stained with phycocryrhrin- labeled antibodies and excited at 
546 nm by rhe mercury arc lamp in an old B-0 FACS Ana

lyzer rhan for cells stained with fluorescein-ancibodies and 
excited at 488 nm by an argon ion laser in a FACScar cell 
soner (L. Lanier. M. Loken, N. Warner. personal communi
cations and meeting presencarions). While che FACScan has 
somewhat better PE fluorescence sensirivicy than the FAC
Star, che analp.er, when using green excitarion, remained 
superior"' 0 '. The 532 nm line from a doubled YAG laser 
and rhe 543 nm line from a green He-Ne laser are usable for 
high -sensitiviry, low aucofluorescence measurements, al
chough rhe low power levels (I -2 m ~') available from green 

He-Ne lasers may limit sensiriviry in pracrice. Since many 
more currenr insrrumenrs have red He-Ne or diode lasers 
rhan have green YAG or He-Ne lasers, ir will usually be most 
pracrical ro use allophycocyanin as a label wirh a red excita
tion source to make sensitive fluorescence measurements in 
mammalian cells wirhour interference from autofluores
cence. 

If, however, one were incerested in measuring cell surface 
antigens on Synechococcus or other species of cyanobacteria, a 
phycobiliprorein would be an excrcmely poor choice of label; 
cyanohacreria contain phycobilisomes stuffed full of phyco
Cl)'thrin, allophycocyanin, ere., wirh rhe result char rheir 
aucofluorescence, which is considerable, would be likely to 
swamp rhe signal from a phycob iliprorein label. 

Vesey ct al '''"" provide a good example of how ro select a 
label based on studies of rhe autofluorescence of particles of 
inrc-resr and of ocher particles and fluorescent solutes likely 
to be encouncered in the sample; their target was Crypto
sporidium oocysts in drinking water, and they found, using a 

Coulter EPICS Elite flow cycometcr, rhar phycoerythrin-, 
Cy-3-, or tecramechylrhodamine-labcled ancibodies exciced 
by a low-power Green He-Ne laser provided rhe best signal
to-background ratio for detection. 

Correcting and Quenching Aurofluorescence 

If your appararus can discriminate berween cellular auto
fluorescence and che fluorescence of your label, ba~ed on 
some difference in spectral characrerisrics, you may be able 
ro pick ouc rhe label from che background. 

If you happen to have a flow cycometer with rwo ion la
sers, you can follow rhe lead of Sreinkamp and Scewarr "", 
who, using rhe multilaser flow cycorneter at Los Alamos, 
rook advantage of rhe fact chac autofluorescence is betcer 
excited in rhe violet than ar 488 nm (figure 7-7), while fluo 
rescein is very poorly excited by violec lighc. T hey made 
dual-beam measurements of cells stained wirh fluoresccin

anribodies using a 413 nm beam from a kl)·pron laser and a 
488 nm beam from an argon laser, and subtracred a porcion 
of the violet-excited fluorescence signal from rhe fluores
cence signal excited at 488 nm. 

Roederer and Murphy"' devised a method applicable m 
flow cytometers wich only a 488 nm excirarion heam; rhey 
noted chat, while green (530 nm) fluorescence i.n cells 
stained with fluorescein-ligands represenced rhe sum of auco
fluorescence and fluorescein fluorescence, red (625 nm) 
fluorescence resulred almost entirely from aucofluorescence; 

rhus, by subtracting a portion of rhe red signal from the 
green signal, rhey could compensate for autofluorescence. 
This was done by digital computer processing of list mode 
data; Alberti, Parks, and Herzenberg'"' used the fluorescence 
compensation electronics in rhe FACS co perform similar 
manipulations on-line. 

The methods described in the preceding rwo paragraphs 
allow you to compensate for autofluorescence relatively well 
on a cell-by-cell basis. If the issue is detecting populations of 
weakly stained cells above autofluorescence background, ir 

may be sufficienc ro do hiscogram subtraction, an approach 
described by Corsetti et al ""° and Muller et af 1"° (also see pp. 
245-6) 

A direct chemical approach to aurofluorescence on a cdl
by-cell basis was taken by Hallden ec al '"' and Mosimann cc 
al16"', who, respecrively used crystal violet and tl)'pan blue to 

quench intracellular aucoAuoresccncc, allowing dcteccion of 
surface antigens wich fluorescein-labeled antibodies and of 
Auorescein-labeled nucleic acid probes. 

The bortom line here, however, is rhar none of che 
methods jusc described deal as effectively with aurofluores
cence as does choosing a label and an excitation and emis
sion wavelength ac which autofluorescence is minimal. 

Raman Scarrering Effects on Sensitiviry 

Phycoerychrin offers an attractive alternative ro Auo
rescein when excrcme sensitivity is required, because it be
comes possible to decrease che effect of cellular autofluores
cence, as well as to place a large number of fluorescent 



chromophores on each amibody molecule. When PE is ex
cited ar 488 nm, rather rhan above 515 nm, cellular auto
fluorescence is nor decreased. Moreover, there is the poren
cial for incerference from Raman scattering (p. 118), which 
occurs when a molecule undergoes a vibrational transition 
while scacrering light. Raman emission is most likely to be at 
a frequency char is the sum of the frequencies of the incident 
light and the vibrational transition. The frequencies are ex
pressed in wave numbers (cm.1), which are the number of 
wavelengths per centimeter; che relationship between wave
length A. in nm and frequency v in cm·' is v = to'n ... In flow 

cyromerry, the dominam rransirion involved in Raman scat
cering comes from screeching of 0 -H bonds in water, at 
around 3600 cm·'. At 488 nm, or 20492 cm·', che Raman 
emission is at 16892 cm·', i.e. , 10' /(20492 - 3600) nm, or 
592 nm, a wavelength char may be rransmitced by filrers 
used for PE fluorescence measurement. When excitation ar 
532 nm is used, Raman emission is at 658 nm, which 
should nor interfere with measurement of PE fluorescence 
but which could interfere with measurements of a PE-Cy5 
tandem conjugate. Water Raman frequencies for various 
excitation wavelengths appear in Table 7-4 below. 

Table 7-4. Raman emission from water. 

In extremely high-sensitivi ty fluorescence measuremenrs 
using single photon counting, broadband Raman emission, 
at wavdengths other than chose tabulated above, may be che 
limiting noise source"". 

Increasing Sensitivity: Amplification Techniques 

Since experimenters can' t readily change the number of 
molecules of the molecules they're crying co find in or on 
cells, they often attempt co shift the odds in their favor by 
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increasing rhe amount of label char will be hung o n each 
target molecule. 

Some flow cytometer users have the option of increasing 
illumination power; few have the option of increasing light 
collection efficiency, and, while you can always try co find a 
PMT with more sensitiviry than the one you have, there is a 
limit to how much measurement sensitiviry can be increased 
by going that route. When increasing excitation power or 
fluorescence collection or detection efficiency will not im
prove measurements, increasing rhc number of fluorescent 
molecules bound per molecule of antibody or ligand using 
an amplification technique may be rhe only option available. 

Amplificacion by Indirect Scaining 

The simplest way co do th is in the context of im
munofluorescence measuremencs is by using indirect stain
ing; approximately six molecules of a polyclonal secondary 
developing antibody can be bound co each molecule of 
primary antibody used, pucring six rimes as many molecules 
of label at each antigenic site as would be there if a direccly 
labeled antibody were used. There are a number of variations 
on the basic theme. 

Cohen et al778 approached the problem of detecting small 
numbers of cell surface recepror sires by devising what they 
termed the "super avidin-biotin system" (SABS). Bio
rinylared antibodies bound to receptor sires are reacted, in 
succession, with phycoerythrin-streptavidin, wirh bio
tinylated ami-meptavidin ancibody, and again with phyco
erythrin-screpcavidin. The SABS system reported ly allows 
quantification of antigenic sites within the range of I 00-
1300 sites per cell; as few as 50 sites/cell can he detected, a 
sensiriviry approaching that of conventional radioimmunoas
say. 

Zola et al1380· ' used a somewhat simpler technique, in 
which a primary mouse monoclonal antibody was developed 
with a horse anci-mouse antiserum char was then labeled 
with a phycoeryrhrin-mepcavidin conjugate; they could 
rel iably detect I 00 primary binding sires, and applied their 
methodology ro quanrificarion of cymkine receptors. 

Amplification Using Labeled Particles 

A greater degree of amplification than is possible wich 
indirecc staining may be achieved by attachi ng antibodies (ar 
other rhan their specific binding sites) to larger parcicles. 
among which are included fluorescently tagged viruses, 
membrane microvesicles or liposomes, bacteria, and plas
tic beads (rypically coated with antibody, antigen, hor
mones, etc.) as cell surface labels. Quantum docs (pp. 339-
40) also fit into the panicle category. Problems with clump
ing, nonspecific binding, and endocyrosis of labeled parricu
laces can occur when chis approach is taken, and caurion is 
therefore advisable. 

Truneh ct al' 77·""1 described the use of unilamellar lipo
somes containing carboxyfluoresccin or sulforhodamine, 
and conjugated ro protein A. for detection of small numbers 
of receptor sites on cell surfaces. Carboxyfluorescc::in Jiffusc::s 
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out of liposomes extremely slowly, and therefore provides a 
relatively srable internal label for chese structures. Gray ec 
al '"' also reporred successful use of the carboxyfluorescein 
liposome technique. However, the sensitivities achieved are 
probably matched by modern inscrumenrs in analyses of 
samples stained only with direcdy labeled antibodies. 

l have also already mentioned (p. 277) the use of a non
fluorescent particle label, colloidal gold'0' , which can be 
conjugated to antibodies and ocher ligands and detected on 
cells by the change in their light scattering characteristics. 
Antibodies coupled co small (O. l-0.5 µm) nonfluorescent 
polystyrene beads can also be detected when bound co sur
faces by strongly increased side scarcer signals2'"' . Siiman et 
al ~"" 1 were able co detect the binding of two different anti
bodies, one bound to a polysryrene bead coated with colloi
dal gold or silver and the ocher bound co an uncoated poly
stryene bead, to cells using measurements of light scattering 
ar I 0-20° and ar 20-65°; differenc wavelengths were needed 
for maximum discrimination of populations depending on 
whether colloidal gold or silver was used. 

While nonfluorescent parricles and/or colloidal silver/ 
gold labeling probably do not provide a substantial increase 
in sensicivicy over what can routinely be obtained using di
rect fluorescence measurements, they do make it possible to 
detect cell- or bead-bound antibodies in instruments using 
less expensive light sources and detectors chan are needed in 
most fluorescence flow cyrometers. 

Phycobilisomes (p. 335), with molecular weights in ex
cess of 10,000,000, might be thought of as biological pani
cles; when directly or closely linked to antibodies, they ap
pear co sterically hinder binding co cell surface antigens. 
However, T clford ct al '"' .. found that a red-excited stabilized 
phycobilisome coupled to srreptavidin via a spacer (PBXL-
3L, Marrek) provided substantial amplification when com
pared to APC-streptavidin in labeling cell-bound bio
tinylated antibodies. 

Amplification Using Enzymes as Labels: 
Playing the Hole CARD 

A classical amplification technique applicable (originally 
with some difficulty) to flow cytometry is that of enzyme
linked assay. A ligand that reacts specifically with the sub
stance sought by the experimenter (the chemists call the 
substance sought the analyte, which has always sounded 
kinky co me) is conjugated to an enzyme; after excess ligand
enzyme is removed, che analyte-ligand-em.yme complex is 
derecred by reaction with a chromogenic or fluorogenic 
substrate, a colorless material that is acted upon by the en
zyme to form a colored or fluorescent product. Once chis 
reaction is complete, thousands of molecules of detectable 
product arc present in the vicinity of each molecule of ana
lycc. 

Because of its large amplification facror, enzyme-linked 
assay offers high sensitiviry, and is parcicularly useful for 
detection of small amounts of antigens and small numbers of 
copies of specific generic sequences in cells; the obstacle ro 

the applicacion of the technique in flow systems is the neces
sity to trap the reaction product of che enzyme reaction in 
rhe cells being analyzed. T echnicon (now Bayer Diagnostics) 
did this successfully in che Hemalog"'"' and H-1 series of 
hematology analyzers, which use absorprion measurements 
co identify neutrophil and eosinophil leukocytes by the pres
ence of peroxida.~e in their specific granules. Kim ec al 
adapced immunoperoxida.se ,,. and alkaline phosphatase '''' 
labeling techniques for use on the Technicon instruments co 
subtype lymphocytes; che results based on forward scatter 
and absorption measurements were comparable in speed, 
sensitivity, and accuracy ro those obtained by fluorescence 
flow cyrometry. 

In 1989, Bobrow er al'""s.o described the techn ique of 
catalyzed reporter deposition, now familiarly known as 
CARD, which has since facilitated enzyme-based amplifica
tion in flow cytometry. The analyre of interest (e.g., an anti
gen) is reacred wirh an appropriate reagent (e.g., an anri
body) conjugated wich horseradish peroxidase (HRP) . The 
specimen is then reacted with a phenolic HRP substrate 
(e.g., ryramine) . HRP action on tyramine yields a highly 
reactive species chat binds covalently to proteins. The 
tyramine may be labeled wich biocin , as done in the original 
publication, and its presence demonstrated by subsequent 
reaction with fluorescent labeled srreptavidin""'· ··10• However, 
it is becoming more common in current practice to label the 
tyramine directly with a fluorescent dye""·11·- · . In either case, 
many fluorescent labeled molecules of che tyramine reaction 
produce will accumulate, and stay, in the region of each re
agent-analyre complex. Multiple rounds of amplification are 
possible, using HRP-labeled antibodies against the label 
deposited in the first CARD stage. Tyramide amplification 
reagents and kits for flow cyrometry, using biotin , as devel
oped by Kaplan et al"M·'0 , are available from Flow-Amp, 
Led.; Molecular Probes offers a line of reagents including 
both biotinylated and fluorescent dye-labeled ryramine'"' . 
Molecular Probes also offers an enzyme amplification tech
nology described as Enzyme-Labeled Fluorescence (ELF) ; 
antibodies or ocher reagents are tagged with alkaline phos
phatase, eicher directly or via a biotin-screpcavidin reaction , 
and the ELF 97 phosphatase substrate is added, forming a 
bright green fluorescent, insoluble precipitate in the vicinity 
of the antigen or analyte molecules of interest'll' . 

Amplifying the Analyte: The Polymerase 
Chain Reaction (PCR) 

An enzyme-based amplification method co which we will 
return in a lacer section is the polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR), which can be used to produce multiple copies of a 
known genetic sequence in situ for detection using labeled 
probes, amplified or otherwise. 

Amplification Techniques: Pros and Cons; 
Fluorescent vs. Nonfluorescenc Labels 

Since rhe fairly simple and straightforward modificatio ns 
of the indirect staining technique described above have 



permiHed measuremenc of as few as 100 binding sites on 
cells, it is nor clear char using larger labeled particles for am
plification will further improve sensitiviry. 

Em:yme amplification is parricularly useful in char ic can 
allow qualitative analyses of small amounts of analyres in 
cells and tissues ro be done with chromogenic subscraces and 
a simple cransmitced light microscope. As was mentioned on 
p. 77, che firsc approaches co ancibody labeling involved 
conjugation of antisera wich azo dyes; however, complexes of 
cissuc antigens with such dyes, even in relatively high con
centrations, exhibited only weak coloration under the light 
microscope. This led Coons, Creech, and Jones•~ co cum co 
fluorescent labels, which were more readily dececcable ac low 
concentrations against the darker background present in a 
fluorescence microscope. Enzyme-linked immunoassay 
achieves what simple labeling cannot. 

Mose fluorescence flow cycomecers have neither absorp
tion nor excinccion measurement capabilities, and are there
fore not well equipped for measurement of the reaction 
produns of chromogenic substrates, although forward and 
right angle scatter measurements may be usable under some 
circumstances. Enzyme-linked methods have therefore, co 
dare, been used principally with cransmined light micros
copy and wirh scacic and image cyromc:cry, and are probably 
in wider use than is fluorescence flow cycomecry. 

On one of my occasional desccncs from my ivory cower, 
I heard a real pachologisc give a highly sophisticated talk on 
lymphomas, involving detection of multiple antigens, in situ 
hybridization with genetic probes, PCR, ere. Flow cycome
ters weren't involved; all che work was done using enzyme
linked reagenrs, and much of it was done on tissue slides, 
where the objective was to decermine anatomical localizacion 
of various things, a cask co which flow cycomecers are, and 
will, for the mosc pare, remain, unsuited. The semiquancita
cive analyses available from microscopic observation were all 
char was necessary co answer che biological questions at 
hand. I'm sure some of the work could have been done using 
fluorescence flow cycomerry, but ir wouldn't have been done 
any bcner, cheaper, or faster. food for thought. 

Coventry ct al26~2 used video image analysis co compare 
the detection sensiciviry of immunoperoxidase staining on 
slides with that of flow cyrometry; they found that detection 
of 100-200 cell surface molecules in specimens on slides was 
possible only if heavy metal-enhanced immunoperoxidase 
methods were used, while high-sensiciviry flow cytomecric 
methuds13" "· ' could, in some cases, detect as few as 50 mole
cules. 

To some extent, amplification increases sensitiviry at the 
expense of precision, because amplification factors aren't 
exact; you won'c gee exacdy six molecules of developing an
tibody per molecule of primary ancibody, or 100,000 mole
cules of produce per molecule of enzyme-linked antibody. If 
you're looking for 100 copies of something, however, you 
have Poisson sampling statistics and molecular shoe noise2611 

(p. 34 1) working against you, anyway. Even if you hung a 2 
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mW diode laser on each molecule, you'd still count only 
I 00 molecules, and the measurement CV could be no less 
rhan 10 percent. 

Improving Sensitivity: Time-Resolved Fluorescence 

On p. 283, ir was mentioned chat phase-sensitive detec
tion of a fluorescence signal in a flow cyromecer using a 
modulated light source could discriminate fluorescence sig
nals from different materials wirh different fluorescence life
times. The lifetimes of most of rhe materials responsible for 
aucofluorescence are on the order of tens of nanoseconds; if 
one uses a label wich a substantially longer lifetime, and a 
lighc source emircing brief (picosecond or shorter) pulses, 
and delays che fluorescence emission measurement for 50 
nsec or so following the pulse, the concriburions of autofluo
rescence and of ocher interferences, e.g., Raman scattering, 
stray scattered lighc, and filter fluorescence, arc eliminarcd 
from chis time-resolved fluorescence signal . Che I ares of 
rare earth metals such as europium and terbium have fluo
rescence lifetimes on the order of microseconds (seep. l l 3), 
and Bob Leif suggested in the l 970's'" ", as did Tomas 
Hirschfeld (personal communication), chat they might be 
useful as labels for rime-resolved flow cytomerry wich pulsed 
sources. Condrau et al'-"~"' described measurements of cells 
bearing europium-chelate labeled ancibodies in a modified 
flow cyromerer in which acousro-optic modularion is used co 
deflect rhe illuminacing beam away from rhe flow cell once a 
scacrer signal is detected; their papers also include good bib
liographies on rime-resolved fluorescence immunoassays. 
Related work by Bevc:rloo et alus1-• describes rhc use of 
phosphor panicles as luminescent (in chis case, phospho
rescent rather than fluorescenc) labels for time-resolved im
age cycometry. One drawback co both rare earth chelates and 
phosphors as labels in the context of flow cyromecry is rhe 
long measurement rime required to take advancage of long 
excited state lifetimes, which run to hundreds of microsec
onds; this would limit throughput co a few hundred 
cel ls/sec, but the cradeoff may be worthwhile if extreme scn
siciviry is required. 

7.7 MEASURING CELL SURFACE AND 
INTRACELLULAR ANTIGENS 

Almost all of the fluorescence flow cytomcters now in 
use have been applied, at one rime or anocher, to measure
ments of cell surface immunofluorescence. The desire co 
do immunofluorescence measurements morivacc<l researt:h
ers and clinicians to learn about flow cycomecry and buy 
flow cycometers; and chis legitimized other flow cyrometric 
techniques noc based on immunofluorcsccncc, such as DNA 
analysis and differential leukocyte counring. 

The lireracure on flow cycometry of immunofluorescencc 
is so vast char I will nor even attempt co summarize the frac
tion of it char I have seen. Instead, I'll cry to present the ba
sics and to couch on some issues chac I don't chink have been 
well covered elsewhere. 
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History and Background 

In the late I 960's, when mosr of rhe few people involved 
in flow cytomciry were looking at DNA stains and trying ro 
rel! normal from abnormal cells in cervical cyrology speci
mens, Len Heri:enberg alone had che vision co appreciate 
that the combination of rhe apparatus and fluorescent anti
body reagents could unravel rhe genealogy and developmen
ral history of the lymphocytes. 

Within a few yc:ars , flow cyrnmt:try. prc:dominantly in 
the form of gated si ngle-parameter immunofluorescence 
measurements, and cell sorting and subsequent functional 
analysis, had been used ro define a taxonomy of lympho
cytes, in mice and men, where none had existed previously. 
The methodology char Herzcnberg and his associates and 
students had used ro study murine cells was adapted and 
aggressively applied ro human immunology by Stuart 
Schlossman in the United Srates, Melvyn Greaves in Great 
Britain and a rapidly growing crowd of others. 

This first wave of activity was all rhe more remarkable 
because it occurred several years before rhe discovery of 
monoclonal antibodies; the identification and preparation of 
both reagents and samples were considerably more compli
cated than they are today. While immunologists, even in 
those days, seemed to have the opinion chat fluorescent anci
hodics were the only specific reagents , and rhar neither cyto
chemistry nor mulciparameter flow cytomecry would have 
any use in furure work on blood cell development, differen 
ciacion, and pathology, chis viewpoint was not justified chen; 
subsequent history has eroded any remaining basis for ic. 

Obviously, antibodies were exquisitely specific, but, until 
rhe advent of monoclonal antibodies"', you could never be 
sure for what they were so specific, and never count on get
ting a serum with quire the same specificity next rime you 
bled rhe same animal. For you physicists and electronikers 
out rhere (bear wirh me, immunologic sophiscicaces), I 
should amplify on chis a bit. 

Monoclonal Antibodies for the Uninitiated 

For the past few hundred years, or since before anybody 
knew rhere were lymphocytes, we have been in che business 
of deliberately inducing immunity ro various diseases in 
humans and animals, by injecting material from organisms 
that cause chose diseases (or, sometimes from organisms 
closely related co the disease-causing organisms). The sub
stance injected is called an antigen. If, a week or more after 
the antigen is injected, you extract some blood serum from 
rhe animal (or human) char received rhc antigen, you can 
(usually) demonstrate formation of a precipitate if antigen is 
added to the scrum, due ro rhe formation of complexes be
f'A·een molecules of anrigcn and molecules of serum proteins 
called immunoglobulins (Igs) , which are the antibodies. 

lmmunoglobulins are produced by B lymphocytes; in 
order for such production ro occur, the concerted acrion and 
interacrion of T lymphocytes and ocher blood cells called 
macrophages is also required. There are several different 

classes of Igs; B cells srarr ouc producing a very large mole
cule called lgM, and rhen typically swirch to producing IgG . 
IgE, which is involved in allergic reactions , represents an
orher class of Igs. The gamma globulin and antitoxin or 
antiserum char some of us remember being used in medi
cine and orhers have encountered in old novels are serum 
immunoglobulin fractions . All Igs of a given class have rela
tively similar "backbone" structures, buc, ar some points in 
rhese molecules, there exist variable regions rhar differ from 
molecule to molecule in amino acid composition and se
quence; ir is the variable regions char rc::act wich antigen . 
Also, lg molecules are mulcivalent, i.e., each molecule con
tains ar least two sires capable of binding antigen. 

Antibodies react wich antigens in a very specific fashion 
and, typically, wirh very high affinities, buc a convc:ntional 
antiserum contains nor one rypc of lg molecule wich one 
unique structure, but a large number of antibodies, with 
different molecular structures, each reacting wirh different 
affinity with a different chemical group on rhc:: antigen . 
Lymphocytes, in che course of rheir development, undergo 
gene rearrangement of the genes char encode the variable 
regions of !gs; chis "shuffling" of generic material insures 
char chere will be a great diversity of amino acid sequences, 
and therefore of reactivities, represented in rhe B cell popula
tion of any given individual , although any given B cell can 
produce only one specific molecular structure. B cells nor
mally carry !gs around on their cell surfaces; when the sur
face membrane immunoglobulin (Smig) on a B cell binds 
co an antigen, ir stimulates che B cell to reproduce. 

Thus, when an animal is immunized, or injected wich 
anrigen, B cells rhat produce, and bear on their surfacc::s, Igs 
chat react with rhac antigen reproduce. Each B cell forms a 
clone of progeny, all of which produce lg molecules wich the 
same scruccure, which is different from che scrucrures of che 
Igs produced by all rhe orher clones. The antiserum is rhere
fore described as polyclonal. Polyclonal anrisera, by their 
biological nature, contain a small fraccion of mixtures of Igs 
char react, wich differing affinities, wirh different <lc:cermi
nanrs on che same antigenic molecule, as well as a larger 
fraction of "irrelevant" antibodies which, while they may be 
very relevam to protecting che organism from infecrions, 
don ' t react at all with the anrigen the cxpcrimenrer injected 
ro produce the antiserum, buc may react with any of a tre
mendous variety of ocher proteins or macromolecules foreign 
to che animal in which rhe antiserum was produced. 

If you extract the immunoglobulin fraction of an immu
nized animal, you end up with a number of lg molecules 
char will react specifically wirh the antigen you 're after and a 
much larger number of lg molecules char will react wirh 
other things. Adsorption, or reaction with materials con
taining these irrelevant antigens, can be used ro remove some 
of rhe irrelevant antibodies, and affinity purification, which 
craps desired antibodies on a column or ocher subscrace con
taining immobilized antigen , can furrher increase rhc speci
ficiry of a polyclonal anriserum - to the poinr at which as 
many as a few percent of che lg molecules will react wich 



anrigen! Even ar rhis rarher shocking level of impurity, 
specificity may be sufficienr ro permir definition of the 
chemical scrucrures on or in cells wich which a polyclonal 
antiserum is reactive. 

In the days before monoclonal antibodies, this was what 
had ro be done before one could even chink of using an an
tiserum for immunoAuorescent staining; the whole process 
seemed more arc - many would say black arc - than science. 
For chose of us who worked in industry, che difficulties of 
obtaining and/or standardizing immune reagents were a 
major obstacle co che development and dissemination of 
procedures involving immunofluorescence. Vety few people 
envisioned a need for more chan two immunoAuorescent 
labels; it was hard enough co do single-color fluorescence, 
and two colors represented a tour de force. 

Things changed dramatically for the better in che lace 
l 970's, with the dissemination and refinement of methods 

for monoclonal antibody production781 • If you have the 
opporruniry co look ac a copy of che First Edition of Flow 
Cytometry and Sorting\ which was published in 1979, you 
can cry to find the single appearance of the words "mono
clonal antibodies" in chat book's 716 pages. They are not, by 
the way, found in any of chc chapters that deal with applica
tions of Aow cytomecry to immunology. 

Monoclonal antibodies arc produced by forming hy
brids between B cells from animals immunized with an anti
gen and cultured cells derived from B cell rumors. The ru
mor cells, unlike normal B cells, are immortal , i.e. , chey can 
be grown in culture for generations on end. The hybrid cells 
acquire the property of producing one molecular species of 
lg with one specific reacrivicy from their normal B cell par
enrs, and che ability to grow indefinitely from their malig
nant parents. Cultures can be scarred from a single hybrid 
cell; these will thereafter continue producing identical lg 
molecules as long as the culture is maintained. 

Monoclonal antibodies are, thus, very well defined, in 
terms of cheir own structure, and one can be preccy well sure 
thac all of the lg molecules in a monoclonal will react with 
the same sire on the ancigen wich the same affinicy. How
ever, if che structure of a given cellular antigen is unknown, 
simply having a monoclonal antibody inscead of a polyclonal 
anriscrum against the antigen doesn'c cell you any more 
about che scrucrure, although ic may make it operationally 
easier co elucidate that scruccure. 

Cell Surface Antigens: Structure versus Function 

le was obvious to some people long ago rhac antigens 
weren'c present on cell surfaces simply for decoration, or as 
Narure's bar code, but, rather, rhac each antigen had a func
tion , so chat, in mosr cases, one person's surface antigen is 
another person's receptor. This is much better and more 
widely appreciated in 2003 than it was in 1978. Monoclonal 
ancibodies have, in face, greatly facilitated studies of recep
cor-ligand inceracrions, in which considerations of specificity 
formerly demanded use of labeled natural ligands; the anci
bodies can be made with higher affinity and the structure on 
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che receptor to which they bind can be selecced to a greac 
ex rent. 

The advent of monoclonals also eliminated most of che 
difficulcies associaced with reaction of cells wich two or more 
antisera to demonstrate two or more discrete antigens on or 
in the cells; this, in turn, awakened inreresc among immu
nologists in increasing the number of available antibody 
labels. The 1977 publication by Loken, Parb and Herzen
berg on cwo-color immunofluorescence using fluorescein 
and cetramechylrhodamine as labels wirh argon ion laser 
excicationm made it clear thac improvements in labels and 
reagents, as well as in equipment, would be necessary co 
make multicolor work generally feasible. 

Moving Toward Multicolor lmmunofluorescence 

The improvement in labels began wirh che development 
of che long-wavelength rhodamine 101 dyes XRITC and 
Texas red, and continued with the introduction of the ph~'
cobiliproreins and, lacer, of tandem conjugaces. While 
XRITC and Texas red forced some improvement in equip
ment, by mandating che use of dual-wavelength excicacion, 
the improvemenr increased the cost and complexicy of appa
rarus. The phycobiliproteins and tandem conjugates have 
since made multicolor fluorescence easily accessible to im
munologists and ocher workers without the need for much 
specialized training in instrumentation. 

The expanding armamenrarium of monoclonal antibody 
reagents and labels precipitated some changes in immunolo
gists' attitudes; they had enough and good enough reagenrs 
co do multipararnecer analysis and, now chat they had more 
than cwo paramecers t0 keep crack of, chey had adequate 
motivation co use computers for data analysis and storage. 
Without computerized data analysis syscems, ic is unlikely 
thac two-color, let alone chree- and four-color immunofluo
rescence rneasuremencs, would have become commonplace. 

In retrospect, I should noc have expected chac immu
nologists would take kindly to my glib suggescions in che 
mid- l 970's that they run out and do 3-color and 4-color 
immunoAuorescencl! measurernencs using rnulciple excica
cion beam, mulriparameccr flow cytornecry. Mose immu
nologists were unaware, as I was aware, of che existence of 
the hardware and software technology required, and pain
fully aware, as l was unaware, of how difficulc ic was co pro
duce even good two-color immunoAuorescenc staining using 
convenrional antisera and the Aow cycomecers char were chen 
generally available. We literally could noc give away a mulri
ple beam apparatus in the mid-I 970's; cimes have cercainly 
changed. 

While the demonstration in 1979 of two-color im· 
munofluorescence using dual-laser excicacion of fluorescein 
and XRITC generated a substanrial demand for dual-laser 
inscrumencs, a look ac the literature reveals chac chc number 
of papers involving fluorescein/XRITC or fluorcscein/T exas 
red immunoAuorescence published during the 5 years after 
che apparatus and labels became available was considerably 
smaller than che number of dual-laser flow cyromcrers pur-
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cha~cd with such studies in mind. C:lt:arly, multicolor im
munoAuoresccnce was harder than it looked. 

In the 1980's, hisrory repeated itself, as people stam
peded afrcr Aow cycometers wirh CW dye lasers, which 
could allow them t0 do 4-color immunofluorescence, using 
an argon laser at 488 nm ro excite fluorescein and phyco
eryrhrin, and a <lye laser at 600 nm to excirc Texas red and 
allophycocyanin, provided reagents were available. Some 
settled for 3-color immunofluorescence, which could be 
<lone with a single beam, using fluorescein, phycoerythrin, 
and phycocyanin-" or a phycoerythrin-allophycocyanin'06 or 

phycoerythrin-Texas red 1andem conjugate. The fim couple 
of years' worrh of publications and presentations actually 
demonstrating 3- ,, .. . ,0 and 4-color (L. Hem:nberg et al, per

sonal communications and meeting presentations) im
munofluorescence using 1he labels just menrioned came ei
ther from Herzenberg's laboratory at Stanford or from B-D's 
antibody produccion facility . This was strong evidence in 
favor of rhe view rhat access to and skill in the we of re
agents, and not access to hardware, were the most criti
cal contributing factors to success with multicolor im
munofl uorescence measuremcn ts. 

Today, phycobiliprotein and tandem labels, an unbe
lievably wide selection of monoclonal antibodies, and in
struments that can measure eight or more colors of fluores
cc:nce, arc available and easy to use compared to what came 
before. Access is much less of a faccor than skill. 

Antibody Reagents and Staining Procedures 

Most of us, myself included, don' t make or conjugate 
our own antibodies; whatever isn't supplied by our collabo
rators has to be scrounged or boughr. Once you get past the 
realization that there are few commodities you can legally 
buy that cost as much per small vial, you can appreciate the 
good points of commercial monoclonal antibodies. They are 
generally well -defined and well-controlled, you can get them 
with a variery of labels attached, and you generally can find 
out how much to use to stain how many cells by reading chc 
label or package insert. Commercial polyclonal anrisera, ad
sorbed and/or affiniry-purified or orherwise enriched in an
tibodies for chc antigens you're afrer, are also available and 
relacivdy convenienr co use. 

Susan Sharrow, who worked wich boch flow cytomecers 
and monoclonals at NIH more or less since the inception of 
each, took me to cask years ago for suggesting chat it was 
easier to make flow cycomecers rhan monoclonals. It's gocren 
easier to do both; hybridoma clones are available from places 
like: the American Type Culture Colleccion, and you can buy 
kits for purifying the immunoglobulin fraction and labeling 
rhe antibodies. Given the range of monoclonals available, 
labeled, off the shelf, most people won't co have co roll their 
own. We did do it in my lab once, just for rhe experience. 

Antibody Fragments versus Antibodies as Reagents 

For some applications, ic is preferable to use enzymati
cally cleaved antibody fragments instead of the whole im-

munoglobulin molecule. Certain cells, e.g., macrophages, 
monocytes, and granulocyres, have surface rccepcors that 
bind the Fe portion of antibodies more or less independently 
of the antigenic specificiry of the antibodies; these cells may, 
by chis mechanism, therefore be scaincd by labeled anribod
ies to antigens rhat are not presenr on the cell surface. En
zymes can be used co produce monovalent {Fab) or biva

lent (F(ab' 1 ) antigen binding fragments thac will not bind 
co Fe receptors, eliminating che problem of nonspecific 
staining. The Fab fragments are useful in situations in which 
it is necessary co avoid crosslinking of antigenic sires and/or 
agglurinarion, although their binding affinities are lower 
than chose of the multivalent antibodies from which they are 
derived. Fragments of some antibodies are available off-che
shelf, with or wirhour fluorescent labels. 

Engineered Antibodies: Phage Display and scFvs 

It is now possible ro produce monoclonal antibodies, 
human as well a~ murine, without benefit of either immuni
zacion or hybridoma cechnology, using phage display. Ir 
was shown in the lare 1980's that proteins coded for by gene 
sequences introduced into che genome of filamencous bacre
riophages could be expressed on rhe surface of the virions'''. '; 
it was also demonsrrarcd 2°"·~ char a functional antibody vari
able region (Fv) could be expressed in the periplasmic region 
of E. coli into which genes coding for the variable regions of 
both lighr and heavy immunoglobulin chains had been in
troduced. In 1 990, McCafferry er al"'"' described production 
of active antibody molecules in filamentous phage. 

The rechnology has since come a long way; there now 
exists a phage display library of 2 x 10~ members, about 
three-fift:hs of which code for functional human single 
ch~n variable fragments (scFvs); it is possible, wich a 
minimum of additional genetic manipulation, ro derive Fabs 
and immunoglobulins wirh che specificiry of rhe scFvs''·-'. 
Clonal selection has become the province of biotech compa
nies; using appropriate gimmicks (including cell sorting). 
you can grow up a potful of monoclonal antibody to rhc 
antigen of your choice, starring, if you like, with a single B 
cen1618• Since you can hold rhe lighc and heavy chain por
tions of an scFv together with a synrheric linker, you can add 
things on to the linker, producing such goodies as antibodies 
tagged wirh alkaline phosphatase''''" or G f P"'"", or high
avidiry terrameric antibodiesu-8•. 

Much of the cum:nc work on engineered antibodies is 
focused on development of agents that can be used co treat 
human disease, rather than on expanding rhc repertoire of 
reagents for cytomerry. bur it's a safe bee that we'll get some 
interesting things to play wich during the next few years . 

Molecular Probes' Zenon Antibody Labeling 

Some lower-tech, alrhough not less interesting, antibody 
engineering is involved in a new methodology for antibody 
labeling recently developed by Molecular Probesn", which 
they call Zenon technology. The Zenon One Mouse IgG , 
labeling kits incorporate purified Fab fragments of a goat 



antibody co che Fe porcion of mouse IgG, ; the Fab frag
ments are available wirh any of a number of labels, including 
fluorescent dyes, phycobiliproreins and tandems, biocin, and 
enzymes, covalendy anached. A Zenon One Fab reagenc can 
be used co label a very small amount ( 1 µg or less) of a 
mouse monoclonal antibody; after 10 minures incubacion, 
any unbound labeling reagent is, in essence, inacrivaced by 
addition of an excess of indifferent mouse IgG, . Multiple 
anribodies labeled with different dyes can be used together, 
and quanricacive measurements are possible, alchough chc 
excess indiffercnr ancibody added co remove unreacted label
ing reagent will , over a period of hours, remove some reagent 
from che antibodies of inceresc. The Zenon methodology 
should be particularly helpful to investigators developing 
their own monoclonal ancibodies, as it should facilitate si
multaneous analysis of two or more antibodies on cells. 

Antibody Shelf life and Quality Control 

Antibodies keep pretty well, bur chcy don't have an infi
nite shclflifc. You need co keep an eye our for crud accumu
lating in your vials of antibody, spinning down aggregaces 
and so on when bad chings happen co good ancibodies. Peri
odic measurement of che fluorescence incensiry of ancibody 
bound co beads with known binding capacities allows you co 
monitor reagent quality. Manufaccurers usually cell you how 
many milligrams of antibody protein are in rhe vial, which 
may be helpful; chey don'c usually cell you how many mole
cules of label are on each ancibody molecule, which would 
also be helpful. 

Direct Staining Using Monoclonal Antibodies for 
2, 3, and More Colors with 488 nm Excitation 

To my way of chinking, the besc way co proceed when 
doing immunofluorescence is the way char requires che lease 
work. I use monoclonal antibodies whenever [ can gee them, 
and, unless I'm looking for an antigen that is scarce enough 
co force me ro employ some kind of amplification procedure 
(pp. 343-5), [ prefer co stain using antibodies with directly 
conjugaced labels. Mose people, myself included, have 
tended co use fluorescein on the first antibody and phyco
erychrin on rhe second. Fluorescein is available on more 
antibodies than phycoerythrin , and fluoresccin-labded anti
bodies are usually cheaper; however, phycoerychrin is a bet
ter labd in the sense that ic is brighter on a per-molecule-of
anribody basis (see Figure 1-18, p. 37). T he figure also indi
caces chat, for 3-color work with 488 nm excitacion, PE-Cy5 
candem conjugates are preferable as labels to PE-Texas red 
randcm conjugares, because chere are fewer spectral overlap 
problems wich phycoerychrin. Four-color immunofluores
cencc with a single 488 nm beam once pretty much forced 
you co use PE-Texas red conjugaces, although phycocyanin 
conjugaces were repon ed usable if the antigen density was 
high enoughm. These days, you have PE-Cy5.5, PerCP
Cy5.5, and PE-Cy7 co play with, and you can do 7-color 
immunofluorescence using a 488 nm beam if you've got che 
right insrrumenc. 
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Multicolor Work Using Multiple Lasers; 
Biotin-Avidin Labeling 

If you have a second laser emitting at 590 nm or above, 
i.e., a CW dye laser, a red He-Ne laser, a krypton ion laser, 
or a visible diode laser, in addition co a 488 nm argon laser, 
ic may make sense co use allophycocyanin even as a chird 
label, because compensation should not be necessary. Lanier, 
Loken, and ochers ac B-o'•-• did a !or of serious, big-league 
three-color immunofluorescence in chis fashion with fluo
rescein, phycoerythrin, and allophycocyanin, using an argon 
laser emicring abouc I 00 mW at 488 nrn co excicc the firsr 
two labels and a He-Ne laser emitting under 50 mW at 633 
nm co excite the third. Hoffman cc al"'" did 5-color meas
urements using phycocyanin and allophycocyanin B as labels 
wich 633 nm excicacion, and fluorescein , phycoerychrin, and 
a PE-Texas red conjugate excited by a second 488 nm beam; 
these <lays, you'd probably choose APC, APC.Cy7, and 
APC-Cy5.5 , in char order, as red-exciced labels. 

Three-laser instruments arc more common chan rhey 
used co be, and, in the future, we can expect the most com
mon rhree-beam systems co use 488 nm argon or solid-scare 
lasers, red He-Ne or diode lasers, and violet diode lasers; 
Cascade blue and cascade yellow, or materials with similar 
spectra, are probably the best bees as labels for immunofluo
rescence when using violet excitation. 

Mixing Colors: Do's and Don'ts 

le helps co consider in advance which labels you' ll wanr 
on which antibodies. One of che more general rules with 
which you contend in flow cytometry is thac, when you have 
equal intensities of fluorescence coming from two materials 
excited at the same wavelengch, it 's easier co eliminate inter
ference in the shoner wavelength signal from the longer 
wavelength fluorescent material than co eliminate interfer
ence in the longer wavelength signal from the shorcer wave
length fluorescenc material. This is so because chc emission 
spectra of most materials are skewed coward longer wave
lengths; the "red tail" of fluorescein emission, for example. 
overlaps a substantial pare of the phycocrychrin emission 
spectrum, while chere is very little overlap between the 
shorter wavelength portion of che phycoerychrin emission 
spectrum and che peak region of the fluorescein emission 
spectrum. Thus, you should use fluorescein co label rhe 
anrihody chat will give the weaker signal ; this will also 
minimize crosstalk between fluorescein and phycoeryrhrin 
immunofluorescence signals, so you will need less fluores
cence compensation. 

The same argument applies with even greaccr force when 
you are considering combining immunofluorescenc stains 
with ocher dyes chat produce very strong fluorescence sig
nals, e.g., nucleic acid dyes. The weak fluorescence of fluo
rescein-labeled anribodies can be discriminated fairly effec
tively from propidium fluorescence , although some overlap 
compensarion is advisable; it would be much more difficulr 
co discriminate phycoerythrin fluorescence from that of a 
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nucleic acid dye such as TO-PRO- I . While phycoerythrin 
and propidium fluorescence emissions overlap considerably, 
Carver, Cornelissc, and fleuren :3" have shown that phyco
erythrin anribody fluorescence can be discriminared from 
propidium fluorescence ar levels above about 50,000 anti
body binding sites per cell, making measuremenr of DNA 
and rwo anrigens possible on a 3-color insrrumenr. 

Since rhc emission spectrum of fluorescein and che ab
sorption spectrum of phycoerythrin overlap, energy transfer 
from fluorescein to phycoerythrin will occur and, if fluo
rcsccin and phycocrythrin molecules arc in close proximiry, 
may be signiftcanc. This will result in lower tluorescein fluo
rescence inrcnsicy than would orhcrwisc be expected. Chap
ple, Johnson, and Davidson '"" showed, by dual labeling of 
cells with pairs of monoclonal antibodies, that R
phycoerythrin could quench fluorescein emission when both 
were attached to the same cell. If quantitative or semiquanti
tative information is imporranr, it is advisable to compare 
intensities of one- and two-antibody control samples to de
termine the extent of quenching. It is also imponanc to noce 
that fluorescence compensation won't work properly when 
rhere is substantial energy transfer; this will interfere with 
quantitative mea.~urements, and , in the most critical cases, it 
may be desirable ro use multiple illuminarion beams for 
accurare quantiflcarion. 

Cocktails for Five: Multiplex lmmunofluorescence 

In pracricc, there are numerous sicuations in which the 
identification of multiple, discrete cell subpopulations is of 
primary imporcance, while quancificarion is either secondary 
or noc necessary . 

The relative case with which cell samples can be srained 
using mixrures of monoclonal antibodies ha.~ led to the in
dcpcndcnr development by several groups of immunofluo
rescence staining techniques involving multiplex labeling. 
which may allow demonsrration of three or more anrigeni
cally distincr cell populations in a single sample using only 
two fluorescenr labels, offering considerable savings of time 
and labor compared to conventional staining techniques. 

Definition and couming of subpopulations in mixed 
populations, as in lymphocyte subset analysis, is most easily 
and most commonly done by using antibodies that react 
with only one of the cell rypes to be counted. If only a single 
label is used, a separate sample is required for each subset ro 
be demonstrated . A~ a rule, two-color immunofluorcscencc 
labeling readily allows visualization of three stained sub
populations (one double positive and two single positives) 
and one unstained population. Multiplex labeling allows for 
more economical use of the two-parameter measuremenc 
space. 

In the simplest form of multiplex labeling, a procedure: 
described by Saunders and Chang-.,~ and proposed by Mack 
Fulwyler'" ' and, indcpendenrly, by Toma.~ Hirschfeld and 
Myron Block (personal communication, 1981), a mixed cell 
population is stained with mixtures of antibodies, each of 
which should , in principle. react with only one cell 

subpopulation . Any given antibody present in the mixture 
may bear one or both of the two labels used, bur a unique 
ratio of labels must be chosen for each ancibody present. If 
phycoerythrin and fluorcscein are the two labels chosen, cells 
reacting wich an antibody prescnr only in the phycoerythrin
labeled form will appear along the phycoerythrin fluores
cence axis, cells reacting with an antibody presenc exclusively 
as the fluorescein conjugate will appear along the fluorescein 
fluorescence axis, and cells reacting with an antibody presenr 
as a I : 1 mixcure of fluorcsccin and phycoerythrin conjugates 
will appear along a line at 45° to both axes. 

A refinement of multiplex staining, described by Horan 
ct al"", uses mixcures of fluoresccin- and phycoerythrin
labeled and unlabeled antibodies to produce fluorescence 
intensity differences of several orders of magnitude among 
the various cell subsets, with data display on a logarithmic 
scale. Liu ct al ''"" demonsrrated that helper and suppres
sor/cyrocoxic T cells, NK and B cells, and monocyres could 
be identified in this fashion in whole blood samples from 
both normal and HIV-infected individuals, as shown in 
Figure 7- 18. 

Multiplex labeling has the potemial co fail ungracefully 
when applied to certain types of samples. For example, small 
numbers of T cells bearing both CD4 and CD8 antigens 
may be found in peripheral blood''" ; these might be counted 
as ocher cell rypes. This behavior can, however, be idcnciflt:d 
by comparisons between multiplex labeled and convention
ally labeled samples, allowing the prospective user to deter
mine when the method is and is nor suitable. In this context, 
the results reported with multiplex labeling in HIV-infected 
samples by Liu ct al '-'"' were encouraging. 

When the previous edition of chis book was wrirren, 
there was a great deal of interest in possible applications of 
multiplex immunofluorescence ro analyses of cells. Most 
laborarories had only rwo- or three-color fluorescence meas
urement capability, and multiplex analysis would have pro
vided them the only means for investigating many phenom
ena rhen (and, in many cases, now) of great interest. for 
example, it was felt that determining the state of activation 
of various cell subpopulations in HIV-infected patients 
might provide indicators of both clinical course and response 
to therapy. Semiquantitative or quantitative analysis of acti
vation antigens such as CD25 and CD7 I (the ll-2 and 
rransferrin rccepcors), and/or of paramcrcrs such as RNA 
content, were known to provide reliable evidence of lym
phocyte activation '"'· '>o<. . 

If convemional staining procedures were used, it would 
be necessary to use two antibodies, and , therefore, two fluo
rescence channels, simply to define a single subpopulation of 
incerest. The analysis of an activation antigen or RNA in this 
population would require a third antibody, or a dye such as 
pyronin Y, and a third fluorescence channel. In a 3-color 
instrument, analysis of activation in T -helper and supprcs
sor/cyroroxic cells, B cells, and NK cells would require three: 
tubes using conventional staining. If multiplex staining were 
used, a cockrail of antibodies labeled with fluorcsccin and 
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Figure 7-18. Multiplex immunofluorescent labeling to demonstrate helper (T0) and suppressor I cytotoxic (T,) T cells, B 
cells, NK cells, and monocytes (M) in peripheral blood from an HIV-infected and a normal individual"94• Erythro· 
cytes were lysed after dextran sedimentation, and 2 x IO' washed leukocytes were stained with a cocktail containing 
anti-CD3 (T cells; B-D Leu-4: 10 µI unconjugared, 10 µI FITC-Ab), anti-CD4 (T0; 8-D Leu-3a: 20 µI PE-Ab), anti-CDS 
(T,; B-D Leu-2a: 19 µI unconjugated, I µI PE-Ab), anti-CDl4 (monocytes; B-D Leu-M3: 20 µI FITC-Ab; Coulter My4: 5 
µI PE-Ab), anti-CDl6 (NK cells; B-D Leu-lie 20 µI PE-Ab) anti-CDl9 (B cells; Coulter Bl: 5 µI FITC-Ab), and anti-CD20 
(B cells; B-D Leu-12: 5 µI PE-Ab) antibodies at 4 C for 30 min. Cells were washed three times and fixed in 1.5% para
formaldehyde before analysis. Five leukocyte subclasses can be identified and counted in che cwo-dimensional meas
urement space. The figure was provided by Alan Landay of Rush-Presbyterian-St.Luke's Medical Center. 

PE-Cy5 could be used to identify all four subclasses in one 
cube, with a third, spectrally distinct marker, e.g., PE-anti
CD25 or -CD7 I or pyronin Y serving to define the acriva
rion stare of all of rhe subclasses. 

The mulriplex labeling approach could be, and was, ex
rended to analyses using cocktails containing more chan rwo 
labels; Carayon, Bord, and Raymond did chis to identify 
eight leukocyre subsets in a single cube''" . Buican and Pur
cell"'2'' reported that, by application of mathematical cech
niques similar co chose used in computerized tomography, 
dimiburions of mulciple ancibody labeling could be 
uniquely reconstructed from cwo-color fluorescence analyses. 
Buican and Hoffmann79s also explored che use of two-color 
measurements to idenrify multiple subpopulations based on 
analysis of multiple samples wich different labeling racios, 
and described apparatus for automated preparation of the 
required samples'96• Mulriplex labeling was also discussed by 
Wood """, Mansour et aJ' ·'91· " 0 ', van Putten ec al139R ? • and 
Hunrer cc al "00 • 

In a non-flow applicarion, Ried er al1401 used a 3-color 
mulriplex fluorescence method ro identify seven different 
DNA probes bound to chromosomes by digital imaging 
microscopy. However, a principal obsracle to the use of mul-

tiplex labeling with nucleic acid probes in flow cytomerry 
lies in the low signal intensities expected due to tow copy 
numbers of the nucleic acid sequences soughc. Mulriplex 
labeling cannot be expected to work well with very low in
rensiry immunofluorescence signals, either; ac levels ac which 
one-color fluorescence is difficult to discriminare from noise , 
ir is even more difficult to arrempt to quantify in tensity lev
els of two or more colors. 

Where they were feasible, however, it was clear chat mul
tiplex labeling methods had grear potential for saving time 
and money. less sample and possibly less antibody is re
quired, and only a single cube, instead of several , muse he 
analyzed; chis resulcs in less prepararion rime, and in higher 
sample rhroughput for both flow cytomerers and data analy
sis systems. However, interest in multiplex analysis of cells 
has waned as instrumencs capable of measuring four or more 
colors replaced two- and three-color syscems in laboratories. 
Multicolor measurements offer mosr of the advantages of 
multiplex measurements; it is entirely feasible. for example, 
co derive counts of CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes from a 
single cube of lysed whole blood using a mixcure of anci
CD4S, anti-CD3, anci -CD4, and anti -CD8 ancibodies (sec 
Figure 1-1 7, p.34), and chis procedure, like a multiplex 
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staining procedure, uses relatively linle reagem and sample, 

and requires relatively litcle analysis time. 

What has kept incerest in multiplex fluorescence meas

uremem very much alive and well since the previous edition 

appeared is the application of the technique to chemical 

analyses of ligands bound m beads'"0-1.'68', this subject was 

incroduced on p. 48, and will be discussed further in Chap

rers 8 and l 0. 

Cocktail Staining Helps Identify Rare Cells 

Cocktail staining has proven useful for the identification 

of rare cells. Stained cells representing less than 0.1 percent 
of a population are almost impossible ro discriminate from 

unstained cells on a single-paramerer histogram or on a dor 

plor of fluorescence versus an indifferent parameter such as 
forward scatter. However, if most or all of rhe unwanted 

cells are labeled with a contrasting color, using a cocktail of 

anribodies, it becomes much easier ro find very small sub
populations. This approach was used by Ryan et alm.11110 for 

detection of small numbers of leukemic cells following thcr-
k ·1 . . al d b G al"10" },ll apy; coc ra1 staining was so use y ,ross et to 

identify cells present at frequencies as low as I: I 0,000,000. 

lmmunofluorescence Staining Procedures 

Due ro limitations on reagenc specificity and to what was 

a\'ailable in the way of labels, earlier immunofluorescence 

srnining methods had ro incorporate multiple staining and 

washing steps, which were time-consuming and labor

imensive. Staining was done either in the cold (4 °C) or with 

an inhibitor such as sodium azide added ro the cells to pre

venr capping o r stripping of antibody. Even today, when 

one is using conventional antiscra and/or indirect labeling, 

washing is necessary ro prevcnr unacceptable levels of non

specific background fluorescence, and rhc low temperature 

and/or inhibimr become necessary because of the length of 

time required. With directly labeled antibodies, things get 
about as easy as rhey can ger; you rhrow all the antibodies in 

at once. 
It has been argued"1·P• (also R. Hoffman, personal 

communication) rhar, when one uses directly labeled mono

clonal antibod ies, most or all of the wash steps can be omit

ted wirh few deleterious effects on results. Hoffman and 
Hansen"'' described a method for T cdl subset analysis in 

which 50 µl of whole blood were incubated wirh 100 ng of 
monoclonal antibody for 10 minutes ar room temperature, 

fo llowing which 2 ml of a lysing reagent (8.29 g NH,Cl, 37 

mg disodium EDTA, and lg KHCOJ per liter, pH 7.3-7.5) 
was added. Samples were introduced into rhe flow cyrometer 
within I 0 minutes after rhc lysing reagent was added; im

rnunofluorescence measurements were gated using a 

combination of forward and side scarrer measurements so 

that, in theory, only lymphocytes were analyzed. This basic 

merhodology, which worked as well with multiple antibodies 

as with a single anribody, was widely adopted . 
Hoffman and his colleagues, then at Ortho, also worked 

our some quick staining procedures for using biocin-avidin 

reagents almost as if they were direct labels; si nce rhe affinity 

of avidin for biotin is so high, if you know the amount of 

biotin-antibody in your staining mixture, you can figure out 

how much labeled avidin to add so as to end up with slight 

antibody excess. 
Hoffman er al also described a rechnique6" for im

munofluorescence analysis of leukocytes in whole blood 

without lysis; a bright fluorescent counterstain, which stains 

leukocyte nuclei and/or cytoplasm bur nor erythrocytes, is 

used to detect and classify leukocytes as well as to gare rhe 

fluorescence measurements; Tersrappen and Loken"" also 

described triggering on rhc fluorescence of nuclear scains for 
analysis in unlysed blood. I used rhe same trick when I used 

Hoechst dye staining of nuclei ro gate immunofluorescence 

measurements, bur I usually didn't go out of my way to 

work with unlysed whole blood, since, at one leukocyte per 

1,000 erythrocytes, you have to run for several minutes to 

get immunofluorescence signals from a few thousand leuko
cytes. If you're willing to accept the longer analysis time, you 

can even trigger on immunofluorescence signals, which fa
cilitates doing things like just looking ar the T cells and ig

noring everything else in che sample. 
In my view there are few excuses for nor using the sim

pler immunofluorescent staining methods whenever possi

ble, especially since chere never seem to be enough hands 

available to srain all rhe samples you wane to srain. T here 

are, however, situations in which fasr, no-wash immunofluo

rescent staining methods don 'r work so well, e.g. , in the case 

when che number of antigenic sites per cell is extremely low. 
Hoffman and Kuhlmannm' found that unboun<l fluo

rescein- and PE-labeled antibodies, respectively, conrriburcd 

4,000 and 1,600 MESF of background fluorescence to the 

signal in no-wash immunofluorescence analysis, meaning 

that, if you are set on detecting a few hundred molecules of 

cell- or bead-bound antibody, you need to wash your cells. 

and you may need to resort to one or anorher of rhe amplifi

cation techniques d iscussed on pp. 343-5. 

The simplest amplification technique is, of course, indi

rect staining; Parks et al6" have discussed alternative meth

ods of indirect staining and their advantage~ and disadvan

tages. The most commonly used indirect staining technique 

uses a fluorescent polyvalent or monoclonal second anti

body specific for the immunoglobulin rype of the primary 

antibody. Afrer cells arc exposed to rhe primary antibody 
and washed, they arc incubated with the second antibody 

and washed again before being analyzed. Polyvalent antisera 

contain antibodies reactive with mulriple sires on the pri

mary antibody, and therefore can provide greater ampli
fication than can monoclonal second antibodies; however, 

unless polyvalent sera are subjected to adsorption and/or 

affinity chromarography to enrich their content of anri

immunoglobulin antibodies, they arc ape to produce high 
background fluorescence due to binding of labeled irrelevant 

antibodies m cells not bearing any primary antibody. Mono

clonal second antibodies should nor produce h igh back
ground fluorescence; ir should therefore be possible, albei c 



expensive, to use a mixture of monoclonal antibodies reac
tive with different sires on che primary antibody to achieve 
the amplification factor associated with polyclonal anrisera 
and avoid che background fluorescence. I'm not sure 
whether or nor anybody actually does this. 

Protein A, which is produced by bacteria of the genus 
Staphylococcus, binds scrongly ro some IgG anribodies and, 
when fluorescendy labeled, can be used as a second reagent 
for indirect staining. The principal disadvantage of using 
protein A results from ics lack of reacciviry wich some pri
mary antibodies and its predictable reacciviry wirh host im
munoglobulin already bound co cells. 

Use of a biotin-avidin reaccionJ00, in which fluorescenrly 
labeled avidin or screptavidin is reacted with biotinylated 
primary antibody, rypically produces brighcer staining rhan 
would be obtained if the fluorochrome were directly bound 
co the antibody; this is especially likely ro be the case when 
the fluorochromc is a large molecule such as a phyco
biliprotein. 

The combinacion of hapten-conjugated antibodies and 
fluorescently labeled anti-hapten antibodies301 for indirecc 
staining offers advancages in chat chis approach provides one 
of che more straightforward ways of indirectly labeling cwo 
or more antigens. For example, one could use primary anti
bodies conjugated wich arsanilace and criniuophenyl radicals, 
and fluorescein-anti-arsanilate and phycoerythrin-anti
crinitrophenyl secondary antibodies, to obtain amplified 
signals while minimizing interference between che two scain
mg systems. 

Purring antibodies and labels together seems ro hold the 
same fascination for some of us as does playing with Legos 
and Erector Secs. Along this line, Wognum ec al789 described 
labeling cells with phycobiliproteins using a terrameric com
plex of a mouse monoclonal antibody to a cell surface anti
gen and a mouse monoclonal antibody to a phycobiliprocein 
cross-linked wich two molecules of a rat monoclonal anti
body ro mouse immunoglobulin. 

Automated Sample Preparation 
Several manufacturers offer devices for rapid lysis, fixa

tion, and immunofluorescent scaining of whole blood. You 
add rhe blood and antibodies; it does the rest, and, minutes 
later, you run the sample. Automation has been welcomed, 
especially by clinical users; more versatile preparation appa
ratus to meet che more varied needs of the research commu
niry is at an earlier evolurionary scage. 

Fluorescence Measurements: 
Lurching Toward Quantitation 

Calibration and Controls: Round One 

Calibracion and control procedures for immunofluores
cencc or ligand binding work differ substantially from chose 
used for an application such as DNA analysis. In DNA 
analysis, che cells are rypically brighcly scained, and one cali
brates the apparatus wich beads and/or (preferably and) nu-
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clei stained wich the DNA scain being used, with precision 
being che primary concern and lineariry next on rhe lisc. In 
measuremencs of weaker fluorescence, the small number of 
phocons coming from stained cells may itself be the limit ro 
precision; the emphasis is on sensitivity and specificity. We 
have to have some idea of how many fluorescent molecules 
we are detecting and of how much of che fluorescence is due 
co label specifically bound to the cells of inreresc. 

I have already made the point chat most of che argon ion 
laser source flow cycometers now in use have enough radio
metric sensitiviry to detect fewer rhan 1,000 molecules of 
anribody-bound fluorescein , and chat che practical limir of 
sensiciviry is sec by che autofluorescence background . In
strumencal approaches ro discriminating fluorescein im
munofluorescence or ligand fluorescence from autofluores
cence were discussed on p. 342; in mosc cases, however, we 
don't have to carry things quire so far, because we can con
crol for boch autofluorescence and nonspecific fluorescence 
in properly designed negative control samples. These, ide
ally, should be cells that are known nor to bear the antigen 
or ligand-binding entiry being measured, to which labeled 
antibody or ligand has been added. 

Isotypc controls, containing cells and a labeled " irrele
vant" antibody of the same isorype class as the reagent, were 
once almost universally used, and are still widely used; al
though some have deemed chem unnecessary for many com
mon clinical measurements""\ ochers have noc1C>S4. If you arc 
crying to do quantitative measurements, it's a good idea to 
have isorype controls, especially if che anrigen you are 
looking for is not present in abundance. When an indirect 
staining procedure is employed, negative controls should 
also include samples in which che labeled second reagent is 
added co cells in che absence of primary anribody. 

The ideal positive control is composed of cells thac are 
known to bear approximately che same amount of anrigen as 
chc cells being analyzed; the objective in inscrumenc serup is 
to use negative and positive controls to keep boch negative 
and positive cells on scale. This is rarely a problem when you 
use log amplifiers, but ic can be tricky when you're working 
on a linear scale. Through che years, people have come up 
wich a number of nonfluorescenr and nor-very-fluorescent 
test objects to make chis stage of the game easier. To answer 
an old and common quescion, in chis instance, ar least, the 

chicken came firsc. 
Glutaraldchydc-fixcd chicken erythrocytes become 

weakly fluorescent due to the presence of compounds 
formed by che aldehyde binding co amino groups in pro
teins, and were used since the early l 970's as controls ap
proximating the fluorescence intcnsiry of cells stained wich 
fluorescent antibodies. Osmium cecroxide-fixed cells, 
which are essentially nonfluorescenc, have been used ro 
demonscrace spurious fluorescence signals due to fluores
cence induced in color glass filters by scarrered lighc. 

As hard as it may be for some of you "younger" readers 
co believe, back in che l 970's, cell sorter operarors in many 
prestigious immunology labs didn't borhcr with bead con-
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rrols ar all. By rhc mid-J 980's, Coulter, Flow Cyrometry 
Srandards Corp. , and Polysciences sold lighdy labeled fluo
rescent beads with fluorescence in the same range as that of 
antibody-stained cells. Orrho disrribured Fluororrol, a mix
ture of fixed unsrained thymocyrcs and rhymocytes cova
lendy labeled at rwo different intensities with fluorescein; 
Coulter supplied a preparation of fluorescent fixed cells un
der the name lmmunoSure. Flow Cyrometry St:mdards and 
Onho gave esrimares of rhc number of fluoresccin molecules 
bound to their materials. Caldwell er af''° proposed rhe use 
of cellular fluorescence intensit:y itself as a quality control 
parameter in clinical flow cyrometry, describing procedures 
for utilizing rhe relatively constant srainabiliry of normal 
human peripheral lymphocyres to control for alrerarions in 
reagents as well as for instrumental sources of variabiliry. 
However, while microscope photometry'"' dcmonsrrared 
consistency and reproducibility in fluorescence measure
ments of beads from Coulter, Covalenr Technology, and 
Polysciences, these beads incorporated dyes other than fluo
rescein, and therefore could nor readily be used ro standard
ize measurements of fluorescein immunofluorcscence. 

In the late I 980's and I 990's, manufacturers shifted to
ward rhc production of controls bearing known amounts of 
common antibody labels, or known numbers of antibody 
binding sires, attempting to simplify the process of quantify
ing flow cytomerric measurements of ligand binding or im
munofluorescence. These materials were evaluated by rela
tively large groups of investigators in rhe United Scares, 
Canada, and Europe, and a series of meetings held in 1997 
and 1998 brought most of rhe imerested panics together 
and generated a special issue of Cytometry"'" in which pro
gress was summarized and critical issues were addressed. 

Quancitative Fluorescence Cytometry: Definitions 

Henderson er al2681 defined quantitative fluorescence 
cytometry (QFCM) as "the calibrated measurement of fluo-
rescence intensity from labeled particles ... so as to determine 
rhe actual number of fluorescenr ligands .. . labeling each par-
ticle." A cytomcrcr measures fluorescence intensity (FI) of 
particles , bur the measurements are initially reported as 
unidess hisrogram channel numbers. Relative fluorescence 
intensities (RFls) express che relationship berween che Fis 
of rwo measured particles; rhey can also be used ro convert 
from hiscogram channel numbers on a logarithmic scale to 

linear unics. The objeccivc of QFCM as applied co im
munofluoresccnce is decermining antibody-binding capac
ity (ABC), i.e. , "rhe number of antibody molecules bound 
by a parciclc when specific binding sices are saturaccd. " To 
convert from MESF (Molecules of Equivalent Soluble 
Fluorochrome) Units (see pp. 216-7) to ABC. it is neces
sary to know rhe labeled anribody's effective fluores
cence/protein ratio, F/P c11 , where F/P,ff is defined as "che 
average number of MESF per funccional ligand molecule in 
a fluorochromc-ligand conjugare." F/P,tr is analogous to, bur 
more precise rhan, the older fluorochrome/procein, or F/P, 
rano. 

Schwartz et al '""'" established a taxonomy of fluorescence 
standards used for flow cytometry. A Type 0 standard, or 
cenified blank, is a parcicle approximately che size of a cell 
(a lymphocyte is the typical cdl in most discussions of 
QFCM). Certified blanks have a single, very low fluores
cence intensity. Type I standards arc betcer known a.~ 

alignment panicles; chey are typically highly labeled and 
highly uniform in size, producing a very bright fluorescence 
signal wirh a low CV. Type Ia scandards are smaller chan 
cells (think of che 1-2 µm beads typically used co align an 
instrument and check ics precision); T ypc lb standards are 

cell-sized. 
Type II standards, or reference particles, arc che size of 

cells, and yield bright fluorescence signals; they need not be 
uniform in size. Type IIA particles are nor specrrally 
matched to fluorochromes in che sample, and their fluores
cence is nor environmentally sensitive; Type IIB particles are 
environmentally sensitive and spectrally marched. Type IIC 
particles are noc rhem~elves labeled, bur b ind a n:larivcly 
large amount of labeled antibody, obviously thereby sharing 
its spectrum and environmental sensitivity. 

Type Ill standards, or calibration particles, are ccll
sized, and not necessarily uniform in si1.e. They come in secs 
including particles with several fluorescence incensiry levels, 
ranging from dim to bright. Type IIlA, TIIB , and llIC stan
dards, respectively, share the properties of Type IIA, II B, 
and IIC standards in terms of labeling, spectra and environ
mental sensitiviry, and antibody binding. T ype IIIC stan
dards may be used ro determine appropriate settings for 
fluorescence compensation; since they provide a known, 
wide range of fluorescence intensities using the same anti
bodies as are used ro stain cell samples, chey may be superior 
to single antibody-stained cell samples for chis purpose. 

Calibration Particles for QFCM 

Successful quantitacive fluorescence cytomecry requires a 
well-aligned instrument; there has been some discussion of 
measurements of instrument performance on pp. 214-7, and 
additional coverage will be found in Chapter 10. I will deal 
here with the particles and methods needed to do QFCM 
wich an apparatus in good working order. 

"Quantum Beads" bearing known numbers of Mole
cule Equivalents of Soluble Fluorochrome (MESF) of 
fluorescein and phycoeryrhrin are Type IIIB standards. They 
were developed and produced by Flow Cyromccry Standards 
Corporation"''' , which also developed Quantum Simply 
Cellular~ (QSC) beads, Type me Standards capable of 
binding known numbers of antibody molecules (see pp. 48-
9 and 199-201) . The surface of a QSC bead is coaced with a 
mixture of polyclonal goar antibodies ro rhe Fe portions of 
various mouse lg subrypcs; rhc mechanism of binding of 
mouse monoclonal antibodits (MoAbs) ro QSC beads is 
therefore quite unlike chc mechanism by which rhe mono
clonal antibodies bind to their targets. Fluorescent MoAbs 
may need co be incubated with QSC beads for a week or 
more in order for rhe fluorescence intensity of rhe beads co 



reach a plateau; rhe beads can then be used for some time 
thereafrer""~. QSC beads, used with directly labeled antibod
ies, provide a standard curve spanning a range from fewer 
than 10,000 co over 100,000 molecules of bound antibody, 

allowing direct comparison wich labeled cells (Figure 1-20, 
p. 49). Both Quantum Beads (PE-Cy5- and AFC-labeled 
beads arc now offered in addition co the fluorescein- and 
PE-labeled products) and Quantum Simply Cellular Beads 
(now available to bind human antibodies as well as mouse 
anrihodies) may be purchased from Bangs Laboratories. 

In 1985, Poncelet and Carayon" 88 developed a method 

they called quantitative indirect immunofluorescencc 
assay (QIFI) to determine the absolute number of antibody 
binding sires on lymphoid cells by indirect immunofluorcs
cence flow cyrometry after saturation with monoclonal anti
body, when binding is likely to be monovalent. The p67 T 
cell-associated antigen was quantified on cell lines by the 
binding of radiolabeled antibody. Then, saturating doses of 
unlabeled antibody followed by fluorescent anti-mouse anti
body were applied to che cell lines co build a standard curve 
relating the mean fluorescence intensity of cells co the mean 
number of cell-bound primary antibody molecules. This 
curve (a straight line) was used to assess the absolute number 
of antibody molecules bound co ocher lymphoid cells. The 
technique was shown co be applicable co ocher IgG antibod
ies even when rhey were used in unpurified form. 

The QIFI assay as originally described required rhe use 
of cell lines and radiolabeled antibodies co establish a stan
dard curve; chis limited irs appeal, although, as Dux er al'09 

reporced, rhe method allowed quantitative analysis even of 
anrigens expressed at low densities. Poncelet et al"?•·"''j sub

sequently developed beads, now available as the 
QIFIK!TlM (Biocytex, Marseille, France; available from 
DakoCytomation), which can be used as secondary stan
dards, making quantitative indirect immunofluoresccnce 
assay generally accessible. The QI FI KIT beads are Type IIIC 
standards, conraining known numbers of mouse monoclonal 

anubodies bound to an antigen (CD5) on the bead surface. 
A labeled secondary anribody therefore binds co a QIFIKIT 
bead by the same mechanism as if it were binding to a 
mouse monoclonal amihody in or on a cell. Using the QIFI 
methodology, Poncelec cc aJ"9' examined normal human 
lymphocytes, and found that expression of CD4 and CD45 

antigens was relatively stable, ar 48,000 ± 6,000 and 
l 80,000 ± 17,000 binding sires/cell, respectively, while 
ocher antigens were more variable. In HIV-infected indi
viduals, CD4 expression remained at 46,000 sires/cell, even 

. h 1· . '"' B"k al'6"' . QIFI wn c 1sease progression . 1 oue er , using 
technology, reporred finding a mean CD4 expression level of 
47,000 sites/cell on CD4+ lymphocytes. 

BD Biosciences, which was just B-D at the time, took a 
serious plunge into quancicacivc immunofluorescence in the 
mid- l 990's, developing rhe QuantiBRITE family of phyco
erythrin-labeled beads and antibodies. 24" ""'"9• QuanciBRlTE 
beads arc Type IIIB particles with four incensiry levels of 
phycoerychrin labeling, ranging from approximately 1,500 
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PE molecules/bead co approximately 130,000 PE mole
cules/bead. QuanciBRlTE kirs include one antibody chat is a 
1: 1 PE:IgG conjugate; antibodies co CD20, CD38, CD64, 
and HlA-DR are available, as well as custom 1: 1 PE conju
gaccs. Using the QuantiBRlTE system, Davis et al""' re
ported rhe mean level of expression of CD4 on CD4+ lym
phocytes to be 49,000 binding sites/cell; rhey found binding 
of cheir (B-D's) monoclonal antibody to be bivalent, indicar
ing that there should be approximately 98,000 CD4 binding 
epicopes on the cell surface. Pannu et al, also at B-D, found 
a mean of 51 ,000 CD4 sites/CD4 + lymphocyce"". 

Although it does noc seem co be in the current catalogue, 
B-D made a 1: 1 PE:CD4 amibody rhat was used in the 
CD4 studies they did and also in several studies of CD38 
levels on CDS+ T cells in patients with HIV infection. Janis 
Giorgi had noced char elevated RF! of CD38 expression was 
an indicator of poor prognosis in HIV infection'""'", and ini

tially developed a mechod for quantiration of cell surface 
CD38 on CD8+ T cells using che fluorescence intensity of 
CD4 on CD4+ T cells as a standard'""'. While an initial 
study by Iyer et al't\8'' found char measured CD38 fluores
cence intensity values obcaincd using QuanciBRITE beads as 
intensity scandards were essentially che same as chose ob
tained using CD4 as a scandard, a later multicencer study" .. '' 
dececred small but significanr differences, and recommended 
char laboratories consistently use one standard or che ocher. 

I will generalize from chis; while, in principle, ic would 

be desirable for flow cytometry labs everywhere lO gee the 
same numbers from rhe same samples, experience wirh qual
ity assurance surveys over che years tells us char a great deal 
of effort is required simply to insure rhar critical clinical dara 
such as CD4+ T cell counts remain reliable from lab co lab. 
Quantitative fluorescence measurements, and immunofluo
rescence measurements in particular, present more of a chal
lenge. Recall chat, while cellular DNA content can be meas
ured with very high precision, rhe agreed upon definition of 
DNA aneuploidy is nor based on a numerical value for 
DNA content, but, instead, on the DNA index, i.e., chc 
ratio of DNA contents in rumor and srromal cells in the 
same sample (p. 317). ONA content measurement is based 
on analyses of strong signals, measured on linear scales, wich 
minimal contributions to variance from photoclcctron statis
tics, and che biological variance of DNA conrenr, ar lease in 

G/G, phase stromal cells, is excremely small. Fluorescence 
compensation is nor, as a general rule, used for DNA con
cem measurement. 

lmmunofluorescence meamremenr is based on analyses 
of relatively weak signals, with fluorescence intensities rypi
cally no more ch an 11100 of chose typically encou nee red in 
DNA content measurement. Measurements are almosr al
ways made on logarithmic scales, and often represent the 
outputs of logarithmic amplifiers, which are likely co deviate 
substantially from true logarithmic response. Phocodecrron 
scatiscics may contribute substantially to measurement vari
ance, particularly at low signal levels, and rhe biological vari
ance of the amounts of most antigens in or on most cell 
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cypes is relatively large. Fluorescence compensacion is likely 
co be applied co measurements used for quanciracive im
munofluorescence flow cycomecry, and may, parcicularly if 
done in hardware, introduce significant inaccuracy into re
sults. AH of this makes ic unlikely chac a large number of labs 
will be able co gee fluorescence inrensiry measurements char 
agree within one or two percent. 

Ic is noc unlikely, however, chac we will be able co gee 
agreement within cen percenc, or even five percent, and that 
may be good enough. I mentioned above thac Quancum 
Simply Cellular Beads incorporace ancibodies ro several 

classes of mouse immunoglobulins; they are chercforc 
unlikely co have exacrly che same number of binding sires for 
anribodies of each class, and might also bind differencly co 
antibodies bearing different labels. This could make it possi
ble co gee differenc values for numbers of binding sites per 
cell when che beads are used wich differenr anribodies co rhe 
same cell surface antigen, although the results would remain 
consistent for individual antibodies. However, as can be seen 
from Figure 7-19, the number of CD4 epicopes on CD4+ 
T lymphocytes determined using antibody-binding beads 
(R. Voge , personal communicacion) , abouc 47,000 sites/cell, 
is very close to chose reported by Poncelec er al' .. '·2 and Bik
oue cc al""'3 using the QlFI method, and by ochers using 
QuanciBRITE beads' .. ' 2• 
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Figure 7-19. Quantitative determination of CD4 epi
topes on peripheral blood lymphocytes and mono
cytes using QSC antibody-binding beads as intensity 
standards {provided by Robert Vogt, Centers for Dis
ease Control). 

Jn 1989 and 1991, Vogt ct al 15056 examined inrra- and 
incerlaboratory variarion in quanricacive fluorescence meas
urement using both fluorcsccin-labeled beads and Fluorotrol 
as standards; while reproducibility was very good in a single 
laboratory, a scudy of 43 cytometers in 34 laboracories 
showed CVs in the 20-30% range for measurements of CD4 
intensiry of lymphocyrcs, alrhough CVs dropped co 11% 
when a correcrive factor based on Fluorouol inrensiry values 

was applied. Those early resulcs were encouraging. However, 
Lenkei er al 21m reported in 1998 char ABCs determined using 
three different inscrumencs in one laboracory, wich differenr 
calibracors and with different fluorochrome conjugates of 
monoclonal antibodies, varied by 20-40 percent. Scrke cc 
al"''', while noring chat ABCs determined using rhe 
QIFIKIT and QuanciBRITE beads were similar, found large 
differences in tirration curves between cells and QSC beads 
for a large number of MoAbs co different CD antigens, and 
differences in binding of fluorescein- and PE-labeled conju
gates of the same MoAb to QSC beads. le is likely char rhe 

behavior reporred for QSC beads relaces co the face char 
chese beads bind antibodies via chc Fe porcion, while rele
vant cellular antigens bind che variable regions of the same 
antibodies. 

Defining a Window of Analysis 

Relaring a measurement channel number co ABCs or 
MESF unirs requires the definition of a Window of Analy
sis, according co a procedure specified by Schwarcz er al"'°,. . 
While Figure 7- 19 illusuaces the resulcs of such a procedure, 
assigning ABC values for ami-CD4 antibody co lymphocytes 
and monocyces based on fluorescence values obtained from 
QSC beads ro which che antibody had been bound, I will 

work from Figure 4-60 (p . 216), which deals in MESF units, 
because ic includes more of the "nuts and boles." 

The firsc item of business is measurement of a Type JIIB 
or me standard; the former will give a scale calibraced in 
MESF units, and che lacter a scale calibrated in ABCs. The 
Type IIIB standard used in Figure 4-60 was a sec of Quan
tum beads labeled with fluorescein . The values we need an~ 
che histogram channel numbers for the peaks representing 
the four labeled beads and the blank bead in the bead kic. In 
chis instance, measurements were recorded on a 256-channel 
(8-bic) logarichmic scale; Schwarcz et al recommend conven
ing measurements on higher resolucion scales ro a 256-
channel scale, for reasons that will shorcly become apparenc. 

Working with the known values for MESF units (or 
ABCs) assigned ro the labeled beads by rhe vendor, we per
form a linear regression analysis co get an cquacion of che 
form: 

[channel #] = a [log MESFJ + b. 

In the example shown in Figure 4-60, I happen ro have used 
rhe log of [MESF/100) which is [log MESFJ - 2, so rhe righc 
regression equation is actually: 

[channel#] = 43 log MESF - 101 , 

rather than the equation shown ac the cop of rhe figure. 
The slope, a, of che regression line defines che coeffi

cient of response, indicating, at lease in theory, the number 
of decades of dynamic range available in the measurement. rf 
rhe 256-channel scale includes exaccly four decades. the 
value of a should be 64 (i.e., 256/4); if it is a chrec-decadc 

scale, a should be 85.33 (i.e., 256/3). Note char the value of 
a associated with Figure 4-60 is 43; chis suggesrs char the 



measurement scale encompasses 5.9 decades. Don'r believe 
it. What ir actually indicates is char rhe maximum volrage 
oucpuc from the log amp used to process the signals was less 
chan che full-scale input volcage of che analog-rn-digital con
vener used to collect che data. Thar happened in my home
built Cyrnmuct; you are unlikely to have the same problem 
in your insrrument, and, if you have what is nominally a 
four-decade logarithmic scale and end up with a value of a 
that is less than 59 or more than 69 (these values correspond 
to 4.3 and 3 .7 decade ranges), you should probably have 
your system looked at. In case you haven't already guessed, 
we convert everything co a 256-channel scale so we can al
ways use 64 as the ideal value of a for a four-decade loga
rithmic scale and 85.33 as chc ideal value for a chree-decade 
scale. 

The points representing che measured values of che beads 
arc pretty close co che regression line in both Figure 7-19 
and Figure 4-60. Parr of char is due co che face chat we are 
working on a semi-log scale; the deviations would be larger 
on a linear scale. However, we really can't rely on our eye
balls co give us a robust measure of how close our measured 
points are co che calculated line. The regression line is calcu
lated using the method of lease squares, meaning chat che 
chosen line minimizes the sum of che squares of che differ
ences between observed and calculated values of channel 
numbers. While I am on the subject of the regression line, I 
should point out something else chat might otherwise con
fuse you. 

Under most circumstances, we plot the value of a de
pendent variable in the vertical (Y) direction, and the value 
of an independent variable in the horizontal (X) direction, 
and calculate a regression equation: Y = a X + b. In the 
game we' re playing here, we have the dependent variable, 
channel number, plotted on the X axis, and the independent 
variable, MESF units (or ABCs) plotted on the Y axis, so our 
regression equation is really: X =a Y + b. Just so you know. 

In order co determine the extent ro which our logarith
mic scale deviates from ideal response, we go back to our 
regression equation, and, taking the actual channel numbers 
we used to derive it, work backwards ro calculate the MESF 
values that would fall on rhe line. For example, in Figure 4-
60, the data point representing rhe bead wirh 70,000 MESF 
is at channel I 08. The equation rells us chat 

108 = 43 log [MESF] - 101, 

so log [MESFJ = (209/43), or 4.860, and rhe value of MESF 
chac would fall on rhe line at channel l 08 is 10•·860 , or 
72,521 MESF. 

Having calculared all of rhe MESF (or ABC) values ;is 

jusr described, we find the percentage differences berwc:en 
chem and the known MESF (or ABC) values supplied by che 
bead vendor. For example, 72,521170,000 = 1.036; rhe 
known data value therefore deviates from the value calcu
lated co lie on the regression line by 3.6 percenc. Our quality 
measure is che average residual percent, which we get by 
doing the calculations for all che data points corresponding 
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ro known MESF or ABC values (we leave rhe blank our), 
adding chem up , and dividing by the number of data points. 
The average residual percent should be less than 3 for MESF 
and less chan 5 for ABCs; the line in Figure 4 .60, which 
looks so close co che data points, actually has an unaccepta
bly high value. 

Gecring back co the window of analysis, we nexr obrain 
che MESf numbers corresponding to channels 0 and 255, in 
the same fashion as we calculaced values on the line co gee 
the average residual percentage. For the data in Figure 4-60, 
che zero channel value (ZCV) is 223 MESF; the maxi
mum channel value would be 190,138,370 MESf, buc, as 
I noted a few paragraphs back, chat's nor a believable value 
because of a peculiarity of rhe electronics. The window of 
analysis runs from the zero channel value co the maximum 
channel value; it is generally suggested chat instrument gain 
settings be adjusted co make che window of analysis run 
from 100-300 MESF or ABC (an acceptable range for ZCV) 
co l,000,000-3,000,000 MESF or ABC. 

Nore char if the MESF or ABC value for rhc blank bead 
is higher than che ZCV, which it will be if some or all of the 
blank beads appear on scale, che instrument cannot actually 
detect a signal at che level of the ZCV. le used to he com
monplace co define che detection threshold as the median 
value of rhe peak representing blank beads or unstained cells; 
ic is advisable to use the median rather than che mean be
cause low values tend to pile up in channel 0, which would 
skew rhe value of the mean, but not the value of che median. 
le makes more sense co define a threshold value co include 
no more rhan the upper few percent of events in the blank 
peak; that this number should be no higher than 1000 
MESF or ABC, and, if it is chat high, the bottom decade of 
che four-decade range (from 100 co 999 MESf/ABC) is 
essentially totally occupied by noise, making measurement 
values in this range meaningless. 

The borcom line is chat you can't expect to get accurate 
quancitation of values in peaks that overlap substantially 
with the blank; chat concludes chis discussion, which has 
gotten long enough so that it might be called "Window of 
Analysis Restaurant." You can gee che programs to do the 
calculations just described from the instrument manufactur
ers and from third parties (see Software Sources in Chapter 
11); just remember chat you can't ger anything you wane 
from QFCM. 

Type lllA versus Type lllB and lllC Scandards 

While Type IIIB and IIIC standard beads provide accu
rate calibration of a cycomecer's fluorescence intensity scale, 
and are spectrally matched to the labels used for QfCM, 
these types of beads, and particularly chose hearing phyco
biliproceins or antibodies, are somewhat less stable than 
Type IIIA beads. T ype IIIA beads, which are hard-dyed, 
emit fluorescence in one or more of the same spectral regions 
in which common labels emit, but arc not spectrally 
matched to the labels and are nor environmenrally sensitive. 
The relative fluorescence intensities of a Type IIIA and a 
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Type IIIB or JIIC bead may be influenced by che excicacion 
wavelength and power used, and che detector bandwidth 
and sensitivity. 

However, once a Type JJIB or Type IIIC bead has been 
used to establish a window of analysis, running a sample of 
Type IIIA beads with appropriate emission characterisrics, 
using the same instrument gain settings, can provide a 
"Rosetta Scone" chat will allow conversion becween fluores
cence values obtained from rhc Type IIIA beads and MESF 
or ABC values. As long as no significant changes are made in 
instrument configurarion, setting up the instrument by ad
juscing gains w keep che Type IIIA heads at or very near rhe 
same channels in which they appeared in the original run 
will rescore the window of analysis. Type IHA beads are 
available from Beckman Coulter. DakoCytomation, Mo
lecular Probes, Polysciences, and Spherorech. 

Other Aspects of Fluorescence Quantitation 

What is "Positive"? What is "Negative"? 

Some of rhe harder-co-answer questions in analysis of 
irnmunofluorescence and ligand binding relate co how one 
defines what is "negative" and what is "positive," rhis 
could be considered to be quantitarion at che I-bit level. 
Even ac chis level, there aren't always unequivocal answers. 
Generally speaking, if the cells in your sample have been 
taken directly from places in which rhey acquire or lose a 
particular ancigen, you'll see a continuous distribution of 
immunofluorescence intensities going from some positive 
value all the way down to 1.ero. This cype of distribution is 
typically observed when cells such as stimulated peripheral 
blood lymphocytes are stained for activation antigens such as 
the 11.-2 and transferrin receptors (C025 and CD7 I , respec
tively). which emerge following exposure of cells to antigens 
or mitogens. 

People typically consider cells from such continuous 
immunofluorescence distributions as "positive" for the anti
gen in question when cheir fluorescence imensity exceeds 
that of all bur a small (usually 1-5%) fraction of a control 
population. Ir is nor always clear what consr:icures an appro
priate comrol population . When scimulaced lymphocytes are 
analyzed, unscimulaced lymphocytes are generally used as a 
control. However, unstimulated lymphocytes may express 
low levels of activation antigens, and an unstimulated cell 
population may comain some cells char were activated before 
being drawn from rhe donor, which can be expected to bear 
chc antigen being soughc. Things get even more complicated 
when che ancigen in quescion is one char is expressed on 
other cell types, such as monocyces, which may contaminate 
a lymphocyte gate. 

When cells acquire or lose an antigen oucside che com
parrmenc in which they are sampled, ic is possible to obtain 
distributions concaining clearly positive and clearly ncgacive 
cells. T lymphocytes. for example, acquire both CD4 and 
CD8 antigens in che thymus, and generally lose one or the 
ocher before leaving che thymus. Thus, the discriburions of 

these antigens in T cells from peripheral blood arc typically 
bimodal, wich few, if any, cells lying between the positive 
and negacive peaks, while the discribucions of rhe same anci 
gens in chymocyres arc cominuous". (also sec Figure 5- 11 . 

p. 241) . 
Chapter 5 devotes a fair amount of space ro discussion of 

mathematical and sracisrical techniques char attempt co re
solve weakly stained from unscaincd cells. Sladek and Jacob
berger ' .. " considered che problem of analysis of daca from 
cells expressing low levels of incraccllular ancigen and, in a 
comparison of severaJ methods, found mathematical model
ing preferable co histogram subrracrion (p. 245). 

[ am of the opinion char is advisable co rephrase unan
swerable quescions rather chan co corcure the data co extract 
the answers you wane; when dealing wirh continuous disrri
burions, it makes more sense to me to gee accurate numerical 
values for medians and quartiles (p. 235-6) chan ro assign 
more arbicrary numbers to represent fractions of "positive" 
and "negative" cells. However, chere may be a way of resting 
machemacical methods char purport to discriminate dim 
positives from negatives . 

Making Weakly Fluorescent Beads and Cells: 
Do Try This Trick at Home! 

The precision with which you can put only a few hun
dred molecules of a label or antibody on a cell or bead is 
limited by Poisson scatiscics (see the discussion of molecular 
shoe noise on p. 341) . You can't buy amibody-binding beads 
with a binding capacity of I 00 antibodies. However, you 
can buy beads with a binding capacity of 5 ,000 antibodies, 
and, by incubating them with a 1 :49 mixture of labeled and 
unlabeled ancibodies, gee an average of I 00 labeled amibod
ies on each bead2M'. The standard deviation, thanks to Pois
son statistics, will, of course, be ar least I 0, meaning char the 
CV of che fluorescence distribution can be no lower chan I 0 
percent, bur you may nor even be able to detect rhe fluores
cence on your flow cyromerer, and, if you can, ir: 's a prerry 

good bee chat phocoeleccron scacistics will contribute more 
than molecular shoe noise co rhe variance. You can play che 
same game wich cells; a CD4+ T cell has about 50,000 bind
ing sites for CD4 antibody, and, if you stain peripheral 
blood cells with a I :99 mixture of labeled and unlabeled 
antibody, you'll get an average of 500 molecules of label on 
each CD4+ T cell"'% , 

The stoichiometry described above only applies if the la
beled and unlabeled antibody have equal shots ac binding to 
cells. An unlabeled lgG antibody has a molecular weighr: of 
about 160,000, and, if you puc 3 molecules of fluorescein on 
ir, che molecular weight goes up ro about 161 ,200 . The dif
ference in molecular weights becween labeled and unlabeled 
antibody won' t affect the binding characrerisrics much , so 
rhe ratio of labeled co unlabeled antibodies on beads, or 
cells, will be the same as the ratio in solucion. 

An IgG amibody labeled with I molecule of phyco
erychrin has a molecular weight of about 400,000 , and chc 
much lighcer unlabeled antibody will have an advantage in 



binding co beads or cells, wich che resulc chac che racio of 
labeled ro unlabeled bead- or cell-bound antibody will be 
lower chan che racio of labeled co unlabeled ancibody in solu
cion. You can fix chis, and ger nearly the same racios for 
bead- or cell-bound antibodies as you start wirh in solurion, 
by using phycoerythrin that has been bleached by exposure 
ro srrong light (an hour or cwo of sunlight will do) as the 
"unlabeled" anribody when you work with a phycoerythrin
labeled antibody. 

A slighc variarion on chis rheme should provide a control 
for resting various compucational methods of discriminating 
weakly labeled and unlabeled cells. It requires an instrument 
with 488 nm and red (633 or 635 nm) excitation beams. 
Stain beads or cells wich a near-normal concentrarion of 
APC-labeled anribody co which you add a very small 
amoum of fluorescein-labeled antibody. You should then be 
readily able co discriminate stained and unstained beads or 
cells on che basis of APC fluorescence, and co ricrate rhe 
fluorescein fluorescence down so you have difficulty dis
criminacing srained and unscained objeccs. If che computa
cional merhod gives you che same numbers you get from 
gating and counting the APC-stained and unstained beads 
or cells. ir's a winner. You don'r need co know rhe exacr 
stoichiomerry of stained and unstained cells here, so ir 
doesn't macrcr char conjugated APC adds ar leasr 33,000 to 
the molecular weighc of an ancibody. You also don'c have to 
worry abouc energy cransfer from che fluorescein ro che APC, 
because you can raise che rario of fluorescein- and APC
labeled ancibodies co gee a weak, buc dececcable fluorescein 
signal. 

Correlating Cytometry and Biochemistry: 
Studies of Antibody Binding Chemistry 

Binding of antibodies, or any ocher ligands, co chemical 
suuccurcs on or in cells follows the rules of chemical kinetics 
and thermodynamics. Most of the antibodies used for cy
cometry are bivalent, but whether binding co cheir cargecs is 
bivalent, monovalent, or mixed depends on a number of 
facrors, with che affinity or avidity of the ancibody and the 
abundance and availabilicy of che rargers all exercing srrong 
influenc·es . 

We generally attempr co sarurare binding sires when per
forming immunofluorescenc staining procedures, particu
larly when the objective is quanticarive fluorescence meas
uremenc. However, Eric Marrz pointed out a long cime ago 
(personal communication, 1993) chat if antibody and cell 
concentrations and incubacion rime are arranged so that 
binding is limited by the diffusion race of anribody, cacher 
than by the amount of antibody present in the sample, che 
fluorescence intensities of cells and beads should remain 
proponional to the number of binding sires on each, even ac 
subsacuracing antibody concentrations. In theory, we should 
be able co get away with using less antibody. In practice, 
most people will continue co citrate antibodies, adding more 
until the cells of imeresr don't get any brighter, and only 
cake comfort from the theory when they find, as we all do 
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from rime co time, chat an antibody scraighc ouc of che bocrle 
is coo dilute to saturate binding sires. 

Flow cycometry can be, and has been, used w determine 
the binding parameters of antibodies. Bardsley ec al""' devel
oped a model and computer program for derermining asso
ciation constants of antibodies binding co cell surface anti
gens, which takes into account variations in antibody con
cemrarion as well as variations in antigen expression. Bene
dict et al '"" described a flow cyrometric assay and irs use co 
determine the binding affinity of an an ri-CD34 scFv anti
body. Siiman and Burshteyn269" used compericivc binding co 
determine binding conscams for a variecy of labeled and 
unlabeled MoAbs to cell surface markers, and co enumcrare 
the numbers of targec binding sices present on cells. A pro
vocative paper by Lamvik ec al "''~' reporrs char binding of 
unlabeled secondary antibody may increase binding of pri
mary monoclonal ancibodies (labeled in this inscance. ro 
allow the deccrminarion to be done) co cell surface antigens 
on fixed, permeabilized cells. Both equilibrium and kinetic 
measurements (about which more will be said in a lacer sec
tion) have been used in flow cyromecric studies of ancibody 
bindingz-°". 

Quancitacive measurement of cellular consrituencs using 
immunofluorescence flow cycomecry benefits from compari 
son and correlation of results obtained using flow cytometry 
and ocher analytical techniques. Sarin and Saxena' ;.;", for 
example, established a corrdacion between flow cyrometric 
measurements of histocompatibility antigens and measure
mencs by ELISA. 

Correlating Cytometry and Biochemistry: 
Intracellular Antigen Measurements 

Establishing correlations becween flow cycomecry resulcs 
and results of more classical methods is of particular impor
tance in analysis of incracellular antigens. The usual proce
dures for analysis of incracellular antigens require fixacion 
and permeabilization of cells, in order co achieve rhe con
flicting ends of allowing molecules as big as labeled antibod
ies to get into cells and retaining molecular rargecs which 
may be smaller in size. 

Jacobberger and his colleaguesro '·' have scudied quancita
tive aspeccs of antibody binding ro cellular consricucms, with 
particular emphasis on intracellular ancigens. A comprehen
sive review"0 ' discusses basic chemisrry and immunochcmis
cry, fixation and sample preparation, and boch equilibrium 
and kinecic measurement methods for flow cytometric analy
sis. Another paper"°' describes correlacion of quancicacive 
measurements of SV40 T antigen with quantirarive Wesrern 
blots. 

There are at lease a few tricks that allow flow cyrometry 
co be used co demonscrate and quantitate intracellular anci
gens in living cells, allowing cells bearing desired antigens in 
appropriate amounts to be sorted for culcure and further 
analysis. 

Detection of cyrokine production by T cells (reviewed by 
Maino and Picke/' 03) has become a favored means of identi -
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fying cells participating in an immune reaction against a 
defined anrigen. The usual procedure involves incubation of 
cells with rhe anrigen, addition of brefeldin A to prevent 
cytokines from being secreted, staining of relevant surface 
antigens, fixation and permeabilizarion, and staining of in
tracellular cyrokines. An alternative technology developed by 
Manz er al" '" creates a cell-surface affinity matrix on the 
cell surface, first biotinylacing cell surface proteins, and sub
sequently accaching meptavidin-cagged anri-cyrolcine anti
bodies to the biocin molecules. Cytokine secretion is not 
inhibired; instead, cytokines arc secreted, and captured by 
the anribodies attached to rhe cell surface, on which they can 
be demonstrated following addition of fluorescenc-labeled 
anci-cyrokine anribodies. Piner et a1"0~ combined an anri
cycokinc cell-surface affinity matrix with tecramer staining 
(introduced on pp. 47-8); chis permits sorting of live, anti
gen-specific, cycokine-secrecing cells. 

Berglund and Scarkey'm used electroporation to permit 
the introduction of labeled anti-oncogene antibodies into 
cells. at least some of which survived the procedure. Morris 
et al 2' 06 may have developed a kinder, gender method; they 
made a 21-residue peptide carrier, pep-1, incorporating se
quences known ro be able co promote transport of proteins 
across membranes, and succeeded in incroducing a number 
of proteins, including rwo different fluoresceinared anribod
ies, inro living mammalian cells following the formation of 
complexes between the proteins and pep-1. The antibodies 
localized correctly to inrracellular actin and to a lysosome
associated membrane protein. It remains to be seen whether 
carrier peptides can make it possible to do quanrirarive or 
semiquamicacive immunofluorescence analyses of incracellu
lar anrigcns in living cells. 

Analyzing lmmunofluorescence Dara 
We now cum our attention to what we can and can't 

learn from immunofluorescence measurements. Some as
pects of this have come up in Chapter 5, ochers will come up 
in Chapter l 0. 

Some quantitative questions may actually be easier to an
swer than some qualitative ones. Like most histograms ob
tained from flow cytomecry, immunofluorescence histo
grams typically conrain data from I 0,000 or more cells, and 
chus represent huge sample sizes when compared co most of 
the daca secs with which statisticians normally have co con
tend. As a result, you can pretty much assume thac a visible 
d ifference between two smoothed histograms is statistically 
significant; you cannot, however, assume char che significant 
difference is due co a significant biological difference be
tween the cell populacions from which rhe discribucions were 
obtained, because instrumental variarion and differences in 
reagents and sample preparation can also produce statisti
cally significant differences. Intensity calibration makes his
t0gram comparison easier than ic mighc otherwise be. 

If you are trying to demonscrace differences between 
populations, it is often useful to construct "envelopes" in 
which the area berween the high and low values for each 

channel, taken from rwo or three replicates of control and 
experimenral histograms done at different rimes, is shaded. 
Gaps between rhe conrrol and experimental envelopes pro
vide scrong support for the hypothesis that control and ex
perimental populations differ. Alternative methods for aver
aging and comparing histograms have been described by 
Marri et al'"s and Traill er atJ"". 

Mathematical models, while nor applied to immunofluo
rescence to nearly the excent to which they have been used 
for DNA analysis, had been used by some auchors. Takase 
er al1• • • used nonlinear lease squares curve fitting to calcu

late che mean and standard deviation of immunofluorcs
cencc distributions, and Shabrai et al'°' used a Euclidean 
disrance vector ro describe fluorescence inrensity changes in 
two-color measurements. 

When the previous edicion of this book appeared , there 
were a few papers in the liceracure ' ~0 ' ·• reporting fluorescence 
intensity measurements in terms of fluorescein MESf units. 
Ochers had used simpler, more empirical approaches; Ter-

i ''"" d f l' . stappen er a represente amounrs o surrace anngens on 
myeloid cells by cheir mean fluorescence intensities in com
parison with che background fluorescence of each cell type. 
Christopoulos et al' '"' used che same measure of intensity to 
quancify platdec-bound immunoglobulin. 

Escimaring Antigen or Receptor Surface Density 

Surface density of antigenic or receptor sites can be 
estimaced by dividing the number of bound ligand mole
cules by the cell surface area. An approximation to an abso
lute value for cell surface area can be obtained from an elec
tronic measuremenr of cell volume by analog or digital com
pucacion of the 2/3 power of volume'". Use of chis rech
nique is obviously feasible only with flow cytometers capable 
of making volume measurements. However, since both cell 
surface area and the "cell size" measurement obtained from 
forward light scattering are (allegedly) approximately propor
tional to the square of cell diameter, the ratio of im
munofluorescence and scatter signals can serve acceptably as 
a parameter representative of anrigcn surface densi ty for 
making comparisons. 

If we actually know how many antigenic or receptor sires 
there are on che cell, you might think we should aim for 
surface density in sires per square micrometer. However, 
while flow cytometry, wich appropriate calibrators, can fairly 
readily give us cell volumes in femtoliters, we'd have to make 
some precry rash assumptions to get a surface area from that. 
It's acceptable to assume che cell is roughly spherical, and 
calculate an approximate radius from the volume. In reality, 
we know that no cell surface is a completely smooth sphere, 
and char real cell surfaces differ in their degree of apparcnc 
roughness, as seen, for example, by scanning electron mi
croscopy; chis means chat cells of roughly che same size can 
have substantially different true surface areas. Assuming cells 
are smooth and spherical so you can repon "exact" values of 
surface antigen density doesn't make much sense. 



Quantitative Fluorescence: Problems and Prospects 

Shortly before the publication of the October 1998 Cy
tometry special issue on Quantitative Fluorescence Cycome

try2ro, Nicholson and Stetler-Stevenson opined: "Although 

quan ci cacive flow cycometry is currently drawing a lot of 
attention, much of the attention is focused in che wrong 
area. The greatest value chat quantiration has provided co che 
clinical labo ratory has been on focusing attention co properly 

setting up and calibrating flow cytometers. Being able co 
consistently perform semiquantitative measurements has che 

mosc benefi t in most clinical seccings." They noted chac 
quantication of CD38 expression on CDS+ T cells in HIV 
infection'""M' represented the only case in which measure

ments of antibody binding capacity might be important for 
clinical management. 

I won ' t argue. I am also of the opinion that paying anen
tion co quantitative aspects of immunofluorescence meas

uremenc is ar lease as important for quality assurance as for 
any other clinical purpose. However, had quancitarive fluo
rescence cyromerry noc developed to the level at which it was 
by 1998 , it would not have been possible to establish the 
clinical relevance of CD38 measurements, and we can only 
find additional instances in which quantitation may be nec

essary by making more quantitative measurements. 
At the present time, we have more problems than solu

tions. The number of antibody binding sites on cells is 

known to be influenced by preparative methods, including 

lysis and fixation, and we will need co standardize the prepa
rative techniques in order to permit widespread application 

of any quantitative fluorescence measurement procedure. 
Antibody affinity and binding valency can exert profound 
effects on ABC determinations, and antibody labels may 
influence these characteristics. Ideally, there should be little 
or no spectral overlap between rhe antibody label used for 

quancitarive measurements and chose used to define the 
garcs in which rhe cells of interest lie, because spectral 

crosstalk into the channel used for quamitation will increase 
the background noise level and reduce measurement 
sensitivity. The label best establ ished for quanritacion is 
probably phycoerythrin ; however, che temptation ro attempt 
co do quantitat ive measurements using phycoerythrin, with a 
488 nm laser also exciting antibodies labeled wich 

fluoresccin , PE-Texas red , PE-Cy5, PE-Cy5.5 , and PE-Cy?, 
muse be strongly resisted. We can, after all, now use three 
red-excited labels (APC, APC-Cy5.5 , and APC-Cy7) for 
gating, minimizing interference with quantitative 
measurements using PE. And we still worry about 
calibrating the calibrators and standardizing the standards. 

As I mentioned on pp. 294-5. there arc some heavy hit

ters on the case. The National Institute of Srandards and 
Technology (NIST) is gecring into che business of standard
izing fluorescent macerials'1n', and will be producing and 
certifying standard solutions and particles, and an NCCLS 
(NCCLS used to be the National Committee for Clinical 
Laboratory Standards; having gone incernacional, it is now 
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simply NCCLS, usually pronounced "nickels") subcommit
tee is developing a guideline for Fluorescence Calibration 
and Quantitative Measurements of Fluorescence Incensicy, 

which should help implement standard ization nor only in 

cytomecry, bur in ocher fields in which fluorescence quami 
rarion is becoming of interest, e.g. , microarray analysis. A 
brief prospectus was provided in 2000 by rhrce key players 
in the NIST and NCCLS projects218 1• 

7.8 NUCLEIC ACID SEQUENCE DETECTION 

Figure 7-20 provides a relatively dramatic illustration of 

the combinarion of molecular biologic techniques with flow 
cytomcrry for detection of specific nucleic acid sequences. 

The figure shows a small popularion of CD4-positive lym
phocytes containing HIV- I viral nucleic acid, as detected by 
Patterson er al '40 3 using fluorescein-labded oligonucleocidc 

probes after in situ PCR amplification. 
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Figure 7-20. TwCHiimensional contour plot of log PE
anti-CD4 fluorescence vs. log of fluorescence of fluo
rescein-labeled oligonucleotide probes specific for 
HIV-I nucleic acids, showing oligonucleotide probe 
fluorescence in some of the CD4-positive lymphocytes 
after in situ PCR of viral sequences/4()3• The figure was 
provided by Charles Goolsby of Northwestern Uni
versity. 

Detection of sequences by flow cycometry afrer Fluores
cent In Situ Hybridization (FISH) was described by Trask 
et a1'0 ' in 1985. Between then and rhe time the previous 

edition of this book appeared, a variety of methods to attach 
fluorescent labels ro probes were tried and described . 
Bauman, Bayer, and van Dekken 110• ·5 detected poly- (A)+ 
RNA using a poly-biotin-d(U)-tailed oligo-d(T) probe and 
strcpravidin-fluorescein; nuclei were stained with DAPI co 
provide a trigger signal. Amann ec al' 406 used detection of 
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specific ribosomal RNA sequences, present at the level of 
several thousand copies per cell, for baccerial idencificarion, 
inicially employing probes end-labeled wirh a single mole
cule of recramethylrhodaminc. Some :;ignal amplification 
was obtained by substituting digoxigenin-labeled probes, 
which were rendered fluorescent by attaching fluoresceinaced 
anti-digoxigcnin antibodies""·. However, chis made ic some
what more difficulc ro gee probe and label chrough bacterial 
cell walls. Oligonucleotide probes end-labeled wich single 
molecules of fluorescein and cecramethylrhodamine could be 
used for cwo-color analysis; the addition of more molecules 
of label per probe molecule increased signal, but decreased 
signal-to-noise due co increased nonspecific binding""'. 

Timm and Stewarc"0'' discussed procedural aspeccs of 
"fluorescent In Situ Hybridization En Suspension" 
(flSHES), including preparacion of digoxigenin-labeled 
probes and staining and washing seeps; chey found chat 
washing wich a solution containing formamide and bovine 
serum albumin reduced cell loss. Lalli ct al ""' also discussed 
opcimizarion of che preparative procedures. Bardin ec al"" 
noce<l chat biorin could be accached to the 5 ' as well as co che 
3' end of oligonucleocide probes, offering some potential for 
increasing signal when fluorescent srrcpcavidin is attached. 

Bains cc al "" described PRJNS (Primed IN Sicu labeling) 
co quantify poly-A and hiscone messenger RNA in cells. 
Poly(A) mRNA was labeled by incorporacion of fluorescein
ated nucleotides into cDNA chains generated by reverse 
transcription from the sire of oligo(dT) primer-specific an
nealing on the poly(A) cemplace. 

While the sea of licerarure chreatened to become filled 
with TOADflSH (Totally Ouclandish Acronyms Describ
ing Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization), this didn't stopped a 
loc of people for going after che big game, which certainly 
includes detecrion of low copy numbers of viral gene se
quences in infected cells. When the previous issue of chis 
book appeared, this required amplification of those se
quences by in situ PCR1' 0"'', as was done in the cells used to 

generace Figure 7-20. Surpassing even chis feat of generic 
engineering, Embleton et al"'> reporred char ic was possible 
co separately produce and assemble amplified heavy and lighc 
chain DNA by PCR and subsequent primer additions in 
cells in suspension. Long et al '"' examined in situ PCR on 
slides and in cell suspensions and found chac resulcs were 
comparable; nonspecific results were less frequent with cell 
suspensions. 

Mirsky et al '"\ using conventional methods of dececring 
DNA after sorcing single cells into microcicer places, reported 
chac the operacional sensi tivity of in situ PCR for deteccion 
of bovine leukemia virus was 90% when resting single in
fected cells. In addicion, they were able to reliably amplify 
DNA from a single infccced cell among as many as I oi unin
fecced cells and established thar the sensitivity for detecting a 
single infected cell among 20, I 00, or 1000 uninfected cells 
was at lease 90%. This work puc che concepc of deteccing 
small numbers of virus-infected cells directly by fluorescence 
flow cycomecry following in situ PCR on a firm footing. 

In a more mundane but possibly more practical applica
tion of generic sequence detection by flow cycomccry, van 
Dekken et al '"• used labeled chromosomal probes ro dis
criminate bladder cancer cells wirh monosomy-9 from sm>
mal cells, enabling determination of the tumor cell kinetics 
by gated analysis ofBrUdR incorporacion. 

If immunofluorescenc staining ha~ pretty much been re
duced co cookbook procedures, nucleic acid probe staining 
may be said co still require boch cechnical skill and FISHer
man's luck (FISHerperson 's luck, if you insist). Andreeff and 
Pinkel have ediced a big book on basic principles and clinical 
applications of FISH' .'0 • 

In recent years, ic has become possible co use tyramide 
signal amplificacion (p. 344) in FISH; new probe labeling 
techniques"'"·2' " · ' can reduce or eliminate nonspecific back
ground fluorescence, making ir possible to detect a few 
dozen copies of a sequence in cells. 

Peptide Nucleic Acid (PNA) Probes 

A new class of probes, peptide nucleic acid (PNA) 
probes'''''. appear co offer some significant advantages for 
cyrometry, buc clearly have a potential range of applications 
chat extends far beyond chis field. 

A PNA molecule is comprised of the same purine and 
pyrimidine ba~es as are found in nucleic acids, actached co a 
pseudopepcide wich amide or peptide bonds forming che 
backbone of the polymer, racher than sugars linked by phos
phaces. PNA molecules are insensitive to digestion by prote
ases and nucleases, and bind co DNA and R.."1A; a strand of 
PNA complemencary co a region of double helical DNA will 
disrupt the double helix and bind co it, displacing its com
plementary strand. PNAs have been used in experiments on 
antisense therapy; some shore sequences can enter intact 
cells, while ochers can be cransporced inside cells by carrier 
peptides. PNA probes ragged with thiazolc orange or a 
homologue are nonfluorescent, hue become fluorescent on 
hybridizacion with nucleic acid; PNA probes incorporating a 
fluorescent label and a quencher also become fluorescent on 
hybridizacion . Less scringent condicions are required for 
PNA probe hybridization chan for hybridizacion with oli
gonucleocide probes. 

I can leap into fantasy and envision using PNA probes co 
do FISH on living cells, which can subsequencly be sorced. 
In the real world, PNA probes have been applied to identifi
cation of microorganisms based on rRNA sequences,- " and 
to decerminacion of celomere lcngch""-6 , boch of which will 
be discussed in Chapcer J 0. 

7.9 PROBES FOR VARIOUS CELL CONSTITUENTS 

Surface Sugars {Lectin Binding Sites) 

The specificicy of binding of various lectins to differenc 
carbohydrate moieties of cell surface and ocher glycoproteins 
was appreciated well before chc firsc fluorescence measure
ments were made in a flow cytomccer. In chc early l 970's, as 
flow cytometry began co become popular, che use of lecrins 



as reagenrs for characcerizarion of cell surfaces was logical 
and accraccive; before che advenc of monoclonal ancibodies, 
no immune reagents were nearly as well defined, chemically 
or functionally, as were lcccins. In addition, che mitogenic 
acrivicy of lecrins such as concanavalin A (con A), phyto
hcmagglucinin (PHA), and pokewccd mitogen (PWM), 
and reporcs of different patterns of leccin binding in normal 
and transformed cells, suggested rhac quanriracive analysis of 
leccin binding co cdls mighc provide valuable informacion in 
research and clinical laboratories. 

T he firsr reported flow cytomecric analyses of lectin 
binding to cells were done by Kraemer et al3' 0·2 at Los Ala
mos, who examined binding of fluorescein-con A conju
gates. In the initial study, fluorescence was che only cellular 
parameter measured, and it was difficult to resolve the weak 
fluorescence of fluorescein-con A above background noise. 
Lacer work was done with a multiparameter instrument, in 
which cell volume measuremencs were used ro gate fluores
cence measurements, improving discriminacion of cell
associarcd fluorescence from noise. Analog electronics were 
used to compute the 2/3 power of cell volume, a quantity 
proportional ro cell surface area, and to derive a measure of 
che cell surface density of leccin binding sices from the ratio 
of rhe fluorescence signal to che derived surface area. 

Another relatively early paper31\ published by Bohn in 
1976, described the use of a dye exclusion cechnique wich 
cwo-color fluorescence measurement to discriminace be
tween incacc cells, to che surfaces of which leccin binding was 
measured, and cdls wich damaged membranes. In chis paper, 
Bohn also poi need our char rhe capability of flow cycomecry 
ro precisely measure cell-associated ligand in cell suspensions 
from which unbound ligand had noc been removed by wash
ing could be useful in che analysis of many types of ligand
receptor interactions. Boch Bohn's work and chat of 
Kraemer et al were considerably more sophisticated chan 
most of what was in print when they were published, and 
were probably noc widely appreciated on that account. 

While che present empha~is on analysis of cell surface 
structures with ancibodies has decreased interest in che use of 
labeled leccins, the laccer can still be used effectively as aids 
in enumeration and scparacion of cell subpopulations. 
Measurements of lectin binding have rypically been used 
with measurements of ocher parameters for chis purpose. For 
example, Nicola ct al ''" used measurements of forward light 
scarcering and of the fluorescence of fluorescein-PWM and 
rhodan1ine-labeled ancineucrophil serum co separate hema
ropoieti c progenitor cells from murine fecal liver, while 
Bauman er al ''" purified murine stem cells and commicced 
progenitors using a combination of wheat germ agglutinin 
and monoclonal antibodies. The anci-H lectin idencifies 
nucleated and non-nucleated erychrocyces1411

; o ther lcccins 
have been described as markers for eosinophils1" 9 , and so on. 

Leccin binding has also been applied co flow cycomecric 
analysis of parasites"'0 1 and co subcellular organelles; 
Guasch, G uerri, and O 'Connor""-2711 have examined leccin 
binding co Golgi fractions from rat liver. Ochers have exam-
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ined changes in lectin binding before and after physiologic 
changes induced in cells, e.g., by cell-cell and cell-cyrokinc 
• • 14.H·C. 
mreraccrons 

Leccin binding paccerns change during immorcaliz.arion 
and neoplast ic transformation of ccll lines' 0 .. and, conversely, 
during induced differenciacion of tumor cells"'"; hererogenc
iry of rumor cells 1'" may reflect different propensities of dif
ferenc cells for metasca~is, which has been shown ro be re
lated to expression of cell surface glycoproccins rhac are 
themselves leccins"30·2 • 

Because lectins are polyvalem, chey have a somewhat 
greater tendency to agglutinate cells chan do antibodies. 
McCoy ec al 744 describe a method for blocking all buc one 
active site of a fluoresceinated lectin co produce a monova
lent label. The extent co which chis technique may be gen
eralized is nor compleccly clear; however, monovalent, 
monomeric derivacives of leccins may be produced by ocher 
chemical means" 33• Some formal chemistry can be done with 
leccins on cell surfaces; sugar compericion assays can be used 
co define binding affinicies" 3• and sices'rn. 

Reagents for anyone interested in future work along 
these lines, in che form of fluorescenr conjugates of a good 
selection of lectins, are available from a number of sources 
(e.g., Molecular Probes and Polysciences) . I haven' t fo und 
recent general review on che use of leccins in flow cyromecry; 
there is a 1987 paper by McCoy1w'. 

Analysis of Total Cellular Carbohydrate Concent 

While leccins bind specifically co particular carbohy
drates, chey cannot effectively be used as reagems for decer
minacion of cocal cellular carbohydrace concent. Instead, 
Duijndam and van Duijn"" employe<! a technique well 
known in classical histochemistry, the periodic acid-Schiff 
reaction, to determine che carbohydrate content of erychro
cytes. Periodic acid oxidation was followed by pararosaniline 
staining, providing a scrong enough fluorescence signal to 

allow measurement by flow cycometry. Dimechylsuberimi

dace fixation was used and yielded low aucofluorescencc and 
only fainc staining of unoxidized cells. This methodology 
should be generally applicable. 

Specific Detection of Cellulose 

Taylor et al"'" have shown chac a cellulase and an isolated 
bacterial cellulose binding domain (CBD) conjugated ro 
fluorescenc dyes can be used for specific dececcion of cellu
lose by flow cycomecry or laser scanning cycomecry. 

A Probe for Cell Surface Aldehydes 

In conjunction wich srndies on the mechanism of lym
phocyte micogenesis by compounds chat produce oxidation 
ac sites in che cell membrane, Roffman and Wilchek!'"' syn
thesized a fluorescein diaminobutyryl hydrazidc char 
could be used for quancicative determination of aldchydcs 
in the membrane. They found, incidencally, char the miro
genic acciviry of different oxidizing agents was nor correlated 
with the degree of aldehyde formation. 
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Probes for Lipids and Cholesrerol 

Nile Red 

Greenspan et al"°'' described Nile red, an oxazone pre
pared from rhc oxazine dye Nile blue, as a fluorescenr srain 
for neutral lipids in cells and cissues. The dye fluoresces 
yellow when dissolved in neutral lipids, and red when in 
more polar lipids, e.g., phospholipids; irs fluorescence is 
quenched in aqueous solution. Nile red can be excited at 
488 nm; fluorescence of the lipid-bound dye is rypically 

measured at abouc 550 nm . Dive et al " ·'" used Fourier trans
form flow cytornetry1

" 0 to detect c:mission spectral changes 
in Nile red in differcntiacing ovarian granulosa cells; the 
fluorescence component related to lipid droplets increased 
with maturation . While che Fourier rransform technique is 
not accessible co most invescigarors, Smyth and Wharron' m, 

examining differentiating adipocyces, found that the ratio of 
gold ro red fluorescc:nce from Nile red also reflects che ac
cumulation of cytoplasmic lipid droplets, and can be used to 
define cells as being differentiated or undifferentiated. 
Brown, Sullivan, and Greenspan'"" reported chat flow cy
comecry of Nile red fluorescence could distinguish macro
phages hearing orange-colored phospholipid inclusions from 

control alveolar macrophages, in which yellow-gold fluores
cence from the neutral lipid droplets predominates. Nile red 
has lardy been used co quanrirare polyhydroxyalkanoic acids 
in bacreria' ' " ·'°. 

Filip in 

Muller er al''" reponed in 1984 rhat the polyene antibi
oric filipin, which was known to form fluorescc:nc complexes 
wirh membrane-associated cholesterol. could be used for 
quancirative flow cycomerric analysis of unescerified choles
rcrol in formaldehyde-fixed cells. Krurh ct al""' used filipin 

sraining to detect and isolate cholesteryl ester-containing 
"foam" cells from atherosclerotic aortas by flow cyromecry. 
I;ilipin is excited in the UV; fluorc:scence is measured be-
1ween 510 and 540 nm. Hassall' " ' used a combination of 
cyanine dye-labeled low-density lipoprorein (LDL) ro meas
ure lipoprotein uptake, N ile Red ro measure: cholesteryl ester 
accumularion, and filipin to study free cholesterol homeosta
sis in a multiparameter analysis of human foam cell-forming 
macrophages. Hassall and Graham"" found that changes in 
filipin fluorescence correlared wich changes in cholesterol 
biosynchesis in chcse cells. 

Lipid Dropler Derection Using Scarcer Signals 

Suzuki et al"'', srudying rriacylglycerol accumulation m 
cytoplasmic lipid droplets in rhe U937 macrophage-derived 
cell line, found chat the excenr of lipid droplet formarion in 
each cell could be assessed in the absence of any staining by 
changes in che inrensiry of 90° light scaner; using the scaner 
measurcmenr might save you a fluorescence channel if you're 
running shorr. 

Probes for Cytoskelecal Organizarion/ Actins 

Wallace er al6 " used rhe fluorescent probe NBD-phallacidin 
for flow cyromerric analysis of changes in c:ytoskelctal or
ganization (in particular, changes in accin conformation) in 
blood neurrophil granulocyres following exposure ro chemo
taccic peptides. This material is available from Molecular 
Probes. Phalloidin hinds ro F-acrin; deoxyribonuclease I 
(DNAse I) binds ro G -actin, and Haugland er al"" have 
shown chac rhc two rypcs of acrin can be analyzed simulta
neously in cells using BODIPY-phalloidin and fluorescein

DNAse I, borh available from Molecular Probes. 

7.10 TIME AS A PARAMETER: KINETIC 
MEASUREMENTS 

Flow cyromerry can be used for quanritacive analyses of 
che degree co which almosr any fluorcscenr suhscance associ
ares with cells, whether chc macerial is bound co rhe cell sur
face or is taken inro the cell; ic is ofren useful co examine che 
processes of binding, upcake, and efflux over rime. 

When che material is taken up over a period of hours, it 
is customary and sensible co examine cell samples ar inrer
vals. When uprake occurs over a period of seconds to min 
utes, rhe speed and chroughpur of flow cytomccry can be 

utilized to besr advantage if a single sample is analyzed con
tinuously, and the rime at which each cell arrived ac che ob
servation poinr is recorded with the values of scaccer, fluores
cence, and ocher more convcncional cyromctric parameters. I 
have alluded co the existence of kinetic measurements on p. 
2, and, on pp. 177-8, mentioned the face chat rhc: more so
phisticated varieties may require nonstandard hardware. 

I will stress here, as I did on p. 2, chat, while kincric 
measurements in flow cyrometry are based upon mcasure
menrs of single cells, rhe remporal panerns obrained repre
sent data from successive cells in the same sample. We meas
ure cell 1 ar rime I, cell 2 at time 2, .. . , cell n ac rime n, and 
make the assumption that cell I, had we been able co bring 
it back inco the flow cyrometer and remeasure it at rime n, 

would have looked more or less the same as cell n did . If chat 
assumprion holds, we can expect a flow cytomecric kineric 
mcasuremenc to provide more or less che same results as 
might be obcained from multiple sequential microphoromec
ric measuremencs of chc same cell. If nor, we will have to 

resort ro a technique such as scanning laser cycomccry, which 
will allow us to observe the same cell repeatedly over time, co 
get the kinetic data we need. 

Measurements of fluorescence versus rime can, as should 
be obvious, be used co analyze chc kinetics of efflux or disso
ciation of fluorescent marerial from cellsw, as well as the 
kinerics of binding and/or uptake. The rime measuremenc 
technique: is also applicable to studies of enzyme kinetics , in 
which development of color or fluorescence in cells as a re
sult of enzyme action on chrornogenic"8 or fluorogeni c suh
scraces is followed over rime, and is essential in analyses of 
ocher rapidly changing functional parameters such as mem
brane poccnrial and cytoplasmic calcium ion conccncrarion. 



The flrsr publication on rime measurement in flow cycome
rry was by Marcin and Swanzendruber; it appeared in 
19801"'. 

hgure 7-21 is a typical display of daca from a cimed 
measurement; it shows changes in cytoplasmic [Ca"] over a 
period of abour 200 seconds following scimulacion of T
lymphoblasroid cells with a mitogenic monoclonal antibody. 
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Figure 7-21. Plot of cytoplasmic [Ca .. ], as indicated by 
indo-1 fluorescence ratio (pp. 47, 403-4), versus time 
in T lymphoblastoid cells following stimulation with 
OKT3 antibody to the T cell receptor. Data were 
provided by Keith Kelley (Miles Research Centeri 

Noce char while most of the cells represented in Figure 7-
21 appear to change their cytoplasmic calcium concentration 
in response to the applied stimulus, there is considerable 
heterogeneity in the degree of response. This pactern is not 
uncommon in kinetic measurements of funcrional parame
ters; data from fluorescent ligand binding to ostensibly ho
mogeneous cell populations usually produces nicer looking 
curves. 

The time measurement implemenced by Martin and 
SwarczendruberJ"' relied on a linear ramp generator co pro
duce a voltage char increased as a linear function of rime; this 
volrage was used in lieu of a derecror signal as an inpur pa
rameter for rhe data analysis system. It is now more common 
co use digical cimers, the ourpucs of which can be read by che 
daca acquisition hardware, for rime measuremencs. Kachel ec 
al"'' and Beumer cc al812 have described digital timing cir
cuicry for colleccing kinetic daca; such circuits, some of 
which make use of the real-time clock incorporated in che 
compucer system81\ are now available in most commercial 
flow cytomctcrs. 

A crude estimate of cells' arrival rimes in systems chat 
lack a rime parameter can be obtained by simply plotting 
events in che order in which they occurred; this makes che 
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erroneous assumption char cells arrive at evenly spaced inter
vals, and Lindmo and Fundingsrud" ' showed that chis was 
very much nor the case (see pp. 144-5). Nonecheless, if your 
inscrumenc hasn't got a time parameter, erroneous assump
tions may be better than norhing at all. Some third-parry 
data acquisition sysrems and add-ons for older insrrumenrs 
add rime mcasuremenc capability. 

Sample Handling for Kinetic Measurements 

When che events being monicored in flow cyromecric ki
necic scudies occur over very shore rime periods, ir is desir
able co be able ro minimize the delay berween the scan of 
sample incubation and che passage of the firsc cells through 
the observation poinc(s) of che flow cyromecer. Sample han
dling systems co permit rapid kinetic analysis by flow cy
rometry have evolved over the yearsm-1-0.dlo.is.u •. A commercial 

version of Kelley's syscem's3\ available from Cycek Devel
opment, provides mixing and temperacure regulation in a 
unit chat mounts close co che nozzle holder for reduced tran
sit rimes, and allows stimuli to be added co a sample wich 
observation of results wichin 1 second. An electronic circuit 
activated at the time of injection genera res a data rime sramp 
for direcc correlation of injection and cellular response. 

Dunne'1_.. emphasized che importance of time window 
analysis, also called fixed-time flow cytometry. in which 
each cell reaches che observation point in a controllable, 
fixed time after a stimulus is added, in studies of rapid cellu
lar responses; chis can be achieved by allowing che cell sam
ple and the solution concaining rhe scimulus to mix in a T 
juncrion upstream from the nozzle; the rime berween stimu
lation and observation is varied by adjusting the pressure and 
the length of cubing berween the mixing junccion and 1he 
observacion poinc. T arnok"'"J describes a relacively simple 
mixing device for time window analysis that he has used co 
study calcium transients in neuronal cells, and to sore cells 
with unusual pacterns of calcium response. The conscanc 
pressure maintained by his mixing arrangement is essential 
for neuronal cells, because they undergo calcium shifcs in 
response co pressure changes char may occur in syringe 
pump-driven mixing apparacus. 

John Nolan, Larry Sklar, and cheir collaboracors at Lm 
Alamos and the University of New Mexico have been in
volved for some years in efforcs co increase both the time 
resolution of kinecic measurements and the sample through
put o f flow cyrometers. They have opcimized nozzle design 
parameters for scream-in-air inscrumencs to stabilize flow in 
the shortest possible time (Graves ct al"1', p. 170), and re
fined mixing apparatus hardware and concrol software to 

reduce the incerval berween mixing and analysis from 300 
ms to 55 ms24601 • They have also developed a dynarr.ic tem
perature regulation unit that provides more accurate main
tenance of sample cemperature than was previously possible, 
and also permits analysis of cellular and chemical responses 
co rapid temperature changes2427 • 

With a view coward improving sample throughput as 
well as refining kinetic measuremencs, Durack er al" '1 devel-
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oped che cechnique of time interval gating to allow dara 
from kineric experimencs involving mulriple samples, each of 
which is measured briefly (i.e. , for a few seconds) ar incervals 
of several minures, to be collecred in a single large lisr mode 
dara file , faciliraring subsequenr analysis of che daca. 

The rechnology of flow injection analysis . a rapid ana
lyrical chemical merhod pioneered by Ru1.icka:w. has been 
applied by him and his colleagues ro cyromecry1" 8·W J6 . Their 
merhodology uses compurer-concrolled sysrems of pumps 
and ,·alves to handle samples, and sofrware to facilitace non
equilibrium analysis. 

Sklar ec al :' ;' ' have also developed systems for high 

throughput flow cytometry; the most advanced" 6' intro
duces 1-3 µL "slugs" of sample, interspersed with air bubbles 
ro reduce sample carryove1, into che cyromecer at a race of 

·r,4 
one sample every 1.3 seconds. The ~oSkeeco · · sampler now 

offered by DakoCytomation appears to be a commercial 
version. 

Time as a Quality Control Paramecer 
Warson~ ' cleverlv extended che earlier observacions of 

cell arrival rimes-'~' co. permit che use of time measurements 

for quality control within individual sample runs. The in
rerval between cell arrival or acquisition rimes is used co de
rive a real-rime measurement of sample flow rate, which is 
displayed againsr rime; in addition, a measured paramerer of 
inceresr (D~A contenc, in rhe case illusrrared in Figure 7-
22) is shown (schematically) vs . time in a two-dimensional 
display. 
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Figure 7-22. Time used as a quality control paramecer 
in DNA content analysis (after Watson811. 

The "lumps" in the middle of the display result from a tem
porary degradation in measurement precision caused by a 

transient disturbance of the flow pattern. Before and after 
the transient, rhe measurement precision is considerably 
better. However, if rhe DNA content distribution were cal
culated for the entire sample, rhe coefficient of variarion 
would be increased by inclusion of rhe relarively small num
ber of cells from which dara were acquired during rhe flow 
disrurbance. By defining a selection window as shown in rhe 
figure , ic is possible ro exclude rhe bad data poincs from rhe 
DNA content disrriburion. In many cases, e.g., when one 
analyzes cells from a very small sample of rumor tissue, being 
able ro "rescue" data in chis fashion may make rhe difference 

between getting and nor gecring enough informarion co 
characrerize a specimen. Even when chere is plenty of sample 
available, however, Watson's technique provides a conven
ient means of assessing rhe quality of measurements. Kusuda 
and Melamed:·:, used rhe chronological order of evenrs in a 

list mode file as a rime paramerer and were able. m some 
cases, ro correct for drift in dara values. 

Slooowww Flooowww 
Conventional flow cytometers use flow velocities of 1-1 0 

m/sec, making it almost impossible ro examine rhe same cell 
twice at time intervals separated by more rhan a few hundred 
µsec . The relatively high flow velocities also resulc in shear 
srress on cells in rhe sample, making the use of flow cyromc· 
cry for studies of cell adhesion suspect . 

Amblard er al;w developed a chamber for flow cyromer

ric analysis over an extended range of scream velocity which , 
with adaptarions ro the electronics , permirred standard 
analysis ac veloci ties as low as 0.01 m/sec in a B-D rACS 
inmumenr. Conjugates formed by the adhesion between 
human B and resting T lymphocytes , disrupted in conven
tional flow cyromerers, could be derecced and precis e!~· 

quantified provided analysis velocity was kept below 0.1 
m/sec. A much longer chamber, operaring ac chis velocity, 
with widely separated measurement stations, could allow 
multiple observations of an individual cell to be made over 
periods of rens to hundreds of seconds; nobody seems to 
have builc one yer. However, slow flow systems are in use for 
such applications as DNA fragment sizing, which will be 
discussed in Chapter 10 . 

7.11 LABELED LIGAND BINDING 

The flow cycomerric analysis of ligand binding ro cell 
surface and intracellular receptors, or to receprors on beads 
or ocher particles, can be approached in several ways , the 
most obvious of which is probably rhe use of labeled ligands. 
To produce labeled ligands, you need to have enough rela
tively pure unlabeled ligand on hand to yield an adequate 
supply of labeled material for your experiments. Acquiring 
the starting material used to be the firsc hard part of the pro
jecr; the second part was verifying char labeling rhe ligand 
didn'c drasrically alter its binding characreriscics. In chis age 
of cloning, a respectable variety of labeled ligands such as 
cyrokines and hormones are available off-rhe-shelf, and you 
probably won ' t have to worry about getting and labeling 



your ligand; if not, chis isn't che place to look for help. This 
is a good place to mention chat antibodies also counc as 
ligands; their binding co cells can be analyzed using exactly 
rhe same techniques. 

The production of labeled ligands, and the flow cy
comecric analysis of ligand binding, have become so com
mon char I have given up crying co keep track of every 
ligand. Any listing or tabulation you see will be incomplete 
by the rime it appears; l've run across several papers on flow 
cyrometry of ligand binding thar didn'r rum up in my licera
ture search on flow cyromecry. As was the case with im
munofluorescence, I'll have to stick co the basics with sdec
rive excursions inro specifics. 

Just as cell surface receptors for ligands ranging from 
small peptide hormones to viruses and bacteria can be dem
onstrated by flow cytometry using fluorescenrly labeled ana
logues, cytosolic and nuclear receptors for ligands such as 
steroid and thyroid hormones may also be demonstrable. 
However, since the ligands themselves are relatively small 
molecules, ic is, in general, more difficulc ro find or synrhe
size analogues wich binding characreristics similar to those of 
rhe natural ligands than co prepare usable fluorescent deriva
tives of larger molecules. In order co demonstrate receptors 
within intact cells, the fluorescent ligand used must obvi
ously have che capability of crossing or being carried across 
the cell membrane, as well as the binding characteristics pre
viously mencioned. The size and specificity constraints on 
analogues make it infeasible co attach more than one fluoro
chrome moiety to each molecule of ligand; since the number 
of intracellular recepcor sices is generally small, one can 
therefore expect only weak fluorescence signals ar best from 
cells stained with the labeled ligand analogue. 

The flow cyromecric licerature in chis area recounts nu
merous attempts ac demonstration and quanricacion of es
trogen receptors in cells. The presence or absence of estro
gen receptors, as determined by radioligand binding analysis 
of biopsy specimens, is of significance in assessing prognosis 
and planning therapy of breast cancer. Fisher et al378 , using 
fluoresceinated escrone ( 17-FE) and fluorescence micros
copy, demonstrated heterogeneous binding patterns of the 
material in tissue samples; Tyrer er al,,., Kure er al3a0, and 
Van ec alJ"' made flow cyromerric measurements using 17-
FE and ocher fluorescent analogues. 

A study by Benz, Wiznirzer, and Lee828, who ucilized bo
vine serum albumin (BSA) as a carrier molecule co which an 
average of 25 estradiol and 4 fluorescein molecules were 
bound, generated a heated exchange of correspondence be
tween Ashcroft.,. and Benz00, which did noc resolve che issue 
of how accurately one can study binding sites for small 
molecules using much larger ones. If you simply wane to 
determine the number of binding sires, anti-receptor anti
bodies may be preferable to labeled ligand analogues as re
agents, bur, if the objective is co measure binding affinities, 
you may be literally and figuratively stuck with labeled 
ligands. On che bright side, Marcheni er al"" found compa
rable results in analyses of glucoconicoid receptors using 
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flow cytomecry with ancirecepror anribodies and fluoresccin 
labeled steroid analogues and classical radioligand binding 
methods. 

Labeling Strategies 

The procedure described by Shechcer cc al"'"', in which 
small peptide hormones such as insulin arc tluorcscemly 
labeled by reaction with fluorescein- or retramechylrhoda
mine-labeled lactalbumin, provides a way of geuing a few 
more fluorescent molecules onto a ligand than can be done 
by direct labeling. This becomes important when the num
ber of binding sires per cell is small; under rhcsc circum
stances, flow cyromecry may allow detection and quancica
tion of amoums of bound ligand coo small co be seen under 
che fluorescence microscope. This degree of sensitivity is also 
associated wirh che technique of video intensification mi
croscopy (VIM)"~·'', which offers the advantage of allowing 
the same cell ro be observed over a period of time. A paper 
by Macinnes et al447 illustrates rhe use of VIM and cell sort
ing in a complementary fashion to study luceinizing hor
mone releasing hormone binding sires on rat piruicary cells. 

When the ligand for which receptors arc ro be demon
scrared is a small molecule, covalent attachment of ligand 
molecules to a fluorescenrly ragged protein, or, alrcrnacively, 
a phycobiliprocein, may yield a material char will srill bind 
specifically to recepcors, thereby enabling arrachmcnc of 
more chan a single fluorochrome moiery to each receptor 
sire. This technique was used by Osband er al"8 to show chat 
a subpopulation of T cells bore H 1 (cimecidine-reaccive) 
hisramine receptors; che reagent employed was a conjugare 
of histamine wirh fluoresceinated albumin. Hallberg er al .. " 
used the same material co demonstrate H , and H , receptors 
on platelets; Muirhead et al849

, however, found only nonspe
cific binding of similar conjugates co lymphocytes. 

Formal Analysis of Ligand Binding 

Bohn mm' was probably the firsr ro appreciate chat flow 
cyromecry could be used for quantitative analyses of fluo
rescent ligand binding to cells that yielded essentially che 
same data as were obtained from conventional radioligand 
binding assays; in some circumstances, bulk fluorimctry 
must be used in addition co flow cyromecry for precise de
rerminarion of the ratio of bound co unbound ligand, but, in 
ocher cases, information can be derived solely from flow 
cyrometric dara. 

T he flow cyrometric method offers a parricular advan
tage over radioisotope techniques in chat rhc binding equi
librium is nor disturbed because there is no need to wash 
away unbound ligand; the speed of the flow cycomecric 
analysis and che elimination of clie necessity ro deal with and 
dispose of radioacrive materials also weigh in its favor. Sklar 
and Finney"0 demonstrated the capabilities of flow cycome
try in an analysis of steady-scare binding of a fluorcsceinaccd 
chemocacric peptide co neutrophils. 

The study of Benz, Wizniner, and Lee"" on estrogen re
ceptors provides good examples of the calculation of binding 
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affinities and rhe construction of che Scatchard and 
Lineweaver-Burk plots commonly used with radioligand 
assays. Orher older examples of quanticative analysis, dealing 
with binding of antibodies co cell surface receptors, were 
published by Uckun et al"" and Krause et al 1

'
0 ; Ziegler er al 

srudied labeled insulin2"-' . In addition, Chacelier and 
Ashcro~'""' proposed an alternate method, isoparametric 
analysis, for determining ligand-binding characteristics. 

More recently, Gordon,-," described a Scarchard analysis 
of concanavalin A binding co lymphocytes, noting that 
cycomeuic plots seemed more precise rhan chose obtained 
using radiolabeled ligands, particularly ar low ligand concen
trations. Macho'' ' ' er al quancified fatty acid binding co cells 
using a BODIPY-labeled dodecanoic acid. Cherukuri er al 20" 

used flow cyrometry, fluorescence spccrroscopy, and cwo
phocon microscopy in an elaborate mechanistic study of 
binding and internalization of fluoresceinated poly-D-lysine 
by murine macrophages. Waller ct al"'" established the fluo
rescence characteristics of six fluorescencly labeled N-formyl 
peptides, which bind co neucrophils, and developed and 
validaced compecitive binding prococols co determine bind
ing conscants of unlabeled ligands. Lauer et af730 performed 
real-time quanticacive flow cytomerric analysis of che inrerac
rion of fluoresceinaccd cholera toxin subunits with gan
glioside receptors inserted into phospholipid membranes 
supported by glass beads. All of che reports just described 
may be helpful co anyone inreresred in doing quantitative 
work with orher ligands. 

Labeled Ligands versus Ami-Receptor Antibodies 

In some cases, there is a choice of labeled ligands avail
able chat will bind co a particular receptor; for example, 
rransfcrrin recepcors can be demonsrraced using eicher fluo
resceinated rransferrin " 1 or a monoclonal antibody such as 
Orrho's OKT9, which reacts with the cransferrin receptor's' 
(CD71). Flow cytometry can, of course, be utilized to escab
lish che fact that two different ligands do react with che same 
or closely spaced sires on cell surfaces. Fingerroth ec a1'1' used 
flow cyromerric analysis co study che binding of fluorescently 
tagged viruses, antibodies, and complement components to 
human B cells, and showed chac che Epstein-Barr virus binds 
co the type 2 complement receptor. 

Ligand Binding Detected by Functional Changes 

When the ligand of inrcrest is not available in sufficienc 
quantity or purity to permit ligand labeling, the only feasible 
way to identify cdls chat have bound and responded to 
ligand is by demonsrrating induced changes in functional 
parameters. This approach was taken by Price et al"', who 
isolared erythroid and myeloid precursor cells from bone 
marrow based upon SCM responses to impure preparations 
of growth stimulatory factors, and by Osband et al's', who 
isolaced H , receptor bearing T cells based on membrane 
pocencial responses co a combination of histamine and an H 1 

recepcor antagonist. For this approach to work, ic is neces
sary to have stable and reproducible flow cytometric meth-

ods for the dececrion of physiologic changes induced by 
ligand binding; while such mechods have improved over rhe 
years, the methods of preparing labeled ligands and the sen
sicivicy of instruments have also improved, making it easier 
co decccc binding per se. However, demonsrracion of func
tional changes remains useful for distinguishing between 
cells thar merely bind ligand and cells chat respond. T ordai 
er al'"'', for example, used binding of labeled ancirecepcor 
ancihodies and induction of calcium fluxes by unlabeled 
thrombin to identify funcrional chrombin recepcors on T
lymphoblascoid cells. 

Fluorescent Ligand Binding: Some Examples 

High-density lipoprotein (HDL) binding was studied 
by Schmicz et al"", using a rhodamine label; rhey compared 
fluorescent and radiolabeled ligand binding and estimated 
the number of binding sires on human lymphocytes, mono
cyres, and granulocytes. Traill et al'"' used "Oil" (dioctade
cyl-indocarbocyaninc) ro label HDL and quantified irs 
binding co lymphocytes; they also 1"°"so studied binding of 
Oil-labeled low-density lipoproccin (LDL). Corsecri et 
al""' labeled LDL with N,N-dipenradecylaminoscyryl
pyridinium iodide, which has very flow fluorescence in 
aqueous solucion and which therefore should yield lower 
fluorescence background in HDL-binding measurements. 

Laborda et al " H and Torres er al"~' examined the binding 

and endocytosis of fluorescently labeled a-fctoprotcin and 
transfcrrin by lymphoid cells. Midoux, Roche, and Mon
signy"'1 studied binding, upcakc, and degradation of fluo
resceinated ncoglycoproteins. Others have used fluorescein 
as a label for the clotting factor VIII"60, for anaphylotoxin 
Cs 1' 61 d (' 1 1 I . h h . 1' 31 Ri h a , an ror ow mo ccu ar wctg t cparm . c er-
son et al"''2 and Sumaroka ec al"63 examined binding of my
cobacterial muramyl dipeptidcs co macrophages , while 
other groups scudied binding of bacteria to platelets"°'' and 
gastrointescinal cells"66• Szabo and Damjanovich""' reported 
che used of a fluorescein -labeled, protein A-rich strain of 

Staphywcoccus as a second-step reagent for immunofluores
cence. 

While some work has been done with fluoresceinated 
preparations of the lipopolysaccharidc (LPS) 1

" "
0 derived 

from various species of Gram-negative bacteria, Triantafilou 
et al''32 used Alexa 488 hydrazide co label the oligosaccharide 
core of the material, avoiding interaction of the label wich 
lipid A, which is the portion of che molecule involved in 
binding. Their labeled preparation can be used ac concencra
rions in che range of chose reported to be present in rhc 
blood of pariencs wich Gram-negative sepsis. 

Indirect staining was used by Gabrilovich ct al ""' to 

quantify binding of rhe HIV gpl20 protein co cells; rhe 
protein was labeled with biotin and subsequencly reacted 
with Texas Red-streptavidin. Indirect staining also provides 
amplification co facilitate detection of small numbers of 
binding sires for growth factors and cytokines. Wognum et 
al used biotinylated ligands followed by phycoeryrhrin
suepravidin co detect recepcors for crythropoietin 116' and for 



inrcrleulcin-6 (IL-6)' " 0
; furrher amplification wich biorin

anti-phycoerythrin antibody increases the signal for erychro
poierin receptor detection :rn. Biotinylaced ligands have also 
b d 'fy c IL 2'"' .1 d IL-4"'0 ecn use ro quann receptors ror - an , 
enabling demonstration of fewer than 100 receptor sites/cell 
in some cases. Lawrence et al"'3 used a fluorescein-labeled 
high-affiniry opioid in studies of the kappa opioid receptor, 
amplifying signals by staining the bound ligand with a phy
cuerythrin-labeled anti-fluorescein anribody. 

Boch diren fluorescenr labeling and biotinylation of 
small molecules may, as mentioned before, result in loss of 
activity and even in rhe labeled ligand acquiring rhe charac
reriscics of an antagonist, as was shown by Helmreich er 
al 'rn', who fluoresceinared glucagon at different sites, and by 
Newman et al '""·', who made biorinylared derivatives of 
parathyroid hormone. Jans ct al'"' used spacers to preserve 
biological activity when preparing biotinylated vasopressin. 
In other cases, even small molecules may be labeled without 
apparent loss of activiry and binding specificiry; active fluo
rescein derivarives of transforming growth factor beta'"'", 
of chemotactic pcptides:oi, and of rhe fibronecrin peptide 
arg-gly-asp-ser" 81 have been prepared, as has an active fluo
rescent NBD-phorbol ester"". Chianelli ec al"0 have used 
fluorescence flow cyromerry wich a labeled antirecepror anti

body in competitive assays co determine whether derivatiza
cion of IL-2 co various nonfluorescem produces affeccs bind
ing. 

Moving from very small ligands co very large ones, I 
should mention rhe use of labeled aggregated human im
munoglobulin in a flow cytomecric assay for circulating 
immune complexes based on compecicive binding to sur
face receptors on Raji cells'"\ and a couple of papers on 
binding of fluorescein-labeled viruses co cells"8' ' '. 

Sin,:e ligand binding is one of the phenomena investi
gated in rhe conrexr of high throughput screening of lead 
(I don't mean Pb!) compounds in drug development, I 
should poim ouc chat a high rhroughpur flow cytometer 
could be gainfully employed in this area. 

7.12 FUNCTIONAL PARAMETERS I 

The discinccion I have made becween scruccural and 
functional parameters is, co some extent, arbitrary; it is, after 
all, rhe function of cells char deccrmines, maintains, and/or 
changes their scruccure. In general, whac I have called struc
tural parameters describe cells' scable morphologic charac
teriscics and rheir contenr of specific chemical conscicuents, 
while the classification of functional parameters has been 
reserved for physical and chemical propercies of cells which 
are defined operationally and/or which change rapidly. Both 
of chcse characceriscics of functional parameters rend ro 
make them more difficult co measure, by flow cytometry or 
otherwise, than are structural parameters. The motivation to 

make such measuremencs is provided by che perccpcions rhac 
functional heterogeneity wichin cell populacions is of bio
logical significance and chac observacions of their functional 
characrcriscics can aid in undemanding and predicting cells' 
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behavior. I'll stare wirh the oucside of the cell here and work 
my way in. 

Cell Surf ace Charge 

Valet er at""·m have esrimared cell surface charge from 
the binding of fluorcsceinated polycacions co che cell sur
face. They believe their flow cyromcuic method can be 
somewhat more informacive chan can the convemional 
measurement of surface charge based upon cel ls' eleccropho
retic mobilities, since flow cyromctric analysis can be done 
using labeled polycacions of different molecular weigh cs and 
scruccures ro define the accessibility, as well as the number, 
of various charged sites on cell surfaces. 

Cell Membrane Characteristics 

Membrane Integrity versus "Viability": 
Dye Exclusion Tests 

I have discussed membrane integrity in conneccion 
wich viral staining on pp. 299-301. Most people who work 
wich cells are familiar with rests of "viability" based on cells' 
capacity to exclude acid dyes such as trypan blue, eosin, 
crythrosin, nigrosin , and primulin and some basic dyes 
such as propidium. The basis of all of chese dye exclusion 
tests is the same; che dyes used are impermeant, and do nor 
normally cross imacr cell membranes. 

A slight variation on che same chcmc is provided by us
ing esters of fluorcsccin or related compounds as che re
agents; fluorcsccin diacetatc (FDA), introduced on pp. 24 -
7, is lipophilic, uncharged, and nonfluorescem , and thus 
readily crosses cell membranes. Once inside cells, FDA is 
hydrolyzed by nonspecific esterases ru produce che fluores
cent fluorescein anion, which is retained (for a fow minutes, 
at lease) by cells with intact membranes and lose by cells wich 
damaged membranes ' " . 

When doing dye exclusion tests, bear in mind rhac 
propidium and cthidium arc not interchangeable. AJ
chough che cwo dyes behave nearly identically as incercalar
ing stains for double-stranded nucleic acid, erhidium will 
encer imacr cells slowly, especially if rhe pH of che medium 
is high, buc is likely to be pumped ouc by an c:fflux pump. 
Propidium, which has one more positive charge, will nor 
encer normally encer imact cells; you should thus use 
propidium, nor erhidium, to tcsc membrane imcgriry. 

In these days of mulcicolor immunofluorescence meas
urements, ir is preferable to have a dye exclusion indie;Hor 
that emics at a longer wavelength chan propidium; Schmid cc 
al 1116 have shown that 7-arnino-actinomycin D (7-AAD) is 
useful for this purpose, and the red-exciced TO-PR0-3, 
which, like propidium, is doubly charged and impermeant 
(pp. 300-1 ), is also useful. In work wich bacrcria using a 
dual-laser inscrumem and adding boch dyes ro samples, 1 
have noced chat cells char rake up propidium rake up TO
PR0-3 and vice versa; I never observed cells char cook up 
only one of the dyes. I have noc had rhe opportunity ro play 
rhe same game wich either propidium or TO-PR0-3 and 
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SITOX Green, which is a current favorite for membrane 
incegriry cescing, especially in bacccriam•, and which I sus
pect has at least chrce posicive charges. 

Bhuyan er al"'·"· and Roper and Drcwinko"w, in papers 
published in 1976, showed independenrly char cells created 
wirh lechal doses of cytotoxic drugs remained "viable" by dye 
exclusion rests for several days, and thar the fracrion of viable 
cells esrimaced by dye exclusion or " Cr release'"' was consid
erably higher chan che fraction of cells rhar retained clono
genicity in culture. As a general rule, cells that let in try
pan blue or propidium are dead, but cells that don't are 
not necessarily viable. 

Despicc rhe limications of dye exclusion rests, rhere have 
been a loc of papers published chac describe various flow 

· d · d 1 · · •. 16'. I• ». 240. l U . ll6·1. JJ~ .41 cycomemc a apcanons an app 1canons . 
As mighr be cxpecred, dye exclusion pro ... ides a somewhat 
more accurate measure of viability when applied ro sirua
rions in which cells are killed by punching holes in their 
membranes, e.g., freezing or immune lysis'·'" . 

Cells chac do have holes in rhe membrane usually admir 
molecules considerably bigger rhan dyes, and thus cend co 
stain nonspecifically with fluorescent amibodies, lecrins, ere. 
If fluorescein is being used co label such ligands, che addicion 
of eryrhrosin or crhidium (or, preferably, propidium) co the 
sample produces scrong fluorescence in the dead cells, allow
. h b d f I 16'. }IJ . .126.1 Kh al·'" mg r em ro c gace ouc o ana yses . aw ec 
worked rhe orher side of this srreer, dececting loss of mem
brane incegricy in cardiac muscle cells by their binding of 
fluorescent spheres coaced with an ancimyosin ancibody. 
Scohr and Yogc-Schadenm used a mixture of Hoechst 33342 
and propidium ro scain DNA in unfixed cells; chis allows 
discriminacion of cells wich intacc (blue fluorescence) and 
damaged (red fluorescence) membranes. Wallen et al showed 
chat chis test, like ocher dye exclusion rests, docs nor give a 
good indication of reproduccive viability"' , reinforcing che 
conclusions ochers reached earlierJI<·'. 

If you rhink about it, you'll probably guess chac it is eas
ier co see a cell lightly srained with eosin or propidium, un
der a fluorescence microscope, rhan ir is co see a cell lighrly 
stained wich trypan blue under a transmitted light micro
scope. This would suggest char dye exclusion rescs done by 
absorption and fluorescence mighc give different resulcs. 
During the development of the Block differential leukocyte 
counter, some comparative studies of rrypan blue and 
erhidium (we didn' t appreciate che difference between 
erhidium and propidium ar the cime) exclusion were done; 
the proportion of damaged cells esrimaced by ethidium fluo
rescence was always higher chan that escimated by crypan 
blue absorpcion. and rhe ratio of the two remained nearly 
consranr from sample to sample (K. F. Mead, unpublished) . 
Orhers"07 have made similar observacions. 

Berglund et al'0" examined the UV-exciccd, blue fluores
cenc sulfonated dye Calcofluor White M2R (CFW), an 
optical brightener closely related co the "LN" used in the 
Block differenrial staining system, as a dye for assessing 
membrane integrity; it works well wirh animal cells bur may 

stain che walls of plant cells even when che membranes are 
intacc. There may be some advantage co using CFW or dyes 
with similar spectral characcerisrics when one is crying to 

measure ocher paramecers by green and orange or red fluo
rescence using 488 nm excitacion. However, as a general 
rule, one can use propidium as a membrane integrity indica
cor even when utilizing orange fluorescence measurements 
for ocher purposes, by adjuscing che propidium conccnrra
cion; if noc, 7-AAD (or TO-PR0-3 if you have a rl'd la.~er 

and a 488 nm laser) will almost cenainly work. 
If, for example, you are trying co mea~ure pyronin Y 

fluorescence in inracc cells, adding propidium ac a concen
tration of 1-2 µg/ml to che sample (chis is less chan I /20 the 
concemracion ac which che dye is commonly used for 
scoichiomerric DNA staining) will produce strong red fluo
rescence in cells wich damaged membranes. If the derecmr 
used for rhe pyronin measurement has a response extending 
to at least 600 nm, the cells with damaged membranes will 
show up off-scale in chis channel; alcernatively, a separate red 
(600-640 nm) deteccor could be used. When using cells 
scained wirh Hoechst 33342. bear in mind chat, if it gees in, 
propidium will strongly quench che Hoechst dye fluores
cence; if you are triggering on the Hoechst dye fluorescence 
signal, you may have co adjust che threshold accordingly. 7-
AAD, in my experience, does noc quench Hoechst dye fluo
rescence to the same extent. 

Even if a cell does let propidium or the ocher "excluded" 
dyes in, you can't be absolutely sure ir's nonviable. Cell 
membranes can be cransienrly permeabilizcd, not only to 
dyes, buc co macromolecules, by physical or chemical means. 
as discussed on pp. 300-301, and then resealed with reten
tion of viabili ty - even reproduccive viability. If you perme
abilize cells in a solution of propidium, reseal chem, and add 
FDA (co a final concenrrarion between 500 ng and l µg/ml, 
from a 0.5-1 mg/ml working solution in DMSO), any cells 
that weren' t permeabilized will show only green cytoplasmic 
fluorescence, any cells chat didn 't reseal or had damaged 
membranes co start with will show only red nuclear fluores
cence, and cells chat were permeabilized and resealed will 
show green cytoplasm and red nuclei (F. Tsang & H . 
Shapiro, unpublished) . Jones and Senft'"" noced rhar air
dried smears could be made from cell suspensions stained 
wich FDA and propidium, allowing the fraction of cells with 
inracc membranes to be determined as long as a week after 
slides are made. 

Two compounds closely related co FDA and originally 
developed for intracellular pH escimacion also offer advan
cages for dye exclusion tescs because the fluorescenr materials 
formed from chem in cells are lose from the cells much more 
slowly than is fluorescein. The compounds arc carboxyfluo
resccin (COF) and 2',7'-bis'(carboxyethyl)-5-(6')
carboxyfluorcsccin (BCECF); chey will be discussed in 
more detail in che seccion on pH measurement . However, 
when it comes co dye-exclusion rests, che real champion 
among fluoresccin-bascd dyes is calccin, introduced into 
cells as che acetoxymethyl (AM) ester; once che ester is 



cleaved, the free dye stays inside cells much longer than che 
mhers (but see pp. 376-7). In general, however, people now 
seem co use nucleic acid dyes in preference co various fluo
rescein derivarives for dye exclusion testing, because the ob
jective is often co eliminate dead cells from immunofluores
cence analysis, and any of the fluorescein derivatives will 
produce enough of a green fluorescence signal co make it 
difficult or impossible to measure immunofluorescence using 
fluorescein, PE, or even PE tandems. 

Detecting "Dead" Cells in Fixed Samples 

Many of the samples now run through flow cytometers 
have been fixed before they are run. Identification of cells 
that had lost membrane integrity before fixation is useful, 
because when a sample is scained with fluorescent antibodies 
ro a cell surface antigen or amigens prior co fixation, anri
bodies will enter cells with damaged membranes, and chose 
cells will cherefore exhibit high levels of nonspecific fluores
cence. Riedy et al 1s16 developed a method for identification 
of membrane-damaged cells using the irreversible binding of 
phoroactivared ethidium monoazidc (EMA). EMA is a 
positively charged molecule containing the nucleic acid
binding fluorophore erhidium; it is excluded by "viable" 
cells with intact membranes and enters cells with damaged 
membranes. When added to a sample prior to fixation, 
EMA can be covalently bound to nucleic acids by photo
chemical crosslinking using visible lighr. When the samples 
are subsequencly washed, stained with antibodies and fixed, 
ethidium is retained only in those cells that had damaged 
membranes prior co fixation; at appropriate levels, the 
ethidium fluorescence is distinguishable from fluorescein 
and phycoerychrin emission. 

These days, there's an easier way to do things. Schmid ct 
al~- 11 found that, if cells were exposed to 4 µg/mL 7-AAD 
before fixation, che dye could be kept in only chose cells that 
had lost membrane integrity prior co fixation by addition of 
4 µg/mL accinomycin D (AD) to subsequent fix, stain and 
wash solutions and buffers. AD is nonfluorescent, bur com
petes with 7-AAD for binding sires on DNA. The 7-
AAD/AD combination was used wich fluorescein- and PE
labeled antibodies and TO-PR0-3 (with added RNAse) to 

permit rwo-color immunophenotyping and DNA content 
determination in cells chat were nor membrane-damaged 
prior to fixation. 

Membrane Fusion and Turnover; Cell Tracking 

It is often desirable to be able to attach permanent or 
relatively permanent fluorescent labels to cell membranes, 
for such purposes as detecting cell aggregation or hybridiza
tion, determining the localization and fate of cells isolated 
from and reinjectcd into an animal, and establishing the rate 
of turnover of various components of the membrane itself. A 
number of fluorescent compounds have been used for such 
membrane labeling. 

Covalent labels such as FITC and XRITC bind to mem
brane proteins; Abernethy ct al 1s•o found that lymphocytes 
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labeled with both dyes and reinjectcd into sheep could be 
followed over periods of days, and that HTC-labeled cdls 
isolated from lymph could be double labeled with XRITC 
and recovered. Capo et al's. ' noted chat there was some non
specific transfer of fluorcscein molecules (abouc I 0,000 
molecules) from FITC-labeled to unlabeled cells in vitro, 
suggesting chat FITC is not rhe stablest of labels . Western 
and Parish"., reported char Hoechst 33342-, BCECF-, and 
calcein-labded cells could be followed for 2-3 days, while 
cells covalently labeled with carboxyfluorescein suc
cinimidyl ester (CFSE) retained label for weeks. 

Another class of labels are incorporated inro the mem
brane lipid bilayer icself. Among the most widely studied are 
derivatives of cyanine dyes, including "DH" (dioccadccyl
indocarbocyaninc) and "DiO" (dioctadccyloxacarbo
cyanine)' )0, both of which can be excited ac 488 nm, with 
DiO cmircing green fluorescence at abouc 500 nm and Dil 
emitting yellow fluorescence at about 565 nm. Huorescein 
and phycoerythrin emission filters are, respectively, well 
suiced for measurement of DiO and Dil. The occadecyl (C ,) 
side chains of chese probes reside in the lipid bilayer; the 
chromophorcs remain at the surface. 

When used to label neuronal cells, which do not divide, 
Di[ and DiO persist in che membrane for monrhs; chey were 
found to remain detectable for more than a week in cultured 
endothelial and smooch muscle cells')". Sc. John"" found 
chat Dil was toxic to embryonic rat neurons, and chat che 
c,2 derivative, which was not, could be used effectively for 
long-term labeling. Ledley ct al 1146 used DiI as a marker rn 
determine localization of transplanted heparocyres and thy
roid follicular cells by flow cyrometry. 

Paul Horan and his colleagues ' ~., .~, inrroduced the PKH 
series of cracking dyes, which includes both radioactively and 
fluorescencly labeled compounds incorporating longer ali 
phatic chains (e.g., C2~) than arc found in Oil and DiO. 
Presumably, these molecules incorporate into the outer layer 
of the lipid membrane bilayer and penetrate into che inner 
layer, providing monger binding and, as a resulc, longer 
persistence. These dyes have been used co study peritoneal 
macrophages 1148·', to discriminate target from effector cells in 
cyrocoxicity assays' s50, to track lymphocytes used in adoptive 
immunotherapy'm, and to label bacteria for studies of 
phagocytosis'm. I know of no comparative study of PKH 
dyes vs. Oil and DiO, buc the PKH dyes demonstrably 
work. 

Cell Proliferation Analyzed Using Tracking Dyes 

As Horan et al pointed ouc"", if a cdl labeled with a 
cracking dye subsequently proliferates, each daughter cell 
will gee approximardy half the label; in the nexc generation, 
each daughter cell will carry one-quarter of the label , and so 
on. Analysis of the labeling intensities of cells grown in vivo 
or in vitro after labeling will, therefore, allow determination 
of the number of division cycles through which each cell has 
progressed since the label was applied . While similar infor
mation can be obtained from bromodeoxyuridine labeling 
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scudies, it is much simpler co obcain using cracking dyes. 
A~hley et al '1" used the yellow-Auorescem dye PKH26 GL 
co follow leukemic cells through several cell divisions; more 
recently, Yamamura ct al '") developed a method for analysis 
of proliferation of stimulated lymphocytes usi ng the same 
dye. Resulrs are shown in Figure 7-23. 
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Figure 7-23. Cell proliferarion indicated by dilution 
of fluorescence of rhe cracking dye PKH26 in mito
gen-stimulated and unstimulated peripheral lympho
cyres after 5 days in culture1555• The data and figures 
were provided by Yasuhiro Yamamura (Ponce (PR} 
School of Medicine}, Abraham Schwarn (Flow Cy
rometry Standards Corp.}, Bruce Bagwell, and Don 
Herbert (Verity Software House). 

The raw hiscograms in the figure were analyzed using a 
variant of the Modfit DNA analysis program from Verity 
Software House, which does nonlinear lease squares firs to 
decompose a histogram imo a sum of distribucions repre
senting successive generations of daughter cells. The model 
can identify as many as ten successive generations of cells. 
This cannot be done using BrUdR or rriciated chymidine; 
the tracking dye technique also has the advantage of being 
usable with live cdls, permitting soning of cells in differem 
generations. The PKH dyes and analysis software are avail
able from Sigma. 

Tracking dyes are parcicularly useful for analysis of re
sponses of lymphocyces co antigens. When mitogens are used 
for lymphocyte stimulation, a majoricy of cells respond. In 
amigen scimulacion, the fraction of responsive cells ranges 
from I or 2 pcrcem, in mixed lymphocyte reactions, co one 
cell in several hundred thousand, which is typical when cdls 

are exposed to viral antigens. In a lymphocyce population, 
there should be a speccrum of affinities for a parcicular anri
gen; cells chat begin proliferating earlier may have diffcrcnr 
characceristics from chose thac begin proliferating later. This 
could be established by sorting of cells wich different labeling 
imensicics following stimularion by antigen, which might 
also provide clones useful for their cellular or humoral speci
ficities. Sorcing experiments along chis line should also be 
able co determine to what extent late proliferative responses 
in anrigen-stimulated ce lls are che rcsulr of recruitment, 
rather than of specific reaction to antigen . 

A look at Figure 7-23, however, shows char chc fluores
cence discribucions calculated by the model fo r successive 
generations of PKH26-labeled cells are rather broad and 
overlap considerably, meaning chat sorting from any particu
lar segmem of chc distribution would be likely to yield a 
mixcure of cells from several generations. Since rhc previous 

edition of this book appeared, carboxyfluorescein suc
cinimidyl ester (CFSE) 2" 9 ~0 has become widely used as a 
cracking dye for analysis of cell proliferation. 

CFSE is, as Dick Haugland poinrs our in the Molecular 
Probes Handhookm2, an inappropriate term co describe the 
succinimidyl ester of 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein diacctate. He 
suggests CFDA SE; the name may noc sell, bur the sab 
receipts from the chemical itself should salve any wounds to 
his pride. CFSE is not properly a membrane label; it, like 
FDA and che esters of carboxyfluorescein and calcein , readily 
crosses cell membranes and enters cells, and is cleaved by 
intracellular escerases to a fluorescent form. Unlike fluo
rescein, carboxyfluoresccin, and calcein, the fluorescent form 
of CFSE carries a reactive succinimidyl group , allowing it co 
bind covalently co amino groups in proceins; this accounts 
for che extremely long-term retention of rhc dye. 

Boch CFSE and the PKH dyes have been reporced to be 
toxic ro cells; chis limits the concentrations at which chc.:y 
can be used to label a first generation, and, since tenrh
generation cells will, on average, be only II I 024 as brighr a.~ 

first generation cells, starting with lower concentrations of 
tracking dyes will usually decrease rhc number of generations 
discernible by flow cytometric measurements. 

The PKH dyes and other long-chain faccy acid deriva
rives are more difficult co load into cells than is CFSE, but it 
is possible to make measuremems of fluorescein- and PE
Cy5-labeled anribodies in cells stained with PKH26, while it 
is impossible to use Auorescein-labeled amibodies and diffi
cult to use PE and some of its tandems in CFSE-stainc<l 
cells. However, as can be seen from a comparison of Figures 
7-23 and 7-24, CFSE clearly outdoes PKH26 in delineating 
generations. It is likely chat if cells were sorted from a narrow 
middle region of one of the peaks shown in the bottom 
panel of Figure 7-24, the sorted population would come 
predominantly from a single generation. 

Tracking dyes have had a substantial impact on studies 
of cellular immunology in recent years, and cheir applica
tions co che scudy of lymphocyte development and acrivarion 
will be discussed further in Chapter I 0 (p. 50 I) . 
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Figure 7-24. Cell proliferation of CD4+ lymphocytes indicated by dilution of fluorescence 
of carboxyfluorescein introduced into cells as the succinimidyl ester of carboxyfluorescein 
diacecace (CFSE). TO-PR0-3 was used to exclude dead cells. The data and figures were pro
vided by Jonni Moore (U. of Pennsylvania) and Don Herbert (Verity Software House). 
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It would be desirable co have a tracking dye chat did nor 
emit fluorescence in che range of major popular antibody 
labels. There is nothing magic about <he chromophores of 
either the PKH dyes or CFSE. The critical components of a 
PKH dye or of DiO, Di[, ere. are rhe long chain alkyl 
groups, which lock rhe compound into rhe lipid bilayer; the 
cyanine dye serves as a label. The chromophore in PKH26 is 
basically Cy3; Molecular Probes offers similar dyes wich c,A 
alkyl groups and red-excited (Cy5-like) or near-infrarcd
excited (Cy7-like) chromophores. 

The key characteristics of a CFSE-l ike dye are permeancy 
and a reactive group (amine-reactive, in the case of CFSE). 
Molecular probes sells a succinimidyl ester of SNARF- I 
carboxylic acid, acetate, this compound, for which I'll accept 
any nickname wich fewer than I 0 letters, can be excited at 
488 nm, bur emits at longer wavelengths than does CFSE. 
Unforrunately, SNARF- I itself was designed as a pH indica
tor; ics emission characteristics change rather more dramati
cally wirh pH than do those of fluorescein, and any changes 
in intracellular pH with cell cycle scage or generation num
ber mighr compromise the use of rhe SNARF- I derivative 
for proliferation scudies. A permeant reactive dye with spec
tral characteristics similar co Cy5.5 or rhodamine 800 (red
exciced, emission >690 nm) would permit use of fluorescein, 
PE and almost all PE tandems for antibody labeling and 
gacing, and could be very useful. 

Membrane Organization and Fluidity/Viscosity 

Lipid Packing Assessed with Merocyanine 540 

Merocyanine 540 (MC540) is a green-exciced, orange
fluorescent dye chat, when it is applied to nerve axons, ex
hihics very small (0.3%) fluorescence changes in response co 
changes in membrane potential·;-. Jc can be excited at 488 
nm, and its fluorescence is detectable through che 575 nm 
filters normally used for phycoerythrin measurement. 
MC540 was found by Yalinsky, Easton, and Reich"'' to stain 
immature and leukemic but not normal leukocytes; the 
staining was independent of membrane potential. The dye 
was subsequently used to photosensitize leukemic'"" and 
malaria-infected"'- cells. 

McEvoy ec al' "A noted char MC540 binds preferentially 
to membranes with loosely packed lipids, and provides a 
flow cyromerric method for assessing lipid organi1..ation in 
individual cells. Analyses of cells stained simultaneously with 
MC540 and l -[4-crimethylammo-niumphenyl]-6 -phenyl
I ,3,5-hexacriene, which gave a signal co normalize for surface 
area, showed that all leukocytes in peripheral blood bound 
equivalent amounts of dye per unit surface area, indicating 
chat lipids of che plasma membranes of all cell types are or
ganized similarly. Lymphocytc::s, monocyres, and neutrophils 
activated by appropriate stimuli all bound increased 
amounts of dye per unit surface area, indicating a change in 
lipid organization to a less-ordered state. 

Bright staining with MC540 is often achieved by UV il
lumination of the cells during staining. Szabo et al : ~i· 

showed char staining of mouse spleen cells was greatly en
hanced by UV illumination before addition of che dye, and 
that UV creatmenr caused an increased permeability coward 
propidium iodide and, lacer, intracellular Auorescein as well 
as increased MC540 staining, although the increase in 
MC540 fluorescence preceded the other effects. They sug
gested char penecracion of MC540 to the more fluid inner 
membrane structures explains the: fluorescence increase. 

Double-staining experiments by Bdloc et al "'", using 
MC540 and Hoechst 33342 on total bone marrow or pe
ripheral blood cells, confirmed chat the MC540-stained 
population included all chc cycling cells, indicating char 
MC540 can be used as a marker for human hemopoietic 
cells. However, Pyan" ·"' et al found more total and commit
ted progenitor cells in the CD.34+MC540 dim population 
than in the CD34+MC540 bright population. 

Around che rime Annexin V'3' 3·• was recognized as de
tecting membrane asymmetry in apoprotic cells, it was re
ported chat MC540 was also effective for that pur
pose2:r.rn:o, staining apoproric cells more brighdy. T he dye 

has been used only sporadically co detecc apopcosis, but ap
pears co be effeccive1m••. Changes in MC540 Auorescence 
occur during platelet activation, and are apparenrly depend
ent on changes in accessibility of phosphacidylserine2 ·" ·' . 

I suspect that at leasc some oxonol dyes may also respond 
co membrane asymmetry; I will have more co say about this 
in che section on membrane potential dyes. 

Membrane Fluidicy and Microviscosity: 
Assessment Using Fluorescence Polarizarion 

The concepts of membrane fluidity and microviscosity 
dace from the early l 970's)9' ' , by which time the Singer
Nicholson fluid mosaic model of the cell membrane·1·''' 
was generally appreciated, if not equally generally accepted. 
While it had become clear char many of t he processes in
volved in the regulation of cell growth, diffcrentiacion, and 
differentiaced function were mediated by receptor proteins 
extending through che cell membrane, it was also evident 
chat the function of chese proteins might be altered by local 
or global changes in the state of rhe lipid bilayer portion of 
the membrane. 

Shinitzky and In bar '?H investigated chis possibili ty using 
measurements of the polarization of fluorescence of a hydro
phobic probe bound co the membrane bilayer co derive an 
estimate of che physical state of membrane lipids. As was 
noted on pp. I I 4 and 283, when fluorescence is excired by 
polarized lighr, both the polarization and che anisotropy of 
fluorescence increase as the morion of chromophores be
comes more restricted, i.e., as the "viscosity" of rhe medium 
increases, or as rhe "fluidity" decreases"'". 

The probe Shinirzky and Inbar used for their measure
ments is l ,6-diphenyl- 1,3,5-hcxatrienc (DPH). T his is an 
uncharged hydrophobic material that is essencially nonfluo
rescent when coerced into aqueous media bur which exhibits 
UV-excited blue fluorescence in nonpolar solvents. When a 
small amount of DPH in tetrahydrofuran (THF) or di-



me(hyl sulfoxide (DMSO) is added co a cell suspension, 
examination of cells under the fluorescence microscope 
shows DPH in most membranous and lipid-containing 
structures, inside the cells as well as in the outer membrane. 
If you look at cells such as peripheral blood lymphocytes, in 
which (here aren't a Im of intracellular membranous struc
tures, you'll get the idea char DPH is only in the outer 
membrane, bu( it ain't so. 

The original measurements of DPH fluorescence polari
zation were done on cuvettes full of cells in a modified spec
rrofluorometer; an instrument specially designed for such 
measurements was lacer manufaccured by Elscim (Haifa, 
Israel). Differences in anisocropy were found between nor
mal and leukemic cells'0' ·2, and between cells before and after 
exposure to mirogens'"' and viruses'04 ·~ . These findings 
stimulated Arndr-J ovin et al co implement anisotropy meas-
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anisotropy during DMSO-induced differentiation of Friend 
leukemia cells. 

Several faccors that affect membrane microviscosicy have 
now been identified. The cholesterol content and the frac
tions of unsaturated and saturated fatty acids in membrane 
lipids exert strong influences; cholesterol depletion decreases 
viscosity while increasing cholesterol content has the oppo
site effect. Increasing the content of unsaturated fatty acids 
decreases microviscositym. Changes in lipid composition 
could explain some of the slower changes in microviscosicy 
observed in connection with interactions of various materials 
with the membrane; however, it is more difficult co explain 
rapid changes in microviscosity on this basis. 

In experiments with phospholipid membrane vesicles, 
Lelkes411 showed that measured microviscosity increases with 
the electrical potential difference across che cell membrane, 
whether the interior of the vesicles is made electrically nega
tive with respect to the exterior (as is the case with cells) or 
vice versa. He suggested that this results from an electrostric
tive effect, i.e., that the high electric field, proportional co 
the uansmembrane potential difference, which exists only 
across the thickness of the membrane bilayer maintains ori
entation of che lipid molecules and char mobility is decreased 
as field strength increases. 

Karnovsky er al41
' have attacked che concept of mem

brane microviscosicy as being coo simplistic; they have 
amassed abundant evidence chat che mobility of lipids differs 
in different domains of che membranes of individual cells. 
One certainly cannoc expect to derive detailed information 
from measurements of the average anisotropy of a few mil
lion cells in a cuvecce. This doesn' t mean that there may not 
be a place for flow cytometric measurements of DPH emis
sion anisotropy in single cells, but nobody seems co have 
found a good use for chem yet. Lacer studies, which have 
looked at fluorescence polarization using DPHm and other 
membrane probes'" ·"" have not provided a major impetus 
for a resurrection in chis area. 

Derails of flow cytometric measurement techniques have 
been given by Fox and Delohery"', and, more recently, by 
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Bock et al'"''" and Collins and Grogan 1"''·'
0

·11 • Collins and 
Grogan'"'' compared bulk fluoromerric and flow cycomecric 
measuremencs and found them equivalent; they also ""' ex
amined a series of n-(9-anthroyloxy) fatty acid probes, where 
n = 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 12, and 16, showing that the anthroyloxy 
moieties of che probes located at a graded series of depths in 
the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane of living HeLa 
cells. For difterent n, the efficiency of quenching with an 
aqueous phase quencher, Cu", decreased with increasing n. 
The probes should therefore be usable for measurements of 
dynamic parameters related co membrane fluidity at differ
ent depths in che plasma membrane. Vincent-Genod er al~''•' 
noted a decrease of 3-, 6-, and 9-(9-anthroyloxy) fluores
cence anisotropy values in lace apopcocic lymphocytes, com
pan:d co viable lymphocytes. 

Seidl ec af~ 1 • devised a method for estimating membrane 
microviscosity chat does not require fluorescence polariza
tion measurements. Pyrene dccanoic acid (PDA), a UV
exciced lipid probe, normally emits at 397 nm; collision be
tween rwo molecules, one in the excited state and one in the 
ground state, forms an excimer chat emirs ac 485 nm. Since 
the rate of excimer formation depends on the race of diffu 
sion of molecules in the membrane, a change in microviscos
icy results in a change of the excimer/monomer fluorescence 

emission ratio. 

Lipid Peroxidacion 
Hedley and Chow' s.;1 described a method for measuring 

lipid peroxidation using cime resolved flow cytomerry. The 
naturally fluorescent faery acid cis-parina.ric acid, which is 
readily consumed in lipid peroxidation reactions, losing ics 
fluorescence, was loaded into cells by exposure co a 5 µM 
concentration for 60 minutes at 37 °C. Fluorescence micros
copy showed diffuse staining of surface and internal mem
branes. A 325 nm HeCd laser was used ro excite parinaric 
acid fluorescence at 405 nm. Addition of the oxidant t-hucyl 
hydroperoxide resulted in a burst of intracellular oxidation , 
demonstrated by simultaneously loading che cells with <li
chlorofluorescein, and in loss of parinaric acid fluorescence 
over time; this was followed by cell death , indicated by de
creased forward light scatter and propidium uptake. Pre
treatment of the cells with the antioxidanr alpha-cocopherol 
(200 µM) reduced che race of loss of parinaric acid fluores
cence and ddayed the onsec of cell death . Simultaneous bio
chemical analysis of the lipid peroxidation breakdown prod
uce malondialdehyde revealed a close temporal correlation 
with loss of parinaric acid fluorescence, with and without 
alpha-cocopherol treatment, suggesting char (he flow cy
cometric assay for lipid peroxidacion is comparable co scan
dard methods. 

The problem with parinaric acid is chat, while it is very 
well excited by a 325 nm He-Cd laser, it is very poorly cx
ciced ac 350 nm and above, meaning char you will get almost 
no signal out of the probe even if you use a big argon or 
krypton laser for UV excitation. Thar didn't stop somebody 
I knew from publishing some essentially meaningless figures 
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in which rhe disrributions (mostly of noise) just happened ro 
shift around in rhc righr d irections to support his hyporhesis 
- and in a good single-name journal, too. As I have said be
fore , bad flow happens to good journals. 

If you only have a 488 nm laser, you can measure lipid 
peroxidati on using a fluorescence emission racio from hexa
decanoyl-BODIPY-FL"u, or by measuring decreasing fluo
rescence from 5-dodecanoylfluorescein'" .. ' or fluoresceinated 
phospharidylerhanolamine""··". 

Membrane Permeability to Dyes and Drugs: 
The Drug Efflux Pump(s) Revisited 

Differences in the remporal parrern of uptake and recen
cion of Hoechst 33342 were used in che lace 1970's for 
studies of lymphocyte accivation1•s-irnrn.'; chis led co the 

demonstration in 1981 by Lalande, Ling, and Miller char 
dye rerencion was determined by the operation of what is 
now recognized as the P-glycoprotein (Pgp) drug efflux 
pump. This subject has already been discussed briefly on p. 
309; we will return co it presently. 

Flow cytomeuy of the kinetics of incracellular accumula
tion of fluorescent drugs , e.g., anthracyclines such as 
doxorubicin (daunomycin) and adriamycin3'"3·• .. , and drug 
analogues, such as fluoresceinated derivatives of meth
ocrexate 1'' '", can obviously be useful in pharmacology, e.g., 
for determination of mechanisms of drug resistance. The 
merhocrexate analogues, in particular, have been valuable in 
studies of gene ampliflcacion·" ... Krishan , who has done ex
tensive scud ies of anthracycline upcake and retencion pat
ccrns in rumor cells and of their percurbacion by phenothiaz
ines and calcium channel blockersm.••5·', has reviewed the 
general area of flow cytomecric analysis of drugs and drug 
analogues on several occasions over the years""""'·10• 

The cationic dye rhodamine 123 had been shown by 
Lan Bo Chen and his colleagues in l 980 co srain mitochon
dria""; ic was established in 1981 chac the retention of che 
dye in mitochondria after washing was dependent on the 
existence of an interior-negative mitochondrial membrane 
potential'~0 • By chis time, ic had already been noced char 
lymphocyre stimulation was accompanied by increased rho
<lamine 123 staining'"'_ From 1981ro1985, rhodamine 123 
rerencion was thought to depend primarily on membrane 
potential. In 1985, Sonka er al' w. found rhar in cells of an 
anchracycline-resisranc rumor line, which was known co have 
an active efflux pump, rhodamine 123 rerencion was low. 
Substances such as vcrapamil, which were known to increase 
the sensitivity of anchracycline-rcsistant cells, inhibiting the 
pump, also shifced the cells from low to high rhodarnine 123 
reten rion. Tapiero er al 1 ~6' reported similar findings in 1986. 

At about rhe same rime, Berconcello, Hodgson, and 
Bradlcy"6" and, slightly lacer, Mulder and Visser"6"' observed 
char bone marrow stem cells exhibited low rhodarnine 123 
retenrion . This characteristic remains useful for isolation of 
cells wirh marrow repopulating acriviry; ir is now known ro 
be due co rhc operation of an efflux pump, although it was 
originally attribured ro decreased mitochondrial respiration . 

Since che mid-l 980's, various authors have described 
methods for demonstrating multidrug resistance, i.e., the 
presence and activity of the drug efflux pump, in rumor 
cells, based on uptake and or recencion of Hoechsr 33342' ' .. 0 , 

anthracyclines11 " ··' · •l 76 , rhodamine 123 '571· " " , cyanine dyes"" , 
and antibodies against P-glycoprotein 'm·•. 'P''. The pump has 
also been demonstrated in human peripheral lymphoid cells 
(Band NK, but not most T cells)"'8 , crypanosomes""'·A0 , and 
some bacteria11" 1·' . Kessel et al"", in an arcicle well worth 
reading, demonstrared efflux from drug resiscant cells of 
Hoechsr 33342, rhodamine 123, and several cyanine dyes 
commonly used as membrane porencial probes, and cau
rioned against drawing chc conclusion char changes in rho
damine and cyanine dye fluorescence in cells are due ro 
membrane pocencial changes. Oxonol dye probes of mem
brane porencial, which are anionic and which apparently do 
nor enter cells in large amounts, are largely unaffected by the 
operation of the pump. I will return to chis issue in the dis
cussion of membrane potential probes. 

Assaraf and orhers11s'·1 further characterized mechorrexare 
(MTX) resistance mechanisms, demonstrating char fluo
rescein-M"IX is not transported by rhe carrier responsible for 
MD< uptake, bur enters cells by passive diffusion . The la
beled compound, however, remains useful for demonstration 
of increased intracellular dihydrofolate reduccase, which 
causes one type of resistance to MTX. A second type appears 
to be due co decreased transport of MTX analogues inco 
cells. 

Fluorescenc probes for specific transporters have been 
developed; Wiley et al "86 described a fluorescein-labeled 
probe for the nucleoside transporter, while Knaus et al""'' 
made BODIPY-labeled probes which bind to calcium chan
nels. Using a somewhat less specific probe, the blue-violet
excired, green fluorescent anionic dye lucifer yellow, loaded 
inco cells by electroporacion , Dinchuk et al 11• • showed chat 
an anion transport mechanism was responsible for efflux of 
the dye from lymphocyres. Aller er aim' and Natarajan and 
Srienc271n , respectively, used NBD-glucose to study glucose 
uptake kinetics in rac brain cells and E coli. 

Dordal et at27' ' used a chree-comparrmenc mathematical 
model and kinetic measuremcnrs to assess the pharmacoki
necics of doxorubicin. 

We now know char rhere are multiple pumps char can 
mediace efflux of drugs and dyes from cells'c•A·10 • In addition 
to P-glycoprorein, rhere are (ar least) multidrug resistance 
protein (MRP)2'55· ' , breast cancer resistance protein 
(BCRP)"'", and lung resistance protein (LRP) ' 70 , and 
some rumors and cell lines contain more than one acrive 
pump. Whole-cell studies of one pump in such cells there
fore require eirher rhe use of a substrate char is processed by 
only that pump or che use of a seleccivc inhibiror(s} for the 
pump(s) not under study. 

P-glycoprotein rransporrs Hoechsr 33342, rhodamine 
123, and doxorubicin, among other compounds, and many 
acetoxymethyl (AM) esters, including indo- l AM and fluo-3 
AM , both used for cytoplasmic calcium measurements, and 



calcein AM, used in tests of membrane integrity (pp. 370-
1). If you are using these probes, it is advisable to determine 
whether or not the cells you are studying contain pumps 
that might interfere with your experiment. P-glycoprotein is 
inhibited by cyclosporin A, which competes with substrate 
molecules for binding sires, by the calcium channel blocker 
verapamil, which does nor, by phenothiazines such as 
trifluoperazine and prochlorperazine, and, for those wirh a 
ca.see for political controversy, by RU 486. 

MRP is a particularly effeccive transporter of glutachione 
5-conjugates of drugs; ic also effiuxes both calccin AM and 
free calcein, and carboxy-2',7'-dichlorofluorescein2'l", bur 
noc BCECF-AM2~ 17 . MRP is inhibited by indomethacin, 
MK571, and probcnccid. Mitoxantronc was found by 
Minderman er al271 ' co be che only material chat served as a 
subscrace for BCRP in all of che cell lines chey rested; fumi
cremorgin C inhibited mitoxantrone efflux by BCRP. 

It is advisable to use antibodies2' 11·2719 , particularly anti
bodies that do not interfere wich pump activity, as well as 
substrates to detect and quanticace protein pumps. Chen and 
Simon'°""' transfecced cells wich a Pgp-GFP fusion protein, 
allowing simulcaneous quancicacion of cells' content of pro
tein and subscrace, and showed char che degree of efflux de
pended only on the quantity of Pgp present in cells; Wang et 
al ""' have standardized a flow cyrometric assay for identifica
tion and evaluation of Pgp inhibitors. 

There is a great deal more biochemical diversity among 
che prokaryotes chan among the mammals, and we know 
chat bacteria have a broader range of pumps than we do, and 
use some them co resist che actions of antibiocics. This is 

probably a good place to point ouc that all membranes are 
noc created equal; the outer membrane of Gram-negative 
bacteria is, under normal conditions, impermeable to many 
lipophilic materials, such as cyanine dyes, which readily and 
rapidly enter almost all other types of cells, although it can 
be permeabilized, e.g., with EDTA. 1 have used chis property 
as rhe basis of a "flow cyrometric Gram stain" which will be 

discussed in Chapter 1 O; Molecular Probes advertises secs of 
nucleic acid dyes for the same purpose. 

Endocytosis of Macromolecules and Parricles 

Fluorcscenrly tagged macromoleculesJGrn, plastic mi
croparciclesJ"·\ and bacceria.174) have been used to study en

docytosis and phagocytosis. Murphy et al"'" and Bass0e et 
aln have examined pH changes in rhe environment of endo
cyrosed material, utilizing che pH-dependence of fluorescein 
fluorescence'0 ' '. A refinement in this technique was intro
duced by Murphy et aim'; cells are incubated wich a mixture 
of fluorescein- and rhodamine B-labeled ligands, and excited 
at 488 nm, and the ratio of fluorescein and rhodamine fluo
rescence is calculated. 

The emission intensity of fluorescein, when the dye is 
excited at 488 nm, decreases wich decreasing pH over che 
range 8-4. The spectrum of rhodamine B does not change 
appreciably with pH over chis range. The ratio of fluores
cence signals from the two labels can thus be used co provide 
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a measure of the ambient pH char does noc vary wich varia
tions in rhc coral amount of material in different cells. Addi
tional material relating co this technique will appear in rhc 
later section on pH measurements. 

A!; one would expect, work on flow cycomccric meas
urement of endocycosis has concentrated heavily on analysis 
of blood mononuclear and polymorphonuclcar phagocyric 
cells. Terstappen et al815 developed a flow cyromerric assay 
for circulating immune complexes in serum based upon 
phagocycosis of the complexes by granulocytes from healthy 
donors and subsequent immunofluorescent dececcion of 
incracellular complexes. Davis er al826 have used fluorescein
labeled dexcran co study fluid pinocycosis induced in poly
morphonuclear cells by chemotactic peptides. 

When microparticles, rather than macromolecules, arc 
used co demonsrratc endocycosis, ir is possible ro precisely 
specify borh the size and spectral characteristics of rhc indi
caror used, and, if one cares, to obtain histograms of rhe 
numbers of particles taken up by cells, provided che particles 
are relatively bright and uniform. The particles chemsclves 
may also be coated wich specific ligands. To permit simulta
neous immunofluorescence analysis using fluoresccin anti
bodies and measurement of phagocytosis, Rolland et al"
employed 0.3 µm plastic particles labeled wich echidium as 
targets; the red fluorescence of the particles could readily be 
discriminated from fluoresccin fluorescence. 

Newer phagocyrosis assays have added cxrra tricks. Using 
cwo-color analysis, orange- or red-labeled bacteria, and 
2,7-dicblorofluorcscin diacctatc (DCFH-DA), an indica
tor of oxidative metabolism which will be further discussed 
shortly, ic is possible co determine both phagocycosis and the 
subsequent occurrence of the respiratory bursc ' ~')i) ' ; approxi
mately the same trick can be done using green-labeled bacte
ria and hydroethidine, a derivacive of ethidium that is oxi
dized ro the red fluorescent form during the respirarory 
bursc"02. Phagocycosis can also be assayed, with somewhat 
less cercainry. wirh DCFH-DA and unlabeled bacteria, using 
che occurrence of rhe burst as an indicaror of phagocyco
sis11'''. Phagocytosis of immunoglobulin-coaced sheep eryth
rocytes and respiratory burst can be assayed using che fluo
rescent product of DCFH-DA for the latter and changes in 
scarcer signals for the former119•. 

Differentiating between green-labeled phagocycic targets 
attached to the cell surface or in solution and chose that have 
actually been ingested can be accomplished by adding trypan 
blue1101 or crystal violec""" co che sample. A somewhat more 
informative technique allows neucrophils to phagocyrosc 
fluorescein-labeled, heat-killed yeast cells, after which 
erhidium bromide is added co the solution . Ingested yeasc 
cells are green; chose atcached co che cell surface are red ',.-. 
Similar discinccions can be made by allowing cells co ingest 
opsonized green fluorescent beads and then adding red fluo 
rescent ancibodies co stain the externally bound, but nor the 
ingested beads"''"; chis requires locs of fluorescence compen
sation. and would probably work better with red beads and 
green antibodies. If all you wane co measure is the ingested 
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labeled bacceria, a commercial lysing reagenr can be used co 
get rid of che rcsc' ''''' . 

Ma et al ""'" used crystal violec co quench fluorescence 
from antibody in solution, which allowed chem to demon

strate internalization of fluorescein-conjugated IgG from 
normal scrum or serum containing anci-ribonucleoprotein 
by normal lymphocytes. The results showed that 54% of 
normal lymphocyrcs were penetrated by anti-RNP ancibody 
and 23% by normal lgG, respectively. Suzuki cc al"Ml ' em
ployed Dil as a label to srudy endocycosis of lipid micro
sphercs. Haynes et al' ""' studied intracellular digestion of 

cndocytosed albumin hy labeling chc procein so heavily wich 
rhodamine thar the fluorescence of the dye was largely 
quenched; as prorein was hydrolyzed within phagocytic 
vacuoles, small rhodamine-labcled fragmenrs were released 
inro solurion, and became more fluorescent. 

Wang Yang et al' ''0 ' used pulse widch and area measure

menrs to analyze capping and endocyrosis of fluorcscein
immunoglobulin by mouse B cells; fluorescence decreased 
when the material entered acidic subcellular compartments. 
Chanh and Alderete""'' , however, observed decreases in fluo
rescence incensicy associared wich capping icself. 

Bass0e cc al ' .,., have recendy described the use of multiple 

probes, flow cyrnmetry, and confocal microscopy to dissect 

the phagocycic process in neucrophils; they were able to 

demonsrracc formation of reacrivc oxygen species (ROS) 
(pp. 379-80) in phagosomes. 

Moving away from rhe mammals, flow cytometry and 

mathematical modeling have been applied co analysis of 
feeding by the ciliated protowan Tetrahymena pyrifonnis"'''-: . 
Flow cyromeuic analysis of the distribution of various types 
of microplankmn before and after exposure to larger organ
isms has also been used co determine the dietary habits of 
che laner"'". Nacure is red in cilium and pseudopod .. . and if 
H isn 't , we can stain it so it is. 

Enzyme Accivicy 

Enz.ymc activity in single cells can be demonstrated and 
quancified by flow cytometry following incubation of che 
cells with chromogenic or fluorogcnic substrates-'58, which, 
rcspecrively, yield colored and fluorescent products. Some 
produces normally detected by their absorption are fluores
cent, so rhc distinction between chromogenic and fluoro
genic submares can be blurry. The colored reaction products 
of chromogenic substrates are detccrcd by scatter and ab
sorption or extinction measurements ; forward and side scat
ter as measured in conventional fluorescence flow cyrometcrs 
are generally usable for chis cype of analysis. We have already 
cncounrered fluorogenic substrates in the contexts of mem
brane incegriry determination (fluorescein diacccate, etc.) 
and signal amplification (p . 344). 

Bayer's instruments for differential leukocyte counting 
(developed by Technicon, which was acquired by Bayer) 
measure peroxidase accivi ty by scan er and absorption co 
discriminate among lymphocytes, monocyres, neuuophils, 
and eosinophils" ". These systems have also been adapted to 

srudy staining k.inetics34" and, using immunoenzyme stain ing 
methods, to analyze T cell subsets in peripheral blood-:'' ''"_ 

Ross et al'""' described a pararosaniline method for escerasc 
staining and a naphchyl phosphace method for alkaline 
phosphatase staining, allowing the Technicon H - 1 to be 
used for those relative!}' common cytochemical analyses. 
Kaplow, who collaborared in this work, had earlier used 
chromogenic substrates with the Bio/Physics Cycograf, 
which measured scattering and extinction of 633 nm laser 
light, co demonstrate estcrasc, peroxidase, and phosphatase 
activities in blood cells"''<"'. 

Dolbeare and Smith '1" discussed a number of fluoro
gcnic substrates that can be used co demonstrate che accivicy 
of enz.ymes in , and in some cases on, cells; many such mate
rials are available commercially. The majority of fluorogenic 
subsrrates are derivatives of fluorcsccin, of coumarins such 
as 4-methylumbclliferonc (4-MU) , or of a-naphtha!. 
Substraces derived from fluorescein, as would be expected, 
yield blue-excited, green fluorescent products, while cou
marin and cx-naphchol -bascd substrates, the larrer more ofrrn 
employed as chromogens rather than fluorogens. form prod
uces that require UV or violet excitation and emit in the blue 
and green regions of the spectrum. Derivatives of rcsorufin, 
which form green- co yellow-excited, orange-red fluorescent 

products, can be used to demonstrate esrcrases and oxidative 
enzymes. The excitation maximum of resorufin, however, is 
at about 570 nm, necessitating che use of a krypton laser at 
568 nm, a dye laser, or, possibly, the 577 nm line of a mer
cury arc lamp for excitation. 

Dolbeare and Vanderlaan·""' and Smith and Dean"" have 

described fluorogenic reagents based upon ocher UV-excited. 
blue fluorescent and blue- excited, green fluorescent materi
als for flow cytometric demonstration of peptidases and acid 
phosphatases. Huorogenic substrates suitable for use with 
red excitation are uncommon; Lee, Berry, and Chen '"' 0 de
scribed one candidate, vita blue, which could be derivatized 
for use as both an cscerase subscrace and a pH indicator, bur 
the dye hasn' t made ic to che majors yet, as far as I know. 

If cells are incubated with cwo (or more) fluorogenic 
substraces that yield products with different speccral charac
teristics, it is possible to demonstrate and monitor several 
enzymes in cells using multiparameter flow cymmetric analy
sis"'"-. Since the amount of detectable reaccion producr in a 

cell at any given time depends on many faccors, including 
the rate of accumulation of substrare in the cell, the rare of 
entry of substrate co che cellular compartment containing 
enqme, the rate of enzymatic reaccion, and the race of efflux 
of reaction produce from che cell, ir is nor surprising chat 
cellular fluorescence values, especially for different cell rypes, 
do not always correlate with enzyme activicies8" . 

Dick Haugland reviewed fluorogenic subscrarcs an<l cheir 
uses in an 8-page article in 1995''"' ; since his currenr (2002) 
edi tion of che Molecular Probes Handbook2·' H devotes )6 

pages to the subject and probably has at least 8 pages of ref~ 
erences, you probably don't need to look for the article. 
Boch article and handbook emphasize the desirabili cy of 



crapping che fluorescent produce in or on cells for flow cy
comecry and ocher assays done on cell suspensions. 

Indicators of Oxidative Metabolism I: Tetrazolium 
Dye Reduction 

Blairec al"10 used forward and side scarcer measuremenrs 
co demonstrate che devdopmenr of oxidacive enzyme activity 
in HL-60 human promydocytic leukemia cells scimulaced ro 
granulocyric differenriacion by dimethyl sulfoxide. The re
agent employed was nitroblue cetrazolium (NBn 161 , 

widely used in histo- and cytochemistry for demonscrarion 
of oxidative enzymes. NBT, which is colorless, is reduced 
co a diformazan chat forms an amorphous blue-black pre
cipirnce. NBT reduction is used as an indicator of che func
tion of mature granulocyrcs and co determine whether mor
phologically immature cells belong ro che myeloid series. 

Blair et al found chat rhe forward scarcer signal was de
creased, and the orthogonal light scarcer signal was increased, 
in cells char reduced NBT. This work was noceworchy be
cause ir called acrenrion ro a general method for demonsuar
ing color reactions in cells (or ac lease those which yield 
products wich very high exrinccion) chat requires neirher 
absorprion nor extinction measuremenrs, and rhus could be 
used with most flow cycomecers. 

Huer er al' r''' used side scarcer signals for flow cycomecric 
analysis of 3-( 4,5-dimethylchiazolyl-2-yl)-2,5-diphcnyl
tetrazolium bromide (MTT) reduction; che color reaction 
produced when MIT is reduced is commonly used as a vi
ability indicacor in cell cultures. Facrorossi ec al"'' 1 devised an 
alternate method for measurement of cetrazolium dye reduc
tion by ncutrophils; the cells were labeled with fluorescein
con A, che fluorescence of which was quenched by che for
mazan producr of NBT reduction. Van Noorden, Dolbeare, 
and Acen1613 proposed a more general merhod for dececcion 
of enzymatic reactions yielding colored formazan produces; 
che formazan quenches glucaraldehyde-induced "aucofluo
rescence" in cells. 

Fluorescent cecrazolium dyes were investigated by 
Severin and Scellmach.,,.1, who measured oxidative activity 
of living cells using cyanoditolyl tetrazolium chloride 
(CTC) , which is reduced co a water-insoluble fluorescent 
formazan char has an excitation maximum ac 450 nm and 
emirs in the range from 580 co 660 nm. CTC generates 

d h NBT,6" H d S . 1 6 1~ d . more pro ucc r an ; uang an everm use n 
with lactate, fumarace, and other metabolic intermediates co 
characterize the acriviries of six different dehydrogenases in 
Ehrlich ascices cells, and it ha~ become fairly popular for 
studies of bacteria 22" . 

indicators of Oxidative Metabolism II: 2,7-Dichloro
nuorescin Diacetate (DCFH-DA), etc. 

Bass ec aJ3' '2 used another fluorogenic material co demon
strate oxidative metabolism of blood granulocyres. 2,7-
dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacctatc, also known as di
chlorofluorcscin diacetate (DCFH-DA or HPCFDA), 
like FDA, is uncharged, nonfluorescenc, and lipid soluble, 
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and readily penetrates cells. Nonspecific intracellular e~

cerases transform che ester inro a nonfluorescenr inrermedi
ace, DCFH. In che presence of peroxidase, and of H ,0 , 
formed during che respiratory burst in activated granulo
cytes, DCFH is converted to the fluorescent 2,7-dichloro
fluorescein (DCF). Duque and Ward"" described che use of 
DCFH-DA and orher dyes for quancicarive assessment of 
neucrophil function. Cells are loaded wich 5 µM DCrH-DA 
for 15 minures at 37 °C, after which gace<l fluorescence 
analysis of rhe neutrophil population, identified by forward 
and side scattering characteristics, is done over cimc follow
ing adminiscracion of a stimulus such as a phorbol esrer. Like 
fluorescein, DCF does leak our of cells; Molecular Probes 
offers carboxy-H1DCFDA2' 6\ which responds co rhc respi
ratory hursr by forming carboxydichlorofluorcscein (car
boxy-DCF), which is berrer retained by ceUs than is DCF"". 

DCFH-DA ha~ been used in combination with various 
particles for combined analyses of phagocyrosis and respira
tory burst in neucrophils11"°.1.1593·•. The presence of peroxidase 
in neucrophils is evidencly important for che development of 
che fluorescent product; monocyces, which have much less 
peroxidase, don't become as brighcly fluorescent a~ neucro
phils, even when H 20 2 is added1616 • 

Maresh and Monnat1618 , studying cells derived from myc
loid leukemias, nore che existence of a DCFH-DA oxidative 
pathway stimulated by fluoride, which appears d istinct from 
that involved in che respiratory burst, and wonder whether a 
similar pathway in normal cells might confound some results 
obtained wich chis reagent. 

Indicators of Oxidative Metabolism Ill: 
Hydroethidine (Dihydroethidium) 

Dihydroethidium is probably more widely known un
der che name hydroethidinc (HE), which is a trademark of 
Prescocr Laboratories. le is the produce of reduction of 
erhidium by sodium borohydride; described in I 984 hy Gal
lop et al"J. The UV-excired, blue fluoresccnr HE. unlike 
ethidium, readily enters live cells, in which ic may be oxi
dized co ethidium, which chen exhibits irs characccriscic 
blue- or green-excited red fluorescence, enhanced by binding 
co double-stranded nucleic acids. HE has been used as an 
indicator of viabilicy1619; when ic is added ar low concentra
tions, lircle echidium accumulates in che nuclei of dead cells. 
while chose of live cells become red fluorescent. HE has also 
been used as an indicator of che neucrophil respiratory 
burst1191; while DCFH-DA responds primarily ro hydrogen 
peroxide generation, HE is more affected by superoxide, 
and che cwo dyes, used separately, allow discriminarion of 
these cwo types of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 1010.: . 

Indicators of Oxidative Metabolism IV: 
Dihydrorhodamine 123 

In 1988, Rorhe, Oser, and Valec1621 incroduced dihy
drorhodaminc 123, which is oxidized to the green fluores
cent cationic dye rhodamine 123, ro dececc rhe respiratory 
bum in neucrophils. According to Henderson and Chap-
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pell'"'·', rhodamine 123 fluorescence is produced only in cells 
containing peroxidase, meaning rhac the dye is relarivdy 
insensicive ro superoxide production. Dihydrorhodamine is 
said co provide brighcer signals than DCFH-DA. 

Indicators of Oxidative Metabolism V: 
Dereccion of Hypoxic Cells 

Some of us, e.g .. radiobiologisrs and radiotherapisrs, are 
inreresced in finding cells rhar aren'c geccing and/or using 
rhcir share of oxygen. Hypoxic cells in rransplanred rumors 
and tumor cell spheroids had been disringuished by rheir 
paccern of uprakc of Hoechst 33342 "'"~', buc accempcs were 
lacer made co develop more specific markers. Hodgkiss er 
al "''-·' prepared 2-nitroimidazole derivacives with coumarin 
and indolizine chromophores char appeared useful for hy
poxic cell derection. A more recent reporc'""" utilized 2-
nirroimidazok bound co rheophylline (NITP). Under hy
poxic conditions, this molecule is bioreducrivdy bound ro 
cellular macromolecules; ir is rhen detected using anci
rheophylline anribodics . 

Dececcion of Caspase Activicy 

Caspases (cysceine-asparric acid specific proteases) are 
activated by cell deach inducing stimuli, and several reagents 
have been described for detection of caspase activity in apop-

. II Ph'Ph'L • fl · b '"'\. 1 tone ce s. 1 1 wt uorogemc caspase su strares 
wich eirher green or yellow emission, excirable ar 488 nm, 
are available from Oncolmmunin. Molecular Probes offers 
UV-excired, blue fluorescent (aminomerhylcoumarin-based) 
and blue-green excired, green fluorescent (rhodamine 110-
based) subscratcs for caspase-8, which is activated early in 
apoprosis, and caspase-3, which is acrivated larerm1• Caspascs 
can aJso be detected using fluorescent inhibitors. Benzy
loxycarbonyl-valinealanine-aspartic acid-fluoromethyl 
ketone (zVAD-FMK) is a potent broad-spectrum inhibitor 
of caspases char binds irreversibly (covalently) to rhe enzyme 
active site and can block apoptosis. Serologicals Corpora
tion offers a line of caspase inhibitors (originaJly lntergen's) 
usable for cyromecry'"'". FAM-VAD-FMK is a carboxyfluo
rescein (l;AM) derivative of zVAD-FMK, and blocks apop
tosis' ''"' : there are also FAM-labeled inhibitors selective ro 
various degrees for individual caspases, including caspase-3 
and caspase-8 , and yellow fluorescent sulforhodamine B
labeled (SR) derivatives of z V AD-FMK and of a caspase-3 
inhibicor. lmmunochemiscry Technologies is an alternate 
source. Since pockets of caspase activity may be localized 
within cells, ic may be advantageous co use scanning rather 
than flow cyrometry for studies of caspases in apoprosism"". 

Ocher Enzymes 

Cathepsin L acriviry"'" ... can be measured flow cytomec
ricall)' in single viable cells by the intracellular cleavage of 
non-fluorescent (Z-Phe-Arg)2-rhodamine 110 co the green 
fluorescenr monoamide Z-Phe-Arg-rhodamine 110 and rho
damine 110. (Z-Phe-Arg)2-Rl 10 and (Z-Arg-Arg)2-Rl 10 
are several hundredfold more selective for carhepsin L rhan 

for cathepsin B, providing sensitivity for the former. Rho
damine-1 I 0-based substrates for nonspecific amino pep
tidases have also been developed''"'. 

For assessment of activities of lysosomaJ enzymes , van 
Noorden 1635 reports chac che best results have been obtained 
wirh methods based on naphthol AS-TR derivatives and 
wich methods for the demonstration of protease activity us
ing mechoxynaphthylamine derivatives as substrates and S'
nirrosalicylaldehyde as coupling reagent. 

Dive, Workman, and Watson1M 6 used flow cycometry to 

measure rhe activity of gamma-glutamyl cranspeptidase, by 
monimring the conversion of gamma-glucamyl ami
nomethylcoumarin to aminomechylcoumarin. This was 
cechnically difficult because of che location of che enzyme on 
the cell exterior, resulting in rapid escape of the product. 

Huang et al'"3"" 0 have developed fluorogenic substrates 
for alkaline phosphatase. Molecular Probes' ELF-97 phos
phatem'" produces a violer-cxcitcd, green-yellow fluorcscenr 
insoluble precipitate when cleaved by either alkaline or acid 
phosphacases; it can be used ro demonstrate phosphacases in 
cells or for enzyme amplification using alkaline phosphatase
taggcd antibodies or nucleotide probes (p. 344). This should 
be a good reagent co use with violet diode lasers. 

Meshulam et al' }"'> measured phospholipase A activation 

using bis-BODIPY-phosphacidylcholine, which locali7.CS in 
the inner leaflet of che cell membrane. Sidhu er al "'' ' used 
ethoxyresorufin and scanning laser cyromerry co measure rhe 
accivities of cytochrome P-4501Al and NADPH DT
diaphorase. 

Dececcion of Enzymes and Products by Ancibodies 

Like ocher proceins, enzymes can be detected in or on 
cells using antibodies, alchough anribody reactivity doesn'c 
absolutely indicate enzyme activicy. 

Tran-Pacerson et al' "'" compared levels of rhe neutral 
endopeptidase-24.11, also known as rhc CDIO or CALLA 
antigen (Common Acute Lymphocyric Leukemia Ancigen) 
on normal granulocyres, leukemic cells, and transfected 
COS-1 cells, as detecced using fluorescent anci-CDIO anci
body and by analysis of enzyme activity in cell suspensions; 
chey found good correlation between results obtained by the 
disparate merhods. Milhiec cc al '" '0 used a fluorescenc inhibi
tor, N-[fluoresceinyl]-N -[ 1-(6-(3-mercapw-2-benzyl- l
oxopropyl) amino-1-hexyl]thiocarbamide (FTI) , for flow 
cyromctric dccecrion ofCDlO as an enzyme:. 

Antibody detection of the produces of enzymatic reac
tions is a more direct indicator of enzyme: activic:y than is 
antibody detection of che enzyme proccin itself. Ancibodies 
co phosphotyrosine"•ll ·l have been used for flow cytomcuic 
quanrificarion of tyrosine kinase activity. 

Enzyme Kinetics in Single Cells 

By making appropriate timed mulciparameter flow cy
comccric measurements, it is possible, as Dive, Workman , 
and Warson"'·'·"·-"·• have shown, m characterize incracellular 
enzyme reactions in considerable derail, determining relevant 



paramerers of reaction and inhibition kinecics. As is always 
the case when kinetic measurements are made using flow 
cyromecry, it is necessary co validate the assumption char che 
time courses of reactions are similar in at least a subscanrial 
fraction of the cells in the sample. Scanning laser cytometry 
can be used co study enzyme kinetics in individual cells over 
time when this is necessary or desirablcmG-a. 

Sulfhydryl (Thiol) Groups; Glutathione 

Sulfhydryl or chiol groups in protein, and non-protein 
thiol compounds such a.~ rhe tripepride glucamyl-cysreinyl
glycine, more commonly known as glutathione, play an 
imporranr role in cells' oxidative metabolism. When cells 
become hypoxic, the sulfhydryl/disulfide ratio increases, and 
the free radical scavenging properties of rhiols arc believed co 
play a pivotal role in increasing the resistance of hypoxic 
rumor cells to ionizing radiarionm and co some chemorhera
pcuric agencs. Flow cyromecry of glurathione levels, in par
cicular, has acquired new importance because of their rela
tion co drug resistance in cancer cdls801.1 116 and rhe progres
sion of HIV infection' 117·•. 

Olive and DurandnH examined several maleimide and 
bromobimanc derivatives as reagents for determination of 
cellular chiols. A maleimide derivative of coumarin emirs 
blue fluorescence and can be used wich UV excitation; 
monobromobimane (MBB) and didansylcysteine have 
similar spectral characceriscics. Fluorescein·5-malcimide 
penecraces viable cells less well, but excites ac 488 nm. 

Treumer and Valec"'° and Rice et al801 , respectively, char
acterized o-phthaldialdehyde (OPn and monochloro· 
bimane (MCB), both of which form UV-excited, blue fluo
rcscenr products with reduced glutachione (GSH), as rapid 
and specific viral stains for chis subsrance. These reagenrs 
were used co demonstrate heterogeneity in GSH contenr in 
rumor cell populations. O'Connor cc al1649 advocated the use 
of mercury orange, and Poot er al"'~0 the use of chloro
methylfluorescein, borh of which can be excited at 488 nm 
with, respectively, orange and green emission, for glu
tathione measurement. 

While MCB is probably the most specific reagenr for 
glucachione, because its reaction wich the peptide is catalyzed 
by glucachione S-transferase, the form of chis enz.yme pre
dominant in human cells (GST-pi) is much less effective in 
cacalysis than is che form found in rodencs1" 1' 2• In 1994, 
Hedley and Chow1613 evaluaced a wide variety of methods for 
measurement of glucathione by flow cytometry, concluding 
chac MBB was the reagent of choice for work with human 
cdls. They found char MBB could be adequately excited by 
the 325 nm line of a He-Cd laser; its absorption maximum 
is 394 nm, making a violet diode laser a near ideal source for 
exciting che probe. MBB emission can be measured ade
quately at 450 nm; che emission maximum is at 490 nm, 
but one would normally want co cut off detection well below 
chis wavelength co avoid incerference from 488 nm laser 
lighr. Mercury orange was found usable, although results 
were less consistent and background fluorescence was higher. 
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Chow and Hedley2'" have measured GSH in clinical sam
ples, attempting co correlate GSH concentration and drug 
resistance. MBB staining of incracellular glutachione is illus
rrared in Figure 7-25. 

Figure 7-25. Specific staining of glutathione in cells 
by monobromobimane (MBB). The x-axis shows for
ward scaner, the y-axis MBB fluorescence, which is 
greatly reduced in the sample shown in the right 
panel, which was treated with N-ethylmaleimide 
(NEM) to deplete intracellular glutathione. The fig
ure was provided by David Hedley (Princess Margaret 
Hospital, Toronto). 

7.13 FUNCTIONAL PROBES II: INDICATORS OF 
CELL ACTIVATION 

Introduction 

The functional parameters I will emphasiz.e in chis sec
tion, i.e., "struccurcdness of cytoplasmic matrix" (SCM), 
cytoplasmic and mitochondrial membrane potential, 
"membrane-bound" and cytoplasmic calcium ion con· 
centration, and intracellular pH, and the effects of cell 
surface ligand-recepcor interactions on these paramerers, 
have been the subject of a good deal of research and a large 
number of publications. 

Much of the earlier work, and of che earlier lireracure, 
did nor deal wirh flow cycometry or with alternative meth
ods of analysis of functional parameters in single cells. Mosr 
investigators now working in chis area are well aware of chc 
capabilities of flow cyrometry, and are in possession of ar 
lease some of the information that has already been gained 
from flow cycomerric studies of functional paramecer~ and of 
che probes used for their measurement. 

Cytoplasmic calcium ion concenrration ([Ca" ]) and dis
cribu cion, inrracellular pH, and membrane porcnrial (:~ 't') 

have all been observed to change during rhc early stages of 
surface reccpror· mediated activation processes rdared co 
the developmenc, differenriared function, and parhology of a 
large number of cell types. Accordingly, [Ca"'], pH, and ~'f 
have, individually and collecrively, been envisioned as "sec· 
ond messengers" mediaring responses co cell surface ligand
recepror imeraccions. 

The invescigarion of changes in che cellular ionic envi
ronment during activation has been actively pursued in 
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hopes of clarifying che mechanisms of recepcor funccion and 
of developing more precise cescs of cell function for clinical 
and research use. Studies in chis area have been facilicaced by 
the developmenc of fluorescent probes char allow esrimarion 
of [Ca""]. pH. and 6'+' in cell populations and, in conjunc
tion with insrrumencal merhods such as flow cytometry, in 
individual cells. 

While the current state of the an appears co allow fairly 
precise quanricacion of (Ca .. ), pH, and 6'1' in cerms of popu
lation averages, rhe use of flow cycometry co measure the 
same probes in single cells can reveal and has revealed 

marked hecerogeneiry even within supposedly homogeneous 
cell populations. Flow cycometric analysis of the effects of 
ligands, agonises, and antagonises on individual cells may 
yield otherwise unobtainable informacion about mechanisms 
of reccpror function. Ir can also provide considerable insight 
into the sources of inaccuracy in measurcmencs based on 
existing fluorescent probe technology. 

Changes in the Cellular Ionic Environment Following 
Activation by ligand Interaction With Cell Surface 
Receptors 

In 1977, when I got inreresced in chis subject, I read a 
then currenr review by Sonenberg and Schneider.ii dealing 
wich physical and chemical changes in receptors, in the 
membrane, and in ocher cellular strucrures following ligand 
interactions with cell surface recepcors. Few of rhe details 
had been worked out back then (for example, we didn' t 
know JAK about kinases, and NO way did we suspect chat a 
gas could act as a messenger), bur the review and a few other 
arricles wrim:n in char era did have the big picture: 

The earliest detectable biochemical changes occur in mil
liseconds co seconds after the number of occupied receptor 
sites increases fo llowing exposure of cells to ligand. They 
include alterations in cransmembrane ion fluxes, in intracel
lular [Ca .. ], pH, and tl.'t', and in activities of membrane
associaced enzymes such as adenylare cyclase, protein kinases, 
and phospholipid merhylcransferases m. 

Within seconds to minutes, chere may be changes in cy
clic nucleotide concentrations, increased protein 
phosphorylation, and alterations of membrane uptake of 
sugars, amino acids, and faery acids. Ca .. redistributions 
within the cell and changes in the mobility of membrane 
lipids and proteins also may occur in chis time frame. The 
biologic response co surface stimulation may occur in 
milliseconds, as happens in nerve impulse transmission, or 
after days, as in mirogenic accivation of lymphocytes. 

The observation chat changes in (Ca .. ], pH, and/or t1'11 
occurred early in rhe course of inceraccion of many different 
ligands with cell surface receptors in diverse cell types led to 
invescigacion of the role of ionic species in signal transduc
tion between the cell surface and the nucleus and cytoplas
mic organelles such as micochondria. lon flux changes were 
observed, and assigned a role in signal transduction, in the 
acrivation of lymphocytes'' ·'·' , placdecs'0

' ·''" 
11

, mast cells''"', 

and neucrophils •.11>·•, and in growth factor accion ''"·", as well 
as in many ocher cell accivacion processes. 

A single pattern of ionic events has been observed in 
most of the cell activation processes chat have been examined 
to dace. Following ligand binding co cell surface receptors, 
there is a rapid influx of Ca .. , usually accompanied by release 
of intracellular "membrane-bound" Ca .. , and resulting in a 
transient rise in free cytoplasmic [Ca .. ], which lases for a 
few minutes ac most. There is also typically an increase in 
intracellular pH. resulting from Na./H" exchange or anti
port, which can be inhibited by amiloride. Changes in 
membrane potential (~'I'). when chcy arc observed, can go 
either in the direction of depolarization (decrease in 
transmembrane potential) or hyperpolarization (increase 
in transmembrane potential), and appear co be due 
primarily to Na· and/or K" shifts across the membrane. 

In some cases, crosslinking of cwo or more receptors 
by a multivalent ligand is required to induce ion flux 
changes; in ochers, binding of monovalenc ligands co recep
tors is all char is necessary. When ion flux changes are inici
ared by crosslinking, bivalent antibodies to the recepror can 
produce che same effect as che natural ligand, while monova
lent fragments cannorm. In most cases, macerials chat induce 
ion flux changes of the same nature and magnitude as chose 
induced by natural ligands also induce the biologic responses 
induced by chose ligands. For example, the calcium iono
phore A23187 is mirogenic for T lymphocytes, induces 
platelet aggregation, stimulates histamine release from mast 
cells, etc."'. 

If one monitors the average [Ca .. ],<'>'+', or pH of millions 
of cells in a suspension, it is possible to demonsrrate dosc
responsc relationships between che amounts of active 
ligand added and the magnirude of changes observed in che 
measured parameters. When the same parameters are fol
lowed in single cells, a correlation between ligand dose and 
degree of response may also be observed"". However, when 
the biologic responses of individual cells are examined, the 
usual panern of response appears to be all-or-none''". Neu
rons exposed to neurocransmiccers either generate a propa
gated action pocential or they do not; lymphocytes either 
reproduce or do not, and so on. 

It is generally accepted char an individual neuron is sub
ject co the exciratory and inhibitory influences of various 
neurocransmitters, which are secreted by neighboring cells 
and which act on ics dendrites and cell body, raising or low
ering its resting membrane potencial and, accordingly, 
changing its firing threshold. T he membrane is a locus for 
summation of excitatory and inhibitory effects. 

Ic is also known chat the biologic responses of so-called 
"non-excitable" cells, such as lymphocytes, can be modu
lated by a great variety of cytok.ines, peptide hormones, neu
rotransmitters, and ocher ligands chat react wirh cell surface 
receptors. It was hypothesized that, if the signals from chese 
ligand-recepcor interactions were cransduced by ion fluxes 
across the cell membrane, the membranes of non-excitable 



cells, like those of neurons, might serve as "summing nodes" 
for excitatory and inhibitory stimuli. 

The face chac ionic responses co ligand binding co surface 
receptors seem, even at the single cell level, to be dose
dependem, while biologic responses tend to be all-or-none, 
suggested chat there might be [Ca .. ] and/or L\'I' or pH 
threshold levels that muse be reached for biologic responses 
co occur. I nvescigacion of chis possibility would require 
means ro detect and quantify heterogeneity of cell popula
tions with respect to ligand binding, [Ca .. ]. A'I' , pH, and 
changes in rhese parameters. Doing this nondestructively 
should allow one to make serial observations of cells, which 
could establish relationships berween the nature and magni
tude of cells' early responses to ligands and the same cells' 
subsequent biologic behavior. 

Ir seemed co me ar rhe time chat cytomecry, flow and 
otherwise, might usefully and profitably be applied to such 
studies. I knew there exisred some fluorescent probe rech
niques for estimation of 6'¥, [Ca'"], and pH; and I thought 
ir would be fairly simple co adapt chem for use wirh flow 
<.ycomerry, and not much harder co answer all of the biologi
cal questions raised above. This view, needless to say, was 
excessively optimistic, for many reasons, some of which I 
will explain after the upcoming grand rour of functional 
parameters. 

"Structuredness of Cytoplasmic Matrix" (SCM) 
and the Cercek Test for Cancer 

"Structurcdncss of cytoplasmic matrix," or SCM411 , 

was probably che first functional parameter measured by 
flow <."}'tomecry. The measuremenr of SCM, like char of 
membrane fluidity, requires fluorescence polarization meas
urements. In this case, che fluorescence is emitted by fluo
rcsccin, produced by the action of nonspecific cellular este
rases on fluorcscein diacetate (FDA), about which a fair 
amounr has already been said (pp. 24-7, 369-71). 

The original work in chis area was done, and che term 
SCM was coined, in the early I 970's by Lea and Boris Cer
cek"\ rhen working in Manchester, England. They meas
ured fluorescein fluorescence polarization in cell suspensions 
in cuvenes using a modified specrrofluoromerer, and, in 
analyses of synchronized cell cultures, found changes during 
different phases of the cell cycle. The fluorescence polariza
tion, calculated as described on p. 1I4, was taken as a meas
ure ofSCM. 

In scudies done over a period of several years (summa
rized in reference 414), the Cerceks found chat SCM 
changed within a few hours after human lymphocytes were 
exposed co micogenic lecrins or antigens. They also reported 
that lymphocytes from cancer patients exhibited diminished 
SCM responses (i.e., smaller changes in polarization afrer 
exposure) to the lectin PHA when compared co cells from 
controls, and char lymphocytes from parienrs with cancer 
showed more marked SCM responses after exposure co 
preparations containing rumor antigens than did cells from 
controls. These results seemed ro promise a rapid method for 
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cancer diagnosis, and therefore excited considerable interesr 
among cancer researchers and oncologists and in rhe diag
nosrics industry. 

From about 1975 on, several groups of investigators at
tempted co duplicate che Cerceks' results with cancer pa
rienrs, and at lease as many failed as succeeded; chis led, 
among ocher things, co everybody criticizing everybody else's 
methodology. It therefore seemed logical to try co put things 
on a more objective basis by making measuremenrs of single 
cells, which has since been done by microfluorometry"" as 
well as by flow cytomerry"'·4" ·' ·9·"'' · '". Stewart et al;·'" reported 

differences in the fluorescein polarization responses of lym
phocytes from breast cancer patients and controls following 
exposure co PHA and pooled rumor antigen; rheir srudy was 
designed ro exclude observer bias. Harrmann er al"s noted 
diminished polarization responses of lymphocytes from can
cer patients compared co cells from controls. 

On another from, Price er al417 demonstrated changes in 
fluorescence polarization of bone marrow cells within a few 
hours following addition of preparations of (granulocyce) 
colony stimulating factor and erythropoiecin. By sorting cells 
with the most marked responses, they were able co obtain 
suspensions enriched in granulocytic or erythrocytic precur
sors dependent upon which cell growth facror was used as 
the stimulus. This suggested that changes in SCM, whatever 
their physicochemical explanacion might be, could serve as 
general indicators of the effect of acrivarors such as micogens 
and growth factors on responsive cells. 

Udkoff et al' 19 analyzed rhe effects of rhe concentration 
of lectin, FDA, Ca"", and K" on rhe polarization responses of 
lymphocytes from normal donors, and found char all of the 
above might influence the shape of both fluorescence polari
zarion and intensity distributions. To put it in lay terms, 
sometimes it works and sometimes it doesn ' t, and, when it 
doesn' t, you can't always cell why (G. Price, R. Miller, L. 
K.amemsky, R. Udkoff, S. Chan , W. Eisert, W. Beisker, H. 
Steen, L. Scherr, and others, personal communications) . I 
might add char SCM is nor rhe only indicaror of cell activa
tion with which chis problem has been encountered. This 
inhibited commercial development of an SCM-based cancer 
diagnostic rest, bur left the way open for further investiga
tion and application of the effect. 

Meisingset and Steen " 0 investigated binding of fluo
resccin co proteins and lymphocytes, and noted both polari
zation and spectral changes on binding. Clearly, che rota
tional mobility of free cytoplasmic fluorescein will be greater 
than chat of fluorescein bound ro inrracellular macromole
cules, and changes in the ratio of free and bound dye will 
therefore change che polarization measured in a cell or cell 
suspension. Based upon studies using time-resolved spec
troscopy, Kinoshita et al847 concluded char the fraction of 
bound molecules and the anisotropy produced by binding 
are the primary dererminanrs of inrracellular f!uorescein 
fluorescence anisotropy; chey did nor suggest a mechanism 
by which changes might occur in activation . Prosperi et al"" 
found that various membrane-active agents changed rares of 
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fluorescein influx and efflux; similar changes during acciva
cion might affecc SCM by changing che racio of free co 
bound dye. 

T he difficulry of measuring fluorescence polarization by 
flow cyromerry has impeded invesrigation of the physico
chemical basis of SCM response, alchough work wich care
fully modified commercial apparatus '"'·~ ·· has escablished thac 
polarization changes are routinely decectable in activated 
cells, and chac such changes do not occur in the absence of 
calcium or in che presence of cytochalasin B. 

The SCM test has been intensively studied by two Israeli 
physicim, Mordechai Deucsch and che lace Aryeh Weinreb, 
and cheir colleagues ac several hospitals and research inscicu
cions in Israel and elsewhere. Initial success wich che SCM 
cesc using bulk fluoromctry in the I 980's'"' 0

' led Deutsch 
and Weinreb co develop a static cyromecer, the Cellscan"", 
which uses a single photon counting technique (p . 164) co 
maximiz.e the precision of measurements of fluorescence 
polarization of fluorescein and other dyes in single cells. A 
commercial version of chis apparatus is available from Mcdis 
T cchnology; Deutsch et al have since developed a next gen
eration apparatus, the Individual Cell Scanner" 80, which also 
makes high-precision polari1.acion mea.~uremencs. 

Measurement precision is critical for SCM measure
menrs because the largest changes in polarization rend to 
occur in those cells wich che lowcsc incensiry of intracellular 
fluorescence. The precision of a fluorescence incensiry meas
urement made in a flow cyromecer, in which observation 
cime is constant, decreases as incensiry decreases because 
fewer photoelectrons concribuce to lower incensiry measure
ments. The polarizacion values calculated from low imensiry 
fluorescence mea~uremencs will also be less precise. The 
Cellscan and Individual Cdl Scanner count a preset number 
of photons (usually I 0,000 or 20,000) in each fluorescence 
measuremenc channel, and derive fluorescence inrensiry val
ues from the time taken to reach the preset phocon counc; 
the contributions co variance from photoclectron scatiscics 
are cherefore the same for borh low and high incensiry fluo
rescence measurements. 

The polari7.acion of incraccllular fluorescein fluorescence 
in T cells decreases when the cdls are exposed co mitogens; 
the average polarization of mitogen-creaced cells is 9.7% 
lower than that of control cells at 15 min following addition 
of mirogen , and 13.5% less at 180 min'-81 • The coefficienc 
of variation of the distribution of polarization values, pre
sumably reflecting biologic variation, is large. approximately 
75 percent, and, if che measurement technique icself is not 
highly precise, ic may not bt: possible to distinguish differ
ences berween rreaced and control cells. 

We now know a great deal about SCM and changes in 
SCM. T he effecc can be dcmonsuaced using carboxyfluo
rescein' ."' and BCECF1' • 1 as well as fluorescein. Decreases in 
polari1.acion, beginning ac 40 min after exposure and lasting 
24 hr, are induced by che T cell mitogens PHA, Con A, and 
anri -CD3 antibody, by phorbol esters, and by the calcium 
ionophore ionomycin~ but not by pokcweed micogen 

(PWM), a B cell mitogen" "'.n·•. The effects of ConA can be 
counteracted by addicion of a competing sugar, methyl a -D
mannopyrannoside within 1 hr, buc not after 5 hl '" . The 
mitogen-induced decrease in fluorescence polarizarion is 
inhibited by inhibitors of energy mecabolism (NaN,, NaF, 
KCN, and a proton ionophore), by proton kinase C inhibi
tors (H7, scaurosporin) and by agenrs char disrupt cytoskele
cal microcubules (colchicine, the Vinca alkaloid vinbla~cine) 
and microfilaments (cyrochalasin B("'.n'. 

Intracellular fluorescein fluorescence polarization values 
measured in cells from the J urkar T -lymphoblastoid line 
were lower in Sand G1 /M phase cells than in G0 /G, cells,-"'. 
Fluorescein fluorescence polariz.acion in human lung-derived 
fibroblasts was decreased by II. 1-a and IL 1-0, and by 
TNf-a; che effects of these cytok.ines were inhibiced by vin
blastine,,.' . Increases in fluorescence polarization in mouse 
chymocyces and Jurkat cells occur in the early srages of spon
taneous apopcosis and of apoprosis occurring in response to 
treatment with glucocorcicoids, Fas ligand, or cancer chemo
rherapeucic agencs; the increase in polarizarion is unaffecced 
by creatmenc with caspase-3 inhibitors. The polarization 
changes in apoptosis appear co be associated wich cell dehy
dration and shrinkage"'"''. 

In an earlier edition of this book, I suggested chat intra
cellular pH changes relaced to cell activation might play a 
part in the SCM response. The excitation speccra of fluo
rescein, and of carboxyfluorescein and BCECF which can 
also serve as indicators of SCM response, are pH-sensitive, 
and changes in cycoplasmic pH occur in at least some cel l 
accivacion processes, a~ will be discussed lacer, and could 
conceivably affect both rhe spectrum and che binding of the 
dye. However, after extensive discussions with Morti 
Deutsch and Reuven Tirosh, and consideration of recent 
findings2000·'', I am persuaded chat the effect is primarily due 
co changes in the organizacional state and mobility of cyto
plasmic proteins, and differences in free and bound amounts 
of different ionic forms of the dye. SCM changes are real; 
they're just hard to measure, which has given che whole pro
cedure an undeservedly bad reputation. 

Reports of clinical trials of the SCM cesc in cancer d iag
nosis continue to emerge1'?<J •; it seems to work overall, but is 
probably not quite sensitive or specific enough co be widely 
adopced. However, if you look at the data that have been 
obtained to date wich single cell measurements, something 
very incerescing emerges. Two phenomena are observed in 
che Cercek cancer rest chat supposedly differenriace berwecn 
people wich cancer and people without cancer. first, T cells 
from people with cancer don't show as much of a response 
to mitogens such as con A and phyrohemagglurinin (PHA) 
as do T cells from people without cancer. Thar's old news; 
reports of diminished immune response in cancer, e.g., loss 
of skin reactions to ruberculin and ocher ancigens, go back 
for generations. What isn't old news, however, is rhe obser
vation that a subscancial fraction, meaning l 0 percent and 
sometimes several rimes chat, of T cells from people wi th 
cancer show an SCM response, or evidence of activacion , on 



exposure to rumor-derived antigens, which have little or no 
effect on T cells from people without cancer. This suggests 
rhac people with cancer either have a greatly expanded clone 
or clones of antigen-responsive T cells, or chat some re
cruitment phenomenon is occurring in people with cancer 
bur nOI in normals. 

As I hope will be made clear by the end of this book, 
chere are a Joe of ways of measuring lymphocyte activation 
cytometrically, ranging from looking at calcium fluxes in the 
first few minutes to measuring activation antigens such as 
CD69 and CD98 (4F2) and cytokine production after 4-8 
hours to measuring increased RNA and DNA synthesis after 
24 and 36 hours. We also now have tetramers char allow us 
ro identify cells chat respond specifically co antigens. 

The cime course of SCM changes is roughly chat of cal
cium changes; none of the proponents of the SCM rest seem 
to have followed up and found out whecher the accivaced 
cells go on ro express accivacion antigens and reproduce. The 
studies done on SCM in blood cell precursors by Price er 
al" ' offer some encouragement, buc we don't have the data 
for lymphocyces. Assuming that the cells from cancer pa
tients rhac are accivaced by rumor antigens are doing whac 
comes narurally for specifically activated lymphocytes, we 
ought to be able to detect activation by any of the several 
means just mentioned, all of which arc much easier to im
plement than fluorescence polarization measurements, and 
most of which can be implemented on commercial flow 
cytomerers. If the Cercek cancer test really works, this could 
be a big shoe in the arm for clinical flow cytomecry, because 
a lot of people will be getting tested every year or two. If the 
cancer rest doesn't work, at least we might learn something 
about tumor immunology by looking further into patients' 
T cell responses to antigen. 

The Cerceks themselves moved from England to South
ern California around 1980, and went to work for Beckman. 
Shortly afcer they got there, [ helped some folks at Beckman 
to build a flow cytomecer that was supposed to be used for 
SCM work. The flow cytomecer project stopped, and noth
ing further was heard until 1993, when the Cerceks pub
lished three papers'0n 5 describing the isolation of a cancer
associated, SCM-recognicion, immunedefense-suppressing, 
and serine protease-protecting (CRISPP) peptide from the 
blood plasma of cancer patients. A consensus, synthetic 29 
amino acid CRISPP peptide (CRISPPs) has the same cancer 
SCM-recognition (CR) activiry and SCM-response modify
ing effects as the narural peptides; in other words, if you add 
it co normal T cells, chey behave like T cells from people 
with cancer. The Cerceks subsequently attempted to deter
mine chc generic origin of the CRISPP peptide:1

.,., , and re
ported chat CRISPP peptide increased DNA synthesis in 
cultured hepato(..ytes, while increasing DNA symhesis at low 
doses and decreasing DNA synthesis in higher doses when 
added co PHA-stimulaced cultures of human lympho
cytes~ 900. Before Beckman and Coulter merged, Coulter 
looked into the SCM test and decided not co pursue it; it 
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doesn't look as if Beckman was any more interested in the 
CRISPP peptides than in the SCM cesr. 

Thus far, neither the Cellscan nor the Individual Cell 
Scanner seem co have been used to make a mulciparameter 
measurement of fluorescein fluorescence polarization and of 
another activation-related parameter (e.g., cytoplasmic Ca", 
pH, cytoplasmic or mitochondrial membrane potencial, 
early activation antigen expression, or cytokine production), 
or even co detect phenorypic differences between responding 
and nonresponding cells. le would be nice to look into all of 
that. Every couple of years or so, somebody runs across che 
SCM literature and asks me about measuring fluorescence 
polarizacion of fluorescein in lymphocytes using a flow cr
romecer, and I have to say that my limited experience bears 
out Motti Deutsch's contention char flow cycomecry isn't 
precise enough to be useful. Lou Kamcntsky was trying co 
implement the SCM test using Ortho's flow cyrometers in 
rhe late 1970's, without much luck, and I convinced him co 
look for another indicator of activation char might be ea~ier 
to measure. I proposed membrane potential, which brings 
me (and you) co che next topic. 

Optical Probes of Cell Membrane Potential (a'I') 

Membrane Potential and Its Physicochemical Bases 
Electrical potential differences exist across the mem

branes of most prokaryotic and eukaryocic cells. These po
tential differences are due in part co the existence of concen
tration gradicncs of Na·, K', and er ions across the cell 
membrane, and in part to the operation of various elcctro

gcnic pumps. 
The potential differences across the cytoplasmic mem

branes of resting mammalian cells range in magnicuck from 
about 10 to 90 mV, the cell interior being negative with 
respect to the exterior. There is also a potential difference of 
100 mV or more across che membranes of energized mito
chondria, with che mitochondrial interior negative with 
respect co the cytosol; chis potential is dissipated when en
ergy metabolism is inhibited. 

[n proka.ryotes, the enzymes responsible for energy me
tabolism arc located on che inner surface of rhe cytoplasmic 
membrane, and the potential difference across this mem
brane, which is rypically 100-200 mV, depends largely on 
energy metabolism. 

The resting potential across the cycoplasmic membrane 
of mammalian cells is frequencly escimated from the Gold-

• 4 5 ~ 

man equanon : 

Li'l' ~ RT In PK[K'J; + P~JNa'J, + P0 [CIL 
F PK[K'J.+ P,..[Na'L + Pci[CIJ, 

where ll.'l' is che membrane potential, R is che gas conscanc, 
T is che cemperarure in degrees Kelvin, F is the Faraday, [Xl, 
is che concentration of X ions inside the cell, [XJ. is che con-
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cencration of X ions omsi<le che cell, and P x is che permeabil
iry of che membrane to X ions. 

.:\\fl Measurement Using Microelectrodes 

Membrane potenciaJs can be measured directly using 
implanted microelectrodes, but chis becomes increasingly 
difficulc as che technique is applied to smaller cells. Changes 
in !\'I' in response to ligand-receptor imeraccions have, how
ever, been dececced by such direct measurements. For exam
ple, Taki" '' repoHed chat lymphocytes were electrically depo
larized (i.e., che potential difference across rhe membrane 
decreased in magnicude) wirhin I 0 minutes following expo
sure ro PHA; depolarization reached a maximum within a 
few hours, following which hyperpolarization (increase in 
magnirude of rhe potential difference) occurred over a pe
riod of several days. Seep. 408 for a follow-up . 

Indirect L1\f Measurement in Cell Suspensions 
Using Distributional Probes 

lndirecc estimaces of 6'l' can be obcained by monicoring 
the discribution of radiolabcled lipophilic cationic indi
cators (e.g .. }H -criphenylmerhylphos-phoni um, or TPMP", 
which was described by Bakeeva et al in I 970'~0) or of lipo
philic cationic dyes, such as cyanines and safranins, be
tween cells and che suspending medium. Lipophilic indica
rors are used because chis characceristic enables indicacor 
molecules ro pass freely through rhe lipid porcion of che 
membrane; thus, che concentration gradicnc of an indicacor 
species C across the membrane is decermined by the poten
tial difference across the membrane according co the Nernst 
equation: 

(C]/[CJ. = -Ff,.'Rl. 
e 

where che notation is the same as was used previously. A 
ratio [C+)/[C+L of 10 corresponds to a pocential difference 
of 61 mV at 37 °C. Because their response co changes in t.'l' 
is dependent upon their distribution across che cell mem
brane, lipophilic indicacor cacions are often described as 
distributional probes. 

Once cells have been equilibrated with an indicacor 
cation, depolarization of the cells will cause release of indi
cator from cells into the medium, while hyperpolariza
tion will make cells take up additional indicator from the 
medium. The indicacor disrriburion will noc adequarely 
represent rhe new value of t.'l' until equilibrium has again 
been reached; this process requires periods ranging from a 
few seconds ro several minuces. Thus, while disrribmional 
probes may be suicable for detection of slow changes in t.'I' , 
they cannoc be used to monitor che fascer changes that occur 
during the propagarion of action pocencials in rissues such as 
nerve and muscle . 

Mose of che dyes now used as probes of i\'l' were devel
oped during a sysremaric search by Lawrence Cohen, of Yale 
University, and his coworkers· ~ · for materials char would 
exhibit rapid enough changes in opcical characceriscics co 

respond co acrion porencials in nerve cells. Among the dyes 
evaluated were many that proved unsuitable because of cheir 
tendencies ro redistribuce across cell membranes in response 
to slow pocentiaJ changes. As might be expected, mosc lipo
philic cationic dyes fell into chis category. One of these, 
3,3'-dihexyloxacarbocyaninc [Di0C6(3)] , was scudied by 
Hoffman and Laris"", who were able co make estimaces of 
t.'l' in red blood cell suspensions based on che partitioning 
of che dye inro che cells. 

The use of a lipophilic cacionic dye as a distributional 
probe of f\'I' involves only a slighc departure from che distri
butional probe technique for 1~'1' estimation using radio
labelcd lipophilic cations The radioisorope mechod requires 
thac a known volume of cells (or organelles, e.g., mitochon
dria) in suspension be equilibrated with che indicaror; che 
intracellular and excracellular indicacor concenrrarions are 
calculared from a dcrerminacion of rhe amount of cell
bound indicacor done by scincillarion counting of rhe cells 
after washing co remove unbound indicacor. 

Estimation of t. 'I' of cells in suspension using sym
metric cyanine dyes''" is done in a speccrofluoromerer. 
Addicion of cells to micromolar solucions of dyes such as 
DiOC.(3) produces a suspension wirh lower fluorescence 
than char of che original solucion , indicac ing char, at micro

molar external concentrations, the fluorescence of dye 
taken into cells is quenched. When intracellular and ex
tracellular ion conccntracions are manipulared to hyperpolar
ize the cells, increasing cellular uptake of dye, che fluores
cence of che suspension decreases further; when rhe cells arc 
depolarized, releasing dye into the medium, the fluorescence 
of che suspension increases. The resulcs obcained by Hoff
man and Laris using this method co estimate J\'f' in giant red 
cells from Amphiuma compared favorably with che results 
these auchors obtained by microelectrode measurements. 

This success led co a comparative scudy by Sims et at''" in 
which 29 cyanine dyes were examined as indicacors of;\ 'I' in 
red cells and lipid membrane vesicles. This paper introduced 
rhe abbreviated nomenclature for the cyaninc dyes char is 
now in general use, explained in Figure 7-12 (p . 313). The 
lipophiliciry of cyanine dyes increases with the length of the 
alkyl side chains, i.e., as n in rhe formula "DiYC •. ,(2m+lf 
increases. The wavelengths of maximum absorption and 
emission are essentially i ndependenc of the alkyl side chain 
length, denoced in the formula by (n + I), bur increase wich 
rhe length of che polymethine bridge between che rings. i.e., 
as min che formula increases'6 ' . The quantum efficiency of 
the dyes is increased, and rhe absorpcion and emission 
maxima are shifted co longer wavelengchs, in nonpolar sol
vents. Spectra of some symmetric cyanine dyes and of can
dem conjugates of phycobiliproteins and cyaninc dyes ap
pear in Fig. 7-9 (p. 296) ; the wide range of speccral charac
cerisrics available results in large pare from the early devel 
opment of the dyes by Eastman Kodak and rheir ex ploica· 
tion as phocographic sensitizers"''. 

The reporc of Sims ec al'c.o gave parcicular prominence co 
rwo dyes, dipencyloxacarbocyanine [DiOC,(3)] and 



dipropylrhiadicarbocyanine (DiSC,(5)], because rhey ex
hibircd larger fluorescence changes rhan most of rhe orher 
dyes in response to maximal hyperpolarization of the cells 
induced by rhe potassium-selective ionophore valino

mycin (see reference 444 for an exrensive discussion of 
ionophores), and because they were relarively stable and did 
nor cause excessive lysis of cells. 

Some people misrakenly assumed rhar DiOC1(3) and 
DiSC,(5) were rhe only cyaninc dyes suitable for ti't' esrima
rion ; chis caused some problems because these dyes, and 
many of the orhers described by rhe Yale group, were nor 

available commercially. The many investigacors worldwide 
who became inreresred in using dyes for Ll.'t' measurements 
were supplied wirh chem by A!an Waggoner'"', now at Car
negie Mellon Universiry, who was responsible for mosr of 
rhe chemisrry in rhe Yale projecc. Most people did nor real
ize rhar dyes such as DiOC,,(3) and DiSC:(5), which, respec
rively, can be subsrirured for DiOC1(3) and DiSC,(5), were 
readily available from Eastman and other companies (East
man's producr line is now sold by Acros Organics, bur rhe 
dyes remain widely available) . Results rypical of those ob
tained in cuverre measuremenrs with cyanine dyes are shown 
in Figure 7-26. 
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Figure 7-26. Valinomycin-induced changes in fluo
rescence intensity of red cell suspensions equilibrating 
with a cyanine dye at various external K" concentra
tions. 

Under normal circumsrances, rhe inrracellular concenrra
tion of K", [K"l;, is considerably higher rhan the exrracellular 
concenrrarion [K"J., while the intracellular concemration of 
Na", fNa"],. is considerably lower rhan rhe extracellular con
cenrration [Na"] •. The ionophore valinomycin (VMC), 
which is lipophilic, forms a complex with K" ions and can 
thus readily transport them across cell membranes. Addition 
of VMC rhus effecrively increases rhe cells' porassium per-
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meability (PK in che Goldman equacion), co rhe po inc ar 
which membrane potential is determined almosr enrircly by 
the rransmembrane [K) gradient. 1f [KJ. is low, VMC ad<li
rion hyperpolarizes cells; if [K"J. is high, VMC additio n de

polarizes cells, and, if [Kl = [KJ ,, VMC addition does nor 
change L\'l'. 

Dara such as those shown in Fig. 7-26 are obrained by 
normalizing curves so rhar the levels of fluorescence in each 
sample prior ro VMC addirion are idencical . This normaliza
tion is necessary because even when the conc;entrarions of 
cells and dye added to clean cuvenes are carefully conrrolled, 

equilibrium fluorescence readings obrained from cell suspen
sions vary due ro such factors as dye adhesion ro che cuveue 
waJls. Despire rhis, people who worked wirh rhis cechnique 
for .'.\'t' escimation developed rhe norion rhar cyanine dye 
fluorescence could somehow be calibrated to read our !i'l' ro 
rhe nearest millivolt. This was credible only as long as no
body looked ac cyanine dye uptake ar rhe single cell level. As 
far as I can determine (L Cohen, personal communicarion; 
A. Waggoner, personal communication), cyanine dye
srained cells, orher than nerve or muscle cells, weren'r even 
looked ar under a fluorescence microscope unril I started 
playing with 1'1 'l' probes in rhe mid-1970 ' s. 

At that time, rhe lirerarure srressed the poinr rhar L\'t' es

rimation with cyanine dyes depended on quenching of the 
fluorescence of intracellular dye; in essence, rhe a.~sump
rion was being made that aH of the fluorescence measured in 
the cell suspension was coming from free dye in solution, or 
at least thar rhc conrribution of cell-associated dye ro rhe 
roral fluorescence signal remained constanr. When I first 

looked ar cells stained with micromolar conccnrrations of 
cyanine dyes, such as were used for£\'!' esrimarion in suspen
sions, I expecred to see dark cells against a fluorescent back
ground, which would cerrainly nor make it easy to adapr 
cyanine dye 1'1'1' probes for flow cytometry. I was plcasandy 
surprised when I found brillianr fluorescence in rhe cells, 
and somewhat disappointed when I examined rhe broad 

fluorescence disrriburions (Figure 7-27, nexr page) obtained 
when rhey were run through a flow cytomerer'24 • 

Single Cell Measuremenrs with Distributional Probes 

According to rhe Nernst equarion (p. 386), [C]/(CJ. , 
i.e., the racio of rhe inrracellular and extracellular concentra

tions of a membrane-permeanr cacionic dye C , varies wich 
6't'. Since rhe extracellular concentrarion [CL is rhc same 
for aH cells in a suspension, rhe inrracellular concenrrarion 
[Cl should provide an indication of 6't'. If .-l'f.I is rhe same 
in all rhe cells, [CJ. should be the same. However, rhe fluo
rescence distribution is not a distribution of dye concemra
tion, i.e., of [CJ,, but of rhe total fluorescence , which we 
hope is proportional co rhe roral amounr of dye, per cell. To 
obtain a distribution of [CJ,. we need ro divide rhe fluores
cence value for each cell by rhe cell's volume, obrained by an 
elecrronic volume sensor or estimated from forward scarter 
or exrinction; this is rarely done in practice. 
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+ GRAMICIDIN 

UNTREATED 

DiOC6(3) FLUORESCENCE (LINEAR) 

Figure 7-27. Distributions of the fluorescence of DiOC.(3) 
in CCRF-CEM T-lymphoblasts equilibrated with 50 nM 
dye for IS min. A: untreated cells, B: cells depolarized 
with gramicidin, C: cells hyperpolarized with valinomy
cin. The residual peaks at the left of the distributions 
represent signals from debris. 
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While volume measurements were not made of rhe cells 
rhar provided che dara of Fig. 7-27, experience cells us chat 

rhc coefficient of variacion (CV) of che cell volume discribu

cion of human peripheral blood lymphocytes is no more 
rhan 15%, while rhe CV of rhe cyanine dye fluorescence 
distribution observed in these cells is about 30%. Thus, vari

ance of cell volume cannot explain all of the variance of the 

fluorescence distribution. Does this mean that there is a 
broad discriburion of membrane potentials in lymphocytes? 

Nor necessarily. The cells rreared with che ionophore gra.mi
cidin {GRM), which forms channels in the membrane that 
permit most mono- and divalent ions ro pass through, 

should be completely depolarized, yet their fluorescence 

disrribucion also shows a greater variance than could be ex
plained by cell-to-cell differences in volume. 

Recalling rhat chere are large pocenrial gradiencs across 

micochondrial membranes, you might be cempred co chink 

rhac mitochondrial uptake of dye was responsible for the 
variance in fluorescence in the distributions of Fig. 7-27. 
This possibility was invesrigared; lymphocytes in which rhe 
micochondrial potential was abolished using a combination 

of anrimycin, dinitrophenol, and oligomycin d id show less 
cyanine dye fluorescence (by 15-20%) chan cells thac were 
nor exposed ro these inhibicors. bur the variance of rhe fluo
rescence distribution was nor significantly reduced. 

In cells creaced with GRM, L\'I' should be zero; and rhe 
concenrrarions of dye inside and outside che cells should 
therefore be rhe same. How is it , then, that we can manage 
ro sc:c che little buggers? Well, there are rwo reasons. The 
first is that the fluorescence of cyanine dyes is enhanced (ap
proximarely sixfold in the case of DiOC,,(3), less for other 
dyes) when the dye is in a hydrophobic environmem<00. The 
second, which is quancitarively more important, is char the 
lipophilic character of the dye causes it to be concemrated in 
cells in che absence of a pocenrial gradient because it binds co 

intracellular material, predominanrly lipids and membranous 
structures (a 1997 paper'aoi accually describes DiOC,,(3) as a 

"specific" stain for endoplasmic reticulum). 
In the srudy of Sims er al""' , symmetric cyanine dyes with 

different alkyl side chain lengths were equilibrated with 
VMC-creaced suspensions of red blood cells, which had been 
estimated to have a membrane potential of -40 mY. The 

Nernst equation would predict chat the ratio of intracellular 
and excracellular dye concentrations should be less than l O; 

rhe ratio observed for dierhylthiadicarbocyaninc !DiSC,(5)]. 
the least lipophilic dye in the series, was over 100, and che 

ratios observed using ocher thiadicarbocyanine dyes in
creased with the length of rhe alkyl side chains, reaching a 

value above 10,000 for dihcxylrhiadicarbocyanine 
[DiSC,,(5)]. Thus, while uptake of cyanine dyes does provide 

an indication of membrane potential, the association of rhesc 
dyes with cells is d istinctly "Non-Nernsrian." 

Don't try to measure membrane potential with cyaninc 
dyes with hepcyl or longer side chains, e.g., Di0C(3). In 
the series running from C , through C ,,, the longer chain 
dyes, which are more lipophilic, get in faster, which is an 
advantage. At C , and above, rhe cyanines stare to rake on 
characteristics associated with che cyaninc tracking dyes 
such as "Oil," "DiO," and rhe PKH series, discussed on pp. 

4 5-6 and 37 1-4; they feel so warm and co1.y in the lipid bi 
layer chat they're not in any hurry to leave, even if the pmen 

tial changes. The dihepryl (C,) cyanines, which are nor 

widely used , can be thought of as the "missing link" between 
membrane po tential probes and cracking dyes, which typi

cally have akyl side chains containing at least 14 carbons. 

Non-Nernstian binding of probe is also encountered 

when 6'1' is estimated with radiolabeled lipophilic cations 
such as ·'H -TPMP' . In order ro get accurare values of cyto

plasmic L\"¥ using lipophilic cationic indicators, ir is neces

sary to inhibit rhe mitochondria and co correct the results co 
account for uptake in the absence of a potential gradient. 
Felber and Brand'6 ' ·'• produced a few papers that resolved 

several controversies in rhe previous liccracure regarding 

lymphocyte membrane potentials. Their work. unforru
nacdy, did not extend to single cell measurements. 

This still leaves us looking for an explanation of rhc vari

ance of cyanine dye fluorescence distributions. rurrher com
parison of flow cytomccric data"' with daca obcained from 

cuvetce measurements can be helpful in this regard. When 
flow cytometry is done on cells exposed co different conccn
crarions of cyanine dyes, a point is reached at which increas
ing the dye concentration does nor increase fluorescence in 
the cells. If che dye used is DiOC,,(3), rhis happens when 
cells at a concenrration of 10'/ml arc incubated with 2 µM 
dye. The variance of rhe Auorescence distribution remains 
large, suggesting char cyanine dye fluorescence in cells results 
from fluorescence enhancement of dye bound ro hydropho
bic regions , and that the variance of fluorescence is due pri
marily ro cell-ro-cell variations in che number of binding 
s1tes . 



Further evidence in support of this hypothesis comes 
from che observation chat when the hydrophobic binding 
sites are saturated, at a dye concentration of 2 µM, the fluo
rescence distributions of cells are identical whether rhey are 
suspended in isoconic NaCl, in which they maintain normal 
L'.'I', or in isotonic KC!, in which they are depolarized. In 
both cases, addition of VMC or GRM does not change cel
lular fluorescence. In ocher words, the cellular fluorescence 
no longer responds co changes in L'.'I'. However, if the fluo
rescence of cell suspensions equilibrated with 2 µM 
OiOC,,(3) in NaCl and KCl is measured in a spectrofluoro
mecer, the potential difference will be detectable, and hyper
polarization caused by addition of VMC ro the cells in NaCl 
will produce a demonstrable fluorescence change. This 
means that the cells contain dye chat is essentially nonfluo
rescenc due to quenching, as well as dye bound co hydro
phobic sires in which fluorescence is enhanced. VMC addi
tion causes uptake of additional dye, which is also quenched 
once ir enters che cells. Quenching of che fluorescence of 
symmetric cyanine dyes typically involves rhe formation of 
aggregates. So-called H-aggregates are nonfluorescent, 
while fluorescent J-aggrcgatcs typically emir ar wavelengths 
substantially longer rhan do single dye molecules. 

The dye concentration at which sarurarion of binding 
sires occurs is determined primarily by che lipophilicity of 
rhe dye; rhe fluorescence of cells (ar 106/ml) equilibrated 
with 2 µM DiOC,(3), which is less lipophilic than 

DiOCJ3), is less than che fluorescence of cells equilibrated 
with che c6 dye, and does change when L'.'I' is changed by 
ionophore addition or by manipulation of ion concentra
tions in che medium. In face, if cells in 2 µM DiOC2(3) in 
NaCl (normal L'.'I', higher fluorescence) are mixed with an 
equal volume of cells in 2 µM DiOC,(3) in KC! (depolar
ized, lower fluorescence), che cells and dye reequilibrace 
within a few minutes, as shown in Figure 7-28, yielding a 
fluorescence distribution chat reflects the intermediate value 
of L'.'I' resulting from the ionic composition of che mixed 
suspending medium. 

The discribucions shown in Figure 7-28 are distributions 
of L'.'I' values estimated from the ratio of fluorescence and 
extinction signal amplitudes. This was done in an accempc co 
compensate for the effects of cell size variation in che cul
tured cell line used for che experiments, which results in 
broadening of che fluorescence distributions. The variance of 
the distributions of the fluorescence/extinction ratio remains 
fairly large, indicating chat factors ocher than cell size con
cribure substantially co che variance in the number of sites to 
which dye binds with fluorescence enhancement. 

From whar has gone before, we can conclude that the 
cyanine dyes, under the best conditions, are not going co 
give us absolute values of i\'I' co the nearest millivolt, 
whether we measure cell suspensions in cuvettes or individ
ual cells in flow cytomerers or microphotometers. However, 
while rhe fluorescence of cell-associated cyanine dye cannot 
provide an absolute measure of A'I', it can provide a rea
sonably rapid indication of substantial changes in L'.'I' that 
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occur over periods of seconds co hours, and allow us co ex
amine correlations between A'I' and other parameters . 

The breadth of the distributions obtained by flow cy
tometry means that cyanine dye fluorescence has only lim
ited capability for detecting heterogeneity of J\'I' in popula
tions; if 50% of the cells have L'.'I' values that are approxi
mately half chose of che ocher 50%, you'll know ic, while if 
5% of rhe cells exhibit a 15% increase in A'I', you won't. An: 
there, chen, any better dye probes of L'.'I' than the cyanines? 

CELLS IN 1:1 
NaCl /KCl 

(INTERMEDIATE MP) 

DiOC2(3) FLUO I EXTINCTION 
Figure 7-28. Distributions of MP (A'I') (estimated 
from the rario of Di0CJ3) fluorescence to extinaion) 
in cultured CEM lymphoblasts suspended in isotonic 
NaCl, isotonic KCI, and a mixture of the two. 

It has already been mentioned char any cationic dye char 
crosses cell membranes readily can serve as a discribucional 
probe of ll'I'. Among the classes of such dyes that have been 
invescigared by Cohen, Waggoner et al"""6 ' ·"·) and by ochers 
are cyanincs (e.g., che classical micochon<lrial stain pina
cyanol as well as che compounds discussed above) , acridines 
(yes, acridine orange works as an I\ 'I' probe if you use ir ar 
about 10 nM, but who needs it?), oxazincs (e.g., Nile blue), 
pyronins, rhodamincs (e.g., rhodaminc 123) , safranins 
(e.g., Janus green, well known as a mimchondrial stain, and 
safranin 0) sryryl compounds and triarylmcthane dyes 
(e.g., crystal violet) . I have done flow cytomerry of cells 
stained with a reasonable number of cationic dyes from this 
lisr, and none of rhe dyes offers any obvious advamages from 
a metrologic point of view in flow cytomecry, although some 
may be less toxic and/or more stable rhan che cyanines. 
Pla5ek and Sigler and their colleagues have refined calibra
tion of cuvette measurements of L'.'I' using cyanine dyes, but 
have only obtained semiquantitative resulcs using flow cy-

2so2 ... 
cometry 

Leslie Loew and his colleagues1616·8 have described the use 
of rhe relatively hydrophilic mechyl and ethyl escers of 
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cecramerhylrhodamine for "Nernscian" membrane pocenrial 
measuremenr by imaging microspecrrofluoromerry; by 
measuring dye concencracions in various spacial regions, 
chese probes allow simultaneous decerminacion of cytoplas
mic and mitochondrial membrane potential, once correc
cions are made for concriburions for dye from our-of-focus 
regions and for non-Nernsrian binding. 

Oxonol Dyes as Membrane Potential Probes 

Oxonols"''"0" (Figure 7-29), which are negarively 
charged, bind to rhe cytoplasmic membrane bur do nor ac
cumulate in inracc cells; probably because chey do not encer 
cells at appreciable concentrations, they are much less toxic 
chan cyanines and ocher cacionic il'l' probes. For rhe same 
reason , oxonol fluorescence, unlike fluorescence from cati
onic probes, is not greatly influenced by potenrial-dependent 
uptake of dye into mitochondria. These desirable character
istics of oxonols are offset somewhat by chcir weaker fluores
cence, as compared to cyanines, and, since chey don't pro
duce distributions with any less variance, than do cyanines, I 
don'r use oxonols much. I also find char rhc bright staining 
of damaged cells by oxonols, which, being negatively 
charged and highly lipophilic, stick like crazy to everything 
inside cells once they ger in, is something of a nuisance. This 
may be dealt with by adding a dye such as crysral violec or 
rrypan blue w quench che offending fluorescence, bur ic gees 
ro be too much of a produccion for my caste. 

bis ( 1 ,3-dibutyl
barbituric acid) 

trimethine oxonol 

3,3 · -dipentyloxa
carbocyan ine 

iodide 

Di0Cs(3) 

Figure 7-29. Structures of two of the more popular 
membrane potential probes, an oxonol and a cyanine. 
Scructures were provided by Molecular Probes. 

When I have compared oxonols and cyanines in rat and 
human leukocytes, T cells, and human lymphoblastoid cell 
lines, I have gocten pretry much che same results in terms of 
being able to detect depolarization and hyperpolarizarion . 
(oxonol-stained cells are brighcer when depolarized and 
dimmer when hyperpolarized, a mirror image, if you will, 
of cyanine dye response). This is probably so because I make 
measurements over shore cime periods, which, combined 

wich the relarive resisrance of rhe cells I study to cyanine 
toxiciry and the absence of significant mitochondrial inrcr
ferencc with fluorescence, lees me get away with it. Ken 
Rosenthal and I grew cells in 2 µM Di0C6(3) for a few days, 
in the dark, of course. People whose cells won 't srand up to 
char have good reason to use oxonol dyes. 

I have confidence in che estimates (calling chem mea
surements would imply more accuracy and precision rhan 
dyes and flow cytomerry can give us) of~'¥ I gee from cya
nines, which do, afrer all correlate wirh microeleccrode 
measurements m.m, but oxonols work. Krasznai er al'""' de

scribed a method for dererminacion of "absoluce membrane 
potential" of cells using rhe popular oxonol DiBAC,(3), a 
dye char is frequenrly referred co as "bis-oxonol" hue should 
not be, because ir is one member of a large family of bis
oxonols. A calibration curve is consrrucred from a plor of 
fluorescence incensiry measured from stained cells vs . ex
cracellular dye concentration; it is assumed char dye discribu
rion is Nernstian, which is probably a risky assumprion 
given rhe lipophiliciry of oxonol dyes. However, Krasz.na i et 
al reporced good agreement berween their flow cycomerric 
measurements and parch clamp measuremenrs. 

When cells are added co solutions of oxonol dyes, che 
fluorescence of rhe resulting suspensions is increased. 
Oxonols, being negarively charged, should tend to remain 
ourside cells with inrerior-negarive membrane porencials; a 
purely Nernstian discriburion for cells with ~'¥ = -6 1 mV 
would make the internal oxonol concenrration I /I 0 of che 
ex:rernal concentrarion. However, like most of rhe symmecric 
cyanines, rhe oxonols increase fluorescence in nonpolar sol
vents, with the result chat any dye molecule bound ro mem
branes or lipids becomes more fluorescenc than ic would be 
in aqueous solution. The lipophiliciry of oxonols results in 
rheir being taken into cells againsc rhe electrochemical gradi
ent across che cytoplasmic membrane, buc rhe dyes are 
largely excluded from mitochondria by che electrochemical 
gradient across rhe mitochondrial membrane. 

A careful choice of controls is required when oxonols arc 
used. These dyes form complexes wirh valinomycin, compli
caring its use as a hyperpolarizing agent; monensin has been 
suggested as a replacement. The real danger, however, arises 
from using heac-killed or fixed cells as exemplars of cells with 
~'¥ = 0, because both hear and fixation permeabili7.e cells 
and change the chemical structure of che membrane. The 
observed increased binding of oxonols is therefore likely co 
reflect influences of factors ocher than membrane potential, 
e.g., binding to inrracellular proreins and changes in mem
brane asymmetry. 

The binding of merocyanine 540, which can be envi
sioned as a chimerical combination of half a cyanine and half 
an oxonol. to cells is known to be influenced by changes in 
membrane asyrnmerry, hence rhe uriliry of rhac dye in dc
recring apoptotic cells. I have already (p. 374) nored my 
suspicion rhac at least some oxonol dyes may share che char
accerisrics of their half-sibling, alrhough I haven't done che 
experiments needed co prove chc point. You're welcome co 



rry and beat me to it using merocyanine 540 and OiBAC,(3) 
alternately wirh APC-annexin V in an apoptosis model sys
rem. In che meancime, stick with adjustmenrs of rhe external 
potassium concenrration or oxonol-friendly ionophores co 
get conrrol cells wirh zero membrane potential. 

Possible Alternatives to Distributional Probes for 
Flow Cytometry of Membrane Potentials 

Dyes that work as Nernstian probes of membrane poten
tial are obviously just dandy for monitoring membrane po
tential changes in single cells in static or image cytomecers; 
even wich non-Nernstian dyes, making repeated observations 
of the same cell over time eliminates the otherwise vexing 
problem of cell-to-cell variabiliry in fluorescence intensity. 
However, under che best of circumstances, distributional 
dyes can only be used to monitor relatively slow 6'!' changes, 
occurring over periods of seconds co minutes. BeCter results 
would be expecred using fascer responding dyes, which sense 
membrane porenrial by different mechanisms. 

The hardware technology for making static or imaging 
measurements is a lot simpler than it used to be, and it cer
tainly seems easier than building a multistation flow sysrem 
I 00 meters long, which some of us have also rhought of as a 
way co make repeated observations of the same cell several 
seconds apart. Because of che photodynamic toxicity of most 
membrane potential probes, however, you have robe careful, 
when making static measurements, about how you treat the 
cells becween observations. For example, if you stain cells 
wich a green-excited dye, you do all of the hunting for the 
cells under low-level red illumination using phase contrast 
and/or image intensification, thereby avoiding light and heat 
damage co rhe cells. When you want co measure the cells, 
you give them no more chan a few milliseconds worth of 
green illumination at a time, using an arc or quartz lamp 
(wich heat filters!!!) and a shutter, or else a xenon flash lamp. 
This minimizes photodynamic damage to the dye as well as 
co the cells. As long as you have several measurement values 
for the same cell, all you need co calculace is the percentage 
change in fluorescence in response to the stimulus applied, 
and you are largely unconcerned by the large cell-co-cell 
variations in fluorescence intensiry that plague you when 
you do~'!' estimation by flow cycometry. 

As I mentioned previously, che distribucional dye probes 
of 1 '!' emerged as a spinoff of a project designed to find dyes 
that could respond within milliseconds co changes in nerve 
membrane potentials. The first dyes from which Cohen et al 
got fast responses rypically showed fluorescence or absorp
tion changes of about 0.1 % in response to a 100 m V change 
in 6'!'. One of these, merocyanine 540'0' (see above), was 
found to stain immature and leukemic but not normal leu
kocytes; che staining appeared to be independent of ti'!', bur 
if the fluorescence had changed by 0.1 % on VMC addition, 
nobody would have noticed. No need to worry about mem
brane potential affecting merocyanine fluorescence in the 
experiment suggested above. 
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Better fast-response ~'I' probes have since emerged 
from continued development efforts; one of the best dyes 
available a few editions back was a sryryl compound chat 
exhibited a 21% fluorescence change in response to a 100 
mV potential change"'". Believe it or nor, chis still wa.rn'r 
good enough for flow cytomecry. If we are looking for a I 0 
m V depolarization in mirogen-stimulated lymphocytes "'1, we 
can expect to gee a 2% fluorescence change in the best dye 
probe under the best circumstances, and we'd need an in
strument CV of less than 1 % to be able to detect it. Thar's 
one flow cycomecer I can't cell you how to build . If you 
could build ic, it wouldn't help, because cells stained with 
the fast oxonol, mcrocyaninc:, and sryryl dye probes pro
duce fluorescence distributions with the same large variances 
seen in cyanine dye fluorescence distributions. 

Ratiometric Probes for Membrane Potential 

Is chere a way co make this a real measurement, i.e .. ro 
improve the accuracy or, more to the point, decrease the 
variance, of discribucions observed in flow cytometric 6't' 
estimation? Several possibilities suggest themselves. I have 
mentioned char the ratio of [C]/[C1. in cells varies with the 
lipophiliciry of che dye C as well as with 6'!'. If rwo cyanine 
dyes of differing lipophilicicies, e.g., a C, dye and a C,. dye, 
are added co cells, the ratio of intracellular concentrations of 
the cwo dyes should vary with membrane potential. Since 
the dyes presumably bind to rhe same hydrophobic sites in 
cells, cells with more sites should cake up more of both dyes. 
Thus, the cell-to-cell variation in numbers of binding sites 
should not affect the ratio of concentrations of the rwo dyes 
in cells. This ratio could therefore be used as an index of i'l't'. 
In order co get chis mechodology co behave, however, you 
have to use a multiscacion system and two dyes with widely 
separated spectra; otherwise, energy cransfer comes in and 
confuses things. 

The fast potential probes respond to membrane poten
tial changes by changing their position and/or orientation 
in the: membrane:; it is claimed that most do not penetrate 
co the cell interior. Since all of the transmembrane potential 
difference is developed across che thickness of the mem
brane, the electric field strength in che membrane itself can 
be quite high. Loew"'" has designed electrochromic !i'f' 

probes that undergo spectral changes in responses to changes 
in the applied electric field. The current champ is di-4-
ANEPPS [ l -(3-sulfonato-propyl)-4- [beca-[2-(di -n-buryl
amino)-6-naphthyl] vinyl) pyridinium becaine), which re
sponds via a rapid (less than millisecond) speccral shift to 
membrane potential changes1679

• The problem wirh chis dye 
is chat che electric field affects the excitation, rather than the 
emission, spectrum of the dye; you need a blue and a green 
excitation beam (441 nm from a He-Cd laser and 515 nm 
from an argon laser would do), and the membrane potential 
is calculated from the ratio of fluorescence intensities ac 610 
nm excited by the cwo sources. It may not be worch putting 
together a fancy flow cycomecer to try rhe measurements; 
Chaloupka cc al" 06 attempted cuvecte measuremencs of 
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~'¥in Saccharomyces cerevmae using di-4-ANEPPS, and 
found chac che probe was not localized co che cell membrane 
and chac chc magnitudes of responses increased with time, 
and I suspect chat caking a ratio won't cure all of chose ills. 

Loew's group"'' 0 also reporred that the nonlinear optical 
phenomenon of second harmonic generation, which is 
responsible for the frequency doubling properties of crystals 
used in the laser induscry, is sensicive co membrane pocen
cial; chey have found a dye thac gives a big signal, bur it 
would definitely require more in the way of excitation power 
than most of us have in our flow cycometers. 

Looking toward simpler solutions, we might reason that 
if che variance in discribucions of cationic dye fluorescence in 
cells arises because of cell-co-cell variations in rhe number of 
dye binding sires, we ought co be able to do dandy A'l' 
measurements, ar lease on things like peripheral blood lym
phocytes, if we can find a lipophilic cationic DNA fluoro

chrome. If we then add dye ar lower concemracions chan arc 
needed ro get stoichiometric staining of DNA, so as co be 
sure chat some dye binding sires remain available, the fluo
rescence histogram we get should be a histogram of A'l', 
shouldn't it? Yes, if chc dye stains DNA and doesn't stain all 
kinds of ocher sruff in the eytoplasm. Mose of che symmetric 
monomethine cyanine dyes, e.g., DiOC2(1 ), DiSC2(1 ), 
DiQC1(J ), and DiLC~(l), stain cell nuclei, and show fluo
rescence enhancement when bound co DNA, but chey stain 
cytoplasmic constituents as well. Some blue- and green
exciced cationic DNA fluorochromes described by Lace et 
at"" seem co present che same problems with nonspecific 
sraining. The asymmetric cyanines, such as thiazole orange 
and thiazole blue, should be good candidates, except char 
they' re not DNA-specific. I would bet char a suitable dye 
exists, but nor on when someone will find it. 

Farinas2' " ' et al have managed to come up with a flow cy
comerric raciometric technique for membrane potential 
measuremenc rhac uses an asymmetric cyanine dye; they 
measure fluorescence of DiBAC.{3) and SYT0-62 in a slow
flow microfluidic system. T he ratio of fluorescence of the 
rwo d yes changes by approximately 2% for each I m V 
change in membrane porential. The measurement is not 
made ac equilibrium; instead, mixing fluidics insure chac the 
timr: interval between dye addition and observation is con
scanc (see p. 365). I don't sec why the measurement 
wouldn't work in a more conventional instrumenc wich ap
propriate sample handling hardware. 

Gom~ale7. and Tsien 'w.i9• 9•9 have described (and, via 

Aurora Biosciences, now pare of Pan Vera, parented) a 
high-sensitivity, fast-response raciomecric method for meas
uring cytoplasmic ~'I' that also uses oxonol dye fluorescence, 
bur in a far more specific way. Oxonols bind co both the 
inner and rhe oucer face of che cytoplasmic membrane:; as 
cells depolari-1.e, dye shifts from the outer face to the inner 
face, while, as cells hyperpolarize, dye shifts from the inner 
face co the outer face. Gonzales and Tsien made energy 
rransfer (FRET) measurements using fluorescendy labeled 
lecrins·'"0

" and, lacer, fluorescencly labeled faery acids'"O? as 

donors, and oxonols as acceptors, using che ratio of acceptor 
fluorescence co donor fluorescence as an indicator of A'I'. 
They achieved the best sensiriviry with coumarin-labeled 
phosphacidylechanolaminc: as the donor and bis( 13-dihexyl-
2-chiobarbicurate)trimethinc oxonol as the acceptor, wirh 
the fluorescence ratio changing 50% for a I 00 m V change in 
6'1'. This is the highest sensitivity ever reported for a fast 

response ( < 2 ms) method. An even faster response ( < 0. 4 
ms, shorter than the duration of nerve action potentials) was 
achieved using a pencamechine oxonol acceptor. 

I'll discuss another, lower-cech, rariomecric membrane 
potential measurement technique, useful for bacteria, lacer 
on. 

Using Cyanine Dyes for Flow Cytometric A"'I' 
Estimarion, In Case You're Still lnreresced 

Now, if things are as bad as I have said, why does any

body bother using cyanines - or ocher dyes - for flow cy
tometric estimation of cytoplasmic ~'f'? I can tell you why I 
use chem; I have a good idea of the limitations of che re
agents and the cechnique and I only use chem when I don\ 
need a more precise estimation of A't' than chey can give me. 
You now know most of what I know about the limitations; 
if you 're still interested in using rhe technique, here's how. 

The dye I personally use most often is DiIC,(5) , other
wise called hex.amethylindodicarbocyaninc and sometimes 
known as HIDC, which is available from Molecular Probes 

and (as a laser dye) from several ocher companies. I use 
Di IC, (5) because its fluorescence can be excited with a red 
He-Ne or diode laser and measured through 665 nm long 
pass glass filters (or 660-670 nm bandpass imerferencc fil
ters) using an R928 or other red-sensitive PMT. When I 
work with 488 nm excitation, I usually use dihexyloxacar
bocyanine [OiOCr.(3)] or he:s:amethylindocarbocyanine 
[DiIC,(3)], che latter also known as acronol phloxine. 
Di0C6(3) is green fluorescent and can be used wirh rhe 
same derector/filrer combination used for fluorcscein; 
DiIC, (3) is orange fluorescent. I tend co use che C,, dye at a 
final concentration of 50 nM and chc others at I 00 nM co I 

µm. 
I make up l mM scock solutions of dye in DMSO and 

keep them in the dark at room temperature. I make working 
solutions by diluting the stock solution with ethanol so rhar 
I can reach rhe desired final dye concentration by adding 5 
µI of working solution to each 1 ml of cell suspension. Since 
the dye really hates to hang around in aqueous solution, the 
cells rend co suck up most of ic. As a result, you need to keep 
the cell concentration with which you work fairly constant; I 
generally shoot for 106/ml because chat's a good concenrra
rion to use for flow cyrometry. 

If you are working with cells in protein-free media, dye 
equilibration is usually complere after 15 minutes at room 
temperature. If there's protein in rhe medium, I give the 
cells about 30 minutes at 37 °C. Ir's important to keep che 
incubation temperature: and che inrerval between dye addi
tion and introduction of rhe sample into the flow eytomerer 



consranr, and ic 's nor a bad idea to run aJI samples in an 
experimenr ac chc same flow rare, because chis is an equilib
rium staining procedure. 

If the experiment you are doing extends over a period of 
a few hours, it's important to run controls during the course 
of the experiment as well as ar che beginning and end. Con
crols should include an unrreaced cell sample, a sample of 
cells hyperpolarized by addition of 5 µM valinomycin 
(VMC), and another sample depolarized by addition of 10 
µM gramicidin (GRM) (chis assumes you are working with 
cells in a high-Na", low-K' medium). If you have any doubt 

about the health of your cells, make up a criple-dip sample of 
conrrol cells, measure chem after rhey have equilibrated wich 
dye, and then add VMC co what's left of che sample. If che 
fluorescence of the cells doesn'c increase, eicher che cells are 
dead or you've used coo much dye. If ic does increase, add 
GRM m the remaining cells; chcy should depolarize. If they 
don't , someching's wrong. VMC, by che way, will not 
hyperpolarize cells after GRM addition has depolarized 
chem, so make sure you do things in che right order. 

I should also remind you chat cyanines and ocher posi
tively charged dye probes of membrane potential are subjecc 
ro eviction from cells by che glycoprotcin drug efflux 
pump (pp. 376-7). This is noc as much of a problem when 
you're doing measuremencs of cytoplasmic membrane po
cenrial, and leaving cells in equilibrium wich the dye, as ic is 
when you're looking at micochondria, and have co wash che 
cells. Washed cells wich an active pump lose dye, period; 
equilibrated cells wich an active pump come co equilibrium 
wirh lower concencracions of dye chan chey would if che 
pump weren'c there, but che incracellular dye concenrracion 
srill responds co membrane pocencial changes. If you're 
paranoid abouc che pump, use l 00 nM DiBAC,(3); chis 
oxonol dye is unaffecced by ic. 

By following che procedures I have just described, you 
should be able co escablish that rhe cells wich which you are 
working have a nonzero pocencial difference across cheir cell 
membranes, and char che indicacor dye you are using will 
respond co potential changes in either direction from che 
control value. You can chen examine che effects of chc bio
logic, chemical, or physical agents you are studying on che 
cells' A'I'. 

le is advisable to keep che cells happy if you wane chem 
co continue responding over the course of a few hours. If the 
buffer capacity of the medium won 't stand up to rhe meta
bolic ompuc of the cells, you may get funny resulcs because 
pH does have some ill-defined effects on 6't' probes. If you 
arc working wich blood cells, avoid using NH,CI or a hypo
ronic medium co lyse red cells; che former depolarizes cells"', 
and chc lam:r may change cation conrents (and thus pre
sumably ~'t') and cell volumes of different cell types in dif
ferent ways"~. 

If you add practically any protein to a cell suspension 
that has been equilibrated wich a cyanine or ocher lipophilic 
cationic indicator in a protein-free medium, the indicator 
concentration in cells will decrease because the indicaror will 
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bind co the protein in solution. When you do the measure
ment, ic looks as if che cells have depolari1.ed, but rhey 
probably haven't. If you're trying to find rhe effecrs of add
ing various proteins co cells, work in a medium wirh added 
protein, e.g., 1-10% albumin. 

Similar artifactual "depolarization" may appear when 
you add appreciable concentrations of non polar solvents ro a 
dyed cell suspension, which is why it's a good idea co keep 
the total amount of added DMSO, EcOH, ere. relarively 
constant from sample co sample and noc add amounts of 
these solvents in excess of l % of sample volume. If you arc 

adding material dissolved in DMSO, make sure the sample 
is well mixed, because DMSO, left co ics own devices, will sir 
ac che bottom of an aqueous solution, and the hydrophobic 
molecules in it may be content co scay there unless prodded. 

If you want co eliminate mitochondrial influences on the 
uptake of cyanines or other lipophilic cationic dyes, yo u can 
add an uncoupler. Felber and Brand<oi used 5-10 µM car
bonyl cyanide p-trifluoromethoxy-phcnylhydrazone 
(FCCP) in cheir TPMP' procedure; I have tried this a few 
times and it seems co work. Waggoncr'"2 cautions that the 
related uncoupler carbonyl cyanide chlorophenylhydra
zonc (CCCP) may interfere with cuvecte measurements 
using DiSC,(5); I have used CCCP ac 5-10 µM for flow 
eytometry without problems. 

For the record, I have cried co measure Nt' in cell suspen
sions in cuvecres using cyanine dyes on several occasions, 
and have only succeeded once; che flow cycometric proce
dure done on cells from the same samples at the same time 
has worked. Oxonol dyes, which are nontoxic and which 
respond co 6't' changes more rapidly chan do cyanines, have: 
been advocated as superior L\'t' probes for cuveccc measure
ments by Tsien, Pozzan and Rink' 20 ; I'll cry them if I ever 
have occasion co attempt more cuvecce measurements 

Also for the record, there have been occasions when we 
shut off a flow eytometer after running cyanine dye-stained 
lymphocytes from one donor on one day, turned the system 
on again the nexc day, and found that the peak of the distri
bution of fluorescence from another donor's cells was within 
a few channels of the peak of che distribution obtained the 
day before. From my point of view, the flow cytomcrric 
technique is more reproducible than is the bulk measure
ment method. 

There have been a lot of bad things said about cyanine 
dyes in the literature, many of which are true. Ar micromolar 
concencracions, cyanines have been observed co be coxic to 

bacteria"' and mammalian cells•:•·'·•(·". The dyes themselves 

may perturb t\'t' direccly by altering membrane conductivity; 
cheir inhibition of energy metabolism may also result in ,\ 'f' 
changes. When used to monitor nc:ucrophil 6'!' responses to 

chcmotaccic peptides, DiOCJ3) and TPMP" have been re
ported co give contradictory resultsm. while DiSC,(5) was 
found co be destroyed by oxidation following neurrophil 

• • 47•) 
acuvauon . 

The affiniry of cyanine dyes for cell consritucnrs is so 
high, and their solubility in water so low, that you can end 
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up with inconclusive results when you use very low concen
trations of dye and relatively high concentrations of cells, 
simply because the dye molecules grab on to the first cells 
cher sec"'·'. Olive and Durand have raken advantage of this 
property and used DiOC,(3), which I rold you not to use as 
an ~'I' probe, as an indicator of perfusion or penetration of 
macerials inco rumor cell spheroids'1' . 

The toxicity of che cyanine dyes is a liability shared in 
common with ocher families of cacionic dyes and with lipo
philic cations such as TPMP'; when the cyanines are used in 
flow cycomecry, ac concentrarions of 5-100 nM, toxicity is 
less than when radiolabeled carions or cationic dyes are used 
ac micromolar concencracions for bulk measurements. Dif
ferent cell types appear ro have differenc degrees of suscepti
bility to cyanine dye toxicity; Crissman ec al8" found char 
simultaneous staining with DiOC1(3) improved boch 
Hoechst 33342 staining of live CHO cells and cell survival 
following sorting, possibly because of effects on the efflux 
pump, while the supposedly less toxic rhodamine 123 af
fected neither staining nor survival. While this may nor lead 
ro the routine appearance of cyanine dyes in multivitamin 
pills, it does remind us chac one cell's poison may be another 
cell 's medium. 

Cytoplasmic Membrane Potential: Summing Up 

Ir is hardly feasible to make microelectrode measun:
mencs of ~'t' in large numbers of cells, and impalement with 
microelectrodes is probably more traumatic co lymphocytes 
than co squid axons. Despite this, cationic dyes such as che 
cyanines, radiolabeled cations, che anionic oxonol dyes, and 
microcleccrodcs have produced comparable results in most 
systems to which rwo or more measurement methods have 
been applied . 

T asaki and Byrne"'"' scudied che cime course of the in
trinsic birefringence change of axons that coincides with 
action potentials, and accribuce it co swelling of the nerve 
brought about by movement of water inco the superficial 
layer of the axon. A close relationship was also demonstrated 
between nerve swelling and changes in light scattering and in 
dye absorbance. The intrinsic optical changes, by the way, 
are on the order of a few pans per ten thousand; you won't 
be noticing them on your scatter channel, and we' ll probably 
have to stick wich using dyes for flow cytometric measure
ments. 

In looking ar some scudies'""'·''·' on flow cytometry chat 
emerged prior ro the previous edicion, I nociced that at least 
as many people seemed ro use cyanines""'·' as oxonols"''0 · ' "'''11 • 

Seamer and Mandler """ applied my crick of dividing by a 
size measure (figure 7-28, p. 389) to lower the CVs from 
oxonol measurements. Darnjanovich and Pieri 16"' correlated 
fluorescence Aow cycomccry with patch clamp measuremencs 
in lymphocyccs. Radosevic ec al"'''J used DiBAC4(3) ro srudy 
membrane potential in conjugates of cyrocoxic NK cells, 
which were labeled with a cracking dye, and K562 target 
cells. Conjugates could be identified on the basis of tracking 
dye fluorescence and light scactering signals; using a slit-scan 

technique, the membrane potential of each cell in a conju
gate was measured separately, showing char depolarization of 
the K562 cell occurs as a consequence of the cyroroxic acciv
ity of the NK cell. In ac lease some of the studies in chis 
group 16' " 8 , in which cyanine dyes were used, I suspecc rhar 
the efflux pump had some effecc on resulcs. Watch out. 

Mitochondrial Membrane Potential (~\I',.) 

Mitochondrial Staining with Rhodamine 123 Is 
Membrane Potential-Dependent 

Since 1980, numerous investigators have used the lipo
philic cacionic dye rhodamine 123 for investigacions of 
micochondrial struccure and function; it is appropriate ar 
chis point ro discuss the general issue of escimacion of mi
tochondrial membrane potential (which I will abbreviate 
as A'I' .. ). as opposed to cytoplasmic membrane potential 
(A'I'), and to clear up some misconcepcions that seem co 
have arisen concerning this particular dye . 

.A5 was mentioned on p. 385, there is normally a rela
tively large (100 mV or more, interior negative) gradient of 
electrical pocential across micochondrial membranes in cells. 
The electrical pocential and pH gradients herween rhe cyro
sol and the mirochondrial macrix are inextricably linked to 
the processes of energy metabolism w ". When cells wich 
normal mitochondrial function are allowed co equilibrate 
with lipophilic cations, potential differences alone generate 
gradients of cation concentration across miwchondrial and 
cytoplasmic membranes, with che concentration being high
est in the mitochondria. 

According to the Ncrnst equation (p. 386), the racio of 
micochondrial to cytosolic (free) cation concencracions 
should be 100: 1 if the potential difference across the mico
chondrial membrane is 120 mV, and 1000:1 if it is 180 mV. 
The presence of any high-affinity binding sites for the cacion 
within mitochondria will result in the ratio of concentrations 
of (free + bound) cacion in micochondria and cycosol being 
higher than char predicted by the Nernst equation, unless 
there are much greacer numbers of high-affiniry binding sites 
within the cytosol. 

If cell samples are allowed co come to equilibrium with 
equal concentrations of a series of cationic dyes of similar 
struccure with increasing lipophilicity (e.g., cyanines) . higher 
micochondrial/cytosolic dye concentration ratios should be 
found for the dyes with higher lipophilicity (in the case of 
the cyanines, those dyes with longer alkyl side chains) , due 
to increased binding co hydrophobic membrane structures, 
which are at least as abundant in mitochondria as in the 
cytoplasm. The racio of intracellular and extracellular dye 
concentrations, [C]/[CJ •. should also increase with lipo
philicicy. 

Under the equilibrium conditions just described, both 
cytoplasmic (L\'t') and mitochondrial (NI'.,, ) membrane po
cential affect the total amount of dye raken up and bound hy 
cells. The relative contributions of cycoplasm and mito
chondria co the cycoplasmic "L\'t'," as estimated by Auores-



cencc of cells following equilibration with dyes such as cya
nines, are, however, difficulr to estimate a priori, because the 
total amount of dye in each compartment is the product of 
concenrrarion and volume. In addition, one cannot expect 
to measure the same amounts of fluorescence emission from 
equal amounts of intra- and extramitochondrial dye, because 
quenching increases with dye concentration. 

If cells are washed following a first equilibration wirh 
dye, the rate at which a new equilibrium between intramito
chondrial, cyrosolic, and extracellular dye concentrations is 
reached should be dependent upon mitochondrial affinity 
for the dye, because, after washing, the mitochondria serve as 
the primary source for redistribution of dye inco the cyrosol 
and thence into rhe exrracellular medium. More and/or 
stronger mitochondrial binding of dye should be reflected in 
longer reequilibracion times and, until equilibrium is 
reached, in higher ratios of intra- to extramitochondrial dye 
concentrations. Observation of such cells under a fluores
cence microscope should show dye fluorescence to be con
fined to the mitochondria. 

All char can be concluded, however, from rhe observa
tion of fluorescence in rhe mitochondria of washed cells, or 
from microphocometric or flow cyrometric measurement of 
cellular fluorescence under such conditions, is char rhe mito
chondria were energized prior to dye addition and probably 
remained energized at the time of measurement; variations 
in N¥,, cannot be inferred from variations in cell fluores
cence. This is so because the number and/or volume of mi
tochondria may vary from cell co cell and because mito
chondrial fluorescence itself is likely not co be proportional 
to 1~'¥., due co concentration quenching. Recall (p. 388) chat 
the rat io of concentrations of cyanine dyes inside and out
side cells is typically at lease several hundred, much higher 
than would be predicted by the Nernst equation; even if the 
ratio between cycosolic and mitochondrial concentrations is 
purely Nernscian , one can expect the concentration of dye in 
the mitochondria co be on the order of Io• times che exter
nal dye concentration. If the external dye concentration were 
only 10 nM , che mitochondrial concentration would be 100 
µM, and one would expect dye fluorescence to be substan
tially quenched. 

If rhe mitochondria are dcenergizcd, i.e. , if 6'1' m is re
duced ro or near zero, before dye is initially added co the 
cells, e.g., by addition of a metabolic inhibitor, e.g., an 
uncouplcr of oxidative phosphorylation, such as CCCP, no 
mitochondrial concentration of dye occurs in che first place, 
other chan rhac which might result from dye binding to 
membranous structures in the absence of a potential gradi
ent. Under these circumstances, the dye concentration in 
cells left in equilibrium wirh dye responds co differences in 
(cyroplasmic) d't' , and flow cycomerric fluorescence and cell 
size measurements can provide valid, semiquantitative esci
mares of chis parameter provided dye concentrations are kept 
low, as discussed on p. 392, co minimize sarurarion and con
centration quenching effects. Pretreatment with an inhibicor 
of mirochondrial energy metabolism similarly allows valid 
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estimates of cyroplasmic ~'¥ to be derived from uptake of 
TPMP. and similar substances. 

If no inhibitor is added co cells, and they are examined 
while in equilibrium with dye , differences in fluorescence 
will be observed between cells wirh intact membranes and 
normal mitochondrial function , on the one hand, and dam
aged cells, on the other. Cells with deenergized mitochon
dria will. as just discussed , take up less dye rhan cells wirh 
intact energy metabolism; cells with cytoplasmic membrane 
damage sufficient co diminish or abolish the cyroplasmic d'I-' 
gradient will also take up less dye. Thus , equilibrium dye 
fluorescence measurements in cells can provide an indication 
of cell viability chat is based upon metabolic integrity as 
well as membrane integrity. 

Washing cells before measurement can be expecred co 
produce some improvement in live-dead cell discrimination. 
If mitochondria are deenergized before equilibration wich 
dye, very little fluorescence will be seen in washed cells even 
if the cytoplasmic membrane is intact. If micochondria be
come deenergized after equilibration with dye, bur before 
washing, some concentration of dye in mitochondria may be 
observed if high-affinity binding results in dye being lost 
relatively slowly from the mitochondria. If the mitochondria 
become deenergized a~er washing, dye should be lose from 
the mitochondria into che cyrosol at a race dependent upon 
the affinity of mitochondria for che dye. 

Viewed against this background, the observed behavior 

of rhodaminc 123 (Rl23) in mitochondria and cells is no 
different from what would be expected, and not markedly 
different from what would be expected and has been ob
served using ocher dyes. During the fall of 1979, when my 

ini cial publication on flow cyromerric d '¥ estimation•:• and 
their first paper on RI 23 staining of mirochondria'M were in 
press, Lan Bo Chen and Lincoln Johnson asked me if chey 
could look at some R 123-scained cells in one of my flow 
cytomecers. We got to talking about membrane porencials; 
when I found out chat R 123 was a cationic dye I suggesred 
char che mitochondrial staining they were seeing was poren
rial-dependem, and we exchanged samples of dyes. 

The R 123 staining techniq uc Johnson et al described '; ~·' 
involved a 30 min equilibration of cells with 10 µg /ml 
(about 25 f!M) RI 23, following which cells were washed 
and examined. Using that concentration of RI 23, I couldn ' t 
measure unwashed cells in the flow cyromecer because of che 
intense background fluorescence. Backing off co 1 µM. l 
found (unpublished) that I could gee R123 fluorescence co 
respond to the usual d'l' manipulations involving VMC. 
GRM, and changes of (K) concentration in the same fash
ion as did che cyanines. Johnson and Chen""' established chat 
R123 staining was dependent upon the presence of the mi
tochondrial d'l' gradient. They also observed chat cells 
equilibrated with safranin and che cyanine dyes showed po
tential-dependent mitochondrial sraining. In facr , cyanine 
dye-stained cells could be examined without washing, 
probably because cyanines are considerably more lipophilic 
than is Rl23, which should make che ratio of intra- and 
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excramitochondrial dye concentrations ar least somewhat 
higher for the cyanines. 

A few weeks afrer these experiments were done, Paul 
Horan and coworkers exhibited piccures of cyanine dye
stained fibroblasts at the 1979 Asilomar conference on Ana
lytical Cytology; chese showed dye concentraccd in miro
chondria. Horan cc al found, as did Johnson cc al using 
R 123, chac scimulacion of confluent fibroblasts by wounding 
caused an increase within minures in mirochondrial fluores
cence in cells adjacent co che damaged areas'" '. U ncil boch 
groups published in 1981 , however, most people who were 
aware of che capacicy of Rl23 to stain micochondria were 
unaware of the cencral role of mitochondrial ~'f' in Rl23 
scaining. 

James and Bohman"", for example, used Rl23 and flow 
cyromecry co scudy proliferacion of micochondria during che 
cell cycle of HL-60 cells, and Darzynkiewicz. et al'" reported 
increased RI 23 staining of stimulaced lymphocytes begin
ning approximately 24 hr following exposure to leccins, ac
tributing most of the increase in fluorescence to an increase 
in rhe number of micochondria per cell, in work submitted 
for publication before reporcs of rhe potential dependence of 
R 123 scaining appeared in prim. 

The R 123 fluorescence response in lymphocyte activa-
. . . b I d h "~-·~6.•M r1on was nor surpnsmg co me ecause an ot ers 

(also M. Brand, personal communicacion), using TPMP', 
microcleccrodes, DiOC,.(3), and TPMP", respectively had 
found apparent hyperpolarizacion of lectin-scimulaced T 
lymphocytes beginning at 5-12 hours, and usually preceding 
increases in RNA content as measured with pyronin Y. I also 
noted (unpublished) rhat R 123 staining increased in scimu
laced T cells; an example of typical rcsulcs obcained from 
lymphocytes scained wich Hoechst 33342 in combinacion 
with various ocher probes appears as Figure 7-30 . 

In retrospect, some of the differences in RI 23 fluores
cence between rescing and stimulated lymphocytes may re
flecc behavior of the glycoprorein pump, which appears to be 
more active in resting than in srimulated cells, leading to 

observable differences in the fluorescence of Hoechst 33342 
in when cells arc equilibraced at lower concenrracions of che 
dye chan are rypically used for scoichiomecric DNA srain
ing~'" ·'0·1'·'· '" (see pp. 309 and 376). 

I had suggesccd'9' that flow cytomcrric ~'!'measurements 
mighr provide a more sensirive indicaror of cell viability 
rhan was given by dye exclusion tesrs. This was of incerest co 
several of my colleagues because:: ir might provide a fasc 
means for determining the effects of chemocherapeutic 
agents on cancer cells. Sam Bernal, Lan Bo Chen and I"" 
looked at rhe effecrs of various drugs on R 123 fluorescence 
in LI 2 10 mouse k-ukemia cells, and concluded char loss of 
R 123 fluorescence was a bener and earlier predictor of loss 
of clonogeniciry chan were dye exclusion tescs . However, 
later work (E. Adams, B. K. Bhuyan et al, presentations at 
the l 984 Cell Kinerics Sociccy meeting and personal com
municacions) showed that, while loss of R 123 fluorescence 
generally indicares loss of clonogeniciry, cells exposed co 

lechal doses of some drugs may not lose Rl 23 fluorescence 
for some time. Bhuyan et al demonstrated by biochemical 
analyses chac R123 fluorescence parallels mitochondrial 
ATP content, and thac the changes in chis parameter fo l
lowing lechal doses of diffcrenc agents occur with different 
nme courses. 

When R 123 firsc came into use, greac stress was placed 
upon ics relarivcly low coxicicy as compared co dyes such as 
che cyanines. Darzynkiewicz. cc af'0, however, found rhac 
Rl 23 inhibited the growth and cell cycle progression of cul
cured cells, while uncharged rhodamine dyes, which were 
not caken into micochondria, were not inhibitory. Chen's 
group, which had reporced differenc paccerns of recencion of 
che dye in normal and transformed cells'"", chercafrer discov
ered a selective coxic effect of R 123 on carcinoma cells in 
vitrom and in vivo"". They have since escablished rhar che 
dye interferes wich mitochondrial energy metabolism'"" . 

CONTROL 48 HR PHA 

HOECHST 33342 (DNA) 

RHODAMINE 123 
("MITOCHONDRIAL 

MEMBRANE 
POTENTIAL") 

Di0Cs(3) 
("CYTOPLASMIC 

MEMBRANE 
POTENTIAL") 

PYRONIN Y 
(CYTOPLASMIC RNA) 

Figure 7-30. Two paramerer flow cyromerric analy
ses of lectin-srimulared human peripheral blood lym
phocytes 48 hr afrer PHA addition. 

The coxiciry of the more lipophilic cyanine dyes, and of 
lipophilic cacions such as TPMP", relative to Rl 23 must be 
examined in the lighc of rhe face chac differences in lipo
philiciry exert profound effeccs on parcicioning of che dyc 
between micochondria, cycosol , and medium. In cells equili
brated wich equimolar concencrarions of Rl 23 and a lipo
philic cyan ine such as DiOC0(3), the intramicochondrial 
concentration of che cyanine dye may be hundreds of times 
higher than chat of R 123. Conversely, chere cxis r other fluo-



rescenc probes of micochondrial energization which, like 
R 123, are relarively water-soluble, and which are also said co 
be nomoxic; e.g., the scyryl dyes DASPMI (dimcthylami
noscyrylpyridinium iodide) and DASPEI described in 
1976 by Bereircr-Hahn100• The studies of RI23 as an anti
cancer drug recalled che therapeutic use of DiSC2(5) as an 
ancihelminchic agenc under che name Dithiazaninei0 ' . I have 
often wondered whether some of the unexplained sudden 
deaths associated with chis dye/drug were relaccd to che ob
servation by uninformed patients of brilliant blue stools fol
lowing ics oral administration. In a more serious vein, ic 
should be poi need our chat Zigman and Gilman m have re
lated che coxicicy of cyanine dyes co redox poccncial; their 
work should be read by anyone interested in the pharma
cologic, as opposed to the flow cycomecric, aspects of dye 
probes of cell membrane potential. le is also evident from che 
work of Chen's group char chiacyanine dyes are more toxic 
than indo- and oxacyanines'm. 

Since che lace 1980's, a loc of interesting things have 
happened in che mitochondrial area, with flow cycometry 
playing a pivotal role. 

Borrh, Kral, and Kacinger••'J'.l established that RI23 fluo
rescence of hybridomas was responsive primarily co glucose 
concencracion, rather than to aging or growth; chis was sig
nificant since Rl 23 fluorescence was proposed as a useful 
parameter chat has been proposed for use in monitoring cells 
in bioreaccors. Myc et al '"'° used Hoechst 33342 and Rl23 
co determine char there was no variation wich phases of the 
cell cycle in R123 rccention characteristics in either normal 
lymphocytes or leukemic cells. 

Irion et al"06 and Roctele and Zimmermann"07 studied 
the kinetics of uptake of a variecy of dyes with different lipo
philicicies into Hela cell mitochondria in situ. The kinetics 
of uptake were found co be limited by diffusion; more lipo
philic molecules were taken up more rapidly. Dye molecules 
accumulated in strongly lipophilic areas of the mitochon
dria, and both che potential gradienc and hydrophobic inter
actions contribute co strong dye binding. Scyrylpyridinium 
dyes arc of incercsc because, unlike cyanines, rhey exhibic 
very low fluorescence in aqueous solution. 

The Search for Better 6'¥11 Probes: Round One 
Maftah et al 1696 and orhers1691·8 described the use of nonyl 

acridine orange (NAO), which rhey reported stained mito· 
chondria in a membrane pocencial-independenc fashion. 
One of the problems wich attempting co measure 6'1' m using 
rhe fluorescence of RI23 or ocher dyes is char the number 
and size, or mass, of mitochondria vary from cell co cell; ic is 
therefore nor possible co determine co what excenc differ
ences in dye fluorescence between cells reflect differences in 
6't',0 , as opposed co differences in these ocher factors. In 
theory, NAO fluorescence would provide a measurement of 
mitochondrial mass. Since the fluorescence emission maxima 
of NAO and Rl 23 are quire close co one anorher, it would 
not be feasible co attempt raciomecric measurements. How
ever, I suggested in the previous edition rhac the ratio of 
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fluorescence of a suitably spectrally separated cationic dye, 
e.g., DilC,(5) and NAO might provide an indicator of L\'t',,, 

normalized for differences in mitochondrial mass; l was 
wrong. I also speculated chat the nonyl group locked NAO 
into the mitochondrial membrane, and ir looks as if I was 
right about chat; I can't finish rhe story without bringing in 
some ocher developments. 

O'Connor ec al used flow cytometry wirh rhodamine 
1231703 and ocher dyes17111 co analyze isolated individual mito
chondria; staining with Rl23, safranin 0 , and Di0C6(3) 
were potential dependent, while staining with NAO was 
not, as would be expected. Wolf and Kaparos'70' were able co 
discriminate isolated neuronal synaprosomes from free mito
chondria because, under the experimental conditions used, 
the former maintained a membrane potential and the latter 
did not. 

Juan et al2310 described a kinetic measurement procedure 
using rhodamine 123 to assess mitochondrial membrane 
potential; they found that, if dye and cell concentrations 
were kept constant, the race of uptake of R123 by isolated 
rat hepatocytes was relatively constant, with increasing con
ccncracions of added glucose or other substrates increasing 
rhe dye uptake race and addition of uncouplers decreasing 
the dye uptake rate. 

Hahn et al"0i described a phococrosslinking fluorescent 
indicator of mitochondrial membrane potential; a carbocya
ninc dye was dcrivacized with a phocoreaccive nitro
phenylazide group so chat illumination would covalently 
attach it co nearby molecules. The dye, PhoCy (phorofixable 
cyanine), specifically stained mitochondria in living fibro
blasts; when stained cells were illuminated and fixed with 
formaldehyde, staining was retained owing co cross-linking, 
while fixation without illumination eliminated mitochon
drial staining. If the mitochondria in cells were energized in 
chc first place, one could, in theory, label them wich PhoCy, 
wash our excess dye, lock che PhoCy into che mitochondria 
by illuminating the cells, apply some rrearmenc, and rescain 
with a spectrally distinct cationic dye co determine whether 
or not L\'t' m had decreased. However, PhoCy itself apparently 
didn 'c make it co market, alchough some ocher reactive car i
onic mitochondrial dye probes cvencually did. 

6'¥ 11 , JC-I, and Apoprosis 

Lan Bo Chen published rwo reviews, in 1988°60
" and 

19891691, reflecting whac he and his coworkers had done wich 
R 123 and ocher dyes up co char poinc. In 1991, his group 
described rhe use of the symmetric cyanine dye 5,5' ,6,6'
cecrachloro-l, l ',3,3 '-cecracthylbenzimidazolocarbocyanine io
dide UC-1), which forms fluorescent aggregates, as a probe 
of mitochondrial membrane poccncial'c.a'.i. When excited at 
490 nm, JC-1 monomers show an emission maximum at 
527 nm, while aggregates emir maximally ac 590 nm. In 
theory, chc orange to green fluorescence ratio should give 
you a measure of membrane potential. 

I've tried JC-1 in cells and bacteria; the biggest problems 
I've found with it is that it aggregates in solution and that it 
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[akes much longer ro equilibra[e to stable fluorescence values 
[han do che more popular dyes such as DiOC,(3) and 
DiOCJ3). The fluorescence dimibmions in rwo dimensions 
are broad enough so tha[ taking ratios doesn't help all tha[ 
much . There are probably better dyes our chcre with similar 
properties if you wane co do rariomerric measurements, bur 
looking ac two-color fluorescence from JC-1 has rurned ouc 
w be very useful , even if ic won'c lee you measure L\ \JI., co the 
nearest millivolc. 

Chen's group and collaborators ' 0' , using NMR, found 
chat R 123 had differem effects on intermediary metabolism 

of normal and cancer cells. On another from, the report by 
Chen's group"''! rhac membrane potentials were different 

based on differences in JC-1 fluorescence at differenr points 
in mitochondria resonaced with the conclusion drawn by 
Skulachev and his colleagues, based on analyses of fibroblasc 
and cardiac myocyce mitochondria' ·o• and on filamentous 

cyanobacceria '"", char nc(Works of mitochondria (or bacteria) 
ace as power-[ransmining proconic cables, wirh membrane 
potential changes propagacing along che network'-". A cellu
lar information superhighway? For whac ic's worrh , Bedlack, 
Wei, and Loew"" observed localized membrane depolariza
tions [hat chey believed co be involved in electric field
direcred neurire growth. This gees us from subcellular power 
transmission lines to rhe kind a lor of people worry about 
[hese days; ic 's nor ar all illogical rhar eleccric field effecrs 
would be mediaced via membrane pocemial changes, bur I 
haven'c seen anything along chis line hie the newspapers yec. 
I haven't looked char hard ac the journals. Chen's group 
published a methods paper and review on JC- I in l 995 2810, 

bur things di<ln 'c get really interesting until afrer chac. 
In l 993 . Cossari:aa ec al ''0 ' reporced using JC-1 for (WO

color flow cycomecric measurement of mitochondrial mem
brane pocencial; while, as I said. it didn 'c give chem values co 
che ncaresc millivolt, it did (and docs) a much better job of 
discriminating cells with energized and deenergized miro
chondria chan did ocher popular dyes'8 " . 

In 1993, Richcerirn suggesced char maintenance of 6'11m 

was imporcanc in preventing apoptosis; in i 994, Cossarizza 
er al 2•u and Vayssiere et alm' reported chat 6 \JI m was reduced 
in apopcosis, and , in I 995, Cossarizza er al"" reported rhac 
N-acecylcysceine stabilized 6'f'., and prevented apopcosis in 
cells rreaced with agents that would normally induce che 
process. Richter and CossariZ7.a ec al joined forces on a 1996 
paper emphasizing che role of maintenance of ~'I'~ and ATP 
production in che prevention of apopcosis. The concept, and 
JC- I , scarred co gee a lot of attencion from chac poinc on; I'll 
have more co say about the subject when I discuss apopcosis 
in Chapter l 0 . Meanwhile, I'll continue with che scary of 
micochondrial probes. 

The Search for Better ~'I',. Probes: Round Two 

While, by 1997, JC- 1 was recognized as more reliable in 
providing information on rhe scare of energization of mico
chondria than either Di0C6(3) or Rl23 2"', ic did not pro
vide a quamicacive measure of Nf' .. , at least when applied to 

whole cells. Roccenberg and Wu '"'. noced in l 997 char 
DiOCJ 3) itself induced apoptotic changes in lymphocyces 
from old mice, which led chem co consider some arcribuces 
of chis and other dyes char might affect their use as probes of 
6o/m, and, in 1998, co reporc char DiOC,,(3) could be used 
for quantitative flow cycometric measurements of j,'J' ~ ' "". 

Jc had been known for some cime chac DiOC6(3) and 
other oxacarbocyanine dyes inhibiced NADH reduccase in 
isolaced mitochondria in vitro; Rottenberg and Wu reasoned 
that mitochondria in situ would be affected by substantially 

lower concemracions of dye in solution, because of che 
Nernscian and non-Ncrnscian concentration char occurs in 
cells. They found char the respiration of lymphocytes ex
posed to 40-100 nM Di0C6(3), a range of concenrracions 
commonly used for assessment of was inhibited approxi
macely 90 percenr, suggesting char rhc probe icself was likely 
co alcer rhe paramecer chey were trying co measure. 

Apart from their effect on rcspiracion and t\'f' m , cxcraccl
lular dye concenrracions in rhe 40- 100 nM range create 
problems because, as mentioned on pp. 388 and 395. the 
concentracion of dye in energized mitochondria can easily 
reach I 0,000 rimes the extracellular dye concencrarion, and, 
at intramicochondrial concentrations in the 400-1000 µM 
range, che fluorescence of dye in mitochondria should be 

almosc complecely quenched . 
I noced, in the discussion of measuremencs of cytoplas

mic membrane potential , chat DiOC,,(3) fluorescence in 
cells, measured by flow cycomecry. becomes independent of 
membrane pocential ac an extracellular dye concentracion of 
2 µM . I also noted rhac membrane potential changes in cells 

exposed co that concencracion of dye can be measured in 
cuvettes, because the cuvecce measurement measures che 
fluorescence of free dye in solution. In order to keep cellular 
fluorescence responsive ro changes in cytoplasmic membrane 
pocemial, it is necessary to use lower concentrations of dye 
than mighc be used for cuvette measurements, and che I 0-
100 nM concentrations cypically used for flow cycomerry 
may be advantageous in terms of eliminating much of che 
effecc of ~'t' .. on cyroplasmic membrane potencial by vinue 
of excensive quenching of incramirochondrial dye. 

When we are trying co measure L\ 'f' m by flow cycomerry, 
we cannot practically disringuish between fluorescence from 
imramicochondrial dye and fluorescence from dye in the 
excramirochondrial portions of the cell . We woul<l prefer m 
have a monotonic relationship between measured fluores
cence and ~·I'm ; che fluorescence inrensicy measured from 
cells with energi1.ed mirochondria should be greater chan 
rhac measured from cells wich deenergized mitochondria , 
and cells with intermediate values of should yield intermedi 
ace values of fluorescence imensicy. This is unlikely co hap
pen when chere is excensive quenching of dye in mitochon
dria; ir is far more likely thac a decrease in~'¥ ... , resulring in 
release of dye inco the cycosol, will lead co an increase in 
cellular fluorescence. Rorcenberg and Wu2"" found char 0.2 
nM Di0C6(3) provided a monotonic fluorescence response 
across che range of 6'f' m· 



Since rhe concencrarions of JC-1 cypically used for srud
ies of L\'f',,, are in rhe range between l and 10 µM , ir is not 
unlikely that perturbation by the dye will complicare any 
attempr ro derive a quancitacive measurement. Because rhe 
response of J C-1 co L\ II-' m is largely dependen r on the concen
tration of dye being high enough to promote formarion of 
J-aggrcgates, it is likely char reducing rhe concentration co 
the nanomolar range would eliminate rhe metachromacic 
fluorescence response char has provided mosr of the motiva
tion for using rhe dye. Cossarizza et af81 9 did find a linear 
relationship berween JC-1 orange (590 nm) fluorescence and 
Li'¥,. in i!>olaced mitochondria, buc it is likely chat rhe in
rramicochondrial dye concentrarion in that experimental 
sicuacion was lower rhan would be expected in mitochondria 
in situ due co the absence of rhe Nernsrian and non
Nernstian concencrarion of dye inco a cytoplasmic excrami
tochondrial compartment. 

In 1996, Poot er al"'0 , at Molecular Probes, described 
two reactive probes char responded co li'f' m , chloromcthyl
X-rosarnine (CMXRos) and CM-H2 XRos, both given rhe 
MitoTracker Red rrade name. Boch probes are lipophilic 
and cationic, and are concentrated in mitochondria, where 
rhe chloromerhyl groups on rhe probes bind covalencly to 
rhiols. CMXRos is fluorescent; its exciracion maximum is at 
578 nm, but some fluorescence is excirable at 488 nm. The 
emission maximum is at 599 nm. CM-H, XRos, the reduced 
form of CMXRos, is nonfluorescent; once inside cells wich 
an active energy metabolism, it is oxidized co CMXRos. 

The abilicy of these probes co bind covalently to con
stituents of micochondria allows chem to withstand fixation , 
as did the PhoCy dye described on p. 397, bur there has 
been a running controversy in the lirerarure as co how faith
fully CMXRos measurements of fixed cells represent the 
state of mitochondrial energization before fixation. In dual 
sraining experiments, Macho et al'"" found CMXRos fluo
rescence to he highly correlated with DiOC6(3) fluorescence, 
and pursued immunofluorescence measurements of intracel
lular proreins such as Bd-2 in cells char had been fixed and 
permeabilized following CMXRos staining. Ferlini et al2822 

questioned whether some of the correlation between 
CMXRos and cyanine dye fluorescence represented speccral 
crosscaJk, but Macho er al2m, in response, cited additional 
evidence char CMXRos responded to ti'+' m· 

Molecular Probes offers several fixable mitochondrial 
probes in addition to CMXRos and CM-H,XRos; these 
include MitoTrackcr Green FM, which has spectral charac
teristics similar to fluorescein but is almosr nonfluorescent in 
aqueous solution, and MitoTrackcr Orange CM
H2TMRos and CMTMRos, which emit at 576 nmm'. 
Hollinshead et al282

', in a paper demonsrraring the advan
tages of antibiotin antibodies, which react wirh endogenous 
biotinylaced proteins in mitochondria, for specific labeling 
of chose organelles in fixed material, reported char Miro
T racker Green FM staining, representative of che state of 
mitochondrial energization before fixation , was preserved in 
fixed tissue. Poot and Pierce,.,5 reported that, in cells stained 
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wirh 200 nm each of Mito Tracker Green rM and CMXRos. 
the ratio of CMXRos fluorescence to MitoTracker Green 
fluorescence provided beccer discrimination of apoptoric cells 
than did CMXRos fluorescence alone. A challenge by Gil
more and Wilson2126 was followed by a response to Ferlini et 
al by Poot and Pierce1917, maintaining rhar changes in 
CMXRos fluorescence are sensitive indicators of early apop
tosis. Salvioli et al2m, in a study of HL-60 cells, conceded 
chat, while JC-1 and CMXRos did not always give identical 
results, CMXRos was a reliable probe for assessing~'+',, , but 
Marhur er al1m, studying cultured cardiomyocyres, found 
chat JC-I staining did reflect L\'f' m, but thac CMXRos stain
ing did not. 
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Figure 7-31. Demonstration of apoptotic HL-60 cells (APO) 
with deenergized mitochondria by JC-I staining_ Apoptosis 
was induced by staurosporine. The "JC-I aggregates" axis 
displays 590 nm fluorescence; the "JC-I monomers" axis dis
plays 530 nm fluorescence. From: Salvioli et al, Cyromerry 
4-0:189-197, 2000 [Reference 2828), © John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., used by permission. 

If you decide to be conservative and rely on JC- I as your 
probe for ~q.im, Figure 7-31 , above, gives you an idea of 
what you can expecc. The apoproric cells contain somewhat 
fewer JC- I aggregates, as indicated by slightly lower 590 nm 
fluorescence, and substantially more JC -1 monomers, as 
indicated by 530 nm fluorescence, than do rhe unaffecred or 
control cells. It would not be unusual to see lower values of 
590 nm fluorescence in apopcotic cells rhan are shown in 
chis figure. 

In 2000, Keij et al21·' 0 reported rhac mitochondrial stain
ing by NAO (p. 397) , MicoTracker Green, and another 
Molecular Probes offering, MitoFluor Green, was affected 
by ~'f'"' changes induced by drugs prior to staining. A cri
tique by Isola ct al28i 1 noted chat mosr people stained fir~t 
and applied treatments later. However, Keij et al have made 
the point that the micochondrial uptake of all of the dyes 
they used is potential-dependent, which should bring us 
closer co the conclusion that neither NAO nor any of the 
Miro Tracker dyes is a probe of «mitochondrial mass." 

Ir had been alleged for many years char NAO binding ro 
mitocnondria was at least parcly potenrial-independent, and 
reflected the affinicy of the dye for cardiolipin, a polyun
saturated acidic phospholipid found exclusively in bacterial 
and mitochondrial membranes. NAO has, therefore, been 
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used as a probe for cellular cardiolipin content as well as a 
probe for mitochondrial mass; Jacobson er a1283', who have 
confirmed chat NAO bind ing responds to i\'f' m, as Keij et 
al'"'0 reporced, may have slain that dragon . Or maybe noc. 
Rhodamine 123 had magical propcrcies artributed ro it for 
years before J C-1 came along, bu c the mitochondrial srain
ing properties of both dyes are largely deducible from their 
lipophilicicies, scruccures, and association constants. We 
know chat the MicoTracker dyes scay in mitochondria be
cause chey bind covalently once they are driven in by cyco
plasmic and mitochondrial membrane potential gradients 
and by lipophiliciry, and we can be prercy sure that NAO, 
once driven in hy the same factors , is locked into mitochon
drial membranes by its cracking dye-like non yl side chain. If 
you're looking for a mitochondrial mass probe, anri-biotin 
antibodies1" 2' may not be a bad bee. 

That's about ir for mitochondria; J should mention char 
Pham cc air'' ' have developed a near technique for looking at 
rhe acriviry of individual components of the respiratory 
chain in digiton in-permeabilized cells , using either 40 nM 
DiIC,(5) or 90 nM CMXRos as a probe of i\'f',., and simul
raneously derecring reacrive oxygen species with carboxy
DCF (p. 379). 

Bacteria( Membrane Potencials 
Bacteria, unlike eukaryoces, do not comparcmencalizc 

cheir respiratory enzymes inside mirochondria; rhe enzymes 
are , instead, located on the inner surface of the cytoplasmic 
membrane. As a result, the I 00-200 mV, inside-negative, 
potential gradient generated by bacterial energy metabolism 
exiscs across the cytoplasmic membrane, and some bacteria 
stain in more or less che same potential-dependent fashion 
with rhodamine 123, cyanine dyes, and ocher fluorescent 
lipophilic cationic dyes85P . Orher bacteria, however, have co 
be coaxed into staining. In general, there's not much of a 
problem getring Gram-positive bacreria to take up lipo
philic dyes, because the dyes readily get through the bacterial 
cell wall. The Gram-negative bacteria are more of a prob
lem; che lipopolysaccharide-comaining outer membrane, 
really a cell wall and not a membrane, efficiencly excludes 
lipophilic compounds. Ic is possible ro render the outer 
membrane permeable co lipophilic materials using any one 
of a number of chemical agents; the most widely used is 
probably ethylene diaminc cetraacctic acid (EDTA) , 
which removes calcium from the structure. 

Since bacterial membrane potential changes rapidly in 
response to the availability or lack thereof of suitable energy 
sources, and is rapidly dissipated when the organism is killed 
by drugs or other agents, it is possible to exploit this parame
ter :rnd potemial-sensitive dyes in rapid cyromerric proce
dures for bacterial detection , identification, and antibiotic 
susceptibility resting. This subject will be furrher discussed 
in Chapter 1 O; here, I will consider some particular prob
lems in bacterial membrane potential measurement, and 
describe ar least one possible solution. 
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Figure 7-32 (opposite page}. Measurement of the 
membrane potential of Staphy/oeoecus aureus using 
DiOCJ3) and a ratiometric technique developed by 
Novo et al2357• Cells are loaded with 30 i.iM dye, and 
fluorescence, excited at 488 nm, is measured at 530 
nm and at >600 nm. The curves and dots plotted in 
gray represent cells depolarized with CCCP; the 
curves and dots plotted in black represent control 
cells. Plots were created with FCS Express software 
(DeNovo Software). 

Raciometric A"I' Measurement in Bacteria 

There are now a substantial number of papers in the lit
erarure (see Chapter 10 for references) describing flow cy
tomerric measuremenr of ti'P in bacteria, both as a means of 
determining che metabolic state of bacteria in rheir narural 
environments and a~ a means of assessing response ro anrim
icrobial agenrs or lack thereof. Rhodamine 123, Di0C6(3), 
and che oxonol dye DiBAC,(3) have all been used as probes, 
and chey alJ share a disadvancage which can be appreciated 
from panels A and B of Figure 7-32 and from Figure 7-27 
(p . 388). The discriburions of dye fluorescence from cells 
char are maintaining normal membrane porenrial and from 
cells char have been completely depolarized by an ionophore 
(gramicidin A or CCCP) overlap enough so chat one cannot 
clearly discriminate depolarized from control cells. This be
comes a serious problem when one is attempting co deter
mine whether bacteria will respond to a drug; killing 95 
percenr, or even 99 percent, of the populacion isn' t good 
enough. 

A few years back, David Novo, now known as the entre
preneurial genius behind DeNovo Software and its flagship 
product FCS Express, bur chen fresh ouc of college, came to 
my lab and did a credicable imicacion of a very good poscdoc. 
Dave wanced to develop a flow cytometric antimicrobial 
suscepribilicy cesc, and we started looking ac cyanine dye 
fluorescence in Staphylococcus aureus, which, while ocherwise 
fairly user-friendly, grows in clumps. This creaces even more 
of a problem than there is with mosc ocher bacteria when 
you look at fluorescence distributions, because fluorescence 
from a clump of n cells is n times as bright as fluorescence 
from a single cell. In work wirh oxacarbocyanines some years 
back, I had noted char chere was a fair amount of fluores
cence detectable from these dyes at wavelengchs above 580 
nm, and Dave followed up on these observations with some 
rigorous speccrofluorimerric analyses that established char, at 
very high concentrations, the DiOC..(3) dyes developed a 
second emission peak ac around 610 nm. The concentration 
dependence suggested thac the long-wavelength fluorescence 
comes from J-aggregaces. 

In order ro get substantial emission above 600 nm from 
microorganisms, we had co use much higher dye concentra
tions than we or anyone else had used previously; che con
ccncracion we found suitable for che most tractable of the 
dyes, DiOC2(3), was 30 µM. When we loaded bacteria with 
dye ac chis concentration, we found char 530 nm fluores-
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cence from the organisms (panel A of Figure 7-32) no longer 
changed significantly with 6'11, but chat fluorescence above 
600 nm (panel B of Figure 7-32) did. Boch 530 nm and 
>600 nm fluorescence signals appeared ro be sensirive ro cell 
(or clump) mass or size, and a dot plor (panel C of figure 7-
32, also shown in color on the back cover) showed high de
grees of correlation between che rwo fluorescence values in 
clusters of depolarized and control cells, with che rwo clus
ters clearly separated. It thus came as no surprise co us char 
che rario of 

(>600 nm fluorescence)/(530 nm fluorescence) , 

mulciplied by an appropriate constant co gee ic on the display 
scale, could serve as a measure of 6'11. This quantity is plot
ted in panel D of Figure 7-32, and ic is clear that che degree 
of overlap berween values of the racio measured in depolar
ized and concrol cells is extremely small. 

By examining valinomycin-rreated organisms in buffers 
containing a range of potassium concencracions (disrribu
tions are shown on che back cover), the fluorescence ratio 
measurement can be calibrated co read out values of~'¥; we 
found chat the usable range for S. aureus ran from approxi
macely -30 mV ro approximately-130 mV. 

As far as I know, the raciometric technique we described 
remains the most accurate and precise flow cyromerric 
method for measurement (we've gone beyond escimacion) of 
bacterial 6'11. The details may be found in reference 2357; I 
should, however, add a few things we have learned since char 
paper was published. 

The technique can be applied to Gram-negative bacteria 
if EDTA is used ro permeabilize the outer membrane, buc, 
while ic did provide che same large degree of separation of 
clusters of depolarized and control cells as we noted when 
working with Gram-positive organisms, we were unable co 
construct a calibration curve because rhe valinomycin
potassium buffers tended ro lyse the EDTA-created Gram
negarive organisms. 

We examined a number of indocarbocyanine, indodicar
bocyanine, thiacarbocyanine, and thiadicarbocyanine dyes 
and did nor find one char exhibiced sufficient long wave
lengch fluorescence at high concentrations to permit ics use 
for ratiometric measurements. The Molecular Probes dye 
JC-9'm, a dibenzo homologue of DiOC2(3) char shares che 
tendency of JC- I co form fluorescenr J-aggregaces, can be 
used for rariometric measurements but the fluorescence ratio 
distributions obtained from control and depolarized bacteria 
stained with JC-9 are not as well separated as those obcained 
from bacteria stained with DiOC,(3). In our hands, JC-! 
itself has not been usable for ratiometric measurements of 
6'11 in bacceria. 

I suspect that DiOC,(3) could be used for ratiomecric 
membrane pocemial measurement in isolated micochondria, 
however, at che concentration necessary to produce a sub
stantial fraction of ]-aggregates, it is likely co perturb mito
chondrial function'"'". 
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ln che paper'w. we reported chat we were unable co grow 
bacteria after chey had been exposed even briefly to 30 µM 
DiOC~(3). However, Imogen Wilding of GlaxoSmithKline 
reporcs (personal communication, 2001) that ic is possible co 
culrure organisms thac have been exposed to che dye at 30 
µM and ac higher concentrations. I should have learned 
from my experience wirh pyronin Y (p. 324) chat growing 
cells is nor my strong poinr. 

Ir is wonh rhinking about why rhis particular raciomccric 
merhod works so well in bacteria. I used to use cyanine dye 
fluorescence for ti'¥ cscimacion. working wich an external 
concentration of no more chan 100 nM. Assuming chat 
;\'¥ = -122 mV, which would make che incracellular dye 
conccncracion 100 cimcs the extracellular concentration ac
cording co the Nernsc equation , and adding another factor 
of 10 for non-Ncrnstian effecrs char increase incraceUular dye 
concentration, we come up with an intracellular concencra
cion of 100 µM, which sounds very impressive, uncil we 
consider two ocher faccors. First , che volume of che bacterial 
cell is only about 1 fl, and the word from Avogadro is that, 
given char imracellular concenrracion, we will only find 
about 60,000 molecules of dye in che organism. Second, 
most of those molecules are likely co be quenched, meaning 
chat che quantum efficiency will nor be on the order of 0 .5, 
which is nor arypical for cyanine dyes in nonpolar solvents, 
bur is more likely to be a tench of that value or less, so ic will 
cake at least cen molecules of intracellular dye ro give us one 

MESF worch of fluorescence, leaving us wich no more than 
6,000 MESF. If we assume chat che Q value (p. 222) for 
dececcing a cyanine dye is similar co chat for dececcing fluo
rescein (.012 phococleccrons/MESF), we'll generate one 
phocoelecrron for every 80 MESF, or 75 phocoelectrons for 
6,000 MESf. If phocoeleccron statiscics were che only source 
of variance in che fluorescence disrribucion, the CV would 
be no lower chan 11.4 percent. The rariometric measure
menc method uses a dye concentrarion 300 rimes higher, 
and, even though we can expect there 10 be even more 
quenching of the fluorescence of intracellular dye, che pho
coelectron statistics should improve subscancially. 

The raciornetric NP mcasurcmcnc descrihed by Gonzales 
and Tsien'"" '" "·" (p . 392), using a labeled faery acid or track
ing dye and an oxonol, could , in principle, be applied co 
bacteria, but since one would expect there to be only a few 
thousand molecules of each of the dyes p resent per cell, ic 
would probably be necessary ro use either a slow flow system 
or a static or scanning cytometer to ger good enough phoco
eleccron scaciscics co make che exercise worthwhile. 

~'I' Measurement: Cautions and Conclusions 

Whechcr you measure cytoplasmic, micochondrial, or 
bacterial membrane poccncial , you will end up working wich 
some excremcly lipophilic dyes. lipophilic implies hydro
phobic; chese maceria1s are almost insoluble in wacer and 
would prefer co be almost anywhere else. Thar's whar ac
counts for their non-Nernscian uptake into cells, and ic also 
makes chem stick ro just abouc any surface co which chcy 

may be exposed while in aqueous solution. The dyes, and 
che ionophores used w prepare controls, which are also lipo
philic, will bind co che cubing in your flow cycomccer. If yo u 
don' t flush the system carefully when you arc finished , the 
dyes and ionophores will abandon che cubing for rhe nexr 
barch of cells char comes along. I use both chlorine bleach 
and alcohol to clean my syscem, and, when I chink ic is 
clean, I run some unstained cells through and sec whecher 
rhey become fluorescent during che run. If they do, I go 
through another cleaning cycle. As a lase resort, I change all 
che sample cubing. That 's easy to do on a Cyromurr ; i1 may 
nor be on your apparacus. If you use a shared instrument, it 
might be a good idea co check wich your fellow users and the 
operator, if there is one, before you attempt co do ratiomcr
ric measurements in bacteria wich 30 µM cyanine dye. 

When you do immunofluorcsccnce measurements on 
fixed cells, you don ' t find char your cells have good days and 
bad days; when you measure membrane potential, or pH, or 
calcium, in live cells, you do. If che cells (or at lease che con
trol cells) aren't happy, you won't be. 

You do have co be fairly obsessive-compulsive about 
technique to gee good results. The primary papers and the 
protocol books I mentioned in Chapter 2 and at the begin
ning of chis chapter are a good place co scarr; if you need 
more detail or clarification, an e-mail co an author or a post
ing co rhe Purdue Cyromecry Mailing lisc is likely co get you 
che information you need . 

Optical Probes of Intracellular Calcium 

The Bad Old Days 

In 1984, when the First Edicion of chis book was writ
ten, it wasn't clear chat flow cytometry had much co con
tribute in che area of imracellular calcium measurements; a 
lot of people were interested , and the existence and impor
tance of calcium fluxes and redistributions was obvious, buc 
the probes weren't there. Now, they are. 

The older generation of optical and alternative tech
niques for measurement of incracdlular Ca" concentrations 
were discussed at length in a book by Thomas'"' and in re
view arricles by Blinks er al '"·' and Tsien ' 0'. Among che more 
classical optical probes of in cracell ular [Ca .. ]'0'' arc 
aequorin, a luminescent prorein now best known because of 
its connection to GFP, and arscnazo Ill, a mcrallochromic 
dye, neirher of which enters inracc cells. Arsenazo III re
sponse to changes in [Ca .. ] is measured by a specrrn.I shifr 
dccecced by rwo-wavdengch absorption mcasuremenrs ; rhis 
technique could conceivably be adapted co flow c.:ycometry 
but cells would have to be permeabilizcd or microinjecced co 
gee che dye in before rhey could be srudied. 

Chlorcerracycline as a Probe of "Membrane-Bound" 
Calcium in Cells 

Caswell and Hucchison' 0'·6 described rhe use of che anri
biocic chlortctracyclinc (CTC) (not, I hope, likely ro be 
confused with the ceuazolium dye with che same abbrevia-



tion (p. 379)) as a fluorescent probe of incracellular "mem
brane-bound" Ca". The concept of "membrane-bound" 
Ca .. arose from their finding chat che fluorescence of CTC 
was increased when che compound was bound in hydro
phobic regions, and that the fluorescence of Ca" and Mg" 
chelares of CTC was higher than char of CTC. Measurement 
of emission at 520 nm with excitation ar 390 nm supposedly 
maximizes the discrimination of fluorescence emicred hy 
molecules of ere-ca .. chelate bound in hydrophobic re
gions from fluorescence emicred hy free CTC, bound CTC, 
and ochc:r chelates. 

When cells equilibrated wirh 10-200 µM CTC are 
examined under a fluorescence microscope, fluorescence is 
observed in the same membranous and lipid-bearing struc
tures chat are stained by cyanine dyes. If the cells are then 
washed and che fluorescence of a cell suspension is measured 
in a cuvctte, a gradual decrease in fluorescence is observed as 
ere is released from cells into the medium. Treacmenc of 
the cells with Ca" ionophore A23187 or wirh ligands reac
tive with cell surface receptors (e.g., chemotaccic peptides 
in rhe case of neurrophils"', bethanechol in pancreatic acinar 
cells'" .. ', con A in rhymocytes500) causes a decrease in fluores
cence, observable under rhe microscope as well as in a 
fluoromcrer. This is interpreted a~ indicating release of Ca"' 
from hydrophobic (membrane) binding sites. 

Flow cytomerry ofCTC-srained cells11 2, using UV or vio
let exciration from lasers or arc lamps, yields "haystack" fluo
rescence distributions with large variances, similar to chose 
ohtaincd from cells stained with dye NI' prohes. The 
distributions shift following addition of A23 l 87 or stimulat
ing ligands, buc one cannot discriminate subpopularions of 
stimulated cells. Thus, single cell studies wirh CTC are 
probably better done by methods that allow sequential ob
servations of rhe same cells than by flow cytomecry. 

Spc:crral studies by Mathew and Balaram5 ' 0 suggest chat 
rwo-wavelengrh emission measurements of CTC fluores
cence excited in che UV might yield a ratio sensitive co shifts 
in intracellular Ca .. , which should have a narrower distribu
tion than is observed for CTC fluorescence. Since the CTC 
spectrum is sensitive co pH changes in che physiologic range, 
however, which may also occur during cell acrivarion, resulcs 
might be difficult to interpret. 

Probes for Free Cytoplasmic Calcium: Quin-2 

The first probe co come into vogue for studies of free cy
toplasmic [Ca"] was quin-2, firsr introduced by Tsien and 
his associaces. 504·"' ·•. This material is an excremely selective 
calcium chelacor chat is introduced into cells as an inactive 
ester that yields reactive quin-2 after enzymatic hydrolysis. 
Quin-2 is UV-excited (334-337 nm is the favored wave
length region) and blue fluorescent (maximum emission 
from the intracellular Ca" chelate is at about 490 nm) . 
However, che fluorescence emission from the amount of 
quin-2 char can be gocren into a cell is pretty weak, generally 
no more rhan I 0 rimes che level of cellular autofluorescence 
(i n rhc spectral regions applicable to quin-2 excitation and 
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em1ss1on measurement, chis is generally pyridine nucleotide 
autofluorescence). The Ca .. chelate is ahouc 7 rimes as fluo
rescent as the uncomplexed dye. 

Quin-2 has heen used for bulk measurements of cells in 
cuvccres and for single-cell measurements by microphotome
rry; it has been possible using either method ro demonstrate 
rises in cytoplasmic [Ca .. ] char occur within seconds follow
ing receptor stimulation or ionophore addition and which 
abace wirhin a few minuces chereafter. The extremely high 
affinity of quin-2 for ca·· results in considerable perturba
tion of Ca .. metabolism in quin-2-loaded cells and tissues; I 

have heard of che dye stopping hearrs and triggering mitosis 
in lymphocytes. I also heard chat some preparations of quin -
2 yielded I 0 or t 2 spors on chromatography. 

Even without its toxicity or impurities, quin-2 is nor well 
suired for use with most flow cytomecers because rhe absorp
tion of the Ca .. chelate is extremely low at rhe wavelengths 
above 350 nm at which most ion laser and arc lamp sources 
arc operated for UV excirarion. Beerer excirarion wavdengrhs 
are available from arc lamps, krypton lasers (a very weak lin e 
ac 337 nm) and from He-Cd lasers. I have used rhe 325 nm 
line from a He-Cd laser for quin-2 fluorescence excitation , 
which allows demonstration of an ionophore-inducc:d [Ca"' I 
transient by a shift in the position of a fluorescence disrribu
rion . The distribution itself, however, is a haystack, making 
it unlikely char a small number of activated cells wirhin a 
heterogeneous population could be discriminated by flow 
cyromecry using quin-2. 

For microphocomerric and cinefluoromecric studies in 
which fluorescence from the same cells or tissues was meas
ured repeatedly, quin-2 did nor have the same disadvancages 
as for flow cytomecry, and che probe provided investigators 
wich a substantial amount of information about cytoplasmic 
[Ca"] changes before Roger Tsien and his colleagues cooked 
up rwo much betrer reagents, fura-2 and indo-1 "'. 

Fura-2 and lndo-1: Ratiometric ea·· lndicarors 

Like quin-2, fura-2 and indo-1 are selective calcium chc
larors; since neither compound has as high an affinity for 
calcium as does quin-2, the newer probes do nor perturb 
cellular calcium metabolism w anywhere near the extent co 
which quin-2 does. Also like quin-2, both fura-2 and in<lo-1 
are rypically introduced into cells in the form of aceroxy
methyl (AM) esters, which are enzymatically hydrolyzed in 
cells co the free dyes. Cells are loaded by incubation with 1-
15 µM concentrations of AM ester for 30-90 min ar 37 °C; 

in some cases, an agent such as a Pluronic detergent may be 
needed to improve penetration of cells by the dye ms_ 

Boch fura-2 and indo- 1 are at lea~r ten rimes as fluorcs
cenc as quin-2, and the newer dyes also share the desirable 
characteristic, absent in quin-2, of undergoing substantial 
spectral shifts upon binding calcium. In che case of fura-2, 
the most pronounced change is in rhe excitation spectrum; 
while, for indo-1, the emission spectra of the free dye 
and the calcium chelate differ substantially, as shown in 
Figure 7-9 (p. 296) and Figure 7-33 (next page) . Fura-2 and 
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indo- l can, rherefore, borh be used ro make rariomecric 
measurements of cytoplasmic [Ca··), which cancel out many 
excraneous factors, including the effect of cell-ro-ccll varia
tions in dye content. 
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Figure 7-33. Emission spectra of indo-1 in solutions of 
increasing free calcium ion concentration. The figure 
was provided by Molecular Probes. 

Fura-2 has an emission maximum ac 510 nm; the ab
sorption maximum for the calcium chelate is at about 335 
nm and char for the free dye is ar about 362 nm. If fluores
cence at 5 l 0 nm is measured, first using 340 nm excitation 

and then using 380 nm excitation, the rario (f " 0 .... "/F,.0 .... ~ 1 0) 
provides a measure of cytoplasmic [Ca··1. The excicarion 
wavelengths used for fura-2 measuremenrs arc readily avail
able from xenon arc lamp sources, which do not have sharp 
spectral peaks in the near lN and visible regions, and fura-2 
has been used for single cell (Ca··) scudies employing mi-

h d .d . "1'''°1 F 2 . crospcctrop oromeccrs an v1 eo microscopes . ura- 1s 
less well suited for use in flow cyromerers, because the excita
tion wavelengths are not readily obcained from the standard 
laser or arc sources. 

Indo-1 fluorescence is excited by UV light; the free dye 
shows maximum emission at about 480 nm, and the calcium 
chclace emits maximally at about 405 nm. Any of the lN 
excicarion sources commonly employed in flow cycometry 
can he used to excire indo- l , including He-Cd (325 nm), 
argon (35 I /363 nm) and krypton (350/356 nm) lasers and 
Hg arc lamps (366 nm). fluorescence is measured through 
10-20 nm bandpass filters centered near 405 and 480 nm, 
although I have been told by various people that they prefer 
500 or even 520 nm filters to 480 nm filters for the longer 
wavelength measurement. The ratio, i.e. , (fuv-.. 0/FL'V-+;so), is 
taken as a mca..~urc of cytoplasmic [Ca"]'",. An example of 
flow cyrnmetric measurement of cytoplasmic [Ca··) changes 
in cell activation appears in Figure 7-21 (p. 365). 

Since quin-2 provided only poor resolution of respond
ing and nonrcsponding cell subpopulations""', it was not 
widely used in flow cycometry. Indo-1, however, came inro 
considerable vogue in a relatively shore time after ics proper
ties were first descrihed"i·'·"'·i. A particularly useful technique 

described by Rabinovirch er al •r<. · employs indo-1 in com

bination with fluorescent antibodies to follow cytoplasmic 
[Ca· ·i responses in cell populations defined by the presence 
of a specific surface antigen . 

While ratiomerric [Ca· ·i measurements made with either 
fura-2 or indo-1 eliminate the effect of cell-to-cell variations 
in dye conccnr, measurements made with indo-1 have an 
additional advantage in that the effects of uneven illumina
tion and of light source noise also arc eliminated by virtue of 
their equal influences on the numerator and denominaror of 
the ratio. This advantage, it should be noted, is common to 

other flow cytomerric ratio measurements in which both 
parameters used in the rario arc measured ar rhe same rime 
in the same beam. 

If aliquots of fura-2 or indo- l loaded cells arc placed in 
solutions with various known ca·· concentrations and 
treated with a calcium ionophorc such as A23187 or ion
omycin, it is possible to calibrate the fluorescence ratio 
measurement to yield accurate molar value.~ of cyroplasmic 
[Ca··i. Kachel er al 1m have described a general merhod for 
calibration of flow cytometric wavelength shift fluorescence 
measurements based on pulse modulation of rhe excitation 
source in a flow cytomecer; it is not clear how readily rhis 
can be implemented in existing apparatus. 

Indo-l is widely used, ac least by people with UV excita
tion sources in their flow cyrometers ' '" ·'. Since there arc 
probably more than 10,000 fluorescence flow cytomerers our 
there chat don' t have lN sources, chat 's small comforc. 
Luckily, there are alternatives. 

Fluo-3 and Other Visible-Excited Ca .. Probes 

In 1989, Minra, Kao, and Tsien:1'" described a series of 
fluorescein- and rhodamine-based calcium indicarors suit
able for use with 488 nm excitation. The most widely used 
of these is fluo-3, which has the spectral characteristics of 
fluorescein, but which is almost nonfluoresccnt unless 
bound to calcium. The emission spectrum of fluo-3 ar vari
ous values of [Ca.'] is shown in Figure 7-34 (next page). 

Unlike fura-2 and indo-1 , fluo-3 does not exhibit a spec
tral shift with changes in calcium concentration. A fluo-3 
fluorescence distribution is a haystack; if you 're stimulating a 
cell population, the haystack moves to the right when the 
cytoplasmic [Ca··1 goes up and back to che left when it goes 
back down. In 1990, Rijkers er al"'0 came up with a dodge 
chat enables fluo-3 to be used in a more or less ratiomerric 
mode; they load cells simultaneously with fluo-3 and wich 
SNARF-I, a pH-sensitive dye that will be discussed in the 
next section. The amounts of the two dyes taken up by cells 
are roughly similar. The emission of SNARF- l ar 600 nm 
docs not change appreciably during activation; as a rcsulr, 
the ratio of fluo-3/SNARF- l fluorescence (520 nm emission 
to 600 nm emission) provides a measure of cyroplasmic 
[Ca·· i with considerably less variance than there is in che 
fluo-3 histogram. 

In 1994, Novak and Rabinovicch '"' ' introduced an im
proved ratiometric method combining fluo-3 wirh anorher 



calcium probe, Fura Rc:d. Fura Red is excitable at 488 nm, 
emits maximally at 660 nm, and becomes less fluorescenc on 
binding calcium; the ratio of fluo-3 to Fura Red fluorescence 
is therefore relatively sensitive to small changes in cytoplas
mic [Ca"]. 
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Figure 7-34. Emission spectrum of fluo-3 in solutions 
of increasing free ca .. concentration. The figure was 
provided by Molecular Probes. 

Molecular Probes (see the Handbookm1), which offers 
quin-2, indo-1, fluo-3, and Fura Red, has some ocher visible 
excited calcium indicacors, such as the Calcium Green se
nes. 

Akkaya and I..akowiCL1722 reported they were developing a 
series of styryl-based, visible-excited, ratiometric indicacors, 
but these have apparently not hit the market yet. 

I am cold rhar, while ir mighr be possible to make an 
indo-1-like calcium probe that could be excited by a UV 
(370 nm) diode laser, ir would be difficult, if not impossible, 
co rweak a similar molecule sufficiently to permit excitation 
by a violet diode. 

AM esters and dyes loaded as AM esters may be pumped 
our of cells; Baus et al'834 reported rhat the anion transport 
inhibitor sulfinpyrazone blocked the effiux of Fluo-3 from 
transformed murine T cells. 

Flow Cytometric Probes of Intracellular pH 

Since we have all been exposed, generally starting in jun
ior high school (that might be middle school for some of you 
young ones), co dyes char change color with changes in pH, 
it should come as no surprise that some such materials can 
be used for single cell analysis. If a dye changes color with 
pH. one can find rwo wavelengths at which absorption, exci
tation, or emission will change differently as pH changes; 
the pH can then be estimated from the ratio of measure
ments made at those two wavelengths. As we have just noted 
while discussing che use of fura-2 and indo-1 as calcium 
probes, ratiometric measurements are highly desirable, espe
cially in flow cytometty; as we shall shortly see, ratiomecric 
measuremencs of intracellular pH by flow cytometry ante
date ratio measurements of cell calcium. 
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The first descripcion of a flow cycomecric mechod for es
timation of intracellular pH was published in l 979 by Vis
ser, Jongeling and Tanke"'; chey measured rhe fluorescence 
of inrracellular fluorescein produced by enzymacic hydroly
sis of FDA. le is the excitation spectrum, rather than the 
emission spectrum, of fluorescein char shows the greatest 
dependence upon pH'02 ·• ·30''··" 6 • Since Visser et al did nor have 
rwo-wavelengch excitation capability in their flow cycomerer, 
they estimated pH changes from changes in emission above 
530 nm of cells excited at a single wavelength (488 nm). 

When wavelengchs above 465 nm are used for fluo
rescein excitation, emission intensity increases wich pH; ar 
excitation wavelengths below 465 nm, emission incensiry 
decreases wich pH. When excication is ac 465 nm, an isos
bestic point, emission intensity is independent of pH. Vis
ser et al noced that che average emission incensity of cells 
equilibrated with buffers of increasing pH increased, as 
would be expected, when 488 nm excitation was used; de
creases in intensity with increasing pH were observed when 
che excitation wavelength was changed ro 458 nm. 

Valer et al200 and Gerson201 described rariomcrric tech
niques for flow cytornetric pH estimation in which the ratio 
of intensities of green and blue fluorescence emission from 
lN-excited dyes was used as a measure of pH. This ratio 
increases with pH. The probe used by Valet er a1 is 1,4-
diacccoxy-2,3-dicyanobcnzenc (ADB). also called 2,3-
dicyano-1,4-hydroquinone diacctate; it is available from 
Sigma. ADB is enzymatically hydrolyzed inside cells co yield 
2,3-dicyanohydroquinone (OCH). Gerson used the cou
marin 4-methylumbellifcrone (4-MU) in free and esceri 
fied forms. These probes have an advantage over Auorcscein 
derivatives in chat they can be used with single beam excita
tion; 4-MU, however, also has the disadvantage of being 
able ro cross cell membranes freely, and therefore tends co 
leak out of cells rapidly. 

There exist distributional radiolabcl and dye probes of 
intracellular pH. These are weak acids and bases that parti
tion across membranes as a function of transmembrane pH 
gradients; 9-aminoacridine is an example. While rhey are 
usable for studies of cells in bulk, there is absolutely no rea
son co choose distributional pH probes for single cell stud
ies, given the existence of dyes chat can be used for ratiomet
nc measurements. 

The calibration of ratiomctric pH probes is straight
forward; fluorescence measuremencs are made of aliquots of 
cells suspended in high-potassium buffers at different, 
known pH's, and the cytoplasmic pH is made equal co the 
buffer pH by addition of che proton ionophore nigcricin 
prior to flow cycomecric measuremenc of emission or cxcira
rion racios. This allows construccion of a calibrarion curve. 
As is the case with the college chemistry variety of pH indi
cator cechniques, cywmecric measurements of pH will be 
most precise in the region of the pK, of che indicator used . 

An alcernarive calibration procedure was described by 
Chow et al"1\ who adapted a method described by Eisner ec 
a1 2•J<·. Cells are suspended in solutions containing mixtures of 
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a weak acid (buryric acid) and a weak base (trimethylamine) 
in fixed racio.s hue different molar concencracions, allowing 
dc:rerminarion of a "pseudo null point" pH . The calibracion 
curve is differenc for each cell cype. 

Va1et ct al 2"" used ADB (DCH) primarily co demonstrate 
pH hecerogeneicy in rumor cell populations; Alabaster120 

employed che same probe for the same purpose. Gerson re
ported increases in pH wichin a short time following lym
phocyte scimulacion '" and also with progression of scimu
lared lymphocytes through the cell cycle'"; he has used bulk 
dimibucional mea.suremencs as well as flow cycometry with 
4-MU and derivacives'0 ' for his analyses. 

MusgroYe, Rugg and Hedley"'" published a comparative 
srudy of 4-MU, OCH, and 2 ",7'-bis-(carboxycthyl)-5,6-
carboxyfluoresccin (BCECF)""" as flow cycometric pH 
probes; rhis provides a good reference on chc use of these 
dyes and on the calibration procedure as well . UV excitation 
was used for 4-MU and OCH , with pH being estimated for 
4-MU from rhe rario Ft" _.,,JF,,_ .. _.,60 and for OCH from che 
rario r,., .,.,/Fi:" .. " "' BCECF was exciced ac 488 nm, and 
pH was escimated from che ratio r,., .... 12/r ...... 6, 0 • 4-MU was 
poorly retained by cells; both DCH and BCECF were found 
to he usable over a pH range from 6.0 co 7.5. DCH gave the 
most sensirivc indication of pH changes; BCECF was re
tained longest by cells. However, BCECF may be better 
suited co ratiomecric measuremencs using dual-wavelength 
excitation than co emission racio measuremems. 

Years ago, when I played the pH game briefly. I chose to 
pursue a flow cytometric pH estimation cechnique based on 
fluorescein derivatives, in preference co the probes de
scribed by Valet et al and Gerson, for several reasons. First, I 
wanced to be able ro make correlated measurements of pH 
and cell cycle position in cells stained with Hoechst 33342, 
and, if possible, co measure pH and [Ca" ) together in quin-
2 (or indo-1) loaded cells. Both Hoechst 33342 and the 
calcium probes are UV-excited and blue fluorescent, and 
thus cannot be used with ADB or 4-MU, which share their 
spectral characteriscics. There are no substitutes presently 
available for either Hoechst 33342 or indo- 1 for their re
spective purposes. However, I already knew" chat it was pos
sible co measure Hoechst dye fluorescence and pH inde-

Figure 7-35. Estimation of cytoplasmic pH in hu
man lymphocytes from carboxyfluorescein fluo
rescence ratio (520 nm emission; 488 and 441 nm 
excitation from argon and He-Cd lasers). The 
panel at left shows unstimulaced peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells (PBMC) and a T cell enriched 
fraction. The panel at right shows control T
enriched cells and T-enriched cells exposed to 
PHA, 2.5 (upper pair) and 17 (lower pair) hours 
after exposure. PHA appears to increase pH in 
some cells and decrease it in others. 

pendendy in a three-beam flow cytomercr if fluore.scein de
rivacives were used for pH estimation. 

Carboxyfluorcsccin (COF) , ac the cime, was chc probe 
besc suiced for such studies; while ics spectrum is nearly iden
ticaJ to that of fluorescein10 " ', COF offers two significanr 
advantages. The free dye produced incracellularly br enzv
macic hydrolysis of COFDA is lost from cells much more 
slowly than is FDA-derived fluorescein. More important , 
free COF docs not enter the mitochondrial compart
ment, and chus provides a good estimate of cytoplasmic pH 
racher than a composite of cytoplasmic and mitochondrial 
pH ; BCECF shares chis characceristic. In order for COi-DA 
co enccr cells, che buffer pH during loading muse be kept 

relatively low ($: 7.0) to keep mosc of che materiaJ in an un
ionized form. Thereafter, pH can be restored co che physiol
ogic (7.3-7.4) range used for most experiments. BCECF is 

preferable to COF in that cells can be loaded at physiol
ogic pH. 

The pH estimate obtained from COF or BCECF fluo
rescence is derived from the ratio of emission incensicics ac 
520-550 nm obtained using two excitation wavelengths 
above and below 465 nm. The 488 nm argon ion laser line 
is nearly opcimaJ as the longer excitacion wavelengch. For 
maximum sensicivicy of che emission intensity racio co pH, 
che shorter excitation wavelengch used should be in the 420-
450 nm range; che 441 nm He-Cd laser line and the 436 
nm Hg arc lamp line are boch suicable for chis purpose. T he 
ratio F,, .... ,) Fw .... uo increases wich increasing pH. 

Nancy AJlbritcon and I (unpublished) used 488 and 441 
nm excicacion to make escimaces of pH in human peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells, and in samples enriched in T cells, 
before and after PHA stimulation . Some of our resu lcs are 
shown as Figure 7-35. 

The advantages of a ratio measuremenc are immediaccly 
apparenc from che figure; chis was che first "needle" distribu
tion not represenring DNA content that I had ever seen 
emerge from flow cycomecry of real cells. The CVs of pH 
disuibucions are on che order of 5%; the displacement of 
peaks after lectin stimulation is ac lease I 0% , suggesting chat 
chis paramecer could be used co discriminare small subpopu
lations of activated lymphocytes within a few hours follow-



ing stimulation. There remains some concroversy"0· ' as to 
whether pH change can serve as a litmus test for lymphocyte 
activation. The indicators, however, keep getting better. 

Figure 7-36 shows che emission spectra of another item 
from Molecular Probes' copious catalog'm, the ratiometric 
pH indicator carboxy SNARF-1 , which is a current favor
ite. This dye is well excited at 488 nm; the ratio of emission 
inrensities at 640 and 580 nm provides a measure of pH. 
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Figure 7-36. The pH-<lependenc emission specrra of 
carboxy SNARF-I excited at 488 nm. The figure was 
provided by Molecular Probes. 

Although some people got reasonably good results with 
ADB 1 ·-'~ ·.•, by the lace l 980's, BCECF had become the indi
cator of choice. Hedley and Jorgensen172' found an 8% CV 
in the BCECF fluorescence ratio obtained from BI6 mela
noma cells, which would correspond to 0.4 pH unirs; they 
felt, however, that much of the variance was due to instru
mental faccors rather chan pH variation. Musgrove, Seaman, 
and Hedley"ii used BC£CF to measure pH in samples en
riched for differenc cell cycle phases; higher pH values were 
associated with S, G 2, and M phases of the cell cycle, with a 
corresponding increase in the percencage of G, cells ac the 
lower pH range, suggesting cell-cycle dependence of pH. 

Wang er alm" measured intracellular pH by the distribu
tion of the weak acid, 5,5-dimechyl-2,4-oxazolidinedione-2-
l 4C ("C-DMO), a classical method, and by fluorescence 
flow cycometry with BCECF. The pH determined for CHO 
cells by che FCM method at external pH values of 6.0-8. l 
agreed within 0.1 pH unit with chat determined by the 1'C
DMO method. 

Carboxy SNARF-I is said to be more sensitive than ei
ther BCECF or ADB over the pH range 7.0-8.01727; the dye 
is also bener retained than ADBn'. Simultaneous detection 
of conjugate formation between cytotoxic and target cells 
during the cytotoxic process and determination of cytoplas
mic [Ca") and pH are possible if one cell type is labeled with 
Fluo-3, and che ocher with SNARF-I; events positive for 
both dyes are identified as conjugaccs'729 • 

In studies of rat basophil leukemia cells, Lee et al "·'" ob
served chat external bicarbonate was necessary for pH regula-
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tion in these cells; it is chus advisable to have bicarbonate in 
your buffer when doing pH rneasurernencs. 

Carboxy SNARF- I and ocher dyes, e.g., BCECF and 
indo-1, are typically loaded inco cells as acetoxymethyl (AM) 
escers; the hydrolysis of these esters results in a net acidifica
tion, and probe-induced perturbations, problematic in [Ca" ) 
studies with quin-2 (p. 403), may also need to be considered 
in critical anaiyses of pH m' . 

Measurement of pH in intracellular compartments is fea
sible if you can localize the pH indicator co chose compart
mencs. McNamara et al1w coated small polystyrene beads 
with phospholipids covalcndy labeled wirh fluorescein (pH
sensirive) and cetramechylrhodamine (pH -insensirive) . The 
lipobeads are ingested by macrophages and directed co ly
sosomes; fluorescence measuremencs by flow or image cy
tometry can, respectively, provide values of average ly
sosomal pH or of the pH in an individual lysosome. Levitz 
et aJ 293' covalently labeled the fungus Cryptococcus neoformans 
with fluorescein and 2',7'-difluorofluorcscein (Oregon 
Green), which, respectively, have pK,s of 6.4 and 4.7, re
specrively, allowing sensitive pH detection over a broad 
range. They used the labeled fungi to study phagosomal pH . 

Chitarra et al"J? used ratiomecric flow cytomecric meas
urements of CFSE fluorescence to estimate incernal pH in 
the bacterium Clavibacter michiganensis, caking the abilicy of 
cells to maincain a high pH in media of lower pH as an indi
cator of viability. This is, in effect, a rather fancy way of 
doing a dye exclusion test. le should nor come as a surprise 
chat the rather broad distributions of CFSE fluorescence 
ratio did not completely distinguish viable and killed cell 
populations; as was mentioned on pp. 256 and 402, if you 
only have a few thousand molecules of dye to work with , 
you probably won't gee enough photoelectrons co do a pre
cise rneasuremenc. The method would almost certainly work 
better in a slow flow, scanning or imaging system; others 
have reported making reasonably precise measurements of 
b ·a1 H . h h l 2~•0 · ' accert p Wit t e atter . 

The Hat Trick: Multiparameter Approaches to Ion 
Flux Measurements in Cell Activation 

le has been my experience char you can use good parame
ters in mulciparameter measuremencs co help make sense of 
bad ones. When I started working with membrane potencial 
and immunofluorescence, using only forward scatter meas
uremencs for gating, I always suspected that I was measuring 
garbage along with my cells. I feel much more comfortable 
when I gate on Hoechst dye fluorescence, because I'm sure 
there's really a cell there. 

Uncil I got raciomecric pH measurements working, I had 
no way of improving my conception of what was going on 
in flow cytometric estimation of 6'¥ with cyanine dyes, 
[Ca") measurements with quin-2 , ecc. I thought I might be 
able to clarify things a little bit if I correlated signals from 
these probes with measuremencs of che amount of labeled 
ligand bound to the cell surface, but I couldn't work up 
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much rnrhusiasm abour this because I'd be looking ar hay
scack vs. haysrack. When ratiometric pH and [Ca"] meas
uremencs became available, rhe picrure changed considera
bly, and ir became logical to reformulate some of the ques
tions I originally cried to ask when there was finally some 
hope of answering chem. 

Since I wanted co look ac stimulation of cells by ligands 
chat react with cell surface receptors, I envisioned ways of 
getting some kind of dose-response curve, for which I would 
need a labeled ligand. If the ligand were bound covalently to 

a fluorescent bead, I could count the number of beads 
bound to a cell to derermine the "dose" of ligand, and follow 
rhe rime courses of [Ca"], pH, and/or l\'t' changes in cells 
wirh various numbers of beads co derermine the "response." 

I figured thar if I had the right dyes and the right excita
tion beams. I would ro he able co get measurements of 
\Ca" l, pH, membrane potencial, and ligand binding all at 
once, assuming char probe interaccions wouldn'r cause big 
problems. Since I and ochers"'· "'"-"" ·'"" "' had done simulta· 

neous measurements of multiple functiomJ parameters, I 
Lhoughc (and chink) che assumpcion was (and is) fairly safe. 
And , of course, I'd have at lease one or rwo fluorescence 
channels available co garc our cell subpopulations 

T his is still about as fancy a flow cycomerric experiment 
a.~ I can conjure up; not surprisingly, it cakes a fairly elabo
rarc flow cyromecer, with four beams. As it happens, all four 
beams (UV, violet, 488 nm, and red) can be derived from 
small, air·cooled lasers char plug into che wall. Nicer still, 
once we put the beasr rogcther, we can use ir to do almost all 
of rhe other measurements chat have been discussed in chis 
chapter (I said all this in the previous edition, in 1994; in 
2003, as you wi ll find in Chapter 8, you can buy such an 
inscrument) . 

l puckishly referred to the experiment described above as 
rhe hat trick, because it had three goals and might net me 
some valuable information about early evencs in cell activa
cion if I could scick to ir. However, it's on ice for now, and 
maybe for good. The reason is simple. A flow cyromecer, no 
matter how fancy, is nor very good ac looking ac individual 
cells over rime, and it has become obvious chat we need to 
do more of char in functional srudies. 

Wacholt:t. and Lipsky'-'" used single cell image analysis of 
changes in cyropla.~mic (Ca'"] after micogen srimulacion of 
individual human T cells to determine che relation berween 
rhe [Ca'" ] signal and subsequent functional changes. Marked 
hererogcncity was observed in rhe magnitude of increase in 
!Ca'"], in rhe lag cime of responses, and in che percentage of 
T cells char responded ro anti-CD3 and to PHA. However, 
mitogenic stimuli char induced IL-2 producrion or DNA 
~>·nrhesis consistencly generared increases in [Ca"'] thar were 
sustained for 1 lo 2 hours; elevations a.~ small as 50 ro I 00 
nM above control were associaccd with evidence of activa
tion. Functional acrivacion of T cells by PHA and ami-CD3 
is rhus correlated wirh the induction of small, bur sustained 
increases in [Ca .. J chat mighc or might nor have been de-
1cccablc by flow cyromecry. Image cyromctry worked fine. 

And, chese days, while you're doing rhe image cytomerry, 
you can use che patch clamp technique and orher modern 
electrophysiological methods to follow fast membrane po
cenriaJ changes and dissect che roles of rhe various calcium, 
chloride, and potassium channels in activation processes in 
lymphocytes and ocher cells1842 60• However, people who do 
chat seem to use cell sorcers to pick our interesting cells ro 
work on, so you might wanr to finish che book before you 
order rhe new equipment. 

NOsing Around for Nitric Oxide 

Rao et aJ'"" described a mcchod for detection of chc pro· 
duccion of Nitric Oxide ("Just Say NO") , now recognized 
as a key intermediate in cellular signal rransduccion, by ncu
crophils, in which DCFH-DA fluorescence was measured in 
cells to which calmodulin inhibitors had been added. There 
are a number of probes for NO; Several authors" "·' have 
used 4 ,5-diarninofluorescein; Molecular Probes~312 recom
mends OAF-FM (4-amino-5-methylamino·2 ',7'-d ifluoro· 
fluorescein because it is unaffected by pH above 5. 5 and 
more sensitive chan ocher probes. These probes are all loaded 
into cells as "diacecaces,'' i.e., as acecyl esters, in rhe manner 
of FDA. 

Ocher Ions in the Fire 

Amorino and Fox~"! describe measurement of intracellu
lar sodium ion concentration using Sodium Green. Balkav 
et al'm measured intracellular potassium ion, deriving rhe 
parameter from measurements of pH (using BCECF) made 
in the presence of nigericin, which keeps che ratio of potas· 
sium and hydrogen ions constant on boch sides of the cell 
membrane. Pilas and Durack" ' 5 used 6-methoxy-N -(3-
sulfopropyl) quinolinium (SPQ) , a UV-excired, blue-green 
fluorescent probe quenched by halides, to measure inrracd
lular chloride ion concentration. All of che probes men
tioned come from - guess where - Molecular Probes, and 
che Handbook'·u' has much more information on chem. 

7.14 REPORTER GENES 

Somebody Cloned My Gal: Enzymes as 
Reporter Genes 

In this era of molecular biology, flow cyrnmetric derec
cion of enzyme activity has come inro increasing use a~ a 
method for dececcing and selecting cells expressing reporter 
genes. Reporcer genes are genes char encode protein prod· 
ucts char are relatively readily detectable; they arc linked by 
standard recombinant DNA rechnology to a gene or genes of 
interest to an investigator, and the resulting conscrucr is in
rroduced into cells. Those cells in which rhe gene of interesc 
is expressed can then be identified by che presence of che 
reporrer gene product. 

In the l 980's, genes encoding surface antigens not 
normally present on rhe cells of interest were used as reporter 
genes; expression of these genes was dcrecred by im
munofluorescence. This was unsacisfaccory; whac was grner· 



ally observed were very broad disrributions of relatively weak 
signals, and successful isolation of cells bearing rhe genes of 
real inten:st to investigators generally required multiple cy
cles of cell sorting, in which rhe brightest cells were sorted 
and clones, and the brightest progeny were resorced, etc. 

In 1988, che Herzenberg lab1642 reported che develop
ment of a new method, called F ACS-Gal, in which the lacZ 
gene from E. coli was used as the reporter gene. This gene 
encodes the enzyme P-D-galactosidasc, which is not nor
mally presenc in many eukaryotic cell rypes. The activiry of 
this enzyme can be detected by flow cytomecry using rhc 
fluorogenic subsrrate fluoresccin di-P-D-galactosidc 
(FOG), available from Molecular Probes, which is hydro
lyzed to fluorescein by the enzyme. Since a few molecules of 
enqme can produce a lot of molecules of fluorescein, the 
l;ACS-Gal technique made it much simpler ta detect and 
sort cells expressing the reporter gene; the stronger signals 
also made ic possible to distinguish cells expressing different 
amounts of the reporter gene and, therefore, of the gene(s) 
of interest, and to sort these separately for further analyses. 

The FACS-Gal assay as originally published, although 
demonstrably usable (e.g., reference 1643) had some prob
lems; loading the cells with FOG was difficult, and there 
were interferences from rare aurofluorescent cells and from 
endogenous enzyme activiry. Finally, it was difficult to do 
long sorting experiments because the enzymatic reaction 
continued over time. In 1991, several improvements were 
described by Fiering et al "~' . Optimal loading conditions 
were determined, two-color fluorescence was found co iden
tify interfering aurofluoresccnt cells, chloroquine was used to 

inhibit endogenous mammalian enzyme, and phenylcthyl-
13-D-thiogalactosidc, a competitive inhibitor, was added to 

stop che enzymatic reaction before sorting. 
Jasin and Zalamea'"'~ reported isolation of galactosidase

bearing sperm cells from cransgenic mice using 5-
dodecanoylaminofluoresccin di-P-D-g-alactopyranoside, a 
subsrrace char is more lipophilic chan FOG; ir may also be 
possible to use other subscraces, e.g., resorufin galacto
side""''', which has been used for analyses of galactosidase 
acciviry in yeasc. 

Genes encoding enzymes ocher rhan ~-D-galactosidase 
may be used as reporter genes; Puchalski er al '"'0 cransfected 
COS monkey kidney cells wich a construct incorporating a 
recombinant glutathione S-transferase (GST) gene, which 
was demonstrable using monochlorobimanc, using proce
du rC5 chat were discussed in the section on analysis of thiol 
groups and glurathione (p. 38 l ). More reccndy, Lorincz et 
al'" ·'· developed a reporter syscem using £. coli ~
glucuronidase as the enzyme and fluorcscein-di-~-D
glucuronide (FDGlcu) as che fluorogenic subscrace. Be
cause sdecrive inhibitors are available for P-glucuronidase 
and P-galactosidase, it is possible ro dccecc both enzymes in 
cransfecced cells. 

Puchalski and Fahl""'' compared gene cransfer by eleccro
porarion, lipofection, and DEAE-dexrran cransfection for 
compacibiliry with cell-sorting, wirh the requirements char 
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rhe procedure used should generate morphologically homo
geneous populations wich ac lease a 5% colony-forming abil
ity in which at lease I 0% of rhe cells expressed recombinam 
GST. Of the rransfeccion techniques cesced, only eleccropo
racion satisfied all requiremenrs. 

Ar chis point, l'm supposed to say "Bue that's all ancienc 
history ... " because you can see GFP and its friends and rela
tives just a little bit down the page. I will, inscead, point out 
chat enzymes are still being used as reporter genes. One of 
chc newer wrinkles was developed by Roger T sien er al'"'-, 
and made available by his company, Aurora Biosciences. 
which is now merged with PanVera. The enzyme is a P
lactamase, produced by rhe ampicillin resistance gene of E. 
coli; it is not found in unrransfecced mammalian or avian 
cells. The fluorogenic substrate used to detect ic is called 
CCF2; ic is loaded into cells as the acetoxymeth)•I escer, 
CCF2-AM. CCF2 contains a coumarin donor and a fluo
rescein acceptor attached to a cephalosporin j}-laccam ring. 
When che ring is intact, the coumarin and fluorescein moie
ties of rhe probe are close enough together for energy trans
fer to occur, and excitation (che excicarion maximum is 409 
nm) produces green (530 nm) fluorescence. When the ring 
is cleaved by P-laccamase, the distance bcrween rhe coumarin 
and the fluorescein is increased sufficiently co greatly reduce 
the efficiency of energy transfer, and rhe probe emirs blue 
(450 nm) fluorescence. The incensiry of blue emission from 
che hydrolyzed probe is about rwice the intensity of green 
emission from the intact probe. CCF2 was not of great in
terest co the flow communiry when ic was only feasible to 

excite ir with a violet krypton laser; ic may be a lot more 
interesting now chat relatively inexpensive 405 nm violet 
diode lasers are available. Cavrois er al'"'" used rhe j3-
lactamase/CCF2 system to develop an assay for HIV- I 
virion fusion with target cells. 

Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) ec al 

In early 1994, Chalfie et al '64" described the use of a gene 
encoding an intrinsically fluorescent protein from rhe bio
luminescem jellyfish Aequorea victoria as a reporter gene. 
The narive green fluorescent protein (GFP) absorbs 
maximally ac 395 nm, hue can be excited moderarely effec
tively at 488 nm, where its absorption is about one-third 
maximum; che emission spectrum has a sharp peak at 5 I 0 
nm with a shoulder at 540 nm. I included chis informarion 
in the previous edition; ac che rime, GFP expression in pro
karyocic (£. colz) and eukaryocic ( CaenorhabditiJ elegam) cells 
had been shown to render those cells fluorescem. I opined 
chac "GFP should work for cell sorting, provided the cells 
used don't exhibit a lot of autofluorescence." Boy. did it. A~ 
I noced on p. 48, whac I described in 1994 as a "mild man
nered reporter" turned into Supermolecule. The first 
booklJ'6 and one of che big review arriclcs" '" are distinccly 
dared (1998), and it's hard to keep up with the licerarure. I 
won'c even cry. I don't do much GFP work, so I'll jusc try co 
cover some points that I think arc important and point you 
elsewhere for more details. 
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Mose of chc probes we use in flow cyrometry are things 
you add to cells after the facr. DNA dyes work on any cell 
thar contains DNA, provided you can gee rhc dye in. True, 
you wouldn't want co waste highly specific reagents, such a~ 
fluore.~cent antibodies and nucleic acid probes, on cells that 
you didn't rhink were carrying any detectable target mare
rial, but, in principle, you could throw any probe at any cell 
char comes through the door. Reporter genes, and fluores
cent proteins in parcicular, are different; they have to be in 
or on the cells before they come through the door. 

The protocols for labeling cells with fluorescent protein 
reporter genes are molecular biology promcols, not cyrome
cry protocols; if your focus is on cytomecry, whac you need 
10 know are the excitation and emission spectral characteris
tics of the proteins you're looking for and how much of 
them you expecr ro find in the cells. Figure 7-9 (p. 296) 
includes rhc spectra of four fluorescent proteins, ECFP 
(cyan; excitation maximum 434 nm, emission maximum 
477 nm), EGFP (green; excitarion maximum 489 nm, emis
sion maximum 508 nm), EYFP (yellow-green, excitation 
maximum 514 nm. emission maximum 527 nm), and 
DsRed (orange; excitation maximum 558 nm, emission 
maximum 583 nm) . They arc all available, or, more accu
rately, the constructs you need to get the appropriate genes 
into cells are available, from Clontcch, a division of BD 
Biosciences. Hawley et al~.-. recently described flow cy
comerric detecrion of all four at once using 458 nm excita
tion from an argon laser for ECFP, EGFP, and EYFP and 
568 nm excitation from a krypton laser for DsRed. 

All of these proreins have been engineered to give chem 
more desirable fluorescence characteristics. ECf P, EGFP, 
and EYFP, produced by murants of che Aequorea GFP 
gene"":", arc well-developed, as GfP variants go, while 
dsRcd''~", derived from a coral of the species Discosoma, is 
more of a work in progress. There are several variants, in
cluding dsRcd Express2"", which marures more rapidly and 
apparently yields more Auorcsccnce than che original. 

The longesr wavelength fluorescent protein available 
from C:lontech is HcRed, from che reef coral Heteractis 
crispa"'"; its excitation and emission maxima arc at 588 and 
618 nm. HcRed could be exciced by a 532 nm YAG laser, 
but the 568 nm krypton line, 590 nm from a dye laser, or 
594 nm from a He-Ne laser (assuming you could gee a He
Ne laser with enough power) would be a better bet. 

As exploration of che animal kingdom'"" and protein en-
• • , I ~"' '-' Sil ' l!IK' ' 

gmcerrng· ·· · " · have produced new and improved becter 
fluorescent proteins, investigators have worked our optimal 

schemes to detect them by flow cytomerry and pur them to 

''"6 % w h . use . e can expect t ar to continue. 
The brief review by Matz et a!1""on GFPs packs more in

formation into 7 pages than just about any ocher paper I 
have ever read; I heartily recommend it. Among othtr 
things, I learned chat members of che GFP family arc unique 
among pigment proreins in thar chey acr as enzymes and 
synthesize their Auorophores from amino acids in their own 
polypeptide chains. Ocher pigment proteins. such as rhc 
phycobiliproteins, make cheir chromophores or Auorophores 
from small molecules and usually require several enzymes co 
get the job done. Thus, ic would be a much harder job co 
make a phycobiliprocein reporter than ic is ro make a GFP 
reporter. The self-contained palecte of GFP prorcins also 
makes it much easier to modify rheir specrra by sire-directed 
mutagenesis chan it would be to change rhc spectrum of 
another rype of pigment protein. 

Wirh a lirclc help from their friends, GFPs rhcmsclves 
have "evolved" far beyond rhc poinc of merely marking 
transfection; there are fluorescent protein variancs rhar are 
sensitive to pH'""", calcium ion concentration (shades of 
aequorin!)'?-0°·', and membrane porential'"0\ and others that 
monitor cell surface receptor interactions'·"" and kinase ac
rivitics290'. There is also a "rimer" protein"'0 ' that gradually 
changes color from green to red. Of course, you do have to 

put genes into your cells to cake advantage of all rhese bcne
fics; I can't help you much chere. 

Minority Report(er)? 

With Auorescent proteins and enzymes around, why 
does anybody scill wam ro bother using proreins expressed 
on cell surfaces as reporters? Well, if your sysrem works well 
enough so rhar only rhe cells expressing rhe reporter gene 
carry rhe product on their surfaces, you can then use anti
bodies on magneric beads or a column co separace your 
uansfecrants insrcad of, or in addition co, a cell sorrer. Chris
tine et al2"'16 describe a system for detecting recombinant 
switch acrivity in B cells based on expression of CD4 or a 
histocompacibility antigen normally not found on che cells. 

Well, that does ic for parameters and probes. If you de
cide co quit at this point and get into image analysis or con
focal microscopy, you' ll be: using many of the same probes, 
dereccors, electronics, computers, ecc., so you haven't wasced 
too much rime. If not, stick with me, and I'll tell you how to 
acquire a flow cytomecer, and rhen go on to a survey of some 
of the applications of rhe technology. 



8. BUYING FLOW CYTOMETERS 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

Flow cytometry obviously cannot be done without flow 
cytometers, most of which are bought from manufacturers. 
Users' buying decisions are generally based on examination 
of manufacrurers' literarure, on demonsrrarions, and on in
formation obtained from more experienced users. I get a loc 
of phone calls from people who wanr to know which in
srrurnenr they ought to buy, and/or whether they ought co 
cry building one. In chis chapter, I will cry co give you access 
co che information necessary co formulate rational answers co 
these questions. 

Since che manufacturers will happily provide pocenrial 
customers with literature conraining phorographs, diagrams, 
samples of data obtained from cheir instruments, and reasons 
why you should choose char particular system, I will not 
accempc co duplicate cheir copiously illuscraced brochures. 
You may, therefore, wane ro arm yourself wich promotional 
literature before you look at what I say about companies and 
apparatus; addresses and phone numbers of che manu
facturers of flow cycomerers and ocher cyromerric apparatus 
appear in Chapter 11, "Sources of Supply," near the back of 
rhe book. 

The origins of cytometry have been discussed in Chap
ters 1 and 3. Chapter 4 provides information on light 
sources, illumination and collection optics, deteccors, and 
electronics char is equally relevant to static and flow cytome
cry, as well as information on Auidics and flow system de
sign, augmenting introductory material in Chapter 1. Dara 
analysis hardware and sofcware are introduced in Chapter 1 
and discussed in derail in Chapter 5, and Chapter 6 is de
vmed to sorring. 

I have included information on all the commercial flow 
cytomecers I know about in chis chapter; a selection of ocher 
cytometric apparatus is discussed in Chapter 10. 
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8.2 HISTORY 

Only a few companies make or have made cell sorters 
and/or optical flow cyromecers incendcd for research and/or 
clinical use. By 1970, Bio/Physics Systems, which was 
founded by Lou Kamenrsky, was selling its Cyrngraf and 
Cytofluorograf inscrumenrs, while Phywe AG marketed 
Partec's commercial version of the Dimich/Gohde JCP 
apparatus. Shortly thereafter, Technicon brought out rhe 
Hcmalog D . rhe first of a series of flow cycomecric leukocyte 
differential counters. Becton-Dickinson introduced che 
FACS cell sorter, based on the instrument developed in Len 
Herzenberg's lab at Stanford, in 1974; within a year, Coul
ter enrered rhe cell sorter market with its TPS-1, lacer replac
ing chis apparatus with the EPICS series, development of 
which was begun by Mack Fulwyler and continued by Bob 
Auer. In 1976, following its acquisition by Johnson & John
son, Bio/Physics Systems became Ortho Diagnostics Sys
tems; Ortho acquired marketing rights to chc ICP from 
Phywe in 1978, and added cell sorters co its Cycofluorogra.f 
line at about the same rime. 

In the l 980's, alternatives to products of rhc "Big Three" 
American manufacturers, B-0. Coulter, and Orcho, began 
to emerge. At the beginning of the decade, these three com
panies offered laser source flow cytomerers wirh cell sorcing 
capability; sorting was optional on Orcho's insrrumencs. 
Orcho also offered rhe arc source ICP, which could nor be 
equipped for sorting, and rhe laser source Spectrum JIJ , a 
highly automated system, without sorcing, aimed ac clinical 
users. In pursuic of che same market, B-D imroduced che 
FACS analyzer, a small but sensitive analytical apparacus 
employing an arc lamp source, and Coulter produced the 
EPICS c8'\ an ergonomically designed , compucer
concrolled "knobless" instrumenc that included sorting ca
pability. During the l 980's, the arc source apparatus of 
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I.indrno and Sceen ""' ' was commercialized as rhe MPV-Flow 
hr Leitz; a refined version of rhis instrumenc, che Argus, was 
larer produced hy Skacron, and markeced in Europe by Or
cho and in chc U.S. by Bruker, which also introduced che 
Odam ATC 3000, a laser source sorting apparatus developed 
in France, which could make decuonic volume measure
menrs as well a.~ opcical measuremenrs. A lacer version of rhe 
Lindmo/Steen insrrumenc was made and sold by Bio-Rad; 
one is now being produced by Apogee. which also offers 
service for earlier versions. 

An apparatus using arc lamp and/or laser sources, based 
I.. . d . "·R6 16·? Id {' . b Kr l on ·.1sen s es1gns · , was so 1or a nme y ate , 

which also markeced daca analysis hardware and sofcware 
developed by Kachel. A lacer version of chis daca analysis 
system, and Kachel's Fluvo II flow cycomecer, which made 
fluorescence and eleccronic volume mcasurcmenrs, became 
available from HEKA. Partee offered another arc source 
insrrumenc. designed by Gohde and ineorporacing opcical 
and electronic measurements and a closed fluidic sorter. 

finally. chrce Japanese companies, JASCO. Omron, and 
Showa Denko, produced laser source inscruments; Omron's 
was distributed in Europe by Ortho, and wa~ the predecessor 
of che Cyroron Absoluce, Onho's last entry in the market. 

Afrer 1985, boch B-D and Coulter broughc ouc non
sorcing benchrop inmumencs (che B-D FACScan and Coul
rc:r EPICS Profile) using low-power, air-cooled argon laser 
sources, and oriented :u least as much roward che clinical as 

coward rhe research marker. The efficienc opcical designs 
used in chese inscrumencs provided sensitivity ac least equal 
co thac obrained from these manufacrurers ' larger sysccms. 
Orrho, which , interestingly enough, had offered similar in
scrumenc configurations for years. ceased production of flow 
cymmecers and sold irs service operations co B-0 in mid-

1987. Ir reentered che American marker in 1992, selling the 
Cycoron Ahsolure, builc in Japan by Omron , and gradually 
wichdrew again by the end of the decade. 

Cytomation, a company founded in 1988, produced a 
series of add-on upgrades co improve data processing and 
sorring performance of existing cell sorrers until 1994, when 
it began selling rhc: MoFlo modular high speed cell sorrer 
developed ac Lawrence Livermore National Laborarory by 
Cer van den Engh J.nd his coworkers"~0 • It was common ro 
refer co B-0, Coulcer, and Orcho as rhe "Big Three" of flow 
cyromecry in che I 980's, if rhe rerm is used today, ir denotes 
the crio of BO Biosciences, Beckman Coulter, and Cy
romacion , now DakoCytomation. I suspect char Bcccon
Dickinson decided on che "I3D Biosciences" name when 
Coulcer briefly jumped ahead of it in alphabetical order, 
becoming Beckman Coulter afrer being acquired by Beck
man in 1997 , hut I ca11 'r prove it. The Big Three are the big 
makers of high speed sorters, bur no longer che only makers; 
Ger van den Engh's new company, Cytopeia. arrived on che 
scene in 2000, and is now producing a relatively compacc 
high speed sorcer, che Influx, which, a~ of mid-2002, was co 
be sold by DakoCyromation , which has had an ongoing 
working arrangemenc wich Cyropeia. Systemix, which had 

licensed the MoFlo technology from Livermore for clinical 
applications, decided nor co pursue producrion of instru
ments. 

I escimaced in Chapter 1 chac chere were between 12,000 
and 20,000 benchtop argon laser source flow cycometers in 
use worldwide, and fower than 2,000 large syscems with 
droplet soning capabiliry. Ir is cherefore likely char several 
manufacturers have more inscruments in the field chan docs 
Cyromarion; Lumincx and Parccc come co mind . However, 
if we really wane co gee inco a compccicion on eliminating 
fluid wasce about this, perhaps we should do jusc char, and 

ask che manufacturers co supply us wich che coral volumes of 
sheath run through all rheir instruments per year. They 
don 'c know, and chcy probably wouldn'l cell us if they did . 

Six manufaccurers returned derailed responses w a ques
tionnaire I sent out in Occober 2001, asking for derails 
abouc cheir inscruments, and, as far a~ I am concerned, chey 
are "The Big Six" for raking che rime co do so. Their prod
uces are discussed in some derail in rhe secrions of chis chap
ter immediately following. Then comes a seccion chac covers 
inscruments from other manufacturers who did nor recurn 
the quescionnaire, buc, in some cases, did send back some 
information. The resc was filled in from rhe manufaccurcrs ' 
web sites and literature, and/or from personal inspection. A 
separate section is devoted to clinical hemacology instru
ments. Manufacturers are listed in alphabetical order wichin 
sections (with one excepcion, to be explained lacer) . 

I'll cake che rap for rhe errors, bur if some item of infor
mation about a particular insrrumenc is of cricical inccresc co 
you, check ic our with che manufacrnrcr. I rabulated rhe 
fearures of various inscruments in the lase edition of chis 
book; I'm nor going co do ic this rime around because rhere 
are coo many instruments and roo many fearurcs . 

8.3 BO BIOSCIENCES 

Background 

The large cell soccer produces from B-D began life differ
ing only slightly in construction from che apparatus builc by 
Herzenbcrg er al ac Scanford1·'' 81·,.' ; more changes have since 

been made in che cleccronics and data analysis systems chan 
in rhc opcics. 

The original FACS instruments used pulse height ana
lyzers for daca analysis; che FACS IV replaced a hardwired 
analyzer wich rhe one char incorporaced a dedicated mini
compucer, allowing multiparamerer analysis and sorcing and 
dara storage on magnecic media. In the nexc successor line, 
the FACS 400 had a minimal data analysis syscem that only 
generaccd doc plots; regions of interest for sorting could be 
defined on the rwo-paramerer live display. The FACS 420 
used an 8-bil microprocessor-based data analysis sysrem char 

was also sold wich B-D's arc source FACS Analyzer, che 
company's first entry into chc non-sorting bench cop analyzer 
marker. The FACS 440 had the same minicompurer-based 
data analysis system used in rhe FACS IV. The minicom
puter was bucconcd up so cighcly wirhin ch c system thac ir 



was lirerally impossible co cake advanrage of its computer 
capabilities; at least one user sire installed a second compurer 
ro eliminate the drudgery of pushing all the buccons that had 
to be pushed co get the data analyzer to do anything useful. 

Things were much improved when B-0 elecced co offer 
users a choice of micro- or minicomputer-based data analysis 
systems. The smaller CONSORT 30 and 32 systems were 
built around Hewlecc-Packard Series 300 microcompucers 
using a 68000 series microprocessors running under a Pascal 
operating system. The larger CONSORT 40 incorporated a 
DEC MicroVAX minicompuccr with a graphics terminal. A 
range of applications programs, and various combinations of 
floppy and hard disc storage, were offered for both computer 
systems, as was networking capability. In the mid- I 990's, 
both the Consort 30 and Consort 40 series of data analysis 
systems were replaced by the FACStation series, which in
corporated Apple Macinrosh computers. The hardware and 
software have progressed from Mocorola 680XO-based Macs 
to newer PowerPC-based current models. 

BD Biosciences' current large Fluorescence Activated 
Cell Sorter (FACS'™) is the FACSVantage SE'"', which 

l'I.~~ succeeded the FACStar, FACStar , and FACSVantage. 
The company also makes three smaller instruments, the 
FACSCaliburrn and BDrn LSR II anal}"Lers and the FAC
SArian ' high-speed sorter. These benchcop systems require 
neicher special wiring nor water-cooling; the LSR II and 
FACSaria feature FACSDiVa™ digital pulse processing, also 
available as an option on the FACSVantage SErn. 

Except for the FACSDiVa option, which has a 6-monrh 
warranty, all BO Biosciences' instruments and additional 
components, including lasers, have a one-year warranty. Any 
options purchased after purchase of a new insrrumenr have a 
3-monrh warranry. A 4 l/2 day Key Operator Course is 
provided for 2 operators with each instrument purchase; an 
additional course is provided with the purchase of the 
FACSDiVa Option. 

The BD FACSVantage SE™ Cell Sorter 

Figure 8-1. The BO FACSVantage cell sorter. 
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Light Sources and Illumination Optics: 
The FACSYancage SE (Figure 8-1) can use as many as 

chree laser beams to illuminate observation poinrs separared 
in space. Available lasers include wacer- and air-cooled ar
gon, krypton , or mixed-gas ion lasers, He-C<l, He-Ne, and 
635 nm diode lasers. A dye laser may be added if another 
laser (warer-cooled argon or frequency-doubled YAG) is 
available for oprical pumping. Exciracion oprics are adjusr
able, allowing the user co steer the laser beam(s) and control 
the spacing between beams; an adjuscable lens can be used co 
change the beam shape ac the interrogation poinc. 
Flow System: 

The t-:ACSVantage SE is a stream-in-air sysrem, with ce
ramic orifice nozzles ranging in diameter from 50 co 400 µm 
available. Sheath and sample are pressure-driven; flow veloc
ity is rypically 10 mis, varying wich orifice size, and is ad
justable by changing sheath pressure. Sample pressure is 
continuously adjustable from 2.0 PSI, for che 400 µm ori
fice, to 60 PSI, when the high speed T urboSort option is 
used with a 70 µm orifice. Fluid flows downward. 

Forward Scatter: 
An adjustable horizontal blocker bar and adjuscablc iris 

diaphragms allow rhe lower limir of colleccion to be ser be
tween 1° and 4°, and the upper limit co be sec as high as 10°. 
A photodiode detector is standard; a PMT is optional. 
Side Scatter and Fluorc:scc:ncc:: 

Signals are collected around a horizontal blocker bar by 
an N.A. 0.55 lens; an adjustable iris serves as a field stop. 
Detectors are Hamamatsu PMTs; three fluorescence deccc
tors are standard, with additional detectors oprional. BD 
Biosciences' Special Products Group can provide as many as 
twelve fluorescence decectors. Field scops are used in che 
optical system to limit the region of space from which lighc 
reaches the dereccors; an image (~ 40 x) of each beam inter
section point is formed in rhe plane of the corresponding 
field srop. When multiple illuminating laser beams are used, 
combinations of half mirrors and dichroics divert lighc from 
different observation points to different detectors. Filters and 
dichroics can be selected, and easily removed and changed, 

by the user. 
Signal Processing: 

BD offers two markedly different systems for signal proc
essing and data acquisition; each has its own hardware, 
software, and computer platform. The standard FACSVan
tage SE uses analog and hybrid electronics for pulse process
ing; the FACSDiYa Option provides digital pulse process
ing. 

Analog Electronics (standard): 
Any parameter measured at the first observacion point 

can be selected as a trigger signal . Current co volragc conver
sion of detected light pulses is done by a 20,000 VIA cran
simpedance amplifier with baseline restoration; further ana
log signal amplification is available. Linear signals are con
vened to a logarirhmic scale by analog log amps with 4 dec
ades of dynamic range. Fluorescence compensarion for spec
tral ovc:rlap is done in hardware. Pulse inccgrals arc capcured 
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by accive incegrarors; peaks are caprured by peak dereccors. A 
pulse widch measurement circuic that measures width ar a 
conscanc fraction of pulse height provides information for 
doublet detection . The pulse peak, incegral and widrh meas

urements from the analog electronics are digitized by I 0-bir 
ADCs. The syscem allows a maximum acquisirion rate 

greater than 30,000 evencs/s. 

Digital Electronics (FACSDiVa Option): 
Any signal measured at any observation point, or any 

Boolean combinacion of measured signals, can be used for 

criggering. Current-co-voltage conversion of detector signals 

is accomplished by rransimpedance amplifiers with baseline 
rcsrorarion, buc no additional analog amplification is avail

able. Instead, all signal pulse trains are simultaneously sam
pkd and digitized by 14-bir ( 16,384 channel) ADCs at I 00 

ns intervals (I 0 MHz conversion rare). An integral is ob
tained by raking rhe sum of at lease 16 values collected dur

ing rhe pulse, providing a range of values running berween 0 
and 262,143 (18 bits). The maximum 14-bir value among 
these is caken to represent pulse peak height. Linear signals 
are convened to a logarithmic scale by digital processing, 
using an 18-bir look-up table. Boch hardware and software 
fluorescence compensation can be implemented. The maxi
mum data acquisition race is 100,000 evencs/s, but may de

crease with che number of signals being measured. 

Sample Handling: 
The standard sample cube used is 12 x 7 5 mm, with a 

minimum volume of 100 µl and a maximum of 4.5 ml. 

Temperarurc control for sample input and output is pro
vided by circulating chilled or heated wacer chrough a water 

jacket surrounding the sample rube holder. 

Sorting: 
A piezoelectric transducer is used ro generate droplets for 

sorcing wich chc TurboSorc Plus option; rhe MacroSorting 
option uses an electromagnetic transducer to provide the 
relacively high amplitudes and low frequencies needed for 

droplcr generacion when large orifices are used to sort corre

spondingly large parricles. Sore races vary depending on the 
noz1.lc size used, wich larger nozzle sizes yielding slower sorc

ing races . Races range from 35,000 ro 2,000 evenrs/s using 
rhc TurboSorc Plus nozzles (50 co l 00 µm diamecer), and 
from 500 co I 00 evencs/s using the MacroSorting nozzles 
(200 to 400 µm diameter). As many as four sort screams may 

he generated. Single cells can he sorced inro mulriwell places; 
each cell's location can be stored in the lisr mode data file. 
Both analog and digiral sore decision hardware are available. 
Software: 

For Use wich Standard Analog Electronics: 
CcllQuesc Pro software is provided for rhc analog elec

tronics workstacion, built around an Apple Macintosh com
puter wirh a C4 PowerPC processor. The FCS 2.0 data file 
formac is used. The software allows protocol definition and 
hatch analysis. As many as 8 parameters may be acquired; as 
many as 16 parameters, including paramecers, such as rarios, 
derived from rhc acquired parameters, may be analy-Led. Sin
gle paramcrcr histograms may contain as many as 1,024 

channels. The available 2-D display formars arc doc, densiry, 
and contour plots. Rectangular, polygonal. ellipcical, "Snap
to-Gace, " and "Auco-polygon" regions can be defined, and 

Boolean combinations of regions can be used. Mean, me

dian , peak channel (mode), SD, and CV are available for 
statistical analysis of data. Overlay of single paramccer hisco
grams may be used co compare hisrograms. There is provi 
sion for 3-D display of data, DNA histogram analysis (pro
vided by chird-parry software), and export of daca to graphics 

and spreadsheet programs. 
For Use with FACSDiVa Option: 

The FACSDiVa Option software is provided for che 
digiral eleccronics workstation, built around a Hewlccc

Packard X4000 (Imel/Windows) computer. Borh FCS 3.0 

and 2.0 file formats are supported. The sof rware allows pro
tocol definition and batch analysis. A maximum of 16 pa
rameters can be acquired, wich a coral of 36 parameters for 

analysis; these include area and height for al! 16 parameters 

acquired plus cwo rario channels and a widch and a rime 
parameter. Linear to log transformation and fluorescence 
compensacion are done in software. The maximum number 
of channels in a single paramecer histogram is 262, 14 I. Doc 
plocs are che only available live 2-D displays. Rectangular, 
polygonal, ellipcical, "Snap-to-Gare," and "Auto-polygon" 

regions can be defined, and Boolean combinations of regions 
can be used. Mean, median, SD, CV, minimum, and maxi
mum are available for scaciscical analysis of daca. DNA analy

sis is provided by chird-parry sofrware and graphics and 

spreadsheet export are possible. 
Ocher Details: 

The Vantage SE (crate and frame) is approximately JOO 
cm wide x 182 cm long x 154 cm high, and weighs 286 kg. 
The DiVa option is 105 cm wide x 123 cm long x 94 cm 

high , and weighs 113.4 kg. Aerosol containment and bio
hazard comrols include the applicacion of a vacuum to the 

sore chamber to contain aerosols formed during sorting, and 

a drip containment system on the sample injection rube 

deals wich drips from rhc sample introduction area. The 

instrument console operates on 110 VAC +/- I 0%, 50/60 
Hz, 20 A, or 230VAC, 50Hz. Each laser has irs own specific 
power requirements. 

Daily instrument optimizacion is needed co guarancee 

optimal performance. Sensitiviry is configuracion dcpen<lenc. 
Fluorescence channels have detected <200 Molecules of 
Equivalenr Soluble Fluorochrome (MESF) using Sphcroce<.:h 
Rainbow RCP-30-5A particles. When using Bangs Labora
tories' Quantum panicles labeled with Auoresccin. ic has 
been possible to discriminate panicles bearing < 1,000 fluo
rescein MESF. The CV of fluorescence from propidium 
iodide-stained chicken eryrhrocyre nuclei is 3% or less. 

The BO FACSGilibur™ Analyzer 

The FACSCalibur , successor co the rACScan and 
FACSort, is a benchtop analyzer, with optional fluidi c sorc
ing. The primary exciracion light source is a 488 nm air
cooled argon ion laser; a 635 nm diode laser is optional. 



Forward and side scatter and chree colors of fluorescence can 
be measured in che single 488 nm laser system, a fourth 
color is available with the 635 nm diode laser option. The 
cyromecer and che compucer syscem wich which ic is used 
cake up about six running feet (less than two running me
ters) of bench space, as shown in Figure 8-2. The applica
tions software includes numerous routines for automated 
setup, calibration, and data analysis. 

figure 8-2. The BD FACSCalibur benchcop cell sorcer. 

Light Sources and Illumination Optics: 
The primary 488 nm laser beam is made ellipcical by 

prisms and focused co a spot 20 µm high x 60 µm wide ac 
the sample scream. The optics allow fine adjustments of the 
beam pathway. The optional 635 nm diode laser is mounted 
at righr angles to the 488 nm laser; the 635 nm beam, which 
is already elliptical, bypasses che prisms, is reflected off a 
mirror. and passes through the same optics used to focus and 
steer the 488 nm beam. The 635 nm diode laser is focused 
upsrream from rhe 488 nm laser; i.e., cells pass through the 
635 nm beam first. 
Flow System: 

The quartz flow cuvetce has inside dimensions approxi
mately 180 x 430 µm . The sheath fluid is driven by pressure 
from a 4 liter pressurized rank; scream velocity through the 
flow cell is 6 mis. Three fixed sample flow rates, 12, 35, and 
60 µI/min, are available. Because the cuvette is rectangular, 
rhe core stream is elliptical; its size depends on the sample 
flow race and the sheath pressure, with the slowest sample 
flow rate yielding the smallest core cross-sectional area. Fluid 
flows upward in rhe flow cuvette. 
Forward Scatter: 

A fixed vertical blocker bar is used to block the laser 
beam, and forward scatter signals are collected over a fixed 
range from 0.7° to 10°. In the dual laser 4-color setup, a 488 
nm bandpass filter with a I 0 nm bandwidth is placed in 
from of the scacrer detector to eliminate scattered red laser 
light. 
Side: Scatter and Fluorescence: 

The colleccion optics of the FACSCalibur follow the 
design originally used in che FACScan, providing efficient 
enough lighr collection to permit the use of low power lasers 
without sacrificing measurement sensitivity. Side scatter and 
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fluorescence signals are collecred using a custom-designed, 
long-working distance, N .A. 1.2 objective optically coupled 
to the flow chamber with a thixotropic gel. Magnification is 
approximately 13 x. Field stops (I mm wide in fluorescence 
channels and 1.5 mm wide for side scatter) are placed in rhe 
image planes in front of the PMT detectors. Three fluores 
cence detectors are used with che standard 488 nm laser; an 
additional fluorescence detector may be installed with rhe 
optional 635 nm diode laser. The filters normally used in 
the standard instrument provide for measurement of green 
(515-545 nm; "FL!"), yellow (564-606 nm; "FL2") , and red 
(> 670 nm; "FL3") fluorescence, excited at 488 nm. A 
fourrh channel, measuring red (653-669 nm; " FIA" ) fluo
rescence excited ac 635 nm, is added when the red laser is 
used . 
Signal Processing: 

Any signal or the Boolean AND of two signals may be 
used for triggering. A 20,000 V/A transimpedance amplifier 
with baseline restoration is used for current to voltage con
version of detector signals; additional analog signal amplifi
cacion is available. Linear signals are converted ro log using 
4-decade analog log amps. Fluorescence compensation for 
spectral overlap is done in hardware. Pulse integrals are cap
tured by acrive integrators; peaks are captured by peak detec
tors. Pulse width at a consrant fraction of pulse peak heighr 
is available for one fluorescence detector. Data arc digitized 
by l 0-bit ADCs. The data acquisition system can process 
more rhan 30,000 evems/s. 
Sample Handling: 

The FACSCalibur uses the same cube size and minimum 
and maximum volumes as the FACSVancage. However, the 
FACSCalibur also has an automated option for 12 x 75mm 
sample rube handling and 96 well microplates. 
Sorting: 

A closed sysrem fluidic sorter is optional; the son mecha
nism moves a collecting tube inco the center of the flowing 
stream when a cell of interest passes by. The sorr race of 300 
selecred events/s is adequate for many casks, and the closed 
system is advantageous for work with hazardous samples. 
However, since fluid is continuously collected hy the sorting 
mechanism, ic may be difficult to isolate rare cells, because 
they end up being highly diluted in the colleccion vessel. 
Although BD provides a concenrraror module chat 
conrinuously removes fluid from the sorted fraction using a 
filter chat resides in a pressurized chamber, th is filcracion 
process has been shown to damage some types of live cells, 
and is considered most useful for sorring fixed cells or cells 
chat do nor need to remain viable after sorring. 
Software: 

CellQuest Pro software is provided on an Apple Macin
tosh G4 computer; the FCS 2.0 file formar is used. A maxi
mum of 6 paramecers can be acquired, and 7 parameters, 
plus time, can be analyzed using CellQuest. The features of 
CellQuest software are described in the previous section on 
the FACSVamage. 
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Other Derails: 
The cyromerer itself is 91.4 cm wide, 61.5 cm deep, and 

67.3 cm high, and weighs approximately 109 kg. Aerosol 
concainrnenr and biohazard controls include closed fluidic 
sort paths and an aucomatic aspirator on sample inlet cubing. 
Power requirements are 120 VAC +/- 10%, 50/60 Hz, 20 A. 
Bangs Laborarories Quantum beads bearing <750 fluo
rescein MESF have been discriminated from unlabeled 
beads. T he CV of propidium iodide-srained chicken eryrh
rocyre nuclei is 3% or less. 

The BO™ LSR II Analyzer 
The BO LSR II is BD's newest benchrop analyzer, with 

as many as four fixed alignment laser sources and as many as 
fifteen fluorescence and two scatter channels. The older BO 
LSR was configurable with as many as three lasers and six 
fluorescence channels. The two systems use che same in
scrumenc enclosure (Figure 8-3); the LSR II replaces the 
LS R's analog signal processing wich digital ~ignal processing. 

Figure 8-3. The BD LSR™ multi-beam benchtop analyzer. 

Light Sources and Illumination Optics: 
The LSR was available as a two or rhree laser source sys

tem that used a Coherent 488 nm, 20m W air-cooled argon 
ion laser, a Kimmon 325 nm, 8mW HeCd laser, and, op
tionally, a 633 nm, l 7mW HeNe laser. The LSR II can use 
Coherenc's "Sapphire" solid-state laser for 488 nm and 
Lighrwave's mode-locked 355 nm YAG laser for UV; the 
Coherent VioFlame 405 nm, 25rnW diode laser and a 638 
nm diode laser are available as options. 
Flow System: 

T he LSR and LSR II use the same flow cdl and external 
fluidics serup as the FACSCalibur. 
Forward Scatter: 

T he setup is apparently similar ro rhar used in rhe 
FACSCalibur. 
Side Scatter and Fluorescence: 

The LSR and I.SR II use a gel-coupled, N.A. 1.2 collec
tion lens with a larger field of view than chat of the lens used 
in the FACSCalibur. The LSR used field srops, mirrors, and 
dichroics simi lar w chose in the FACSCalibur. In che LSR 
JI, lighc from an image of each inrerrogation point is relayed 
through a mulrimo<le fiber optic, and signals from differenc 
spectral bands are separared by (highly) reflective dichroics 
placed in a polygonal pam:rn (Figure 8-4). Filters and lenses 

placed between che dichroics and che detector PMTs, corre
spondingly placed in a polygonal array, further remicc detec
ror bandwidth. The older layout shown in Figure 8-4 allows 
seven dececrors to collect a signal from one excitation beam; 
che currenc configuracion provides for eighr derecwrs. The 
dichroics are specially designed co work at the acute angles of 
incidence (not the customary 45°) necessitated by the oc
tagonal layout. Lighc loss is minimiicd because each signal is 
required ro pass chrough only a single optical filter, i.e., that 
placed immediately ahead of the detector. T he relay fiber 
optics do noc preserve polarization, likely precluding using 
the optical arrangemem for polarized fluorescence or scatter 
measurements. On che plus side, I noce chac che use of fiber 
optic relay elements could allow light collecced by a second 
lens placed 180° from che existing lens co be routed to che 
same detector, potentially doubling signal inrensicy; how
ever, BO apparently does noc now plan co offer this option. 

Figure 8-4. BD's "Octagon" collection optics. A number 
in square brackets associated with a path indicates the 
number of spectral bands traveling along that path; a 
number without brackets indicates the center wavelengrh 
(in nm; my guesses) of a single spectral band. 

All fluorescence and side scacrer detecrors are 
Hamamatsu PMTs; all filters and dichroics can he changed 
as needed. Typical optical filter setups for chc three laser 
source LSR II arc: Fll = 530 nm band pa~s (BP), Fl.2 = 575 
nm BP, FL3 = 670 nm long pass (LP) or 682 nm BP, FL4= 
500 nm BP, FL5 = 380 nm LP, 400 nm BP, or 424 nm RP. 
FL6 = 6 10 nm BP or 660 nm BP. 
Signal Processing: 

While the LSR used essentially the same signal
prncessing scheme as che FACSCalibur, che LSR II uses the 
FACSOiVa digital data acquisition syscem described in che 
previous section on the BO FACS Vancage system. 



Sorting: 
Noc available. 

Software 
The LSR II uses rhe FACSDiVa Option software (see 

the previous section on the BO FACS Vantage). The stan
dard BO LSR used Cel!Quest software, provided on an Ap
ple Macintosh G4 computer. Data from as many as 6 fluo
rescence and 2 scaccer paramecers could be acquired, and as 
many as 8 parameters, selecced from peak heighc, pulse 
width, area, and ratio, could be analyzed. All other feacurcs 
of the LSR's CellQuest software were as described for the 
FACSVancage. Sofcware fluorescence compensacion for LSR 
and LSR II systems is provided for by rhe included FlowJor,,. 
analysis software (Tree Star, Inc.); DNA histogram analysis 
is provided for by chc included Mod fit L TrM software {Ver
ity Software House). 
Ocher Details: 

The Sensor module is approximately 193 cm wide, 87 
cm deep, 127 cm high. and weighs 239 kg. Aerosol con
tainment and biohazard controls include closed fluidic paths 
and an aucomacic aspirator on the sample inlet rubing. The 
BO LSR requires cwo dedicated 120 VAC +/- 10%, 50/60 
Hz, 20 A power lines. 

The escimaced dececrion limit is 200 fluorescein MESF, 
when using rhe Spherorech Rainbow RCP-30-SA Beads; the 
fluorescence CV of propidium iodide or Hoechst 33342-
srained chicken erythrocyte nuclei is 3% or less. 

The BD F ACSAria ™ Cell Sorter 

The FACSAria (Figure 8-5), introduced in December, 
2002, is a mulcilaser high-speed sorter chat departs substan
tially from the design of ocher current commercial products 
of chis cype; co scare wich, it is a benchrop syscem requiring 
less ch an 1 kW of eleccrical power from scandard 110 V, 60 
Hz or 220 V , 50 Hz lines. 

Figure 8-5. The BO FACSAria™ Cell Sorter 

Light Sources and Illumination Optics: 
The syscem uses cwo or chree lasers; a 20 mW, 488 nm 

Coherent Sapphire solid scare laser and a 17 mW, 633 nm 
He-Ne laser are standard, and a 20 mW, 407 nm violet di-
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ode laser is oprional. The 407 nm laser can be used m excite 
usable fluorescence signals from Hoechst dyes used ro stain 
DNA in living cells. Fiber optics (single-mode for the 
TEM00 sources) relay rhe illuminating laser beams ro colli
mating lenses, from which rhey enter a series of four prisms 
rhac form elliptical spots 9 µm high x 65 µm wide, separated 
by 200 µm, on the sample stream inside a quarcz cuvecre. 
Optical alignment is fixed . 
Flow System: 

The quartz flow cuvecre has a 160 x 250 µm rectangular 
cross section l 5 mm in length. Both sheath and sample flu
ids are driven by pressure; sheath and cleaning fluid contain
ers and a wasce fluid rank are kepc on an external cart with 
integral air pressure and vacuum supplies. Sheath fluid is 
transferred from the concainer on rhe care into a reservoir 
inside che inscrumenc, removing air bubbles and maintaining 
constant pressure independent of the fluid level in the exter
nal sheach container. The sample container accommodates a 
variety of sizes of sample tubes; once a cube is loaded, rhe 
container is sealed and pressurized, and rhe rube holder agi
tates che sample during rhe run ro minimize setding of cells. 
Drive pressure can range from 2-75 PSI (14-51 7 kPa); typi
cal stream velocity through the flow cell is 6 mis. Because 
the cuvette is rectangular, rhe core scream is ellipcical. fluid 
flows downward; the stream exirs rhe cuvecre via a 70 µm or 
l 00 µm nozzle. 
Forward Scatter: 

The setup is apparently similar ro chose used m rhe 
FACSCalibur and LSR II. 
Side Scatter and Fluorescence: 

Optical alignment is fixed; light is collected by a gcl
coupled, N.A. 1.2 collection lens, similar if nor identical co 
char used in the LSR II. Separate relay fiber optics transfer 
the signal from each beam ro a polygonal array similar co 
rhac shown in Figure 8-4; an "octagon," more properly a 
nonagon, allows collecrion of as many as 8 signals (7 fluores
cence signals plus side scatter) from the 488 nm beam incer
seccions. As many as 3 signals (each) may be collecred from 
the 633 nm beam and from the 407 nm beam. All dereccors 
arc Hamamarsu side-window PMTs; filters and dichroics 
may be changed as needed. 
Signal Processing and Software: 

The FACSAria uses the Windows-ba.~ed FACSDiVa 
digical data acquisition system and software described in rhc 
section on rhe BD FACS Vantage cell sorter; a faster DSP 
chip is incorporated than was used in che original 
FACSDiVa, and additional software routines have been 
added ro control sample handling and sorting. 
Sample Handling: 

The sample delivery syscem is, as mentioned, compatible 
with a variety of rube sizes; an arrangement for microplare 
sampling is likely ro be made available in the fucure. The 
sampling rube is flushed inside and our wirh sheath fluid 
berween samples to minimize carryover. There is also provi
sion for filling the encire sample holder wirh ethanol for 
cleaning and disinfection. 
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Sorting: 
Interchangeable 70 µm or 100 µm nozzle tips can be fit

ted to the cuvctre with no adjustment required. Both rwo
and four-way sorting are possible; the system can process up 
to 60,000 compensated 8-parameter evenrs/s and achieve a 
100 kHz droplet generation rare ar 75 PSI drive pressure. A 
camera monitors the position of the droplet breakoff point, 
and chc transducer drive signal amplirude is controlled to 
maintain chis position, keeping che droplet delay constant 
unless a clog or ocher substantial interruption of flow should 
occur. In these cases, fluid flow is shut off and the sample 

collection rubes are covered. During operation, both sample 
injection and sort collection chambers arc closed; che sore 
chamber is sealed and operares under negacive pressure. An 
additional Aerosol Management Option is available, which 
evacuates chc sore collection chamber through a 0.0 I µm 
filrer to crap aerosolized particles. 
Ocher Details: 

The benchrop portion of the FACSAria is 122 cm wide 
x 7 4 cm high x 7 1 cm deep and weighs 160 kg; space on che 
benchtop is also needed co accommodate che workstation 
keyboard, mouse, and LCD display. The fluidics can, which 
can be placed on che floor, is 81 cm wide x 66 cm high x 66 
cm deep and weighs 46 kg. 

The escimaced detection limit is < 125 fluorescein MESF. 
CVs of 1.5% and 3.5% respectively, have been observed 
from the major fluorescence peaks of propidium- and 
Hoechst dye-scained chicken erythrocyte nuclei. 

It is claimed rhat people with lirde or no technical train
ing in flow cycomecry or sorting can be taughr to operate the 
r ACSAria in substantially less rime than is required to train 
operators of other high-speed cell sorters. This certainly 
sounds plausible. 

The BD FACSCounc 

The FACSCounr is a small (smaller than the FACScan) 
benchtop instrument dedicated to performing counts of 
CD4- and CDS-positive T cells''' 2·M ". Ir uses a 543 nm 
green He-Ne laser source, and measures fluorescence in two 
emission regions from phycoerychrin and a tandem conju
gate. Prepackaged reagents incorporating a known concen
tration of fluorescent beads are used to allow derivation of 
absolute counts. The system is designed for use in parts of 
the world where HIV infection is common and facilities and 
money to support flow cytomecers and cycomecry are scarce. 

8.4 BECKMAN COULTER, INC. 

Background - and Signal-to-Background 

By the I 970's, Wallace Coulter had already built a 
highly successful company rhac sold hematology counters 
utilizing his impedance-based cell dececrion and volume 
measurement method. He recognized both the scientific and 
commercial potential of fluorescence flow cytometry and cell 
sorting early enough to get his company into the cell sorr:er 
business by che end of the decade. 

The original EPICS instruments collected fluorescence 
and side scatter using a pair of high-N.A. aspheric lenses, chc 
first of which, placed at a disrance equal to its focal lengch 
from the observation point, formed a "collimated beam," 
and rhe second of which broughr that beam to a new focus, 
with a relatively large diameter field stop in che focal plane 
limiting rhe region of space from which light could reach the 
derectors. This sysrem collected more light from cells than 
did some imaging systems, but rhe signal-to-background 
ratio was lower because background fluorescence and Raman 
scatter were collected from a much larger volume. While 
older stream-in-air EPICS cycometers could detecr as few 
molecules of fluorescein as their competitors, there was more 
of a problem with phycoerythrin sensitivity due to Raman 
emission from water; chis would have been largely avoided 
by the use of image forming optics. T he interim solution 
was to use a smaller diameter field stop. 

Collecting a collimated beam instead of forming an im
age also made ic more difficult to use multiple excicacion 
beams; imaging systems could separate optical signals from 
che two beam inrerseccion points, while the EPICS optics, 
which could not, made it necessary to collect eleccronic sig
nals using a gated amplifier, which rurned the detectors on 
only when cells were traversing che appropriate beam. This, 
however, did not eliminate sceady state fluorescence back
ground from dye in the core scream; this could, in theory. be 
a problem in such applications as measurernencs of fluo
rescein immunofluorescencc in cells also srained for DNA 
with DAPI. Although measurements I made on a Cytomutt 
set up with "nonimaging" oprics indicated that interference 
between DAPI and fluorescein was insignificant in practice, 
there was some concern about other dye interactions. How
ever, in this era of eight-color measurements, Coulter, now 
Beckman Coulter, has made rhe issues moor by using imag
ing optics for fluorescence and side scarcer collection in its 
currenr insrrumenc line. 

Forward-looking from the beginning, Coulter used mi
croprocessors in the EPICS line. The original research in
scruments were equipped with rhe MDADS dara acquisition 
and analysis system; the main processor was an 8086 with an 
8087 floating point coprocessor, and an 8080 was also used. 
Dara swrage was on 8" floppy or cartridge discs. 

Coulter was also the first of the manufacturers ro make 
the move to personal computers for data analysis, with the 
EASY-88 computer system, which used IBM PC-compatible 
hardware, including 5 l /4" floppy and hard discs and a re
movable-cartridge high density disc system, a floating poinr 
processor, and a 640 x 480, 4096-color graphics display. 
Instruments could be linked in an Erherner-compaciblc net
work. The EASY-88 was said co be 2-3 rimes faster than a 
DEC PDP- 11 /23 minicomputer system. 

Beckman Coulcer's currenr analyzers and sorters are laser 
source flow cycometers with an orthogonal geometry. The 
EPICS® AL TRA,."' with H yPerSorr '"' sorter (Figure 8-4) and 
Cytomics' " FC 500 analyzer (Figure 8-5) are designed pri
marily for research laborarory use, while the EPICS<"& XL and 



XL-MCL analyzers are aimed at borh clinical and research 
laboracories. All of rhe instruments come wirh a one-year 
warranty on all parts including rhe laser, wirh longer warran
ties available; the standard service option is five days during 
business hours. A five-day training course or optional crain
ing in cuscomer's lab is provided. 

The Beckman Coulter EPICS® AL TRA ™Cell Sorter 

Figure 8-6. The Beckman Coulter EPICS'" ALTRA™ sorter. 

Light Sources: 
All lasers on rhe AL TRA are optional and are cuscomer

inrerchangeable on an industry standard optical table. A 

large variety of air-cooled and water-cooled lasers are avail
able. 
Illumination Optics: 

The laser beam(s) arc focused using crossed cylindrical 
lenses, and a variety of beam focusing lens assemblies are 
provided. The following focused beam spot sizes (height x 

width for a 488 nm laser beam) are available: 16 x 64, 16 x 

85, 16 x 125, 6 x 100, 8.5 x 125, 16 x 33, and 11 x 125 

µm. Inter-beam distances are sec in rime, not space, as 7, 20, 
40 or 60 µs separation, meaning the beams are spaced nor 
more than l 00 µm apart at the sample scream. 
Flow System: 

A variety of flow chambers are available. For analysis 
with a closed fluidic system, a 250 µm square channel quartz 
cuvetre wirh an integral N.A. 1.0 lens front element is used. 
For soning, seven different jet-in-air nozzles, with orifice 
sizes ranging from 51-400 µm, are available, as are quartz 
flow chambers wirh a variety of internal and jeering orifice 
dimensions. Flow races or velocities are cuscomer adjustable 
and vary with the flow cell and sheath pressure; sheath flow 
velocity can be adjusted from approximardy 1 m/s co abour 
30 mis. Sample flow rate, sample and sheath pressure are all 
cominuously adjustable by rhe operator. The sample and 
sheath pressure are obtained from eleccronically regulated 
compressed air or nitrogen , provided by a compressor, a 
nitrogen rank, or rhe house air supply. Sample pressure is 
adjustable from 0 co 15 PSI for rhc standard system, and 
from 0 co l 00 PSI wirh rhe optional high speed sorting 
(HSS) option. Standard sheath pressure is 12 PSI; rhe range 
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of adjustment is 1 co I 00 PSI. Fluid flow is downward in 

sorting configurations. 
Forward Scatter: 

The forward scatter sensor, advertised as posmon
independenr and using Fourier optics, incorporaces rwo pho
rodiodes as deteccors; an optional PMT is available. The 
forward scatter collection lens N .A. varies depending on rhe 
collection half-angle used, which can be adjusted between 
l.4° and 19°. For 2°, N .A. is 0.05; for 1')0 , N .A. is 0.40. 
The standard blocker bar is vertical; however, a variety of 
obscuration templates and different diameter field stops are 
available. 
Side Scatter And Fluorescence: 

The collection lens has an N .A. of l.O. The firsr element 
is pare of rhe flow cell, followed by an air gap; the ocher ele
ments of rhe lens are contained in a brass cell, which is trans
latable co achieve best focus ar rhe detectors . A 3 x magnified 
image of rhe interrogation point is formed inside che brass 
lens housing; a 500 µm diameter field scop is mounted in 
rhe image plane. No obscuration bar is used wirh the quarrz 
cuverte flow chambers; a 2.5 mm wide horizontal blocker 
bar is used across rhe from of rhe fluorescence collection lens 
when running in the jet-in-air configuration. Six fluores
cence channels, using Hamamarsu Rl 923 PMTs as detec
tors, are standard. An RI 923 is also used co detect orthogo
nal scatter signals. PMT voltages are set from DACs. 

All fluorescence filrers are cuscomer-removable wirhour 
any need for re-alignment. The filters supplied are optimized 
co detecr FITC, PE, ECO (PE-Texas Red), PC5 (PE-CYS) , 
PC7 (PE-CY7), APC, and APC-CY7. Each fluorescence 
PMT can be used co collect signals from 2 laser inrerseccion 
points using rhe AUX Channel feature. This feature allows a 
single PMT to collect signals excited by different lasers from 
fluorochromes having similar fluorescence emission proper
ties (e.g. , PE-CY5 and APC). 
Signal Processing: 

Single or multiple trigger signal(s) can be selecred and 
the operator can sec a separate threshold level for each signal 
used . T ransimpedance amplifiers are used for current- ro
volrage conversion of che signal pulses. A proprietary (parent 
pending) baseline restoration circuit is used. Analog signals 
for all non-log parameters are amplified with step gains. 
DAC-based arrenuators are used on rhe forward scarrer dc
recror amplifier co provide gain adjustment, as these derec
cors use photodiodes instead of PMT s. Analog log amplifiers 
are used, and fluorescence compensation is done by software 
incorporating a 6 x 6 matrix inversion. Conventional peak 
derecrors are used; integrators employ a switched capacitor 
circuit allowing rhe operator to select rhe time constant for 
either "conventional" or "high-speed" operation. The con
ventional mode allows che highest sensitivity co be obtained, 
using sheath pressure :5 15 PSI, with signal pulse widchs 5-
15 µs . For high-speed operation, ar pressures up co l 00 PSI, 
pulse width is less chan 5 µs, and often l -2 µs. Pulse peak 
and integral values are digitized to 10 birs. 
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The maximum acquisicion rare depends on che number 
of parameters being collecced, pulse widch , and operaror
selecrable seccings. The ALTRA processes rhe data pulses 
significantly fascer chan ics predecessor, che Elice; conversion 
rime is 1.1 µs per paramecer and che ADC skips over unused 
paramecers. Acquisicion of one-parameter daca wich syn
chronous pulses could proceed ar a rare of 130,000 evenrs/s; 
real world numbers are, obviously, lower, bur ace compacible 
with acquisition of multiparamerer daca from 20,000 cells/s 
and sorting with a l 00 kHz droplet generation frequency. 
Sample: Handling: 

Tubes 12 x 75mm, 12 x 76mm and 17 >: IOOmm can be 
used, wirh no minimum sample volume. At presem, there is 
no aucomaced opcion for sampling from rubes or multiwell 
plates. An available module for sample delivery and sorting 
utilizes a re-ci rculating water bath providing temperature 
control from 4-40 °C. 
Sorting: 

The ALTRA generates droplets at approximarely 25 kHz 
using rhe I 00 µm cip and 90-100 KHz using the high-speed 
sorcing 76 µm rip; it provides for two sorr streams. A low 
abort rare and high purity are achieved when a cell is put 
inro every 5rh drop, corresponding ro maximum analysis 
and sort rares of 5,000 evenrs/s using rhe I 00 µm nozzle and 
20,000 evenrs/s using rhe 76 µm rip . Users can son fascer 
based on rhe required specificacions for puriry and yield of 
their applications. Sorting of single cells imo a large variety 
of mulriwdl plates (6, 12, 24, 48, 60 and 96 wells) or omo 
scandard microscope slides is possible using the optional 
AutoClonc:™ sorring module. 
Software: 

The ALTRA uses EXP032, a Microsofc Windows based 
data acquisition and analysis software package utilizing rhe 
FCS 2.0 file formac. Users can utilize "canned" protocols 
supplied with the software or can create unique protocols 
and combine them into a Worklisr. Protocol definition in
cludes parameters, plot definitions, gares, regions, and cy
tomecer scnings as well as disposition of rhe data, e.g., prinr
our and archiving. 

A maximum of eighc parameters can be acquired from 
che instrument; derived parameters such a~ rime, ratio, and 
time-of-flight (T-0-r) can also be computed and processed. 
The '' PRISM " parameter allows identification and quantifi
cacion of cell populations based on "positiviry" or "negariv
iry" for as many as six markers, in which case there are 64 
possible categories of cells. Gated data acquisition is possible. 
The sofrware does logarithmic/linear transformacions and 
solves the matrix equation for fluorescence compensation. 
The maximum numbers of channels in single-parameter 
histogram and 2-parameter displays are, respeccively, I 024 
and I 024 x l 024. The display scale can be convened to a 
MESr or ABC (Antibodies Bound per Cell) scale after run
ning appropriate bead controls. The following 2-D display 
formats arc supported; dot, density, contour, and PRISM 
plots. Rectangular and polygonal regions can be created and 
combined using Boolean logic, with a maximum of 32 gates 

and 256 regions. Mean, median, mode, SD, CV, percentiles 
(%gated, %total) and counrs of cells/µ( can all be obtained. 
Comparison of data can be achieved by use of overlay plots 
of l-D and 2-D data, as well as the calculation of Overron 
and K-S statistics. Isometric display of 1-D data and 3-D 
surface and tomogram plors are also available. 

DNA analysis is provided by the 3rd parry software 
package MultiCycle for Windows. Plots and histograms can 
be exported as PDF files, or into Microsofc Windows appli
cations. Dara can be exponed m a texc format or din:cdy 
inco Microsoft Excel. 
Other Details: 

The cytometer is approximately 132 cm high x 178 cm 
wide x 198 cm deep (including the tabletop) and weighs 
500 kg, excluding water-cooled lasers. Aerosol and biohaz.ard 
concainmcnr are provided by negative pressure in che sorring 
comparcmenc chat draws aerosols into the comparrmcnc, 
down a rubing vent and onto a filter that can be changed 
daily. The cytometer, workstation and air-cooled l a~crs re
quire two 1001115 VAC, 20 A (16 A continuous) or rwo 
220/240 V AC, l 0 A 50/60 Hz dedicated power lines. 

An on board , adjustable-rate, flashing LED provides a 
lighc source for tescing detectors independent of rhe laser 
and flow chamber alignment; ic can also be used co calibrace 
the gains of various signal pathways. Standard beads and 
bead sets must be run and recorded regularly to ensure 
proper alignment and calibration of rhe instrument. 

In most configurations, < 1,000 MESF of fluorescein and 
phycoeryrhrin can be dececred; when the system is optimized 
for sensiriviry, approximately 300 molecules of fluoresccin 
and around 500 molecules of phycoerythrin can be detecrcd. 
Fluorescence CVs of approximately 2% are achieved when 
measuring propidium iodide-stained peripheral blood lym
phocytes. Us ing an optional PMT combined with a blocker 
optimized for low angle deteccion of forwa rd scaner, parri
cles as small as 0.14 µm diameter can be resolved above 
background. 

The Beckman Coulter CytomicsrM FC 500 Analyzer 

The FC 500 (Figure 8-7) is Beckman Coulrer's newest 
benchtop analyzer, providing 5-color analysis from either 
single or dual laser excitation sources, with digital fluores
cence compensation and log display using 20-bic linear list 
mode dara. 
Light Source: 

The standard excitation source in the FC 500 is an air
cooled 20mW, 488 nm argon-ion laser; a 20mW, 63.3 nm 
He-Ne laser can be added. In rhc dual laser configuracion , 
the laser beams are collinear, with no provision for multiple 
interrogation points. 
Illumination Optics: 

The beam(s) is/are focused by crossed cylindrical lenses 
to an elliptical spot 10 µm high x 80 µm wide ar chi: sample. 
Flow System: 

A 150 x 450 µm rectangular channel quartz cuvcrrc is 
used; sheath and sample flow upward . There are rhree user-



Figure 8-7. The Beckman Coulter Cytomics FC 500 analyzer. 

selected sample flow rates, yielding data rates, on a sample of 
101

' cells/ml, of approximately 200, 600, or 1200 evencs/s. 
The sheath flow rate is fixed. 
Forward Scatter: 

As wirh che ALTRA, rwo solid-stare decectors are used to 
collect forward scatter signals over a range of half-angles 
from 2° ro l 6°; the blocker bar has a "Maltese Cross" shape. 
An adjuscable iris can be used ro limit the half angle of col
lection to 8°. The forward scacrer colleccion lens N .A. varies 
with the collection angle, ranging from 0.05 to 0.37. 
Side Scatter and Fluorescence: 

The from element of a N .A. l.2 lens is built into the 
flow cell; a blocker bar is unnecessary. Additional, focusable 
lens clements form a 3 x magnified image; a 500 µm field 
stop is placed in che image plane. A phorodiode is used co 
detect orthogonal scarcer. Five fluorescence channels are 
standard; the detectors are Hamamatsu HC-120-32 PMT 
modules wich enhanced red sensitivity. All opcical filters are 
imerchangeable by rhc user without the need for opcical 
realignment. Bandpass filters and dichroics optimized for 
detection of fluorescein, phycoerythrin, PE-Texas red, PE
Cy5 or APC, and PE-Cy7 are provided with the instrument. 
All fluorescence filters are mounted on a removable single 
opcical block, positioned on precision-machined dowel pins. 
Signal Processing: 

A single selectable crigger channel is used to acquire dara, 
and the current pulses from the PMTs are converted to volr
age pulses by a transimpedance amplifier urilizing a proprie
tary baseline restoracion mechod. Analog circuics provide 
peak and integral values of the volrage pulses; these are digi
tized ro 20 bits and scored, allowing the software ro do log 
conversions and log scale displays and a full matrix inversion 
solution for fluorescence compensation, eirher in near real
rime or after data have been stored in files. 
Sample handling: 

Sample input uses 12 x 75 mm cubes; sample volume 
typically is 0.5mL, with a minimum of 0.25mL and a maxi
mum 3 mL. A 32 cube Multi Carousel Loader (MCL) wich a 
presamplc bar code reader provides aucomaced sample 
handling. An barcode reader wand is optional. Blood from 
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closed Vacurainer cubes (B-D) or cheir equivalents can be 
aucomacically prepared for immunophenotyping using rhe 
optional Prep Plus II, followed by rhe optional T/Q Prep, 
which lyses and fixes rhe samples. If the samples need co be 
washed, rhe carousel can be placed into the optional Ccll
Prep module, which aspirates each sample's cells into a hol
low-fiber filter wich a pore size adequate co retain the cells, 
bur which allows hemoglobin and unbound rcagems to es
cape. The carousel is then placed inco rhe FC 500 for analy
sis. An optional module will allow aspiration from 96-well 
places. The FC 500 has a maximum acquisition race of 
3,300 events/s, but the actual chroughpuc race depends on 
variables such as the flow rate, cell concentration, and rhe 
number of parameters acquired. 
Sorcing: 

Nor available on rhe FC 500. 
Software: 

The FC 500 uses RXP Software, a Windows 2000-ba.sed 
acquisition and analysis package utilizing the FCS 3.0 file 
format. The software allows for user-defined protocols; rhesc 
can be combined co automarically process 32 cubes in a car
ousel. The RXP Software incorporates most analysis capa
bilities of the EXPO 32 software and adds additional fea
tures. As many as 16 parameters, including derived parame
ters such as ratios, time, and PRISM, can be acquired; as 
many as 24 parameters can be analyzed. Logarithmic display 
and fluorescence compensation are done in software and the 
20-bit linear data can be saved in both compensated and 
uncompensated forms . Single parameter histograms have 
I 024-channel resolution and rwo parameter displays can 
have resolution ranging from 64 x 64 to 512 x 5 12. As 
many as 256 regions, of all types, can be created wich as 
many as 32 regions available as gating regions; cwo to eight 
regions can be combined using Boolean logic for gating. 
Aucogating, with user selectable levels, using elliptical and 
contour regions is available. AJI statistics are user definable 
on any histogram. Absolute cell counts using FlowCounc1 " 

fluorospheres are available. Display plots can be exported 
inro Microsoft applications or converted to PDF files; daca 
can also be exported directly into MS Excel or in rext for
mat. MultiCycle for Windows is provided for DNA analysis. 
Ocher Details: 

The current version of che FC 500 is approximately 61 
cm high x 112 cm wide x 74 cm deep and weighs 85 kg. 
T he power supply module is approximately 48 cm high x 4 1 
cm wide x 51 cm deep and weighs 55 kg. T he inmumcm 
and computer together require four dedicated I 20V/20A or 
240V/15A power lines. It is anticipated char a 20 mW, 635 
nm diode laser may be subscicurcd for the 23 mW, 633 nm 
He-Ne laser, and possible that a solid-scare 488 nm source 
will be offered as well; rhis will allow the instrument co be 
housed in an enclosure only 90 cm wide. 

To optimize instrument settings, che user can run the 
Auro Ser-Up Wizard, which automacically adjusts PMT 
voltages, gains and color compensation settings while the 
appropriate bead sets and stabilized stained control cells are 
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run on the insrrumenr. Analyzing Spherocech '" Rainbow 
Calibration particles, the FC 500 can detect <600 MESF in 
rhe fluorescein channel and <300 MESI; in the PE channel. 
Running Linear Flow Beads from Molecular Probes less than 
600 MESr can be detected by the APC channel. Forward 
scatter signals from 0.5 µM diameter panicle.s can roucinely 
be resolved, and ir is usually possible ro resolve 0.3 µM di

ameter particles from background noise. All fluorescence 
channels except the 755 nm (PE-Cy?) channel have half

peak CVs of 1-1.5% when detecting the fluorescence from 
beads, with some beads yielding CVs of less than l %. Fluo
rescence from beads detecrcd by the PE-Cy7 channel has 
half-peak CVs of approximately 2%. 

The EPICS® XL and XL-MCL Analyzers 

The Beckman Coulter XL and XL-MCL (Figure 8-8) are 
non-sorting benchrop flow cytometers, designed for routine 
clinical laboracory applications as well as research use; they 
can measure as many as four fluorochromes excired by a 
single air-cooled laser. The XI.-MCL includes a 32-tube 
multicarousel loader for aucomated sample handling. 

Figure~. The Beckman Coulter EPICS~ XL-MCL analyzer. 

Light Source: 
The exciracion light source is a JDS Uniphase 488 nm, 

15 mW air-cooled argon ion laser. 

Illumination Optics: 
The laser beam is focused co an elliptical spot IO µm 

high by 80 µm wide using crossed cylindrical lenses. 
Flow System: 

The flow sysrem employs a 250 µm square channel 
quartz cuverce with upwards shearh and sample flow and an 
integral N.A. 1.0 lens from element. As with the FC 500, 
there are three user-selected sample flow races and a fixed 
sheath flow rare. 
Forward Scatter: 

The XL uses the same forward scaner collection lens, di 
ode deteccors in the Fourier plane and cross-shaped blocker 
bar setup as the rC 500, bur wichout chc adjuscable iris; a 

neucral densiry filrer is available to reduce forward scarcer 
signal inccnsiry by a factor of I 0 for samples containing large 
particles. 

Side Scarcer And Fluorescence: 
In combination with rhe from elemenc built onro che 

flow cell, a multielement focusable lens forms a 3 x magni 
fied image; a 500 µm field stop is placed in the image plane. 
Like the FC 500, the Xl. uses a photodiode decector for or
rhogonal scaccer. Three fluorescence channels arc standard 
wirh an oprional fourth channel; Hamamarsu R 1923 PMTs 
are used as fluorescence detectors. The srandard four-color 
setup uses 525, 575, 620, and 675 nm bandpass filcers and 
488, 550, 600, and 645 nm dichroic long pai;s filters; a 488 
nm blocking filter is also supplied. All opcical filters arc re
placeable without need for realignment. 

Signal Processing: 
A single trigger channel is seleccable. The XL uses the 

same combination of analog electronics and high-resolution 
digitization of the data pulses as the FC 500. Unlike the FC 
500, the XL normally saves only I 0-hit list mode <laca, al
though the 20-bit data are used internally for logarithmic 
conversion and fluorescence compensation. Linear, log and 
peak values of the pulse may be obtained from each fluores
cence channel. 

Sample Handling: 
The XL uses the same size tubes and volumes as previ

ously described wich the FC 500. Samples can be prepared 
automatically wich the XL-MCL using the optional Prep 
Plus II, T-Q Prep, and CellPrep stations as previously de
scribed wich rhe FC 500, where rhe carousel is chen placed 

into che XL-MCL for automated analysis . Throughput rares 
of greater rhan I 00 cubes per hour can be achieved when 
acquiring 2.500 lymphocytes from a normal Q-Prep sample. 
The XL has rhe same maximum acquisition rate of .3,300 

evencs/s as the FC 500. 
Sorting: 

Noc available. 

Software: 
Two sofrware packages are available, XL SYSTEM II 

software, version 3.0, and EXP032 ADC software. Both arc 
designed to accept industry standard barcodes when using 
the XL-MCL bar code reader and/or che optional wand, 
allowing for automated specimen identification. XL 
SYSTEM II software operates in a DOS environment under 
Windows 98SF. and utilizes the rCS 2.0 file format. Batch 
processing and analysis of samples is possible. A maximum 
of 12 parameters, including time, ratio , an<l PRJSM, can he 
processed, and gated acquisition is possible using as many as 
8 regions from a total of 24 available. A varicry of region 
rypes are available, and Boolean combination of regions is 
possible. A single paramerer histogram has a maximum of 
1024 channels, and a two-parameter display has a maximum 
of 256 x 256 channels' resolution. A variety of rwo
parameter display formars arc available and overlays of both 
one and two-parameter data are possible. The software pro
vides for fluorescence compensation using direct visual ad
justment. Three-dimensional data display is not available. A 
large variery of scaristics is available, and absolure cell counts 
can be calculated with the inclusion of appropriate bea<ls in 



che sample. The software and available optional packages are 
designed co aucomace cell analysis and enumeration and 
reporc generation, all relevam for a clinical setting. Screen 
images c:-in be capmred in PCX format and ASCII file EPT 
format files can be generared. The software supporcs the 
industry srandard SQUODBC database allowing for bidi
recrional conneccivicy co chird-parry sofrware programs. 

EXP032 ADC software has the same features as the 
EXPO 32 software previously described with the Al.TRA 
cell sorter, but includes Advanced Digital Compensation 
(ADC) for automated fluorescence compensation wirh up to 
four colors. A maximum of 16 parameters, including rime, 
racio, and PRISM can be processed. The software provides 
administrator cools rhac allow che operator to sec user access 
levels, automate data archiving, and monitor usage for bill
ing and accoumabiliry. 
Other Details: 

The XL cytomecer is approximately 51 cm high x 61 cm 
wide x 57 cm deep and weighs 64 kg. The XL-MCL is ap
proxirnacely 25 cm wider and weighs 85 kg. The instrument 
requires space for vencilation: 31 cm from che back, 20 cm 
from che cop, and 31 cm from each side. The Power Supply 
Module can be placed on che floor, is 48 cm high x 45.5 cm 
wide x 51 cm deep, weighs 55 kg, and requires 13 cm from 
rhe back for vemilacion. The XL needs rwo dedicated 
J 20V/20A or 240V/ I OA power lines; che XL-MCL needs an 
addirional line. 

lnscrumem settings, including compensation, can be sec 
automatically using che software and running the appropri
ate bead secs and stabilized stained comrol cells. The user 
can change optical filters co optimize for fluorochromes 
ocher than FITC, PE, ECO, and PE-Cy5, and an optional 
PE-Cy7 optical kit is available. 

The Xl/XL-MCL can detect fewer than 1,000 MESF of 
FITC and PE on Bangs Laborarories' Quancum microbeads. 
The forward scatter channel can resolve 0.5 µm diameter 
plasric spheres from background noise. Precision is similar to 
rhac obtained using the FC 500. 

8.5 DAKOCYTOMA TlON 

Background 

Cj1omacion goc irs stare by manufacturing and distribut
ing rhe CICERO system, an add-on ro existing flow cytome
cers which provided improved, faster sort concrol and data 
analysis""'·' . T he fi rst versions of CICERO incorporated a 
DEC PDP-11 minicomputer system; later versions pro
gressed through VAX minis, and the last, much smaller, less 
expensive versions, which worked even heccer, incorporated 
Pentium-based PC's running MS-DOS. 

The original MoFlo high-speed cell sorter was designed 
and built by Ger van den Engh and his colleagues1180, then at 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory. It incorporated a parsimo
nious but flexible, bench-mounted optical design, allowing 
illuminacion of up to three observation points in a scream in 
air, and collection of forward and right angle scatter and 
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fluorescence in as many as six wavelength regions. MoHo, 
while preserving high-speed sorting capabiliry ( I 00,000 
evenrs/s and analysis), was considerably simpler in design 
than the original high-speed sorter"'' builc ac Livermore, and 
incorporated a sophisticated parallel-processing data analysis 
and sort comrol system run from a NeXT work~carion . 

I have great respecr for Ger van den Engh's flow cycomc
cer design, possibly because he borrowed and improved on a 

couple of features of my "Cyromum." I also was impressed 
by Cytomation's computer interface when Brian Hall dem
onstrated iron the Cyromurr in my lab almost ten years ago. 
Ir had 16-bit data analysis, although rhe dynamic range of its 
front end electronics was not sufficient to allow ic to do digi 
tal linear-co-logarithmic transformation wi rh a dynamic 
range greater than three decades. 

In the lase decade, Cyromarion has taken ics own ap
proaches co high-speed, high dynamic range data acquisition 
and analysis, melding the mechanical, optical, and analog 
portions of the front end electronics of che MoFlo inscru
ment with its own son control and data analysis system and 
software, initially running under MS-DOS and now under 
Windows NT, 2000, and XP. Modular design allowed for 
everyrhing from tabletop analyzers to console sorters co be.: 
included in the MoFlo line, rhe mosc recem addition being 
the CyAn, a modular benchcop analyzer. 

DakoCyromation resulted from the recent marriage of 
Cyromation, a company dedicated ro production of high
speed research apparatus, and DAKO, an antibody manufac
turer with a heavy clinical oriemation. The happy couple 
could produce some interesting offspring. 

The MoFlo® Cell Sorter 

The MoFlo (see Figure 1-24, p. 58) is a modular, cus
com configured cell sorter built on an industry standard op
tical bench. 
Light Source(s): 

1-3 lasers; rhe system is user-configurable with any 
commercially available or prororype laser, emitting any 
wavelength(s) from ultraviolet co infrared, preferably in 
TEMOO. 
Illumination Optics: 

Separace cylindrical and spherical beam-shaping optics 
are used with each laser, forming as many as three spatially 
separated incerrogacion points, typically spaced 50- 100 µm 
apart. 
Flow System: 

The jec-in-air CyroNozzlc:™ can be used with inter
changeable ceramic rips providing 50, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120, 
150, 200, or 400 µm orifice diameters. Sample (core) flow 

rates can be as high as 1.5 µLis, wich core diameters up co 
8.5 µm; fluid flows downward at velocities up to 30 mis. 
Sample and sheath pressure can be as high as 100 PSI. 
Forward Scatter: 

A horizomal obscuration bar is used; sizes ranging from 
0.5-5.0 mm are available. Light at angles up co 10° is col
lected by a N .A. 0.15 lens. The detector can be a 25 mm 
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Advanced Phoronics high-speed photodiode or an H957 
Hamamatsu PMT module. Fluorescence colleccion from the 
forward direction is available as an option. 
Side Scatter and Fluorescence: 

A long working disrance (13 mm), 0.55 N.A. micro
scope objective forms a 50 x magnified image of the interro
gation point; a horizontal obscuration bar (available range 
0.5-3.5 mm) is normally used. A5 many as 14 dereccors may 
be firced; the standard detectors are Hamamatsu H957 
modules incorporating I l/8"sidc-window PMTs, available 
in a range of red sensitivities, but ocher detectors, including 

phocodiodes, arc available on request. An assembly of chrec 
stacked field scops, one for each heam inrersecrion point, is 
placed in the image plane; from chis point, lenses, mirrors, 
and dic.:hroics arc used co separate signals in different spectral 
bands and route rhem to the detcccors, each of which is 
equipped with an additional filcer(s) to define its response 
characteristics. 
Signal Processing: 

As many as four trigger channels can be selected; the 
Boolean OR as well as che Boolean ANO combination can 
be used for triggering. A high gain-bandwidth transim
pedance amplifier converrs PMT output current signals 
(typically 0-100 µA) co rhe 0-10 V range. The preamplifier 
circuit also includes baseline restoration and output buffers. 
Hybrid digital/analog log amplifiers provide 80 dB (4-
decade) dynamic range on each channel; deviations from 
ideal response across the range are !acer corrected by digital 
processing. The analog electronics, including switched
capacitor incegrawrs and peak deteccors, can operate on 
pulses less than I µs in duration; peak and incegral are com
puted and digitized co 16 bits' precision within 5.4 µs. Fluo
rescence compensation for multi-color overlap of as many as 
8 colors is implemented by a 1.6 giga-instrucrion/s DSP 
chip, performing marrix inversion on digitized dara after any 
necessary correction for nonideal log amp response. 
Sample Handling: 

MoFlo oprions allow for aucomated sample delivery 
from 0.6-50 mL cubes, with remperature control for input 
and ourpur. The MoSkeecoT~ AutoSampler provides for 
delivery from 96-wd! places. 
Sorting: 

Droplet formation rates up ro 200 kHz and as many as 
four sort screams are available. The C~LONE® opcion 
permits single-cell sorcing inco 96/38411536-well places and 
user-definable slide formats with data available on each 
sorced particle. 
Software: 

The W indows NT-ba~ed Summicl"M Daca Acquisicion 
and Analysis Software is also available for offiine analysis. le 
reads and wrires all FCS formats, and includes capabilities 
for gared acquisition, poscacquisicion fluorescence compen
sation, and manipulation of "unlimired" numbers of pa
ramerers, including real-rime computed parameters, and of 
reetangular, polygonal, and/or elliptical regions. Single
paramcrer histograms may contain as many as 4,096 chan-

nels; dual-parameter resolution can be a~ high as I ,024 x 

I ,024. The software a!so has full srarisrical capabilities, 
"publication-quality" graphics and spreadsheet/database 
export capability. 
Other Details: 

Footprint, dimensions, and power rcquiremencs of 
MoF!o systems vary over a wide range depending on rhe 
number and type of la~ers installed. 

The CycoShield™ product line includes: a Class I Bio
safcty Cabinet feacuring formaldehyde decontamination, 
negacive pressure over the complete work area, remorc con
trols, dog detecrion, and redundant HF.PA filrers; an Aero
sol Evacuation System, which provides negative pressure ro 
che sore chamber, extracting aerosols to ULPA filters; and a 
Son Integrity System, with positive pressure co the sorr 
chamber using ULPA-filccred air. 

Sensitivity has been measured ac <200 MESF using 
DAKO 6-peak Fluorosphere Calibracion Beads; the fluores
cence CV from DAPl-stained crout erythrocytes is <2%. 
Particles as small as 0.2 µm can be detected using the side 
scatter signal for rriggering. 

DakoCyromarion provides comprehensive support 
rhrough a Technical Support Call Center, Regional Field 
Service Engineers, CyroLink TM Real-time Diagnostics and 
Solucions, and the MoFlo~ Users Group, with full warranties 
and a wide range of service concraccs available. A week-long 
training course is available on site or at DakoCyromation. 

The CyAnrn Flow Cytometer 

Light Source: 
The CyAn (Figure 8-9) uses 1-3 fixed beams, typically 

deriving low-noise 351 nm, 50 mW and 488 nm, 150 mW 
beams, borh TEM00, from a Coherent Enterprise closed sys
tem water-cooled argon laser, and a 635 nm, 12.5 mW 
beam from a diode laser. A 20 mW Coherenc Sapphire solid 
stare laser may be substituted as a 488 nm source, and a 405 
nm, 25 mW violet diode laser is also available. 

Illumination Optics: 
Beam-shaping optics include cylindrical and spherical ele
ments co provide illumination over as much as rhe entire 
250 µm width of rhe flow chamber. Three sparially sepa
rated interrogation poincs are typically spaced 200-400 µm 
apart. 
Flow System: 

Observation points are inside a UV-grade fused silica cu
verce with a 250 µm square internal cross-seccion; fluid flow 
is upward. Sample flow races may be as high as 1.5 µLis, 
wich core diameters up co 12.5 µm. Sample flow ve!ocil)' 
may be as high as 12 m/s, at che maximum I 0 PSI sheath 
pressure. 
Forward Scatter: 

Observation in a cuverce allows a verrica!, rarher rhan a 
horiwntal. obscuration bar (0.5-5.0 mm widths available) 10 

be used in the forward scatter channel. The maximum angle 
oflight collection is 10°. A 0 .15 N.A. collection lens is used; 
che detector may be a photodiode or a PMT. 



Figure 8-9. The CyAn benchtop How cycometer. 

Side Scatter and Fluorescence: 
An aspheric lens, typically wirh 0.55-0.68 N.A., forms 

an image of che incerrogacion points, wirh a typical magnifi
cation of 12.5 x ; field scops similar to chose used in the 
MoFlo are placed in the image plane. As many as 9 dereccors 
may be mounted; chese are Hamamatsu HC120 modules 
incorporating 1/2" side-window PMTs, wirh various red 
sensitiviries available. Other dececrors are available on re
quest. 
Signal Processing: 

The CyAn uses essentially the same signal processing 
hardware and software as rhe Moflo. 
Sample Handling: 

Manual loading from 5 ml tubes; aucomared, cempera
ture-conrrollcd delivery from rubes and mulriwell plates 
should he available by the rime this appears in print. 
Sorting: 

Not available. 
Software: 

Essentially the same as used with the MoFlo. 
Other Details: 

When it is equipped with rhe Enterprise laser the dimen
sions of rhe cytomerer bench are 36 cm high x 116 cm wide 
x 57 cm deep. When all solid-stare lasers (Coherent Sap
phire 488 nm, violet and red diodes) are used, the bench is 
36 cm high x 33 cm wide x 49 cm deep. The Enterprise 
laser requires 208-240V, 60 A, 3-phase power as well as che 
110/220 V, 10/20 A, single phase power needed for rhc rest 
of the instrumcnr. Various service, supporr, and training 
plans are available. Sensitivity has been measured ac <200 
MESF using DAKO 6-peak Fluorosphere calibration beads; 
rhe fluorescence CV from propidium iodide-stained chicken 
erythrocyre nuclei is <3%. 

8.6 CYTOPEIA 

You should, by now, have noriced rhar DakoCyco
marion and Cycopeia do nor appear in the promised alpha
berical order; I have rwo good reasons. The firsc is chat Da
koCycomarion was Cycomarion until quire recently; the 
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second is that it was easier and more informative to discuss 
DakoCycomarion first. 

Ger van den Engh, who recently founded Cytopcia, 
shares my belief in Einstein's maxim rhat everything should 
be as simple as possible, bur no simpler. However, while l 
tend to eliminate pares from my cytomecers co save money, 
Ger's emphasis is on making his cytomerers and sorcers as 
efficient and reliable as possible. I have no doubt char he 
would be using diamond flow chambers if he thought chey 
offered a performance advantage. 

The Mo Flo represented Ger's rethinking of che original 
Livermore high-speed sorter design in che late 1980's. A 
decade later, a good deal more had been learned about high 
speed sorcing, and there had been considerable advances in 
computers, and some in electro-optics, as well. Since leaving 
Livermore for the University of Washington, Ger had built a 
series of sorters thac incorporated new hardware, software, 
and knowledge as they became available, and he eventually 
gor dragged into che business. 

Cytopeia cusrom modifies instrumenrs and prepares 
sorters for as many as chree interrogation points, accommo
dating as many as four lasers, in which case cwo beams must 
be collinear. Fitcings are provided ro atcach lasers selected by 
the customer to the optical bench. The first few instruments 
placed in che field have been designed to sore human cells for 
therapeutic use; che fluidics arc placed in a clean room, wich 
most of the bulky hardware and electronics behind a wall. 
However, che basic "Influx" sorrer design is modular, and in 
ics simplest implementation, ic provides an elegant, minimal
ist benchtop system. DakoCytomation will he selling one 
version of this inscrument, with Summit software, under a 
preexisting cooperative agreement wich Cycopeia. 

The Influx Cell Sorter 

Light Sources: 
User-selecrnble. The DakoCycomacion version will probably 
use Coherenc's Sapphire solid-scare 488 nm laser. 
Flow System: 
The lnFlux (Figure 8-10) is a scream-in-air system with sam
ple event rates ranging from 0 to I 00,000 particles/s, nozzle 
diameters ranging from 50-200 µm, and flow velocicics from 
5-25m/s. Sheath drive pressure can vary from 10-100 PSI; 
sample is driven at a 0-5 PSI pressure differential wirh re
spect to sheath. Fluid flows downward. 
Forward Scatter: 

Collected over angles from l.5 to 100 using a horizontal 
blocker bar. The collection lens has an N .A. of 0. 5 with 20 x 

or 50 x magnification; a 1 mm diameter field srop is used. 
The detector is a PMT. 
Side Scatter and Fluorescence: 

The collection lens (N.A. 0 .5, 20 x or 50 x) forms an 
image of the interrogation points; light from each intersec
tion point passes chrough an 800 µm field stop. A 1.5 mm 
horizontal blocker bar is used. As many as 28 fluorescence 
channels can be implemented; standard derectors are 
Hamamacsu 957-12 or 957-06 PMT modules, bur any 
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Figure 8-10 Cyropeia's Influx cell sorter platform. 

PMT specified hy the cust0mer can he supplied. Spectral 
separacion is accomplished by mirrors, filters, and dichroics. 
Fluorescence channels can he used for DC measurements; 
che sysrem may be configured to measure laser output, cem
peracure, sheach pressure, etc. Opcions include a mono
chromat0r fo r spectral measuremencs and magic angle collec
cion opcics2' 1" for precise polari1.acion measurcmencs. 
Signal Processing: 

The Influx always uses paramecer 1 as a crigger channel. 
Currenc-ro-volcage conversion is done by transimpedance 
amplifiers; funher signal amplificacion and logarithmic con

version are done by analog circuics. and both analog and 
digicaJ baseline restoration can be implemented. Peak decec
rors and both switched-capaci tor and pulse shaping integra
cors are available on all channels. The maximum daca acqui
sition rate is 200 kH1., using as many as 28 parallel 16-bic 
ADCs. 
Sample Handling: 

Tube inpuc: Tubes of a wide variecy of sizes fie into che 
remperacure-concrolled sample holder. An aucomaced sam
pler is noc yec available. 
Sorting: 

Droplet sorcing drive races in the lnFlux range from 25 
kHz wich the 200 µm orifice to 125 kHz with the SO µm 
orifice. There can be as many as 6 sore screams. Indexed sort
ing inco mulciwell colleccion vessels, wirh all daca stored for 
each sorred evenc, is available. 
Software: 

Cytopeia's Influx software is Windows NT-based, using 
FCS file formacs. The package is intended primarily for sore 
concrol and has limited analysis capabilities. Gated acquisi
cion is possible with bicmaps for 12 paramecers, and a 
maximum of 32 paramecers. There is provision for 1024-

channel single-paramecer histograms and 256 x 256 doc 
plocs. Free-form gacing regions can be defined for any cwo 
paramecers in each of 12 bicmap spaces; AND and OR 
combi nations are possible. A live 3-D display can be rotaced 

during daca acquisicion. The software also has scaciscical ca
pabilities , including facilities for comparison of one- and 
two-parameter data. InFlux sorcers sold by DakoCytomacion 
will also be supplied wich Cycomacion's Summic sofcware. 

Other Derails: 
The instrument dimensions are decermined by the lasers 

used; the sore module icself has a 6 l x 6 l cm footprinc. Dual 
biohazard containment is standard; a laminar flow unir is 
available. There is a one-year warranty on che sorrer icsdf; 
laser warranties depend on the laser manufaccurer(s). One 
week of craining is provided with inscrumem. The sensiciviry 

is sufficient for measurements of chromosomes and bacteria; 
fluorescence CV for chromosomes is I% or beccer . 

Inquiries abouc all versions of che lnFlux should be re
ferred co Cycopeia rather than co DakoCyromacion. 

8.7 OPTOFLOW AS 

Background 

The Norwegian company Oproflow AS , a subsidiary of 
BioDETECT, manufactures the MICROCYTE"' family of 
flow cycomecers. The version designed for field use (sec fig
ure l-25, p . 58) is probably che smallest inscrumenc cur
rently available; chere are also a benchtop version and one 

intended specifically for wacer analysis. While the inscru
ments only measure fluorescence in one spectral region 
(>650 nm), housings can be ordered in eicher red, green, 
blue, purple, or one of three shades of gray. These pioneer
ing "designer cyromecers" arc available in che U.S. through 
RioDETECTs Texas subsidiacy. 

The MICROCYTE® Flow Cycomecer 

Light Source: 
635 nm, S mW diode laser. 

Illumination Optics: 
Polarizing opcics are used co maximize scaccer sens itivi ty 

and min imize interference of stray laser lighc wich the fluore
scence signal. The opcics are built inro a solid mecal block. 

Flow System: 
The observacion point is in a cuvecce wich a 250 µm 

square cross section. Both core and sheath arc driven by 
pumps; the sample flow rate is fixed ac 0.5 µUs, facilica1ing 
calculation of parcicle numbers per unic volume. 

Scatter and Fluorescence: 
Two parameters are measured. wich avalanche phocodi 

odes (APDs) used as decectors for boch. Scacccred lighc is 
collected over a range of angles berween !Ou and 30°, inier
mediate between the ranges used for forward and side scaner 
in mosc ocher insm.1menrs. Fluorescence is collected at wave
lengths above 650 nm (che decector response excends co 900 
nm); sensitivity is reported as 1,000 MESF Cy5 . 

Signal Processing: 
Either signal or boch (in AND or OR combinacion) can 

be used for triggering. Preamplifiers incorporacc currenc-co
volcage conversion and baseline rescorarion; analog log am
plifiers are used. Daca are convened to 8 bi cs' precision. 



Sample Handling: 
Tubes in a range of sizes, containing 0.1-1.0 ml of sam

ple, may be used. Typical runs use fixed analysis times of 2, 
20, or 200 s to analyz.e 1 to 100 µL of sample; at a sample 
concentration of IO' cells/ml, the data acquisition race is 
5,000 cvcnrs/s. 
Software: 

The lab and field versions of rhe insrrumenr have rhe ca
pacity to generate 256 x 256 dot plots without an external 
computer. All versions can also be interfaced ro a Windows
based PC; sofrware provides for gated acquisition and rwo 
rectangular gating regions. Dara can be scored in a proprie
tary format or as FCS 3.0 files, depending on the sofrware 
used. Graphs can be saved as bitmaps and dara exporced co 
Microsoft Excel. 
Other Details: 

The field version of the MICROCYTE11> is 33.3 cm wide 
x 33 cm high x 16 cm deep and weighs 12 kg; it can be op
erated from a 12 VDC source, drawing 2 A. 

8.8 PARTEC GMBH 

Background 

Founded in the late l 960's, Partee has been producing 
fluorescence flow cytometers longer than any oc:her com
pany. In the original arc source lmpulscytophocomerer 
(ICP), marketed by Phywe AG and, lacer, by Ortho, cells 
flowed along the axis of illumination and light collection 
instead of perpendicular co it, and ir was thoughr that this 
comributcd to the extremely high fluorescence measurement 
precision achieved using this instrument. However, meas
urement precision of Parcec's newer designs, sold under the 
Partee name since the 1980' s, in which cells flow perpen
dicular co the illumination axis, has remained excellent, 
judging by published hiscograms of DNA content in cells 
srained with DAPI. Two speccacular examples appear in 
Figure7-ll (p. 311). 

Partee now offers instruments with arc lamp and/or laser 
sources, with optional fluidic sorting and electronic cell vol
ume measurement. The new, modular CyFlow line (Figure 
8-11) includes simple, single-laser, single-parameter instru
mencs rhar can be run on barreries in resource-poor envi
ronments as well as multisource systems with digital process
ing, capable of measuring as many as 14 fluorescence pa
rameters. 

The CyFlow® and CyFlow® ML Flow Cytometers 

Light Source: 
The following sources are available: 100 watt long life 

Hg arc lamp (100 W), violet (nominal 407 nm) diode laser, 
blue (488 nm) solid state laser (20 or 200 mW), green (532 
nm) Nd-YAG laser (up to 100 mW), or red (635 nm) diode 
laser ( 15 or 25mW, temperature stabilized). The CyFlow 
(Figure 8-11) uses a single source; the CyFlow-Ml may be 
supplied with as many as 3 lasers plus the arc lamp. 
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Figure 8-11. Partec's CyFlow flow cyromerer. 

Illumination Optics: 
Kohler epiilluminarion optics through the microscope 

objective used for fluorescence lighr collecrion are used with 
the Mercury HBO arc lamp. Laser beams are normally fo
cused with crossed cylindrical lenses, a separate sec for each 
laser, co elliptical spocs l 0 µm high x I 00 µm wide; other 
beam geometries are optional. A maximum of 3 interroga
tion points are spaced 30 µm apart. 
Flow System: 

Cells are analyzed in sheath flow in a synrheric quartz 
flow cell wirh a 250 µm square internal cross secrion. Sample 
flow rare is conrinuously adjustable by software berween 0 
and 3 ml/min. Flow velocity is typically I mis, and is ad
justable berween 0 and 2 mis. Typical core diameter is 5 µrn; 
the adjustment range is 5-50 µm. Core (sample) is driven by 
a computer conrrolled air syringe pump; continuous steady 
flow is possible. The sheath is driven by air pressure, typi
cally 200 mbar (2.9 PSI), generated by a pump; pressure is 
sofrware adjustable from 50-800 mbar, providing flow ve
locities berween 25 emfs and 4 mis. Sample flow rare can be 
measured using an optical encoder on the sofrware calibrated 
syringe pump or by a patented method char measures rhe 
rime taken for a sample meniscus ro traverse che known dis
tance berween rwo sensing electrodes in an input rube of 
known diameter. An electronic particle volume sizing meas
urement is available as an oprion. 
Forward Scatter: 

Forward scatter signals are collected by a long working 
distance lens; a vertical blocker bar and an iris, respectively, 
limit lower and upper collection half-angles. The CyFlow 
typically collects light scattered at angles berween 2° and I 0° 
from the axis of che illuminating beam. The CyFlow-MI. 
can be equipped wirh rwo "forward scarcer" channels, the 
first collecting at angles between 2° and 6° and rhe second ar 
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angles bcnvcen 6° and 14°. Angular ranges can be further 

rcscricced by subsrirucing a wider blocker bar and/or a nar
rower iris. The scan<lard <lececcor is a PMT module. 

Side Scatter And Fluorescence: 
Objectives on opposite sides of che flow chamber are 

used m collect side scacrer and fluorescence signals in che 

Cyflow11<i_ ML. Partee has designed ics own line of infinicy

corrected Suprasil (quam.) microscope objectives with high 
lN lighc cransmission. Boch 20 x, N.A. 0 .65 and 40 x, N.A. 

0.8 dry objectives and a 40 x, N.A. l.25 glycerin immersion 
or gel-coupled objective are available, and may fairly readily 

be imerchanged in che cycomecers. Images arc formed of the 
observation poims, and, after passage through user
replaccable rectangular field scops 0.5-2 mm in width, light 

is recollimated before passing through or being reflected 
from dichroics or filters used for spectral separation. Scan
dard detectors arc Hamamatsu modules incorporating J /2" 

side-window PMTs; a range of red sensitivities is available. 

The CyFlow is available wirh as many as 3 fluorescence 
channels and a side scarcer channel; The CyFlow-ML can be 
fined with 13 or 14 fluorescence channels and 2 or I side 
scam:r chan nels . Filrer secs for DAPl/Hoechsr, fluorescein, 

propidium, PE, PE-CY5. APC, and a variety of ocher fluoro
chromes are available. 

Signal Processing: 
Trigger channcl(s) arc selectable; both upper and lower 

thresholds may be sec, and boch AND and OR combina

rions of signals used for triggering. Current-to-voltage con
version is accomplished by cransimpedance amplifiers built 
into rhe PMT modules. Analog eleccronics provide baseline 

restoration and signal amplification with software-seuable 
gains up to 1,000. The Cyflow utilizes analog log amplifiers 
selectable to produce linear, 3 -decade log, or 4-decade log 

output; analog peak detectors, integrators, and pulse width 
measuremenr circuits process signals from each channel 
within 2 µs of rhe return of pulses co baseline, and output 
signals arc digitized co 16 bits' precision. Electronics for all 

Parcec flow cytomerers are modular, with easily exchangeable 
boards in standard Euro-form si1.es. F.ach channel is 

equipped wirh a card containing a high-speed, high
precision peak dececcor, incegrator, and pulse width meas
urement circuir, with much of the ci rcuitry digitally adjust
able under rhe control of a custom designed application

specific inregrated circuir (ASIC). Peak, integral, and pulse 
width are digirized by fast (I µs) 16-bir ADCs, and trans
formation berwecn log and linear scale dara is accomplished 
by FloMax"' software. The maximum daca acquisition race is 
> I 0,000 cells/.~. 

Sample Handling: 
The insrrument acceprs sample volumes from 0 .5-2.2 

ml. in 2.5 ml. Parrcc srandard cubes. A mini-rube insec is 
availabk for sample volumes <0.S mL 
Sorting: 

Like many of the Partee cycomeccrs, rhe Cy Flow line can 
optionally incorporace a closed-sysrem fluidic sorcer, which 
<livens cells from chc main scream into a sorring channel. 

Only minimal amounts of fluid emerge from che channel 

when cells are not being sorted. The sorter can be builr wirh 
a channel diameter large enough co permit sorring of much 
larger particles (e.g., pancrcacic islecs) chan can be sorced in 

droplet sorrers, albeit at subscanrially lower rates (300 ob
jeccs/s). Sore decisions arc made in <l 0 µs based on any logi
cal combination of free form gating regions; son dead rime is 
<50 µs . Sore delay is sec by examining an image of che son
ing system taken with an included CCD camera. The sort
ing module is compatible with acquisition races greater rhan 
10,000 evems/s, and can son up to 1.000 evcncs/s. 

Software: 
Partec's FloMax"' software runs under Windows, and in

corporates capabilities for inscrumenr conuol, si ngle- and 
mulciparameccr daca acquisition , and analysis. A desktop PC 
or a notebook computer with a >1.8 GHz CPU, CD-RW 
drive, and Ethernet connection is normally su pplied by 
Partee. Dara from more than l 0,000,000 cells can he re, 

corded in a single FCS 2.0 acqu isicion file. There arc exten

sive capabilities for protocol definirion , sample identification 
using barcodes, and operation of a sample autoloader; run

time features include aucomaced cluster analysis and full 
matrix fluorescence compensation, and absolute cell councs 

may be generated. Barch processing of files according co 
predefined remplaces is possible, and automared multi-rube 
panel reporcs can be generared in Word or Excel formats. 

Acquired parameters can include pulse height, area, and 
width for as many as 16 channels; an addirional 16 derived 

paramerers, including ratios and event number or rime, can 

be processed as well. Exrensive logical gating capabilities are 

provided; as many as 32 regions can be defined, wirh rectan

gular, polygonal, elliptical, or free form boundaries . The 
maximum number of channels in a si ngle-parameter histo

gram is 65 ,536; a subregion may be displayed and/or primed 
our with full resolution. Two-dimensional discribucions can 

be as small as 32 x 32 or as large as I 024 x 1024; displays 
available include doc and density plor.~ . and a zoom function 

permics enlarged display of subregions. Hisrogram overlays 
and 3-D displays are also available. There are extensive statis
tical capabilities, including machemarical models for DNA 

hisrogram analysis and curve fining. Dara and graphics may 
be exported in a variety of formats; the software can also 

generate high resolution PoscScripc files . 

Other Details: 
T he Cyflow measures 43 cm x 37 cm x 16 cm and 

weighs 8 kg; che CyFlow-ML measures 50 cm x 50 cm x 

32 cm and weighs 15-20 kg depending on rhe choice of lighr 
sources. The CyFlow may be operated from a 12 V or 24 V 
battery; boch insrruments are operable from a single I 00-
230 V, 50-60 Hz AC power line. 

The PAS, PAS II, and PAS Ill Flow Cytometers 

The Partee PAS series flow cytomerers (Figure 8-12) were 
the first commercial flow cycomerers to combine arc lamp 
and laser sources. Like che CyFlow line, che line includes 
simpler and more complicated insrruments builr from 



Figure 8-12. The Partee PAS cycometer. 

a basic kit of modules. PAS instruments are larger than Cy
Flow instruments, and can accept larger lasers (e.g., air
cooled argon ion lasers). 
Light Source: 

Scandard: 488 nm air-cooled argon ion laser (20-50 
mW), mercury arc lamp (100 W), and 635 nm red diode 
laser (25 mW); Optional: 532 nm green Nd:YAG laser, vio
lec diode laser, blue (490 nm) solid-state laser. 
Illumination Optics: 

Kohler epiillumination optics are used with the arc lamp; 
the illuminated area is 50 µm x 100 µm. Laser beams are 
focused to elliptical spots I 0 µm high x I 00 µm wide by 
crossed cylindrical lenses; ocher beam geometries are op
rional. The PAS can be ficted with as many as 3 light 
sources, with at most of 2 interrogation points separated by 
50 µm ; The PAS III can use as many as 4 light sources, with 
at most 3 interrogation points separated by 30 µm. 
Flow System: 

Essentially the same as in the CyFlow cytometers. 
Forward Scatter: 

Essentially the same as in the CyFlow cytometers, except 
that the range of collection angles is 2°-12°. 
Orthogonal Scatter And Fluorescence: 

Essentially the same as in the CyFlow cytometers. 
Signal Processing: 

Eicher analog or digital processing; essentially the same as 
in the Cy Flow cytomecers. 
Sample Handling: 

Essentially rhe same as in rhe Cyflow cytometers; how
ever, the PAS series can be fined the ROBBY® Sample 
Auromat and Autoloader, a sample preparation and staining 
station which holds 36 sample rubes per carousel. Samples 
arc prepared according ro customized software defined pro
tocols using Windows-based Partee Robby Prep software. 
The ROBBY can dispense antibodies, fluorochromes, lysing 
and fixation reagents out of a pool of 16 different chemicals, 
with adjustable sample incubation and mixing rimes. The 
ROBBY is also available as a stand-alone apparatus. 
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Sorting: 
Essentially the same as in the Cy Flow cycomercrs. 

Software: 
FloMax"' software, as described in the section on the Cy

Flow instruments, is also available for the PAS line. Parrcc 
DPAC software, a simple single parameter analysis package 
running under Windows, is also available. 
Other Details: 

Dimensions of the PAS are 77 cm x 50 cm x 55 cm; the 
weight is 35 kg. Dimensions of the PAS Ill arc 140 cm x 

50 cm x 55 cm; the weight is 35-100 kg, depcndent on 
which laser(s) is/are installed. The PAS series instruments 
operate on 110-240 V, 50/60 Hz AC current. 
Warranry provisions: 12 months on all parts except filters , 
mirrors, other quartz or glass parts, disposables and cuverrcs. 
Service options: 1-3 year service contracts available. 
Calibration materials: DNA Control UV for UV excitation 
or DNA Control PI for use wich green or blue cxciracion are 
preparations of trout erythrocytes, used for precise alignment 
and target channel adjustments. Fluorescent beads and 
CouncCheck beads are used for daily qualiry checks. 
On-sire training is providcd with rhe insuumenr. 
Sensitivity: <l 00 fluorescein molecules can be detected in 
the green fluorescence channel; forward and side scarcer sig
nals from submicron particles are measurable. 
Precision: Fluorescence CV < l % on Partee DNA Control 
standards is guaranteed. 

PA Ploidy Analyzer and CCA Cell Counter Analyzer 

The Partee PA and CCA are one- or two-parameter push 
bucton operated deskcop flow cyrometers using a mercury 
arc lamp as a light source. The detectors are PMTs; in a two
paramecer system, they can be configured to dececr fluores
cence in two spectral regions or fluorescence in one region 
and side scarcer. The main applications are in cell biology 
and pathology for cell cycle analysis, apoptosis detection , 
micronucleus analysis, live/dead cell discrimination, and cell 
counting. 

8.9 SOME OTHER FLOW CYTOMETER COMPANIES 

Advanced Analytical Technologies, Inc. (AA Tl) 

AATI makes rhe RBD2100, a small-footprint, bcnchrop 
flow cytomerer, with a red diode laser source, intended for 
derecring and determining the viabilicy of bacteria in envi
ronmencal, food, and pharmaceutical samples and for char
acterizing microorganisms in fermencers. 

Agilent Technologies, Inc. 

Agilent, spun off from Hewlett-Packard, produces rhc 
2100 Bioanalyzer, incorporating microfluidic "lab-on-a
chip" technology originally developed at Oak Ridge Na
tional Laboratory by Ramsey ct al2"'" 9 and brought ro the 
produce scage by Caliper T echnologics Corporation. The 
instrument incorporaces a red diode laser and a blue (470 
nm) LED as lighc sources; samples are introduced in dispos-
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able "chip" carrridges conrammg an observation chamber 
and related fluidics. While the 2 l 00 is intended primarily 
for capillary elecrrophoresis, chips are available chat allow 
cell fluorescence to be measured in relatively slow sheath 

flow. Red fluorescence measurements are reasonably sensi
tive, wirh a dececrion limit of 5,000 MESF for Cy5 and re
lated dyes; as might be expected, only relacivcly strong green 
fluorescence signals (>2,000,000 MESF of fluorescein) can 
be measured when che LED is used for excicacion. 

Apogee Flow Systems Ltd. 

Apogee now provides service for the Bryte HS. rhe last 
commercial version of the arc source flow cytomecer devel
oped by Steen and Lindmo'""-', and recencly pur improved 
versions of rhe instrument, which can measure small and 
large angle scatter and fluorescence in rwo to four wave
length regions, back inro production. 

Earlier versions of chis appararus were sold by Leitz as 
che MPV-Flow and by Skarron, a Norwegian company, as 
che Argus. The Argus was, for a time, discribured in Europe 
by Ortho and in the U.S. by Bruker. The rights to rhe in
strument were then (in the l 990's) acquired by the Italian 
subsidiary of Bio-Rad Laboracories, a U.S. company head
quartered in California. If char genealogy isn't complicated 
enough for you, here's anocher interesting wrinkle. Block 
Engineering, which, at the rime, had some of rhe most ad
vanced flow cytometry technology around, was acquired by 
Bio-Rad (the U.S. company) in 1977; at the rime, Bio-Rad 
wasn't interested in flow cycometry, and lose an opporruniry 
co become a leader in rhe field. Years lacer, they dipped a coe 
in the water, bur, while the Bryte was equipped with an oil 
immersion lens, Bio-Rad never quite got totally immersed. 
As of 2002, they are, however, selling another flow cytome
ter; Bio-Rad is one of a number of companies developing 
multiplexed flow cyromecric bead assays using Luminex's 
beads and software, and reselling the Luminex 100 cycome
cer, on which rhe assays are run. 

The MPV-flow was builr on an inverted fluorescence 
microscope, which could still be used as a microscope if you 
removed the flow chamber from the stage, and incorporated 
a photometer chat could be used for static microphotometry 
as well as for flow cycometry. The Argus and other later ver
sions of the instrument arc assembled on something doser to 
an optical bench. A syringe pump is rypically used for sam
ple injection; cells in sheath flow are observed as chey flow 
along a surface following extrusion from a nozzle. The flow 
cell in the Argus was open, with the sample stream exposed 
to air; rhe Bryre HS and Apogee's instrurnenrs can use a 
newer closed flow cell design. 

All generations of this apparacus are demonstrably very 
precise and very sensitive; production models have shown 
CV's of less rhan 2% in measurements of bacterial DNA 
comenr, and done very well in characterizing bacteria by 
two-angle scatter. With a laser source added, the original 
laborarory-built system was capable of detecting light scatter 

signals from single virus particles; production inscruments 
found a niche for work with bacteria. With an arc lamp 
source, the Argus and Bryce HS could reportedly detect a 
few thousand fluorescein molecules using blue-green excita
tion. Like other arc source systems, rhey could/can readily be 
changed from UV to blue-violet co blue-green to green exci
tation simply by changing optical filters; rhis provides an 
advantage over benchcop systems with fixed wavelength laser 
sources. Apogee's arc source AlO replaces the Bryce. 

In the late 1990's, Bio-Rad cooperated with Gary 
Salzman and his colleagues at Los Alamos National Labora
cory, and with Harald Sreen, in designing and producing 
two somewhat miniarurizcd versions of che Bryce apparacus, 
intended co be used by rhe U .S. Army for biowarfarc agenr 
detection (0, Gucker, where arr thou?). One used an arc 
lamp source; che ocher retained the epiilluminarion optics 
but used a 532 nm green YAG laser source. Apogee now 
offers the A20 for military use (you need a password to gee 
the data sheer) and the A30 for the rest of us. le uses a 
volumetric pump for sample feed, measures small and large 
angle scatter and two to four fluorescence parameters, and is 
available with a solid-state violet, blue, or green laser source. 
The A30 can detect scarcer signals from medium to large 
viruses as well as bacteria. 

Bentley Instruments 

Bentley's Somacounr and Baccocounr flow cycomecers arc 
designed for somatic cell and bacteria counring in milk. 
They boch rely on fluorescent DNA stains. The Somacount 
uses echidium bromide, and doesn't draw enough currenr to 

have an argon laser (used in their earlier models), and the 
Bactocoum is said to have a solid-state laser, so I'm guessing 
they use green YA Gs. Food science marches on; there are 
several other companies in che same business as Bentley. 

Chemunex SA 
Chemunex manufaccures borh a flow cywmetric appara

tus (the D-Count) and a laser scanning system (the C:hcm
Scan RDI) for doing toral viable counts of microorganisms 
in food, pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, drinking water, etc. 
Organisms arc classified as viable if they produce and retain 
f111orescenr material after incubation with fluorogenic sub
srrares; many of Chemunex's test reagents appear co be escers 
of fluorescein or its derivatives, and both the scanning and 
flow systems apparently use argon lasers. Before they scarred 
producing their own flow cytometers, Chemunex was using 
small arc source instruments from Partee. 

CytoBuoy b.v. 

The Cyt0Buoy"66•2' " ' is a flow cycometer with a fairly so
phisticated optical and electronic design char is designed co 
sit in the water and count whatever drifts o r swims by - in 
the size range of phycoplankcon, anyway. The company is 
dedicared to marine biological applicarions, but the b.v. 
doesn't stand for "bon voyage"; ir's Durch. 



Delea Instruments bv 

Delea is anocher Ducch company; chey make the So
maScope. an arc source fluorescence flow cytometer system 
for counting somatic cells in milk, having started out buying 
instruments from Partee. Delta's web site also lists a "Bacto
Scope" for counting bacteria, but provides no furrher infor
mation on the technology. If it weren't for rhe web, I 
wouldn'c know chem from Edam. 

Fluid Imaging Technologies, Inc. 

From sea co shining sea - the FlowCAM24B, from Maine, 
is an imaging flow cytomecer for continuous monitoring of 
water; ir was used ro produce Figure 4-38 (p. 168). 

FOSS Electric A/S 

And back from water co milk again. Foss Electric was, as 
far as I know, the first producer of a cytomecric instrument 
for counting somatic cells in milk. However, the original 
Fossomaric (nor, as far as I know, advertised on Saturday 
Night Live) was not quite a flow cytomecer; ic stained cells 
wich ethidium bromide and examined chem on what might 
besc be described as a rotating slide. The current version, the 
Fossomatic 5000, is a flow cytometer, as is Foss's BacroScan 
FC, designed for counting bacteria in milk. 

Guava Technologies, Inc. 

It would be almost poetic at this point if the Guava PC 
Personal Cycomecer2461 were designed for food analysis on 
rropical islands. Nope. The Guava is a very small (footprint 
nor very much bigger rhan che laptop computer that sits on 
top and runs ic) flow cytometer, sold with dedicated reagent 
kits and software for quantifying protein binding to cells or 
parcides, cocal and viable cell counting, and detection of 
apopcocic cells. The flow chamber is micromachined; che 
system does not use sheach flow, buc the chamber is big 
enough, and the illuminating beam wide enough, to permit 
cells co be measured at a reasonable rate without frequent 
clogs. The light source is a green (532 nm) YAG laser; che 
inscrument measures forward scaccer and fluorescence ac 
abouc 575 and 675 nm. Protein binding measurements util
ize phycoerychrin antibodies; viabilicy is determined by ex
clusion of 7-aminoactinomycin D by nucleaced cells scained 
with a permeam nucleic acid dye fluorescing at a shorter 
wavelength. I have seen che Guava PC in operation, but, so 
far, I haven' t gotten hard answers co questions about its pre
cision, which I wouldn't expect to be chat good because 
chere is no sheath. I'm guessing you probably wouldn't wane 
co use the system for DNA histogram analysis, but it seems 
to do ics assigned casks reasonably well, and, while not inex
pensive, ir is easy to operate, and doesn't cake up a whole lot 
of space. 

Howard M. Shapiro, M.D., P.C. 

Howard M. Shapiro, M.D., P .C., is my own corporate 
encicy, in business since 1976. Although we have actually 
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sold a few Cycomuns in the past, and can srill probably find 
you one of our 4Cytc'™ computer inrerfaces (if you have an 
ISA sloe PC co plug it into) and software, inscrumenc pro
duction is really nor our thing. Most of the systems we have 
been built have been for research collaborators or for com
panies interesced in developing and producing flow cytomer
ric apparatus. If the next chapter gets your juices flowing, 
we'd be happy to help you build your own instrumenc. 

iCyt-Visionary Bioscience 

Gary Durack, most recently of the Universicy of Illinois 
ac Urbana, will be happy co build cytomecers and/or parts 
for you, and/or modify your cyromercr, and/or integrate ic 
into a larger system, e.g., for high rhroughput screening. 
He's got good credentials and experience. We haven'c 
worked together before, but I wouldn' t be upset (and I hope 
he wouldn' t) if you paid me for advice and him for hard
ware. 

International Remote Imaging Systems 

IRIS's Model 500 Urine/Fluids Workstation and Model 
939UDxTM Urine Pathology System, are clinical urine ana
lyzers employing real-time video flow imaging cytomerry. 
Particles dececced in che srained core stream arc photo
graphed by a computer-controlled microscope camera, using 
a triggered strobe flash. These produces include a compucer
concrolled video camera and microscope assembly charvicws 
an optical flow cell. Particles arc automatically classi fied 
based on size, shape, color, and staining incensicy; images of 
parricles are presenced on a screen for visual confirmation. 
Samples are manually introduced inco che Model 500; the 
Model 939UDx has automated sample handling. 

Luminex Corporation 

The Luminex 100 flow cytometer is a benchcop insrru
menc designed specifically co perform mulciplexed ligand 
binding analyses. I helped Luminex design ic, and like to 
chink of it, at lease as far as optics go, as the first production 
instrument incorporating Cycomutt technology. The beads 
used for assays are about 6 µm in diameter, and are color
coded by staining with a mixture of two hydrophobic, red
exciced fluorescent dyes, with emission maxima ac about 660 
and abouc 750 nm. The label used for protein assays is cypi
cally phycoerychrin (PE); Cy3 and some rhodamine dyes can 
be used as nucleic acid labels. Particles are observed ac races 
as high as 5,000/s as chey flow upward in a chamber wirh a 
200 µm square internal cross section, passing chrough sepa
rated 20 µm x 80 µm elliptical focal spocs from a 5 mW, 635 
nm diode laser and a 10 mW, 532 nm YAG laser. H igh-dry 
(N.A. 0.63) lenses on opposite sides of che flow cell respec
tively image the .intersections of che 635 nm and 532 nm 
beams with rhe sample scream. Mirrors and dichroics sepa
rate side scatter, 660 nm fluorescence, and > 7 15 nm fluores
cence signals generated in che 635 nm beam, divercing them 
co avalanche photodiode (APO) dececcors. Fluorescence ac 
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abouc 575 nm, exciced by che 532 nm beam, is direcced co a 
PMT module by a mirror and dichroic; a bandpass filcer is 
placed direccly in fronc of che PMT. Image plane field scops 
are used wich all decectors. The side scarcer channel is used 
as a trigger channel; pulse width information from this 
channel is used co exclude bead doublets from analysis. 

The Luminex I 00 was the first production cyrometer to 

implemenc high dynamic range digital pulse processing. 
Signals from che APDs are digitized to 12 bi[S' precision, 
providing a usable dynamic range of almost three decades; 
the green-excited fluorescence signal used for assay readouts 
is convened by a 14-bic ADC, providing almost four dec
ades of dynamic range. Luminex provides data capture soft
ware with relatively limited processing capabilicy chat can 
exporr data co FCS 2.0 files. I and ochers have found that 
the inscrument can detecc <500 PE molecules bound to 
beads; che red-excited fluorescence channels are less sensitive 
(dececcion limits of several thousand MESF), buc good 
enough co do a variecy of immunofluorescence measure
ments, e.g., CD4 lymphocyce counting using only the red 
laser for cxcicacion, wich side scacrer triggering and cells bear
ing CD4-APC being counted within a lymphocyte gace de
fined by CD45-APC-Cy7 fluorescence and side scaccer' 447 • 

Ac presenc, l.uminex is working with Bayer Diagnostics to
ward extending the I 00 for use cellular analyses, e.g., CD4 
counting. As a general rule, che company sells instruments 
and beads to partner companies developing bead assays, 
rachcr than to end users. Bue chings might change; get in 
couch with me if you're interested. 

NPE Syscems, Inc. 

In the early I 980's, Rick Thomas and Jerry Thorn
chwaice played with a system designed primarily for DNA 
measurements, eventually forming a company named 
RA TCOM, which, rather than heralding the era of punk 
marketing, acknowledged char Rick's middle initial is A. The 
RATCOM Personal Cycometer used an arc source and a 
photodiode dereccor, and made elecrronic volume and fluo
rescence measurements in a three-sided cuverre flow cham
ber. Ir was a benchtop system with an lnrel-based personal 
compurer for dara analysis, ahead of its time because ir used 
compurer-concrolled motorized optical mouncs to maintain 
alignment and also implemented high-speed digital pulse 
processing, albeit with a limited dynamic range due to the 
relatively low precision of high speed ADCs available at the 
tune. 

In rhe early J 990's, RA TCOM received a contract from 
NASA to develop a flow cytomerer co be used on the Space 
Starion, a projccc iniriarcd by NASA and the Florida Divi
sion of the American Cancer Sociecy, which was hoping char 
spinoff from the projecr would yield some improvements in 
cytomctry relevant to cancer biology and oncology here on 
Earth. 

Fasr forward co 200 l (an appropriate year, what?}, when 
an cdicorial and rhree papers in Cytometry""" described the 
use of an instrument, looking a loc like the pre-NASA 

RA TCOM insuumem bur presumably benefiting some 
from che NASA project, for nuclear DNA and nuclear vol
ume measurement in normal and cancer cells. In chis work, 
rhe ratio of nuclear volume to DNA content, dubbed rhe 
Nuclear Packing Efficiency, or NPE, was shown co dis
criminate berween nonmalignant and malignant cell popula
tions wich similar DNA content. Hence NPE sysrems. As [ 
mentioned, the NPE analy-L.Cr appears to have many of rhc 
characteristics of Rick Thomas's older instruments, but, as I 
also mentioned, rhey were ahead of their rime. The instru
ment is advertised as yielding DAPI fluorescence CVs of 

< 1.4%, not a surprise for an arc-based system. The knock 
that has frequently been put on arc source systems is that 
they are harder to keep aligned than laser-based flow cy
tomctcrs, and gecring around chat with compurer-concrolled 
mounts, which remain a feature of the NPE analyzer, was 
and still is a good idea. Whether the NPE concepc will boost 
NPE as a company into orbit remains to be seen. 

Union Biometrica, Inc. 
Union Biometrica, now a unit of Harvard Biosciences, 

has developed and sells a series of large parcicle sorters incor
porating cheir COPASr .. (Complex Object Parametric Ana
lyzer and Sorter) technology. The company was started by 
Peter Hansen, whose experience in flow dares back to the 
l 970's, when he worked ar Orrho, and Perra Krauledar, who 
worked for B-D for quire a while. Having already sold off 
another company, which developed a scatcer/excinccion 
based flow cyrometer to do immunoassays, Pccer and Petra 
capitalized Union Biometrica, which, in irs early days, de
veloped a prototype flow cyromerric (again , extinction and 
scatter) veterinary hematology analyzer for another com
pany. They also responded to request co build instruments 
that could analyze and sore Caenorhabditis ekgans and Dro
sophila embryos. We're talking big scuff here; the COPAS 
scream diameters range from 250 µm to 1 mm. 

Particles flow downward; rhey pass first rhrough a 635 
nm beam, derived from a diode laser, in which exrinction 
and, optionally, fluorescence signals are measured, and chcn 
through a 488 nm beam (which, in the newest systems, 
comes from a Coherent Sapphire solid-scare laser), in which 
fluorescence in one or more spectral regions is recorded. 
After emerging from rhe flow chamber, rhe scream is nor· 
mally <livened sideways to a waste collector by a high
pressure air jer; when a particle is selected for sorcing, rhe air 
jct is brieAy turned off. T he sorting spee<l depends on rhc 
scream size; wirh a small scream, it is possible to sort several 
hundred objects/s, but the son rate for Drosophila embryos is 
only a few dozen/s. This rare appears co be somewhat higher 
than che rate achieved by Furlong er al' "', who, independ
ently, developed and demonstrated a Drosophila sorcer ar 
Stanford , and it is a great improvement on micromanipula
tion, which was all rhac the nematode, fly, and fish embryo 
biologists had previously had at their disposal for sclccring 
organisms. Union Biomecrica has licensed the Scanford 
technology, although how much of ir is incorporated in the 



COPAS instruments is unclear. However, if the price tag on 
che Union Biomerrica instruments is too high for your 
budget, you can gee plans to build your own instrument 
from i:;urlong er al at <hrtp://www.sranford.edu/ ~profict>. 

When I last visited Union Biometrica, shortly after the 
acquisition by Harvard Biosciences, che plan seemed to be to 
refine their digital pulse processing rechnology to permit 
some degree of information about morphologic derail to be 
extracted, providing a much higher degree of sophistication 
in defining sorting criteria. Mose of the people playing chis 
game arc putting one or more fluorescenr reporter proteins 
into the organisms they work with, and looking for different 
panerns of expression is a lot more refined, and usually more 
appropriate, than simply looking for different levels of ex
pression. There was also talk of developing a small (COPAS 
instruments are built up vertically, and share a small foot
print chat doesn't occupy much precious lab bench space), 
relatively inexpensive sorter for the small scuff with which 
the majoricy of flow cyromerer and sorter users spend most 
of che rime. Since my visit, things seem to have become less 
"COPASecic" at Union Biometrica; while a recent news 
article mentioned that Harvard Biosciences was looking to 
che COPAS line for big profits, it appears char Peter and 
Perra have taken their money and run. 

8.10 HEMATOLOGY INSTRUMENTS, ETC. 

I'm deviating from strict alphabetical order here because 
it makes sense to do so; I also won't guarantee chat I've 
found alt the manufacturers. If you wane more details on 
these gadgets than appear here, cry che manufacrurers' web 
sices and/or the journal Laboratory Hematology. There is also 
a 1995 book by Groner and Simson"'s on hematology ana
ly7.ers; it was fairly comprehensive when it appeared, bur 
could probably do wich an update, because new and/or im
proved instruments keep on rolling ouc. 

There used co be a relatively clear dividing line between 
the fluorescence flow cytometers and the flow cytomerers 
used in clinical hematology labs for counring and classifying 
blood cells; the instruments in the latter group didn't use 
fluorescence. Noc any more. Three things remain true. The 
hematology analyzers use a much wider range of physical 
parameters than you wilt find in fluorescence flow cyrome
ters; i.e., DC and AC electrical impedance, absorprion, ex
tinction, forward, incermediare-angle, and side scarcer (polar
ized and depolarized), and, now, fluorescence, usually for 
reticulocyce councing. There are also a lot more hematology 
analyzers than there are fluorescence flow cyromecers; ABX 
Diagnostics, a French manufacturer, was recenrly reported 
on a trade publication to have a 20% share of the marker, 
and to have sold over 5,000 instruments in 2000. Finally, 
while the software for hematology instruments does print 
out histograms and dot plots, che prinrout also contains the 
values for counts, sizes, percentages, ere. of various cell cypes, 
all obtained without operator intervention. 

Technicon Instruments Corporation, now Bayer Di
agnostics, offered the first flow cytomerric differenrial leu-
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kocyre counter, the Hemalog D, to the marker in 197 1, at 
which time only two companies (Bio/Physics Systems and 
Partee) made fluorescence flow cyrometers. The Hemalog D, 
and che H-series and lacer blood cell counters••·) from Bayer 
have been used for extinction and scatter measurements for 
research purposes'~•-GO. l(,()9 ; chey could be used for T cell subser 
analysis using an immunoperoxidase seaming proce
dure779·"14, but were never widely promoted for that applica
tion. It is clear that Bayer has che know-how and che pro
duction and marketing capability to get inro the fluorescence 
flow cyromecer business, and it would not be a surprise ro 
sec chem come out with an immunofluorcscence analyi:er. 

Abbott Diagnostics, which makes rhe Cdl-Dyn series 
of hematology instruments, remained poised on rhe brink of 
producing a fluorescence-based instrument for over a dec
ade. The He-Ne laser-based Cell-Dyn 3000 and 3500 could 
do leukocyre differential counts based on measurements of 
multi-angle polarized and depolarized scarccr''0·"86 (pp. 278-
9). A number of people involved in instrument design at R

D moved to Abbott in the days when Abbocc was Scquoia
T urner, and made only impedance-based hematology 
counters; the low end of the Cell-Dyn line is stilt imped
ance-based. Sequoia-Turner was subsequently acquired by 
Unilever, which found it too small co provide much 
Unileverage, and divested it to Abbott. After an elephantine 
gestation period, Abbon came out with che Cell-Dyn 4000, 
which retains the scarcer measurement capabilities of che 
lower-end 3200 and 3700 (model number inflation), but 
has an argon laser source and also measures fluorescence. 
The 4000 uses fluorescent nucleic acid stains co count re
ciculocyres and nucleared red cells, and can also do CD4 and 
CD8 counts wich fluorescent antibodies, although, at pre
sent, the instrument is doing a "rwo-placform" analysis in a 
single box, using separate cubes for cell counts and im
munofluorescence. 

I mentioned ABX Diagnostics before; rheir instruments 
incorporare borh impedance and optical measurements, in
cluding fluorescence. T he same is true for Sysmex, which 
started out in Japan as Toa Medical, building impedance
based systems, and now makes instruments char incorporate 
optical measurements, including a dedicated reciculocycc 
counter and also the UF-100 flow cycomctric urine analyzer, 
both of which measure fluorescence. As of 200 I, Sysmex 
had some marketing arrangements with Roche Diagnosrics, 
which, for a time, was selling its own CO BAS line of hema
rology analyzers, developed, if I remember correctly, in 
France. 

Then, of course there's Beckman Coulter, che original 
(ac least from the Coulter side) 800 pound gorilla of hema
tology instrument manufacturers, and certainly the one most 
familiar to the majority of fluorescence flow cycometer users. 
T hey manufacture a veritable alphabet soup of hematology 
instruments, including the LH 700 Series, ACT™ series, 
HmX, MAXM, STKS™ and Gen·S™ . Their higher-end 
products measure AC and DC impedance and several optical 
parameters. 
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The indusrry is not exaccly going to rhe dogs, but 
IDEXX Laboratories has just introduced a small buc so
phisricaced hematology analyzer, che LaserCytern, ro rhe 
veterinary market. Maybe somebody will run some giant 
panda blood through one in time for my next edition. 

8.11 LITTLE ORPHAN ANALYZERS (AND BIG 
ORPHAN SORTERS) 

We now find rhe parent companies of many commercial 
flow cytometers, if nor rhe hardware, among rhe dear de
parred. I have included descriptions of some of rhis appara

cus for historical purposes and for che benefit of those of you 
who may become big siblings or adopcive parents. None of 
the insrruments involved is ape to be left on your doorstep in 
a basker; any of chem could make you a basket case. How
ever, help is available (see Chaprers 9 and 11 ). 

Bio/ Physics and Ortho: Cytofluorograf to Cytoron 

If you can lay hands on one of the original Bio/Physics 
Sysrems Cyrofluorografs (Model 4800, 480 1, etc.), give ir ro 
the Smirhsonian (rhey already have a B-D FACS). The lacer 
model FC-200, which had a rectangular flow cell and more 
efficienr (N .A. 0.4 5) collecrion oprics mighr have been 
worrh keeping; ir was more sensirive than mosr srream-in-air 
sysrems, if not quice up co the B-D FACScan. 

Orrho's Sysrem 30 flow cycomecer, rhe diren successor 
to che FC-200, and rhe Sysrem 50 cell soccer were borh builr 
on che same oprical bench unic, which was more compacr 
rhan chose used in rhe early B-D FACS and Coulter EPICS 
sorcers; che sysrem was only slighcly larger rhan che FACScan 
an<l Profile. The Orrho flow cyromerer could be converted 
co a sorter, and vice versa, by changing flow chambers and 
adding (or removing) electronics. These instruments could 
be equipped wich low- (20 mW air-cooled), medium- (JOO 
mW warer-cooled) or high-power (2-5 W) argon ion lasers 
and were always shipped with a second laser as well. In the 
srandard versions, chis was a 0.8 mW He-Ne laser, but che 
systems could he supplied with cwo ion lasers insread. 

An cllipcical focal spor(s) less than I 0 µm high and abour 
130 µm wide was produced wirh crossed cylindrical lenses. 
flar-sided quarn flow cells with a 200 µm square cross
section were used for observation in both the flow cytome
ters and the sorters. In the flow cyromecer, the fluidic system 
was dosed; in che sorter, a 75 or I 00 µm war ch jewel orifice 
mounced at che bortom of che flow cell, was used co define 
the jet diameter. 

Both foiward scarcer and fluorescence signals were col
lccrcd wich rdacively high-aperture aspheric lenses; on-axis 
excinccion mea~uremencs were also made, using che He-Ne 
beam. Phorodiodes were used as extinccion and forward 
scatter deteccors, but a PMT could be substituted as che 
forward scarcer deteccor. PMTs were used co dececc fluores
cence and orthogonal scaccer. T he optical geometry permit
red fluorescence measurements to be made in the forward 
direction as well as in the orthogonal direction. 

The orrhogonal collection lens formed an image of rhc 
observation poinr; field stops were inrroduced by using fiber 
optics of small <liamerer to rransmit collected lighr ro dccec
tors (after some 15 years, B-D has, effectively, resurrected 
fiber optics as relay elements in ics LSR II). The orthogonal 
collection lens could be replaced wich rhe so-called "Ulrra
sense" optics, comprising a long working distance, high-dry 
microscope objective for improved lighr collection efficiency, 
and a minifying lens to reduce rhe image formed by chis lens 
co a size compatible with the fiber optics in the detector sys
tem. 

The Orrho instruments were the first to permit a choice 
of pulse peak, inregra1, and/or width measurements and in
cluded log amplifiers, bur nor very good ones. Kamentsky's 
hardwired analyzer (see p. 28) allowed definition of cwo 
parallelogram-shaped sore windows and counring of cells in 
selecced windows. Orrho originally offered a Tracor pulse 
height analyzer, and lacer switched to compucer-based data 
analysis syscems. However, in their time, che capaciry of the 
Ortho cytometers to measure lots of parameters was limiced 
by whar was (or wasn't) available in the way of computers. 

The 2151 (upgraded from the 2150) was, in che lace 
1970' s, the most elaborate and most versatile computer of
fered by any manufacrurer of cell sorters; ir was, unfortu
nately, also the most expensive. le used two Data General 
MP/200 microminicomputers to do a job now rourinely 
done by personal computers or their equivalenrs. While ic 
cook Onho's competirors some years co catch up wich the 
2151 's capabiliries, Orrho was stuck wich a dinosaur by che 
time they did. Their 2140, a "simple" computer system also 
based on a Data General engine, didn't help things much, 
because of its high price and limited capabilities. 

A few System 30's and 50's, upgraded with data analysis 
systems from Cycomarion or Phoenix Flow Systems, or with 
my 4Cytc™ hardware and software, are still in productive 
operation. B-D supplied pans for the line for several years 
after the 1987 deal in which it bought our Onho's flow cy
tometry business; these days, you have co conracr Kevin 
Becker ar Phoenix or scrounge if you need replacement 
componenrs, and few people do. 

I muse admit char BO Biosciences' new FACSAria sorter, 
with irs relatively small enclosure and efficient optics, in
cluding relay fiber optics, brings to mind - or to my mind, 
at least - the old Onho System 50. I'm pretry sure chc 
rACSAria will be a much bener competitor in the markec. 

Ortho's Spectrum lII flow cytomecer was .sold for clinical 
research applications (sold only co prevent disease?) . It used a 
100 mW argon laser source and incorporates the flow cy
romerer configuration used in the System 30, wich Ulrra
sense optics. The focal spot was made relatively wide to 
minimize sensitivity co movement of rhe flow chamber. 
Forward and orrhogonal scacccr and red and green fluores
cence could be measured. 

Both core and sheath fluid were driven by positive dis
placement pumps; when a sample was pres<:nred by the op
erator, a conrrolled volume was aspiraced through an exrer-



naJ probe. The Cyroron Absolute (see below) continued that 
cradicion. The Speccrum III incorporated a concrol computer 
which , like chat in Coulrer's old EPICS C, was used for 
most operator inceraccion wich che inscrumenc, controlling 
laser power, PMT gain settings, etc. In my limited exposure 
ro Spectrum llls, I found them exasperatingly user
unfriendly, because the operator didn't have much control 
over what goes on. 

Orcho's flow cytomecer subsyscems had che edge over 
chose in ocher manufaccurers' instruments, especially in re
gard co sensicivicy and precision for measuremencs of very 
small particles (I've seen single virions in scatter in a System 
50), until inscruments such as the B-0 FACScan came on 
the scene. Because they were designed for mulribeam opera
tion, Orcho's systems, in my opinion, did better at ic chan 
did ocher older systems. Thac opinion is not, by the way, 
influenced by che face chac I have had business dealings wich 
Orcho; in che days when che older systems were designed, 
Orrho never asked my advice abouc hardware. One could 
demonscrabll"'·u .. ~-<> gee good resulcs from Orcho syscems 
using low-power light sources such as helium-cadmium la
sers. The axial excinction pulse width measurement, also 
unavailable from surviving manufacturers, provided beccer 
sizing than did forward scatter measurements. On the other 
hand, Orcho's System 50 flow cell design was coo compli
cated, leading co frequenr clogging and making it hard to 
maintain good sorting performance. ln the lase analysis, it 
wasn't the qualicy of its instruments, bur the qualicy of its 
management, chat put Orcho out of the flow cycometer 
business in 1987. 

Bue noc for long. Around rhe cimc B-0 bought Orrho 
out, Kevin Becker, who had worked for Orcho, founded 
Phoenix Flow Systems, which scill provides rehabilitative 
services for older instruments. However, as it turned out, 
Orcho icself became the first flow cycomecer company co rise 
from its ashes. Orrho's European component, based in Mi
lan, continued ro be involved with flow cytometry after 
1987, distributing both Skatron's arc source instrument and 
a laser-based, four-pararnecer benchtop inscrumenc manufac
cured in Japan by Omron. In 1992, Orcho brought a re
fined, five-paramecer (two-angle scaccer, three-color fluores
cence) apparatus, the Cytoron Absolute, to the American 
marker. The "Absolute" in the name reflected the inscru
ment' s capabilicy for doing absolute co4· T cell counts; ic 
used a calibrated syringe pump for volumetric sample deliv
ery. 

The image-forming optics in che Cycoron were similar to 
those used in Ortho's older instruments; collection efficiency 
was increased by using a high-aperrure (N. A. 0.9) lens. The 
flow cell was a flar-sided, square (200 µrn l.D.) cuvecre. An 
internal computer system concrolled data acquisition and 
could perform some data analysis casks; lacer versions of the 
firmware in the internal system allowed everything co be 
controlled by a Windows PC. 

The Cycoron used an air-cooled argon ion laser for illu
mination; ic was comparable in sensitivicy co B-D's FAC-
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Scan and Coulter's EPICS XL, but its maximum analysis 
race was higher, i.e., 20,000 cells/s as compared to 5,000 or 
less for the FACSCan and EPICS XL. During che mid
l 990's, Onho royed with the idea of moving co 4-color fluo
rescence analysis capabilicy and digital log transformation 
and compensation, even paying me co do some fcasibilicy 
studies, bur their flow operation, firsc co rise from its ashes, 
had fallen back by the end of the decade. 

HEKA Elektronik GMBH: The FLUVO II Analyzer 

HEKA sold the FLUVO II flow cytomerer developed hy 
Kachel616, an arc source instrument chat measured electronic 
cell volume and fluorescence in two or three wavelength 
regions. The optical system of the FLUVO JI was ha.~ically 
that of an inverted fluorescence microscope; illuminacion 
and collection were done through an immersion objective. 
The flow system utilized a "tubeless transducer"''" inro 
which cells were introduced through a hole in the bottom of 
the sample container; the time taken for cells co reach che 
observation point was thus minimized, facilitating kinetic 
studies. 

HEKA also sold Kachel's Z-80 based CITO MIC 12 svs
tem620 for one- and two-parameter data analysis; the la;cr, 
PC-based "Cyco-Disp" computer supplied with the FLUVO 
[J had a software suite chat included Valet's "Diagnos I" 
program for aurornated cell classificacion"" in addition co 
more conventional programs. 

The Kratel Partograph 

The Partograph flow cytomcter followed a design by Eis
en"'" ''16 ·•. A flat-walled flow chamber with dual sheaths pro
vides an extremely stable flow parcern. Two laser beams arc 
focused through che same high-dry microscope objective 
which serves as a fluorescence collection lens, producing 
separated spots as small as I µm in diameter. When these 
spots are used for fluorescence measurement, integration of 
che fluorescence signal is required for quantification of coral 
fluorescence in cells. However, considerable information is 
available from the pulse shape. T he unique feature of rhe 
Eisert design lies in its capabilicy to make absolute measure
mems of cell diameter from extinccion pulse width; chis is 
done by using che interval between a cell's traverse of che 
first and second illuminacing beams co correct the raw value 
of pulse width for variations in cell vclociry. 

T he Partograph FMP was available wich low-power ( 15 
mW) argon and/or He-Ne laser sources; an arc lamp source 
and sorting capabilicy were also offered. The instrument fie 
on a benchcop. The computer systems used for data analysis 
were builc around rhe Tandy (Radio Shack) TRS-80 (Z-80 
chip) and, later, around a PC/AT compatible. Kratel also 
sold Kachel's CYTOMIC 12, lacer available from HEKA. 

The ODAM A TC 3000 

The ODAM ATC 3000 was a multiparameter cell 
sorcer developed in France1916• It could use one or two ion 
laser sources; the flow chamber incorporated an elecrronic 
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cell volume measurement orifice in addition to a sorring 
orifice. The inscrumenr's mosc unusual feacure, however, was 
irs use of a toroidal lens for lighr colleccion . As many as six 
signals (pulse heighc or inccgral, linear or log, and linear 
combinations or ratios) derived from the cell volume sensor 
and 3 PMT decectors could be processed by a 24-bir daca 
analysis system built from hie-slice microprocessors. The 
compucer syscem, available separately, could be programmed 
in Pascal by the user. The apparacus provided investigators 
in France wich a nacive alternative co imporred flow cytome
rers; I don' r know of any being brought co the U.S. Bruker 
Specrrospin, S.A., dimibuced rhe ATC 3000 for a while; 
they were also, briefly, the U.S. discribucor for the ofr
abandoned Skatron Argus. Bruker evenrually gave up flow 
cytomecry co concentrare on their core business, which is 
high-ticker NMR and speccroscopy appararus; I guess flow 
cycometry was just a sheath business. 

Also Among the Missing 

Three Japanese companies, JASCO, Omron, and 
Showa Denko, have made flow cyrornecers. I saw a paper in 
Japanese describing Showa Denko's apparatus, an argon laser 
source cell sorccr. I don't know anything more abouc chat 
insrrumenr. JASCO's laser source benchrop analyzer was 
competitive with the EPICS Profile and FACScan; ic was 
looked ac by at leasr one American company, which decided 
noc co pursue ic for reasons not relared co irs performance. 
Omron's insrrumenr became Orcho's Cycoron Absolute on 
rhe way co rhe orphanage. 

Fred Elliorr, who designed some of che innards of che 
Onho insrrumenrs, scarred a company called Cyto
Diagnostic Systems, and developed a small laser source flow 
cytomerer, wirh a data analysis system builr around a 
PC/AT-compatible microcomputer, in the mid-l 980's. The 
instrument was competicive ac rhe rime, bur a deal for pro
duction and disrribueion was never made. 

Flow Cytometer Rehabilitation; Used Instruments 

There is a reasonably brisk trade in used flow cycomerers 
and sorcers. Ir is generally possible co gee service and parts, ac 
lease for relatively recent models, from rhe manufacturers 
themselves, provided che manufacturers are still in business. 
Phoenix Flow Systems has made somerhing of a specialry 
of rehabilitating old instruments, and they and Cytomarion 
provide (pasr tense for Cycomation) add-on rcplacemenc 
compucer sysrems for daca analysis and, in Cytomation's 
case, for sorr control, as well. Applied Cytometry Systems 
also provides replacement computers for some inscrumencs. 
My (chat is, Howard M. Shapiro, M.D., P.C.'s) 4CyteTM 
dara acquisirion hardware can also be used with older sys
cems, if you can find a PC wich an ISA sloe into which ro 
pur the hardware. Once you've goc a new computer system, 
and associared data acquisicion software char can generace list 
mode and other data files in rhe Flow Cycometry Standard 
(FCS) format, you can use software from a variery of third
parry providers for data analysis. 

Following Suit 

Bio/Physics Syscems, larer Orcho, was che first U.S. 
company co make fluorescence flow cytomerers. A~ ocher 
manufacturers followed suit, suits followed. Orrho sued B
D, Coulrer, and Technicon for infringing on various par
ents; B-D sercled in connection wich che 1987 deal. Techni
con beat Orcho. le all cook years. I wish I had five percent 
royalcies on che legal fees. 

These days, ic seems as if everybody is suing everybody 
else. Judges and juries are being asked ro decide complex 
technical issues; a dartboard mighc give berter resulcs. To 
make things worse, rhe parent examiners, who are over
worked (and who, wirh one notable exception, are no Ein
sceins), are primarily interested in seeing rhar cwo individuals 
aren'r both given parents for che same invencion. To forestall 
this, they only have co search rhe parent licerature; there 's no 

need ro read rhe journals. 
As a result, Joe Schmo can ger a patenc on somerhing 

chat was published in the open literature in 1899 (even 
when parent examiners do literarure searches, rhey only look 
at what's been computerized). This gers licensed ro BioScam 
lnrernacional. Sam Pull, ac Ponzigen, chen brings our a 
produce based on che 1899 technology, which he figures is 
in the public domain. BioScam prompcly sues, and che suirs 
ac Ponzigen decide co pay BioScam royalties, because it's 
cheaper than going co courc. Meanwhile, in Milan, Genlca
lia, which had come up wich a bercer version of che Ponzigen 
method, abandons it because it will be even harder to fight 
BioScam in courr now rhac Ponzigen is paying royalcies for a 
patent chat shouldn't be worch diddly . No wonder my son 
went ro law school. 

The legal bactles are srarcing co screw up science. I've 
cold dozens of people who have inquired about sorcing eosi
nophils char che easiest way co do ir is co use polarized and 
depolarized scatter measurements, as described on pp. 278-
9. However, as I menrioned back rhere, che parent on this 
cechnique is held by Abboct , which doesn' t even manufac
cure sorters. If people who now work for BD Biosciences 
(and Leon Terscappen, who originally developed the 
method, did work for B-D for years) or Beckman Coulter or 
DakoCytomacion cell cheir sorrer cuscomers ro use polarized 
and depolarized scacccr, chey face suirs by Abboct. 

If you waic long enough (it 's 20 years, now) , rhe paten rs 
will expire and you can do whar you wane. Thac mode of 
operation, however, doesn 't make for rapid progress. We 
may gee some improvements in che syscem over che next few 
years because che software and biotech/pharmaceurical in
dustries, which are vastly more economically significant rhan 
our little backwater of flow cyrometry, have gor che same 
problems we have and more. I can't wait. 

One expired parent char may be of parcicular interest ro 
rhe flow cycomecry industry is Orcho's parcnc on Friedman 's 
acoustic cell sorterm6 (see pp. 264-5). This is a closed fluidic 
system sorcer capable of isolaring several hundred cdls/s, a 
rare similar co chat achieved by rhe fluidic sorcer in R-O's 



FACSCalibur. The acoustic sorter, however, unlike the 
mechanism used by B-D, only diverts fluid inro the sort 
srream when cells are being sorted, meaning that rare cells 
can be sorred without being dilured by a large volume of 
extraneous fluid. 

8.12 THIRD-PARTY SOFTWARE 

The adoption of the FCS file format made it feasible for 
various third-parry developers co write and sell, or, in some 
cases , give away, programs for analysis of flow cytometric 
data. A marker for such software existed, and exists, because 
peoples' preferences in software tend co be idiosyncratic, and 
because the third-parry programs generally have at lease a few 
features which are nor included, or nor as well implemenred, 
in software from che manufacturers. 

This is nor co knock the manufacturers' software; manu
facturers, however, rend ro have more people writing soft
ware than do the third-parry companies, and breaking soft
ware projects into chunks, while sometimes necessary, al
most always results in chinks bcrween rhe chunks when rhe 
overall program is puc rogerher. If one good programmer can 
write the whole program, it's apt to run more smoothly. 

I know most of the people who write third-parry soft
ware, and almost all of chem have a lot of experience wich 
and knowledge of flow cyrometry. A third-parry program is 
generally written by one such person, and its fearnres and 
performance characteristics are, as a result, tailored co meet 
the needs of a demanding user. The programmers writing for 
rhe larger companies may know a fair amount about flow 
cyrometry, and may actually be better computer program
mers than the third-parry developers, but, even if they are 
working to specifications set by sophisticated, demanding 
users, it 's nor quire the same. 

Third-parry software can get pretty elaborate, especially 
with hardware added. Both Applied Cyrometcy Systems and 
Cyromation, for example, reverse engineered the relatively 
tight interface between che B-D FACScan and che Consorr 
32 computer system, which was normally essencial for the 
cycomerer's operation, and came up with replacement com
puter systems and software using Imel processors. 

As flow cytomerers rend increasingly coward digital sig
nal processing and multiprocessor operation, and as hard
ware and sofrware combinations replace hardware in rhe 
innards of che machines, there will be an increasing amounr 
of software rhar will, of necessity, remain in the domain of 
rhe instrument manufacturers. For everything else, and, cer
tainly, for any manipulation of data already collected in 
standard file formats, there will be third-party software. If 
you're satisfied with rhe software your manufacturer sup
plies, you may never need anything else. As it happens, 
though, even the manufacturers are beginning ro realize that 
it rakes rime and costs chem money to reinvent rhe wheel, 
and they are making deals with the rhird-parcy developers for 
versions of many of che beuer software packages which will 
interface smoothly with rhe manufacturers' software. 
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In rhe area of clinical instruments, rhe Food and Drug 
Adminisrrarion (FDA, not co be confused wirh fluorescein 
diacerate) has regulatory aurhority over software; rhe soft
ware itself has to meet certain specifications. Ir is co be 
hoped that the FDA will recognize the benefits of the coop
erative approach to sofrware development mentioned above. 

You can pretty much ger the same data analysis capabili
ties in rhird-party software as are available from the manu
facturers , and more. A list of rhird-parry developers and 
some of their offerings appears in Chapter l l. Almosc all of 
the producers offer demos, or at leasr showcase their prod
ucts' capabilities on rheir web sires, so it's fairly easy to find 
our boch whether a particular piece of software docs che ma
nipularion(s) you need ro do and whether the way in which 
ir does ir/rhem firs wich the way you chink. 

The committee rhar keeps up rhe FCS standard has been 
threatening to release some code for reading and writing 
FCS files, which may be (certainly is, when I wear my pro
grammer's har) rhe hardesc parr of a flow cytomcrry darn 
analysis program to code. Ir would be kind of nice co have a 
public domain toolkit of program building blocks wirh 
which moderately sophisticated users could puc together 
their own ad hoc programs. The DOS-based Forth software I 
wrote had some of chis capability, bur, ac least in my limited 
experience, ir has nor been possible co duplicate the critical 
features in either a Windows or Macintosh GUI. 

8.13 THE SELLING OF FLOW CYTOMETERS: 
HYPE AND REALITY 

If you listen ro the people who sell flow cycometers, 
you'll be forced co conclude that none of them works. Each 
manufacturer's people will tell you char chc system rhey sell 
is rhe only one char really does work; a chorus from all rhc 
other manufacturers will deny this is so. The manufacturers 
may unite in denunciation of laboratory-built instruments. 

If you lisren ro che people who use flow cyromerers, 
you'll find char all of chem work, and char none of rhem 
always works. You'll also find rhac one group of people 
chinks chat one manufacturer's product is easiest to use and 
most crouble-frce, and ocher groups argue just as passion
ately in favor of products from other manufaccurers. 

For example, people wirh a lot of experience wirh a B-D 
instrument always seem to be able to coax berrer perform
ance out of ir rhan can somebody who is used co other flow 
cyrometers. I had an Orrho System 50 in my lab for a while; 
rhe Ortho people, or some of chem, who worked on it could 
always ger it to produce sharper DNA content disrriburions 
chan I could, and I was always able to do better with my 
Cyromutt than rhey could. I look ar che manufacturers' pub
lished precision specifications wirh a jaundiced eye, because 
my inquiries indicate char rhere is a subsrancial difference 
berween rhc best rhar an instrument can do and its level of 
performance in rourine use by rhe average operator. 

If there weren'r so many half-truths and misconceptions 
flying around as a result of manufacturers' and partisan us
ers' efforrs on behalf of their machines, it would be easier for 
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people co choose rhe flow cytomerers, boughc or builr, which 

rhey needed for rheir parricular applications. 
If there is one thing about flow cyromerers that isn't the 

same the whole world over, ir probably relates ro user prefer

ences in light sources. Arc source instruments have done 
much bener in Europe rhan in rhe United Scares, where 
people prefer lasers. I would have to ascribe chis ro the face 

rhar many users and potential users in rhe United States 
aren'c as well crained in the use of fluorescence microscopes 

as arc their European counterparts, and thus can't gee rhe 

same good results with arc source systems. 

If somebody gave me as much money as I wanted, and 
insisred rhar I spend it on one commercial flow cytomerer, 
I'd have a problem. My decision would probably be influ

enced by the same factors that influence my purchases of 
bicycles, cars, compurers, and srereo equipment. I always 

srudy rhe products in great detail. evaluare their performance 
fearures, and discover rhar none of them has all rhe fearures I 
wane. I can't build cars; I end up buying the one rhat feels 
righ t. Ir's rhe same way with mosr software; I write my own 
software for Aow cyrometry data analysis, buc, when it comes 

co word processors, spreadsheets, drawing packages, ere., I 
have to buy the one rhar feels right. With bicycles, com
purers, stereo equipment, and flow cytomerers, I usually 
have more freedom of choice. I wouldn't like ro spend a over 

a half a million dollar.~ of taxpayers' or investors' money on a 

piece of equipment because ic felt right, bur, under the 
circumscances I just described, I guess I'd have to. 

Over rhe years, we have seen convergent evolucion in the 

development of commercial flow cytometers. If you can get 
some bell or whisrle from one manufacturer, you can get its 
equivalent from another. Buying decisions tend to hinge on 

how well you like the user interface, but arc also influenced 

by how well you like rhe salespeople and/or che local service 
representatives. C lear edges in performance get harder and 
harder to find, and manufaccurers rend to bring instruments 
up to spec. Thar's nothing co complain about. 

Over the nexc few years, chere will probably be as many 
developments in the area of daca analysis as in Aow cycomec
ric hardware. As more chird parries become involved in che 
generation of hardware and software products for daca analy
sis, users will have more options and more opportunities co 
cailor che user incerfacc co their own castes. T har's also noth

ing co complain abouc. If you're noc writing your own data 
analysis software, you definicely need to find software char 
feels righc. Thar's why I haven' c devoced more space and 

rime to the particulars of this and char software package; 
what's important is it's not what che program does, bur how 
comfortable you fed wich che interface. 

The one rule which is most imporcanc in deciding which 

Aow cycomecer to buy hasn't goc anything co do with hard
ware per se. le is, instead, 

Shapiro 's 'Eiglitli Law of :Flow Cytometrg: 
'l(rww 'l1zy Cells! 

You really don't want to lay our a loc of money, even if you, 
as a taxpayer, only concribuce a minuscule share of ic, for an 
instrument chac won't !er you do the analyses and/or ex
periments you need co do. The manufacturers will, almost 

wichout exceprion, let you run your samples through one of 
cheir instruments when you're in the process of making a 
buying decision. You shouldn't be making a buying decision 

unless you know enough about flow cytomerry co know 
whac cells you're going co be looking at and how they'll be 

prepared, and whar kinds of daca analysis you'll need co do. 
This is especially important if you're looking ac someching 

out of che ordinary. If you're crying co sore very big stuff, or 
very small scuff, be sure che machine can do ic. If you're 

looking for very faint signals, cry before you buy. 
I have summarized the characccrisrics of a loc of general

and special-purpose flow cytometric equipmenc in che previ
ous seccions of this chapter; some of che manufacturers pro

vided more informarion chan ochers. I'd be surprised if I 
didn'c make at least a few miscakes. As most of che manufac

turers know, I have always been and still am willing to make 
corrections in public, in speech, prose, and/or verse. And, 
for chis edicion, che corrections should be posced on che web 

sire. 

8.14 APPL YING FOR A GRANT FOR A 
CYTOMETER 

Unless you're a very wealchy amaceur, have access co lacs 
of industrial money, or hie the locrery, you're going to have 

co ask somebody for che wherewithal co purchase a flow cy

cometer. If you work in the United Scares, char somebody is 
usually che Narional Center for Research Resources ar chc 
National lnsricuces of Health, and the mechanism by which 

you ask for the cash is mosc ofcen an application for a Shared 

Inscrumencacion Grant. To qualify, three or more NIH
funded Principal Investigators have to demonscrare a need 

for, a capabilicy co use, and an institu tional commitment to 
supporcing a "single, commercially available inscrumenc or 

inregraced instrument syscem" char coses at lease $100,000 
(the maximum award is $500,000). The funding mechanism 

covers a lot of high-cickec gadgetry in addicion to flow cy
tomecers, e.g., NMR equipment, confocal microscopes, and 
electron microscopes, so you're not just competing wich flow 
cycometry people. 

As you might expect, I occasionally sic on panels rhac re
view applications requescing funding for cell sorters and flow 
cytomerers; from whac I hear from colleagues who sic on 

similar panels covering the other high-priced toys, the chings 
char weigh for you and against you are preccy much che same 
there as well. In rhe resc of chis chapter, I'll cry co save you 
some grief if you're writing a gran t application fo r an in

scrumenr, co NIH or elsewhere. 
There are usually a few dozen applications in any given 

cycle, of which the four or five given highest prioriry, and 
maybe not even those, will gee the money. All of che applica
cions, as I menrioned above, are coming from invescigacors 
who have already been chrough the peer review process, and 



have gocren che funds co do their research. The review panel 
is nor allowed co consider or quescion che underlying sci
ence; what is at issue is noc whether the applicants know 
immunology, or genetics, or cell biology, or whatever their 
primary fields of interest may be, but whether rhey demon
strate an understanding of whar to do, and how best to do ic, 
with che equipment for which they are seeking funds. All of 
che applicacions are meritorious; however, they can't all be 
funded . What happens is thac chose char survive are chose 
with the fewest obvious faults. I can cell you what some of 
chose faulcs mighc be, and if you are writing or assisting in 
che writing of a grant applicacion, you can at lease try co 
avoid chem. 

The gram, if you get it, pays for the instrument; it 
doesn' t pay for service contracts, operacors' salaries, or any 
modifications co the site needed to install the instrument (it 
may cost thousands of dollars to bring in the power and 
cooling water connections for a big laser). Almost everybody 
who runs a shared instrumcnc facilicy charges user fees, 
which are supposed to defray some of those coses. Almost 
everybody who has run a shared inscrument facilicy knows 
chac the facilicy is likely to run ac a loss. If che adminiscracion 
ac your inscicucion doesn'c come across as wildly enchusiascic 
about providing all funds necessary to make up che differ
ence, you're ape co lose points, because somebody else's ad
miniscracion will look beccer. 

Ic's advisable for the Principal lnvestigaror (P.I.) on a cell 
sorrer grant to be a person who knows a lot about flow cy

tometry. le is noc required chac he or she have an NIH granc, 
as long as there are three potential users who do have NIH 
grams and are Principal Investigators on those grants. NIH 
Policy is chat che Principal Investigator on a Shared Inscru
mencacion Granc doesn't even have co be a user of the in
strument. However, in my experience, reviewers take a dim 
view of applications in which people with little or no cxper
cise wich a sophisticaced instrument are lisced as Principal 
Investigators. 

In che old days, when there weren't user-friendly bench
cop syscems around, the graduate students and poscdocs had 
to hang around the sorrer lab, even co do simple analyses, 
and, at least on paper, it was easy tO look knowledgeable. 
Now, a loc of people do a lot of respectable flow cycomecry 
on henchtop systems, which is fine. However, if the P.I. on 
an application asking for a big sorter with four lasers is 
somebody whose experience appears limired to benchtop 
syscems, ic's a sure bet that that application won'c look too 
strong in comparison wich others. 

The manufaccurers are all coo happy to write quotations 
according to which chey will sell you a big sorcer and a 
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benchtop insrrumenc (which will, of course, work cogcrher 
as an "integrated instrumenc system") for just under 
$500,000. I personally wouldn'c ask for cwo instruments. 
You 'II be very lucky if you gee one insrrumem funded; leave 
some money for somebody else. Ir won't help your applica
tion if any of the reviewers gets even a flec:-ting impression 
chat you're a pig. 

If you have an instrument and are requescing an addi
tional instrumenc, ic helps to be able to show chat what 
you've got is used a lot, which probably means nights and 
weekends; if you want to replace an old, obsolere insrru
ment, bear in mind chat most of us don'c think a chree year 
old cell sorter is obsolete because a new model ha~ come ouc. 
Also, don'c ask for more - or less - instrument than you 
need. If you're requescing an argon laser, a mixed gas laser, 
and a dye laser, it helps to include some details of the pa
rameters chac will be measured and the probes that will be 
used, because those lasers are expensive. The same goes for 
other add-ons. If you don'c explicicly justify the need for 
chem, they'll get axed from che budgec. If you do gee funded, 
you'll be short of cash, but, let's face it, if you do a poor job 
of juscifying whar you've asked for, you're less likely co get 
funded. 

If you announce your intention ro do experiments with 
Hoechsc dyes, DAPI, or indo-l, bur you have only asked for 
a single 488 nm argon laser, which doesn'c emir the lTV 
lighc needed to excite these dyes, you don'c win points for 
trying to save money; ic simply looks as if you don'c know 
what you're doing. 

Some instrument manufaccurers will be happy to sell you 
various computer peripherals at subsramially higher prices 
than you'd pay ac a compucer score. Having these icems in 
your quote probably won'c reduce your overall chance of 
geccing funding if your application is ocherwise perfect, but 
che budget is very likely co get cue, as it should be. 

T hese days, applications are gecting so thick, what with 
biographical sketches and informacion on other projects for 
all of the investigators, chat many people seem to be skimp
ing on the derails of whac will be done with instruments. 
Being concise can be a vircue; being concise co che poinc ar 
which ic becomes unclear that you need or can compecencly 
use rhe apparatus is a vice. 

Finally, if you don't get funded che first time, and decide 
to resubmic the next rime around, pay arcencion co the cri
tique of your application. lc's likely to call attention co some 
of the faults I have just mentioned. If you don't fix every
thing, your nexc application won'c do any betcer chan your 
first one. If you do, at least you've got a fighting chance. 
Good luck. 
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9. BUILDING FLOW CYTOMETERS 

I am noc going to tell you how co build flow cytometers. 
Noc here, nor now. The Third Edition of Praetical Flow 
Cytometry represented a radical departure from the rwo 
previous editions and from their predecessor, Building and 
Using Flow Cytometers: The Cytomutt Breeder's and Trainer's 
Manual, which contained complete plans for the 
mechanical, optical, and electronic components of a 
multiparameter instrument using a 488 nm laser source. 
Wiley did the math and figured chat, since only about one 
percent of the people who bought che First and Second 
Editions built machines, it made sense to kill the 50 pages of 
plans and devoce more space in the Third (and chis Fourth) 
Editions to how flow cytomecers work and how co use chem. 
I didn't argue. 

In his Foreword m che Third Edition, Len Hcnenberg 
suggested that biological scientists really shouldn't be 
thinking about building flow cytometers. That was easy 
enough for Len to say in 1994, but neither this book nor che 
previous versions would have been written if he hadn't felt 
differencly in the mid- l 960's. And I noted that the last issue 
of Cytometry I goc before the Third Edition went co press in 
1994 contained an article about a mulcidimensional 
computerized son control method implemented in the 
Herzcnberg lab"•0, and noc on unmodified commercial 
equipment, either. Even now, Len always wanes to measure 
more parameters than can be measured with the fanciest 
commercial flow cycometers, and he always has a few people 
in his lab building or modifying apparatus with that goal in 
mind. 

9.1 WHY BUY A FLOW CYTOMETER? 

In principle, you buy a flow cycomecer because you wane 
an instrument with a proven design, established reliability, 
and performance better than you could obtain from a system 
you might build yourself. You're willing to pay for chis, and 
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also willing ro pay some more to insure that a trained service 
person will keep you r instrument in good operating 
condition and fix it when it breaks. 

A well-known analytical cytologist (Bas Plocm) told a 
bunch of people at a 1981 meeting that "Everybody who has 
bought a cell sorter up uncil rhis time has bought an 
instrument in development". I would tend to agree with 
him. It's been my experience chat, during the first six 
months, at lease, you're either having fits or having retrofits 
90 per cent of che time. That may not be rhe case with 
modern benchtop systems, bur ic still seems co hold for the 
larger instruments. 

Once che operating pattern gets a little stabler, you find 
chat down rime comes from annoying licrle things, such as 
clogs chat require rhar you remove, clear, and replace rhe 
flow chamber, necessitating a fairly extensive realignmem of 
che optics, and from real disasters, such as incineration of 
laser power supplies, which rhe laser manufacturer's people 
rather than the flow cytometer manufacturer's people usually 
end up fixing. 

Even with chose minor headaches, there 's no quescion 
that if you are relatively new ro chis fidd, and you want co 
do something chat has been done before, which a lot of 
people arc now doing routinely wirh commercial flow 
cytomecers, and you have rhe money to buy and maintain a 
commercial instrument, you should buy one. This is 
particularly rrue if you are interested in sorting; it is a good 
deal easier for an ingenue co build a flow cyromerer chan a 
cell sorter. 

9.2 WHY BUILD A FLOW CYTOMETER? 

Flow cyromecers, like many ocher types of inscrumencs, 
sell for anywhere from three to five times chc cost of the 
pans which go inro them. This is noc co say chat the 
manufacturers are making unconscionable profits; some of 
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chem aren'c, or weren'c, making any profics ac all, ac lease on 
flow cytomeccrs. lc's just char when you facwr in the labor 
coses, plant and equipmenr, marketing cosrs, ecc., you end 
up with chat multiplied figure. If you have yourself, or your 
graduate srudenrs, or a knowledgeable rech or rwo, or some 
ocher unsuspecring confederates, around as a source of labor, 
and some minimal shop facilities, like a small drill press and 
some hand rools, you can count on being able co build a 
facsimile, you should pardon che expression, of a commercial 
insrrumem for a parrs cost no more chan a third of rhe 
selling price. Should you rry ro do char? 

Suppose you already have a sorter, and ic's overloaded, 
and you'd like another instrument? You're no longer new ro 
the field. If you've kept your sorter running, you've 
undoubtedly had ro dear a bad clog and realign che system, 
and, if you can do chat, you're nor far away from being able 
to build your own flow cytometer or sorrer. Again, if you 
can afford to buy another system, you might chink about ir. 
What you might conclude, though, is chat whac's on the 
marker is prerry expensive. 

If you'd like a five-beam, benchtop system just for 
analysis, there isn 'c a manufacturer making one. If you wane 
a really slow flow syscem to analyze DNA fragments and 
viruses, dicco. Nobody blames the manufacrurers for being 
in business to make money. If Len Herzenberg and his 
colleagues hadn't builc che original fluorescence-activared 
cell sorter and shown char useful things could be done with 
ic, gcneracing a demand, nobody would be manufacturing 
sorters . 

The problem is char coday, when most of the companies 
in the business are big companies, fewer and fewer of them 
are willing co cake a flyer on building something co meet the 
offbeat needs of a small user community. Mose of the 
manufacturers are making their money selling benchtop 
syscems and reagents, and, while chey like co compete with 
one another, they don't like co compete with themselves, 
which usually means you have to buy one of their bigger, 
more expensi\IC insrrumencs if you wane maximum 
fkxibiliry. If you wane to do unusual things chat neither the 
benchcops nor che big machinc::s can do, you have to chink 
about building an instrument yourself, or of having someone 
(present company not exccpced) build an inscrumenc for 
you . 

The funding sicuacion being the way i1 is, maybe you 
don 't have the money to buy a commercial system, even if 
you work in industry. Then, if you want a flow cycometcr, 
or anorher flow cyromerer, building your own may be the 
only option. 

9.3 LEARNING TO BUILD YOUR OWN 

Take my word for it, building flow cycomecers isn't all 
chat hard to do, and, at least until rccencly, ic kept getting 
easier, a~ ic became possible co buy bigger and bigger chunks 
of che do-it-yourself kit ready-made. 

The annual research course on flow cycomecry (seep. 67) 
usually features a hands-on lab in which chree or four 
participants assemble a rwo-parameccr fluorescence flow 
cyromecer in an afternoon under the auspices of a couple of 
people from Los Alamos. Ir doesn't rake much longer to do 
the same thing in your lab or basemenr. It can even be fon . 
Terry Ferterhoff and Bob McCarthy and cheir confederates 
described their experience wich building and using a 
Cycomucr'0" some years ago, when a lot of soldering was 
required; one of my more recenc scar pupils, Dennis Way '-" , 
goc a four-parameter system running in a day and a half, and 
published on what he did with che inscrumenc, not how he 
builr it. That system has been run for at lea~c ten years, and 
I've only been called abouc problems with it rwo or rhree 
rimes; the lase time I checked, Dennis was likely co get lower 
CVs for beads and DNA standards chan I did. 

I had originally planned co update rhe do-it-yourself 
pares of che Second Edition and publish chem on my own, 
as a sequel to Bull.ding and Using Flow Cytometers; so far, I 
haven 'c gonen around to doing thac. The big problem is that 
I would have co revise che eleccronics and compuier sccrions 
almost completely. 

On rhe plus side, flow systems and opcics haven't 
changed all chat much since the l 980's; we have pretty 
much che same mounrs, lenses, dichroics, filters, etc. now 
chat we ha<l then. There are a whole bunch of new lasers 
now available, including UV, violet , blue, green, and red 
diode or solid-state sources. There are also now PMTs on 
the marker with higher red sensitivity than we used co be 
able to get, and they are available built inro easy-co-use 
modules with incegral high voltage supplies. 

On the minus side, while electronics and computers have 
improved tremendously, ic has gorcen much harder ro 
prototype and build your own circuits; most devices no 
longer come in packages char plug into sockets. Instead, you 
have to get somebody ro build you a multilayer circuit board 
with all of the surface-mounted active electronic devices on 
it. That costs money. Compucers and DSP chips and data 
acquisition systems are faster and more sophisticated, bur 
software development has gotten harder rather than easier. 

In the lace l 960's, when I built my own audio systems, 
they were better than anyrhing I could have bought; rhac was 
also true, ac lease to some extent, of the cycomecers I builc 
through rhc mid-1990's. Today, there 's no way I can build 
audio equipment as good as what I can buy for a reasonable 
price, or flow cycometers as good as those you or I can buy 
for what may seem like an unreasonable price. I am scill 
inceresced in building small, efficient, affordable instruments 
ro do jobs thac don'c demand all che bells and whistles, and 
scill crying to figure out which of the available component 
pares are best for doing che job . When I do, I'll probal->ly 
post the plans on a web site and/or run a course; it's got co 
be easier than writing books. In che meantime, if you 're 
looking for advice, I'm nor hard co find. 



10. USING FLOW CYTOMETERS: 
APPLICATIONS, EXTENSIONS, 
AND ALTERNATIVES 

The successful applicacion of flow cytomecry in biologi
cal and medical research and in clinical medicine depends as 
much upon undemanding of che biology of chc syscems 
being studied as upon familiarity wich hardware, reagents, 
and methods of daca analysis. Two editions ago, I wroce "Ir 
would be futile for this author and this book to anempt co 
provide even a rudimentary discussion of all of che areas of 
biology in which flow cytomecry is used or of che biological 
problems to which the technique is applied"; the range of 
applications continues to expand. 

The first flow cytometers were built and run in a few labs 
committed co instrument development. In the early days, 
almost any experiment that could be done with a flow cy

tometer would produce new information; in order to gee che 
experiment done, it was frequently necessary for the experi
menter co make a substantial refinement on existing tech
nique. 

During che l 980's and l 990's, flow cytometry became 
{noc inappropriately) a mainstream technology, with one 
resulc being thac mosc of today's users are trained in biology 
and/or medicine racher chan in inscrumentacion. The num
ber of papers and the range of journals in which chey appear 
arc large enough so that you can't jusc look under "Flow 
Cytometry" in MF.DUNE or other databases and hope to 
find chem all. as I pointed our in Chapter 2. 

The range of parameters and probes in common use has 
also expanded considerably since che last edicion was pub
lished. I've cried to cover as broad a range of parameters and 
probes as possible in Chapter 7 , and to at least give some 
idea of the exiscing and potential applications of each. I 
therefore decided co approach this chapter as I did in che lase 
edicion, i.e., co consider che few basic casks and procedures 
underlying almost all of the applications of flow cytometry, 
and then survey and comment on selected applications and 
point the reader to articles in which specific techniques and 

applications are discussed in derail. Bue, chis rime around, I 
also felt it was necessary to include some discussion of ex
tensions of flow cycometry, involving instruments with 
characteristics and capabilities not yet available in commer
cial systems, and of alternatives to flow cytometry, notably 
scanning and imaging cytometry, which have become more 
practical and, in some cases, more affordable since rhe lase 
edition appeared. 

If we achieve our respective objectives in wricing and 
reading, you should, by the end of chis chapter, be able co 
make sense of, and sense nonsense in, anything in the litera
ture which deals wich flow cytometry. 

10.1 THE DAILY GRIND 

Keeping the Instrument Running: Diet and Exercise 

In flow cytometry, it is not only "Garbage in, garbage 
our," but also "Garbage inside, garbage out." There are a few 
tricks to keeping flow cyrometers running well, and there 's 
more to calibration and standardization than running beads 
through the system. If the instrument isn ' t kept in shape, 
though, it is equally unsuited co any and all possible applica
trons. 

Generally speaking, the materials which go into a flow 
cytometer are air or gas, wacer or saline, plastic beads and/or 
samples which contain protein, carbohydrate, fat , and 
chemical addicives such as coloring materials. We run on a 
similar mixture, beads generally excepted, and, like flow 
cytometers, are susceptible to pollutants in what we take in. 

If your flow cyrometer needs an air or gas line input, it 's 
essential chat che air be oil- and particle-free; if you' re not 
sure, it's besc to have a filter in the line. Even if you never 
plan co do sterile sorts, and only use warer as sheath fluid , 
it's advisable to have the water go through a 0.47 µm filter 
before you put it into your sheath tank or boccie, and not a 
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bad idea co keep a filrer of che same pore size in rhe line be
rvteen rhe sheath tank and chc flow system. 

If you work wirh microorganisms, plarders, or ocher 
small panicles, your shearh fluid and reagents should be 
passed rhrough a filter with a smaller pore size, e.g .. 0.22 
µm. If you run using an in-line filrer with pores chis small, 
either use a fairly large area carcridge filter or replace a 
smaller filter frequently, because che pores clog up, resulting 
in a substantial pressure drop across rhe filter, which will 
screw up your flow rate. For rhe most demanding work, e.g., 
crying rn look ar viruses or ocher really small scuff, you 

should consider preprocessing your fluids through an 0.1 
pm filter; ir is tricky to use these in-line, because che resis
tance is high enough co slow your fluid flow considerably. 

Numerous problems may arise due co the tendencies of 
organic materials in samples ro stick co metal and glass as 
well as plastic tubing in flow cytometers. On a within-day, 
sample-co-sample basis, dyes such as acridinc orange, 
erhidium and propidium, and rhe cyanines may wash off che 
tubing and scain cells co which only fluorescent antibodies 
had incenrionally been added, giving false positive staining. 
The dyes are usually removed effecrive!y by rinsing the sys
tem wirh chlorine bleach; however, I have been cold chat che 
calcium ionophorc ionomycin isn ' t always removed by a 
single chlorine bleach creacmenr. 

When the bleach itself isn't washed out or neurralized, 
and you chen cry to do membrane pocenrial or calcium 
probe studies on live cells, you find che cells dying instead of 
dyeing. When doing such experiments, I usually co follow 
the bleach with 50% echanol and chen saline; this may be 
supersricion, bur ic general ly avoids che cdl kill I mighl see 
otherwise. 

On a long-term basis, prorein residue can screw up che 
optical quality of cuvettc windows, cause flow disturbances, 
and provide a food source for microorganisms, which will 
happily grow in a flow cycomcccr if rhcy are not frequencly 
disrnrbed. The besc preventive medicine for che ills just de
scribed is plenty of fluids. If you scan up a flow sysrem chat 
hasn' t been run for more than a few weeks, count on spend
ing the first day unclogging it every five minuces. If they're 
painting che lab, run the flow system every day anyway, if 
you can, and never shuc down at rhe end of a day wirhouc 
making sure char you've cleaned the flow system our with a 
purge of bleach, opcionally followed by alcohol, and chen by 
a lot of warer, with backf\ushing so you gee any residual 
bleach and/or alcohol ouc of che nooks and crannies. 

Ion lasers, like flow syscems, need cheir exercise; rhis may 
be cruer of chc big lasers than of rhe small ones. If you have a 
syscem wich a big laser, you're ape to gee into keeping mir
rors rweaked and clean, checking on and fiddling wich gas 
pressure, ere.; if you use a small argon laser, you're free from 
most of chose headaches. It's advisable to monitor laser 
power oucpuc if you can; chis is scraighcforward on big lasers, 
where you shift back and forch berween current and light 
control mode. On smaller lasers, which are usually operated 
in a light control mode, what you need co do is !er che laser 

warm up and check the operating currenr, which will creep 
up as the plasma cube ages and may scurry up if chc opcics 
gee dirry or the alignment is knocked our of whack. You will 
also gee clues char you're losing laser power from having to 

keep turning chc PMT gains higher and higher ro mcamre 
the same particles and/or che same cells stained with the 
same reagents, even though rhe system is well aligned and 
che CV's are low. laser noise is an uncommon, or at lcasr 
nor a widely reporced, problem in flow cycomecers"-'', you 
should be aware it exisrs bur there's no need ro go looking 
for ic unless you're getting high CV's for which you can't 
find another explanation. I mentioned on pp. 142 and 147 
rhac He-Cd lasers parricularly need exercise; left idle, they 
develop increased helium pressure, which makes them get 
very noisy. 

There isn 't any exercise for che optics of your flow cy
cometer, which may gee dircy, parricularly if your lab is dusry 
or smoky. Clean living prevenrs problems; once they're 
chere, you need live cleaning. 

Particulars: Drawing a Bead on Flow Cytometer 
Alignment, Calibration, and Standardization 

Flow cycometers can be calibrated eirhcr wich synrheric 
scandard particles or with cells or ocher biological material. Ir 
would be nice ro have srandardized calibrarion particles rhac 
would yield che same results for every user and every insrru
menc, assuming proper alignment of each. We're noc quire 
chere, bur we have reached a point at which it is possible for 
careful people using different instruments in different labs to 

analyze che same specimens and gee boch qualicacivc and 
quancitative resulcs char are in good agreemenr. 

This doesn't happen when chc instruments arc nor in 
good working order, and there's not much point in analyz
ing samples on an inscrumenr thac isn't. So, as a general rule, 
it's a good idea to make sure chat your flow cyromccer is up 
co snuff before you invest rime and money in preparing and 
running samples. If performance is substandard, you or 
somebody more skilled and knowledgeable will need ro align 
and adj ust the instrument. Since most modern flow cycome
rers make no provision for che user to adjust che mechanical, 
fluidic, and optical components, chat may mean a service 
call, which will cost you money, and, even if you or some
body in your shop does the work, you really have co define 
what's broke before you or anybody else can fix it. As co how 
co do char, I have only one word for you - pla.~ti cs. 

Ir is, in principle, possible co produce spheres of polysty
rene or other plastics char are extremely uniform in size, and 
to introduce fluorescenr material into such spheres in a pre
cisely controlled manner. Ir is also, in principle, possible to 

produce great sweet wines from Gewurztraminer, Riesling, 
and Semillon grapes. In practice, chc sweet wines produced 
from chose grapes are nor all case in the sam e mold. So ic is 
with calibration particles. The good vineyards do nor borcle 
the bad vintages; che manufacturers do nor sdl che really bad 
particles. A good vintage, or a good lot, depends upon fac-



tors not entirely under the vendor's control. People hoard 
small particles and great wines. 

Fluorescent particles are available from several suppli
ers. I have generally had good luck with spheres from BD 
Biosciences, Beckman Coulter, Flow Cytometry Stan
dards Corporation (their product line has been taken over 
by Bangs Laboratories), Molecular Probes, Polysciences, 
and Spherotech; I don't have much experience, good or 
bad, with beads from other suppliers. These days, practically 
everybody who sells beads intended for the flow cycometry 
market supplies reasonably complete information about their 

size, speccral characteristics, brightness, and uniformity, 
anyway; while the materials aren't cheap (p. 60), they gener
ally perform as advertised. 

I have discussed different types of particle standards on 
pp. 354-6, in the context of rheir application co quantirarive 
immunofluorescence measurements. The process of deter
mining whether or not a flow cytometer works begins with 
what are now called Type I standards, or alignment parti
cles. 

Alignment Particles: Fearful Asymmetry 

Alignment parricles are highly uniform and produce rela
tively strong fluorescence signals. When aligning an instru

ment, the routine is co run alignmenr particles, keeping core 
diameter relarively small co insure illumination uniformity, 
and adjust che positions of the flow cell and optical elements 
to maximize the fluorescence and forward scaner signals 
while minimizing the CV's of che distributions obtained. 

Data from alignment particles should be recorded on a linear 
scale. 

When using alignment particles substantially smaller 
than cells (Type Ia) , one should be aware chat the effects of 
illumination inhomogeneity may be less evident wich small 
particles than wich large ones, as discussed in Chapter 4 . A 
2% fluorescence C.V. with 2 µm plastic spheres can translate 
into a 5% C.V. in measurements of cell nuclei stained for 

DNA content. 
A well-aligned instrument operating on a linear scale 

should produce symmetric peaks when beads or nuclei are 
used as standards. This is particularly important when you 
are making DNA concenc measuremencs. The mathematical 
models commonly used to deconvoluce DNA hisrograms 
and calculate numbers of cells in different cell cycle phases 
assume chat rhe G0/G 1 peak is symmetric. If the instrument 
is misaligned, and rhe bead peak is skewed wirh a rail co che 
right, ir's a safe bee chat rhe G.fG , peak will be, also; che 
model will conclude chat che cells in che rail are in S phase. 
In face, if you run che model on che bead hiscogram, you'll 
be cold there are S phase beads. Don't do che DNA analysis 
uncil you fix che alignment; if you've already collected the 
daca, don't borher wich rhe model, which will give worthless 
results. 

Alignment particles provide che best measure of instru
ment performance in terms of precision, as was discussed on 
pp. 214-5. An inscrument in good working order, running 
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alignment particles, should produce fluorescence disuibu
cions wich CVs no higher rhan 3 percent . 

The beads from Beckman Coulrer wirh which I am mosr 
familiar are intended for checking precision in connecrion 
wich DNA measurements; rheir intrinsic CV is probably in 
che range of 1.5%. 

Polysciences makes polystyrene particles in a range of 
sizes (from 0.1 co 10 µm) and colors. They have UY-excited , 
blue fluorescent and green-excited orange fluorescent spheres 
in addirion to green fluorescent spheres usable wich excita
tion wavelengths ranging from UV to blue-green ; there are 

also spheres which are usable ac ocher excicacion wavelengths. 
Polysciences also supplies spheres with reactive groups ro 
which ocher materials can be coupled and will make up 
spheres containing dyes of your choice, for a price. The uni
formity of the custom spheres may vary. However, as a gen
eral rule, Polysciences 2 µm yellow-green fluorescent spheres 
are very uniform; I have observed scatter CV's as low as I % 
and fluorescence CV's as low as 1.2% on well-aligned in· 
scrumenrs. The yellow-green spheres are labeled during the 
polymerization process; chis procedure is best undertaken 
using relatively hydrophobic dyes, and Polysciences uses a 
coumarin dye which mimics che emission specuum of fluo
rescein fairly well, bur which is excited bener in the blue
violec (436, 44], or 457 nm) rhan ac 488 nm. 

Reference and Calibration Particles 

For standardizing immunofluorcsccnce measurements 
(pp. 354-6), ic is advantageous to have spectrally marched 
Reference (Type II) and calibration (Type III) particles 
bearing eicher known numbers of bound molecules of fluo
rescein, phycoeryrhrin, and ocher antibody labels (Types IIB 
and IIIB particles) or known numbers of antibody binding 
sires (Types lIC and IIIC particles). This eliminares che ef
fect of such factors as differences in PMT sensitivity curves 
and differences in emission filcer bandwidths, facilicaring 
comparison of results obtained wich different instruments. 
However, for day-co-day assessmenc of instrument sensirivity 
(see the discussion ofQ and B, pp. 221-3), it is usually more 
convenient to use Type IIA and IIIA particles, hard-dyed 
beads wirh fluorescence characcerisrics char are nor environ
mentally sensitive and also are nor closely spccrrally marched 
to che probes used for immunofluorescence measurement. Ir 
is desirable for che sec of particles to include a Type 0 stan
dard , or certified blank. If you could resolve five bead peab 
in che sec lase week, and can only resolve chree chis week (see 
Figure 4-61, p. 222), something's wrong. 

Beads labeled wich known numbers of MESF of fluo
rescein, phycoeryrhrin, and ocher labels, phycob iliproreins, 
and tandem conjugates are labeled in che aqueous phase; che 
fluorescent label is predominantly confined to che particle 
surfaces, and che fluorescence CVs of these particles are cypi
cally higher than those of hard-dyed beads. The hard dyed 
beads used as Type UA standards, and chose in Type IIIA 
bead secs , rend co have somewhat higher fluorescence CVs 
than do alignment particles; you should rherefore avoid rhe 
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rcmprarion ro use chesc beads for anything other than a first 
cur at instrument alignment. If you yield ro temptation , be 
sure to use the brighter beads, which have lower CVs chan 
che dimmer ones. 

Compensacion Stjndards 

When you are doing mulricolor immunofluorescence 
analysis, che actual signal inrensicies you get from different 
detectors will be a funcrion of how efficiently the dyes you 
use are exciced ar your excitarion wavelength(s) and of the 
spectral responses of your derectors, and even a relatively 
simple task such as derermining fluorescence compensation 
seccings to separate fluorescein and phycoeryrhrin im
munofluorescence gets hard ro do unless your particles are 
labeled with fluorescein and phycoeryrhrin rather than sim
ply fluorescing green and yellow-orange. It is possible, in 
principle, ro use beads labeled with spectrally matched mix
nires of dyes orher than the labels used to compensate for 
fluorescence overlap, but the manufacturers of chose beads 
will have to make cheir cases for such products . However, 
when mea.~uring fluorescence in more chan chree spectral 
bands, ic is now common ro use single-label and "every
label-but-one" cell samples to determine compensation set
[(ngs. 

Cells and Nuclei as Alignment Particles 

I like to use stained nuclei for decermination of boch 
precision and lineariry (p. 217), particularly in channels used 
for DNA content measurements. DAPI- or Hoechst dye
stained nuclei provide UV-excired fluorescence which is 
nominally blue, bur which extends to almosc 600 nm. 
Propidium iodide-stained cells, excited by light at wave
lengchs ranging from UV to yellow, emit red-orange fluores
cence. If you are trying to measure DNA, you obviously 
wane to use nuclei stained che same way you stain your sam
ples. Peripheral lymphocyte nuclei usually have very low 
CV's; you can also use cell lines , but be aware that they can 
develop aneuploi<ly, which gradually increases CV's. I had 
rhat problem wich CCRF-CEM cells; rhe ones I used origi
nally had G/G, peak CV's below l %, bur they drifted up to 
just under 3% after a long time in culture. 

When you're crying to measure precision in a fluores
cence channel in which you use red exciration, whether or 
nor you're doing DNA measurements, your best bet may be 
nuclei stained with DRAQ5 or with another red-excitable 
dye, e.g., TO-PR0-3, oxazine 750 or rhodamine 800. If you 
use a dual-heam instrument wich 488 nm and red beams, 
DRAQ5 is advantageous, because. since the dye is excited by 
both 488 nm light and red light, you can use the same cells 
co align fluorescence detectors that look ac cwo beams. You 
can play the same game in an insrrumenc wich UV and 488 
nm heams using echidium or propidium as the DNA stain , 
since boch the UV and the 488 nm beam will excice chese 
dyes. Figure l 0-1 illuscrates che principle. 

Since chc nuclei arc scained with only one dye, all of che 
data poinc.~ in che rwo-paramecer dor plocs of Figure 10-l 
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Figure 10-1. DNA histograms of ethidium- and 
DRAQS-mined nuclei afcer alignmenc with beads 
alone (panels a and c) and after alignment using che 
nuclei as calibration particles (panels b and d). Cour
tesy of Paul Smith (University of Wales). 

should, ideally, lie on a line. The plots in panels b and d in 
rhe figure are closer to chis ideal rhan the plots in panels a 
and c, indicating char using the nuclei as alignmenr panicles 
inscead of beads resulcs in bener measuremem precision. 

Chicken and rainbow trout erythrocytes can serve as 
alignment particles; they a.re more commonly used as scan
dards for DNA contenc estimation'". Procuremenc of crour 
cells can provide one of the many enjoyable experiences be
side flowing screams rhac enrich rhe lives of flow cycomecer 
users, ac lease chose interested in DNA measuremencs. 

Glutaraldehydc-fixcd chicken erythrocytes have been 
popular wich immunologists, because, wichouc benefic of any 
scaining at all, they fluoresce ac abouc che level of brighmess 
of cells scained wich fluoresccnc a.ncibodies, ar leasr when 
measured in channels intended for measuremenc of fluo 
rescein or phycoeryrhrin. Immunologists don't seem ro use 
crouc cells; l guess rhey only go fishing for complement. 

Riese supplies fixed chicken and trout cells; Orvis 
(www.orvis.com) provides equipment for gercing fresh trou t 
cells. If you 're after fresh chicken blood, and you live in a 
mecropolitan a.rea of any reasonable size, you can probably 
find a source of fresh-killed poultry; che old tradicions held 
by many echnic and religious minoricies die hard . 

Rose Colored Glasses: Optical Filter Selection 

Ir helps co ealibrace flow cytometers using parcicles la
beled with che dyes you're going to use to stain cel ls. Ir 's 
essential co make sure you fie your dececrors (and, if you use 
arc lamps. your excitation pach) with opcical filters char 



transmit the wavelengths you want co measure and exclude 
rhe wavelengths you don' t. Joe Trotter wrote a near Web
based program that shows you how much light you will col
lect from a number of probes using various filters. You can 
find it online ar (http://facs.scripps.edu/specrra). 

These days, borh the cytomerer manufacturers and the 
filrer manufacturers are well-informed about what is re
quired of filters for flow cycometry, and they can generally 
tell you what you need for any particular probe combination 
and excitation wavelengrh(s) . Most instruments use round 
interference filcers , which are preferable ro square ones be
cause they arc better sealed and therefore rake longer ro de
larninare. 

Filters do have a finite lifetime, and you should check 
your interference filters from rime ro rime for evidence of 
delaminarion (pp. l 53-4). Once the layers start to separate, 
you can generally see a pattern similar to char produced by 
lighc reflecting off oily water. It is then rime co get a new 
filter. Although filters rend co delaminare after several years, 
rhey can die suddenly when dropped, even if rhe glass does
n't break, so be alert. It is also a good idea to check filter 
transmission, especially if you're having problems collecting 
enough ligh r; this is easy to do if you have access to a spec
rrophotomererm. 

In some cases, you'll get roo much light into a detector, 
particularly a forward scatter detector. This is curable with 
neutral density (N.D.) filters. If che N .D. filters in question 
are going to get into or near laser beams of any appreciable 
power, they should be rhe reflective cype. Reflective N.D. 
filters are partially "silvered" (i.e., partially coated) mirrors 
char transmit some light reaching chem and reflect che resc. 
Several companies (see Chapter 1 I) offer reflective filters in a 
wide range of optical densities at reasonable prices. For lower 
light level applications, ir's generally fine to use absorptive 
N .D . filters; your local camera store probably carries Koda.k's 
line of such products. 

Be careful when using a filter nor explicitly intended for 
rhe purpose as a dichroic. Most interference filters contain 
some absorptive components, which fluoresce, to decrease 
transmission outside the passband; good dichroics dispense 
wirh these, leaving that job to rhe detector filrers. You also 
can 'r be sure what transmission (or reflection) of a filrer is 
like at 45° unless you mea~ure it. Newer instruments, such 
as BD Biosciences LSR, LSR II, and FACSAria, use dichro
ics designed to work at angles of incidence ocher rhan 45°; 
you' ll need to consult rhe instrument manufacturer should 
you want to specify a dichroic for one of chose instruments, 
and you may have co pay one of rhe filter manufacturers a 
substantial amount co custom-make rhe part. 

Experimental Controls 
Whar you will need in che way of experimental controls 

will vary depending on what you are crying to measure. If 
you suspect rhac somebody has run a cyanine dye, acridine 
orange, or another similarly socioparhic reagent through the 
instrument and not cleaned it afterwards, be sure to run 
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some unstained cells before you scare with stained samples; if 
rhe unstained cells stare to fluoresce after they have been 
running for a while, che cyromecer needs a cleaning. If 
you've already scaned running stained cells , and their fluo
rescence stares co increase, it 's coo lace to retrieve che data. 

If you're using familiar antibodies and familiar cells, e.g. , 
for doing T cell subset analysis, you can probably dispense 
with isorype controls, bur you should have some controls 
which, in the aggregate, contain all che cell rypes you are 
looking for, just to make sure they rum up where you expecc 
rhem to in che measurement space. And ic's a good idea to 
have cicher cells or antibody binding beads char will give you 
fluorescence signals near the upper end of your range, boch 
for setting compensation and to ma.kc sure everything will 
stay on scale. 

When you're exploring unfamiliar territory, you' ll 
probably be better off srarcing off wirh too many controls 
chan with too few. 

Shake Well Before Using: When Controls Won't Help 

Figure 10-2 provides an example of anomalous flow dara 
that may perplex you in private and/or lead you to conclude 
in public chac you have discovered some new biological phe
nomenon. The latter consequence is ape co be more embar
rassing rhan the former. 
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Figure 10-2. "Equal opportunity" (top panel) and 
"unequal opportunity" staining of T-cells (from Jorn 
Schmitz, Harvard Medical School) 
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The cells shown in Figure 10-2 were srained wirh the 
same anribodies; somebody forgot to mix the cells shown in 
rhe bottom panel, producing "unequal opportunity" staining 
instead of the desired "equal opportunity" staining illus
trated in the top panel. le is relatively easy to identify this 
problem when the person preparing the cells is grossly negli
gent, and all or almost all of che samples, including the con
rrols, yield results that resemble the bottom panel. The sur
viving lab personnel arc apr to be more careful, and the occa
sional unmixed or incompletely mixed sample will therefore 
have more of an aura of mystery abour it. Once you've seen 
che pattern, though, it's easy ro recognize. 

10.2 SIGNIFJCANT EVENTS IN THE LIVES OF CELLS 

Taking the Census: Cell Counting 

Cell counting, discussed at length on pp. 18-21 , is one 
of the most basic tasks in cycomecry. Counting cells in a 
hcmocycometer by visual observation is tedious and, unless 
one is willing to spend a long time on each sample, impre
cise. The simple optical and electronic flow cycometers chat 
became available for cell counting in the l 950's were widely 
adopted in both clinical and research laboratories, evemually 
giving rise to modern hematology counters. fu was noted in 
che earlier discussion, these instruments feature volumetric 
sample delivery, allowing absolute cell counts to be derived 
from the number of cells counted per unit time. 

Kamentsky's original Cyrofluorograf incorporated a cali
brated glass cube with phocosensors at two levels in ics pres
sure-fed sample delivery system, to dececr the movement of 
rhe air-fluid interface, providing a measure of fluid flow per 
unit time. Fluid-level sensing volume measurement add-ons 
for flow cycometers have been developed •l"; Cytck sells one 
such device. It is also relatively easy to adapt most instru
ments to receive samples from syringe pumps, which are 
readily available. However, mosr fluorescence flow cytome
cers do not use volumetric pumps or other calibrated means 
to introduce samples; absolute counts, when needed, are 
obtained by introducing beads into samples at known con
centrations, and deriving cell counts from the ratio of the 
number of cells counted per unit time to the number of 
beads counted per unit time. The use of counting beads has 
facilitated performance of such clinical assays as C04+ T cell 
counts using only fluorescence flow cycometers. 

A recenr study by Bergeron et al"" documents the sam
ple delivery characteristics of several benchcop flow cycome
cers over a period of months. Sample flow rates, determined 
using counring beads, were relatively constant (CVs 5-7 
percent) . If you can accept this level of precision in cell 
counting for one or more of your applications, you can run 
counting beads ac the beginning and end of sample runs to 
calculacc the sample flow rate and check on its variarion over 
time, and use the calculated rare co derive absolute cell 
counts for your experimental samples. Since you won't need 
to add counting beads co each sample, you'll save money; 
the beads aren't cheap. 

A Counting Alternative: Image Analysis 

It has probably not escaped your notice chat digital 
cameras incorporating 2- and 3-megapixel CCD chips can 
be had for a few hundred dollars. That means the 
manufacturers are paying well under a hundred bucks for 
them. Such devices are beginning to be incorporared into a 
new generation of inexpensive image analysis systems. 

A Danish company, ChemoMetec, recently introduced 
the NucleoCounter, a cell counter is built around a minia
turized low-power (I x) transmitted light fluorescence micro
scope illuminated by 8 green LEDs. There are no moving 
parts in the optical system (i .e., no focus adjustment) , be
cause the lens N.A. is low. The device uses a disposable car
tridge containing propidium iodide; for a total count, cells 
are diluted with a permcabilizing solution and introduced 
into the cartridge, while, for a "nonviable" count, cells are 
introduced without prior permeabilizacion. The cartridge 
has a viewing area a few millimeters square, which contains a 
volume of 1.5 to 2 microliters; chis is imaged onto a CCD 
through a red bandpass filter. Because the observed sample 
volume is relatively large, counts are more precise than 
would be obtained from a hcrnocytometer. The Nucleo
Counter takes about 30 seconds to do a count; it incorpo
rates a USB connection to transfer output and images to a 
computer, but the device, which weighs 3 ~ and measures 
38 x 26 x 22 cm (W x H x 0), is normally run as a sdf
contained system. 

Beckman Coulter offers the Vi-CELL™ viable cell 
counter, which uses image analysis to identify and count 
trypan blue-stained ("nonviable") and unstained ("viable") 
cells flowing through an observation chamber. This is also a 
relatively small, self-contained benchtop system. 

A prototype image analyzing system, the EasyCount, 
which, like the NucleoCounter, incorporates a low-power, 
LED-illuminated fluorescence microscope. will be discussed 
in the section on CD4+ T cell counting. 

The Doubled Helix: Reproduction 

The Cell Cycle and Cell Growth 

le is now possible, by using flow cytomecric analysis of 
DNA content, RNA content, cell size, cell cycle-related 
antigens, BrUdR incorporation, and the fluorescence of 
tracking dyes, to define cells' position in the cell cycle with 
a precision previously unimaginable and, using cell sorting, 
to separate populations in different cell cycle phases for bio
chemical analysis or for studies in culture. 

DNA Content Analysis 

The determination of DNA content of cells or nuclei, 
previously discussed on pp. 21-6, 43-4, 96-7, and 301-17, is 
a common and widely used procedure in flow cycomecry. In 
research laboratories, DNA content analyses are used to 

moniror the growth of eukaryotic and prokaryocic cells, and 
co detect perturbation of cellular growth patterns due to 



physical, chemical, and biological agents. In clinical applica
tions, DNA content analyses are used co refine the diagnosis 
and estimate the probable biologic behavior of tumors and 
co monitor therapy. 

Since rhe scains used for DNA content determination 
bind sroichiometrically, and produce very bright cellular 
fluorescence, it has, to some extent, been taken for granted 
char, as long as rhe instrument used is maintaining reason
able lineariry and precision, DNA analysis will be simple and 
maighcforward. This is rrue enough, provided cells are well 
prepared and well preserved, and these seeps are not always 
simple and straightforward. 

Nuclear isolation and staining and storage reagents and 
procedures, using various dyes, have been described by Vin
del0v er alm-s, Taylorm', and Thornthwaite et aluu a•, among 

ochers; some of these have been discussed on p. 307. While 
rhese workers and others have expended some effort in cry
ing co devise procedures suitable for application to a wide 
variety of tissues and rumors, it has been my experience that 
preparative and staining procedures have to be modified and 
optimized to suit the samples at hand. Clausen6'J, for exam
ple, has provided an enlightening discussion of DNA analy
sis in keratinocyces. When analyzing DNA in solid tissues 
and tumors, some consideration must be given ro sampling 
techniques; Greenebaum er al890 , for example, reported chat 
needle aspiration gives better yields of abnormal cells than 
does standard excisional biopsy. 

The development in 1983 by Hedley et a16'°·39' of a tech
nique for DNA analysis of nuclei from paraffin
embedded material represented a great advance in the ap
plication of DNA analysis ro rumor pathology, since it made 
it possible ro establish correlations between DNA ane
uploidy and the biologic behavior of tumors by retrospec
tive89~ as well as by prospective studies. The basic method 
involves deparaffinization in xylene or Histoclear and pro
gressive rehydration in ethanol solutions, followed by acid 
pepsin treatment for nuclear isolation. The procedure works 
well on material originally fixed in formalin or a formalde
hyde-acetone-acetic acid mixture; results have been poor 
with cissue fixed in Bouin's solution and unsarisfacrory when 
mercury-based fixatives were used. 

The thickness of sections taken from the paraffin block 
for processing will obviously have some effect on the propor
tion of nuclei which can be recovered intact. Although there 
has been some debate on the issue'~' . it is reporred"6 thac 50 
µm sections produce considerably less debris, and thus better 
histograms, than 30 µm or thinner sections. Hedley ct al 
originally used DAPI as a stain, and reported"~ ' char, despite 
the DNA specificiry of rhe stain, RNAse rreatmenc improved 
precision. While, in my own limited experience with depar
affinizc::d material, I have gotten much better results with 
DAPI than with propidium, I know other people who have 
obtained excellent precision using propidium. 
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Mathematical Models for DNA Analysis 

Calculation of population fractions in different cell 
cycle phases has undoubtedly generated much too much 
debate over the years among people who do flow cyrometric 
DNA analysis. When DNA content determination is based 
on a single parameter measurement, there will be artifacts 
and interferences to be dcalr with under the besr of circum
stances, i.e., when the samples consists of freshly prepared 
cells from a population grown in suspension culture. Under 
less ideal circumstances, as in analysis of material from solid 
rumors, there may be no legitimate conceptual model for 
dealing wirh the complexiry of the sample. 

If rhe flow cycometer is linear, it can be expected that a 
popularion exhibiting a DNA diploid peak at channel n will 
have a DNA tetraploid peak at channel 2n; however, minor 
nonlinearities (a few channels worth) are nor uncommon in 
the flow cyrometers used in the real world, and a noticeable 
fraction of older systems exhibited marked nonlinearity. A 
continuum of debris is frequendy superimposed on at least 
rhe lower channels of a DNA histogram. Doublets due co 
clumps and/or coincidences, resulting from physical ar
rachmenc or proximiry of cells, may register as DNA 
tetraploid cells unless a two-parameter measurement scheme 
is used, in which a plot of pulse peak height vs. area (inte
gral) or a plot of fluorescence vs. a pulse width measurement 
is used ro permit discrimination between che doublets 
and rhe DNA cerraploid cells. Newer mathematical mo
dels 11 8'·1·''"' ' can deal with both debris and doublets. 

Once one gets the debris and doublets our of the way, it 
becomes relatively easy to deal with a distribution which 
contains a single G0 /G 1 peak, an S phase distribution, and a 
G,+M peak, and not too much harder to handle a highly 
DNA aneuploid distribution wich proliferating cells and an 
isolated peak of normal DNA diploid srromal cells in G11 /G :. 
Jerry Fried, who was one of rhe first people to do mathe
matical modeling of DNA histograms, opined ro me years 
ago char, if you had a clean (little debris, few doublets) dis
tribution with a CV of less than 3 percent, you might as well 
estimate cell cycle phases by eye. On the other hand, if you 
have overlapping DNA diploid and DNA aneuploid disrri
butions, each with a visible G0 /G 1 and G 2+M peak, it 's diffi
cult for a model to decide which pare of the $-phase belongs 
to which population, unless there are discernible jumps in 
char region. 

Mathematical models for deconvolucing DNA histo
grams were originally intended principally for application ro 
analysis of the permrbarion of cell cycle kinetics by thera
peutic agents, and they worked fine when applied ro clean 
systems. What happened when people first started trying ro 
use DNA analysis for clinical purposes was that rhey went 
running to mathematical models when they came up wirh 
distributions with CV's of 8 percent, or 12 percent, in the 
hope:: that the truth would come our of hiding if given 
enough computer cime. This made precious little sense; 
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Shapiro's Sevench Law reminds us char bad daca won'c gee 
bcm:r. 

Generally speaking, che cricical informacion soughc from 
machcmacical models, parcicularly by clinicians applying che 
models co discribucions from rumor samples, is whac is vari
ously known as che proliferacive fraction, percentage of 
cells in S phase, or S-phase fraction (SPF), because chis, 
like DNA aneuploidy, may be prediccive of cumors' biologic 
behavior. To be sure, eyeball escimacion and several different 
machemacical models may give several different numbers for 
SPF . . 1 s?J. ~ 

in a given samp e . 
ln a previous edicion, I said char ir scruck me as ex

tremely unlikely thac one method of SPF would curn out co 
yield a prediccor of biologic behavior rhar was srariscically 
significandy becrer than ochers. I was wrong! I didn'c con
sider the effects of debris on SPF calculacions. Kallioniemi et 
al '.'" used a background subtraction algorithm ro compen

sate for the effecrs of slicing of rumor cell nuclei during 
preparation of paraffin-embedded specimens, and analyzed 
DNA hiscograms from breasc and prosraric carcinomas. Me
dian SPF's corrccrcd for nuclear slicing were lower chan un
correcccd ones in both breast cancer (7.6% vs. 5.7%) and 
proscace cancer (6.7% vs. 4.2%) . Corrected SPF levels re
sulced in a more significant survival difference between 
breast cancer paciencs wich values above and below che me
dian (p = 0.0014 vs. p = 0.014) and in a higher relacive risk 
of death (4.5 vs. 3.1). The same was crue for prostate cancer 
survival (p less than 0.000 l vs. p = 0.002) and relative risk of 
deach (5 .3 vs. 3.1). Also see pp. 25-6. 

The rwo programs most widely used for DNA histogram 
analysis are Bruce Bagwell's ModFit™ (Veriry Software 
House) and Pecer Rabinovirch's Multicyclc™ (Phoenix 
Flow Systems); boch use modeling to minimize effects of 
clumps and debris . An example of the application of Mod Fie 
co deconvolurion of a DNA histogram wich DNA diploid 
and DNA aneuploid componencs is illusrraced in Figure 1-
10 (p. 25); che use of che same program, in a modified form, 
in srudies wich cracking dyes is shown in Figures 7-23 and 7-
24 (pp. 372-3). 

If you are hoping to get good data from a deconvolution 
program, you' ll need a lor of cells in che sample''"0 , perhaps 
as many as 200 cells per channel in S-phase (p. 240). That 
can mean 50,000 or more cells overall, even if you work 
wich a 256-channcl DNA hiscograrn . 

Clinical Application of DNA Content Analysis 

As was noced on pp. 25-26, che quality of analysis of 
both ploidy and S-phase fraction has an impacc on rhe prog
nostic relevance, or lack thereof, of rhc rcsulrant daca. 

le has been reporced" 6 thac gating on forward and or
thogonal scatter may be useful in locating DNA aneuploid 
nuclei , since these parameters may differentiate rumor and 
srromal cell nuclei . le is also possible to srain rumor cell 
populacions wirh fluorescenc antibodies, e.g., anci
cycokeracin, which define rumor or stromal cell populations, 
and co use fluorescence gacing''' ·'·• co select che tumor cells 

for analysis. This facilitates decection of small subpopula
tions of DNA aneuploid nuclei in specimens. 

In rhe mid-l 980's, when it looked as if flow cytomecry 
was going co go bounding inco che clinical laboracory 
whether the clinical laboracory was ready for ic or noc, che 
Nacional Cancer lnscicute sec up a nacionwi<le network of 
five institutions, all wich considerable experience in che field 
(Memorial Sloan-Keccering Cancer Cencer, New York, NY, 
Momefiore Medical Cemer, New York, NY, Rush
Presbyterian-Sc. Luke's Medical Center, Chicago, IL, che 
Universiry of California at Davis, Davis, CA, and the Uni
versity of Rochescer, Rochcsrcr, NY), co do cooperative scud
ies on flow cytomecry of bladder cancer. The good news is 
that these five inscimtions, which used different stains, 
hardware, and software, were able to obtain comparable re
sults in analysis of deparaffini7.ed sections from cases of hu
man cransirional cell carcinoma of che bladdel" ~. The noc
so-good news, or perhaps I should call ir che sobering facr, is 
char it was much harder to get less of a consensus from 
analyses of specimens thac were nor previously in paraffin, 
even with all of chac expercise being brought to bear on che 
problem. Preparation and preservation of samples to the 
point ac which chey can be sent around the country and 
produce reliable resulcs was nor chen a fait accompli, which 

shouldn'c have surprised me. 
In October, 1992, a DNA Cytomecry Consensus Con

ference'"', bringing togecher 32 experrs in rhe field from 
Europe and Norch America, was held under che auspices of 
the lncernacional Sociery of Analytical Cytology. Guide
lines17«> for implementation of clinical DNA cycomerry, borh 
flow and image, and consensus reviews of rhe role of DNA 
cytometry in bladder174 ' , breasc'''8 , colorectal ' 1'~. and pros
cate ''1 ' cancer and in neoplasric hemaroparhology'"" were 
developed and published in Cytometry (Volume 14, Number 
5) in 1993. 

The Conference echoed che recommendacions of rhe So
ciety for Analycical Cytology's Commicree on DNA No
mcnclature' 41, made in 1984, char che cerms DNA diploid 
and DNA ancuploid be used to describe cel ls containing 
apparencly normal and apparently abnormal amounts of 
DNA unless actual ploidy is escablished by cytogcncric stud
ies, and char rhe degree of DNA concenc abnormaliry he 
given by the DNA index (D. I.) , which is the ratio of G.JG, 
peak locations of che sample (cumor) cells and normal or 
reference cells. In order for a sample to be classified as DNA 
aneuploid, two discinct G 0/G, peaks muse be present in che 
histogram. 

le was scressed chac che normal cell or scromal compo
nent present in tumor samples best represents DNA dip
loidy, and cherefore provides che best scandard. This is an 
imporcanc poinc because, while DNA content in normal 
cells from any given individual is quire uniform, sufficient 
polymorphism exists in the human race as a whole co ac
count for a range of variacion of abouc 7% in DNA concenr 
in DNA diploid cells (G. van den Engh, personal communi
cation). 



Ir was also recommended char derails of the methods 
used to isolate and prepare cells and to analyze histograms be 
provided in publications dealing with DNA content analysis, 
and that mean CV's and ranges for both DNA diploid and 
DNA aneuploid populations be included. Samples from 
solid tumors should, in generaJ, contain at least 20% tumor 
cells, and, particularly if SPF is co be determined, a mini
mum of 10,000 evenrs should be analyzed. When S-phase 
populations of DNA diploid and DNA aneuploid cells over
lap, a weighted average of rhe rwo SPF's should be reported; 
however, it has not been determined whether this practice 
yield prognostic information as good as or better than is 
obtained when all S-phase is attributed to the tumor cells. 

Ir was further recommended char each laboratory should 
define its own ranges of DNA diploidy and aneuploidy, and 
of high, intermediate, and low SPF, for each tumor cype, 
and thac studies of outcomes be based on analyses of three or 
more groups (e.g., high, imermediate, and low SPF) rather 
than on analysis of paciencs falling above and below the me
dian. 

The consensus review on bladder cancer"" recom
mended analysis of both biopsy and bladder irrigation sam
ples ar diagnosis and of irrigation samples at follow-up; ir 
was felt chat flow cyrometry should not be used either for 
bladder cancer screening or for work-up of microscopic he
maturia. 

According to the breast cancer consensus review'"", while 
operable lesions with a D. I. of 1.0 have a favorable progno
sis compared co DNA aneuploid tumors, DNA index does 
not achieve independent prognostic sign ificance because it is 
strongly correlated with more powerful prognostic indica
tors. SPF, while strongly associated with rumor grade, retains 
independent predictive power (but see pp. 25-6). It was rec
ommended char fresh frozen samples containing a substan
tial proportion of malignant cells be used for analysis. 

The colorectal cancer consensus review" 4" concluded chat 
prognosric significance of DNA aneuploidy has not been 
established, although there is scrong evidence for it in Dukes' 
stage B and C lesions. SPF appears to be a more powerful 
prognostic factor. 

According to the consensus review "~', neither DNA ane
uploidy nor SPF has been established as predictive in pros
tate cancer; few studies have been done on che latter, while 
studies on the former have yielded conflicting results. 

In hematologic neoplasms1710 , DNA aneuploidy is associ
ated with favorable outcomes in acute lymphocytic leukemia 
(ALL) in children, but not in adults; there is no prognostic 
value for ploidy analyses in acute myelocytic leukemia 
(AML) or non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL), but SPF is 
prognostically significant in NHL 

The potential for clinical application of cyrometry, 
whether flow or image, in cancer depends on rhe prevalence 
of the disease. According co the l 993 prediction of Ameri
can Cancer Sociecy17

", there would be 1,208,000 new cancer 
cases in the U.S. in l 994; of chese, 51,200 would represent 
bladder cancer, 183,000, breast cancer, 149,000, colorectal 
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cancer, and 200,000, prostate cancer. Among the 94,200 
hematologic neoplasms, there would be 45.000 cases of 
NHL, 12,500 of lymphocyric leukemia, and 11,400 of 
granulocytic leukemia, with che leukemia statistics represent
ing both acute and chronic forms of the disease. 

DNA Content Alternatives: Static Photometry 
and Scanning Laser Cytometry 

Static photometry and image analysis can produce 
DNA content discributions from Feulgen-staincd cells wirh 
precision almost comparable to that obtained from flow 
cytometry, at least when clinical specimens containing iso
lated nuclei are being analyzed. In theory, one can use image 
analysis co do DNA conrent determinations on nuclei in 
tissue, but the sofrware remains a problem. While static 
methods are slower chan flow cytomecry, you do get co keep 
the cells on the slide, and to decide which are likely to be 
representative of tumor cells and stromal elements, and you 
don't need chat many cells in a sample, which is advanta
geous when you are trying co do ploidy or SPF determina
tions on needle biopsy specimens. 

The relatively new technique of scanning laser cytomc
try offers many of the advantages of both flow cyrometry 
and image analysis. CompuCyte's Laser Scanning Cycome
cer (LSC™) 2t>< 1"'9 .. 1.29 '" analyzes cells on a slide or ocher solid 
substrate, and produces low-resolution image data from 
which whole-cell measurements of DNA content, im
munofluorescence, etc. can be derived. The LSC measures 
forward scatter and fluorescence in four or more spectral 
ranges using a 488 nm laser as its primary light source; most 
units also have a red laser and a violet diode laser is also of
fered as an option. The LSC is built around an uprighc mi
croscope; the newer iCyte™, built around an inverted mi
croscope, offers some additional features and the capabi lity 
for analysis of specimens in microtirer plates and culture 
dishes. Boch inscruments are substantially faster than the 
older image analysis systems, making it feasible to analyie as 
many as a few thousand cells in a clinical sample. Although 
CVs obtained using the LSC in DNA analysis are typically 
higher than those obtained by flow cytometry, several re
ports have found the LSC and flow cyrometry equally effec
rive for ploidy and SPF measurement in solid tumors29 " ·" . 

Other applications of scanning laser cyrometry in general 
and of the LSC in particular will be discussed elsewhere in 
this chapter. 

The Mummy's GC/ AT: DNA Content Analysis 
in Anthropology and Forensic Science 

Cook1113 reporred the ability to detect intact nuclei in 
DAPI-scained cortical bone samples removed from individu
als buried in Egypt approximately 2,000 years ago. When 
inract cells are found in a sample, it increases the likelihood 
that further investigations, such as extraction, amplification, 
and sequencing can be done successfully. Although rhe poinr 
was noc specifically discussed, it seems likely that sorting 
intact nuclei from a sample concaining large amounts of 
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debris would yield a better starting preparation for further 
analysis. 

This technique may be applicable co fresher material for 
forensic purposes as well, even if ir won'r quire get us to 
Jura~sic Park. Schoell cc al ""'' presented experimental evi
dence that flow sorting could be used ro isolate sperm from 
vaginal samples taken from sexual assault victims for subse
quent PCR amplification and idenrificarion; rhere are two 
major problems with this work. First, while cycometry allows 
rhe identification of sperm on the basis of haploid DNA 
content and ocher characteristics, flow sorting is not well 
suited to work with very small numbers of cells; a slide-based 
technique such as micromanipulation2921 (relatively low
cech) or laser capture microdisscction'9" · ·11 (relatively high
rech) would be preferable, assuming rhe authorities have the 
budget. Second, the aurhors appear to have published the 
same paper cw1ce. 

Cinam' and Di Nunno" ·" ·'· and cheir colleagues report 
char rhe degree of degradarion of DNA in various tissues, as 
determined by flow cytomerry, can provide a precise esti
mate of time of death; they recommend a needle biopsy of 
the liver a~ a source of cells. Maybe I should follow in my 
father 's foomeps and sec up a forensic cytomerry lab. 

Half a Genome is Better than None: 
Sperm Sorting 

Brave New World aside, rhe separauon of X- and Y
chromosome-bearing sperm is of great practical and eco
nomic importance for breeders of domestic animals'' ". The 
obvious way in which to do chis depends upon the demon
stration of differences in DNA content between the two 
kinds of sperm . However, ir is probably fair co say chat ear
lier flow cytomerric studies of sperm DNA ""·'".>aH revealed as 

many instrumental differences between flow cyrometers as 
DNA content differences in sperm. 

The DNA in sperm heads is in a highly condensed scare, 
and rhere are a variery of shapes of sperm heads, many of 
chem asymmetric, in sperm from different animal species. 
This asymmcrry causes artifacts in DNA conrenc measure
ments in some flow cycomecers in which sperm passing 
through rhc instrument in different orientations are un
evenly illuminated or in which collection of fluorescence is 

b d b d·cc · · . 1n SI ' . ~a 2.rn 1 perrur e y merences in orientation . It-scanning , 
and fluidics char align cells passing through the apparatus"', 
have been used co improve measurement qualiry; MetC7.eau 
er al' "'·- used a combination of axial extinction and forward 
s<.:arrer meamrcmcnrs co derecr orientarion, essenrially com
pensating che DNA measurement. As Figure 7- l l (p. 311) 
dramatically illusrrares, it is possible to build a flow cytome· 
ter optical sysrem char can almost complerely distinguish X
and Y-chromosomc-bcaring sperm, although whether such 
resolution can be achieved wich preservation of viability re
mains in quesrion. 

le is now possible to discriminate and sort X- and Y
spcrm from domestic animals1" '· 1'' 6" · '" and men 11" ·'321 ·-' by flow 
cytomerry. There was some question as to whether sperm 

stained wirh Hoechst 33342 for viable cell somng DNA 
fluorochromes were desirable for use in insemination; Lib
bus ct al '"' noted an increased frequency of chromosome 
aberrations when sperm which had been stained and sorted 
were microinjecced into hamster eggs, bur Morrell and 
Dresser10"0 did not find abnormalities in the offspring of 
rabbits fertilized with sperm which had been stained wirh 
che Hoechst dye, whether or not the sperm had been sorred. 
There have been live births in animals following fcrrilizarion 

. h d 10' -'·19n J h Fl k d H k11 11 wit sorte sperm ; o nson, oo an aw re-
ported 94% female offspring in rabbits using X-enriched 
sperm and 81 % male offspring using Y-enriched sperm. 

Larry Johnson, of the U.S. Department of Agriculrure, is 
the undisputed world leader in sperm sorring; afrer doing 
extensive work with sperm from domestic animals, he and 
his collaborators ac the Generics and IVF Insrute (Fairfax, 
VA) 10n sorted human sperm, achieving 75% puriry of Y
spcrm and 82% purity of X-sperm, and suggested char sorc
ing might be a useful way of dealing wirh X-linked diseases 
in man. A report of this work inspired one of che science 
writers at The Boston Globe to produce a column suggesting 
chat we might eventually be able co use gene probes to prese
lect "nice" offspring; [ expecc Larry got a good laugh our of 
the copy I sent him. Then he and his colleagues went back 
to work, and in 1998 they reported deliveries of normal ba· 
bies after insemination or in vitro ferrilizarion wich X
enriched sorted sperm. Offspring were of che desired female 
gender in 92.9% of rhe pregnancies'9P ·•. 

I heard a rumor when I was wriring che lase edicion rhac 
some success in isolation of X- and Y-sperm had been 
achieved using monoclonal antibodies raised by immuniza
tion of mice wich sperm separated based upon DNA con
tent, buc [ chink I got a bum steer, which is jusr whac cattle 
breeders are crying co avoid by separating sperm. Acrually, 
one antibody char was thought to be preferentially expressed 
on Y-sperm has turned our not to be19' "n'1 • An arrcmpt co 

separate X- and Y-sperm on a Percoll gradient also didn ' c 
work 1?81 • 

Van Munster and colleagues'1< 1·' found char sperm vol
ume, measured by incerferomctric flow cytomecry, was pro
portional co DNA content, and succeeded in obtaining frac
tions of bull semen enriched for X- and Y-spcrm by sorting. 
This will undoubtedly srimulace somebody co build a sperm 
sorter incorporating a Coulter volume measurement; if ic 
works a~ well as rhe current hardware and eliminates the 
need for Hoechst 33342 staining, chc rechnology is likely co 
be widely used co assist both human and animal reproduc 
uon. 

XY, Inc., established in 1996 as a jojnt venture berwecn 
Cytomarion (now DakoCycomacion) and Colorado Stare 
Universiry, runs several facilities for sorting animal sperm. 
They have licensed che parents based on Larry Johnson's 
work. Figure l 0-3, on the nexr page, illuscrares rhe proce
dure used at X-Y for separation of X- and Y-spcrm from bull 
semen. The apparatus is a modified MoFlo cell sorrer; a bev
eled injector needle is used to orient sperm, and Hoechst 
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Figure 10-3. Separation of X- and Y· bull sperm based on forward and orthogonal scatter and forward and 
orrhogonal Hoechst 33342 fluorescence measurements. Courcesy of Mike Evans, XY, Inc. 

33342 fluorescence is measured in rhe forward direcrion as 
well as rhrough conventional orrhogonal collection optics. 
Properly orienred sperm are gated based on measurements of 
forward and side scatter and fluorescence; sort gates are sec as 
shown on a magnified display of forward fluorescence peak 
vs. integral values. 

The Widening G0 /G1 re Detecting Mutation 

The very firsr issue of Cytometry Quly 1980) conrained a 
paper by Ono and Oldiges'~' on flow cytomerric detecrion 
of chromosomal aberrations (clasrogenic effecrs) induced in 
culcured cells by mutagens and x-rays. The authors used a 
high-resolution arc-source flow cyromerer to analyze isolated 
chromosomes and cell nuclei srained with DAPI. The detcc
rion of clastogenic effects is a mainstay of toxicologic studies, 
and, uncil Ono and Oldiges proposed a flow cyrometric 
method, required examinarion of mecaphase chromosomes 
on slides. Their inirial experiments correlared clasrogenic 
effects wirh increases in the CV of peaks representing the 
largest chromosome. They rhen reasoned chat, because cell 
division in cells containing chromosomal aberrations results 
in unequal distribution of DNA berween daughter cells (i.e., 
mere aneuploidy is loosed upon the world), it should be 
possible to derect clascogcnic effects by measuring DNA 
conrenc distributions of whole nuclei and derermining 
whecher che CV of the G0 IG, peak was greater in cells ex
posed co clascogenic agents rhan in conrrols. The whole cell 
merhod has two obvious advanrages; ic eliminares che need 
ro synchronize cells in mitosis ro obtain chromosomes for 

analysis, and, because nuclei conrain substanrially more 
DNA than do chromosomes, it decreases the contribution of 
phocoelectron sratisrics co measuremenc variance. 

As Otto and Oldiges put it, "This effect is assumed to be 
measurable, using high resolurion flow cyrometry .. . " The 
DNA content discriburions measured from rheir conrrol cells 
had CVs of 1.2 and 2.0 percent, making it relatively easy co 
derect small, dose-dependent increases in cells exposed co 
clascogenic agents. It can safely be assumed char rhe merhod 
has been used by others who, for various reasons, have nor 
obtained equivalent measurement precision. It is therefore 
logical ro ask whether rhere is a reliable statisrical procedure 
for analysis of CV data obrained from clascogeniciry experi
ments. Misra and Easron~912 have developed one char rhey 
claim is more robust than some that have been used previ 
ously; ir's worrh looking into if you work in chis area. 

Detecting DNA Synthesis: Cell Kinetics 

Kinetics Before Flow Cytometry: Mitotic Indices, 
Doubling Times, and Radiolabel Studies 

In order co precisely define rhe kinetics of a cell popula
tion (an excellenr discussion of cell kinetics and rhe relevant 
radioisotope methodology can be found in Sted's book182) , 

you really need ro know borh che cells' DNA content, and 
rheir DNA synthesis rate. I have given a lirrle bic of rhe 
hisrory of cell kinecic srudies on pp. 85-6. Before 1950, it 
wasn 'r easy ro measure either DNA content or synrheric rare, 
so the licerarure on kinerics was resrricced to analysis of mi-
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totic indices and doubling times. The mitotic index is 
obrained "simply" by counring the fraction of micotic cells 
in the population, which isn' t always as easy as it sounds. 
Under the best of circumstances, it isn't always easy ro iden
tify cells in early prophase and late relophase; in mixed cell 
populations, e.g., in bone marrow or tissues. you can'r al
ways be sure which of the cells you're looking ar belong to 
the subpopularion of inreresr. Also, as I found our many 
years ago, unless you analyze, fix, or refrigerate samples 
within minutes after they are taken, you may get erroneously 
low mitoric indices; at least some mirotic cells in excised 
tissue at room temperature will proceed happily through 
mirosis. Finally, if the mirocic index is low, you have co 
counr a lot of cells ro gee a precise value. Cyrometry can help 
with chat; see pp. 277, 320 and 462. 

Doubling times for nonmorile cells can be determined 
unequivocally using the venerable method of time-lapse 
phorography'''43 ... , which allows an observer to monitor the 
developmenr of clones from single cells. These days, it makes 
more sense ro use a more sophisticated technique such as 
laser scanning cytomctry, which allows mulripararneter 
measurements to be done on each cell in a clone" ' ). Dou
bling rimes for cells in suspension can be estimated fairly 
reliably from visual or instrumental cell counts done at in
tervals. However, when we get back ro the real world, we 
can't derive equally trustworthy information from such data 
as tumor volume measurements, because cell loss is at least 
as important as the kinetics of reproductively competent 
cells in determining rumor growth races. Cell loss should be 
detectable in rime-lapse studies of individual cells and rheir 
progeny, but may or may not be detectable in cell suspen
sions. 

The introduction of rritiared thymidine CH-TdR) as a 
tracer in rhe lace l 950 's made it possible to estirnare DNA 
synthesis rares in popularions by bulk measurements of up
take. done in scintillation counters, and to determine hete
rogeneity in labeling patterns by autoradiography. Several 
assumptions underlie the use of 'H-TdR for the study of 
DNA synthesis patterns in cell populations. It is assumed 
char rhe 3H-T dR is eicher incorporaced into DNA by cells or 
lost, i.e., that the cricium label is nor transferred co cellular 
consriruenrs ocher than DNA as a result of chymidine ca
cabolism. Ir is also assumed rhar cells do not have large en
dogc:nous rhymidine pools, and wi ll thus incorporate exoge
nous 'H-T dR into DNA if the labeled material is present 
during rhe period of DNA synrhesis. This issue can be 
forced to some extent by adding a substance such as 5-
fluorouracil during che period of JH-T dR exposure. It is 
assumed that che administered label is equally accessible to 

all cells in the population under srudy. Finally, it is assumed 
that the tritium label is nor administering a heavy enough 
dose of radiation therapy to the cells to perturb their DNA 
synthesis. These same assumptions must be made when an
other labeled nucleotide, e.g., bromodeoxyuridine (BrUdR, 
BrdU, BrdUrd, ere.), is used in place of as 3H-T dR as a 
DNA label , and it can sometimes be shown rhar one or more 

assumptions are invalid , depending upon the cell system 
chosen, the dose of tracer used, etc. 

When incubated with 'H-TdR, either for a brief period 
(a pulse of 5-60 minutes ' duration) or for a longer time, 
cells synthesi7.ing DNA, i.e., those in the S phase of the cell 
cycle, incorporate the tracer. The labeling index (LI.), i.e .. 
the fraction of cells incorporating enough .1H-T dR during 
incubation ro produce exposed grains in an overlying 
aucoradiographic emulsion, provides information about 
DNA synthesis patterns in a cell population. After pulse 
labeling, the LI. should represent the percencage of cells in S 

phase; if there are no quiescent cells in rhe population, rhe 
L.I. should approach 100 percenr as the labeling cime in
creases. 

Analysis of a cohort of cells labeled at a specific point in 
the cycle should provide an estimate of che average genera
tion or cell cycle time, provided chis does noc exhibit ue
mendous cell-to-cell variance. The most common technique 
for deriving such information follows che percentage of 
labeled mitoses (PLM) over time following pulse labeling. 
The resulting PLM curve is a periodic funccion, wich the 
time interval between the first and second relative maxima 
representing che generation cime. 

While some attempts were made to mechanize auco
radiographic grain counting, the vast majority of studies 
involving quantiracive autoradiography were done by human 
observers counting grains under transmitted lighc micro
scopes. This process was tedious, but the manpower and the 
microscopes were readily available at the rime, whereas 
measurements of DNA conrenr by Feulgen staining or UV 
absorption would have required microspectrophotometers, 
which were hard to come by. The few studies chat combined 
Feulgen DNA content measurements and auroradiography 
took months to do . 

Labeling Index versus DNA Content 

Since the early 1970's, flow cycometers have provided us 
with cheap and plenriful DNA conrenr analyses, while 
auroradiography has not gotten appreciably easier, despite 
che introduction of high specific activity cririared chymidine 
and of ocher technical reflnemenrs char shorten exposure 
rime from months to hours. As might be expected, chis has 
led many people to employ flow cytommy almost ro the 
exclusion of auroradiography in studies of cell kinetics. The 
distribution of DNA content in cell populations, like the 
labeling index, provides an escimare of the fraction of cells in 
S phase; in this case, the estimate is obtained from the frac 
tion of cells with a measured DNA content berween that of 
rhe G/G, (diploid or 2C) and G, + M (tmaploid or 4C) 
values (for the population in question; in tumor cells, che 2C 
value frequently differs from the 2C value for normal cells of 
the host) . 

Several circumstances can produce discordance between 
the S phase fractions estimated from labeling indices and 
from DNA contenr measurements. ln principle, DNA repair 
on a massive scale might produce labeling indices higher 



rhan rhe fraction of cells with S phase DNA concem, bur rhe 
discrepancy, when one exists, is usually in rhe ocher direc
tion . An "50" population of cells, which have stopped syn
thesizing DNA in che middle of S phase, will be characcer
ized as in S phase by cheir DNA concenc bur will nor label 
with }H-TdR; che fraction of cells in S phase will rherefore 
be higher than rhe labeling index. 

The same result will occur if che cells being scudied cara
bolize chymidine. Squirrel cells do chis"11 ·l; when looking ar 
cell kinecics in hibernating ground squirrelsu', I found no 
labeling wirh rhymidine in marrow cells from hibernating 
animals - and none in cells from animals char weren't hiber
nacing, either. Using tritiared deoxycycidine, which squirrels 
don'r catabolize, as a rracer, ir was possible to demonstrate a 
greater ch an 10-fold decrease in DNA labeling during hiber
nation, although DNA histograms from hibernating and 
alerc animals showed che same percentages of cells in S 
phase. This certainly convinced me chat critical studies of 
cell kinerics require measuremenc of both DNA content and 
labeling; bur it's easy to say things like that when you're not 
stuck with doing all the work. 

Llrly Flow Cytometric Approaches to Labeling 
Using BrUdR and 3H-T dR 

A strategy proposed by LattB6·8·1•,·• (also see p. 308) was 
based on the observation char the fluorescence of dyes such 
as Hoechst 33258 and 33342 was partially quenched when 
chc dyes bound to regions of DNA in which bromodcoxyu
ridinc (BrUdR) was incorporated in place of thymidine. 
Lace, George and Gray>•• showed chat Hoechst dye fluores
cence in cells grown in che presence of BrUdR was decreased 
relative to the fluorescence of cells grown without BrUdR. 
Under these circumstances, however, Hoechst dyes can pro
vide information about DNA content or information about 
BrUdR incorporation, bur not both. 

Other techniques for estimation of DNA synthesis races 
based upon BrUdR effects on the fluorescence of a DNA 
fluorochrome were described by SwarczendruberJ•~ and by 
Darzynkiewicz et al396 • Swartzendruber found char mithra
mycin fluorescence was enhanced in cells exposed to BrUdR, 
while Darzynkiewicz et al reported char the green DNA
specific fluorescence of AO was decreased approximately 
40% in stimulated lymphocytes grown for a generation time 
in the presence of BrUdR. Maddox, Johnson, and 
Keating'•)• reported in 1989 chat AO quenching could be 
used in a relatively routine fashion for detection of BrUdR 
incorporation in normal and leukemic marrow cells. 

Gray er al'" combined flow cyrometry and isotope tech
niques co devise a rapid method analogous to the classical 
radioisotope technique of determining the fraction of la
beled mitoses in a cell sample. Cells pulse labeled with triri
ated thymidine (or another radioactive DNA precursor are 
harvested ac different times and stained with a DNA fluoro
chrome, after which cells within a narrow window in mid-S 
phase (defined as "S;") are sorted and rhe radioacciviry per 
cell (RCS) determined by scincillarion counting. The dura-
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tion of S phase and of the coral cell cycle are derermined 
from flucruarions in RCS; values with rime. 

Detection of Incorporated BrUdR with Hoechst 
Dyes and Propidium Iodide 

Bohmer and Ellwartm-• and Noguchi et al"'" independ
ently described essentially identical methods chat esrimaced 
both BrUdR incorporation and coral DNA content by com
bining ethidium or propidium with the Hoechst dyes for 
nuclear staining. Boch dyes are excired by UV light; how
ever, since Hoechst dye fluorescence is quenched by BrUdR 
and erhidium and propidium fluorescence are not, cells chat 
have labeled will have relatively lower Hoechst dye fluores
cence than unlabeled cells. By analysis of the Hoechst dye 
fluorescence distribution of cells with propidium fluores
cence values corresponding to a window in S phase, it is 
possible to gee the same informarion as would be obtained 
from cell sorting and scinrillarion counting in the RCS. 
mechod387, with less expenditure of time and effort. 

Proponents of che method'"sH reported that flow cy
tometric analysis of BrUdR-quenched 33258 Hoechst fluo
rescence could be used to measure the G,, S, and G~ + M 
phases in each of three successive cell cycles after mirogen 
stimulation of peripheral blood lymphocytes. The daca allow 
assessment of growth fraction, lag-rime, compartment exit 
rare, compartment duration, and compartment arrest. Asyn
chronous cell populations can be analyzed as wdl"'s', and 
low-power He-Cd lasers are usable as UV excitation 

1658-9 sources 

Detection of BrUdR Incorporation with 
Anti-BrUdR Antibodies 

Granner et alm" proposed rhe use of fluorescent anti
bodies co detect BrUdR incorporation in che mid 1970's, at 
which rime problems in che developmcnc and standardiza
tion of antisera limited application of the technique. Im
proved antiseram and, later, development of a monoclonal 
antibody co BrUdRm (available from B-D) increased sensi
tivity and specificity sufficiently to make immunofluores
cence a practical and widely used method for estimation of 
DNA synthesis from BrUdR incorporation; it is possible co 
detect a much smaller amount of BrUdR with antibody than 
could reliably be detected by the quenching technique de
scribed above. The entire November 1985 issue of Cytometry 
was devoted to che development and use of monoclonal anci
bodies against BrUdR; chis has also appeared in book formH• 
and is an essential reference on the technique. 

If you can use rhe anti-BrUdR antibody method, you 
can probably distinguish cells in early S phase from chose in 
G, and cells in late S phase from those in G 2 well enough so 
you won't need to do elaborate mathematical analyses to 
deconvolure DNA histograms. The flow cyromecric aspects 
of rhe procedure are straightforward, since the reagents used, 
normally propidium iodide and fluorescein-labeled antibod
ies, can be exciced by a single blue-green beam, making the 
technique usable on most instruments. 
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Whechcr or noc you can readily apply che anti-BrUdR 
immunofluorescence technique co the cell cype(s) you want 
co study is another matter. The sample preparation method
ology described by Dolbeare et al"w 1 is technically demand
ing, must be optimized for individual cell rypes, and works 
well with some cell types and nae with otners. Thus, al
though measurements of labeling indices may provide im
portant information relevant co che prognosis and/or treat
ment of rumors, chc immunofluorescencc:: method for mak
ing such measurements, ac its present stare of devc::lopmenc, 
is nor read ily adaptable to routine clinical use. 

Difficulties in cell preparacion arise because the "anci
BrUdR" antibody reacts only with BrUdR in single-stranded 
DNA; rhcrefore, before che antibody can be used, nuclear 
DNA must be denatured in situ by creatment with acid 
and/or by hearing" "·' . In some cases, it is essentially impossi
ble co get enough denaturation to bind ancibody while leav
ing enough DNA co srain; anti-BrUdR antibodies cannot be 
used, for example, co analyze DNA synthesis in bacteria. A 
high-affinity monoclonal antibody co iododeoxyuridine in 
DNA has also been made' 3''; chis can offc::r increased scnsiciv
icy compared co anci-BrUdR antibodies, bur srill requires 
DNA denaruracion before ic can be used. According co Hoy, 
Seamer, and Schimke'=, chc cell densiry, volume of solution 
used, and pH ac which denacurarion is carried out are all 
critical. Larsen er al""; reported chat DNA analysis was bet
ter, and chat there was less cell aggregation and cell loss, 
when che wash steps were omirccd following immunofluo
rescent staining. Scill and all, ic's nor easy. 

When technical considerations do permit its application, 
che anti-BrUdR antibody technique can be used wirh pulse 
and continuous labeling co esrimace all cell cycle parameters 
char could be estimated from 'H-TdR incorporacion" 0·1• 

Bakkc::r ec al 1""1·-' excended rhc methodology co permic dou
ble-labeling expc::riments ro be done wich chloro- and iodo
deoxyuridine and rwo different antibodies; Toba, Winton, 
and Bray"'"' reported rhac BrUdR incorporation and pheno
rypc:: could be measured simultaneously, using fluorescein
and phycoerychrin-labeled antibod ies, respectively, if 7-AAD 
inscead of propidiurn were used co srain DNA. White and 
his colleagues"'"·"'"; and ochers (see p. 247 and references 
2492-6) have developed models for bivariace analysis of 
BrUdR incorporarion dara. 

Cycochemical Detection of BrUdR Incorporation 
Using Difference and Ratio Signals 

Crissman and Steinkamp'" · described a rapid cytocherni
cal method for derecring BrUdR thac does not use antibod
ies and docs not require DNA denaruration; however, it calls 
for fancier hardware, once:: again dashing our hopes for a free 
lunch. 

The quenching of Hoechst dye fluorescence by BrUdR 
sc::rves a.s rhe basis for the new technique, as ir does for rhe 
Hoechst/PI method described previously. In chis instance, 
following culture in the presence of BrUdR, cells are fixed 
(in cold echanol) and srained simulrancously for l hour with 

0.5 µg/ml Hoechst 33342 and 5 µg/ml mithramycin in rhe 
presence of 5 mM MgCl~. They arc rhen analfLed in a dual
beam flow cycometer, using UV lighc to excire Hoechst dye 
fluorescence and violet or blue-violet light ro c::xcite mithra
mycin fluorescence. 

In Crissman and Sreinkamp's method, michramycin 
fluorescence intensity indicates DNA content, while rhe 
difference signal, i.e., mithramycin fluorescence minus 
Hoechst fluorescence, provides a measure of the amount of 
BrUdR incorporated. The electronic subrracrion magnifies 
the differences berween fluorescence from the quenched and 
unquenched DNA fluorochromes; however, che resulrs arc 
probably cleaner than might be obtained by using a d iffer
ence signaJ berween Hoechst dye and propidium and 
erhidium fluorescence. This is so because ethidium and 
propidium themselves substantially quench Hoechst dye 
fluorescence, decreasing its intensity considerably and gener
ally leading co lower measurement precision; mirhramycin 
does noc quench Hoechst <lye fluorescence ro nearly the 
same extent. The ratio of mirhramycin fluorescence to 

Hoechst dye fluorescence may also be used to provide the 
measure of BrUdR incorporation. While Crissman and 
Steinkamp developed this technique wirh Los Alamos' mul
ribeam flow cytomerer, using very large argon and krypton 
ion lasers for excirarion, ir is perfectly feasibl e ro measure 
rhe relatively bright fluorescence from Hoechst 33342 and 
mithramycin-srained cells in instruments using more modest 
lighr sources, e.g., a Cycomurr equipped wirh an air-cooled 
He-Cd laser emicring 325 nm and 44 1 nm simultaneously 
(I've cried this dye combination and light source with excel
lent resulrs) or a mulcibeam (365 and 436 nm) Hg arc lamp 

88.8<!.4 
system 

Breaking Up Is Easy To Do: SBIP, a Simpler Way 
to Detect BrUdR Incorporation into DNA 

A 1994 publication by Li ec al 161" from Darzynkiewicz's 
lab described a greatly simplified mcrhod for dereccion of 
BrUdR incorporarion. BrUdR acrs as a phorosensicizer for 
DNA; UV illumination of DNA containing rhe label leads 
co scrand breaks at the sites of incorporacion . After exposure 
to BrUdR, cell suspensions in Petri dishes are illuminaced 
for 5 min wirh 300 nm light by placing chem atop an ana
lytical DNA rransilluminaror. The DNA srrand breaks in
duced by illuminacion are rhen labeled by incorporation of 
digoxigenin- or biorin-labeled dUTP, with rerminal dc
oxynucleoridyl rransferase (TdT) added co cacalyze the reac
cion. The labeled dUTP can then be decected using fluo
resceinared anci-digoxigenin antibodies or fluorescein
scrapcavidin. Resulcs obtainc::d using the newer SBIP (Strand 
Breaks Induced by Photolysis) method and the standard 
cechnique employing ami-BrUdR antibodies are compared 
in Figure l 0-4, on chc nexc page. 

The major advantage of the SBIP mechod is chac ii docs 
nor require DNA denaturarion; this allows phycoeryrhrin 
ancibodies co be used co detect cell surface or intracellular 
ancigens, which might be descroyed during denaruracion. 
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Figure 10-4. Detection of BrUdR incorporation using anti-BrUdR antibody (A and B) and the SBIP method (dUTP 
labeling of srrand breaks induced by photolysis) {C and 0) in Hl-60 cells grown in the presence {B and DJ and 
absence (A and C) of 50 µM BrUdR for I h. The x-axis shows DNA conrent, indicated by propidium fluorescence, 
on a linear scale; the y-axis shows BrUdR content, indicated by fluorescein fluorescence, on a logarithmic scale. 
The figure, reproduced with permission, is from X Li et al, Intl J Oncology 4:1157-61, 1994'"', and was provided by 
Zbigniew Darzynkiewia (New York Medical C.ollege}. 

Unlike the Hoechsc/PI and Hoechsc/michramycin tech
niques, the SBIP method requires only 488 nm illumina
tion. The method can also be adapted ro distinguish be
tween strand breaks due to apoprosis and to BrUdR, permit
ting simultaneous analysis of apopcosis and DNA synrhe
sis10'•. Further refinements of che SBIP rechnique were in
rroduced in 1995. Ir was nored2946 chat prior incubation wich 
Hoechst 33258 increased the number of strand breaks pro
duced during a given period of UV illumination; it was also 
possible ro incorporate BODIPY- or fluorescein-labeled 
dUTP rather chan digoxigenin- or biotin-labeled dUTP at 
srrand breaks, eliminating the need for the addition of fluo
rescenrly tagged ami-digoxigenin ancibody or strepravidin to 
produce detectable labeling. However, in another paper pub
lished rhe same year294'. rhe authors reported chat BrdUTP, 
which is much less expensive than dUTP labeled with bio
tin, digoxigenin, BODIPY, or fluorescein, was efficiencly 
incorporated at scrand break sites and was readily detected 
by fluoresceinated anti-BrUdR antibodies, producing signals 
severalfold brighter than those obtained using directly or 
indirectly tagged nucleotides. 

The application of the SBIP mechod co cells labeled with 
a tracking dye such as CFSE (see pp. 372-4) should allow 
derivation of cell cycle phase information in five or more 
successive generations of cells, surpassing the capacities of 
rhe Hoechst/Pl method in chis regard. 

When I wrote the previous edition of chis book, I was 
sure that the SBIP technique would replace methods that 
used anti-BrUdR antibody to detect BrVdR incorporation. 

However, within a year or cwo, the SBIP method was modi
fied co use anti-BrUdR anribody, and the scory doesn 't end 
there. 

Anti-BrUdR Antibody: Seeing the Light 

The major objection co the original anti-BrUdR anri
body methods arose because it was necessary to denarure rhe 
DNA in order co ger the antibody to react with incorporated 
BrUdR. A few years afcer the SBIP method was published, 
light bulbs lit up in the heads of Hammers, Kirchner, and 
Schlenkem~. who reported in 2000 chat rhe DNA denatura
rion seep could be eliminated by incubating the cells wich 
Hoechst 33258 and irradiating chem with UV light, as wa~ 
done in the SBIP method. They found char if the cells were 
then transferred to a hyopronic (68 mOsm) buffer, ami
BrUdR antibodies would bind to the incorporated BrUdR. 
UV-A, UV-B, and UV-C sources were tested; light ar 280-
320 nm from an 8 W UV-B bulb yielded rhe best resulrs. 

Cycochemical Detection of BrUdR: Still Around 

The anti-antibody folks haven't been resting on their 
laurels since the previous edition appeared, either. Frey"'"' 
noted in 1994 that rhe fluorescence of both LDS-751 and 
TO-PR0-3 was enhanced in the presence of DNA into 
which BrUdR had been incorporated . LDS-75 I can be ex
cited at 488 nm and emirs at 670 nm; staining cells with a 
combination of LDS-75 1 and propidium can therefore be 
used co detect BrUdR incorporation using only a 488 nm 
excitation beam. As it happens, it is also possible to use a 
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single 488 nm excirarion beam for cells scained wich a com
bination of propidium and TO-PR0-3, because there is 
enough energy transfer from propidium co TO-PR0-3 to 
produce a usable signal. Beisker er al '"'9 used dual-laser in
mument wich a 488 nm beam exciting propidium fluores
cence and red He-Ne or diode lasers exciring TO-PR0-3 
fluorescence in isolared nuclei, and found char concenrra
rions of 50 pM propidium and 0.3 µM TO-PR0-3 pro
vided the besc compromise berwecn BrUdR decection sensi
civicy and DNA histogram resolucion. Some of cheir results 
appear below in Figure 10-5. 
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Figure 10-5. Use of a combination of propidium 
and TO-PR0-3 to dececc bromodeoxyuridine incor
poration. Propidium fluorescence insensitive co 
BrUdR incorporation) is shown on the X-axis; the Y 
axis shows the quotienc of TO-PR0-3 and propidium 
fluorescence. From W. Beisker et al, Cytometry 
37:221-9, 1999 (Reference 2949), © John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., used by permission. 

Cytochemical detection of BrUdR incorporation is 
somewhat less sensicive chan dececrion using ancibody and/or 
strand break techniques; cells are typically incubated wich 
concentrations of 20-60 pM BrUdR, which may affect cell 
growrh. However, cytochemical detection could, at leasr in 
principle, make ir possible to assess BrUdR incorporation in 
viable cells, which is noc possible when either amibody or 
strand break techniques are used. 

Mozdziak et al2'' 10 found ic possible co enrich cells with 
and wirhouc BrUdR ro a puriry of over 90% when sorting 
from mixtures of cells stained with Hoechst 33342 alone, 
bur it was difficult to assess fractions of cells in different 
phases of the cell cycle in the BrUdR-concaining cell popula
tion because fluorescence intensiry was low. I am not aware 
of any reporcs in the literacure on the interaction of 
DRAQ5'"•·• with DNA containing BrUdR. DRAQ5 is the 
only dye other than Hoechst 33342 and a few ocher Hoechst 
<lyes chac has been reported to stain DNA sroichiomecrically 
in living cells. If DRAQ5 fluorescence is eicher unaffected by 
the presence of BrUdR in DNA or enhanced by ie, it should 
be possible co use a combination of Hoechst 33342 and 
DRAQ5 with lN and 488 nm or red excicacion ro measure 
BrUdR incorporation and cell cycle position simultaneously 
in viable cells. 

If you have any experience wirh nucleic acid sequencers, 
you are likely to be aware char at lease some of chem work by 
incorporating fluorescently labeled nucleotides into oligonu
cleorides. Wouldn't ir be nice if we could pur chose fluores
cently labeled nucleotides inco DNA in vivo? Yup. But we 
can' r, ac lease nor yet. 

label or Slander? 

While we rend to regard established meehods as having 
more of a ring of truth about them than newer ones, it is 
apparent chat eechniques based on incorporation of rrieiaced 
rhymidine or other radioisotopes are nor themselves without 
warts. High specific acriviry chymidinc may administer 
enough radiation therapy to cells exposed to it ro affect their 
race of progress through the cell cycle. Also , the validiry of 
many studies involving measurements of isotope uptake rests 
on assumptions chat pool sizes remain constant and char rhe 
isotope used is not reucilized or metabolized. This has cer
tainly nor been esrablished for every cell system srudied wich 
radioisotopes. One of the few published papers rhat com
pared che rwo kinetic methods found marked discrepancies 
berween che fraction of stimulated chymocytes, as assessed by 
flow cyromerry, in con A-treated and conrrol cultures and 
che amounts of radiolabeled chymidine taken up'"". Labeling 
experiments with BrUdR may be helpful in explaining re
sults such as this. On the ocher hand, BrUdR can induce 
apoptosis in cells1"'"', and, as noted above, it can inhibit 

growth at high concentrations, so ic's not completely above 
suspicion, either. 

Derecting RNA Synthesis Using Bromouridine 

While I am still close to the subject of anti-BrUdR anti 
bodies, I should point out that, according to Jensen , Larsen, 
and LarsenH.67 , RNA synthesis can be derecced relatively 
readily using these antibodies, which cross-react with bro
mouridine incorporated into RNA. 

Generation Gaps: Tracking Dyes and Cell Kinetics 

Tracking dyes have been introduced on pp. 45-6 and 
371-4, and will be discussed further in che section on im
munology lacer in this Chapter (p. 50 l ). CFSE, in particu
lar, allows viable cells in different generations to be idenci
fied and sorted, ac least when used ac relacively low concen
crations. Tracking dyes offer an attractive alcernacive co 
BrUdR for labeling and following cells through generations, 
because, to daca, gecring the answers from BrUdR requires 
killing che cells. On che ocher hand, tracking dyes can' t an 
swer the question of whether or not a cell is synchesi7.ing 
DNA over a short time period; we'll still need BrUdR or 
something like ir co do char job, and, if we're working wirh 
pulse-labeled cells, we're likely co have co sacrifice the cells co 
gee rhe answers. 

Cell Cycle-Related Proteins: Cyclins, Etc. 

V:uiations in many cellular characteristics during the 
cell cycle can be analyzed simply and directly by two-
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Figure 10-6. DNA content vs. expression of cyclins B and E in exponentially growing MOLT -4 cells; cells stained 
with nonspecific lgG instead of anticyclin antibodies are shown as controls. Cyclin B is expressed predominantly 
in late S, G2, and M phases; cyclin E expression, while more heterogeneous, is predominantly in GI and early S. 
The figure, provided by Zbigniew Darzynkiewla and used by permission, is from a paper by Gong-, Traganos, 
and Darzynkiewicziaso(lntl J Oncology 3:1037-42, 1993). 

parameter flow cycometry of cells or nuclei srained simulta
neously with a DNA fluorochrome and with a fluorescent 
probe chat allows quantification of the other parameter be
ing invesrigaced. 

In cells growing actively and continuously without matu
ration , the mass and volume of all cellular constituents musr 
double over one cycle of growth. Wich the aid of DNA 
fluorochromes , we can observe the doubling of DNA con
cenr during che cell cycle. When we look at che joint distri
bution of any ocher cellular constituent and of DNA content 
in growing cells, we thus have to expecc that, whatever che 
other constituent may be, there should be twice as much of 
it in M phase cells as there is in G , phase cells. This does 
nm, however, always mean chat the daca points in the bivari
ate distribution lie along or about a scraighc line. 

A scricc linear relationship becween cells' content of 
DNA and of another constituent can exist only if the con
scicuent is synthesized at che same race as is DNA. Devia
tions from such a relationship, such as are shown in Figure 
I 0-6, indicate chac a conscicuenr is synchesized or e:~.pressed 
preferentially in one or more phases of the cell cycle, as is che 

case for cyclin B (predominancly expressed in late S, G,, and 
M) and cyclin E (predorninancly expressed in G , and early 
S, although the pattern of expression is more heterogeneous 
than chac seen for cyclin B) '"'"·' . Note chac the IgG controls 
in Figure I 0-6, in which staining by antibody is nonspecific 
and should therefore be predominantly size-dependent, do 
show a linear relationship between antibody fluorescence 
and DNA concenr. 

Darzynkiewicz er aim' reviewed the cytomecry of cyclins 
in 1996. Cyclins B and E have been mentioned above; Cy
din A is expressed in S and G, , buc is lose in micosis just 
prior co metaphase, while cyclin B, is lose between mcta
phase and anaphase29~' . D-type cyclins are expressed early in 
G, . It is inadvisable co use che presence or absence of various 
cyclins as an indicator of precise posicion in the cell cyclem'. 
This caution applies especially when working with rumor 
cells or with cells subjecced to the influence of various agents 
char perturb che cycle; deviations from the "schedule" may 
occur in either case. 

The discribution shown in Figure 3-10 (p. 97) and in 
Figure 7-16 (p. 321), co which I usually refer as the 
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"Darzynkiewicz Flag," is one rhar is commonly encountered 
in analyses of RNA"·'-'"1·1· ' '"', total proteinm.m.m-6, and nu
clear protein,,.,., •. , content during rhe cell cycle. Zbigniew 

Darzynkiewicz has, over rhe years, consisrendy been among 
the first to develop new methods for studying the birrh and 
dearh of cells and ro apply chose methods to the study of 
cancer and other diseases, as should be obvious from the 
frequency with which his work is cited in this and previous 
editions of chis book 

While RNA and protein are noc synthesized continu
ously during che cell cycle, the races of synthesis of chese two 
constituents do crack one another•?'•. Roti Roti et ali>J have 
used che distribution of nuclear protein vs. DNA content to 

divide che cell cycle into early and late G ,, early and lace S, 
and early and lace G, compartments; chey were able co dececc 
cell cycle-specific synthesis of nuclear proceins by measuring 
incorporacion of radiolabded precursors inco soned nuclei in 

. 11'"i.' 
Vllro 

Disrribucions obcained from simultaneous analysis of 
DNA content and of antigens char are expressed primarily 
during S phase''""00 exhibic the pattern of panels B and D in 
Figure 10-5 (p. 457); chese were actually obcained when 
anti-BrUdR antibody and dUTP, respectively, were used co 
detect cells in S phase1"' ·0 H ·• ·1"'"' . 

Since rhe previous edition of chis book was wricren, our 
understanding of molecular mechanisms involved in pro
gression through the cell cycle has continued co increase, 
with che 2001 Nobel Prize in Medicine being awarded co 
Leland Hartwell, Tim Hunt, and Sir Paul Nurse "for cheir 
discoveries of key regulacors of rhe cell cycle." Analyses of 
DNA content and of antigens thac are differencially ex
pressed during different phases of che cell cycle remain of 
great interesc co clinicians as well as to basic researchers. 

An intracellular antigen defined by che Ki-67 mono
clonal antibody"''·'"'"·'"' '" is preferentially expressed in prolif
eraring cells (G, , S, G,, and M phases, bur nor G0 ) . The Ki-
67 antibody came from che clone in che 67th well of a 96-
well place ac che University of Kiel, which contained hybri
domas resulting from immunization of mice with cells from 
Hodgkin 's lymphomas. The Ki-67 antigen is nor found in 
cells undergoing DNA repair or in rumors wirh unscheduled 
cyclin expression, and is considered a robust marker of cell 
proliferation; levels of Ki-67 expression are of prognosric 
value in ar lease some tumor types"'' . 

The presence of proliferating cell nuclear antigen 
(PCNA)"" 9 is also used co idemify proliferating cells; this 
antigen is most prominenrly expressed during S phase. 
Landberg and Roos '"~~ have developed no-wash staining 
techniques for unfixed cells facilitat ing demonsrracion of 
nuclear antigens; they have also shown that dual scaining 
wich Ki-67 and ami-PCNA antibodies identifies discrete G0, 

G 1 , S, G ,, and M phase compartments of the cell cycle. 
Teague and El-Naggar18" compared chree monoclonal anti
bodies and rwo fixation prococols for analysis of PCNA, and 
found the mosc reliable decerminacions were obtained using 
methanol fixation and the PCIO antibody (DakoCycoma-

cion), which reaccs with PCNA even in paraffin-fixed mate
rial. Larsen et al have:: recently reviewed the subject of PCNA 
decection :m. 

Transferrin is required for cell growrh1w', and proliferat
ing cells express the transferrin receptor (CD71) on chei r 
cell surfaces. In well-defined experimental systems, e.g., mi
rngen- or antigen-stimulated lymphocytes, substantial CD7 I 
expression is detectable on cells in the G ,, S, G,, and M 
phases of rhe cell cycle, but not on G0 cells (Figure l 0-7) . 
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Figure 10-7. CD4 Cells from a 6-0ay-old mixed lym
phocyte reaction (MLR), showing DNA content 
(Hoechst 33342) vs. transferrin receptor (top panel; 
CD71 fluorescence, log scale) and RNA content (bot
tom panel; pyronin Y fluorescence, linear scale). Data 
are from Lucia Vasconcellos and Edgar Milford (Brig
ham and Women's Hospital, Harvard Medical School). 



Since it is, as a rule, easier to detect cell surface ancigens 
than intracellular antigens, and since it is generally possible 
to preserve cell viability after detecting cell surface antigens, 
but not possible to do so after detecting inuacellular anti
gens, it would seem to me that, if one wanted to demon
strate a proliferation-related antigen, CD71 would be a bet
ter choice than, say, Ki-67. However, while there seem to be 
numerous studies of Ki-67 expression on rumors" 54 and its 
relation to malignant potential, there are relatively few pa
pers (reference 2957 is an example) that examine CD71 
expression in this regard. There arc also studies of Ki-67 in 
stimulated lymphocytes2014, and, when I hear people who 
have elected to use Ki-67 as an indicator of lymphocyte pro
liferation complaining about the difficulty of doing the 
measurements, I always ask why they didn't cry CD71 in
stead. However, chere does not seem to be a published study 
of lymphocytes or any other cell rype in which flow cytome
try was used co look at Ki-67 and CD71 in and on the same 
cells at the same time. I'll do one if I can get around co ic, 
buc it would be nice if somebody else got me off the hook. 

flow cycometry has also been applied to studies of onco
gene expression and its effects on the cell cycle. Some of the 
earliest work was done by Jacobberger, Fogleman, and Leh
man'", who had ro develop and refine methods for demon
scracion of intracellular antigens as a first order of business. 
Lehman et al' sc;o studied expression of the early rumor (T) 
and late viral (V) antigens in cells infected with simian virus 
40 (SV40); che amount of T antigen per cell increased as 
cells entered successive stages of the cell cycle, while synthe
sis of V antigen began in late S and G, + M phases. Sladek 
and Jacobberger'"61 examined mouse fibroblasts after infec
tion wich a recombinant retrovirus encoding T antigen. As a 
result of T antigen expression, che duration of the G, phase 
was decreased and the duration of the G, + M phase was 
increased; the duration of S phase was unaffected by antigen 
expression. They subsequently established"''" that T antigen 
is a concentration-dependent, positive cell cycle regulator in 
exponentially growing cells, and that endogenous negative 
control mechanisms responding to cell densiry override its 
effect. "Jake" Jacobberger and his colleagues continue to 
make significant concributions in chis field""1•2.m•-0•. 

Darzynk.iewicz. et al262.m defined cell cycle compartments 
as G,, and G," according to whether RNA content has not or 
has reached the level associared wirh the earliest visible S 
phase cells. Ir was observed by DarL.ynkiewicz. er al126 that cell 
size (as estimated from light scacrer measurements), RNA 
and protein content are all more heterogeneous (i.e., discri
bucions of chese parameters have higher CV's) in G, than in 
G, + M cell populations; this indicates an unequal appor
tionment of cytoplasmic contents into daughter cells at 
cell division. Most of the variance of che distributions of 
these parameters in cells in G , is contributed by cells in the 
G,, compartment. Th.is was taken to indicate that the RNA 
and protein content of cells equalizes prior to che transition 
to G ,b, in which compartment heterogeneity is minimal. The 
variance of distributions of fluorescence of a tracking dye 
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such as PKH26 in cells (Figure 7-23, p. 372) can serve as an 
indicator of unequal distribution of membrane lipid between 
daughter cells. 

Kimmel, Traganos, and Darzynkiewicz127 established chat 
the duration of G,, is exponentially disuibuced and has a 
greater variance than the duration of G ,0 , and that all or 
nearly all daughter cells enter G,. following cell division. 
These findings support the transition probability model of 
cell kinetics proposed by Smith and Marrinm. 

Relationships between cell size, DNA replication, 
and cell division have been the subject of speculation over 
many years; a brief review'" by Baserga and a report by Zet
terberg, Engstrom, and DafgardH0 raised interesting ques
tions best answered by cyrometry. Zetterberg's group exam
ined the effects of different types of growth factors on 3T3 
cells starved ro quiescence in low-serum media. Epidermal 
(EGF) and platelet-derived (PDGF) growth factors stimu
lated quiescent cells co undergo DNA synrhesis and mitosis, 
but there was no growth (with EGF) or lirrle growth (with 
PDGf) in cell size during the replication period, and rhe 
daughter cells would noc undergo furcher division. When 
insulin was added, both growth in size and DNA synthesis 
occurred, although addition of insulin alone did nm stimu
late cells to enter mitosis. Thus, chere may be separate con
trol mechanisms associated with cytoplasmic growth and 
DNA replication. 

When the previous edition of this book appeared, che 
determination of relationships between surface antigen 
expression and cell cycle compartments defined by both 
DNA and RNA content, while of interest to many investi
garors, was readily possible only for chose who had the dual 
beam UV/488 nm excitation capability needed for 
Hoechst/pyronin/fluorescein staining, although similar stud
ies could be accomplished, with more preparative effort, 
wich single-beam instruments, using a technique described 
by Bauer er al' 0

', in which cells soned on che basis of im
munofluorescence are resrained wirh acridine orange. le is 
now possible (pp. 324-5) to use rhe combination of 7-AAD 
and pyronin Y to determine DNA and RNA content in in
struments with only a 488 nm illuminating beam, with fluo
rescein isochiocyanate or a fluoresceinaced antibody, respec
tively, applicable ro determination of total protein content 
or che content of a surface or intracellular antigen"'J·•. If you 
have a 3-beam instrument with 6-color capability, and you 
want ro study the relationship of cwo or three antigens ro 
one another and ro the cell cycle, you don't have much ex
cuse not to use Hoechst 33342 and pyronin Y (and/or 
CD7 l) to define cell cycle phases and discriminate G0 cells 
from G , cells. That's what che instrument is built for, and 
you might as well get your money's worth. 

Sinnerr, Flint, and Lalande186' described a procedure for 
determining the point during S phase at which any sin
gle-copy DNA sequence is replicated. Cells are synchro
nized at the G , IS phase boundary, released and labeled with 
BrUdR, and sorced on rhe basis of DNA content ar different 
times after release. Newly replicated BrUdR-substiruted 
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DNA is rhen removed by UV irradiation and Sl nuclease 
rreatmenr. PCR will rhus nor be able ro amplify che targec 
sequence in cells in which ic has been replicated, while am
plification, wirh production of detectable DNA, will occur 
in cells in which replication has nor yet occurred. 

Detecting Mitotic Cells 

On p. 454, I promised you a follow-up on decccting mi
cocic cells; it was mentioned on p. 277 char a combination of 
side scarcer and propidium fluorescence might be usable for 
che purpose, and rhe use of acridine orange staining ro de

fine differences in chromatin structure berween intcrphase 
and micotic cells was described and illuscrated (Figure 7-15) 
on p. 320. While ic looked for a while as if cyclins A and Bl 
mighr be helpful, a 1998 study by Juan er al 2% 2, from 
Darzynkiewicz's lab, established that an antibody to phos
phorylated histone H3 (anti-H3P) reacced wich mitocic 

cells, providing better discrimination rhan any of rhe anricy
clin antibodies. In a 2001 review, Juan er alH<>J concluded 
rhar "rhe use of the H3-P ancibody appears to provide rhe 
most advantages compared with the alternative methods of 
detection of micoric cells"; rhis article provides protocols and 
caveats. By using antibodies to cyclins A and Bl, in combi
nation with anti-H3-P, it is possible, at leasr co some extent, 
to differentiate berween early and lace mitotic cells. 

Figure 10-8, below, demonscrares identification of a mi
rnric population in cells stained with propidium iodide and 
anti-H3-P; the cells shown in the figure are those remaining 
after doublers were excluded by garing on a plot of peak vs. 
integral propi<lium fluorescence. 
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Figure 10-8. Identification of mitotic cells by staining 
with propidium iodide and antibody co phosphory
laced hiscone H3. Courtesy of Jeffrey Scoct and Doro
thy Lewis (Baylor College of Medicine}. 

Memento Mori: Detecting Cell Death 

Necrosis versus Apoptosis 

There are rwo different mechanisms of cell dearh , pro

grammed cell death, or apoptosis, and accidental cell 
death, or necrosis2m. Necrosis is idenrified primarily by 
loss of membrane integrity, as indicated by dye exclusion 
tests, which have been discwsed in detail on pp. 46, 300-
2, and 369-71. 

Apoptosis seems co have aroused almost as much inrer
csr as sex, which is curious when you consider that, thanks 
to apoprosis, tadpoles lose a lictle rail. Apart from its role in 
embryonic development, apoprosis has been implicare<l in 
AlDS and cancer, and techniques for derccting apoptotic 
cells by cytometry, flow and otherwise, continue to be pro

posed by numerous investigators . 
Comprehensive reviews of rhe subject by Darzynk.iewicz 

d · 1117 d 1997231i . h I h er al appeare m 1992 an ; in t e atter, r e ccrm 
cell necrobiology was introduced "co comprise various 
modes of cell deach; the biological changes which predispose, 
precede, and accompany cell death; as well as rhe conse
quences and tissue response to cell death . The term com
bines [the Greek) necros ("dearh") with bios ("life") ." 

Identifying Apoptotic Cells 

The term "apoptosis" itself derives from a Greek word 
chat describes phenomena such as che falling of leaves from 

trees. When, in 1997, I was inspired ro wax lyrical abour 
apoptosis, rhere was only one melody co use: 

Les Feuilles Mones (Autumn Leaves} 

When oucer leaflets of cell membranes 
Let phosphatidylserine show, 
Labeled annexin V will bind rherc, 
And you can measure ir in flow'm ... 206'". 

. h d . cl . 28ll .(,,l%1 Mltoc on na eenerg1z.e , 
"d I I . i •)(,6. s And superoxt e eves nse , 

, f • l'!.t7 , IS.21 ·~ .1 526 
Bur the nuclear Slgns o apoptos1s 
Come larerm'; then, the cell dies . 

Did chymocytes get radiation? 
Was dexamethasone to blame? 
Or was ir simply Fas ligation? 
The end results are all the same. 

Lyric enzymes in the cell are loosed 211'· 21~··· ' · ; 
Less glucarhione srays reduced2811""'", 

And, around the rime the membrane's leaky"'°·11 ' 1·""·' ' , 

The vultures all leave their roost. 

The journals publish three new assays 
F . k l971·8J or apoptosis every wee ; 
Is ic biology rhac varies 
From cell co ceu1980 , or just technique''"""? 



Cells can sray alive, as good as new, 
If they can make bcl-22%•, 

Bur, if nor, their DNA's in fragments ' ~ 1 '"° · 2"" ·'''""-i.nsi 

When apopt0sis is through. 

(©Howard Shapiro; used by permission) 

Apoptosis: Getting With the Program 

In rhcir 1992 review, Darzynkiewicz et al11 " rcporred 
that rhe ATP-dependent lysosomal proton pump, dcmon
srrated by supraviral uptake of acridine orange, was preserved 
in apoptotic but not necrotic cells, and char bivariate analysis 
of cells for DNA and protein showed markedly diminished 
protein content in apoproric cells, probably due to endoge
nous procease (what we now know co be caspase) activation . 
The sensitivity of DNA in situ co acid denaturation , probed 
by staining with acridine orange ar low pH (see p. 320), was 
increased in both apoptotic and necrotic cells. They also 
reporred that mitochondrial membrane potential (~'¥ .. ). 
which they assayed by retention of rhodamine 123, was pre
served in apoptotic, but not in necrotic cells; this is at vari-

. h I c d' b h '"" -6.1%~.2•6' ance wit ater nn mgs y numerous oc er groups . 
The anti- and proapoproric proteins in the bcl-2 family are 
associated with mitochondria, and it is now generally appre
ciated chat induction of mitochondrial permeability is 
one of che earliest events in apoptosis. While there are 
disputes about which rechnique(s) is/are best to demonstrate 
loss of t.'1' ., (sec pp. 394-400), chis parameter is now widely 
used to detect apopcosis. Changes in reactive oxygen spe
cies occur2%6 -8, but are not as widely used as indicators. 

As was noted on p. 380, both fluorogenic substrates and 
inhibitors can be used ro derecr the activity of caspascs, 
which arc the prime enzymatic movers of events in apop

• 2.H 1 . :' i ~- ,',276? -" ~ 
COSIS 

ISNT there Light at the End of the TUNEL? 

In apopcosis, but noc necrosis, activation of an endonu
clease results in fragmentation of DNA, which produces a 
characteristic "ladder" on gel electrophoresis. DNA fragmen
tation can be detected directly in cells using in situ nick 
translation (ISNT) '""·"·""' or T dT(terminal deoxynucleo
cidyl transferase)-mediated biotin-dUTP nick-end label
ing (TUNEL)' 5 ' 9·291 ' assays. In both types of assay, cells are 
permeabilized, and dUTP labeled with fluorescein, digoxi
genin, or biotin or, alternarively, BrdUTP is incorporated ar 
che sice of strand breaks. DNA polymerase I is used co cata
lyze incorporation in nick translation assays; however, incor
poration is said to proceed more rapidly in TUNEL assays, 
in which T dT is used as caralysc' i' 9 • Fluoresceinated dUTP is 
detected directly; biotin- and digoxigenin-dUTP are, respec
tively, detected using labeled srreptavidin and labeled anti
digoxigenin antibodies, and BrdU is detected wich anti
BrdU antibodies. As was nored in rhe discussion of BrUdR 
labeling of DNA on p. 457, BrdUTP is a lot cheaper than 
ocher labeled nucleotides; it now seems to be very popular 
for TUN EL assays for che same reason. 
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Plasma membrane integrity is lose early in necrotic but 
noc apopcocic cells; the former rake up propidium iodide 
(PI) after a brief exposure, while the latter do not. However, 
apparent membrane permeability is slightly increased in 
apoptocic cells, resulting in differenr patterns of uptake of 
several dyes as compared to incacr cells. Apopcotic cells srain 
faindy with ethidium'm and 7-AAD"", and take up 
propidium afcer a moderate incubation period 11''. Hoechst 
dye uptake is increased, as is efflux of fluorescein produced 
by FDA hydrolysis 'm. Changes in scatter signals occur in 
association with membrane permeability changes; apoptotic 
cells have lowcr forward and higher side scaccer signals than 
do intact cells1120·'- ' iz.i.im.•rn•. 

If you happen to have a flow cycometer with dual-beam 
UV and 488 nm excitation, the combination of Pl and 
Hoechst 33342 provides good discrimination of live, ne· 
erotic, and apoptocic cdls's'0; live cells show low Hoechst 
dye fluorescence and high forward scaccer, apoptocic cells 
show higher Hoechst dye fluorescence and lower forward 
scatter, and necrotic cells exhibit high PI fluorescence and 
low forward scatter. The use of a Pl/7-AAD combination 
facilitates analysis of apoptosis in populations defined by 
fluorescein and phycoeryrhrin immunofluorescence"" . If 
you only have one beam, all is noc lose; Schmid et al 1117 rc
porc chat 7-AAD and scaccer can distinguish apoptotic cells, 
and chis technique can also be used with two-color im
munofluorescence. Necrotic (or lace apopcotic) cells cake up 
a substantial amount of 7-AAD, intact cells rake up lirrle or 
none, and apopcocic cells cake up a small amount. 

Low molecular weight DNA is lose after cell permeabiliry 
increases, resulting in decreased staining of apoptotic celb by 
DNA-specific fluorochromes, producing a hypodiploid 
(sub G.JG 1 ) peak"20"". This staining pattern is observed 
using a wide variety of DNA fluorochromes 152' . However, in 
a flow cycomerric analysis, one can never be sure chat rhe sub 
G.JG, evencs observed in a DNA histogram represent cells 
rather than apoptocic bodies (nuclear fragments); chis makes 
it difficult co arrive at a reliable measure of rhe fraction of 
apoprocic cells by DNA analysis. 

le should be appreciated rhac che features of apopcosis 
differ in at least some particulars from cell type co cell cype 
(for example, see references 2984-6); rhis helps explain why 
assays developed using one or rwo cell types and one or two 
inducers of apopcosis may fail ingloriously when attempts 
are made to apply chem co different model systems. 

Apoptosis: The Case Against Flow Cytometry 

Darzynkiewicz et aJ 2913•29"" point our chat apoprosis is a 
dynamic process, sometimes resulting in che complete disso
lution of cells within a few hours, and that many of the cri
teria required to precisely define the occurrencc and extent 
of apopcosis in cell populations arc morphological. For chis 
reason, they now favor laser scanning cytomctrym1·"'"-'""'' 

over flow cycometry for studies of apoprosis, pointing out 
char chis allows you co "have your cake and eat ir coo'"''"G. 
They do, however, have a favorite flow cycometric mcrhod, 
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£he stathmo-apoptosis mcrhod' ' .. "'''" ', in which a Auorescenr 
irreversible caspase inhibicor, FAM-VAD-FMK, is added co 
cultures to arrest apoprosis, prevenring cell disintegration. A 
cumulative apoptotic index (CAI) can be measured over 
periods as long as several days; cells are nor prevenrcd from 
undergoing the earliest stages of apopcosis, bur, once rhey 
reach the stage of caspase acrivarion, rhey bind rhe inhibitor, 
becoming fluorescent, and remain dececrable. 

Die Another Day: Cytometry of Telomeres 

The maintenance of relomcrc length appears to be re
quired for immorralizarion of rumors and cell lines2903

• 

Merhodology has been developed for measurement of re
lomere length by both Aow cyromerry'" Hm''9 1"' and image 
analysis'"'"·''". PNA probes (p. 362) are used . It is important 
to know the ONA index or chromosomal ploidy of rhe cells 
being srudied in order co correct Aow cyromecric measure
menrs of total tclomere probe fluorescence for che number of 
chromosomes present in cells. 

10.3 IDENTIFICATION OF CELLS JN MIXED 
POPULATIONS 

Cell identification, in one form or anorher, is involved 
in almosr all flow cycomerry; indeed, it was the prospect of 
developing aucomared cell idencificarion methods for hema
tology and cancer cytology rhac provided rhe impetus and 
rhe funding for rhe developmenr of rhe fim flow cymmecers. 

Auromaring a cell idencificarion procedure, wherher or 
nor flow cycomerry is rhe mcrhod used, requires, firsr, chat 
rhere be a reasonably well-accepted taxonomy or classifica
cion scheme in place for che cells of interest, which allows 
cells co be classified on the basis of cellular characteristics 
or parameters which can be measured by the apparatus to 
be employed. In addition co being able to discriminate one 
type of cell from anocher, chis apparatus must, of course, also 
be able ro discriminate cells from ocher, irrelevant objects in 
samples. 

Mixed Genotypes versus Mixed Phenotypes 

The mixed cell populations encouncered in cytomecry 
arc of two basic types. Marine biologisrs are likely to be 
working wich samples containing different genera and spe
cies much of rhe rime, and, nor surprisingly, often rely on 
derecrion of differences in gene sequence co discriminate 
among cell types. Hematologists, on the other hand, are 
looking primarily ar phenotypic variation. The fertilized 
ovum is rhe ulcirnace seem cell ; while gameres, lymphocyces, 
and neoplascic cells may deviare significantly from rhe seem 
cell genotype. '-J'COmecric idencificacion of different cell types 
is samples caken from blood, bone marrow, and che organs 
of che immune system is almosc always based on differences 
in che amounts of gene products expressed. 

No Paramecer Identifies Cancer Cells 

In che area of cancer cytology, we did noc know when 
cycometry started, nor do we know now, what distinguishes 

a malignant cell from a normal one. Afrer more chan 
chircy years of intensive work in flow and image cycometry, 
cyrochemiscry, immunology, and molecular biology, we 
haven' t found one constant difference, although we have 
described many characteriscics in which some cancer cells 
differ from cheir normal councerparrs. Where the difference 
has been defined, flow cyrometry may help define whether it 
exists or not. As co the question , "Whar is a cancer cell?," it 
seems likely chat rhe answer will be more in che form famil 
iar to lawyers - "le is sometimes this, and sometimes chac, 
and not chis, and the ocher rhing, or the chird rhing, in rhe 
presence of a fourth ... " - than in the succincc form soughc 
by physicians, medical scienciscs, che media and the public. 

Many Paramecers Identify Blood Cells 

When ic came co classifying blood cells, we knew, or 
chought we knew, many of rhe answers. Even before we were 
able co idencify hemaropoiecic stem cells, cherc was a caxon· 
omy of blood cells in place; chis classificacion was based pri
marily on the appearance under rhe rransmirced lighc micro
scope of cells srained wich various eosin-mechylcne b!uc
azure dye mixcures such as Giemsa's and Wright's stains. 
and supporced by subsequent demonstracions of cyro
chemical differences between differenc cell types, for exam
ple, differences in che conrenc or accivicy of various enzymes. 

Flow Cytometric Parameters Useful for Blood Cells 

In order co develop auromaced instrumental methods of 
idencifying blood cells, ir was necessary ro define sets of 
cellular parameters chat could be measured by che appara
tus and from which cells could be precisely idencified using 
classification algorithms. Among che parameters found use
ful were intrinsic parameters such as cell size, cytoplasmic 
granularity, and hemoglobin content, and extrinsic pa
rameters, including relacively nonspecific characceristics 
such as affinities for various acidic and basic dyes and 
more specific ones such as glycosaminoglycan content and 
lipase and peroxidase activities. By the early l 970's, when 
laser source flow cycometers were firsc used for cell surface 
immunofluorescence measurements, che other parameters 
just mentioned, singly or in combination, could be mea
sured by image analysis or flow cyrometcy, and used co dis
criminate among erythrocytes, lymphocytes. monocytes , 
and granulocytes, and co distinguish basophil, eosinophil, 
and neutrophil granulocytes. 

le was considerably more difficult to use any of che exist
ing cell identificacion parameters to determine the stage of 
maturity of blood cells; ir was similarly not possible co use 
these paramecers to reliably distinguish any morphologic or 
biochemical differences berween lymphocyte subpopula
tions, even when techniques such as rosetting were used to 

prepare samples enriched in one lymphocyte class or an
ocher. Within a few years of their introduction , flow cy
tometric immunofluorescencc measurements were used to 

establish a taxonomy of lymphocytes; they have since been 
used m revise che genealogy of ocher blood cell cypes. 



Specific Gene Products Identify Cell Types 

The success of immunologic merhods should nor lead 
any of us co rhe conclusion char fluorescenr anribodies arc 
rhe only specific reagenrs. The general srracegy for defining 
and idenrifying differenr cell cypes, wherher or nor the dif
ferent cell cypes are from rhe same organism, is co demon
strate the presence, and/or measure the amounr(s), of one or 
more specific gene products in or on cells, ideally wirh 
minimal perturbation of che cells, or, more co che point, 
with a minimum of effort expended in sample preparacion. 
If che specific gene produce happens co be inrracellular he
moglobin in red cells, it can be demonscrated wich jusc abour 
as much specificity by ics absorprion of violet light as ic can 
be by immunofluorcsccncc. If the gene product in quesrion 
is an enzyme, a chromogenic or fluorogenic substrate may be 
used co demonsrrare ics acrivicy. If one wants co idenrify 
blood basophils, che mecachromacic staining of glycosami
noglycans in cheir cytoplasmic granules can be demonscrated 
at kasr as easily as can the presence of lgE receptors on their 
cell surfaces. When the going gees rougher, for example, if 
one wanes to discriminate between different cypcs of hemo
globin in red cells, rhen antibodies certainly offer us one way 
of doing the job, but the molecular biologiscs would proba
bly just as soon go looking for specific messenger RNAs. 

If one is looking at mixed populations of cells of dif
ferent species, as in flow cycomerric analysis of phytoplank
ton, it is reasonably likely char a suitable combinarion of 
paramecers can be found which will unequivocally disrin
guish one cell type from another; the multidimensional dis
rriburion of the set of parameters will be multimodal, show
ing discrete clusters representing the individual cell types. 
Mulrimodal distributions may sometimes, but not always, 
also be obtained from mixed populations of mature cells 
from a single organism, as in differenrial leukocyte counr
ing in normal peripheral blood. By definition, cells from a 
single organism have a common precursor in che fertilized 
ovum; whar we rerm differentiation describes the process by 
which different genes are acrivated in different cells, wirh 
each cell type producing ics own specific set of gene produces 
which make ir biochemically and/or morphologically dif
ferent from ocher cell types. 

Maturarion Processes and "Missing Links": 
The "Ginger Root" Model 

Discrimination among cell types with a common pre
cursor is particularly difficult when samples come from rhe 
anacomic comparrmenr in which cell differenriarion occurs. 
In peripheral blood, for example, ir is criviaJ co disringuish 
red cells, which lack nuclei, from leukocytes, which have 
chem, e.g., by measuring light scatter and che fluorescence of 
a DNA srain in nuclei. Ir is only slighdy harder, using rhe 
right paramerers, e.g., forward and side scatter, co separare 
monocytes and granulocytes, which have common precur
sors well beyond the primitive stem cell srage. In rhe mar
row, enucleated red cells could clearly be cold apart from 
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their lace nucleared precursors by a combination of hemo
globin absorption and nuclear fluorescence measurements, 
bur the earliesr red cell precursors, containing little hemo
globin and not much more of ocher characteristic gene prod
ucts, could noc easily be distinguished from primitive cells of 
the leukocycic series. Similarly, given chc: presence in the: 
marrow of their common precursors, we have no parameters 
char can define separate clusters of monocyres and granulo
cytes. Finally, in rhe peripheral blood, although we can cell 
erythrocyces and granulocyccs from ocher cell types, rhe 
vagaries of measurement make us unable, using any 
parameter, to make unequivocal distinctions berwecn 
rericulocytes, which conrain detecrable RNA, and mature 
erythrocytes, which don't, or berween scab (band) and seg
mented polymorphonuclear cells, where an arbitrary nuclear 
morphologic crirerion is normally used. 

This problem arises whenever we observe continuous 
processes of maturation or transformation. We conceptu
alized mature leukocytes into discrete carcgories, with some 
justification; we also conceprualized the process of differen
riation inro discrete stages, which was much more of an ide
alization. There aren't transitional stages berween eosinophil 
and basophil granulocytes; there have to be transitional cells 
berween mctamyelocyces and marure granulocytes because 
no cell division occurs past the meramyelocyte srage. No 
matter which paramerers we examine, con tinuous processes 
give us continuous distriburions. If we do multiparamcter 
flow cytomeccy of leukocytes in normal peripheral blood, we 
see clusters; if we look ar marrow, we gee something which I 
once described as resembling a ginger root, incidentally 
prompring Mike Loken co find and demonstrace a ginger 
roor of suitable morphology co illuscrare the point. Another 
appropriare analogy mighr be co a hand and fingers ; the pe
ripheral blood shows us five disconnecred fingerprints , while 
che marrow yields a handprint, in which the fingerrips arc 
seen co be connecred co rhe palm. 

A similar problem can exist in numerical taxonomy of 
species, which has also relied heavily on multivariate statis
rics. If one looks only ar modern forms, one is likely to find 
discriburions of measurement parameters containing discrete 
dusters representing individual species, even when those 
species have a common ancestor. If the analysis is extended 
co include older and exrincr species, connections between 
clusters appear; the discribucion rakes on a "ginger root" 
characrer. 

T he nodular appearance of ginger roors is whar makes 
chem parricularly apt models for populations conraining cells 
in different stages of development or species in differenc 
stages of evolution. A good example is given by rhc discribu
rions obrained in T cell subset analysis of cells from rhy
mus and peripheral blood, as illusrrated in Figure 5- 11 (p. 
24 l). The relarive numbers of helper/inducer and cyco
roxic/suppressor T lymphocyces are dcrcrmincd using 
monoclonal antibodies directed against rhc CD4 antigen co 
identify the first of these cell types and antibodies direcced 
against rhe C DS antigen to idcnrify the second 118·m·' ; borh 
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types also bear rhe CD3 antigen. Cell populations are illus
trated in 3-dimensional "cloud" plocs. 

The plor on che righc of figure 5-11, representing cells 
taken from the blood, shows clear "antibody positive" and 
"antibody negative" populations; there are some dual posi
tives. but few, if any, cells with intermediate fluorescence 
values. I claim chat chis pattern alone should cell us chac the 
CD4 and CDS antigens emerge on cells during a devel
opmental phase occurring outside the bloodstream. Now 
how in blazes, you may ask, are we supposed co know chac? 
Simple, I reply. le follows from: 

Shapiro's :Fourtfi .La.w of :Flow Cgtometry 
('Ifze Supermark_et 'Ifzeorem): 

:Most babies aren't 6om in supermark_et.s. 

If you walk around a supermarket, you will see many 
women wirh children, some wirh infancs and some wich 
older children, and you will see many women wichout chil
dren, a few of whom look as if chey arc abouc co change their 
sratus ar any momenr. However, I certainly have never seen 
a baby born in rhe considerable rime I have spent in super
markets, and you probably haven't wirnessed such a blessed 
event either. Since we boch know where babies come from, 
we arc forced co conclude rhac arrangements are usually 
made for chem to be born in someplace ocher rhan a super
market. 

Now, co find out where T cells come from, we go not co 
Masters and Johnson, but co Reinherz and Schlossmanm, 
who, with others, have shown rhac rhe inducer T cells, 
which bear rhc CD4 buc nor rhe CDS anrigen, and rhe cyco
coxic/suppressor T cells, which bear CDS but nor CD4, 
develop in che chymus, and char early and immature rhymo
cytes bear neither the CD4 nor che CD8 antigen, while im
macurc thymocyces bear boch CD4 and CDS and lose one 
or chc ocher as chey mature. If we look at a population of 
cells from the chymus, shown on the left side of Figure 5-11 , 
we see a disrribucion in which. while there arc areas of higher 
and lower cell density, there are continuous ranges of boch 
CD4 and CDS antigen expression. If ic reminds you as 
much of a sliced ginger root as it docs me, you're cnticled to 
cake a sushi break at this point. 

The chymic cells with fluorescence values intermediate 
between chose of che "positive~ and "negative" clusters in the 
distribution from blood on the right side of che figure repre
sent chose cells that are acquiring and losing antigen. In the 
second edition of this book, not having either che data or the 
software needed co produce Figure 5- 11 , I conscructed a 
simulated version of the distribution from 3-color fluores
cence data published by Lanier, Allison, and Phillips'"7 co 
illustrate the same point; I was relieved co find chat ic looked 
pretty much like the real discribucion shown in the figure. 

Since the processes of acquisition and loss of ancigen 
during maturation do noc occur instantaneously by quan
tum leaps, we would expect co find cells in all stages of 
maturation presc:nc in the tissue compartment (the thymus 

in chis example) in which macuracion occurs. Conversely, 
and more generally, if a sample of cells from a parti<.:ular 
tissue compartment (the peripheral blood in this example) 
contains clearly distinguishable populations of cells bearing 
and lacking an antigen, and few cells which bear very lirclc 
antigen, the acquisition and loss of the antigen in question 
must either occur outside che compartment from which the 
sample was taken, or be rare events in thac compartment, 
like babies being born in a supermarket. The ginger root 
doesn't have the same density everywhere; it is chinner, or 
less dense, in che areas chat represenc rare events. 

Figures 3-10 (p. 97) and 7-16 (p. 321), which depict 
DNA and RNA content in stimulated lymphocytes, illus
trate a situation in which a rapid transition makes what 
should be a continuous distribution appear co contain dis
crete clusters. About 20 hours after exposure co mirogens, 
resting lymphocytes, which normally contain only small 
amounts of RNA, begin co make chc larger amounts neces
sary for their subsequent multiplication. However, when you 
look at the disuibucion, there are a lot of resting (G0 or G", ) 
cells, containing little RNA, and a loc of G , cells, containing 
noticeably more RNA, and few, if any, cells in between. 
Since we know that the transition from G0 co G , takes place 
in the comparcmenc (in chis case, the culture vessel) from 
which che sample is taken, we have co conclude chac cells 
don't take very long to gear up for RNA synthesis, or, in 
ocher words, chac they don't scay in the transitional, or G ,: , 
state, for very long; if chey did, we would expect co find a 
continuum of G,r cells between che G0 and G , clusters. 

The evolutionary biologists had a similar problem for 
over a century afi:cr Darwin published his Origin of Species. 
When fossils were collected from sires in which different 
species had presumably evolved, the expected "missing links" 
between species were generally absent. This becomes readily 
understandable in terms of che theory of evolucion in punc
tuated equilibria proposed in 1972 by Niles Eldredge and 
Stephen Jay Gould, according co which most evolutionary 
change occurs in brief bursts, resulting in the intermediary 
forms nor being around very long. Finding one would , chen, 
be expected co be a rare event. 

In the absence of rare events generated by shore-lived 
transicional scares, the multidimensional distributions we get 
when we look ac maturing cell populations in che environ
ments in which they mature, no matter which parameters we 
look ac, will contain continuously connected "ginger root" 
blobs rather rhan discrete clusters; unsupervised algorithms 
and expert systems can find clusters, but how you slice your 
ginger roots is a macrer of tasre. This can be resraccd as: 

Sfiapiro 's :J ifth. Law of :Jww Cytomet'!} 
('Ifie '13ar6er Sfwp 'Ifieorem): 

'J{p man wa~ into a 6ar6er sft.op wi.tfz a !Lmg 
6eartf wfw fiasn't fzatf a shorter one, aruf 
TW 6ar6er can ma~ a 6eartf a Wt shorter 

without cutting it. 



Hair doesn 't grow in quantum leaps, and as is chc case wich 
che ginger rooc, how you cue it is also a macter of tasce. 

The Barber Shop Theorem has some ocher practical ap
plications in hematology, for example, in distinguishing 
becween immature reticulocytes and macure red blood cells. 
Reciculocytes are idemified by cheir concenc of RNA, which 
is lose wichin a day or so of che cime these cells emer che 
blood from che marrow; rhe discriburion of RNA in red cells 
is cherefore cominuous. To duplicace che rericulocyte counc 
as performed by a human observer, you have co find some 
arbiuary poim in che dimibution ac which co apply a razor. 

As neucrophil granulocytes macure, they, like erythro
cytes, have less and less use for their nuclei, but instead of 
turning che poor old things our in che cold, chey lee chem 
have che spare room, in which the nuclei become progres
sively gnarled with age. The nuclei of mature granulocytes 
have several lobes connected by threads of chromatin; less 
mature "band" cells have nuclei that are cwisced around in 
che fashion of crullers, bur nor really lobulaced. Why and 
how do you tell the difference between che immature 
"bands" and che macure cells wich segmemed nuclei ("segs")? 
To answer the "why" first, finding an increase in the propor
cion of immacure cells indicates chac the bone marrow is 
responding co scress due co inflammation, infection, ecc., so 
knowing che numbers and fractions of bands and segs is 
helpful in diagnosis. How? To coin a paraphrase, I don't 
know much about hematology, bur I know what I like. 
Well, ic 's actually a licclc more precise chan art criticism, bur, 
again, ic's an arbitrary distinction ac ics base because the 
process of nuclear involution is a continuous one. Nuclear 
morphology being kind of cough to assess in the average flow 
cycometer, various people have looked for various flow cy
comecric methods of celling bands from segs, because you 
need co be able to do it if you wane co sell flow cytometric 
differencial coumers co a loc of clinical laboracories. My for
mer colleagues and I ended up using che size discribucion of 
che neucrophils; che immature cells are larger, and whac you 
end up doing is applying che razor to a concinuous distribu
cion. Nonetheless, by cutting in che righc place, we could gee 
good band/scg racios, just as one can and does gee reasonable 
reciculocyce councs from RNA concem discribucions. 

Back in 1980 or so, when everybody in chc diagnostics 
business was mesmerized by monoclonals, che folks at Ortho 
decided to cry rheir hand at distinguishing reciculocyres from 
macure erythrocyces-'".764 , and at differenciacing becween 
bands .and scgsm, using monoclonal ancibodics. Did ic work? 
Yes and no. Yes, you could produce distributions of anti
body fluorescence which you could slice as ocher discribu
cions are sliced to get a retie count or a band/seg ratio. And 
no, Virginia, chey didn'c find a surface antigen present on 
reciculocytes and absent on mature erychrocytes, or one pre
scnc on bands and absent on segs, and I doubc chac anyone 
else ever will. 

When monoclonal antibodies were scill a new technol
ogy, a loc of people had the idea thac chere would turn our co 
be a single surface antigen co idencify each differenc cell type 
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in che body. Experience has caught us rhac chis is probably 
noc che case. Surface antigens are noc Nature's version of bar 
code; many of chem have defined recepcor funccions and we 
can expecc some funccion co be defined for mosc of the rest, 
because ic's unlikely chat structures chat seem co be fairly 
well conserved during evolution serve a purely decoracive 
purpose. This brings me to: 

Shapiro's S~h Law of :Jww Cytometry: 
'"Ifie.re are some. ceU ilfentification problems that 

even monocwna[ anti6oaies can't so[ve. 

Shave, if you muse, bur try co avoid spliccing hairs. 

Practical Multiparameter Gating: Color Wars 

The most sophisticated current applicacions of flow cy
comecry involve che definicion of clusters, or of nodes of 
ginger roots, in multidimensional spaces. This is ofren 
accomplished by defining a bitmap gate on rhc rwo
paramecer display in which a parcicular cluscer or node is 
besr separaced from other cluscers or nodes. A color is as
signed to each gate, making ic possible co find rhe locacion of 
cells in any cluscer on any two-parameter display by ploccing 
cells falling wichin the gare in the assigned color. The proce
dure is illuscraced in the color figures on che back cover 
showing normal and leukemic bone marrow; these were 
provided for the previous edicion of chis book by Leon Ter
scappen, chen at B-D. The figures were was generaced using 
B-D's Painc-a-GaceTM software; ocher manufacturers and 
third parry developers have analogous programs. 

In che late l 980's and early l 990 's, the application of 
mulciparamecer flow cytometry to determining pacrerns of 
differemiation of myeloid leukocytes in normal and leuke
mic human bone marrow"~·1211• 1 ""· 1 160·" represented chc high
esc level of sophiscicacion of che cechnology. 

The mulciparamecer approach co cell differenciarion in 
marrow was pioneered by Loken and Civin•·•o.1'"·• and their 

collaboracors, who originally studied erychroid and B cell 
development, bringing B-D's resources in the areas of in
strumencs, reagents, and software co bear on che problem. 
The work on phenotyping of myeloid leukemi a, continued 
by Terstappen and his colleagues, epitomized chc incclligenc 
applicacion of sophisticaced cytomccric mcchods ro a clinical 
problem. 

The figure depicting normal adulc bone marrow shows 
che locacion of early leukocyte precursors, idencifiable by 
their CD34 surface ancigen, in a two dimensional display of 
forward (FLS) vs. polynomially cransformed 1' 1- (ICLS) side 
scacrer values, and in two-paramecer displays showing ex
pression of CD34, CD 11 b, and CD 15. This pace em is con
siscemly observed in normal marrow, which shows surpris
ingly liccle variacion from individual ro individual. The cra
jeccories along which normal cells move as they mature, in
dicaced by arrows on Panels A and C, were decermined by 
examining cells sorted from various regions of che displays. 

The analogous displays depicting bone marrow cells 
from a patient with acuce myelocytic leukemia (AML) arc 
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CD4+ 

COB+ 

Multidimensional analysis 

Figure 10-9. Subsening of human T <ells into truly naive and memory classes and measurement of activated sig
naling kinases using ll<olor fluorescence flow cytometry. Resting T-cells were prepared by density gradient cen
trifugation with other cells removed by adherence and magnetic separation, with puricy assessed by measuremenc 
of forward and side scacter and CD3 antibody binding. From: Perez OD, Nolan GP: Nature Biotechnology 20:155-
162, 2002 (reference 3000), © 2002 Nature Publishing Group; used by permission. 

quice differenc. They are characcerized by the appearance of 
leukemic cells in regions in which few or no cells appear in 
displays from normal marrow. A~ a group, however, leuke
mic paciencs are cxrremely hecerogeneous; rhere are always 
cells where rhere shouldn'r be cells, bur no rwo leukemic 
parienrs show exaccly the same pactern. 

lncerescingly enough, when my colleagues ar Block and 
I""' ran samples from patiencs wirh acure leukemia through 
rhe protorype differential counter system, wirhout benefit of 
monoclonal antibodies. we also nored thac leukemic cells 
showed up where chere weren't normal cells, and chat, while 
normal cells from different people showed up in pretty 
much the same places on displays, no rwo leukemic bloods 
looked alike. le may be more important to have a multi
paramecer measurement space, which we did have, than ro 
have monoclonal ancibodies or equivalently specific reagents. 
As I recall, some people from Technicon presented some 
dara years ago on analyses of cells from patients with acute 
myclocyric leukemia using the peroxidase and esrerase chan
nels in cheir Hemalog D blood cell counrer, and rhey found 
precry much rhe same parcerns we did, i.e., normals looked 
pretry much alike, and leukemias were different, and varied . 

Verwer and Tersrappen"" developed a computer proce
dure for automaric assessment of lineages of leukemias and 
Frankel cc al"'"·'"' applied neural nerwork methods co analy
sis of normal and leukemic marrow. Manual and automated 

mulciparamecer analysis make ic possible co dececc very small 
numbers of leukemic cells (becween l in IO-' and I in l O'' 
cells) in marrow following che induction of clinical remis
sion by combination chemocherapy, which falls under che 
rubric of rare event analysis, whecher you are priming in 
color or black and white. I'll continue rhe story of leukemia 
phenoryping lacer on. 

These days, complex gating scracegies are more depend
ent on the number of colors you can measure than on the 
number of colors you can display. The scare of rhe arc in 
1994, when che previous edition appeared, was 5-color fluo
rescence measuremenc'"'6; in che years since, colors have been 
added ar rhe race of abouc one a year, largely through rhe 
efforcs of a large and crearive group of people in the Herzen
bcrg lab ar Scanford"'"·26'° 16"·''m.Jooo- ~ . 

I can'c chink of a beccer illusrracion of chc current (pub
lished) scare of che arc - 11 fluorescence colors plus forward 
and side scarcer - rhan Figure I 0-9 , raken from a 2002 paper 
by Perez and Nolan3000, for which rhe daca were collected in 
the Herzenberg lab. The paper described the measurement 
of activated signaling lcinases in human T cells separated by 
mulriparamecer gating into sub-subsets of truly naive 
(CD45RA'CD62l'CDI I aJ'mCD2TCD28.) and memory 
(CD45RACD62LCD11 a ""v'CD27CD28") cells'°'"~- '"'"'' . 

The inpuc cell populacion of rescing T cells was prepared 
and purified from peripheral blood by Ficoll-paque density 



gradienr separacion, followed by deplecion of adherenr cells 
and immunomagnecic separacion using amibodies co CD14 , 
CD 16, CD 19, CD44, and H LA-DR co remove macro
phages, NK cells, B cells, and accivaced T cells. Cells were 
then scained wich ancibodies co CD4 (PE-CyS.5), CD8 
(Cascade Yellow), CD45RA (APC-Cy7), CD62L (PE-Cy?), 
CDl la (Cascade Blue), CD27 (Alexa 594), and CD28 
(APC-CyS.5), and wich ancibodies co phopshorylaced or 
nonphosphorylaced forms of one or more kinases. Ancibod
ies ro kinases were also, on occasion, labeled wich fluo
rescein, PE, and APC, and, on occasion, wich Alexa 488, 
Alexa 546, Alexa 568, Alexa 594, Alexa 633, Alexa 660, or 
Alexa 680. Discrimination between naive and memory cells 
reveals some differences in kinase accivity becween resting 
naive and memory cells; addicional differences are noced 
when cells in different subsets are stimulated by kinase
accivating agems (see che paper3000 for derails). 

Finding Rare Cells 

Flow cyromecry has been applied, wich varying degrees of 
success, to finding cell types char are presenc in samples ac 
very low frequencies. How effectively chis can be done is a 
funccion of how readily these rare evencs can be idencified. I 
have already touched on some qualicarive and quancicacive 
aspeccs of rare event analysis and rare evenc sorting on pp. 
19-20, 42, 178-80, 269, and 352. 

If you look ac rare evenc dcceccion as basically a scaciscical 
problem, whac you need to do is discinguish between sam
ples from two discribucions wich differenc means. Whecher 
or noc such a distinccion is possible, however, depends on 
the variances of che discribucions as well as on che means. 

One Parameter is Noc Enough 

Suppose, for example, you are crying to use a single
parameccr immunofluorescence measuremenc co find rare 
posicive cells among a populacion of negative cells. Lee's say 
che posicive cells have a mean fluorescence signal at channel 
40, with a 30 percent coefficient of variation (CV), while che 
negative cells have a mean fluorescence signal ac channel 20, 
also wich a 30 percent CV; disregarding reality for now, we 
will assume linear scales and normal or Gaussian distribu
cions. 

The CV is equal co the Slandard deviacion (S.D.) divided 
by che mean; S.D. for the positive cells is cherefore 12 chan
nels, and S.D . for the negative cells is 6 channels. Based on 
cables of che normal distribution and its integral (p. 234), 
about rwo/chirds of the posirive cells will be found between 
channels 28 and 52, with half of them lying below channel 
40, while almost 10 percent of che negative cells will be 
found between channels 28 and 52, alchough only about 13 
negative cells in I 0,000 should lie above channel 38. These 
numbers make ic unlikely char positive cells present in a ratio 
of less than I per 1,000 negative cells can reliably be de
cecred by single paramecer measurements . 

Now suppose we' re looking ac DNA content, and we 
want co find rare abnormal hypodiploid tumor cells (mean 
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fluorescence ar channel 20) among normal diploid cells 
(mean fluorescence channel 40). Thus, we're dealing wirh 
che same difference becween populacion means we had in rhe 
lase case. Lee's use a realiscic CV of 5 percent for che DNA 
measuremencs, and neglect S, G2, and M phase cells for the 
moment. 99.8 percent of rhe abnormal cells will lie berween 
channels 17 and 23; 99.9999 percent of the normal cells will 
lie above channel 30. Just going by the numbers. we could 
easily detect one hypodiploid cell per I 06 normal cells. 

In case you haven' t nociccd, chough, I threw in a ringer 
in che DNA concent example. In che real world , we arc 
probably more likely go looking for cecraploid rhan for hy
podiploid abnormal cells. So Ice 's say we've goc rhe normals 
ar channel 20 and che abnormals at channel 40 . Now, even 
if chere are no S, Gl' or M phase cells in either populacion, if 
we only look ac DNA concent, wichouc some way of celling 
doublets from single cells, we're going to gee a substantial 
number of counts in che neighborhood of channel 40 resulc
ing from cwo normal cells passing through che syscem co
gethcr, eicher by vircue of being physically atrachcd or by 
virtue of being in very close proximity as chey go by che ob
servacion poinc. We can use some esrablished cricks, such as 
comparing peak vs. integral of fluorescence signal or looking 
at scatter or cxtinccion pulse widch vs. fluorescence , co dis
criminate single abnormal cells from doublers, bur, unless we 
go co a 3-D slic scanning syscem and/or sort all of our suspi
cious cells onto slides, we are very unlikely ro be able co pick 
our one abnormal cell in a mill ion normals. 

Moving closer co che real world, and keeping che same 
5% CV's, we'd chink we'd be betcer off wich abnormals ar 
channel 30 and normals ac channel 40 than wich either ab
normals at channel 40 and normals at channel 30, or ab
normals ac channel 40 and normals ac channel 20. We al 
ready know char che lase of chese scenarios gees us in co pcob
lems wich doublets; the middle one will be croublesome if 
there are any normal S phase cells, because some of chese can 
be expecced co lie at channel 40 and, if che fracrion of ab
normal cells is too small co form a recognizable peak, we 
have no way co spoc che abnormals. In cheory, we may have 
doublers and 5 phase cells, but we shouldn ' t have 3/4 of a 
cell or nucleus going chrough, so we should readily spoc che 
abnormals ar channel 30 if che normals arc ac channel 40. 
We should, as long as there is no debris in the sample; in the 
real world, particularly when you go hunting for DNA ane
uploidy in preps from solid tumors, you may have crouhle 
finding nuclei bur you can have all che debris you don 't 
want. Well, fine, suppose you use a mathematical model to 
subtract out the debris discribucion? No, thac won 'r work 
either, because the model is only an approximation , and 
you're still going to need a substantial fraction ~ say S per
cent or more - of abnormal cells co be sure of finding chem. 

So far, chen , having considered detection of rare cells us
ing single-parameter measurements, we have discovered char 
we can cell from che numbers when there's no chance of our 
finding rare cells, but, also, that, when che numbers cell us 
chere is a chance, faccors ocher chan scaciscics may prevent us 
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from finding the rare cells. Does rare cell deccccion gee any 
easier when we use rnultiparameter measurements? Would I 
ask ific didn't? 

rf we go back co the leukocyte differential counting pro
cedure discussed on pp. 248-50, it becomes fairly obvious 
chac rnulciparameter analysis improves things. That proce
dure started with a data file of 1595 leukocytes, obtained by 
garcd analysis of whole blood, without red cell lysis, using 
nuclear fluorescence as che gating parameter. So, to count 
I 595 leukocytes, we also had ro count about 1..5 mill ion red 
cells and a few hundred thousand platelets, and we managed 

co pick out the leukocytes, which represented only about 0.1 
percent of the cocal popularion analyzed, almosc flawlessly 
(we decided after furcher analysis, chat 6 of our 1595 objects 
weren't leukocytes after all). But it gets better. In the first 
step of breaking the leukocyte population into subpopula
tions, we manage ro pick our rhc eosinophils, one of rhe less 
common leukocyte rypes; there were 102 of chem, roughly 6 
percenr of rhe leukocytes and thus roughly 6 per 10~ of the 
original cell popularion. 

Ah, bur chat's nor a fair cesc, you say, because the eosi
nophil scain was very bright and very specific. Objeccion 
sustained, bur I'm ready for you. Lee's look ar the basophils, 
the raresr of chc leukocytes. They were nor picked ouc by 
using a specific stain for their lgE receprors or their glycosa
minoglycans; instead, rhey were identified because the clus
ter in which they fell based on nuclear fluorescence, forward 
and right angle scacrcr, and extinction measurements lay far 
enough away from the other cell clusters co lee us find chem 
by blind luck. The hardest part of our job in identifying the 
basophils when chc differencial counting procedure was de
veloped lay in finding a sample with 5 percent basophils, so 
we could be sure that the clusrer was what we thought it 
was. Among 1595 (or 1589, if you really want to gee picky) 
leukocytes, we identified 11 basophils, or about 7 cells per 
I 0° cells in che original populacion. That suggested to me 
char multiparameter analysis, even using parameters that 
didn't seem ro be all chat specific for discrimination, was the 
most practical way to go when looking for rare events. 

Cocktail Sraining Can Help 

This approach (p. 352) is often useful in rare cell detec
rion problems involving immunofluorescence measure
mencs. Ryan et al"'·' considered the problem of detecting 
min imal residual disease in acute lymphoblascic leukemia 
based on finding and counring cells bearing the common 
acute lymphoblascic leukemia antigen (CALLA or CDIO). 
They stained cells wich a fluorescein-labeled anti-CALLA 
antibody combined wirh a "cocktail" of various phyco
eryrhrin-labeled antibodies binding to differenc rypes of ma
ture leukocytes, an<l performed analyses gated on forward 
and orthogonal scaccer and pyhcoerythrin fluorescence to 
include only chose mononuclear cells nor stained by che 
phycoerychrin-labded antibodies. This scheme allowed de
rcction of CALLA-positive lymphoblasts at levels of 1 cell 
per IO' peripheral blood mononuclear cells, representing an 

improvement in sensitiviry of beccer than a hundredfold over 
single-paramerer immunofluorescence measuremencs. 

Dire, Noise, and Rare Evenc Dececcion 
Gross et al rnw J> were able co reliably detecr rare cells ac 

frequencies as low as I in IO" by combining cockrail staining 
with a rigorous cleaning procedure for the flow system, 
which minimized sample carryover (see pp. 178-80), and a 
processing technique which excluded "bursts" of daca likely 
to represent system noise and or debris, rarher than cells, in 
the sample. Rare cell detection at chis level is likely ro be 
necessary in identifying fecal cells in maternal blood, or re
sidual solid rumor cells, e.g., breast cancer cells, in bone 
marrow. 

Really, Really Rare Events: Alternatives to Flow 

When we start getting down ro cells which represent I in 
10'' cells in the sample, we run across a new problem, which 
is fundamental to the flow cyromerric method. If we count 
I 0,000 cells/s, which is faster chan a lor of us run rourine 
analyses, we can run for an hour and find four of the cells 
we're looking for. To really be sure we're seeing them, we 
might want to count a few dozen, and that's a day's work. 
Unless we're talking about red cell variants, chat's also a large 
total number of cells to have to cake out of a patient. 

Provided we have a way of staining che cells we're look
ing for intensely enough so char it's easy ro find chem, we 
may be better off using a static system like a wide-field mi
croscope, and just counting the positive cells, rather than 
rying up a flow cytomecer for days on end. This is cercainly 
true when we're crying ro do something else with very rare 
cells when we do find rhem, e.g., genetic analysis by in situ 
hybridization; using modern imaging and scatic systems, 
with computer-controlled stages and scanners, it is relatively 
simple, once a cell has been located, to find it again after the 
slide has been removed, processed, and replaced. 

The Automated Cellular Imaging System (ACIS)"'0'', 
from Chromavision, uses immunoenzyme staining and 
automated analysis of bright field microscope images co 
identify malignant cells in marrow at frequencies as low as 1 
cell in 100 million, although an immunomagnecic enrich
ment step may be necessary to reach this derecrion level . 

The CcllTracks™ m.•.JOCJ6.•, under development by Im

municon, features a small but capable scanning laser cy
tometer, with optical and mechanical components largdy 
derived from CD player parts, that uses as many as three 
laser beams for measurement of fluorescendy and immmu
nomagnecically labeled cells drawn by a magnetic field to the 
viewing surface of a disposable sample container. lmmuni
con has developed other immunomagnetic separation tech
nology chat has been used to enrich samples for residual 
cumor cells and ocher rare cell rypes prior co analysis using 
either flow or scanning cycomecry-'"'0°'. 

Oncosis's Photosis™ device'"" is designed ro scan a 250 
cm' chamber containing as many as 500 million cells in a 
clinical specimen intended for seem cell transplancation, 



identify any non-Hodgkins lymphoma cells present, and 
dcsrroy rhe tumor cells by "zapping" rhem wich a pulsed 
laser beam. Cyntellect, a spinoff from Oncosis, offers rhe 
LEAP™ "'1' research plarform for high chroughpuc cell image 
analysis and manipularion. 

10.4 TRICKS AND TWISTS: ODD JOBS FOR 
FLOW CYTOMETRY 

Single Molecule Detection 

The dccecrion of single fluorescent molecules bearing 
multiple chromophores was proposed, and achieved using a 
scacic syscem, by Tomas Hirschfeld in the mid- 1970's"'0 , 

when he was ac Block Engineering. Mike Hercher, also ac 
Block, chen built a high-sensirivicy flow cytomecer"' designed 
co perform assays for viral amigen based on rhe dereccion of 
small numbers of multiply labeled antibody molecules 
bound co a single virus parcicle. This was che apparatus used 
co measure the scaner signal disrriburion from baccerio
phages shown in Figure 7-5 (p. 288); its fluorescence sensi
tivity was calculaced co be sufficienr for dereccion of 36 
molecules of fluoresccin, a number I hcsicaced co puc in print 
until ocher people goc into che same ballpark. When the 
original work wich chis apparatus was done, neicher mono
clonal antibodies nor phycobiliprotein labels were available; 
the use of boch of these types of reagents would obviously 
make single-virus detection based on this approach easier, 
although faccors ocher than instrument sensitiviry influence 
feasibilicy. 

Work on flow cycomecric detection of small numbers of 
molecules conrinued ac Los Alamos, where Dovichi er al836-7 

achieved sensiciviries comparable co thac of che Block appara
tus'" for detection of fluorescein and rhodaminc dyes, and ac 
Berkeley and Stanford, where Machies and Scryerm estab
lished rhe feasibility of detecting single molecules of phyco
erythrin. Such dececrion was actually achieved in 1987 by 
Nguyen et al at Los Alamos'"'0, using a slow flow system wich 
a single photon counting dereccor. 

While single molecule dccecrion in flow systems repre
sents an impressive achievemcnc, flow cytomecry is nor chc 
only cechnology, and is nor necessarily eicher che most sensi
tive or che most efficienc technology, for making fluores
cence measurements ac chis level of sensitivity. Before the 
First Edition of this book was published, Coleman ec al"'° 
had visualized DNA in individual DAPI-scained virions 
(and, I was cold, in plasmids) by fluorescence microscopy 
and quantified it by microphocomeccy, using a photometer 
based on a Zeiss fluorescence microscope with a 100 W Hg 
arc lamp source. The single molecule detection limic for 
DAPI-scaincd DNA had also been attained by Morikawa 
and Yanagida1H' using video microscopy. Lacer, in prelimi
nary experiments (A. Coleman and M . Block, personal 
communication) , Coleman's microphocomecer was used to 
detect bacteriophages based on the spacial coincidence of 
fluorescence signals from stained DNA and fluorescent anti
bodies. 
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Since, in many pocencial applications of high-sensirivicy 
cytometry, e.g., virus derection in clinical specimens, the 
objects to be detected are not only of near-molecubr dimen
sions bur may be presenc at very low conccntracions ( < !()'' 

particles/ml), detection in a flow syscem involves spending a 
lot of time running porrions of rhe sample through the sys
cem which do not concain che objects of interesr. In such 
cases, it is almost essential co concentrate che raw sample ro 
increase throughpuc; ic becomes logical ro concenrrate it co 
the point at which the analyce can be looked for on a slide in 
a sraric syscem. However, maximizing detection sensitivity in 
static or scanning systems requires that che illuminated re
gion be made as small as possible. 

Near-field optical microscopes, in which optical fibers 
of extremely small size (I 0 nm) are used co bring light to rhe 
specimen, allow selecrive illuminacion of regions approach
ing molecular dimensions, permiccing not only cbe deteccion 
of single fluorescent molecules, buc rheir characterization, 
e.g., by fluorescence lifecime. The Los Alamos group investi
gated this cechnology111". However, in recent years, impres
sive spatial resolucion in fluorescence microscopy has been 
achieved using conventional (far-field) optics, if nor conven
tional illumination. 

Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED) microscopy, 
described in a 2002 reporc by Dyba and Hellw1

" , decreases 
the size of a detecced fluorescent spot by quenching the ex
cited molecules ac the rim. Quenching is accomplished by 
stimulaced emission. Two synchronized trains of laser pulses 
are used; the firsr pulse excites che fluorophores in the focal 
region, and a following red-shifted pulse, in a "donut" 
mode, quenches molecules ac the rim of che focal spot, leav
ing fluorescence from the cenccr largely unaffected. Using 
760 nm excitation, Dyba and Hell achieved an effcccive 
spatial resolution of 33 nm, or 1 /23 wavelength; chey have 
been able ro apply their cechniquc co high-resolution imag
ing of scructures in living cells and bacteria. 

Single molecule deteccion has also been achieved. with 
less fanfare, in lower-Cech, lower-budget apparacus. On p. 
132, I noted chat Unger ec al2' "' were able to detect fluores
cence of single molecules of cecramechylrhodaminc
conj ugaced protein using a (relatively inexpensive) cooled 
CCD camera and a fluorescence microscope illuminated by 
a 100 W Hg arc lamp. Chiu ec alj011 used the same apparatus 
co develop a calibration procedure for quanticacive measure
ments of GFP down to the single molecule level. 

DNA Sizing, if nor Sequencing, in Flow 

In 1993, Goodwin et al, ac Los Alamos, reported che use 
of a slow flow system, TOT0-1, and single photon count
ing to size DNA fragmencs as small as 5 kilobase pairs. 

T he Los Alamos group proposed cbe use of their meth
odology for DNA sequencing; a DNA fragment would be 
attached to a bead fixed in position upscream, and single 
molecules of the Auorcsccncly labeled end base would de
recced downstream after enzymaric cleavage. This hasn ' r 
happened yet, but the DNA sizing work has continued. 
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Figu re 10-10. Anal ysis of bacteriophage lambda DNA and a Hind Ill digest of lambda DNA in a slow flow system. 
Courtesy of Rob Habbersetr, Los Alamos National Laboratory. 

Rob Habbcrsect, at Los Alamos, has reduced che DNA 
sizing apparatus co a smal l, benchcop system using 0.5 mW 
of 532 nm illumination from a YAG laser; samples flowing 
at I cm/sec are examined in a quartz cuvctre with a 250 µm~ 
flow channel, and fluorescence at 555-595 nm from SITOX 
Orange (Molecular Probes)nH is collecced using a 3.1 mm, 
0.68 N.A. aspheric lens. A Perkin-Elmer single phocon 
counring APO module is used as che deteccor, and daca are 
processed by a multichannel scaling PC plug-in board chat 
counrs detecror pulses in inrervals ranging from 4 co 50 µs. 

Figure I 0-10 illustrates the result of analyzing a mix of 
DNA fragments from a restriction digest of bacreriophage 
lambda DNA, wirh a small amou nt of incact lambda DNA 
added. A coral of 7800 individual fragmenrs are represented. 
Hind III digestion produces 8 fragments from each com
pletely cue lambda DNA molecule, with fragmenr lengths of 
125, 564, 2027, 2322, 4361. 6557, 9416, and 23130 base 
pairs (bp). The 125 bp fragmenr was nor detected in chis 
example, and the rwo fragments ac 2027 and 2322 bp (2"d 

peak from che left in che bursc area hiscogram) are nor sepa
rately resolved. Each individual detected evenr (i.e. , frag
ment) comprises a "bursc" of detected photons; the data 
processing software excraccs che area, maximum amplicude, 
and d uration of each burst, and scores chem as list-mode 
parameters, fro m which all displays are generated. The bursc
area scale was calibrated in rerms of fragmenc lcngch by fic
cing a Gaussian co each peak co find che center of che peak 
and performing a linear regression against che known frag
menr lengchs. 

While burst area is proportional to fragment size, bursr 
amplicude, analogous co peak height, is nor. The contour 
ploc of amplicude vs. fragment length shows char, as frag
ment length increases, both amplicude and area increase 
uncil che fragmenc lengch is abouc 36 kbp. In che flow cell, 
the hydrodynamic fo rces extend the fragme nts a.~ chey accel
erate off che end of che injeccor tip , and pass through the 
laser beam, which is focused co a spot approximately 11 µm 
in diamecer. A 36 kbp fragment is long enough to fill the 



entire spQ[, placing a nominal maximum number of dye 
molecules in the probe volume and therefore [nearly] maxi
mizing burst amplicude. Larger molecules extend co longer 
lengths (a fully extended 48.5 kbp lambda DNA molecule, 
for example, is roughly 16 µm long), and, while they pro
duce only slightly higher burst amplicudes, they have sub
stantially longer burst durations and larger burst areas. Cir
cular DNA constructs (e.g. plasmids) or molecules char are 
kinked, looped and not fully extended in flow can produce 
higher amplicude bursts. 

DNA fragment sizing apparacus has been built ac the 
University of Twente2" 0·2m and ac CalTech (a microfluidic 
syscem) ""0 as well as at Los Alamos. for a rime, ic appeared 
as if flow cytomecric DNA fragment sizing would be com
petitive wich agarose gel electrophoresis; the flow merhods is 
faster , uses a smaller sample, and produces results on a linear 
scale. The picture has become somewhat clouded with che 
appearance of microfluidic capillary electrophoresis appara
cus for DNA sizing, which also has speed and sample size 
advantages when compared to conventional gel electrophore
sis. Of lace, che Los Alamos group has advocated che use of 
DNA fragment si1,ing for rapid identification of bacterial 
pachogcns.i0 ' ""0 ; chis is likely to actracr more attention after 
che U.S. national experience with anthrax in 2001 chan it 
might have before. 

Solid Phase (Bead) Assays Using Flow Cytometry 

By che l 980's, people ac Los Alamos and elsewhere had 
become aware that flow cy10mecry might offer some advan
tages as a dcceccion method for fluorescence immunoassays. 
Saunders, Marcin, and Jecr'0 ' 9 described a compecicive bind
ing assay in which fluoresccncly ragged antigen competed 
with an antigen analyte for binding sites on nonfluorescent, 
antibody-coated beads. Elsewhere, McHugh er al18'0 devel
oped a sandwich assay for circulating immune complexes, in 
which the analyte was bound to beads coated with che com
plement component Clq, and rendered detectable by the 
addition of fluorescent anci-immunoglobulin antibodies. 

Saunders et al '".i< developed a solid phase flow cycomecric 
assay for the DNA-binding antibiotic accinomycin D , using 
michramycin, which becomes fluorescent on binding to 
DNA, to compete with the analyte, which does not, for sites 
on DNA-coated spheres. 

How cytomecers can also be used to dececr antigen
antibody reactions without making fluorescence measure
ments, for example, by using scacccr or extinction signals to 

dececc aggregation of small antigen-coated particles by solu
ble antibody. Sykulev, Cohen, and Eisen"'s,; adapred chis 
cechnique co determine che equilibrium constants of anti
gen-antibody reactions by examining the effecrs of addicion 
of competing soluble antigen; they reported chac chis tech
nique is usable with almost any soluble antigen and with 
antibodies exhibiting a very wide range of equilibrium con
stants. 

By rhe rime che previous edition of chis book appeared, 
variations on the basic theme included assays for serum anti-
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bodies, employing antigen-coated beads and fluorescent 
anci-immunoglobulins1"21 ·•, sandwich assays for antigens, 
using antibody-coated beads and fluorescenc antibodies '"'.''', 
and che use of small (0. 1 µm), antibody-coated fluorescent 
beads instead of fluorescent antibodies co detect antigen 
bound co nonfluorescem beads coated wich unlabeled anti
body1811 . 

Flow cycomecric bead immunoassays are said co be equal 
co or beccer than conventional enzyme immunoassays in 
rerms of sensiciviry, specificity, and dynamic range; chcir 
major drawback to dace is che requirement of a relatively 

expensive instrument for readout. Lindmo cc al1"11 reported 
char the dynamic range of sandwich flow cytometric assays 
for antigens could be extended (from 2 decades ro 3 decades) 
by employing two different sizes of particles coaced wich 
antibodies of substantially different affinities; Frengcn ct 
al'"" considered ways of minimizing serum interference wich 
flow cyrometric solid phase assays. 

Cocktails for 100: Multiplexed Bead Assays 

Flow cytomecric bead assays have now made ic into che 
mainstream thanks co use of multiplexing schemes char per
mit separate analyses of a large number of ligands co be per
formed in a single aliquot of samplc.1·"o.1 1"'' . 

Figure IQ.II. Positions of clusters representing 100 dif
ferent color-coded beads used with the Luminex IOOr" 
system for chemical analysis. The horizontal and vertical 
axes, respectively, indicate intensities or 635...+658 and 
635-+>710 nm fluorescence. Courtesy of Luminex Cor
poration. 

The Model I 00 flow cytometer made by Lumincx 
(Chapter 8) can perform as many as I 00 ligand-binding 
assays per tube. Beads approximately 5.5 µmin diameter are 
color-coded with unique mixtures of two red-excited dyes; 
because large numbers of molecules of these dyes can be 
bound co beads, chey provide strong signals, and faj] inco 
well-delineated clusters on the "bead map" illuscraced in 
Figure I 0-11 above. 

A different color code is used for each analyce to be as
sayed; analyce is capcured by an appropriate reagent (anti 
body, gene probe, etc.) bound co che bead, and detected by a 
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"reporrer" reagent labeled wich phycoerythrin or another 
green-excited, yellow fluorescent label such a.~ Cy3. 

A mixture of beads appropriate for the desired measure
ments is mixed wich a single aliquot of sample in a rube or in 
one well of a 96-well place; rhe sample-bead mixture is rhen 
incubated wich a mixture of all of rhe reporter reagents, and 
inrroduced into the flow cyrnmeter, usually afcer a wash 
seep. Each bead passes first through a red diode laser beam, 
in which measurements of side scatter and of the fluores
cences (658 nm and >71 0 nm) of the color coding dyes are 
made, and then through a 532 nm green YAG laser beam, in 
which rhe fluorescence of rhe reporter reagent is measured. 
Side scaccer signals are used to eliminate bead doublets and 
triplets from analysis; single beads are then classified by their 
color-coding, and discributions of reporter fluorescence asso
ciated with each bead type arc analyzed to quantify che 
amount of each analyce of inreresc present in the sample. 

Before producing che Model I 00, Lumincx made a series 
of beads chat could be used for multiplex a~says on a B-D 
FACScan; red- and orange-fluorescent dyes were used for 
color coding, and fluorescein or another dye wich a similar 
spectrum wa~ used as a reporter label. A PC-based data 
analysis system, accached t0 the FACScan, was used for cal
culating assay results. A number of publications describing 
multiplex analysis using Luminex beads have appeared in the 
literature'·'-'"·'.i0" . 

Other companies, including Bangs Laboratories and 
BD BioSciences, have produced bead sets and assays using 
smaller numbers of beads, color coded by d ifferent intensi
ties of a single fluorescent dye. There is a recent report of the 
use of the BO Biosciences kit for decermining cytokines in 
cears'''11, and, no, I don' t mean char the cytok.ines were emo
tionally upset. 

Ocher coding schemes are possible; Quantum Dot 
Corporacion has made beads cagged with mixtures of quan
tum docs of differing emission wavelengths"'" -'; 30 Mo
lecular Sciences has produced plastic panicless approxi
mately 100 µm x 20 µm x 15 µm with "bar coding" based 
on widch variations along the length of the particle, detect
able by pulse shape analysis of a scatter or extinction 
pulse '0 ' '. These beads could presumably be used in a rela
tively inexpensive single-laser inscrumenc. 

Cells in Gel Microdroplecs and on Microspheres 

James Weaver and his colleagues at the MassachusettS 
Instiruce of Technology'w«i and, somewhat lacer, Eli Sahar 
and Raphael Nir and ochers ac Tel Aviv Universicy'"M ex
plored applications of rhe gcJ microdroplec technique 
originally described by Weaver ec al '"' , in which single or 
multiple bacteria or eukaryocic cells are observed visually or 
cyromerrically after encapsulation in agarose gel beads from 
l 0- l 00 pm in diamerer. 

T he method wa.s originally envisioned as facilitating flow 
cycomctric analyses of microorganisms, wbich, because of 
rheir small size, produce scarcer signals which are difficult co 
dccecr in modern flow cycometers and which were impossi-

ble ro detect in many older insrrumencs. Since rhc nucleic 
acid content of microorganisms is approximately l / J 000 
that of eukaryoric cells, fluorescence signals from microor
ganisms stained with propidium, DAPI, and ocher dyes 
which produce very strong signals from eukaryoric cells are 
also relarively weak; immunofluorescence signals would be 
correspondingly weaker. This made it infeasible to use fluo
rescence signals as trigger signals for flow cycometric analysis 
of microorganisms; however, che scatter signal from a I 0 pm 
gel microbead could provide a robust trigger signal, allowing 
a fluorescence measurement to determine whether an organ
ism (s) was(were) contained in the bead. 

This rationale for the use of gel microdroplec technique 
has largely disappeared due to increases in the sensitivity of 
commercial flow cycometers; it is possible to quantify bacte
rial growth by direct analysis of cultures from liquid media, 
without the additional step of encapsulating che organisms 
in microdroplets. However, che method is potentially useful 
for ocher applications. When single organisms are encapsu
lared in microdroplets and allowed to grow, the enrire clone 
produced by successive divisions remains in a single droplet 
(F. 10 12) r ·1· . 1 . f 1 . "'1""·• 1gure - , rac1 1taung se ecuon o co onies · . 

Figure 10-12. Growth of an encapsulated Gram
positive marine bacterium in gel microdroplets. 
Courtesy of Pac McGrath and Swee Kim Lin 
(One Cell Systems). 



Such scleccion can be done on che basis of growch char
acccriscics or on che basis of deteccion of metabolic produces, 
which accumulace in che microdroplec'm. When applied co 
antibody-producing cells, che microdroplec technique repre
sents a further diminution of scale over the microtiter 
place'"'". 

The produccion of microdroplecs is relatively straighc
forward; cells in medium are added co an agarose mixture, 
which is added dropwise co dimechylpolysiloxane oil, in 
which ic forms an emulsion. A kic''H is available from One 
Cell Systems (Cambridge, MA); McFarland and Durack 
have provided recipes "for che frugal invescigacor""'i<. Cells 
can readily be released from microdroplecs, e.g., by adding 
agarase, for growth in culcure or further processing. 

Under normal circumscances, mosc of the microdroplecs 
(abouc 90 percent) will be unoccupied by cells, and chose 
thac are occupied will initially concain only a single cell. In 
most ca.~cs, forward and side scam:r signals are sufficient to 
discriminate between occupied and unoccupied droplets, as 
shown in Figure 10- l 3; the fluorescence of dyes such as 
propidium can be used to identify dead cells. Viable cells can 
be scained for DNA wich Hoechst 33342, providing a fairly 
precise estimate of the numbers of cells in colonies, or 
stained for total nucleic acid with SIT0-9 (this fluorescent 
dye was used in the cells shown in Figure 10-12), which 
provides a usable, if less precise, assessment of growch. 

Figure 10-13. Identification of occupied and unoccu
pied gel microdroplets. Courtesy of Pat McGrath and 
Swee Kim Lin {One Cell Systems). 

By incorporating appropriate antibodies in the gel, mi
crodroplets can be made to capture one or more secreted 
products, which can then be detected using a second, fluo
rescently labeled, antibody 1840·'°2s''. However, the newer cell
surface affinity matrix technique2' 0•·s may provide an 
equally effective means for deteccion of secreted products 
wichout che need for microdroplet generation or subsequent 
release of cells. 

The use of gel microdroplets for such applicacions as an
cibiocic sensitivity cescing, in which a dozen or more aliquots 
of sample subjecced to different drug creacmencs must be 
analyzed, might be facilicated by mulciplex color coding of 
the microdroplecs; I am noc aware char anyone has actually 
tried this. 
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Hanging Ten Pseudopodia? 

In order to preserve characteristics of these normally ad
herent cells during flow cytometric analysis, Bloch, Smich, 
and Ault"''" attached human monocyte-macrophages to 14-
20 µm plascic microspheres; che cells retained phagocyric 
capacity, and could be maintained in long-term culture, 
stained for surface ancigens, and examined and sorted whik 
still in the adherent scare. The technique should be applica
ble co ocher adherent cell types. 

10.5 SINGLE CELL ANALYSIS: 
WHEN FLOW WON'T DO 

From about rhe mid-1990's on, chere has beer. an inter
esting interplay berween high-sensitivity cyromecry and 
high-sensitivity analytical chemistry. Richard Zare and his 
coworkers at Scanford'oi;.s exploited single cells as chemical 
detectors, using patch-damp measuremcncs of cransmem
brane elcccrical current and fluorescence measuremencs of 
intracellular calcium to quantify extremely small amounts of 
neurocransmircers and ocher ligands emerging from a capil
lary after eleccrophoresis. 

Nancy Allbritton, who had been involved in char work, 
sec up shop ac the University of California at lrvine, and put 
the cells at both ends of the electrophoresis capillary; her 
group has used both conventional fluorescence detectors and 
deteccor cells to measure materials extracted directly from 
single cells into eleccrophoresis capillaries.JO'".!()'l .. They em
phasize determination of kinase activities in individual cells 
and in discrete regions of Xenopus oocytes. 

Norm Dovichi et al''m·s, now at the University of Wash
ington, are doing whac rhey describe as chemical cycome
try, i.e., "the use of high-sensiciviry chemical analysis to 

study single cells"'0'\ and metabolic cytometry, "a form of 
chemical cyromecry rhac monicors a cascade of biosynchecic 
and biodegradacion products generated in a single cell"10 1

' . 

The chemical analysis mechod rhey use is typically capillary 
electrophoresis. By using Hoechst 33342 fluorescence inten
sity, determined by image cycomerry, as a cricerion for cell 
selection, chey have demonscrated variation of oligosaccha
ride metabolism during the cell cycle.1oJJ; rhey have also ana
lyzed proteins from single cells'"''. Their methodology has 
allowed chem co detecc as few as 50 molecules of a metabolic 
produce. They have also made che point chat, in addition co 
demonstrating cell-ro-cell variation, analysis of single cells 
eliminates arcifacts introduced in che preparation of excracts 
from cell populacions for chemical analyses. 

A special issue of Current Opinion in Biotechnology (Vol
ume 14, Number 1, February, 2003) devoted co Analytical 
Biocechnology, and edited by Norm Dovichi and Dan 
Pinkcl303\ contains an article on kinase measurements by 
Sims and Allbrirton3031, some informacive papers on analysis 
of single mirochondria.io<• and single cell dectroporacion '0", 

and a review and update by Ibrahim and van den Engh on 
high speed sorring"'0 • 
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10.6 APPLICATIONS OF FLOW CYTOMETRY 

We now get into the area(s) in which I can'c even at
tempt to keep up with the lireracure. Coverage from here on 
may be arbitrary and capricious ar times. However, in the 
course of preparing chis edition, I appealed far and wide for 
people working in rhe field of flow cycomerry co send me 
references, reprinrs, figures, data, URLs, ere., so don't blame 
me if you didn't send me anything and I missed something 
you did, however near it mighr have been. 

I haven't excised rhc older references from chis section, 
or, for chat marrer, from the rest of rhe book; choosing in
stead to put chem into historical perspective as necessary. 

Cell Differentiation, Ab Ovo and De Novo 

A broad range of applications of flow cytometry in stud
ies of cellular differenriarion was envisioned by Donna and 
Tom Jovin'"' in the early l 970 's, at which rime cheir voices 
and chose of a very few ochers seemed to be crying in the 
wilderness. So it goes in the prophecy business. The use of 
flow cycomecry to detect and quantify variations in anti
gens, nucleic acids, enzymes, and functional characteris
tics during normal and abnormal differentiation is now 
commonplace. This is an area in which mulciparamecer 
analysis can be particularly useful. If one wanrs co determine, 
for example, whether differenr gene products are being pro
duced simulraneously or sequentially, single cell analysis can 
provide information char is unavailable using more rradi
rional biochemical approaches. 

A study by Swarrzendruber, Travis, and ManinH1 of 
BrUdR-induced differenriarion in mouse teratocarcinoma 
cells provided a good illustration of the range of parameters 
char could be analyLe<l in che lace l 970's. These authors 
studied mulriangle light scattering behavior, DNA concenr, 
and enzyme kineti cs in BrUdR-induced and spontaneously 
differenriaring cells. 

Interest in rhe role: of cytoplasmic [Ca'"] and other func
tional parameters in rhe control of cell differentiation has 
also provided morivarion for studies using Aow cycometry, 
e.g., work by Levenson et al5·1J. on changes in mitochondrial 
membrane potential during rhe differentiation of Friend 
mouse eryrhroleuki:mia cells. Much of che earlier, and a fair 
amount of rhe lacer work in che area of blood cell differencia
rion ha~ been done with leukemic cell lines such as HL-60 
and K562. which, like Friend cells, undergo differenriation 
in vitro in response co a variery of chemical agents, including 
phorbol esters, DMSO, buryric acid, and retinoic acid. 1'11 
cover more of blood cell development in rhe discussion of 
hematology and immunology. 

A~ co development in general, ic mighc be fair co say char, 
ar least from a Aow cycomerric poinr of view, ontogeny has 
recapirulaced hematology. We always knew chat blood stem 
cells were in there somewhere; once enough monoclonal 
antibodies co leukocyte surface antigens had been raised, we 
managed ro find the seem cells and clarify the developmenral 
pathways. We now routinely harvest and transplant autolo-

gous and allogeneic blood seem cells, aided by cyromerry at 
most seeps along che way, and cyrometry has also helped us 
define and mass produce some of che cytokines we use to 

extract an extra measure of performance from a hemaropoi 
eric system damaged by disease and/or drugs. 

While we haven't come nearly as far in terms of taming 
embryonic seem cells, or seem cells char might help us regen
erated damaged nerves or cardiac muscle, rhe model is now 
in place. 

Embryonic stern cells have become a politically hoc 
ropic as well as a scientifically hoc one. flow cytomecry has 
been used to analyze patterns of surface marker expression in 
seem cell differenriacion3o-4J, and, with soning, to detect and 
select cells that have maintained their embryonic characreris
cicsJO" and/or cells porencially useful for cransplanration by 
virtue of differentiation along a specific pathway10·~. Multi
potent adult progenitor cells (MAPC) are of great scien
tific interest and may offer a less politically charged thera
peutic alrernacive; their differentiation is studied using arrays 
to follow genotypic changes and Aow cyromerry co follow 
phenorypic ones10"''. 

Differenriarion in rhe Nervous System 

I can 't hope ro cover rhe state of the arr in every organ 
system, bur I will call your am:nrion of the work of Jeffery 
Barker, Dragan Marie et al at the National lnsrituce of Neu
rologic Disorders and Stroke, National lnscirures iof Health , 
on nerve cell differenciation·""''1• They have used analyses of 
the cell cycle, of protein expression, and of calcium and 
membrane responses co neurorransminers to define and frac
tionate populations of stem and differentiated cells, and ro 
determine patterns of expression of different receptors and 
ion channels during differentiation. Following on work by 
Morrison et al J01', who sorted neural stem cells from 
emrbyonic peripheral nerves, and Rierze er al'0'\ who sorred 
stem cells from the adulc central nervous system, both using 
positive selection strategies, the Barker group developed 
negative selection criteria, isolating seem cells on the basis of 
failure co stain with any of a combination of markers for 
d. t:r · · d • IO" 1nerennauon an apopros1s· · . 

Whole Embryo Sorting 

Working wich Hcrzenberg and orhers, Krasnow1'"' u .~ed 
the lacZ reporter gene (pp. 408-9) co identify cells from 
portions of bearing defined muranr genes known ro be dif
ferentially expressed in different segments or regions of che 
embryo. Wich dissociated whole early embryos as the start
ing material, neuronal precursor cells were sorted; chey dif
ferentiated into neurons wich high efficiency in culture. In 
cipient posterior compartment cells chat expressed rhe en 

and wg genes were also purified from early embryos; C um
berledge and Krasnow 186·1, using such isolated cells, demon
srrared char rhe wg protein provides a signal needed rn main
tain en expression. Ar rhe time at which these studies were 
done, and described as "whole embryo sorting," there were 
probably not a lot of people conremplating sorting whole 



embryos, as opposed to a whole embryo 's worch of isolated 
cells . Since then, Furlong et al , based in the same building as 
the Herzenberg lab, have developed and built an instrumenr 
thar sorts whole Drosophila embryos~m; you can build one 
from their plans (p. 266) or buy a similar device from Un
ion Biomccrica (p. 432). 

Somatic Cell Generics and Cell Hybridization 

Reporter Genes Revisited 

Much of the early work on che use of flow cytomecry and 
sorting co isolace cells bearing transferred genes coding for 
specific human cell surface ancigens from heterogeneous 
populacions produced by cell hybridizacion and/or gene 
transfer was done in Ruddie's laboratorv at Yalern and in 
Herzenberg's laboratory ar Stanford'·". 'in most cases, re
peated sorcing was needed to enrich cells bearing the desired 
ancigens, which cypically represenc only a few hundredths of 
a percent of the cell population when che process is started. 
Le Boureiller er alm described a method for quancicacivc 
analysis of expression of cloned HLA ancigens in crans
formed cells. 

I was somewhat surprised char repetitive sorting became 
a mechod of choice for isolation of small subpopulacions of 
cells following gene transfer, especially since the procedure 
often began with the pooling of clones grown in isolarion on 
solid or in semisolid media. Ir seemed ro me char ocher assay 
mechods , e.g., enzyme-linked immunoassay (ELISA}, should 
have been sufficiently sensitive co idencify the desired clones 
in situ, eliminating the pooling and sorcing. This evidently 
reflecced a more pronounced awareness of che shorccomings 
of flow cytomecry chan of the shortcomings of EI.ISA on my 
part. 

The use of lacZ (p. 320) 16' 1· ' as a reporter gene detectable 
by fluorescence made it considerably easier co sore crans
fecred cells, as che whole embryo sorting experiments dis
cussed above indicace. And, in rhe previous edirion of chis 
book, ir was noted that "the Aequorea green fluorescent pro
tein '"'" (not yer used at the time) also looks promising for 
chis purpose." The promise has been kepc, and improved 
instrument sensicivicy and sorcing speed have made che job 
easier, although a few rounds of sorting may still be re
quired. 

Isolating and Characterizing Hybrid Cells 

Sorting can also eliminace che need for selective media 
for separating hybrid cells or cybrids following a cell fu
sion experimenc. Schaap et af"' used dual labeling tech
niques to identify and sore cell hybrids; Jongkind and Verk
erk'')(, combined cell sorting with ulcramicrochemical analysis 
of single sorted culcured human frbroblasrs ro permic deter
mination of enzyme activity in individual sorted cells for 
genetic analysis. T enov et al ' rn used energy transfer be
tween tracking dyes with differenc spectral characceriscics co 
identify and sore hybrid cells. Tracking dyes, parcicularly 
chose that label membranes, e.g., "Oil," "DiO," and the 
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PKH dyes (pp. 37 1-4) still provide the easiest approach co 
detecting hybrids. 

Trask et al' ""' used bivariate flow karyotyping (see next 
seccion) and FISH (pp. 361-2) co characccrize hybrid cells 
bearing human chromosomes, while Bouvec et al'' '·- t'.m
ployed che former cechnique to identify pig chromosomes in 
pig-mouse hybrid cells. Some pig chromosomes could not be 
identified wich cenaincy due to overlap with mouse chromo
somes in rhe kal)'Ocypes; chis could presumably be remedied 
by the use of fluorescent probes for che pig chromosomes, 
which should hybridize ro regions concaining oinkogenes. 
Sorry; my humor has peaks and rroughs. 

Chromosome Analysis and Sorting 
and Flow Karyotyping 

Ir was noted in che mid- l 970's""' .. ·'"% char individual 

chromosomes stained with a single DNA fluorochrome 
could be measured by flow cycomecry, producing a univari
ate karyorypc (Figure 10-14) . 
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PROPIDIUM FLUORESCENCE 

Figure 10-14. Univariate flow karyotype of human 
chromosomes scained with propidium iodide. From: 
Gray JW, Cram LS: Flow karyoryping and chromo
some sorting. In: Melamed MR, Lindmo T, Mendel
sohn ML (eds): Flow Cyromecry and Sorting (2 Ed). New 
York, Wiley-Liss, 1990 (reference 1028), © John Wiley 
& Sons, Inc. Used by permission. 

Although peaks representing most of the human chro
mosomes are discernible in che univariate karyotype of Fig
ure 1 0-14, there is mo much overlap between adjacenc peaks 
for chromosomes to allow any given chromosome ro be 
highly purified by sorting on the basis of propidium fluores
cence alone. This reflects the face thac there are only small 
differences in DNA content between adjacent chromosomes. 

The chromosomes shown in Figure 10-1 4 are stained 
with propidium, which is not highly selective for either A-T 
or G-C base pairs. By 1980, Langlois cc al'c:., had established 
that combinacions of DNA fluorochromes that exhibited 
base preferences for A-T (e.g., Hoechst 33258 and DAPI) 
or G-C (e.g., chromomycin ~ and mithrarnycin) could be 
used co produce a bivariate karyotype (pp. 317-9; Figures 
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7-13 (p. 318) and 10-15), allowing discriminacion of chro
mosomes chac are similar in coca! DNA content buc contain 
differenc proporrions of A-T and G-C base pairs. 
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Figure 10-15. Bivariace karyocypes of RPETOOI {cop 
panel) and Daudi (bonom panel) human cell lines, 
based on Hoechsc 33258 and chromomycin A 3 fluo
rescence. Courtesy of Simon Monard {Trudeau lnsci
ruce). 

A comparison of Figures l 0-14 and l 0-15 shows rhar 
1he bivariace karyorype, unlike rhe univariate karyorype, 
places most of the human chromosomes in distinct clusters, 
making it relatively simple co purify individual chromosomes 
by sorting. High-speed chromosome sortcrsw:.?<H with dual
beam illumination from high-power, water-cooled argon ion 
lasers (lN for Hoechsc 3325, 457 nm for chromomycin A,) 
were developed and used at Livermore and Los Alamos to do 
this, facilicating the rask of mapping che human genome and 
yielding chromosome-specific probes now used for fluores-

cence in situ hybridizacion (FISH) 2" ' ". During the earlier 
stages of the genome project, when che firsc two editions of 
this book were written, it was common for experimencers co 
spend hours or even days sorting enough of a parricular 
chromosome to build a genomic libraryn7

; amplification 
techniques have since made it possible co work with much 
less scarring material, even as litrlc as a single sorted chromo-

]o 'i1-w some 
Even before high-speed sorters became commercially 

available, Los Alamos also kept at least one dual-beam com
mercial instrument busy sorcing chromosomes with good 
results. I was told by Scott Cram that reasonably good reso
lution of major groups of ethidium bromide-scained chro
mosomes in univariace karyorypes could be achieved using 
instruments with low-power argon laser sources, e.g., the 
Coulcer EPICS Elite and B-D FACScan; any skepticism I 
harbored on this subject vanished when I saw karymyping 
done as a lab exercise at one of the annual flow cyrometry 
courses. 

While it has been demonstrated that bivariate flow 
karyocyping of chromosomes stained with a Hoechst dye or 
DAPI (with an A-T base preference) and chromomycin A, 
or mithramycin (wich a G-C base preference) can be done 
using air- cooled He-Cd lasers instead of much larger water-

1 d · I ' 133·1•120 1· h h H Cd coo e ion asers as 1g t sources, t e e- sources 
do not put out quite enough power to achieve photon saru
ration of the dyes, and are noisier rhan ion lasers, with the 
result chat CVs are higher and separacion of chromosomes in 
the measurement space is not as good. However, it seems 
likely char rhe UV and 457 nm ion lasers now used in 
bivariate chromosome sorters could be replaced by mo<le
locked 355 nm YAG lasers and 457 nm ND:YVO, lasers, 
both available at power levels on the order of those achiev
able with large ion lasers. 

Asymmetric cyanine11 3H 1' " dyes of rhe TOTO and TO
PRO series (see p. 315) have also been shown to produce 
bivariate flow karyorypes, although resolution is much 
poorer than rhat obtained with Hoechsr33258 and 
chromomycin A3' Buoyed by preliminary results, I spenc 
several years exploring cyanines and a variery of ocher dyes in 
an ultimately unsuccessful search for combinations chac 
could produce bivariate karyocypes using 488 and 633 nm 
laser sources. Unless someone else has better luck, bivariate 
karyoryping will continue co depend on che dyes we know 
and on inscruments with UV and blue-violet excicarion; wirh 
luck, the instruments will get smaller. 

Reviews and descriptions of preparative and analytical 
techniques for flow karyoryping and resulcs appeared in a 
number of earlier papers131" 1·'01· '"''"" 0 ; the 1989 book Flow 
Cytogenetics'M", edited by Joe Gray, remains an indispensable 
basic reference. Since the previous edition appeared, Lucreni 
and Doleicl""'' and Simkova et a1 3061 have described methods 
for analysis and sorting of plane chromosomes, ferguson
Smith has reviewed the use of chromosome sorting and 
painting in phylogenetics and diagnosis;°''', and Monard has 
d. d h I . d . •uG4 1scusse c romosome ana ys1s an sornng· . 



Unless chromosome suspensions are well prepared, 
which is nonrrivial (see reference l 050), rhe besr insrrument 
in rhe world won'r provide flow karyotypes wirh good reso
lurion. Kuriki, Sonra, and Muraca•r• consider che effeccs of 

isolacion buffers in karyocyping hamscer chromosomes, and 
Telenius ec al ""' poinc our char contaminarion by chromarids 
can degrade rhe resolution of bivariace karyocypes. 

Ir was suggested char flow cyrometry would eventually be 
useful for karyocyping for clinical purposes; Arkesreijn er 
al " -' analyzed karyocypes in various lineages of blood cells in 
cases of acure myelocyric leukemia. Figure 10-15 illuscraces 
differences in bivariate karyotypes becween che RPETOO l 
cell line, derived from nonmalignant cells, and rhe Daudi 
cell line, derived from a leukemia. The Daudi karyocype in 
rhe borcom panel of rhe figure shows abnormalicics due co a 
cranslocarion becween chromosomes 8 and 14 (a frequent 
occurrence in leukemias) and a delerion on chromosome l 5. 
However, while chromosome sorting continues to be of 
some interest co researchers studying generic diseases involv
ing rranslocarions and ocher gross chromosomal abnormali
cies, flow karyotyping, which requires both expensive appa
racus and relarively labor-intensive sample preparation cech
niques, <loes not now seem slated for extensive clinical use. 

Rabinovicch, Marrin and Hoehn148 have considered one 
possible alcernacive, i.e., rhe dcrcccion of small degrees of 
aneuploidy in interphase cells by DNA contem decermina
rion, as is done in determining effeccs of clascogenic agencs 
(p. 453). This also requires a well-standardized, reproducible 
preparative mechod and an insrrumem with good precision 
and reproducibility. le is also abundancly clear char, where ic 
can be accomplished, DNA sequence dececcion, e.g., using 
FISH, provides beccer and more specific genetic informacion 
chan is available from karyocyping. 

The overall scracegy for flow karyoryping a previously 
uninvestigated species involves isolation and preparation of 
metaphase chromosomes, followed by generacion of a uni
variare flow karyorype. If rhe univariate karyocype reveals a 
number of chromosomes wirh DNA contents roo close ro 
one another to permit good resolution of individual peaks, a 
bivariate karyocype is analyzed; however, unless there are 
subscancial differences in base composition berween chromo
somes wich similar DNA contents, bivariate karyoryping will 
not improve resolucion '""). When neirher univariare nor 

bivariace karyocyping succeeds in resolving masc or all of che 
chromosomes well enough ro permit purification by saning, 
it is common to analyze murams in which subsranrial chro
mosome translocarions and/or chromosome polymorphisms 
an: found·'w"•; chis typically makes ir easier co sort at lease 
parrs of some otherwise unobtainable chromosomes. Ir has 
also been possible ro imroduce single chromosomes from 
ocher species inro cell lines by somatic cell hybridiz.acion, 
facilitating their purification by sorting306'. 

HSH1070 and primed in situ labeling (PR1NS) 10·· i may be 
used to confirm idenrificarion of sorted chromosomes, usu
ally based on idenrification of known repctirive sequences. 
Recently, Gygi er al 10 ' 2 reporred che use of fluorcscenc se-
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quence-specific polyamidc probes (see Chapter 12) co dis
tinguish human chromosome 9 from rhe other chromo
somes with which ir clusrers on both univariare and bivariate 
hiscograms. 

Rens ec aJ 13" described implementation of a slit-scan pro
cedure for chromosome analysis and sorting which can be 
carried ouc on slightly modified commercial inmumcms. 
Stepanov et al 30 13 described a flow cyrometer in which mi
rotic cells are disrupted in the flow injeccor needle, releasing 
individual chromosomes and rhus providing individual 
karyocypes on a cell-by-cell basis . 

Probing Details of Cellular Structures and Inter- and 
lntramolecular lnteraaions 

Dissection of Struaures Using Antibodies, Ligands, 
and Genetic Methods 

Since the late 1980' s, flow cyrometry has seen increasing 
use as a means of defining which regions of cransmembrane 
and cell membrane associarcd proreins are actually exposed 
ar the cell surface rather than embedded in rhe membrane. 
Studies of rhis type may make use of various combinations 
of monoclonal amibodies raised againsr <lifferem defined 
epiropes of isolared proteins, cells expressing mucanc pro
teins, and ligands; flow cyrometry provides quantitative an
swers as ro which antibodies and/or lectins bind, and under 
what circumscances, and provides a powerfu l cool for struc
tural analysis. This application is exemplified by work by 
Takahashi, Esserman, and Levy1s13 , who showed rhar rhe 
rransferrin recepror is exposed differencly in low- and high
grade lymphoma cells, and by invescigarions by Klebba er 
al :s:..s on rransmembrane proreins in Gram-negarive bacreria. 

lntramolecular Interactions 

A number of flow cyromecric procedures for detecring 
inter- and intramolecular inreraccions are hased on meas
uremem of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)"w 
(pp. 283-4). Because che incensicy of energy cransfer is pro
portional co che inverse sixth power of the distance between 
rhe donor and accepror fluorophores , slighr changes in rhe 
distance berween cwo suirably labeled inceracring molecules 
resulr in large changes in energy transfer, providing a sensi
rive method for analyses of such phenomena as recepror
ligand interacrions and changes in receptor subunit confor
mation. The first such scudies were done using covalent la
bels on the molecules or submolecular units involved; more 
recently, it has become possible ro clone suitable energy 
transfer pairs of fluorescem proreins inco the structures of 
prorein subunits between which imeracrions occur'3'"•. 

Michnick and coworkers30" ·" have caken an alcernate ap
proach. They have engineered subunirs of enzymes such as 
<lihydrofolare reductase and P-lacramase, and can produce 
cells conraining signaling proreins in which each of rhe rwo 
moieries involved in interaction contains a cloned inactive 
subunir of the reporter enzyme. When the inactive subunits 
become sufficiencly close ro one anorher as a result of 
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changes in rhe conformation of rhe signaling protein ro 
which rhey are atrached, rhey form an acrive binding site for 
the enzyme substrate. Active dihydrofolare reducrase is de
recced by binding of fluorescencly labeled mechotrexate de
rivatives'\'"6; active P-lacramase is derccted using the fluoro
genic substrate CCFi~:- (p. 409). 

Clinical Flow Cytometry: Turf and Surf 

The firsc review of clinical applications of cytomerry was 
published in 198 l by Laerum and Farsundi86• The Engineer
ing foundation and the Sociery for Analytical Cytology co
sponsored conferences on Clinical Cyromerry in April, 
l 98i"' and December, 1983. While the proceedings of rhe 
first of these meerings were nor published, a symposium 
volume containing papers presented at the second did ap-

9 . 9 
pear . 

Beginning in Scprember, 1986, a series of annual meet
ings on Clinical Applications of Cyrometry were organized 
by Dr. Mariano La Via of the Medical Universiry of South 
Carolina and others and held in Charleston, Sourh Carolina; 
chis led ro the founding of the Clinical Cyrometry Society, 
and, subsequently, to the inclusion of a volume on clinical 
cyrometry (originally subtitled Communications in Clinical 
Cyrometry, now simply called Clinical Cytometry) in each 
year's issues of rhe journal Cytometry. Numerous sessions, 
symposia, and courses on clinical cyrometry, flow and oth
erwise, have been held at and/or in conjunction with meet

ings of a number of organ izations concerned wich chose areas 
of laboratory medicine in which flow cycometry has had the 
greacest impacc, i.e., hcmacology, immunology, and oncol
ogy (see Chapccr 2 for derails). 

The earlier reviews""''-' 8"·' of clinical cycomecry have been 

replaced by a number of books (also see Chapter 2). The 
most rccenc book dedicated co clinical flow cycometry is the 
Third Edicion of Flow Cytometry in Clinical Diagnosis""1, 

edired by Keren, McCoy, and Carey, published in 2001; I 
would also recommend a 200 l volume in Clinics in Labora
tory Medicine on "N ew Applications of Flow Cyrometry"m•, 
edired by McCoy and Keren. Also of general inreresr is an 
online journal, Case Studies in Clinical Flow Cytometry, ed
ited by Michael Borowicz and endorsed by both the Clinical 
Cycomecry Sociery and ISAC. The journal is accessible at 
<hnp://www.flowcases.org>. 

Earlier edi tions of this book made accempts at complete 
coverage of existing and projected clinical applicacions of 
flow cyromccry according to a framework that Brian Ma
yall'"' and I" .. indcpcndenrly followed in surveying the field 
ac che 1983 Engineering Foundarion-SAC conference. In the 
previous editio n and chis one, I have made and make no 
pretense of crying co cover the entire field. 

C linical cyromecry icself has changed over che years. In 
che l 970's, most clinical cycometry was done by simple he
matology counters, on rhc one hand, and by image analyzing 
aucornaced differenrial counters, on the ocher. The differen
cial counrers scanned Wrighc's-scained smears, and could not 
identify different lymphocyce rypes. Clinical cycomerry to-

day still involves flow cyromerric hematology analy1.ers, 
which now perform differencial councs as well as red and 
white cell, platelet, and rericulocyce counts, often withour 
benefic of fluorescence measurements. Fluorescence flow 

cycomcters are used for a wide range of clinical cescs, pre
dominantly involving immunophenocyping and DNA con
cem analysis, none of which is done anywhere near as often 
as are differential leukocyte counts or Papanicoloaou smears. 

A new breed of image analysis systems have come into 
clinical cycomecry to facilitace and perform Pap smear 
screening for cervical and ocher gynecologic cancers, but, by 

and large, the people who deal with these sysrems publish in 
Acta Cytologica (http://www.acta-cycol.com) and Analytical 
and Quantitative Cytology and Histology (hup:// 
www.aqch.com) , boch of which are official journals of The 
Imernational Academy of Cycology and The American Soci
ety of Cyroparhology. The blood cell counter people tend ro 
publish in Laboratory Hematology (hrcp://labhem.cjp.com/) , 
the official journal of che International Sociery for Labora
tory Hematology, and che people who do clinical fluores
cence flow cycomecry arc more likely to publish in Cytometry 
and Clinical Cytometry, and co go co meccings of che Clinical 

Cycomerry Society and ISAC. 
The turf issues in journals and societies mirror turf issues 

in hospitals and clinics. If the next successful clinical product 
incorporacing a flow cyrometer is built to do microbiology, 
or Pap smears, it is unlikely char the immunologists and/or 

parhologiscs who use their fluorescence flow cytomecer co do 
immunophenotyping and DNA analysis will ever have much 
co do with ic, and ir is no more likely chat che microbiolo
gists or the cycopachologists would funnel a significanc por
tion of cheir laboratory work load to the fluorescence flow 
cycomecer in the clinical immunology lab, even if chat in
strument could do antimicrobial susceptibiliry tests or cervi
cal cancer screening. 

Ir was nicer when all of us went ro the same meecings, 
but at lease I (and you) can cry co keep wich lab hematology 

and cycopachology online. Hence my section tide. 
From this point on, I will deal wich selected clinical ap

plications of cyromecry in the context of broader discussions 
of application areas. Phil McCoy has provided the bottom 
line for chis seccion with a discussion of Medicaid and Medi
care reimbursement for flow cycomecry>070

: you may be able 
ro collect for doing rericulocycc counts, T cell counts, abso
lute CD4 and/or CDS counts and ratios, single antigen 
[B27] HIA typing, immunophenoryping, and DNA con
tent/cell cycle analysis. 

Hematology 

Clinical Application: Blood Cell Councing 
and Sizing 

· Before phoroeleccric'" and electronic"' cell counters were 
developed in the I 950's, rhe counting and classification of 
blood cells had to be done by human observers (pp. 77-9) . 
Coulter's apparatus was introduced inro laboratories in rhe 



l 960's and shown co be superior for red cell counting10 and 
sizing"; the use of selective lysing agencs t0 remove red cells 
made ic feasible co do white cell counting with the same 
instruments. Acccpcance came rapidly; che inscrumencacion 
was rapid, laborsaving, and produced more accurace and 
precise resulcs chan could be obtained by even the most 
dedicated, highly crained personnel. 

le was slighcly harder t0 make electronic counters count 
platcleu because chese cells were smaller in size, and thus 
produced smaller signals, which were harder to discriminate 
from noise. Nonetheless, electronic councing was perceived 
as rhe mechod of choice for placelcc councing some cime 
before ir could actually be used effectively for rhe cask. Mod
ern hematology analyzers now counc and size all formed 
elemencs in blood. 

Fundamencal issues and principles of cell counting were 
introduced on pp. 18-21. Commercial hematology inscru
ments were covered briefly on pp. 433-4. Aucomated blood 
counts, and automated differenrial councs as well, are dis
cussed in some detail in books by Bessman°8' and Groner 
and Simson2·" 1• NCCLS (sec p. 361) has issued an Approved 
Scandard'0"' for quality control of hematology analyzers with 
recommended goals for accuracy and precision in measure
ments of hemoglobin concenrracion, erythrocyte, leukocyte, 
and placclet councs, and mean corpuscular volume. 

Red Blood Cells (Erythrocytes) 

Clinical Application: Reticulocyte Counts 

Councing che relatively small fraction of RNA
conraining immature cells, or reticulocym (see pp. 78-9, 99, 
312-4, and 326), which normally comprise about 1 percent 
of circulating red blood cells, gees inco the realm of rare 
event analysis when red cell production is impaired, and the 
fraction of reticulocytes in the rotal red cell population de
creases. The job gets easier when red cell turnover is in
creased, e.g., following bleeding or in hemolytic anemias, 
and the reticulocytc count (usually expressed as reciculo
cyccs/ I 000 RBC) increases. 

The biology of red cell maturation dictates chat the dis
rriburion of RNA content in cells should be continuous; the 
distincrion between reticulocyces and mature erythrocytes in 
visual counting is made only when enough RNA is present 
to form a visible precipitate after staining with basic dyes. 
Flow cytometric approaches co reciculocyce counting should 
ideally be based on che determination of the RNA conrenc 
distribucions in red cell populations, because shifts in the 
disuibucion co lower or higher mean fluorescence values 
provide che same clues to red cell kinetics as are obtained 
from decrea~es or increases in the rericulocyte count. How
ever, what often happens in practice is char cells are deter
mined co be "positive" or "negative" for RNA. 

The reciculocyte count is normally in the neighborhood 
of I%, or I 0 reciculocytes per l ,000 red cells; thus, visual 
reciculocyce counts, generally based on counts of 1,000 red 
cells, are inherently imprecise due co Poisson sampling er-
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ror' 62.J; if n reciculocytes are actually observed, che scandard 
deviacion is n 112 • If, on examination of 1,000 red cells, 16 
reticulocytes are seen, the scandard deviation is 4 cells, and 
the CV is 4/ 16, or 25%. Taking the observed value plus 2 
standard deviacions as the 95% confidence limits, i.e., the 
range within which there is 95% probabiliry chat the true 
value will be found, the true reticulocyce count is likely co lie 
between 811 ,000 and 24/ 1,000 red cells. 

The only way in which to improve the precision of re
ticulocyce councs is to counc more cells. If a flow cycomecer 
is used co count 100,000 red cells, and 1,600 reticulocytes 
are counted, giving the same 16/J ,000 count discussed 
above, the standard deviation is 40, che CV is a more ac
ceptable 2.5%, and the 95% confidence limics arc now 
I 5.2/ 1,000 and 16.8/1,000 red cells, narrowing the range 
considerably. The hardest pare of validating flow cycometric 
methods for reticulocyte councing has been evaluating 
agreemenc of che new techniques with visual counting, be
cause visual counts are so abysmally imprecise. 

Although some hematology counters identify reticulo
cytes by measuring the absorption of a cell-associated dye 
such as oxazine 750 or che fluorescence of acridine o range, 
the more recent crend has been coward using dyes which 
increase fluorescence by factors ranging from several dozcn
fold co several thousandfold on binding to }U\;A, including 
asymmetric cyanines such as thiazole orange and related 
compounds such as thioflavin T and auramine 0. 

The fact that all chese dyes are positively charged and 
lipophilic raises some questions as co the mechanism of re
ticulocyte staining. The membrane potcmials of reciculo
cyces appear co be higher290·• 1 than chose of mature red cells; 
chis should cause vitally stained rericulocytes co cake up basic 
dyes more avidly than would mature cel ls. Thus, rhe less 
mature cells should contain more dye as well as more RNA, 
and the staining difference berween mature and immarure 
cells would be enhanced. The experiments necessary co de
termine what concribucion, if any, cell membrane potencial 
differences make to reciculocyte staining (i.e., comparisons 
of fluorescence levels between unfixed and fixed or grami
cidin-treaced cells) have not been reported co dace. 

Corash et al'm compared chioflavin T , echidium bro
mide, and thiazole orange as reticulocyte stains, and found 
the latter two preferable because chey required less precise 
concrol of dye incubation rime. Subsequent studies by 
Career et al" .. , Van Hove ec al" 8\ Hansson et al ''"'', and 
Schimenti cc al,.08 1

1 among ochers, have established the valid
ity and utility of flow cymmecric reciculocyce counts done 
with chiazole orange; they are, as might be expecced, more 
sensitive than manual counts""'' ' , in chac they can derecr 
cells wirh lower RNA levels. Thiazole orange reticulocyce 
councs can also be done on canine1783.9 and feline1700 blood. 
Van Petcgem er al 1:<• i compared three benchcop flow cycome
ters, the B-D FACScan, Coulter EPICS Profile, and Orcho 
Cytoron Absolute, for reticulocyce enumeration using thia
zole orange, and found the inscrumencs gave cqu ivalenr re
sults from counts of 30,000 cells. Gua.~ch et al ''" confirmed 
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the report of Van Bockscaele and Peerermans""' chac che 
diechyl analogue of chiazole orange, 1,3' -Diethyl-4 ,2'
quinolylthiacyanine iodide, yielded equivalent resulcs. 

Since chiazole orange stains DNA as well as RNA, red 
cells concaining DNA due to the presence of inrraeryrhro
cyric parasices" '-'-.. , Howell-Jolly bodies""~· "9 ', nuclei, or 
micronuclei become fluorescent when stained, and may be 
counrcd as rcriculocyrcs; falsely high reciculocyce counts may 
also occur in che presence of red cell autofluorescence, gianr 
platelets and high leukocyte or plareler counts '''~· "% . 

Dedicated flow cyrnmerric reticulocyte counters, the R-
1000 and R-3000, which measure RNA using argon ion 
laser excitarion of auramine 0 fluorescence, have been de
veloped by Sysmex-TOA Medical Electronics (Kobe, Ja
pan(' ', and validated in several studies'"""00; Bowen et al '"0' 
found substancially equivalent performance in a comparison 
of reciculocyre counring using thiazole orange on a B-D 
FACS and auramine 0 on a Sysmex R-1000. More recent 
scudies·'°'"""0 confirm chat aucomaced reciculocyte counring is 
far more precise chan manual counting and chat a variety of 
commercial instruments are efficiacious for che purpose. 
Riley et al '0"' have recenrly published an extensive review of 
reticulocyce counting methdology. 

'I 'he obvious inadequacies of manual reticulocyte counts 
in terms of rhe number of cel ls counced and the difficulty of 
deteccing cells wich small amoums of RNA makes che man
ual counr somerhing less chan a gold scandard for compari
son, creating a problem in validacing flow cytometric councs. 
Ooscerhuis ec af " 9' have used a mulcivariace staciscical model 
co compare manual and flow cytometric counts based on 
correlations of the results of each with hemoglobin concen
tration, mean cell volume, and erythrocyte densicy widch, 
and found flow counrs superior; rheir modeling method is 
generally applicable to rescs in which reliable standard mech
ods do nor exisr. NCCLS issued an Approved Guideline3081 

for rcciculocyce councing in 1997, covering both flow cy
romerric and classical methods; Bruce Davis, who is working 
on a new guideline, tells me rhar a flow cycomerric method 
based on rhiazole orange will become che new gold standard. 

There's just one licrle ching bothering me. I have done 
some work on rericulocyte counting over the years, aimed at 
finding rcd-exciccd dyes char would allow rhe use of inex
pensive diode la~ers instead of argon lasers in flow cytometric 
retie counters. As ic happens, one of the newer councers 
from Sysmex docs appear ro use a red-excited dye. Now, the 
dyes used to stain reties are RNA dyes, and, if yo u stained 
blood with both a 488 nm-excited dye and a red-excited 
dye, and analyzed the cells in a dual-beam cycometer wirh 
488 nm and red lasers, you would expect co see reties stained 
with both dyes. When I have cried this trick with chiazole 
orange and with a variety of putative red-excited retie stains, 
I find that there is some discordant staining; there are cells 
stained wirh borh dyes, but there always seem to be cells 
stained with one dye and not the ocher. Maybe somebody 
ouc there would like to cry the experiment using thiazole 

orange and a manufacrurer's approved red-excited retie re
agent. I e's another one of chose things rhar I haven'c gotten 
around to while I've been writing this. 

The Reticulocyte Maturity Index (RMI) 

Since reticulocyres contain as much RNA as they ever 
will at the time ar which they enter chc circulation. and lose 
it over a period of a few days, che less mature rericulocyrcs 
will, on rhe average, contain more RNA than rhe more ma
ture ones, and will therefore have higher fluorescence inten
sities when stained with dyes such as rhiazole orange and 

auramine 0 . 
Davis and Bigelow'""'·' used either rhe mean fluorescence 

channel of the fluorescenc cells or chc fraction of highly fluo
rescent cells among che total number of reciculocyrcs a~ a 
reticulocyte maturity index (RMI) ; the latter method was 
found co resulr in lower interlaboracory variabilicy in a mul
ticenter scudy"0

\ which also demonsuaccd lower variabiliry 
among labs using the Sysmcx R-1000 than was found using 
the chiazole orange method. This is to be expected, since the 
R-1000 methodology is more standardized. The RMI, inde
pendenr of reticulocyte counc, has been found co be predic
tive of successful engraftmcnt following marrow cransplanta
rion"00'' and of marrow recovery after intensive chemorher
apy1808, and a useful indicator of eryrhropoicric activiry in 

• JOSI 
anemia 

Bayer Diagnoscics' hemacology analyzers, which counc 
reties based on absorption of oxazine 750"', calculate a re
riculocyte maruricy index from che fraccion of cells with high 
absorption values. Ocher indicators of reticulocyte heteroge
neity have been investigated. A monoclonal antibody which 
binds to relatively immature calls has been identified by 
Mechemer, Sedmak, and Barth'""', while Bain and Cavill .. ''', 
making use of che abilicy of a T echnicon (now Bayer) hema
tology counrer co measure boch size and hemoglobin content 
of individual eryrhrocytes''""·'"", showed chat while rericulo
cyces are often hypochromic macrocyres, rhe percentage of 
hypochromic macrocytes does not accurately predict che 
percentage of reticulocytes. 

Erythrocyte Flow Cycomecry: Other Clinical Uses 

The detection of antibodies to cells is the bread and but
ter of immunobemato1ogy'00s; a principal area of applica
tion is in transfusion medicine. Garratry and Arndt have 
discussed applications of flow cytomctry in this field 108H ' . 

Flow cycomecric methods have been used '00" to examine ef
fects of regular blood component donation on donors , and 
for detection and quamification of specific cell-bound 
antibodies co placelers """· ' 9 ~' and orher cell rypes in autoim
mune cytopenias. Changes in red cells '?(,~ during srorage can 
also he monitored . 

Davis"""' has recencly reviewed rhe use of flow cytomerry 
in dereccing fetomaternal hemorrhage by performing rhe 
equivalem of a Klcihauer-Betkc: test, and in dereccing cells 
containing hemoglobin F and intracellular parasites. 



White Blood Cells (Leukocytes) 

Clinical Application: Differential Leukocyte 
Counting 

While instrument developers anticipated that flow cy
tometric differential white blood cell counters would find 
the same rapid acceptance as had rhe earlier slide scanning 
systems. chis was not to be. Differential counting, for beccer 
or worse, was intimately tied to che stained slide, and results 
ohcaincd using fluorescent stains such as acridine orange6 1.m • 

were discounted, even when confirmed by cell sorring1''0 • 

Technicon (now Bayer)'s Hemalog instrument8' 5 , based on 
enzyme cytochemical stains which were widely known in 
hematology, was nor well accepted when ic was introduced 
to rhe market in the early l 970's, although irs performance 
was demonstrably superior co chat of any competing image 
analyzing differential counter. 

In the mid-1980's, chere was a resurgence of interest and 
commercial activity in flow cycomecric differential councing. 
Manufacturers of decrronic (e.g., Coulter) and photometric 
(Orrho) inscrumencs designed for blood cell counting in 
clinical laboratories began to offer 3-pan (lymphocyte/ 
monocyte/granulocyte) differential counts based on dif
ferences in electronic cell volume6'' or in orthogonal light 
scarcering02· -'.w. n~', while ocher companies, recognizing the 

great success of Technicon's instrument, began to invcsti
gacc ch f" possibility of building inexpensive flow cycomecric 
diffcrcnrial counters using new stains which could discrimi
nate eosinophils and basophils from neutrophils, yielding a 
traditional 5-part differential count. 

le is apparenr to most observers chat there was a change 
in attitude toward flow cytometry on the part of clinical 
pachologiscs and laboratory hematologists in che mid-1980' s; 
these clinicians were much more likely co accept a flow cy
tometric differential counter then than rhey had been in che 
mid- I 970's, not because the technology of differential 
counring had improved dramatically, but because the highly 
visible appli cations of flow cycometry in research in hema
cology and immunology made the technology nor only re
spectable, but desirable. Future developments in chis area 
will depend noc on science, but on the economics of health 
care. As long as ir is decided thac 5-parr differential counts 
are still worth doing in volume, even in modern cost
constrained clinical laboratories, there will be new insrru
menrs. There are a loc of ways co do differenrial counrs by 
flow cytomecry"-', and the lease complicated and least expen
sive will probably survive rhe natural selection process. 

One of the more interesting approaches to the problem, 
implemented commercially by Sequoia-Turner (lacer Uni
path and now Abbott) 916 in che Cell-Dyn 3000 1921 , 3500, 
and 4000 instruments, is based on the observation by de
G rooch et al ' '0 char polarized and depolarized orthogonal 
light scattering signals can discriminate eosinophils from 
neucrophils in unscained blood (pp. 278-9). Two-parameter 
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displays of a normal leukocyte population, obraincd us
ing one of these analyzers, are shown in Figure I 0-16; chc 
inscrumenc measures scarcer ac smaller angles as well as or
thogonal scaccer. 

Coulter's VCS (Volume/Conductivity/Scattering) tech
nology uses measurements of DC and RF impedance and 
lighc scaccering co perform a five-pare differencial count; ic is 
implemented in che VCS '""·' , STKS '"'', and MAXM hema
tology analyzers. Earlier instruments derived a differential 
count from che leukocyte volume distribution. 
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Figure 10-16. Clusters of peripheral blood leukocyte 
types in rwo-dimensional displays from an Abbocr 
Cell-Dyn 3000 hematology analyzer. The figure was 
provided by Judy Andrews and Pamela Kidd (U. of 
Washington). 

Bayer's Advia line, successors co the Technicon Hema
log and H-series instruments, retains the peroxidase sraining 
used in the original Hemalog 0 , but have abandoned the 
Alcian blue basophil stain in favor of differential lysis , and 

identify monocyres based on their light scattering an <l low 
peroxidase content. 

NCCLS (then che National Commictee for Clinical 
Laboracory Studies) issued an Approved Standard on leuko
cyre differential counting in 199230•' . Since then, a number 
of comparisons of hematology analyzers have appeared in che 
literature 1926.31• Bentley, Johnson, and Bishop '"J ' did a com

parative evaluation of che Unipach (now Abbott) Cell-Dyn 
3000, Coulcer STKS, Sysmex NE-8000, and Miles (Tcchni
con) H -2, using the NCCLS prococol; they could noc estab
lish chac any single inscrumenr was clearly superior to the 
others. BuHarello et al 19•11' reporced similar resulcs in a 
comparison of the same four instrumenc types. 

Clinical hematology analyzers are designed to flag appar
encly abnormal bloods, because their capacicies for dececrion 
of blasts, nucleated red cells, and immature granulocyces are 
limited. In general hospital and outpatient clinic seccings. no 
more than 25% of samples are typically flagged, and thus 
require examination of a smear by a technologist or hema
cologist; in tertiary care inscicucions, over 60% of samples 
may be flagged . Nonetheless, aucomaced differencial count
ing still reduces technologists' and hemacopathologiscs' 
workloads. If a more sophisticated apparatus that would flag 
fewer samples could be made cost-effective, there would 
probably be a substantial market for it. 
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The measuremcnc paramerers and methods and com
puter algorithms used in automated differential counters 
differ from instrument ro instrumenr. Thus, while all in
struments yield similar results, a careful comparison, such as 
the 199') study of absolute lymphocyte counrs published by 
Groner and SimsonJo••, will reveal the biases of individual 
analyzers. Biases in lymphocyte councs may become prob
Ly 

lematic when leukocyte and lymphocyte counts from a he-
marology analyzer are combined with data from a fluores
cence flow cytometer to obtain a "rwo-platform" absolute 
count of CD4+ cells. 

The development of automated differential counters has 
been hampered co a considerable excenr by rhe lack of a true 
"gold standard." Early in the game, it was thought that the 
resulcs obtained by flow cycomecric methods should agree 
wirh chose obtained from visual analysis of Wrighr's or 
Giemsa-scained smears by a well-trained hematology cechni
cian , hematologist, or hematopachologisr. Ir soon became 
apparent chat most flow cycometric councers yielded higher 
monocyte an<l lower lymphocyte counts than were reported 
from smears, even when che mechodologies used in che flow 
systems were quite different. 

For example, the Block prototype, which identified 
monocyres primarily by forward and right angle light scatter
ing, the Technicon Hemalog D , which identified monocyces 
by rhe presence of intracellular esterase, and the Orcho Cyto
fluorograf, using acridine orange staining, produced concor
dant results that did not agree wirh manual counts; resulcs 
based on scatter and acridine orange staining were confirmed 
by sorting at Los Alamos"' . Evidence that rhe flow systems 
were right, and che human observers (and slide-scanning 
differential counters) wrong, was provided by a 197 4 scudy 
by Zucker-Franklin.1°•'', who examined peroxidase content, 
adherence co glass, and phagocyric capacity of mononuclear 
cells in human blood, and concluded that "the percentage of 
monocytes in normal blood is at least rwice as high as is 
commonly recognized on routine smears." Ir is evidently not 

possible to cell small monocyres from lymphocytes on a 
Wrighc's-stained blood smear; chis alone should disqualify ir 
JS a standard. 

The cytochemistry and immunology of leukocyces are 
now considerably beccer understood rhan rhey were when 
most differential counters were developed, and it should be 
possible ro identify rhe normal leukocytes (and any nucle
ated red cells) present in a peripheral blood specimen unam
biguously using a combination of cytochemical stains, fluo
rescent antibodies, and light scarrering characteristics. 

H i.ibl et al ""'" proposed a reference method for the five
part differential counr using a fluorescein-labeled anci-CD45 
antibody, a PE-Cy5-labcled anti-CD 14 antibody, and a 
cocktail of phycoerychrin-labelcd anri-CD2, anti-CD 16, and 
anci-HLA-DR antibodies; they reported good concordance 
with results of 500-cell manual differential counts, even for 
basophils, but sample preparation steps (lysis and washing) 
appeared to have some influence on counts. 

To get a true "gold standard" count, ir would be advis
able co work wirh unfixed, unlysed whole blood samples and 
"no-wash" staining, using a vital nuclear stain to identify 
nucleated cells for triggering, to produce a differential count 
unbiased by any selective cell loss chat might occur during 
lysis, fixarion and/or washing. This seems entirely feasible. 

Since all of the early development and most of rhe 
maturation of blood cells occur in rhe marrow, it is rare co 
have definitive diagnoses of hematologic diseases made on 
the basis of differential counts; what is usually required is an 
examination of a marrow aspirate or biopsy. This concept 
was difficult to get across to a lot of the engineering rypes 
involved in the development of rhe first generation of auto
mated differential counters, who seemed co chink peripheral 
blood differentials were the equivalenc of a Pap smear for 
leukemia, and who also labored under the misconception 
that there were discrete categories of immature or "abnor
mal" cells which could be definitively idcnrificd by experi
enced hematologiscs. For ac least some types of marrow ex
amination, the flow cycometer can help the hemacologisr 
considerably more than rhe microscope can, and the hema
tologist may be able to drop out of rhe loop within a few 
years, or stay in it only to insure reimbursement. 

CD Characters: Leukocyte Differentiation 
Antigens 

Inrernarional Workshops on Human Leukocyte Differ
entiation Antigens muse be held to periodically keep crack of 
an increasing number of defined human leukocyte cell sur
face amigens•0 '·"n' .. The CD (Cluster of Differentiation) 

nomenclature now srandard for the common leukocyte anti
gens runs to CD247; the results of the 7th workshop, held 
in Harrogate in 2000, arc available in book form"'"' and also 
in an extensive online database via Protein Reviews on the 
Web~'·" . An online index of CD antigens is at <http:// 
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/prow/guide/45277084.hrm>. The 
8th Incernarional Workshop, chaired by Hcddy Zola, will 
be held in Adelaide in December, 2004; information is 
available at <http://www.hlda8.org>. 

For a more portable work on CO antigens, see !ht' l.eu
cocyte Antigen FactsBook18" , edited by Rarclay et al. now in ics 
second (1997) edition30n. Academic Press's "FamBook" se
ries includes a few other rides relevant to leukocyte immu
nology as well. The Adhesion Molecule FactsRook'n, wich a 
2000 second edirion300J, describes rhe chemical charac:teris
tics and cellular specificities of adhesion molecules. The T 
Cell Receptor FactsBook}"'", The HLA FactsBook1" '" , and The 
Cytokine FactsBook and WebFactl"x,are also handy references. 

Granulocytes: Basophils 

Basophils were originally so named by Paul Ehrlich on 
rhe basis of their propensity to accumulate cationic dyes in 
these granules a{ concemracions high enough co cause mera
chromasia, or shifts in the spectrum of dye. They are rhc 
rarest of the five major classes of peripheral blood leukocrtes, 
usually comprising berween 0. I% and I .0% of cells in dif-



ferenrial leukocyte counts, or fewer than 50 cells/µL blood. 
They can be idencified on smears stained with Giemsa's, 
Wright's, and similar eosin-azure blood stains by the meta
chromatic absorption of azure dyes bound to glycosami
noglycans and other components of their cytoplasmic gran
ules. Basophils can also be identified in suspension by their 
metachromatic staining with dyes such as Alcian blue, Astra 
blue and roluidine blue. 

Basic Orange 21: The Besc Basophil Stain Yet 

Several manufacturers have investigated staining with a 
mecachromatic dye described by Lawrence Kass, Basic or
ange 2f"'·;""-, which can be used either as an absorption 
stain or as a fluorescent stain. Dr. Kass, who is on the faculty 
at Case Western Reserve University, inherited a large collec
tion of textile dyes from his father, and, in the tradition of 
Paul Ehrlich, proceeded to determine whether he could sec 
anything interesting using the dyes. Perhaps unforcunarely 
for chose of us in the cytometry game, he is a very good mor
phologic hemarologisc, which means chat he can usually see 
distinctions too subtle for low-resolution instrumencs like 
flow cytometers co pick up. 

Basic orange 21, unlike most mecachromatic dyes, has a 
merachromatic absorption peak at a longer wavelength than 
its onhochromatic absorption peak (560 versus 483 nm). 
The dye is rapidly absorbed by living cells, and is apparencly 
nontoxic in the shore term. It stains ncutrophil granules 
orange, eosinophil granules a darker orange-brown, and ba
sophils a striking purplish red; the metachromatic spectral 
shift can be demonstrated in solution if concemrated hepa
rin sulfate is added to the dye. Basic orange 21 is the best 
srain I have ever come across for visual counting of baso
phils (or, for chat matter, mast cells) by transmitted light 
microscopy. Ir is completely trivial to count basophils in 
unlyscd whole blood in a hemocycometer using the dye. 

Basic orange 21 also yields excellenc basophil counts in a 
flow system in which green-excited red fluorescence can be 
measured; ic works quite well with low-power green He-Ne 
laser ex<.:itation at 543 nm (L R. Adams, H. Shapiro, and L. 
Kass, unpublished) , and Crippen, Nilsson, and Matsson' 0 ' 2··1 

showed that basophils and mast cells could be distinguished 
from other cells using 515 nm excitation from an argon la
ser. If all you have is 488 nm, you're out of luck; chis is 
much berrer at exciting che orchochromatic fluorescence of 
the dye than the mecachromatic fluorescence. 

Allergy Tests Using Basophil Degranulation 

Basophils have receptors for IgE on cheir surfaces. AJler
gi<.: individuals make IgE anribodies against substances ro 
which they arc allergic; these antibodies bind ro the IgE re
ceptors on basophil surfaces. Any allergen entering the circu
lation can cross-link IgE molecules bound to different recep
tors, initiating a signaling cascade that results in basophil 
degranulation, with the release of heparin, histamine, and a 
bunch of other scuff which, in vivo, leads to swelling, sneez-
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ing, etc., and which, in vitro, can be detected by chemical 
analysis and used as the basis of tescs for allergens' '"~., . 

Under most circumstances, the histamine release initi
ated by crosslinking of basophil cell surface lgE receptors is 
accompanied by loss of metachromatic staining. This forms 
the basis for the basophil dcgranulation test (BDn~"'S-1''' . 
in which reactivity with allergen is assessed by counting the 
number ofbasophils (i.e. , cells with mecachromaric granules) 
in an uncreated comrol aliquot of a specimen and in aliquots 
exposed co putative allergens. Degranulacion can also be 
initiated by anti-IgE antibody, which also cross-links recep
cors carrying bound IgE. 

Milson et al1934 and Nilsson'm demonstrated char the 
older Technicon hematology instruments, such as the 
H6000, which had a separate channel for identifying baso
phils by AJcian blue staining of their granules, could be used 
ro do basophil degranulacion tests for allergy on whole 
blood. Since the later Technicon H- series instruments and 
their Bayer successors detect basophils differently, rhey can
not be used for the same purpose. 

Unless basophils are concencraced from peripheral blood 
by density gradient sedimentation or centrifugation, the 
number of cells present in each aliquot examined in a BOT 
is likely to be small enough to make results imprecise due co 
sampling error. This figured prominently in the so-called 
"Benvenisce Affair" of 1988, in which results of BDT's were 
erroneously inrerpreced by Jacques Benvenisre's group as 
demonstrating degranulation of basophils by solutions from 
which anci-IgE had presumably been totally removed by 
serial dilution, evidently lending some credence to a basic 
tenet of homeopathy and to the theory chat wacer can ·'re
member" what has been dissolved in it. Their paper was 
accepted and published in Natur/ '0' , with the condition chat 
the Editor of Nature Oohn Maddox) be allowed to visit the 
Benveniste lab wich colleagues of his choosing, scrutinize 
details of the original experiment, and observe a blinded 
attempt ac repetition with rigorous controls. Maddox chose 
magician-debunker James ("The Amazing") Randi and NIH 
whistleblower/gadfly Walter Stewart to accompany him. 

The BDT's in the Bcnveniste experiments were done by 
visual observation, and both sampling error and observer 
bias appear to have led the group to draw incorrect conclu
sions from chc initial experiment. The experiment done with 
Maddox ct al on hand found no apparenr effect of high dilu
tions of anci-IgE, leading him and his colleagues to describe 
the original report as the result of a delusion1' 03 • . 

During the 1990's, a number of groups investigated flow 
cytomecric assays as possible replacements for the BDT"0

'; in 
1994, Sainte-Laudy er al reported that CD63 on basophil 
surfaces was upregulaced after acrivarion, and chat the results 
of Aow cycometric assays based on chis characterist ic corre
lated well (and subscancially better rhan do results of assays 
measuring loss of metachromasia) with results of histamine 
release assays. The assay is commonly done using fluorescent 
anti-IgE antibodies to identify the basophils and anti-C D63 
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co detect activation; a kit (BASOTEST) is available from 
ORPEGEN Pharma. 

ln 1999, Belon et all'"' published results of a multiccnrer 
study, based on BDTs done by visual observation, in which 
it was concluded that highly serially diluted hiscamine inhib
ired basophil degranulation. Since histamine at pharma
cologic concentrations does exerc chis effect, the homeopaths 
(or at least the homeopath to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth 
II) again claimed vindication. This led the producers of che 
BBC's "Horizon" science program co seek advice from a 
number of people involved in flow cytometry (they even 
posced a query co che Cycomecry Mailing List) on che design 
of a controlled, blinded experiment in which effects of 
highly dilute histamine on basophil activation were meas
ured by CD63 upregulacion at two institutions in London. 
A transcript of chc program in which results were revealed 
may be found ar <hcrp://www.bbc.co.uklscience/horizon/ 
2002/homcopachytrans.shtmb. 

Some years back, I accempced co develop a <ledicaced ap
paratus for performing BDTs using a cheap green He-Ne 
laser and Basic orange 21; coday, I'd use a red laser and anci
IgE and anci-CD63 ancibodies labeled wich APC and APC
Cy 7. However, there's no guarancee char allergists would run 
our and buy the gadget; some swear by che cesc and some 
don ' c·1' 0 ' . And some still seem to believe chat homeopathy 
works. 

Granulocytes: Eosinophils 

People keep asking me about ways of identifying eosino
phils. The objective is often to sore live eosinophils without 
activating chem. There arc several ways co do chis. 

Eosinophils arc highly aucofluorcscent, producing strong 
blue (460 nm) fluorescence on lN excitationJ'0 ' and strong 
green (525 nm) and yellow (575 nm) fluorescence on blue 
or blue-gn:en excitation'"'. I have found chat chey also show 
some 575 nm autofluorescence on excitation ac 532 nm; this 
is unusual. The original reports on identifying eosinophils 
based on high aucofluoresccnce dace back co che days when 
fluorescence filrers were nor very good and when side scarcer 
measurements were not routine. Boch of these problems 
have been corrected in modern flow cycomecers and sorters. 
In my experience, when using 488 nm laser cxciracion, ic is 
possible co define an eosinophil population in unstained 
samples by gating on a display of side scatter vs. green (same 
filcer as used for fluorescein) or yellow (same filter as used for 
phycocryrhrin) fluorescence . The green fluorescence is 
roughly che order of magnitude char would be expected from 
cells hearing a few thousand molecules of fluorescein, so you 
might wane co cry some low incensiry fluorescein-labeled 
beads co make sure your instrument can detecc signals in chis 
range. 

Once you have a cell sorter , sorting eosinophils can be 
less cosdy chan sorting many ocher cell types because no 
antibody reagents are needed, but the coses of antibodies are, 
after all, rather low when compared co che cost of che sorcer. 

Because they contain birefringent granules, cosinophils (ac 
lease chose from mammalian and avian species) show higher 
depolarized side scarcer signals chan do ocher cells, and can 
be identified and sorted if one adapcs an instrument co 
measure both polarized and depolarized side scaccer (sec pp. 
278-9 and Figure 7-2)'' 0·9"'d'0'. 

If you can't live without monoclonals, I will mention 
char eosinophils, unlike orher granulocyces, express CD4 
weakly {about at che level of monocytes) "'ff'.'"'""'. However, 
some people seem to chink rhac CD4 expression occurs only 
on activated eosinophils, while ochers chink CD4 can be 
dececced on all eosinophils, bur chat levels of expression vary 
wich acrivacion state. The cruth could be escablished easily 
enough using a PE-Cy5- or APC-labclcd ami-CD4 antibody 
and measuring polarized and depolarized scatter and 488 
nm-excited aucofluorescence. Unlike neutrophils, eosino
phils lack CD16 and express CD49dl' " '. 

While eosinophils have higher (conventional or polar
ized) side scatter signals than neucrophils, there is enough 
overlap between the populations in unfixed preparations ro 

preclude using side scatrer as a sole parameter for identifica
tion. After aldehyde fixation, che forward and side scarcer of 
eosinophils increases substantially, enabling chem co be dis
tinguished from neucrophik1111 • Fixation or permeabilization 
also allows acid dyes (such as eosin or fluorescein) co enter 
che cells and bind co eosinophil basic protein in cheir gran
ules, which is how che eosinophils got their name in che first 
place. Fluorcscein isochiocyanacc is an excellent stain for 
fixed or permeabilizcd eosinophils on char account""'; un
fortunately, the basic proccin also binds fluorescein and 
other acid dyes attached co antibodies, resulcing in nonspe
cific staining. If you're inceresced in blocking nonspecific 
antibody binding, you mighc try an acidic molecule thac is 
either nonfluorescenc or will not be excited ac the wave
length(s) you use for excitation. 

Granulocytes: Neutrophils 

(Clinical?) Tests of Neutrophil Funccion 

Flow cycomecry of appropriate paramecers can be used 
for a variety of functional studies of blood cells. Provocative 
cescs of neutrophil functionm may use tecrazolium dye 
reduction.><.1.•10·16 11 ·' (p.379), dichlorofluorescein oxida
tion'6 1·'"'r.s 1 ~'" (p. 379), dihydrorhodamine 123"''"' (p. 379-

80), membrane potential probes'", or acridine orange"" or 
orthogonal scarcer measurement of degranulation1"' . Phago
cytosis assays'" 1·" 90·• (pp. 377-8) employ fluorescent micro
spheres or bacceria·m. 

Seligmann, Chused and Callin••• used flow cycomcrry 
and DiOC,(3) co demonscrace heterogeneity of membrane 
potential response co phorbol esrers and chemocacric pep
tides in neurrophil granulocytes from normal controls and 
from patients wirh chronic granulomacous disease ; their 
findings were comparable co chose ochers obtained br bulk 
MP measurements. Srudies of patients wich chronic granu
lomacous disease and their families are scill done using flow 



cycomecry, wich detection of respiracory burst rather than 
memhrane pocential change as the primary marker. 

Moving from che granulocyccs to their fellow phago
cytes, che monocytes and macrophages, I note that Valer er 
alr~ , using Di0C6(3), observed depolarization of guinea pig 
macrophages after incubation with lymphokines; similar 
resuks were reported by ochers who made microelectrode 
measurements of membrane potential. 

Tescs of neucrophil and monocyte/macrophage function 
are noc universally used for clinical purposes. I haven't up
dared chis section, instead decring co recommend a good 
and fairly recent compendium on rhe subject, Phagocyte 
Function. A Guide for Research and Clinical Evaluation, ed
ited by Paul Robinson and George Babcock2396• 

Neutrophil CD64 in Inflammation and Sepsis 

The high affinity Fe receptor for IgG, CD64. is upregu
lated on neurrophils in inflammation and infection111 .. 20• The 
fraction of neurrophils expressing CD64 and rhe level of 
expression are higher in paciems with inflammatory syn
dromes and sepsis, than in patients with inflammation alone, 
in pregnant women with edampsia or infection, or in con
trols. Bruce Davis <davisb@mmc.org> is pursuing commer
cial development of a poim-of-care CD64 assay for sepsis 
through his company, Trillium Diagnostics. There was 
only one melody suitable for che following, which I wrote 
during one of Bruce's presentations on che subject. 

When I'm Sick - CD64? 

When you are healchy, blood PMNs 
Don't need co express 
Sites char rightly bind co Fe gamma, so 
You won't see them when you do flow. 
Wich inflammation, neurrophils show 
What they lacked before. 
As things ger darker, what's the hesr marker? 
CD64. 

I ts kinetics can let you know 
When drugs rake effect; 
Whether you scan or flow, 
This you can detecr. 

When tissue's hot, infected or nor, 
You will see rhe change; 
Antigen will not be laid on quite as chick 
If rhar's noc what's making you sick. 
For diagnosis, follow-up, roo, 
Who could ask for more? 
It's so specific, it's just cerrific
CD64. 

Platelets and Megakaryocytes 

Aulc'"' '' has reviewed the general topic of flow cyco
merry of platelets on several occasions, most recently in 
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2001 1930' 312 ' · '; other recent reviews are by Michelson et af" ' 
and Shankey et a]3' 2'. 

Viability and integrity of stored platelets may be as
sessed by dye exclusion or membrane potemial mea
surements'"'8. Platelet activation can be detected by meas
urement of cytoplasmic [Ca""f99 or by immunofluorescencc 
analysis of activation antigens"ioo_,.,,._,?_l? such as P-selectin 

(CD62p) and gp53 (CD63) or bound fibrinogen'00 ' '?". 
Anti-platelet antibodies can be dececced using fluorescent 
anriimmunoglobulin antibodies9' 8 ·1919·1'"2• 

In 1990, Kienast and Schmitz'"" <lescrihed staining of 
what appeared to be immature platelets by thiazole orange; 
increases in the numbers of such reticulated platelets in 
blood are indicators of chrombopoietic activity" '$·''. In 1995, 
Ault and Knowles312~ used in vivo biotinylation "26 co label all 
circulating platelets in mice, and showed char reticulated 
platelets that appeared 24 hours lacer bore decreased levels of 
biotin (detected using fluorescent streptavidin), establishing 
that reticulated platelets arc the youngest platelets. 

Since the previous edition of chis book appeared, increas
ing attention has been given to the presence and role of acti
vated platelets in cardiovascular disease, including myo
cardial infarction and unstable angina3" ' ·011'·'. There has also 
been work on platelet microparticles1122 and on the interac
tions of platelets and leukocytes. Michelson et aJ-' '-'0 report 
chat circulating monocyte-placelet aggregates are a more 
sensitive indicator of platelet activation than is P-seleccin 
expression. Platelet activation also resulcs in alterations in 
membrane phospholipid packing, detectable using an
nexin V 31 11 (which was used for chis purpose some years 
before its application to the detection of apoprosis) or mero
cyanine 5403131; these reagents do nor seem ro have been 
widely used for platelet studies. 

Thrombopoiesis is rhe result of the activity of megakar
yocytcs?'>' -<· in the bone marrow. These cells undergo cn
domitosis as che result of abortive micosis3 1

}J. and may have 
G/G, DNA content of 32C or higher, as compared tO 2C 
for other G0/G 1 phase cells. Megakaryocyte DNA content is 
increased in patients with coronary artery atherosclerosis"". 
Platelets are formed by fragmentation of megakaryocyce cy
toplasm; the induction of che fragmentation process appears 
co involve nitric oxide3131• 

Kuter and Rosenberg and their colleagues'0' 0·' made in
cremental changes in placelec counts in rats by infusion of 
antiplatelet antibody or by platelet transfusion, and meas
ured rhe ploidy response of megakaryocytes by flow cycome
try, using propidium fluorescence corresponding co 4C or 
higher DNA content and fluorescein immunofluorescence 
from anciplacelec antibody as gating parameters. The flow 
cytometcr involved in these studies was a Cyromutc, built at 
a cost of less than $20,000. Proporrional changes in mega
karyocyte ploidy were demonstrated; as the platelet count 
declined, ploidy increased. Using rhe megakaryocyre ploidy 
assay on bone marrow culcures, these workers identified and 
purified thrombopoiecin; expending considerably less man-
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power and money than orher groups chac also isolared this 
elusive growth factor at about the same cime. 

The insuumenr Kuter and Rosenberg used was builc 
shortly before the B-D FACScan became available, and I 
initially thought they would have been able to use a FAC
Scan or one of the other commercial benchtop cytometers co 
do their work, but I was told chac none of the instruments 
they tried could keep up with the data race. Since only l of 
every 1,000 or so cells in the marrow is a megakaryocyte, 
even in the megakaryocyce-enriched cultures, you have co 
look at a few million cells to gee a DNA histogram from a 
few thousand megakaryocytes, and che Mutt could evidemly 
run faster chan its pedigreed competitors. Shows you how 
much I know. 

Hematopoietic Stem Cells 

In the mid co lace l 970's, a period in which most people 
were content ro make single-parameter measurements, a 
considerable amount of effort and ingenuiry was devoted, in 
a few cenrers, co the isolation of hematopoietic seem cells 
from animal marrow by mulciparamecer sorting on the basis 
of forward and orthogonal scarcer, leccin binding, and auto
fluorescence :Go.::- • . The Geneva convention makes it imprac

tical to do the same confirmatory spleen colony assays in 
man as can be done in the mouse, so flow cytomecric ap
proaches to human marrow and stem cell analysis came from 
differenr directions. 

The emergence of marrow transplantation as a therapeu
tic procedure for treatment of leukemias, lymphomas, and 
solid rumors made normal donor marrow as well as patho
logical specimens more widely available, and flow cytomctry 
has provided a visible and accessible means for che clinical 
researchers involved in transplantation programs to study the 
repopulation of the marrow and, at rhe same time, assess the 
efficacy of treatment. During the past decade, mulcicolor 
immunofluorescence flow cyrometry has been used to pro
vide further derail on normal hlood cell development in the 

·:101.l'IYO.l I S4.1 2 12. 1 4 'l8.PS~ -? J ,\13h f h' d' marrow ; one aspect o t 1s was 1s-
cussed in detail in connection wich leukemia phenoryping 
on pp. 467-8, which referred to two color illustrations on 
che back cover. 

Over rhe same period in which flow cycometric im
munofluorescence measurements of increasing sophistication 
were applied co marrow, different invescigacors extracted 
increasingly derailed cycokinecic information from marrow 
samples using DNA cement, DNA/RNA, and chromatin 
structure analysis and BrUdR incorporation. There probably 
should be some more studies done than have been to date of 
che kinetics of subpopulations, defined by immunofluo
rcscence or other additional parameters.,.,'·"", in marrow. 
T he one cell rypc for which combined DNA and im
munofluorescence analyses have been the rule rather than 
the exception seems co be rhe megakaryocyce, discussed in 
the previous section. 

Ac present the isolation of human hematopoietic stem 
cells is big enough business to keep a number of biocechnol-

ogy companies funded. l picked a few references''"'"''"·''" ' "; 
on flow cycomecry and human seem cells out of the chen
recent literature for chc previous edition; I have picked even 
fewer ouc for chis one. If you look at any of rhe older refer
ences, you will quickly appreciate chat, even a decade ago, 
stem cell research demanded the capacity co measure as 
many paramccers as flow cytomerer manufacturers are will
ing co make available. That still holds. 

Human CD34' hemacopoietic stem cells arc and lack 
lineage antigens characteristic of more mature cell types. 
Like rodent seem cells, they have an accive glycoprorein 
pump19' 9, which allows chem to be identified by decreased 
rhodamine 123 retention (p. 376) '"" . By keeping the con
centration of pyronin Y low, and using verapamil to block 
dye effiux, Srour and his colleaguesrn°·2 ·262~ have been able to 

use Hoechst 33342 and pyronin Y co define and sore CD34' 
stem cells from various stages of the cell cycle. 

Cells capable of initiating hematopoiesis in long-term 
marrow culture lack CD45R; rhe primitive erythroid colony 
forming cells are CD45RO', while most granulopoiecic col
ony-forming cells are CD45RO ,.,.-. T cell precursors and 

possible lymphoid seem cells express terminal deoxynucleo
tidyl cransferase1910• Hematopoietic seem cells can he found 
and counted in and isolated from peripheral blood'.,.. '''" ·'1"; 

a higher proportion of peripheral blood seem cells than mar
row seem cells express CD33"'". 

Although CD34"Hl.A-DR '"H"'·'w·• stem cells are more 
primitive, CD34'CD38.HLA-DR' cells can give rise co mul
tiple cell lineages in liquid culture'""' . Pluripotenc progenitor 
function has also been associated with a CD.'4Thy
l 'Rh 123-dim cell subsec'9" and with expression of rhe c-kit 
ligand receptor"1·'. In 1992, ic was reported;"' chat a 
CD34-Hl.A-DR" population could give rise co mesenchymal 
scromal elements as well as mulciple blood cell lineages; chis 
was apparently nor the case'"'8, although even more primitive 
cell populations with such potential arc now being scudied. 

Clinical Application: Monitoring CD34' Stem 
Cells According to the ISHAGE Protocol 

During the past decade, increasing use has been made of 
CD34" peripheral blood progenitor cells in aucologous 
and, to a lesser extent, in allogeneic rransplantation " '-. Be
cause these cells normally represent less than 0.1 % of the 
total nucleated cells in blood, ir is necessary to use colony
scimulacing factors such as G-CSF and GM-CSF to mobilize 
progenitor cells into the circulation. Counts of CD34 · cells 
must chen be done to determine the appropriate rime for 
collection. Counts are also useful in following clinical pro
gress of recipienrs of both marrow and peripheral stem cell 
transplants; mulciparameter flow cycometry has become in
dispensable for coming CD34" cells, and may also assist in 
the process of detecting and removing residual cancer cells in 
marrow"'" or material collected from peripheral blood. 

A widely used sec of guidelines for CD34' cell counting 
was developed by a committee of the Inrcrnarional Socicry 
for Hemacotherapy and Grafr Engineering (ISHAGE, usu-



ally pronounced "ice age")3u8• The Sociery has since changed 
irs name ro rhe International Sociery for Cellular Therapy 
(ISCT) , bur che ISHAGE guidelines persist. Seem cells are 
identified by rheir CD34"CD45"'m phenorype and forward 
and side scatcer signals in rhe same range as chose of 
CD45""••• lymphocytes; 7-AAD staining is used ro eliminate 
nonviable cells from analysis and beads are added to samples 
ro derive an absolute counr. Examples of rhe mulriparamerer 
gating procedure as implemented on benchrop analyzers 
from BD Biosciences and Beckman Coulter can be found 
online ar ISCT's Web sire: <hctp://www. cellcherapy. 
org/commirrees/Commicrces/Grafr_Evaluacion/graft.htm>. 

Side Population (SP) Stem Cells: Plastic, Fantastic 

In 1996, Goodell er al"''' reported isolation of a popula
tion of primitive srem cells from mouse marrow rhat were 
disringui~hed by low Hoechst 33342 fluorescence in the 
blue (440-460 nm) and red (>675 nm) speccral regions. 
They subsequencly found cells with similar scaining charac
rerisrics and properties in ocher species, including hu
mans1'"'. These side population (SP) cells are CD34-
negativc and lineage negative, and appear ro have the capac
iry co differentiate into cell rypes orher than chose found in 
che blood and immune system, e.g., liver and cardiac muscle 
cells"". Preffer er al3"' have found cells wich the staining 
characreriscics of SP cells in human peripheral blood; rhese 
cells, however, do nor exhibit the extreme developmental 
plasriciry just mentioned, and, rhus far, have only been 
found ro give rise ro lymphoid and dendriric cell precursors 
in culture. SP cells in murine bone marrow are illustrated in 
Figure 10-17; Goodell has produced a definitive arricle on 
cheir dereccion''n. 
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Figure 10-17. SP cells idenrified on a rwo-paramerer 
display of blue vs, red Hoechsr 33342 fluorescence of 
cells from murine bone marrow. Courresy of Marga
ret Goodell, Baylor College of Medicine. 
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It was originally choughc chat Hoechst dye effiux from 
SP cells mighc be mediated by p-glycoprorcin and/or rhe 
multidrug resistance procein MORI (p. 376). However, ic 
wa.~ established in 2002 rhat che responsible transporter is 
from the breast cancer resistance protein family; the pro
cein found in murine cells is Bcrp 131", while chat found in 
human cells is ABCG2 ' " 1·•. This makes it possible ro use 
fluorescent anribodies to ABCG2, or probes for the gene, 
rather chan Hoechst dye fluorescence, ro identify, or confirm 
rhe idenriry of, putative SP cells. The latter approach was 
taken by Lechner et al3''', who described an apparent pro
geniror cell population in pancreatic islets. 

Immunology 

Immunologic applicarions have almosc certainly pro
vided che motivation for purchase of the majoriry of cell 
sorrers and a substantial fraction of rhe flow cycometers now 
in use. The most common application of flow cytomerry ro 
immunology involves che dececcion and quanrificarion, us
ing fluorcscenrly labeled monoclonal antibodies, of surface 
antigens characterizing different stages of development 
of cells of the immune system. My cicacion of only a tiny 
fraction of the tremendous number of publicacions on this 
ropic-"'·ii.>a'-s.n• in previous editions did noc srem from a lack 

of appreciation of the tremendous achievements represented 
by the development of the reagents and mechodology and 
rhc elucidation of the pathways of differentiation of chc im
mune system in mice and men. There were and are jusc roo 
many good papers. 

Immunologic Applications of Flow Cytometry: 
Scill a Growth Industry 

Flow cyromerry aided in the identiflcacion of new surface 
antigens'°', in che dcmonsrration of cheir specificity for par
cicular cell lineages and scares of maturation, and in che clu
cidacion of their receptor function 008• Originally, cells found 
ro bear a single antigen were sorted and rheir functions de
fined in terms of cell-cell interaccions in vitro; che crend to

ward mulciparamerer analysis and mulricolor immunofluo
rescence srudies009·" has continued, as has examination of cell 
function in cerms of signaling-relared ion flux.es and ion 
channels" 2•3 as an adjunct to rhe more familiar demonscra
tions of cytocoxiciry, help and suppression. Flow cycomctry 
also cominues ro be applied co studies of immune cell acti
vation by antigens and lymphokines. In face , the technique 
is so commonly used in immunology that a significant frac
tion of papers in rhe literature in which mulriparamecer flow 
cyromecry is used in nontrivial ways, bur in which the cerm 
itself docs not appear in rhe abscracc or ride, do nor gee as
signed "flow cytomerry" as a keyword, and never make ic 
into the MED LINE dacabase. 

The continuing development and commercialization of 
antibodies, labels, and insrrumenrs have made six- and eighc
color immunofluorescence available to increasing numbers 
of users. Lasr cime around, gerring the reagents was rhe big
gesc problem, even for the relacivcly small number of people 
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who had insrrumencs capable of rhree-color fluorescence 
measurement. Now, wirh reagenrs and insrrumenrs in abun
dance, we have ro worry mosr abour making sense of all rhe 
daca. 

In rhe First Edition of rhis book, I made parricular men
rion of the use of cell sorting in isolation and selection of 
hybridomas and hybridoma variants, which had been re
viewed by Dang! and HerLenberg'". I used ro sec a lot of 
people use a lor of flow cyrometer (and sorter) rime screen
ing hybridoma clones, and urged rhem to consider any pos
sibly more efficienc alrernacive''°. There are now noc only 

alrernarives for hybridoma screening, but alternative sources 
of monoclonal ancibodies, wirh viruses, bacreria, and fungi 
now sranding in for che human immune system. 

In che Second Edirion, I singled our an arriclc by 
Cancrdl and Smirh~'' on rhe regulation of T cell growth by 
rhe lymphokine interleukin-2 (IL-2), which dealt as much 
with cell biology as with immunology, as an example of ex
tremely effective use of the rc:chnology of flow cyrometry 
and sorting. I am gratified char a substantial fraction of cur
rent publications involving flow cytomctry in immunology 
make similarly effective use of rhe technology, even if I 
didn't have anything ro do with it. 

In the Third Edition , I mentioned a nice study by Heagy 
er af'"', on chc inhibition of immune function by anti
viral drugs, including AZT and some ochers rhat are rou
tinely given co patients with HIV infection. The paper illus
rratcd some good flow cycometric methodology for looking 
ac lymphocyte activation, by 1994 standards, and, while we 
have a much more sophisticated repertoire of analytical 
merhods with which co deal scudy char process roday, we 
don "t always make full use of what's available. 

HIV lnfeccion - The "Killer Application" 

Clinical flow cytometry wouldn'c be what it is today if ic 
hadn't been for the AIDS epidemic. A~ soon as it was estab
lished that the disease wa~ a~sociated wirh low CD4' T cell 
counts, way too many people went out and bought flow 
cytomecers. Although it has been poi need out chat there are a 
lot of ways in which flow cycomctry can be used in che study 
of HIV infeccioni>M·Ln?', the clinical focus, ac lease until re
cently, has been on CD4 · T cell counting, and on getting 
the many labs involved with it to do it well enough to make 
the data usable!'"''. 

Shortly before I wrote the Second Edition of chis book, 
Pecer Duesberg1018 proclaimed that HIV didn 'c cause AIDS. 
While very few people agreed wich chat, the ensuing debate 
did make it clearer that HIV infection is noching at all like a 
typical lytic virus infection, which was rhe picture initially 
painted by some virologists who oughr to have known bet
ter, and not even all chat much like some ocher rerroviral 
infections. As Lewis Thomas suggested, it can be helpful to 
find out char you didn't know things you thought you knew. 

In addition to counting T cells, flow cytornecry has 
proven indispensable for the studies of cellular immunology 
rhar are essential to understanding HIV infection. There 

have been demonstrations chat flow cyromccry can be used 
in a quasi-diagnostic way ro detect scrum amihod ies ro 
HIV"8' , or to HIV vaccine componcntsm•. or to find HIV 
ancigensrn·2·1 or mRNA140' in cells, but none of these ini tia

tives has led to an accepted clinical tesr. 
When the previous edition of rhis book appeared, it 

looked as if correcting altered glurathione mccabolism in 
leukocytes'"'·• might brighten the grim clinical picture in 
HIV infection, and some of us worried as to how glu
tarhione measurements could be implemented given char 
most instruments didn'r have the right light sources co excite 
rhe best reagents. I cited a then-recent paper hy Pantaleo er 
al2200 on the immune response to primary HIV infection, in 
which flow cyrometry and PCR assays both demonstrated 
oligoclonal expansion of CDS' T cells, suggesting chac cyto
toxic cells are involved in clearing rhe initial viremia. An
other interesting papcrmi suggested rhar acrivaced CD8" 
cells, i.e., cells expressing CD28 and HLA-DR. are responsi
ble for anti-HIV activity lacer in rhc course of the disease. 
The paper on primary infection was prcccy dramatic, not 
least because most, if not all of the patients studied had had 
the opportunity to avoid being infected wirh HIV. 

In the years since, Highly Active Anci-Retroviral Ther
apy (HAART) has come on the scene, and paciencs wirh 
access to treatment are feeling better and living longer. We 
have learned a great deal more abour the cellular dynamics of 
HIV infection, and the developed world seems to have been 
mocivaced by the combined forces of compassion, compeci
rion, and compulsion co bring programs for prevention, 
diagnosis, and creacmenc co the developing world. That's all 
good news; che bad news is chat many people who could 
easily avoid becoming infected still opt ro cake cheir chances. 

Clinical Application: T Cell Subsec Analysis 

The literature in this area is vase; a lot of the early clinical 
work wich immunofluorescencc flow cyromecry lireracure 
described changes in che ratios of B- and T cells, and/or 
changes in the ratios of helper/inducer T cells to cyto
toxic/ suppressor T cells in various disorders of immune 
function, e.g., autoimmune diseases and immunodefi
ciency syndromes. le is clear chat whac some of us mighc 
consider mundane, single paramerer immunofluorcsccnce 
flow cyrometry provided researchers and clinicians with a 
valuable cool for assessment of the function of che immune 
system. 

Things got somewhat out of hand in che few monchs af
ter the general public became conscious of the existence of 
AIDS (seep. 99), when a loc of flow cyrometers were bought 
and sold on the faulry premise that subser analysis would be 
usable as a screening test. As che d isease became bercer un
derstood, it did become clear chat che proporcion and abso
lute count of CD4-posicive T cells in peripheral blood were 
useful in following and predicting the clinical course of HIV 
infeccion , and anention curned co improving che precision 
and accuracy with which T cell subset analysis could be done 
for this clinical use. 



As flow cyromerry for lymphocyte subclassificarion first 
became popular, questions were raised about the equivalence 
of results obrained by differenr methods. In particular, ir was 
reported that Ficoll/Hypaquc separation procedures used 
to prepare mononuclear cells for immunofluorcsccnce 
analyses caused selective loss of cos· (cyto-

. I ) T 11 19" 4·' 00' S h I d 'd toxic suppressor cc s . uc oss 1 not occur 
when lcukocyrcs from whole blood were analyzed, after 
erythrocyre lysis, with gating on forward and onhogonaJ 
scatter signals used to identify lymphocytes for purposes 
of immunoAuorescence mea.suremenr"1"". 

The first widely used guideline for immunophenotyping, 
published by the National Center for Clinical Laborarory 
Standards (now just NCCLS} in 199211' ", recommended rhe 
procedure be done on lysed whole blood rather than sepa
rated lymphocyres. Subsequent guidelines from rhe Centers 
for Disease Control (CDC) 187" ' and the Division of AIDS 
(DAIDS}, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Dis
eases, NIH 'B'• also required che use of whole blood lysis. 

By rhe lace l 980's, ir was recognized that gares set on rhe 
basis of forward and orthogonal scarter signals might both 
exclude some lymphocytes and include ocher cells, such as 
monocyces. The back-gating technique (see p. 277) was 
proposed by Loken et al m' as a means of derermining the 
purity of che gate and the fraction of the lymphocytes in
cluded; rhe NCCU) standard (revised in 1998" ") recom
mended chat the quality of the gare be determined , while che 
lacer CDC and DAIDS guidelines made this mandatory. 

Many of rhe problems encountered with determination 
of absolute CD4-t- T cell counts relate ro rhe use of "dual
platform" methodology, in which coral leukocyte counts 
and lymphocyte percentages derived from hematology ana
lyzers are used in combination with percentages of CD4+ 
lymphocytes derived from fluorescence flow cytometers co 
calculate absolute counts. le has been established chat "sin
gle-platform" methods, employing only one instrument, 
produce results with lower variability. Single-platform CD4+ 
cell counts can be done on convenrional fluorescence flow 
cytomecers if indicator beads ar known concentrations are 
added ro samples (see pp. 20-1) to provide cell countsJ••?· I•; 
beads need not be used with instruments chat incorporate 
volumetric sample deliverym•-•. A recent report by Bergeron 
er al '"" {see p. 448) suggests rhar sample delivery rares of at 
leasr some benchcop flow cytomerers are stable enough so 
chat absolute counts could be done by adding beads co only 
rhe first and lase sample in a run . 

Mose laborarories in affluenc countries now routinely use 
rhree- and four-color fluorescence merhodology for T cell 
subset analysis, with CD45/CO.:VCD4 staining31 14 providing 
specific identification of lymphocytes. In a four-color in
strument, CD45/CD3/CD4/CD8 staining allows accurate 
determination of all major T cell subsets in a single rube, as 
shown on pp. 33-5 and in Figure l-17 (p. 34). Ir has been 
established that laborarories chat use CD45 do better on 
quality assessment studies rhan laboratories char do norJ' 11• 

The newest revisions of rhe DAIDS)116 and CDc311' guide-
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lines accommodate rhese recent advances in methodology, 
bur also note rhar some furrher modifications in technique 
may reduce the costs of the procedure. 

The April 15, 2002 issue of Cytometry (Clinical Cytome
try) (Volume 50, Number 2, pp. 39-132) is a Special Issue 
on "CD4: 20 Years and Counring .. )118 , edited by Frank 
Mandy. 

T Cell Subsecs: Alternative Technologies 

A typical benchrop flow cycometcr is an expensive in
strument, and consumes a substantial amount of power, 
largely due to its use of an argon ion laser as a light source. 
Flow cytomerer manufacturers have nor been complerely 
oblivious to the face char millions of people with HIV infec
tion live in areas where health care budgets are minimal and 
practical instrumenrs may need to be run on battery power. 

B-D's FACSCount (p. 418), a small, inexpensive flow 
cycomerer intended exclusively for use in T cell subset analy
sis"n.J•I? was che industry's first effort ac developing a CD4+ 
cell counter for resource-poor areas. The FACSCounr uses a 
green He-Ne laser source, and reagenrs (antibodies to 

CD3/CD4 and CD3/CD8 and counting beads) come in 
prepackaged rubes. In recent years, a number of systems 
have been placed in Brazil, India, and Thailand. 

George Janossy, in London, working with Debbie Glen
cross in South Africa and Ilesh Jani in Mozambique, among 
ochers, felt char flow cyromerric CD4+ T cell counting could 
be made still more affordable by eliminating counring beads, 
minimizing reagent coses, and using cytomecers with red 
diode laser sources. Progress along chese lines can be assessed 
as derniled at <http://www.affordcd4.com> as well as in a 
number of scientific publications. 

Sherman et alJ•<.o had shown in 1999 chat COii+ T cells 
could be identified accurately, and adequate counrs ob
tained, by staining only wich anci-CD4 antibody and deter
mining the number of CD4+ cells in a "lymphocyte gate .. 
defined on the basis of forward and side scatter signals. Ja
nossy, Jani, and GohdeJ 16 1, using a Parrec prototype instru
ment, next demonstrated chat C04-t- T cell counrs obraincd 
using primary CD4 gating, in which the cells of interest are 
idenrified in a rwo-parameter display of side scatter vs. anci
body fluorescence, were equivalent to chose obrained using 
conventional apparatus and mulriple antibodies. Anticipat
ing possible problems with sample deterioration in tropical 
sires, Jani er al2j % showed chat Transfix110; , a fixative origi
nally developed by Barnett er al for stabilizing whole blood 
controls, kept counts stable in samples maintained at 37 °C 
for as long as three days. 

Glencross ct al·11 G2 introduced rhe concept of Panleuco
gating, using a combination of antibodies to CD45 and 
CD4 or CD8, co identify the coral leukocyte population on 
a fluorescence flow cytometer, allowing a more accurare 
CD4+ cell counr to be determined by a dual-platform 
method; Janossy et alJ•H established the utility of PanLeuco
gacing in single-platform resting using a volumetric instru
ment. 
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The Luminex I 00 flow cyromcrer (pp. 431-2), while de
signed for multiplexed biochemical analyses on beads, has 
been shown co be usable for CD4+ T cell counring"'"·11 63 • 

The instrumenr has a volumetric sample delivery system, 
eliminaring che need to use counting beads, and a PanLeu
cogated CD4+ cell count, using APC- and APC-Cy7-labeled 
anti-CD45 and anri-CD4 anribodies, can be implemented 
on a stripped version of the instrument using only che red 
diode laser and APO detectors . 

Partec's Web site (http://www.panec/de) documents the 
incorporation of one of their Cy Flow~ flow cyrnmeters (pp. 
427-8) into a mobile laboratory in an SUV with off-road 
capabiliry; the instrument uses a red diode laser source and 
identifies CD4+ cells in unlysed blood by single-parameter 
fluorescence measurements. 

Ocher approaches co more affordable C04+ cell counts 
and counrcrs have used techniques ocher than flow cyrome
try. Since rhe number of CD4 epiropes per T cell in HIV
infrcccd individuals is chc same as in concrols, and remains 
esscnrially constant, even wirh disease progression 1492 , and 
since there are small or negligible amounts of CD4 prescnc 
in serum and on monocyces and ocher blood cells, bulk de
rerrninarions of CD4 conrenc per unic volume of blood, 
especially when monocyres have been removed, should pro
vide essentially the same informacion as counrs of CD4-
posirive T cells. Such assays, which do nor require the use of 
flow cycomecers or ocher expensive inscrumencarion for 
readout, were developed by Zynaxis and by T-Cell Sci
ences; both the companies and the assays seem co have dis
appeared. 

The IMAGN 2000 insrrumenc 136u 641 developed by Bio
metric Imaging, Inc. (since acquired by BO Biosciences) 
uses a scanning He-Ne laser and some other rcchnology bor
rowed from bar-code readers. Sample carrridges contain anci
CD3 and anci-CD4 antibodies labeled with Cy5 and Cy5.5 
(p. 336); rotation of rhe sample cartridge carousel mixes a 
known volume of unlysed blood with anribodies and intro
duces srained sample into a capillary of defined volume in 
which cells are measured; this gives the process che name 
"volumecric capillary cycomecry," alrhough "microvolume 
fluoromccry" is also used. The IMAGN 2000 was found to 
be an effective single-plarform system for CD4+ T cell 
counting"''·-'"'' , although precision for low counrs was 
suboptimal. The !MAGN 2000 could be, and was, adapted 
fairly easily ro do ocher cytomecric chores, predominantly 
associated with blood banking'"·~·-6 • However, BD abruptly 
decided to stop selling (and, apparently, srop supporring) rhe 
sysrem; this had lirde impacr in the CD4+ counting world 
bur lefr several blood bankers I know unhappy. Rumors chac 
the lMAGN 2000 will be resurrected persist, buc Elvis is still 
our of rhe building. 

A couple of years ago, I prodded a number of people in 
academia and industry, all involved in the development of 
cyromerry technology, ro consider how roday's technology 
could be applied to develop a small, rugged, inexpensive 
CD4+ T cdl counrer. The most interesting response came 

from Arjan Tibbe, chen a doccoral srudcnt working ar the 
Universiry of Twente, in che Netherlands, under the direc
tion of Jan Greve and the lace Barr DeGrooth, and collabo
rating with Leon Terstappen of lmmunicon. Arjan designed 
and tested a protorype instrument called the "EasyCount," 
based on imaging technology; in my opinion (and I do nor 
have any financial interest in chis instrument), it represents 
the most promising approach ro doing reliable and eco
nomical CD4+ T cell counts and, perhaps, a number of 
other cell assays, in both resource-poor areas and the devel
oped world, where healrh care costs could also do with some 
reduction. 

Arjan's chesis work, also done in collaborarion with Leon 
Tersrappen, involved the development of a small, simple, 
laser scanning cyrometer, the CellTracks™ i.is.1 .. •oc.,; •' , now 

being commercialized by lmmunicon for rare cell detection 
(p. 470). The CellTracks sysrem uses disposable cartridges 
wich an observation window feacuring a series of dcposiccd 
nickel lines. Cells ragged with antibodies bound ro fcrrofluid 
nanoparticles are inrroduced into the chamber, which is then 
placed in a magnetic yoke, aligning the antibody-ragged cells 
between che nickel lines, facilitating scanning (lmmunicon's 
observarion chambers and magnetic yokes are available from 
Molecular Probes in their Captivate '" product line, as is 
ferrofluid-conjugared screptavidin). While rhe CellTracks, 
which uses a red diode laser as a primary light source, can 
perform two- and three-color immunofluoresccnce analyses, 
including CD4+ counrs, the objecrive of the EasyC:ounr 
design exercise was to produce an even simpler system, ide
ally one with no moving parts. 

The EasyCounr is basically a low-power imaging fluores
cence microscope, wich illumination from a blue LED. A 
whole blood sample is mixed in a disposable plaHic chamber 
with acridine orange, which renders all the nucleared cells 
intensely fluorescent, and with biorinylated anci -CD4 anti 
body and ferrofulid-conjugaced srrepcavidin . The obscrva
rion chamber (which, unlike the CellTracks chamber, docs 
nor have nickel lines on its surface) is then placed in the 
magnetic yoke, which draws cells bearing a relatively high 
densiry of anrigen (meaning all of the CD4+ T cells and 
some monocytes) co the top of the chamber. The micro
scope, which operates at a low enough magnification so char 
focus adjustment is not needed, makes a fluorescence image 
of most of the viewing area on a CCD chip of che type used 
in relatively inexpensive digiral cameras; software pro
grammed into rhc chip allows the cells in rhe viewing area co 
be identified and counted, allowing che C04+ T cell counc 
co be calculared from lhe inirial volume of blood used and 
che percencage of the chamber area in the field of view. The 
field of view is large enough ro permir counting enough cells 
co keep the precision of rhe counc at better than l 0% when 
che number of circularing CD4+ T cells is as low as 200 
cells/microlitcr. The count takes about a minute. The 
EasyCount is about the size of a roasrer, bur consumes much 
less power; ic can be run for hours on batteries. Ir has no 
moving parts, requires minimal operaror training (pipercing 



sample and reagent are about all chac is required of rhe op
erator), and can be manufaccured for around $1,000, mean
ing char ic could be sold at a profir for $5,000, which is less 
than many hospitals in developing countries are paying for 
fluorescence microscopes which they now use to do substan
tially less accurace and precise CD4+ counts with Dynal's 
magnetic beads3'''. The consumable/reagent costs for 
EasyCounr will probably be under $1. The EasyCount can 
also do a total leukocyte count, using an ami-CD45 anti
body insccad of che anci-CD4 antibody, and probably can 
also do a coca! lymphocyte count, using a cocktail of anri
CD3, anci-CDI9 or CD20, and anci-CD56 antibodies, 
allowing calculacion of rhe percencage of CD4+ T cells 
among lymphocytes. 

What the EasyCounc does is essentially a primary CD4-
gaced CD4+ T cell count; its results should therefore be ex
pected co be comparable to those obrained using chis meth
odology in flow. George Janossy and Frank Mandy are now 
looking retrospectively at some flow cyrometric data to de
termine whether primary CD4-gacing produces results 
equivalent co Panleucogacing or gacing based on both 
CD4 5 and CD3 scaining, and I suspect chis will rum ouc co 
be the case. There may be some suggestion char chis strategy 
will work in the forthcoming version of the CDC guidelines 
for CD4+ T cell councing, which Frank Mandy has helped 
develop. The World Health Organization is now funding 
consrruccion of several EasyCounr systems for clinical rest
ing. For information, e-mail ltersrappen@immunicon.com . 

Because che EasyCount, like ChemoMecec's Nucleo
Councer (p. 448), examines cells chat are brightly stained, 
relatively short observation cimes can be used even though 
che LED illumination sources are of relatively low intensity. 
A somewhac more adventurous approach to a simple CD4+ 
cell counter was recently described hy William Rodriguez 
and Bruce Walker of Harvard Medical School, working in 
collaboration with John McDevitt at the University of 
Texasws. This group developed a number of microfluidic 
devices intended co perform low-cosc biochemical assays in 
HIV patients; an initial effort at extracting information on 
CD4+ counts by measuring soluble antigen has led to work 
on an imaging counter char identifies CD4+ cells based on 
the fluorescence of bound labeled anti-CD4 antibody. 

Small, simple imaging coumers with low associated in
scrumenc and reagent costs, such as chose jusr described, 
should be usable in che many areas of the world in which 
HIV infection is prevalem and in which there is not a reli
able supply of clean drinking water, ler alone sheath fluid. If, 
as I expect, these instruments provide the same information 
as is now provided at higher cosc by flow cycomecers, ir 
won't be long before activism and/or budgetary consrraincs 
bring the more cosr-effeccive technology to the developed 
world. I'm sure we'll find ocher things to do wich our flow 
cyrnmerers; I'm also sure we'll find low-cost scanning and 
imaging methods for doing some of chose other things. Ul
timately, chat should leave us wirh a few pennies more to 
spend on other areas of research and pariem care. 
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Clinical Application: Transplantation 

Horsburgh et al;179 have recently reviewed the applica
tions of flow cycomecry co histocompatibiliry resting. 

Before fluorescence flow cycometry existed, it was estab
lished chat the presence of antibodies against donor cells in 
the serum of a kidney transplant recipient greatly increa.~cd 
che likelihood chac the organ would be rejected. Crossmacch
ing developed co detect such antibodies in potential recipi
encs initially were based on the detection of lysis of donor 
cells by complement in the presence of recipient serum. 
However, chis method failed to detect recipienc ancibodies 
chat did nor fix complemenr, and rhe presence of such anti
bodies was also associated with an increased likelihood of 
rejection. 

In 1983, Garovoy cc al1' 80 developed rhe flow cytomet
ric crossmatch, in which recipient serum is mixed with do
nor cells; ancidonor antibodies are detected by staining chc 
cells (typically, separated T cells, which do nor normally bear 
immunoglobulins on their cell surfaces) with a fluorescent 
antihuman immunoglobulin reagent. Subsequent studies""' · 
have shown chac flow cytomecric crossmarching can be more 
sensitive than rhe conventional method, particularly in high
risk recipients, e.g., chose in whom grafcs have previously 
failed, and concinue co confirm the predictive power of the 
flow cross match l l80· . 

Flow cycomecric crossmatches are now done using rwo 
color fluorescence techniques to identify T or B or ocher 
specific donor cell rypes'"'8 Wang, Terashica, and 
Terasaki ''"'' reported chat the use of plarclers as rargec cells 
reduced rhe false posirive race, bur Terasaki platelecs cvi
dencly did nor become as popular as Terasaki plates. 
Werzsteon et al '090 developed flow cytometric methods t0 

discriminate cycocoxic from noncyroroxic antibodies, im
proving sensiciviry and specificity. Talbot et al 18" recom
mend the addition of HI.A-DR marching to the flow cy
tomerric crossmatch, while Lazda1892 reported rhac a strongly 
positive B cell crossmacch idencifies a high-risk subset of 
patients. Scornik et al'm, in a 1994 evaluation of flow 
crossmacching, nored needs for improved methods of meas
uring B cell antibodies and quanrificacion of T cell antibod
ies; Berteli et al'f'l• described a procedure to decermine che 
specificity of anti-B cell antibodies. The need for quancifica
tion has been met, at least co some extent, using materials 
and methods discussed on pp. 354-9. 

One: Lambda, Inc., a company founded by Paul 
Terasaki, produces the FlowPRA" line of assays for panc:l
rc:activc: antibodies char allow flow cycomerry ro derecr the 
presence of antibodies ro HI.A Class I and/or II antigens; rhc 
reagents are beads, each of which bears an individual anci
gen. It should be fairly obvious char chis type of analysis is 
ideally suited ro mulciplexing, and, indeed, One Lambda has 
licensed Luminex's technology and offers both color-coded 
antibody-bearing beadsm• and ics own private-labeled in
strument, the LABScan ™ I 00. How crossmatching againsr 
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TIME COURSE OF EVENTS IN T LYMPHOCYTE ACTIVATION 

I min 30 min 4 hr 12 hr 30 hr 72 hr 

ea·· influx (indo-1, fluo-3) 

Activation of signaling kinases (antibodies) 

Membrane potential (cytoplasmic and mitochondrial) changes (cyanines, oxonols, Rl23) "1i 

Changes in oxidative metabolism ( -SH probes, tetrazolium dyes) 

pH change [BCECF, SNARF) 

"SCM" (fluorescein fluorescence polarization) changes 

Inactivation of efflux pumps (Hoechst 33342) 

Appearance of activation antigens: 
CD69 CD98(4F2) CD25(1L2R) CD71[TfR] HLA-DR 

Cytokine production [antibodies) 

Insulin receptors 

RNA synthesis [AO, pyronin) "1i 

DNA synthesis (Hoechst --+ 
dyes, Pl, BrUdR) 

Cell division___. 
(tracking dyes) 

Figure 10-18. Time course of events in T lymphocyte activation and probes for their cytometric detection. 

beads seems ro have become popular; however, while mosc 
paciencs who rejecc cransplanced kidneys have anci-HlA 
ancibodics"~\ monitoring ancibody levels by FlowPRA is noc 
sensitive for diagnosis of early rejecrion 3 186

• 

Ocher flow cytomecric cechniqucs have been used wich 
success for diagnosis of graft rejection. In 1981 , Cosimi er 
al' 00', ac rhe Massachusem General Hospital, reporced char 
changes in T cell subsec ratios could be used for moniroring 
renal rransplanr recipienrs, wich a rise above 1.0 in che 
(CD4")/(C08") racio indicacing an impending rejecrion epi· 
sode. This finding did nor apply co some ocher populacions, 
even in Boston; at che rime, I was collaborating with Terry 
Strom, chen at the Brigham and Women's Hospital, where a 
much less stringent immunosuppressive regimen was in use. 
The racio of (CD4")/(CD8.) cells in pariencs at che Brigham 
was often greacer rhan 1.0 in the absence of evidence of re
jection; we accordingly looked ac DNA synthesis in T cell 
subpopulacions in an attempt co decect the lymphocyte acti-

vacion we expected should occur during a rejeccion episode. 
We found~ that an increase in the number of SIG~ IM 
phase co4· cells predicced a rejection episode, while an in · 
crease in che number of proliferative cos· cells did nor. 
We""~.,, and ochers'm thus turned our attention co means of 
dececting lymphocyte accivacion, for diagnosing rejeccion 
and for ocher purposes as well. 

More recently, Yu et al3137 have studied the leukocyte 
count and differencial count in urine pose-transplant as a 
prediccor of renal graft rejeccion; Scalder er al""' proposed 
the use of markers of activacion as a monitor of immuno
suppressive therapy, after find ing fewer indicators of acciva
cion in immunosuppressed graft recipiencs than in normal 
concrols. 

Detecting Lymphocyte Activation 

There continues co be considerable inceresc in che devel
opment of flow cytomerric measures of lymphocyte acci-



varion, borh for basic research and for clinical purposes 
which include tissue typing and organ marching for rrans
plantacion, evaluacion of cellular immune response, assess
ment of the accivity of aucoimmune disease processes, and 
monicoring of transplant recipiencs for early signs of graft 
rejection. Detection of activated T cells is perceived as pro
viding a more precise indication of rhe dynamics of immune 
function, in rhese concexrs, rhan could be obtained simply 
from counting absolute or relacive numbers of different lym
phocyte types in che blood. Figure 10-18 shows rhe rime 
course of a number of events in T lymphocyte acrivarion 
rhac may be observed by flow cytomecry, and lists some 
probes char might be used in each case. 

Foundations: From PHA (the Lectin) to 
PHA (the Pulse Height Analyzer) 

When rhe previous editions of chis book appeared, much 
of our understanding of lymphocyte activation was based 
nor on rhe real thing, bur on a convenient surrogace model, 
i.e., polyclonal cell activation by mirogenic lectins, such as 
phytohemagglurinin (PHA) and concanavalin A (con A) or 
antibodies, e.g. , anti-CD3, which reacts with the constant 
region of rhe T cell recepror. 

When I was a medical srudenc ar New York University 
in rhe early l 960's, che people who were mosr excited abouc 
PHA were the geneticiscs. When the lectin was added co 
peripheral blood, lymphocytes started dividing, providing 
numerous micoses in which chromosomes could be counced 
and, co some excent, idencified; chromosome banding, on 
which classification is now based, had noc yet been devel
oped. Cytogenetics itself was in such a sorry scare that it was 
noc established until after PHA came into use that the nor
mal human chromosome complement was 46 and not 48 
chromosomes. 

Wirhin a couple of years, ir was discovered that certain 
anrigenic preparations, such as tuberculin, could ace as mi
togens, buc only when che lymphocytes to which rhey were 
added came from individuals who would exhibit delayed 
hypersensitivity skin responses ro subcucaneously injecced 
anrigcn. In 1964, Frin Bach and Kun Hirschhorn, then at 
N. Y. U., discovered chat lymphocytes from two different 
individuals would, when mixed, proliferate; they noted that 
such a mixed lymphocyte reaction (MLR) could provide 
an in vitro test of histocompatibility607• 

Lymphocyte activation, whether by mitogens or anri
gens, has, since che I 960's, been detected and quantified by 
bulk measuremencs of the incorporation of tritiaced 
thymidine CH-TdR), which is ta.ken as an indication of the 
number of cells in a sample involved in DNA synthesis, i.e., 
the number of activated lymphocytes. Since DNA synthesis 
does not occur for some 30-36 h following lymphocyte 
stimulation, no indication of cell activation can be obtained 
either from 3H-TdR upca.ke or from flow cytometric assess
ment of changes in DNA concenc at points earlier in the 
rime course of the process. Lectin-activated and, later, mito
genic antibody-activated cells became widely used as a model 
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for activation because che lectins commonly used srimulaccd 
most peripheral blood lymphocytes, char is, almost all of the 
T cells, ma.king it possible co detect stimulation using 'H
T dR within 48 hours, while, when lymphocyres were scimu
lated by antigens or in an MLR, a much smaller fraction of 
the populacion was activated, with the result chat ic was nec
essary to wait for many generation rimes, typically, 5-10 
days, until the number of proliferating cells in the culcure 
became large enough to be detectable by ·1H-TdR incorpora
C1on. 

In the late 1960's, Fred Valentine and others ac N.Y.U. 
followed proliferation of ancigen-stimulaced cells by time
lapse cinematography 29434 • It's hard to argue with these 
data; they revealed a mean doubling time of 12 h wirh rhe 
shortest cime between 2 divisions of a given cell and its 
daughters being 8.5 h. 3H-TdR uptake data demonsrrared a 
doubling rime in incorporacion of about I 0 to 12 hours, in 
the same ballpark. Under appropriate conditions, mosr cells 
entering the proliferative phase concinued co divide for 3-5 
days. 

By the mid l 970's, it had been established, alchough ir 
was not widely appreciated, that flow cytomecry of DNA 
content at 30-36 h could detect smaller activated cell popu
lations than would be detected at this time by isotope incor
poration m•'. Also, Darzynkic:wicL and his coworkers2'"'· 3 10'·"°0 

and others"° ' showed that increases in RNA content in 
mitogen-sdmulaced lymphocytes, detectable by increased 
metachromatic fluorescence of acridine orange (AO) (Fig
ures 3-10, p. 97, and 7-16, p. 321), preceded increases in 
DNA content, occur.ring as early as 12 hours following ex
posure to mirogens. This escablished elevated RNA conrenr 
as an indicator of lymphocyte activation, bur only among 
the relatively small number of immunologically oriented 
users of flow cyrometry who were amenable to looking ar 
anything bur immunofluorescence. It was not until 1980 
that Noronha, Richman and Arnason60' used DNAJRNA 
flow cytometry to demonstrate the presence of activated 
lymphocytes in cercbrospinal fluid (CSF) from pacienrs with 
acrive multiple sclerosis; the number of activated cells they 
found increased with the activity of the disease, while no 
activated cells were found in CSF from control pacienrs free 
of inflammatory neurologic disease. I assumed, ac the rime, 
that the publication of chis work in The New England jour
nal of Medicine would gee more attention than it seems chat 
it did. 

Functional Probes for Activation 

The l 970's and l 980's saw che development of probes 
and methods, flow cytometric and otherwise, for measure
ment of functional parameters, such as membrane micro
viscosity, scruccuredness of cytoplasmic matrix, membranc
bound and cytoplasmic [Ca .. ], pH, and membrane poten
tial. As was menrioned in the discussion of these areas in 
Chapter 7, changes in many functional parameters were 
found co occur wichin a few minures co an hour following 
lymphocyte exposure co mirogens, which prompted me and 
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my colleagues' '2·' ""'" and orhers .,-.''·' 9·1·60·' ·1'"" • ro artempt ro 

derecr early T cell activation by flow cytometry using 
functional probes. Results to date have generally not been 
reliable enough to permit routine clinical application of such 
assays. Ac present, che most traceable functional parameter 
available for detection of lymphocyte activarion seems to be 
membrane potential'".,'''-'; it is possible to demonstrare ap
parent cytopla~mic and mitochondrial hyperpolarization in 
activated cells at 5- l 2 hours, thus providing some improve
menr in speed of decection as compared to RNA fluoro
chromes. 

I say "apparent" hyperpolariz.ation because the increased 
staining with cyanine dyes or rhodamine 123 may also be 
affecred by rhe decrease in P-glycoprotein efflux pump 
activity char occurs within a few hours of T cell activation 
(see p. 309). The role of P-glycoprorein in lymphocytes is 
discussed in several papers in a 2003 issue of Clinical and 
Applied Immunology Reviews''"'' ". Although P-gp may pro
vide an indicaror of lymphocyte accivation, it does nor ap
pear to play a key role, as evidenced by che face that activa
cion proceeds normally in P-gp-deficient mice. 

Unfortunately, membrane potential/efflux, pH, and 
[Ca"J measurements, have the distinct disadvantage of 
requiring cell samples that are not only viable, but also 
what I have called •happy," for analysis. 

Despite the technical difficulties involved, flow cytomer
ric studies of lymphocyte activation using physiologic probes 
kept some of us hooked for many years, on rhe basis that, 
when our ships came in, we would be able to detect scimu
laced lymphocytes in the first few minutes after they re
sponded to surface ligand binding. T his, in cum, should 
have given us all kinds of wonderful rests that we could use 
borh co elucidate mechanisms of ligand-receptor interactions 
and co assess the quality of cell funcrion for clinical pur
poses. 

When I srarced playing around with membrane poten
cial-sensirive dyes, I had the conviction char I was about ro 
encounter blinding flashes of crurh rather chan blinding 
headaches. However, the more I (and ochers) worked in chis 
area, rhe more confused things seemed co gee. For example, 
Tsien er al"6 , based on membrane porencial escimacion using 
oxonol dyes, reporred chat concanavalin A hyperpolarized 
mouse rhymocyces; Taki'~, using microeleccrodes, my col
leagues and I'i., using OiOC~.(3) and flow cyromecry, and 
Kiefer er al' 2'. using a radiolabeled cation, had described a 
depolarizing effect of lectins on mouse and human lympho
cytes. 

1-'elber and Brand•r.1 resolved chis apparent discrepancy 
when rhey reported that hyperpolarizacion of chymocyres 
arises from activation of a Ca"-dependenc K' channel. This 
channel is fully activaced in rescing lymphocytes, and there
fore cannot produce increased K' flux and rhe resulring hy
perpolarizacion in response co lecrin stimulation. T hey be
lieved that the slighr depolarization they observed in con A
srimulared lymphocytes was due to Na' influx, which occurs 
by nonclectrogcnic as well as by deccrogenic pathways''~·. 

This may also help explain the puuling vananons in the 
magnitude of che early leccin effects on MP in rat and hu
man T cells which I have noted, and which have been ob
served by pracrically everyone co whom I have spoken who 
has looked ar MP in such cells. 

Furrher clarification of inceracrions berween cytoplasmic 
[Ca"), pH, and membrane potential came from che work of 
Grinstein er al"'"·). Thymic lymphocytes possess Ca"
sensicive K' channels, which are accivared by moderace in
creases in intracellular [Ca" ], resulcing in hyperpolarization. 
Ac higher [Ca"), nonsclective cation channels open, produc
ing depolarization. Variations in chc levels of intracellular 
(Ca"] in various earlier srudies could explain some d iscrep
ancies. 

The situation appears co be d ifferent in B cells. Monroe 
and Cambier'80-2, using flow cytomecry with DiOC,(3), con
sisrencly observed membrane depolarizacion in mouse B cells 
after reaction with multivalent (cross-linking) anti
immunoglobulin (anti-lg), which is mimgenic for rhese cells. 
Monovalent Fab fragments of anti-lg neither cross-link nor 
depolarize the cells; such fragments are noc mirogenic. 
Depolarization of the cell membrane by raising [K't does 
not stimulate B cells co reproduce, bur does lead to increased 
expression of la antigen, an activation response also produce 
by cross-linking surface receptors with anri-Ig. 

Wirh Terry Strom, I used DiOC,,(3) and flow cyromecry 
co demonstrate different responses of T and B cells rn 
leccins•a< and cholinergic agcnrsm. Ken Rosenrhal and I 
demonsrrated different patterns of MP change following 
Epstein-Barr virus addition to cells having and lacking recep
tors for che virus .. ''. The problem is rhac you have to be care
ful and lucky co gee experiments like chis co work, and che 
same is true when you do pH and calcium studies, which 
may be one of rhe reasons there is so much controversy and 
inconsistency in rhe literature. 

Membrane potential probes would not have been of 
grear use to us for detection of early activation responses 
even if the magnitude and direction of potential changes had 
been consistent, because rhe fluorescence distributions ob
tained from cells labeled with cyanine or oxonol dye probes, 
even when normalized using a size-dependent scarrer or ex
tinction signal (Figure 7-28 p. 389), were too broad co per
mit discrimination of small subpopularions of acrivaced cells. 
None of the membrane potential probes available roday 
could improve the quality of flow cytomerric membrane 
potential measurements sufficiently co solve chis problem. 

We had much beccer luck wirh membrane porenrial 
measurement lacer in activation, i.e., 5- I 2 hours and more 
after stimulation. We could consiscenrly demonsrrate appar
enr hyperpolarizacion, probably due in la rge pare co in
creased mitochondrial activity. using either cyanine dyes or 
rhodamine 123 (see Figure 7-30 and pp. 395-7). However, 
rhese dyes provided essentially the same information as 
could be obtained using pyronin Y to stain RNA ar 20 
hours, and rhe latter dye, unlike rhc membrane porenrial 
probes, could be used on fixed cells. 



We next turned our attencion to probes that could be 
used for ratiometric measurements of functional parameters. 
While preliminary experiments wich raciomecric pH meas
urement, using carboxyfluorescein as an indicator wich dual
wavclengch excitation (Figure 7-35, p. 406), suggested chat 
early changes occurred in stimulated T cells, the literature of 
the mid- I 980 's contained conflicting reports of cytoplasmic 
alkalinizacion and acidification occurring in lymphocytes in 
response ro mitogenic stimulation "'·"'·8' " ·"' . Later work by 
Grinstcin indicated chat calcium-dependent acidification is 
che dominant response 1?12 , but that alkalinization can occur 
as a result of activation of Na"/H" by a calcium-indcpendenc 
mechanism'?''. Intracellular pH, like membrane potential, 
turned our to be a sideshow; calcium remained in the center 
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DNA, RNA and Activation Antigens 

By the rime indo-1 became available, permitting rari
omecric measuremencs of cytoplasmic [Ca""] to be done by 
flow cyromecry, my colleagues and I. having become increas
ingly frustrated in our attempts to tame flow cytometric 
functional probe measurements of cell activation , had, in
stead, started to collaborate with ocher investigators, who, 
using bulk methods and single-parameter immunofluores
cence flow cytometry, were trying to characterize activation 
antigens, which appeared on, or increased dramatically on, 
lymphocytes within hours following mitogenic stimulation. 
This led to studies in which combinations of DNA (and 
RNA, and sometimes membrane potential) stains and 
fluorescent antibodies were used to demonstrate early 
and late activated T cells in clinical and experimental con
texts. 

We first approached the problem of detecting activated 
inducer and cytotoxic/suppressor cell populations, respec
tively, by examining DNA content in inducer and cyto
toxic/suppressor populations defined by staining with anti
CD4 and ami-CDS ancibodies604 • The clinical interest un
derlying these experiments related to prediction of graft re
jection (p. 494). 

We next looked at lectin-60 j and alloamigen-''°" activated 
T cells to determine che kinetics of appearance and the 
distribution of several activation antigens, i.e., antigens 
that appear on the surfaces of cells only after mitogenic 
scimulacion. We found chat all proliferating cells, including 
those in G ,, bore the cransferrin receptor (TfR, now 
CD71), the 4F2 antigen"9A.,. ,<> , (now CD98), and the Tac 

antigen, which is che interleukin-2 receptor (IL2R, now 
CD25) . The IL-2 receptor was detectable on stimulated cells 
at 8-12 hours; Redelman and Wormsley' 004 subsequencly 
showed, using fluorescein immunofluorescence and pyronin 
Y staining, that IL-2 receptor appearance precedes increases 
in RNA content following lymphocyte stimulation, and is 
not affected by inhibitors of RNA symhesis. 

The 4F2 (CD98) antigen was detectable on the surfaces 
of stimulated T cells as early as 4 h after exposure to lectin or 
antigen ; the cransferrin receptor (CD7 1) and HLA-DR were 
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not dececcable on the majority of activated cells until some
what later. In the case of HLA-DR, simultaneous staining 
with Hoechst 33342, pyronin Y, and fluorescein-labclcd 
antibody revealed that a substantial fraction of proliferating 
cells, identifiable by their increased RNA and DNA conccnt, 
were not expressing HLA-DR. We found increased display 
of 4F2 antigens in peripheral blood lymphocytes taken from 
a transplant patient during an acute rejection episode; the 
number of cells bearing 4F2 diminished to normal levels 
following successful treatment with monoclonal antibodies. 

We evaluated several parameters, including 4F2 and 
CD25 ancigen expression, measured 12-24 h after initiation 
of mixed lymphocyte reactions (MLRs)""', co determine whe
ther these could serve as indicators of activation . The per
centages of cells bearing either of these antigens at 12-24 h 
correlated well with measurements of chymidine incorpora
tion made at 120 h. Also, removal of acrivated cells from 
mixed lymphocyte cultures by treatment with anti-CD25 
antibodies and complement at 48-72 hours largely abolished 
proliferative responses otherwise detectable by thymidine 
incorporation at 96-120 hours; it thus seems likely that 
chose T cells bearing 4F2 or CD25 activacion antigens early 
in the activation process are the specifically activated T cells 
which are destined to proliferate later. 

In order to demonstrate that flow cyromerric im
munofluorescence analysis could be made accessible and 
affordable, we showed.I<)} that 4F2 antigen on st imulated 
lymphocytes could be detected by measurements of rhe fluo
rescence of allophycocyanin (APC)-conjugated antibody in a 
flow cytometer using a 7 mW helium-neon laser source; chis , 
however, failed co produce a massive demand for such in
struments. 

Biselli et al' A?? used dual color flow cytometry to srudy 
the kinetics of several activation antigens on CD4" and 
cos· subsets after 24, 48, 72, 120, and 168 hours ' incuba
tion with PHA and Con A. Expression of chese molecules 
followed a consistent time-course wich no major differences 
between subsets. CD69'm expression peaked at 24 hours, 
whereas CD25 and CD71 expression peaked at 48 and 72 
hours, respectively. 

The expression of CD45RA remained stable for 72 h 
and then briskly decreased with no major differences be
tween PHA and Con A activation; this presumably reflects 
the parallel increase in CD45RO expression which occurs 
with the conversion of T cells from the "naive" to the 
"memory" state following activation '000 '. 

As contrasted with functional probe assays of activation , 
measurements based on detection of activation antigens do 
not require live, lee alone "happy," cells, and the physical 
presence of a newly synthesized or newly expressed protein 
on the cell surface provides a much more comfortable and 
substantial basis for clinical decision making than could ever 
be obtained from constanc, let alone inconstam, ephemeral 
changes in ionic concentrations. 

Since this work was done, a large number of studies (far 
too many to cite) have been published in which the state of 
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accivacion of lymphocytes in vivo was assessed by measure
ment of a single accivacion antigen . I would suggest chat chis 
is not always a good idea, because different patterns of ex
pression of activation antigens may be observed in response 
ro different antigenic scimuli . For example, Santamaria et 
al'"''' found chat CD69 was selectively expressed only on 
CD8' T cells infiltrating rejecting human heart allografu, 
while both CD4 ' and cos· cells expressed CD25 . 

I would argue chat increased RNA content and trans
ferrin receptor (CD71) expression (sec Figure 10-7 and 
pp . 460-1) are the parameters best suited to serve as "gold 
standards" for activation processes chat can reasonably be 
expected co have been ongoing for 20 hours or more, in vivo 
or in vitro. Measurements of these parameters, unlike those 
of DNA content, identify cells in the G, as well as the S, G,, 
and M phases of the cell cycle. 

Pyronin Y, an effective stain for RNA, can be used in 
conjunction with Hoechst 33342 and, presumably, with 
DRAQ5 as vital DNA stains, and with antibodies labeled 
with fluorescein and with PE-Texas Red and/or PE-Cy5 
tandem conjugates, allowing the scace of accivacion to be 
delineated in immunologically defined cell subpopulations. 
Without such multiparamecer experiments, it is not clear 
which activation antigens arc the most trustworthy indica
tors in any particular situation; it would be foolish to expect 
char any given measurement, RNA conccnc included, could 
be optimal in all contexts. 

The transferrin receptor, CD7 l, is present on all prolif
erative phase cells, and can be detected on the surfaces of 
living cells by fluorescent antibody staining; I see little rea
son ro use rhe Ki-67 ancibody, which requires permeabiliza
cion and appears co stain rhe same: cells. 

When human peripheral blood mononuclear cells arc 
stimulated with polyclonal mitogens such as PHA or scpha
rose-conjugaced CD3 antibody, at lease 60% of che T cells in 
both the co4· and cos· subpopulations rypically express 
acrivarion antigens; this degree of activation is readily detect
able by 3H-TdR incorporation afcer only 3-4 days, even 
though most cells do nor initiate DNA synthesis for at least 
30 hours after scimulacion'')()'. AJchough as many as 2% of 
che lymphocytes in an unstimulated culture may be acrivaced 
due co previous natural exposure of che host ro antigens, chis 
background activaced population is negligible in the context 
of analysis of mitogen-scimulaced cultures. 

Mitogen Response versus Antigen Response 

Studies of mitogen responsiveness may be useful in the 
conrexc of demonscracing generalized immune deficiencies, 
such as occur in HIV infcccion '<JO< and in some cancer pa
tients (sec pp . 383-5). However, in research applications, 
and in analyses of clinical situations in which successful ther
apy depends on restoration or generation of specific immune 
responses, not?.bly treatment of AIDS '')()' and cycokine/ccll 
cherapy of cancer'"'""1

, rhe cycomctric assay strategy differs 
from that used in studies of activation induced by polyclonal 
micogens. 

In an alloanrigen-stimulated culture or MLR, a much 
smaller fraccion of lymphocytes, typ ically 0. 5- l .5% of the 
population, is initially activated chan is che case in a miro
gen-scimulaced culture. Detection of accivation by incorpo
ration typically requires ar least 5-6 days in culture, by which 
time several doublings of the accivaccd cell population have 
occurred; since the population of naturally activated cells is 
approximately equal in size to the populacion specifically 
stimulated by alloancigen, it is necessary co demonscrate a 
significant increase over background co detect specific acriva
cion, especially when a cycometric assay is done before pro
liferation of the alloancigen-scimulaced population ha~ oc
curred. We found chat the chi-square test , applied to data 
from 5,000- to 10,000-cdl samples, could discriminate be
tween a march, a single-allele mismatch, and a two-allele 
mismatch in MLRs analyzed for 4F2 (CD98 ) or CD25 anti
gen 12-24 hours after scimulacion. 

The frequency of cells that recognize a specific hacrerial 
or viral antigen, however, can be much lower than the fre
quency of responding cells in an MLR. In adulcs reseed at 
least 20 years after primary infection with varicdla-zoscer 
virus, it was found 19

(M chat only 11105,000 cycocoxic T lym
phocytes (range l/13,000 to 11231,000) specifically recog
nized a viral protein. This suggests rhac proliferation would 
typically have co multiply the number of cells initially acti
vated by antigen by a thousandfold co create a population of 
specifically responding cells roughly the same size as the 
background activated population. The mean generat ion time 
of cycling stimulated adulc human lymphocytes is between 
l 2l?•H d 20 h l'lOI I . I . h . . al . d an ours ·; mu t1p ymg c e ongm activate 
population by 1,024 could cake as long as l 0 days. The fre
quency of cells recognizing antigen in a recencly immunized 
populacion may be considerably higher than the frequencies 
reported above. Waag et al '"00 reported chat proliferation ar 5 
days induced by Francise/la tularensis antigen in lymphocytes 
taken from human volunteers 14 days after immunization 
with a live vaccine strain exceeded rhac induced by con A. 

Stimulation by supcrantigcns, such as Staphylococcal 
cntcrotoxin B (SEB) , is restricted to chose T cells with VI.I 
regions of the T cell receptor chat can be crosslinkcd by the 
antigen; thus, while the fraction of responding cells in an 
SES-stimulated culcure will vary with the parrern of VI.I ex
pression (SEB reacts with human V(33 , 12, 14 , 15, 17, and 
20), chis fraccion will almost always be lower chan the frac
tion of responding cells in a PHA-scimulaced culture, and 
SEB is often used as a positive control stimulus in assays 
designed co measure stimulation by antigen. 

In the situation in which immunization is expected co 
have occurred long ago, and in which there has not been 
recent challenge, frequencies of specifically acrivared cells on 
the order of 1/100,000 make ir difficulr for flow cyromecry 
to detect specifically activated cells againsr che background 
acrivaccd populacion before substantial antigen-induced pro
liferation occurs. However, several advances made since the 
previous edition of chis book was published facilitate che 



rask, and have wider implications for che general field of 
immunology, as well. 

Detecting Activation by CD69 Expression 
Th CD69 . ""Jl'JH c . 1 d . e antigen · , a surrace receptor invo ve in 

kinase-mediated signaling and present in most blood cell 
types, including basophils, eosinophils, mast cells, and plate
lets, is expressed within 1-4 h of mitogenic or antigenic 
stimularion of T lymphocytes; expression in mitogen
stimulated cultures peaks at 24-48 h"'"', and the antigen is 
reported to be diluted by successive cell divisions. 

In 1995 , Maino et a]319\ ar B-0, reported chat early 
CD69 expression was detectable in lymphocytes stimulated 
with the comitogenic antibodies CD2 and CD2R, with 
pokcweed mitogen, with SEB, and with Candida albicam, 
and chat the fraccion of cells expressing CD69 at 4 h cracked 
3H-TdR uprake at 3 d in cultures stimulated with various 
doses of comicogenic ancibodies. B-D lacer inuoduced the 
Fastlmmune™ Activation System, of rcagencs, which in
clude an anri-CD69 antibody and gating antibodies appro
priate for detection of activation in T, B, and NK cells. Lim 
et al " 00 suggest that quantitative, as well as quantitative , 
dererminacion of CD69 expression may be useful in detect
ing activiation. 

Craston et al320 ' found chat stimulation by mitogens 
scimularion resulted in the most rapid expression of CD69 
on both T and NK cells, while alloantigen-scimulated cells 
responded more slowly. Caruso et af'0' studied expression of 
CD25, CD69, CD7 1, and HLA-DR on T cells from 
healthy individuals stimulated with different mirogens and 
antigens; CD69 was che earliest expressed antigen, while 
HLA-DR was the latest. However, regardless of the stimulus 
used, lymphocytes expressing CD2S and CD71 were always 
more numerous than cells expressing CD69 and Hi.A-DR. 
Variations in the proportion of CD4+ and CDS+ T cells 
expressing each marker were observed with different stimuli. 
Activation marker expression showed overall agreement with 
'H-T dR uptake in discriminating between positive and 
negative responses, but the percentages of marker-positive 
cells were not correlated with amounts of 3H-TdR uptake. 
Low doses of mirogens and antigens and/or short exposure 
times could induce activation antigen expression that was 
not followed by proliferation. 

Hutchinson et alm3, studying HIV-negarive individuals 
with immunodeficiencies, found that most showed CD69 
expression in response to mitogen, although 3H-TdR uptake 
was diminished or absent. Sieg et al·12°' reported that, after 
anti-VIH Ab stimulation, CD4+Vp3+ cells from HIV
infected patients expressed CD69 and CD2S, bur demon
strated defects in expression of cell cycle-associated proteins, 
0 -type cyclins, and cyclin A rhat precluded cell cycle pro
gression. The proliferation defect was most apparent in pa
tients with diminished CD4+ T cell numbers and higher 
plasma HIV RNA levels. 

Thus, it appears that some caution is required in the use 
of CD69 expression as an indicator of T cell activation; I 
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have said that CD69 is aptly named, because, while it may 
be sexy, it has little to do with reproduction . 

Cytokines: Detecting Activation and More 

CD69 expression is, however, a good marker of cells ca
pable of cytokinc production, which itself is an indicawr of 
activation. Around the time the previous edition of this 
book was written, immunologists were seriously contemplat
ing widespread use of ELISA measurements of cycokine pro
duction in 96-well plates in hopes of detecting a return of 
immune function in patients treated for HIV infection. The 
idea alone was enough to strike terror into the heart of any
one who remembered how hard it had been co gee the doz
ens of labs involved in AIDS clinical trials to produce rea
sonably consistent CD4 counts. 

Cyrometry came to the rescue. Accumulation of cyro
kines in the Golgi apparatus of stimulated T cells permeabi
lized with paraformaldehyde and saponin had been observed 
by fluorescence microscopy in the late 1980's1i 0' ·• ; by chc 
early 1990's, several groups}2""· ' " were developing and refin
ing flow cytomecric procedures for cyrokine detection. The 
subject of cytokine detection 2' 03 was addressed briefly on pp. 
357-8. 

In 1993, Jung et al31" introduced the use of the iono
phore monensin co block transport of cytokines our of the 
Golgi apparatus, increasing fluorescence signals. In 1994, 
Vikingsson et alJrn reported that the number of interferon

'! (IFN-y)-positive cells in cultures correlated with IFN
'f levels measured in culture supernatants. In 1995 , Picker ct 
al3211 reported using phorbol 12-myristace 13-acetate 
(PMA) and ionomycin as an accessory cell-independent 
stimulus and brefcldin A co block transport out of che Golgi 
apparatus, and Prussin and Metcalfe""' demonstrated the 
specificity of imracytoplasmic cytokine staining by showing 
that staining could be blocked by excesses of cyrokine or 
unlabeled antibody. 

In 1997, Mehta and Mainow 7 combined staining for cy
tok.ines with staining for BrUdR incorporation to demon
strate char chose cells char still synthesize cyrokines at 48-72 
h after stimulation have undergone cell division. 

In 1997, Waldrop et al321 8 described modifications of the 
cycok..ine assay procedure thac made it possible to identify 
antigen-specific T cells. Cells were incubated wich antigen 
and accessory cells in slam tubes, and brefeldin was not 
added until I h after stimulation was initiated co prevent ics 
possible incerference with antigen processing. Anci-CD28 
antibody was added as a costimularor, and anri-CD69 anti
body was used to identify responding cells. The refined assay 
was used to study frequencies of response to various patho
gens of CD4+ memory/effector cells from HIV+ patients. 
Further refinements described by Suni, Picker, and Maino3' ' '' 

in 1998 allowed che assay procedure to be performed on 
whole blood, eliminating the need for isolation of mononu
clear cells. BD Biosciences now offers cytokine assays as 
part of ics Fastlmmune™ product line, which includes an 
antiCD28/anciCD49d costimulatoty reagent. 
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Figure 10-19. lnrracellular cytokine staining. Courtesy 
of Calman Prussin, NIAID. 

Intracellular cytokine sraining is illustrated in Figure l 0-
19, provided by Calman Prussin of chc National Institute of 
Allergy and Infectious Diseases. Human peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells were activated with PMA/ionomycin. 
Parallel samples were stained with either fluorescein
anciCD3 (panels A, C) or fluorescein-anriVp24 , PE/Cy5 -
anti Vpl I (panels B, D) in addirion co the cyrokine antibod
ies, APC-anciIFN-y and PE-anti IL-4 . The populations 
shown in panels A and B arc from the lymphocyte scatter 
gate in the top panel. CD3-positive T cells from panel A, 
represented in panel C, show a typical staining parcern for 
IFN-y and IL-4 (C) demonstrating the simultaneous use of 
rhesc mAbs to differentiate Th I . Th2, and ThO cells. A 
small subset of T cells expressing che Vp24 , Vp 1 I TCR, 
shown in che gate in panel B, are seen in panel D to have a 
unique paccern of cycokine expression . Numerical values in 
panels A and B represent positive cells as a percentage of 
total lymphocytes; values in panels C and D represent per
centages of gated cells. Marker placement was determined 
from identical cell samples preincubaced with unlabeled 
anti-cyrokinc antibodies. 

Ins and Outs of Cytokine Staining 

Following PMA/ionomycin scimulacion, CD4 antigen is 
internalized and subsequently replaced. In the presence of 
brcfeldin A, chis does not occur; CD4+ cells typically lose 
abouc 90% of dereccable CD4It is therefore standard proce-

dure to stain cells for CD8, seccing a gate around the more 
intensely stained CD3+ cells co define the CD8+ T cell 
population and another around che unstained CD3+ cells co 
define the CD4+ population. Hennessy er ai3i20 examined 
several anci-CD4 antibodies and determined chat BD's 
Leu3a/3b mulciclone reagent alone allowed direct identifica
tion of the CD4+ subset in PMA-scimulaced cells. Intracellu
lar cytokine measurements have recently been discussed by 
Pala and Husself"' and by Prussin and Fosre/m_ 

Although incracellular cycokine staining is probably ade
quate for assay purposes, it is desirable under ocher ci rcum
stances to be able to demonstrate cytokine produccion by 
living cells, allowing them to be soned on the basis of their 
expression patterns. This was made possible in 1995 by 
Manz ec al1' 0', who developed a cell surface affinity matrix 
chat allowed capture of secreted cyrokines , which could sub
sequently be dccecced with fluorescent anti-t.-yrokine anti
bodies. The original technology (p. 360) involved biocinyla
cion of cell-surface proteins and attachment of screpravidin
conjugaced anti-cytokinc antibodies; subsequently. the pro
cedure has been simplified by use of bispecific antibodies 
made by conjugating an anti-CD45 antibody with an anti
cyrokine antibody"oi.:mi.i_ These arc commercially available 

from Milcenyi Biotec. Although CD69 and cyrokine ex
pression can be used, as described above, to identify antigen
specific cells, cell surface affinity matrix scaining for cyto
kines can also be combined with tetramer staining, permit
ting even more precise definition of specificic/ 'o).n". 

Tetramer Staining: Talking the Talk; 
Walking the Walk? 

Tetramer staining'·'19·"'.m 1 co detect T cells reactive wich 
defined peptide sequences was introduced on pp. 47-8. Al
though it has been possible to isolate ac lease some specifi
cally reactive B cells by staining with fluoresccncly labeled 
ancigen 110~· 3 126·· , T cells normally "see" antigen only afrcr ic 
has been processed by antigen-presenting cells, and ancigen 
alone will nor bind strongly to the T cell receptor. However, 
fluorescencly labeled cecrarneric complexes of antigenic pep
tides with MHC class I or II a chain and ~ _,- microglobulin 

mimic the processed antigen and ics presenting cell well 
enough to be used to identify antigen-specifi c ·r cells. Since 
the initial description of cecramcr staining of antigen-specific 
C08+ T cells by Aleman er al 1m in 1996, the protein engi
neering technology has been refined311 ' · 30 and the applicacion 
of che technique has yielded a greac deal of previously unob
tainable informacion. Since I don'r have che time and space 
to devote co an extensive review, I will cice a short bur in
formative one by Kelleher and Rowland-Jones3 ~ 3 ' . 

While cecramer staining is exquisitely specific, it defines a 
scruccural and not a functional characceriscic of che cell "''. 
Virus-reaccive T cells from paciencs wirh HIV infection may 
lack their expected cyrolytic function, and fail ro prolifcrace 
in response ro anrigenic or mirogenic srimularion, and simi
lar functional defects have also been noted in rumor-specific 
T cells from cancer pacicncs 1231 • In the era of I I-color flow 



cyromecry, che obvious ching co do is combine cecramer 
staining wich measuremencs of functional parameters, as 
noced in che previous seccion. 

Tracking Dyes: Activation and Ontogeny 

In che previous edition of chis book, I predicted chac 
cracking dyes such as PKH26 would be enormously useful in 
following cells chrough generations. I had noced rhe 1990 
finding by Wescon and Parish 1142 char cells covalendy labeled 
wich carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl escer (CFSE) recained 
label for weeks, buc noc the 1994 publicacion by Lyons and 
Parish·"n in which CFSE was used to study division of lym
phocyces. As can be seen from Figures 7-23 and 7-24 and 
pp. 371-4, there is a big difference between PKH26 and 
CFSE. Using a marhemacical model, one can derive infor
mation abouc the proliferacion of a cell populacion using 
eicher label, buc, while ir is usually possible to discern peaks 
represencing different gencracions of CFSE-labeled cells by 
visual inspeccion of a one-or two-paramerer hiscogram>J", it 
is rarely or ever possible to do so in che case of PKH26-
labeled cells . It is also possible co get sharper peaks in a 
CFSE fluorescence distribution by scarring wich an input cell 
population sorced from a narrow region of the fluorescence 
peak represencing che firsc generacionmo.m•. Lyons ec al>J•? 
and Parish and Warrenms have recencly reviewed CFSE 
methodology. Hasbold and Hodgkin32·1' have shown thac 
isolated nuclei from CFSE-labeled cells recain enough of chc 
dye to permit discrimination among different generations, 
allowing expression of nuclear ancigens, BrUdR incorpora
cion, etc. co be followed through successive generations of 
cells in ocherwise homogeneous populacions. 

Ir should be obvious that cracking dye labeling provides a 
relatively easy method of isolating ancigen-responsive T cells; 
label rhe cells, add antigen and whacever accessory cells and 
factors are necessary, and, aher five or six days (or more), 
sore our the cells with very dim dye fluorescence; these will 
be che cells thac have divided several times in response co the 
antigenic stimulus. Easy, and practical, but, as it turns ouc, 
chat's not all. Keeping crack of generations turns ouc to pro
vide a great deal of interesting informacion about lympho
cyte differentiation in a very graphical form. Ir is simple co 
determine, from two-paramecer displays, whether the expres
sion of a parcicular antigen or ancigens or the produccion of 
a parcicular cyrokine or cytokines differs from one genera
tion of cells ro another. This type of analysis has produced a 
subscanrial body of evidence chat many developmencal proc
esses in both T and B lymphocytes are division-linked. or 
division-regulated323' .• a. 

The original CFSE work was done in Auscralia, and the 
technique caught on chere before it spread co che rest of che 
world. I wasn'c paying much atccncion unril I made my firsc 
visit co Australia in 1998. I've been keeping up since, but 
here I am busy writing while ocher people are doing the ex
perimencs I wanted to do. 
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What is "Early" Activation (Trick Question)? 

le should now be obvious rhac, if we're willing co wair a 
few hours, we have a lor of different ways of detecting spe
cific activation of lymphocytes. Whac can we do if we wane 
co look ac che first few minutes of the activation process? 

There are the fast functional parameters; cycoplasmic 
[Ca"'] is one that comes to mind, as are pH change and 
"structuredness of cytoplasmic matrix" (pp. 383-5). which, 
because it is less well understood, harder co measure, and 
widely regarded as unreliable, is a definite dark horse. Carl 
June, who probably has had as much experience with flow 
cytomecric calcium measurements as anyone"'"'· ' . :· :. ~""'· '·" ' ", 

made a case"9' char chey could be clinically useful , bur ir 
hasn't happened yer. 

If we're willing co settle for noc keeping che cells alive, we 
can look at kinases. Figure I 0-9 , on pp. 468-9, came from 
the tour ek force paper by Perez and Nolan3000 in which 11 -
color flow cyrometry was used to determine the phosphory
lation scares of several different kinases in differenc T cell 
subsets; speed was not the object. However, Chow et af"'' 
have shown chat ic can be, as illustrated by figure l 0-20. 

Antibodies to phosphoryrosine"'3'' were used by Far et al 
in 19941632 co define the overall level of protein phosphoryla
cion in cells; since then, ic has been possible co produce anci
bodies co both phosphorylated and nonphosphorylated 
forms of a number of kinases. Such antibodies arc available 
from a number of sources; mosc of those used by Pere7. and 
Nolan·'°°0 and chose used by Chow et al3"" came from Cell 

Signaling Technology. 
Figure 10-20 shows levels of phosphorylaced extracellular 

signaling related kinase (ERKI and ERK2) in human pe
ripheral T cells activared by various doses of PMA or (boc
com right panel) by crosslinking anci-CD3 bound co che T 
cell receptor. Noce chat a subsrantial increase in phosphory
lation, compared co control values, is detecrable within 3 
minuces after stimulation. 

PMA2µM D PMA10µM ~ 

Phosphorylated ERK1/2 
Figure 10-20. ERKl/2 phosphorylation in T cells ex
posed to various activation stimuli. From: Chow S et 
al, Cytometry (Commun Clin Cytorn) 46:72-8, 2001 
(reference 3249), ©John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Used by 
permission. 
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So we can dececr, or think we can derecr, activation ar 3 
minutes by a change in kinase phosphorylation, although 
there is a hefry overlap berween rhe histograms representing 
control and stimulated cells . So far , so good, but what flow 
cyromcrry can ' t rel! us is whether rhere is temporal hereroge
nei cy in kinase responses in cell populations. 

Image analysis studies on calcium concentration changes 
in single lymphocytes over rime done by Wacholtz and Lip
sky'0·" revealed a considerable heterogeneity in both rhe mag
nitude of increases in intracellular [Ca""] and in the lag time 
before increases occurred, even when cells were stimulated 
with anci-CD3 or PHA, which are presumably reacting with 
more or less rhe same structures on all responsive cells. 

If we define a proliferative state, or at lease a scace in 
which rhe cells rell us they're chinking about proliferating by 
synthesizing RNA, as a definitive indicator of activation, we 
have co determine whether rhe cells in or on which we find a 
putative "early" indicator of activation, such as a calcium 
flux change or kinase phosphorylation, get as far as rhe pro
liferative scare. In che studies of CD25 and 4F2 expression 
on lecrin stimulated cells and in MLRs co which I referred 
previously, this was done; antibody/complement lysis of cells 
expressing these antigens eliminated the normal proliferative 
response. In ac least some situations, however, ir is estab
lished char cells rhar respond to ligands with an increase in 
calcium flux do noc necessarily go on to proliferate. 

When cells react wich real antigens, rhe reaction is be
rween the anrigen and a variable region of che cellular recep
tor, implying char different clones of cells with different 
binding constants for any particular antigen may behave 
differendy. This is could conceivably translate into a broad 
spectrum of lag rimes in the small fraction of cells which do 
react with antigen to a great enough degree to manifest ion 
Aux responses, display activation antigens, and proliferate, 
and i r is nor at all clear rhar all chose chat do the first thing 
do the second, ere. There is obviously some kind of chresh
old char must be crossed before specific accivacion occurs, 
bur it may be crossed at different rares by different cells; in 
some recent talks I've given, I've compared the cells to per
sonal computers, with rhe most reaccive cells analogous to 

rhe Pentium and Power PC processors, the slightly slower 
ones, to the 486 and 68040, and so on, down to the slowly 
reacting 8088 and 68000 cells, and to the Z-80 and 6502 
cells, which don't react. All buc rhe last group run rhe pro
gram, bur che different groups run ir ar different speeds. 

rrom studies wich accivarion antigens, we know chat the 
most active cells will express CD25 and 4F2 within 12 hours 
following srimulacion . However, if you lyse cells in an MLR, 
which exemplifies specific ancigenic stimulation, 48 hours 
after initiation of che reaction, you don 'c eliminate all prolif
eration ar 120 hours; you have co do che lysis ar 72 hours to 

complecely wipe ouc che culture. Since ir is unlikely chat cells 
make ir all che way co DNA synthesis without ar least tran
siently expressing CD25 and 4 F2, chis suggests char some 
cells in an MLR don't get to the "early" stage of activation ar 
which they express CD25 and 4 F2 unril 60 hours or so after 

inmanon of the culcure. In ocher words, "early" isn ' r che 
same cime for each cell. 

Ir would be good to be able to separate rhe "early early" 
cells from che "lace early" cells, in order co define both rhe 
chemical characteristics of their respective receptor-antigen 
interactions and any differences in their biologic behavior in 
immune responses in vivo. The most obvious way to do chis 
may be by sorting proliferating cells from different genera
tions using CFSE. 

1 realize that I haven'c gocren into some ocher parameters 
that change during lymphocyte acrivarion , such as oxidarive 
metabolism (lymphocytes seem to do a mini-respiratory 
burst, complete with bioluminescence), or even rhe size 
change, or "blast transformation ," which can be derecred in 
flow cytomecers just as ic can under the microscope. Bue rhe 
bottom line is char we now have the hardware, the reagents, 
and rhe data analysis techniques needed co use flow cyromc
rry productively to invcsrigare real immune reactions instead 
of lectin stimulation, and we can go looking for activated 
cells in patients wich HIV infection, or cancer, or chronic 
c . d 22•6 l raugue syn rome , or pose cransp ant. 

Cancer Biology and Clinical Oncology 

This represents another area in which the body of litera
ture is so large char ic is impossible to rake a representative 
sample without writing another book. In che Second Edi
tion, I ciced a few then-recent reports96' ·" to rry ro exemplify 
che range of things being done wirh flow cyromerry in rhe 
field. I itemized the following for the Third Edition: 

Ornicz et al966 used DNA flow cyromccry to follow ploidy 
changes in rhe preneoplascic scare and in neoplasia of pan
creatic cells which occur in transgenic mice expressing SV40 
T-antigen. 

Tough and Chow'!67 sorted high- and low-JgM natural 
ancibody-binding populations from a heterogeneous lym
phoma line and found thac rhe level of antibody binding 
correlated inversely wirh tumorigeniciry. 

Kenter er al%•, using mulriparamecer flow cycomerric 
analysis found differences in colcemid suscepribilicy berween 
rumorigenic and nontumorigenic lymphocytes, in rhe proc
ess defining a cell cycle phase they called G l ', intermediate 
between G 0 and G ,, and absent in immortalized and tumori
genic cells. 

Cook and Fox""?, using ADB, examined intracellular pH 
regulation in CHO cells subjected co hyperrhermia ar nor
mal and acidic pH, and found chac internal pH was regu
lated under both conditions, ruling ouc a disturbance of pH 
homeostasis as a mechanism for che rhermosensicizarion 
observed at low pH. 

Oca er al?'0 observed char a glycoside from ginseng which 
inhibits growth of and induces melanogenesis in B 16 mela
noma cells, increased the number of peanut agglutinin bind
ing sites on rhe cell membrane, while another glycoside, 
which induces melanogenesis bur does nor stimulate growth , 
does nor change lectin binding pacrerns, although both com
pounds decreased membrane fluid ity. 



Ocher membrane effects of differenciaring agcncs were 
scudicd by Fibach et al°" , who found char DMSO or hexa
merhylene-bis-aceramide decreased uptake of fluorescenc 
faery acid derivatives by murine erychroleukemia cells. 

Bucana er al"'' studied uprake of hydroechidine in neo
plascic cells; unoxidized hydroerhidine could be distin
guished from its oxidarion product, erhidium, and quanti
fied in cells not only by flow cyromecry, but by bulk 
fluorimecry of microtitcr plates. 

When I wrote rhe lase edition, the reviews on flow cy
tomerry in oncology already wrircen by others1""·60'"""06·9' 0" 
coven:d the territory effectively and let me get off wirh my 
usual barbed commentary. 

This rime around, I have nor done an exhaustive review 
of either the cancer research or the clinical oncology lirera
rure, so l will simply mention a few irems I've run across, 
making no arrempr at anything like thorough coverage of 
either field. 

Cancer Diagnosis: Cervical Cytology 

Considering that a good deal of the development of flow 
cywmerry was paid for by agencies and companies interesred 
in automating the cytologic diagnosis of cervical cancer, 
ir may seem surprising rhar no flow cytomerric clinical in
scrumenc for chis purpose has yer emerged. However, pa
rhologis rs, nor entirely wirhour reason, like to work with 
samples chey can see and keep . As far as I know, there is only 
one FDA-approved automared cervical cytology screening 
instrument on the market; it is the FocalPoint™mo (for
merly AutoPap•), made by TriPath Imaging, Inc. (Bur
lingron, NC; hrrp://www.rriparhimaging.com). TriParh 
Imaging was formed by the merger of two companies active 
in rhe development of automated Pap smear screening, 
NeoPath and AutoCyte, and acquired the intelleccual prop
erry of a third, Neuromedical Systems. Both TriPach Imag
ing and Cytyc Corporation (Boxborough, MA; 
hnp://www.cyryc.com) make apparatus for preparing high
qualicy slides from cervical cytology specimens; Cyryc is, or 
at least was, also working on an automated screening system. 
The predecessors of automated screening instruments were 
computerized microscope systems char facilitated presenca
rion well-prepared of slides to cytorechnologists and cytopa
rhologisrs. 

The FocalPoinc and irs now-extinct competitors arc/were 
imaging systems chat cxamine(d) slides stained with 
Papanicolaou stain, and, whenever I have spoken or written 
about this subject in rhe past, I have lamenced the fact that 
nobody seemed to be developing a system for cervical 
cytology screen ing chat looked for some more specific 
markers associated with cell proliferation. 

Well, such a system has finally been developed by Mo
lecular Diagnostics, Inc. (Chicago, IL; http://www. 
molccular-dx.com) and is on the path toward FDA approval. 
The InPath ™ system apparently uses fluorescendy labeled 
anLibodies to the transferrin receptor (CD71) and/or the 
epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) as an indicaror 
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of cellular dysplasia or neoplasia ""·2, plus a nuclear stain 
(?DAPI) and a fluorescent ancikeratin antibody selective for 
cervical cells. An additional test detects amigen(s) produced 
by the human papilloma virus (HPV) , infection wich which 
predisposes to the development of cervical cancer. Slides 
created with the fluorescent reagents can lacer be stained 
with Papanicolaou stain. It will be interesting co see whether 
the system catches on . 

Flow cytometry does, apparently, have some concribu
tion to make to cervical screening; it is reported thac forward 
and side scatcer signatures can be used to assess the adequacy 
of a cervical specimen prior to slide preparation''". Now, if 
you just throw the DNA stain and the antibodies into che 
mix, who knows whar might happen? 

Exfoliative cytology using flow cyrometry has also been 
applied to monitoring the treatment of superficial bladder 
cancer by DNA or DNNRNA analysis of bladder irrigation 
specimens"°". In at lease one urology deparcmenr, an argon 
ion laser was used both to pump a dye laser for tumor pho
torherapy and as a light source for a flow cytomecer co moni
tor che therapy. 

DNA Content Measurements Yet Again 

The earliest uses of flow cytometry in oncology dealc 
with analyses of abnormalities of DNA content in tumor 
cells and with perturbation of the cell cycle by chemo
therapeutic agents. It was learned racher quickly chac any
thing chac kills cells will perturb the cell cycle sooner or lacer, 
and this line of research got less interesting with rime. The 
demonstration of abnormalities in DNA content, on rhe 
ocher hand, provided and concinues co provide prognosri
cally relevant, objective bases for classification of tumors 
arising in many different tissues. Ac least one Cycomu1t was 
used effectively and successfully'°0' in a surgical department 
in an institution in which the commercial instrumencs and 
their proprietors in the pathology department were absorbed 
by immunology and not very incerested in DNA. 

DNA analysis was improved considerably by mathemati
cal modeling to minimize the effects of debris and clumps; 
Kallioniemi et al 22 ·" described a fully automated histogram 
analysis procedure which preserves rhe strong predictive 
power of the corrected aneuploid 5-phase fraction . The issue 
of qualiry control of DNA analysis has also been ad
dressed'0'0"278; it was noted on pp. 25-6 char DNA ploidy 
and S phase fraction in breast cancer, once routinely meas
ured and then abandoned"'0, can add prognostic informa
tion when appropriately determined'"'. 

The development of a procedure permitting DNA con
tent analysis of nuclei from paraffin-embedded speci
mens"'0 made ir possible to analyze large numbers of speci
mens from cases in which outcomes were already known; 
once they didn't have to wait for outcomes of 10-year pro
spective studies before they could publish, a lot more pa
thologists got inrcresccd in doing DNA flow cyromerry. A 
few new wrinkles and improvements in the basic flow cy
tomecric technique have been described"'"". However, pa-
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chologiscs, as previously noced, scill feel more comfonable 
with slides rhan with flow. John Crissman and his colleagues 
in Decroic (personal communication) put together their own 
sraric system, as did ocher groups of pachologisrs who proba
bly would have been scared to build flow cytomerers, and 
rhc::y could do DNA by fluorescence wirh precision almosc as 
good as that obtainable from flow cyrnmcrcrs. Commercial 
systems for the purpose are now available; CompuCyre's 
Laser Scanning Cycomerer, developed by Lou Kamencsky 
himself'"'-seems to have established a niche herem"·"". 

A Research News article by Rachel Nowak"'" in the 24 

June 1994 issue of Science, headlined "A New Tesr Gives 
Early Warning of a Growing Killer" described work by Brian 
Reid , Peter Rahinovirch and ochers ar rhe University of 
Washington n'JG.•i on faccors char decermine che likelihood char 
an individual with Barrecc's esophagus will develop esophag
eal cancer. One is p53 gene mutation; a second is ane
uploidy. According ro Nowak, "More DNA means a 
hrighcer glow, which is detected by an inscrumcnc called a 
flow cytomecer." The aneuploid cells are noc necessarily ma
lignanc , buc increasing aneuploidy suggests progression to 

cancer within a period of l 8 monchs to 7 years. Survival of 
patients who have undergone surgery afcer early deteccion of 
progression is projected to be 80% ar 5 years; 5-year survival 
in esophageal cancer has historically been under 5%. The 
Washington group has kept up its work on Barrerc's esopha
gus '"·' ' , identifying increased numbers of cells wich 4N (G 2 

or terraploid) as an additional predicror of progression. 
This brings to mind an interesting series of papers pub

lished in che lace 1980's"°"' in which flow cytometric ONA 
analysis was adapted co dececc hyperdiploidy in cultured 
dermal fibroblasts, which occurs in individuals generically 
predisposed co cancer of the colon and nasopharynx, among 
other sites. The aneuploidy here isn't even a premalignanc 
change, since ic is occurring in cells of a complecdy different 
line from those that become malignant. 

There isn't even universal agreement about how cells be
come aneuploid; they may undergo a second round of mico
sis without cell division, becoming cecraploid and then los
ing chromosomes""' ·\ or they may go chrough cycles of un
balanced mirosis21"". Cell lines which undergo megakaryo
cytic differentiation make good model systems in which to 
study polyploidizacion" 0 - ; Mouchon et al!'"" published a 

study on one such line which included some very nice flow 
cyromcrry; also seep. 487. 

Aneuploidy due ro chromosomal instability precedes che 
development of colon cancer in patients with ulcerative 
colitis '!61 ; Clausen ec af!"'• sorted diploid and aneuploid cells 
from a coleccomy specimen and subjected chem ro compara
tive genomic hybridization to analyze gene alterations. 

Beyond DNA Content: Antigens, Oncogenes and 
Receptors, and Response to Therapy 

DNA or DNNRNA content measurements and analyses 
of chromatin structure have been applied to classificacion 
and estimation of prognosis of leukemias, lymphomas3"", 

and solid tumors'''. It is virtually cercain that scrong correla
tions exisc berween DNA (and RNA) content and prolifera
tive activiry of rumors, on the one hand, and surface antigen 
patterns, on che other; while, early in the game, different 
invescigacors emphasized different paramecers, many more 
people now appreciate the utility of mulciparameter meas
urements. 

The appreciation chat various oncogenes are expressed 
in many human cancers has led to the development of flow 
cytometric techniques for detecting oncogenes, initially by 
immunofluorescence of antibodies directed against gene 
produccs'ou.', lacer with generic probes. A paper by Seal cc 
af11' on simultaneous analysis of DNA and c-erbB-2 expres
sion in breast cancer exemplifies the technique; an arcicle by 
Wimer et al'168 discusses the influence of che antiapoprotic 
Bcl-2 gene on the proliferative activity of lymphomasJ"'". 

Jacobberger ec a!Jiu•i-·i have applied mulciparameter flow 

cytomecry to analyses of interactions between oncogenes, 
growth factors , and receptors in several experimental sys
tems. 

!merest remains in decerminacion of drug sensitiviry of 
rumor cells. Oetcccion of drug efflux using functional probes 
or antibodies, glutathione measuremc::ms, etc., ac least for 
now, rypically mean simply that chemotherapy, whatever chc 
agent, is likely co be ineffeccive. In vitro drug sensitiviry rest
ing of baccerial pathogens is useful only because some drugs 
work and some don't; in most types of cancer, where no 
drugs work, drug sensitivity testing, cycometric or otherwise, 
is pointless. However, boch flow and scacic cyrometry may 
be useful in assessing response co various modalities of ther
apy; to chemotherapy, we muse now add immunocherapy'~ · .• 
and, eventually, gene therapy''" . 

Chow et al"'0 (see pp. 501-2 and Figure 10-20) and 
Jacobberger et al·1100 have developed flow cytomecric methods 
for determination of kinase activities in cells; these can be 
applied to detection of inhibition of kinases by drugs. The 
latter paper'·'00 documents specific detection of the activity of 
STAT5 in chronic myelocytic leukemia (CML) cells and 
lines expressing Bcr/Abl, and inhibition of STAT5 by 
imatinib (STI-571; Gleevec), now a first line cherapy for 
CML. 

lmmunophenotyping in Hematopathology 

As immunologists adopted flow cycometry as a research 
cool for studying rhe differentiation and function of lym
phocytes, immunofluorescence analysis was applied co the 
black sheep of the lymphocyte family, cells from leukemias 
and lymphomas, and such phenotyping was found to pro
vide clinically relevant information. Although relatively few 
tumor specific antigens have been found , che demonstration 
on rumor cells of different antigens characccrisric of various 
developmental stages in the tissue of origin provides infor
mation not only about the lineage, but also about the prob
able biologic behavior of rhe tumor'0Jl') . 

lmmunophenotyping of leukemias, lymphomas, and 
other hematopoieric neoplasia is widely enough used for 
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Figure 10-21. Garing scheme for detection of 
minimal residual disease in chronic lympho
cytic leukemia32'/I. Courcesy of Andy Rawsrron, 
Leeds General Infirmary. Details of the garing 
procedure are on rhe next page. 
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several organizations to have made recommendations about 
procedure. The conclusions of a U.S.-Canadian Consensus 
Conference held in Bethesda (MS) in 1995 were published 
in Cytometry (Communications in Clinical Cytometry) in 
19973" ·1·• 0 , and the most recent NCCLS Guideline was is
sued in 19981281 • In 200 l, Braylan et al320 2 summarized the 
consensus of a meeting of incernacional experts held at the 
ISAC 2000 Congress on the minimum number of antibod
ies required co evaluate hematologic and lymphoid neopla
sias; figures ranged from as many as 8 antibodies for plasma 
cell disorders to as many as 24 for acute leukemias. The au
thors cautioned chat reducing che number of antibodies 
could significantly compromise diagnostic accuracy, moni
toring, and/or therapy. 

A 2003 book by Nguyen, Diamond, and Braylan, Flow 
Cytometry in Hematopathology. A Visual Approach to Data 
Anafysir and lnterpretation1283 , includes extensive examples of 
immunophenoryping in chc cexc an<l on a CD-ROM. Phe
norypic analysis of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is dis
cussed briefly on pp. 467-8; mulciparameter phenotypes of 

CD20 

normal marrow and marrow from an AML patienr are 
shown in color on the back cover. 

Detecting Minimal Residual Disease 

In the leukemias and other neoplastic diseases for which 
effective therapy is available, it is useful co be able co detect 
minimal residual disease in blood or bone marrow speci
mens. While chis is difficult in the absence of specific idenci· 
fying characteristics, effective methodology has been de
scribed611 .ss 1. 1010. 1 .1 1~0.Ja".1 ~ 

Patients judged co be in clinical remission by standard 
methods of marrow examination may have as many as 5% 
residual leukemic cells in the marrow. However. while pa
tiencs wich no residual disease by the more scringenc flow 
cycomecric criteria tend co stay in remission for long periods 
of time, patients in whom mulciparamecer flow cyrnmetry 
reveals residual leukemic cells at levels exceeding more chan 
0.0 l % of marrow cells usually relapse early and die unless 
alternative therapy is available. In recent years, ir has been 
possible co make the argument chat the undeniably cleganc 
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flow cycomctric techniques used co derecr minimal residual 
disease can also materially improve parienc care in ac least 
some hematologic malignancies"""'}(>. 

Figure l 0-21, on the preceding page, illuscraces rhe gat
ing scheme developed by Rawstron et al""' for detection of 
minimal residual disease in chronic lymphocytic leuke
mia ':'". In the first seep, [panel A(i)J. region Rl defines a 
purarivc B lym phocyre population based on forward scarcer 
and CDl9 expression and lack ofCD3 expression (rhe CD3 
gating process is nor shown); in panel A (ii ), che scarcer gace 
R2 is defined co exclude apopcoric cells and doublers. Panels 

B(i), B(ii ), and B(ii i) show expression of CDS, CD20, and 
CD79b on normal lymphocyces and CLL cells, as does che 
3-dimensional display of panel C. In chis particular case, 
CD79b expression on the leukemic cells is low; this varies 
from case co case, and rhat is rhe reason for the inclusion of 
measurements of borh CD20 and CD79b in the procedure. 
The combination of antibodies to rhese antigens with anti
bodies ro CDS and CD38 enables detection of CLL cells 
with all known expression parcerns, at levels of I in 100,000 
nucleart:d cells. The patients followed by Rawsrron er al were 
creared wirh CAMPATH-1 and/or aurologous transplant; all 
patients wirh detectable residual disease (CLL cells more 
than O.OS o/o of coral leukocytes) had progressively increasing 
levels ofleukemic cells on follow-up. 

This arricle was published in Blood; rhe figure in che 

journal illuscracing rhe gating scheme was of subsrancially 
poorer quality than rhe one Andy Rawsrron donated for rhis 
volume. The axis labels were almost illegible, and one or two 
were incorrect, because, once Andy had reduced the figure co 

the size specified by rhe journal. he couldn ' t read chem any 
beccer chan I could wirhouc a magnifying glass. So the pub
lished version of rhc figure was definitely an example of bad 
flow happening co a good journal. If you looked at the ma
terials and mechods section, che sources of antibodies were 
specified, buc no mencion was made of which labels were 
used for which antibodies; ir turns ouc there are a few tricks 
involved there. Then:'s a lot of flow cytomctry in Blood, but 
i1 is not always as critical to arciclcs as it was in this case, 
and, for a variety of reasons, the arcicle really didn't contain 

enough information to enable a skilled flow cytometer user 
ro implement rhe procedure described. Yee people do wane 
co implement procedures like chis, for rhe clinically relevant 
purpose of detecting minimal residual disease. Gercing it 
right is essential if clinicians are co obtain rhc information 
they want about prognosis and cherapy. 

The cyromcrry communiry probably needs yet another 
sec of guidelines to deal with this issue. Conceding chat it is 
unlikely rhar journal articles will contain complete proce
dural derails, we have to define ways of gecting them. If the 
auchors managed co gee approval from a Human Experimen
racion Committee to do the research, they must have sub
mitted a derailed prococol char should contain all the neces
sary information, so the obvious thing to do would be to 

contact rhe corresponding auchor and ask for a copy of the 
protocol. or an equivalent derailed description of che proce-

<lure. As it happened, the e-mail address Andy Rawsrro n had 
given co Blood was inoperative due co various dor
complications, so I actually had to snail mail him to initiace 
a correspondence. He was an except ionally good sporr about 
the whole business, and I was pleased to say rhat rhe subse
quent paper his group published in Blood about detecting 
neoplascic plasma cells in mulriple myeloma patients" '" in
cluded more legible figures and more procedural decaik 

Bue, getting back to my poinc , we all know chat some 
ancibodies work bercer rhan ochers, and chat some labels 
work better than others, and chat sample storage and pn:pa

racion condicions may influence staining intensity, and we 
really need co have fairly rigid definitions of protocols to 

make sure everybody gets the right answers, especially when 
we need ro quanrify anrigen expression, as may be necessary 
in analyzing cells from some leukemias '''" and from patients 
with AIDS'''w'' . 

I should also point out chat, since rhere arc fewer than 
10,000 new cases of acute myelocytic leukemia in che U.S. 
each year" 5'; flow cycomecric phenoryping at remission is 
therefore not likely co be applicable to more chan 7,000 pa
riencs annually, and will not be able co generate more than a 
few million dollars in annual revenue for all parries involved. 
Perhaps we need an Orphan Diagnostic Ace, much like che 
existing Orphan Drug Act, to make n:chnology such a~ chis 
available in sicuacions in which chere are coo few patiencs ro 
enable manufaccurers or providers co bring products to mar
ker proficably via normal channels. 

Flow cytometry, and cyromecry in general , are ncll likelv 
to gee bailed out in chis way unless they provide bcrcer (a nd , 
one hopes, more cost-effective) ways of doing rhings than do 
competing technologies. PCR and flow compete in the area 
of dececcion of minimal residual disease; flow is reported co 
be ac least as sensicive" ''". In the near future, we may sec 

some compericion becween phenoryping and DNA array 
cechnology320" for classificacion and prognosis , but ic looks as 
if the genomic technology, like flow, is beccer for establishing 

prognosis chan for seleccing among treacmenr options . 

Biological Implications of Phenotyping Results 

By now, marrow samples from thousands of pariencs 
with acute myelocyric leukemia, some wirh mulriple leuke
mic clones, have been subjected co phenorypic analysis by 
multiparameter flow cycometry, and, as far as I know, no 
rwo clones are alike. This may cell us something about the 
biology of leukemias. 

Ir is apparent thac leukemia may result from various 
combinations of somatic mutations in hematopoietic cc::lls. 
There may be dozens of possible mutations, yielding hun
dreds of genotypes. or perhaps even a few thousand geno
types . le doesn ' t seem all chac likely, however, rhat rhere arc 
many more genorypes than rhac. 

We can then consider the likelihood of finding identical 
clones, given che number of genorypcs we believe exisr. This 
problem is similar co that posed in the mathematical punle 
chat asks how many people must be in a room before there is 



a bercer chan even chance char rwo of chem have che same 
birthday. 

Negleccing leap years, there are 365 possible birchdays. If 
chcre are rwo people in rhe room, the probabiliry is 
(364/365) chat they do nor have the same birthday; if there 
are three people, the probabiliry is (364/365) x (363/365). 
For four people, the probabiliry that no two share a birthday 
is (364/365) x (363/365) x (362/365), and so on. When 
you gee co 23 people, the probability chat no two have rhe 
same birchday is less than 1/2; there is therefore a better than 
even chance char two of the 23 people have rhe same birth
day. 

If there were 365 leukemic genorypes, and if phenorype 
were completely determined by genorype, there would be a 
bener than even chance chat rwo identical phenotypes would 
have turned up by the time 23 marrow samples had been 
examined. However, many hundreds of samples have been 
examined, and no rwo phenorypes have been idenricaJ. This 
may simply mean chat there are a Joe more rhan 365 geno
rypes. If rhere were 1000 genorypes, I calculate chat there 
would be even odds char two would be identical if 37 sam
ples were examined. If no two phenorypes of over 300 are 
identical, either there are many thousand genorypes, or phe
norype is nor completely derermined by gcnorype. The latter 
possibility is intriguing; it suggests char some host faccor(s) 
might select for a particular leukemic phenorype. 

This isn't all that farfetched . As I mentioned previously, 
a lot of reasonably smart people have been applying the 
methods of analytical cytology to normal and cancer cells for 
around forry years, and we still haven't found a consistent 
feature that differentiates all cancer cells from all normal 
cells. The whole definition of malignancy is, co some extent, 
an operational one; if it grows, spreads, and, when left un
created, eventually kills the patient, it's a cancer. I chink it 
might be time to consider the medium in which cancer cells 
grow, i.e., the patient; maybe what we need to look for co 
define cancer in cyrologic terms is a combination of charac
teristics of the cumor cells and characteristics of the host. 
This would certainly be compacible wich whac appears co be 
phenorypic selection. 

The concept of rumor stem cells was recendy revivified 
following a reporr by Al-Hajj ct al31-0 ' char, among rumor 
cells isolated from nine human breast cancers, only those 
cells wirh a CD44+CD24- phenorype, which represented 
l % or less of the population, readily induced tumors in im
munocompromised mice. It made the newspapers. 

Digression: A Slight Case of Cancer 

A number of people, caking differenr routes, have arrived 
at viewpoints similar to chat just expressed. I got there as a 
very interested spectator and patient, after undergoing a 
partial gastrecromy and radiation cherapy for a mucosa! 
("MALT") lymphoma of the stomach that wa.~ diagnosed in 
1991. 

As an oncologist, I couldn't have asked for a better va
riery of cancer. Mose gamic lymphomas are slow-growing, 
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and prospects for long-term survival following rrearment by 
surgery and irradiacion are excellent'n . for many years, what 
are now known to be gastric lymphomas were classified as 
"pseudolymphoma," reAecting the fact char they looked like 
lymphomas, buc apparently did not spread co lymph nodes 
or elsewhere, and the observation that patients might survive 
for cen years or more wichout any treatment other chan anr
acids and ulcer drugs, which relieved the sympcoms of pain 
and bleeding. 

Modern thinking on gastric lymphomas is largely ba.~ed 
on the work of Peter Isaacson, of Universiry College and 
Middlesex School of Medicine, London, and his colleagues. 
Isaacson was largely responsible for the definirion of rhe 
concept of MALT lymphomas (i.e., lymphomas ofMucosal 
Associated Lymphoid Tissue)'n '. Although gastric MALT 
lymphomas are among the most common tumors of chis 
rypc, mucosa! associaced lymphoid tissue is nor present in 
the normal stomach. MALT lymphomas of other sires in 
which lymphoid tissue is nor normally found , e.g .• the sali
vary gland and thyroid, arise following the acquisition of 
lymphoid tissue in these organs as a result of autoimmune 
disease (Sjogren's syndrome and Hashimoto's rhyroiditis, 
respectively); in the stomach, lymphoid follicles develop in 
association with chronic gastritis. 

The predominanc cell in what were called pseudolym
phomas is a B cell resembling the cencrocytes seen in the 
lymphoid follicles normally present in che intestinal submu
cosa. It is phenorypically CD2 l'CD35·co5·co10. 
Isaacson based his reclassification of pscudolymphomas as 
lymphomas in part on monoclonalicy, which is demonsrra
ble by light chain sraining and heavy chain gene rearrange
ment; chere is no rearrangemenc of eicher bcl-1 , bcl-2, or c
myc'" '. Ocher evidence for rhe neoplastic narnre of rhe cell 
comes from cycogenetics; rearrangements of chromosome 
lp, trisomy 3, and trisomy 7 have been found "". 

Intensive pachologic examination of gascreccomy speci
mens from a small number of patients showed that in all 
cases, small foci of lymphoma discincr from che original le
sion were scattered throughout the specimen ':"'; the appar
ent multifocal nature of the cumor could explain rhe devel
opment of local relapse after a long disease-free interval, 
which is rypical of che relatively infrequen r recurrences chat 
do occur. 

Ir was thought char the propensiry of rhe rumor co n:
main localized, rather than spreading to lymph nodes, mar
row, etc., was due co the centrocyte-like nature of che neo
plastic cells; normal cemrocytes did not appear to recircu
late. However, by using ami-idiocype antibodies, Isaacson 's 
group demonstrated scarcered MALT lymphoma cells in 
anatomically and otherwise histopathologically normal 
lymph nodes and spleen removed during surgery for gasrric 
lesions. 

The gastritis leading to the development of lymphoid tis
sue in the scomach occurs as a consequence of infecrion by 
Helicobacter pylori; this organism, which is also associated 
with peptic ulcer disease and gastric carcinoma, was idenri-
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ficd in biopsy or surgical specimens from I 0 I of 110 pa
tients (92%) with gasrric MALT lymphomas' ·: ·. 

Isaacson hypothesized that gastric MALT lymphomas re
sult from neoplastic cransformacion of cells involved in a 
normal immune response. In one test of chis hypothesis, he 
placed cells from several gasrric MALT lymphomas in cul
ture wich several strains of H. pylori, using other bacteria and 
phorbol escer as control stimuli. Phorbol escer induced pro
liferation of cells from all specimens; che neoplasric B cells 
proliferated orherwise only in the presence of boch che spe
cific srrain of H. pylori found in che pacient and T cells also 

taken from che cumor 1
•
78

• This panern of ancigen- and T 
cell-dependent proliferation in vitro is consistent with the 

observation of microscopic foci of rumor, but not of larger 
lesions, in areas where antigen, in chis case H. pylori, is ab
senr. Interestingly enough, chc immunoglobulins produced 
by the neoplascic B cells appear co reacc with autoantigens, 
racher rhan wirh H. pylori'' 0''·"0 . 

Working wirh Isaacson's group, Claudio Doglioni had 
documented a high incidence of boch gastric MALT lym
phoma and H. pylori infrcrion in norcheascern Icaly 1781• They 
conducred a brief clinical rrial there in which six patients 
wirh gascric MALT lymphoma demonsrraced by endoscopic 
biopsy were created wich bismurh sales (i.e., Pepco-Bismol or 
its equivalent), mccronidaz.ole, and amoxicillin for rwo weeks 
co eradicate H. pylori. Follow-up biopsies were done 4 co I 0 
months later; in five of six pariencs, che lymphoma had dis
appeared, i.e., PCR failed co demonstrate residual disease in 
che sromach' 782• 

I heard Isaacson speak in Boston in May, 1993, before 
his clinical srndy wa.~ published, and became a convert; I 

cook rhe therapy for H. pylori ($30 worrh of pills), just co be 
on the safe side. Since rhe lecrure was delivered co an audi
ence of pathologisrs, I prepared a summary, with references 
and circulaced ic co che gascrocnrerologisc, oncologiscs, radio
therapist, and su rgeon who had created me. The resulcs were 
interesting. I had asked my gascroenrerologisc abouc Helico
bacter when I firsc had ulcerlike symptoms, before my diag
nosis of lymphoma wa~ established; at che rime, he, like 
many ochers in Boston, was skeptical abouc the role of rhe 
organism in ulcer disease or anything else. After I cold him 
about Isaacson 's work, he had rhe pathologists pull our my 
specimen and look for H pylori; rhey found rhe bacreria. I 
should have pb.ced a bee. 

There are big picture conclusions and liccle picture con
clusions co be drawn from all chis; lee's look at che big pic
ture firsr. I agree wirh Isaacson thar MALT lymphomas 
probably aren' t the only neoplasms in which chc host envi
ronment provides some stimulus for rumor growth, and 
expen thac rhis new paradigm may usefully be extended ro 
other. more common cancers. Based on everything known 
about gastric MAI.T lymphomas, I am unlikely co have even 
a local recurrence of mine. However, chere's another para
digm shift here. Where the prevailing wisdom was thac che 
low rates of recurrence and spread were due to the localized, 
noncirculacing narure of the neoplastic cells, the present 

picrure, based on che anci-idiorype ancibody scudies, is thac 
the cel ls do circulate. I got radiation therapy ro che region of 
whar 's left of my stomach, which mighc have killed rumor 
cells remaining around there, buc which almost cerrainly 
wouldn't have killed tumor cells in distant lymph nodes or 
my bone marrow. The likelihood is that chose cells won 'c 
bother me. This goes completely against one of the cencral 
dogmas of cancer treatment, which is thac curing the patiem 
requires che eradication of every last cancer cell. 

Taking H. pylori and che T cells responding to it out of 
che piccure ro diminare the growth factor.~ needed by chc 

neoplascic B cells in a gastric MALT lymphoma isn ' t all that 
different from caking csrrogen away from breast cancer cells 
which need it to grow. le also isn't char uncommon co find 
microscopic foci of breast cancer cells ac autopsy in paciencs 
who were supposedly cured and died years lacer of some
thing else. The fact is chat most cancer cells are a hell of a loc 
harder to grow in vitro than chey are ro grow in their hoses; 

we might wane co pay a little more attenrion ro the role of 
host factors in looking ac new modalities of rreatment. 

As for che smaller picture, being a dedicated analytical 
cytologist, I made sure char my cells got worked up; rhey 
were reported to be monoclonal for lambda light chain 
(MALT lymphomas arc not classified as chocolate and va
nilla), and, by flow cycometry, chey were DNA diploid. 
However, since there is a history of lymphoma on boch sides 
of my family, I rhoughc it mighr be appropriate ro look into 
che cyrogenecics; rhe cells were found ro have rwo extra 
chromosomes. If I cried hard, I could probably detecc re
maining cells in my marrow using DAPI and anti-lambda 
amibodies; for the time being, I prefer ro !er David Hedley 
remain as the only person I know who cakes sternal marrow 

samples from himself. 
From the poinr of view of a wrirer or a reader of a book 

on flow cycomerry, one of the most sobering aspects of rhis 
whole srory relares ro Isaacson 's mechodology. There was no 
flow cytomecry involved; no image analysis, eicher. All of rhe 
anti-idiorype and ocher antibody and gene probe work was 
done using enzyme-linked systems and cransmitced light 
microscopy. If you go co the same meetings I do , you're 
probably used co seeing chromosome probes under fluores
cence microscopes; in Isaacson 's slides, chey showed up a~ 
blue or brown docs on Giemsa-stained chromosomes. And , 
try as I might, I couldn't really chink of any way in which 
flow or image cytomecry would have enabled che work ro be 
done bcccer, or faster , or cheaper (and, almost nine years 
later, I scill can' c). 

Analysis of Sperm 

The use of flow cyromecry and cell sorting for separation 
of X- and Y-sperm has been discussed on pp. 26, 282. 31 O
J, and 4 52-3. 

Assessment of the quality of animal and human 
sperm by flow cyromecry has been looked ar in evaluarion of 
infercilicy in animals and humans. Evenson, Darzynkiewic7. 
and Melamed}" approached chis issue by correlating micro-



scopic observations of sperm mobility with dye exclusion 
and mitochondrial membrane potential measuremems, 
bur found chromatin structure, as measured using acid 
denamration and acridine orange, to be the most reliable 
indicacor of sperm quality" '·}. The Sperm Chromatin 
Structure Assay (SCSA) correlares well wich alternate tesrs 
of sperm quality in bulls9'"'""' . Evenson er al3301 compared 
SCSA measurements made on various arc lamp and laser 
source flow cytomerers and found char, while there were 
differences in the appearance of displayed data from differ
ent inscruments, all produced equivalent resulcs. Evenson 
and Joscnoi reviewed the SCSA in 2002. 

Auger cc al 'm correlated mitochondrial membrane po
cencial of sperm, as measured using rhodamine 123, with 
motility, and were able co use R 123 fluorescence to sore 
highly morile sperm198'; more recently, Marchetti et al JJo• 
concluded char "Analysis of mitochondrial membrane poten
tial is rhe most sensitive cesc by which ro determine sperm 
quality ." However, the sensitivity of membrane potential 
measurements does nor appear to be related to cheir capacity 
to indicate apoprosis. Using annexin V staining, Ricci et 
al3"'1 found no significant differences in che percentages of 
apoptoric sperm or of leukocytes in semen classified as nor
mal and abnormal by WHO criteria. 

Ericsson er al 1911 found carboxymethylfluorescein diace
race and hydroerhidine useful in assessing viability of cryo
preserved sperm, although they did not observe correlations 
between flow cyromerric quality indicators and mocility '98G. 

The same group evaluated the toxicity of dyes to sperm cells; 
Hocchsr 33342, hydroechidine, and a cracking dye decreased 
oxygen consumption, although R123 did noc1987

• 

Yeung et al""'' scudied 488 nm forward and side scarcer 
and Coulter volume of sperm, and found chat infertile sperm 
from knockout mice were larger chan ferrile sperm from 
heterozygous mice, suggesting char volume regulation may 
be critical for sperm function. 

Haas and Cunningham .. " investigated another aspecr of 
infercility using flow cyromecry; they were able ro detect and 
quantify antibodies bound co sperm. Haas and his col
leagues"'"·"'·' .., and orhers'9" '"'-"""·" have continued co use flow 

cytomerry for this purpose; in comparative studies, ic dem
onsuaces advantages over alcernacive cechniques'992·' 991 • 

The progress of che acrosomal reaction essential for 
sperm to become capable of fercilization can be monitored 
using fluorescent antibodies and leccins" "·99''· 100~ . Harrison, 
Mairer, and Miller" ", srudying che effects of buffers used 
wich sperm for in vitro fertilization, observed char bicarbon
ate in the buffer, which induced che calcium influx necessary 
to begin the acrosorne reaction, also appeared co increase the 
number of cells wich damaged membranes. 

DNA content analysis of testicular aspirates and bi
opsies"''"'·" has proven useful in the evaluation of infertility, 
including char induced by cancer treatments; sperm are read
ily detected by their haploid DNA concem, allowing their 
relative numbers ro be escimaced. Regarding ONA analysis 
in biopsies of undescended testes, in which cancer is likely ro 
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develop, Clausen et al2"' ·1 note that DNA aneuploidy can 
occur in an undescended testis without any evidence of ma
lignancy, and suggest it may indicate a preneoplastic.: state. 

Commercial flow cycomecers adapted for sperm counting 
are now available. BO Biosciences has produced a system of 
stains (SYBR-14 or propidium), diluent, and counting beads 
allowing che FACSCounc (p. 418) to be used for sperm 
counting.u0' ; Tsuji et al}.IOA have reported on another device, 

chc 5-FCM. 
Laser scanning cytometry and FISH were found useful 

by Baumgartner er al3.l09 for dececcion of aneuploid sperm. 

Isolating Fetal Cells from the Maternal Circulation for 
Prenatal Diagnosis 

During pregnancy, boch trophoblastic and blood cells 
from the fems may enter the maternal circularion, in which 
chey represent fewer chan 1 of every 1 o' nucleaced cells . The 
development of reliable mechods for isolation of such fecal 
cells would provide a simple, low-risk alternative co amnio
centesis and chorionic villus sampling for acquisicion of cell 
samples for prenatal genetic diagnosis using in situ hybridiza
tion, PCR, and ocher molecular biologic methods . Bruch et 
al 1812 sorted crophoblasc-like cells from maternal blood using 
three monoclonal antibodies against crophobla~c, and, via 
PCR, found Y-specific sequences in two of chrcc samples 
from mothers carrying male fetuses, alchough mosc of the 
sorted cells appeared co be maternal leukocytes. A higher 
purity of trophoblastic cells was obtained by combining im
munomagnecic removal of maternal lymphocytes and sorting 
using ancicrophoblasr antibodies; fluorescence in situ hy
bridization with a Y-cencromeric probe allowed detection of 
47,XYY fecal cells '" 3• 

An alternative approach is based on isolation of fecal nu
cleated erythrocytes, which appear in the maternal circula
tion early in gestation. Bianchi et al' 8", using multiparamercr 
sorting, isolated cells positive for che cransferrin receptor 
(CD71) and negative for the CD3 and CD14 leukocyte 
antigens; Y chromosomal DNA sequences were dececred in 
samples obtained at 11 and 12 weeks' gestation, and absent 
in subsequent samples ac 16, 19, and 20 weeks, from women 
who del ivered males, while Y DNA was nor dececced in cwo 
women who delivered females. 

Price ec al '"" sorted fecal nucleated erychrocyces on rhc 
basis of a combination of forward and right angle scacrer and 
rhe presence ofCD71 (transferrin receptor) and glycophorin 
A on che cell surface. From such flow-sorted samples, 
Wachtel ec al"'" correctly identified feral sex in 17 /18 (94%) 
pregnancies of 10-21 weeks gestation . Their group also re
ported diagnosis of crisomy-21 in fecal cells from maternal 
blood'm, as did Bianchi er al'" '". 

Although specificity of fecal cell detection has been im
proved by use imracellular staining with ancibodies ro che 
gamma globin chain of hemoglobin F11" ,. ', recent clinical 
studies have combined immunomagnetic separation, with 
negative selection for CD45+ celkn'o and positive selection 
for cells containing gamma globinH' \ with flow sorting. The 
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NIFTY I mulricencer trial'·"' were bener using magnetic cell 
separation conducted by the National lnscicute of Child 
Heahh and Human Developmenc found that target cell re
covery and feral cell detection were bercer using magnetic 
separation alone than with flow sorcing wirh or without 
magnetic separation. All separation methods yield both fecal 
and maternal cells; discrimination of the rwo populations, 
which is essencial for interpretation of FISH data used for 
prenatal diagnosis of trisomies, is most effectively accom
plished using morphologic as well as biochemical criteria3m, 
suggesting that che utility of flow cymmetry in chis field may 
be limited. 

The March of Time: Circadian Rhythms, Aging, and 
Atherosclerosis 

Periodic phenomena can only be effectively studied by 
methods chat consume relatively little time compared co the 
period involved. Thus, it was really nor possible co learn 
much about circadian periodicity of cell kinetics as long as 
kinetic srudies required aucoradiographic analysis with expo
sure times of weeks. Since DNA flow cyrometry can be ac
complished in minutes, it has been feasible ro use the tech
nique to discover circadian variations in cell proliferative 
acrivity in rissues '°'"·i• and tumors°'-·'°", and co analyze resuh

ing circadian variations in drug cffects918, which may eventu
ally be exploitable for scheduling kinetic-based cherapl•·'°". 

Circadian fluctuations in counts of various blood cell 
rypes have been reported'°"; this may have unwanted effects 
in following progression in such diseases as HIV infec
tion'"" ·'' . Circadian rhythms also affect the growth and me
cabolism of single-celled organisms such as rhe dinoflagellace 
Gonyaulax'0'" · '·'°'9 • 

Changes at chc cellular level related to aging can be in
vestigated either by comparing cellular samples from young 
and old individuals or by examinacion of cells such as fibro
blasts subjected ro in vitro aging. Considering the popular 
hypochesis char aging is associated with impaired defenses 
against free radical reactions, Poot et af«O examined glu
tathione recovery rates following oxidative stress in in vitro 

aged fibroblasts and in fibroblasts from patients with several 
metabolic diseases and found no impairment in comparison 
with normal cells. Marcinez et at""' quantified rhodamine 
123 mitochondrial fluorescence in young (6 population 
doublings) and old (41 popularion doublings) fibroblasts, 
and found increased fluorescence in the older population. 
Cristofalo~'"' found chc S-phase fraction and cell densicy co 
he independent biomarkers of aging in cell cultures. Differ
ences in lymphocyte responses with age have been reported 
(e.g .. references 1690 and 1692). 

Aging has also been associared with reporred increases in 
DNA polyploidy in several rissue types, including heart 
muscle and vascular smooth muscle""'·'"' .1 4 • Similar increases 
in polyploidy in vascular smooch muscle occur following 
injury of the type used ro induce experimental atherosclero· 
sis. A methodological problem in chis area of research lies in 
the necessity ro discriminate retraploid cells from doublers 

due co aggregation or proximity of diploid cells in che flow 
cyromerer; Vliegen ?Col et al have developed a mathematical 
procedure to correct for background and clumping. Inde
pendent confirmation chat the observed polyploidy is nor 
entirely artifaccual was obtained when polyploid cell lines 
were isolated and cultured from rat aortas by Goldberg et 
al96'. Black et al' 045 established that vascular smooch muscle 
polyploidy parallels inhibition, reversal, and redevelopment 
of hypertension in an experimental model, the spontane
ously hypertensive rat. On another front, Stemme, Holm, 
and Hansson""0 reported chat T lymphocytes, which are 
found in abundance in acherosclerotic plaques, are memory 
cells (CD45R0°); they also express che very late acrivacion 
antigen VLA-1. 

Although I have not done an extensive search of litera
ture in this area since the previous edition, I suspect chat the 
cyromecric analysis of platelet activation in atherosderotic 
disease (seep. 487) represents a significant contrihurion. 

Clinical Application: Urine Analysis 

International Remote Imaging Systems' "Yellow 
IRISTM" workscacion' 019 was che first of a series of flow cy
tometers with imaging capabilicy intended for analysis of 
urine specimens. Image data can be reviewed by an operator. 
The current instruments (p . 431) are che Model 500 
Urine/Fluids Workstation and the 939UDxTM Urine Pa
thology System; the former is manually fed, while the latter 
is completely aucomated. Boch provide chemical as well as 
cytometric analyses of urine. 

Sysmcx manufactures the UF· l 001m.: and UF.50 urine 

analyzers; both combine fluorescence, light scaccering. and 
impedance measurements co classify and count formed cle
ments in blood. The numbers denote che number of samples 
the inscrumems can process per hour. 

The Animal Kingdom 

Lions and Pumas and Clams, Oh, My! 

Flow cycometry has been and is being applied to a Im of 
species these days. Since, when the moon is full , I grow 
black and white fur and eat bamboo shoots, preferably with 
hoisin sauce, I decided co cry co gee flow cycomecric data 
from giant panda cells co put into the Third Edition. I called 
Stephen O 'Brien, of the National Cancer Inscitucc, who 
used molecular generic techniques co determine char the 
giant panda is a bear' ?C .. , and asked whether he had ever done 
analyses of panda cells. No luck there, bur, as it turned out, 
Eric Brown, a prcdoccoral scudem in his lab, sent me the 
contour plots of T cell subset analysis in a lion (Panthera leo) 
and a puma (or cougar, or mountain lion) (Felis concolor) 

shown in Figure 10-2. The antibodies used are che same 
ones used for T cell subset analysis in domestic cats, and the 
analyses are done for che same reason; the big cars can carry 
che same feline leukemia retrovirus as their smaller relacives. 
Bull et al >>" recencly studied polymorphic expression in the 
lion CD8alpha chain. 



Dr. O 'Brien's collaborat0rs on the panda work, at the 
National Zoo, put me in t0uch with Dr. Marcia Etheridge, 
of the Department of Comparative Medicine ac Johns Hop
kins Universiry School of Medicine, who has analyzed blood 
or its equivalent from a number of animal species on an Ab
bon Cell-Oyn 3500 hematology analyzer; Figure 10-23 
shows dusters of dam cells on 2-dimensional histograms 
using essentially the same parameters as are shown in Figure 
l 0-16 (p. 483) , which depicts human blood. 
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Figure 10-22. T cell subset analysis in lion (cop) and 
puma (bottom) peripheral lymphocytes. The figure 
was provided by Eric Brown and Stephen O'Brien 
(National Cancer lnstirure). 

Figure 10-23. Analysis of clam cells in a Cell-Dyn 
3500 hematology analyzer (see Figure 10-16, p. 483, 
for a comparison with human blood). The Figure was 
provided by Marcia Echeridge (Johns Hopkins Uni
versicy}. 
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The phagocyric properties of clam hemocytes·'"' are rele-
h 1 HlO d . I .Hll d h b d vane co pat o ogy an cox1co ogy , an ave een scu -

ied in chose contexts using flow cycometry. 
Flow cycomecry can gee che lion, or at least ics cells, to lie 

down with the lamb, as well as the clam. Some interesting 
mathematical and statistical methods for extracting proteo
mic information from patterns of antibody binding co cell 
surface proceins"91 ..1m 3 have emerged from my colleague 
Steve Mentzer's interest in the immunobiology of che 
sheepm', a favorite lab animal for thoracic and cardiac sur
geons. 

Blood from most mammals is closer to the hu
man/lion/lamb model than the clam model. Wang et al "''' 
showed chat forward and right angle scarcer could be used co 
perform three pare differential leukocyre counts on porcine 
blood; Jain , Paape and Miller 1966 combined two-angle scaccer 
and acridine orange fluorescence measurements for a differ
ential count of bovine leukocyres which chey reported dis
criminated eosinophils from ocher granulocytes. 

Bloemer et almi-• have used flow cycomecry of DNA con
tent and vimencin expression to scudy spermacogenesis and 
seasonal variations in spermacogenesis in cattle, roe deer, 
brown hares, and mink. It's not clear whether they've gotten 
into a rut or jusc have a lot of seed money. 

Starck and Beesem0· ' combined flow cycomecry with light 
and electron microscopy srudy cycological mechanisms in
volved in the rapid size changes of che small intestine and 
liver rhac are associated with feeding in snakes, using py
thons and garter snakes as examples. They found char cell 
proliferation is not involved in the upregulacion of organ 
size, but increases during downregulation , as cells worn out 
during the digestive process are replaced. 

When I put our a call on the Purdue Cycomecry Mailing 
List for flow cycometric data from giant pandas for chis edi
tion of the book, I got helpful e-mails from a lot of people, 
but the bottom line was that nobody seemed co have done 
flow cycomecry on one. I found out chat there are mono
clonal antibodies that react with cell surface antigens in 
ocher bears and would therefore be potentially useful in 
studies of the immunological problems said to occur in pan
das. E-mail me (hms@shapirolab.com) if you're interested. 

Fish Story; FISH Story 

I am informed chat breeding sterile, criploid hybrids is a 
technique common in fisheries for preventing fish (verte
brates) and shellfish (invertebrates) from reproducing. While 
chis sounds counterproductive, it isn't (look at beef) ; oysters, 
for example, survive (and stay marketable) longer if chey 
don' t bother co reproduce. Flow cyromecry is, of course, a 
precry good technique for determining whecher you 've 
achieved triploidy or not, and has been used for che pur-

?S1-~ 
pose 

Genome size of diploid organisms, fish included, as indi
cated by DNA content, is useful for studies of classification 
and evolution. Ciudad er al measured DNA content of gold
fish , tench, and zebrafishm' ; Brainerd et al analyzed DNA 
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concenc of differenc groups of pufferfish'J", and suggested 
chat the smooth pufferfish, which have che smallesr genome 
sizes (0.7-1.0 pg diploid) measured co dace in vertebrates, 
derive from ancestors with somewhat larger genomes. 

While nobody seems to have done I I-color flow cytome
try on fish cells, the ranges of probes used, parameters meas
ured , and species subjected to cytomerric analysis concinue 
to expand. For example, Wong and Chan HJ< used rhodamine 
123 staining co identify, and determine effeccs of cortisol on, 
chloride cells in the gills of Japanese eels. 

The immune sysrem supposedly evolved in fish; there is 
a journal called Fish and Shellfish ImmunoWfJ in which you 
can expect to find a lot of flow cytometry, monoclonal anti
bod ies and all, just as you would in almost any other immu
nology journal. In it, Inoue ec al m1 reported rhac staining 
with Di0C6(3) and measurement of forward and side scatter 
and fluorescence allowed resolution of five separate cell 
populations in fish blood, i.e .. erythrocytes. thrombocyces 
mixed wirh lymphocytes, monocytes, neurrophils, and baso
phils. The same trick works with bird (quail) blood 'J}6. 

Mayer et al ·'w isolated lymphocyte-like cells from sea 
lamprey incestine using forward and side scatter, and pre
pared a cDNA library with which they were able to deter
mine thar the lamprey cells concained many genes homolo
gous to those found in human lymphocytes. Sequences wirh 
similariry to MHC, T cell receptor, or lg genes were notable 
by their absence, suggesting to the authors that "the evolu
tion of lymphocytes in che lamprey has reached a srage 
poised for che emergence of adaptive immunity." 

The subject of genetic homologies easily gees us from fish 
ro FISH, and che technique of "Zoo-FISH," or comparative 
chromosome painting. in which probes derived from flow 
sorted human chromosomes are used to detect homology 
wich chromosomes of ocher mammalian species.ma-<}. Cat 
and human karyotypes are reporced ro resemble the putative 
ancestral mammalian karyorype"''', while a comparison of 
human and harbor seal (Phoca vitulina) chromosomes shows 
resemblance ro che pucacive ancescral carnivore3J". I guess 
you need to do Zoo-FISH on various seal species to find the 
karyotype of the average ancestral seal, or mean mocher 
Phoca. 

Flow Cyrometry: For the Birds? 

De Vica ec al 211 • found DNA concenc pocencially useful in 
sex idencificacion in birds of prey, many of which are sexu
ally monomorphic, which means it's hard ro cell males from 
females by inspection. If you're crying co breed endangered 
falcom , and your pair contains two birds of the same sex, 
there won'c be any falcon around. Sorry, l couldn'c resist. 
Ir 's a nice paper. 

Having found flow cytometry applied ro hawks, I 
thought I'd see if it had been applied to doves, as well. The 
closest I goc was a paper by Itoh cc af"" on binding of pigeon 
cytochrome C peptides ro I-ab and the T cell receptor. 
There appear to be scruccural similarities between the pigeon 

peptides and MHC proteins, buc probably just by cooinci
dence. 

Big Stuff, Vegetable, Animal or Mineral 

Since a good deal of che hardware technology of flow cy
tometry and sorting was developed by people imeresced in 
looking at lymphocytes and ocher small cells, mosc existing 
inscrumencs require some modification ro be usable for 
analysis and/or sorting of larger objeccs6'

1
, be they plant cells 

or protoplasts"'', tumor cell spheroids'''', pancreatic is
lets"", or megakaryocytes. Large cell sorting was discussed 
in Chapter 6 (pp. 264-6). Borh droplet sorters with large 
(> 200 µm) orifices and fluidic swirching sorters have been 
used to sort a variety of appropriately sized specimens . 

If there is a Guinness Book of Records in chis area, the en

try for largest objeccs subjected ro flow cytomerry might go 
to brine shrimp; in 1965, Linus Pauling and his colleagues 
counted these organisms by extinction measurements in a 
flow syscem)a\ in conjunccion with scudies on the mechanism 
of anesthesia. Optical plankton analyzers"'·' ·• may also be 
able to handle objects in chis range. However, I also remem
ber reading someching years back abouc an optically acti
vated fluidic potato sorter .... 

Moving back to the animal world, I already mentioned 
(p. 265) that a modified Partee fluidic sorter had been used 
to sort pancreatic isletsm' . A stain combining the dye neutral 
red and the chelating agenc dithizone gave an 83% yield and 
80% puriry'°'". On the ocher hand, a paper by Halban cc 
al'°", who used a conventional sorter to purify individual cell 
types from islets, and rhen mixed chem in culrure, reported 
that the cells will reaggregate to form srruccures resembling 
islets, so the cell transplant folks may not need to sort whole 
islets afcer all. 

Large particles tend to secrle faster than smaller ones, 
which can lead to problems during long analysis and sorting 
runs. Freyer, Fillak and Jenm0 , working wirh mulricellular 
spheroids, found that adding 0.1 % xanthan gum to suspen
sions grearly increased scacic viscosity, preventing seeding of 
the particles in the sample cube. The gum docs noc increase 
viscosity in flow, and cherefore does not interfere with sorter 
operanon. 

Flow Cycometry of Plant Cells and Chromosomes 

A 1986 review by Brown ec al'"' on flow cycomerry in 
plant biology ciced 44 references, remarking thac the lirera
ture more than doubled in the cwo years since a previous 
review had appeared. There are now enough references to 

justify a book on applications of flow cytomc:cry co planes, 
but, as far as I know, nobody has written one. However, 
Brown and Caba de la PenaJJ44 have concributc:d a chapter 
on cytometry to a recent book on plane cell biology. 
Galbraich '"\ and Blackhall"'0 have reviewed flow cytometry 
and sorting of plane cells, and I..ucretri and Doldcl '°'': and 
Dold.el ec alJw.a have discussed methodology for flow cy
romerric analysis of plane chromosomes. 



In general, people who do flow cytomecry on materials 
from plants are measuring the same chings the resc of us are 
used co measuring in animal cells, and facing many of the 
same problems. 

Pollen is che most readily accessible single cell sample 
available from plants; however, since the objeccive in flow 
cyrometry of plant materials is typically the study of some 
aspecc of differentiated function , the samples commonly 

I d II . I ?<s.10 11.e.H •l·6.H<? ana yzc are cc suspensions or protop asts . 
Chromosomcs?4?.J0<· •·>.I06' ·'061·30" and plant subcellular organ-

elles such as chloroplasts and mitochondria have also been 
subjected to flow cyromecric analysis. 

Major areas of application of flow cyrometry to plants 
include measurement of DNA content for taxonomic and 
ocher purposesmo and analysis and sorting of plant chro
mosomes. Figures 10-24, 10-25, and 10-26, illustrating 
these applications, were provided by Dr. Jaroslav Doleiel, of 
the Laboratory of Molecular Cytogenetics and Cytometry, 
Insciruce of Experimental Botany, Olomouc, Czech Repub
lic. A bibliography of che many publications of Dr. Doleiel's 
group is available online at (hccp://www.ueb.cas.cz/ 
olomouc 1). 
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Figure 10-24. Determination of nuclear genome size in 
diploid banana (Musa acuminara "Calcutta 4"). Nuclei 
isolated from soybean (Glycine max, 2C = 2.50 pg 
DNA) were used as an internal reference standard. 
The small peak at channel 800 represents soybean 
nuclei in G2 phase. Nuclear DNA contenr of Musa was 
estimated following the formula: Musa 2C DNA con
tenc = (Musa G, peak mean + soybean G, peak mean) 
x 2.50 (pg DNA) and was found to be equal to 1.23 
pg DNA. Courtesy of Jaroslav Dolezel. 

Measurement of Plane Cell DNA Content 

Figure I 0-24 illustrates determination of the 2C DNA 
coment of a scrain of bananas. A reference scandard of 
known DNA content, soybean in rhis case, is used . Johnston 
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er al 1311 recommended five species wich a broad range of 2C 
DNA contents as standards: Sorghum bicolor cv. Pioneer 
8695 (2C = 1.74 pg), Pisum sativum (pea) cv. Minerva Ma
ple (2C = 9.56 pg), Hortkum vulgare (barley) cv. Sultan (2C 

= 11.12 pg), Vicia foba (broad bean) (2C = 26.66 pg), and 
Allium cepa (onion) cv. Ailsa Craig (2C = 33.55 pg) . The 
reference standard should be one with 2C and 4C nuclear 
DNA content peaks close to, buc nor overlapping, the 2C 
and 4C peaks of the target species. Propidium iodide, which 
has no bias for A-T- or G -C -rich sequences within genomes, 
is recommended as the fluorochrome of choice for 
determination of plant DNA concenc; DAPI (A-T 
preference) should be used only if the estimated DNA value 
is corroborated using a second stain. 

The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, UK, ma.imains a da
tabase of DNA content values; they are "C -valucs," i.e., val
ues of DNA content in a haploid gamete nucleus, rather 
than the "2C-valucs" chat would be obrained from somaric 
cell nuclei as shown in Figure 10-24. The URL is 
(http://www.rbgkew.org.uk/cval/homepage.html) . The Plane 
DNA C-values Database contained daca for 3,927 different 
Embryophyte plane species as of January, 2003; it combines 
data from Angiosperm, Pceridophyre, and Gymnosperm 
databases. If you would like to stop and smell the roses ac 
this poim (2C = 0. 78-1.33 pg), see Yoko ya et al'm. 

V. d IJJG..ll\J d h I . h I mogra ov suggeste t ar p ants w1t arger ge-
nome sizes should have higher G -C percentages; however, 
studies of a number of plant speciesm"i have nor found a 
significant correlation. 
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Figure 10-25. Histogram of relative nuclear DNA con
tent of nuclei isolated from parenchymatic tissue of a 
young cactus plant (Mammillaria san-ongelensis). Note 
the presence of peaks representing endopolyploid nu
clei with DNA conrent reaching 32C. Courtesy of 
Jaroslav Dolefel. 

As Figure 10-25 shows, DNA concem measurement may 
reveal cells wirh endopolyploid nuclei in plane rissue; chis is a 
good reason to keep C-valucs in the database . DNA content 
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measuremcne can also be used co determine sex in dioecious 
plants; however, since che difference in DNA conrenc be
rween male and female planes is typically only a few percenc, 
it is necessary to use a high-resolution flow cyromecer. 
Doleiel and Gohde"'" were able to resolve 3.7% differences 
in DNA content berween male and female Melandrium al
bum and M. rubrum using a Partee arc source flow cycome
rer and DAPI staining; they obtained G0 /G1 peak CVs of 
0 .53-0.70 % using a modification'"' of the nuclear isolation 
technique originally published by Galbraith cc af '5R and an 
analysis race of 20-50 nuclei/s. Pfosser et al1 '~' . using high
resolu rion flow cycometry, were able co dececc aneuploidy 
resulcing in differences in DNA concene as small as 1.84 
percenc. 

Houssa ec al'" '" described a high-yield isolacion procedure 
permiccing flow cytomerric analyses of DNA co be done 
using micrograms of shoot meristematic cissue. 
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Figure 10-26. Flow karyotype of cranslocation line EF 
of broad bean (Vicia faba L., 2n = 12) obtained after 
analysis of DAPl-stained chromosome suspension. All 
chromosome types are resolved into well
discriminated peaks. Insert: images of flow-sorted 
chromosomes. Sorted chromosomes were identified 
after fluorescent labelling of Fok! repeacs (dark 
bands). Courtesy of Jaroslav Doleiel. 

Plant Chromosome Analysis and Sorting 

Figure 10-26 shows a univariate karyorype of broad bean 
( Vicia faba). In the discussion of chromosome analysis and 
sorting on pp. 477-9, it was noted that, in many species in 
which chromosomes were similar in DNA concent and base 
composition, it was necessary to work with lines containing 
chromosomal translocarions co be able co sort material repre
sencing most of the karyorype. This procedure is frcquendy 
required in work wich plants·'006 '·1}<'° 1; note chac che chromo
somes in Figure I 0-26 come from a cranslocation line. 

Other Flow Cycomecric Applications in Plants 

Some stains, particularly acid dyes, behave differently in 
plam and animal cells; Calcofluor whicc M2R, for example, 

works as an indicator of membrane integrity in anima l cells 
but will stain cell walls of plane cells with incacc cytoplasmic 
membranes, which lie inside che walls""". Bergonioux er ar'"' 
used acridine orange for DNA and RNA staining in nuclei 
isolated from plane proroplasts, and Ulrich'"'; described 
DAPI/sulforhodamine 101 staining for DNA and protein 
analyses in plant nuclei. Lucrctri ct al1·'04 analyzed plant cell 
cycles using PI staining and aneibodies to bromodeoxyu
ridine, and Taylor ec a1 27'" stained cellulose specifically (p. 

363). 
Measurements of che fluorescence of chlorophyll and 

other natural pigments as well as measurements of protein 
and nucleic acid content and specific aneigens using extrinsic 
probes have been made in plane cells. Xu, Auger, and Go
vindjee"' ' measured chlorophyll fluorescence in isolated 
spinach rhylakoids, and Pfundel and Meister'"•' used meas
urements of fluorescence above and below 710 nm co isolate 
maize mesophyll and bundle sheath chloroplast thylakoids . 

Klock and Zimmermann'0 " used a flow cycomerric assay 
ro analyze the yield of fusion produces in developing an im
proved method for eleccrofusion of plane protoplascs. G ig
lioli-Guivarc'h er al} 166 used BCECF co mea.rnre cyrosolic pH 
of crabgrass mcsophyll cell protoplascs, and O'Brien et al nr.· 
used Annexin-V and a TUNEL assay co moniror che pro
gression of apoprosis in planes. 

Wolcers er al '"''' examined che origin of nuclear, chloro
plast, and micochondrial DNA in plane hybrids using a 
combination of flow cyromecry and dm blor hybridization 
with DNA probes. Harkins et al'"" examined gene expres
sion in procoplasts isolated from transgenic tobacco planes 
by sorting; more recendy, Galbraich'"'-.no .. ? has led the move 

coward using GFP and ics variants to study gene expression 
in planes. 

Microbiology, Parasitology and Marine Biology 

As I wrote elsewhere}·" ' , "Different people st:e microor
ganisms from different perspectives. To evolutionary and 
molecular biologists, microbes are relatives, wirh whom we 
set up correspondence. To biotechnologists, they are work
ers, ro be employed and, perhaps, exploired. To environ
mental microbiologiscs, chey may be merely scenery, or 
analogous ro canaries in coal mines, but rhey are generally 
viewed as good neighbors if we have good fences. To clini
cal, food, and sanitary microbiologiscs, and to the defense 
establishment, microorganisms are enemies to be cracked . 
contained, and killed, and co leaders of rogue srarcs and ter
rorist organizations, they are useful tools which are much 
easier to gee through airports than are firearms and explo
sives." 

Ir was van Leeuwenhoek's microscopy, in the l 7ch cen
tury, that first made us aware of che existence of rhe micro
bial world, but ic was not umil che advent of cycometry in 
the lace 20th century that ic became possible co ca rry out 
decailed studies of microorganisms ac the single cell level. 
The motivation for doing this lies in the heterogeneity of 
microorganisms, which is far greater chan che heterogeneity 



of perspcccives from which rhey are contemplated by human 
observers. Even closely relaced species may exhibit marked 
differences in biochemistry and behavior, and mutation races 
are such chac a colony of more than a few hundred thousand 
cells almost cercainly contains genetically diffcrenr individu
als, so char striking hererogeneiry can exist wirhin a clonal 
popularion of organisms chat, in rhe aggregare, occupy too 
liule space co be visible co che unaided human eye. The im
portance of single-cell analyses in microbiology was stressed 
by Davey and Kell in 1996 in a comprehensive, indispensa
ble review>·'. 

In 2000, a special issue of The Journal of Microbiological 
Methods on "Microbial Analysis ar che Single-Cell Level""0 ' , 

feacure<l papers on flow and image cycometry and ocher 
techniques; che complete text of all articles is available free of 
charge online. An issue of Scientia Marina devoted co 
"Aquatic Flow Cycomecry: Achievements and Prospeccs"140' , 

also appeared in 2000, and the July 1, 200 I issue of Cytome
try was a special issue on "Flow Cytometry in the Marine 
Environment""" (Volume 10, Number 5 of Cytometry (Sep
tember, 1989) was a special issue on "Cytomecry in Aquaric 
Sciences"). For chose intere..~red in alternative techniques, 
there is a 1998 book on Digital Image Analysis of Microbes"'0 • 

Measuring Microbes: Motivation 

Microbiologists, whatever their perspective, subject 
specimens to cytometric analysis with well-defined goals in 
mind. In rhe simplesr cases, it is necessary only chat micro
organisms be detected in a sample; ac che next level of com
plexity, che organisms muse be counted, explicitly or by che 
use of some surrogate indicacor of che number presenr. 
Beyond chis, an organism in pure culture may need to be 
identified and/or characterized as co ics growth, mecabolism, 
viabilicy, and inreraccion wich various chemical and physical 
agents. Ac che highest level of complexity, ic may be neces
sary to dececc, identify, count and characterize each of several 
organisms in a mixed population. 

Even che simplest task, that of dececcion of microorgan
isms, may demand examination of several aspects of the 
specimen. As was mentioned in Chapter 3 (p. 74), flow 
cytometric detection and counting of bacteria in air'"·>• 
based on light scattering signals was demonstrated some time 
before similar technology was developed co deal with larger 
cells suspended in liquids. Decection becomes more difficult 
as che sample contains increasing amounts of inorganic or 
organic parciculaces in the microbial size range, making it 
necessary co use mulciparamecer approaches. As might be 
expected, gating measurements on che (relatively) strong 
scacter signal improve the signal-to-noise ratio in detection 
of immunofluorescently stained spores and bacteria"'"\ and 
Mansour et al91 ?, using a highly effective red cell lysing re- , 
agent and a centrifugation seep, detected Escherichia coli 
seeded into human blood samples ac concentrations of I 0-
100 organisms/ml by measuring forward scaccer and echi
dium Auorescence. Additional of parameters may further 
improve dececcion and idencificacion; Donnelly and 
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Baigentw', for example, by combining forward scatter, 
propidium iodide, and fluorescein immunoAuoresccnce, 
could detect Listeria monocytogenes in milk and discriminare 
this organism from several species of Streptococcus and 
Staphylococcus. 

The first two generations of commercial fluorescence 
flow cytometers were not widely applied to studies of micro
organisms. Early applicacions of flow cytomerry ro bacteria 
included fermencacion process monicoring, industrial micro
biologys».m •-1' ''·1<.?, clinical diagnosis '0J·"9·1"'·' , and environ

mental coxicologys"". Preparative sorting was used co purify 
yeast basidiosporesm, and co isolate microbial subpopula
tions wirh desired metabolic characteristics"1' following gene 
transfer. 

Alrhough interest in all of these areas (and rhe lase is cer
tainly not least) has increased, even now, fewer than two 
thousand of che tens of thousands of papers in the cycomecry 
liceramre deal with microbiological applications. However, 
interest in rhis area is increasing. The first book devoced ro 
flow cycomerric applications in microbiology'012 and another 
chat devoted considerable space co the use of flow cycometry 
in marine microbiology'0 " are now out of print and, more ro 
che point, out of dace. I don't have enough pages available co 
do justice ro che subject here; ic is rime for a new book, and I 
intend to start work on Microbiological Applications of C}'
tometry shorcly after I finish chis come. 

Measuring Microbes: Instrument Issues 

In principle, one can use a flow cytomecer ro measure che 
same parameters in bacteria or even viruses as are commonly 
measured in eukaryotic cells. In practice, since rhc size, mass, 
nucleic acid and protein content, ecc. of bacteria are ap
proximately 1/1,000 che magnitude of chc same parameters 
in mammalian cells, ic may be difficult co make good meas
urements, for two reasons . First, although modern instru
ments may reliably detect fewer than 1,000 molecules of 
fluorescent material in or on a cell, measurements ac such 
low levels typically exhibit large variances due to phoroelec
tron stariscics; some microbial consticuents may thus be un
detectable or measurable with only limited precision. Sec
ond, flow cytomecers designed with observation volumes 
large enough to permit precise measurements of eukaryocic 
cells have higher background levels of stray excitation light 
and Raman scatter than would an instrument designed ex
plicitly for smaller particles. 

However, when a properly designed or adapted instru
menr is used, sensitive and precise measurements can be 
made using light sources of modest power•• ioJ.i'••·"" ·"··.i:n -i •. 

Much of che earlier published work on flow cyrometry of 
bacteria was done using cusrom-builc or modified hardware; 
a !or of the rest was done on older Orcho systems, which, 
because observation was done in flat-sided cuvecces, had 
higher scatter sensitivity than did the stream-in-air instru
ments then produced by B-D and Coulter. 

Among current commercial systems, the Lindmo/Steen 
arc source instrument'""·' , commercialized by Skacron, lacer 
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sold as the Bryte HS by Bio-Rad, and now resurrected by 
Apogee, has excellent sensitivity for scatter measurements of 
microorganisms; the newest Apogee system, with a laser 
source, can easily detect medium- and large-sized viruses. 
Laser source instruments chat make measurements in flat
sidcd cuvettes typically have somewhat better fluorescence 
sensitivity rhan arc source cyromerers, bur, while the cuvecce 
decreases scacrer noise compared co what would be observed 
in a stream-in-air system, the amplifiers for the signals pro
duced by the diodes typically used co detect forward scatter 
may nor provide enough gain co gee signals from some 
smaller bacteria on scale. 

Gant et al '0" , who studied antibiotic effects on scaccer 
and propidium fluorescence signals from £. coli, found an 
unmodified B-D FACScan sufficiently sensitive for their 
needs. However, Dusenberry and Frankel'"'" reported chat 
modifying a FACScan by focusing rhe laser beam co a 
smaller spoc and substicucing a PMT as a forward scaccer 
detector increased sensitivity almost fivefold, and Buccon 
and Robenson (D. Burton and B. Robenson, personal 
communication) have done most of their work on bacterial 
sizing and DNA content determination6""·'0" ·1·' ...,' ·116

2-} with an 
Orcho system modified co provide a smaller (narrower) focal 
spot. 

In instruments I have built for analyses of bacteria, I 
have modified the electronics to provide threshold setting on 
both scarcer and fluorescence channels, so chat the signals 
from both must be above threshold to trigger the front end 
electronics (pp. 191-2); I find chis often makes the difference 
between being able to detect small organisms and not being 
able co detect chem. 

Paramecers Measured in Microorganisms 

Forward and orthogonal light scaccering, DNA and pro
tein concenc, DNA base composition (A+ T/G+C), lecrin 
binding, membrane pocencial, and immunofluorescence 
mcasuremencs of algae, bacteria, fungi, and protozoa using 
flow cycometry bad been reported in rhe literature by rhe 
mid- I 980's'0·" '"'·8.P 9." 1·13·7'"'·" •·u', as had autofluorescence of 

phocosynthecic and other pigments. By the end of chat dec
ade, flow cyromerric measurements of genetic probes"°"·" bad 
also been made. 

Whar we know abour the behavior of most of the re
agen ts now common use in cytomerry was learned largely 
from observation of the interaction of those reagents with 
eukaryotic cells. The most imponam fact about micro
bial cytometry is this: bacteria are not just little eukaryo
tes. Upcake of, and efflux of, dyes, drugs, and other reagents 
by and from bacterial cells are affecred by che struccure of 
rhe cell wall, and by the presence of pores and pumps chat 
may or may not be analogous to chose found in eukaryotes. 
Ir is inadvisable co conclude chat even well-characterized 
dyes behave in bacceria as they do in mammalian cells, and 
unwise to assume chat staining procedures chat were devel
oped for mammalian cells can be "ported," as the compurer 
rypes say, to protists and prokaryotes with no modification. 

Bonaly et al9' 0 noted that stationary cells of Euglena did 
not stain stoichiometrically for DNA with intercalating dyes 
such as echidium, because chromatin structure changed suf
ficiently to decrease the number of binding sites. Hoechst 
33258 did stain stationary cells stoichiomctrically; 
stoichiometric staining with ecbidium could be achieved 
using acid treatment to extract nuclear basic proteins. Ku
chenbecker and Braun"u found that DNA in echanol-fixed 
yeast cells was stained effectively after 12 minutes ' incuba
tion in a solution containing I 00 µg/mL olivomycin, 40 
mM MgCl 1, and I M NaCl; the DNA specificicy of olivo
mycin eliminated the necessity for RNAse treatment, which 
is critical when staining yeast cells with etbidium or 
propidium because of rheir high RNA content (does anyone 
else remember chat RNA was once called zymonucleic 
acid?). Bernstein et al reported chat internal antigens in Dic

tyostelium cells were betcer visualized by immunofluorescence 
when the cells were permeabilized with 0.1 mM digiconin 
chan when the cells were fixed. More recently, Walberg ct 
al~-"' found substantial, unpredictable variability in patterns 
of uptake of nucleic acid binding dyes by rhree species of 
Gram-positive bacteria; under some circumstances, staining 
intensity was greater when organisms were virally stained 
than when they were fixed. It is therefore likely rhat applica
tion of a published cyromecric technique to a new species or 
strain of will require empirical optimization of preparative 
methods. 

In the brief discussion of parameter measurements and 
probes chat follows, I will emphasize che current state of the 
arc; the later sections on microbiological applications will 
also feature quirks, but may mention outmoded methodol
ogy. 

Flow Cycometric "Gram Stains" 

The lipopolysaccharide outer membrane of Gram
negative bacteria, in its native scare, presents a permeabilicy 
barrier to most lipophilic materials'"-""; chis is responsible for 
the resistance of the organisms to some anribiorics, and, 
from a cyrometric point of view, also prevents staining of the 
intact organisms by many dyes. Chemical agents such as 
ethylene diamine tctraacecic acid (EDT A)'0" ' may be used to 
permeabiliz.e the outer membrane to drugs and dyes wich ar 
least transient retention of some metabolic function, al 
though the characteristics of bacteria thus permeahilized are 
distinct from those of organisms in the native scate. The 
properties of the outer membrane can be utilized in cy
tometric procedures analogous to Gram staining. 

My initial approach co chis'"" was to use a single mem
brane potential dye, usually Di!C,(5). co stain multiple ali
quors of a sample. The first two aliquots have both dye and 
EDTA added; the EDT A insures chat dye can enter bocb 
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, and ir will be 
concentrated in bacceria if a membrane potential is present. 
The second aliquot also contains the proton ionophore 
CCCP, which reduces membrane potential to near zero. If 
there are particles with similar scatter signacures in both ali -



quors that are more fluorescent in rhe aliquot wirhour 
CCCP than in the aliquot with CCCP, I conclude that they 
represent bacteria, because they have membrane potentials . I 
rhen examine a third aliquot, which contains dye bur neither 
EDTA nor CCCP; chis will show dye uptake if che organ
isms an: Gram-positive bur noc if they are Gram-negative. 
This procedure correctly determined the Gram sraining 
characteristics of a number of common organisms, including 
Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus epidennidis, Streptococcus 
pyogenes (Gram-positive) , Enterobacter cloacae, Escherichia 
coli, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Proteus vulgaris, Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa, and Salmonella typhimurium (Gram-negative). 

Molecular Probes has produced several kits containing 
fluorescent reagents for "Gram staining"; the LIVE BacLighc 
kit contains two dyes excitable ar 488 nm; rhe orange fluo
rescent hexidium iodide is analogous to erhidium bromide, 
but has a hexyl group instead of an ethyl group on the ring 
nitrogen, making it highly lipophilic, and the green fluores
cent SYTO 9 is much more water soluble. Boch dyes enter 
Gram-positive bacteria; hexidium is excluded by Gram
negative organisms with intact outer membranes and cyto
plasmic membranes. The result is rhar Gram-positive organ
isms fluoresce red, while Gram-negacive organisms fluoresce 
green. Mason er al'm correctly determined Gram staining 
scacus of 45 species using hexidium iodide and SYTO 13, a 
close relative of SYfO 9. Molecular Probes also offers fluo
rescent conjugates of wheat germ agglutinin (WGA). In 
1990, this leccin was reported by Sizemore ec al3390 co stain 
Gram-positive but not Gram-negative cells, and Molecular 
Probes licensed cheir patent; however, I could not find ocher 
accounts of the use of WGA for cytometric Gram scaining in 
more recent literature. 

Deteaion and Sizing: light Scattering 

In che discussion of light scattering in Chapcer 7 [pp. 
275-6 (Figure 7-1) and 279-80], I emphasize che point char 
forward scarcer signals from parcicles in the size range in 
which mosc eukaryocic cells lie are nor precise indicators of 
cell size. However, I note on pp. 288-9 chat scaner signals 
from bacceria and smaller particles can be used for sizing, 
and a number of groups have developed calibration proce
dures char allow cell volume ro be computed from forward 

. al . . 21<0.216'·3 .. IF• ·' F . d h scatter sign rntens1ty . or viruses an ot er par-
cicles in the size range below 0.2 µm, side scatter signals may 
b r bl r d · al r . . •• H76 e prercra e to rorwar scatter sign s ror sizing · . 

Scacrer signal intensities depend on refractive index as 
well as on particle size; Green ec al·'37' have described the use 
of flow cytometry co make measurements of both che size 
and che refractive index of phytoplankton organisms and 
marine particles. 

Any mismacch of refractive index berwecn the sheath 
fluid and che fluid in which cells are suspended adds noise co 
scatter measurements and may compromise accuracy.m•. 
Even when scarcer signals are only used for detection, it is 
advisable co correct index mismatches in order co maximize 
the chance of obtaining usable signals. 
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Deteaion and Sizing: Elearical Impedance 

DC Impedance (Coulter volume) measuremenc.~ (p. 27.1) 
were used co detect and size bacceria""0 in the l 950 's and 
viruses''" '·'~ 11 • in the 1970's. Saleh and Sohn'13" 11'" have re

cencly described microfluidic flow cyromecric impedance 
measurement system that can size colloidal particles in che 
viral size range. 

Nucleic Acid [DNA and RNA) Staining 

The number of ribosomes in a bacterial cell varies con
tain berween a few hundred (in slowly growing organisms 
such as Mycobacteria) and tens of thousands (in metabol i
cally active, exponentially growing E. co/z). The concent of 
double-stranded rRNA in most organisms is therefore several 
rimes the concenc of DNA. Dyes such as propidium and che 
SYTO and TO-PRO series, which form fluorescent adduces 
wich both DNA and double-stranded RNA, will stain both; 
Guindulain and Vives-Rego'·179 found chat ac lease cwo-chirds 
of SYT0-13 fluorescence in £. coli was due to dye binding 
to RNA. 

While it is possible to creac fixed and permeabilized cells 
of ac lease some species wich RNAse or DNAse, enabling 
nonseleccive dyes co be used for quancicacive determination 
of DNA or che rRNAm0 , ic is difficult co gee che enzymes 
into ocher species, making ic prudent to use more selective 
scams. 

Steenm' recommends the mirhramycin-echidium combi
nation, DAPI, or the Hoechst dyes for staining DNA; che 
former requires deep blue or violet excitation (now more 
readily available from violet diode lasers) , while che latter 
need UV excicacion, at lease in the context of analysis of mi
croorganisms. Bemander ec al3iu found chat all of these 
stains yielded histograms of equivalent quality in both an arc 
source (Skatron Argus) and a laser source (B-D FACScar) 
flow cytometer. Stefan Andreatta '·1" noted in his Doccoral 
Thesis (and in a posting co che Purdue List) char precision of 
histograms obtained with Hoechst dyes and DAPI is im
proved if a small amount of Na-citratc/K-citratc buffer is 
added to che sample prior co staining in order co bring che 
pH ro about 7.5; this eliminates che yellow nonspecific fluo
rescence chat is often observed when DAPI is used to stain 
bacteria. 

For RNA scaining, Borch ec alJJ•• used pyronin Y (which 
stains double-stranded RNA) in combination wich methyl 
green , to block DNA staining; these authors also used 
Hoechst 33258 to scain DNA, but neither chey nor anyone 
else seems co have reported the use of a combination of a 
Hoechst dye and pyronin Y for simultaneous DNA/RNA 
staining in bacteria. I would expect it co work. 

Muller er alm1 cook a more radical approach co quanrifl
cacion of bacterial rRNA content; they stained cells with 
fluorescencly labeled oligonucleotide probes for 165 and 235 
rRNA. These, as will be noted presently, are better known 
for cheir utility in species identification . 
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Total Protein Content: Scatter vs. Stains 

Steen er af 0; noted in 1982 rhat large-angle light scatter 
signals from E. coli cells stained for total protein with FITC 
were linearly correlaced wich fluorescein fluorescence signals. 
However, since chere are some circumstances under which 
materials ocher chan protein (e.g., gas vacuoles70') influence 
side scatter signals from bacteria, it is advisable ro use a stain 
for critical analyses of total protein content . Zubkov et al" 86 

developed and validated a precise flow cytometric assay for 
measuring bacterial protein biomass using SYPRO dyes 
from Molecular Probesm', which were originally intended 
for sensitive detection of proteins on gels. The intensity of 
SYPRO-procein fluorescence of marine bacteria strongly 
correlated with cheir total protein content as measured by 
che bicinchoninic acid method; according to rhe authors ' 
calibration, the mean biomass of planktonic bacteria from 
che l\'orrh Sea in August 1998 was 24 fg of protein/cell. 

Antibodies, Etc.: Labeling Strategies 

If you happen to look in catalogs or compendia of anti
bodies, you will quickly discover a profound difference be
tween bacteria and lymphocytes. Biotechnology has wiped 
our whar used to be one of che bigger distinctions between 
the cwo; these days, bacteria can not only make antibodies, 
they can make better antibodies chan lymphocytes can. But 
chat's another srory. I was hoping to call your attention to 
the fact that, while you can easily buy monoclonal antibod
ies to any of the many CD antigens found on lymphocytes, 
directly labeled with any one of a half-dozen or more tags, 
commercial monoclonal antibodies to bacterial and viral 
antigens are fairly scarce, and usually not available direccly 
labeled. If you can find a direccly labeled antibody, the odds 
are probably at lease ten to one chat rhe label is fluorescein. 

There usually isn't a problem with fluorescein-labeled 
antibodies . However, if you happen to be looking at some 
species of Pseudomonas, you'll find chey do a precry good job 
of fluorescing at 525 nm in the absence of antibody. Simi
larly, you wouldn ' t want to use phycoerychrin to label an 
antibody against an antigen found in or on Synechococcus, 
which comes wich an ample endogenous supply of che label. 
Vesey ec al'66c described a procedure they used to select labels 
for detection of pathogens in wacer samples; by taking into 
account both the autofluorescence of particles in the water, 
and background fluorescence in che water itself, rhey were 
able co optimize signal-to-noise for stained specimens. h's a 
good model to follow; you will almost certainly be looking 
for many fewer antibody-binding sites on microorganisms 
than you'd be apt to find on eukaryotic cells, and you'll also 
need to pick labels carefully for nucleotide probes and other 
ligands. 

While it is not generally a problem to get a fluorescent 
antibody that will identify a particular species or even a par
ticular strain of bacteria, chere are not antibodies chat differ
entiate among larger groups of organisms, making it infeasi
ble to develop a manageable panel of antibodies that could 

be used to idencify any of a large number of species. Ribo
somal RNA probes offer an alternative. 

Ribosomal RNA-Based Species Identification 

Various probes complementary co different sequences in 
165 rRNA can distinguish among the primary kingdoms 
(Eukaryotes, Eubacteria, Archaebacteria), and among smaller 
taxonomic groups, down tO the species and strain levd3'?'· '. 
Because many microorganisms cannot be grown in culture, 
it is desirable ro be able co identify them without having co 
grow them; this can be accomplished using ribosomal 
probes. The several thousand ribosomes normally present 
per cell provide enough target sequences co make amplifica
tion unnecessary. Amann et al ;•oG, working wirh marine or
ganisms, demonstrated the utility of 16S ribosomal R.'\A 
probes and flow cytometry for this purpose in 1990. The 
oligonucleotide probe technology has been improved since 
then, by optimizing probe sequences and binding condi
tions"0-·•331'·'; rRNA sequences have also been detected using 
pepcide nucleic acid (PNA) probes1-" 139' (p . 362), which 
allow cellular integrity to be better preserved and may pro
vide monger signals. 

#OF EVENTS 

ENTERO Bl FIDO 

MILK-FED 

Figure 10-27. rRNA probe staining patterns demon
strate differences in enterlc flora between breast-fed 
infants (top row) and infants fed reconstituted milk 
(bottom row). Left column: non-eubacterial probe; 
middle column: enterobacterial probe; right column: 
bifidobacterial probe. Courtesy of Vanya Gant (Hos
pital for Tropical Diseases, UCLH, London) 

Figure 10-27 illustrates d ifferences in the proponions of 
non-eubacterial organisms, encerobacreriaceae, and bifido
bacteria in stool from breast-fed infants and from infants fed 
reconstituted milk. The same rRi"l"A probe techniques work 
for the ecology of the gurm, and rhat of the ocean ""'d-'" . 

Functional Probes in Bacteria 

Eukaryotes may maintain gradients of pH. membrane 
potential, and ion concenrrarion across rhe membranes of 



internal organelles such as mitochondria, lysosomes, and 
plascids; ac lease some organelles are believed to be descended 
from free-living ancestors resembling bacteria2m. Bacteria do 
not have complex systems of internal compartments, much 
of their metabolic activity occurs ac che cytoplasmic mem
brane, and there are typically gradients of both pH and 
membrane porencial across chis membrane in viable, acrive 
cells. 

Membrane Porential, Permeability, 
"Viability," and Metabolic Activity 

Kell ec almo presented a very thoughtful discussion of 
flow cytomerry and its applications to che dececcion and 
quancificacion of metabolic, or functional, as well as struc
tural heterogeneity in microbial culcures. They published a 
number of papers dealing with the flow cytometric determi
nation of bacterial viabilicy' 21 ', injury2' 1', and dormancy:m.• 
using probes of membrane potential (~'I') and of oxidative 
metabolism. 

I have already discussed membrane potential and irs es
timation by flow cytometry, in more derail chan you proba
bly wanted, on pp. 385-402; here , I will summariie points 
relevant and , in some cases, peculiar to membrane porencials 
in bacteria. 

The outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria, in ics 
native stare, presents a permeability barrier to the uptake of 
dyes, particularly lipophilic dyes such as cyanines and 
oxonols; however, when rhe cells are permeabilized with 
EDTA under conditions that preserve viabil icy' 08 ', these dyes 
will partition across che membrane as rhey do in ocher cells. 

Unlike most of us , bacteria do not store large amounts of 
carbon and energy sources; this is one reason why nobody 
tries to sell them exercise equipment. As a consequence of 
this metabolic characteristic, bacreria lose their membrane 
porencials as soon as they use up the energy source in the 
medium. If an organism can grow on glucose and nor on 
rhamnose, and you take its glucose away and give it rham
nose, rhe membrane potential drops to near zero within a 
few minutes. Puc back glucose, or something else char will 
support growth, and the membrane potential comes back. 
Metabolically active bacteria have membrane porencials, 
more or less in the same way that mecabolically active people 
have electroencephalographic waves. 

Bacceria that are "dead" by dye exclusion criteria, rhac 
is, which let in propidium or the TO-PRO or SYTOX dyes, 
and/or won 't retain fluorescein after FDA hydrolysis, are 
said to have lose membrane integrity. If one takes chis to 

indicate the presence of a big hole or holes in the cytoplas
mic membrane, loss of membrane integricy should result in 
the dissipation of ion concentration gradients across the 
membrane, wirh loss of the membrane potential. Membrane 
incegrity, permeability, and "viability" have been discussed 
on pp . 299-303 and 369-371, and some relatively recenc 
findings in bacteria may necessicate some rethinking of these 
concepts. Kell er al}· ~· now equate "viability" and "culcurabil
ity"; cyrometry can measure "activity," but not "viability." 
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A great deal of bacteriology is dependent on being able 
to grow bacteria in culture. If we wane to know whether 
there are bacteria in a supposedly sterile fluid, we pur some 
into broth or onto an agar plate, incubate for some hours , 
and look for turbidity in the broth or colonies on the plate. 
Metabolically active bacteria will grow, when provided with 
the right nutrients, dead bacteria won't. However, there are 
also bacteria chat may be sublethally injured, which basi
cally means rhey look incact, bur won't grow under normal 
conditions, and there are also bacteria chat are dormant . 
Many bacteria and fungi are formal enough about dormancy 
so that they form spores, which exhibit little or no meta
bolic activity, but which are equipped to lase for some time 
in inhospitable environments. Other bacteria, such as che 
lvficrococcus Luteus shown in the top panel of Figure 10-28, 
which came from a stationary phase culture in which rheir 
energy source was exhausted, simply cease metabolic ac civi cy; 
they lose membrane potencial, but not membrane integrity. 
After nutrients are restored, such dormant organisms may 
regain metabolic activity, membrane potential , and the ca
pacity to grow; the restoration of membrane pocencial fol 
lowing such resuscitation is evidenc in the bottom panel of 
Figure I 0-28. 

DORMANT 

RESUSCITATED 

Figure 10-28. Membrane potential, as indicated by 
rhodamine 123 fluorescence, vs. forward scatter in 
dormant and resuscitated cultures of Micrococcus lureus. 
The figure was provided by Douglas Kell (University 
College of Wales, Aberysrwyrh; now ar rhe Univer
sity of Manchester Institute of Science and Technol
ogy). 

Metabolic accivicy in che form of respiration in aerobic 
bacteria can be detected using an indicator of oxidative 
metabolism such as a tetrazolium dye (p. 379); Kaprelyancs 
and Kellnsi.m• used cyanoditolyl tetrazolium chloride 
(CTC), a fluorescent indicator with spectral characteristics 
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well macched co che arc lamp source in cheir Sk.acron in
strumenc, for the purpose. They demonscraced chat M. iuteus 
cells chac were fro1.en and chawed, causing a leak.age of 
NADH from the cells, could regain respiracory activity. as 
indicaccd by reduccion of CTC to an insoluble fluorescenr 
formaian, when exogenous NADH was added to the me
dium. CTC was also used by Schaule, Flemming, and 
Ridgwaym'. ro quancify respiring bacceria in drinking wacer 
wich image analysis. Chromogenic cecraiolium dyes are 
widely used as indicacors in microciter place assays of meta
bolic viability ofborh bacteria and mammalian cells. 

Figure 10-29 illustrates che use of a combination of PNA 
rRNA probes and CTC co decermine che fraccion of mecab
olically Salmonella typhimurium in a mixed population of 
bacceria. A cockcail of non-Satmonell.a Enterobacteriaceae 
concaining approximacely equal numbers of E. coli, C. 
freundii, P. vulgaris and S. dysenteriae was prepared chrough 
volumetric mixing of cultures of known cell concentration. 
The mixcure was divided in half and one porcion killed with 
incubacion in 10% buffered formalin for 30 min. Washed, 
formalin-killed cells were resuspended ro cheir original vol
ume in broch. Live and formalin-killed porcions of Salmo
nella typhimurium were also prepared, and equal volumes of 
each preparacion were combined co yield a final mixcure 
concaining four discincc populations: live (metabolically ac
tive} Salmonella (C), dead Salmonella (D), live non
Salmonella Enterobacteriaceae (B) and dead non-Salmonella 
Enterobacteriaceae (A). This mixcure was incubaced with 
CTC, fixed wich formalin, hybridized with a Cy5-labeled 
Salmonella-specific PNA rRNA probe, and examined by 
flow cycometry. 

Sa/monella-Speclflc Fluorescence (Sal3-Cy5) 

Figure 10-29. Combined rRNA probe and CTC stain
ing for analysis of a genetically and metabolically 
complex cell mixture. Courtesy of Byron F. Brehm
Stecher and Eric A. Johnson, Food Research Institute, 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. 

Believe ic or nor, a two-color analysis such as that shown 
in Figure l 0-29 is fairly high-tech, as microbial cytometry 
goes. Two-angle scaccer and one-color fluorescence was 
pretty much the norm for "multiparameter .. cytometry of 
bacteria well into the l 990's, meaning char most people were 
only looking at one probe at a time. 

While the CTC fluorescence shown in Figure 10-29 
provides an indication chat cells are, or at least were, viable, 
there wouldn't have been any way co confirm chis, because 
the fixation required for rRNA probe hybridizacion killed 
the cells. Nebe von Caron1610 and HewircH"" and cheir col

laboracors have used single cell sorting of cells stained with 
mulciple functional probes co confirm idencification of cells 
as viable or nonviable, as illuscrated in Figure 10-30. 

Salmonella typhimurium scored for 25 days on nurrienr 
agar ac 4°C was re-suspended in buffered saline containing 
peptone, sodium succinate and glucose. Cells were treated 
with EDTA to allow dye penerracion of che outer mem
brane, sonicaced briefly co break up aggregates, and incu
bated with DiBAC,(3), echidium bromide and propidium 
iodide for 30 min at 25°C. Cells were then sorted onco agar 
places. 

The lipophilic anionic oxonol dye DiBAC,(3) is used as 
a membrane pocencial probe; it scains electrically depolarized 
cells more brightly than cells that maincain membrane po
tenrial, and "permeabilised" cells, i.e., cells char have lose 
membrane integrity, brighcer still, probably because of bind
ing co hydrophobic regions in incracellular proteins. 
Ethidium encers rhe bacteria, but is actively pumped ouc by 
cells chat maincain membrane porencial. Intracellular 
echidium enhances fluorescence on binding co double
stranded DNA or RNA. Propidium enters permeabilized 
cells and, because of its higher affinity for double-scranded 
nucleic acid (due at least in part co the cxcra positive charge; 
se pp. 306-7). displaces ethidium. DiBAC,(3) fluorescence is 
measured at 525 nm, and ethidium fluorescence ac 575 nm. 

The dye combination allows idencification of cells in dif
ferent funccional stages. Active pumping cells do not stain 
significantly with any of the dyes. De-energized cells take up 
ethidium, but not DiBAC,(3) or propidium. Depolarized 
cells cake up erhidium and DiBAC,(3). but not propidium, 
and permeabilized cells and "ghoscs," with damaged mem
branes, take up both DiBAC,(3) and propidium. 

Sorting of bacteria from different functional stages re
veals that, in most cases, all buc che pcrmeabilized cells are 
capable of recovery. In the experiment shown in Figure I 0-
30, 35% of the electrically depolarized cells grew on agar 
plates; recovery was even bener when cells were sorted onco 
special resuscitation media or into liquid media. Depolariza
tion therefore is clearly noc an indicat0r of indicates decline 
in cell funcrionaliry, but certainly nor cell death. Recovery of 
actively pumping and de-energized cells approaches I 00% 
(de-energized cells lose pump activity but maintain mem
brane potential at least briefly); however, fewer chan I% of 
events sorted from the regions containing permeabilized cells 
and ghosts form colonies on agar. 
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Figure 10-30. Recovery of Salmonella cyphimurium in different functional states determined by staining with DiBAC.(3), 
echidium bromide, and propidlum iodide. Courcesy of Gerhard Nebe-von-Clron (Unipath, Led.}. 

Li fe (and dcach) gee srill more complicaced, as can be ap
preciated from Figure 10-31 , below. 
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Figure 10-31. Effeccs of amoxicillin on membrane potential (i\'f') and permeability of Staphylococcus aureus, measured rati
omecrically using DiOC,(3) and TO-PR0-3m'.2317• 
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Afrer we developed rhe raciomecric membrane porential 
measurement method!'' ' described on pp. 400-2, David 

Novo. Nancy Perlmuccer. Richard Hunc and I rurned our 
attencion to multiparameter measurements of membrane 
porcnrial and pcrmeabiliry in bacteria exposed ro anribiot· 
ics~ " '. We used a cytometer with 488 and 633 nm lasers for 
measurements of bacteria exposed simultaneously to our 
membrane potential indicator dye, DiOC,(3), and TO
PR0-3. Figure l 0-31 plots the ratiometric membrane po
tential (red/green DiOC2(3) fluorescence) of amoxicillin

creared Staphylaccus aureus against a rariometrically normal

ized permeabiliry measure, i.e., the ratio of TO-PR0-3 fluo
rescence ro green DiOC,.(3) fluorescence. The ratiomerric 
permeability measurement removes mosr of che effects of cell 
size variation and clumping in the same way as is accom
plished by the ratiometric 8'+' measurement. 

The strain of S. aureus we used was amoxicillin sensitive, 

bur we exposed ic ro conccntracions of amoxicillin above (l 
µg/ml) and below the minimal inhibirory concenrration 
(MIC). In culrures creaced with either dose, at time zero, 
most cells show low values of permcabiliry and relatively 
high values of~'¥, appearing in rhc lower right quadrant of 
rhe display. After 2 hr a t an amoxicillin concentration above 
MIC (top srrip). many cells have lost ~'¥ completely, and 
almost all have lost ~'¥ co some extent, appearing in rhe 
lower and upper left quadrants; over 58% of the total have 
become permeable (upper left quadrant). By 4 hr, some re
growth has occurred; about 17% of the events measured 
show normal .~'+'and no permeabilic:y. The situation is quire 
different ac an arnoxicillin concentration below MIC (boc
rom scrip). Ac 2, 3, and even 4 hr, a substantial fraccion of 

events (as high as 28%) are in the upper right quadrant. 
indicaring a membrane potential greater than zero with 
permeability to TO-PR0-3. By 4 hr, mosc cells {over 79%} 
have regained normal o\'t' and lose permeabiliry. Baccerial 
counts were followed over rhis time period, which was coo 
short to have allowed a high-A'!', impermeable population to 
appear due ro growth of che small population of such cells 
present afrer 2 hr. Although it is possible chat some incerme
diace-~'I'. permeable evenrs represent aggregaces ofhigh-L\'l', 
impermeable viable cells and permeable, low-j.'t' dead cells, 
it appears that many of chese evenrs are accounted for by 
transiently permeabilized viable cells. 

The phenomenon of transient membrane permeabiliry 
induced by sublechal injury ch us appears to be real, and may 
be quire general; we have since observed ic in Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa and Escherichia coli as well as in S. aureul"'-HO', 
and ochers (S. Barbesti, personal communication; G. Nebe
von-Caron, personal communicacion} have also encountered 
ic. Amor ec aJ3 '"" noted propidium uptake in the presence of 
carboxyfluorescein retention in sublethally injured Bifidobac
terium species; rheir paper also described an effective rari
omctric a't' measurement technique using chc: ratio of Di
BAC.(3) fluorescence to side scatter, bur they apparencly did 
nor examine: cells simulcaneously stained with DiBAC,(3) 
and propidium. 

Digression: A Therapeutic Approach Based 
on Transient Permeabilizarion 

Our primary conclusion, based on substantial differences 
in parccms of membrane pocemial and permeability re
sponses of different microorganisms co different anribioc
icsrn', was rhac a simple, rapid. "one-size-fies-all" flow cy
rometric rest for bacterial ancibiocic susceptibility, long 
sought by ourselves and others. was likely ro be unacrninablc, 
although multiparameter cycometry seemed well suiced rn 
dissecting these distinct responses in the contcxc of devd
opmenr of new antimicrobial agents. 

Several months lacer, ic occurred to me that, if multiply 
resistant bacteria that could not be killed by an existing 
combination of agents could be rransiendy permeabilizcd, ir 
would be possible to derivacize a large number of generally 
toxic heterocyclic compounds [e.g., by adding che quarer

nary ammonium groups that differentiate propidium from 
ethidium (p. 300)J co forms char would be taken up by, and 
kill, che permeabilized bacteria. while not entering host cells. 
This formed che basis for a successful patent application 
(U.S. 6,562,785, May 13, 2003); [ now have some c\'idencc 
(unpublished) chat TO-PR0-3 itself can kill bacceria if 
transported in, and am looking for che right pharmaceurical 
industry partner for an intensive development project. 

lnvescigacors who previously used flow cyromccry to 

srudy the interactions of antimicrobial agents and bacce
ria~m.JF i .. H?Ho.i .. '<'? .. 1<is typically mea~ured only a single parame-

ter, usually membrane permeabiliry or membrane porenrial 
in attempts to determine "viability"; although rheir resuhs 
correlated fairly well with classical susceptibili[}' rests, they 
did nor establish cyrornecric criteria for viabiliry on a cell-by
cdl basis, and could not have dececred transient permcabili
zacion. One cake-home message is rhat it is always a good 
idea co measure multiple parameters when you're nor sure 
what's going on. Anoe her is rhac, even now, drug leads don ' r 
always come from combinatorial chemistry, genomics, or 
proceomics; the promising rherapeutic approach described 
above may be one of che first ro emerge from cytomics, and 
making it work, or finding out that it won 'c, will require 
some fairly sophisticated cytomecty. I'm ready. 

So Few Molecules, So Little Time: Viruses 

Even with chree beams and twelve colors, conventional 
flow cycometers cannot give us as much information as we 
would like to have about microorganisms. When we arc 
crying ro decect signals from only a few thous;ind, or a few 
hundred, or a few dozen fluorescent molecules, the rypical 
observation cime of a few microseconds is simply not long 
enough for us ro collecr enough photons to gcr precise 
measu remenrs. 

If we stain DNA with a Hoechst dye, we can expect at 
mosr I dye molecule per 4 A-T base pairs ac a sacuracing dye 
concentration. If that DNA is in F. coli (roughly 50% A-T ), 
an o rgan ism with 2 copies of the chromosome (roughly 9.2 
million base pairs) will bind at most I. I 5 million dye 
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Figure 10-32. Fluorescence profiles of viruses stained with SYBR Green I. Peaks indicated by arrows represent individual 
virions; the highest intensity peaks (clearesc in the panel showing PBCV-1) represent 0.95 µm fluorescent beads. Key: 
Bae, a baculovirus; CeV-801, MpV-SPI, MPVUFI0-38, PoV-801, PpV-01, algal viruses; HIV-I, human immunodeficiency 
virus; HSV-1, Herpes simplex virus; ISAV, infectious salmon anemia virus; Lambda, T2, T4 and T7, baderiophages; 
PBCV-1, a virus infecting Paramecium and Chlorefla; PV-1, poliovirus; S-PM2, a virus infecting Synechococcus. Reprinted from 
Brussaard CPD, Marie D, Bratbak G: Flow cycometric detedion of viruses. Journal of Virological Methods 85:175-82 
(reference 2337), Copyright 2000, with permission from Elsevier Science. 

molecules, all of which should have the relatively high quan
tum efficiency chey acquire on binding. If, in our brief ob
servation rime, we can generate one phocoeleccron ac rhe 
fluorescence deteccor PMT cathode for each I 00 dye mole
cules, we'll gee 10,000 phocoelecrrons from each cell; rhe CV 
of the measurement in an otherwise perfect instrument will 
therefore be no lower than I percent. CV values reported by 
Bernander et al H" for Hoechst 33258-stained E. coli with 2 
copies of rhc chromosome were around 6 percent, indicating 
chat measurement precision was not limited by phocoelec
cron scacistics. CVs for cells with 8 chromosomes, stained 
wirh Hoechst 33342 or DAPI, were under 3 percent. 

Mose bacteria contain several times as much double
scranded rRNA as DNA; we should therefore get strong, if 
not specific, signals from bacteria srained wirh TO-PRO-, 
SYTO-, or SYTOX dyes. However, when we atrempr ro 
detect nucleic acid in viruses using convenrional flow cy
rometers"" (Figure 10-32), we can expect problems, for a 
number of reasons. 

The genome sizes of the viruses studied by Brussaard er 
ali"" range from 9.2 co 300 kbp, bur it is probable char , in 
many cases, rhe compact structure of chc virion will limic 
access of dye co rhe viral nucleic acid , reducing rhe number 
of available binding sires. Also, while dye should bind ro 
accessible double-stranded viral DNA and RNA more or less 
as it binds to DNA in prokaryores and eukaryotes, ir is nor 
clear how well dye will bind to single-stranded viral nucleic 
acid , nor how much fluorescence enhancement will occur as 
a resulr of binding. If we extracted the naked DNA of a 
dsDNA virus with a 50 kbp genome, such as bacteriophage 
lambda, we would expect to be able co bind no more chan 
about 6,000 molecules of a Hoechst dye co the nucleic acid; 
chis would generate about 60 photoelectrons at rhe fluores
cence detector of a conventional flow cycomerer. 

Hoechsc dyes cypicaJly increase fluorescence by a factor 
of about l 00 on binding co nucleic acid. In a conventional 
flow cycomerer, fluorescence is collected from a volume of 
approximately 10,000 fl (lff" L) . The virion will occupy a 
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volume less than I fl. If che concenrracion of dye used is 3 
µM, there will be 1.8 x 10- molecules of unbound dye in che 
observation volume. Since the quanrum efficiency of un
bound dye is I /100 that of bound dye, we should generate 1 
phocoeleccron for every 1 O' molecules of free dye. We are 
rhen trying to find che 60 photoelectrons generated by rhe 
virion in che company of 1,800 phocodeccrons resulting 
from detection of fluorescence of free dye. Poisson scaciscics 
cell us chac 1,800 photoelectrons are really 1,800 ± 
( 1 ,800) '', or 1,800 ± 42 phocoeleccrons, so we will, at besc, 
barely be able co decect a molecule of viral DNA above 
background. This gives us a signal co noise ratio near 1, 
wh ich translates co a CV near I 00%. 

The daca in Figure I 0-32 could noc have been collecced 
using a Hoechsc dye; the dye used was SYBR Green I. which 
increases fluorescence almost a thousandfold on binding co 
nucleic acid, and has a higher quantum efficiency when 
bound chan do the Hoechst dyes. Csing this dye, we'd 
probably get 120 photoelectrons from che DNA molecule, 
and no more than a few hundred from che background, 
making the nucleic acid easily detectable. Brussaard et al~w 
did nor find a strong linear relationship between staining 
incensicy and genome size in che viruses chey worked with, 
suggesting char dye access co nucleic acid is somewhat re
scricced , buc enough dye apparencly bound to viral nucleic 
acid co allow fluorescence signals from all buc che small
genome RNA viruses (HIV- I , ISA V, and polio) to be clearly 
discriminated from background. 

Now turn your arrencion back to pp. 471-3 and Figure 
I 0-10. The panel in the upper left corner of char figure 
shows che incensicies of fluorescence signals from bacterio
phage lambda D:\'A, and from fragments of chac DNA as 
small as 564 bp. The peaks from the incacc DNA and che 
larger (> 5 kbp) fragments) appear co have fairly low CVs . 
'W'hac's the crick? The crick is chac the observation time on 
Rob Habbersect 's slow-flow inscrumenc ac Los Alamos, from 
which che dara were obtained, is a few milliseconds, racher 
chan a few microseconds, meaning chat, all other chings be
ing equal, a given chunk of DNA generaces abouc 1,000 
times as many photoeleccrons in rhe slow-flow instrument as 
in a conventional flow cytomerer. 

We can measure DNA adequately in bacteria in a con
ventional inscrumenr; we can also , as che calculation on p. 
402 shows, gee reasonable, if nor spectacular, scatiscics in the 
ra tiomerric membrane pocenrial measurement, in which we 
pack a whole lot of dye inro the bacteria. If we're interested 
in measuring immunofluorescence, or nucleic acid probes 
(even rRJ\'A probes), or in ratiomerric measurements of pH 
(see p. 407) or calcium, we' ll have to use longer observation 
times if we wane decent precision. The manufacturers don ' t 
seem co be in a big rush co make instruments with the ap
propriate performance characteristics. 

Applications in Marine Microbiology 

Since life starred in che ocean, it seems appropriate to 
scare my detailed review with marine microbiology. A rapidly 

growing body of cytometric literature deals wich marine 
microorganisms. which include bacteria, phytoplankton, 
zooplankton ) -o. : . 686·'0'·"'·'" 1 c~ : , and, most recencly. viruses' '"" 
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Figure 10-33. Forward scarcer, Hoechst 33342 (DNA), 
and chlorophyll fluorescence (all on log scales) of che 
recently discovered marine bacterium Prochlorococcusm 
measured with a dual-beam flow cytomecer. The fig
ure was provided by Brian Binder, Sallie Chisholm, 
Sheila Frankel, and Roberc Olson (M.l.T. and Wood's 
Hole Oceanographic Institution). 

Figure 10-33 shows the flow cyrometric signature of che 
marine baccerium Prochlorococcus, discovered wich the aid of 
a flow cytometer by Chisholm et al in 1988 'n . The l.JV
excitable beads in che cop panel are 0.46 µm diameter 
spheres from Polysciences; 0.57 µm yellow-green fluorescent 
beads from the same supplier are off scale on che boccom 
panel. There's a lot of Prochlorococcus in the ocean '"""'; ac
cording to Zubkov et al" ", almost a third of the coral bacte
rioplankcon turnover of amino acids can be attributed co th e 
species . 

Prochlorococcus isn' r rhe only new species flow cyco merry 
has helped discover. In July, 1994, Courcies er al ''·•' reported 
the discovery of the smallest known eukaryotic organism, a 



green alga named Ostreococcus tauri which is the main com
ponent of the phytoplankmn in the Mediterranean Thau 
lagoon of France. Ostreococcus, at 0.97 by 0.70 µm, may be 
bigger than Prochlorococcus, but, for a eukaryore, it's tiny. Ir 
has one plasrid and one mirnchondrion, and its DNA con
tent is about 33 fg. 
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Figure 10-34. Side scacter and fluorescence signatures 
of four viruses shown in Figure 10-32. Reprinred from 
Brussaard CPD, Marie D, Bracbak G: Flow cycomecric 
detection of viruses. Journal of Virological Methods 
85:175-82 (reference 2337), Copyright 2000, with 
permission from Elsevier Science. 
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of particles in a water sample from a small Alpine 
pond. Courtesy of Stefan Andreatta (University of 
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The new mystery guests in the aquasphere are viruses. 
Figures I 0-34 and 10-35 show scatter signals from culcurcd 
viruses'-'" , including the algal virus Pp V-0 l , and from a 
sample of pond water that contains bacteria and viruses""''. 
The dara in Figure 10-35 are particularly impressive: they 
were collected from a stream-in-air (MoFlo) sorter with the 
drop drive on! 

Before rhe previous edition appeared, Troussellicr, 
Courries, and Vaquer'0"'' reviewed applications of flow cy
tometry in marine microbial ecology, which include identifi
cation of organisms' 0'"", determination of biomasses and 
productions208091 and the measurements in vitro of bacterial 
and phytoplanktonic growth'0" 38 and metabolism'0'J? '"'. 

Monfort and Baleux"0 ' found flow cytomecry reliable as 
compared to cpifluorescence microscopy for counring bacte
ria in aquatic ecosystems. Balfoorr et al 2140 compared rhe 
performance of a laboratory-built and a commercial flow 
cyrometer in phytoplankcon analysis. Monger and Landry"0

' 

compared Hoechst 33342 and DAPI for staining DNA in 
marine bacrcria, and found lower background and lower 
CV's wirh the Hoechst dye. Other aurhors" 03 ' considered 
aspects of scatter and absorption by phytoplankton cells, and 
applicarions of flow cyromecry co characterizing organic""' 
particles in water. Flow cytomerry has also been used to 

srudy larger organisms' feeding on smaller ones'"0\ 9• At the 
high end of rhe size scale, Le Gall er al""' measured DNA 
content and base composition of macroalgal nuclei. Intracel
lular toxin was derermined flow cytomerric1.lly in che marine 
dinoflagellate Gonyaulax, which causes "red tide"'" , and flow 
cytomerric quantification of the autofluorescence of luciferin 
in chis organism was used to study the circadian cycle of ics 
bioluminescence' 0"; DNA content analyses:o•o.; established 

the periodiciry of the Gonyaulax cell cycle. 
Good collections of papers on cyromerry and marine bi

ology appear in recent special issues of Sciemia Marina""1 

and CytometryH'' . 
Multiangle light scattering, autofluorescence, and DNA 

content'9'rno have all been used as identifying parameters for 
phytoplankton, with rRNA probes added ro the mix as chc 

h I • d H9U<OR .. H ll · I ( h fi h ' d b rec no ogy improve t e is mg groun s may c 
alarmingly depleted, but there's still plenty of HSH in rhe 
sea), and flow cytomerry has become a standard method for 
monitoring phytoplankton population dynamics. Although 
several Coulter EPICS instruments made ocean voyages'"" (l 
haven't heard them called EPICS Seas), rhey and other large 
insrruments were/are not really optimized for phyroplankron 
analysis; most groups now use bcnchmp flow cyromecers. 

Quantification of the types and numbers of microflora 
and -fauna in the oceans should provide a sensitive means of 
monitoring changes in the quality of the environment. Fig
ure I 0-36 is directly related tO this issue; it was provided by 
Don Button and Becsy Robenson of rhe University of 
Alaska, who used a modified Orcho instrument'""'. Panel A 
shows a mixed bacceriaJ population obtained from Prince 
William Sound, site of the 1989 Exxon Valtkz oil spill '0" ; 

Panel B shows a seawater culture inoculared with gravel 
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Figure 10-36. Size and DNA content of bacteria in seawater from Prince William Sound, Alaska (A), and 
of bacteria in a culture growing on a crude oil/terpene mixture [B). The figure was provided by Don 
Buuon and Betsy Robertson (U. of Alaska). Note that the scales express parameter values, not arbitrary 
numbers. 
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Figure 10-37. Size and DNA content of Oligobaaerium RBI isolated from Resurrection Bay, Alaska (A), and 
of the indigenous population from which RBI was isolated (B). From Don Button and Betsy Robertson. 

using a crude oil/terpene mixture as a carbon source. Some 
organisms will metabolize anything. 

All kidding aside, Figure 10-36 and Figure 10-37, which 
came from the same place, exemplify a practice that ought co 
be more wide.~pread in flow cytomecry. Note that the scales 
on the histograms and dot plots are given in fg/cell DNA 
content and cell volume in µmJ (fl), not channel numbers or 
arbitrary powers of ten. The volumes are derived from Mie 
cheury151'1· \ and normalized with respect to che foiward scat
ter signal and known Coulcer volume for E. coli; che DNA 
scale was obtained from a scandard curve of E. coli treated 
wich rifampicin to produce cells wich differenr imegral 
numbers of genomes. The cell.~ were stained with DAPI, 

which is A-T specific; the DNA content scale assumes the 
50% G-C content characteristic of E coli. If rhc organisms 
involved have a subscancially different G-C content, che 
number is off; however, the scale remains consistent, and c;. 
C content variations can be corrected for""'. Maybe if rhe 
journals gave nO[ice chat scales such as these would be man
datory in cwo years, the rest of us would get motivated. 

Figure I 0-37 shows DNA content and cell volume of 
microorganisms isolated from Resurreccion Bay, near Sew
ard, Alaska. Panel A shows the growth pattern at fast growth 
races of Oligobacterium RB 1 isolated by extinction culture; 
there are cell subpopulations with differcnr numbers of cop
ies of the genome. Panel B shows the signature of the in-



digenous population of microorganisms from which RB 1 
was isolated. I really appreciate these figures, because I wrote 
parrs of chc previous edition on board ship in boch Prince 
William Sound and Resurrection Bay, on what was sup
posed ro be a vacacion ro celebrate finishing the manuscripc. 
I did get ro observe some interesting marine microbiological 
phenomena; che roilecs ran on seawarer, and, lace ac night, 
the bioluminescenr organisms would put on their own licde 
lighc show. When you flushed, chey flashed; ic was like the 
Fourrh of July. 

Flow cyromecry of marine microorganisms involves very 
long runs and accumulates huge amounts of daca. Mulcivari
acc daca collection and analysis2' 0H are essential for discrimi
narion of mulciple species in samples; it is generally felr that 
auromared on-line analysis, e.g., by neural nerworks'211·6·' 10J· 

•-3<" 20 will ulcimacely be necessary co keep up wich che 
amount of data generated, particularly as more parameters 
are measured. 

Extensions: Cytometers for Marine Applications 

In che l 980's, Dubelaar et al6?1.116'·• described the Optical 
Plankton Analyzer, a multibeam instrument wich slit
scanning capability optimized for analysis of a wide size 
range of marine organisms; also around that time, I helped 
Penny Chisholm, Rob Olson, Sheila Frankel ec al, at M.l.T. 
and the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, build 
somewhat simpler cyromecers' ''"·'°"'. 

The larcsc instruments from Dubelaar are the Cyto-
B '1"" 191° • 'all ·1 bl fi C B uoy · senes, commerc1 y ava1 a e rom yto uoy, 
b.v. (seep. 430); they are designed to be mounted on buoys 
or in submersible vessels, and incorporated sophisticated, 
miniaturized optics and electronics with low power con
sumption. Detector signals may be telemetered to a remore 
monitoring computer. Fluid Imaging Technologies (pp. 
168 and 431) offers the FlowCam"SJ imaging flow cytome
cer, which, like the CyroBuoys, can accommodate larger 
particles than most flow cytometers. 

Cavender-Bares et all"' modified a Coulter EPICS V 
flow cytometer co allow rapid switching between single- and 
dual-sheath fluidic systems, making it possible to achieve 
optimal conditions for analysis of a wider range of size 
classes and concentrations of plankton organisms chan 
would be possible using a conventional instrument. 

Olson et al°"11 describe a microfluorimerer and a flow cy
comecer using the "pump-during-probe" technique, which 
measure chlorophyll fluorescence yield of phytoplankcon 
cells following excitation by a pulsed argon laser. They have 
also built a submersible flow cytomecer; for derails, see: http: 
//www.whoi .edu/science/B/Olsonlab/ 

T k al l97,7 1 I • d h h • • ras cc pomte out t ac c e exc1cat1on spectrum 
of autofluorescence from algal phycobiliprocein photo
synthetic pigments921·919 is extremely useful for identifica
cion; a mulciscacion flow cyromecer, with excitation beams 
at blue, green, yellow, and red wavelengths, suitable for 
excitation of algal phycobiliprocein pigments would be che 
ideal apparatus co use on phytoplankton analysis, because it 
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should improve discrimination of species in unstained sam
ples. This could now be implemenred wich small enough 
lasers co fit the apparatus comfortably on board a ship , but I 
haven ' t heard of anybody doing ic. 

References: Flow Cyrometry and Oceanography 

Claude Courcies, Marc Troussellier and Louis Legendre, 
of che Observaroire Oceanologique, Banyuls-sur-Mer, 
France, maintain an online list of references on flow cy
tometric applications in oceanography. The lisc is regularly 
reviewed, and can be consulted and downloaded ac hrrp:// 
www.obs-banyuls.fr/FCM-Oceanography /Dacabast:.h rm!; as 
of February 24, 2003, it contained 447 references. 

General Microbiology 

Previously Noted 

fu reported in the previous edicion, Madelin and John
son21"'1 used an aerosol particle counter co size fungal and 
actinomycete spore aerosols at different humidities; th is was 

a good way co commemorate the Golden Anniversary of che 
Gucker experiments. 

Numerous authors"'Hm:-~9 have used flow c..)'tomecry w 
measure binding of labeled antibodies to bacterial cell sur
faces, for purposes as varied as determining levels of antibod
ies in serum and analyLing the scruccure of cransmembrane 
proteins (p. 479). Nelson , Neill, and Poxroni:i2 used flow 
cytomecry co observe binding of anci-lipopolysaccharidc 
monoclonal antibodies to whole bacteria under physiologic 
conditions, and compared this mechod with whole cell 
ELISA and immunoblorcing. Only flow cytomecry could 
demonstrate subpopulations of cells wich different binding 
characteristics. Eitzman, Hendrick, and Srienc~"• described a 
procedure for measuring quancicacive immunofluorescence 
in single yeast cells, using a transfecced E. coli lacZ gene as 
the test antigen. 

Allman er al1" 1 examined forward and orthogonal scatcer 
signals, Coulter volume, and ulrrascructure of Azotobacter 

vinelandii under various culture conditions and observed 
chat forward scarcer cracked Coulter volume bctcer than did 
orthogonal scarcer. In another paper2" \ chey found chat the 
addition of DNA content, measured wich mithramrcin 
ethidium bromide, to forward and orthogonal scatter meas
urements gave much beuer resolution of differenr species 
than did che two scatter signals. Miller and Quarles·"" re
ported some success in bacterial idencificacion using 
FITC/Pl staining. 

Hiraga er al"•5 used flow cytomecry to monitor mor
phologic effects of plasmid genes in E. coli; Poulsen and Jen
scnm6 detected morphologic effects of chromosomal genes in 
the same organism in chc same way. Sazer and Sherwood'"
scained the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe with 
Hoechst dye and chromomycin, noting rhe different base 
ratios of mitochondrial and nuclear DNA, and reported char 
mitochondrial growth and DNA synthesis could occur in 
che absence of DNA synthesis. However, Carlson et al '' 19 
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subsequently questioned whether DNA fluorescence meas
ured from the cyroplasmi was due to mitochondria. 

Hechard et al"" used flow cytometry ro moniror che in
teraction berween cocultured Listeria monocytogenes and an 

anragoniscic Leuconostoc main producing an anti-Listeria 
bacteriocin. Pinder er al2110 examined flow cyromerric count
ing of bacteria in suspension using forward scacrer and 
erhidium fluorescence and found excellent correlacion with 
place counts. Russo-Marie er a1"5' applied che FACS-Gai 
reporter gene technique, using fluorescein galacropyranoside 
(pp. 408-9), ro differentiating Myxococcus xanthus cells. 

Manafi and Kneifel 2152 provided a discussion of fluorogenic 
substrates in general and their applications in microbiology. 

Cell Cycles and Cell Division 

Boye, Lobner-Olesen, and Skarsrad and numerous orh
crs~:io-x"2 '" "-'-'"·~ · "2 ,.,1 continue to apply DNA flow cyromerry 

co determining characteristics and control mechanisms of 
rhe bacteria! cell cycle. Ueckert ec al~H combined 
propidium staining for loss of cell membrane integrity and 
CFSE labeling to study rhe effects of mild heat treatment 
and low concentrations of nisin on division of Lactobacillus 
plantarum; rhey were able co discriminate as many as eighc 
generations of daughter cells. Porro et al,. ,,.,. used DNA and 

protein and/or cell wall labeling to follow cohorrs of daugh
ter cells of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 

Fluorescent Protein Methods in Microbes 

Valdivia and Falkow·"'01 and coworkers were among rhe 
first to apply flow cyromerry and GFP expression in studies 
of bacteria and yeascs, with emphasis on analysis of genes 
relaced to bacterial virulence. Orhers'" "·5' have used GFP and 
other fluorescent proteins in a wide range of applications. 

Microbial Communities: Will Flow Work? 

few of us believe chat eukaryoric cells can't tell the dif
ference berwecn life in suspension culrure and life in the 
urban cellular environment of a multicellular organism. As 
we learn more abouc microorganisms, ir is becoming more 
difficult ro maintain rhe notion rhar even free-living auro
trophs go through life uninfluenced by rheir peers. 

Bacteria differemiace; rhe process, exemplified by sporu
larion in Bacillus subtilis"'' and the generation of swarmer 
and scalkcd cells in Caulobacter crescentus, involves asymmet
ric cell division under the control of signal transduction pro
teins""··' . Flow cytomecry and fluorescent probes have been 
applied in srudies of boch phenomena jusc mentioned. 

A variety of chemical signal molecules mediate quorum 
sensing·'· ~•·" . the process by which groups of bacteria coordi
nate (heir behavior, raking on some of the functions of mul
ricel!ular organisms. Flow cyrometric studies of dormancy 
and resuscitation in Micrococcus luteu/ '11" aided in che dis
covery of resuscitation promoting faccor (Rpf), a "baccerial 
cyrokine""''" char srimulares che growth of M. luteus and of 
other high G-C Gram-positive organisms, including Myco
bacterium tuberculosis, which make similar proteins. 

Quorum sensing regulates bioluminescence, mating, 
sporulacion, and virulence factor expression , and the forma
tion of biofilms3' 6 ' in a variety of bacterial species. An estab
lished biofilm comprises microbial cells and an extracellular 
polymeric substance (EPS) matrix; we can expect char flow 
cycometry of bacteria removed from a biofilm will omi t 
some relevant particulars, as we have come to expect of flow 
cyromcrry of cells removed from solid tissues and rumors. If 
we wane co analyze bacteria in biofilms in situ, we need only 
keep the same probes and switch co scanning, image, or 
static cyrometry. 

Bad Guys Don't All Wear Black Hats: Microbial 
Detection/Identification in Health-Related Contexts 

There are a lot of microorganisms out there; Elmer Pfef
ferkorn of Dartmouth, one of my daughter's microbiology 
professors, described the world as coated wirh a "fecal ve
neer. " We and our ancestors have coexisted with a huge 
number of genera and species for millions of years, only 
learning within the past cwo centuries char a few among the 
invisible multitudes with which we share the planer are our 
implacable enemies, and chat a few orhers can do us harm 
when rhey gee inro the wrong parts of our bodies and/or 
when our defenses are down. 

We pay sanitary and food microbiologists, clinical mi
crobiologists, and the microbiologists working in our macro
scopic defense establishment co look for the bad guys in a 
large number of samples from a wide variety of sources, and 
a quick look ac che licerarure tells us char most of these mi
crobiologists are scill searching for faster , cheaper, more sen
sitive detection methods. The cycomerric scracegies for decec
cion are pretty much che same in all areas. 

The Basic Questions 

Neglecting the derails for the moment, the microbiology 
laboratory can be envisioned as a black box co which the 
inputs are material ("acorns" in today's information technol 
ogy parlance) and from which the outputs arc items of in 
formation ("bits"). The input is a solid or liquid sample; the 
oucpucs arc che answers to one or more questions: 

I) Is evidence of the activiry of microorganisms present 
in the sample? 

2) If so, whac microorganisms? 
And, for clinical and defense purposes: 

3) To which ancimicrobial agents, if any, are the micro
organisms susceprible? 

The evidence of microbial acciviry required for an af
firmative answer to the first question might include che pres
ence of microbial antigens or gene sequences , or the presence 
of hose antibodies co microo rganisms, or rhe presence of 
viable microorganisms; if the organisms themselves cannot 
be found, ic may be more difficult co obtain definitive an
swers co rhe second and rhird quescions. 

Moving from the ivory cower to the real world of the 
laboratory, still minus che derails, it is clear that somewhat 
different processes are in place for dealing with bacteria, 



fungi , and procoz.oan parasites, on the one hand, and viruses, 
on the other. For the former, finding evidence of microbial 
activiry almost always means eventually finding viable (i.e., 
culturable) organisms in rhe inpur sample; derermining rhe 
identities and antimicrobial susceptibilities of these organ
isms typically requires the establishment of pure culrures. 

Routine culrure of viruses is much less common; detec
tion is rypically accomplished using PCR and ocher nucleic 
acid amplification techniques, which also allow idencifica
tion and, in some cases, susccpribiliry resting. Clinical labo
ratory diagnosis of many viral infections is based on demon
stration of antiviral antibodies, 

There is litcle question that cytomecry, flow and other
wise, can answer che questions listed above, and char, in at 
least some cases, rhe required informacion can be obtained 
faster by cytometric methods than by classical bulk culture
bascd technology. However, it is almost cerrain rhar cost
effectiveness will be the principal decerminant of whether 
cytomecry will become widely used for detection and identi
fication of microbial pathogens. 

Bacceriology laboracories haven't changed a lot during 
the past century; Pasteur would feel pretty much at home in 
a "modern" lab. The first task facing the lab when a new 
sample comes in is bacterial detection, chat is, determining 
whecher rhere are microorganisms, or pathogenic microor
ganisms, in che sample ac all. In some cases, chis can be done 
by looking ac the sample under a microscope, perhaps using 
Gram's or another specialized staining technique, or staining 
with a fluorescent dye such as acridine orange and using a 
fluorescence microscope. This procedure is referred co as 
direct detection; it works best on samples chat normally 
contain few or no bacteria, or samples in which the patho
gens you're after can readily be distinguished from other 
bacteria normally present in chat rype of specimen. 

Direct detection, however, is labor-intensive. It takes ten 
or fifteen minutes co take a urine sample, for which most 
microbiology texts recommend an initial attempt at direct 
dccection, spin down the sediment, make a slide, and stain 
it. It also cakes a well-uained, skilled cechnologisc, because 
bacteria arc near the limit of resolucion of optical micro
scopes, and che tech has to be able co keep the scope clean 
and in good alignment and know how to use ic. Otherwise, 
the whole business is a waste of time. Ir only cakes a minute, 
however, for a minimally trained person to put a small ali
quot of che urine specimen on a plate containing blood agar 
or some ocher nutrient-rich cordon bleu medium, and wait 
until the next day, or at least che nexc shift, to see if anything 
grows. By chat time, a more trained individual is likely to be 
able to look at all of the plates on which rhere are colonies, 
and determine chat some of chem don't need to be looked at 
further because whatever is on them is likely co be insignifi
cant or a concaminant. 

Detection: Intrinsic Parameters are Not Enough 
At its simplest, the flow cycometer mimics the micro

scope. Measuremencs of forward and/or orthogonal light 
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scaucring signals provide rhe informarion a ccchnician 
would obcain by visual examination of an unscained slide. 
An alternative cytomerric measurement of size, capable of 
discriminacing particles in the baccerial size range from larger 
and smaller objects is obtained from measurements of elec
trical (DC) impedance made using a Coulcer orifice. le was 
shown more rhan twenty years ago10 11 • thar parcick counting 
by this technique was effective in detecting clinically signifi
cant bacteriuria (che criterion in use ar the rime was I 00,000 
organisms/ml). The false negative rate for such analyses was 
low, i.e., bacteria, whenever present, were deteccable. The 
false positive rate was unacceptably high, because che single
parameter electronic volume measurement could not dis
criminate between bacteria and ocher organic and inorganic 
particles in the same size range. 

Two bacterial species differing substantially in si1.c, 
shape, and/or refraccive index may be distinguished by cheir 
forward and orthogonal scatter signatures, bur rwo species 
chosen at random are far coo likely co occupy the same re
gion of the measurement space to make cwo-parameccr scar
cer measurements alone generally useful either for distinction 
between species or for discrimination of microorganisms 
from ocher small particles. Fungi, which are, in general, lar
ger than bacteria, can be distinguished from chem on che 
basis of scaccer signals, but, again, scatter signals alone may 
nor be adequate to discriminate between fungi and ocher 
particles in a specimen. 

Detection: Fluorescence Improves Accuracy 

Improvements in cyrometric detection of microorgan
isms rypically rely on fluorescent staining; nucleic acid 
stains, fluorogenic substrates, and membrane potcntial
scnsicive dyes have all been used for this purpose. These re· 
agents all produce stronger signals, and require less sample 
preparation time, than would be necessary to detect organ
isms using labeled antibodies, leccins, or oligonucleotide 
probes. Although the specificity of antibodies and 
oligonucleotides may be useful for identifying organisms 
once they have been detected, ir limits rhe ucility of the 
reagents in the detection process unless the sample is being 
screened for one or a very few pathogenic species. 

Detection: When the Tough Gee Going 

When you are looking very hard for one pathogenic spe
cies, e.g., Baciilus anthracis, flow cycometry, norwichscanding 
fifty plus years' work on dececcing char particular bug, may 
go right our the window. ln lace 200 J, after anthrax-by- mail 
had caused a number of fatal and near-fatal infections'"'', I 
got a call from a Wall Street journal reporter interested in 
why the Army didn't seem to be willing co release ics flow 
cytomerric technology to che people chcn screening federal 
offices and postal facilities for anthrax spores. I cold him char 
it was unlikely that flow was going to get anywhere near che 
level of sensitiviry rhac chose screeners seemed co be achiev
ing. Ar the time, I thought they were using PCR; they 
weren't. They would rum on a mail sorting machine and 
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suck air our of ir for cen or rwenry minuccs, blowing che air 
over a plain old agar place w.J. Precry low tech, bur chey 
could reliably dececc a single colony of B. anthracis on a 
plare, and I doubt chat any fancier mechod could have done 
better. 

Similar dereccion problems arise under less dramaric cir
cumstances. If you are crying co find a dozen or so colonies 
of E. coli 0 I 57: H7 on a side of beef, che only way you can 
hope co do ir is ro hose down che carcass, filter rhe wash 
water through a 0.22 µm pore filter, and place che filrer. You 
mighr rry co use appropriate antibodies and/or rRNA probes 

and a fluorescence microscope or a scanning cytomecer of 
some kind, bur ir would be a lot easier and a lor cheaper co 
jusr incubace che place for a few hours and chen apply spe
cific reagents. 

A blood culture can rurn our positive if chere is one vi
able baccerial cell in che I 0 mL of blood originally drawn. If 
we had a fast enough flow cycomerer co run all the blood 
through in a reasonable time, and we wanced co make sure 
we had a posicive culture, by counting around 50 organisms, 
we would have to draw and process a unic of blood from the 
patienc. We don'c do chac, of course; the machines chat 
process blood cultures detecc produces of baccerial metabo
lism in rhe blood, after it has been incubated for a while, and 
will generally nor respond unless cherc are ac lease lO' me
rabolically active organisms/ml of medium. I noted on p. 
515 thac a flow cyromecric technique "1'' had detected E. coli 
seeded into human blood samples at concentrations of l O
J 00 organisms/ml; while cycomecry is impraccical for de
reccing chat one viable cell in 10 ml without an incubation 
period, it should be able co provide a definitive answer after 
an incubation period six co cen generation times shorter than 
is necessary for competitive technology. 

Identification: Too Many Brorhs •.. 

The next step in the process, for samples in which organ
isms have been detected, is bacterial identification. As a 
first seep, ic is rradicional co look ac a Gram-stained sl ide of 
che organism . Whac happens next depends on how many 
suspeccs chere arc. 

In 1988, Phillips and Marrinm", who had done several 
scudies on immunofluorescence analyses of bacteria ar chc 
U.K. Biological Defence Escablishmenc ac Porcon Down, 
using an Orrho flow cycomercr568·9 04 ·\ concluded chac the low 
scatter sensiciviry then available limited what could be done 
in rerms of bacterial idcncificacion . Wirhour enough of a 
scarcer signal co rrigger on, detecting che immunofluores
cence signals was hopeless. Obernesser, Socransky, and 
Scashenko·',.., doing immunofluorescence analyses on oral 
fl ora in a decidedly civilian environment, reached a similar 
conclusion in 1990. The conclusions of boch reports mighc 
have been different had rhe investigators been using insrru
menrs better suited co baccerial analysis. 

There is, however, a fundamental problem with focusing 
on chc use of flow cyromecry for bacterial identification, as 
opposed to bacterial dececcion, or even co sensicivicy resting, 

and it is this : there are coo many kinds of bacceria, and rht 
nacure of flow cycomecry makes ic very difficult for chis tech
nology co be compecicive in a situation where there arc thou
sands of species about which you need co be concerned. 

Ir has been more or less traditional for people involved in 
a project co identify bacteria by flow cycomecry co scare ouc 
wich a few well-known organisms, and demonscrare the abil
ity co cell chem apart. A good example can be found in Fig
ure 7-14 (p. 318), which shows separated clusters of Staphy
lococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, and Pseudomor1as aeruginosa 
in a rwo-paramecer display of Hoechsc 33342 and 
chromomycin A., fluorescence. Yan Dilla et al n , in 1984, 
applied chis dye combination, which is sensitive co DNA 
base composicion, and which had been used co stain and sore 
human chromosomes, co bacterial analysis: the three 
organisms shown, which, respectively, contain 31 %, 50%, 
and 67% G+C, are well separated. further work in ch is 
area1· .. " · 1 made it possible to resolve a few more species and co 
detect bacteriophage infection in E. coli by the arcendanr 
change in base composicion. 

This approach is fine, if you're crying to identify one of 
half a dozen or so organisms. If you were looking ar cerebro
spinal fluid from a patient wich signs of baccerial meningitis, 
you'd know chat che infection was likely co be caused by one 
of four or five organisms, and you could probably say char ic 
was one of chem or someching else using base composition, 
or multiplex antibody staining with two-color immunofluo
rescence, or FITC/PI. or even forward and orthogonal scat
ter. However, if you happen co be looking ar urine , or blood, 
both of which account for much higher percentages of the 
average clinical bacteriology lab's workload than docs spinal 
fluid, even if you consider only the common pathogens 
found in your inscicucion during che past year, your list is 
likely co have dozens or even hundreds of organisms on ic. 

This is most commonly done using a battery of selective 
media, in a 96-well place or equivalent, each well of which is 
inoculated wirh organisms from the same colony. An inter
mediate seep is often required, in which cells picked from a 
single colony on a place are grown in broth culcure co pro
vide enough inoculum for identification. le helps to know 
che Gram-staining characteristics of the organism before 
inoculating ic into selective media, because diffcrenr secs of 
media are frequemly used for Gram-positive and Gram
negative bacteria. 

After another few hours, it becomes apparent wh ich en
ergy sources will and will nor supporr rhe growch of rhe or
ganism, and which chemical reactions ic can and cannor 
perform. There are a loc of possible patterns of growch and 
metabolism in 96 wells, and the developers and manufactur
ers of bacterial identificacion ccscs have made sure char they 
will gee different parcerns for any of ac least several hundred 
species . Well, okay. Why can'c you just do che same tests by 
flow cytomecry? You could , of course; just look ac che cell 
growch, or che cell metabolism, or wharever, in each well, 
with che flow cycomeccr. The problem is chac when you cry 
co do char, one well ac a rime, even wich h igh-throughput 



flow cytomcuy, it may take you ten minutes or more to read 
one 96-well test. The conventional 96-well test is read in 
under a minure in a plate reader chat uses 96 LED's as light 
sources and 96 phorodiodes as dececrors . Even with micro
fluidic flow cycometers, there's no way you'll get a system 
with 96 flow cells at any reasonable cost. Conventional flow 
cytometry for bacterial identification is only likely to be 
practical when you're looking for very small numbers of one 
or a few different organisms; you can use a gene probe or 
fluorescent antibody for specific identification, and scatter 
parameters and perhaps a nucleic acid stain to narrow down 
the gating region, treating the idcmificacion problem as rare 
event analysis (pp. 469-7 l ). 

If you happen to be looking for biological warfare agents, 
you've really got a problem. In che age of genetic engineer
ing, what the other side is likely to throw at you may be an 
organism for which you haven't got the right fluorescent 
antibody or gene probe. I'll have some suggestions about 
what to do in chis situation in a later ~ection. 

Identification: Can Multiplexing Help? 

On p. 475 , I suggested several possible solutions to the 
multiple aliquot problem involving multiplex fluorescence. 
Cells in media containing different nutrients or inhibitors 
(for identification), or different drugs (for susceptibility test
ing) could be "color coded, " either by embedding them in 
gel microdroplets containing mixtures of dyes in different 

proportions, or by direcdy labeling the cells with mixtures of 
tracking dyes or high-affinity nucleic acid dyes with different 

spectral characteristics. The direct labeling approach would 
probably require use of a high-sensitivity, slow-flow cytome
ter to detect more than four or five differently labeled popu
lations; the gel microdroplec approach could probably be run 
on a commercially available instrument such as a Luminex 
100. 

Ye et al34r.< may have come up wi ch a beccer idea. Their 

group at Glaxo Wellcome, which has been using Luminex's 
technology for detection of single nucleotide polymor
phisms2"3·•, has adapted che same technology co bacterial 

identification using genus- and species-specific rRNA se
quences. They report chat assays can be done at a rate of 
almost I 00/h, starting wirh DNA exrracred from a few thou
sand organisms, with a cost per rest of about one dollar. 

We can now look at some of whac has been attempted in 
the areas of environmental and sanitary microbiology, food 
microbiology, biowarfare agenc derection, and clinical mi
crobiology, remembering that hindsight is usually 20/20. 

Environmental and Sanitary Microbiology 

Several groups111H have used flow cyrometry to study 
growth of food-borne pathogens and agents causing fish 
diseases under various environmental conditions. Volsch er 
al'"" combined propidium sraining with immunofluores
cence to detect two different serotypes of ammonia-oxidizing 
bacteria, present at concenrrations of 0.1 to 2%, in activated 
sludge from sewage plants. 

Using Flow Cytometers I 531 

Porter et al21 ); , using fluorescent antibodies and sorting 
mixtures of Staphykcoccus aureus and E. coli, found char 5. 
aureus, when mixed in differenr proportions with E coli, 
could be selectively recovered at a purity in excess of 90%, 
even when 5. aureus composed less than 1 % of the total 
cells. Sorting with fluorescenrly labeled antibodies specific 
for E. coli was also reseed for the ability co recover E. coli 

from natural lake water populations and sewage; sample 
purities of greater than 70% were routinely achieved, as de
rermined by colony counts. Populations of E. coli released 
imo environmental samples were recovered ac greater chan 

90% purity. 

Water That Made Milwaukee (and 
Sydney) Infamous 

In 1993 and 1994, the drinking water supply in Mil
waukee became contaminated with the protozoan parasite 
Cryptosporidium parvum, which caused many cases of diar
rhea and some deaths. I noted in the previous edition that a 

flow cytomcrric technique for monitoring drinking water for 
this and ocher parasites, developed by Vesey et af"' ·•, was 

being used in Australia, and suggested that we ought co 
chink about it in the United States, too. "Maybe I'll stick to 
Foster's for a while," said I. 

In 1998, while I was visiting Sydney (and being escorted 
by Hopi Yip, who was involved in the water analyses, to visit 
Duncan Veal, Belinda Ferrari , and others at Macquarie Uni

versity, where the methodology was developed) , che flow 
cytometric monitoring sysrem detected Cryptosporidium in 
drinking water from several sources in town. Nobody 
seemed to know where the parasite came from ; the grisly end 
of a dead kangaroo was one suggestion. lnrerescingly 
enough, there did not appear to be a widespread outbreak of 

diarrhea due co Cryptosporidium in Sydney at che time, al
though it might have been somewhat harder co detect due in 
the presence of another GI bug, presumably viral (I dubbed 
it the "Anzac rwo-scep"), char had been making rhe rounds 
for some weeks before parasites were found in che water 
supply. 

Cryptosporidium is hard to stain, and doesn ' t have a lot of 
surface antigens; the procedure used for detection in 1998 
involved presumptive flow cytometric idemificacion based 
on scatter signals and single-color immunofluorescence, fol
lowed by fluidic sorting onto filters, and subsequent visual 
examination. The Macquarie methodology for detection of 
both Cryptosporidium and Giardia has been improved con
siderably by che use of dual color immunofluorescence and 
immunomagnetic separarion3' 65·10, but I am told chat flow 
cycometty is no longer in routine use for water monitoring 
in Sydney, and I've gone back to American beer (Sam Ad
ams isn't from Milwaukee, anyway) . 

For what it's worth, in 200 I, Lindquist et al 3.,, com
pared four fluorescent anribody-based methods for detection 
of Cryptosporidium paroum in surface wacer, and reported 
that solid-phase cytometry had the highest presumptive and 
confirmed detection rates. Although flow cytomccry had the 
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next highest presumptive dececcion race in reagent wacer, ic 
placed chird in analyses of spiked surface and cap wacers, 
and , as used by these authors, lacked a confirmation proce
dure. 

Food Microbiology 

G . Ar al m• d La I B "lh al ' 159 .arc1a- mesco ec an p ace- u1 e et - con-
sidered applicacions of flow cytomccry ro food microbiology. 
Flow cyromerry has been used in conjunccion wich viabiliry 
markers such as FDA for rapid councing of yeasc, mold, and 
baccerial cells in food produces using Chemunex's single
paramccer flow cycomecer' 1

""; chis has allowed rapid decec
cion of low numbers of microbial concaminancs. The correla
cion between flow cytomecric results and product shelf life 
was excellenc. Chemunex's inscrumt:nc line (p. 430), now 
includes flow and solid phase cycomecers; rhey have been 
used for fermencacion monitoring as well as for dececrion of 
microbial concaminancs in food and wacer. 

I have already (pp. 430-1) mencioned chat inscrumencs 
for counring bacteria in milk are available from Bentley 
lnscrumencs, Delta Instruments bv, and FOSS Electric 
NS . Using a conventional flow cytometer wich fluorescent 
antibodies and propidium co derecc Listeria monocytogmes in 
milk, Donnelley, Baigenr, and Briggs2161 reporced thac flow 
cytomerry yielded a S.86% false posirive rare and a 0.53% 
false negarive rate when compared wich scandard culcure 
procedures. McClelland and Pinder"n were able co detect 
Salmonella ryphimun·um in dairy produces ar levels of 10'/ml 
using flow cycomecry and fluorescent monoclonal antibod
ies. 

Hennes et afm showed chat bacceriophages parasitic on 
Cyanobacteria retained dimcric cyanine dyes such as YOY0-
1 sufficiencly well ro be used co identify cheir rarger species 
in mixed populacions by fluorescence microscopy. Good
ridge ec al"'' adapted chis technique for dececcion of£. coli 
OIS7:H 7, using a bacteriophage shown co aHack mosc 
known varieries of chis scrain in combination wich immu
nomagnetic separation. They estimated char detection limits 
in food produces could be as low as I0' -101 organisms/ml, a 
level of sensitiviry equivalent co chat obrainable using PCR. 

Bioterrorism and Bioopporcunism 

As I have poinced out before (p. 74), flow cytomerry of 
biological specimens began wich anempcs at rapid detection 
of bacceriological warfare agencs by Gucker er al under U.S. 
Army auspices in che 1940's. Various American, British, and 
Canadian defense agencies, and their councerparcs elsewhere, 
have concinued co provide support for, and do, significanc 
work on flow cycometry of bacteri a" "'"''"~ ··""'' . 

For mosc military applications of flow cytometry, the 
specimen is likely co be che output of a device chat concen
craces particulate maner in aerosols; in the early l 990's, the 
l.J.S. Army build several dozen mobile chemical and biologi
cal agenc derccrion lab.~ imo Humvees, equipping each wirh 
a Coulter EPICS XL flow cycomecer inco which were fed 
sampll.'s from aerosol concentrators, stained wirh che acridine 

dye coriphosphine 0 . The Army next contracted wirh Los 
Alamos and Bio-Rad co develop a smaller instrument wich 
lower power consumption; che resulc was whac is now sold 
by Apogee (co qualified buyers; otherwise they have co kill 
you) as rhe A20 (see p. 430). A parallel effort accempced co 
develop a dercccion sysrem based on che B-0 FACSCouoc, 
the notion being char several hundred of chese would be 
mounced on rop of buildings at military bases around the 
world. I can jusr see the KC-135 modified to change the 
sheach water. 

!e's goccen hard ro keep crack of whac's going on on rhe 
military side of che biowarfare game, but business set:ms to 

be picking up in rhe homeland securiry area since che an
thrax arracks. A company called PointSource Technologies, 
LLC (hnp://www.safewarer.cv) ha~ been getting some press 
recencly, having received a patenc on what appears to be a 
flow cycometric method for dereccing individual bacterial 
pathogens in water supplies using scatter signals in sixteen 
differenc angular ranges . Their Vigilanc X-3 Microbiomecer 
was used to monitor the water supply at Qualcomm Sca
dium during the 2003 Super Bowl (see the Web sice for 
details) . Noc chat the biggies in the flow cycomecry business 
aren't looking for a piece of the accion; rhey're just being 
more discreet. 

If I seem to lack enthusiasm for much of the effort char 
has been made of lace to apply cytomerry co hiowarfare agen c 
detection, it is because I chink many of rhc decision makers 

involved in the process, as opposed co the people accually 
doing the work, have gonen overly enthusiastic abouc rhe 
cechnology and lost sight of what ic can and can't do . Air
borne lnscrumencs Laborarory builc a baccerial detection 
system for rhe Army in the l 960's char was essencially a 
static cytometer in a somewhat bulky backpack; ic collecced 
cells on a cape and stained chem with an acridine dye . I sus
pect irs performance was not much worse chan chat of a 
Humvee-based flow cycomecer. I also believe char some 
really compact, small, inexpensive cytomccric inscrumencs 
could now be developed for use by the milicary if and when 
realistic specs are arrived ar, and chat flow may noc be che 
besc way to go. 

Meanwhile, recent pasc and currenc evencs have occa
sioned some concern abouc whether what is published in the 
open literature might give aid and comfort co biocerroriscs 
and rogue staces, with a group of journal edirors and ocher 
interested parties concluding chat "Journals and scientific 
sociecies can play an important role in encouraging invesciga
cors co communicate results of research in ways char maxi
mize public benefits and minimize risks of misuse."w ' 

Viruses and Other Intracellular Pathogens 

Direcc detection of viruses by flow cycomerry is relat ively 
new, but che cechnology has been used for decades ro dececc 
infection of cells by viruses and other intracellular 
pathogens, such as chlamydia, by changes in nucleic acid 
content and/or by expression of pathogen-derived or pacho
gen-rdaced sequences or ancigens~'M" ·'JJ · \ . l4oJ.nio_ A report 



showed chac cyrokine-induced expression of human immu
nodeficiency virus in a chronically infecred line was accom
panied by increased expr~sion of membrane-bound IL-113•.!6; 
HIV P24 . " 6'· ' d RNA"0' al b d d . anugcn an m can so e etecre m 

peripheral blood mononuclear cells. Virus-cell interactions 
al b d . d . b b ... _,,, can so e sru 1e using mem rane pro es or cova-

lently labeled virus particlesm.1m.6• 

McSharry et al21 "" described a rapid merhod for detection 
of herpes simplex virus in clinical samples following ampli
fication in tissue culture. Qvist er al2167 .8 developed a method 
for flow cyrometric detection of bovine viral diarrhea virus 
in blood cells from persiscently infected caccle, and found ic 
co be at least as sensicive as virus isolation in cell culcure. 
Others applied flow cyrometry co inccractions of cells with 
rickeccsiae"••··0·' 181 and to analysis of antibody binding co 
chlamydia elemencary bodies21 7 1• McSharry reviewed che uses 
of flow cytometry in virology in l 994"'R; more recenc work 

will be discussed in the section on clinical microbiology. 
Scaccer signals from medium-sized and large viruses arc 

detcccable in laboracory-builr and in some commercial flow 
cyrometers" ·•srn•• (see Figure 7-5, p. 288), and we have al

ready noted (pp. 522-4) that deteccable fluorescence signals 
can be obtained from viruses treated with cyanine nucleic 
acid dyes. Aucofluorcscence is not a problem when measur
ing individual virions, so it is likely that a measurable im
munofluorescence signal could be obtained from a single 
virion using a slow flow system and, if necessary, appropriate 
amplificacion techniques. 

Ir is now feasible ro build a flow cycometer that could 
characterize phenotypic and, possibly, genotypic heterogene
ity in virus populations, and, when operated in an environ
menc designed for biohazard concainmenc, allow sorting of 
single virions with different characteriscics for subsequent 
scudy in culture. The instrumenc is noc likely, in itself, co be 
any more expensive than che fancier cell sorters now on the 
market; we're not talking about the superconducting supcr
collider. However, ir seems co me chat these gadgets should 
be installed at the CDC, NIH, and Fort Detrick, because 
virus sorting will, as cell sorting did, allow questions co be 
answered that could nor be answered any other way. 

Clinical Microbiology 

Alvarez-Barrientos et al3' 7? produced an extensive and 
well-referenced review on applications of flow cycometry co 
clinical microbiology in 2000. I wrote a shorter piece, echo
ing much of whar is said here, in 200 l 3480• 

Clinical microbiology is regarded as an area in which 
flow cycomecry looks very promising. Ir's looked very prom
ising for a generation, and millions of dollars in venture 
capital have been lose on whac, in retrospect, weren't out
standingly sensible approaches. 

When mosr people concemplate the gold in the hills - or 
ills - of clinical microbiology, they are chinking about diag
nostic bacteriology, on which over a billion dollars are 
spent annually. The dereccion and idemificarion phases of 
diagnosis have been introduced on pp. 528-31. 

Using Flow Cycomecers I 533 

The ideal clinical specimen for flow cyromcrric analysis is 
one in which relatively few particles and few bacteria are 
found in the absence of an infection, and in wh ich large 
numbers of bacteria are found when an infecrion is presenr. 
Blood is hardly ideal, because there are roo many large ob
jects such as plarelers and red and white cells getting in che 
way, and, even when che parienc is suffering from over
whelming septicemia, there may be no more than 1 organ
ism in each ml of blood (seep. 530). 

While spinal fluid , even in a case of meningitis, typically 
contains far fewer cells than blood, and while you may only 
need co look for a few differenc kinds of bacteria or fungi in 
ir, there are srill problems; rhe sample volume submicced for 
analysis is usually much less chan 1 mL, and specimens from 
patients wich bacterial meningitis may concain only a few 
dozen microorganisms. 

Urine is an excellent specimen. Between a chird and half 
the specimens submitted for bacteriologic workup nacion
wide are urine specimens, so any cost-effective technology 
rhac could improve analysis in rhis area should find wide
spread application. And urine is, believe it or not, rclacivcly 
clean . In uninfected individuals, urine is sterile and contains 
few particles; in parienrs wirh urinary rracc infections, urine 
typically contains ar lease rens and, more often, hundreds of 
thousands of bacteria per mL This means chat urine samples 
could be analyzed by flow cycomerry wirhouc much prior 
processing; rhere's no need for cencrifugacion or filcrarion , or 
for lysis of cells. In face, if your insrrumenc can count borh 
che whire cells and rhe bacceria in a urine specimen, it will 
do much beccer at diagnosing urinary cracc infections. 

I have already mentioned (p. 529) chac a Coulcer counter 
fined with a small orifice can dcrecr almost all cases of sig
nificant bacreriuria, bur char ic also identifies orher noninfec
tious particles in urine as bacteria. The capacities of Sysmex's 
UF-50 and UF-100 flow cyromerric urine analyzers (p. 510) 
for dececcion of bacceriuria have gocten mixed reviews·'"'··. I 
don't doubt chat an instrument using a suitable combination 
of nucleic acid stains, fluorogenic subsrraces such as FDA, 
and membrane potential probes would be able co idencify 
bacteria in samples, determine rheir metabolic activiry, and 
discriminate them from noninfectious inorganic and organic 
particles in che same size range. 

In che previous edition, I waxed almosc lyrical about the 
capabilities of small, red laser source flow cycomecers and 
red-excited cyanine membrane potential dyes for baccerial 
derecrion and idenrificacion . In chis edition, I have outlined 
an approach co a flow cycometric "Gram srain" using these 
insrruments and reagents (pp. 516-7); last rime around, I 
pointed our rhac the inscrumenr could also identify fungi , 
and leukocyres (which, in urine, provide independent con
firmation of the existence of bacterial infections) in rhe same 
samples used for bacterial detection. I also mencioned that, 
since bacteria will maintain membrane potencials in media 
in which rhey can grow, and lose membrane potential in 
media in which rhey cannot or in rhe presence of com
pounds chat inhibit their merabolism, ir would be possible co 
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do identificacion sreps beyond the "Gram stain" using the 
flow cyromeuic membrane porential measurement. For ex
ample, metabolic inhibition by crystal violet will distinguish 
Staphylncoccus from Streptococcus species. I am less enthusias
ric about this approach now; I suspect char it makes more 
sense to do growth- and inhibition-based identification us
ing scanning cytomecry and "nanowell places" containing 
small numbers of organisms, preferably incorporating micro
Auidics on-chip" "" to facilitate sample preparation, and che 
same approach may be in order for suscepcibiliry resting. I 
am sobered by what I hear from che people I know in che 
diagnostic microbiology business; they tell me char all of chis 
has ro be done for a quarrer, and rhar may be a rail order. 

Antimicrobial Susceptibility Testing: 
One Size Does Not Fit All 

What rhe clinicians generally care most about is nor so 
much detection and identification as antimicrobial suscep
tibility testing, i.e., determining which drugs kill or arrest 
che growth of the organism, and what concentrations of the 
effecrive agenrs are required. This can be initiated from the 
same inoculum used for rhe identification process, some
times making the clinically relevant information about 
which drug ro use avai lable before identification of the or
ganism has been completed. 

From rhe l 980 's on, an increasing percentage of clinical 
bacrcriology laboratories have installed automated systems 
for identification and suscepcibiliry resting, which provide 
results in 2 ro 7 hours, rather than in 15 to 24 hours, as is 
rhe case when traditional culture methods are used. The 
automated systems, although originally conceived as labor
and money-saving, as well as timesaving, have turned our to 
increase laborarory costs. However, an older scudy by Doern 
er al ',... and more recent work by Barenfanger er al3'"'" 

document rhe clinical impacr of rapid identification and 
suscepcibiliry resting; patients for whom diagnoses were 
made more rapidly wich the aid of automated systems had 
significantly lower morcaliry races and hospital coses and 
shorrcr hos pi ral stays. The motivation for developing cy
romerric techniques for rapid suscepcibiliry testing is 
stronger chan ever. Now, all we have ro figure ouc is how ro 
do chem. 

In many clinical situations, e.g., in che context of manag
ing urinary trace infections, knowing whether the pathogen 
is bacteria! or fungal and, if bacterial, whether ic is Gram
positive or Gram-negative, is usually enough to allow a phy
sician ro decide which anribiocic(s) to prescribe, at leasr ini
tially. The use of existing systems for sensiciviry resting 
would permit a prescription ro be changed, if necessary, 
within 24 hours. Ocher situations, e.g., septicemia and men
ingicis, may require more rapid answers. 

In considering responses ro biological warfare, the de
fense agencies have traditionally though in terms of adminis
tering antitoxins in the shore run and immunizing personnel 
against the agent, in the longer run. le is probably more sen
sible to consider antimicrobial agents as che shore-run de-

fense; it is poor strategy for your adversary to release an 
agent against which no antimicrobial is effective, and also 
poor strategy to use an agent against which you are likely to 
have stockpiled antitoxin and vaccine. Unfortunately, the 
major reason we now have ro chink about defense againsr 
biological warfare is that it has been, and may again be, used 
by less rational individuals than we once rhought might use 
itl'"', so all bees are off. 

When l first rook che position chac, faced with serious 
bacterial infections and/or biowarfare agents, we should de
termine bacterial antimicrobial susceptibiliry first, iniciare 
treacment, and then wait a day or rwo for deflnirive 
identification, it seemed to be heresy; it now appears chat 
other people are willing to consider what I call the 
"Andromeda Strain" approach. The precise species and 
strain of the organism are of epidemiologic and/or forensic 
significance; getting the parient on che right drug is cime
criticaJ , and, if you don't have specific reagents for an 
organism, you can scill figure our how to do cha1. 

Over che years, a lor of people have considered the use of 
flow cytometry for antimicrobial susceptibility resting. 
There are rwo main classes of antimicrobial agents. Bacteri
cidal agents, e.g., penicillin and streptomycin, kill bacreria; 
bacceriosratic agents, e.g., chloramphenicol, keep organ
isms from growing, bur don't kill chem. The most obvious 
way in which to determine the effects of either type of 
drug on cultures is co compare bacterial counts over time 
in treated and control cultures, and, after all rhese years, 
there doesn't seem co be a better indicator or set of indica
tors of antibiotic sensitiviry char will work in all types of 
bacceria. 

In early work, Cohen and Sahar""" used light scaccer and 
erhidium fluorescence to identify and count bacteria in cul
tures from body fluids and exudates, and detected suscepri
biliry to arnikacin within 1 h in 12 of 13 positive specimens. 
Gane er al'"", using a FACScan, reported being able ro dis
criminate between the effects of different antibiotics based 
on morphologic (i.e., scaccer signal) changes. Raponi er af-''' 
noted changes in E. coli capsular morphology in response to 
low doses of antibiotics. 

I found years ago'"'s chat bactericidal antibiotics rake 
away membrane potentials; in addition, some antibiotics, 
such as aminoglycosides, diminish membrane potential in 
susceptible organisms within 5-10 min. lJsing scatter and 
membrane potential probe fluorescence measurements and 
counts from my liccle red laser system, 1 could determine 
antibiotic sensiciviry of several common species within 60-90 
min. Ocher investigators reported similar resulcs in scnsiciv
iry testing with commercial flow cycometers; Bercovier et 
al''' used rhodamine 123 as rhe membrane potential probe, 
while Ordonez and Wehman1161 used DiOC,(3). 

Early enthusiasm for the technique was tempered by rhc 
realization that che need for multiple aliquots greacly in
creases che time needed to rest a single clinical sample. If you 
are cesring cen antimicrobial agents at rwo concenrracions, 
you have ro look at rwenry aliquots of sample plus a control. 



A flow cycomerric system can gee susceptibility information 
for one sample in an hour or so, bur ten minutes of rhe hour 
will be used ro run rhe mulriple aliquors rhrough the in
strumenc. If you have a couple of dozen brorh cultures, flow 
will get the first one done faster rhan rhe 96-well sensiriviry 
cesrer, bur the 96-well apparatus will finish the lot well 
ahead. 

Enthusiasm was tempered, but not exringuished. Work 
on flow cyromerric susceptibility tests continued, as summa
rized in reviews by Alvarez-Barriemos et al"'?, Davey et al ... 88 , 

and Walberg and Sceen3••?. 

Bacteria: Confusion Reigns 

Uncil recently, mosr reported srudies on bacteria and 
fungi measured only a single fluorescence paramerer, assess
ing "viability" by membrane imegrity, derermined using 
fluorogenic substrates such as FDA or dyes such as 
propidium and Sytox Green, or by rhe presence of a mem
brane pocencial, determined with cyanines, oxonols, or rho
damine 123. For whar ir's worth, while the results of flow 
cyromerric susceptibility rescs of bacteria correlate wirh cul
ture results, estimates of rhe fraction of viable bacteria by 
cyromerry and from culcure are typically differenc by at lease 
a faccor of five. The besr correspondence I have ever seen was 
obrained in my lab, in studies iniriaced by Jared Silverman of 
Cubist Pharmaceuticals on the mechanism of acrion of the 
lipopepride antibiotic daptomycin34?0; viable counts esri
mated by ratiomerric membrane potential were within a 
factor of two of place counts. Not coincidentally, dapromy
cin 's antimicrobial action appears to be incimately related to 

its rapid depolarizing action on the cell membrane. 
As was noted on pp. 519-22, once people started looking 

ar mulriple funcrionaJ parameters231 1.2610·3'%-8, rhings became 

more complicated. Different antibacterial agents may have 
differenc effects on various funcrional parameters in differenc 
bacteria against which they are effective, meaning that no 
single functional parameter is optimal for susceptibility de
termination for aJI drugs and all species. 

Counts srill work. ln mosc cases, one can get adequare 
counts of organisms in 96-well plates by determining turbid
ity (which is affecred by the size as well as the number of 
organisms)' 68), or by using nucleic acid stains such as Pico 
green or tetrazolium dyes, and a flow cyromerer is an expen
sive alrernarive. The "nanowell place" approach I suggested 
on p. 534 may make for shorrer incubarion rimes chan are 
needed using 96-well plates. 

If one considers rhe plate count ro be a "gold standard" 
for susceptibility resting and other viability determinations, 
ic is importanr co remember char what is counced on a place 
are colonies, and rhar a colony forming unit (CFU) may 
be a single organism or an aggregate. When nucleic acid 
stains or indicators of merabolism are used for the readout of 
a microwell assay, che signal is proportional to che number 
of organisms, nor co the number of aggregates. If nothing is 
done to break up aggregares, rhe "events" decected by flow 
cytomecry (and chose sorced into plates, as illustrated in Fig-
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ure 10-30, p. 521) may represent single cells or aggregates, 
and, if an appropriare cytomerric indicator of "viability" is 
selected, flow cytomerric data should agree well wirh plate 
counts, as was the case in our dapromycin studies'"'". These 
were done primarily wich Staphylococcus aureus, which forms 
dumps of cells. Ocher organisms, such as Streptococcus pyo
genes, form long chains; disaggregation may be necessary 
before flow cytometry can be done. Mild sonicarion is rhe 
preferred rechnique2"'°·31 '". 

The molecular biologists would like ro do away with 
growing bacreria alrogerher, relying on detection of resis
tance genes in amplified DNA. Flow cytomerry could play a 
part in char if multiplexed bead assays are used for the read
outw". or if slow flow is used ro read "fingerprinrs" of strains 
with known resiscance characteristics based on DNA frag
ment size in digests '0 " " 0• 

I still believe that multiparamercr flow cyromerry can 
play an imporrant role in analyses of the bases of ancibioric 
resistance and in rhe development of new antimicrobial 
agents (p. 522). This has taken on a new urgency with rhe 
emergence of drug-resistant srrains of organisms causing 
tuberculosis and pneumonia, among ocher diseases, and wich 
increasing concern abour biorerrorism. Flow cyromerry can 
provide both direcr and indirect measures of drug uprake by 
microorganisms, faciliraring undemanding of rhe permeabil
ity barriers and efflux mechanisms involved in drug resis
rance3m·•. This work will require running a lot of samples, 

and a lot of hazardous samples, at thar. 

Mycobacteria: Down for the Count 

Speaking of hazardous samples, Mycobacterium tuberculo
sis is high on my list of organisms to avoid. A single individ
ual working at Maine's Bath Iron Works managed ro infect 
over 400 concacrs with a fairly nasty strain of TB, and the 
bug is readily spread by coughing, sneezing, ere., unlike, say, 
HIV or Ebola virus. 

While tuberculosis is a bad disease, the organism itself 
grows slowly enough in vitro so chat it takes weeks ro deter
mine whether a culture is posirive. This makes conventional 
susceptibility testing take a long rime. Ronald Schell and his 
coworkers ar che Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene 
have developed several flow cytomecric assays for antimicro
bial susceptibility in mycobacreria"'"·'. They initially'"' used 
FDA as an indicator; this made ic necessary to stain organ
isms, which is more of a problem in mycobacreria rhan in 
most ocher species, and to work with unfixed specimens, 
which scared mosr potential users off. However, they subse
quently esrablished~·· that organisms in fixed specimens 
could be idenrified and counted based on rheir scarcer char
acteristics, enabling rhe rest to be done safely in most labora
rories. Resulcs are available in 72 hours, which classifies as 
rapid in this conrext. 

Antifungal Susceptibility: Flow Does the Job 

Previously, Green et al"42 used scarrer and propidium 
fluorescence co determine susceptibility of Candida albicans 
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and other fungi to a variety of agencs wichin 3 h. Much sub
sequent work on flow cytomerric ancifungal susceptibility 
cesrs has relied primarily on dye exclusion tescs using 
propidium·"91 ' ; ocher studies"9" ·'00 utilize Molecular Probes' 

dye FUN-1 ' '", which localizes in vacuoles and imparrs red 
fluorescence to metabolically active cells with intact mem
branes, while cells wirh damaged membranes exhibir diffuse 
yellow-green fluorescence. Acridine orange310 ' and membrane 
pmencial dyes'10'' have also been used as viability indicacors. 
Perhaps because many ancifungal agents ace primarily on che 
cytoplasmic membrane, resulrs of flow cycomecric ancifungal 

susceptibility ccscs of Aspergi!Lus and Candida species and of 
Cryptococcus neoformans and Toruwpsis glabrata correlate well 
wirh both rhe NCCLS M-27srandard mechodHW.H?Moo.310' 

and with clinical outcomes""''; results are available several 
days earlier using flow. 

Antiviral Susceptibility by Flow Cyrometry 

Changes in che fracrion of cells synchesizing viral anci
gens and in rhc patcerns of expression of viral antigens have 
been used as che basis for resrs of suscepcibility of herpes 
simplex virus type i ·'10', cyromegalovirus3101·' , and human 
herpesvirus 6 1108 ro a variety of antiviral drugs; rhe flow cy
comerric assays are subsrancially less labor-incensive rhan 

conventional alternative methods. 
From my poinc of view, if flow cyrometry can make it 

anywhere in clinical microbiology, ir will be in rhc area of 
bacrerial derection, using inexpensive instruments and nu
cleic acid and/or membrane pocencial dyes. The cechnology 
is particularly well suited to urine microbiology, but rhe 
same machine chac can work on urine can also handle cul
tures in liquid media. I've been saying all this for twenty 
years, and not much has happened. There are at lease I 0,000 
potcncial sires in che U.S. in which such inscrumencs could 
be placed, which represencs a nice marker; when you con
sider char there's a chance rhe instrument could be made 
inexpensive enough ro pur in a doctor's office, rhe marker is 
even more anracnve. 

Or should be. BO has had a big share of che flow cy
cometry market and an even bigger share of che diagnoscic 
microbiology marker for decades, and never produced a 
flow-based microbiology produce. They have inviced me co 
pirch one ro chem on two occasions fifteen years apart; no 
sale. There are some smaller companies pursuing environ
mental and food microbiology (see Chapter 8), but it will 
probably cake a big one to make a denc in rhe clinical area. 

Cytometry in Vaccine Development 

The earlier secrion on lymphocyte activation docu
mcnccd the present ability of flow cycomerry co derecc anti
gen-specific T lymphocytes and co derermine rheir func
cional capacities. Prevencion via immuni·ation remains one 
of the besc ways of dealing wirh infectious diseases, and ac
cive efforcs are underway co develop and refine vaccines for 
relacively new agencs, such as HIV. and for the granddaddy 

of chem all, smallpox, exrincc in che wild but scill pucring the 
terror in biocerrorism. 

Using incracellular cycokine production as an indicacor 
of COB+ T lymphocyce response, Frelinger and Garba ';:•i 

scimulared lymphocyces from unvaccinared and previously 
vaccinated individuals; while rhe levels of response dimin
ished with cime since vaccination, even those pariencs vacci
naccd more chan 35 years prior to challenge showed some 
response. 

Lecvin cc al310'' discuss che prospeccs for developing HIV 
vaccines; their work to dare with animal models indicates 

thac vaccines can elicic proceccive ancigcn-specific cycoroxic 
T cclls'110 , bur also char a single nucleotide muracion in che 
virus can result in che deach of an immunized animal "". 

This ourcome notwirhsranding, papers by rhe Lecvin group 
provide an excellenc example of how co assess immune re
sponses co vaccines. 

Reed er af1" developed a flow cycomecric bead assay for 
measuring che ancibody response co rhe "protective" ancigcn 
of Bacillus anthracis; multiplexed immunoassays may facili
rare demonscration of ancibodies co mulriple ancigens from 
mulriple pathogens, whecher induced by prophylacric im
munization or by infeccion3113 • Cirino cc a1 11" developed a 
flow cycomecric assay co idcncify scFv ancibody fragmencs 

chat disrupted anchrax toxin binding, which are potencially 
useful in chc rreacmenc of rhe infecrion. 

Geoffroy et al"49 used GFP ro enable monicoring of lactic 
acid bacceria used as live oral vaccine veccors, while Haid
inger ar el"10 used GFP to facilitate removal of live bacteria 
from vaccines made from baccerial ghosts. 

Microbiology Odds and Ends 

Foucher et al 2264 reviewed flow cyromecric applicarions in 
rhe broad area of microbiology before rhe previous edirion of 
chis book was published. Some ocher older references21"' .. 

show char dencal researchers jumped on rhe flow microbiol
ogy bandwagon ahead of mosc of che rest of us. Then, there 
are some older and newer papers on opsonizing ancibod
ies2268·'2 and bacrerial inccractions wich cells2n ·'-'" ' ·, including 

a few on my old friend Helicobacrer pylori (yes, I've run some 
rhrough my machine). 

I scill heartily recommend two excellenc papers1F 16 which 
togecher combine quancicarive immunofluorescence, image 
analysis, and flow cycometry in direct <lemonsrrarions of 
anaerobic bacteria in stool. The subject macrer may stink, 
bur che merhodology is superb. I mighc add char, thanks co 
papers like these and the work shown in Figure I 0-27 (p . 
518)3391, it is no longer technically correct ro look ar bad 
immunophcnotyping (Figure I 0-2, p. 447) and say "This 
looks like crap"; we now know what crap looks like. 

Parasitology 

As long as flow cycometry remains an expensive rcch 
nology, ic is unlikely to find much use in clinical diagnosis of 
parasitic diseases, whatever its urility in research in chis field. 



There are probably nearly a billion people with malaria; 
most of chem arc poor and don't live in the United Scates, 
which has kept interest in malaria in chis country focused on 
being able co treat the disease in American military person
nel senr elsewhere. 

By chc time the previous edition of chis book was writ
ten, flow cytomecry had been used by several groups of in
vestigators to demonstrate the presence in red blood cells of 
intracellular parasites, including various species of Babesia 
(babesiosis), Plasmodium (malaria), and Trypanosoma (Afri
can sleeping sickness and Chagas' disease)'90•177·• 1, and to 

scudy che cell cycle of the malaria parasite Plasmodium falci
parnm''' '·•. DNA fluorochromes had been shown to permit 
discriminacion of parasicized from uninfected cells and, in 
some cases, purification of viable infected cells by sorting. 
Cells containing some parasites also could be identified by 
their higher apparem membrane potemials'90· " 939• Jack.son ec 
al°'0 applied fluorescence microscopy wich an FDA/ethidium 
scain co determining "viabiliry," i.e. membrane imegrity, of 
intra- and excracellular Leishmania; the flow cytometric ver
sion of chis assay has since been used wich numerous species 
of parasices. 

Flow cytomecry can decect malaria parasitemia, using 
fluorescent dyes'"'-4, a cytochemical (Technicon H-l) hema-

1 al 2111 d l . d 21J•·' to ogy an yzer , an po arize scatter measuremems 
(p. 279). le has also been used co characterize che DNA con
tent and growth kinecics11709 of Plasmodium species and cheir 
effects on red cell antigens2180.3, and to analyze che effects of 
drugs and ocher treatmentsm"16 19·"'"6 • 

Flow cycometry was also used co study the DNA con
' """" h 219H c h · · 1<81.2 1'18 ·202.2214 d rem , growt , sunace c araccensucs , an 

tr h h 220)-\ f d h tr f d 1\ 79·•0 . !~0<. errects on t e osc o , an t e erreccs o rugs on , 
various species of Trypanosoma. Growch, surface antigens, 
and hose cell inceractions of Leishmania species were also 
investigated i rn .no,.u. 

Moving on to organisms which, at least occasionally, 
worry Americans, chere was some flow cytomecry done on 
incescinal parasites of che genera Giardia1211 " ·222' and Crypto
sporidium1222". Alderete and coworkers212\.8 invescigated che 
surface antigens of T richomonas vagina/is and chei r relation
ship to infeccivity; it appears chat virulence of chis organism 
is mediated by infection wich a double-stranded RNA virus. 
Humphreys, Allman, and Lloyd2m used FDA/Pl and an 
oxonol membrane pocencial dye in viability cescs for T. 
vagina/is. Pneumocystis carinii, the causative organism of the 
pneumonia fatal to many people with HIV infection, also 
came under flow cycometric scruciny"20·m 1·'. 

There were a bunch of ocher papers on flow cytometry in 
parasicologymi-<• chac I included in che references to che 
Third Edition; at chat point, I declined to "open chac can of 
worms and protozoa." I will again beg off on a detailed dis
cussion, and point you to some more recent references deal
ing wirh Acanthamoeba"'0· ' , Babesia3m, Cryptosporidium31!H 

(also see p. 528), Eimeria3127, E11cephalitowon1m·•. 
G.. d' JI}(). , L . h . }\31-• -r'h 'le . ')" d T JH• 1ar. Ill , eis manw , 1 ' et rza· · , an rypanosoma 
species. 
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Work on che biology and chemotherapy of malaria ha.~ 
continued"""\ and some progress seems ro have heen made 
coward development of a prevencive vaccine3W··~-, 

The first papers on deteccion of malaria parasicemia used 
the UV-excited Hoechst dyes and relatively large inscru
ments'7•·•; Makler cc aim took a seep in che right direction by 
demonstrating chat chiazole orange and che FACScan could 
be used to detect and analyze Plasmodium species in blood, 
and ocher recent papers used cchidium and propidium. Thac 
still keeps things in the realm of instruments chat use blue
green or green excicacion. However, I (unpublished} have 

managed to detect P. falciparum in parasicized red cells using 
oxazine 750 and a Cytomute wich a 7 mW red He-Ne laser, 
and chis dye and others could be used in an inexpensive cy
tomecer wich a red diode laser as a lighc source'"'. I don 't 
know whether che billion victims are going co he any bencr 
off if such an inscrumenc exists, but one can be made if it 's 
needed. It can also be used for malaria research. for which 
funding doesn't seem to be lavish anywhere . 

Meanwhile, you might wane to run a copy of chis seccion 
by che parasicologists and/or tropical medicine specialises in 
your institution, especially if chey don't use your machine. 
Take chem co lunch. Buy them acceptable beverages. You 
mighc gain friends and/or paying customers. 

Pharmacology and Toxicology 

Flow cytomecric analysis of drug effects on cells in vitro 
has, for some time, been considered as an alcernacive co ani-

1 . !026 ma cestmg . 

Drugs and the Life and Death of Cells 

Since some of che first users of fluorescence flow cytome
try were involved in cancer diagnosis , research, and treat
ment, ic is not surprising chat much early work in both the 
Uniced States and Europe used ONA content analysis ro 

determine effects of anticancer drugs on the cell cycle. In 
the early l970's, ic seemed chere was an unending licany of 
papers encided "Effeccs of (your drug here) on cell cycle 
traverse in (your cell type}" ; while, from today's point of 
view, few of chose papers seem all chac informative, flow 
cycometry has become steadily more valuable in che analys is 
of interactions berween drugs and cells. Testing has grown 
more specific; where once one might have simply followed 
DNA cement discribucions over cime to derecc DNA dam
age, chere arc now, for example, tests based on du al
parameter DNAfprocein•H or DNNRNA9~4 analysis , or on 
detection of DNA denaturacion"1 ~ ''. Recent discussions of 
drugs and che cell cycle have been published by Shackney 
and Shanke/110 and Traganos ec aim'. 

In many cases, it is possible to study drug uptake 
directly, using fluorescent drugs such as the anthracyc
linesllnaiu or labeled analogs such as fluoresceinated deriva
tives of methotrexace35"' ; chis has been discussed on pp. 376-
7. Charcossec et al62~ used flow cytomecry co demonstrate 
chac the uptake of a cationic drug, was as expected, depend
ent upon membrane potential; the particular drug studied 
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was rhe fluorcscenr DNA incercalamr N-merhylelliprici
nium, which has been srudied as an anticancer agenr. 

Even when direcr assessment of drug uprake on a cell-by
cell ba~is is nor possible, flow cyromcrry can readily provide 
quantirative analyses of the effects of different drug doses 
on cells' metabolism over rime courses ranging from sec
onds m weeks, using rhe full range of parameters available. 

The resulcs of flow cyrometric assays of drug effects on 
mammalian cell viability have noc always correlaced well 
wich resulrs obcained from culcure. Poor er al 'm report thac 
culcure of cells prior m drug rreacment followed by assess
ment of proliferative survival by Hoechst 33342/echidium 
detection of BrUdR incorporation after 72 h exposure co rhe 
label yields cytomecric resulrs comparable ro chose obrained 
from colony-forming assays. 

In recent years, ic has become appreciated char many cy
roroxic drugs induce apoptosis in suscepciblc cells; 
0al'7.ynkiewicz and his coworkcrs.m·'' have described borh 
drug effecrs and rhe methods for cheir study using both flow 
cytomecry and laser scanning cytometry. 

There is also intcresr in replacing csrablished methods in 
toxicology by faster, more auromared, flow cytomerric 
merhods. Zucker cc al 101' ·9 scudied membrane effects of rribu
rylcin, which were analyzed by borh biochemical and flow 
cytomecric assays. Yurkow et al ·''~· ~ used a specific anribody 
to monitor cellular levels of the protein of metallothionein, 
which increase following exposure co heavy merals. Effecrs of 
toxic agents on spermatogenesis can also be detected by 
flow cycomcrry"1"0·'. 

Erythrocyte Micronucleus Assays 

Several flow cytomerric adapracions have been described 
for che bone marrow and blood erythrocyte micronucleus 
assays '06J·•.ms.us. These are standard tests for effects of clasto

genic agents. le was noted on p. 453 rhac DNA damage due 
to such compounds or co radiarion could be detected by 
increases in the CV of DNA histograms, but chis requires 
carefully controlled, high-resolurion flow cytometry29"· 2·1169 • 

While rhe nuclei of mammalian erythrocytes are normally 
exrruded during maturation, cells exposed co clasrogenic 
agents retain chromosome fragments, or micronuclei, which 
can be detected by appropriate staining. 

Since rhe objective is co derecr DNA-containing micro
nuclei in rdacively immacure red cells (rericulocyces), which 
normally contain RNA, it is necessary to discriminate be
rween the rwo rypes of nucleic acid. The earlier versions of 
flow cyrorncrric micronucleus assays used Hoechst 33342 or 
DAPI as DNA selective stains'""·'·', identifying reticulocytes 
by rhiazole orange staining, and cherefore required dual-laser 
flow cytometers with UV and 488 nm excicarion, making it 
impractical to implement the a~says on mosc fluorescence 
flow cyromerers. 

Beginning in the early l 990's, Torous and her col-
l lOG<>H.•;,,, .. k d d b . I eagues wor e cowar a ro use m1cronuc eus assay 
that can now be run on a single (4 88 nm)-laser flow cycome
ter. Reciculocyces are idencified by staining wich fluorescein-

labeled anti-CD71 antibody; cells arc fixed and stained with 
propidium after RNAse crearment, and malaria-parasirized 
erythrocytes arc used as a DNA standard''0 ' . This rest proved 
co be reproducible in a rnulrilaboracory srudy 11'•' . A further 
improvement has been reponed·';,"' in which SYBR Green or 
SYTOX Green replaces propidium as the DNA srain and 
PE-labeled antibodies are used to detect CD? I; a PE-Cy5 
anri-glycophorin antibody is added to improve discrimina
tion of erythroid cells. 

Micronucleus assays for laser scanning cycomerers have 
been described by Styles er al"'0 and Smolewski er al " .' . 

Toxic Waste and B cell Proliferation 

During the l 980's and early l 990 's, rhe Centers for Dis
ease Control determined peripheral blood lymphocyre im
munophenotypes of approximately 900 individuals living 
near toxic waste cleanup (Superfund) sires and 600 concrols; 
and discovered what appeared co be a higher incidence of B 
cell monoclonal lymphocytosis 1180 (BCML), which may or 
may nor be a precursor of B cell chronic lymphocyric leu
kemia·"81, in the group near Superfund sires. A follow-up 
investigation confirmed the findings "8'. The difference in 
incidence of BCML between the two populations was small 
enough so char ir would not have been noticed in a study of 
fewer chan I 00 individuals; chis should remind us that look
ing for small effects in small groups can be a (nontoxic) 
waste of rime and money. 

Radiation Dosimetry 

Snopov et al~112 used an antibody againsr thymine dimers 
to estimate the dose of radiation received by mononuclear 
leukocytes in irradiared blood. An older cechnique for esti
mating radiation dose from the frequency of rnuracions ar 
che eryrhrocyce glycophorin A locus' 1''·' has been used co 
scudy survivors of the atomic bombing of Japan""''· and the 
nuclear accident at Chernobyl"''-8 •. 

Food Science 

Somatic Cell Counts in Milk 

Counts of somatic (nucleated) cells in milk serve as 
che principal cricerion for determining whcchcr a cow's ud
der is healthy and, therefore, whether ics milk is suitable for 
consumption. In most countries, such analyses are required 
by law; if the presence of mastitis is indicated by an elevated 
cell count, rhe milk cannor be sold. 

The major problem in somatic cell counting in milk is 
discrimination of cells from fat droplets ; Breer er al'"" 
showed char this could be done by adding acridinc orange to 
a milk sample and analyzing rhe sample on a flow cymmercr. 
A respectable number of Parrec's smaller flow cycomerers 
were sold co dairy concerns for somatic cell counting. When 
I first heard about chis, it seemed co me char a flow cyrome
tcr was a bit pricey for chis application; I was wrong. As ir 
happens, rhe instruments rhen mosr widely used for somaric 
cell counting cost ac least as much as flow cytomccers. They 



were the Fossomatic series, manufactured by Foss Electric 
NS (p. 431) . In these instrumencs, a milk sample was di
lurcd in buffer containing ethidium bromide, which stained 
nuclei; the suspension was then applied to a rotating disc, 
forming a chin layer of cells which passed under the objec
tive of a fluorescence microscope with a PMT, fitted with an 
appropriate emission filrer, placed in its image plane. Foss's 
newer Fossamatic 5000 instrumencs, and their competitors 
from Bentley Insuuments in the U.S. (p. 430) and Delta 
Inscrumencs bv in rhe Netherlands (p. 431), are flow cy
tometers. They are not incendcd to gee I pcrcenc CV's on 
ethidium bromide fluorescence; all they have to do is dis
criminate stained nuclei from ocher stuff in the sample; and 
they work well enough so that there are hundreds in use. 

Oscensson 'on used a more convencional flow cytomecer 
to follow total and differential leukocyte counts in blood and 
milk in experimental endoroxin-induced bovine mastitis, 
and Saad and Ascrom1021 examined estrogen effects on blood 
and milk leukocytes. Redelman ec al'°2', using carboxydi
mechylfluorescein diacecace co label intact cells in milk, 
could identify five or more cell clusters on two-parameter 
displays of fluorescence vs. orthogonal scatter. Pillai et al"0 

and Rivas ec aJ3s•• report chat differential count informarion 
provides somewhat more information about udder health 
srarus than simple somatic cell councs; D'Haese et alms ex
amined a solid phase cytometer as an option for somaric cell 
counting and found ir less effective than a Fossomatic in
strument. 

Bencley, Delta, and Foss also manufacture flow cytomet
ric apparacus for counting bacteria in raw milk; chis cesring 
is, as far as I know, currenrly not mandatory in rhe U.S. 

Seo et al' 180 reported that a rapid method combining flow 
cytometry and immunomagnetic bead separation followed 
by 6 h enrichment in culture could detect very small num
bers of E. coli 0157:H7 inoculated into raw milk, ground 
beef, and apple juice samples; as few as four organisms/g of 
ground beef could be found; Goodridge et al3473 estimate 
detection sensitivity of I 02 organisms for ml in milk using 
their flow cytomecric bacteriophage assay. 

Brew ha ha 

Jespersen, Lassen, and Jakobsen 202s applied flow cytome
try to detecr wild yeast infections in breweries. After selective 
enrichment in cul cure for 48-72 h and staining with a 
fluorogenic substrate, they could find one wild yeast cell per 
106 culcure yeast cells. They probably used lagerithmic am
plifiers. 

A Loaf of Bread, a Jug of Wine ••• 

Attfteld et al.isu showed chat flow cytomerry with oxonol 
dyes and propidium was useful for estimating che activity of 
reconstituted dry yeasts, which are widely used in both bread 
baking and winemaking. If your sourdough starter is a non
starter, check it out in your lab. 

Malacrino et al1m found flow cytomerry useful for moni
coring populations of both yeast and rhe bacterium Oenococ-
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cus oeni, which improves taste by converting malic acid ro 
lactic acid, in wine; Graca da Silveira et al '~"" used flow cy
rometry co monitor membrane integrity of 0. oeni. 

Resverarrol, a polyphenolic antioxidant found in red 
wine's"o 7, is reported to inhibit cell growth, including rumor 
cell growth, induce apopcosis in cultured leukemia cells, and, 
at high levels, decrease cell responses associated with in
flammation. To your health! 

Since cheese goes so well with wine, chis is a good place 
co mention chat Bunchof er alm• used Molecular Probes 
LIVE/DEAD BacLight kir"" with fluorescence and confocal 
microscopy and flow cytomerry co monitor permeabilizacion 
of cheese starter bacteria. 

Seeing the Blight 

Phytophthora infestans, an important plane pathogen 
originally classified as a lower fungus bur now thought co be 
closer co algae and diatoms, caused the great potaco famine 
in Ireland in the mid-19th century; ocher species of the same 
genus cause root roe in squashes, cucumbers, peppers, and 
ocher species. Day er a!' 1 .... report chat Calcofluor White 
staining, flow cytometry and a sophisticated data analysis 
algorithm allow Phytophthora infestans sporangia co be dis
criminated from ocher airborne biological particles. We 
don't wane fries wich char. 

Major Food Group: Chocolate 

Lase but not lease in the food section, I come co a major 
reason I have kept such sanity as I have while generating ch is 
volume. According to Rein er aJ·"'00· ' , cocoa polyphenols in 
hibit platelet activation in vitTo, with the effect also being 
detected after cocoa consumption. Time for a chocolate 
break. 

Biorechniques and Biotechnology 

This section is oriemed coward industrial uses of flow cy
romerry, but includes a few cricks char didn't seem co fall 
under ocher headings I had. If you're interested, you might 
wane to look at a 1996 book edited by A1-Rubeai and Em
ery, Flow Cytometry Applications in Cell Culture """; a new 
book on Flow Cytometry in Biotechnology, edited by Larry 
Sklar, should be published by Oxford University Press in 
2003 or 2004. There is a 2001 review article by Rieseberg er 
al on "Flow cyrometry in biotechnology")"°'. but it has a loc 
of introductory material on flow cytometry and lirrle derail 
on che applications. 

In rhe l 970's, when people first got che notion rhac flow 
cytomecry might be useful in the design and analysis of in
dustrial processes involving prokaryotic and eukaryoric cells, 
the metabolic reactions involved were those that had evolved 
with che cells; coday, the influence of recombinant DNA 
technology is peivasive. James Bailey·"'"', who published 
some of rhe earliest papers on mulriparameter flow cytome
try of bacteria"'·m. was perhaps rhe first chemical engineer to 

appreciate what genetic manipulation could accomplish in 
the field he called "metabolic engineering," and combined 
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flow cycomerry and ocher experimental techniques wich 
machemacical modeling co scudy the dynamics of baccerial 
and yeasc populacions. His students have continued co use 
flow cyromecry for such applications as on-line monitoring 
f b. '""' d 1 . f 11 '''0' • o 1oreacrors an se ecuon o yeasi cc s expressing 

ancibodies wich higher affinicies chan can be generaced in che 
• 3(106 
immune syscem 

There seem co be only a few basic approaches to flow cy
comecry in biotechnology. Flow cycomecers wichout sorting 
capability arc used for high throughput screening, the ob
jecrive being co look at a rclarively simple inceraction, such 
as ligand binding, in a maximum number of samples in a 
minimum rime. fast sample handling hardware (p. 365-6) 
has reduced rhc rime needed co process a single sample co 
under rwo seconds; multiplexing may allow samples co be 
mixed before analysis, funher increasing throughpuc. 

Sorccrs, preferably high-speed sorters, are used co isolate 

the "bcsc and the brighcest" fraction of a percent of cells or 
beads from highly heccrogeneous mixed populacions, based 
on ligand binding and/or mecabolic accivicy. 

While che applications jusc mentioned typically do nor 
require measurement of a large number of paramecers, it is 
likely char successful on-line process monitoring will, al
though, once che righc measurement parameters have been 
selecced, ic should be possible co gee by with a lower analysis 
race. A number of papers relcvanc co cheorerical and practical 
aspects of process monitoring, dealing wich bacceria, yeast, 
and cukaryocic cells, have appeared since chc previous edi
tion was published·'·"""·''""'"'" .. '""'"". 

Protein and Gene Expression on Cells and Beads 

While phage display (p. 348) provided che first widely 
used cechnology for generacing and expressing combinatorial 
libraries of anribodies and ocher proteins, che more recenc 
rrend has been coward expression of engineered enzymes, 
antibodies, and recepcors in bacteria and yeasc'"" ·" . The an
cibodies, in parcicular. are expected co be useful in rherapy as 
well as in diagnosis and research. Cell sorting seems co be che 
preferred mode for selection in chis business, but simpler 
technologies have been reporced co work"'""·l'•-'·". 

Sydney Brenner and his colleagues'-'"• have used sorting 
ro identify differentially expressed genes by rwo-color analy
sis of o ligonuclcotide-bearing beads. 

Getcing Big Molecules into Small Cells 

T here arc several ways of gerring large molecules such as 
dexcrans, proceins and DNA, or impermeanc molecules, 
such as acid dyes, inco cells; Lee er al'"" used flow cycomecry 
ro evaluaCl: rhree. The firsc was cell fusion, in chis case, with 
red blood cell ghosts loaded with a fluorescent reporcer 

molecule. T he second technique, osmotic lysis of pino
somes, involved a brief exposure of cells co a hypertonic 
solution containing the reporter molecule; subsequently, a 
hypoconic media was added which lysed rhe pinosomes 
formed during hyperconic ueacment. The third technique 
was scrape loading, which creates cransienc holes in the cell 

membrane, allowing reporcer molecules ro enter cells, br 
application of mechanical force. Osmocic lysis of pinosomes 
offers several advantages; it is simple, efficient (virtually all 
cells became fluorescendy labeled), and enables larger 
amounts of material ro be loaded more uniformly into cells 
while maintaining excellent viability. 

Electroporation, in which pores in the membrane are 
rransienrly created by brief applicacion of a scrong electric 
field, is anochcr widely used mer hod for loading cells '-'ll u "' ' ''. 
Weaver cc al'"' ,.."'"·"·· have used flow cytomecry and fluores

cence microscopy with fluorescenc reporter molecules of 
various sizes co analyze chc dynamics of che eleccroporarion 
process itself and the changes which occur in membrane 
transport characteristics. 

Scaying Alive, Staying Al ive 

Rodriguez and Lodish}61• improved survival of arcached 

cells following seleccion for gene expression and sorcing into 
microwell places by providing a drug-scnsicive feeder layer of 
cells in each well which could be disposed of once sufficient 
growth of the sorted cells had taken place. 

Katsuragi ec a1 1GJ? were searching for bacceria wich high 
thiamine production, bur che only assay co which chey had 
access killed many of che bacteria. They were able co recover 
and culcure high-producing mains by establishing colonies 
in microdroplets before performing che assay, since a small 
fraction of cells in che sorced microdroplecs survived che 

procedure. 
Zengler cc aJ·""'0 utilized the gel microdrop ccchnique tO 

culture and isolate "unculcurablc" bacteria from seawarer 
and soil char require: low nucric:nr concencrations IO grow 
and would ocherwise be overgrown by ocher organisms in 
che sample; their overall objective is idencificacion of new 
sources of microbial metabolites. 

Ee Cetera 

Kavanagh er al'M developed flow cycomecric assays co 

quantify cell-to-cell communication co faci licare studies of 
alcerations in this process induced by rumor promoters. Cells 
are scrape-loaded wich Lucifer yel low with or without rho
damine-labeled dextran; cransfer of dye(s) between donor 
and recipienc cells can be assessed by one- and rwo-color 
fluorescence flow cycometry. 

Wilson, Mulligan, and Raiso n'0' · described an a.~say 
technique for ancibodies co membrane-associated antigens 
using polyacrylamide m icrospheres coupled wich cell (or 
organelle) membranes, which provide an easily sron::d , scan
dardized ancigen source usable in subsequent flow cycomer
nc assays. 

N ardelli , McHugh, and Mage=°'·• developed a soluble 

macromolecular conjugacion rcagcnc, polyacrylamide
srrepcavidin (PASA), for the simplified preparation of multi
valent protein-protein conjugates. Soluble linear polya<.:ryla
mide, with a molecular weighc of approximately l O'', is act i
vated wich carbodiimide and conjugaced co approximately 
20 strepcavidin residues per molecule. PASA can bind bioci-



nylaced proteins to produce homo- or heteroconjugates of 
known composition; it was used co prepare mulrivalenc anti
body conjugates chat could bind either of two antigenically 
distinct cell lines. The technique is also potentially useful for 
making immunotoxins, rumor labeling conjugates, and 
complex immunogens. 

Vlieger et al 20' 0 described a flow cyrometric assay for 
quantitative analysis of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
products. Magnetic beads coated wirh strepravidin are used 
to capture biorinylared PCR fragments, and analyzed by 
flow cytometry after hybridization with a hapten-labeled 
probe or by immunoenzymaric reactions. The method can 
detect fractions of femtomoles of product. An image analysis 
method using chemiluminescence was also described. 

Alcernacives: Microfluidic Cycometers, Flow and Static 

In the early I 980's, I got the notion that it might be pos
sible to build a "flow cyrometer on a chip," incorporating 
imegrared optics, Auidics, and eleccronics , and , with help 
from Mike Hercher, goc as far as building a cyrometer which 
used fiber optics (without lenses) for illumination and light 
collection 817 • 

My original inspiration was a gadget built by Jonathan 
Briggs ct al""", then at Syva Corporacion. Their simple cy
rometer was essentially an epiilluminatcd system in which 
light from a He-Cd laser is coupled into an optical fiber wirh 
a 50 µm core. The fiber is dipped into a suspension of cells, 
or beads. The beam diverges from the end of the fiber, at an 
angle dictated by the N.A. of the fiber (pp . 157-8), resulting 
in the intensity falling off sharply with distance from the end 
of the fiber. The N.A. also limits the angle at which the fiber 
can collect light; the closer a particle emining fluorescence is 
to rhe end of the fiber, che more light is collected. These two 
effects combine to limit the region in which substantial fluo
rescence can be excited in, and derecred from, particles in 
the suspension to a volume within 50 µm or so of the rip of 
che fiber. When the solution is scirre<l , every rime a fluores
cent cell or bead passes through chis volume, a fluorescence 
pulse can be detected, using a dichroic at the other end of 
rhe fiber to separate the excitation and emission wavelengths 
and appropriate optics to divert the emission signal co a 
PMT. Because of variability in signal intensities from parti 
cles at different distances from the fiber, che CV's were fairly 
large, around 8%; the single-fiber system also couldn't 
measure scatter. However, by bundling three fibers together, 
putting excitation down the middle fiber and collecring 
from the two outside, it is possible co restrict signal process
ing to events in which the two detector fibers produce al
most equal signals, which reduces che CV. Since fibers can 
carry lighc over distances of miles without substantial losses, 
it would, for example, be feasible co keep the laser, PMT, 
electronics, etc., comfortably hou.~ed on shipboard, and (al
most) deep six the business end of a fiber cyrometer. Rob 
Olson was talking about building such a gadget, bur he ap
parently went straight co a submersible cyrometer. 
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Just before the previous edition was published , flow cy
tometry on a chip , if not on a ship, was resuscitated by Dan 
Sobek, Manha Gray, and Steve Senruria'·"''', of MIT, who 

described experiments with a sheath flow system microfabri
cated in fused silica. Luckily, they didn' t try to build in inre
graccd optics; it has since become apparent that microfluidic 
cytometers work a lot better with conventional optics (sec p. 
158) . 

A newer generation of microfluidic flow cytomerers have 
been built in plastic. Agilcnt's commercial instrument (pp. 
429-30) appears to incorporate molded pares. Micronics 
builds their cycometers by gluing layers of plastic cogether, 
while the Quake group ac Caltech ' 3"""·"'°"'"' (and its com
mercial offshoot, Fluidigm) , Whitesides er al ac H arvard ' '" , 
and Takayama et al at the University of Michigan 1~ ~ '' mold 
systems from silicone elasromers. Microfluidic cyrometers 
are small, and can be inexpensive; they arc noc fasc . 

On the plus side, rhe Quake/Fluidigm systems can in
corporate hundreds of pumps and valves on a single chip, 
and conrrol chem with no more than a few dozen inputs"". 
Flow can be stopped and reversed. These devices might bet
ter be thought of as "intelligent microtirer (or nanocicer) 
places" than as flow cyromecers. They are not suited for high 
throughput screening, but, if cells selected in a high 
throughput screening process are sorted into a microfluidic 
chip, they can be grown on the chip, subjected co repeated 
perturbation and "high content" analysis using imaging, 
confocal, or laser scanning microscopy. While microfluidic 
sorting is slow, it doesn' t generate aerosols, and may be the 
best way to deal with hazardous bacteria and viruses . 

I don ' t know abouc cheap confocal microscopy, bur rhc 
small, inexpensive imaging devices described on pp. 448 and 
492-3, and scanning hardware such as is used in Immuni
con's "Cel1Trach"1"m.uo0< .. o (p. 492) seem well matched to 

che imelligenc microfluidic chip. I suspect chat a book called 
Practical Slow Cytometry is waiting to be written . 

Cycometry Afield 

The Lymphocyces of the Long Distance Runner 

Haq et almz reported reductions in CD3' cells following 
the running of a marathon; they felt the changes were attrib
utable to increases in serum cortisol. Gore er al """ can detect 
illicit use of erythropoietin by runners and orher athletes 
using a combination of flow cycomecric erythrocyte meas
urements and biochemical assays. 

War and Peace 

Noc far from Marathon itself, prisoners of war liberated 
from a camp in Bosnia were found by Oekaris et al"'" ro 
have increases in activated T cells, a decrease in CD4./CD8 ' 
ratio, and lowered serum conisol , along with general nucri
cional changes. The same group-"'4' also reported increases in 
activated T, B, and NK cells in women displaced from their 
homes by war. Skarpa et al "~' found increased numbers of 
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CD 16+ and perforin-concaining lymphocyres in paricnrs 
wirh posr-rraumaric srress disorder, wirh rhe highesr levels in 
rhose who had been ronurcd while in concenrracion camps. 

Griffirhs er al "·«•, ar rhe U.K.'s Biological Defence estab

lishment ar Porwn Down, examined rhe effecrs of cornbina-
1ions of vaccines and rhe nerve gas ancagonisc pyridoscigmine 
bromide on rhe general health and cellular immune status of 
guinea pigs, attempring ro derermim· wherher the treatment 
mighr cause symproms of whar will undoubredly soon be 
described as "Gulf War I Syndrome." Alrhough animals did 
show immune responses ro rhe vaccines, neither health nor 

immune function appeared co be adversely affecred. 
Biselli et al·""'' reported a scress-relared decrease in rhe 

fraction of CD29+ C08+ lymphocytes in milirary studenr 
pilors. Gruzelier er al.JG<' , srudying medical students at exam 
rime, found char self-hypnosis micigared che effects of mess 
on lymphocyre subpopulations, while Ruzyla-Smich et al l<>'6 

reporced chat hypnosis only alcered immune response signifi
canrly in highly hypnorizable subjecrs. I'm mesmerized. 

Blood, Sweat, and Tears? 

In addirion to blood, semen, and urine, fluorescence 
flow cyromerers have been used co analyze cells from nasal 
secrerions!'9·', salivam3, cerebrospinal fluid 2! 9•, effusions:m, 

srool""", and tears·"'", by people who looked for and gor rele
vanr information from these specimens. No swear yet, al
rhough there are papers on effecrs of exercise on rhe immune 
sysrem.1°" and on DNA concenr of benign and malignant 
rumors of swear glands "~8 • 

Pulp Nonfiction 

A few years back, somebody senr me an e-mail expressing 
a great deal of enthusiasm for using flow cyrometry ro char
acterize particles in process warers from rhe paper indusrry. I 
can ' t find ic. However, just a couple of weeks ago, I got an
orher e-mail on the same ropic from Lari Vahasalo in 
Finland, who reached the same conclusion and, ro judge 
from a recently published papcr"M", an even greater level of 
enthusiasm. 

Flow Cyrometry On the Rocks 

Acrirarchs are organic-walled microfossils widely discrib
ured in sedimenrary rocks. Although different rypes of acri
carchs have been classified on the basis of morphology, it has 
been difficult to perform chemical and biochemical analysis 
on individual subpopulations. Moldowan and Talyzina and 
colleagues"•'•·· used a conventional droplet sorter, measuring 
forward and side scacrer and fluorescence, to separate differ
ent classes of acricarchs for subsequcnr biochemical analysis 
and deccron and fluorescence microscopy. Until recently, 
geologists and paleoncologists may have thought "FACS" 
scood for "Fluorescent Acricarchs in Cambrian Sedimenrs"; 
now they've got che real dire on the subject, and may find 
more uses for rhe rechnology. 

To Boldly Go Where No Cytometer Has 
Gone Before 

As I nored on p. 432, the flow cyromcrers from NPE 
Systems rrace rheir ancestry ro the RATCOM instrument 
chat was supposed co have been used on the lnternarional 
Space Station!9"". Changes in behavior of various leukocyte 
populations observed afrer space flighr "''0 ·", and concern chat 
conditions encounrered in space could not be simulared 
adcquarely in an earthbound laborarory 1

"", provided rhc 
rationale for placing a cyrometer in space; work on rhe de

sign of such insrrumencs and the necessary support sysrems 
has continuedM0·'. 

Partee has jusr announced char irs new CyFlow Space 
insrrument is ro be used on the Space Station. I was involved 
in the original cyrometer-in-space project, and suggcsrcd 
chat a scanning laser cycomercr might be more appropriare 
rhan a flow cycomerer; I haven 'c changed my mind. I should 
have designed and builr rhe machine, but I just wam'c en
terprising enough. 

Meanwhile, back on the home planet, the Defense Ad
vanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) decided 1hat ir 
would be possible to dececr early effecrs of biowarfare agents 
by having soldiers in che field wear small flow cycometers, 

which would perform leukocyte counrs at appropriare inrer
vals, and funded Honeywell and Micronics co develop a 
microfluidic system for che purpose. This could give "pre
senr armsl" a whole new meaning. 

lO 

---------· - · - --~ 

Figure 10-38. Flow cytometry in vivo. Courtesy of 
Charles Lin (Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard 
Medical School). 

From my poinc of view, however , che boldest new ven
ture in flow cytomerry is one rhar deals wirh inner, not 
outer, space. Figure 10-38 shows a trace of fluorescence 
pulses from leukocytes stained wirh a Cy5-labeled anriCD45 
ancibody and excired with a red laser. le looks pretty ordi
nary; the dececror used was a conventional PMT, and cells 
were observed in a capillary. Well, not nacrly a capillary, it 
was a venule in a mouse ear, and rhe mouse was alive, al
though not kicking very hard . Charles Lin and his coworkers 
ar rhe Massachusetts General Hospital buih rhc appararus 
(for more informarion see <htrp://www.massgcncral.org/ 
wellman/faculry/lin/profile.asp> ), and we may all be able ro 
learn something from ir. In vivo veritas. 



11. SOURCES OF SUPPLY 

This chaprer lists firms and organizations chat sell or 
provide various services, supplies and items of equipment for 
which users and builders of cyromecers have recurring needs. 
I have dealt personally with many of the listed companies; I 
haven't intenrionally excluded anybody. The list that follows 
here picks up items in approximately the order in which rhey 
are discussed in rhe book. Addresses of U. S. branches, if 
any, are given for companies headquartered outside che U.S. 

II.I RESOURCES, SOCIETIES, JOURNALS 

National Flow Cycomcrry Resource 
Bioscience Division, M-888 
Los Alamos National Laborarory 
Los Alamos, NM 87545 
Telephone (505) 667-1623 
Fax (505) 665-3024 
hrcp:/ /lsdiv.lanl.gov/NFCR/ 

Inccrnarional Sociery for Analycical Cytology (ISAC) 
60 Revere Drive, Suire 500 
Northbrook, IL 60062-1577 
Phone (847) 205-4722 
tax (847) 480-9282 
www.isac-ner.org 
E-mail: ISAC@isac-net.org 

Cytometry (incorporating Bioimaging) 
Edicor-in-Chief: Charles L. Goolsby, Ph.D. 
Norrhwcsrern Universiry Medical School 
Dcparrmem of Pathology 
Ward Building 6-204 
303 Ease Chicago Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60611-3008 
Phone (3 12) 503-1847 
Fax (312) 503-1848 
E-mail: cycometry@nwu.edu 

Clinical Cyrometry Sociery (CCS) 
www.cyrometry.org 
P.O. Box 25456 
Colorado Springs, CO 80936-5456 
Shipping Address: 
5610 Towson View 
Colorado Springs, CO 80918 
Phone (719) 590-1620 
Fax (719) 590-1619 
Business E-mail: admin@cytometry.org 

NCCLS 
940 West Valley Road, Suite 1400 
Wayne, PA 19087-1 898 
Phone (610) 688-0100 
Fax (610) 688-0700 
http:/ /www.nccls.org 
NCCLS used w stand for "National Committee for Clinical 
Laboratory Standards," bur it is now a global organization 
rhat develops consensus documents for audiences beyond 
the clinical laboratory communiry. 

11.2 OPTICAL SUPPLY HOUSES 

The following supply rabies, mounts, light sources, 
lenses, mirrors, filters, photomecric apparatus, fiber optics, 
and other scuff besides. Their catalogs are educational as well 
as informative. 

Coherent, Inc. (formerly Ealing Electro-Optics Inc.) 
5100 Patrick Henry Drive 
Santa Clara, CA 95054 
Phone (408) 764-4000 
Fax (408) 764-4800 
h crp:// www .coherentinc.com 
A full line of optics; good buys on cylindrical lenses. 
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Edmund lnduscrial Opcics 
10 l E. Gloucester Pike 
Barringron, NJ 08007-1380 
Phone (800) 363-1992 
Fax (856) 573-6295 
hnp://www.edmundopcics.com 
A comprehensive line of opcics and optical inscruments. 

Kinecic Systems, Inc. 
20 Arboretum Road 
Boston, MA 02131 
Phone (617) 522-8700 or (800) 992-2884 
Fax (617) 522-6323 
hcrp://www.kinecicsystems.com 
Oprical cables and ocher vibration isolation equipment. 

Linos (formerly Spindler & Hoyer) 
4 59 Forrune Blvd. 
Milford, MA 01 757 
Phone (508) 478-6200 
Fax(508)478-5980 
h rrp://www .Ji nos.comporral/ en/ index.html 

Melles Grioc 
16542 Millikan Avenue 
Irvine, California 92606 
Phone (949) 261-5600 or (800) 835-2626 
Fax (949) 261-7589 
hrrp:/ /www.mellesgriot.com 
I particularly like rheir (inexpensive!!) microscope objectives, 
mirrors, glass lenses, and beamspl im:rs. 

Newport Corporation 
179 1 Deere Ave. 
Irvine, CA 92606 
Phone (949) 863-3144 or (800) 222-6440 
Fax (949) 253-1680 
hccp://www.newport.com 
A compkce line of optical rabies, breadboards, and mounts. 

OproSigrna 
200 1 Deere Avenue 
Santa Ana, CA 92705 
Phone (949) 851-5881 
Fax (949) 851 -5058 
http:/ /www.oprosigma.com 

Rolyn Oprics Company 
706 Arrowgrand Circle 
Covina, CA 91722 
Phone (626) 915-5707 
Fax (626) 915- 1379 
h rrp://www.rolyn.com 

Siskiyou Design Instruments 
110 S.W. Booth Street 
Grants Pass, OR. 97526 
Phone (877) 313-6418 
Fax (54 1) 479-33 14 
h rrp:// www.sd-inscrumcn ts.corn 
Optical platforms, micrornanipularors, other hardware for 
life sciences applications and [confocal] microscopy 

Technical Manufacruring Corporation 
15 Centennial Drive 
Peabody, MA 01960 
Phone (800) 542-9725 or (978) 532-6330 
Fax (978) 531-8682 
http://www.techmfg.com 
Opcical tables, breadboards, and isolators. 

Thermo Oriel 
l SO Long Beach Blvd. 
Stratford, CT 06615 
Phone(203)377-8282 
Fax (203) 378-2457 
http://www.oriel.com 
Oriel is a good source for arc lamp systems and power 
supplies, among other chings. 

Thorlabs, Inc. 
435 Route 206 North 
Newton, NJ 07860 
Phone (973) 579-7227 
Fax (973) 300-3600 
hccp://www.chorlabs.com 
Small breadboards and mounts, opcics, diode detectors, and 
lasers. Will also do reasonably priced custom machining 
wich a short curnaround rime. 

11.3 PROBES AND REAGENTS 
Linscocc's Direccory (hccp://www.linscomdirecrory. 

corn), available in hard copy and online, can be useful for 
finding vendors of ancibodies and other biological reagents. 

Accurate Chemical and Sciemific Corp. 
300 Shames Dr. 
Wescbury, NY 11590 
Phone (516) 333-2221 or (800) 645-6264 
Fax (S 16) 997-4948 
http://www.accuracechemical.com 
Some monoclonal antibodies; good collection of phoroscn
sicizing dyes (cyanines, oxonols, etc.) . 

AdvanDx, Inc. 
222 Parrridge Lane 
Concord, MA 01 742 
Phone(781)405- l654 
http:/ /www.advandx.com 
PNA probes for microorganisms. 



Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc. 
1001 Wesr Saint Paul Ave. 
Milwaukee, WI 5.H33 
Phone (800) 325-3010 or (314) 771-5765 
h np://www .sigmaaldrich.com 
Dyes and other chemicals. 

Amersham Biosciences, Inc. 
800 Centennial Avenue 
P.O. Box 1327 
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1327 
Phone (732) 457-8000 
Fax (732) 457-0557 
hnp://www.apbiotech.com 
Biochemicals, CyDyes, and more. 

Applied Biosystems 
850 Lincoln Cenrre Drive 
Foster Ciry, CA 94404 
Phone (650) 638-5800 or (800) 327-3002 
Fax (650) 638-5884 
h rtp://www .appliedbiosystems.com 
Cusrom PNA Probe Service. 

Beckman Coulter 
11800 S.W. 147'• Avenue 
Miami, FL 33196 
Phone (800) 526-3821 
Fax (800) 232-3828 
http://www.beckmancoulter.com 
Monoclonal antibodies, flow cytometry controls, beads, 
immunoassay produces. 

BO Biosciences/BO Immunocytometry Systems 
2350 Qume Dr. 
San Jose, CA 95131-1807 
Phone (877) 232-8995 (Ordering informacion) 
Phone (800) 223-8226 
fax (408) 954-2347 
hrrp://www .bdbiosciences.com 
Monoclonal antibodies, flow cytomecry conrrols, beads, 
bead assays. 

BioErgonomics, Inc. 
4280 Centerville Road 
Sc. Paul, MN 55127 

Phone (800) 350-6466 
Fax(888) 810-7189 
hrcp:/ /www .bioe.com 
Reagents for seem cell and T-cdl isolation, cell stabilization 
and activation reagents. 

Biomeda Corp. 
P. 0. Rox 8045 
foster Ciry, CA 94404 
Phone (800) 341-8787 

Fax (510) 783-2299 
http:/ /www.biomeda.com 
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Biomeda are specialists in phycobiliprotein probes. 

Biosource Internarional 
542 Flynn Road 
Camarillo California USA 93012 
Phone (800) 242-0607 
http:/ /www.biosource.com 
Antibodies, cytokincs, peptides and custom products. 

Boehringer Mannheim (see Roche Diagnosrics Corporation) 

Calbiochem-Novabiochem Corp. 
I 0394 Pacific Center Cr. 
San Diego, CA 92121 
Phone(800)854-3417 
Fax (800) 776-0999 
http://www.calbiochem.com 
Antibodies, Biochemicals. 

Calcag Laboratories 
1849 Bayshore Blvd. #200 
Burlingame, CA 94010 
Phone (650) 652-0468 or (800) 874-4007 
Fax (650) 652-9030 
http://www.caltag.com 
Monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies; avidin and srrepr
avidin conjugates utilizing tandem dyes, "fix and perm" kits. 

Cell Signaling Technology, Inc. 
l 66B Cummings Center 
Beverly, MA 01915 
Phone (978) 921-6216 or (877) 616-CELL 
Fax (978) 922-7069 
hccp://www .eellsignal.com 
Antibodies co kinases and phosphoproreins. 

CHEMICON International, Inc. 
28820 Single Oak Drive 
Temecula, CA 92590 
Phone (800) 437-7500 or (909) 676-8080 
Fax (800) 437-7502 or (909) 676-9209 
http://www.chemicon.com 
Monoclonal antibodies and cuscom services. 

Chromaprobe, Inc. 
400 Brookcrec Ranch Rd. 
Aptos, Califonia 95003 
Phone(888)964-1400 
Fax (831) 688-3600 
h rcp://www.chromaprobe.com 
Monoclonal antibodies and cuscom antibody services. 
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Clonet'ch (now pare of BD Biosciences) 
BD Biosciences Cloncech 
I 020 Ease Meadow Circle 
Palo Alro, CA 94303 
Phone (877) 232-8995 
hrrp://www.cloncech.comindex.sheml 
Fluorescenc prorein vecrors. 

DakoCyromation California Inc . 
6392 Via Real 
Carpinteria, CA 93013 
Phone (805) 566-6655 or (800) 235-5743 
Fax (805) 566-6688 
hctp://us.dakocyromation.com 
Monoclonal anribodies, lysing reagent kies, DNA kits, beads, 
Medimachine for tissue dissagregation. 

Diaccc.com AS 
Gaustadallcen 21 
0349 Oslo 
Nor.vay 
Phone (47) 22 95 86 25 
fax (47) 22 95 86 49 
hup://www.diacec.com 
Monoclonal ancibodies. 

EBioscience 

5893 Oberlin Dr. Suite #106 
San Diego, CA 92121 
Phone (888) 999-1371 or (858) 642-2058 
Fax (858) 642-2046 
hccp://www.ebioscience.com 
Mouse and human monoclonals, cyeokines and kics. 

Enzyme Sysecms Produces 
486 Lindbergh Avenue 
Livermore, CA 94550 
Phone (888) 449-2664 or (925) 449-2664 
hx (925) 449-1866 
hctp://www.enzymesys.com 
Chromogenic and fluorogenic substrates; their catalog con
cains a large bibliography on this topic. 

Exalpha Biologicals, Inc. 
86 Rosedale Road 
Waeertown, MA 02472 
Phone (800) 395-1137 or 61 7-924-3400 
Fax (866) 924-5100 or (61 7) 924-5100 
http://www.exalpha.com/biologicals/ 

Monoclonal antibodies and assay kits for flow cyrometry. 

Exciton Chemical Company, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 31126 
Overlook Station 
Dayton, OH 45437 
Phone (937) 252-2989 

Fax (937) 258-3937 
hnp:/ /www .excimn.com 
Laser dyes. 

Flow-Amp Systems, Ltd. 
11000 Cedar Avenue 
Cleveland, OH 44106 
Phone (216) 721-0590 
Fax (216) 721-1917 hccp://www.flow-amp.com 
Tyramidc amplification technology for flow cyromeuy. 

Immunochemistry Technologies, I.LC 
9401 James Avenue South, Suite 155 
Bloomington, MN 5543 l 
Phone (952) 888-8788 or {800) 829-3194 
Fax (952) 888-8988 
hrrp://www.immunochemiscry.com 
FAM and SR fluorescenc caspase inhibitors. 

IQ Produces 
IQ Corporation NY 
Rozenburglaan 13a 
9747 AN Groningen 
The N erherlands 
Phone (31) 0 50 5757 000 
Fax (31) 0 50 5757 001 
hrrp://www.iqproduccs.nl 
Antibodies, cytokines, kits for flow cyromecry. 

Jackson lmmunoResearch Laborarories, Inc. 
P.O. Box 9 
872 W. Balcimore Pike 
WescGrove, PA 19390-0014 
Phone (610) 869-4024 or (800) 367-5296 
Fax (6 l 0) 869-0171 
hrrp://www.jacksonimmuno.com 
Secondary antibodies conjugaced ro a wide range of 
fluorophores. 

Marrek Biosciences Corporarion 
6480 Dobbin Road 
Columbia, MD 21045 
hccp://www.marrekbio.com 
SuperfluorsTM, SensiLight'™ , and Cryprol.ight™ dyes from 
algae, also fluorescent-labeled ancibodies and sercptavidin 
conjugaees. 

Molecular Probes, Inc. 
4849 Pitchford Ave. 
Eugene, OR 97402 
Phone(541)465-8300 
Cuseomer Service (541) 465-8338 
Technical Assistance (541) 465-8353 
Fax (541) 344-6504 
hrrp://www.molecularprobes.com 



If it fluoresces, Molecular Probes is apt to sell it. Home of 
Texas red (they moved since ic was synthesized). Dick 
Haugland keeps and supplies extensive bibliographies on just 
about every molecule he stocks, and che Handbook of 
Fluorescent Probes and Research Chemicals'"', Molecular 
Probes' catalog, available at their Web site, is muse reading. 

Novocastra Laboracories - discribuced by Vector 
Laboracories in che U.S., U.K., and Canada 
30 Ingold Rd. 
Burlingame, CA 94010 
Phone (650) 697-3600 or (800) 227-6666 
fax (650) 697-0339 
hnp://www.novocastra.co.uk 
Antibodies. 

Oncolmmunin, Inc. 
207 A Perry Parkway, Suire 6 
Gaithersburg, MD 20877 
Phone (30 l) 987-7881 
Fax (301) 987-7882 
hrcp://www.phiphilux.com 
PhiPhiLux"' fluorogenic caspase substrates for apocosis and 
ocher Auorogenic enzymaric assays. 

ORPEGEN Pharma 
Gesellschaft fur biocechnologische Forschung, Entwicklung 
und Produkrion m.b.H . 
Curnyring 22 
D-69115 Heidelberg 
Germany, 
Phone +49 6221 9105-0 
hx +49 6221 9105-10 
hnp://www.orpegen.com 
BASOTEST for basophil degranulation 

Pan Vera LLC 
Discovery Center 
501 Charmany Drive 
Madison, W1 53719 USA 
Phone (608) 204-5000 or (800) 791-1400 
Fax (608) 204-5200 
hnp://www.panvera.com 
Aurora Biosciences has merged into Pan Vera, a subsidiary of 
Vertex Pharmaceuticals. Beta-lactarnase reporter gene, 
ancibodies and fluorescence based assays. 

Pharmingen (now part ofBD Biosciences) 
BO Biosciences 
10975 Torreyana Road 
San Diego, CA 9212 l 
Phone (877) 232-8995 
fax (858) 812-8888 
hctp://www.bdbiosciences.compharmingen/ 
Monoclonal antibodies. 
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Phoenix Flow Systems 
11575 Sorrento Valley Rd., Suice 208 
San Diego, CA 92121 
Phone (800) 886-FLOW or (858) 453-5095 
Fax (858) 259-5268 
http://www.phnxflow.com 
Apotosis and cell proliferacion kirs. 

Pierce Biotechnology, Inc. 
P. 0. Box 117 
Rockford, IL 61105 
Phone (800) 874-3723 
Fax (800) 842-5007 
hnp://www .piercener.com 
Cross-linking reagents. 

Prozyme 
1933 Davis Street, Suire 207 
San Leandro, CA 94577-1258 
Phone (800) 457-9444 or (510) 638-6900 
Fax (510) 638-6919 
hrcp://www.prozyme.com 
R-PE and APC conjugation kics and reagents 

Polysciences, Inc. 
400 Valley Rd. 
Warrington, PA 18976-9990 
Phone (800) 523-2575 or (215) 343-6484 
Fax (800) 343-3291 
hccp://www.polysciences.com 
Dyes, calibration parciclcs, enzyme suhscraces, fixatives, EM 
supplies, leccins, and contracc R&D. 

Quantum Doc Corp. 
261 18 Research Road 
Hayward, CA 94545 
Phone (51 O) 887-8775 
Fax (510) 783-9729 
hccp://www.qdocs.com 
Quantum doc nanocryscals label biomolecules and beads. 

R&D Syscems 
614 McKinley Place N.E. 
Minneapolis, MN 55413 
Phone (612) 379-2956 or (800) 343-7475 
Fax (612) 656-4400 
hcrp://www.rndsyscems.com 
Kies for fCM analysis of cycokinc receprors. 

Research Organics 
4353 Ease 49ch Sr. 
Cleveland, OH 44125 
Phone (800) 321-0570 
Fax (216) 883-1576 
hrcp:/ /www.resorg.com 
Buffers, enzyme substrates, fluorescent labels. 
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Riese Encerprises 
BioSure Division 
1230 I Loma Rica Drive, Suite G 
Grass Valley, CA 95945-9355 
Phone (9 16) 273-5095 or (800) 345-2267 
Fax (916) 273-5097 
http://www.biosure.com 
BioSurc carries flow cytometry sheath and staining solutions. 

Roche Diagnostics Corporation 
Roche Applied Science 
P.O. Box 50414 
9115 Hague Road 
Indianapolis, IN 46250-04 14 
Phone (800) 428-5433 
Fax (800) 428-2883 
hnp:/ /biochem.roche.com 
Biochemicals, antibodies. reagenrs for apoprosis, cywtoxicity 
and cell proliferation. 

Serologicals Corporation 
5655 Spalding Drive 
Norcross, GA 30092 
Phone (678) 728-2000 or (800) 842-9099 
Fax (678) 728-2247 
http://www.serologicals.com 
lntcrgen fluorescenc (Manek) labels and caspase inhibitors. 

Serorec Inc. 
3200 Atlancic Ave., Suite 105 
Raleigh, NC 27604 
Phone (9 19) 878-7978 or (800) 265-7376 
Fax (919) 878-3751 
http:/ /v..'WW .serotec. com 
Ancibodics. 

Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Co. 
P. 0 . Box 14508 
Sr. Louis, MO 63 178 
Phone (800) 325-3010 or (3 14) 77 1-5765 
Fax (800) 32';-5052 
http://www.sigmaaldrich.com 
Biochemicals and organics. 

Vector Laboratories 
30 Ingold Road 
Burlingame, CA 940 I 0 
Phone (650) 697-3600 
Phone (800) 227-6666 (Ordering Information) 
Fax (650) 697-0339 
htrp://www.vecrorlabs.com 
Ancihodies, lectins, biotin-avidin reagencs. 

Worthington Biochemical Corporation 
730 Va~sar Ave 
Lakewood, NJ, 08701 

Phone (732) 942-1660 or (800) 445-9603 
Fax (800) 368-3108 
http://www.worchington-biochem.com 
Enzymes. 

Zymed Laborarories, Inc. 
561 Eccles Avenue 
South San Francisco, CA 94080 
Phone (800) 874-4494 
Fax (650) 87 1-4499 
http:/ /www.zymed.com 
Ancibodies and immunochemicals. 

11.4 CALIBRATION PARTICLES/CYTOMETRY 
CONTROLS 

Bangs Laboratories, Inc. 
9025 Technology Drive 
Fishers, IN 46038-2886 
Phone (31 7) 570-7020 or (800) 387-0672 
fax (317) 570-7034 
hrtp:IIwww.bangslabs.co m 
MESF and antibody-binding beads, bcaJs. 

BioCyrex 
140, C h. de l'Armee d'Afriquc 
13010 Marseille France 
Phone (33) 4 9G 12 20 40 
Fax (33) 4 91 47 24 7 1 
http://www.biocyrex.fr 
Quantitative flow cycometry kics ucilizing calibrated bead 
suspensions. 

BD Biosciences (see seccion 11 .3 for address) 
Flow cyromecry concrol particles. 

Beckman Coulter Corporation {see section 1 1.3 for address) 
Flow cyrometry concrol particles. 

DakoCyromarion (see section I 1.3 for address} 
Quantitative lmmunoFluorescence Indirect flow cycomccry 
assay kic (QlFIKIT®) developed by BioCycex. 

Duke Scientific Corporation 
2463 hber Place 
Palo Alco, CA 94303 
Phone (650) 424- 11 77 or (800) 334-3883 
Fax (650) 424-1158 
http://www.dukesciencific.com 

Flow Cycometry Standards Corporation - now pan of Bangs 
Laboratories (see Bangs bboratorics, Inc. above) 

Molecular Probes, Inc. (see section 11 .3 for address) 
Polysciences, Inc. (sec section 11.3 for address) 
Particles for flow cytometry alignment. 



Riese Emerprises, BioSure Division {see secrion 11.3) 
Fixed nuclei and red blood cells for flow cyrornetry controls. 

Spherotech, Inc. 
1840 I nduscrial Dr. Suite 270 
Liberryville, IL 60048-9817 
Phone (800) 368-0822 or (847) 680-8922 
tax (847) 680 8927 
hrrp://www.spherotech.com 
Rainbow quantitative fluorescent beads; other dyed beads. 

Streck Laboraries, Inc. 
7002 S. 109rh St. 
La Vista, NE 68128 
Phone (800) 228-6090 
Fax ( 402) 333-60 l 7 
http://www.Streck.com 
Hematology and immunology srabilized control cells. 

Seradyn 
7998 Georgtown Road, Suite I 000 
Indianapolis, IN 46268 
Phone (800) 428-4007 
Fax (317) 610-3888 
hrrp://www.seradyn.com 
Beads. 

11.5 FLOW CYTOMETERS (see Chapter 8) 

Advanced Analytical Technologies, Inc. 
290 I S. Loop Drive, Suite 3300 
Ames, IA 50010 
Phone (5 I 5) 296-6600 
hrcp://www .aati-us.com 
RBD2 l 00 flow cyrornerer for bacterial detection in 
industrial applications. 

Agilent Technologies, Inc. 
2850 Centerville Road 
Wilingcon, Delaware 19808 
Phone (800) 227-9770 
hnp:/ /www .agilent.comchem/labonachip 
Model 2100 Bioanalyzer "Lab-on-a-Chip" performs cell 
fluorescence assays as well as chemical assays. 

Apogee Flow Systems 
Head Office: 
25 Ross Way 
Northwood, Middlesex HA6 3HU 
U.K. 
Phone +44 1923 842340 
hx +44 1923 842797 
E-mail: sales@ApogeeFlow.com 
hrcp://www.Apogeeflow.com 
Faccory and Laboracory: 
Butlers Land Farm 
Morcimer, ReadingRG7 2AG 
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U.K. 
Phone +44 1923 842340 
Suppons Bio-Rad's Bryte-HS instruments, and makes the 
AIO, A20, and A30 flow cyromctcrs 

BO Biosciences (see section 11.3 for address) 
FACSVantage SE and FACSAria cell sorcers; FACSCalibur 
BD LSR II, FACSCount, FACSArray flow cycomcccrs. 

Beckman Coulrer (see section 11.3 for address) 
Cyromics'"' FC 500, XL, XL-MCL flow cycomercrs and 
AL TRA'" cell sorter. 

BioDETECT AS 
Olav Helsets vei 6 
P.O.B. 150 Oppsal 
N-0619 Oslo 
Norway 
Phone +47 22 62 70 80 
Fax +47 22 62 72 75 
hrrp:/ /www .biodetccr.biz 
BioDETECT, Inc. 
2500 Cicy West Blvd, 
Suire 300, 
Houscon TX 77042 
Phone (713) 267-2300 
Fax (713) 267-2267 
E-mail: USA@biodetecc.biz 
MICROCYfE® compact flow cyromerer for detection and 
identification of microorganisms (developed by Oproflow 
AS (hctp:l/www.oproflow.com)). 

Bentley Instruments 
4004 Peavey Road 
Chaska, MN 55318 USA 
Phone (952) 448-7600 
Fax (952) 368-3355 
hnp://www.bencleyinstruments.com 
Somacount and Bacrocount flow cyromeccrs for somatic cell 
and bacteria counting in milk. 

Chemunex SA 
Immcublc 'Paryseine' 
3 allee de la Seine 
94854 Ivry-sur-Seine Cedex 
Paris, France 
Phone33W) 14959 2000 
Fax 33 (0) 1 49 59 20 01 
Chemunex USA 
1 Deer Park Drive 
Suire H2 
Monmouth Junction 
NJ 08852 
Phone (732) 329-1153 or (800) 4 11 -6734 
Fax (732) 329-1192 
hctp://chemuncx.com 
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Chemunex makes the D-count® flow cvrometer and 
ChemScan RDI® imaging cytometer sy~rems for microbial 
detection in industrial applications. 

CytoBuoy b.v. 
Zeclc 2 
2411 DE Bodegraven 
The Netherlands 
Phone 31 (0) 348 688 101 
Fax 31 (O) 348 688 707 
http://www.cytobuoy.com 
Cytobuoy flow cytometers, designed for in situ analysis of 
phytoplankton in natural wacers. 

Cytopeia 
12730 28'" Ave NE 
Seattle, WA 98125 
Phone(206)364-3400 
h tcp:/ /www.cytopeia.com 
Custom built cell sorters (Influx platform). 

DakoCytomation 
4850 Innovacion Drive 
Forr Collins, CO 80525 
Phone (800) 822-9902 
Fax (970) 226-0107 
http://www.cytomation.com 
MoFlo® cell sorter, CyAnr" flow cytomecer. 

Delea lnscrumencs bv 
P.O. Box 379 
9200 AJ Drachccn 
The Necherlands 
Phone (+31) 512 54 30 13 
Fax (+31) 512 513379 
hnp://www.delcainscrumencs.com 
SomaScope™ for somacic cell detection in milk. 

Fluid Imaging Technologies, Inc. 
P.O. Box 350 
211 Ocean Point Road 
East Boothbay, Maine, 04544 
Phone/Fax (207) 882-1100 
hrrp:/ /www .fluidimaging.com 
FlowCAM, an imaging flow cytomcter for continuous 
monitoring of water. 

FOSS Electric NS 
Slangerupgade 69, Poscbox 260 
DK-3400 Hillernd 
Denmark 
Phone +45 7010 3370 
fax +45 7010 3371 
FOSS in North America 
7682 Executive Drive 
Eden Prairie, MN 55344, USA 

Phone (952) 974-9892 
Fax (952) 974-9823 
hrcp://www.foss.dk 
Fossomacic and BaccoScan FC systems for somatic cell and 
bacteria counting in milk. 

Guava Technologies, Inc. 
25801 Induscrial Boulevard 
Hayward, CA 94545-2991 
Phone (866) 448-2827 
Fax (510) 576-1500 
http://www.guavarechnologies.com 
Guava PC' " flow cyromerer with dedicated software and 
reagents for absolute cell counting and viahiliry tests. 

Howard M. Shapiro, M.D., P.C. 
(Howard M. Shapiro, M.D ., P. C. is a company, not a 
person. I'm just Howard M. Shapiro, M.D.) 
283 Highland Ave. 
West Newton, MA 02465-2513 
Phone (61 7) 965-6044 
Fax (617) 244-7110 
Cycometry Laboratory: 
119 Braintree Street, Suire I 02 
Allston, MA 02134-1 641 
Phone(61 7)783-8392 
Fax (617) 783-4750 
E-mail: hms@shapirolab.com (thar's me as a person) 
Cyromurc components, software, and consultation. 

iCyr - Visionary Bioscience 
1816 South Oak Street 
Champaign, IL 61820 
Phone (217) 328-9396 
Fax (217) 328-9692 
http://www.i-cyt.com 
Custom cyromccry instrurnenrarion and data managc:menr. 

Inrernational Remote Imaging Systems 
9162 Eton Avenue 
Chatsworth, CA 91311-5874 
Phone (818) 709-1244 or (800) PRO-IRJS 
Fax (818) 700-9661 
http://www.proiris.com 
Clinical urinalysis, video flow imaging flow cytometer. 

luminex Corporarion 
12212 Tech no logy Blvd 
Austin, TX 78727 
Phone (512) 219-8020 or (888) 219-8020 
Fax (512) 258-4173 
http://www.luminexcorp.com 
LX-100 flow cyromerer for bead-based assays. Sec rhe 
Luminex website for strategic parmers that develop kits and 
provide services for rhe Lumincx technology. 



NPE Systems, Inc. 
7620 SW 147 Court 
Miami, FL 33193 
Phone (866) NPE-4567 
Fax (305) 382-3947 
http://www.npesystems.com 
NPE Analyzer flow cyrometer, combining electronic volume 
and fluorescence measurements. 

One Lambda, Inc. 
21001 Ki midge Screec 
Canoga Park, CA 91303-2801 
Phone (818) 702-0042 or (800) 822-8824 
Fax (818) 702-6904 
hrrp://www .onelambda.com 
FlowPRA"' tissue typing rechnology using che I.ABScan"' 
100 flow cyromecer. 

Partee GmbH 
Oreo-Hahn-Ser. 32 
D-48161 Miinscer, Germany 
Phone +49 2534 8008-0 
Fax +49 2534 8008-90 
hccp://www.parrec.de 
hccp://www. parcec.usa 
CyFlow, PAS and PAS-III , CCA-l and CCA-ll flow 
cyromerers, PA-I and PA-II ploidy analyzers, PPCS parricle 
analyzer and cell sorrer. 

Union Biometrica, Inc. (Division of Harvard Biosciences) 
35 Medford Srreec, Suire 101 
Somerville, Massachuseccs 02143 
Phone (617) 591-1211 
Fax (617) 591-8388 
hrtp://www.unionbio.com 
COPASTM flow cyrometers for analysis, sorring and 
dispensing of mulci-cellular organisms and large objects. 

Hematology Instruments 

Abbocr Diagnostics 
5440 Pacrick Henry Dr. 
Sama Clara, California 95054 
Phone (408) 982-4800 
hcrp://www.abbottdiagnostics.com 
CELL-DYN series of hemacology analyzers. 

ABX Diagnostics (U.S . Branch of French company) 
34 Bunsen 
Irvine, CA 92618-4210 
Phonc(949)453-0500 
Fax (949) 453-0300 
h rep:/ /www .abx.com 
Penua series of hematology analyzers. 

Bayer Corporation 
Diagnostics Division 

511 Benedict Avenue 
Tarrytown, NY 10591 
Phone (914) 631-8000 
Fax (914) 524-2132 
htcp://www.bayerdiag.com 
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ADVIA"' series and Technicon H• series of hematology 
analyzers. 

Beckman Coulter (sec section 11 .3 for address) 
LH 700 Series, ACT™ series, HmX, MAXM, STK$TM and 
Gen·S™ hematology analyzers. 

IDEXX Laboratories, Inc. 
One IDEXX Drive 
Westbrook, ME 04092 
Phone (207) 856-0300 
Fax (207) 856-0346 
http://www.idexx.com 
Idexx makes the LaserCyter'1 veterinary hematology 
instrument. 

Sysmex Corporation 
6699 Wildlife Way 
Long Grove, IL 60047 
Phone (800) 3-SYSMEX 
Fax (708) 726-3505 
http://www.sysmex.com 
KX-21, K-4500, SF-3000, SE-Series, XE-2100 hematology 
analyzers; UF-100 flow cycometric urine analyzer. 

11.6 DATA ANALYSIS SOFTWARE/SYSTEMS 

Hardware and Software 

Applied Cytometry Systems, Ltd. 
Unit 2 Brooklands Way 
Brook.lands Park Industrial Escare 
Dinnington, Sheffield S25 2JZ 
Souch Yorkshire, England 
Phone 44 1909 566982 
h crp://www.appliedcytomerry.com 
Applied Cycometry Systems, Inc. North America 
3453 Ramona Ave., Suire 10 
Sacramento, CA 95826 
Phone (800) 500-FLOW 
http://www.appliedcytometry.biz 
Developer of EXP032 software for Beckman Coulter 
cycometers; WinFCM, a Windows-based data acquisition 
and control system for rhe BO FACS series; and SrnrStarion, 
PC-based software for the Luminex 100 cyromerer. 

Beckman Coulter (see section 11.3 for address) 

BO Biosciences (see section 11.3 for address) 

DakoCytomation (see section 11.5 for address) 
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Partee GmbH (sec seccion 11.5 for address) 

Commercial Software Sources 
De Novo Software 
64 McClincock Crescent 
Thornhill, Ontario 
L4J 2TI Canada 
Phone (905) 738-9442 
Fax (905) 738-5126 
http://www.denovosoftware.com 
FCS Express and FCS Express Lite are data analysis and 
prcscncacion programs running under Windows. 

Ray Hicks 
Phone +44 0797 4538647 
Fax +44 0870 740 8595 
E-mail: Sales@FCSPress.com 
htcp://www.fcspress.com 
FCSPress, a Macintosh program for FCM data analysis; 
FCS Assistant, shareware utiliry for editing and exporting 
FCS daca files. 

Management Sciences Associates 
6565 Penn Avenue 
Pinsburgh, PA 15206-4490 
Phone (412) 362-2000 or (800) MSA-lNFO 
Fax ( 412) 363-8878 
E-mail: info@msa.com 
hnp://www.msa.com 
MacLAS"' and WinLAS" lisc mode daca analysis software for 

Macincosh and Windows platforms, designed to integrate 
with clinical daca management syscems. 

Phoenix Flow Systems (see section 11.3 for address) 
MulriCycle AV (DNA analysis), Win-FCM (acquisition for 
FACScan) , MulciTime (kinetic analysis), WinReport, QC 
Tracker (QC software), Apo-Soft '" and MulciPlus (complete 
data analysis package} software for MS/DOS or MS 
Windows; Mac versions of some packages are available. 

Tree Scar, Inc. 
20 Winding Way 
San Carlos, CA 94070 
Phone (800) 366-6045 or (650) 591-2854 
Fax (650) 508-9186 
hcrp://www.flowjo.com 
FloJo dara analysis software for Macintoshes; a PC
compatibk version should be available soon. ProJo, available 
free of charge, is a set of urilicies thac report, edit and 
administer FCS daca files. 

Yeriry Software House 
P. 0 . Box 247 
45A Augusta Road 
Topsham, ME 04086 
Phone (207) 729-6767 

Fax (207) 729-5443 
hrtp://www.vsh.com 
ModFic (DNA analysis), WinList (list mode data analysis), 
lsoConrour, and RericFir Software, running under 
Microsoft Windows. Macintosh versions of some programs 
are available. 

Noncommercial Software Sources 
A comprehensive catalogue of free flow cyromecry software is 
maintained by Steve Kelley at the Purdue Universiry 
Cyromecry Laboracories website: 
h rrp:/ / flowcyt .cyro. purd ue.edu/ flowcyr/ software. h rm 

AUTO KLUS is cluster analysis software available for PC's, 
Cycomerry 14:649-659, 1993. Auchor: Tom Bakker Schue, 
Nerherlands. Richard Allen Cox is enhancing AUTO Kl.US. 
The original AUTO KLUS software is free from the Purdue 
cycomccry laboratories website. 

Cylchred, developed by Terry Hoy, is cell cycle analysis 
software based on algorithms by Watson et. al. ( 1987) 
Cycometry 8: 1-8 and Ormerod et. al. (1987) Cycomerry 
8:637-64 l with modifications by Ormerod (1991) and Hoy 
(1996-99). The package accepts histograms in FCS single 
parameter binary format with a maximum of 1024 channels. 
Cylchred has operared in a DOS environment since 1996 
and has been cransposed into C++ by Nigel Garrahan and 
compiled a~ a 32 bit produce for Windows 95 . By 
implication it will not operare under Windows 3 .1. 
hoy@cardiff.ac.uk 
http://www.uwcm.ac.uk/scudy/medicine/haemacology/ 
cyroneruk/ documents/ sofcware.h tm 

CYTOWIN, developed by Daniel Yaulot wirh Jeff 
Dusenberry, is a windows 3.1 program designed co analyze 
single parameter hiscograms, two-parameter cyrograms or lisr 
mode data. It can analyze data generared by chc EPICS 5, 
Profile, Elite, FACScan, FACSon, and CICERO. 
h rep://www.sb-roscoff.fr/Phyro/ cyro.h rml#cycowi n 

Flow Explorer 4.0 is "Posrcardware" developed by Ron 
Hoebe (see the Web sire) . The program scans direccories for 
[FCS) flow daca list files and displays parameters, notes, 
hiscograms, and bivariate density, doc, and contour plots . 
AMC. Celbiology CMO 
R.A. Hoebe, Room 351.2 
11 OS AZ Amsterdam 
The Netherlands 
hrrp://wwwmc.bio.uva.nl/-hoebe/Welcomc.hrml 

IDLYK is a sofrware package char does neural ner clusrering, 
rudimentary cell cycle and mulcivariace analysis. Ir should 
run on any computer platform wich the IDL graphics 
language (IDLYK is freeware, IDL is very much nor)_ 
IDL YK was developed by: 
Robert Habberserr 
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Los Alamos National Lab 
Los Alamos, NM 87545 
E-mail: robb@beatrice.lanl.gov. 

MFI is a program that calculates median fluorescence 
intensities from list mode data; it was developed by: 
Eric Manz 
Department of Microbiology 
University of Massachusetts 
Amherst, MA 01003 
E-mail: emarcz@microbio.umass.edu 
http://wv.'W.umass.edu/ microbio/ mfi/ 

RFlowCyc, is a basic R package for flow cytomecry data 
analysis. R is ' GNU S' - A language and environment for 
statistical computing and graphics; it was developed by: 
Tony Rossini 
Research Assiscanc Professor of Biostatistics 
University of Washingcon 
rossini@u.washingcon.edu 
http:/ /software. bioscac. washington.edu/wikis/front/ 
RFlowCyc 

Soft Flow Hungary, Led. 
Kedves u. 24 
H-7628 Pees, Hungary 
Phone (36) 72 240064 
Fax (36) 72 240065 
Soft Flow, Inc. (North American office) 
1I 513 Galcier Drive 
Burnsville, MN 55337 
Phone (800) 956-0100 
fax (6 12) 895-0900 
hccp://www. visi.com~sofc-flow/ 

Soft Flow's FCAP-lisc is flow cytomecry analysis software for 
Macintoshes. HPcoMac disk conversion sofrware allows 
Macintoshes to read 3.5'' Hewlett Packard diskerces. FCB 
Applications are flow cytomecry BASIC programs. FCAP-list 
includes a code generator char aucomacically creates FCR 
program code of any manually performed data analysis 
process, where FCB is flow cycomecry BASIC code. The 
produces were originally sold commercially and are now 
available free of charge. 

WinMDI is list mode data analysis and display software 
running under Microsoft Windows developed by Joseph 
Troccer when he was at che Salk lnsticute. It is available free 
of charge at http:/ /facs.scripps.edu/sofcware.hcml 

11.7 CYTOMETER REHABIUT A TION I ADD-ONS 

Alternative Biomedical Services, Inc. 
2326 West 7 8ch Street 
Hialeah, FL 33016 
Phone (877) 227-1687 or (305) 558-4996 
Fax (305) 558-6511 
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hccp:/ /www .absbiomed.com 
Service, pares, reagents, reconditioned cycomeccrs from 
Beckman Coulter and Abbott (CdlDyn series). 

Auromacion Laboratory Technology 
P. 0. Box 255 
Mossyrock, WA 98564-0255 
Phone (800) 932-6883 
E-mail: flow@ards.net 
Service and maintenance of BD bench cop cycomerers. 

Cycek Development 
46560 Fremont Blvd., Unit 116 
Fremont, CA 94538 
Phone (5 10) 657-0102 
Fax (510) 657-0151 
http://www.cycekdev.com 
Volumerric sample delivery systems; sample delivery module 
for fast kinetic studies; sample preparation unit. 

Speccron Corporation 
11025 1I8rh Place NE 
Kirkland, WA 98033 
Phone (425) 827-9317 or (800) 747-8624 
Fax (425) 827-6942 
hccp:/ /www .specrroncorp.com 
Reconditioned BD and Beckman Coulter cytomccers 

laser upgrades (or downgrades co air-cooled systems) and 
the like are available from iCyc - Visionary Bioscience and 
Phoenix Flow Systems (sec section 11.3 for address) . 

11.8 FLOW CYTOMETER PARTS 

Flow System Plumbing 

Alloy Produces Corp. 
1045 Perkins Avenue, PO Box 529 
Waukesha, WI 53187-0529 
Phone (800) 236-6603 
Fax (262) 542-5421 
hrrp://www. alloyproduccscorp.com 
Alloy Produces makes che stainless steel sheach tanks used by 
most flow cycomcccr manufacturers and by lab supply 
houses. Markups are lowest at rhe source. 

Sigmund Cohn Corp. 
121 South Columbus Ave. 
Mc. Vernon, NY 10553 
Phone(914)664-5300 
Fax (914) 664-5377 
http://www.sigmundcohn.com 
Fine stainless steel wire, indispensable for removing 76 µm 
particles from 75 µm orifices. 
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Cook, Inc. 
P. 0 . Box 489 
Bloomington, IN 47402 
Phone (812) 339-2235 or (800) 457-4500 
Fax (800) 554-8335 
http:/ /www.cookgroup.com 
Cook carries stopcocks and ocher medical plumbing. 

Hellma Cells, Inc. 
80 Skyline Drive 
Plainview, NY 11803 
Phone (516) 939-0888 
Fax (516) 939-0555 
hrrp://www.hellmausa.com 
Hellma makes cuvecte-rype custom flow chambers. 

NSG Precision Cells, Inc. 
I 95G Ccncral Ave. 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 
Phone (631) 249-7474 
Fax (631) 249-8575 
http://www.nsgpci.com 
NSG also makes cuvecce-type cuscom flow chambers. 

Research Developments 
3150-B Villa Sc. 
Los Alamos, NM 87544 
Phone (505) 662-4721 
Jim Coulter, formerly of Los AJamos National Laboratory, 
custom makes flow chambers and other parts. 

Specialty Glass Products, Inc. 
2885 Terwood Rd. 
Willow Grove, PA 19090 
Phone (BOO) 850-471i7 
Fax (2 15) 659-72 17 
E-mail: sales@sgpinc.com 
http://www.sgpinc.com 
Custom capillaries for stream-in-air systems. 

Value Plastics, Inc. 
3325 Timberline Road 
Fr. Collins, CO 80525 
Phone (970) 223-8306 or (888) 404-5837 
Fax (970) 223-0953 
hrtp://www.val ueplastics.com 
Fittings and couplings co gee from hypodermic components 
to the water mains; a good catalog. 

Vita Needle Co. 
919-T Grear Plain Avenue 
Needham, MA 02492 
Phone (781) 444-8629 
Fax (781) 444-3956 
http://vitaneedle.com 
Stainless hypodermic cubing cut to your specs, or mine. 

Photodetecrors 

Advanced Photonix, Inc. 
1240 Avenida Acaso 
Camarillo, CA 93012 
Phone (805) 987-0146 
Fax (805) 484-9935 
http://www.advancedphotonix.com 
Silicon photodiodes, avalanche photodiodes (APDs) and 
detector/preamplifier assemblies. 

Burle Industries, Inc. 
1000 New Holland Ave. 
Lancaster, PA 17601-5688 
Phone (717) 295-6888 or (800) 366-2875 
Fax (717) 295-6096 
hrrp://www.burle.com 
Phocomulriplier cubes (PMTs) and accessories. Burle used to 

be RCA's PMT manufacturing operation. 

Electron Tubes Inc. 
I 00 forge Way, Unit 5 
Rockaway, NJ 07866 
Phone (20 I) 575-5586 
Fax (20 I) 586-9771 
hccp:/ /www.cleccron-cubes.co. uk 
Previously pare of Thorn EMI, Electron Tubes is the US 
affiliate of Electron Tubes Ltd in che UK and makes PMTs 
and accessories. I have used their PMT housings. 

Hamamarsu Corp. 
360 Foothill Rd. 
Bridgewater, NJ 08807-0910 
Phone (800) 524-0504 or (908) 231-0960 
Fax (908) 231-1218 
http:/ /www.hamamatsu.com 
Hamamacsu makes PMTs and accessories and pretty much 
has a lock on the flow cytometty market; they also supply 
photodiodcs, APDs, and CCD camera chips. 

PerkinElmer Optoelectronics ( H eadq uarcers) 
44370 Christy Sc. 
Fremont, CA 94538-3180 
Phone (510) 979-6500 or (800) 775-6786 
Fax (510) 687- 1140 
http:/ I opro. perkinelmer.comindex.asp 
E-mail: opto@perkinelmer.com 
PerkinElmer Optoelectronics 
21 75 Mission College Blvd. 
Santa C lara, CA 95054 
Phone (408) 565-0850 
Fax (408) 565-0793 
Channel phoromultipliers and photon counting modules 
PerkinElmer Optoelectronics 
2200 I Dumberry Rd. 
Vaudreuil, Quebec J7V 8P7 



Canada 
Phone (450) 424-3300 
Fax (450) 424-3411 
APD's, photon counting APO modules 

RMD (Radiation Monitoring Devices), Inc. 
44 Hunt Street 
Watertown, MA 02472 
Phone (617) 926-1167 
Fax (617) 926-9743 
hrrp://www.rmdinc.com 
Large area APDs and micro-APO arrays. 

DC-DC Converter Modules for PMT HV Power 
Supplies 

DEL Electronics Corp. 
l Commerce Park 
Vahalla, NY 10595 
Phone (914) 686-3600 
Fax (914) 686-5424 
hrrp://www .delpower.com 

MIL Electronics, Inc. 
150 Dow Sr. Tower Two, 
Manchester, NH 0310 I 
Phone (603) 647-9201 
Fax (603) 647-9201 
http://www.milelecrronics.com 

Power Supplies (low Voltage) 

Power-One power supplies or their equivalents are available 
from local electronics distributors. 

Other Electronics 

Douglas Elecuonics 
2777 Alvarado St. 
San Leandro, CA 94577 
Phone(510)483-8770 
Fax (51 O) 483-64 53 
http://www.douglas.com 
Printed circuit boards for wire wrap and solder construction, 
some fining standard buses and sloes; schematic capture/ PC 
layouc software for che Macintosh. 

Global Specialcies Corp. 
1486 Highland Avenue, Unit 2 
Cheshire, CT 06410 
Phone (203) 272-3285 
Fax (203) 468-0060 
http://www.globalspecialties.com 
Breadboarding sockecs, cesc and design instrumenrs. 

11.9 LASERS 

laser Trade Publications 

laser Focus World 
98 Spic Brook Road 
Nashua, NH 03062 
Phone (603) 891-0123 
Fax (603) 891 -0574 
http://www.laserfocusworld.com 

lasers & Optronics 
30 I Gibraltar Or., Box 650 
Morris Plains, NJ 07950-0650 
Phone (973) 292-5100 
Fax (973) 292-0783 
hcrp://www.lascrsoptrmag.com 

Photonics Spectra 
Laurin Publishing Co., Inc. 
Berkshire Common 
P. 0 . Box 4949 
Pircsfield, MA 01202 
Phone (413) 499-0514 
Fax (413) 442-3180 
hrrp://www.phoconicsspeccra.com 

Laser Manufacturers 

Blue Sky Research Inc. 
537 Centre Pointe Drive 
Milpicas, CA 95035 
Phone ( 408) 941-6068 
Fax (408) 941-6069 
http://www.blueskyresearch.com 
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Blue Sky's µLens™ technology generates, low-divergence , 
circular, diffracrion-limiced beams from laser diodes; the 
diode modules chus produced are called CircuLascrsTM. 

Coherent, Inc. 
Laser Group 
5100 Pacrick Henry Dr. 
Sanca Clara, CA 95054 
Phone (800) 527-3786 or (408) 764-4983 
Fax (800) 362-1170 or (408) 764-4800 
hnp://www.cohcrentinc.com 
Large argon and krypton lasers, CW dye lasers, solid state 
lasers , red and violec diode laser sysccms. 

The COOKE Corporation 
I 091 Centre Road, Sui cc I 00 
Auburn Hills, MI 48326-2670 
USA 
Phone (248) 276-8820 
Fax (248) 276-8825 
hccp://www.cookecorp.com 
Mulcicolor hollow-cachode He-Cd lasers. 
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Cyonics (now part of JDS Uniphase, sec below) 

Evergreen Laser Corp. 
9G Commerce Circle 
Durham, CT 06422 
Phone (860) 349-1797 
Fax (860) 349-3873 
http://www.evergreenlaser.com 
Laser re-tubing and re-manufaccuring. 

JDS Uniphase Corp. 
!63 Baypoince Pkwy 
San Jose, CA 95134 
Phone ( 408) 434-1800 
Fax ( 408) 433-3838 
http://www.jdsu.com 
He-Ne, air-cooled argon, diode and solid-scare lasers. 

Laser Innovations 
668 Flinn Avenue, #22 
Moorpark, CA 93021 
Phone (805) 529-5864 
Fax (805) 529-6358 
h rrp://www.laserinnovarions.com 
Sales, service and support for Coherenr ion lasers. 

liCONiX (now pare of Mellcs Grior, sec below) 

Light Age , Inc. 
Two Riverview Drive 
Somersec, NJ 08873 
Phone (732) 563-0600 
Fax (732) 563-1571 
hnp://www.lighc-age.com 
The nUVo™ is a parenred diode pumped alexandrite laser. 
The doubled nUVo™ operares berween 360 and 400 nm 
wirh 1- IOmW of power. 

Lighrwave Elecrronics 
2400 Charleston Road 
Mounrain View, CA 94043 
Phone (650) 962-0755 
Fax (650) 962-166 l 
http://www.lwccorp.com 
High power (up to 300mW) diode pumped 532nm lasers; 
mode-locked UV YAG lasers. 

Melles Griot 
Laser Group 
2051 Palomar Airporr Road, 200 
Carlsbad, California 92009 
Phone (800) 645-2737 or (760) 438-2131 
fax (760) 438-5208 
hnp://www.mellesgriot.com 
Argon, krypron and mixed gas ion lasers; He-Ne, He-Cd, 
diode and diode pumped solid state lasers. 

Newporr Corp. (see section 11.2 for address) 
Red He-Ne, air cooled argon ion and diode lasers. 

Novalux, Inc. 
l l 70 Sonora Court 
Sunnyvale, C.A 94086 
Phone (408) 736-0707 
Fax (408) 735-0395 
http://www.novalux.com 
Prorera solid-scare 488 nm lasers. 

Omnichrome (now part of Mdles Griot, see above) 

Power Technology Inc. 
J 6302 Alexander Road 
Alexander, AR 72002 
Phone (501) 407-0712 
Fax (501) 407-0036 
h ttp://www.powercechnology.com 
Diode laser and diode pumped solid scare laser modules; 
power supplies for diode lasers. 

Research Electro Oprics 
1855 S. 57rh Ct. 
Boulder, CO 80301 
Phone (303) 938-1960 
Fax (303) 447-3279 
http://www.reoinc.com 
Green, yellow, orange, and red He-Ne lasers. 

Speccra-Physics 
1335 Terra Bella Ave. 
P. 0. Box 7013 
Mouncain View, CA 94039 
Phone (650) 961 -2550 or (800) 775-5273 
Fax (650) 968-5215 
hccp://www.splasers.com 
Large and small argon and krypton lasers, CW dye lasers, 
He-Ne lasers, CW green and mode-locked UV YAG lasers. 

Thorlabs (see section 11.2 for address) 
Diode lasers. 

11.10 OPTICAL FILTERS 

Color Glass Filters 

All chc color glass filrer manufacturers sell through 
distributors, e.g. , the optical supply houses listed in 11.2. 

Coming Glass Works's color glasses are now made by: 
Kopp Glass, Inc. 
2108 Palmer Srreer 
Pittsburgh, PA 15218 
Phone (412) 271 -0190 
Fax (412) 271-4103 
hrcp://www.koppglass.com 



Hoya Corp. USA 
101 Metro Drive, Suite 500, 
San Jose, CA 95110 
Phone (408) 441-3305 
Fax (408) 451 -9562 
hrrp://www.hoya.co.jp 

T hermo Corion Optical Filters 
(formerly Dirric Optics, Inc.) 
8 Ease forge Parkway 
Franklin, MA 02038-3148 
Phone (508) 528-44 11 or (800) 598-6783 
Fax (508) 520-7583 
http://www.corion.com 

Schon Glass Technologies, Inc. 
400 York Ave. 
Duryea. PA 18642 
Phone (570) 457-7485 
Fax (570) 457-6921 
http://www.schottglasstech.com 

Newporr Industrial Glass, Inc. 
10564 Fern Avenue 
Stanron, CA 90680 
Phone (714) 484-7500 
Fax (714) 484-7600 
http://www. newporrglass.comhomefil.htm 
Distributor for all of the color glass filter manufacturers. 

Interference Filters 

Chroma Technology Corp. 
74 Corron Mill Hill, Unit A-9 
Brattleboro VT 05301 
Phone (800) 824-7662 
Fax (802) 257-9400 
hrtp:/ /www.chroma.com 

Thermo Corion Optical Filters (see address above) 

Omega Optical, Inc. 
210 Main Street 
Brattleboro, VT 05301 
Phone (802) 254-2690 or (866) 488-1064 
Fax (802) 254-3937 
http://www.omegafilters.com 

The optical houses of section 11.2 also make and sell 
interference filters. While Omega's and Chroma's stock 
filters may cost a bit more than some of their competitors', 
each Omega and Chroma filter comes with a transmission 
curve. Omega and Chroma will also make custom and 
semicustom (i.e., with additional coatings} filters. 
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Neutral Density Filters 

Many of the same companies that make interference filters 
also offer reflective neucral densiry (N .D.) fi lters. The color 
glass filter makers offer absorptive N .D. filcers. Your local 
photo supply store probably has Kodak plastic neutral 
densiry filters, which may be all you need. 

Polarizing Filters and Optics 

For cheap plastic polarizers, cry your local photo shop; for 
fancier scuff, try the optical supply houses. 

Tunable Filters 

Cambridge Research & lnstrumenration, Inc. 
35-B Cabot Road 
Woburn, MA 01801 
Phone (888) 372-1242 or (781) 935-9099 
Fax (781 ) 935-3388 
http://www.cri-inc.com 
Liquid crystal tunable imaging filters. 

II.II AIDS TO TROUBLESHOOTING FLOW 
CYTOMETERS WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS 

See reference 621. 

11.12 PROFICIENCY TESTING 

FAST Systems, Inc. 
8-5 Metropolitan Cr. 
Gaithersburg, MD 20878-4013 
Phone (301) 977-0536 
Fax (301) 977-7023 
h rtp:/ /www .fasrsys.com 

11.13 SEX SELECTION (the book needed more sex) 

MicroSorr 
Division of the Genetics & IVF Institute 
3015 Williams Drive, Suite 101 
Fairfax, Virginia 2203 l USA 
Phone (703) 876-3897 or (800) 277-6607 
Fax (703) 995-4928 
Division at Huntington Reproductive Center 
23961 Calle de la Magdalena, Suite 541 
Laguna H ills, CA 92653 
microson@givf.com 
http://www.microsort.net/ 
Sperm sorting for gender selection in humans. 

X't, Inc. at Moondrift 
l 108 North Lemay Avenue 
Fort Collins, Colorado 80524 
Phone (970) 493-3113 
Fax (970) 493-3 114 
http://www.xyinc.com 
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For inquiries relaced co XY, Inc. 's research & developmenc, 
sperm-soning faciliry, sperm-evaluacion laboracory and bull 
scud: 
XY, Inc. ac ARBL 
3801 Wesc Rampart Road 
ARBL Building 
CSU Foochills Research Campus 
Fore Collins, Colorado 80523 
Phone (970) 49 1-4764 
Fax (970) 491-4374 

11.14 ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY 
30 Molecular Sciences Led 
Harston Mill 
Hamon, Cambridge CB2 5GG 
UK 
Phone +44 (0) 1223 875 280 
Fax +44 (0) 1223 875 269 
hccp://www.3d-molecularsciences.com 
Developing multiplex bead assays using opcically readable 
microfabricaced encoded panicles. 

Amnis Corporation 
2025 Firsc Ave, Suice PH-B 
Seaccle, WA 98121 
Phone (206) 374-7000 
hnp://www.amnis.com 
Developing its Image Scream cechnology for multispeccra1 
imaging of cells in flow. 

Arcrnrus Engineering, Inc. 
400 Logue Avenue 
Mountain View, California 94043, USA 
Phone (888) 446 7911 or (650) 962 3020 
Fax (650) 962 3039 
hccp://www.arccur.com 
Arccurus's PixCell"' is a laser capcure microdisseccion syscem 
on a microscope platform. 

ChemoMecec A/S 
Gydevang 43 
DK-3450 Allernd 
Denmark 
Phone (+45) 48 13 10 20 
Fax (+45) 48 13 10 21 
hccp://www.chemometec.com 
NucleoCouncer image analyzing cell councer. 
(Distributor for U. S. and Canada: 
New Brunswick Sciencific Co., Inc. 
P. 0 . Box 4005, 44 Talmadge Rd. 
Edison, NJ 08818-4005 
Phone (732) 287- 1200 or (800) 63 1-54 17 
Fax (732) 287-4222 
hccp://www.nbsc.com) 

Chemunex SA (see seccion 11.5 for address) 
The ChemScan ROI (known as Scan RDJTM in North 
America) analyzer uses laser scanning co dececc bacceria on a 
filter membrane. 

ChromaVision Medical Systems. Inc. 
3 31 71 Paseo Cervcza 
San Juan Capiscrano, CA 92675 
Phone (888) 443-33 10 or (949) 443-3355 
Fax(949)443-3366 
h ccp://www.chromavision.com 
Automated Cellular Imaging Syscem (ACIS®). 

CompuCyce Corporacion 
12 Emily Screec 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
Phone (800) 840-1303 or (617) 492-1300 
Fax (6 17) 577-4501 
htcp://www .compucyce.com 
CompuCyce's LSCrn scanning laser cytometer2w ·2'"0" ·' " ·· • was 

developed by Ka.rnencsky and Kamemsky (and you know 
two heads are bcm:r than one). It has found and continues 
to find applications in many areas of basic and clinical cell 
analysis. The newer iCytern offers addicional feacurcs. 

Cyncellecc, Inc. (spin-off from Oncosis, Inc) 
6199 Comersconc Court, Suice 111 
San Diego, CA 92121-4740 
Phone (858) 450-7079 
Fax (858) 550-1774 
http://www.cyncellecc.com 
Laser-Enabled Analysis and Processing (LEAP'") platform 
utilizes opcical scanning, image analysis and targecing laser 
for cell analysis and manipulation '0 ' 1• 

Dynal Biotech 
P.O.Box 11 4 
Smestad 
N-0309 Oslo 
Norway 
Phone+ 47 22 06 10 00 
Fax + 47 22 50 70 15 
http:/ /www.dynal.no 

Separation technology using magnetic Dynabeads®. 

Fluidigm Corporation (formerly Mycomecrix Corporacion) 
7 100 Shoreline Court 
Souch San Francisco, CA 94080 
Phone (650) 266-6000 
Fax (650) 871-7152 
http://www.fluidigm.com 
Fluidigm is commercializing microfluidic cechnology 
developed by Seep hen Quake ec al at CalT ech for 
manipulation and sorting of cells and macromolecules'J'4· · • 



lmmunicon Corporation 
3401 Masons Mill Rd. 
Hunringdon Valley, PA. 19006 
Phone (215) 830-0777 
Fax (215) 830-0751 
http:! /www.immunicon.com 
lmmunicon's magnetic cell separation technology, some 
elements of which are available from Molecular Probes, is 
also the basis for the "CellTracks 'M" scanning laser 

""' d . I II cytornerer · · an a s1mp e ce counter. 

Medis Technology 
805 Third Avenue, 15th Floor 
New York, NY 10022 
Phone (212) 935-8484 
Fax (212) 935-9216 
http://www.medistechnologies.com 
Mcdis Technology sells the Cellscan' "~ instrument 
developed at Bar-Ilan Universiry for fluorescence 
polarization measure men ts. 

Micronics, Inc. 
8463 l 54rh Avenue NE, Building F 
Redmond, WA 98052 
Phone (425) 895-9197 
Fax (425) 895-1183 
hnp;/ /www.micronics.net 
Micronics, with Honeywell, is developing the BioFlips 
wearable cycometer to detect a biowarfare attack by changes 
in a soldiers white blood cell count (funded by DARPA) 

Miltenyi Biotec Inc. 
12740 Earhart Avenue 
Auburn, CA 95602, USA 
Phone (530) 888-8871 or 800 FOR MACS 
Fax (530) 888-8925 
http://www.milrenyibiotec.com 
Magnetic Cell Sorting Technology (MACS) 
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Oncosis, Inc. 
6199 Cornerscone Courr, Suire 111 
San Diego. CA 92121 -4740 
Phone {858) 550-1 770 
Fax (858) 550-1774 
hnp:/ /www.oncosis.com 
Phocosis™ system for removing rumor cells from 

l-01< marrow 

PF. Biosystems 
850 Lincoln Centre Drive 
Foster Ciry, CA 94404 USA 
Phone (650) 638-5800 or (800) 345-5224 
Fax (650) 638-5884 
http:/ /www.pebiosysrems.com 
FMAT1~ 8100 microvolume laser scanning HTS system. 

StemCell Technologies Inc. 
777 West Broadway, suite 808 
Vancouver BC Canada VSZ 4]7 
Phone (800) 667-0322 or (604) 877-0713 
Fax (800) 567-2899 or (604) 877-0704 
http://www.stemcell.com 
Cell separation, enrichment, expansion and evaluation 
technologies. 

SurroMed, Inc. 
2375 Garcia Avenue 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
Phone (650) 230 1961 
Fax (650) 230 1960 
hnp:/ /www .surromed.com 
SurroScan·™, microvolume laser scanning cytomcrry 
system. 
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12. AFTERWORD 

This is the space I reserved ahead of cime in which to doc 
i's, cross e's, rcporc lace breaking news, and get in a few more 
opinions. 

12.1 DOTTING i'S AND CROSSING c'S 
As in the transitions becween previous editions, I didn 't 

renumber the old references. The Second Edition references 
started at 624 , buc reference 749 duplicated reference 523. 
The references in che Third Edition started at number 1027; 
chose in this Fourth Edition arc numbers 2315-3685. There 
are ar lease two duplicates; 3021 = 2682 and 3139 = 2616. 

12.2 LA TE BREAKING NEWS 

New Book 
Well, not chat new, bur I seem ro have missed Cytometric 

analysis of cell phenotype and JunctionMH>, edited by McCarthy 
and Macey, which appeared in late 2001. 

New Procein Stain 
Ferrari er al'""'' have used a new stain, Bcljian red. a 

merabolirc of rhe fungus Epicoccum nigrum, co label cysts of 
Giardia. The material has excitation peaks near 400 nm and 
525 nm; iris non-fluorescent until it interacts with proteins, 
producing a fluorescent complex emicring ac 605 nm. 
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Caveat on Fluorescenc Caspase lnhibicors 

Zbigniew Darzynkiewicz recencly reported, in postings 
ro the Purdue Cycomeiry Mailing List, that fluorescenc 
caspase inhibitors (p. 380) may bind co ocher conscirnencs of 
apoptotic cells, as well as to caspases. With Brian Lee and 
Gary Johnson, of Immunochemiscry Technologies, he 
concludes chat "While chese reagents are good markers of 
apopcosis and very likely report activation of caspases or 
serine proceases, we currencly suspect chat mechanism of 
cheir recencion in apopcocic cells may noc be a scricc funccion 
of cheir covalent interaction with caspasc or protease 
enzymes." Further work on the additional binding sites 
should be published later in 2003. 

' Polyamide Probes 
Gygi cc al 30' 2 used polyarnide probes to discriminate 

chromosome 9 from other chromosomes with which ic 
normally clusters (p . 479). The probes came from Peter 
Dervan and his coworkers ac Caltech, who have investigared 
whecher synthetic organic chemist!')' can improve on nature 
in terms of designing sequence-specific DNA binding 
polymersW·)·•. Polyamides can bind co native double
stranded DNA, and, in some ca~cs, can enter intacc cells and 
modulate gene funccion 3"'1• 
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Figure 12-1. Tearing down che "picket fence" and reuniting che negatives using a BiExponential data 
transform instead of a logarithmic scale. Courtesy of David Parks and Wayne Moore (Herzenberg Lab, 
Stanford). 

Tearing Down rhe (Picket) Fences 

My description of logarithmic amplifiers and 
fluorescence compensation as "Deals Wirh rhe Devil" (p. 35) 
seems ro resonare wirh many flow cytomerer users, and ir 
seems rhar rhe more colors rhey measure, rhe more frustrated 
chey ger abour rhe whole business. High-resolution 
digitization lets us get rid of the logarithmic amplifiers, bur 
rhe large dynamic range of immunofluoresccnce dara 
demands char we keep the logarithmic scale, or at least 
something like ic. When our high-resolution digitization is 
not quite as high-resolution as it should be, we get "picket 
fences" at the bottom of the scale (p. 207), whether or not 
compensation is applied ro che dara. Bur ir gees worse. 

Afcer baseline restoration is applied, signals from 
parricles wich liccle detectable fluorescence, i.e., chose char 
arc "negatives" in a given fluorescence channel, produce 
signals with maximum amplicudes near zero volts (ground). 
However, there is always some noise on che baseline, which 
means chat the value we capture might be slighcly below 
ground rarher than slightly above ground. Whether we use a 
log amp or do our conversions from linear to log scales 
digitally, we have a problem; as numbers approach zero, 
rheir logarithms approach negative infinity, and che 
logarithms of negative numbers arc undefined. le is therefore 
common practice to apply a "fudge factor," using additional 
circuitry at che input to a log amp or adding an appropriate 
constant if we are doing digital conversions, to keep the 
linear daca values at lease a licde bit above ground. 

Once we stare compensating data, we are likely to end up 
with more negative values, and with a broader range of 
negative values, because the numbers we subtract from small 
signal values during compensation, whether we use analog 
compensation circuitry or digital compensation, are fixed 
fractions of large signal values, representing "ideal" 
compensation, while the small signal values, representing 
contriburions from small numbers of photoelectrons, 
typically have a large variance. When we look at displays of 
compensa1ed data on log scales, they almost invariably show 
one cluster of "negatives" plastered up against an axis, and 
another, discrete cluster jusr off the axis. Panels A and B of 

Figure 12-1 provide a good illustration. The dara in all three 
panels of the figure represent signals from blank particles 
(and a few from contaminating fluoresccnr parricles); they 
were taken from a FACSDiVa digital pulse processing 
system, and processed by Dave Parks and Wayne lv1oorc of 
the Herzenbcrg lab using a beta version of Tree Scar's 
FlowJo software incorporating a BiExponcncial data 
transform. 

The log scale contour plot in Panel A shows three 
clusters of "negatives," one along each axis and one 
occupying most of the first decade. The contour lines 
conceal much of the "picket fence" appearance of the: data, 
which is much more obvious in the log scale color densiry 
plot in Panel B. 

There isn' t anything sacred about the logarithmic scale; 
it just happens that it provides a convenient way of 
displaying data with a large dynamic range. Convenient, rhac 
is, as long as the data don't include zero and negative values. 
When we were stuck wich using log amps, we really d idn 't 
have much choice as co what scale ro use. Given the freedo m 
made possible by high-resolution digital processing, Dave, 
Wayne, Mario Roederer ec al decided to invesrigare ocher 
possible daca transforms, looking for something char behaved 
like a log transform for large signal values, bur was bem:r 
behaved for small, zero, and negative values. What rhcy 
came up with is a hyperbolic sine function that can have 
different coefficients in its positive and negative exponential 
components. Don 't worry about it; you won't have to do the 
calculation. T he bottom line is chat the BiExponencial 
function implemented in Wayne's protorype "Logicle" 
program and in the FlowJo beta is close to linear ar the low 
end and close to log at the high end, and, as can be seen 
from Panel C of figure 12-1, it puts all the "negatives" into 
che single cluster in which our brains expect chem co be 
found. 

If there is a down side co all of this, it is chat the function 
has a lot of coefficients, which may take some tweaking to 

ger the data into the right shape. Mose users don't want co 
go there, and some who wane tO probably shouldn'c. So, che 
challenge for the programmers is co make the process 
automatic. Otherwise, I'll stick with my counterproposal (p. 



244) char we define the low end of the log scale as off limics 
for gating and just live wich chc arcifaccual multiple clusters. 
I have ro admit, Panel C looks pretty nice. 

New Instrument: The BD FACSArray™ 
BO Biosciences has recently introduced the FACSArray, 

a bcnchtop analyrer designed for borh multiplexed bead 
assays and cellular fluorescence measurements. It has 532 nm 
(green) YAG and red diode laser sources and a 
FACSC:alibur-type flow cell, and takes samples from 
microcicer places, measuring forward and side scatter and 
fluorescence at (I'm guessing) 575 and >660 nm (green
excited) and 660 and >700 nm (red-excited), using APDs 
and PMTs as detectors. The FACSArray seems to be 
intended to go head to head with Guava and Luminex. 

Science Special Section: Biological Imaging 
The 4 April 2003 issue of Science (Volume 300, pp. 1-

196) contains a special section on biological imaging, 
introduced by Hunley and Helmuth"''6 • Notable articles in 
the issue include a comparative review of lighr microscopy 
techniques for live cell imaging by Stephens and Allan.11'"' and 
a report by Scorrano ct al"' " demonscracing the roles of BAX 
and BAK in regulating Ca" transport from endoplasmic 
rericulum co mitochondria, a process without which apop
totic death cannot occur. 

Cytomics in Predictive Medicine: a Clinical Cytometry 
Special Issue and Other Recent Citings and Sightings 

The May 2003 issue of Clinical Cytommy ( Cytometry, 
Volume 538, pp. 1-85) is a special issue on "Cyromics in 
Predictive Medicine," edited by Gi.incer Valet and Attila 
Tarnok"'"9, including articles on the predictive utility of 
immuno-phenotyping in acute myeloid leukemia,.;so.i and 
chronic fatigue syndrome,.;8'. 

While chose of us in the flow game may know and love 
Clinical Cytometry, I chink we all have to admit chat The 
New England journal of Medicine has a considerably higher 
impac~faccor. Well'. che. ~~11, 2003 issue of NE]M has a_n 
amcle" and an ed1ronal on rhe use of flow cyromemc 
quantification of ZAP-70 kinase levels in chronic 
lymphocyric leukemia (CLL) cells to assess probable clinical 
course and outcome. The underlying biology is chis: 
although the 50 co 70 percent of parients with hypermucated 
immunoglobulin heavy-chain variable regions usually have a 
good prognosis, chose patients wirh unmuraced genes do not. 
Using flow cycomerry, Crespo er al "'"} found unmutared 
genes in all patients in whom ac lease 20% of B-CLL cells 
expressed ZAP-70 at levels equal ro rhose found in T and 
NK cells; ZAP-70 expression itself was also determined to be 
of prognostic significance. Molecular merhods that allow 
direct derecrion of rhe unmurated gene are "nor (now] 
widely available in clinical pracciceJ6&' ," buc Rai and 
ChiorarLi'"'" noted chat ZAP-70 can be detected "by a 
relatively convenient and clinically available technology 
(mulciparamecer imrnunofluorescence flow cycometry)J6&'." 

Back on pp. 468-9, I used Figure 10-9, from a 2002 
paper by Perez and Nolan:iooo in which flow measurements of 
intracellular signaling k.inases in T cell subsets were 
described, as an illuscracion of the current state of che arr in 
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flow cytomecry. A licde more than a year after chis paper 
appeared, we have a high-profile article establishing clinical 
relevance of flow cyromccric kinase measurements in 
leukemic cells and a high-profile edicorial pointing out rhc 
advantages of the technique. Perhaps nor as dramaric as the 
progress from the recognirion of SARS as a new disease ro 
the identification and sequencing of the virus in three 
months, but still pretty impressive. 

In April , 2003, Maryalice Scedcr-Srevcnson of ~IH , 
Jerry Marci of FDA, and Bob Voge of CDC: rounded up a 
few of rhe usual suspects for a meeting on "ldcnrifying the 
Optimal Methods for Clinical Quantitative Flow 
Cyromctry." Renewed inrerest in chis topic has followed 
from flow cytometric analyses done on parients undergoing 
treatment wirh monoclonal antibodies; <lara suggesr char rhe 
number of antibody binding si tes presenr on rhe target cell 
rype(s) may be of relevance in determining response. If chis 
turns out co be crue ar the most simple-minded level, it may 
be possible to improve che rherapeuric index of monoclonal 
antibody therapy just by picking appropriate mixrures of 
antibodies, but chat's getting way ahead of rhe game; what 
we need to do now is figure our how to gee multiple 
laboratories to do reliable, reproducible quancicacivc 
measurements. Seay tuned. 

12.3 ANALYTICAL BIOLOGY, SUCH AS IT ISN'T: IS 
THIS ANY WAY TO RUN A SCIENCE? 

Flow cytomecers are, unforcunarely, coo often used by, or 
under che direction of, scienrisrs who neither know nor care 
co know rhe derails of their operarion . In the long run, char 
atticude cannor contribute co scientific progress. 

Scientific instrument development follows a traditional 
parrcrn in which new principles in physics and chemistry are 
first applied by physicists and physical chemises, who 
domesticate them co the point at which they can be used by 
analytical chemises. The resulcing technology chen diffuses 
imo ehe organic chemical, biochemical, and biomedical 
communities over a period of several years . Chemises and 
physicists arc expected to build their own instruments if they 
can't buy rhc appararus they need co answer the questions 
they are asking; biologists are not. 

Thus, while there is an established discipline of analytical 
chemistry, there is not an established discipline of analytical 
biology. Moreover, biologists and medical researchers are 
generally not exposed co general principles of inscru
menrarion and measurement during their rraining. They 
cercainly don't learn how to build instrumenrs. Clinicians 
may be knowledgeable aboue apparatus chcy use, bur arc 
generally unaware of inscruments and methodology nor 
already established in rheir fields of specialization. 

While clinical medicine has been unflatteringly described 
as a corcage industry, rhe epirhec applies co medical research 
as well. Researchers are encouraged to formulate complex 
hypotheses and ask intricate quesrions, bur are rypically 
given no guidance to speak of regarding the choice of 
methodology char muse be used co test che hyporheses and 
answer the quesrions. Most senior researchers will opine chat 
graduate course work in instrumentation, measurement, and 
methodology is unnecessary; che students will learn from 
books, from arcicles, from their advisers, etc. 
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Jusr where arc all chese books and articles? Who caughc 
che advisers, an<l how much arrention have rhe advisers paid 
to mechodology since chey were young invescigarors? The 
imagined reaching resources don't exisc. People learn how ro 
build and use instruments from hanging around ocher 
people who build and use instruments, and che rcsc of cheir 
colleagues don't underscand their merho<lology, may noc 
believe chcir resulrs, and, worse of all, waste a loc of rime and 
money doing experiments che hard way due to a lack of 
undemanding of mechodology. 

There seems co be room for improvement in a lot of the 
merhodology wich which biomedical research propels itself 
along rhese days. At one cime, I wanted co sec up an 
academic department ro crain people to develop inscrumenrs 
and mechods, bur I'm probably coo old now. If you wane co 
learn, read (or re-read) che book, and find a mentor. If 
you're serring up such a department and would like co have 
an old dog help teach you and your srudenrs some new 
cricks , ger in couch . 

12.4 COLOPHON 
A colophon typically goes ac rhe end of a book and gives 

decails on che cypesercing and producrion . I'm purring mine 
here so I can finish with some ocher scuff. 

The reviewers of the hrst Edirion of Practical Flow 
Cytometry were uniformly negacive about the typesetting, 
which was done with a Cenrronics dot-macrix printer and an 
Acari 800 computer (coca! system cost just over $1,000). 
Many people assumed I was being chintzy about personal 
computer systems. and that I could have done much better 
using a $3,000 (yes!) Apple II or a $4.500 (yes! again) IBM 
PC for my word processing. Noc crue; when the book was 
typesec in late 1984, che setup I used and the Atari word 
processors provided the only means of gccting a personal 
computer tO produce the two-column , proportionally spaced 
rexr requested by che publisher. If I'd waited another two 
monchs, I could have produced nicer rwo-column propor
tional cexc using a letcer-qualicy primer with che Acari. le 
cook almost another year before che Apple and IBM word 
processors caughr up. 

Nacurally, when che cime came ro consider purcing ouc a 
Second E<licion of the book, prioricies one and rwo went co 
improving che cypesecting and upgrading the sloppily 
scrawled and cricically unacclaimed drawings chac had 
illuscraced che Firsc Edicion. By rnid-1986, when I scarced 
evaluating the computer cypesercing options, I was hearing 
all of these wonderful things about Deskcop Publishing, and 
how it was already here for the Apple Macintosh and 
Coming Real Soon for the IBM PC. Ir sounded as if I could 
buy a single compucer and a single software package co do 
everything I needed; sec che type, draw illuscracions, and do 
the layout, merging cexc and graphics. When I couldn 't wait 
any longer for char ideal software, which was scill not 
available for either the Mac or che PC when che second 
edition wenc co the primer, I had co wing ic. 

I first had to convert che files containing che text of the 
Firsr Edition from single- ro double-<lensicy Acari floppies, 
so I could read chem on an IBM PC drive with rhc aid of 
shareware char translated them, more or less, inro IBM 
format. The IBM format files were stripped of conrrol codes 

and edited, and new cexc generaced, using che XyWrice III 
Plus word processor, which formatced and sec chc ccxc in 
double columns, using I 0 point Times Roman as the body 
cype. Text pages were printed on an Apple LaserWricer Plus 
primer (over $4,000!), which I lenr to XyQuesc for six weeks 
so they could fix the XyWrice printer drivers. 

Merging of tcxc and graphics was done by leaving space 
in the ccxc page layouts for graphics and priming graphics 
separa1ely. Graphics in IBM PC format were captured with 
SymSofc's HOTSHOT and primed on che LaserWriter Plus. 
Compurer-generaced drawings were done on a Macinrosh SE 
using Cricket Draw and Apple's MacDraw, and also primed 
on che primer. Line art and photographs were copied on 
Canon copiers. The pages containing graphics were then 
inserted into che printer, and the texc was primed in its 
proper location. This, believe ic or not, was the mosr 
expeditious way co get the job done ac the time. 

Since I waited six years to do the Third Edition , I 
expected co be up to my armpits in fantastic page layouc and 
documenc processing software when I starred chis one. Ha. I 
cried FramcMaker, PageMaker, and Vemura Publisher, on 
Mac and Windows placforms, and couldn't live with any of 
chem. XyWrice had appeared in new DOS and Windows 
incarnations, which I didn't like either. 

As luck would have ic, Microsoft's version 6.0 of Word 
for Windows hie che scores just about the cime I started 
cyping. I had played around wirh version 2.0 , which didn 'r 
hack it, but, luckily, I had cranslared all of che old files inco 
Microsoft's Rich Text Format, so it was fairly painless to 
read them. 

As we all chink we know, cross-platform compatibility 
between Macimoshes and PC-compatibles is a piece of cake. 
Ha again. All of the drawings done on the Mac were done 
with old enough versions of the drawing programs so rhe 
new versions either wouldn' t prinr chem or would only 
convert chem to PICT files much uglier than che originals. I 
ended up having John Brandes redo some of the old graphics 
using che Word for Windows drawing package; ocher old 
figures and phocos and line arr were scanned in by Chris 
Spychalski using a Hewlecr-Packard Scanjec !IC, connected 
co an Apple Macintosh !lei. Image files in TIFF (Tagged 
Image File Format) were transferred co che PC-comparibles 
via floppy disks and sneakernec. 

A few drawings for che Third Edition were made wich 
Corel Draw 4, Micrografx Windows Draw, and Chem
Window, a chemical structure drawing program . PC screen 
capcure and image format cranslacion were <lone with Pizazz 
Plus for Windows (Applicacion Techniques, Pepperell, MA) 
My objective was co have che whole book, arrwork and all , 
on che hard disk, so I wouldn't need co run paper chrough 
che primer rwice, and I was very impressed chac I could do 
rhe whole job with a word processor, racher than having co 
resort to a page layout program. So l went along with che 
rest of the world and switched all of my word processing co 
Word for Windows. 

The Second Edition was printed on the Apple 
l.aserWricer Plus, a 300 dpi PoscScript primer. The Third 
Edition was printed on 600 dpi Hewlecc-Packard LaserJet 
4M and Laserjec 4MP primers, making it feasible to print 
halfcones from phocographs. These printers had PoscScripc 



capabilicy, buc I used chem in cheir nacive (PCL) mode, 
because, ar lease under Windows 3.1, they printed a lot fasrer 
char way. 

By che rime I scam:d work on chis Fourrh Edition, I 
rhoughr rhe layout pare would be a piece of cake. In case you 
haven 'r heard, rhe cypeserrers used ro prim mosc books these 
days can work directly from Adobe Acrobat .pdf files, which 
are easy co generate from PostScript. I tried co use 
FrameMakcr ro do rhe book, buc che available documen
tation was so atrocious rhat, after several momhs of screwing 
around, I srill couldn't manage ro gee a single page of rexr ro 
lay out properly, and decided to scick wirh Word. No picnic 
chere, cirher. The compurers at the lab and ar che house and 
my laprop all had whac was supposed ro be rhe same version 
of Word for Office 2000 (separace copies of rhe program, of 
course; having written and sold software, I am against 
piracy) . They also had che same primer drivers and the same 
fonrs, buc different compuccrs would give me different 
layoucs of the same cext. Things improved when I moved 
from Windows Millennium Edition (hard to tell wherher 
rhac is an operating sysrem or jusc a resident virus) to 
Windows XP. Ir then turned out rhac che Acrobat Disriller 
primer driver would choke on my Word files and not 
produce .pdf files, and chat each of the three PosrScripc 
drivers available for my 1200 DPI Lexmark Opera T6 l 0 
primer was flaky in its own inimirable way. I settled on the 
lease flaky one, which usually generared PostScript files that 
could be made inco .pdfs. 

After rwo major lapcop hard drive crashes, I got smart 
and starred keeping all of che files in duplicate on rwo 
excernal IEEE 1394 (FireWire) hard drives. And here I am. I 
need a new laptop; I was so desperace I even tried a citanium 
Mac for a while. Meanwhile, the folks ac Wiley decided to 

play ic safe and photograph my printed pages inscead of 
trying co print the book from .pdf files. I hope what you see 
is what I got. 

The body text for the Fourth Edition is 10 point Adobe 
Garamond; headings and captions are in Adobe Albercus 
MT. Many of che older figure labels are in Arial; che newer 
ones are in Helvetica. Shapiro's Laws of Flow Cytomecry are 
sec in Zapf Chancery. I'm still noc sure whether symbols are 
coming our in Adobe's Symbol PostScript font or in 
Microsoft's Symbol TrueType font . There arc a few ocher 
fonts scauered here and there. I hope you like che layouc, bur 
maybe I'll jusr send che publisher a double-spaced ryped 
manuscripc for my nexc book. 

Since chcy were intended in pare as revolucionary craccs, I 
choughc ic was appropriare char rhe Firsr Edicion and ics 
predecessor should be Lierle Red Books. The Second 
Edicion, wirh irs redesigned cover, was, like Chinese pandas 
and newspapers, red all over as well as black and white. The 
blue cover design for the Third Edition was a lircle subdued, 
bur Denise Papania has done a fancascic job wich rhe cover 
for chis one. 

12.5 UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

AIDS and Infectious Disease in the Third World 
As chose of you who have been involved in cycomecry for 

many years, or have read chrough chis book, know, it was che 
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emergence of AIDS in the U. S. and Europe in the early 
l 980's char led co the widespread clinical use of fluorescence 
flow cycomecry and the improvemenc of che previously shaky 
economic stacus of most of the inscrumenc manufacrurcrs. 
To borrow a phrase from rhe computer industry, HIV was, 
indeed, our "killer application." To cheir credic, many 
inscrument manufacturers have artempced co produce 
smaller, more rugged, less expensive cycometric apparatus for 
clinical use in rhe Third World, bur rhis has remained 
largely inaccessible to most of the African and Asian 
countries most affecced by che epidemic. 

I have described some approaches to affordable, praccical 
cycomerric syscems for CD4+ T-cell councing on pp. 491-3. 
This subject is now a topic of discussion at rhe annual 
Cyromecry Developmenc Workshop, held every Fall ac the 
Asilomar Conference Grounds in Pacific Grove, California, 
and attended by technical personnel from academic 
inscicucions, nacional laborarorics, and industry. The 
Workshop has always had a strong ecumenical spirit, wich 
informacion exchanged freely among compecing laborarories 
and companies, and the session held in 2000 helped 
srimulace che development of che "EasyCounr" inscrumcnc. 
More remains to be done; inexpensive cycomecric apparacus 
originally developed for CD4+ cell counting could be 
adapted co meec che needs of other price-sensitive emerging 
markets in developed countries, e.g., food and wacer 
microbiology, and for ocher uses, e.g., clinical research on 
malaria and ocher parasitic diseases. The cytomecry induscry 
may need co have ics arm twisted, as the pharmaceucical 
indusrry has had its arm rwisced, to gee che right products to 

resource-poor nations at the right price; if you have any 
leverage, use it. I'll be happy to help. 

A Center for Microbial Cycomecry 
The pace of development of instruments, reagents, and 

techniques opcimized for cycomecry of microorganisms, i.e., 
bacceria, nano- and picoplankton, fungi, viruses , and small 
unicellular eukaryotes - has been glacial. 

For example: My colleagues and I published rhe first 
paper on flow cycomecric decection of single virions in 
1 ~7~"', and, alcho1~.~h Harald Scee~ reproduced our res~lts 
wHhm a few years - , che nexc published paper on derecnon 
of single virions appeared in 199923"'. As I poinced our on 
pp. 522-4, no currenc commercial inscrument has sufficient 
sensicivicy to make precise mulciparamecer measurements of 
substances present at levels below a few chousand molecules 
in individual microorganisms. We need an instrument 
oprimized for that purpose; once we have it , ic can be used 
to look at a lot of incerescing small sruff, e.g., some strange 
bacceria.1666 and bacterial nucleic acids""'7 · ' char seem ro 
circulate in blood, circulacinf immune complexes"'1· ' '"'· '" 20·,,.', 

and placelec micropanicles,., ·3'''·'·31.1>.%o ·o , as well as ar viruses 
and bacteria from various sources. 

As I said on p. 516, bacreria are noc jusr licrle 
eukaryoces. Many of che dyes wich which we have become 
familiar as stains for eukaryocic cells behave differently in 
bacteria; some behave differencly in different baccerial 
species. Rdarively few monoclonal antibodies againsc 
microbial antigens are commercially available, and rhe choice 
of labels for chose few chat are labeled is limiced. Ocher 
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specific reagents, e.g.. rRNA probes, arc also difficult to 

find . The immunologists and hemacologists, even the most 
comperitive ones, have cooperated over a generation to 

define rhe CD antigens, antibodies to which have become 
profirablc for a number of companies; a similar cooperative 
effort will have to be undertaken ro make better reagenrs 
available for microbiology. 

Ir 's not that there aren't a reasonable number of people 
who wane and could benefir from improved instruments, 
reagenrs, and techniques for cytomecry of microorganisms; 
rhe obstacle appears to be something like an activation 
energy barrier. In a word, the developmenr process needs to 
he caralrLed; I am volunreering co be one of che enzymes. In 
2002, I established a nonprofir corporation called The 
Center for Microbial Cytomctry. The first mission of the 
center will be co gee inreresced parties (from academia, 
governmenr, and industry) together, by e-mail at first and by 
conference cal l or face-to-face meeting as appropriate lacer, 
to define (and cacalog) che principal problems and currencly 
available solucions. We can expect to find chat, in many 
cases, one group of investigators has some solutions to 

another group's problems, which should lead to productive 
collaborations. Ideally, this would increase manufacturers' 
level of imeresc in providing rhe needed syscems and 
macerials, buc, if it did noc. we would ar least have a data 
base and a clearing house chat would facilirare do-it-yourself 
instrumenr modificacion and construcrion and exchange of 
reagents and techniques. The free markec hasn' t worked very 
well in this field over the past twenty or thirty years. 

I don' t expect the Center to accumulace a large staff and 
a building full of labs; we would only need people and 
resources on-site ro do what none of our participating 
members was willing or able to do. I therefore also don't 
expect a large budget to be required, and it seems to me chat 
the necessary funds could be obtained from some 
combination of government agencies, private foundations, 
and/or industrial donors. I'll start scrounging as soon as I 
finish writing. If you would like to be added to my list for 
further future mailings on the topic, e-mail me at 
<hms@shapirolab.com>. 

A Nobel Prize for Herzenberg and Kamentsky? 
We all know that the developers of really useful scientific 

methods arc at lease as likely co get Nobel Prizes as chose 
who discover new scientific facts and principles. If you've 
read chis far in this book, I shouldn't have co convince you 
char cell sorting is a really useful scienrific method. le would 
not have become one without the combined efforts of Mack 
fulwylcr, Len Herzenberg, and Lou Kamenrsky. 

Mack, then at Los Alamos, described cell sorting by 
droplet generation and electrostatic deflection in 1965'" . Lou 
sec the pace for che development of flow cyromecry as an 
analytical cycologic cool ' during the l 960's, when he worked 
IBM 's Watson Laborarory ar Columbia Universiry, and had 
added a sorter to his original insuumenc"' by 196766• Len 
recognized che porenrial of flow cyrometry and sorring as a 
preparative method, and his lab at Stanford has been cencral 
in che developmenr and refinemenc of che rechnology since 
the late I 960's, when che firsr fluorescence-activated sorter 

was described"'. Since chat time, log amps, fluorescence 
compensation, reporter genes, new fluorochromes. and 
many ocher innovations have come out of the lab (reread chis 
book!), which always seems co be measuring one more color 
than anybody else, and which also functions a.~ a highly 
successful core lab, honing rhe cycomerric skills of both 
experienced users and novices. 

Mack is gone now, bur there is still rime for Len and Lou 
co win that trip to Stockholm. If you share my sentiments 
about chis, and have clout with anyone eligible to nominate 
chem for the Nobel Prize (see <htcp://www.nohel.se/ 
medicine/nominacion/nominators.hrmb ), Ice chat person 
know. 

12.6 FLOW AND THE HUMAN CONDITION 
The psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi wrote a book 

cal led Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience (Harper & 
Row, 1990). Of course, he wasn ' t talking about flow 
cyrometry, bur some flow experiences can he pretty optimal. 
Nobody has won a Nobel Prize for flow cytomecry, but Len 
Herzrnberg and Lou Kamenrsky srill might (they may nor 
be old enough). Several people have made millions our of 
flow cytomerry; Wallace Coulter made hundreds of millions. 
I know of marriages, and fistfights, in which flow cytomerry 
played a role. 

I haven't gotten rich doing flow, but I've been inviced to 
a !or of inreresring places, and mer a lot of nice people. Since 
it's unlikely chat anybody bur the people I mentioned could 
win a Nobel Prize for cycomecry or sorting itself, as opposed 
co winning one for using ic inrelligendy, flow people tend co 
be more cooperative and less competitive than workers in 
some ocher fields. Ir is more obvious than ever char flow 
can' t bring world peace, bur ic can occasionally bring 
individual people from places or groups with opposing 
philosophies together in a common cause, which is a start. I 
chink rn keep doing it. 

There's No Business Like Flow Business 
There's no business like flow business 
When show business is slow. 
Where else can you play around with high-tech 
lasers, and computers, and cell clones? 
I go in rhe lab each day and cry tech-
Niques out with my tech; 
Ir's in my bones. 

There's no people like flow people; 
They smile where lights are low. 
Even when chere's Mycoplasma in your cells, 
Your laser smokes and emits bad smells. 
Still, you wouldn 't trade ir for a stack of gels -
Well, I wouldn't, I know. 
Let's go on with the flow! 

12.7 ONE MORE THING 
I almost forgot chis, and ir's very imporcanc: When your 

flow system clogs, whatever you do , don 't smite ic with your 
sraff. 
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l /e' poinrs, of Gau.ssian laser beam, 130 
2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent T echnologics), 

429.541 
4Cyte™ computer interface board 

(HMS) , 230 
4Cyte"™ software (HMS), 436 

histogram displays from , 30, 31 
4f2 ancigen. se( CD98 antigen 
7-AAD. see 7-Aminoactinomycin D 
Ii 'I'. su Membrane potential 

i\'I' .... su Micochondrial membrane 
porential 

A23 l 87, calcium ionophore, 47, 382, 403. 
404 

Abbocc Diagnostics, 433, 483, 511 
ABCG2 rransponer in SP stem cells, 489 
Aberration, 

chromatic, 108, 120-1 
lens. su Lens, aberrations 
spherical , 120-1, 123 

Absorbance, 111 
Absorprion, 2, 4, 4-8; su also Light, 

absorption, 
coefficient, 111 
cross-section, 44, 111 -2; su also 

Extinction coefficient 
effects on light scaccering, 281, 282 
fluort"scence and, 8 
lighr microscopy and. su Transmicced 

light microscopy 
measurement of, 281, 290 

Absorptive optical filters, 53. 153-4; m also 

Color Glass filters 

ABX Diagnostics, 433 
ACAS 570 instrument (Meridian), 267 
Accuracy, of flow cytomecer, 214 , 217 
Achromar lenses, 121 
Acid fuchsin, 76 
Acoustic cell sorters, 264 
Acoustic measurements of cells, 274 
Acridine orange (AO), 

cell cycle comparrmenrs defined by, 
44, 97, 320-2, 321 

chromatin structure and, 319-20, 320 
differenrial leukocyte counting and, 83 
DNA staining, 96-7, 96, 256-7, 312 
DNAJRNA staining, 44, 96-7, 312, 

320-2 
early use, 10, 79 
metachromatic fluorescence of, 79, 96-

7, 298-9. 312, 320-2, 
problems and solutions, 321-2 
reciculocyte counting using, 99, 326 
RNA content, 44, 79, 96-7 , 97, 320 
spectrum of, 296 
structure of, 301, 323 

Acridine yellow, 76 
Acridines, struccure of, 323 
Acriflavine, 75 
Acritarchs, flow cytometry of, 542 
Accinomycin D (AD) 

solid phase assay for, 473 
use with 7-AAD for "viabiliry", 371 

Activation, cell. see Cell activation 
Active electronics, 187, 188-91 
A-D convener. S(( Analog-co-digital 

Convener 
ADB. m l,4-Diacecoxy-2.3-

dicyanobcnzene 
ADC. su Analog-to-digital convener 
Adhesion molecules, 484 
Adriamycin, 376 
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Advanced Analytical Technologies (AATI) , 
429 

A-to-D convener. see Analog-to-digical 
convener 

Aequorin, 402 
Aerosol control in droplet sorters, 271 
Aerosols, detection of microorganisms in 

10, 73-4,74, 291 , 527, 532, 539 
AffordCD4 Web site, 491 
Aging, flow cytometric analysis of, 510 
Agilent Technologies, Inc., 429-30 
AlDS in rhe Third World, 565; see also 

Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
(HIV) infection 

Airy disk, 124 
Aldehydes, cell surface, 363 
Alexa dyes, 45, 335. 338 

Alexa 350, 337 
spectrum of, 296 

in tandems, 335 
Alexandrice laser, 145-6 
Algae, aucofluorescence, 292-3. 524-7 
Alignment, 444-6 

standards, 215, 354, 445-6 
Alkaline phosphatase, 

activiry, 380 
fluorogenic subscraces for , 380 
use as label for amplification , 344 

Allergy testing. 
by basophil degranulation, 485-6 

Allophycocyanin (APC), 45. 95. 143, 292, 
332 

tandem dyes, 45, 143, 333 
spectrum of, 296 

Allophycocyanin B (APC-B), 332 
Allophycocyanin-Cy5.5, 45, 333 
Allphycocyanin-Cy7, 45, 333 
AJpha-fecoprotein, 368 
Alternating current (AC), 55, 181-2 
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Alccrnacives co flow cytometry. 2, 59-60. 

451, 470. 475. 541 

commercial sources for, 558-9 

references, 71-2 

Aluminum gallium indium phosphide 

(AlGalnP) (red) diode laser, 143-5 

Aluminum phrhalocyanine dyes, 338 
AMCA (7-amino-4-merhylcoumarin-3-

accric acid), 337 

speccrum of, 296 
scruccure of, 327 

Am~rican Sociecy for Clinical Pachology 

(ASCP), 67 
7-aminoactinomycin D (7-AAD), 43, 46, 

311-2 

apopcosis and, 312, 463 

chromatin scrucrurc and, 319-20 

DNA conrenc and, 43, 311-2, 316 

DNA/R."l\JA concent and, 44. 324-5 

dye exclusion cesc and, 46. 312, 369-70 
speccrum of, 296 
scrucrnre of, 301 

Amnis Corporation, 289, 558 

Ampere (A). 102, 180 

t\mplificacion techniques, 340, 343-5 

hiotin-avidin mechods, 340, 343 

colloidal gold. 344 

enzymes as labels, 344 

fluorescenr vs. nonfluorescenr 

labels, 344-5 

immunoperoxidase, 344 

indirecc scaining, 340, 343 

labeled particles, 343-5 

PC R, 344 

cyramide, 344 

Amplifiers, 188-9 1 

logarithmic. see Logarithmic amplifiers 

operational. see Operacional amplifiers 

time-gaced, 54 
Analog delay line, 194 

Analog mulripliers, 204 

Analog signal processing, 2 1-3, 57. 183-

204; see also Signal processing 

Analog-co-digital conversion, 21-3, 204-9 

Analog-co-digical convemr (ADC), 204-9 

characteriscics of, 206 
quanrizacion error and, 205-7 

sample-and-hold circuirs and, 205 

rypes of. 208-9 
Analy.~is. 

of collecced data. see Data analysis 

gated. su Gared analysis 
multiparameter. su Multiparamecer 

analysis 

point. see Observacion poinr 

Analytical biology, 563-4 

Analytical Cellular Pathology (journal), 67 

Analytical cyrology. su Cycology, 

analycical 
Analyzers, multichannel pulse height. see 

Pulse height analyzer, mulcichannd 

Anaphylocoxin C5a, 368 
AND gate, 28 

Aneuploidy versus DNA aneuploidy, 25, 

31 7 
Animals, flow cycomecric analysis of, 510-2 

Anisotropy, fluorescence emission. see 
Fluorescence emission anisotropy 

Anncxin V, 

and apoptosis, 46, 374, 462 
and placdet activation, 487 

Anode, 54 , 160, 161 

Anomalous dispersion, 110 

Anchracyclincs, 376 
Anthropology and DNA contenr analysis. 

45 1-2 

Anribiotic sensirivicy testing of 

microorganisms, 534-6 

Ancibodies, 33-9, 77, 87-96, 345-53 

cocktail staining and, 350-2 

covalent labels for. see Covalent labels 

for anribodies and molecules 
direct staining for mulcicolor, 349 

engineered, 348, 540 

fluorescent anribody technique, 77 
fragments of, as reagents, 348 

monoclonal, 345-7 

ro CD antigens, 99. 484 

multicolors and, 349-50 

shelflife and quality control of. 349 

sources of, 544-8 

sraining procedures with, 352-3 

titrarion of, 49 
Zenon labeling of (Molecular Probes), 

348-9 
Antibody-binding capacicy (ABC), 354 

Ancibody binding chemistry, 359 

Amibody capping or stripping. 352 
Anti-BrdU antibodies, 455-7 
Anticoincidence circuitry, 193 
Amigen. 346 

Antigen b inding fragments, 348 

Antigenic sites, surface density of, 204, 

276, 285.360 

Antigens 
activation, 497-9; m also CD25, 

CD69, CD71,CD98, Hl.A-DR 

cell surface. see Cell surface and 

intracellular antigens 
duster of diffcrenriation (CD). su CD 

antigens 
incracdlular. see lnrraccllular anrigens 

quamitacive analysis of, 353-61 
specific stimulation by viral, 498-9 

Antigen-specific T cells, 

detection by cycokine production, 

500 
detection by terramers, 47 -8, 500-1 

Antimicrobial susceptibility resting, 534-6 

anrifungal, 535-6 
anriviral, 536 

Anri-rdlecrion coating, 108 

Antiserum. 346 

Anti-Stokes Raman emission, 11 8 

Antitoxin, 346 

Analytical biology. 563-4 
AO. ue Acridine orange 

APC. see Allophycocyanin 

APC-B. m Nlophycocyanin B 

APC-CY5.5. su Allophycocyanin-Cy5.5 

AJ>C-CY7. see Allophycocyanin-Cy7 

APO. su Avalanche photo<liode 

Aperture stop, 124; see also field srop 

Aperture, numerical . see Numerical 

aperture (N .A.) 
Apochromac lenses, 121. 152 

Apogee Flow Syscems, Lrd .. 91 , 289. 412. 

430 
Apoptosis, 46, 374, 462-3 

7-AAD. see 7-Aminoactinomycin D 

annexin V. see Anncxin V 
caspases, 462-4, 56 1 
detection of, 462-4 

Hoechst 33342. see Hoechst dyes, 

apoptosis and 

laser scanning cycomecry and, 463-4, 

509 
Les Feuilles Morus (Autumn Leaves), 

462-3 

nick translation assay, 463 

propidium, 463 

TUNEL assay and, 463 

versus necrosis. 46, 462 

Applying for granrs for cytomecers, 438-9 

Arc lamp. 126-7 

brightness of, 50. 132 

emission wavelengths, 296 
epiilluminarion, 129. 128-9 

filters for fluorescence cxcication 

with, 128-9 

illumination optics for. 129, 127-9 

oucpuc characteristics of. 125 
wander, 128 

Arg-gly-asp-ser, 369 

Argon ion laser, 135. 138-41 

emission wavelengths, 139 
Aromatic amino acids. fluorescence of, 292 

Arr of Electronics, The, 69 

A.spheric lenses, 120, 123, 152 

Asymmecric d isrribucions. 233 
from al ignment parciclcs, 445 

ATC 3000 (cycomecer), 412, 435-6 

Atherosclerosis, 487, 510 

Auramine 0, 75, 
reciculocyre counring. 481 -2 

Aucofluorescence, 35. 243, 290-3 

algae and planes, 292-3 
bacterial, 29 1-2 
cancer and, 291 

correcring and quenching, 342-3 

sensitivicy and, 2 15-6, 291. 341 -2 
Au co mated, 

algorithms, find cells, 14- 15. 15 



cdl counting, 225-6; su also Blood, cdl 
counring. su also Coulter counter 

classification of cells, 82 
differential leukocyte counters, 

image analy-z.ers, 12-13, 81-3 
flow cycometers, 12-13, 483-4 

Automated Cellular Imaging System 
(ACIS) (Chromavision), 470 

Auromated sample prepararion, 353 
Auroradiography, 86, 454 
Avalanche phorodiode (APO), 55, 164-5 
Average hisrogram comparison, 245 
Avogadro's number, 102 
Axial flow sysrems, 173, 173-4 
Azines, structure of, 323 
Azure dyes, 323 

Back-gating, 277, 491 
Background currenc, 183 
Background light, 219 
Background noise, 219-23 
Bacteria; su also Microbiology, flow 

cyromecry and 
in air, decection of, 10, 73-4, 291 , 

532 
antimicrobial susceptibility tesring, 

534-6 
aurofluorescence and, 291 -2 
challenges in measuring, S 15-6, 522-4 
clinical diagnostics, 528-31, 533-6 
detection and sizing, 517 
detection of, 528-30 
DNA 

base composition, 318, 318-9 
staining of, 517 

flow cyrometry of, 514-37 
functional probes, 518-22 
"Gram stains", 516-7 
identification of, 530-1 
labeling scrategies, 518 
marine. su Marine biology 
membrane potencial. su Bacterial 

membrane potential 
metabolic acciviry, 519-20 
in milk, counting, 430-1 , 532 
nucleic acid sraining, 517 
permeability, 516-7, 519-22, 521, 522 
prorein content, 518 
rRNA probes co identify, 518 

Baccerial membrane pocencial, 400-2, 
519-22 

raciometric measuremenc of, 400, 
401-2, 521, 522 

Bacteriophage detection in flow, 288, 
288-9 

Bactocounc (Bendey), 430, 532 
BacroScan (Foss) , 431, 532 
Bandpass optical filters, 53, 154, I 54-5 
Bandwidch, optical filter, 53, 154 
Bangs Laboratories, 199, 355, 445, 474 

Base Composition, DNA, 24, 317-9 
Baseline, 16, 183 

background noise and, 2 l 9-20 
DC restorarion, 55. 190-1, 220 
noise and, SS, 219-20 

Basic orange 21 (<lye), 485 
Basophils, 82 , 89-90, 484-6 

basic orange 21 staining, 485 
degranulation, as allergy cesc, 485-6 
merachromacic staining of, 325, 

485 
Bayer Diagnostics, 433, 483 
BCECF. ue 2',7'-Bis(carboxyethyl) - 5,6-

carboxyfluoresccin 
BD Biosciences, 412-8, 

background, 412-3 
FACS, history of, 11. 88, 88-91, 94-5, 

412-3 
FACS IV, 92 
FACS Analy-z.cr 94, 174 
FACSAria, 158, 17 1, 417, 417-8 
FACSArray, 563 
FACSCalibur, 171 , 414-6, 415 

fluidic sorter design, 264, 264-5 
FACScan. 58, 95, 171 
FACSCount, 418; su also FACSCounc 

FACSDiVa (BD) electronics, 209, 211, 
213, 230, 413-4 

data from, 562 
FACSorc , 171 

fluidic sorter design, 264, 264-5 
FACSTrak (B-0), 171 
FACS Vantage SE, 413, 413-4 
LSR II, 416-7 

Bead assays using flow cyrometry , 48, 
473-4 

Beads. 1ee Particles 
Beam geometry. see Laser beam, geometry 
Beamsplitcer, 7, 53, 155. 156, 156. uealso 

Dichroic filters 

Beam stop. su Laser beam, stop 
su also Blocker bar 

Beam waist . su Laser beam, waist 
Beckman Coulrer, Inc, 418-23 

background, 418-9 
EPICS AL TRA, 171 , 419, 419-20 
EPICS C, 94 
EPICS Elite analy-z.er and sorrer, 171 
EPICS Profile, 95 
EPICS XL and XL-MCL, 171, 422, 

422-3 
electronics for, 207, 211, 214 230 

FC 500, 420-2 
hematology instruments, 433 

Becron-Dickinson. su BD Biosciences 
Beer's law (Beer-Lambert law), 111 
Beljian red, 561 
Bentley Instruments, 430, 532, 539 
Benzoxazinone dye label, 338 
Berberine sulfate, 76 
Beta-galactosidase, 99, 409 

Index I 657 

Bialkali PMT's, 161 
Bia~ voltage, phorodiodes, 160 
BiExponential data transform, 562, 562 
Bilins, 331 
Binary logarithmic intt:nsiry scale, 32, 240 
Binomial coefficient, 232 
Binomial distribution, 232, 2.12-3, 233 

Biocyrex, 355 
Biohaz.ard control, 

and sorters, 27 1 
fixation for, 43, 302 

Biological warfare (BW) agents, detection, 

10, 73-74, 74, 291, 532 
Bioluminescence detecrion, 284 
Bioluminescenc organisms in sea water, 527 
Biometric Imaging, Inc. 336, 492 
Bio/Physics Systems, 87-8, 91-2, 434 -5 

Cycofluorograf flow <.-ytomcter, 87, 
87-8, 411 

Cytograf flow cytometer, 88, 41 l 
FC-200 flow cytometer, 9 I. 17 1 

Bipolar transisror, 189 
Bio-Rad, 412, 430; see also Apogee 
Biosaftey and biohazarcl control, 27 1 
Biorechniques and hiotechnology, 5.39-41 
Biorerrorism, 532 
Biorinylated antibody, 349, 353 
Birds, sex determinarion from D:-JA 

content, 5 12 
Birefringence, 109 

eosinophils and, 278·9, 483, 486 
Bis-BODIPY-phospha1idylcholine, 338 
2' ,7'-Bis(carboxyethyl)-5,6 

carboxyf\uoresccin (BCECI-) 
in dyi: exclusion tesrs, 370-1 
intracellular pH and, 98, 406-7 
as a cracking dye, 371 

Bis (1,3-dibucyl-barbocuric acid) 
crimcthine oxonol [DiBAC,(3)), 46, 

390- 1, 520-2 , 521 
structure, 390 

Bitmap 
gating, 29, 34, 246-7 
regions, 34 
storage requirements for, 247 

Bivariate displays. see Two-parameter 
histogram, displays 

Bivariate distributions, 2, 31 -2, 237, 238-9; 
see also Two-dimensional frequency 

distriburion 
analysis of, 247-8 
versus dot plot, 31 , 238 

Bivariate karyotpe, 31 7-9,318, 478 
Black body, I 04 
Bleaching, 44, 115-8 
Blocker bar, I SO, 159 
Blood, 

bacteria in , 515, 530, 533 
basophils, staining of. see Basophils 
cell counting, 2 , I 0-12, 18-20, 480-1; 

see also Coulter, counter 
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theory and praccice, 77 -8 
cell development, "Ginger rooc" model. 

465-7 
cell idenrificarion , 464 
cell si;i:ing, 480-1 

crythrocyce micronudeus :way, 538 
rcticulocyte counting. su Reticulocyce 

counting 
Blood banking, 482 
BOOIPY 5811591. 338 
BODIPY, 337-8 

structure, 327 
Bolc-Lmann 's consranc, 109 
Bone marrow, 

blood cell developmenc. 467-9 
cancer cells in, 

deteccing, 467-7 1, 488 
removing, 266-7, 488 

phenorypic analysis of. see back cover 

stem cells, 488-9 
transplantation, 488-9 

Boundary layer, 167, 168 
Box-and-whiskers plots, 236, 236-7 
B-PE. see B-phycoerythrin 
B-phycoerythrin (B-PE), 332 
BrdU. see Bromodeoxyuridine 
BrdUr<l. su Bromodeoxyuridine 
Breast cancer resistance protein, 376-7 

ABCG2, in SP stem cells, 489 
Breweries, wild yeast in, 539 
Brewster's angle, 107, U5-6 
Brewster windows, 135-6 
Brightfield microscopy. su Transmitced 

light microscopy 
Brightness, 

of arc lamps, lasers, and LEDs SO. 
131-2 

definition of, 50, 124 
Brill iant cresyl blue, 78, 322 

struccure of, 323 
Brilliant sulfaflavine, 89, 220 

protein conrenc and, 278 
Bromodeoxyuridinc (BrUdR) , 308, 453-8 

cycochemical method, 4 56, 4 57-8 
derection with anci-BrUdR antibody, 

455-6, 457, 457-8 
Hocchst/propidium method, 45 5 
' H-TdR and, 455 
RNA synrhcsis and , 458 
SB!P method, 456-7 

Br UdR. JU Bromodeoxyuridine 
Bruker, 4 12, 436 
Bryre HS flow cytomecer, 430 
Building flow cycometers, 441-2 

learning ro , 442 
Bulk cell separation methods. u·e Cell 

separation , bulk methods 
Burle Industries, 163 
Buying flow cytometers, 411 -39 

C elegans nematodes sorting, 40, 265, 
432-3 

Ca" . JU Calcium ion 
Calcein-AM, 377 

Dye retention test and, 46, 
Calcium green, 405 
Calcium ion, 

free cytoplasmic, probes for , 403 
inrracellular measurement of 

in cell activation, 402-5 
in stimulated lymphocytes, 495-6 
probes for, 47, 97-8, 402-5 

kinetic measurement, 365 
membrane bound, probes for, 402-3 
probes, 47. 78, 402-5 
raciometric techniques. JU Ratiometric 

techniques, calcium 
release of, from membranes , 403 

Calcium ionophores, 403 
A23187. mA23187 
ionomycin. su lonomycin 

Calcofluor White M2R (CFW), 370 
Calibration, 

of DNA measurements. 307 
of immunofluorescence measurements, 

48-9, 353-8 
of ratiometric calcium probes, 47, 404 
of ratiometric pH probes, 405 -6 
standards, 354-8, 445-6 

Calibration particles, 
fluorescence sensitivity with, 216, 

216-7 
precision for, 21 5 
quantitative immunofluorescence for , 

49, 49, 354-8 
sources for, 548-9 
types and uses of, 354-9, 444-6 

Cancer biology. 502-8 
diagnosis and cervical cytology, 503 
DNA measurements and, 503-4 
drug sensitivity, 504 
immunophenotyping, 504-7 
minimal residual disease detection, 

505-6, 505 
oncogenes, antigens, and receptors, 504 

Cancer cells, 
autofluorescence and, 291 
in bone marrow. su Bone marrow 

Cancer cytology, cervical, 503 
history of, 76-7; JU al.so Papanicoulaou 

smear 
scanning versus flow cycomecry in, 

86-7, 503 
Capacitance, I 82 
Capacitive coupling, 186 
Capacitive reaccance, 182 
Capaciror, 182, 185 

elec1rolycic. see Electrolytic capacitor 
filter. ru Filter capacitor 

Capping, 352 
Carbohydrates, coca! cellular, 363 

Carbonyl cyanide chlorophenylhydrv.onc 
(CCCP), 393, 400-1 

Carbonyl cyanide p-rrifluoromechoxy
phenylhydrazone (FCCP), 39.~ 

Carboxyfluorescein (COF). 285-6 
in dye exclusion tc.m, 370 
intracellular pH and, 406, 406 

Carboxyfluorescein f diacetate] succinimidyl 
ester (CFSE). 45-6, 371-4, 373, 501 

Carboxy-SNARf-1 . see SNARF-! 
CARD (catalyzed reporter deposition), 344 
Carotenoids, 292 
Cascade Blue, 337 

spectrum of, 296 
scrucrure of, 327 

Cascade Yellow, 337 
spectrum of, 296 

Caspase activiry, detection of, 380, 
and apopcosis, 462-4 , 561 

Caspersson , TO. su History of flow 
cytometry, Caspersson and 

Catalyzed reporter deposition (CARD) 
amplification technique, 344 

Cathepsins, 380 
CCD (charge coupled device) dececcor. 

152-3,166 
CCCP. su Carbonyl cyanide 

chlorophenylhydrazone 
CD ancigens, 99, 484 

C02, 484 
CD3, 33-5, 241, 277, 351, 

468, 49 1, 493,495 . 506 
CD4,33-S, 277, 239, 241 , 350- 1, 351, 

241, 243-4, 355 . 356. 358. 361, 
465-6, 469, 486, 490-3. 500 

CD5, 506, 507 
CDS, 33-5, 239. 241 , 277, 350-1 351 , 

469. 490-3 
CDIO, 507 
CD! la, 468-9 
CD!lb, 467 
CD1 4, 277. 351, 469, 484 
CDIS, 467 
CDI6, .351 , 469, 484, 486 
CDl9 , 351 . 469, 493 . 506 
CD20, 351. 493 , 506 
CD21 , 507 
CD25 (incerleukin-2 receptor), 350. 

494, 497-9 
CD27, 468-9 
CD28, 468-9. 490 
CD33, 488 
CD34, 467, 488-9 
CD35, 507 
CD38, 506 

expression and prognosis in HIV 
infection, 355 

CD44 , 469, 507 
CD45, 33-5, 277, 351 , 484 , 489, 

491 -3 
CD45R, 488 



CD45RA. 468-9, 488 , 497 
CD45RO, 488, 497. 510 
CD49d, 486 
CD56, 493 
CD62L, 468-9 
CD62p (P-seleccin) , 487 
CD63 (gp53). 485-6, 487 
CD64, on neutrophils in sepsis, 487 
CD69, 494, 497-9 
CD71 (transferrin receptor) , 460- 1, 

460. 494,497-9.509 
CD79b. 506 
CD98 (4F2), 494, 497-9 
darabase of, 4 84 

Cell activation, 381-408, 494-502; su also 
Lymphocyte activation 

antigens, 499; su also CD25 ancigen, 
CD69 antigen, CD71 anrigcn , 
CD98 antigen, HLA-DR 
antigen 

calcium, intracellular, optical probes of, 
402-5; 1u also Cakium ion, 

intracellular measurement of 
cdl surface receptors and, 381-2 
cellular ionic changes in, 382-3 
functional probes of, 381-408 
incracellular pH, optical probes of, 

405-7; su also lncracdlular pH 
ligand interaction with cell surface 

receptors and, 382-3 
lymphocytes. see Lymphocyte 

activation 
membrane potenrial, optical probes of, 

385-402; see also Membrane 
potential 

multiple ion flux measurements in, 
407-8 

Nitric oxide derecrion and, 408 
"Scrucruredness of cytoplasmic 

matrix" (SCM) changes and, 
383-5 

tracking dyes and, 37 I -4, 50 l 
Cell Biology referc:nces, 71 
Cell counters, 

Coulter. su Coulter, counter 
optical, 78 
principles of, 18 

Cell counting, 18-21 
beads and, 20-21 
blood. su Blood, cell 

counting 
data analysis and, 225-6 
flow cytometry and, 448, 480-1 
image analysis and, 448 
intrinsic parameters and, 18 
Poisson statistics and. su Poisson 

Statistics 
precision in, 19-20 

Cell cycle, 
CD71 antigen (cransferrin receptor) 

and, 460-1 

cydin expression and, 458-9, 459 
definition, 86 
DNA content distribution, 22. 21-2 
drug effects on, 537-8 
flow cytometric analysis of, 448-62 
Ki-67 antigen and, 460-1 
nuclear protein and, 460 
oncogene expression, 461 
phases defined by RNA and DNA 

content, 97, 96-7, 320-1, 461 

proliferating cell nuclear antigen 
(PCNA) and, 460-1 

Cell damage and sorting, 270-1 
Cell damage selection, 266-7 
Cell death, 369-7 1 

apoprosis. su Apoptosis 
detection of, in fixed samples, 37 1 
necrosis vs. apoptosis, 462 
programmed. su Apoptosis 
tdomere length and, 464 

Cell differentiation, 475-6 
embryo sorring, 476-7 
nervous system and, 476 

Cell-Dyn series hematology analyzers 
(Sequoia-T urner/U nipath/ Abborr) , 

279,433.483, 511 
Cell fusion, 540 
Cell generics, somatic. see Somatic cell 

genetics 
Cell growth, 448-62 
Cell identification , 

blood cells and flow cytometry, 464 
by image analysis, 82-3 
cancer cells, 464 
gene products and, 465 
genotype vs. phenorype, 464 
in mixed populations, 464-71 
macurarion processes and , 465-7 
mulciparameter gating and, 467-9 
rare cdl and, 469; see also Rare cell 

detection 
rasks in, 82-3 

Cell kinetics, 453-62; see also DNA 
synthesis; DNA concenc 

bivariate analysis and, 247 
hisrory of, 85-6, 96-7 
studied using cracking dyes, 371-4, 458 
methods of study, 8, 177-8 
studied using BrUdR incorporation, 

455-8 
Cell loading wich macromolecules; 377-8, 

540; su also Elcccroporation 
Cell membrane characteristics, 369-78 

endocycosis, 377-8 
fusion and rurnover, 37 1-4; su also 

Tracking dyes 
integrity vs. viability, 46 , 369-7 1; ue 

also Cell viability; Membrane 
incegriry 

lipid peroxidation, 375-6 
organization and fluidicy/viscosiry, 
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374-5 
permeability to dyes and drugs, 376-7 

Cell membrane incegricy, 46. 30 I, 369-7 1 
Cell membrane potential. ue Membrane 

potential 
Cell populations. 

heterogeneous, data analysis of, 226 
pure, data analysis of, 226 

Cell proliferation. ue Cell kinet ics 
Cell Robotics, 266 
Cell separation, ; see also Flow sorting 

bulk methods, 269, 27 I 
optical trapping. su Optical trapping 
photodamage. see Photodamage 

sorting 
Cell shape, determining by flow, 289-90 
Cdl size, 273, 275-6. 285-9 

area, diameter, and volume, 285 
cdlocrit and, 285 
electronic volume mca.surcment of. Jee 

Coulter, cell volume measurement 
light scarrcring and. see Light 

scattering, cell size and 
mean corpuscular volume. see Mean 

corpuscular volume (MCV) 
pulse widths and, 50-1 , 285-9 
slit-scans and, 5 \ , 285-8 
submicron measurements of, 288-9 

Cell sorting. JU Flow sorting; ue also 
Cell separation; see also under 

specific cell sorters 
Cell surface, 

aldehyde.~. 363 
antigens; see also Cell surface and 

intracellular antigens, 
densiry. 204, 276, 285, 360 
fixation of, 303-2 
srrucrure vs. function, 347 

charge, 369 
immunofluorescence. see lmmuno

fl uorescence 
ligand binding, 366-9 
sugars, 362-3 

Cell surface affinity matrix technique, 360, 
475, 500 

Cell surface and incracdJular antigens, 
antibody reagents and staining 

procedures, 348-53 
fluorescence quanritation, 353-60 
history and background, 345-8 
measurements of, 345-60 
monoclonal antibodies, 345-6 
strucrure vs. function, 347 

Cell-co-cell cornmunicarion, 540 
CellTracks (lmmunicon), 470, 492, 541 
Cell viability, 

dye exclusion tests and, 27, 46, 369-71 
dye retention tests and, 46, 369-71 
forward scatter and, 276 
versus membrane integrity, 46, 301 , 

369-7 1 
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Cell \•olume, 273, 285,: see also Mean 
corpuscular volume (MCV); 

Coulrer, cell volume 
measuremenr 

Coulrer orifice and. see Coulccr, 
orifice 

Mie scarcering cheory and, 526 
Cdl 1.apping, 266-7 
Cellocric, 285 
Cells, 

counting. set Cell counting 
idencifying dusters of, 34 
mitotic, discriminacing. su Micocic 

cells, discriminating 
size of. see Cell size 
volume of. JU Cd! volume 

Cellscan inscrumenc, 384-5 
Cellulose dececcion , 363 
Cencer for Microbial C:ytomecry, 565-6 
Ccrcek cancer tesr. set Scrucmredness 

of cytoplasmic matrix (SCM) 
Ceroid, 292 
C FSE. see Carboxyfluorescein [diaceracc] 

succinimidyl csrer 
Charge injeccion devices (CIDs), 166 
Charge cransfer devices, 166 
Chemical cycomecry, 475 
Chernotactic peptides, 369 
Chemuncx SA, 430, 532 
Chicken erythrocytes, as standards. 307, 

glucaraldehyde fixed, 353 
Chi-square test, 24 5 
Chloromechyl-X-rosamine (CMXRos), 

399-400 
Chlorophyll, fluorescence, 292-.) 
Chlorrerracycline (CTC), 97 
Chocolate, 539 
Cho!e.lrero!, membrane-associated, 364 
Chondroicin sulfates, rricydic dyes and , 

325 
Chromacic aberration, lens, 108, I 20- I 
Chromacic pine, 32, 237, 240 
Chromacin struccure, 319-20 
Chromogenic subscrace, 97, 344, 378 
Chromomycin A." 24 , 43, 307-8 

Hoechst and, 24, 43, 308-9, 318, 

.317-9 
scruccure of, J OJ 

C hromosome, 
analysis, 4 77-9 
banding techniques, 3 I 7 
flow karyorypc. see Flow karyoryping 
sorting, 24, 478-9 
staining, 24, 43, 317 

Chronic lymphocyric leukemia (CLL) 
minimal disease detection, 505, 505-6 
ZAP-70 kinase and prognosis, 563 

CICERO daia acquisicion and son 
rnnrrol system (Cyromacion), 230, 423 

C!Ds. see Charge injection devices 
Circadian rhythms, 510 

Circuits, 184-204 
currenc sources and loads, 184-5 
elemcncs of, 185, 184-90 
fluorescence compensation, 37, 197-9, 

198 
ground and, 185-6 
linear, 197-9 
logarithmic, 199-204; see also 

Logarirhmic amplifier 
noise compensation. see Racio circuits, 

noise compensation with 
rat io. ue Ratio circuics 

Circularly polarized lighc, 105 
Circularing immune complexes, 369 
Clam cells, flow cytomecry of, 511 

Classificacion of cells, 82-3 
automated procedures for, 250-3, 

483-4 
Clinical Cytometry (journal), 66, 480 
Clinical Cycometry Society, 66, 480 
Clinical flow cytometry applications; see 

also unda specific applicatiom 
in aging, 510 
development of, 98-9 
feral cell isolation and idenrification, 

509- 10 
in hematology, 480-9 
in immunology. 489-502 
in microbiology, 533-6 
in oncology and cancer biology, 502-8 
in sperm analysis, 508-9, 538 
urine analysis, 510, 533-4 

Clinical flow cytometry books, 63, 480 
Clock signal, 258 
Clonal excess, 245 
Clonogeniciry, 299 
Cloud plot, 32-3, 241, 241 -2 
Cluscer, 34; set also Clusters of cells 
Cluster analysis, 250, 252 
Cluster of differentiation (CD) 

antigens. set CD antigens 
Cluscers of cells 

in bivariate distributions, 248 
idencifying, 34 
separation of, 251 

CMOS devices. see Complementary metal 
oxide silicon (CMOS) devices 

CMOS image sensors, 166 
CMXRos. Jee Chloromechyl-X-rosamine 
Coagulant fixatives , 302 
C...oaxial cable, 180 
Cockcrofc-Walton voltage multiplier 

circuit, 162, 162 
Cockcail staining, finding rare cells, 470 
Coefficienr of variacion (CV), 19-20, 

214-5 , 235 
definition of, 19 
robust (RCV). see Robust CV 
full width ac half maximum (FWHM), 

22,215,235 
COF. see Carboxyfluorescein 

Coherenr, Inc. "Sapphire" laser), 146; 
see also Solid-stare laser, 488 nm 

Coherent lighr, 115, l.~3 
Coincidence, 

aborr mode, 4 I 
cell sorting and, 267-8 
detection of cel ls, 17, 193, 196, 196 
deteccion of signals, 197 
problem of, 17 

College of American Pachologiscs (CAP), 
67 

Collimated lighc, 8, 52, 11 4, 119, J 19 
Collimacinglens, ll9, 11 9, 152, 153 
Colloidal gold , 277, 344 
Colophon, 564-5 
Color glass fil ters, 53, 153-4 

sources of, 556-7 
Color plot. see Chromatic plot 
Commercial flow cytometers, 4 11-36 

history of, 87-95 
Communicatiom in Clinical Cyrometry. see 

Clinical Cytometry 
Companders, 212 
Comparator, 191-2 

window, 28 
sorting and, 29 

CompuCyte Corporation, 4 51 , 504 
Compensated fluorescence signals, 38 
Compensarion, fluorescence. see 

Fluorescence compensation 
Compensation standards, 354, 446 
Complemenrary mecal oxide silicon 

(CMOS) devices, 189 
Computers, 227-8; see also Compucer 

systems 
and classificacion, 80-3 
and diagnosis , 80-1 
references, 69-70 

Computer syscems, 227-30 
daca acquisition and data rates, 228-9 
digital signal processing and. see 

Digital signal processing, 
computers and systems in 

hiscory of, 227-8 
references, 69-70 

Concave spherical mirror, 15 I 
Concentration 

differences in dye, 298 
quenching. see Quenching, 

concentration 
Condenser, 124, 128, 128, 129 
Conductor, 180 
Confocal microscopy. 3. 1.), l.'17 
Conservation of energy, interaction of 

light and matter, 6 
Conservation of Charge, Law, 180 
Conscant CV analysis. 245-6 
Constant-fraction pulse widch 

measuremenr, 287 

Conscanr-threshold pulse width 
measuremcnr, 287 



Constant volume pump. see Syringe pump 
Consrrucrive interference, I 05 

Continuous wave (CW) la~er, 

dye, 135; su also Dye laser 
solid-state, 135; su also Solid-s tate laser 

Contour lines, 32 
Contour plot, 31-2, 32, 237, 239 

number of events and, 239-40 
smoothing of dara and , 32, 239, 

239-40 
Controls, calibration and, 353-9. 444-6 

DNA analysis, 26, 446 
immunofluorescence, 48, 354-8 
isorype, 353 
precision, 215 
sensiriviry. 216 
sources of, 548-9 
rypcs of, 354-6, 444-6 

Convergent rays, of light, I l 9 
Conversion, analog-to-digital. su 

Analog-to-digital conversion 
Conversion time, of ADC's, 208 
COPAS instruments (Union Biomecrica), 

265, 289, 432-3 
Core scream, 

driving. 56, 175-7 
flow, 50, 167-9 

rate of, 56, 174, !75 
injector, 167, 175 
size of, 50, 55-6, 175 
steering. 168-9 

Correlations, between parameters, 237 
ratios and, 256 

Correlation coefficient, 237, 256 
Coulomb, 102, 180 
Coulomb's law, 180 
Codter Corporation, 89, 92, 94; see also 

Beckman Coulter 
TPS-1 . see TPS- ! 

Coulcer, 
Counter, 10, 78-9 
cell volume measurement, 180, 182-3, 

183, 273,51 7 
opacity (AC) measurements, l 80, 183, 

273-4 
orifice, 78-9, 183, 183 
principle, IO, 182-3, 183, 273 

Coupling, capacirive and inducrive, 186-7 
Coumarin dyes, 337 
Counter, digital. see Digital counter 
Counting cells. see Cell counting 
Counting, differential leukocyte. see 

Differential leukocyte counting 
Covariance, 237 
Covalent labels for antibodies and 

molecules, 30, 36, 42, 44-5, 
328-40; see also individual dyes 

Alexa dyes, 338 
Allophycocyanin, 332 
AMCA,337 

amplification techniques. see 
Amplification techniques 

BODIPY dyes, 337-8 
Cascade Blue, 337 
cyanine dyes, 336-7 
fluorescein, 329 
fluorc:scein/tc:cramethylrhodamine 

(FITC/TR1TC), 329-30 
labeling concerns, 340 
Lissamine Rhodamine B, 329 
multicolor immunofluorescence, 

329-31; see a/Jo Multicolor 

immunofluorescence 
peridinin chlorophyll protein (PerCP), 

333-4 
phycobiliproteins, 331-5 
phycocyanins, 332 
phycoerythrins, 332 
quantum dots, 339-40 
rhodamine 10! dyes, 330-1 
Texas red, 330-1 
spectra of, 296 
structure of, 327 
tandem conjugates, 333, 334-5 see also 

Tandem dye: conjugates 
Covalently binding dyes, staining 

mechanisms, 298-9 
C-PC. ser C-phycocyanin 
C-phycocyanin (C-PC), 332-3 
Critical illumination, 128 
Crossed cylindrical lenses, 51, 13 1 
Crossmatching, for transplantation, 493-4 
Cryptosporidium spp., contaminating water, 

531-2 
Crystal violet, 389 
CTC. see Chlorcetracycline; also see 

Cyanoditolyl tetraz.olium 
chloride 

Cumulative distribution , 244-5, 245 
Cumulative subtraction, 245 
Current, electric. see Electric current 
Current control mode, of laser, 136 
Current source and load, 184-5 
Currenr-to-volrage converter, 190, 190-1 
CV. see Coefficient of variation 
CW laser. see Continuous wave laser 
Cy2, 336 
Cy3, 45, 336-7 

specrrum, 296 
structure: of, 327 

Cy3.5, 336 
Cy5 , 45, 143, 336-7 

spectrum, 296 
structure of, 327 

Cy5.5, 45, 336 
Cy? , 45, 336-7 
CyAn Flow cyromcrer (DakoCytomation), 

17 1, 424-5 
Cyaninc: dyes, 312-5; see also individual dyes 

asymmetric, 312-5 
covalent labels, 45, 336-7 
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DNA base: preference and , 315 
DNA content and , 312-5 
drugeffiux pump and, 376-7 
homodimers and, 3 14-5 
membrane potential cstimarion and, 

46-7, 97. 97. 141-2, 312, 386-7, 
388, 389, 389. 392-4, 400, 

401-2 
nucleic acid staining. 312-5 
photofixable (PhoCy), 397 
reciculocyre counting and, 99, 313, 

326,481 
spectrum of, 296 
structure of, 327 
symmetric, 45, 312-3 

nomenclarure. 313, 386 
structure, j /j 

roxiciry, 394 
Cyanoditolyl recraz.olium chloride (CTC), 

379, 402-3, 519-20 
Cybrids, 477 
Cyclins, 458-9 
Cylindrical lenses, 122, 131 
Cyrek Developmenr, 365, 448 
CyroBuoy marine flow cytometer 

(CytoBuoy b.v.), 289, 430, 527 
Cytofluorograf flow cycomerer (Bio/ 

Physics; Ortho), 87-8, 87, l\34 
Cytograf flow cyrometer (Bio/Physics) , 88, 

411 
Cytogram, 26, 26, 27, 237; see also dot 

plor 
electronics for generaci ng, 27 

Cytokines, detecting intracellular, 499-500, 
500 

Cytology, 
analycical , hisrory of, 79-85 
automated, history of, 81-5 
cancer. set Cancer cytology 

Cytomation, 230, 268; see a/Jo 
DakoCytomation 

Cytometry, l 
Cytommy (journal), 66, 543 
Cytomics in predictive medicine, 563 
Cytomum, 93-4, 44 l, 503 

flow chamber in, 169, 169-70 
front end electronics, 191-4 
hiscory of, 93-4 
for megakaryocyte analysis, 487 
peak detector circuit, 192, 192-4 
preamplifier, 191, l 9 1 

Cyropeia, 264, 425-6 
Influx cell soner, 425-6 

Cytoplasmic basophilia, 320 
Cytoplasmic granulariry, 274, 276 
Cyroron Absolure (Ortho), 412. 435 
Cytoskeleral organizarion, 364 
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DAC. ree Digical-ro-analog converter 
DAKO C-0rporation. m DakoCyromacion 
DakoCycomation, 423-5; JU also 

Cycomarion 
background, 423 
CyAn flow cycometer, 424-5; see also 

CyAn flow cyromecer 
Mof-lo cell soner, 423-4; see also 

MoFlo sorcer 
OAP!. see 4', 6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole 
Dark current, 55, 161 
Dark field microscopy, 7-8, 7 
DASPEI (Diechylaminoscyryl-

mcchylpyridinium iodide), 397 
DASPMI (Dimerhylaminoscyryl

merhylpyridinium iodide), 397 
Data acquisicion, 

computer systems for, 228-30 
daca rates and, 228-9 
PC boards for, 229 
preprocessors for, 230 

Daca analysis, 225-56; JU also Data 
analysis systems 

analog-co-digital conversion. ue 

Analog-co-digital conversion 
computer systems for, 227-30; JU 

also Computer systems 
fluorescence compensation in, 36-8, 

197-9, 242-4, 562-3 
frequency distributions in, 231-42 
goals and methods in, 225-6 
hardware and software, 

evolution of, 226 
sources of, 55 1-3 

mulciparameter analysis in, 248-53 
precision and dynamic range, 202-4 
pulse height analysis. su One-

dimensional histograms, analysis of 
software, sources of, 5 51 -3 
rwo-paramerer, 246-8 

Data analysis systems; JU also Data analysis 
sources of, 5 5 1-3 

Dara dimiburions; see also Frequency 
disrriburions, 

display of, 21-5, 239. 255-6 
bivariate. see Bivariate disrribucions 

Data presenracion, 
axis labeling and, 38-9 
good and bad, 40- 1 
references, 70 

Data swrage. 254-5 
Daunomycin, 376 
DC background level. 219 
DC baseline resroration. see Baseline, DC 

r~storation 

DC FH-DA. see 2,7-Dichlorofluorc:scin 
di acetate 

DCH. see 2,3-Dicyanohydroquinone 
Dead rime, flow cycomercr, 196 
Decadic molar extinction coefficienc, 111 
Decibels (dB), 211 -2 

Defleccing places, 259, 259, 260-1, 261 
Deflection, droplet. su Droplet deflection 
Degeneracy, energy content and, 111 
Degranulacion ofbasophils, 485-6 
Delphi computer language, 70 
Delea lnscrumenr, b.v., 431, 532 
Densicy plot, 31 -2, 32. 237, 239-41 

binary log intensity scale and, 32, 24 1 
gray scale and, 31, 237, 239, 240 

Depth of field, and lenses, 124 
Depth of focus, and lenses, 124 
Depolariz.arion, 

fluorescence, I I 4 
membrane: potential and, 382 
side scatter, 278, 278-9, 483 

Descriptors of cells, idenrificarion by, 82 
Descruccive inrc:rference, 105 
Detectors, 160-6 

avalanche photodiode. see Avalanche 
phocodiode (APD) 

CCD (charge coupled device). see 
CCD (charge coupled device) 

detector 
electronics foe, 54-5, 190- 1, 191 
photodiode. see Phorodiode, detectors 
photomultiplier tubes. see 

Phocomuliplier cubes. detectors 
quancum efficiency. table, 165 
spectral response. see Spectral response, 

detectors 
Detector wavelength selection, 152-6 
Detergents, in cell preparation. see 

Nonionic detergents 
I .4-Diacetoxy-2,3-dicyanobenzene (ADB), 

405,407 
Diagnosis and classification, hisrory of, 80 
4', 6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), 

43,91,96.300,310-11,316 
base preference, 310 
plant cells, use in, 513-4 
spectrum, 296 
structure of, 301 

di-4-ANEPPS, 39 I -2 
DiBAC,(3) . see Bis (1,3-dibutyl-barbicuric 

acid) trimethine oxonol 
Dicyanine A, 312 
2,7 ,-Dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacctare 

(2.7-Dichlorofluorescin diacetace, 
DCFH-DA. H,DCf-DA), 97, 377, 

379-80 
Dichroic bcamsplitters. see Dichroic filcers 
Dichroic filters, 8, 53. 108, I 53-6; m also 

Dieletric filters, 
transmission configurations, 155 

Dichroic mirrors. su Dichroic fihcrs 
Dichroism, oflight, 110 
2,3-Dicyanohydroquinone (OCH), 405 
Dielectric coated mirrors. see Dicletric 

filters 
Dielectric constanr, 182 
Dielectric filters, I 08, 153; see also 

Interference filters 
Diethyloxacarbocyanine [DiOC,(3)). 389, 

400, 401 -2 
Diethyloxacyanine, 312 
Differential amplifier. 190 
Differential leukocyre counting. 12-3, 78, 

81-5, 87-90, 483-4 
automated. see Automated, differential 

counters 
flow cycomecry and history of. see 

History of flow cycometry, 
differential lcukocyce counting 

Differential linearicy, in ADCs, 208-9 
Differential pressure gauge, 176-7 
Differentiation, 

cell. see Cell differentiation 
lymphoid, 465-7 
mydoid, 465-7 

Diffraction, of light, 108-9 
interference and, 108-9 
lenses and, 124 

Diffraction limited, 119 
Diffraction limited laser focal spot. 130 
Diffusion, of dyes, 300 
Digital counter, 28, 195. 258 
Digital signal processing, 21, 57, 204- 14 

computers and, 230 
references, 70 

Digital-co-analog convcrcer (DAC), 191, 
208 

Dihexyloxacarbocyaninc [DiOC,,(3)], 
membrane: potential estimation, 46-7, 

386,388.388,392,496, 522 
Dihydroethidium. m hydrocchidine (HEJ 
Dihydrorhodamine 123, 379-80, 486 
"Di!" (dioctadec.ylindocarbocyanine) 

in endocycosis studies, 378 
labeling lipoproceim, 368 
a!i a tracking dye, 3 71 

DilC,(3). see Hexamethylindocarbo

cyanine 
Di!C,(5). see Hexamethylindodicarho

cyanine 
Dicchylami noscyryl methyl pyrid in i um 

iodide (DASPEI), 397 
Dimcthylaminoscyrylmerhylpyridinium 

iodide (DASPMI}, 397 
Dimechyloxacarbocyanine [DiOC.(3)], 313 
"DiO" (<lioctadecyloxacarbocyaninc:) , 

as a tracking dye. 371 
DiOC,(3). ue Dimethyloxacarbocyanine 
DiOC,(3). see Diechyloxacarbocyanine 
Di0C1(3). see Dipencyloxacarbocyanine 
DiOCJ3). see Dihexyloxacarbocyanine 
Diode, 187, 187-8 

bridge rectifier, 187 
Diode lasers, 134-5, 142-5 

frequency doubled, 138 
probes and, 1 H -4 
infrared. see gallium aluminum 

arsenide (GaAIAs) 



an absorption cross section of 1.15 x 10·20 m2• A l W, 488 
nm laser beam, focused co a 20 µm spot, provides an average 
illumination intensity, or photon flux, of 7.87 x 1027 pho
tons m 's .. ; at the center of the Gaussian beam, che intensity 
is rwice chis. A dye molecule in the cenrer of the beam will 
thus encounter a photon about every 6 ns. This rime t is of 

p 

rhe same order of magnitude as the excited stare lifetime t. 
Additional fluorescence cannot result from the interac

tion of photons with dye molecules chat are already in rhe 
excited scare; as van den Engh and Farmer put it, such mole
cules have an effective cross section of zero. The probability 
of a photon producing excitation of a molecule is -i;/(t + t); 
this reaches a maximum value when t = t , and the excira-

' tion rate becomes lit. Increasing excitation incensity beyond 
this point simply decreases the efficiency of excitation, and 

does not increase the total amount of emitted fluorescence. 
Van den Engh and Farmer's data also showed that bleaching 
is almost entirely due to absorption of single photons by 
molecules in the ground state, rather than co absorption of 
second phocons by molecules in excited stares. 

A molecule is unlikely to go through an infinite number 
of cycles of excicacion and emission; the probability of its 
undergoing bleaching while in an excited state is constanc, 
and, therefore, as the number of cycles increases, the likeli
hood that the molecule will be destroyed increases. A mole
cule of Hoechst 33258 bound to DNA was found to have an 
effective life of about 100 excitation-emission cycles, whereas 

a molecule of DNA-bound propidium iodide would last for 
just over 200 cycles. The critical point here is that these fig
ures are independent of excitation intensity. You get the 
same number of photons from a dye molecule whether you 
excite ic at low intensity for a long rime or high intensity for 
a shore rime, and you gee the maximum number of photons 
our only by bleaching all of the dye molecules. 

For any given observation period, there is a lower range 
of inccnsirics at which neither bleaching nor saturation are 
significanr; in rhis range, usually corresponding ro laser 
power levels of no more chan a few tens of milliwatcs, fluo
rescence emission increases linearly with excitation intensity. 
Above chis range, the relative increase in emission is less than 
the relative increase in incensity, and above the incensity at 
which t = t,• there is no relative increase in emission. Thus, 
at lease for dyes of the type scudied by van den Engh and 
Farmer (i.e., DNA stains), there is some advantage to using 
very high excitation powers, i.e. , hundreds of milliwatts. 

Since a typical laser beam has a Gaussian profile, focus
ing che beam co a 20 µm spot produces a large variacion in 
illuminacion incensity over che width of even a small (e.g., 2 
µm) core stream. At low laser powers, this will result in un
acceptably large CV's for fluorescence measuremencs. How
ever, if rhe power is high enough, che intensity variarion over 
che width of che core will produce only small variacions in 
fluorescence emission , with minimal effeccs on the meas
uremem CV; effects of flucruarions in laser output chat 
would otherwise decrease precision will be minimized, as 
well. 

How Flow Cytometers Work I Ill 

One downside co measurements ac high excitation inten
sity relates to the phocochemical effects of dye bleaching on 
the biological and/or biochemical properties of the sample. 
Kissane ec alH6 reporced chat lN laser powers above l 00 
mW substantially decreased viability of sorced cells scained 
with Hoechsc dyes. Ir is likely chat chis is due co formacion 
of photoadduccs between the dye and DNA that are nor 
repairable by normal mechanisms, and it seems probable 
char chromosomal DNA, or sperm, sorccd after staining wirh 
Hoechst dye and exposure to very high laser powers, might 
be similarly damaged. 

There are also other situations in which rhc use of high 
power levels may be councerproduccivc. Doornbos , de 
Groorh, and Greve' .. 0 carried our theoretical and experimen
cal studies of bleaching and saturation in a flow cytometer, 
considering the behavior of fluorescein (FL) , phycoerythrin 
(PE), and allophycocyanin (APC), and using a wide range of 
boch laser powers and observacion times. While APC fluo
rescence could be accurately fit to a model in which exit 
from the excited singlec scare could only proceed via fluores
cence emission, nonradiacive decay, bleaching, and conver
sion to the triplet stare, the fluorescence of FL and PE could 
nor, indicating the involvement of ocher processes. For APC, 
ic was found rhac rhe besr signal-co-noise ratio for dereccion 
could be obcained with relatively low excitation power (30 
mW), and a much longer observation time (I ms) chan is 
commonly used in conventional flow cytometers. Under 

these conditions, Doornbos, de Grooch, and Greve calcu
lated it should be possible co detect a single molecule of cell
associated APC. In face, a scanning system built by their 
groupu"' , using an 8 mW, 635 nm laser diode for excitation, 
with an observation cime of approximately I ms, resolves 
beads bearing small numbers of APC molecules better rhan 
do current commercial flow cytometers. Long observation 
times, and very slow flow rates, have also been used to ad
vancage in flow cytometers specially designed for observacion 
of DNA molecules660·""·m'-'HJ·<, viruses9', and bacteria:.w .. 

Here's a riddle: when can a lifetime be a dead time? As 
was noced on p. 111, the uncertainty principle resulcs in an 
inverse relationship berween the widths of absorption peaks 
and exciced srace lifetimes. For most fluorophores , the excita
tion spectrum and the absorpcion speccrum are the same, or 
very nearly so, and emission speccra rend to be mirror images 
of excication spectra. Thus, one would expect a fluorophore 
with a narrow emission peak to have a long excited scare 
lifetime. The emission peaks of che lamhanide elemencs 
mencioned above arc quite narrow, and, as would be pre
dicted, cheir excited scare liferimes are very long, meaning 
microseconds. You would therefore not wane to use a lan
thanide label in a high-speed sorter, in which a cell spends 
less than a microsecond in the excitation beam; you 
wouldn't be able to excite each label molecule more than 
once. Well, you'd also have to look downstream some dis
tance ro dececc che emission, and make che measurements 
over a long rime period (ic has been donc'J"'") , bur chat's 
another problem. 
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iodide 
TO-PR0-3. see TO-PRO-dyes, 

TO-PR0-3 
trypan blue. see Trypan blue 
viability and, 27, 46, 369-71 

Dye laser, 135, 141 
Dyes, 

extrinsic parameters and. see 

Fluorescenc probes of excrinsic 
parameters 

fluorescence speccra of, 296 
funccional parameters and, 3, 70-1, 

286, 369-408 
in traccllular pH and. see I ncracellular 

pH. probes for 
membrane permeabilicy to. see 

Membrane permeability, ro dyes 
membrane-permeanc. see Membrane-

permeam dyes 
procein concenr and, 326-8 
quality control of, 294-5 
references, 71 
muccures of, 301, 323, 327 
cable of, 297 

Dynamic range, 
log amplifier and, .'i5-7, 199-200, 

202-4 
Dye retcncion rest, 46 

calcein-AM. see Calcein-AM 
fluorescein diacetate (FDA) . see 

Fluorescein diacerate 
Dyna! magnecic beads, 493 
Dynode chain, 162, 162 
Dynodes, 54, 160, 161, 

"EasyCounr", 492 
Edge emircing diode laser, 134=5. 146 
Effecrive fluorochrome-to-proccin (F/ P,..) 

rario, 354 
Effiux pump. see Drug efflux pump 
Elecrric current, I 02, 180-2 
Elcccric field, creation of. 180 
Electric field vccror, l 04, 104 
Electrical impedance, 2, 182-3, 184 
Electrical opacity, 180, 183. 273-4 
Elecrrical potential difference, 180 

across cell membrane, 385 
Elecrrodamage cell sorting, 267 
Eleccrodynamics, quanrum. see Quantum 

dei;rrodynamics 
Elecrro]ycic capacitor. 188 
Electromagnetic radiar ion, 103 
Eleccromagneric wave, 104 
Electron charge: , 180 
Flecrron energy states, 6, 112 
Electron spin resonance (ESR), 111 
Electron scacisrics, 218-9 
t:lcctron vo lr (eV). 180 
Electronic measuremenrs, 180-3 
Eleccronics, 180-3, 184-190 

analog signal processing. see Analog 
signal processing 

basics of, 180-2 
circuit c:lements, 185 
circuics, 184-90, 197-204 
comparator, 28, 191-2 
for detector. see Dc:tecrors, electronics 

for 
from end control circuitry, 191-4 
peak detector. see Peak decector 

power supplies, 187, 187-8 
preamplifiers. srr Preamplifier 

references, 69 
signal processing. ser Signal processing 
sources of, 5 5 5 

Electronic volume measurement of cell. sre 
Coulter, cell volume measuremenc; see 

also Coulter orifice 
Eleccroporation, 267, 360, 540 
Eleccroscacic force, 180 
Electrostatic shielding. 180, 186 
Ellipsoidal reflectors, I 5 2 
Elliptically polarized light, 105 
Ellipt ical laser focal spot, 130-1, 131 
Embryonic stem cells, 476 
Embryo sorting, 265, 476-7 
Emission, 

Ami-Stokes Raman, 118 
fluorescence, 4, 6, 112-3 

secondary electron, I GI 
spontaneous. see Sponraneous emission 
stimulated. see Stimulated emission 
Scokes Raman, 118 

Emission filter, l 29 
Emission spectra of dyes, 296 
Emission spectra of fluorescein , 

phycoerychrin, phycocrychrin-Texas 
red, and phycoerychrin-Cy5. 37 

Emission wavelengths of sources. 296 
Empty magnification , 13 
Endocytosis, 377-8 
Endomirosis, 487 
End-window photomultiplier tubes. see 

Photomultiplier cubes, end-window 
Energized mitochondria, 385 
Energy sraces. see Excited .Hares, of 

molecules 
Energy transfer, 283-4 

fluorescence resonance. srr 
Fluorescence Resonance Energy 
Transfer 

incernal , in dyes, 299 
quenching and, 284 
receptor proximity and, 284 
resonance. see Resonance energy 

transfer 
tandem dyes and, 36. 45, 333 

Environmental sensitivity of probes, 298 
Enzyme activity, 378-81 

alkaline phosphatase, 380 
caspases, 380. 463-4 

cachepsins, 380 
detection with antibodies, 380 
fluorescenc probes of, 97, .378-91 
gamma-glucamyl transpeptidase, 380 
kinecics of, 380-1 
lysosomal, 380 
oxidacive metabolism, 97, 379-80, 486 
phospholipasc A, 380 

Enzyme-Labeled Fluorescence (ELF), .'44 
Enzyme-l inked assay, 344 
Eosinophils, 

autofluorescence and, 291, 486 
depolarized side scatter, 278, 278-9, 

483 
idencifying. 278, 278-9, 483 

EPICS flow cytometcrs, 92 , 419-20, 422-3 
EPICS AL TR.A cell sorter, 17 1, 419-20 

EPICS C, 94 
EPICS Elite analyzer and sorti:r , l 71 
EPICS Profile, 95 
EPICS XL, 171 ,422-3 

elemonics for, 207 , 2 l I, 214 , 230 
Epiillumination. 128-9, 129 
Erythrocyte micronucleus assay. 538 
Erychrocytcs 

chicken. sre Chicken Erythrocytes 
counting. see Blood, cell councing 
flow cytometry clinical applications, 

480-2 
glucaraldehyde-fixed , 353 
hypochromic, 77 
lysing, 306 
macrocytic, 77 
rnicrocytic, 77 
reticulocytc councing. see Rericulocyre 

counting 
si:iing of u.~ing light scattering, 280, 

280-1 
crout. see Trout erychrocytes 

Erychropoietic protoporphyria, 292 
Erychropoietin 

detecting illicit use by athletes, 541 
receptor for, 368 

Erythrosin in dye exclusion tescs, 369 
ESR. see Electron spin resonance 
Erhanol fixation, 304 
Eth idium bromide, 43 

DNA content and, 23, 87, 96, 306-7 
dye exclusion tests, 300-1, 369 
mithramycin and, 308 
reticulocyre counting, 481 

F.thidium homodimer, 314 
Ethidium monoazidc (EMA), 37 1 
Euclidean distance, 234 
Eukaryotes, smallest known, discovered 

using flow cytomerry, 524-5 
European Society for Analytical Cellular 

Pachology (ESACP), 67 
E-veccor. see Electric fie ld vccror 
Excirarion, fluorescence , 8 
Excimion filter, 129 



Excicacion speccra of dyes, 296 
Exciced states. of molecules. 112. 112-4 
Extinction, light and, 4, 111 
Extinction coefficient, 8, 44, 111 
Extinction measurements, 3. 282, 290 
Extrinsic parameters, measurement of, 3. 

286, 293-41 O; see also Fluorescent 
probes of extrinsic parameters 

FACS IV (BD), 92 
FACS Analyzer (BD). 94, 174 
FACSAria (BD), 158, 171 , 417-8 
FACSArray (BD), 563 
FACSCalibur (BO), 171, 4 14-5 

fluidic soccer design, 264, 264-5 
FACScan (BU), 95, 171 
FACSC..ounc (BO), 171, 418 
FACSDiVa (BD) electronics, 209, 211 , 

213, 230, 413-4 
data from, 562 

FACS-Gal assay for reporter genes, 99, 409 
FACSorr (BO), 17 1 

fluidic sorter design, 264, 264-5 
FACSTrak (B-D), 171 
Factor analysis, 198 
Factor VIII, 368 
False triggering. see Trigger, false 
Fall time of pulse, 195 
Farad (F), 182 
Fast response membrane potential probes, 

391 
FC-200 (Bio/Physics, Ortho), 91, 171 
FC 500 flow cycomcter (Beckman 

Coulcer). 171, 420-2 
FCCP. su Carbonylcyanide p-uifluoro

methoxy-phenylhydraz.one 
FCS file format. su Flow Cycometry 

Standard (FCS) file format 
FDA. see Fluorescein diacetate 
feature extraction, cell identificacion by, 82 
Fetal cells, 

in macernal blood, finding, 509-10 
Feulgen stain for DNA, 15, 23, 306 

in cell kinetic studies, 454 
Fiber optic flow cycomcter, 158 
Fiber oprics, and optical waveguides, 157, 

157-8 
Ficoll/Hypaque separation procedures for 

mononuclear cells, 491 
Field, depth of, 124 
Field effect transistor (FET), 189 
Field stop, 9, 52, 124 , 150-2 
Fifty Ways to Lese Your Laser, 148 
Filipin, 364 
Filter capacitor, 187, 188 
Filtering daca, 239-40 
Filtering, elecuonic, 191 
filters, optical. see Optical filters 
filcration of sheath fluids. see Sheath, fluid , 

filtration of 

Fish cells, flow cycometry of, 511-2 
FISH. su Fluorescent in situ hybridization 
FlTC. see Fluorescein isochiocyanacc 

Fixation, 43, 301-6 
Flat-topped pulse, 195 
Flavin nucleotides, fluorescence, 35, 290-1 , 

291 
Flow CAM imaging flow cycometcr 

(Fluid Imaging Technologies, Inc.), 
168, 178,289,431,527 

Flow cells. su Flow chambers 
Flow chambers, 50, 55-6, 169-70 

arc source systems and, 173-4 
cuverces, 170-1 
designs of, 169, 173 
electronic volume measurements and, 

174. 182-3, 273 
forward scaccer and, 51 
lighc collection and, 171-4 
rypical design, 56 

Flow cuvettes. su Flow chambers, cuvetces 
Flow cycomecers. see also Flow cycomecry 

add-ons, sources of, 553 
alignment, calibration, standardization, 

354-9. 444-6, 
anatomy, overview, 49-58 
buying, 411-39 
cleaning, 443-4 
commercial, sources of, 411 -36, 

549-5 I 
computer systems for . see 

Computer systems 
core stream. see Core stream 
data analysis systems, sources, 551-3 
diagnostics, 58-9 
electronics of. su Electronics 
experimental controls for , 447-8 
fiber optics and. see Fiber optics and 

optical waveguides 
flow chambers. see Flow chambers 

flow systems. see Flow systems 
fluorescence optics, 52-3 
how they work, l 01-22 I 
illumination optics, 50-1, 127-32 
keeping them running, 443-4 
laser beam geometry. see Laser, beam 

geometry 
lighc sources. see Light Sources 
learning co build, 442 
for marine biology, 427 
for microbiology, 515-7, 522-4 
multiscacion, 54 
numbers of, 59 
optical configuration of, 50-4, 51; see 

also Optical systems 
optical filters for spectral separation , 

52-3, 153-6, 446-7 
orthogonal geometry of, 50-4 
parts, sources of, 5 5 3-5 
pictures of, 58 
reference particles for, 44 5-6 

rd1abilitation of, 436-7 
sources of, 553 

selling of, 437-8 
sheath. see Sheath 
side scatter optics, 52 
sources of, 549-51 
in space, 432, 542 
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third parry sofrware for, 437, 551-3 
using, 443-542 
in vivo, 542 
in war and peace, 542 

Flow cycometric crossmatch, 493-4 
Flow cyrometry 

accuracy in. see Accuracy, of flow 

cycomecer 
alternatives to, 2, 59-60, 45 l, 477 , SI\ l 

references, 7 1-2 
applications of, 1-2, 476-542 
arc source epiillumination for. see 

Arc lamp. epiilluminacion 
books on, 62-3 
cell counting and, 448, 480-1; m also 

Cdl counting 
cell cycle analysis and, 448-54; see also 

Cell cycle 
cell kinetics and, 4 5 3-62; see also Cell 

kinetics 
clinical applications of, 450-1, 480-

510, 533-7; see also Clinical flow 

cycometry applications 
computers in, 29-33, 227-30; see 

also Computer systems 

courses, 66-7 
definition of, I 
detectors and. see Detectors 
DNA content analysis and , 448-53; see 

also DNA content 
DNA sizing, 471-3, 472 
DNA synthesis and, 453-62; ue also 

DNA synthesis 
early, 10-13, 26-30; see also History of 

flow cycometry 
flow system. see Flow systems 

food science and, 538-9 
gel microdroplecs and, 474-5 
histogram comparison in , 244-6 
history of. see History of flow 

cycometry 
human condition and, 566 
identifying cells in mixed populations, 

464-71 
induscrial applications, 539-41 
journals, 543 
introduction to, I 0-60 
large objects and, 512, 
lasers usable in, 138-46 
learning about, 61-72 
light colleccion in. see Light collection 
light sources. see Lighc sources 
literature, 64-5 
microbiology and, 514-37; see also 
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Microbiology, flow cyrometry and 
microscopy and, 2-10 
noise, sources of, 55, 219-20, 221 
opcical filter seleccion in, 53, 446-7 
optical system of, 51, 51-3, 119-24 
paramerers measurable. see Paramecers, 

measurement of 
precision in, 49. 214-5, 311 
Purdue cyromecry mailing list. see 

Purdue cytomecry mailing list 
references for, 62-5 
RNA conrent analysis in. Jee Ri~A 

content 
sensiciviry in, 49, 215-9. 341-3 
signal processing. see Signal processing 
single molecule dececcion, 471 
societies, 66-8, 543 
solid phase (bead) assays, 473-4 
synopsis of, 49-72 
versus scanning in cancer cytology, 

86-7 
How Cytometry Standard (FCS) file 

format, .30, 254-5 
rlow Cytometry Standards Corporation, 

calibrated beads of, 216. 216-7, 354 
Flow injection analysis, 177-8, 366 
Flowjo software, 34. 34-5, 289, 562, 562 
Flow k.aryoryping, 24, 247, 318, 318-9, 

477-9, 478 

Flow sorring, 1, 40-2, 257-72; see abo C'..ell 
separation; see abo unda specific cell 

soners 
aerosol control in, 271 
acoustic. see Acoustic cell sorters 
applications, 41 
biohazard control, 271 
cell zapping. see Cell zapping 
cuvecces versus screams, 170-1 
coincidence detection and. see 

Coincidence, cell sorcing and 
collection techniques, 269-70 
considerations in, 41-2, 268-71 
"doing the math", 41-2, 268-9 
drop charging. su Drop charging 
droplet deflection. see Droplet 

deflection 
droplet delay senings. see Droplet 

dday scccings 
dropler generation. see Droplet 

generation 
droplec sorting. see Droplec sorting 
elccrrodamage. see Electrodamage cell 

saning 
fluidic switching ceJJ sorrers. see 

Fluidic ;witching cell sorters 
karyoryping. su Flow k.aryoryping 
high-speed. see High-speed sorting 
history of, 11, 85-95 
introduction to , 40-2 
insrrument milization in, 269 
large objecrs and. see Large object 

sorting 
mechanical actuators, 40 
moniwring versus sorting, 269 
photodamagc and. see Phocodamage 

sorting 
preselected count circuits in, 258 
purity in, 41, 267-8 
range of particles sorted, 40 
rare events and, 42, 269 
rares of analysis, 42, 265-9 
recovery in, 267-8 
single cell sorting, 258 
sorr comrol, 257-8 

hardwired versus computer, 29-30 , 
258 

transducers and, 263 
rwo- and four-way, 260-1 
yield in. see Yic:ld, cell sorting 

flow systems, 55-7, 166-80 
axial. see Axial flow systems 
basics of, 50, 55-7, 167-74 
care of, 178-80, 566 
core scream. su Core scream 
flow chambers. see Flow chambers 
laminar flow. see Laminar flow 
principles of operation of, 55-7 
sheath. see Sheath 
sources of plumbing for, 553-4 

Fluid mechanics, 167-74 
Fluid mosaic model of cell membrane, 

374 
Fluidic ~witching cell sorters, 257, 264, 

265, 264-6 
fluidigm Corporation, 266, 541 
Fluidiry, membrane measurements. su 

Membrane fluidiry measurements 
fluo-3, 47, 404-5, 405 
fluorescein, 30, 42, 45; see also 

fluorescein derivatives, Fluorescein 
isochiocyanate 

anribody labeling, 39, 45, J29 
spectrum, 37, 113. 296 

Fluorescein derivatives, 
as fluorogenic enzyme subscrates, 42, 

378 
intracellular pH and, 406-7 
oxidative metabolism and, 379 
sulfhydryls and, 381 

fluoresccin diacetate (FDA), 
dye retention tesc and, 24-7 , 42, 46, 

97 , 369-71 
an<l SCM, 383-5 

Fluorescein di-beca-D-galactosi<lc ffDG), 
409 

Fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), 77, 329 
antibody labeling, 39, 45, 329 
labeled dexcran, 377 
procein content staining, 45, 327, 518 
structure of, 321 
as a tracking dye, 371 

Fluorescein -labelcd and phycoerythrin-

labeled antibodies, spectra, 31 
f.'luorescein isothiocyanace/recra

methylrhodamine isothiocyanate 
(FITC/TRITC), 329-30 

Muorescence, 6 , 112-8 
absorption, versus, 12 
anisotropy, 114, 283, 383 
bleaching, 11 5-6 
ddinicion of, 7, 12, l 12 
flow cytometry and, I 1-12, 283-4 
flow cyromerry optics for. 52-.) 
metachromatic, 298-9 

acridine orange. ;u Acridine 
orange, metachromatic 

fluorescence of 
nompecific, 309 
from optical components, l 58-9 
polarization. see Fluorescence 

polarization 
quenching. 115-6 
references, 71 

Fluorescence compensation, 36-8, 197-9. 
242-4, 562-3 

additive versus subtractive, 243 
axis labeling and, 38-9 
circuit, 198 
of digital data, 562 
equacions foe, 242 
references for, 446 
spectral overlap and, 36· 7 
quadrants and, 38, 243-4 

fluorescence density, 184 
Fluorescence depolarization , I l 4 
Fluorescence detection; see also Oetecrors 

ftltm for , 52-3, 153-6 
Fluorescence emission anisotropy, 1 l 4 
Fluorescence excitarion 

with arc lamps, 129 
Fluorescence lifetime, 44, 282 
Fluorescence microscopy, 

epiilluminarion for, 128-9, I 29 
overview, 8, 9 
references, 69, 7 l 
schematic of, 9 

Fluorescence polarization, 114, 156-7, 
278-9, 283 , 383 

membrane fluidiry and, 374-5 
Fluorescence Resonanc.: Energy Transfer 

(FRET), 44-5 , 115, 283-4. 479 
Fluorescence sensitivicy, 172-4, 215-6, 

341-2 
calculacion of, MESF unirs, 216-7 
improving, 342 
logarithmic amplifiers and, 203, 341-2 
Q and B measuremen cs and, 221-.3 
Raman scaccering and. see Raman scac-

tering, fluorescence sensitiviry and 
Fluorescence spectra, 37, I 13, 291, 296, 

404,405,407 
measurements in now' 284 

Fluorescence spectroscopy, rime- resolved, 



113,345,383 
Fluorescence standards, for flow cytometry, 

354-8 
definicion of cypes, 354 

Fluorescent antibody merhod, 
hisrory of, 77 

Fluorescent beads. see Fluorescent particles 
Fluorescent caspase inhibitors, 380, 

to detect apoptosis, 463, 561 
Fluorescent dyes, 293-302 ; see als() 

Fluorescent probes of extrinsic 
parameters 

environmental sensicivicy of, 298 
fixation and, 302-6 
internal energy transfer and, 299 
mechanisms of staining, 298 
mccachromasia, 298-9 
qualiry control of, 294-5 
spectra of, 296 
cable of, 297 
vital staining and. su Vital staining 

Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH), 
361-2, 367, 477 

Fluorescent in situ hybridization en 
suspension (FISHES), 362 

Fluorescent labels, 42, 326-40; su also 
Covalent labels for antibodies and 

molecules 
Fluorescent particles 

in calibration. su Calibration particles 
multiplexing and, 48, 473-4 
sensitivity measurements and, 216, 

216-7 
sources of, 432, 548-9 

Fluores<.:enc probes of extrinsic parameters, 
3. 286, 2%. 297. 293-32, 

cell surface and intracellular 
antigens, 345-61 

chromatin scruccure. su Chromatin 
structure 

covalent labels for, 42, 328-40 
cycoskcleral organizacion, 364 
DNA base composition. see DNA base 

composirion 
DNA concent, 306-17; su als() DNA 

content 
kinetic measurements, 364-6; see also 

Kinetic measurements 
ligand binding, 366-9; su also Ligand 

binding 
nucleic acid sequence detection, 361-2 
protein content, 326-8; su also Procein 

content 
RNA content, 320-6; su also RNA 

content 
side scatter measurements combined 

wich, 277 
speccra of, 296 
structure of, 301, 323, 327 
table of. 297 

Fluorescent probes of funcrional 
paramerers, 3. 286, 369-408 

cell activation; 381 -408 see also 
Cell activation 

cell surface charge, 369 
cell membrane characterisrics, 369-78; 

see also Cell membrane 
characreristics 

enzyme acrivicy, 379-8; see also 
Enzyme accivicy 

sulfhydryl groups, 381; see also 
Sulfhydryl groups 

Fluorescenc probes, overview of, 42-4, 295, 
296 

Fluorescent probes versus labels, 42, 293-4 
Fluorescent spectra of dyes, 296 
Fluorescent srains for DNA. su DNA-

selective dyes 
Fluorochrome-to-protein (F/P .J ratio, 

effective, 354 
Fluorogcnic enzyme substrates, 42, 97, 

344, 378-9 
Fluorophore, 12, 44 
FLlNO II flow cytometer (HEKA), 174, 

412,435 
Fluvo-Mmicell flow cytometer (HF.KA), 

91, 412, 435 
f number, 124 
Focal length . 119 
Focus, depth of, 124 
Focused laser beam. see Laser beam, 

focused 
Focusing, hydrodynamic. su 

Hydrodynamic focusing 
Focusing lens, I I 9 
Food microbiology, 532 
Food science, 538-40 
Formaldehyde fixacion, 302, 304 
Forensic science and DNA contenc analysis, 

451-2 
Forster energy transfer, 283-4 
Forch computer language, 70 
Forward scarcer, 4, 5, 275-6 

cell size and, 5, 274, 275, 275- 276 
cell viabiliry and, 276 
collection optics for, 51-2, I 58, 159-60 
deteccors, 52, 159-60 
definition of, 5 
fixacion effeccs and, 303 

Foss Eleccric NS, 431, 539 
Fossils, 542 
Fossomatic series (Foss), 431, 539 
Fourier analysis, 182, 205, 209 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 

(FT-IR) , 293 
Fraction of labeled mi coses. su Percentage 

of labeled mitoses 
Fractional droplet delays, 262-3 
Franck-Condon principle, 110-1 
Frequency, of alternating current, 182 
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Frequency discribucions, 21 -6, 231-42 
see als() Hiscogram 

binomial. su Binomial dimibution 
bivariate. see Bivariate distribution 
discrete versus continuous, 232-3 
Gaussian, or normal. see Gaussian 

disrribution 
measures of cemral tendency. 235 
parameters of, 233-4 
Poisson. su Poisson distribution 
uniform. su Uniform distribution 

Frequency doubling of lasers, 118, 138, 
146 

Frequency response of electronics, 194 
Fresnel lens, 122 
FRET. ue Fluorescence Resonance Energy 

Transfer 
Friedman's acoustic sorter, 264, 264 
Front end control circuitry, 191-4 

peak detector circuitry in. su Peak 
deteccor, circuitry of 

Fulwyler, Mack, 264 
Fulwyler's cell sorter, 11, 85 
Functional parameters, J, 97-8, 286, 369-

408; su also Fluorescent probes of 
functional paramecers 

Fura red, 47, 405 
Fura-2, 403-4 
Fuse, 181 
FWHM (full width ac half maximum), 

filter cransm ission, 153 
coefficient of variation (CV), 215 

GAGs. m Glycosaminoglycans 
Gain, in lasers, 133-4 
Gallium aluminum arsenide (GaAIAs) 

diode laser, 143 
Gallium arsenide phocomulciplier cubes. 

su Phocomuliplicr cubes, gallium 

arsenide 
Gallium indium phosphide (GalnP) diode 

la.~er, 143 
Gamma globulin, 346 
Gamma-glucamyl rranspeptidase, 380 
Gared analysis. su Gacing, anal>·sis 
Gated integracor, 194-5 
Gating, 

analysis, 226 
bicmap regions, 29, 246 

cypes of, 34 
electronics for, 28, 226 
lymphocyte, 276-7 , 491 
multiparamecer, 467-9 
signal, 194 
sorcing, flow, 40 
T cell , 34-5, 34, 277 
Two-angle scaner, 34-35, 34, 277 
wichout computers, 27-9, 246 

Gaussian distribution, 22 , 23 I -2 
feacures of, 234, 234-5 
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Gaussian laser beam. see Laser beam, 
gaussian 

G-C rich regions of DNA, fluorochromes 
for, 24 , 308 

Gel microdroplecs, 474-5 
Gene products in idencifying cell cypcs, 

465 
Gene rearrangement, lymphocytes, 346 
Generic algorithms, 250, 253 
GFP, see Green Fluorescent Protein 
Giardia spp., 5 31 
Giemsa's stain, 464 

"Ginger roe[" model for blood cell 
devdopmenc, 465-7 

Glucagon, 369 
Glutaraldehyde fixarion, 302, 304 
Glurathione, 98, 381, 381 
Glu[athionc S-transfcrasc, 409 
Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) , 325 
Goldman equation, 385 
Gradienc index lens, 122 
c; radient index fibers, 15 7 
Graft rejection, prediction of, 494 
Gram-negative bacteria, 300, 377. 400, 

516-7 
Gram-positive bacteria, 400 
"Gram srains", cytomctric, 516-7 
Gramicidin (GRM), 388 
Granes for cytomecers, applying for, 438-9 
Granulocytes, 484-7; see also Basophils; 

Eosinophils; Neutrophils 
(;rating 

and light, l 08-9 
monochromators, 152 

Gray scale plot. see Density plot, gray scale 
Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP), 

expression of and sorting, 41 
expression in bacteria and yeast, 528 
as reponer gene, 48, 99, 409-10 
variants of, 410 

Green YAG laser. see Neodymium YAG 
laser 

Grin lens. see Gradient index lens 
GRM . see Gramicidin 
Ground, circuit, 185-6 
Ground loops, 186 
Ground state, electronic 112, 112 
Grounded, or earthed, 185 
c;rowth factors , binding, 369 
Guava Technologies, Inc 

Guava PC, 178, 43 l 
Gucker particle councer, I 0, 74 

HAART (HIV therapy) , 490 
Halogen lamps, quartz, 127 
Hamamacsu Corporation, 163, 554 
Hapten-conjugated antibodies, 331 
Harmonic generation in lasers, 1 18, 138 
H ,DCF-DA. m 2.7- Dichlorodihydro-

fluorescein diacetate 

Hear-absorbing filters, 129 
He-Cd laser. set Helium-cadmium laser 
HEKA Elekcronik GMBH (Fluvo-

Metricell flow cytomecer and 
Merricell flow cytometers) 412, 435 

Helicobarter pylori, 
and MALT lymphoma, 507-8 

Helium-cadmium laser, 135, 142 
emission wavelengths, 139 
noise, 142, 147-8 

Helium-neon laser, 135, 141-2 
emission wavelengths, 139 

Helium-selenium laser, 142 
Hclmholcz invariant, 123 
Hemalog D and H-6000 hematology 

analyzers (Technicon), 88, 88, 279, 

411, 433 
Hematocric, 77-8, 285 
Hematology, 

bone marrow , 488 
cell counting, 433-4, 480-1 
cell sizing, 78-9, 180, 182-3, 273, 

480-1 
differential leukocyte councing. ue 

Differential leukocyce counring 
erythrocytes. su Erythrocytes 
flow cycomecric clinical applications, 

480-9 
hemacopoietic stem cells. set 

Hematopoietic stem cells 
inscruments, 4.33-4 

sources of, 551 
leukocyces. see Leukocytes 
megakaryocytes. see Megakaryocyces 
placelecs. see Platelets 
reticulocyce counring. see Reciculocyce 

counting 
Hemacopachology, immunophenoryping 

in, 504-7 
Hematopoiesis, 82-3, 465-7, 488-9 
Hematopoiecic seem cells, 82, 488-9 

ISHAGE prococol, 488-9 
Hematoporphyrin, procein concenc 

determined using, 328 
Hemocytomecer, 19. 77 
He-Ne laser. see Helium-neon laser 
Henry (H), induccance unit, 182 
I Ieparin, tricyclics and, 325 
Herpes simplex virus detection, 533 
Hem (Hz), 182 
Henenberg, Leonard, 60 

apparatus, 11 
Nobel prize for?, 566 

Hexamechylindocarbocyanine [DilC,(3)), 
membrane pocencial estimacion, 46-7, 

392-3 
speccrum, 296 

Hexamerhylindodicarbocyanine 
[DiIC,(5) ), 

membrane pocencial escimarion, 46-7, 
392-3 

speccrum, 296 
High-densicy lipoproteins (HDL), 368 
High-speed sorting, 41-2, 260 
High throughput screening, 366, 540 
Histocompatibilicy resting, 493-4 
Histograms, 21-33. 21, 231-42 

calculacing and displaying, 24-5, 
236-7, 255-6 

comparing, 244-6 
1wo-paramecer. see Two-parameter 

histogram 
Hisconc H3 amibody. see Phosphorylaced 

hisconc H3 antibody 
Hiscory offlow cytometry, I 0-12, 73-100, 

411-2 
l 950's and, 79-80 
I 960's and. 81-9 
I 970's and, 90-3 
I 980's and, 94-5 
brief outline of, 100 
Block differential counters and, 89-90 
cancer cytology. see Cancer cytology, 

history of 
Caspersson and, 9, 75-6 
cell identification and, 82-3 
cell kinecics and, scanning versus 

flow systems in, 85-6 
cell soning and, 85-95 
computers in, 80-1 
Coulter orifice and, 7 8-9 
Cycoanalyzer, 79 
cycology aucomacion and. see 

Cycology, automaccd, nistory of 
differential leukocyte counting and , 

78, 81-5, 87-90 
early commercial inscrumencs, 87-9 
Ehrlich, Paul, and cell scaining, 74-5 
Auorescenc antibody mernod in, 77 
Kamentsky's Rapid Cell 

speccrophocomecer. see 

Kamencsky's apparatus 
microscopy and, 75-6 
references on, 61 
video and electron microscopy and, 78 

HIV. see Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
HLA-DR antigen, 

in hematopoiecic stem cells, 488 
in HIV, 490 
in lymphocyce accivacion, 497-8 

Hoechsc dyes (33258, 33342, 33378. 
33662,34580), 24,43.96-7,308-

1 o. 450-3 
34 580 and violec exciracion, 310 
chromomycin A_. and base preference, 

24 , 43, 308-9, 318, 317-9 
and drug effiux pumps, 309, 376-7 
DNA synchesis and, 308, 455 . 458-61 
and pyronin Y. see Pyronin Y, l loechst 

33342 and 
spectra of, 296 
scaining mechanisms, 309 



sr rucru re of, 30 I 
viral staining wirh 33342, 43. 96. 309, 

452-3 
Hold signal, 27, 192, 192-3 
Homodimeric dyes, 314-5 
Howard M. Shapiro, M.D., P.C., 43 I 
H-series of hematology analyz.ers 

(Tcchnicon/Miles), 433, 483 
'H-TdR. see Tririared rhymidine 
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), 

CD38 and prognosis, 355 
derecrion of, 523, 524, 533 
gpl 20 protein, binding, 368-9 , 468 
infmion, 99, 490-3 
p24 anrigen, 532 
T-cdl subser analysis , 350-2, 490-3 

Human Leukocyte Differenriacion 
Amigen Workshops, 484 

Hybrid cells, separation of, 477 
Hybridomas, sdeccion, 490 
Hydrodynamic focusing, 167, 167-9. 183 
Hydrodynamics, 133 
Hydroechidine (HE), 377, 379 
Hydrogen ion concenrrarion, 

see Incracellular pH 
Hyperpolarizacion, membrane pocenrial 

and,382 
Hypodiploid peak, 463 
Hypoxic cells, dctcccing, 380 

IC. see Incegrated circuic 
ICP flow cyromecer. su 

I mpulscytophotometer 
iCyc - Visionary Bioscience, 431 
iCyce (CompuCyce), 451 
Identification of cells. su Cell 

idenrificacion 
IDEXX Laboracories, 434 
Illumination optics, 127-32 
Image 

real, 119 
virtual, 120 

Image analysis, 2, 
cell counting by, 448, 492-3 
cell idcnrificacion by. m Cell 

identification, by image analysis 
of DNA content, 451 

Image formacion, 119-20, 120 
Immersion 

lenses, 121, 121-2, 173-4 
oil, 121-2, 124 

Immorral cell, 347 
Immune complexes, circulating, 369 
lmmuniry, 346 
Immunized, 346 
lmmunofluorescence, 11-2, 33, 49-50, 95, 

345-6 I; see also untkrrpecific 
applications, 

auromared sample preparation, 353 
dara analysis of, 245-6, 360 

calibration and controls, 48-9, 353-61 
direcc scaining, 349 
disrribucions, 236-9, 244-6, 358 
fixation for, 303-4 
history of, 95, 345 
multicolor, 349-50; see also Mulcicolor 

immunofluorescence 
mulcilabel . su Mulcilabel 

immunofluoresccnce 
mulciplex labeling, 350-2, 351 

pulse height distribucion analysis 
and, 244-6 

quadranc analysis and, 35 
quancificacion of, 353-61 
reagents, 348-52 
scaining procedures, 352-3 

Immunoglobulins (!gs), 346 
Immunohemacology, 482 
Immunology 

flow cytomerry applications; see also 
specific applications, 

HIV infeccion, 489-93 
lymphocyte acrivarion, 494-502 
rransplanracion, 493-4 

references, 71 
lmmunoperoxidase labeling amplification 

rechnique, 344 
lmmunophenocyping in 

hematopharhology, 504-7 
lmmunosuppression, 

effeccs on T-cell subsets, 494 
Impedance counter. see Coulcer, counter 
Impedance (Z), electrical, 182, 184 
lmpermeant dyes. see Membrane-

impermeanc dyes 
lmpulscytophocomerer (ICP), (Phywc; 

Orrho), 87, 152. 173 
In situ hybridizacion, fluorescenc (FISH). 

see Fluorescent in situ hybridization 
In situ nick rranslarion (ISNT), 463 
Incident light bright field microscopy, 7 
lndicacrix of a parricle, 280 
Indices, 

labeling, 86, 453-4 
mitotic, 86, 453-4 
red cell, 49 
refractive, I 07 

scattering and, 275-7 
whire cell, 49 

Indirect immunofluorescenc staining, 343, 
352 

Indo-1, 47, 98, 403-4 
specrrum, 296. 404 

lndocarbocyanine dye, 336; see also Cy3 
lndodicarbocyanine dye, 336; see also Cy5 
lnduccancc (L), 182 
lnduccive coupling, 186 
Inductive reacrancc, 182 
lndasric scarrering, of lighr, 118 
Infectious diseases in the Third World, 565 
InFlux cell sorter (Cyropeia}, 425-6, 426 

Index I 669 

Infrared spectroscopy and cancer, 293 
Injector. see Core scream, injector 
Insulator, 180 
Intacr cells, 299-300 
Integral of pulse. su Pulse, integral 
Integrated circuit (IC) , 189 
Inrcgraror, 191, 194-5 
Interchangeable laser mirror secs, 135 
Interference, of lighr, 5, 

conscrucrive, 105 

descrucrive, I 05 

and diffraction, 108-9 
in thin films, 108 

Interference coating, 153 
Interference contrast, 7, 105 
Interference effect, 5 
Interference filters, 5, 53, I 08, 153-4; see 

also Dichroic filters; see 11/so Dielectric 
filters 

sources for, 557 
Interference measuremems, 282 
lnrerleukins, 369 
lnrerleukin-2 receptor. see CD25 

antigen 
Internal conversion, 112 
Internacional Remote Imaging Systems 

(IRIS), 289, 431. 510 
Internacional Sociecy for Analyrical 

Cycology (ISAC), 30, 66, 543 
lnrernarional Sociecy for Laboratory 

Hematology (ISLH), 68 
International System of Uni rs (SI l.:nirs), 

102 
cable of, I 02 

lnterquarrile range (i.q.r.). 235-6, 236 

Interrogation poinr. see Observation poinr 
Incerrogarion zone. ue Observation point 
lntersystem crossing, I 12, 113-4 
Intracellular antigens, 359-60 

fixation for, 43, 305 
Intracellular parasites, 536-7 
Intracellular pH, 97-8, 405-7, 406, 407 

cell acrivarion and, 405-7, 495-7 
optical probes of, 405-7 
rariomcrric technique. see Rariomerric 

techniques, intracellular pH 
Intracellular cycokine staining, 500 
Intrinsic liferime, 113 
Intrinsic parameters, measurement of, 3. 

286, 285-93 
absorption or extinction, 290 
cell shape and doubler discrimination, 

289-90, 290 

cell size, 285-9 
fluorescence and, 290-93; see also 

aurofluorescence 
In vivo flow cytometry, 542 
Ion channels, 407-8, 
Ion flux measurements in cell acrivation , 

407-8 
Ion lasers, 135, 138-41 
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argon. see Argon ion laser 
krypton. see Krypron ion laser 

lonomycin, 47, 404, 499 
Ions, 180 
ISAC. see International Society for 

Analytical Cytology 
ISHAGE prorocol for hematopoietic 

seem cells, 488-9 
Islets of Lrngerhans (pancreatic islecs), 

sorting, 263-4, 512 
lSNT. see In situ nick translation 

Isometric ploc. see Peak-and valley ploc 

Jablonski diagram , energy levels, J 12 

Janus green, 389 
JASCO, 436 
JC-I, 47, 397-8 

apopcosis and, 398 
membrane potent ial and, 47, 397-8, 

399 
JC-9, 401-2 
Jirrer, 168 
Joule, 101 

K-5 cesc, 244-5 
Kamentsky, Louis, 87 

apparatus, 
early hiscory of, I 0-11 
Rapid Cell Spectrophotometer, 84-

5 
Nobel prize for?, 566 

Karyotyping, 
bivariate analysis and, 247, 317-9, 

477-9 
chromosome banding and, 317 

Ki-67 antigen, 460-1, 498 
Kinase activities in cells, 504 
Kinases, detection of, 468, 468-9, 501, 

501-2 
in Chronic lymphocytic leukemia, 563 

Kinecic energy, 180 
Kinetic measurements, 2, 98 , 177-8, 364-6. 

365 
sample handl ing and, 365-6 
slow flow and, 366 
cime as a qualicy control paramecer, 

366 
Kinetic.:s, cell. see Cell kinetics 
Kirchoff's Current Liw, 185 
Kohler illumination, 128, 128 
Kohler lens, J 28, 128 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) cesc , 244-5 
Kratel,9 1,4 12, 435 

Parcograph, 435 
Krypton ion laser, 135 , 138-41 

emission wavelengths, 139 
Kurtosis, of a distribution, 234 

L. I. see Libeling inde" 
Libeled micoses, percentage of. su 

Percentage oflabeled mitoses 
Label ing axes, 38-9 
Libeling index (LI.), 86, 454 
Libels, covalenc. see Covalent labels for 

antibodies and molecules 
Laboratory Hemato"7gy (journal), 68 
Liccalbumin, 367 
Lagrange invariant, 123 

Laminar flow, 55-6, 167-9 
profile of, I 68 
Reynolds number and, 174, 269 

Lamps 
arc. ru Arc lamp 
illumination optics for, 127-9 
quartz halogen. see Quartz halogen 

lamp 
Large object, 

analysis of, 5 12 
sorting, 263-4, 265 

Largo al Famorum, xii 
Laser, 115, 128-31. 133-48, 

argon ion. see Argon ion laser 
basic physics of, 133-8 
dangers of, 148-9 
diode. ue Diode laser 
dye. see Dye laser 
efficiency of, 135 
emission wavelengths of, 139 
gas, 135; set also Helium-neon laser 
helium-cadmium. ste Helium-

cadmium laser 
helium-neon. ste Helium-neon laser 
ion, I 35; ue also Argon ion laser; 

see also Krypton ion laser 
illumination by, 50, 130- 1 
krypton ion. su Krypron ion laser 
as light source, 50, 129-32 
manufacturers of, 555-6 
metal vapor, 135; set also Hdium

cadmium laser; su also Helium· 

selenium laser 
mirrors, 108, 134, 135 
neodymium-YAG. su Neodymium

YAG laser 
noise, 55. 147-8, 219-20 
pulsed solid scate, 135; su also 

Neodymium-YAG laser 
power, 13 1-2 

regulation, 136 
ref ere nccs, 68 
scanning, laser. see Scanning laser 

cyrometer 
schematic of, 134 
solid-stace. sre Solid-state laser 
sources for, 555-6 
transverse electromagnetic mode 

(TEM), 134 
cypes usable in cytomecry, 138-46 
wavelength selection of, 135 

Laser beam, 
expander, 137 
Gaussian, 50, 130. 136-8 
geometry, 50, 130 

pulse characteriscics and , 183-4, 
184 

focused, 50-1, 130-1, 136 

intensity profiles, 134, 135-8, 136 
spoc illuminacion, 50- l, 130-1 

diameter of, 130 
stop. 51-2 
waist, 137 

1.aser Doppler vclocimcccy, 118, 289 
Laser dyes, 14 I 
Laser manufacturers, 555-7 
Laser noise. Jet Laser, noise 
Laser crade publications, 555 
Lasing medium, 133-4, 135 
Literal magnification, I 20 
Liw of Conservation of Charge, I 80 
Lawsuits, 436-7 
LD700 (dye), 3 15-6 
LDS-751 (dye), 312, 315, 457-8 

Lead poisoning, 
red cell fluorescence in, 292 

LEAP research platform (Cyntellecc), 471 
Least-squares linear regression , 237 -8 
Lectin-binding sites, 362-3 
Lectins, 363 
LED. su Light emitting diode (LED) 

Leishmania spp., 537 
Leirr, E.. GmbH. 412 
Lens , 5 

abberacions, 108, 120-1 , 123 
depth, of field , I 24 
focus, 124 
formula, 120 
magnifying, 5, 120, 120 
optically coupled, 17 1-2 
photons in, 123-4 
resolution, 121 

limit of, 7, 121. 124 
rypes of, 120-2, 123-4 

Leptokurtic distribution, 234 
Les Feuilks Mortes (A utumn kaim), 462-3 

Leukemia, 4 51 , 504 
acute myelocytic, 467 -8 
minimal residual disease detection. 

505-6 
phenoryping, 505, 505-7 

Leukocytes, 
basophils. su l:lasophils 
clinical flow cycometry applicarions, 

483-7 
differential counting of. ue Diff

erential leukocyte counting 
differentiacion antigens. see CD 

antigens 
disappearing, case of chc, 220 
eosinophils. su Eosinophils 
neutrophils. see Ncucrophils 



Leukocyre Differenriarion Antigen 
Dacabase and workshops. 484 

Lifecime 
fluorescence, 44 , 282 
intrinsic, 113 
of molecule in excited stare, 110, 113 

Ligand binding, 366-9 
analysis of, 367-8 
labeled versus anri-receptor ancibodies, 

.?67 
labeling scraregies, 367 
and functional changes, 368 

Ligand-receptor inreraccions, 366-7 
energy transfer measuremenrs and, 284 

Lighc 
absorprion, 2, 4, 4-8, 109-18 

definition of, 6 
and marcer, 6, 101-118 
birefringence. su Opcical activiry and 

birefringence 
bleaching. su Bleaching 
Brewscer's angle. see Brewster's angle 
cells, inreraccion with, 4, 4-8 

circularly polarized, 105 
coherent. see Coherenr light 
collection of. JU Light collecrion 
collimaced. su Collimated light 
definirion of, 4, 101 
degeneracy. su Degeneracy, energy 

content and, 
diffraction. JU Diffraction, of lighc 
dispersion. JU Dispersion, oflighc 

elliptically polarized, 105 
energy transitions, 112, 112-8 
excited sraces. su Excited scares 
exrinccion. JU Exrincrion, and light 

fluorescence. JU Fluorescence 
forward scattered. su Forward 

scacrer 
and gratings. su Grarings, and light 
inrcrference. su Interference, and light 

linearly polarized, 104 
loss in optical componems, 158-9 
luminescence. su Luminescence 
phase and polarization, 7, 104-5 
phosphorescence. su Phosphorescence 
phoromecry, 101 
phocons. Ju Phoron 
plane polarized. JU Plane polarized 

light 
polarization, I 04-8 
polarizarion, fluorescence. su 

Fluorescence polarization 
quenching. su Quenching 
radiomecry versus photometry, I 0 I 
reflection. su Reflection, of light 
refraction. su Refracrion, of light 
reflecrion and refracrion , 5, 106, I 07-8 
resonance energy rransfer. su 

Resonance energy transfer 
scattering. su Light scattering 

speed of, I 03 
stimulared emission. su Stimulared 

em1ss1on 
thin films and imerference. su lnrer

ference, and light, rhin films and 
uni rs of, 101-2 

Light collection, 51-3, 149-60 
from cuvecres, 171, 171-3 
deteccors, 160-66 
epiillumination, 128-9, 129 
forward scatter. see Forward scarcer, 

light colleccion 
image formarion and, 1S1-2 
microscope objecrives and, 7-8 , 121 -4, 

149-50 
monochromarors in, 152-3, 153 
observation poim and. see Observation 

point, lighc collection and 
optical filters in, 52-3. 129, 129, 153-6 
signal versus noise in. set Signal versus 

noise, in lighc colleccion 
spectral selecrion in. see Specrral 

selection in light collection 
srops versus blockers in, 150-2 
from screams, 171, l71-3 

Light concrol mode, of laser, 136 
Light emitting diode (LED), 127 

brighcness of, 131-2 
illuminarion optics for, 127-9 
as light source, 127-9, 131-2 

Light loss, 282; srt also Extinction 
measurements 

Light propagation, vergence and, 119 
Lighr scarcering. 2, 4, 4-6, 105-6, 274-80 

bacteria and, 517 
cell size and, 2, 5. 274. 275. 275-6. 

288-9; su also Forward scaccer 
inelastic. su Inc:lascic scarcer, oflighc 
forward angle. see Forward scauer 
Lissajous parrerns in forward vs. 

side scarcer displays, 278 
microscopy and, 6-8 
Mic. sre Mic scattering 
Large angle. su Side scauer 
Mueller marrix model , 274-5 
mulriangle, 279-81, 280 
mulciplc wavelength, 279 
orthogonal. su Side scarcer 
Raman. see Raman scattering 
Rayleigh . m Rayleigh scatccring 
Side. su Side scatter 
small -angle. see Forward scacrer; see 

also Mie scarrering 
submicron particles and, 288-9, 517 

Light shielding, 
for PMTs, 162 

Light sources, 49-50, 124-149 
arc lamps as, 50, 126 
brightness of. 124, 131-2 
lasers as, 50, 129-32 
light emiccing diode, 127-8, 131-2 

in microscopy, 9, 50 
noise, 55, 219-20 
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quarn halogen lamps as, 126 
throughput of, 123-6 

Limit of resolution, lens of, 7, 121, 124 
Limic or window comparator, 28 
Lindmo/Sceen cyrometcr flow chamber 

design. 173, 173-4 
Linear circuits, 197-9 

signal processing and. su Signal 

processing, linear circuits in 
Linear discriminanc functions, 249, 250-1. 

251 
Linear equations, .mlving for compensarion, 

36-8, 242 
Linear and log scale, 255, 255-6 
Linear power supply, 187, 188, 

versus switching power supply, 188 
Linear ramp, 195 
Linear regression, 237-8 , 256 
Linear cransformarion of data, 198, 251 
Linearly polarized lighc, 104 
Lineweaver-Burk plots, 368 
Lion, flow cyromerry of, 510-11 , 511 
Lipids, 

dropler dececcion, 364 
incracellular, 364 
membrane, packing, 374 
peroxidarion , 375-6 

Lipofuscins, 292 
Lipopolysaccharide (LPS), 368 
Liposomes, labeled, 343 
Lissamine rhodamine B, 329 
Lise mode data, 30-1, 231 
Lis(z)t Mode, 60 
Litigacion in flow cyromecry, 436-7 
Limow prism, 135 
LN ("long name") dye, 89, 253-4 
Loading cells wich macromolecules. 

m Cell loading with macro
molecules 

Log amps. see Logarithmic amplifiers 

Logarithmic amplifiers. 35-6, 199-204. 
dynamic range and, 35-7 , 199-200, 

202-4, 203 
problems wich, 201-2 
response curves, 202 

Logarithmic scale, 35. 199. 255. 255-4 
Logic levels, 191 -2 
Logic pulse, 27, 191, 191-3; su also Srrobc 

pulse 
Lognormal discribucions, 235 
Long pass opcical filters , 53. 154, 154 
Long reflecr opcical filcers, 53 
Long-tailed pulse. m Pulse, long,,cailcd 
Low densiry lipoproreins (LDL) , 368 
LSR !I (BD). 158, 416-7 
Lucifer yellow, 376 
Luminescence, 112 
Luminex Corporation, 431-2, 473-4 
l.ymphocyre accivacion, 
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derecrion of, 494-502 
CD69 expression, 499 
cycokines and, 499-500, 500 
DNA, RNA , and accivacion ancigens, 

487-8 
DNA and RNA, 321,321 
funccional probes for, 495-7 
mirogen vs. ancigen response, 498-9 
rerramer scaining, 500-1 
cime course of evencs in, 494 
cracking dyes and, 372-4, 373. 501 
whac is "early", 501-2 

Lymphocyte gating, 34-5, 34, 276-7 
Lymphocyte reaction, mixed. su Mixed 

lymphocyte reaction 
Lymphocyces 

cytoplasmic pH of, 406 
gene rearrangemcnc in, 346 
immunofluorescence. see 

Imm unofl uorescence, 
lymphocyce 

in mararhon runners, 541 
in prisoners of war, 541-2 

Lymphocyte scimulacion. su Lymphocyte 
accivacion 

l .ymphocycc subset analysis; see also T cell 

subsec analysis 
in marachon runners 541 
in prisoners of war, 541-2 

Lymphokines. see Inrerleukins 
Lymphoma, 451. 502 

MALT, and Helicobamr pylori, 
507-8 

Lysing red cells, 306 
Lysosomal enzyme accivicy, 380 

Macromolecules, 
endocycosis of, 3 77 -8 
loading cells with . see Cell loading 

wich macromolecules 
Macrophages, 346 
MACS syscem, 270 
Magic angle, 114 
Magnecic field, creacion of, 181 
,\1agnetic field vector, 104 
Magnetic separacion of cells, 271 
Magnification, 119-20, 123 

empcy. 13 
Mahalanobis discancc.:, 252 
Malaria, 

deteccion of parasi cemia, 536-7 
side scatter and detection of, 279 

Manufaccurcrs of flow cycomecers, 549-51 ; 
see also Chapter 8 

Marine biology, 524-7 
applicacions in, 524-6 
cycomecers for, 527 
dynamic range required, 203-4 
references, 5 27 

Marrow, bone. see Bone marrow 

Masr c.:dls, merachromacic fluorescence 
and, 325 

MAXM hemacology analyzer (Coulter), 
483 

Mean, 231 
arithmetic, 19, 22, 233-6 
geomecric, 235 

Mean cell (corpuscular) hemoglobin 
(MCH), 49, 78 

Mean corpuscular volume (MCV), 49, 77 
Measurement of intrinsic parameters. see 

Intrinsic parameters, mcasuremenc of 
Measurement point. su Observation point 
Measurement station. su Obscrvacion 

point 
Measurement zone. see Observation poinc 
Median, 22, 235-6 
Megakaryocyces, 487-8 
Membrane-bound calcium, 97-8, 402-3 

and cell activation, 495-7 
Membrane depolarization, 

defined, 382 
Membrane fluidity measurements, 374-5 
Membrane hyperpolarizacion, 

defined, 382 
Membrane-impermeant dyes, 43, 300-1 
Membrane integrity versus viabil icy, 46, 

299-300, 369-7 1 
Membrane lipids, 

packing, 374 
peroxidation, 375-6 

Membrane microviscosity, 374-5 
Membrane permeability, 

to drugs, 376-7 
co dyes, 300-1, 376-7 

bacteria and, 516-7, 518-22 
Membrane permeancy, 300 
Membrane-permeant dyes, 43, 300-1; see 

also Vital scaining 

Membrane potential (6'¥}, 
and cell activation. su Cell activation. 

membrane potential 
artifacts, 393 
bacterial . su Bacterial membrane 

potencial 
basis of, 385-6 
cationic dyes and, 46 

cautions and conclusions in measuring, 
402 

cyanine dyes for estimation of see 
Cyanine dyes, membrane potential 

cycoplasmic, 46 
distributional probes and. su 

Discribucional membrane pocencial 
probes 

estimation of, 46-7, 97 
Goldman equation, 385 
microelectrode measurcmenc of, 386 
mitochondrial . see Mitochondrial 

membrane pocential 
Nernsc equacion, 386 

and neucrophil funccion, 486-7 
and platelec function , 487 
opcical probes of, 385-402 
oxonol dye probes. see Oxonol dyes 
raciomecric technique. see Ratiomecric 

cechnique, membrane potential 
use of uncouplers, 393 

Mercury arc lamp. see Arc lamp 
Meridian Instruments, 267 
Merocyanine 540 (dye), 374, 487 
MESF (Molecules of Equivalent Soluble 

fluorochrome) units, 216-7. 354 , 303 
MESF threshold, calculation of, 2 16 
Metabolic cycomctry, 475 
Mecachromasia, 298-9 ; see also 

Metachromatic fluorescence 
Metachromatic fluorescence, 96-7 , 298-9, 

312, 320-2, 397-9, 401-2, 485 
Metal vapor la~er , 135; see also Helium

cadmium laser 
Methocrexate, .3 7 6 
Mechylene blue, 322 

struccure o f, 323 
Methyl green, 75, 320 
4-Mechylumbelliferone (4-MU), 405 

fluorogenic subscraces from, 378 
Microbial Cycometry, Cencer for , 565-6 
Microbiology, flow cycometry and, 514-37; 

su also specific applications; Bacteria 
bioterrorism, 532 
cell cycles and division, 528 
clinical applicat io ns , 533-6 
communities, 528 

deccction and identification, 528-31 
environmencal and sanitary, 531-2 
fluorescenc protein methods, 528 
food, 532 
instrument issues, 515-6 
marine applications, 524-7 
paramecers measured , 516-24 
parasitology , 536-7 
vaccine devclopmenc, 536 
viruses, 532-3 

Microdroplcrs, gel , 474-5 
Microelectrodes, measurement of 

membrane porencial, 386 
Microfluidic 

cytometers, 54 l 
flow sorcers, 265-6 

Microfossils, 542 
M icroscope; see also Microscopy 

light collecrion in. see Lighc colleccion , 

microscope lens and 
fluorescence. see Fluorescence 

microscopy 
overview of, 6-9 
objectives, 9, 120-2, 149-50 

apochromar. 121 , 152 
planapochromat, 121 , 152 
typical elemc.:nts of, I 20, 121 

rransmicced lighr. see Transmitted light 



microscope 
Microscopy. 2-9 

absorption and, 7-8, B 
acoustic, 274 
bright field. su T ransmim:d light 

microscopy 
dark field. see Dark field microscopy 
epiillumination, 128-9, 129 
fluorescence. su Fluorescence 

microscopy 
history of, 75-6 
incidenc light bright field. 7 
light sources. su Light sources, in 

m1crosopy 
near-field, 471 
references. 68-9 
transm icced light. ste Transmitted 

light microscopy 
Microspectrophotometry, 2, 9-11 

absorption, 290 
Microspheres and cells, 475 
Microviscosity, membrane. see Membrane 

microviscosiry 

Mie scattering, l 05-6, 275, 279-81, 
cell volumes derived from, 526 

Milk, 
bacterial counrs in, 430-1, 532 
Listeria monocytogmes in, 532 
somatic cell councs in, 538-9 

Milcenyi Biotec, 270 
Milwaukee, water concamination by 

Cryptosporidium, 53 I -2 
Minimal residual disease detection in 

leukemia, 505, 505-6 
Mirrors, 108 

concave spherical , 151 
lasers and, 134, 135 

Mithramycin, 24, 43, 96, 142, 
DNA content measurement, 307-8 
spectrum, 296 

Mithramycin and ethidium, 308 
Miwchondcia 

ATP conccnc, 396 
energized, 395 
membrane potential. su Mico

chondrial membrane potential 

Mitochondrial membrane potential (6'1' ). 
46-7. 394-400,463 

JC-I, 397-8; ma/so JC-I 
rhodamine 123, 394-7. 463; see also 

Rhodamine 123, mitochondrial 
membrane potential 

search for better probes, 397, 398-400 
MitoHuor Green, 399 
Mitogcns, 

lymphocyte activation by. see 
Lymphocyte activation 

Mitoses, labeled, percentage of. see 
Percentage of labeled mitoses (PLM) 

Mitotic indices, 86, 453-4 
Mitotic cells, discriminacing. 319-20. 320, 

462 
Mitotic nuclei, 277. 320 
Miro Tracker Green FM, 399 
Mito Tracker Orange, 399 
Mito Tracker Red, 399 
Mixed lymphocycc reaction (MLR), 495 , 

502 
Mixed populations, identification of cells 

in. su Cell identification 
MLR. see Mixed lymphocyte reaction 
Mode, 22, 235 
Mode-locked UV laser, 145 
ModFit DNA analysis program (Veriry}, 

25-6, 372, 450 
MoFlo sorter (DakoCytomation), 214 , 

230, 423-4 
Molar Extinction coefficicnr. su 

Exrincrion cocfficienr 
Molecular Biology references, 71 
Molecular inreractions, 479-80 
Molecular Probes, Inc., 300, 314, 337-8 , 

403-5 . 407. 445 
Molecular symmetry, I JO 
Molecule Equivalents of Soluble 

Fluorochrome (MESF) units. see 
MESF unirs 

Molecules 
adhesion. su Adhesion molecules 
single, detection of. see Single molecule 

detection 
Moments of a distribution, 233-4 
Monensin, 499 
Monobromobimane (MBB), 381 
Monochlorobimane (MCB), 381 
Monochromatic light, 133 
Monochromators, 152-3, 153 
Monoclonal amibodies, 95-6, 346-52; see 

also lmmunofluorescence 
history of, 346 
for multicolor immunofluorescence, 

347-8, 349-51 
reagents and staining procedures, 

348-52 
Monostable multivibrator, l 92, 257 
Monovalenr ancigcn binding fragmencs 

(Fab), 348 
4-MU. see 4-Mechylumbelliferone 
Mueller marrix model, 274-5 
Mulcialkali phocomulciplier cubes. see 

Photomultiplier cubes, multialkali 
Multiangle scattering measurements, 

278 
Mulricellular spheroids, 5 I 2 
Multichannel pulse height analyzer, 24-5 
Mulcicolor immunofluorescence, 329-31 , 

333-6; see also Covalent labels for 
antibodies and molecules 

cocktail staining, 350-2 
do's and don ' ts, 349-50 
early problems with, 95, 33 l 
FITC and TRITC for, 329-30 
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fluorescence compensation for. see 
Fluorescence compensation 

mulciplc lasers and, 349 
multiplex labeling and, 350-2, 351 
PerCP and, 333-4 
phycobiliprotcins and, .131 -5, 349 
Rhodamine I 0 I dyes and, 330- l 
tandem conjugates and. see Tandem 

dye conjugates 
MulciCyde DNA analysis program 

(Phoenix), 450 
Multidrug resistance (MDR), 376-7 
Mulcilabel immunoAuorescence, 67 -8, 

349-52; see also lmmunofluores
cence, multiplex labeling 

Multimode laser, 138 
Multiparameter analysis, 248-53 , 467-9 

definition of, 12, 248 
gating and , 27-9, 467-9 
of leukocyte rypes, 

in 1974, 248-9 , 249 
in 2002, 250 

multiparamerer versus mulrivariate 
analysis, 248 

procedures for automated classification, 

250-3 
Multiphoton confocal microscopy, 13, 137 
Multiphocon excitation, 118-9 
Multiple lasers and multicolor 

immunofluorescence, 349 
Multiple wavelength scattering 

measurements, 279 
Multiplex analysis 

beads and, 48, 473-4 
Multiplex labeling, 350-2 
Multiplexed bead assays, '173-4 
Multiplexing 

analog-to-digital converters, 209 
fluorescent labels, 3 50-2 

for bacterial identification , 5.3 l 
Mulcistation flow cytometers. see Flow 

cycomcrcrs, mulrisrarion 
Multivalcncy of anribodies, 346 
Multivariate frequency distribut ions, 237 
Multivariate statistical merhods, 238 , 

248-53 
cluster analysis. see Clusrer analysis 
discriminant functions . see 

Discriminant funcrions 
principal componenr analysis. see 

Principal component analysis 
Mycobacceria, 535 

N.A. see Numerical apercure 
NADH fluorescence, 291 
Nanocrystals (quantum dots), 339-40. 474 
Naphchol yellow S, 84, 84-5 
National Flow Cytomecry Resource 

(NFCR). 66-7, 543 
NBD. see Nicrobcnzoxadiazole 
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NBD-glucose, 376 
NBD-phallacidin, 338, 364 
NBT. su Nirroblue rerrazolium 
NCCI.S, 361, 481, 543 
Near-field oprical microscopy, 471 
Negarive conrrol samples, 353 
Negarive vergence, 119 
Neodymium-YAG laser, 135, 138-9, 

145-6, 427, 429. 431, 472. 
474, 563 

mode-locked UV, 145 
Neoglycoprorcins, 368 
Nernsr equacion , 386 
Neural nerwork analysis, 250, 252-3 
Ncurral densiry (ND) filrers, 156; see 

also Optical densiry 
Neucral red, 

srrucrure of, 323 
Neutrophils, 467, 486-7 

aurofluorescence, 291 
C D64 and sepsis, 487 
tescs of fun ccion, 486-7 

':'Jew mechylene blue, 78, 322 
structure, 323 

NFCR. see Nacional Flow Cycometry 

Resource 
Nigericin, 405 
Nigrosin , 369 
!'-lile blue, 338 
N ile red, 364 
Nicric oxide (NO), 408, 487 
:-.Jicrobenzoxadiazole (NBD), 338 
Nicroblue cecrazolium (NBT) , 379 
NMR. see Nuclear magnetic resonance 
':'Jobe! priz.e for Herz.enberg and 

Kamcncsky?, 566 
Noise 

flow cyromerery, sources of. see Flow 
cycometry, noise sources of 

inscrumenc performance and, 219-20 
laser. see Laser, noise 

Noncoagulanc fixatives, 302 
Noncommercial software, 552-3 
Nonionic decergencs, 23, 43 , 302 
'.'Jonlincariry, 

in analog-ro-digiral conveners, 208-9 
in flow cyromecers, 21 7 

Nonlinear lease-squares curve fitting, 238 
Nonlinear optics, 118 
Nonparametric tcscs, 236 
Non radiative energy transisicions , 112, 115 
Nonspecific binding, 39 
Nonspecific fluorescence, 309 
Nonspecific staining, 298 
Nonyl acridine orange (NAO) , 397 
Normal distribution . see Gaussian 

distribution 
Nocch filter, optical, 154 
Novalux Procera laser, 146; see also 

Solid-scacc laser, 488 nm 
NPE instrumencs, Inc., 174 , 432, 542 

NSG Precision Cells, Inc., 43S 
Nuclear DNA analysis in paraffin-

embedded marerial , 449, 503 
Nuclear magneric resonance (NMR), 111 

Nuclear morphology, 277 
Nuclear procein, DNA and, 321 
Nuclear receptors, 367 
Nuclei , as scandards, 446 
Nucleic acid sequence dececrion, 99, 361-2 

pepcide nucleic acid (PNA) probes, 362 
Nucleic acid dyes, 43, 306-26; see also 

DNA-selcccive dyes 
acridine orange. see Acridine orange 
chromarin scruccure and, 319-20 
cyanine dyes. see Cyanine dyes 
DNA base composirion, 317-9; see also 

DNA base composirion 
DNA concenc measurement, 306-17; 

see also DNA conrenc 
echidium bromide. su Ethidium 

bromide 
LDS-751. su LDS-7Sl 
propidium iodide. su Propidium 

iodide 
RNA conrenc measuremenc, 320-6; see 

also RNA concenc 
sryryl dyes. su Sryryl dyes 
SITO- dyes. see SITO- dyes 
chioflavin T. su Thioflavin T 
rhiazole blue. su Thiawle blue 

ch iazole orange. su Thiazolc orange 
TO-PRO- dyes. su TO-PRO- dyes 
TOT AB. ue TOT AB 
TOTO- dyes. see TOTO- dyes 
YOY0-1 . see YOY0-1 

NucleoCouncer, 448 
Numerical apcnure (N.A.), 7, 120, 121-2 

effeccon lens performance, 121, 121 -2 

of fiber opric, 157, 157-8 
lighc colleccion and, 17 1-4 
of lens, 121 
of microscope objecrives, 120, 121 
resolu~ion of lens and, 121, 128 

Numerical caxonomy, SI 
Nyquisc Sampling Theorem, 205, 209-10 

0 .0 . see Optical densiry 
Objeccives, microscope. see Microscope, 

objecrives 
Obscuration bar, 1 SO 
Observarion poinc, 16, 167 

lighc colleccion and , I 50. I SO, 151 -2, 
171 -3 

in scream versus cuverce, 170-7 1 
Observation region. see Observarion poinc 
Ohservarion volume, 220 
Obsrrucrion of flow syscems, 56, 176-7 
ODAM ATC 3000, 412, 43S-6 
Ohm and Ohm's Law, 181 
Olivomycin, 142, 

DNA concenc measuremcnc, 307-8 
Omron, 435. 436 
Oncogenes, S04 
Oncology, clinical , 502-8 

diagnosis and cervical cytology, 50.~ 

DNA measurements and, 503-4 
immunophenoryping, S04-7 
minimal residual disease dececcion, 

50S-6, 505 
oncogenes, ancigens, and rccepcors, 504 

Oncosis, 267, 470 
One Cell Sysrems, 475 
One-dimensional hisrograms, 21 -5 

analysis of, 244-6 
One-parameter displays, 24, 236-7 
One-shoe, 192 
Op amp. su Operational amplifier 
Opacity, eleccrical. see Electrical opacity 

Operat ional amplifier, 189-90, I 90 
o-Phchald ialdchyde (OPT), 381 
Opcical acciviry, birefringence and, 109 
Opcical characccr recognicion, 80 
Opcical components, 

light loss and spurious light in , 158-9 
sources of, S43-4 

Opcical densiry (0.D .), 111 
Oprical filcers , 8, 9, 52-3 

absorpcion and, 8, S3. 153-4 
alcernacives co, 152-3 
bandwidch, 53 

bandpass. see Band pass opcical filcers 
color glass. see Color glass filcers 
dichroic. see Dichroic filcers 
dieleccric. ue Dieleccric fllcers 

fluorescence in, 158-9 
incerference. see lncerference filccrs; su 

also Dielectric filrers 
long pass. see Long pass opcical filcers 
neutral densiry. see Neucral densiry 

filcers 
nocch, S3 
passband, 53, 153 
polariz.i ng, 156-7 
praccical consideracions, 53 
refleccion and, 108, 153 
seleccion of, S2-3, 153-6, 446-7 
shore pass. see Shore pass opt ical filter 
sources for, S 56-7 
cransmission of, I 54, 154-5 

tunable. set Tunable opcical filters 
rypes of, S3, 153-6 
versus monochromacors, 152-6 

Oprical invarianc, 123 
Optical parameters, measuremenc of, 

274-84 
absorpcion, 281; see also Lighc, 

absorpcion 
exrinccion , 282; su also Excinccion 

measuremenc 
fluorescence, 283-4; su also 

Fluorescence, flow cycomecry and 



interference and phase, 282 
lighr scauering, 274-80; set also Light 

scactering; Forward scarcer 
Optical path length, 119, 

pha~e based measurements, 282 
Oprical probes 

of cell membrane pocential, 46-7, 
385-402; m also Cell membrane 

potential 
of incracellular calcium, 402-5; su also 

Calcium ion, incracellular 
measurement of 

Optical resonators , 133-4 
Optical rotacion, 109 
Optical supply houses, 543-4 
Optical systems, 1 I 9-124 

apertures in, 124 
depch of field or focus in, 124 
image formation by, 119, 119-120 
lens types of. mt Lens, rypes of 
light gathering in, 121-2, I 23-4 
light propagation and, 119 
resolution. set Lens, resolution 
throughput and. set Throughput, 

opcical 
stops 'in, 124 
vergence in, 119 

Optical crapping, 266 
Optical waveguide, 157 
Optical waveguide cytomcrry, 158 
Optics; ue also Optical systems, 

epiilluminacion for, 128-9 , 129 
geometrical, 102, 
nonlinear. set Nonlinear optics 
physical, 102 
references, 68-9 

Optoflow AS, 
MICROCYTE flow cytometer, 58, 

58, 426-7 
OR (logic) gate, 193 
Orifice, Coulter. set Coulrer, orifice 
Ortho Diagnostics Systems, 92, 434-5 

Cycofluorograf. see Cytofluorograf 
flow cytomecer 

Cytograf. see Cytograf flow cytomecer 
Cytoron Absolute, 435 
Spectrum Ill. set Spectrum III 
System 50 Cytofluorograf. set 

System 50 Cytofluorograf 
Orthogonal geometry of flow cytometers, 

50-3 
Orthogonal scarcer. set Side scarrer 
Oscilloscope, 27 

storage display, 28 
Oxacarbocyanine dyes, 336 
Oxazine I, 94, 141 , 322, 325 

structure of, 323 
Oxazine 750, 143, 315-6 

reticulocytcs, 482 
Oxazines, 141 

structure of, 323 

Oxidation-reduction state, 291 
Oxidative metabolism. set Enzyme 

activity, oxidative metabolism 
Oxonol dyes, 46, I 43, 390-1, 520-2 

DiBAC.(3). su Bis (1,3-dibucyl
barbicuric acid) trimethine oxonol 

structure, 390 

"Paine-a-Gate" program (B-D), 35, 246, 
467 

Pancreatic islets, sorting, 263-4, 512 
Pandas, giant, 5 I 0-1 
PanLcucogating, 491 
Papanicolaou (Pap) smear, 

automation of, 9-13, 503 
history of, 76-7 

Paper pulp, flow cycometcy of, 542 
Parabolic flow profile, 167, 168, 168 
Parabolic reflectors, 152 
Paraformaldehyde fixation, 302, 304 
Parallel rays, 114; set also Collimated light 
Parameters, measuremenc of, 2, 3. 286, 

273-410. 
cellular exrrinsic. see Extrinsic 

parameters, measurement of; see 
also Fluorescent probes of 

extrinsic parameters 
cellular intrinsic. see Intrinsic 

parameters, measurement of 
physical. set Physical parameters 

Parametric tests, 235-6 
Parasitology, 536-7 
Parathyroid hormone, 369 
Puinaric acid, 375-6 
Parcec GmbH, 427-9 

CCA cell counter, 429 
CyFlow flow cytometers, 427-8, 427, 

492 
fluidic switching sorter design, 

264,264 
CyFlow Space cytometer, 542 
PA ploidy analyzer, 429 
PAS flow cytometers, 428-9, 429 

Particles, 
calibration. set Calibration 

particles 
cell counting and, 20-21, 448 
endocytosis of, 3 77-8 
fluorescent. set Fluorescenr 

particles 
as fluorescent labels, 343-4 

Partograph, Kratcl, 435 
Passband, of optical filters, 53, 153 
Pascal's Triangle, 232 
Passive clements, circuits, 184-5, 185, 

187-8 
Pacch clamp technique, 408 
Paccern recognition, 82 
Pauli Exclusion Principle, 110 
PCNA. su Proliferating cell nuclear 
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antigen 
PCR. see Polymerase chain reaction 
PE. see Phycoerythrin 
Peak amplitude, 183 
Peak-and-valley plot, 31-2, 32. 237, 241 
Peak dereccor, 57, 191 , 192-4 

circuitry of, 192 
PE-APC. su Phycoerythrin-

allophycocyanin 
PE-Cy5. see Phycoerythrin-Cy5 
PE-Cy5.5 . m Phycocrythrin-Cy5.S 
PE-Cy?. su Phycoerythrin-Cy7 
Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) probes, 362 
Percentage of labeled miroses (PLM). 

86,454,455 
J>erCP. su Pcridinin chlororphyll 

protein 
Peridinin chlorophyll protein (PerCP), 

333-4 
spectrum of. 296 

Periodic acid-Schiff reaction, 363 

Periodical literature. see Flow cytomerry, 
literature 

Permeabilization, 43, 300-1, 540 
bacteria and, 516-7, 519-22 
vs. fixac ion, 302 

Permeanr dyes. see Membranc-pcrmeant 
dyes 

Peroxidase, 378 
Peroxides, 379 
PE-TR. see Phycoerythrin-Texas red 
P-glycoprotein (Pgp) drug efflux pump, 

pH, 
309, 376-7,494,496 

cell activation and, 405-7, 406, 495-6 
intracellular. ste Intracellular pH 
probes of, 97-8, 405-7 

Phage display, 348, 540 
Phagocyrosis assyas, 377-8, 486 
Pharmacology, 537-8 
Phallacidin , NBD- , 338 
Phase, alternating currcn r, 182 
Phase contrast, 105 
Phase, light, 7, 105 
Phase measuremencs, 282 
Phenothiazines. 377 
PhoCy, 397 
Phoenix Flow Systems, 435, 436, 450 
Phorbol 12-myriscare 13-acetate (PMA), 

499 
Phosphorescence, 112, 113-4 
Phosphorylated hiscone H3 ancibody, 462 
Phocobleaching, 12, 44, 115-8 
Phococathode, 54, 161 
Phoroconduccive mode, phocodiode 

detector and, 160 
Photodamage, 270-1 

sorting, 54 , 266-7 
Phocodececcors, sources of, 5 54-5 
Photodiode 
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dcrcccors, S2. 160-1 
phococonducrive, 160 
phocovoltaic, 160 
silicon, 52, 160-1 
versus phoromulriplier cubes, 163-4 

Phocoelecrric effect, 161 
Photoelectrons, 54, 161 
Photolysis, 115 
Photometry, 101 
Photomultiplier rube, S4, I 60-6 

commercial hisrory of, 162-3 
detecwrs, S2, 54, 160-6 
clements of, 160 
end-window, 162 
gallium arsenide, 161 
multialkali, 16 l 
mulrianodc, 166 
power supplies for, 162 

sources of DC-DC converter 
modules, SSS 

quantum efficiency of, S4, 165, 165-6 
side-window, 162 
sources of, 5 54 
specrral response of, 161 
versus photodiode, l 63-4 
voltage supply circuirs, 162, 162 

Pho con, 5, l 02-3 
energy absorption of, I 09-18 
saturation, t\4 , 11 S-8 

Phocon flux, 11 7 
Photon statistics, l 64, 22 I 
Phorosensirizarion of cells, 30 1-2 
Phocosis (Oncosis), 470 
Photovoltaic mode, photodiode derecror 

and, 160 
Phycobiliproreins, 45, 292, 331-5; see also 

individual dyes 
energy transfer and, 4S, 333-4 
speccra of, 296 

Phycobilisomes, 335, 344 
Phycocyanins, 292, 332-3 
Phycoerychrin-allophycocyanin (PE-APC), 

45,333 
Phycoerythrin-CyS (PE-Cy5), 36, 4S, .333, 

334-5. 348-9 
spectrum, 37, 296 

Phycoerythrin-CyS.5 (PE-Cy5,S), 36, 45, 
33.3. 334-5 

Phycoerychrin-Cy7(PE-Cy7), 36, 45, 3.33. 
334-5 

specrrum, 296 
Phycoerychrin (PE), 36. 292 

ancihodies labeled with, 332 
molecular weighc, 45 
spectra, 164, 296 
tandem conjugates, 36, 45. 333. 334-5, 

348-9 
Phycoerychrin-Texas red (PE-Texas red), 

36, 45, 333, 334-5, 348-9 
spectrum of, 37, 296 

Physical parameters, 273-8S 

AC impedance, 273-4; see also 
Electrical opacity; Coulter, opacity 

(AC) measurement 
acoustic measurements, 274 
DC impedance, 273; su also Coulter, 

cell volume measurement 
Optical parameters. see Optical 

paramecers, measurement of 
Physiochemical bases of membrane 

pocenrial, 38S-6 
Phytohemagglutin (PHA), 363, 495 
Phywe AG, 87, 411 
"Picket Fences" in data d isplays, 206-7, 

213-4, 244, S62 
Pico Green, 43 
Pixd, 13 
PKH cracking dyes, 45-6, 371-4, 372; 374, 

501 
PK.H26, 45 

Planck's constanc, 102 
Plane polarized light, 104 
Planapochromat lenses, 121, l 52 
Plane cdls, 512-4 

chromosome analysis and sorting, 
512-3 

DNA concenc, 513-4 
Plasma, ionized gas, 115, l 80 
Pl.asmodium spp. su Malaria, parasites 
Platelets, 487-8 
Plarykurcic distribution, 234 
PMA. see Phorbol 12-myristace 13-acecace 
PMT. su Photomultiplier cube 
Point source oflight, I 19, l 24 
Pointance, 124 
Pointing stability, laser, 146 
Poisson distribution, l 9-20, 233 
Poisson statistics, 

detecting phocdeccrons. 54 
precision in councing and, 19-20 
rare event analysis and, 19-20 
sampling error and, 77-8 

Pokeweed mitogen (PWM), 363 
Polarization, 

fluorescence. see Fluorescence 
polarization 

lasers and, 135-6 
light, 104-8 
optics for measuring, 156-7 
onhogonal light scattering and, 13, 

278. 278-9. 483 
by reflection, 107-8 
by scattering, l 06 

Polarizing bcamsplitter, l 56-7 
Polarizing filter, 157 
Polyamide probes, 479, 561 
Polychromatic dececcion, 152-3 
Polyclonal antiserum, 346 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR), 344 

assay for reaction products, S4 l 
Population inversion, 115, 133 
Porcine blood, diffc:rc:ncial counts, 511 

Porphyrins, 292, 331 
fluorescence, 291, 292 

Posicive control samples, 353 
Positive displacement pump. see Syringe: 

pump 
Posicive vergc:nce, 119 
Pocencial energy, 180 
Pocencial, membrane. see Membrane 

pocencial 
Potentiometer, 28, 37, 185, 191 ; sua!.Jo 

Variable resistor 
Power, decrrical 181 
Power ground, l 86 
Power supplies, 187, l 87-8 

linear versus switching, 188 
sources of, SSS 

Preamplifier, 5S. 190- l , 191 
Precision 

councing and, 19-20, 77 
definition of, 12, 214 
flow cycomecer and, 49, 214-5 
lighc measurements and, 49 

Prenatal diagnosis, 509-10 
Pressure, for driving sheath. see Sheach, 

driving 
Primulin, 369 
Principal component analysis, 198, 250, 

251.252 
Prisms, 108, l 52-3, I 53 

Limow. see Limow prism 
Probes, 3, 297, 293-328 362-4; see also 

specific probes 
fluorescenr. see Fluorescent prohes of 

extrinsic parameters 
sources of, 544-8 

Process monitoring, 540 
Proch/orococcus, 524, 524-5 
Proficiency cescing, sources for, 557 
Proflavine, structure of, 323 
Programmed cell death. see Apopcosis 
Proliferating cell nuclear ancigc:n (PCNA), 

460-1 
Proliferative fraccion. su S-phase fraction 
Proliferative G, state, 96, 97, 321 
l'ropidium iodide (Pl) 

apopcosis and, 463 
BrUdR incorporation and, 455. 457 
DNA content and, 23, 96, 306-7 
dye exclusion rest and, 46, .100- l , 

369-70 
nucleic acid srain and. 43 
RNA content and, 43. 307, 326 
spectrum of, 296 
scrucrure of, 301 

Protein A. 343, 353 
Protein content measurement, 326-8, 561 
Proteins, fixation and, 43, 302 
Protein stain, new, 561 
Prorera laser (Novalux), 146; see a/Jo 

Solid-state laser, 488 nm 
Procon charge, 180 



Proton ionophore, 405 
Protoplascs, plane, 

analysis of, S 12-4 
sorcing, 263 

Pulse 
amplitude, 16, 16, 17, 183 
analysis of, 21 
beam geomecry and, 183-4, 184 
characteristics, 183-4 
coincidence decection and. su 

Coincidence, deccccion of cells 
tytophocometry, 17 
fall cime of, 195 
flac-toppcd . see Flac-topped pulse 
heighc, 17, 183 
incegral or area of, 17, 183-4 , 194-S 
long-tailed, 194 
peak of, 183-4, 192-4 
processing, 191 -6 
rise rime of, 195 
shape, 17, 183-4, 184 
shaping, 194 
screeched. su Screeched pulse 
strobe. su Strobe pulse 
rrain, 17 
trigger. see Trigger, pulse 
voltage, 183 
widrh, 17, 184, I 9S, 28S-8; see 

tllso Cell size 
Pulse height analyzer (PHA), 21 , 24-7, 237 

display from , 24 
mulrichannel, 24 
pulse height distribution . see One

parameter display 
iwo- paramecer, 27 

Pulsed solid-state laser, 135 
Puma, flow cytomecry of, 510-11 , 511 
Pump laser, 135 
Pumped dye laser, 135; su also Dye laser 
Purdue cytometry mailing list and Web 

site, 68 
Pyridine nucleotides, fluorescence, 290-1, 

291 
Pyronin Y, 

DNNRNA scaining and , 27, 44, 97, 
322-S, 460, 497-8 

Hoechst 33342 and, 27, 27, 44 , 97, 
321, 322, 460, 497-8 

rericulocyce counting and, 99, 326 
RNA content and, 27, 44, 97, 321 , 

320, 322-4 , 460, 497-8 
spectrum, 296 
scrucrure, 323 
viral scaining and, 324 

Q and B calculations for sensiciviry, 221-3 
QIFIKIT beads, 355 
Quadranc 

analysis , 35, 247 
scaciscics, 247 

Quality control, 
of dyes, 294-5 
cime measurements in, 179-80, 366, 

366 
in DNA analysis, 446, 450 
in T-cell subsec analysis, 491 

QuantiBRITE beads, 35S 
Quantitative fluorescence cycomecry 

measuremencs (QFCM), 353-60 
analyzing immunofluorescence data , 

360 
calibration and controls, 353-9 
correlating cyromecry and 

biochemistry, 359-60 
definitions, 354 
defining a W indow of Analysis, 356-7 
estimating antigen or receptor surface 

density, 360 
positive vs. negacive, 358 
problems and prospeccs, 361 
standards, types of, 354-9 
weakly fluorescent beads and cells, 

358-9 
Quamiracive immunofluoresccnce, 48-9, 

353-61 ; su also Quantitarive 
fluorescence cyromecry 

Quantitative Indirect Immunofluorescence 
(QIFI), 3SS 

Quantization error and noise, 205-6 
Quantum docs, 339-40, 474 
Quantum efficiency 

of deteccors, 54 , 160, 165 
fluorescence, 44 
photomuliciplier tube. see 

Photomulciplier tubes, quantum 
efficiency of 

Quancum electrodynamics, 5, 103 
Quancum mechanics, 

uncercainry principle of, 111 
Quantum Simply Cellular (QSC)Beads, 

3S4-6 
Quantum yield 

of fluorescence, 44, 113 
Quarcz halogen lamp, 127 
Quenching, 44, 112, 115-8 

bleaching and, 44, 115-8 
concentration, 116 

Quiescent scare, 96, 97, 321 
Quin-2, 98, 403 

Radian, 101 
Radiance, 124 
Radiant energy, 101 
Radiant flux , I 0 l , 124 
Radiation, 10 I 
Radiacion dosimetry, S38 
Radiometry, 101 
Raman scanering, 118 

fluorescence sensitivity and, SS , 342-3 
Rare cell dececcion , 19-20, 42, 178-80, 

Index I 677 

269, 352, 468-70 
alcernatives co flow cyrometry, 470-1 
cockcail staining and, 470 
noise and, 470 
precision and, 19-20 
single paramecers and , 469-70 
sorcing and, 42, 269 

Rare cvcnc analysis. see Rare cell detection 
RATCOM, 174, 21 2, 432 
Ratio calculacions, 2S5-6 
Rat io circuits, 204 

laser noise compensation with. SS, 
147-8 

Ratiometric techniques, 299 
calcium, 47, 403-S 
intracellular pH, 98, 406-7 , 407 

membrane potential, 299 , 391-2 
bacterial , 401-2 

Rayleigh scarcering, lOS-6, 288 
RBD2100 (AATI), 429 
Reactance, 182 
Reactive dye, 4S, 298, 326 
Reaccive oxygen species (ROS) , 379 
Reagents, Iources of, S44-8 
Real image, 119, 1 SI 
Receptors, 

labeled ligand bind ing to , 366-9 
surface density of, 204, 360 

Recognicion, optical character. see Opcical 
characcer recognicion 

Reccifier, power supply, 187, 187 
Red cell. su Erythrocytes 
Red cell indices, 49, 77-8 
Red-absorbing filcers , 129 
Redox state, 291 
Reduced vergence, 119 
Reference scandards, 44 S-6 

for DNA, 26, 307 
for immunofluorescence, 49, 49 , 3S3-8 

Reflection, oflight, 4-5 , 106, 107-9 

microscopy and , 6-8 
opcical filcers and, 108, l S3 
polarization by, 107-8 
refraction and, S, 107 
co cal in cernal. see T ocal in rernal 

reflection, of light 
Reflective filters. see Interference filter 
Reflectors, ellipsoidal or parabolic, 152 
Refraction, oflighc , 4-5, 105, 107-9 

Snell's law of. see Snell 's law of 
refraccion 

Refraccive index, 4-S, 107 
differences beiwcen core and shearh , 

178 
forward scatter and, 27S-6 
fixacion effects on, 303 
side scarcer and , 277 

Relay lenses, 128 
Reporcer genes, 320, 408-10, 477 

enzymes as, 408-9 
Green Fluorescent Protein and 
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variants, 409-1 O; su also Green 
fluorescent protein 

Reproductive viability, 299 
Research Developments, 435 
Research Electro-Optics lasers, 437 
Research Organics, 432 
Reser signal, 192, 192-3 
Resistance, electric current, 181 
Resistor. J 81. 185 
Resistor, variable. su Variable resistor 
Resolution, 

image, 13-14, 128 
lens and. see Lens, resolution 

Resonance energy transfer, 112, 115, 283-4 
Reticulated platelets, 487 
Rericulocyre counting, 78-9, 99. 3 J 2-4, 

326, 481-2 
sampling statistics and, 78 

Rericulocyte maturity index (RMI). 482 
Reynolds number (Re), 174, 269 
Rhodamine 10 I (dye), 91, 330-1 ; see also 

Sulforhodamine 101 , 
vital procein content and, 328 

Rhodamine 110-based fluorogenic 
enzyme substrates, 380 

Rhodamine 123 (dye), 
membrane potential, 46-7, 389 
mitochondrial membrane potential, 

46-7, 97, 376, 394-7. 397 
Rhodamine 640 (dye). vital protein content 

and,328 
Rhodamine 700 (dye), 143 
Rhodamine 800 (dye}. 143, 315-6 
Ribonuclease (RNAse), 23, 43. 307 
Riese Emerprises, 446 
Right-angle scatter. ue Side scatter 
Rise time of pulse:, 195 
RNA content, 320-6 

acridine orange and. su Acridine 
orange, RNA content 

blood reticulocyte counting and. su 
Reciculocyte counting 

in cell activation. 320-1, 321, 460-1, 
461, 495, 497 

of cell cycle compartments, 96-7, 97, 
320-1, 321 

fluorochromes and, 43, 297 , 320-6, 
323 

history of in flow cytometry, 96-7 
oxazine 1 and. see Oxazine 1 
propidium and. su Propidium iodide. 

RNA content and 
pyronin Y. see Pyronin Y, RNA content 
tricyclic hereroaromaric dyes and , 322 

323 . . 325-6 
R:-.JA/DNA staining 

acridine orange. see Acridine orange 
prronin Y. see Pyronin Y 

RNA synthesis using BrUdR, 458 
Robust CV (RCV), 235-6 
Rorarional energy, I 09, 112 

R-PC-11. see R-phycocyanin II 
R-PE. see R-phycoerythrin 
R-phycocyanin II, 333 
R-phycoetythrin, 332; su also 

Phycoerythtin; 
speccrum of, 37, 296 

SABS. su Super avidin-biotin system 
Saliva, flow cytomerry of, 542 
Sample carryover, 179-80 
Sample flow rare, 179-80 
Sample preparation, for DNA staining, 

307, 317 
Sample stream. see Core scream 
Sanitary microbiology, 531 -2 
Sapphire laser (Coherent), 146; see also 

Solid-state laser, 488 nm 
SARS, 563 
Satellite droplets, 259, 261 
Saturation. see Phoron, saturation 
SBIP (Stand Breaks Induced by Photolysis) 

method, 456-7, 457 
Scanning 

cyrometry, 2, 9 
laser cytometer, 11, 451. 463-4, 509 
one-dimensional, I 5-16, J 6 
versus flow cytomctry, history of. su 

History of flow cytomerry 
Scatchard ploc, 368 
Scattered light. see Light scarcering 
Scarcer gating, rwo-angle, 34-5, 34, 277 
SCM. su "Srrucmredness of cytoplasmic 

matrix" 
Scrape loading molecules into cdls, 540 
Secondary emission of electrons, 161 
Selection rules of quantum mechanics, 

110 
Semiconductor diode, 188 
Semiconducrors, 180 
Sensitivity. 

autofluorescence and. see 

Autofluorescence , sensitivity and 
background effect and, 218-9 
definition of, 12, 214, 215-6 
fluorescence. su Fluorescence 

sensitivity 
of flow cytomerer. 49, 215-9 
improving, 342, 345 
limits to, 341 -2 
measuringusingQand B, 221 -3 
noise and, 217-8, 219-20 
photodiode versus PMT as dececror, 

163-4 
precision and, 218 

Sequence, nucleic acid. see Nucleic acid 
sequence detection 

Sequoia-Turner Corporation. see Abbon 
Diagnosrics 

Sex selection by sperm sorcing, 26, 40, 
452-3 

sources of. 557-8 
Shapiro's Laws of Flow Cyromctry, 

Zeroth, xxxiv 
First, l l 
Second, 220 
Third. 294 
Fourth, 466 
Fi~h. 466 
Sixth, 467 
Seventh, 225 
Eighth , 438 

Sheath 
air, 10, 74, 291 
driving, 55-6, 175-7 
flow, 55-6, 167-9 

hiscory of, JO 
fluid, 55, 176-7 

filtration of, 176-7 
laminar flow. su Laminar flow 
practical derails , 175. 178-80 
rnrbulence and. su Turbulence, fluid 

flow and 
Shielding 

electrical, 185 
electrostatic, 180, 186 
light, 162 
magnetic, I 62 

Shift register , 258 
Shorr circuit, 186 
Shorr pass optical filcers, 53. 153. 153-4 
Shorr reflect opt ical filters , 53 
Showa Denko, 436 
SI Units. see International System of Units 
Side population (SP) srcm cdls, .308, 489 

ABCG2 breast cancer resistance 
protein in, 489 

Side scatter, 4, 6, 276-279 
colleccion optics for, 52 
cytoplasmic granularity, 274. 276 
definicion of, 6 
fixation and, 303 
mitotic nuclei and, 277, 320 
polarized and depolarized, 278, 278-9, 

483 
protein conccnc and, 278 , 328 

Side-window photomultiplier rubes. see 
Photomultiplier cubes , side-window 

Signal ground , 186 
Signal processing, 183-21 4 

analog. su Analog signal processing 
beam geometry and pul.~e 

characcerisrics. I 83-4, I 84 
d igital. see Digital signal processing 
electronics and, 55, 190-204 
linear circuits in, 197-9 
logarithmic amplifiers in . see 

Logarithmic amplifier 
overview of, 5 7 
peak dcceccor. Jee Peak derc:cror 
preamplifier. see Preamplifier 



pulse integral, area, and widch, 
194-5 

pulse processing in, 191 -7 
racio circuits in, 204 

Signal pulse, crigger. see Trigger, pulse 
Signal-to-noise ratio, 211 
Signal versus noise, light collection and, 

150-2 
Silicon photodiodes. see Phorodiodes, 

silicon 
Sine wave, 182 
Single cell analysis without flow cytometry, 

475 
Single cell sorcing, 258-66 
Single chain variable fragments (scFvs), 348 
Single molecule detection, 99, 471-3 
Single photon counting, 164 
Singlet, energy states, 112, I 13-4 
Skacron AJS, 412 
Skewness, of a distribution, 23, 233, 234 
Slits, entrance and exit, 152, 153 
Slit-scanning, 51, 183-4, 212-3 

cell sizing and, 285-7 
cell morphology and, 289 

Slow flow systems, 177, 366, 471-3 
Slug flow, 167, 168 

Small-angle scaner. ue Forward scatter; 
see al.ro M ie scaneri ng 

SNARF- I , 407 
spectrum, 407 

Snell 's law of refraction, 106, 107, 157 
Sociery for Analytical Cytology. set 

Internacional Sociery for Analytical 
Cytology (ISAC) 

Software fluorescence compensation, 38, 
242-4, 562-3 

Software. 
sources of, 5 51-3 
third parry, 437 

Solid angle, IOI, IOI 
Solid-phase assays using flow cytomecry, 

473-4 
Solid-state laser, 135, 145-6 

488 nm semiconductor, 145-6, 416-7, 
424-5, 427, 429 

green YAG. set Neodymium-YAG 
laser 

UV. ue Alexandrice laser 
Somacounc (Bentley), 430, 539 
Somatic cell counts in milk, 538-9 
Somatic cdl genetics, 477 
Sore control logic, 257-8 
Sort gate, 40 
Sort region, 40 
Sorting. see Flow saning 
S-PE, phycoeryrhrin from, 332 
Spatial resolution, 128 
Spectral irradiancc, 132 
Spectral resolution, 149 
Spectral response, detector, 160-1, 

165, 165-6 

Spectral selection in light collection, 52-4 , 
152-6 

Speccrofluoromecers, 152 
Spectrophotometers, 152 
Spectroscopy, 294 

references, 71 
rime-resolved, 113, 345, 385 

Spectrum III (Orrho) , 94. 411, 434-5 
Sperm, 

acrosomal reaction, 509 
analysis of, 289, 508-9 
antibodies co, detecting, 509 
chromatin structure assay, 509 
correcting orientation effects 

in flow cyrometry of, 178 
DNA content, 26, 310- I , 509 
motility and flow cytometric 

characteristics, 509 
sorring,26,40,289 , 311, 452-3 

commercial, 557-8 
quality assessment, 508-9 

Spermatogenesis, effects of toxic agents on, 
538 

S-phase fraction (SPF), 96-7, 96, 450 
in cancers, 4 50-1 

Spheric.:i.l aberration , lens, 120-1 , 123 
Spheric.:i.l mirror, 151 
Spherocech, 358, 445 
Spontaneous emission, 112 
SP stem cells. su Side population Hem 

cells 
SR 10 I. see Sulphorhodamine 
Staining, 

history of, 74-7 
mechanisms of, 298-9 
microscopy and, 7-8, 74-6 

Standard deviation, 19, 231 , 233-6 
Standards, for cyromecry, 

alignment, 215, 354, 444 , 445-6 
calibration, 354-9, 445-6 
cells and nuclei as, 446 
certified blank, 354 
compensation, 446 
for DNA, 26, 307 
for immunofluorescence, 49, 49, 353-8 
reference, 354, 445-6 

Sraphylococcal enteroroxin B (SEB), 498 
Scaciscical methods of classification, 80-1 
Scaciscical sampling error. see Poisson 

scaciscics, sampling error and 
Seem cells, embryonic, 476 
Seem cells, hematopoietic. see 

Hematopoiecic seem cells 
Seem cells, side population (SP). see Side 

population seem cells 
Seem cells, rumor, 507 
Seep index fiber , 157 
Sceradian, 10 l, JO 1 

Sterance, 124 
Srimulaced emission, 112, 114-5, 133 
Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED) 

microscopy, 47 1 
Srokes shifr, 44, 112-3 

fluorescein, 11.3 
Stokes Raman emission , 118 
Stokes vector, 274 

Index I 679 

Stool, bacteria in, 518, 518, 536 
Storage display oscilloscope, 28 
Scream-in-air 

flow sycems, 17 4 
nozzles, 169, 169-70, 172 
versus cuvecte, 170-1 

Screamline flow, 167 
Screptavidin , 330, 340 
Screeched pulses, 195 
Strobe delay pulse, 192, 192-., 
Strobe pulse, 27, 192, 192-3 
"Scrucruredness of cytoplasmic macrix" 

(SCM), 381 -2, 383-5 
Cellscan instrument, 384-5 
Cercek cancer rest, 383 
changes in cell activation , 384-5 
fluorescence polarization measurements 

in, 383 
"Student" (W. S. Gossett) , 19 
Styryl-8, 3 I 2 
Scyryl dyes, 312 
Subset analysis, lymphocyte. see T -cell 

subset analysis 
Successive approximation ADC's, 208-9 
Sulfaflavinc, brilliant. su Brilliant 

sulfaflavi ne 
Sulfhydryl groups, 98 , 381 
Sulphorhodamine I 0 I (SR 10 I), 9 I, 92. 

327-8 
speccrum, 296 

Sulphorhodamine B, 329 
Super avidin-biocin system (SABS), .'113 
Superconductivity, 181 
Surface antigens. see Cell surface, 

antigen; see al.ro Covalent labels; 

I mmunofluorescence 
Surface area, of cells, 285 
Surface density of antigenic or recepcor 

sites, 204, 285 , 360 
Surface emitting la~crs, 146 
Surface membrane immunoglobulin 

(Smlg), 346 
Surface receptors, 366-9 
Surface sugars, 362-3 
SV40 T antigen, 461. 502 
Switching power supplies, 188 
Syringe pump, 56, 177 
Sysmex (TOA Medical Electronics) , 289, 

433 
R-1000 rcciculocyte counter, 482 

System 50 Cycofluorograf (Orcho), 92, 
I 58 , 434-5 

SYTO dyes, 43, 143, 300, 315 , 316, 51 7, 
523 

SYTOX dyes, 300, 315. 316, 5 23 
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Table of cellular parameters, 3, 286 
Table of reagents and spectral properties, 

297 
Tandem dye conjugates, 36, 45, 95, 333-7, 

348, 349,469 
T cells, 33. 34, 41, 48-9, 99, 250, 346, 

350-2; also su Lymphocyte 
activation 

antigen-specific, 
detection by cycokine production, 

500 
detection by cecramers, 47-8, 500-1 

development of, 465-7 
memory vs. naive, 488, 497 

T cell gating, 34-5, 34, 277, 491 
T cell subset analysis, 30-1, 33-5, 34, 38-9, 

39, 250. 465-6 
alternatives to flow, 491-3 
compensation and, 243-4 , 243 
clinical applications, 490-1, 494 
display of, 34, 33-5, 238-41, 239, 241 
HIV and, 350-2, 490-3 
history of, 99 
guidelines, 491 
in prisoners, 541-2 
quantification and calibration of, 

355-9 
Technicon lnstrumenrs Corporation, 59 , 

88, 279-80, 411, 483; su al.so Bayer 
Diagnostics 

T elomeres, 464 
TEM. set Transverse elecrromagnecic 

mode 
T£M00 laser beam, 130, 134, 134, 136 

Terminal deoxynucleocidyl cransferase 
(TdT) , 

in assays for apopcosis, 463 
in SBIP assay for BrUdR, 456-7 

Tesrs of significance, 244 
Tecramers. 47-8, 500- 1 
Tecramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate 

(TRITC), 329-30 
spectrum, 296 
scrucrure of, 327 

T ecrazolium dyes a'i.~ays, 379, 486 
Texas red, 92-3, 140, 142, 330-1 

dual-label flow cytomecry and, 
92-3, 330- 1 

protein content and, 328 
spectrum of, 296 
scrucrure of. 327 
candem conjugate. see Pycoerychrin-

Texas Red 
T-gacing. see T cell gating 
The Arr of Electronics, 69 
There's No Businm Like FwwBusiness, 566 
Thermionic emission of electrons, 161 
Thiazines, scrucrure of, 323 
Thiazole blue, 143. 313 
Thiazole orange (TO), 99, 143, 300. 312-4 

rcciculocyte counting and, 99, 312-3, 

326, 481 -2 
spectrum of, 296 

Thin films, interference in, I 08 
Thin layer chromatography, 294 
Thioflavin T, 99, 313, 481 
Thiol groups, 98, 381 
Thiopyronin G, 325 

strucrure of, 323 
Thioxanchenes, struccure of, 323 
Thorn EMI, 163 
Three-dimensional plot. m Cloud ploc 
Three-dimensional projection. see Peak-

and valley plot 
Threshold level, 16, 16, 191-1, 192 

crigger signal. su Trigger, signal(s) 
Threshold voltage, 191-2, 192 
Thrombopoietin, 487 
Throughput, optical, 123, 124-6 
Thy- I antigen , 488, 500 
Thymidine, triciated. set Tritiaced 

chymidine 
Time, as a parameter, 364-6 

use in quality control. see Quality 
comrol, rime measurement in 

Time inrerval gating, 365-6 
Time-resolved fluorescence, speccroscopy, 

113, 345, 385 
Timed measurements, 364-6, 365 
T lymphocytes. su T cells 
'Top hac" laser beam profile, 138 

TO-PRO- dyes, 
bivariate chromosome analysis, 478 
nucleic acid stain and, 43, 313. 315, 

517 
TO-PRO-I, 300, 315 

structure of, 30 I 

TO-PR0-3, 143, 315-6, 457-8 
dye exclusion test and, 46, 369-70, 

522 
T oric lenses, 122 
TOTAB, 314-5 
Total internal reflection, of light, 121, 122, 

157, 157 
TOTO- dyes, 43, 314-5 

bivariate chromosome analysis, 478 
nucleic acid srain and, 43, 314-5 
TOTO-I, 314-5, 471 

spectrum of, 296 
structure of, 30 l 

TOT0-3, 143, 314 
spectrum of, 296 

Toxicology, 537-8 
micronucleus assay, 538 
effeccs on spermacogenesis, 538 

TPS-1 (Two Parameter Sorrer) 
(Coulrer}, 89, 411 

Tracking dyes, 45-6, 371-4, 372, 373 
and cell proliferation, 45-6, 371-4, 

458, 501 
deteccion of hybrids, 477 

Training set, 249-50, 252 

Transducers and droplet sorcing, 263 
T ransferrin receptor. ue CD7 I antigen 
Transformer, eleccric, 186-7. 187 

Transforming growrh face or beta, 369 
Transimpedance amplifier, 190; see also 

Current-to-voltage converter 
Transistor, 188-9 
Transitions, molecule energy states 

and, 109, 112, 112-4 
Translational energy, I 09 
T ransmembrane potential. see Membrane 

potential 
Transmitted light microscope, 6-8, 7, 8, 

127-8 
Transmitted light microscopy, 6-8, 7. 8 
Transplantation, 493-4 

bone marrow, 488 
T ransresistance amplifier, 190; see al.so 

Current-co-voltage converter 
Transverse electromagnetic mode (TF.M) , 

134 
Transverse linear magnification, 120 
Trichomona.r vagina/is, 537 
Tricyclic heteroaromatic dyes, 322-6, 323 

rcticulocyce counring and, 326 
Trigger 

circuit, 191 -2 
false, 17 
pulse, 191 
signal(s), 16-7, 191, 195-6 

immunofluorescence and, 352, 196 
forward scatter as, 17, 196 
selection of. 17, 196-7 

Triggering, 16-7, 226; su also Trigger, 
signal 

Triplet excired state, 113-4 
TRITC. see Tecramerhylrhodamine 

isochiocyanatc 
Tririated chymidine (H-TdR), 86, 321-5, 

454 
detecting lymphocyte accivacion , 495 

Trouc erythrocytes, as standards, 307, 446 
Tcypan blue, 46, 369 
Trypanosoma spp., 537 
T-tesc, 19, 245 
Tube length, microscope objeccive, 149 
Tumor stem cells, 507 
Tunable opcical filters, I 5 7 

sources of, 5 5 7 
TUNEL assays, 463 
Turbulence, fluid flow and , 167, l 68 , 

174-6 
Two-angle scatter gating, 34-5 . 34, 277. 

491 
Two-axis positioner. 258 
Two-dimensional bitmap selection 

region, 246 
Two-dimensional displays. see Two

parameter histogram, displays 
Two-dimensional frequency distributions, 

237-41. 238; see al.so Two-



parameter histogram 
analysis of, 246-8 
chromacic (color) ploc. see Chromacic 

ploc 
contour plot. su Contour plot 

density plor. see Density ploc 
gray scale ploc. see Density plot, gray 

scale 
isometric plot. see Peak-and-valley plot 

Two-dimensional histogram. see Two
paramecer histogram 

Two-paramerer gates, 246 
wirhour compurers, 27-9, 246 

Two-parameter hisrogram, 26-32 
analysis of, 246-8 
cycogram. see Cytogram 
displays, 29-30, 31-2, 237-41, 239 
dot ploc. see Doc ploc 
three-dimensional projeccion, 32, 32-3, 

241, 241-2 
Two-phoron excitacion, 118-9, 284 
Type 0 standards, cerrified blank parricb, 

354,445 
Type I scandards, alignment particles. 354, 

445 
Type II standards, reference parcicles, 354, 

445 
Type III scandards, calibration particles, 

354-8, 445 
Tyrosine kinase, 380 

Uniform distriburion, 231. 231-2 
Unilamellar liposomes, 343 
Union Biomecrica, Inc., 265, 432-3, 477 
Univariate hiscograms. see One-

dimensional histograms 
Urine, 

deteccion of bacteria in, 431.510, 529, 
533-4 

flow cycomcrry of, 431, 433, 5 l 0 

Vaccine development, 536 
Vacuum tubes, 161, 188-9 
Valinomycin, 387 
Variable region , imrnunoglobulin, 346 
Variable resistor, 28, 37, 18 5. 191 
Variance, 22, 233-6 
Variance-covariance matrix, 238 
Vasopressin, 369 
VCS hematology system (Coulter), 483 
Vergence, 119 
Verity Software House, 25, 372, 450 
Viability. see Cell viability 

Vibrational energy, 109. 112, 11 2 
Video intensification microscopy 

(VIM), 367 
Violer diode laser, 144-5 , 292. 310, 339, 

416-7, 424, 427 
Virtual image, 120 
Viruses, 

detection of, 288-9, 522-4, 523, 532-3 
Viscosicy, offluid, 167, I 74 
Vica blue, 378 
Vital scaining, 43, 299-302 

Hoechst 33342 and. see Hoechsc dyes, 
vical scaining with 

intact versus live cells, 299-300 
permeant versus permeable dyes, 300-1 
toxicicy of vical dyes, 301-2 

Vole (V), 180 
Volcage, 18 
Voltage divider, 1851 
Volcage pulse, 183, 184 
Volrage regularor, I 88 
Volcage, chreshold . m Threshold volcage 
Voxels, 14 

Waccs (W). 101. 181 
Wavelength of light, 103 
Wavenumber, 104 
Whm I'm Sick - CD64?, 487 

White cell . ue Leukocyce 
White cell indices, 49 

Index I 681 

Whole embryo sorting. 263, 265. 476-7 
W ide-angle scalter. see Side scarcer 
Wien displacement law, 104 
W indow compararor. see Comparacor, 

window 
W indow of analysis method, 356-7 
W inMDI software, 241, 241 
Wrighc 's scain, 464 

Xanchenes. srruccure of, 323 
Xenon lamps. 126 
XRITC, 92-3. 140, 141, 330. 347 

as a tracking dye. 371 

YAG laser. see Neodymium-¥ AG laser 

Yeast, 527-8 , 532, 539 
Yield, cell sorting, 41, 267-8 
YO-PRO- I. 315 
YOY0-1, 314-5, 532 
Ytrerbium-YAG laser, 146 
Yttrium aluminum garner (YAG) laser, 

see Neodymium-YAG laser 

ZAP-70 kinase and chronic lyrnphocytic 
leukemia, 563 

Zapper, cell, 266-7 
Zeeman effecc, 11 1 
Zenon anribody labeling, 348-9 
Zinc protoporphyrin, 292 

spectrum of, 291 
Zyn:uis Cell Sciences, 492 
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